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PREFACE

This history of this Work may be told briefly.

The lyictionary of the Economic Frodncts of India,

written by me and published 1885—94, having been out ol’

print for some time, it was resolved by the Government
of India that a corrected and abridged edition should

he brought out. The instructions j)i’ovided that the

woi’k should he limited to a single volume, the arrange-

ment of which should follow that of the Dictionary
;

that it should be confined to products Avhich are oK

present or prospective industrial or commercial impor-

tance ; and that Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyor, Director

of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, be requested to

exercise supei'vision over the compilation of the work.

In acceding to this request. Sir William recommended
that a definite plan for the Avork should be settled

heforcf .commencement liy a small committee in com-
munication with the author. This recommendation was
adojo^ed by the Right Hon. the Secretary of State for

InSia, the committee appointed being empowered to

makte ^ recommendations on any other points of detail

not sufficiently provided for in the instructions issued

by the Government of India. The Committee were as

^
dloAvs:—Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, K.C.M.G., C.I.E.,

.R.S., Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
Chairman; Mr, J. S. Gamble, C.I.E., E.R.S. ; Professor
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*Wynd}iam R. Duniitan, F.R.S., LL.D., Director of tko

lltipetial Institute; and Sir Thomas Ilolderness, K.C.S.I.

Lieut.-Colonel D. Praia, C.I.E., F.R.S., was subsequently

appointed a member of the Committee. The writing of

the work was commenced in 1904 and completed in 1907

During its jirogress the manuscript of many articles was

submitted to scientific experts who were good enough

to pillow me to consult them. Among these t may
mention the generous help received from the meanbers

o/ the advisory committee, more especially Sir William

Thiselton-Dyer, who, during his long and honourable

eonnection with Kew, had gained a unique knowledge

of the jiroducts of India, and was over ready and

willing to assist in forwarding the best interests of the

work. Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E , F.R.S., Dii’octor

of the Geological Survey of India, kindly perused all

the articles on “Metals and Minerals,” and made
numerous valuable suggestions. Mr. T. H. Middleton,

M..V., Assistant Secretary, Board of Agriculture, per-

mitted me to consult him regarding “ Live Stock.”

Dr. Harold H. Mann contributed towards the article on

“Tea”; Mr. H. M. Leake, M.A., on “Indigo”; Mr.
C. Barber, M.A., on “Pepper.” Mr. E. M. Holmes

(

^vas good enough to read the proofs of certain passitges

on drugs
;
Professor A. II. Church, E.R.S., very readily

res230nded to my inquiries, and Dr. J. A. Voelcker

advised me on doubtful points in agricultural chemistry.

Mr. P. W. Thomas, Librarian India Office, rendered

invaluable service regarding the origins of Indian

classical and vernacular names. Professor E. Rapson, of

Cambridge, was similarly good enough to help me on
several occasions with the Indian classic authors. Dr.

G. A. Grierson, C.I.E., was most liberal in his responses,

and Mr. W. Poster was ever ready to supply infor-

mation regarding the Records of the India Office.
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• I may venture to explain that'*a.n effort lias been

made to render all trade statistics bn the standards Tif

English weights and measures, and while giving th(‘

rupee values to state now and again the equivalents in

pounds sterling (Is. 4-c?. to the rupee). Unfortunately,

by the time the press order had to he given, official

returns later than 1905—6 were not as a rule available

for alb x,spccts of trade, so that while incidentally

qubtiixg such returns as were to hand of a later date,

the main contentions of the work turn on the positions

attained in 1905—6.

I cajinot close these explanatory remarks witliout

stating that the bulk of the work has been written

from the material sent to me from India by Mr. I. H.
Jiurkill, M.A., Reporter on Economic Products. In

connection with the preparation of the Dictionaryj there

had been established in that office wliat have come to be

officially known as the “licdgcrs,” Tliesc coiisist of

books of blank paper assorted within boxes according

to the names of the products of India. Into tin; l)Ooks

had been pasted cuttings from nuimn'ous publications,

official and otherwise, in sequence of date, passing on-

ward to the l^ictiotiary and subsequently to the present

day." It thus became comparativ<;ly easy to ascertain all

*new particulars, and to verify the data and corri ct th('

mistal^qs of the older work. In a similar manner,

though perhaps not on so elaborate a scale, cuttings

had jbeen preserved for many years i:>ast both in the

Rellffinue and Statistical Department of the India Office

and iiT the Office of the Director of Kew. In addition,

therefore, to the material amassed in India, I had placed

at my disposal the papers brought together in England
in the manner indicated, and the work as issued may,
1 trust, be found a useful digest, within the previously

assigned limits, of all available information. Lastly, I
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’must take the opjiortunity to acknowledge my greiit

iiidehtjedness to the ^Librarians of the India Office and of

the Kew llerl>arium for the limitless facilities afforded

me in consulting the numerous works, not recorded in the

official ledgers, and for thus having greatly enhanced

the value of the historic details. The primary objects

kept iji view have been to restrict observation to what
concerns India, and to make the work of practical value

to the Commerce and Industry of that country.
i

i

GEORGE WATT.

Kew Gardens, July 1908.
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A
ABROMA AUGUSTA, L,inn. ; Roxb., Trans. Soc. Arts, 180t, 3.E.P.,

xxii., 382; 1806, xxiv., 151; FI. Br. Ind , i., 375; Gamble,
Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 104 ; STKRCULiACEyE. Perennial Indian Hemp Perennii

or Devil’s Cotton, ulatkambal, kumal, olak-tamhol, sanu-kapashi, etc.

A large open bush, widely distributed throughout the hot moist tracts

of India and readily propagated by cuttings.
The bark affords a strong wliite bast Fibre, first ihscovorod by Roxburgh Fibro.

in 1801 (Substitutes for Hemp and Flax) : it is easily separated by retting in
water or by decortication. It may bo made to yield annually two or three
crops of shoots, from 4 to 8 feet long, but according to Gamble requires rich
land and plenty of moisture. The root-bark is held' m high esteem by Native
practitioners as a Medicine for dysmenorrhoea. [Cf Cross, Chem Exam in Imp. Medicine

Inst. Tech. Repts., 68; Pharmacog Ind, i, 233; Kanny Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs
Ind,, 1896, 2 ; Agri. Ledg., 1896, 6 ;

etc , etc.]

ABRUS PRECATORIU9, IJnn. : FI Br. Ind.,n
, 175, Gamble, D.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 240; Leguminos.®. Crab’s-eyc, Jequirity, n. 0 14.

the so-called Indian Liquorice
; a plant more or less sacred, and Crab’s-E,

known by the following names

—

rati, gaunqcM, gunjhd, guri-gtnjd,

etc., ’mostly imceable to gunfhd in the Sanskrit. A Ifeautiful climbing

siruh^ound throughout the plains of India and Burma, and on the Hima-
laya and other hills up to altitudes of 3,000 feet—cosmopolitan in the

tropics.
» »The s^iall shining red seeds are almost universally used by Indian gold-
shxiths as oigiits : they average 1'75 grains. The Koh-i-nur diamond was Weights,

weighed with rati seeds. The chief interest turns, however, on the criminal

use to which they are put. Ground down to a paste with a little cold water,
they are made up into small pomted cylinders (sms or sutaris), which if inserted Sms.

belo%J;he skin of a bullock, or even of a human being, cause death in a few hours.

There were, for example, 20 oases of abrus-poisoning in animals reported from
the N.-W,. and C. Provinces in 1897-9, from the Punjab (1897-1903) 16 cases
of animal and pne of human poisoning ; and from Bengal, 5 animal and 3 human
cases. The lethal dose (according to Robert) is only 0 00001 grm per kilo of

the animal’s ,weight. The toxic property is due to two protoids—a globulin
and an albumose—and is thus closely analogous to the venom of snakes. When
boiled, the s^ds may be eaten, since their poisonous property is then destroyed. Food.

The roots are sold as an indifferent substitute for liquorice H’bc names of a
tew only ot the more important writers need be quoted :

—

Warden, Waddell,
Sidney Martin, Weir-MitcheU, Reichert, Klein, etc ; also Pharmacog. Ind . ui.

(app.), 151-2; Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt in , 98 ]

*

1



ACACIA '

ARABICA
Gum 'Arabic

D.E P.,

1., H-7.

Fibre

GENERIC PROPERTIES OF ACACIA •
,

' ABUTILON AVICJpNN-ffi, fStcrtn. FI. Br. Ind

,

i., 326^7;

Malvaceae. The Indian Mallow or American Jute. A small bush m^t

wit^ in North-West India,^ind, Kashmir, etc.

Tho bark yields a Fibke, spoken of as superior to Jute (Dodge, Useful Fibre

Plants of the World, 3.5) According to Duthie, the fibre is much valued in Kash-

mir /l. tinliriitn. Sweet, and A. nHtatiinm, 0 Don—two species that from

tho industrial standpoint cannot bo separated from each other. ,Tho former

IS distiibutod throughout India, in fact the tropics, and the latter is mot with

chiolly in Western India They are often spoken of as Country Mallow, hanghi,

lhampr, potan, etc ,
tho seeds being halhij. They yield beautiful white ba&b

fibres, and tho leaves, roots and seeds aie rich in mucilage, hence used as

doiniilconts, emollients, and diuretics, and prescribed in fevers as cooling

IMedictnes.
'

D.E.P.,
1., 17-01

;

vz., 188

;

V., 320.

Comnion ml

Qencrio
I’ropcrties

i<'ungi and Gum.

StiULtuio

Afe'Mtullure

Hedges.

Foddor.

Acclimatised
Spof'los

D.E.P., ^
!

1., 17-27.
'

Babul.

f

ACACIA, Ullld. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 292-8
;
Agri. Ledg., 1902,

Nc) 2 ,
Leguminos.e A genus of spmose or prickly chmbmg^ shrubs

or trees, which constitutes the most characteristic group of plants m
the Bub-order Mimose,®. There arc in all 430 species, of which two-

thirds arc peculiar to Australia. India possesses only some 22, and

these are distributed throughout the plains, two ascending to altitudes

of nearly 5,000 feet [Cf. Pram, Some Additional Leguminosce, Journ.

As. Soc
,

Beng

,

1897, Ixvi
,

.506-11; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

291-.302; Brandis, //irf. 2’m;v. 263-9, Euthie, FI. Upp. Gang. Plain,

i., 312-9
,
Cooke, FI Pres. Bomb , i., 41.3-51.]

It rniglit almost be sukI that every Indian species is of some economic value
Three are of coinmereial importance, viz Afnrtn arnft<««, A, VatecHu, and
A. Henegitt, wliilo the remainder aio mainly of local interest. The bushy
and niboroscont forms, as anile, afford astringent barks, leaves, or pods, and
nio appreciated as Medicines, as Tans or as Dye Ai;.viLiAniE3 Many of them
afford useful Gums that are more or less soluble and edible Interesting par-
ticulars regarding the fungi that appear to be instrumental in tho formation
of tho.so gums will ho foumi m a paper written by Mr. J. B Prebblo, and
published m the Phaimacographia Indica (i , .544-55). The barks of some
sperios yield coarse cordage Fiukes The majority of the trees are of tlio greatest

\alue to the mhabitaiits of tho tracts where they are at all prevalent, both ns
sources of Timber and Fuei, With regard to tho timber, Mr. Gamble obsoives
that the Indian species liavo sharp prominent medullary rays, which are shoit
ill f'nteehH, /eri ugiiien, and moaritn. but long in tho otliers. As a rule

they are not well marked m u radial section, but imoophlira and arabica are
exceptional in tlius respect, tho former being beautifully marked. All tho sp 'ties

ot Aenrlit are iccognised .13 of tho utmost importance m Acrvicui.rcUj'-, hir

ovamplo m tho reclamation of waste lands Indeed, in certain and regions, they'
aie the chiei trees and shiuba mot with. And lastly, either as hving hedges or asj

dead thorny fences tlieir spmose pioperty is ranch appreciated for the protection,
of cultivated lands, and the loaves beaten from tho twigs afford a rnuch-valupd,
Fodder to tho cattle of tlio regions 111 wlucli they are plentiful . ^ l

A few foreign species have become completely acclimatiEed in India, such
as A Aeaihntn -

—

the Austrahan White or Silver Wattle; A. melanojcyioti—the
,\uslrahan Black Wattle , A aernrremt—tho Common Wattle. These are fairly

general in tho warm temperate ti acts of India, more especial,y in the* Nilgin
lulls, wlioro they were introduced in 1840 [Cf. Maiden, Oums and Resins of
Australia, 172; Hoopoi, Ayn Ledg, 1002, No. 1; Imp. Insi Tech. Repta

,

1903,314-5 }
'

,

It may perhaps suftieo to deal very biiofly with the so-called unimportant
species ami to toucli mainly on their special features of mteresl', leaving the
above gonoial observations as more or loss applicable to them all.

A. apibica, Willd.; FI. Br. Ind., n., 293. This is the Indian
Gum Arabic Tree, the babul or kikar, babola, gabur, bakar, etc.

Dutt (Mat. Med. IIind., 160) gives it the Sanskrit name of vavvula, while
babula is a word which according to Rice is only Sanskritised, and



CULTIVATION OF THE BABUL
• ACACM.
ARABICA

CultiAiation

Sir*Walter Elliot (FI. Andh.) says it is th^ Barburamu of Sanskrit* vabniKtkar.

In South India it is known as karu (or karuvelam), gobli, jdh, tunia, etc.

Habitat.—This is one of the most widely distributed and prevalenVof siTiall

trees in India, but chiefly on village sites, borders of fields or waste lands, whore
it is usually seen to bo gregarious. It prefers a dry to a moist climate and ac-

cordingly IS, as a rule, absent from the coast tracts ; it disappears gradually
fftim Bengal. Behar and Oudh, on the Terai of these provinces being approached ;

18 absent frSm the warm moist tracts of Assam, Manipur and Burma ; is most
prevalent from the North-West Provinces, through the Central Provinces to Indigenous

Borar, Central India, Bombay and Sind ; and might bo said to attain its

greatest development in lower and middle Sind, whoio it is probably truly

indigenous. It does not appear to bo a native of many parts ol India, where
it IS AeverthelfiBS common, e g. the Pnnjdb, Oudh, Bengal and Madras In
the Panjiil^ it is mainly grown on canal ombankmcnfs. and in the United
Provinces' by roadsides and on islands in the Ganges. [Of Kept ArboriciMt in
Pb*. 1890-3, 6 ]

Vanities.—Some short time ago Sir Dietrich Brandis {!nd For, S^t.
1897, ‘2‘li S.'iO) raised the nuestion of the varieties of this species He Three Forms. ,

referred to the Icaidm babul of Berar (the kowri, kiioria, and vedi—mad—of the
Deccan) as a small tree with deeply cracked and exfohatod bark, bi oad margmato
pods, and stoutor sjiines than the ordinary form which m Akola is distinguished
as telia babul (the godi (sweet) babul, according to Fagan, Shuttloworth, etc.)

Another variety is the cylindrical babul known as ram-kanta (possibly tho Kabul
or cypress babul of certain writers [C/. Punjab Oaz (Siulkol), 1894, 11 ;

Gamble, Man Ind Timbs
, 202; Cooke, FI. Pres Bomb, i, 444 ] The

or fcaio ta IS a Binallei tree, grows on poorer soil, and alfords a much less valued ConoluHioa

timber than the ordinary or telia babul (Biandis, Ind. Trees, 2(>4) It would
yfrieti^s*

sooiii that the well-known variability of Avarla arabtea in merit of gum tan
and timber afforded, may to a largo extent bo dependent on this (juestion of
tho varieties or '.climatic conditions of tho species, hence the subject is well

worthy of careful consideration.

Cultivation.—Tho babul is raised from seed, bears transplanting mihfferontly. Cultivation
and according to some writers may be propagated by cuttings. It can bo sown by Methods of
drill or by being broadcasted, and in either case just before tho rams or, say, m Sowing.

June and July. The seeds germinate slowly, for they are exceedingly hard, and it

18 customary to soften them by steeping for a day or so m water or in liquid cow-
manure. The seed is generally gathered m April, and by the Native cultivator
IS often coated with cow-dung and kept m that condition till July, then sown
on the spot where intended to bo grown. Most writers affirm that gornmiation
•s best effected by making goats or sheep first ©at the seeds Tins, however,
would seem to bo a mistake, for those ammals will not eat shelled seeds and
do not care much for ripe pods ; they prefer green pods with immature soetls.

Whifn mature the animals eject them from tho mouth durmg rumination,
and t^io seeds thus never actually pass through tho alimentary system. If,

however, they chance to bo retained for some hours m the first stomach of a
•I'ummant tho seeds would no doubt bo found to germmate freely.

The plants have to be thinned out about tho third year until the healthiest Weedea out.

> piicupy distances of from 10 to 20 feet apart. In the third year they will flower
and bearffruit

;
«,nd according to the experts of tho tanning industry in Cawnporo, ^ark

the bark is in its most perfect condition when the trees aro from 4 to 0 years
old. Curiously enough, however, many Natives affirm that the older tho trees

aro the stronger the tanning property. This does not appear to be tho case, for

acco^jjifcg to European tanners tho colourmg principle develops but the tanmng •

value decreases with age. If, therefore, babul plantations be raised with a view
to retm'iis from tannmg-bark and fuel, the trees should be uprooted after from'
C to 10 years, in order to secure the beat financial results At one time it was Pollarding
supposed that a system of pollarding plantations might be the most remunerative. Plantations.

but plants so treated have been observed to grow so very slowly afterwards
that it has proved preferable to uproot and replant. The bark is sometimes stopping Bark.

stripped off the living plants, but the wounds heal so very badly that this is by
no means an approved method of procedure. [Cf. Fagan, Ind. For , x , 393, 441 ;

Lushington, Ind. For., xxi., 262.]
* Cost ot Production and Profit.—Mr. Ozanne (Letter No. 607, dated July 1884, Costa

para 10) furnishes returns given by a Parsi gentleman of Gujarat. Briefly^
these may bo said to give the cost of cultivation and rent of land for 10 years
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Fuel.
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THE INDIAN GUM AKABIC THEE

•ag Rs. 24, and the gross proceeds for grazing and fuel as Rs 20, thus lea.ing

a net profit of Bs. 227 Di* Leather (Agn Ledg., 1896, No. 18, 158) shows the

wc^king expenses for an acre of land in Agra under bctbul as Rs 146 and the

gross receipts Bs. 440, so that tho net profit in 10 years came to Rs. 294 But

in neither of these cases does allowance appear to have been made for the sale of

bark, the plantations having been undertaken simply for fuel purposes. In

conclusion it may be observed that on good soil the tree is much less gregarious,

is allowed to grow to a fairly largo size, and is accordingly valuer^ more as a

timber tree than as a source of fuel. A tree is considered full-grown in from

20 to 40 years, and may then fetch from Rs 40 to Rs 100 according to the size of

tho timber afforded

The variety (mentioned above) as kaulia or vedi is that usually grown in

Berar and Western India, when fuel only is desired The teha or godt is ordinaiily

allowed to run to timber. Success in cultivation would seem depend upon
several circumstances, such as the scarcity and consequent high p-''ce of fuel,

a good market for the bark, tho existence of suitable land at low rents, etc , etc.

But it must never be forgotten that, to bo successful, production of bcibul fuol

ixrsi babul bark must be in close proximity to tho markets, since neither product
could bear heavy railway freights.

Soil.—According to most observers the babul prefers a sandy light loam or

black cotton soil to heavy clay, but appears to bo somewhat indifieront to the

presence of a fairly large percentage of reh or ahor (elllorescont salts—see

Alkalis, pp. 51-6) But it does not succeed either on rocky and hilly ground or on
low-lying and submerged tracts, hence plantations to be made profitable must be on
fairly good soils. Tho yield and quality of the gum, of the tanning bark and of

the timber—its three chief products—greatly depend on the condition of tho plant.

Enemies .—The life of the tree is generally said to be about 20 to 30 years
j

at all events after that ago it seems to become a ready victim to tho ravages of

various posts, among which tho grubs of one or two longicorn beetles may bo
specially mentioned. Mr. Stebbmg (Injurious Insects of Forest Trees, 67, 09)
describes those as Cartostemn opinntor and Pachl/Iltssus holosertefus. Its

greatest enemy, however (especially during tho first 3 or 6 years of its existence),

18 probably the goat.

The commercial products and utihsations of babul may be dealt with under
the following headings .

—

1. The Oum.—This exudes in March, April and May, according to

the vast majority of reports, but in connection with Amritsar it is said

to ooze from the trees in the montks of October, November and December.
A tree yields a maximum of about 2 lb. a year, but the average might be
more safely put at a few ounces. In certain localities little or no guih

is given by the trees, and seasonal variations in yield are also well known
and are said to bg dependent on abnormal climatic conditions. Tapping
the trees is generally believed to accelerate the flow, but this is not<often

practised, and may be detected by the presence of long stalactiform masses.
The gum occurs in the form of irregular and broken tears agglutinated,

each tear being half an inch in size and of a pale straw-colour to red,

brown or almost black, according to the age of the tree. ' The' quantit;^

yielded varies directly, but the hghtness of colour and quality, inversely
to the age of the tree. Such, at least, is the general opinion, although
the Amritsar report states that old trees do not yield any gum at
all. Long exposure to atmospheric influences, more especially to damp
and rain, darkens the colour and lowers the value of the gum,
besides malang it astringent owing to the quantity of tannin (from the
bark, doubtless) with which it becomes charged. [Cf Vilbouchevitch,
Journ. (TAgn. Trap., 1901, i., 49.] Observers have also noted
that gum exuding from gnarled stems or diseased portions is dark

;

moreover, that it vanes in colour and becomes brittle by exposure
to the sun or artificial heat. [Cf. Goetze in Pharm. Zeit., 18, 119 ; Journ:
Chem. Indust., 1903, xxii., 429 ] The purer and paler-coloured gums
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Riduce Fehling’s solution only slightly, are darkened in colour by ferric

chloride and gelatinised by borax. The darker samples (highlv chafed
with tannin) are precipitated by basic acetate of lead, form inky colorations

with ferric chloride, deep brown with bichromate of potash and red i^h
ipolybdate of ammonia. They freely reduce Fehling’s solution. Moreover,

the darker»portions are much less soluble in water and»leave a gelatinous

portion undissolved. \Cf. Pharrnacog. Ind., i., 551.]

jjses—Indian gum arabic is used in Calico-printing and in all other

industries where a mucilage is necessary and in which the peculiar pro-

perties of this particular gum are recognised as specially suitable. Amongst
other mingr purposes it is, for example, employed as an ingredient in

whitewash and in paints used for wall-distempering. It is addSd to

ceftainJVfoRTARS and to paints that are used for clay toys. As a Medicine
it is*an, indifferent substitute for the tiue gum arabic of European phar-

macy. It is often used as a vehicle for castor oil, and has the merit of

absorbing the offensive smell. One drachm of gum dissolved in ^ oz. of

.water will carry 1 oz. of castor oil. Its use in lozenge-form is diminished

by the fact that it is less soluble than the true Gum Arabic. [Cf. Taleef

Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 142-3.]

At one time the gum was said to form an important item of human
Food in times of scarcity, but recent inquiry has brought out a flat

contradiction of that statement from almost every district in India. The
gum at all seasons is several times as expensive as the grains eaten by the

poor
;
preferably, therefore, they would purchase grain with it. It is

nowhere so abundant as to become a famine food. It is, however, un-

questionably edible, and fried with ght, sugar and spices, is employed in

the preparation of certain Native sweetmeats which are very generally

eaten after child-birth.

So far as they have proceeded, the investigations into the Indian

gums suitable for the European confectionery trade have revealed several

very surprising circumstances connected with this gum. There are, for

•example, great variations in quality, which are not alone to be explained

by adulteration with inferior gums. Not only does the quality depend
largely on the age and variety of tree, but on the locality of production.

Thug two samples, one said to have been the best quthty from Nagpur,
the other from Cawnpore (both believed to have been authentic samples
of Acavia uynhiva gum), were forwarded to Messrs. Rowntree & Co.

,fpr examination and report. The reply which came in due course was

—

•“ They^ve exceedingly dark solutions of medium strength, but both are

quite useless to us on account of the colour.” A third consignment
procured from the Panjdb was said to give “ a pale solution, very thin

and^probably of little value for any purpose.” The best Indian edible

gum, from Messrs. Rowntree & Co.’s standpoint, would appear to be
that riiferred to under A. Aacqnemonfii, It would thus seem that,

far from Acacia nrnbica affording the best edible gum arabic of India,

it might almost be described as the least important of all the Indian
edible gums. It seems, however, probable that 6o6ui_gum from gind
may be of a much superior quality to that from"otFer parti of In^a.
As met with in trade this gum comes mainly from the Central Province.!

'and Berar and is known in Bombaj^ as UmrawaMi and Amrad. But
attention may here be called'¥o 'the circumstance often discussed (e.g. by
Vilbouchevitch, l.c. 48), that all gum from the same species and even
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from the same tree is not«of equal quality. The variation is doubtlcjs

dug to bacillic action, ani^ants have been spoken of as facilitating the

ingress and dispersion of the bacilli.

^ Price.—I’he information available regarding the price at which the

gmn 1 an be procured is so conflicting as to render the returns practically

worthless Thoy/ange from Rs. 12 to Rs. 60 per 100 lb. „
Babul- 2 The Tanning and Dyeing Bark.

—

RaiwZ-bark is perhaps one of

bark Tan.
f most extensively used and most highly valued of the crude tanning

niatcnals of India. It is in fact, with many of the Native tanners,

the chief Tanning Substance in practically all provinces except^Soiith

India, where its place is to a large extent taken by the tinner’s Cassia

(t'rit.svri nnririitnfa). It is also very extensively employed by the

di ers because of the rich colours it affords. In a work such as thcjiresmt,

s])ftce cannot be affordcil to deal with the methods of dyeing* and
f anning pursued, nor to furnush the formula) of the special preparations

employed. The reader must consult the Dictionary and othci such works

^ ^
for all details.

j^oSice of jUdik Source.—The introductory paragraphs of the present aitiele have already
* hi't foitli some, of the jiractical considerations regarding production of habul-

liark It IS commonly obtained from trees felled for fuel, and the bark very
often heeoines tlie woodman’s wages So again the observation has been made
that tlic bulk from old trees is not so valuable .is that from tieos (i to 10 years
of ago In Older, however, to obtain perfectly trustworthy information on
this point an extensive series of barks from a .selected number of districts was
procured from trees of various known ages and during ceitain fixed seasons of

the yeai |fV A<jri Ledi/

,

189(1, No 9, 42, 54-.')] Apparently no report
has as vet hotm published of the lesults arrived at by the examination
of tho harks, thus specially brought together for that purpose Hooper,
however, affiinis that “ tho tanning content undoubtedly increases with tho
age of (he troo ” {Aqri Ledq

,

1902, No 1, 2.1), and ho rites a report of

Mr .1 1’csl of date 184.5 m support ot that opinion which is exactlv tho opposite
of the modem view held by tho Kuropean tanners of India Keeent unimry has,
however, been prosccufoil sufficiently fur to reveal tho eircumstanco that hahul-
hailv is liardly likely to compete successfully with the tanning materials already
procmablc in Europe, and that voiy possibly it will never even pay to manu-
ftwtiire for export a tanning extract from this hark or from the bark and podS
comhinod Much has been wiitton on tins theme, hut it may ho said that tho
iliief claims of 6a6Mf-batk turn on its cheapness and abimdance It is bulky
and tile porcoiit.agi^of tannin is small, hence it cannot he profitably carrioa for
more than slioit distanco,s Accordingly tho conclusion must ho that fiaftt'^-bark

IS a tanning matciial of groat local vuihie, liut oiio that stands a poor chance of
I’mint.ii'c cl being oxpoi ted to any approcinblo extent It contains 18 95 per cent of catechol*

tannin, which takes a lieaiitifiil ereani colour when precipitated with gelatin.
Illartm says Hint J lb. of tlio bark suffices for each maund of hides [f'A

’

Monoqraphi, Tdmunq, and Wotkinq in Leather •—Walton, V, PA}v., 2S ; Martiif,
Bomb, 7, Chattorton, Madras, 2() ; Rowland N. L, Chandra, Bengal, 11-2,
C G Chonovix Trench, C Prov , 7 ]

Price and Supply.

—

Very little of a definite nature can be piijplished

on these subjects. It has been reported recently that the annual con-
sumption in Cawnpore alone is over 200,000 maunds, valued

,

at eight
.uinas a maund. But Cawnpore is tho great tanning centre of India, and,
tlieroforo, its transaotions represent a very large slice of the total traffic;

in the bark. Quotations have been obtained from Dumraon, Bandelkhand,
the Central Provinces, Shahpura (in Rajpntana), Delhi, Poona, etc., etc.,
which show that the bark fetches from 8 annas to^as rfficli as Rs. 2-4
per 100 lb. These and such as these are the returns that have come t»
Jiand, and they afford very little trustworthy information other than
that tho bark is a local product which in point of price is, like most
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BABUL POUS AS A TAN

oilier commodities, influenced very greatly, by the laws of supply aitd,

demand.
Bahul-h&vk is extensively employed in India as an astringent •Medt1!:ine,

and the ashes as a dentifrice.

3. Tanning Pod.—Roxburgh {Trans Soc. Arts, 1805, .xxiii., 408-^0)

•was apparently the first person to draw the atten^on of Europe to

the large and valuable supply of these pods that might be procured
from India. This subject did not, however, seem to attract much at-

tention until 1884, when an absurdly high valuation as a Tanning Ma-
terial was attributed to the pods It was then alhrmcd that when
crushed antb freed from seed, they would fetch £40 a ton, or 50 per cent,

more th<?n was then being paid for oak-bark. This naturally Jed to

Mumerous experiments to te.st the yield per acre, the cost of production
and ihcthods of crushing and baling the material. When the de^^ired

reporS finally came to hand from England, io&aZ-pods ceased to attract

attention
; they had been found to contain at most 9Jpcr cent, of tannin,

and could not bring more than £10 a ton. All interest in the subject died

as quickly as it had arisen. A more hopeful result seems, however,"

to have been obtained by Mr. Chatteiton. The, Aqrocultural Ledger,

(1896, No 9, 46) may bo consulted for further particulars But crushed
habul-'poda impart a beautiful colour to leather, and mainly on that

account enjoy a certain local reputation as a weak tanning and dyeing
material, useful in conjunction with other substances. At the Cawiipore
Tanneries the pods are employed almost exclusively for the purpose
of removing the lime from skins and hides, before tanning the latter with
habuZ-bark or other substances The dycisof India often utilise babul-

pods to obtain certain shades that arc admired in calico printing

An extract may be prepared from the immature pods hy inspissation.

This was known to the Ancients, and through the Greeks reached the

Ar^bs, to whom it was known as akaha. To this day a Drug comes to

India under that name from Turkey and Per.sia, and is sold by most
Muhammadan druggists. The unripe pods reduced to a powder are

used as a domestic medicine in all cases where an astringent is indicated

They are employed m the mamifacturc of Tooth-powder, and along
\^th sulphate of iron in the preparation of ink. Ih# tender young pods
ar# eaten as a Vegetable, especially in times of scaicity. They are

often pickled (achar) and viewed as a luxury, e.s]>ec.ially by the Marwans.
The green pods with their seeds are regularly given as Fodder to goats,

•sheep, cow^ and camels. In Sind the green pods arc much appreciated,

and m the early part of the hot weather, during April and May, the sale

of green pods forms an important item in the forest revenue of that

Province. In the Annual Reports of the Forest Department for Bombay
(Nafluding Sind) the amounts credited as realised on this heading average
from Rs. 12,000 to Rs. 30,206.

•i.^aaainx Leaves .—Most of the older writers speak of the leaves of this
tree being also used as a Tan, but according to voluminous opinions recently
to hand this would appear to be a mistake. They are sometimes employed m
dyeing, and are also often utilised in the manufacture of ink, so that they do
possess tannin but m such small quantity as to be useless ns a tan The chief
value of the leaves is as Foddeb, especially in times of scarcity or famine.
Beaten from the lopped and dried spmose branches, they are regularly given
to cattle. Although the tree is never leafless, fresh foliage appears from February
to April. The value of this source of fodder when rain fails cannot be ojer-
stat^, as the tree is thereby little, if at all, affected in the production of foliage.
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THI4 INDIAN GUM ARABIC TREE

' 'fho leaves constitute an ingsodiont in the intoxicating drug of Indian hemg
known as mcidak, and it is said tliat in a similar way they are also made up with

opuffn « *

') Minor Industrial and Agricultuial Uses. — One of the most widely

k^wii of the minor uses of the plant is for tooth- lirushes Short twigs are

itStlo up into Hinall bundles of about 100 ouch and m that form are exported

as a regular article of trade fioin Karachi to Bombay and practically all ovel

India They aro vfry extensively in demand by the Marwaris
; on beifig used the

ind IS chewed until it forms a soit of brush Very strong and durable baskets

aro also plaited of young green babul-iwiga. In fact, this is the chief basket

of tho agricultural and industrial classes of many localities (see Basket and
Wickerwork, etc , pp 1 14-(i) In some parts of the country fislung-traps aresimilarly

constructed of the young shoots and tho spines ore occasional!;^ employed as

tibliing hooks or ns jiins to fasten together the leaves used as platters. Crude
roposltiie sometimes made of the bark fibre

In Sind (and to some extent also in the Pnnjnb) babul is one of theimporta.it

Irci^ on which tho Lao msoct is roared. The reader will find full poAicnlars

on til s subject in The. Agricultural Ledger ( 1901, No 9). To the Indian cultivator

babul IS of the greatest possible value. It does not afford much shade, and yet

curiously enough very little except gross mil grow underneath it On this

account it is rarely, if over, allowed to got established in the middle of fields

•lor avenue purposes, where shade is required, it is not a desirable tree. But
in the Reci.awation. of wasto lands babul is invaluable, especially where reh

cfflorosconeo gives cause for anxiety (see Alkalis and Alkaline Barths, p. 65).

Grass rapidly becomes associated with it, so that grazing affords a distinct source
of revenue in babul plantations [Cf Ribbentrop, /nd. For

, April 1900, xxvi ;

Amu land. Director of Agriculture m the United Provinces Official Reports
re/arJing the Abbuspur (Oudh) Experiments Sown thickly as a Hkdoe,
babul foims a gieat jirotcction both against animals and the parching, dust-
hukn wmils As dead fences, (ho spiny boughs aro imivorsally employed to
afford temporary piotection to valued crops For those and similar reasons
extended cultivation of this tree should invanably bo commended in all suitable

localities.

(1 The Timber—This Timber is liighly appreciated for all forms of agri-

cultural implements, bocause of its hardnes.® and duinbility It is especially

valued for cart-wheels In Bengal, tho I'nited Provinces and the Central Pro-
V met s tho timber is rarely, if evei, omployeil m house construction or for furmture,
as it is supposed to be veiy unlucky. But in the Panjiib, Smd and Bombay no
BUih superstition exists, and aci orihngly it is frequently utilised in house-building
and IS much appreciated where great stiength is desired In Bijapur it is in
demand for the construction of the carts for which that town is famous. When
used for furniture, especially wood-carving, the timber is previously carefully
S( asoned in water. Recently it has been siigge.sted that babul-v/ood imght*be
employed for w-ood-^iaving A writer m Capital (March 6, 1903) beljpves
that this would bo found cheaper m tho long run than the present method of
met ilhng The wood when seasoned is very durable and much easier to cut
and shape than tho timbers most largely used for pavmg-blocks.

As a source of Fuei. or Cjiarcoai. babul justly holds a high position in populag ,

favour Its cultivation in the vicinity of all largo towns would seem highly •

profitable .‘Vn averago-sized tree will givo !i niaunds of fuel, besides branches
and bark that bring in additional returns. Some few years ago a scare was
staited by tho Madras Railway that babul fuel injured the boilers. This point
has been freely discussed .since then. The practical result may be said to ke the
conclusion that, as compared with coal, all forms of wood fuel are injurious.
Babul IS not more injurious than other timbers, and moreover it has so high a
calorific value that it is not only extensively used at the cotton and other mills
and on the railways of Upper India, but would bo even more extensively em-
ployed were it procurable in sufficient abundance.

A. Cateohu, Willd ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 295 ; Heuze, Les
PI Indust

,

1895, iv., 288-92 ; Plain, Some Additional Leguminosw,
Journ As. Soc., Beng., mi, Ixvi., pt. ii., 608-9; Gamble, Man.,
Itid Timhs

,

296-8. This is the Cutch or Catechu tree, the hhair
or katha. Pram has rendered valuable service by establishing the
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VARIETIES OE THE SPECIES
ACACIA
CATECHU

Cutoh Extract

cliaracteristics and respective areas of distribution of the three forms

of this plant. These are briefly as follows ;—

,

Varieties of the Species Var. (a) Cateohu. Galyx, petals and rachis with Varieties. >

spreadtng hairs.—This is the most northern form, having been recorded m
met with in Hazara, Kashmir, Simla, Kangro. Garhwal, Mussoorie, Centml Cumaon Kath.

Ipdia, Bihar, and as far south as Ganjam. But it has never been, found in the
Eastern Hianalaya nor in Assam, and it has been only ondh reported aa met
with in Burma This is, therefore, the A;a//i-3delding form of Kiimaon—the pale
cutch, as it 13 sometimes called, the Jchair, khoiru, etc.

Var. ifi') Catechuoldes. Calyx and petals glabrous but the rachis pubendous.— pega Catch.
This 18 met with in Bengal from Monghyr and Patna to Sikkim, Assam and
Burma, Though quite common in Pegu and Prome it has not as yet been
collected m tlft Shan hills nor in Upper Burma to the north of Ava It
is, therefore,'’ the cuteh-yiolding plant of Burma, and “ Pegu Cutch ” is the^ihief

commercial form of the extract Its best names are khair, Icoir, sha, etc.

Var. d?) Sundra. Calyx, petals and ^achis, all glabrous—This is the Southern Madras and

and ib^estem plant and affords the cutch of Madras and Bombay Presidencms, Bombay Outch^

being very common from Coimbatore northwaids to the Deccan, Kanara and
the Konkan, and has been recorded so far to the north-west as in Kathiawar
and Bajputana, and to the north-east m Burma, at Segam, Mandalay, and
the Shan hills It is the lal-khair (red Catechu), tlie nallasandra (or simply ’ ^

•

sandra, or, as Sir Walter Elliot renders it, chandra), also the kati, kute, kachu,
kagh, kempu, shemi, karangalh, bdgd, banm, etc. [Gf. Cooke, FI. Fres. Bomb., ’

1., 448 , Hooper, Rept. Labor Ind. Mus. 1903-4, 28 ]

Chief Products.—These throe forms of var. A. Cfiterhu are said to Propertied

he practically identical in their properties and uses. They all yield
tlses.

a Gum, an astringent Extract and a useful Timber.
The Gum is of a pale yellow colour and often occurs m tears one inch Gum.

in diameter. It is sweet to the taste, soluble in water, forms a strong

pale-coloured mucilage and is not precipitated by neutral acetate of lead,

but gelatinises with basic acetate of lead, ferric chloride and borax. It

freely reduces Fehling’s solution. It is a better substitute for the True
Gum Arabic than is babul gum. Most of the superior qualities of Indian
Gum Arabic, especially those of South India, are very possibly obtained

from this species of Acacia.

The Timber—Sapwood yellowish-white, heartwood either dark or Timber,
light red, extremely hard. It seasons well, takes a fine polish and is

extremely durable. It is used tor all kinds of agricultural implements,

. wheelwrights’ woik, etc. In Burma it is employed foa house posts and
very largely as fuel lor the steamers of the Irrawaddy Flotilla, The Fuel
gf dead khair is much valued by goldsmiths In Northern India cutch

wood is made into Charcoal, and is regarded as one of the best woods oharcoai.

•f»» that purpose. It has been pronounced good for railway sleepers. A
cubic foot of variety (a) weighs from 50 to 60 lb. ; of (/O) about 60 to

70 lb., and of (y) slightly more. But it is as the material from which
Cutch extract is prepared that the wood of this plant attains its greatest

valu®
THE EXTRACT CUTCH OR CATECHU.

It is Bot proposed to deal with this substance very elaborately in the

present work. The article in the Dictionary, amplified as it has been
by The Agricultural Ledger (1895, No. 1 ; 1896, Nos. 2, 35 ; 1902,

Nos. 1, 2 ; 1906, No. 3) contains practically all that is known.
The reader is referred to these publications, and the remarks that follow

must, therefore, be accepted as an abstract intended alone to set forth

tUe aspects of commercial interest •

—

Commeroial Qualities of tbe Extract and Metliods of Manufacture.

—

How far Commercial

the peculiarities of the above-mentioned trees account for the different properties Portae.
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THE CUTCH TREE

'of tho oxtract, appears nevo» to have boon ascertained It may be montione

as a callous circumstance, very possibly connected with -4. that one t

thd earliest European writer?, Barbosa (1514 A.D.) speaks of cacAo as exporto

from Cambay to Malacca Tho name cacho would seem to be simply th

Kanaroso kachu, and very possibly j{avo origin to the modem Latin nam
Catechu In 1574 Garcia de Orta {Coll , xxxi.) gav'o a complete account of th

plant, and of the manufacture of tho extract under its Tamil name of kah {catc\

a word which by iftimo authors gave tho first half of the name Catechu, the seconi

being denied from chuana, to distil It is probable, however, that althougl

tho earliest European authors saw the extract being prepared from A. Siintlrn

tho I’ogu form is quite as ancient if not more so. It was not, however, until th

seventeenth century that catechu attracted tho attention of Europe. It wa
then supposed to be a natural earth, and as it reached Europe by way of Japav

it received the name of Tkrra Jaconica About the same liiiio Gambtkk alsi

fouifd its way to Europe, and was designated Terra Japomca inruscriminatob

with catechu Clogor exploded tho mineral notion of these substances,, bi

republishing in 1(185 Garcia do Orta’s account of the preparation of the ojctract

He affirmed that the best quality camo from I’egu, other sorts from Sujat, Mala
bar, Bengal and Ceylon

There are said to be three forms of this substance : (1) Dark Catechi

or Cutch, chiefly used for industrial purposes
, (2) Indian Pale Ca'ieche

or hath—a, cry.stalliiie substance eaten m fan or used medicinally
;
and

(3) Keersal (kirsal), a ery.stalhne .substance found embedded in the wood,

much after tho, same fa.sliiou as Barus camphor. To obtain the cutch

the trees have to be felled, but tho destruction is conducted in so ruthle.ss

a fashion, and so widespread is tho demand, that many officers affirm

the total e.xtiiiction of the tree is threatened [('/ Upper Burma Gaz.

Shan Stales, 1900, ii., pt. i., 314; For. Admin, kept. Pegu Circ.,

1900-

1, 10; Summary Settl. Operations, Lower Chindwin Disl.,

1901-

3, 3 ;
Hooper, kept, l/ihor. Ind. Mus., 1904-5, 26-7

;
1906-7, 10.]

The following particulars may be given regarding the manufacture oi

the two fii'st-montioncd extracts —
Pegu
Cutch.
Tbrpc mon work
together.

lion CfitiUlron.

Hlirritii;.

After Treatment

Season of
Working.

1 Dark Catechu or Pegu Cutch.—Three men generally work to

gother • one cuts down the trees and drives the cattle that drag the logs

to the .site of (he furnace
; the second clears off tho sapwood and outs

the heai'twood up into the little chips required by the third man, who
attends to the furnaces and boilers. The chips are packed into earthen

pots holding three to four gallons of water, and the whole is boiled down
to onedialf

,
thif chips are then taken out, and the liquid of 20 to 25 pots

is gradually poured into a large non p,an or cauldron, and again' boiled

and stirred and fresh liquid added from the earthen pots until the AurI
attains the consistency of syrup. Tho cauldron is then taken off the fire

and the contents stirred continuously with a wooden qiaddln for fcjhr

hours or mori', till the mass cools and can be handled. It is then taken
out and spread on leaves arranged within a wooden frame, like a brick

mould. It is left over-night, and in the morning the extract is.dry and
ready to be cut up into pieces for the market. It might then be d^'enbed
as a brick of cutch weighing 36 to 44 lb. A picturesque and .illustrated^

account of tho work is given by a correspondent in The Empress (July
1903).

The chips are sometimes boiled down a second time, but as a rule very
little IS extracted by this further boiling. Much difference of opinion
prevails as to the necessity of beating the liquid after the cauldron is

taken off the fire. Some manufacturers are satisfied with half an hour,,
others give it as much as four or five hours.

Cutch manufacture takes place from June 1 to March 31, but the
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Bionths of December to March inclusive are those of most energetic opera-

tions. The produce of each cauldron is approfcimately 36 to 44 Jib. a day,
but the total 3dhld during the season cannot be accurately determined
since much depends on the quality of the trees, their proximity to the

boiling place and, above all, the working days of the season. The proceeds

of one cauidron may he 2,000 lb., or it may exceed 6,000 lb. As to the

yield of cutch per^iven weight of hcartwood, it is believed that a ton of Yu-id.

wood might be taken as yielding 2.50 to 300 lb. of cutch.

In the western and northern tracts of India, such as Kanara, Dharwar, othor Fomu

Khan^esh, Surat and Baroda, and to some extent Chota Nagpur in Bengal,
Dehra Dun aifd Gonda in Oudh, daik-coloured cutch is also preparei^by a

process th^ only differs in minor details from that briefly described in con-

nectior^with Pegu. The industry in these regions is on a much sm^ler
scal^and the appliances are correspondingly less perfect, but the principle

involved is the same. In Gujarat, as a rule, the trees are not felled, but the

larger branches are simply lopped off, and these arc cut and boiled down into

cutch. The article from these localities as met with m the market differs,

however, materially in external appearance and shape from Pegu cutch.

It occurs in small cubes, flat cakes or lomidcd balls, and is of a rediler

colour and more opaque fracture. The influence of the method of manu-
facture, more especially the use of iron cauldrons, will be discussed in a

further paragraph.

2. Pale Catechu or the crystalline substance known as Kalh.—This Method of

is the restricte^f name, given m Northern India to a grey crystalline

substance prepared from a concentrated decoction of ^1. Catechu wood
by placing in it a few twigs and allowing the decoction to cool. The twigs

arc removed and the crystalline substance found adhering to them is

collected and pressed into large irregular cubes. Whether the liquid is

rejected or is afterwards boiled down to produce a poor quality of dark
catechu or cutch has curiously enough not been recorded. The cubes
of grey crystalline substance are the kath, which is eaten by the Natives
dn their pan and which imparts with lime the red colour to the lips. It is.

apparently, hardly ever exported to Europe, and the name kath, while Kumaon xai

chiqfly applied to it, is in some parts of India unfortunately also given to

cutch. Kath and cutch have by Europeans been mistaken for the same
substance, but the former is much purer chemically than the latter, and
'it may be owing to the fact of cutch being the form exported to Europe

_
that catechu has lost the former position it held as an astringent Medicine. Modicmai foi

it 8eems.>probablc that the preparation of kath may be a secondary process secondary

from the cutch, since its direct preparation from the original decoction Manutneturo.

has only been observed at Kumaon, although the substance is universally
used ijj pan all over India. This subject dcseives to be thoroughly in-

vesti^ted, and the merits of kath and its process of preparation made
better kjjown. In a further paragraph will be found an abstract of recent

investigations that have a bearing on the issue here raised. [Cf. Madden,
Journ. Soc. Beng., 1848, 565.]

3. Kee'rsal or Khersat.—From the wood of Acacia. Catechu is Khcnai.

occasionally obtained a pale crystalline substance known as khersal. The
woodmen, when cutting up the timber for fuel, sometimes come across this

substance and carefully collect it, since it is much valued as a medicine
by the Hindus, and fetches a high price. [Cf. Dymock, Mat. Med. Westerns

Ind., 232 ; Bomb. Gaz., vi., 13.]
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improvements in Manufacture.—The Agricultural Ledger No.

reefirds Or. Warth’s experiments in the manufacture of cutch, Avi

the results obtained and the correspondence that ensued on his reco

mendation for the establishment of central factories under Governmc

control. Warth showed that the Native system was wasteful a

destructive, more especially through the use of iron cauldrons. 1

explained that the active principle of cutch was the tannin known
Caiechu-tanmn. This forms a greenish-brown compound with ferric sal

There is also present, however, another substance known as Catechm, a

this is the active principle in hith, or the edible form of cutch. Cateef

is, however, easily changed into tannin. It is soluble in ^o* water b
piactically insoluble in cold water, while catechu-tanmn is completf

so}pble in cold water. From this simple fact Warth proposed that isatect

should be invariably separated from the catechu-tannin and sold by itsc

but he showed that it was essential that this should be accomplished

a rapid process and in concentrated solutions. Etti had previously point

out these peculiarities, but Warth gave them a practical value. T
concentrated decoction is by him recommended to be set aside for fi

days, to allow of the formation of the crystalline catechm. Cold water

then added and the solution filtered, and the filtrate again boiled doi

to form cutch free from catechin. As already suggested, it seems probal

that by some such process hath may be regularly manufactured by t

drug dealers of India, since the Kumaon supply could hardly suffice

meet the Indian consumption.
Warth then demonstrated the injurious action of iron on catechi

and urged that the cauldrons used should invariably be copper. K
observation that wood spotted with white deposits is nchest in catechi

and that such wood is more prevalent in Oudh than in Burma, confiri

a widespread Native opinion, and probably points to something peculi

in the variety of plant grownm Oudh (var. a, Catechu, above), as compan
with that of Burma (var. fi, Catechnoides).

The inquiry was next prosecuted by Dr. Leather, Agricultural Chemi
to the Government of India. His assistant, Mr. Collins, furnished a mo
instructive table ,pf analysis, in which he showed that commercial valu
tions rarely coincided with percentage of catechu-tannin and catechin (mo
especially of the latter), but were dependent mainly upon the appearan
of the extract. So far as the tanner is concerned the complete absen
of catechin might be said to be a recommendation. Leather des

in a most interesting manner with the best methods of cuttMg up tl

timber, with the effect of different kinds of water, the quantity of wat
required, and the time which was essential to boil the wood. He showi
that it would be more economical to reduce the wood to shavingr.Joy tl

carpenter’s plane than to cut it into chips as at present. When reduci
to shavings the yield of catechu-tannin and of catechin was much high
than with chips

; the proportion of water to weight of wood could 1

reduced from 20 to 10 or even less ; and the duration of boiling migl
be reduced from twelve hours to half an hour. All these circumstanci
indicate not only vast financial economies, but the production of a superii

quality of extract, owing to the smaller amount of boiling that is necessar
The separation of white catechu (or catechin) from cutch (or catechi

‘ tannin), might be made a commercial success if accomplished from a

extract prepared in the manner indicated .by Leather.
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In The Agricultural Ledger (1896, No. 35) ,will be found the results ‘ cres.

of’Professor J. J. Hummel’s and Mr. Reginald B. Brown’s chemical

investigations into the dyeing properties of catAchu-tannin and oatecWn.

Briefly, they have demonstrated that both these substances may under

certain circumstances be used as dyes. \_Gf. Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust.,

March 31, 1901, xx., 246.] The present purpose has been to con-

vey the fa^ts of commercial importance and the bearings of recent

research (both botanical and chemical) on possible developments of the

cutch industry.

Production and Trade in Cutch.—Trustworthy returns are not Trade,

available rega’jding the production of cutch in India. The trade is

very largely'in the hands of small manufacturers and dealers. Afi a

rule, the right to work the cutch forests belonging to Government is

granted ~by license and sold by auction or tender. The period fpr

which the licenses hold good is usually four months. Commercial
Circular (1896, No. 11) gives certain particulars of interest regarding the

Burma trade. It is calculated that on the average 80 cutch trees are

used per cauldron, and as the average price paid for the cauldrons oAt.

comes to Rs. 225, the average price obtained per tree comes to Rs. 2-13.

But each tree would 5deld about 26 cubic feet, say half a ton, so

that the price obtained is equivalent to Rs. 5-10 per ton, or nearly as

much as is usually got from the local traders for undersized teak logs.

It would seem that the Burma production averages from 130,000 to Total

160,000 cwt. a year
;
the South Indian perhaps 1,000 cwt.

;
the Bombay

perhaps half that quantity ; and it is probable that Bengal and the United
Provinces yield between them about 20,000 cwt. This conception of the

probable annual production is inferred very largely from the returns of

Foreign, Coasting and Internal Trade, rather than from actual statistics,

and consequently it ignores local consumption. Thus the total exports to

foreign countries were 183,729 cwt., valued at Rs. 36,96,106, in 1895-6
;

122,082 cwt. in 1896-7
; 97,187 cwt. in 1897-8

; 61,669 cwt. in 1898-9
;

but they rose again to 127,816 cwt., valued at Rs. 24,70,422, in 1899-1900
; FiuotuaUomi

sank to 101,995 cwt. in 1900-1 ; and further to 66,162 cwt. in the year

following. In 1902-3 there was a slight improvement to 70,305 cwt.,

valued at R.S. 13,42,583, and a still further improvem^t m 1903-4, viz.

to 112,936 cwt., valued at Rs. 19,71,896. In 1904-5, however, they
jigain fell to 62,562 cwt., valued at Rs. 9,71,041, and in 1906-7 to

97,269 cwt., valued at Rs. 15,92,561. The traffic thus fluctuates greatly,

' but would seem on the whole to be declining. Usually Burma contributes

about 98 per cent, of the total. For example, taking the total export

for 1906-7, Burma furnished 95,451 cwt., Bengal 1,687 cwt., Madras 124
cwt., and Bombay, 7 cwt. The Bengal trade seems for some years to

hav^^clined and direct shipments from Burma to have increased. The
United Kingdom is the country to which by far the largest consignments
are usually made. The next in order are, as a rule, Egypt and either

France, Germany or Holland. The trade with the Straits Settlements
has steadily dechned from 6,686 cwt. in 1898-9 to 1,796 cwt. in 1901-2,

104 cwt. in 1906-6, but rose to 864 in 1906—7. The United Kingdom takes
from 70 to 80 per cent, of the total annual supply. Of the coastwise
traffic Bengal (Calcutta) is the most important receiving centre and Burma
the most important exporting. In 1895-6, Bengal received 35,079 cwt.,

but that traffic seems to have declined seriously, and in 1902-3 was only ,
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* 13,557 cwt., and in 1908-6, 10,678 cwt. The Rail and River-bome

trade returns show Bengal as the most important receiving province, and

mainly*from the town of (Calcutta, hence doubtless Burmese. The United

Provinces might be called the mo.st important exporting centre, the

major portion of the supply going to Bombay town and Presidency.

D.E.P. A. conclnna, DC. , FI. Br Ind , n., 296. A comibon prickly

1 ., 44.
’ scaiident bush met with in tropical jungles throughout India.

Rita or Since tlio pods oi tins biisli are extonsiv’ely used as a detergent, they are

Soap Pod. often contused with the Soil* Nut MiikoroftMl). and, indeed, tliey

beai, as anile, the same vernacular names—viz rita or ritha, but are some-
times separately distinguished as the ban (wild), ritha, sikakai, tulah, etc These
iletergent pods are laigcly einployctl in washing silk and woollen 'j,ood8. Some
of the best tinctorial results are believed to bo obtained only with yarn washed
with this foiin of sou]) previous to being dyed. They ate extensively used ui

Polislilng fslver washing the hair, and with inueh advantage m cleansing tarnished silver plate.

]n Noilhein Tlengal they are utilised in poisoning fish. The trade in'dotergent
Trade pods must bo Very (onsidciable in India as a whole. Collective returns are,

however, not available, but wo rend of fiom 10 to 135 tons being imported into

Tlombay annually, and iruimly from South Kaiiara The Madras Mail (Jan.

1398) speaks of the local supply corning from Talghat and Vanieinbaby, and
urges that an elToit should be niaile to place these pods on the European market.

The bark of this bush is to some extent used as a Tan for fishing-lines, and
IS imported for tins puiposo into Bombay from Kanaia YCf (Jamble, Man
Ind Timbs

, 1902, 291 , Cooke, FI Fres Bomb
, i , 450 ]

D.E.P.,
i., 48-60.
Cassie
Perfume.

3,E.P.,

61,

A. Farnesiana, WilU ; FI. Br. Ind
,

ii., 292. A small tree

best known m Europe as the Cas.sie Flower, and cunously enough is

in India denoted by comparative or descriptive names such as mlayati
(English) hahU or hlar, fissi-bahul, gu-kiKar, kankar, vedda vala, gaya-

babul, murki tmnrna, naga tumma, kuslun, idli, ndnlongyaing, etc. It is

indigenous in America and possibly cosmopolitan in the tropics, is culti-

vated or naturalised all over India and Buima.
It IS largely grown m France on account of the rich Pebuome obtained from

the flowers. Althoi.gh it yields a Gum and oilier products winilar to most
species, the chief mtciest eelities m its “ Cassie Flowers.” 'J’he lato Sir F. Abel,
in a letter to tho Oovornment of India, dated July 10, 1894, gives oertaia
interesting piirtKulius regarding the sucee-iS obtained by a tea-planter in Naim
'i'al, in producing Cassie Pomade Although a good deal of attention has been
given to this subject, httio piogrcss has as yet been made towaids estabhahmg
a trade m tho perfifiiio. It is probable that in India a ddficulty might be found
to exist in preventing the lard or sweet oi), employed in the inanufactiire*^of tho
pomade, from hocoming lancid But m tho lower hills or terai whore this trect

abounds, or might easily lie cultivated, it scorns possible that a useful auxiliary
crop to tea, coffee or oven indigo planting, might bo found m Cossio Pomaijio^
[Oj J. C. Sawer, Odorography, 114-6 ] o •• v

A. jacquemontii, Benth. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 293. A small
handsome shrub with polished stems and thorns, and flowers sweetly
scented. It is met with in the North-West Himalaya up to 3,002, _^eet.

In the Panjab plains, in Sind, in Rajputana and iii North Gujarat it is

often very abundant, especially within watercourses. ^
Known in Afghanistan as tlio hanza, m the Panj4b it appears to bear, as a

rule, the same vernacular names us A. arabira, but a sample recently received
from Amritsar, by the Reporter on Economic Products, bore tho vernacular
names of dhakki and chota-kikar. In Rajputana it is called baonh or gulli bonli ;

in Gujarat it is the rAta-huval , m Baluchistan harharbara ; and in Sind khunbut.
Captain M A. Tighfl Political Agent, Southern Baluchistan, speaks of the gum
of tills tree os one of the spurious gum arabics which are known in that country
ns khortkhor. [C; Ropt , dated March 14, 1898 ]

her some years past a considerabio trade from Baluchistan and Sind has
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THE DISTILLER’S ACACIA,

bee)S done jn the Gum of this species, exported froip Karachi. Stokes (speaking
of Sind many years ago) says that it is inferior to gum arable, but is used
in medicine, calico-printing, and in paper-making Captain Tighe Ijas rilUch

to say as to the difference between this and the true gum arable (the khor-ka-

khor) which see under 4. Kntfgnt. But it may tie added in conclusion that
Messrs. dtowntree & Co., Ltd

, of York, havo pronounced the Amritsar samples
(ipentioned above) ns the best of the scries of Indian gums examined by them,
for the conf#ctioner’s requirements. “ It is strongly mucilaginous and forms a
thin jelly on standing with ten pioportions of water The solution is brownish,
but fairly free from sodimont, and tho fla\ our i.s sweet ” It has been ascertained
that about 35 cwt. of this aio annually procurable in Amritsar

A. leucophlcea, Wtlld. , FI. Br. Ind , ii., 294
;

Gamble,
Man.Tnd. Tin^s., 295 ;

Brandts, ImJ Trees, 265. The safed hkar, arm].
Tin], reru, ifimhar, goira, fiewar. hanlMval, vel-vellum. iella-tuma, tandung.

This large deciduous fa.st-growing tree is found in the plain.s of the Punjab
and Rajputana, the forests of Central and iSouth India and Burma, ‘It

prefers S low-lying situation, and in the Panjab its presence is regarded

as significant of a rich soil. Its branches are often disfigured by large

excrescences
According to Mr J. G Prebble, it yields a Gum readily soluble in water,

which forma a good thick pale-colouied mucilage, possesaed of tho aomowhat
peculiar property oi being gelatinised by borax but unaffected by ether, neutral
or basic acetate of lead or perebloiide of iron It seems probable that, owing
to its close choimcal affinity, this gum is often largely used to mlulterato the
better qualities ot “ Gum Ghati ” (see p 17) of commerce. According to Mr Hooper
(Agn Ledg , 1902, No. 1, 20) a specimen of tho bark sent from the Province
of Mysore was found to contain 20 8 jjer cent, tannin, being equal to the best
ia6«f-bark , but this seems to havo been an exceptional case, as lie adds that a
sample examined at Dehra Dun yielded only 9 3.3 per cent. Its use as a Tan
18 therefore doubtful The bark affords a strong Fibre said to be much valued
for flslung-nets Ground to a powder it is sometimes oaten with bajra, especially

m times of scarcity. But it has obtained a considerable reputation as an
astringent used m alcoholic Distillation. On this account it is often called
gharab-ki-kikar (spiiit Acacia) The tannin precipitates the albuminous sub-
stances present m the sacchaimo juices, and thus facilitates fermentation, but
IS also said to give a pleasant astringent flavour to the beverage. In tho Soutborn
Marathii country the trees ere fanned out by Government, in consequence of

iiio value of the bark. A distiller m South India recently informed mo tliat

he would use this bark nioro extensively than at present, were it po.ssible to

obtain a guarantee of quahty. Ho held that while most Acacia barks might
bo eftiployed in formentatiou, that of tho present species weti so much superior
to all athers as to justify its being called “ Tho Distiller’s Acacia ” [Of Cooke,
FI. Fres Bomb

,
i , 447.]

* A. znodeBta,, '-Wall, , FI. Br. Ind., li., 296; Gamble, Man.
•Bed Ttrnbs., 299 ;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 266. The phula, phului, hhamhuri,

Ichntosirayb, pdlosa. A moderate-sized tree found m the Suhman and
Salt Ranges, the Sub-Himalaya—between the Indus and Sutlej—and is one
of the characteristic trees of the Northern Panjdb plains. It grows readily

in JiD^jy)«3andy or rocky soils, but curiously enough is also found occasionally

in very damp situations. It is a slow grower, and in consequence is not
. often pla«ted, except as a fence, for which it is peculiarly suited.

It yields sparingly a very useful Gum which occurs in small round tears or
angular fragments, with a few vermiform pieces marked with waved transverse
lines. Prebble says, “ It is translucent and of a yellowish colour ; very
soluble in water, forming a good pale-coloured mucilage. With basic acetate of
lead and ferric chloride it forms a jelly, but not with borax ; with neutral acetate
of lead a faint precipitate or cloudiness, and a slight reduction with Fehhng’s
solution.” The gum is sent to Bombay from Northern India, and is classed

by tho merchants as “ Amritsar Gum.” The Panjfib supply comes mainly
from the Rawalpindi and Jhelum districts. In Northern India it is largely
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ACACIA •'

SBNBOAL. the true gum ARABIC TREE •

Gum‘Arabic * *

, Employed m medicine. The tree affords also a very beautiful, strong and dunablo

Timbeb which is largely cmfiloyed for cart-wheels, sugar-cane crushers, agV'

cultural implements, etc. The soft dehcate twigs are employed as tooth-brushes,

especial!^ in the Panj&b. [C/. Pharmacog Ind , i., 602.]

D.E.P.,
1., 64.

Habitat.

Tanning-bark

D.E.P.,
i., 66.

/Turn
Arabic.

Three Forms.

Medicinal Gun
Arablo.

East Indian
Qum.

A. pennata, Willd. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 297 ; Gamble, Man.

Ind. Timbs., 300

;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 269 : Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb,,

i., 451. Biswul, arar, sliemba, atla. undaru, gurwa, afia, v,wal, arfu,

su-yit, etc. A large climbing shrub of the Sub-Himalaya, East Bengal,

South India, and common all over Burma.
The bark is an article of commerce, being exported from the Konkan, and

employed in Bombay to Tan fishing-nets. Hooper (Agrz. Ledg., 1902,_No. I,

26) says that a sample from Bombay was found to possess only«8 8 per Cent, of

tanntn. In the Annual Reports of the Forest Department, BonF ay Southern

Circle, an entry occurs of the amounts reahsod by the sale of ahemba bark.

Tl^se range from Es 25 to Bs. 394. In Bombay it fetches about Rs 14 per 70C?lb.

A. Seneg^al, Willd. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 295
;

Gamble, Man.
Ind. Tinibs., 299 ,

Brandis, Ind Trees, 266 ;
Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., 1 ., 449. It yields the True Gum Arabic of European commerce,
and IS the khor (Smd), khor-ka-khor (Lus Bela), kdmta (Rajputana).

A low tree with grey bark and fiexnose branche.s, met with, so far as

India is concerned, on the dry, rocky hills of Smd and Rajputana, more
particularly in the Lus Bela countiy.

Commercial Qualities.—It seems desirable to bring together

in this place a few of the more important facts regarding India’s

participation in the world’s supply of Gum Arabic. There may be said

to be three chief forms of the gum : 1st, True Gum Arabic of Eurofean
Commerce

;
2nd, The East India Gum Arabic

;
3rd, The Gum Arabic

of India, often collectively calli'd “ Gum Gliati.” The True Gum Arabic
IS obtained from d. senef/at, Willd., and there may be said to be

two or three grades of it ;

—

1. (a) Gum Senegal, the verek of the Negroes—Tins comes from tho French
Colony of Senegal (on the West Coast of Africa)

(6) Kobdopan or Tukkey Gum—This is known in East Central Africa by
the name haahab. It comes from tho mountainous tracts of Kordofan on thfc

Upper Nile and almost m the same latitude as Senegal, though across tho vast
continent of Africa from west to east. It occurs in roimd lumps, often aa
large as a walnut, r'r in irregular broken pieces, pure white, very much fisshred,
especially on tho surface This gum is most frequently used for mq^icinal
purposes, and may, in fact, be regarded as tho true officinal Gum Arabic of
England, India and America •

(c) Inferior qualities known m trade, such as Suakim Gum, Sennaab, Blub
Nile, Babbaby or Mokocco and Moqadob Gums. These are most probably •

mainly derived from a., arabim. Reference has already boiJn mhho to tile

variability of gum duo to climate, soil, seasons, etc , and to the part possibly
played by bacilli (see above, p 2), but physical changes also take place subse-
quent to its collection, and those doubtless produce variations in quality. [C/.
Journ. Soc. Ghem. Induat., 1903, xxii., 429 , Gootze, Pharm Zeit

,

r'A.,119;
Pharm. Journ., 1903, 70, 417 ; Muriel, Ind. For., 1902, xxviii,, 46-58.]

Attention may now be directed to The East India GuAfc Arabic.
This 16 imported into Bombay, in the first instance, from Aden and the
Red Sea ports—no part of it being produced m India. There are two
qualities, viz. maklai and maswai. The former exists in large round
tears or vermicular pieces, white, yellow or reddish. It is much like Gum
Senegal, but moib fissured. It derives its name from Makalia, the port
from which it is mainly shipped. The latter exists in angular fragments
•and vermicular pieces very similar to the former and obtams its name
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• EAST INDIA GUM ARABIC AND GUM^ GHATI

from the port of Massowa. Both of these ar^ good soluble gums, very ‘

ht\le inferior to true Gum Arabic. They are picked and assorted, then

re-exported from Bombay as East India Gdm Arabic, the traffic being *by

no means unimportant. Within recent years, however, that traffic has

given distinct evidence of decline; due very possibly to direct shipments

to*Europe in place of to Bombay—the historic emporium of distribution.

Lastly, '^e come now to the Indian Gum Arabic or Gum Ghati.

It would seem that, in contradistinction to the gums that reach Bombay
by sea, those that come by tram, down the Ghats to Bombay, are col-

lectively designated Gum Ghati But it may be here mentioned that

Clusius*in 1605rfpeaks of Gummi Gutti as brought from^ffina to Europe :

hence it may be asked, is it the JIalay geldh [C/. Kew Mus. Guide,

1907 , 150.] Accepting the modern usage, “ Gum Ghati ” would embrace
very possibly a wide range of gums, and very often, it is feared, degr^s
of quality denote the extent of admixture rather than the nature of

specific variation. Gum when detected is gathered casually by women
and children, or by the shepherds, and sold m small quantity to the

nearest shopkeeper. It is next conveyed to the dealers and so on through

many hands until diversified gums, the produce of a wide area, get hope-

lessly intermixed. Nowhere in India is gum sjstematically produced,

and indeed hardly anywhere is arborescent vegetation so exclusively

of one gum-yielding tree as to admit of a large uniform and constant

supply of any particular gum.
Brebble (in the paper to which reference has already been made)

describes 27 gums as met with by him in Bombay. These include

A. arabica, A. Catechu, A. Fanteniana, A. lencophlfca and
A. modesta. Some short time ago Captain M. A. Tighe, Political

Agent, Southern Baluchistan, was induced to give attention to this

subject. In consequence he furnished admirable samples of the gums
of Baluchistan, as also corresponding botanical specimens of the plants

from which these had been procured. The two most important were
thus definitely determined, namely, hhor (or khor-ka-khor)—Acacia
Senegal, and harharhara—^1. Jnegaemontii. Tighe’s description of

the country, of the season of flow of gum, and the dependence on ram,
will Recall the conditions that prevail in the regions^where the True
Gum Arabic is produced. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 2, for further

particulars.^ Far to the south, at Tuticorin, a modern trade in gum has
been organised. Considerably different prices are being paid for the
•various spades of it, and at least one firm employs a staff of persons to

hind-pick*and ‘assort the gums as procured. I was unable to ascertain

all the species of plants that afford these South Indian gums, but the
most important would doubtless be A. Sundra, which is the South
Indi%a^ariety of A. Catechu and an abundant tree from Coimbatore
northwards to the Deccan and Gujarat. \Cf. Heuze, Les PI. Indust.,

1896, iv.y 258-66.]

TRADE IN OUM ARABIC.—As already stated, one of the features
of this trade is the supply drawn by India from Africa, Arabia, etc.,

by sea, and from certain tracts of country by land routes across the
frontier. There are thus exports from India in both Indian and foreign

gums, the latter being usually designated re-exports. The following
statement shows the total transactions under these headings :

—

(a) Imports by sea 1898-9, 2,841 cwt., Rs. 59,531 ;
1902-3, l,146o
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ACONITUM
ifiConk’s-hobd TRADE IN GUM ARABIC

In Price

.Adulteration ^

Temporary
Increase in
Price

Increased Indian
Troduf tion.

D.E.P.,
i., 60.

D.E.P.,
1., 84-98.

. cwt., Ks. 21,494 ;
1906-7, 10,127 cwt., Rs. 1,64,270

:
(b) by lA

1898-9, 18,093 cwt, Rsf. 282,877; 1902-3, 12,800 cwt., Rs. 1,66,06

1906-7, 11,969 cwt., Rs. J,56,932 (c) Re exports 1898-9, 7,297 cw

Rs 1,05,801, 1902-3, 10,704 cwt., Rs. 1,47,044 ;
1906-7, 2,684 cw

Rs 57,417. {(1) Exports 1898-9,41,469 cwt., Rs. 7,14,632; in 1902-3, 38,0

cwt., Rs. 4,54,639 ;
and m 1906-7, 35,202 cwt., Rs. 6,69,263. In 1895-6 t

exports were less in quantity, but nearly twice the price of those in 1902-

If there be any meaning in averages of declared official values in a traf

that for .some years has been obviously changing its main characteristn

it niav be affirmed that a marked depreciation in price has taken plai

The traffic in Indian-produced gum for 1906-7 may now be ajjalysi

thus—exports from Bombay 35,044 cwt. and from Sin3 ^ cwt. T
rc-Aports take place almost entirely from Bombay, and they are far

excess of the recorded imports, both by sea and land routes. Jt is*n

kftown to what extent the Trans-frontier traffic could be acceptc(^as*beu

gum arable, but the chief items of the “ gums and resins ” carried aero

the frontiei
,
dram from Nepal and Lus Bela The latter seems a model

trade, and doubtless mainly in the gum here dealt with. The discr

paiuies between the returns of imports and of re-exports are seeming

duo to the Trans-frontier land .supply not being fully accounted fo

to the varying extent to which stocks are drawn upon or withheld
;

ar

lastly very possibly to admixture with Indian gum arabic. The ri

export trade fluctuates both in quantity and value very considerabl

having undoubtedly m the past been greatly disturbed through war an

plague. But on this subject Wordehoff {Journ. d'Aqri. Trap., 1901, i

46) affirms that the advance in price of the gum called “ Soudan ” on)

lasted into 1892, and that since 1894 the price has been almost the san
as in 1880. Vilbouchevitch believes that tho only effect of the Souda
troubles has been to bring into notice, for subsidiary purposes, certain gun
not previously known or indifferently appreciated. There seems no doub
however, that so far as India is concerned, a decline has taken place i

the imports from Red Sea ports, but an expansion of Indian supply, moi
especially through the organisation of the Sind and Madras contributioi

The figures discussed above are mainly those given for Gum Arabic

not the “ other Gums ” nor the “ Resins.” Moreover an error is*evc

present in that iff is not always possible to isolate returns of gums froi

those of resins. The “ other gums ” may also be to some extent gur
arabic,” and thus the figures quoted may not represent the t8tal trade.

A. Suma,, Buch.-llam. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii
, 294 ; Gamble, ^an. Itm

Timbs., 295 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 268.
This modium-sized tree has a white bark (a circumstance that gives origi

to most of its vernacular names) ; it is common in Bengal, Bihar, Assam ani

South India, from the KamatAk to Mysore. It is known as the aai-lcanta„ kutnUo
(ihaula khejra, etc. Through being confused with var Sttndra ^.vhicl

SCO under A. Cateoku, p. 9) it has by some writers been incorrectly spokei
of as a eiitch-yielding species.

ACONITUM ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 27-9
;
Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 32

1898, No. 3 ; 1902, No. 3 ; Bmhl, Ann. Roy. Bot. Gard. Calc., 1896
V., pt. 11 ., 109-14

; Stapf, ,,4nw. Roy. Bot. Oard. Calc., 1906, x., pt. ii.

116-94; Monk’s-hood; Ranunculace.®.
There are in tho world perhaps J60 species of Aconites, chiefly inhabitant

•of the north temperate regions, 24 being Indian. These were figured ant
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At*ONITUM
SPECIES OF ACONITE heterophyllum

-lAtis

doscfibed by Bruhl and more recently monographed and beautifully illustrated*^

by O. Stapf of Kew. Simultaneously extensive local investigations into the Hecpnt

Indian production and utilisation of the Commercial Aconites have li^en Hcscarclipf..

conducted during the post ten years or so by the ftirector-Genoral of Botanical ,

Survey and by tho Koporter on Elconomio Products to the Government of

India (ably supported by numerous correspondents and contributors). It

wja a fortunate circumstance also that tho co-operation of Prof, VV. R.
Dunstan of »the Imperial Institute, London, was at the same time secured.

^ The researches which he and his collaborators have made, into tho chemical
composition of tho various roots, supplied by tho Indian authorities (as far

as possible in a parallel aeries with tho botanical samples sent to Kew), may
bo truly spoken of as having revolutionised our knowledge of tho chemistry
and medicinal proporlies of tho Indian Aconites fC/ Casli and Diinstaii,

Phil, irons R<^ Soc. Land., 1898, oxc , 239, cxcv , 39-97, also Proc , 1901,
C8, 384-9 ; i*»ip Inst Tech Jiepis , 1903, pt ii., 40-91 ; Dunst.m and Andi^iws,

Trane. Oiem. Soc, 1905, 87, 1020-50; also Diinstan and Hcniy, Ixxxvii,

The nroaof Indian distribution maybe described as extending from AfghaAi-
stan, Baitichistan, Hazara, Kashmir, Kiiiiiaon, Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan to

tho mountains of Assam, Manipur, and Burma But on tho mountfiins of Distribution

Central, Western, and Southern India no representative of tho genus occurs

While these interesting plants aro thus confined to the lofty nuaintainoiis tracts

that skirt the geographical frontier of India, few drugs aro nioio Irccjiicntly

present or more generally understood by the rural drug-dealers—so far as such
knowledge goes—than aro certain forms of tho gonus Amnltntn. In fact it

might be said that the Aconites are very much more extensively used m India
than in Europe and America. But perhaps tho most poisonous forms are more
largely employed in India os animal poisons—if one might not say as criminal

poisons—than iii medical practice This circumstance thus enhances the
interest and value of the recent researches. For example, tho Hemp Drugs
Commission m their Report (1893-4, 157) mention that aconito is often mixed
as an adulterant with Indian hemp in the preparation used as a beverage.

'The particular species so employed is not stated, and the circumstance is men-
tioned 08 being of interest m cases of poisoning from bhang indulgence For
these and such-hko reasons it has been recognised for some years past as an
miporativo necessity to be able readily and with certainty to distinguish at

least the chief qualities of Indian aconites In other words it has been thought
that all that was needed to develop a regular and satisfactory trade m Indian
aconite (and to be able to control and supervise such traffic if need be) was
definite knowledge of the chief forms that exist and the regions from which
fliese are severally derived.

The inquiry recently conducted has resulted in the estahhshment of tour
form^, or rather groups of forms, of aconite, as being extensively traded m all

. over India, and to some extent regularly exported to foreign countries But Commerce
above«,ll, the discovery that not one root but many constitute the Nepal Aconite
of commerce is a conclusion of the greatest prswjtical value, which is heightoned
Tn its significance when it is added that very possibly none of tho roots sold as

.such aro derived from the true A. ferox, Watt

,

of botanists, which in works on
’Materia IV^edica has hitherto alone been spoken of as tho Nopal Aconito plant.
'Aie four forms Tmay be expressed commercially os follows ;

—

I. Non-PoisonouB fopms, the active principles of which are

either Atisine or Palmatisme The Aconites that may be placed in this

posilfl^ are :

—

A. Ifetepophyllum, Wall.

;

Stapf, l.c. 151-4 ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 29 ;
D.E.P.,

Royle, lUust. Him. Bot., 1834, 56, t. 13; The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, ®l-4.

transl.), many passages. A common plant on the sub-alpine and
occasionally alpine Himalaya from the Indus to Kumaon.

This is the atia, ativika, patia, etc. (Sanskrit ativieha, which might be rendered
“ antidote ”)i but in the more eastern section of its area it receives the name
nirbisi—a name more correctly indicative of a. tmimatum. Atia root, if of

good quality, should break with a short starchy fracture and present a uniform
milky white surface. Tho fresh fully grown root is about 1 to

1 J inches long,

'
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ROTUNDIFOLIUM THE INDIAN ACONITES
Jad^ar

• and perhaps half an inch tluck at its upper extremity. In structure it itf of a
uniform white fannaceoua sdbstance within ; transverse sections seem to connst

of four, or sometimes five, isolated cambium strands, the vessels of which show
prormndhtly the radiating v^dge-shaped formation.

The discovery made by Dr H A. D Jowett that the alkaloid exists in very

small proportions, destroys any chance for the drug in the future ; and the stUI

Inert. more recent opinion that it is inert, lias no antiperiodic virtue (arrived at

by the expert Committee appointed by the Government to ir^yestigate t'he

Indigenous Drugs of India), renders it necessary to remove the root from con-

sideration as a drug, except os a mild bitter tonic. Several European and Native
merchants and chemists furmshed me with parcels of the roots of /i. j>ulmatun>

under the name aha, and others of the true aha largely adulterated with
A., jiartiintiiui. These facts may bo accepted os showing that in Indian phar-

macy the two roots are regarded as similar, if not identicjs.1 in prSpertios.

[Cf.^Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 8.] »

A. palmatum, D. Don. ; Stapf, l.c. 156-8
;

FI. Br. Ind., i.f 28

(emcl. syn.)
;

Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 89. A species met witli cn the

alpine Himalaya of Nepal, Sikkim, and South Tibet, at altitudes of from

10,000 to 15,000 feet.

This is best known by the names bikma, bishma, tmkhma, vakhma, and mrbiax.

In Sikkim (according to Mr. C. Gilbert Rogers) it is the aeto-bikhuma (or white
bikhuma, the black btkhuma being infinhttiim). The word btkhuma or

bikhma might bo translated “ resombhng-bifc/i,” but also has the meaning of

non-poisonous bikh. So also mr-biah means free from poison {biah). It seems
probable that while that is the moaning of mrvlaH, the word often confused
with it

—

mrviaha—denotes an antidote to poison. The mrviaha most quoted
by writers is the substance separately designated jadvar The late Dr. Moodeen
Sheriff paid much attention to the subject of the jadvara of modern Indian
pharmacy, and one at least of those ho described would seem to be the root of
I. paiMtatuui. It has come to mo from all parts of India broken into short
lengths and often bearing the name jadvar Wiat the nirviaha or jadvar of the
Ancients may have been is a subject beyond the scope of this work.

As met with in commerce bikhma root is pale-brown ; it exists for the most
part m long straight pieces, sometimes twisted together, but is never completely
pyramidal. The fragments range from I to 3 inches in length and J to ^ inch
thick. In structure they are almost pure white, are of a starchy consistence
and, on tranverse section, show a double rmg of large though inconspicuous
cambium strands in the form of circular or horseshoe-shaped patches. It is

perhaps the most easily recognised of all the Indian commercial acomte roots*
The alkaloid present in this root has been found identical with that of a .

tivterophyiiiim, and it is thus impossible to put faith m its reputation oa an
antidote for poison. But according to Dutt, the Sanskrit name for A. l*«»e»-o-

pimituni is ahviahb or ataicha, a circumstance if correct that would confirm the
*

identical properties of aha and bikhma '
•

D.B.P., A. potundifollum, Kar. et Kir. ; Stapf, l.c. 149-51
;
FI. Br. Ind*.,

1 , 08 .
i-, 29; also A. vlolaceum, Jaeg.; Stapf, l.c. 144; A. multifidim,'
Boyle, lllust. Him. Boi., 46, 66 ; A. disaerAum, Madden, Journ'. 'As. SoG.,

Beng., 1846, xv., 96 (non D. Don) ; A. Napellus, var. muUifidum and
also figidum, FI. Br. Ind., i. 29.

These pretty little Alpine aconites are characteristic of the Westerij Hima-
laya (along with a. hetrrnphynum) between the area of the poisonoul forms
of the East and Central Himalaya and that of the poisonous forms which re-
appear on the extreme West. They have no commercial value, thodgh m the
Panjab these roots are occasionally seen in the drug-sliops, and appear to be
known as tilia kachang or dudhia. They can with difficulty be distinguished
from the roots of .4 , heterophyUnw.

II. Poisonous Aconites that contain bikhacamline (in one species)
and^ paeudaconiiine (in some at least of the others). These roots are in

under the names “ Nepal Aconite,” bisk, bikk, etc. "

»[C/. Herbert, Travels, 1677, 369 ] They can very appropnately, therefore,
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ACDNITUM
•POISONOUS ACONITKS CONTAINING HIKHACONITINB spicatum
, Nepal Aconite

be•collectively designated as the East Himala
3
%n Aconites, for although *

one species exists in Kunawar and two in th^ mountains of Assam ajid

Manipur, their headquarters commercially are Sikkim and Nepal? They
are the Nepal Aconites of the shops of Calcutta. The important forms of

the series are :

—

•

A. Falconepl, Stapf, l.c. 16.1-5
; A. ferox, Uoyle, Illust. Him. Bot.,

’47 (m part)
;

FI. Hr. hid., i., 28 (m part).

This plant ououis in tho tiuh-alpino and alpino Himalaya of (larhwal. and
a well-marked variety of it (which Stapf calls itililoh>ttn) was collected l>y

Mr, Minjiiken in Nagh, Bashahr, where it is known as kalarnohra (or tho very
'/oisoiious mohre^.

•
. . n

A. laolnlatum, Stapf, l.c. 168-9 ; A. ferox, var. laciniata, Bruhl,

l.c. V.jp4. ii., 11 (in part)
;

Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 96. ^
This yjont comes from the sub-alpine and alpine Sikkim, where it is Sikkim Aconite,

called (so Rogers informs us) kalo-bikhuma—a name that doubtless would
mean the poisonous bikhuma, in contrast with tho non-poisonous btkhuma
(4. italniuUini above). This isolation of -t. lariniatutu from the true bikh is

interesting and impoitaiit It shows that it is rocogmsed locally as only a
substitute or adulterant for tho true root, and m fact it would seem to be ex-
clusively so used. Apparently it is the kaUbachnag of Moodeen Sheriff, and
very possibly the kalakut of other writers. The root is if anything larger than
the most prevalent “Nopal Aconite” of Sikkim (4. Hplpatiim below) and
has numerous circular scars, indicating fallen lateral roots, so abundant and
regular as to lesemble nodes or joints In transverse section the tuber seems

differ from that of a. npimttnn by the absence of the so-called inner ring of

.
‘uscular strands enclosing the pith.

W
A. lethale, Griffith, Stapf, l.c. 175-6 (the Mishmi Aconite); and

A. naGrarum, Stapf, l.c. 176-7 (the Naga hills and Manipur Aconite),

It is probably safe to regard these as the most eastern members of

the series.

Stapf views the aconite of the Akhas as being very possibly the true
A. spicatum. [Cf. Lewin, Arrow-poiaons, in Virchow, Archiv. Path. Anat,
und Phya., 1894, 138, 289 ]

* A. spioatum, Stapf, I c. 165-8
; A. ferox, var. spicata, also var. D.B.P,,

crassicaulis, Bruhl, l.c. v., pt. ii
, 110; A. ferox, FI. Br. Ind., i., 28 (in i., 87-91.

part)**, Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 94-6 (in part)
;
and later by Dunstan Nepal

nd .^drews, Trans. Chem. 'Soc,, 1905, Ixxxviii., 1636-50. This is
Aconite.

%je most'* abundant, most robust, and most characteristic species of

/ine Sikkim and Chumbi.
The chief “ Nepal Aconite ” of Indian ^commerce, the bikh, biah, the ativaaa

f
/ery poi^btioua abish) of Sir Walter Elliot; the mitha-biah, snngi-biah. dagru,

JOchnag, or talia of Indian writers, and tho aingia jur or amgta khar of TaUef
Shereef (Playfair, transL), 1833, 107. Its poisonous principle has been called
bl^conitlne by Dunstan and Andrews, and desenbed as closely related ttT

r Jacojuttne both in its chemical properties and physiological action. 4

{ 'iiWroots are very large, and when fresh are soft, flexible and pale-coloured,
,Jbt when quite dry they are hard, dark brown or block externally, and of a
brownish-ffed internally. The half-dry root when cut resembles horn (hence
the name aingyi or aingya-bia), but as it matures and dries it becomes hard and
has darker-coloured portions developed as embedded irregular patches within
the tissue. These patches often appear like resin in »on8istence. In transverse
section Stapf says the tubers are seen t^possess cambium strands, continuous
and forming a more or loss sinuous rinj Tho secondary sieve-strands of the
mother tubers are not encased in sclerenchymatio sheaths. The samples
exammed by me might perhaps be properly describ/ .>C as having the vascular
strands in the form of an irregular sharply pointed stu

(
^closmg a small central ,

pith surrounded by a eepondary ring of bundles, A protect the roots from
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ACONITtJM
BALFOURII the INDIAN ACONITES
Molira

^
Method ot • * being woevil-eafcen they arcf often preserved in cow-urine. This may accovnt
Preservation. colour of some parcels, and may perhaps explain the name kala

(brack) ''ften given to thest, though most writers seem to prefer to translate

kfild when given to an acomte as meaning deadly. This is the root exported

from both Nepal and Sikkim to Calcutta. It has been pointed out that Nepalese

traders have been m the habit of draining their supplies from the Sikkim as

well as the Nopal side of the Singaleelah range, but that recently the faciliftes

(if the Himalayan Roilway at Darjeehng have begun to make the iSikkim supply

by far the moat important. As indicative of the very poisonous nature of this *

plant, mention may bo made of the fact that the sheep have often to bo muzzled
111 the Sikkim Terai [Cf. Kew Mus Quids, 1907, 9.]

III. Poisonous Aconites, one at least of jvhich aontains

pseudaconitine
,

they are in Northern and Western India, traded in

as White Bthh," safed-btkh, safed-hachnag or some derivative of the

woid mohra (a word which like bikh denotes a deadly poison). Th^ also

constitute grades of the so-called “ Nepal Aconite ” of Indian commerce,
and are the Central Himalayan Aconites, those found in the shops of

Upper and Western India.

Bashahr
^^.conite.

roiAououa
Uoi < y.

A. delnorphizum, Stapf, l.c. 158-60
; A. ferox, var. atrox. Watt,

Afjri Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 97 (in part).

Tins interesting plant was collected in Baahnhr (Jam Konda) by Mr. Minniken
and said to boar tho local name of mohra, but it is behoved by Stapf to have
boon very possibly tho maura htkh of Cloghorn, tho milha-diidya of Aitchison
(Trade Frod Leh, 176), and tho plant referred to by Madden (Journ. As. Soc.
Beruj

,

1846, xv
, 06) It is thus very possibly mot with throughout tho

Central Himalay.a fioin Kunawar to Nopal, and has been collected by Mr. TDuthie
in many parts of Kumaon Mooicroft spoke of tho abundance of acomto (possibly
this species) in Kumaon, and supposed tho stupoflant effects of tho honey from
certain locahties to bo due to the bees fooebng on acomte Dunstan and Andrews
on the examination of fresh, more accurately determined roots, have arrived at
tho conclusion that the present species is that which should be regarded as
affording the alkaloid /urudaconitinr of previous reports. The existence of that
alkaloid in certain forms of Indian acomte appears to have been first mado
known by Schott (1857), elaborated by Hubsclunann (1868), and worked out
in every detail by Dunstan and Carr (Trails. Chem. Soc, 1897, reprinted in
Agn. Ledg., 1897, No 19, 1898, No 3) These distinguished chomisf/S
give full particulars of tho properties of the alkaloid and its decomposition
products. It would appear that pieudacomtme may physiologically bo regarded as
identical with aconitine, though very much more active. The chief objection to
its extended use is the difficulty of obtaining a continuous supply of the root •

of uniform quality ft seems, moreover, probable that this plant* is not
separately recognised by tho collectors of and dealers in drugs, but is confuse^
with the following .—

•

Qorhwal
Aconite

White
Aconite.

A. Balfoupil, Staff, l.c. 160-3
; A. ferox. Wall,, Pl,*As. ItfQ;.'

i., 35 (in part)
;

Balfour, m Edtnb. New. Phil. Journ., 1849, xlvii.,

366, t. v.

This corresponds with a large portion of the .€. /erojr, var. atrove. Watt (Agri.
Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 97—8), and includes also .1 . fernjr uar polyaeMza, entig It
IS mot with in the sub-alpine and alpine Himalaya of Garhwal to Nepal, and
seems to bo Icnown by the vernacular names gobnya and banwa or hlffinwa. At
prosont it IS doubtful how far tho following names belong to this species or to
A. aeliiorrMiiuii i phahkia, kawriya, dihya, dhanla, dhumunya, jhirina, etc
Mr Duthio obseri oa that every valley has its own names for its aconites, and
oven different names for the same plant when of a different shade of colour.

The difference between the roots of A. aeUtorriUmum and A. Bal/oui-ti is not
very gi-eat Tho latter is shorter and thicker than the former, and has always
hardened sharp rootlets attached The former is that which comes most largely
into the markets of India as White Aconite, eafed-btkh, safed-bachnag. Ac-

• cording to Native opmion it is the most valuable and certainly the most ex-
pensive form m the bazdrs. It was furnished to me under the name of
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• POISONOUS ACONITES CONTAINING INSACONITE CHASMANTpuM
• Mediqinal Aconite

“ M. XnpelluH, Linn but it would seoni that ribrth and west of Cawnpore ’

this is the bikh of the Indian drug shops, whereas south and east btkh would be
A. apieatum. The white-biifc/i root is easily recognifed ; when dry it is brittle lind

white in section, has a farinaceous structure in some respects like that of bikhma,
but it 13 distinctly poisonous and must, therefore, be carefully distinguished
It IS usually about 2 or 3 inches long, broadest at its immediate extremity, and
gradually a\jd uniformly tapered to a long sharp point below. It is nearly
always perfectly straight and the cutn lo is of a chestnut-brown colour, smooth,
though at the same time irregularly contracted into exceptionally large folds

In transverse microscopic section its roots arc seen to have an interrupted ring
of large cambium strands These are either irregularly horseshoe-shaped or
elliptical and arranged round the pith, which frequently becomes cavernous
Occasionally alan a few single cambium bundles are seen scattered throughout
the fundamental tissue.

I understand that Prof. Dunstan has found, on analysis of a sample of

wMte-6»M from Dudatoh, that daughter tubers contain nearly 1 per cent and
the raotner tubers I per cent of pseudacorntme. o

The |Jlant which Bruhl named as nar patyHvUien was supplied by Mr J. S C.
Davis of Almora. When received by mo the samples bore t^o names phutkta Almora
(fatkia), and qoharia —names wliich recall some of those reported by Duthie as Aconite,
given m Garhwal Becently Davis has obligingly furnished further materi.il,

as also a translation of a report which he had received from the political Peshkar
at Garbyang. It would scorn that at Garbyang. aconite root is dosigiiatod

milha but (iiat there are two forms, (a) falkia and (b) gohana. The former is

a smaller and loss poisonous plant than the latter The roots furnished wore
found to havo a white farinaceous structure with a single iriegular ring of
cambium strands.

IV. Poisonous Aconites that contain im aconite This may be
accepted as a series that corresponds botanically with the most
valuable medicinal aconite of Europe and America—viz. .1. \apeUus.
Stapf has shown that the true A. nowhere exists in India.

The world’s supply of medicinal aconite is, in fact, derived mainly
from the cultivated plant, and comes very largely from Germany.
But there are one or possibly two indigenous aconites met with in the

extreme western division of th^ Himalaya and adjacent hills of the

J’anjab that seem worthy of a place in this section .

—

A. ohasmanthum, Stapf, l.c. 142-4
;
A. Napellus, var. spicatum,

Dulhie, Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i.. No. 3, 37 (in part) ; A. Napellus,

Stewgrt, Pb. PI., 1-2 ;
Dunstan, Agri. Ledaj., 18f^, No. 19, 377

;

A. Napellus, var. hians, Goris, in Bull. Sc. Pharm., 1901, in., 112 ;

* A. hians, Walt, Agn. Ledg., 1902, No. 3, 101 ;
also dissectum, WaU,

Lc. 100 (ill part)
;
Dunstan and Andrews, Conlrib. to KnowUdfej^ of

^conile*Alkaloids, Trans. Chem. Soc., 1905, 1620-36. , »

This very beautiful species occurs on the sub-alpine and alpine Himalaya Kashmir and
from Chitral to Kashmir, and also on tho mountains of Hazara, between altitudes Hazara

of 7,000 and 12,000 feet. It is the mohrt of Hazara ; tilia, kachang, dudhia, pzirn

of tljDiilimalaya, and ban-bal-nag of Kashmir. According to Dunstan and Andrews
its roots contain Indaconitme, an alkaloid which represents a compound mter-
mediate between aconitine and pseudaconitine Casli and Dunstan IProo. Rog.
Soc., 1006, 468) have pomted out that its physiological action diSers in degree
only, and not m kmd, from the two alkaloids just named. Samples Imvo
been furnished by Indian chemists and druggists os “ Truo Aconitum
Napellus.” One contributor sent it under the name of mxtiha zaher. Davies
[Trade Report) alludes to 20 seers of mttha tiha as annually exported from
Peshawar to Kabul. Moodeen Sheriff mentions the circumstance that a very
small and highly poisonous root is sold in Northern India but never seen in tho
south. It differs from that of a. Xapetiua by being smaller, shorter but com-
pau-atively thicker. The tubers are seen in cross-section to have the cambiuip
continuous, forming a more or less sinuous or star-shaped ring. The remains
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AlJENANTTHERA
PAVONlNA

, the SWEET-FLAG
H.ed-'^^ood

• 6f the stem are nearly always found on its upper extremity. It is not moM
than one inch or an inch and a quarter long. Is of a black colour ;

curved,
* densely coated with short sjoarp thorns (lateral rootlets), and is terminated

• by a short, hard, smooth and pointed beak. In the dry state it has a homy
or cartilaginous fracture.

A. soongrarlcum. Staff, lx. 141-2; found in Gilgit. ,

Gilgit Aconite. Of all the Indian form.s of the genus this comes nearest bi" tanically to

.1 . xapeituH, Unn The root does not appear to find its way to the baz&rs of

India This specio.s has not os yet been chemically investigated, and it is just

possible that it may bo found to contain aconitine.

D.E.P..
1., 99-103.

Sweet-flag.

Medicine.

riavounng.

Trade.

ACORUS CALAMUS, ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., &55 ; Aroide^.
The ^weet-flag, bacha, shadgrantha, vashamhu, etc. The impoited Persian

ilnzome is known as hdl-vach or bdl-vekhand. The medical treatise wh^ch
constitutes The Bower Manuscrift (Hoenile, transl.) makes repfsated

mention of this drug. *

It is the Colamus aromaheus of mediaival writers, and possibly the Acoron
of the Greeks It is a semi-aquatic herb occurring wild and sometimes culti-

vated, from Kashmir to Assam, Mampur and Burma, and to the mountains of

Central, Western and Southern India. It is most abundant between altitudes
of 2,000 and 6,000 feet An essential On, prepared from tho leaves is used in
England m tho preparation of a haii -powder, and from 1 3 to 2 6 per cent, of a
yellow neutral essential oil may be extracted from the rhizomes, which like the
other paits of the plant owo their property to the glucoside acortn. Gilde-
meister and Hoffmann ( Volatile Oils (written under the auspices of Schimmel &
Co ), 302) say that though the oil has been repeatedly examined no satisfactory
insight into its chemical nature has been obtained. It is used in “ the manu-
facture of liquors and of snuff,” but is less in demand than formerly for medicinal
purposes. Native medical practitioners consider the rhizome in large doses
an emetic, in small doses tonic or stomachic and carminative It is prescribed
in cases of fever, rheumatism and dyspepsia, as well as for flatulenoe, even in
infants. It is also a pleasant adjunct to tome or purgative medicines, and as
an aromatic stimulant is recommended for catarrh and distressing coughs. Dr.
Clulde, Second Physician to the Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai Hospital, Bombay, tried an
autlientio tincture for malaria, dyspepsia, dysentery and chrome bronchitis,
and after careful experiment pronounced it inert. Linschoten, who studied
the cultivation of sweet-flag in Gujarat and the Deccan (a.d. 1698), mentions a
preparation called arata (a mixture of the rhizome of sweet-flag with garlic,
cumin seeds, salt, sugar and butter) which was used as a strengthening medicine
for horses Nicholson (Man Coimbatore, 2i7) refers to its use in the treatment
of foot and mouth ebseaso. [<7/. also Talee! Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 5j4.]

It IS generally stated that a considerable demand exists for sweet-flag spirit
as a Flavoueing for gin, beer, etc., and that the supply is obtained from the
Broads district m Norfolk. In India it is said to be similarly employed in the

'

manufacture of aromatic vmegar. The rhizomes of the bazdrs come mostly
from the lower hills of Northern and Eastern India, but the imported Persirn
root is the most expensive. As an illustration of local TsiSiE, It may bb
observed that Mr. Coldstream mentions an export duty charged on sweet-flag
in Sarmor State, but the root can be purchased there at the rate of 12 seers
per rupee. No particulars are available as to the total Indian trade or the
foreign exports, if such exist, but a large supply is obtainable. Sir W. L» -Tence
(Valley of Kashmir, 72) speaks of it as an abimdant wild plant in Kashmir, and
the same is true of most if not all of the warm temperate tracts. [For„Chemical
and Medical opinions and results consult Thoms, Archw. dsr Pharm., 1886, 466;
Yearbook Pharm., 1886, 161 , 1888, 131 ; Joum. Ohem. Ivduat., 1901. xx., 833,

: 1902, xxi
, 1295 ; 1903, xxii., 317 ; Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 639 ; Kanny

1^1 Dey, Indig. Drugs, 9 ; H H. Sir Bragvat Singhji, Hist, Aryan Med. Sc.,

i.. 107-8. „
ADENANTHERA PAVONlNA, Xinn. / £»•. Z/Mi., ii., 287;

RedSandal- Gamble, Man, Jnd, Timhs,, 287

;

Cooke, fl- i., 438.
wooqI,
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ADHATODA
INSECTICIDE AND ANTISEPTIC vasica

. BeuBunti

, Red-wood (occasionally called Red Sandal-woq4 or Coral Wood), the rukta!’ ,
kanchan, rakia kambal, raniana, mandakaich, thorlagunj, val, bari-gumchi, etc., etc.
Sometimes incorrectly called rakta-chandan {Ptem^rptm ftautalitmn). A l^ge
deciduous tree met with in the moist forests of Bengal, Assam, BombaJ, Madras ,

and Burma, and readily propagated by soed. A Gum {madatia) is said to be Gum.
afforded by it. The wood is powdered and used as a Dye, and is the red paste Dye.
[tUak) with which the Brahmans colour their foreheads after bathing. Taylor
[Topog. Stat.^Dacca, 1840, C3) says a decoction of both the seeds and wood is used

• in pulmonary affections, and os an external application in chronic ophthalmia.
The Timbeb is much employed for houso-lmilding and cabinet-making. The Timber,
seeds, which are soinotimes eaten, are bright rod and therefore used for Domestic,
rosaries and as weights (about 4 grams) Ground to a paste with borax they
form asiseful cejpont

•

^DHATODA VASICA, Ver-.s; FI. Br. Ind

,

iv., 540; Acan- D.E.P.,
THACJAB The arusa, ndulsa, halos, vasa, hasunti. rus, adhatodi, maya, ^tc. h, 108-10.

A sub-L«rbaceous bush, found throughout the warmer tracts of India up
to altitudes of 4,000 feet, and usually very abundant on the 8ub-
Himalayan tracts but much less common in Western and Southern
than in Eastern India. Gregarious and found in large patches, but " »>

where it does not grow as a weed it is often semi-cultivated in hedgerows,
pand under these latter circumstances often attains the proportions of

a large bush. „
Hooper (Handbook Imp Inst., 1897, sor. No 10) incorporates all the in-

formation^ available up to that date and should be consulted Subsequent
investigation has mainly consisted in careful therapeutic tests, with the object
of ascertaining the medicinal value of tho plant. The results of the inquiries Medicine,

will be found in the Report of the Indigenous Drugs Committee of India (i , 38,
68, 183, * 38^418, 497). It may bo observed here that the verdicts of recent
trials in Indian hospitals may bo said to confirm belief m tho plant os affording
relief in chronic bronchitis and asthma, but to preclude acceptance of its reputed
virtue in cases of phthisis. The medicinal properties of this plant are mentioned
in The Bower Manuscript, recently translate by Dr Hoernle. It is there
called vrisha (85, etc

)

The leaves are sometimes boiled with tho sawdust of jack-wood to inako a
yellow Dye. They seem to be most frequently employed, however, as or with Dye.
*Manubb, being either put on to the fields just before the rains and ploughed
in, or scattered over rice-fields recently flooded. It does not seem established
whether this agricultural utilisation is as a preventive against noxious inseota (see
bel<»w), or in recognition of tho quantity of potewh which they contain. At all
events it is one of the principal plants employed in India fer the preparation of
pearrtash. It appears also to be used not infrequently for gunpowder Chabcoal, Domestic.

, and in Bengal the wood is turned into Beads. In the Naga hills the stems are
used in a kind of augury

• ^ ^nsieterable difference of opinion prevails regarding the use of Adhntnan as
^n insecticide,and antiseptic In The Journal of the Pharmaceutical Society Insecticide

(April 7, 1888), Hooper announced that ho had discovered the active principle
of the plant to be an alkolc 'd, which he called vasicine, but seven years later
Prof. Giacosa of Turin (at the instance of Sir Lauder Brunton) threw some doubt
on tlus discovery, by stating that though he had found the leaves rich in
potffltium nitrate (and therefore a valuable green manure), he h^ found no Manure
alkaloid. In 1897, however. Hooper’s discovery was fully confirmed by Dr. W. G.
Boorsm® of Java, who added interesting suggestions os to the use of vasicine
both as a drug and as an insecticide Although the insecticide property would
thus seem established, it has been found by practical experiment that vasicine
cannot be used, as at present available A tartrate is in the market, but cheaper
and equally efficacious insecticides already exist. The use of the leaves, both
as a green manure and as a poison to pests, especially on inundated ground
(oripnally pointed out by me in 1887), might with advantage be further in-
vestigated and recommended to cultivators in localities where the plant abounds.
lOf.*Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 12; Vodeker, Itnprov. Ind. Agri.,

. 1899, 107.]
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MARMBLOS
OlUil*

D.E.P.,
i., 117-24.

History.

Varieties.

Cultivated and
Wild.

Intoxication.

Ftoh foisou.

CiillivuUon by
Seed or Boot
Cuttings.

Maturity.

Bruiting Season

Qum.
I’ropertics and
Usee

Cement.

Vamish
Qlue.

THE BAEL TREE

* ABGLE MARMELOS, Coir.; FI. Br. Ind., i., 516; Cooke, F<1.

Pres. Bomb., i., 192 ;
Duthie, FI. Upfer Gang. Plain, 143 ;

Prain, Beng.

Plants, f., 305
;
Rept. Ceth. Indig. Drugs Co7nm., i., 137-40

;
the Bael

Fruit ;
Rutace^.

A srnnil troo found horo and there botli wild and cultivated tliroughout

India and Burma It is sacred with the Hindus, the loavo.s being spocialiy

sviitod for the worship of Siea (Jones, As. Res, 1790, ii , 349-5(J). It is all

hut universally known by its Sanskrit name bilva, a word which appears in some
form, such a.s bel or bael, in most modem languages. The fruit is generally

called sriphal. By the early European writers it was called Cydoma Bengalensta

or Bengal Quince, and by others was confused with Crntaevu rvfigloaa (which
see, p 420) Garcia do Orta, followed by his reviewer Clusiua ^Arojn. Sist

,

in

Hiat. Exot PI, 160.5, 2.13) early m the 16th century, called it^Marmelos de
Ben^ila, and he and other writers make sjiecial mention of the value of the

fruit in the treatment of dysentery. Jacobus Bontms (Hist. Nat. et Med Jfid

Or, 1629, in Piso, Ind. IJtrt. re Nat et Med , 1658, 98) terms the frmti hlalum
cyaonuim. Rheedo {HorC. Mai, 1686, ui , t 37) calls it covafftm, but
Kumphius, who wrote in 1750, makes no mention of it Turning now to tlio

Arab authors . Serapion describes three drugs under the names bel, fel and sel,

but does not sufficiently distinguish these one from the other Avicenna treats

fel and hel as synonymous, and tells us that it is a drug with virtues very simihu
to the “Apples of Mondragora ’’ [Cf. Paulus /Egineta (Adams, transl.), in., 448 ]

The Makhzan-el-Adwiya describes the fruit as cardiac, tonic and astringent

In ancient Sanskrit poems this tree is frequently alluded to, and by Hindu
physicians it is much extolled. [Cf. The Bower Manuscript (Hoernlo, transl

),

14, etc. ;
Pharmacog Ind., i , 277.]

There are behoved to bo sex'oral varieties, distinguished by the size and
shape of the leaflets when taken m conjunction with tho size, shape and texture
of the fruit Tho main distinction may be said to bo into tho wild state, with
small, hard, round, very ostrmgent and unpalatable fruits having numerous
seeds, and the cultivated conditions with large, often oblong fruits, having
frequently a comparatively soft rind, a richly flavoured and copious pulp with
only few seeds. It has been observed that whilst in Northern, Western and
Central India the wild fruits are very mtoxicatmg and are often used as a fish

poison, no such character attaches to tho cultivated frmt. This curious ob-
servation deserves further mqiury. From the Panjab comes the statement
that a form known aa kagzi has a conically shaped fruit, while the cultivated
plant generally met with is known as bil, and further that the wild condition (with
small round fiuits] is distinguished as the billan—a name given in other pro.
Vinces of India to t'erauia, [Cf. Joret, Lea PI dans L'Antiq , 1904, ii , 286.]

Tho bael is usually grown from seed, but in Burma advantage has been taken
of the fact that it frequently sends up shoots from the roots, to propngatA tho
approved races by Hiot cuttings. It is generally stated that in from 6 to 8 years
the plants will begin to fruit, and that when about 25 to 30 years old, th8' trees
may bo regarded as in full bearing When grown for medicinal purposes only,,
a small round fruited form, much like tho wild plant, is preferred, and it is main-
tained by tho Burmans that tho best results are secured when that plant is

grown on dry, open, rich sod. ,
.x ‘t

Bael takes ten months to ripen, and it may bo said to come into season usually
during March and April In some cases it can be had in December, January
and February, but in such instances the fruit has most probably been forced.
On the other hand, fresh fruit may be procured as late as Juno, having been
simply left on tho trees until required. ^ "

reddish-brown Gum is sparingly obtained from the stem. A gummy
or''mucou3 substance is secreted within the cells of tfie fruit, and thus
around the seeds. This is imiversally used as _a Cement, and if carefully
mixed with lime will be found a clean and useful article that will set
rapidly and firmly. It is reported to be obtained more copiously from
the wild than the cultivated fruits In Northern and Central India it

is in special demand for the construction of wells, since it sets firmly,
takes a fine polish, and is not affected by water. The pure mucus is

spoken of as a valuable Vaknish for pictures and as a gum or glue of
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' ^GLE
PKOPERTIES AND USEi^ marmelos

Baef Fruit
special merit, where extra security and, at the same time, neatness are ’

desired. It is reported to give brilhancy when added to water-colour Euameiuaint

paints. In Burma it is commonly mixed wtth paint as a dry%r and to
,

give a glossy surface. But perhaps the most remarkable use of this

substance is that recorded in connection with the Madras Presidency.

^ Madur^it would appear that the yogis (Hindu devotees) employ the

piilp of' the fruit as a lealpatn or substitute for oil. For this purpose a

ripe fruit is placed on the hearth until it bursts. The pulp is then re-

moved from the shell, and a little water worked up with it until a glutinous

mateyal has been produced. After being purified, the pulp is rubbed
over the bod/. A bath is then taken, when the pulp acts as a detergent

and impairs a refreshing and cooling sensation. Of South Arco*> it is

sttited that the mucous fluid only is used for the above purpose, and that

it is*ru1)bed on the hair in place of oil by the poorer classes or is employed
as Soap in washing garments. The Dutch in Ceylon used formerly to soap substitute,

prepare an Essential Oil (or attar) from the rind, known as Marmelle Essential os.

Oil {Journ. Agri.-IIort. Soc. Ind. (Proc.), 1857, ix., 134). A Perfume perfume,

i.s also distilled from the flowers.
''

The Medicinal properties of bael fruit are so well known that they MeiJicine.
need hardly be detailed. The fresh ripe fruit is eaten as an article of

Food by the poorer classes only, more especially the aboriginal hill tribes, pood. /
By others it is mainly consumed as pickles or preserves or as a refreshing Pickies.

and mildly laxative drink or sherbet. Most writers say that the half- sherbet,

ripe fruit is extensively employed in India as an astringent, digestive and
stomachic, and is prescribed in diarrhoea and dysentery, and often proves

effectual in chronic cases when all other remedies have failed. For these

purposes, however, according to some writers, the wild fruit is preferable

to the cultivated. It is certainly much more astringent, contains a larger

amount of the gummy substance already mentioned, but has an objection-

able quantity of seeds and only a very small amount of pulp. On the other

hand. Colonel J. Parker (Medical Storekeeper to Government, Bombay
• Command) writes (Rept. Cent. Indig. Drugs Comm., l.c. 138), “Natives
do not use the unripe fruits for medicinal purposes, but the pickle prepared

therefrom is considered to be admissible in illness when other forms of

pickle are said to bo contra-indicated. The half-ripe» fruit is adopted by
the*Bnti8h Pharmacopoeia, but the rind only of the ripe fruit is used at

’ this Depot in the manufacture of Extractum Belae Liquidum.” Moodeen Liquid Exttai.t.

Sheriff recommends for medicinal use a syrup made of the pulp of the symp.

Tripe fpuit, as more especially serviceable for chronic affections, and a Powder,

powder of the pulp of the half-ripe fruit for acute diseases. He says of

the last preparation that it is specially useful in altering the nature of

dysenteric motions rather than in reducing their frequency,

•^he sun-dried slices of bael (generally known as belgin) may be seen suced Bad.

in every drug shop of India. They are not supposed to be injured by
time, n kept perfectly dry, but in Europe the same beneficial results have
not been attaiiled with this drug as in India, a circumstance explained

by European physicians by the theory that the dry slices deteriorate

when kept for more than one season. Dymock says, “ The best pre-

paration of bael-fruit is a Marmalade made from the full-grown but Marmalade,

still tender fruit, cut in thin slices ; it keeps well, which is not the ease

with the conserve made from the pulp of the ripe fruit that ia usually

met with in the shops.”
’
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THE BAEL TREE
^BSCHYNdlVIENE
ASPSRA
Sola Pith
The Eootrbark
Medtdofll

Doiamvla

roaltic«s.

Juice.

Timber.

,
' In addition to the fruit, the root-bark is viewed as medicinal and

employed in the treatment of intermittent fevers. The former is one

of the chiif ingredients in thfe much-talked-of dasamula of Hindu medicine

—a preparation from ten roots. The leaves when fresh are made into a

Poultice and used in ophthalmia and maggot-infested wounds. The
Juice expressed from the leaves is bitter and pungent. Diluted with

water it is highly spoken of as a remedy m catarrh, fever and biliousness.

It may be preserved by being boiled in oil. The leaves are eaten in order

to destroy the desire for food, and are so employed by sadhus. Bael fruit

is employed in the treatment of scum in vinegar manufacture (seep. 1110).

The Timber, yellowish-white, mottled, close-grained, hard,* has no ?ieart-

wood, IS not very durable and is readily attacked by insects. It i/eighs from
40 to*l50 lb. per cubic foot When freshly cut it has an aromatic smelt. Ac-
cording to certain Hindus it is sacrilege to cut this tree down, but chiefjy wh8n
cultivated and more especially when near temples. In the wild state, or When
the tree has been neglected or has been killed, it may be felled and th<j timber
utilised even for fuel or charcoal. It is used in the construction of sugar and
ml mills, carts, agricultural implements, and, according to some writers, in the
construction of idols, combs, and beads for certain rosaries In the Institutes of

' Manu (ii., 45) the wood is giv'on as an alternative with that of nuten froHdona,
whence the Brahman sticks may be made.

Although there must be a very largo local Trade in hael, nothing in the way
of actual returns can bo quoted. The dry fruits sell at about Rs. 1 per 100 and
the groon fruits at less than half that figure The dry pulp (helgiri) can be
purchased at about Rs 20 per cwt. Although several firms, such as the Great
Bastem Hotel Company, Ltd., in Calcutta, regularly manufacture the mar-
malade, the article does not appear to be exported to any appreciable extent
In the London “ pnce-current,” quotations are given of driod and sliced fruit

fetching from Id. to 4d. per lb. It is often observed, however, that the market
IS neglected and the demand very limited.

The dried fruits, with pulp excavated, are largely employed as boxes in
which to store medicines, sacred ashes, etc. Small ones are beautifully carved,
and made into Smirr-BOXES. A considerable trade is done all over India m
these ornate boxes, but it is feared that the majority may in reality be
made from the small hard fruits of JFeronia, rather than of Mgte. In the
snuff-boxes made at Peshawar there is a considerable export to Kabul and
Lower India. Ganjam, far to the south, is famed for its charmingly carved
snuff-boxes—these show the 10 incarnations of Vishnu Charged with gun-
powder, the small dry fruits are also employed ns bombs in Firework exhibitions.
Very young fruits (about half an inch in diameter) are used as Beads and^are
arranged alternateljj^ in necklaces with the seeds of MiaeomriniH oanltma
(the rudrak). These are specially worn by religious men of the Siva sect. The
wood ground down on a stone to a paste, with a little water, is often employed
alone or in combination with sandal-wood to give the white transverse caste
markings on the forehead of the Sivites.

[The following works may be consulted, in addition to those indicated above ’

or mentioned in the Dictionary .—Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Acc.' Dindj., 1833,
'

163; Joum. As Soc., 1819, vii , 264; Ainslie, AfoL Ind., 1820, ii , 188; Taleef
Sheeref (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 42, 54; Joum. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. (Proc,),
1867, 133 ; 1869, x., 157 ; 1863, xii., 348 ; 1866, xni

,
pt. ii., 61 ; 1869 (n.B.), i.,

pt. ii., 68; 1872, in., pt. ii., 14-28; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, i., ^^0;
Moodeen Sheriff, Mat. Med. Mad , 1891, 84-7 ; Bull. Dept. Agri., 1896, Nos. 2, 8;
Innes, Jungle Prod, 1808, 8; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 191; Wpodrow,
Card, in Ind., 1899, 217 ; etc., etc ]

iESCHYNOMENE ASPERA, Linn.

;

Roxb., Trans. Soc. Arts,
1806, xxiv., 166 ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 162 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,
1902, 237 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 418 ;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain,
1903, 271 ; LEouMiNosiE. The shola (Hind.), sola (Beng.)—a word
corrupted into solar by English writers and manufacturers

; is also
aiunete, benda, pani {wa,t^^-Jcuhila, kagdia, kagdia-dhmdor, etc. The
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iE:SCH'9NOMENE
MANUFACTURES OF SOLA PITH aspbra

^ Sola Pith

present species is often designated in Bengal and Assam, hhat (white or rice- •

likp)-soZa or 'phul (flower or soft)-soia, in order to distinguish it from— .

AE. indioa, Lmn. ;
the kat or kath 1[hard)-soia, kuhilM, kalhia-

dhendor, etc. The ch\rmilli or sirmilli is SesbanUi and not JKschff-

tiomene—a plant often used as a substitute for sola.

• The former species is a floating bush, with sensitive leaves, found on land Habitat,

annually inundated or within the margins of tanks or lakes throughout Bengal
' and the greater part of Assam ; is frequent in Burma and also pre.sent m South

India. The latter, a taller more bushy plant and much loss aquatic in habit,

represents the genus in the other provinces, is found in Bengal, Assam and
Burma only above water-level, or on land temporarily flooded. Neither species
18 systematically cultivated, but in November and December the upper portions
of .*?. uMpern bearing pods arc severed and tlirown on the water and the Distribution

seeds thus become self-sown. The roots also are perennial. By FebrSary- Seasons.

M%rcli the pods are ripe and the pith -yielding shoots over-ripe; the stem then
beooijfie* dry, shrunk and discoloured, whilst a large cavern forms along ^he
centre. ,The plant usually grows in from 2 to 4 or 6 feet of water, and when
found living above water-level it appears to be unhealthy. It is often seen
in the comers 'of rice-fiolds, but as a rule is viewed as a pernicious weed, and
occordmgly uproot^.

Roxburgh would appear to have been the first person to draw attention • ,
•

to this plant and its economic uses. He recommended its adoption as a sub-
stituto for cork in the manufacture of swimmmg-jackets and lifeboats. But Cork Substitutes

it IS curious that ho makes no mention of its use in the construction of hats
(sola-topis). In Bengal and Assam the workers in Pith usually belong to the Manufacturet^
Malakar or Mali caste of Hindus, who as a rule acquire the hereditary and •

exclusive privilege of manufacturing garlands for ceremonial use in certain
distiicts. The thicker portions of the stems only ore cut into lengths of 2-3 feet. Preparation.

These are tied into bundles and stored until dry, when the brown bark is re-

moved and the pith cut up as required. If intended for the manufacture of
hats, caps, or frames of puggries, it is spht into thin sheets. For this purpose
the stem is held in front of the operator and with a long thin, sharp Imife
is stripped spirally, the knife being made to travel roimd and round Stopping,

within the thickness until the whole stem is reduced to a sheet not
much thicker than note-paper Hats, etc., ore worked up on wooden or clay Hats, etc.

moulds, and, if honestly made, are bmlt up layer upon layer of sola sheets
pasted one on the top of the other. By dishonest makers a large proportion
of paper is intermixed with the pith, thus adding greatly to the weight of
«the hat and lessenmg very materially its insulating power (to the rays of the sun)
wherein lies the superiority of the pith hats (sola-top%a) over all others used in
the East.

#n the Roorki district the pith from tiwflru is ve^ largely used for
aola-t^ia with a surface-dressing of Bengal pith. Owing to its hardness, this

form of pith cannot be split into the very tlun sheets needed for flower manu- Flower

• facture. If pith he reqmred for this purpose, or for weaving into mats, the Manofactare

debarked stalks of are drawn between bamboos fastened upright
. in the ground at various distances apart, or are flattened by means of smooth

atones. ®y eiUicr of these methods the pith is compressed, and will retain the
form thus given it until moistened, when it again expands. To make a flower,
the strips of sola are compressed in such a manner that in transverse section
they are more or loss triangular in shape, and along the surface, corresponding
to thfl base of the triangle, parallel lines are cut. The strips are then sliced
traifSversely with a sharp knife into very thin pieces. The pointed ends of the
triangles are inserted into slits made on another stick of sola, intended os the
stalk of •the flower. When the required parts have been thus inserted into
their places a brush, moistened in green-coloured water, is made to touch the
outer whorl of triangles. These instantly expand and become the sepals of
the rose or other flower. A brush, moistened in pink or other coloured water, Swell when
next touches the inner whorls, and these, obeying the magician’s wand, expand moistened,

into petals, and are bent while still flaccid into the desired positions. The slits

cut lengthwise along the compressed sticks of sola are now seen to open out
into petoloid teeth. Stamens ore formed of thin strips of pith, upon the ex- stamens or

tremities of which, particles of sugar (from a coloured saccharine fluid) hav^ Buds,

been made to crystallise, thus forming glistening anthers. Floral buds are
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eonstructed of stainod grains of nee fastened within green leaflets of solo. [Cf.
' Ind Art at Delhi, 1903, 169 f

The three great centres pt this art may be said to be Dacca and Man-

dalay for small and large flowers respectively, and Tanjore for models
;

but the ceremonial craft of the Malakars is practised all over India. The
introduction of matches has practically rendered obsolete the domestic

use of sola as a tinder with flint, but the pith is now made into covers

for water-bottles, stoppers for medicine-bottles, and plugs to widen ear-

ring holes in the ears. It is also employed as a lining for the tops of

palanquins and for scats and cushions, as also for the ornate Muhammadan
tazms u.sed at the Muharram. The cheaper pith of Ai. indirei is usually

employed for fishing-floats, fi.shmg-haskets, rafts and swimmnig-belts, .as

it IS* supposed to be specially durable in water. Where procurable in

abundance it is said to be especially useful in firing pottery, and the

charcoal made from it is highly prized in the manufacture of gunpowder.
The soft sola is used in surgery for insertion into the opening

of a sinus or abscess since it rapidly absorbs moisturo, expands, and thus widens
the opening. A long article on the Chemistry of tiola by Hanncock and Dahl
will bo found in The Chemical News (July 1‘2, 1895) The leaves of tho sola

plant are soniotnnes used a.s a Pot-hkub, and an On. is extracted from tlio seeds

[Cf also Haniuisf'lv, -Micro. TccA Prod (Winton and Barber, traiisl ), 1907, 253~.5.
|

There i.s practically’ only a local demand for soZa-pith, and in its un-

manufactured condition it is hardly ever exported. The best quahty is

obtainable in Bengal, and is carried thence all over India. To this day
the centre of the Trade may be said to be in Calcutta, where the manu-
facture of sola-topis appears to have originated. No information is avail-

able as to tho trade m the harder pith of yPJ. indica, but it may be

recognised by the circumstance that the stem is curiously striated on
tho thin bark and has wait-like formations along the striations. A
central pith is always present in the form of a hollow surrounded by
a slightly hardened layer. In A2, ayieni the bark is not striated;

tho stem unless over-ripe is quite .solid, very soft and of a pure white
colour. [Cj. Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 241 ;

Journ. Soc. Chem.
Indust., 1903, xxn., 198 ; Der Tropenpflanzer, v., 598.]

Sola Substitutes.—The following are the chief substitutes :

—

Aralia armata. Pentapetes phoenioea. ^
Cassia mimosoides. Seshania paludosa.
Cephalanthus oocidentalis. Sonneratia acida. '

Heptapleuram hypoleacum, Trevesia palmata.
Mimosa pudica.

AGATHIS LORANTHIFOLIA, Salisb . ; Gamble, Man. Ind.
Ttmhs,, 703 ; Conifer.®. A lofty tree met with in Burma and the
Malay Peninsula and islands.

It IS in Burma known as theet-men and is generally spoken of as the Ambqyna-
or White Pine. It affords a large quantity of transparent rosin known as
Damma-k, which is used like that of the New Zealand cowdie or haur^^ dammar

atigtrnUH, Satlsb
) mthomanufacturoofVARNiSH similar to Copal and for

waxing and polishing fabrics. [C/.'Roxb , Trans. Soc. Arts, 1805, xxiii., 412-3.]

AGAVE, TAnv., Gen. PI. n., 431 (ed. vi.), 1767, 171 ;
.Thurston,

Extract, of Fibre, in Bull. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Mad., 1903, No.
30; Drummond and Prain, Notes on Agave and Furcroea, in Bull. Dept.
Land Rec. and Agri. Beng., 1905, No. 8 ;

reprinted in Aqri. Ledg., 1906,
No. 7 ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 277 ; Amaryllide®.
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ALOE AND SISAL FIBRE

Drummond and Prain, the most recent au^iors on the Indian Agaves

’

reView the various botanical opinions that have been advanced, give a
cornplete history of the useful species, and alstf furnish a record fof pilbli-

cations so exhaustive as to render furtlier treatment in this work almost
undesirable. The citation of publications below is intended therefore to
amplify the enumeration given by these authors in so far as works, mainly
of practical*and commercial interest, are concerned.

Distribution.—The species of Ai/ai’e are indigenous to tropical South
America, Mexico and the Southern States of North America By cultiva-
tion (chiefly during the 16th to 18th centuries) the forms of industrial and
horticW'ltural interest have been distributed throughout the greater part of
the warm temperate and tropical regions of the globe Several have gven
become acclimatised (or have run wild) in South Europe, Africa, India,
the Indies and some portions of the American Continent where tlmy
arc beliofc’ed not to have been indigenous. While completely naturalised
in the warmer tracts of India, one of the species has become equally at
honii' on the hills up to an altitude of 6,000 feet, provided the soil be dry
and rocky, and the atmosphere not too moist. They are best known
under the following names—Ainerican Aloe, Century Plant, Carata, Pita,
Sisal Hemp, White Rope Fibre, and the like.

History.—One of the earliest detailed oocounts of the economic properties
of those plants was that given by Gomara Oen dc Ian Indtaa, 1554, 334)
Writing of the Spanish West Indies inolucbng Mexico, he speaks of a plant known
to the Natives as mctl or maguey tree of wonders) and to the Spaniards ns
curdon (the thistle) Ho gives a statement of its use foi textile purposes, and
explains the name fd-y-agulla as referring to the use of the spine as a needle
and the fibre as thread Fragosus (Hist, Med. Ind , lOOl), 88) mentions the
wine obtained from the plant (pachre—the pulque of later writers) Dodonieus
(Purgantium, 1574, 115) publishes a plate borrowed from Cliisius who had it
prepared from a plant soon by him near Valontm (Rar Stirp. Hist Htap,
Obs ,1576, 442) The same plate did duty in some form with later writers
for the next two hundred years, though it usually appeared side by side with
the plate of Cameranus (Hort Med., 1688, 10-11, t v.) In 1727 Trew
published an excellent monograph on the subject with a careful drawing
of the flower. As regards India the first authentic retereuco would appear
fo bo that of Roxburgh {Obs on Substitutes for Hemp and Flax, 1801). In
The Journal of the Society of Arts ( 1804, xxii ) he speaks of Agave os wild and
beau^ful, and in Ins Hortus Bengalensis (1S14, 25) he mentions three species,
A. Cantata, A, lutAita, and A. tnOnrosat The first he teJis us had been in-
troduued into the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, before 1794 (from India,
locality not stated), and further he affirms that it possessed a Sanskrit name—

•

Kantala
;
the second he speaks of as a native of America ; and the third ho says

^
had been procured from Kew but turned out to be the plant called “Yucca
Siqierba ”»of the Calcutta Gardens—a plant which had been procured direct from
America in 1791)1 Subsequently Roxburgh {FI. Ind , ii , 167) was induced to think
it wild. But neither the name kantala (nor any other) has been accepted
by other writers as being Sanskrit Roxburgh doubtless obtained it from
Sir W. Jones (As. Res

, iv., 230) It is possibly a gloss on katevala, Rheede’s
namckAir the medicinal aloe. The names that exist are mostly descriptive
or comparative and thus modern, for example, banskeora (= the bamboo
Pandann^) or bara kanvar (= the large aloe). From Vasco da Gama (1498) down
to Hedges (1683) none of the Indian travellers seem to mention agave. It is
not referred to in the Memoirs of Baber nor the Administration of AFbar (the
Ain-i-Akbari), though the pine-apple appears in the latter work. It is perhaps
referred to by Hove in 1787, and twenty years later Buchanan-Hairulton speaks
of its being much planted as a hedge. There is reason to believe that it was
introduced into Northern India by Rohillas from the south on purpose to be
employed as an impenetrable hedge around forts. The name ketki (usually re-
stricted to Pandanus) is the most general name for agave m Central India. But
it is significant that Rheede should say nothing of agave in his account of the*
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AGAVfi: •

Aoolimatlsation SISAL HEMP IN INDIA

Action of tho
Director of Kew

Three
Government
Ooueignmeota

Acclimatisation
in India

Official Action

Private
Consignments

Recent
Publications

•planta’of theWest Coast of In^a(1678), while Rumphius (Herb. Amb., 1760, v., 273,

pi. 94) should describe and figure a plant which is certainly agave and possiUly

A. oCniifafn. It seems thei)^ to have been a very recent discovery, and it

probably*reached India from America by the trade-route, vi-i the East Indian

Archipelago.

Brief History of the Efforts to acclimatise Sisal Fibre in India—The several

Governments of the West Indies (more especially of the Bahamas) have
mode strenuous efforts to participate in the sisal hemp trade, and the Blue
Books that have appeared from time to time contain much of great value.

It IS perhaps safe to say of India that by far the most important contribution

to tho existing knowledge of cultivated agaves has been the direct outcome
of the great personal interest taken by the former Director of tho Royal
Gardena, Kew, Sir William Thiselton-Dyer. lave plants of alj the morg highly

approved species and races of agave were procured and tho more interestmg of

tho63 distributed to tho Colomes and India Reports have at fhe same time
been obtained from tho indigenous habitats of the various species as ,p.lso

fr{]m the regions of most successful production, and these have from time to

time been pubhshod in the Keiv Bulletin. Still later the inform^iofi thus
collected has most considerately been brought together and repubhshed in one
volume (Bull

,

add. ser , 1898), thus forming a convenient book of reference

that gives full particulars of the results attained within recent times. The
Director of Kew, at the suggestion of Sir George King, and subsequently of

the Revenue and Agricultural Department of tho Government of India, procured
and forwarded to India three consignments of live plants of sisal hemp. The
first reached India on July 9, 1890, but the plants wore found to be dead
on arrival at the Royal Botamc Gardena, Sibpur, Calcutta. The second consign-

ment of 1,000 plants came to hand on October 29, 1891, and it was then found
that 043 were alive The third consignment of 4,900 plants reached Sibpur on
October 14, 1892, and of these 2,984 were alive. Prior to these consignments,
however, the Botanic Gardens, Saharanpur, hod received by post in 1886, direct

from Florida, a few live suckers. Ofle of these had been successfully grown and
had yielded many young plants, of wluch a limited distribution was made. Re-
cently a report was called for as to the success attained with the 1802 consignment
of plants. The preparation of that report was entrusted to Lt.-Col. D. Pram,
at that time Curator of 'the Calcutta Herbarium. The recipients of the plants
issued from the Royal Botanic Gardens were invited to furmsh information on
eleven separate subjects of inquiry, such as the nature of soil on which the
plants had been grown ; distance planted apart

;
percentage of deaths ; the

date on which they afforded suckers ; date at which the plants were out ; the
length of fibre obtained ; the method adopted in preparation of fibre, etc., etc.

It raoy be here explained that the Agri -Horticultural Society of India
having received a supply of plants from the Superintendent of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, issued these to the members of that Sciety,
and the answers flumished to the senes of questions were published m
the Journal (1898, xi , n.s., 864-8). The replies received by Pram were
incorporated in liis report. ITus was republished in The Agricultural Ledger
(1900, No. 6), and may therefore be regarded as a most important practical
contribution to our knowledge of the sisal hemp fibre in India. It will be there
found that Prain concludes a letter to the Hon. Socretarv of ^he Agii -

Horticultural Society of Madras as follows ;
“ I may add, for your informa-

tion, that since prepanng my Note I have learned that two private importations
from Florida of Sisal Hemp plants, one m the Tirhut (indigo) area, and one in
Assam (tea) area, have taken place, the parties concerned having said nothing
about these importations, and all that I am able to say regarding ll.am is

that the efforts of the various Indian Governments, detailed in my note on Sisal
'phis those of your Society and of the Government of Madras are, iwhen put
together, insignificant as compared with either of those private ventures.” Of
Daurocherre, in South Sylhet (the Assam instance doubtless in the above
quotation), it is said that 10,000 plants were imported from Florida in 1894.
In 1901 most of the original stock were poling and each yielding 2,000 to 3,000
bulbils. Mr. J. Cameron in his address to the United Planters’ Association of
South India in 1900 stated that the Mysore Government had imported over 4,000
plants direct from Florida about seven years previous. These had taken kindly
^to the chmate and now afforded material for an extensive propagation.

Carrying the Indian records to more recent dates, two exceedingly important
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SPECIES AND VARIETIES,

papers have appeared (1) A Note on Agave and^ Furcrcea by Drummond and
Pram, and (2) Sisal Hemp Culture by Mann and Hunter. The former tackles
m an able manner the much disputed botanical lyigin of the commercial plants
and the latter gives useful details of an Indian plantation. Before dialing with
the practical issues it may be advantageous to eichibit m this place the botanical
opinions.

• Species and Varieties —The necessity for a complete revision of the species
of this gerfcs, more especially the cultivated forms, has long been felt as
very urgent Much has been done by systematic botamsts for the wild forms
in their native habitats, but much still requires to be accornphshed before
we possess the accurate knowledge essential to industrial progress. Cultivators
have not always gone to botanists to socuro their original supphos. There have
in con^quence j^ieen carried hero and there throughout the tropics a multiplicity
of forms, some at least of wluch in their now homes seem to havo made confusion
confounded By modifying the colour, sliape and spinosity of their leaves amtil
thgy have greatly obsciiied their botanical characteristics. And these have also
broughtswitli them incorrect or oven quasi-scientiflo names that have paired
unchallejjged for many years Hence it is no matter for surprise that the Agave
turldu of one high authonty is not the Agave lurttia of “certain practical
men.” Tho blame for this state of affairs cannot, however, be cost at the one or
the other : errors and misconceptions are unavoidable m the early stages of most
discoveries. The necessity for a common basis of knowledge is now, however,
tho more urgently demanded. Drummond and Pram {I c Agri. Ledg , 1906,
No 7) have token a most valuable step in the direction of the elimination of

ambiguity. They have reduced tho Indian cultivated and acclimatised forms
to some ten species, and of those five or six are of industrial merit. It would
be presumptuous for any one who has not specially studied this perplexing
genus to venture on a critical review of tho conclusions arrived at by those dis-

tinguished botamsts. I shall accordingly content myself with an effort to
transcribe into one place what appears to me ot special value to practical men,
and in so doing endeavour to focus my abstract alphabetically under the
scientific names given in tho Hotea for the chief forms —

Agave amerlcana, Uvn
, Sp. PI , 175.3, i , 323 —Tlus plant (to which alone

that trivial name should be restricted) exists in India as an ornamental
garden plant only. It is extremely constant in its characteristics, and except
as horticultural sports (in which tho leaves become parti-colourod) it has no
authentic varieties. Although a fibre can be and has boon extracted from its

leaves, this plant is of no value as a textile and doo.s not exist anywhere in

India in such abundance as to bo of importance Tho cultivated stock pro-
J]ably originated in the West Indies. [Of. Drummond and Pram, l.c. 84-5,
121-2, 128, 136, 161.]

A. Cantala, floxb
, A. vimpara, Dalz <£• Q%ba. (non Linn ), FI Bomb, (suppl ),

186 J, 93 —This would appear (as indicated above) to have been the species
that first reached India It had taken such a firm hold* of the country by
1804 that Roxburgh, when led to suppose that it had a Sanskrit name, was

•induced to regard the plant as indigenous It is common in hedges and one of
the two species most widely spread and most plontifid in India. Frequent near
Bombay, in tho northern portions of Madras Presidency, in Central Indio,
^d in tile Gaqgetic plain generally, as far north as tho sub-moimtoin districts

of the provinces of Agra and tho Panpib, ascending the hills to close on 6,000
feet, but is absent from the and strip between Gwalior and Delhi. Fibre is

extracted from its leaves in considerable quantity, but opinions on its quality
are conflicting. It is the chief source of tho Bombay Aloe Fibre of commerce.
[O/. Drummond and Pram, l.c S7-8, 100, 105, 133-4, 135, 138-9, etc

]

A. sp. (? A. elongata, Jacob ).—Drummond and Pram (I c. 88, 101, 105, etc
)

show that the plant here indicated cannot be identified as a. mexieaua. Lamb
Further they observe that it approaches a sisatana and is intermediate
between that and -v. rantala. It seems very close to the species cultivated at
Kew as A. rtgida, uar elongata. It has been met with m the Upper Gongetic
plain, as for instance at Dehra Dun and the PanjAb Siwaliks ; it is somewhat
extensively planted along railways in N.W. India, and is the most prevalent
form in tho dry arid tract from Gwahor to Delhi, being there, as it were, obtruded
into the area of a. cantata. The fibre has not been sufficiently investigated,
but it seems good and would probably be found valuable. The plant has been
grown on a marketable scale in the dry tract between the Chatnbal and tho Jumna!
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Species and
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Cultivated Slsa) A slsalsna, Pemne —The True Sisal Hemp Plant of India. Australia, the

Pfuuflc Islands, etc This was introduced on various occasions between 1886

and 18't)2 It is cultivateif m Burma, Cachar, Sylhet, Assam, Bengal, N.W.
India (as far as Lahore), Central India, Bombay, the Deccan (Poona), Mysore
and Madras (Bellary) Original stock, obtained from cultivation m Yucatan,
conveyed in 1834 to Florida and other parts of America, thence to the West
Indies and finally to India There are forms with the leaves hav^Jlg the margins

spinose and others naked, but these conditions may be found on the same plant,

so that they are not varietal in value The seedhngs and bulbils of both forms
are spinose There is but ono form of sisal in all India. Mr. Cameron fixes

its introduction into Mysore in the year 1892. He mentions that the Lai

Bagh of Bangalore hail recently sold from its stock 45,000 plants [Of.

Diummond and Pram, I c 83, 89-90, 9C, 99, 103, 117, 135, ‘143-7 ; also Proc
-Hort Soc. Mad , 1903, 44-0.]

A. Vera Cruz, Miller, Diet Oard (od 8), 1708, No. 7.—Possibly this plant
enmo originally from Mexico It is natuiali.sod throughout Southern Eiirope,

fn most of the Mediterranean Islands and m N.W. Africa, but has itvit been
recorded from S.E Europe or the Orient, etc. This would seenl to bo the
I, of Clusius, and of most writers prior to the time when Linniciis

rostricted tliat name to tho special ornamental garden plant. It has been
called A. liirPla by some writers (but is not Inrlrfn, Jacquin). Intro-

duced into India from tho Chelsea Physic Garden by Lord Auckland during
1836, and looked on by Walhch a.s doubtfully distinct from 4. “ iiirittn.”

Recorded a.s met with hero and there practically all over India, but more
Tlie Agavp of ilie especially in tlio Eastern Peninsula Is spoken of as frequent in the Gangetic
T.ower Uaiigctio plains north to Cawnpore, used for hedging and luxuriates in Calcutta
liuim

Interior Aloo
J'ltie

gardens, but rapidly disappears fiom all localities subject to occasional frosts.

It stands a moist atmosphere more successfully than do most other species
and has hoconie naturalised m Mysore. Tho fibre has not boon separately
reported on, so that its special properties, if any, are not at present known [C/,

Drummond and Pram, Ic 80. 8.3, 86-7, 99, 100, 121, 120, 131, 140, etc] Tho
above may be given ns a conspectus of the opinions held regarding this species

Conipihng from an oxtensivo • corre,spondonco and comprohensivo series of
practical (not botanical) opinions, it would appear highly probable that the fibre

of this plant has given origin to the low valuations of tho so-called Aloe Fibre of

India

'riie Agave of

Tiplds a Good

A. WIghtll, Fiaiii, A. mnpara, Wzi/fit, Ic PI Ind Or, vi , n 2024, Baker,
Oard. Chron., ns 1877, \iii , 780 (non Linn) The Bastardi Aloe —This
IS a well-known nuturahsed form in Southern, Central, Northern and Western
India It IS wrongly regarded by some us being I. Vnntnla, Roxb

,

and is

often spoken of as dexi or “ Native ” owing to its being self-sown. It is oasily
recognised by its round, compact rosette of palo-coloiired rather stiff leaves. It

IS widely spread H tho drier tiacts of India from Mysore to the Panj.ib. It.

extends to the extreme south and to tho oast of Bengal and Assam, ’'ut does
not tlirivo in damp countries Tho hbie has been reported as good but
shorter than A. ntuninnn, and on that account is not so much in demond as
formerly. [Cf Drummond and Pram, Ic. 91, 101-3, 123, 139, etc.; Greengruss,
Letter in Madras Mail, 1903 ] „

A. ? longisepala, Tod —This is spocios (H
) of Drummond and Prain {l.c. 90)

It IS naturalised at Snharanpiir, met with near Calcutta, and also in Southern
India and N.E. Burma, though nowhere on a large scale. It is distinguishetl
111 Saliaiimpur as tainbans kcora, and is understood to be most probably tlio

jilaiit that fill lushed the fibre favourably reported on so many years ago!.,. It has
an lU'riil juice

\Cf. Martins, PI Brazil, 1842-71, in, pt. i, 183-8; Terracciaiio, Monog.-
ddle Agave, 1885; Kew Bull (numerous articles), 1887-92; Dodge, Kept. Stsal
Hemp Cull,, US Dept Agri , 1891, No 3, also Leaf Fibre of V.S., 1893;
Moins, Comm Fibres, Cantor Lect in Journ Soc. Arts, 1896; Pmart et Bourgeois,
L'Aloe Amer , 1896; Dodge, Useful Fibre PI. of WorW, 1897, 41-63 ; Text. Joum.
Ind

, Ajinl 1899 ; Pioneer, Sept. 1899 ; Rogers, Ind Oard , Nov. 1900 ; Ind. Agri ,

'

Feb. 1901 ; Colon. Repts (Bahamas), 1900, No. 327 ; Jumelle, Les Cult. Colon,
(Indusl.), 1901, 01-6; Capital, June 1902; Wiesner, Die Rohst, des Pflanzenr ,

1903, 11 , 376-80 ; Dunstan, Imp Inst , Tech. Repts,, 1003, 68—9 ; Dewey, Prin.
'

Comm PI. Fibres, m V.S, Yearbook, 1903, 396 ; Philippine Bureau Aon., 1904
No. 10]
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PROPERTIES AND USES
AGAVE
Economic
Properties

Synopsis of the Properties* and Uses.

The Fibre.—The leaves yield a fibre, the Aloe Fibre, Sisal hemp
or Vegetable Silk, which in common witlf most fibres of tifis class is

often designated Pita.

Medicine.—The large, moist, fleshy leaves ate sometimes used as a

|)oultice. ,The expressed juice of the leaves is administered by American

doctors as a resolvent and alteiative, especially in syphilis (Ponder

and Hooper, Mat. Med. Ind., 165). The roots are diuretic and anti-

syphilitic, and are said to find their way to Europe mixed with Sarsaparilla.

Prescott (Hist. Mexico) savs that when properly cooked, the root affords

a “ palatable *and nutritious food
”

Food aSd Fodder —In its young green state the stem is regularly u.sed

a« an article ol Foou, as for example duiing the famine of North Arcot

(Lisboa, Useful PI. Bomb., 20.'3). In The Agricultural Ledger (1893,•No.

3) Mr* ,r. O. Miller gives the lesults e{ the experiments made in the

United Provinces to test the value of these plants as articles of food, and
the couclusioii may be said to have been unfavourable. The leaves are

occasionally utilised as Fodpeu, especially for ostiiches. [('/• Agri.

Journ., Dept. Aqri Cafe Colony, July 1896, 262, 386.

J

The Sap - -It the central bud be lopped off at the flowering season,

the cut stem disehariges freely a sour-sweet liquid which ferments rapidly

and forms the Pulque beer of the Spaniards, or by distillation a kind of

brandy known as Mescal. The putrid odour of the pulque is said to be

due to the vats in which it is fermented being made of hides (Cental

y

Diet., 1899, vi., 484). The species specially cultivated for pulque is

probably A. Sahuiaua., Otto, never. 1. umei’icona, Linn. [Cf. Journ.

d'Agn. Trop., 1901, 42 ;
Drummond and Pram, l.c. 98 ; Bull. Un. Agn.

Caled; 1903, ix., 11.] Sugar and vinegar may also be prepared from
the sap.

Industrial—The juice may be used as a Substitute for Soap.
Wall-plaster impregnated with the expiessed juice is said to be proof

• against the ravages of white ants. (This same statement of the use in

Cement has, it will be found, been made under Aloe, p. 59 )
A writer in

Thg Madras Mail (Oct. 1901) says that the juice rubbed on the hands
and feet protects them from injury by fire, hence 4he “ fire-walking

”

of flic Saniyasis. The flowering stem, dried and cut into slices, may
• be employed as a natural razor-strop or as a substitute foi cork. The
pulp after removal of the fibre is a valuable manure for the land on
.^ihich t^je pl^nt has been cultivated. It is rich in lime, magnesia and
potash.

Fibre—If possible, it would seem the most useful course to refer the
observations that follow to two sections

;
(I.) The Production op

THi^ Aloe Fibres and (II.) The Production of Sisal Hemp.
The former practically means the fibre from stock acclimatised in

India ihany years ago, and the latter the fibre of more recently

introduced plants. There are, however, only two or three localities in

India where Agaves are systematically cultivated, and in these planta-

tions, both old and new stock doubtless exist. But so much ambiguity
and lisappointment have resulted from not separately recognising the

merits of the old stock that it seems desirable to endeavour to separate the
Indian fibre into the two groups indicated, viz. American Aloe Fibre (old

stock) and Sisal Hemp (new stock), (pp. 39-43).
*
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From the remarks made under the paragraph above on the botany of

these pknts it may be learned that the Indian fibres of this kind are

derived from ^1. Cntitalo, A. IVivr Fntz, A. ? elonuntu and A.

? Jonyisepalii, The assumption that the varying qualities of the Indian

fibre were exclusively due to diversity in climate, season, age of collectien,

and methods of separation, etc., has been completely upset by Drummond
and Pram’s recent paper (already briefly reviewed). We now know that

there are several distinct species and that the A, nmertcana proper is

the most inferior and least important of all.

The necessity for a full knowledge of the plant being or proposed to

be pultivated m any locality cannot be disputed. Prain (AifA. Reft. Roy.

Bot. Gard
,

Calc , 1903-4) says :
—

“ The Sisal Agave does not tlyive

equally well or give equally remunerative results in all parts of ,India,

and in certain districts species of Agave other than sisalana, aflready so

completely naturalised as to appear indigenous, thrive so much better

than Sisal and yield fibres commercially so little inferior to the best

Sisal fibre that their systematic cultivation offers a hopeful field for

investment.” “ It seems that, while, as a rule, more or less well-

defined areas have particular species well established, the prevailing

species in one area often differs from that most plentiful in another

area. Moreover, it is found, when attempts are made to utilise the

fibre of these local Agaves, that somewhat diverse results are obtained .

at times the fibre extracted is reported to be nearly up to the

standard of Sisal, at other times it proves too weak to be worth ex-

tracting. The explanation of these facts appears to be that other species

of Agave share with A. ai-salana the peculiaiity of adapting themselves

readily to certain localities and thriving less vigorously in others. The
original object of the introduction of all the species was to provide secon-

dary lines of defence round stockades, forts and strong villages
;

in more
settled times they have been chiefly used as hedges bordering highways
and lines of railway. Vigour of growth therefore has been the only quality-

considered ill selecting plants within any particular area
; the nature of

the fibre has not till recently attracted attention.” In selecting stock

there would seeii^to be every hkehhood that it may be possible to discover

two plants with equally (or nearly equally) good fibres, the one o> which
would poll in seven to twelve years, the other not till much later, say
twenty-five years. There would be an obvious advantage in the latter,

namely the greater number of years before the estate would h,ave to-be

completely renewed.

Technical Reports on Indian Samples of Fibre.—Two samples of

Indian so-called Amencan Aloe Fibre (or what were believed at the time
to have been such) were in 1893 examined and reported on hy the
Director of the Imperial Institute, London. These had been procured
in 1891 by the Government of India from Saharanpur in tHe United
Provinces, and by Thurston (Off. Reporter on Economic Products) from
Coimbatore in the Madras Presidency. [Cf. Agri. Bull., Mad., 1894, No. 30.]
Mr. Collyer of Messrs. Ide & Chiistie (the expert consulted) reported very
favourably on both samples, and in consequence a series of questions
were asked by the home authorities which were circulated to persona
known to be interested in Agave fibre. The late Mr. Gollan, among others,
‘replied to the questions and thereby afforded more direct and personal
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ifnowieage regarding tne baharanpur sample *iid tiie cultivation oi tne

plant, than will be found in the other Indian reports which have as yet

appeared. [C/. /Ign. Zed*/., 1894, No. 18.] Soifte doubt, howeverf may*bo
admitted to overshadow most of the published statements regarding

the so-called Alfaro atiift'teatut of India from the exact species expeii-

mdnted with not having been accurately determined. But Mr. Gollan,

, who actually supplied the Saharanpur sample (along with his letter of Feb-

ruary 3, 1891), wrote in leply to a special reference on this point, that

at the time in (piestiou lie furnished two consignments, one of the so-called

A. a i)i(‘rirniia (much of which very po.ssibly should now be called

A. the other of ./. (or rather A.
fibre, but ribne of I. sistifaito, for the very good reason that

no ^jlanta of the last-named spe^^ics had reached Saharanpur until

fully a j^ar later, and no fibre fiom the Sisal plants had been cut uniil

four yeffrs hiter. [<7/. Agn Lcdg., 1900, No. 6, 63.] The point is of

importance chiefly m support of the contention that certain forms of

Indiaj'' -grown Aloe fibre are, little if at all inferior to the true Sisal of Com-
merce. The fibre that Mr. Collyor viewed with so much favour was thus

procured from two of the long-acclimatised plants prevalent in North
India. Sub.-;equcntly Mr Gollan furnished samples of Sisal fibre grown
at Saharanpur, and those wore also sent to the Imperial Institute for

opinion and valuation. [Cf. Agn. Ledg., 1896, No. 34 ; Imp. Inst.

Tech. Repts
, 1903, 81-5.]

A sample of Agave fibre from Gwalior (possibly the plant indicated

above as A. ? elonifuta) has been highly commended (Imp. Inst., l.c.

84), and a sample from South Sylhot, said to have been that of

A. ttisahnm, is in the same publication reported on most favourably.

Coventry gives a brief account of the Agaves in the Panjdb. [Cf. Agn
Journ. Ink., 1906, i

,
pt 3, 265.]

CULTIVATION.—Indian-grown fibre has, however, been more fre-

quently condemned than approved, but as already uidicatcd this may
l^ve proceeded from the fibre of a worthless form having been supplied.

It is true also that the condemnation may have arisen through the

ignorance of the planters as to the best seasons and methods of prepara-

tion. It follows accordingly that the abundance of a sjjecies of Agave in

a particular locality is no proof of commercial possibilities. The experts

have, however, usually reported that the inferioiity of many of the

samples examined may have been due to either of two causes
. (1) The

*lea«ves having been too old, thus causing the fibre to become hard, coarse

and brittle
; (2) The very defective method of cleaning that seems in-

variably practised by the Natives of India. The leaves while resting

on a flat stone are crudely scraped by a knife and violently beaten every
now a*d again in order to shake off adhering particles of cellular tissue.

As a not unnatural result the fibres are broken, torn and cut short. But
what IS (N^en still worse, before being scraped the leaves have often been
retted for weeks, or the fibre after being separated has been soaked hi

water for days. As a result fermentation has been set up and the fibre

discoloured, deprived of its natural polish and rendered harsh. The
leaves as they near maturity, but not later, should bo simply scraped

by hand or by machine, then sun-dried and baled. Retting is not

necessary and is distinctly injurious, but washing in a stream of water

during the process of scraping is often recommended as advantageous. ’
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Bengai '

. • In Bengal,—The late Mr. N. G. Mukcrji (Handbook Ind. Agri.,

, 1901, 325-8) furnishes an abstract of the currently accepted views on

,
Aga^e cuJtivation in Bengal. In the Dictionary will also be fomid

Cobiyti a detailed report on the cultivation of this plant by Col. R. Cobb
(at that time Superintendent of the Hazaribagh Jail), and since recent

information regarding Bengal does not materially alter the conclusions

there advanced, the original article should be consulted.
*

It may m fact bo said that the chief exception recent investigation would
^cn-son tor suggest to Col Cobb’s report, concerns the season when the fibre reaches ma-
Cuttiny. tiirity Most writers affirm that when the pole has arisen from the middle of

tlio rosotto of loaves, the fibre is practically useless. It becomes too hard and
buttle for manufacturing purposes The fibre winch has fetched the best^iicos
would appear to have been obtained from fully grown leaves, but^from plants
that nave shown no signs of producing the “ candolabra-like ” infloroacenco
The plant grown at Hazaribagh seems to have been mainly a. t'lmitiia, but
the inferior samples of Bengal fibre have evidently been chiefly procufted ^rom
1. 1 rm i'mx (the -I- liirida of some writers) «

In Bombay.—The Bombay Aloe Fibre has recently attained an
assured position m commerce and is being pushed with much success.

It 13 chiefly obtained from .<• ('antnla, and apparently to some
extent also from .1. If mhtit and more recently from A. siMilaua
and Hm-fra’o f/it/tinfea.

On the heavy clay soils of Bengal and Assam, as also some portions
of the Central Provinces and of Madras, A. f>ra <’vnz might be
legarded as a fairly abundant species, but on sandy loams and stony
laterite soils of some parts of Bengal, the United Provinces, Sind, Raj-
putana. Central India and Bombay, A. Vnntala becomes the most char-
acteristic form, and is indeed met with in a state of more or less complete
acclimatisation. [Gf. Madras Mail, Oct. 1904. J

In the Panjdb its place is

taken by iriy/tfii, of which Stewart makes the very observation
legarding its prevalence in that province which Roxburgh made of
^1. Ctmtala in Bengal, viz. that it might be regarded as indigenous.

One of the earliest descriptions of this fibre, as far as India is concerned, will
bo found m the Journal of the Agn-Horticultural Society of India for 1854
(viii., 148 et seq.) where Mr. ABC Hamilton, then Resident at Indore,

r

liirmshod a sample which was examined by Capt. A Thomson at his rope-factory
.it Calcutta and found equal to the best Russian hemp. Capt Thomson adds
that a consideiable quantity of a fibre exactly similar had lately been impiKtod
from tho Malabar Cfeast and that ho had had some made into ropo which \eiy
much resembled Manila rope Mr. Blackburn forwarded from Agra about the
same time samples of fibre and rope made from “ the Common Aloe,” and Dr. ,

I’nlconer ideutifiod tho plant from which those had been prepared os i. funtnin
—a plant with which ho hod been familiar as common at Saharanpur.

In 1889 tho Bombay Government forwarded to the Secretary of 'State fo*i

India a report that had been drawn up by the Director of Land Records anti
Agriciilture on the aloe fibre shipped under the name of ‘ hemp ’ from Bombay ”
9 his fibre, it is there stated, comes chiefly from tho Bombay KarnatAk and the
Central I’rovinces. “The plant grows vnld but nowhere m abundance, nor is
it any wlioro cultivated specially for extracting fibre.” “ In the Bombay Kartiatak
it 13 tho chief hedge plant along railway lines For fencing it is planted one to
three feet apart according to the quality of tho soil. ” The Director then 'describes
theciudo method adopted to separate the fibre, namely by burying the leaves
111 running water or pmougst the sand near streams whore water percolates.

Wasiiiny. When suffifiontly decomposed the leaves are taken out and washed clean of the
pulp by beating.

Sir D Morns, at that time Assistant Director of Kew, identified tho
specimens of plants that accompanied tho Bombay report as confirming the
fMt that the Bombay aloe fibre” was prepared from the leaves of a. nivipnra..

would now seem that it was a. rtrlpara, Oalz & Gibs (non Linn), ie A.
I'uiitaia, Boxb, according to Drmnmond and Pram.

ITjstory, Ontnil
ladiii

N -W ]’iov

lioiub ly
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Sir Daniel, after suggesting
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that yio ((uality of tho fibre might bo improvod by cultivation and that it was
possible .1. tfimilntta might ho introduced on a la^e scale on the waste lands
of Bombay, added, “ Tho value of tho machine-cleaned fibre ranges, according
to length, from £25 to £30 per ton The ordinaiy Bombay aloe fibre, cleaned
by hand, is worth only from £,5 to £12 per ton. Tmso figiuos fully bea^oiit tne
opinion offered in my letter of February 21, 1887, that the Bombay aloe fibre

industry was capable of being greatly improvod ” The siibsociuent history will

bo found in the Kew Bulletin, (add sor , ii , 1898, 104-20fi)

piantattoni ot Bombay—The Englishman (.fuuo 10, 1899) gave a long

•and most instructive description of Dr. E. Suter’s endeavours to establish

successfully the plantation owned b> the Fibre Company of Powai. Another
equally admirable account of tho Powai plantation and factory will bo

found ui The Textile Journal (Jan. 1901). We learn that Dr. Suter

has obtained^ 30 yeais’ lease of 3,(X>0 acres of land, on a rent of Rs. 14

an acre, and that he is in treaty for a further tract of land of some 20,000

acre’s. He employs about 500 workmen for the greater part of the

year. The plantation consists mainly of .i. i'anfala, but he has pflt

out a large number of A. IVtuhtii, also of A. Hisulonn and
T'urrrwn f/igunfea.

There are apparently two operations pursued in separating the fibre

at his factory, during each of which a liberal supply of water is utilised.

The shaip, tliiii extremity of each leaf is lir.st dealt with, and when the fibre

has been freed from the pulp, etc., it is washed before the lower half of the

leaf is treated. The fibre of the ape.x of one leaf (or of several leaves

t reated at one and the same time) arc then twisted round a small brass

handle, by which means the operator is enabled to .submit the lower and
thicker ends of the leaves to be .scrajied without any risk of injury to

himself. The fibre having been washed in the plentiful supply of water
procured by the factory from the Powai lake, is then sun-dried. By the

next process it is scutched or combed and thus turned into beautiful white

threads which are assorted according to length into two qualities. Finally

it 18 baled and is thus ready for the market The men employed m the

factory are dressed in woollen garments and gloves (supplied by the

owners) in order to protect them against the acrid juice that would othei-

\?iso cause painful blisters on the skin But Suter has also patented and
IS daily using a semi-automatic machine of which lull particulars and
photographic illustrations will be found in Mann and Hunter’s pamphlet
on Sisgl-Hemf Culture in India, published by the Iiidiai?Tea Association,

1904 (22, pi. VI.). The fibre from Dr. Suter’s plantation is said to

fetch £36 a ton.

, //. SISAL HEMP.
•

• It wa^'custeniary until quite recently to read of the Sisal hemp being

botanically a form of the species known as A. rigitlti, Miller, and
of there being two industrial forms of the species, viz. (1) var. loitgtfalin,

the ^nequen Hemp of Yucatan, the Sacqui or Sacci (a name denoting
light colour)

;
this has the leaves spinose on the margin

; (2)

var. slsuluna, the Sisal and Bahina Hemp, the Yasliqiii or

Yaxqui (dark green) ;
this has the margins of the leaves almost destitute

of spines, but the apex ends in a conspicuous black spine. Mann and
Hunter tell us that plants of the former introduced direct from Yucatan
have not been very luxuriant in Sylhet, while the latter succeeds splendidly
(l.c. 5). Drummond and Praia (f c. 135) are of opinion that “ there is one
Sisal Hemp in this country and one only,” and they add, “ Leaves with
and without prickles may be found on the same individual.” That plant,
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they are further of opinion, is ^1. .stmtland, Perrmc, a good species

and not a form of . 1 . rif/hlo. Miller.

Mann^,and Hunter have .dealt so fully and satisfactorily with its culti-

vation as an associated crop with tea that it seems almost undesirable to

attempt to set forth as a separate chapter their main concluMons. Persons

interested in the subject of Sisal cultivation in India should most certainly

procure the pamphlet mentioned. But as experience gained by others

differs slightly from that in Sylhet, it may be useful to give a combined

review of the practical results hitherto attained in India as a wliole.

CULTIVATION. In Sylhet.- It would seem fairly cei f un that A.
.si.sdldiid is an even more tropical form than most of the Aga. • .s aK- ! will

not live if liable to seasons of frost. It may be propagated »(1) by seed,

(2) fiy suckers from the base of the stem, or (3) by “pole plants or

bujbds.” The last mentioned are produced from the flowering spil^e or

“ pole,” and are buds formed within the bracts of the individuf 1 flower

stalks. Suckers are preferred in America, and “pole plants” are largely

used (if not preferred) in the Bahamas. From 1,600 to 4,000 are formed

on each pole, and they do not fall to the ground until they are six inches

or more in length. They root at once, and if left alone form a grass-hke

vegetation around the peiishing parent-plant. Seeds are not so often

resorted to, oiving to the great delay. Morns seems to doubt the

advisability of propagation from bulbils, and Mann and Hunter only

recommend that course until such time as a continuous supply of suckers

has been established on the estate. [Cf Sly, Agave Fibre in Assam,

in Agn Journ. Ind , 1906, i
,
pt. iii., 247-9.]

Nursery and Plantation—The young plants, whichever way obtained,

are first raised m a nursery until they attain a height of about 16 to 20

inches — Mann and Hunter say 8 to 12 inches. Shade-trees m the nursery

are injurious. According to the most generally approved plan m America
the young plants are transplanted into the estate, in rows 12 feet apart,

the individual plants being from 6 to 8 feet apart in the rows. This will

give about 650 plants to the acre, but in some estates they are planted

much closer, viz. 9 to 10x4 to 6 feet, thus giving about 1,000 plants or*

more to the acre. The danger of close planting lies in the fact that during

wind storms, the leaves raaystab each other and thus injure the siibseqhent

growth of the leaf and discolour the fibre. Fermentation, set up ^thin
the growing leaf or m the leaves after separation from the plant, will ruin^

the fibre by staining it a red colour. A writer in Capital (March 1901)
would seem to think that the Dauracherra Estate in South Sylhet hga
“ made no provision for a permanent crop. The plants have been planted
8 feet between in the row and 10 feet between the rows. These distances

have always been recommended hitherto. When the plants got to be
about four years old a young sucker ought to have been planted m between,
so that when a plant poles and dies, which they almost invariably do \mhin
ten years of planting, the plant placed between would be ready to4ake the
other’s place and keep the constant supply of fibre going. But after

seeing the Dauracherra plantation the writer is convinced that 8 feet

by 10 feet is far too wide apart and would say 4 feet by 6 feet an ample
distance.” Mann and Hunter think that 6 feet between the plants and
9 to 10 feet between the rows are suitable distances for general use. Thus
it may be said that overcrowding is condenmed in most parts of the world
where sisal planting prevails. The best time for planting is from February
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. Sylhet

to Julie, and it is essential that the plants be pitted (not dibbled in) and .

that they should not be buried in the ground above the base of the leaves.

They lay great stress on the latter condition ;
eayth within the leaves, tlu^y

say, causes them to rot. During the first two years the plantation re-

quires to be hoed to such extent as found nccessaiy to keep weeds in check. Hoeing.

fliseases and Pests —Protection from cows, deer, etc., is necessary. Diseases,

since if the cftitral bud be injured the plant dies. By the third and fourth

'years the plants are able to defend themselves. I am informed by Mr.

G. Massee that at least one fungus is known to kill the leaves, namely,

Coniothi/fiiini rouretitrini in, 8acc., and that this may often appear as

discoloufed patches without fructification. It would seem probable that
“ the discoloiyed spots on some of the older leaves of even very young
plants ” alluded to by Mann and Hunter are due to the fungus namifed.

[Bufler, Sisal Hemp Disease, in A<jri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. ii., 261.]

Cropping Season .

—

Much depends on the size, age and vigour of tne

young plants when transplanted, but they attain as a rule the condition

of bemg able to afford a first crop of leaves in the third year, and come into

full bearing in the fourth or, it may be, only in the fifth year. Leaves as a ,

rule are ripe when they extend at right angles to the stem. Mann and p*
’

Hunter say that half a right angle to the stem will suffice but none before

that should be cut. The plants continue to give an annual supply of Yielding Fenod^

leaves till about the twelfth year, when they show signs of forming the i

inflorescence or “ pole.” Having given their crop of seed or “ pole bulbils
”

the parent plants die and should then bo uprooted If the outer large

leaves be not systematically removed year by year the plants will

attain maturity at a much earlier date, say about the sixth year. Ex-
perience so far would seem to support belief that the plant will polo

slightly earlier in Sylhet than in Yucatan. Mr. Woodrow reports

that the sisal planted in Poona in 1892 began in 1898 to show
signs of producing flowermg-stems. On the other hand, it is recorded

that under certain circumstances the plants may continue to yield

for 15, 20 or even 25 years before the “pole” forms. In the Kew
Efulletin (1898, add. scr., ii., 178) will be found a most interesting

correspondence on the methods that might be adopted to retard polling.

^
Sir E? Morris recommends the, systematic removal of all suckers not

requirq^. It transpired (in the correspondence referfed to) that the
• Bahamas hemp plant flowers earlier than the Yucatan hemp, a distinctly

unfavourable circumstance if it be the case. As soon as the “ pole ” appears

it Ijas to be cut out, the remaining leaves harvested and the old plant re-

mtived. But it is customary long before this takes place to plant a

seedling or sucker close by or within the interspace, so as to have
a fresh plant nearing the bearing stage before the period of removal Fuimg up

of th^ exhausted one has been reached. In Sylhet it has been
found that the best time for cutting leaves is from October to June.

• . This is mainly on account of the necessity for drying the fibre.

The leaves are moreover less heavy at that season, an obvious
advantage seeing that they have to be carried to the factory. This

arrrangement fits in admirably with the associated tea industry, which
calls for most labour from June to October. In laying out an estate Mann ^

and Hunter say that owing to the enormous weight of the leaves the factory

• should be central and have good roads in every direction. On a small

estate pack bullocks, and on a large one ajlight railway may be used. ,
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In South India'and Mysore.—It seems that an cfEort is iiein"

made to organise an Agave or Sisal fibre industry of South India.

We read of the South Indian Fibre Company having taken this matter

up ‘energfetically. Particufars of actual plantations, however, are not

available, though Mr. Tytler seems to have made a start in Anantapur

district [C/. Madras Mad, Dec. 1901; Ind. Planters' Gaz., Feb. 1902 ]

Travaiu'orc is also mentioned as a locality where the plant is,being culti-

vated. Reference has been made to the large importation of sisal plants

by the Mysore Government. Mr. J. Cameron and others (recent Proc.

Aqn.-Hort. Soc. Mad.) describe the progress accomplished. Mr. Cameron
seems moreover confident that in Mysore thcie are many tracts of com-

paratively useless jungle that possess the requisite soil for Sisal cultivation.

He i,lso tells us of having sold suflicient young plants to cover the cost

of importation of the oiiginal stock. The experience gained he sum-

marises thus

‘

1. Land of a gravelly soil and atony nature is most suitable.

2. When it is planted, cultivation practically ceases for a period of

four years or until the matured leaves arc ready for cutting.

3. On aintable land, failure of crop has never been heard of.

4. The profit of a cropped am'e is estimated at £4 to £5 per annum

—

that is, 60 to 70 lupces.

On this subject Mann and Hunter observe that the Sisal does not

require a rich soil. It must have a soil well drained, moderately light

and not too rich since that leads to luxuriance but loss of fibre, nor too

poor since the fibre will then become .short. The presence of lime in the

soil IS advantageous. In a word, much of that culturable land in tea

distncts which is not suited for tea will do well enough for Sisal. But
it would appear these authors may have been led into the expression of a

too emphatic opinion as to Sisal being not only the best but the only

speiiie.s suited to the tea districts (Mann and Hunter, l.c. 4, 9). It seems
highly probable that the liability to fro.st, to which not a few tea districts

aie subject, might preclude the cultivation ot Sisal and point to ^1, f'an-

tnla, for example, as preferable. Of course where it is found possible to

grow ^i. si.salfma that would be the best species, but there seems no
doubt that for the whole of the tea districts, and still more so fon the

whole of India, one and the same species is not universally .suited. [Of.

Ann. Itept., Bol. Gard. Sdrpur, 1903-4.]
*

In Tlrhut and Bombay.—Although a good deal has been wiitten*

in a general way regarding the Tirhut and Bihar ventures, little

definite knowledge is available such as to justify the .fornjation

opinions regarding either the methods pursued or the success obtained.
It is known that large shipments of plants have been secured, and it is

understood that they have taken kindly to the climate and soil of

Bihar. Frequent mention has also been made of Mr. WooetPow’s
experiments and results and of his endeavours to establish planta-
tions at Nasik and Nandgaon. In the prospectus of the Bombay Sisal

Hemp Co., Ltd. (issued in April 1899), Mr. Woodrow says, “I intro-

duced a few sisal hemp plants seven years ago
,

they have grown
remarkably well and have given 10,000 young plants.” Further on he
adds, “ One milLon aloe fibre plants arc at hand, enough for 600 acres,
and about 10 millions are procurable this year.” In the same way it

is known that Dr. E. Suter is growing Sisal at Powai, near Bombay.
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But already shown, the plant cultivated on that estate is chiefly

at. (JantaUi. *

While these brief references denote what mjght be called the more

important centres of the new Indian Sisal hemp enterprise, particiflars of

small experimental plots are to hand from every province of India and

Burpia. The reader should consult Prain’s Report for additional par-

ticulars [Agrif Ledg., 1900, No. 6)
• Yield of Fibre,—Of Yucatan it is said that from 1,000 to 1,500 lb per acre of

cleaned fibre are obtained and that 60 to 70 lb are derived from 1,000 loaves

of plant This would come to an average of about 30 leaves yielded by
each plant, in order to give the amount ol clean lilire stated , but most reports

place the produce at a much lower figure, namely from 10 to 20 leaves a year
for each plant ^We read that in Lucknow, grown on a poor soil, the plants are

said to have had 30 leaves , 60 in S.aharanpur, Cach.ar, Tirhut ; 60-70 in Port
Blair 4 72 in Assam

,
and 80 m Poona IJoubtless these numbers have refer-

ence to Jhe*total leaves on each plant, not to the number of mature leaves annu-
ally availahjo for fibre extraction

Harvest and iFIbre Extrattlon .

—

The leaves are cut off from the stem from
Iiolow upwards by means of a heavy-bladed long knife, and the spine on the apex
is also severed by a blow of the same before the leaves are thrown on the ground.

In Amema and the West Iiidios the operators are paid as a rule by contract,

but a day’s labour would be regarded as from 2,000 to 2,600 leaves. According
fo Indian e.xponence the leaves are approximately 4 feet 6 inches long and
.6 inches wide with a weight of 2 lb Some are recorded as only 2 feet long by
3 inches and weight 6 ounces

, otheis 6 feet 0 inches long by 6 inches wide and
22 lb m weight. Tho Sylhet experience would be about the moan of the figures

given. “ True Sisal hemp, grown on suitable and not too rich land, should yield

for instance, 3 per cent of fibre (and often much more) on tho weight of loaf :

careful tests of tho largo blue Aloe m India have given 2J per cent only of fibre.

/•'iirrtiea i/tyaiHra (Mauritius homp) gives a still less yield on tho weight of

leaf, the amount being in Sylhet from IJ to 2 per cent
,
but in this ease tho differ-

ence is more than counterbalanced by the larger weight of loaf obtained per
acre

”

Machinery.—Tho most generally used fibre -cleaning machine in Yucatan
is called tho “ Raspador,” although others are employed, such as the “ Solis,”
“ Proito,” ‘‘ Torruella ” \cf photograph in Mann and Hunter, I c 24, pi vii.]

and “Villamore.” Tho “Raspador” [c/ Mann and Hunter, I c. 21, fig. 2] con-
sists of a drum with brass knivos fasteiiod across tho face It is so geared as to

revolve about 110 times a inmuto 'The loaf is hold by a clamp and crushed as

it moves forward, while tho pulp is scraped oft by tho knives as they dash across

it. When little more than one-half tho leaf has boon reduced to pulp it is with-

^drawnmnd reverses so that the other half may be similarly cleaned. The fibre

18 then dried in the sun and baled for export. Though crude in construction the
• “ Raspador ” has the advantages of cheapness and simplicity. It is typical

of most of the modern machines that have been brought out, each with special

claims to superiority over tho others With irnrrrwa ytyantea tho “Gratto”
mai;hino is in a position of supremo favour. But in addition to tho machines
alrtiody mefttioned, the following may be said to have been specially designed
to deal with tho aloe fibres :—tho “ Death,” the “ Barraclough,” tho " Van
Buren,” the “ T Abee Smith,” and the “ Weichor ” machines Then there is

the “ Silbum ” machine of which so much has been said in tho Indian Press
recent^ and lastly the “ Suter ” machine, which makes 500 revolutions a minute.

Properties and Uses of Sisal and Aloe Fibres.—I have not thought

•,it necessary or desirable to devote space to the discussion of these

subjects. Briefly the fibres are used for ropes and cordage
;

for

carpets, mats and matting
;
for brush-making

; and the waste for paper-

making. To a limited extent the shorter and finer fibres are carded,

spun and woven. [Cf. Royle, Fibrous PL, 1855, 41-50 ; Agn. Ledg.,

1896, No. 34 ;
Dodge, Useful Fibre PI. of the World, 1897

;
Stuhlraann,

• in Der Pflanzer, 1907, Nos. 15, 16, 229-43
;
Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod.

(Winton and Barber, transl,), 1907, 96-8.]
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THE SISAL HEMP PLANT

c TRADE IN W£yWP.—Mann and Hunter give interesting particulars

regarding the prospects of a Sisal Fibre Industry ; the capital required,

the world’s markets for, the fibre, prices ruling, etc., etc. ;
their

work should be consulted for such particulars. One of the earliest

records of this fibre refers to the imports into England from Yucatan from

1750 to 1780. Although high expectations were then raised, the fibre

did not assume a position of importance until fully a century later, when

the first plantation of some 50 acres was laid out. The exports from

Yucatan were 243,968 bales in 1889 and 418,972 bales in 1898. It is said

that in the latter year there were 1,200 plantations in Yucatan alone.

It seems probable that in the Bahamas there are over 20,000 acres under

the crop. According to Sir W. Robinson (lecture in March 1900 before

thelRoyal Colonial Institute of London), so long as the fibre fetches qyen

£20 to £25 a ton the prospects would be distinctly favourable for the

investor in the West Indies. Were it not necessary to provide for heavy
charges in supervision, for rent of land (as a rule too valuable for the

crop), for freight charges in many instances over long distances to the

seaboard, the cheap labour of India might be a factor of no small im-

portance. But it cannot be denied that there are large tracts of India

highly suited for this plant which are at present practically waste. As
an auxiliary crop with tea and when grown on land near the seaboard,

it is very probable that success would be attained. But the industrial

developments possible for this fibre seem to be comparatively limited.

Moreover, indications are not wanting that the increasing production is

at a higher rate than the expansion of the demand. But that a limited

Indian cultivation might be successful seems fully demonstrated by the

results already attained. It may be of interest to add that the first

public sales of Sylhet Sisal fibre show that it fetched £36 10s. per ton in

London or approximately the same price as realised for the Bombay Aloe

fibre, so that the difference in species grown does not appear materially

to have affected the value of the fibre produced. [Cf. Ind. Plant, and
Gard., Feb. 21, 1901.]

To what extent production is meeting the existing Indian deraana
cannot at present be discovered, but there would seem to be no doubt^that
steadily the Indian supply will improve, and the most recent information
goes to show that* most encouraging results have been attained in Assam
(Sylhet). It IS known that there is a regular import trade in “ white
fibre ” to be used by the rope-makers in place of or in mixture with the
more expensive Manila Hemp. Certain qualities of sisal or oj|;her aloe

'

fibres are also used by the brush-makers. For brushes the larger, thicker,

more elastic and more highly polished fibres are required, since these ap-

proximate most nearly to pig’s-bristle. In the Calcutta market a specially

selected fibre for the brush-making trade is reported to be sold und^jj: the
name of reju and to be imported from England. But here it may be
added that the Ixtle or Tampico fibre (A f/n re heferncnnthn

)

is aiMexican
fibre which might be said to be specially produced for the brush-maker.
How far this may be the reju fibre of India cannot at present be ascertained.
Nor can definite returns of the Indian trade in sisal fibre be given, since
both the import and export traffic is recorded under the collective heading
of “Hemp.” Out of the total imports of “Raw Hemp” from foreign
countries received by India in 1906-7 (viz. 22,513 cwt., valued at
Rs. 6,94,623), China supplied 14,815 cwt., the Philippines 4,891 cwt., the
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United States 1,635 cwt., New Zealand 758 cwt., and the United King-*

dom 209 cwt. The nature of the fibres classified as “ Hemp ” in these

returns can be judged of only by the countfies from whence*derived.

Thus the Philippine Hemp may in all probability have been Manila Hemp

.

the supply from that country was renewed in 1899-1900. Perhaps the

mflst striking feature of these imports of hemp is the decline in the supply

.from the Straits, which in 1896-7 fell from 6,624 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,01,831,

to 370 cwt., valued at Rs. 10,796, in 1905-6, and in 1906-7

The Exports from India are mainly, if not entirely, of “ Sunn Hemp ”

and other allied fibres, and thus quite distinct from the “ Sisal Hemp ”

here d&lt with, so that the returns of exports need not be further con-

sidered. But It is believed that about 25 per cent, of the exports of Raw
Hemp from Bombay are at the present time Aloe (Agave) fibre. In 1906-7

Bombay*expoi ted 255,375 cwt of Hemp, valued at Rs. 28,74,499. And a

striking ftaturo of theexports of rawhemp is the fact that the Bengal section

appears to have given an indication of expansion, a consequence, doubtless,

of the Sylhet productnm of Sisal. In 1899-1900 Calcutta exported 63,433

cwt, valued at Rs. 4,66,503, in 1900-1 an expansion to double the

quantity and three times the value was recorded, viz. 128,634 cwt., valued

at Rs. 12,20,351, and in 1906-7 to 261,867 cwt., valued at Rs. 29,76,541.

ALBIZZIA, liarazz. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 298-302
;
Gamble, Man.

Ind. Timbs., 302-9
,
Cooke, FI. Fres. Bomb., i., 452-5

;
Duthie, FI. Upper

Gang. Plain, i., 319-22; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 269-73; Prain, Journ. As.

Soc., Beng., Ixvi., pt. ii., 511-5; LEOUMiNOSi®.
There are in India 14 species of this genua, all trees except one. Lt.-Col

D. Pram in his revision of the genua haa added four species not hitherto
separately recogmsed and has removed much of the ambiguity that previously
prevailed. He has shown that Indian authors have been in error in thinking
that .i. .litlibriMfiln is met with in India: he has restored -i. moiiin, Bow,

to specific importance, and separated from A. r.ebhrk (under the name
.4 oatnblvf) an important East Himalayan form. Genencally the species of

^iblxxia bear the vernacular names of sins, strisha, ainn, luranji, chrrugu, baght,

vaghe, kokko, etc. 4. i.rbbrh seems to be the true siru, a tree, according
to Sir Monier Wilhams, that is sacred to the Buddhists The other species aro

distii^uished us the sweetly scented airia, the white sins, etc.

• They all afford Gum, more or less copiously, from wounSs on the stem, and
thouglf little is known for certam of tho specific differences of these gums, that of

Htipulntu IS reputed to be specially valued as a size in the manufacture of

Nepal paper. Tho barks of most species are astringent and used ns Dyes,
.Tans and Medicines. That of .4. M.vbbfk is employed in Madras to tan fishing

i^ls, and*,that pf .4. myiiophyiia (kanta-stru) is utihsed as a substitute for

A. inirnpuitra. m distillation, and those of A. Mttimiatn and A. prorvrn are said

to bo fish poisons. Tho leaves of most species are regarded as useful Fodders
and in some instances the trees are specially grown on that account, but according
to Mr. Hartlcss tho stipules and young loaves of .1. utlpniata are poisonous to

cattld^ The most curious discovery regarding the leaves of this genus may be
said however to be the determination made by me of the so-called Jybee Tea,

• which consists of ordmary tea mixed with specially prepared leaves of a.

(the lalar or unjei). \Cf. Joum. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1898, xi., 838-42; 1899,

982-3; Kew Bull., 1899, 82.] Mr. Chandra Bhushan Bhaduri, Officiating

Chemist to the Industrial Section, Indian Museum, analysed .4. umara leaves

(hand-picked from a sample of jyree tea) and found that they possessed no special

properties worthy of notice. [Of. Ann. Rept. Ind. Mas., 1899-1900, 62 ; Pharm.
Joum. Qt. Brtt., Deo. 16, 1906, 833.]

I The Timbeb of these trees varies greatly, being very soft in 4. oHpulata, hard
in A, oAoratibulma, lufltia andnw>ni-n, sapwood large and white, the heart-^

wood hght to dark-brown, streaked, sliming
;

pores usually scanty and often
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THE CHINESE WOOD OIL
’ ALEURITES
TRILOBA
Chinese Varnish •

subdivided, showing up prominently as dark streaks on vertical section ; lastly

Keat India the medullary rays ato fine, short-distant and shallow Recently .* I^ebheh

w&nut. Hua fo^nd its way to Eiirrpo under the nanio of “ East Indian Walnut,” being

exported mainly flora the Andaman Islands. \Cf. Handbook Imp. Inst.] It

grows rapidly, seasons, works and polishes well, and is fairly durable It is said

to be taxed in Burma at a higher rate than teak-wood, a circumstance that

indicates the local value jiut on this timber It is used for agricultural and
industrial instruments and appliances, for furniture and picture frames, and
Cartwrights’ work, etc The timber of 4. iiinarii is very much hke that of the

Sins only that it is purplish-brown with concentric light and dark bands [Cf. For.

Admin Rept Mad, 1897-8, app i, ,31 ] The timber of -i. o«/oc«rii»*i mi« turns

almost black with age, is laigely employed for cart-wheels, etc Lisboa says

that the wood of .t. has daiker patches, but that it takes a<rfino polish

and IS recommended for tuiiiituie [f 7 Useful PI Bomb , 1884, 70, etc ]

Avenue * -Aa Avionuk and Sir vuk-tbeks most of the species are much admired

Trees. • lophttntha IS a rapid-growing tree, mtioduced Iroiii Austraha and completely

riatuialisod in the Nilgiri lulls, -i. tut is another introduced 'species, and
one of the most atatidy and beautiful niombcis of the genus It, was at one

Tea and Coffep time murh cultivated by the coffee-planters of South India, but has got into
hli'ide-treps disfavour for that pin pose because ot the immense size it ultimately attains

A. jtroet-rfi has been specially coiiimondcd tor cultivation on sahne soils [U/.

Ind For, 1887, xiu , 339, 1888, xiv , 142, Ann. Rept. Dept. Land Rec.

and Ag> t , Beng ,
1891-2, 23 J It is the species that first appears on the sandy

beds of rivers. But by far the greatest interest iii the species of 4lhlxelti centres

in -4 stlituiatn, wlucli IS now voiy extensively grown as a shade-tree for tea,

both m Assam and Darjeeling It is known as the sau m the foirner province
and tho kala-sins in the latter Its eluef value turns on the mtratmg warts
formed on its roots [Of Watt and Mann, The Bests and Blights of the Tea
Plant, 140 ;

Der Tiopenpflanzer, 1901, v , 244 J

D.E.P,, ALEURITES FORDII, Ilei».sf.. Ketv Bull., 1906, 117, 120;
1 ., 102 4. Hooker, Ic 2801 , 2802 (confu.sed with . I . roi'datii by most authors)

,

Euphorbiacea: or Spu roeworts. A small tree, native of China but
suceessfully acclimatised in tho Southern Shan States (between 1,500 and
3,000 feet in altitude) and to some extent also in Burma, Assam, Sikkim
and Nepal. Erequently met with near Buddhist monasteries, though m
some localities it appears to have escaped into the neiglibounng jungles.

A. roiulatu, It. Br. ex Btcud., has a wiiiikled fiuit and is found in Eormosa,
Hainan and Tonkin and is cultivated in Japan.

Oil. •• t'ontil yields an Dm known in commorco as Chinese Varnish or ’Amg Oi|

Tiadc Name?. some books IS spoken of as Chinese Wood Oil, the latter name referjjing to its

special ndaptabihty for varnishing wood (see p 602) In fact tho Chinese prefer to o

coat boats and other woodwork with this oil rather than to paint them It driosPin

about four hours It is chiefly prepared in tho provinces of Ichang and Szechuen
nrying IS employed in lacquering, varnishing and waterproofing, etc. The drying
I'roiiiirty. property of the cold-expression oil exceeds that of any other known* oil ; m fact

it would appear to bo an exceedingly valuable substance, the properties of which
have boon but indifferently appreciated m Europe. Of Japan it is said that
the tree flowers at tho end of May or bogmmng of Juno. The fruit npens in
autumn Three to five seeds are contained in each fruit ; they afford oil to
tho extent of 37 J per cent, which is pressed out, in ordinary practice cold, to tho
extent of two-thirds of tho possible yield. This oil, known in Japan by tho,

Lubruriting Oil. name of I)oLnyenoabura, serves for filling the pores of wood before'it is coateif
with lac, or it is used when desired to protect wood against moisture. In Japan
it IS also employed for lubricating macliinery.

Existence m A recent inquiry m India into the species that follows, led to information being
procured fioni the Southern Shan States regarding the present plant. It would
appear that m Kongtung tho tree is fairly plentiful and the oil regularly pre-
pared, although the^ demand is but hmitod. It has been estimated that the

Mpthwl of nuts of each tree might yield at least 60 ounces of oil. The kernels are first'
VropBrntion pounded, then steamed in a basket placed over the mouth of a pot in which

water is boiled The basket is next placed within a piece of bullock’s skin and
4G



BELGAUM WALNUT
the whole deposited in the oil press and compressed. The oil escapes into a
vessel placed below for its reception It is much more highly appreciated than
the oil of the next species It is known in Ivengtnng as makyauhka^ and^iear
Fort Steedman as kanyin. In the Kew Bulletin will be found particulars of

the recent imports into Europe and America of this so-called wood-oil.
It IS specially valued for use, along with vermihon, in the preparation of the

irftich admired paint (with its richly glossy surface) so frequently seen at the
monasteries (wate) and pagodas of Burma It is also employed as a Vabnish
for lacquer-work (especially the finer trays, betel-nut boxes, etc) It is said that
in the Southern Shan States the tree grows quickly and is remlily propagated by
seed. A tree 6 years old attains a height of about Hi teet, and when about 8
to 10 years old it comes into full bearing The fruits ripen in October, or about
throe nfonths later than those of flu next species. It is belieied that were a ro-

inunerative d«mand to arise, in a \ery few years the supply from these States
rmght bo practically limitless, aial Prof Waibiirg is of opimon that tlft oil

shituld supersede linseed oil on the European maiket [f.’/ Ilosie, Thrte years in
Westam tlhina, 1890, IS; ./uurn Chtm Irut

, 189o, ,‘284; Journ Soc. Arts, IW.il,

45, 1184 flirilish andCulon IJiik/s, May ‘20, 1898, 054 , Semlei, Trap Agrtk , 1900,
II, 633-6; .luiuello, Les Cult Colon. (Indust), 1901, 118-‘21; Chemist and
Druggist, May, 1902.]

A. triloba, Forst.

,

Hcmsley, l.c. 121 ; A. molucenna, Willd ;

FI. Hr. Ind., v., 384; Gamble, Man Inti. Timbs., 613. The Indian or

Belg.iurn Walnut, the Candle-nut
; the jangh-akrot, jaiphal, etc. It occurs

practically throughout India and Burma, but nowliere plentifully except

perhaps m the Malay Peninsula. It has been stated to be wild m the

Wynaad, because of its greater abundance m that country, but it is certainly

not indigenous to India, and, m fact, usually exists as a garden or roadside

curiosity, especially near towns or villages. On the eastern side of India

the fruits ripen from June to August (Roxb., Kurz., etc.), and on the western

side not until the cold season (Talbot).

The nuts aio commonly said to contain 50 per cent, or more of a sweet edible

Oic. [67 Dyinock. Afaf Med Western Ind , T 13] It is much appreciated for illu-

minating purposes and is said to bo largely exported from Polynesia and used
in the candle tiado of Europe The kernels ore sometimes strung on thin bamboos
and burned as natural candles, a circumstance that has given origin to the name
of the Candle-nut tree. Capt Cliatupion (Agri -Hort Hoc. Ind ,

Corresp. and Select ,

1843, 11 , 383 et aeq.) described the preparation of the oil from those nuts as

then practised in Ceylon, and tolls us that it was being exported from that country
undiy the name kekune During the succeeding half century, the Journals of the
above Society, as also the pages of the Indian press generally* have spasmodically
urgedathe importance of this tree on the attention of the Indian people, but
with very little practical results

The inqmry during tho past decade has revealed the fact that the tree exists

here and there all over the country, but nowhere in such abundance as to admit of

^rty expeqtations of an immediate Tkade in tho oil. In fact, with tho exception
of the Shan Sthtos, the oil does not appear to be expressed from tho kernels
anywhere in India In some parts of Burma it is employed as a Vabnish with
lacquer-ware, but it is usually stated that for that purpose it possesses no special

advantage over Sesame or Saraon oils

TjKre are two directions of study that should engage attention in the future :

(a) The method of preparation of the oil or oils of those trees, best calculated to

bring out their special features of value. (6) The yield and profit, in connection
with tho regions that give indications of greatest success.

ALKALIS, ALKALINE EARTHS, ALKALOIDS, ete.-
It would be beyond the scope of this work to deal with the substances

indicated by the heading given to this article with any pretence to com-

pleteness, but they could not be omitted since it might almost be said that

the industrial progress of a country can be ascertamed by the extent to

which it produces the Alhalis required by it own industries,
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Inits restricted sense the term AIK ali might besaid to denoteAmmonia,

Potash, Soda, Lithia—the alkalis proper. But m a wider signification

ifemblaces the AlkalinI? Earths, viz. the hydrates of the metals Barium,

Calcium and Strontium. These all possess to a certain extent the pro-

perties usually attributed to the alkalis. In like manner the Alkaline

Ashes are very largely crude alkalis obtained by burning certain plants.

Lastly the Alkaloids such as Aconitine, Morphine, Quinine, etc,^,

have been described as the Organic Alkalis, but of course have nothing

alkahne about them.

The distinctive features of the alkalis compounds may be said to be

their solubility in water, their neutralisation of acids, their cofrosion of

aramTaT and vegetable substances, and lastly their propei’cy of changing

or inverting vegetable colours, such as litmus.

f In all fairness it may be said of India that it does not jfossuss any
industry (pursued on modern scientific methods) for the production or

refinement of the alkalis, alkaline earths and their salts. Such manu-
factures as do exist (if common salt be for the moment left out of con-

sideration) are a century behind the times, and consist mainly in the

production of saltpetre, pearl-ash, baiilla and the like.

It is intended in this place to deal more particularly with the collective

aspects of the alkalis and alkahne earths and to discuss, in such detail as

may be necessary, the minor products, but with those of commercial value,

simply to indicate the positionswhere sepaiate articles on these will be found.

ALKALIS.— 1. Ammonia and its Salts.—This alkali is in

Europe and America very largely prepared from “gas hquor” (see Coal,

p. 344) or “ bone hquor ” or from “ volcanic salts.” It is not manufac-
tured to any appreciable extent m India, for the simple reason that none
of the crude materials named are to be had in sufficient abundance.

The chief preparations and salts are (a) Liquor Ammonia used as medicine, as

a chemical and as a solvent for rosins ami for certain active vegetable principles,

thus forming varmshes and ammomated tinctures. 01 the latter class may be
mentioned the “ Essence of Ginger,” employed in the manufacture of gingerade
and ginger beer

; of the former the Hatters’ Varnish, which consists of shellac

dissolved in ammoma and alcohol.
The salts are (6) the Chuoridk {narasdra or nausaddr), of importaRpe as a

material from wkich to manufacture other salts of ammonia, also essential irv

galvamsing, in galvanic batteries and as an alkahne flux, (c) The Satij’Hate,
which 18 largely employed as a manure (see Coal and Coke, p. 346). [G/. Molhson,
Textbook Ind Agri. i., 117.] (d) The Carbonate, Sulthide, OxALA'fe,
Nitrate, Phosphate and Bromide, all of which take important places in the arts

and industries of every country and may be said to be entirely imported by

2. Potassium or Potash and Carbonate of Potash.—J. H.
Brough, Cantor Lectures in Journ. Soc. Arts., 1903, lii., 144. This is the

chief source of Caustic Potash, and the two compounds may, therefore,

be dealt with collectively in this place. The carbonate in ilJ^crivde

form IS often called Potashes or Pearl-ashes and in Bengali sarjika,
,

in Hindustani jon-khar or ivak-chdr, and in Sanskrit Yavak-sMra. Of*

the other provincial names the following may be quoted :

—

'jhar-ka-namak,

fhadicha-mitha, mara-vuppu, manu-vufpu, budide-vuppu, kdram, etc.
Sources—Formerly the European supply of the crude material from which

this substance is manufactured was very largely the Fearu-ash or Wood-ash
obtained from America, Canada and Bussia, etc. While the production of pearl-
ash has steadily declined with the advance of traffic in more scientific and less(
wasteful materials, the imports into Europe of pearl-ash have not been entirely
discontinued. Caustic potash is usually manufactured from the carbonate, and
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POTASH

this *(s procured :— (o) From the ashes of plants. (6) From the soil (duo to#

the disintegration of felspar and other sihcates atld the ultimate combination
of their potash with carbonic acid), also numerous methods patented for the
accomphshment of this same result artificiall3f» (c) From the potassfum
sulphate, produced by the decomposition of the chloride through the agency of
sulphuric acid followed by fusion of the resulting sulphates with limestone and
charcoal, in other words a process almost identical with the Le Blanc method of
treating soda, (d) From auint or the wool of sheep impregnated with the sweat
that exudes from the bodies of the ammals. (e) Beet-root vinosse.

’ Roxburgh’s statements regarding the production of pearl-ash are amusing
and interesting (FI Ind , ii

, 02). I shall quote lus own words. “ Our extensive,
and I may also say impenetrable forests, which covet such largo tracts of the best
lands in India might by degiees be cleared and tumoil into potash, for the same
reasons find by the same means ” ns the saltworts of the coast might yield barilla.
“ Certainly, lajpiur is as cheap hero os m Russia ” “In this hot climate we have
many advantages, viz. immense tracts of wood of tlie most solid texture wnich
reqairo little labour to prepare it for the fire, on aecoimt of the great drought and
heat Mihidh prevail at the season this manufacture could be best carried on. The
same hea# and drought is fully suflicient to evaporate the ley without the least

assistance of fire
” “ Our extensive and impenetrable forests ” sounds remarkable

when it IS borne in mind that one of the reasons a<^igned at the present day for

the recent expansion of the area of carbonate of soda impregnated sterile soils

is the absence of foiest We know as a matter of trade lustory that India never
actually burned her forests m the production of pearl-ash. Moreover, Roxburgh’s
“ impenetrable forests ” had very possibly no reference to Northern India.

Still his remarks are significant since he was one of the best informed and most
careful observers and at the same time one of the most accurate vTiters who over
lived in India. His words cannot, therefore, be placed on one side as unworthy
of consideration. They doubtless denote that 100 years ago forest was very
much more plentiful than at the present day and was possibly ruthlessly destroyed
to make room for temporary cultivation.

Of plants it may in general terms be said that herbaceous annuals contain
more pearl-ash than woody arborescent plants, but even of the same plant the
succulent young growths are more highly charged than mature tissues. Of different

species 1,000 parts of pine contain on an average only 0'45 parts of potash, oaks
0'76, vine shoots 6 60, ordinary straw 6 8, ferns from 4 25 to 6 26, Indian corn-
stalks 17’6, nettles 25 03, wheat straws before earing 47'0, wormwood 73 0, and
beet about the same amount. Those facts naturally suggest the plants best

suited for the preparation of pearl-ash, and the immense development within
recent years of the beet-sugar industry at once awakened an interest in carbonate
of potash as a by-product that imght supplement the returns of beet cultivation.

This has been actually turned to account.
fodfsn Pearl-ash,—The following may bo given os the principal plants em-

ployoa in India for the preparation of pearl-ash :— ^
Achyranthes aspera.
Adhatoda Vaslca.

Alstonla scholarls.

Amarantus splnosus.
Bamboo spp.
BoiUssus SabelUfer.
Butea frondosa
OSBsalplnla Bonducella.
Calotropis glgantea.
Cassia Fistula.

^edrus Deodara
Ezythrina indica.

Euphorbia neriifolia.

Euphorbia Tirucalli.

Omelina arborea.

Holarrhena antidysenterica.
Hordeum vulgare.
Indigofera tlnctoria.

Luffa eegyptiaca.
Musa saplentum.
Nerium odorum.
Pennisetum typhoideum.
Plumbago zeylanica.
Pougamia glabra.
Shorea robusta.
Stereospermum suaveolens.
Symplocos racemosa.
Termlnalla belerica
Vallaris Heynel.
Vitex Negundo.

The crude ashes obtained from the above and such-like plants are the chief

sources of the potash salts employed by the people of India in their arts, science

medicine.
Uses ,—In Europe carbonate of potash is largelym demand for the manufacture

of oertain soaps, after having been converted into the caustic. It is also essential
• in the formation of potash-glass and enters into many tinctorial and textile

processes, such as the dyeing of Turkey red and of Amotto (JMwn oreiiana). «
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ALKALIS AND ALKALINE EARTHS
iWL.KAL.IS

'

SODA
Sodium Carbonate

In Garhwal hemp-fibre is boiled before being bleached (see Catmablm muHra,
* Fibre, p. 255) In India it teoiild bo almost impossible to ovor-estimato the

• extent to which a crude carbonate of potash is employed. * A better selection

of plants or improvements in* the methods pursued for the production of pearl-

ash aro subjects, therefore, of no small importance. It may accordmgly bo

remarked that it is surprising that while immense tracts of moimtainoua land

are in India injuriously covered with various species of wormwood (A-rtemittia),

except as a manure used locally the ashes of these plants are no^ apparbntSy

utilised by the people From the high percentage of carbonate of potash which

they contain, the preparation of pearl-ash from wormwood might be con-

fidently recommended to the poorer inhabitants of the temperate regions of

India as a useful new industry
In Bombay, especially in tho_ rainy tracts, the system prevails of raping (as

itls'c^ed) the seed-beds. This consists in burying brushwood, bouglia «f trees,

cowjdung, etc., under a thin layer of soil, then firing the mass. Ir, this way the

soil becomes highly charged with wood-ashes, the most important constituent of

which 18 doubtless potash It is found that the finer qu^ties of rice can alone

be^grown when the seed has been previously germinated on rab-beds, hneb later

on transplanted to tho fields It would be well, in connection with the subject

of potash as a manure, for the reader to consult Leather’s admirable papers on
Indian Manures. [Cf Agri. Ledg , 1897, No. 8; also Indian Soils, 1898, No. 2;

Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri,, t., 83-5, 119-21 ]

A. TIseful New
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3. ^^otassium nitrate (see Saltpetre, pp. 972-5).

4. Sodium and Its Compounds, Carbonate of Soda; Ball,

Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, 492-7
;
Holland, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., i.,

115. The term soda, strictly speaking, denotes the oxides of the metal,

but it 13 also used for the hydroxide and the carbonate. The last

mentioned is not only the mbst’lmportant commercially, but it is the

compound from which the majority of the other soda salts are made
or can be made, and therefore it may be dealt with in greatest detail.

Cabbokate of Soda ie a valuable salt; it exists in nature and is, as a rule, the
most abundant and, frohi the point of view of the agriculturist, the most ob-
jectionable ingredient of the soluble sodium salts found m the soil. This subject
will be dealt with in a further paragraph under the heading of Rfh deposits (see
below). It may be here observed that fiknn such deposits carbonate of soda can be
isolated and purified commercially, or a crude inixed salt can be made that might
bo utilised in the manufacture l^ecial ^kalis or in the glass, soap and other
trades. Sodium carbonate in an even purer state may be obtained from tho
brine of certain lakes, such as the Lonar in Ber4r. *

Maaatacture tram Kelp.—In Europe some few years ago a large trade used
to exist in the separation of sodium carbonate from calcined seaweeds

—

or salt-worts

—

Barjui-a Indeed to this day it may be said tfiftlTSfAitBOLA Soda
is still regularly produced both in France and Spam because of the large wnount
and fine quahty of soda obtained from its ashes. And it was the loss of their
regular supplies of barilla, during the wars with Spain, that compelled the French^
people to seek for now sources of the salt and finally led to Le Blanc taking out
a patent in 1792 for tho artificial manufacture of carbonate of soda froqa common *

salt. Le Blanc’s discoveries practically revolutionised the cheiliical Works and
industries of Europe (.see pp. 50-1). The calcination of sea-weeds is pursued as
a rule for tho purpose of obtaimng potash rather than soda, and at the present
<lay “ kelp ” is much more frequently spoken of os the source of Iodine than of
either of tho alkuhs named. [For particulars regarding tho manufactur* from
Sea Salt the reader iiugbt consult Agrt. Ledg., 1902, No. 5 ]

One of tho greatest economies in the carbonate of soda industry was effected
by the manufacture of Sulqjpmuo Acid from Pyrites, in place of from the ex-
pensive Sicilian SaLFBUB*. xKo extensive deposits of copper pyrites that exist
m India, if utilised in tho coml^ned production of copper and sulphuric acid,
should open a highly luctkyn||||G^d of enterprise So also the manufacture of the
phnsphatic deposits of adjacent countries into superphosphates should
not be neglected, tlWraUSp lar os at present known the phosphatic deposits of
India seem to contaiirlbio much iron and alumina to, make really good super-
phosphates. As an exemplification of such results it may be remarked that the
firodiietion of sulphuric acid from iron pyrites was in Germany 368,149 tons in

'
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RI^H EFFLORESCENCE

1882, dhd 754,151 tons in 1898, and of that large quantity only 25,000 tons were
exported, the balance being used up in the excedUingly important (Sennan
chemical industries which within the past three-quarters of a century have
expanded from being nominal to a valuation of £5#,000,000 The imports 8f

sulphuric acid taken by India have averaged from 1902 7 Hs 6,58,488 in

value
For the finer sorts of glass, and for many other minor purposes, a Rkfined

CAiihoN’ATE'^ is,required This is obtained by re-dissolving the ash in hot
water, settliM, boihiig down and re-furnacing—the result being a purer
(fuahty of “Bai?Donate Soua Crystals may be said to bo a well-known special

preparation that contains 10 parts of water in combination with the carbonate.
For household purposes of cleaning, bleaching, etc , soda ciystals are still sold.

The other suhstances obtained from sddiiiin carbonaUi that may bo here men-
tioned b,t9 the bicarbonate of soda and caustic soda Rctoro proceeding to deal
with the last ihwitibned, the Indian inanitfactiiro and sources of supply of car-

bonate of soda may be dealt with \'ery hi icily Those have already been in-

cidentally mentioned, namely, Rt h aiul tiariUa, but to the former must bo added
the sou»ce8*of na( ural _cafbonate derivi d from the waters ot certain lakes, suel^
as the Lonat in BerM."” [Of Oldham, Afan. Econ Oeol Ind , 19.]

R6^op SaJJl-matti ; Ironside, Phil. Tram., 1774, Ixiv., (ed. xiii.),

506, Sloeman, Tour through Oudh, 1858; Agfii -Ledg., 1893, Nos. 12,

13 ; 1896, Nos. 1, 33 ;
18'97, Nos. 5, 7, 13 ; 1901, Nos. 4, 13 ; 1902,

No. 5, 117-24, (lldham, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1893, 447 ; Mollison,

Textbook Ind. Aqri., i., 77-80
;

Wedderburn, Drought-resisting Fodder
Plants, in Ind. Famine Union Leaflet, Dec. 1901, No. 2 ;

Jan. 1903, No. 8 ;

Alkali Land and its Reclam., in Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Mad., 1905.

This IS an offlorcscencq,that occurs on the surface of the ground, in most
provinces of Inilia. It may bo said to be a mixture of the following salts :

—

sodium carPonato sodium sulphate {khari), andjpdium cliloriSe (com-
mon salt or natnak). In most localities the carbonate predorinnates but in

others the sulphate, and in the latter case it is very often associated with
potassium nitrate or even with calciuip nitrate. Soils badly impregnated
with soluble alkali salts are variously designated as usar, bhddi, rehdl,

rehdr, reh, kalar (kalr), etc., though these terras aa:e employed occasionally

to denote the presence of common salt, just fis khdri u.sually indicates a
soi] containing the sulphate. But it may be here remarked that the earlier

investigators of usar lands speak of the sulphate as being the most abun-
dant constituent. Hence apparently Yule and Burnell {Ilobson-Jobson,

Uloss. of Anglo-Ind. Words) defines reh as an eiilorcscent s*ilphate of soda
, mixed with chloride and occasionally carbonate. On the other hand,

Vuelckcr advanced what is to-day the correct view (Improv. Ind. Agri., 37)

when he said of reh, “ The salts are principally impure carbonate of soda,

bflf^gulphal# of soda. also occurs largely and with them are found common
salt and salts of lime and magnesia.” An clHorescence of the nitrates of

potash or soda would oftener be jviewed as of value rather than of danger.

Reh frequently occurs in such abundance as to give origin to large tracts

of desej4—and constantly increasing tracts—the surface being literally

encrusted with a white, snow like deposit (hence tEe name _reh or

shining)—or the salt may be invisible and oply present to an extent

yufiicient to greatly lower fertility, or while still ha^ly visible, may yet

render the soil more or less sterile for at least half t^'.year. In passing
it may be added that fuller’s-earth is a hydrous siliin^ of alumina, but
is often called, though incorrectly, sajfi-matU : it contains no soda.

Formation ot Usar.—The opinions advanced regarding afatgli deposits vary in

Consequence of what might be.called professional bias Apparently tlio oarhost
mention of such denosits is made by Sleeman. His tlioorv is in essentials not far
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from being in accordance witli modern views. It is certainly strange that^Royle
(Prod. Rea Ind , 1840-76) .nakes no mention of the phenomenon of rih efflor-

escence. He remarks that Dr Helenus Scott had sent from Bombay to England
a tJamplp of a “mineral alkal%” as a substitute for barilla, and so closes his account.
Hewas for some time residentm Saharanpur, and if the ijaar tracts existed as they
do to-day, it is curious that he should not have mentioned them In 1864 was
published (Select Rec Qov. Ind , No. xlii.) a correspondence which deals with the
deterioration of village lands lying along the W. Jumna Canal and contends that
the canal was not responsible for the existence of injurious salts, but that

defective drainage in connection with it had led to the accumulation of salt t<3

such an extent as to render cultivation impossible. The inqmry had no practical

result. In 1870, however, a committee was appointed to investigate the matter
in consequence of a planter’s complaint that his land had been spoilt by the
mismanagement of canal irrigation. This was the R6h Comimttee of 1877, of

which Mr. H. B. Medlicott was a member. Medhcott (at onp time Director
of'the Geological Survey) began the study of this subject early in the ’sixties.

As a member of the committee, he wrote a masterly report which may be
faid to contain all we know regarding the formation and movement, of the
soluble alkali salts within the soil Those, ho tolls us, are foi'med from
normal soil-materials by the disintegration caused through the growth of plants
and tillage. The sihcates are broken up by the action of heat, air, water
and carbonic acid, etc , with the manifestation of the various alkalis that are

formed or reformed during the several changes that ensue. During the pro-
duction and maintenance of fertile soils, carbonate of soda, for example, is as a
rule a transitional compound and is destroyed with the elaboration of other and
more essential constituents, especially in the presence of lime In most fertile

soils the percentage of that carbonate is accordingly remarkably low. In fact

the total of soluble soda salts in good soils rarely exceeds O'l, of which ordinarily
one-half may bo the carbonate Crops, more especially cereals, may however
be grown on soils that contain 0 1 per cent, of carbonate of soda, and 0'2 per
cent, is sufficient to cause serious injury if it be not found fatal, except perhaps
to the so-called Saltworts or saltl^ush—-plants that ore actually found to luxuriate
on brmy soils or httoral swamps At times, however, as already observed, the
surface sod may beoome encrusted with soluble salts, as much os 2 to 6 per cent,

or much more being often present. Normally these soluble alkalis are corried
by the ram-water or irrigation to the subsoil, and a certam percentage are de-
tamed mechanically, the surplus being carried away by the drainage. Where
subsoil drainage is defective, as a purely local and temporary measure surface wash
may prove beneficial. For this purpose trenches or pits are dug, and the surface
water dissolves the salts and carries these to the trenches, thereby leaving the
higher ground less charged with alkali. But the evil consequence of even a tem-
porary cessation of soil-permeation may be exaggerated under certain conditions
such as (1) recurring periods of hot, parching winds

; (2) absence of sod-cwvenng
(i.e. wild herbage or crops and trees) , and (3) defective tillage (r e. superficial

ploughing or pudfilmg during flood) These are the very conditions that produce*
reh efflorescence, aided by (a) the chemical nature of the original soil-nmtorials ; ,

(h) the physical attributes (or texture, as it has been called) of the soil (%.e. abun-
dance of clay and the conditions of the clay; abundance of sand or of bme, etc.)

;

and (c) the accidental or irregular distribution of (a) and (b) brought about tlirgugh
countless ages of water action, both during the formation of theelluviftl plains and
subsequently. For particulars regarding the association of concretionary lime
(kankar) with rlh, the reader is referred to Lime, p. 71

1

DUtualoa and Capillary Action.—Dr. Center (then Chegnical Examiner to
the Panjab Government) wrote in 1880 a most valuable Note on Rih^ Alkali
Soils and Saline Well Waters.in which he dealt in great detail with the movement
of these salts within the sod and their temporary accumulation on the surface .
They may be spoken of os first diffused, then carried to the surface by capillary*
action Hilgard and Loughbridge, in connection with the Californian Experi-
mental Station of Tulare, have carried these investigations to their final issue by
tracing, in every detail, the actual movement of the salts m sterile soils, before and
after irrigation, and ^ve exhibited thoir results graphifcally, in direct corre-
spondence with a most critical analysis of practically every inch of soil to a depth
of 4 feet They have alio demonstrated beyond dispute that this movement to
and from the surface is directlya result of imperfect drainage in conjunction with •

severe surface evaporation.
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Manuring and Tillage.—L)r Jirown (thoii Chenucil Examiner to the PanjAb)
investigated the use of limo salts as manures to bo employed tn the treatment of Use o£ Lim^
r^h soils, and his views we5*e published by Mr. Baden Sowell (P6. Prod., 1^8, 1#9) Salts,

as follows :
—“ When the deleterious sulphates and carbonates ore mixed with any

Koluble salt of such as the nitrate of lime, decomposition occurs an^ nitrate of
soda is formed wbiile carbonate and sulphate of limo are produced. Carbonate of
lime is insoluble in pure water and has no power of injming plants, while mtrate of
soda and sulpTiate of lime are beneficial in supplying them with nitrogen, the
former by direct decomposition of its acid and the latter by absorbing ammonia
from the air Nitrate of lime is formed whenever orgamc matter decomposes parm-yant
in contact with carbonate of lime ” Some years later Brown advocated the' Manure

use of farm-yard manure and green manuring with such plants as CaTotropla Green Manure.

ijlganteta on the ground of their supplying the nitrogen which, m combination
with the limo (naturally presentm all kalr soils), would lend to reduce the carbonate
of soda to a harmless condition. Center wrote a long and highly instruertve
repost on the chemistry of the lisar soils, and confirmed in the most striking way
Brown’# rSeommendations for lime nitrate Ho also gave an account of trie

operationsahl the Utah Basin and other parts of America, whore heavy nitrating American

manures were eniployerl os a remedial measure for alkali soils Later on the BmU^Uou
sulphate of lime (Gypsum, si^e pp 716-7) gained a well-deserved reputation as a

®

ohemical substanoe that imght bo employed with great advantage in the neutrali-
aation of the sodium carbonate in liaar soils whenever that salt predominates.

*

Where r4h consists chiefly of sulphate of soda, gypsum would very possibly do
harm rather than good.

The next moat important step, thoroforo, in the study of the cheimcal treatment KvlcmuTo
.

of usar soils may be said to bo Leather’s various papers that have appeared in Ghamical
^

The Agricultural Ledger These give extensive analyses of soils, waters, etc.,

from the entire alkali area of India.' They contain the results of practical ex-
periments to test the amovmt of soluble alkali salts that may exist in soils before
these become poisonous to vegetation. They indicate the plants that first show
signs of succumbing to the influonoo of these salts, and the amount of each salt

that proves fatal. By special pot cultures of various plants. Leather proved sodium
that sodium carbonate is (as has always been upheld) infinitely more injurious CarbonaUs.

to pleuit life than are any of the other soda salts But perhaps the most
instructive part of his researches was the demonstration of the physical Physical

property (alluded to by Romatus, Wallace and others) possessed by carbonate Property ot

of soda, which greatly augments its injurious chemical influence on plants. While
filtering soils in order to obtain their soluble salts. Leather observed that
certain soils could practically not be filtered. A little muddy water percolated
tttrough at first, but very soon the surface of the filter-cloth became coated with
a perfectly impenetrable layer, and further filtration was then impossible. The

'

soils l^at mamfested this peculiarity were those most highly charged with

, carbonate of Soda. To remedy this defect he experimented with g^^sum Value of
and 80<m ascertaiflod that its well-known merit as a chemical manure in the Gypsum,
reclamation of uaar soils rested as much on the destruction of the impervious
cteposit as m the reduction of the “ white ” to the “ black alkali.” It would thus Pnnciplos

appear that should climatic and soil conditions exist sufficient to give origin to a livolvod.

fcA, efflorescence containing carbonate of soda, there must sooner or later be
pAduced (fe a certam position or depth) an impenetrable layer through which
surface percolation of water would be impossible. This waterproof layer may
not be Buflficiently developed to be visible to the naked eye as a “ hard pan,” but •“ Hard pan."

if carried near to the surface it will give origin to a crust of salt. A change in the
physic^ condition of the soil is accordingly quite as urgent a necessity as in its

actual chemical composition. It may thus be inferred that subsoil drainage, initial Action,

below an impervious layer, would be next to useless unless the soil b© chemically
* treated with some of the soluble lime salts, or be penetrated for tree cultivation
by deep pits filled in with fresh soil. It would indeed seem probable that the
surface vegetation that has been reported as accompanying successful tree culti- Tree CuItiTation.

vation, may be due verylargelyto the pits dug fojr trees having acted as openings
through the impeneti!*bl6 layer by which the soluble salts of the surface have been
washed into the natural drainage.

By way of concluding these observations regarding gypsum, it may bo Is Complete

' suggested that it is not necessary to assume that the exact eunount of that sadt

which would be required chemically to neutralise the ascertained weight of
’

ca^bopate present pee4 be ^vep qa p manure before beneficial results may be
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looked for. Gypsum is useless without water and unnecessary wlioro tho car-

bonate IS absent. But its action is largely physical in allowing soil percolation
Ifnloss.^ therefore, a free rubsoil natural drainage exists it must be provided
before any heavy expenditure is incurred for gypsum ns a manure. At tho

same time land treated with gypsum should be planted with saltworts or other
plants that have been found hitherto impossible of cultivation. If these can
now bo raised on tho soil, it may be inferred that provision has boon thereby
made for tho injurious salts being washed out of the soil, and that, coo, long before
it has boon necessary to add, from a financial point of view, a prohibitive ainour?t

of gypsum.
AmerUan Results.—This leads, therefore, very naturally to a brief roferoiioo

to the ndimrabla investig.ations and practical results that have been attained hy
Hdgard and Loughridge in tho reclamation of alkali wastes in California (Agrt.

Loth]., 1890, No. 1) Thoso officers performed an extensive senes of experiments
afid analyses, with tho result that they arrived emphatically at the same con-
clusions as our Indian exports had done many years previously, namely, re-

garding tho history of the formation of tho alkali salts, their movemenis in tho
soil, and Lastly their treatment with drainage, chemical manures, and selected

or special crops. The dilTcronce between American and Indian experience m
fills matter may therefore bo said to bo that in the former country tho scientific

exports were at tho same time tho administrative staff who had to deal with
flic alkali wastes. Their observations were not treated as sciontihc theories, but
were at onoo put to practical teat, witji thi.s result, that alkali wastes are in

America not only regarded as comparatively easy of reclamation but liavo

actually been largely turned into some of the most profitable of lands
Helpful Vegetation—Medheott urged that to protect tho soil from tho

excessive heat of the summer months and consequent injurious capillary efflores-

cence, it was most important to alleviate the serious Indian defect, viz tho
^almost total absence of arborescent vegetation from the agricultural tracts of tho
country. But there is an aspect of vegetation that seems to have entirely
escaped Medlicott’s observation, namely, the employment of certain plants
ns direct agents in reclamation It is well known that many plants not only
can survive on soils that contain a proportion of alkali that would be fatal to
otliers, but that they actually luxuriate under such soil conditions. Of this
nature may be mentioned the Saltworts (see under BaxlUa, pp. 113- 4). Long, there-
fore, before reclamation could be earned to the extent of admitting of ordinary
crops or even of arborescent cultivation, the soil might be protected from tho
sun by saltworts, and have at the same time large amounts of its poisonous salts

removed by the temporary cultivation of such plants.

This subject has not, however, been entirely neglected m India. It was
believed that were alkah lands protected from cattle for a number of years, or
oven annually from the close of the rams through the hot months, tl:^ plants
produced during^ the rams might be encouraged to survive and even others,
including trees, gradually to invade such protected localities, until m a few years^
time the growth of a soil garment might ultimately prevent efflorescence. Such r

experiments have actually been conducted, and witli considerable success. 'JBho

plant found first to invado the protected barren lands was the grass knovm as
khdr warn (f>i>oroboluM nrnntenu), which from its vernacular name may Le
inferred to bo a salt-Ioving species ftponabolntt rai-ain<r,it<fe(lfinifH (bkur-
burot) also springs up readily enough, but only during the rains. It, however,
affords useful fodder, although it docs not protect the land iroffi the summer’s
heat. After partial reclamation tho tidb {tOmpi-oHttH Fynoaitroiaen), the dub
(t'y It otiondtielulon), tile bat (tHpUteltHefnara), the janOUXliA ntlropogonatinttlatna)
and several other species readily appear Since fodder is of necessity a
pressing need in all parched lands, it is valuable to know the Indian grasses that
should be first resorted to in reclamation operations, but it is unfortunate that thd
true saltworts have not hitherto been seriously investigated in India since they
would appear more desirable prepawato*ry plants to any of the greisses named. Wo
read of a few desultory experiments having been put forth to acclimatise tho
Australian Saltbush, but it does not seem to have occurred to any of our Indian
agricultural authorities that this country possesses perhaps a richer and more
varied as.sortment of indigenous saltworts than is to be found in any other.
In tho Panj&b and elsewhere a few of these have been (one might almost say)i
systematically cultivated for the production of barilla, but not one of them, so
far as I can discover, has been seriously investigated as^a preparatory crop m
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UMir roclamafion Mollison makos no mentiojp ot the Indian Baltwortsj
,

though ho refers to the Australian Saltbush
'ITiere is a wide range between tlio Haltworts that may be grown on soils hjj^hly >

impregnated with alkalis and the plants that refuil?) to grow on soils tMkt contain
a particle above what might bo called normal soil-supply But partiality or
impartiality is not governed by botanical considerations, since within one ond the
s«me natural order of plants both thsposilions may be met with It would thus
seem highly%iece8sary that lists of plants should be framed, after searching tests

• have been performed mdicsitive of the selection of saltworts, trees and useful
crops that might be grown progressively on land under reclamation. Arartn Ubcfiil Trees..

urnhirn, Jtiiten /lomlomt and Uiilbet fftu Slnton have boon spoken of as lisoful

trees, but iliese belong to the IncoDMiNO.'-.'K, a family which shows a stronger
avorsif))! to sahno salts than almost any other that might bo mentioned They
may, howevojj, be good, but are they tho best that could ho chosen ? If the
most conviTiiont and serviceable, at what ^tago should they be planted, nncl^with
wljat other plants preceded, associated or followc<l ? These are questions of tho
greatest^OBSihlo moment to India, but to which at present no satisfactory answer
can be jjven. Tho greatest fault, however, with all Indian endeavours, suclT as Immodmto
they have been, at reclamation and leforostation, has been the impecunious
craiing and short-sighted policy of desiring iniinediato returns

Induntrlal Uses of Soda.— Incident.ally this subject has already been dealt Industrial
with Throughout In<ha soda soils are washoil and more or less jiuro Vses.
carbonato obtained At ono timo a fairly barge trade wivs done in this way m
South India (Salem, Mysore, etc ) and oxpei'tations of a considerable decelop- *

ment entertained. Licenses were granted m Bihar, the United Provinces and
elsewhere for tho manufacture of sajji and raat (two qualities of carbonato of
soda) from saline earths The object m licensing tho industry is to protect tho "i

revenue, since from tho factories concerned fairly large quantities of common
salt are obtained, especially at the factories and refineries for the production of .

saltpetre. (For method of manufacture, see Olauber’s Salt, p 50.) .»»..
Carbonate of soda of a very pure kmd is regularly prepared at the Lenar Lake take Supplies,

at BerAr. Ball says (Man, Econ. Oeol Ind , 494), “ Blocks of mixed salts aro
obtained by divers in certain parts of the lake, but the waters of tho lake, on
evaporation, deposit salts among which the principal is carbonato of soda . . .

The local names for these products are daUa, wluch consists of a close collection
jjiffpront

of aciculsr crystals, between two compact surfaces ; kuppal, a thin kind of dalla, yuuhties.

principally of rod colour
;
papadi or papri, a white saline froth

”

Whether obtained from soil efflorescence or from salt lakes by treatment with
sulphuric acid, the mixed salts (especially where the greater proportion is already
rfho sulphate) may be reduced to a salt-cake (similar to that obtained in the first

stage in the Le Blano process of manufacture), and by calcimng with lime and
coal that may be converted mto soda-ash. At Awah, m the United Provinces,
an aftempt was made, in 1880, to utilise the rlh offlore8cen,.,e in the manufacture
of glass and glass-beads A complete set of tools was impor^d from Vemce, but Ulass-makiug

the foTlowing, among other conclusions, appear to have boon arrived ot regarding
• these and all such experiments at utilising the alkali deposits in glass-making ;

(a) The impurity of the alkali prevents the formation of good quality

' ,
of colourless glass.

• V>) It, is, therefore, necessary to organise chemical works to produce
pure alkali.

(c) jGood beads could bo made, but doubtfully at a lower price than
they can bo imported.

(d) Improvement of glass manufacture in Indio would depend on tho
^vork being done on a large scale with skilled supervision

Wherever soda efflorescence is at all abundant, the Native industry of glass- Native

making (such as it is) is more or less prevalent, especially that of glass bangles. Industncs

But r^A and sajji are p«t to an infinite variety of other uses by the Natives. They
are employed for dissolving crude lac and kamela, preparatory to dyeing silk, Dycmg.

also for Extracting the crimson dye from safflower in cotton dyeing. They are
used for bleaching silk, cotton and wool. Sajji is employed, m ForukhAbAd, in Bleaching,

makiqg country paper from hemp. Both salts, in conjunction with shell-lime, enter
into the composition of country soap. White reh sprinkled into boiling oane-juico
is employed to neutralise the organic aoids in the manufacture of sugar, a process
very similar to that of theuse of lime (p. 7 12), bariumcarbonate (p. 67), or strontium Tobacco

carbonate (p. 58) in Europe. Rih is an ^ulterant of tobacco, and is added tb Adulteration.
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AL16CALIS AND ALKALINE EARTHS

increase the weight. In Native medicine these salts are supposed to be digestive

and hepatic The effort to utilise m the potter’s art the peculiar clays that are

in association with carbonat^^ of soda has not as yet received the consideration

that it dAierves, although the’ ceramic art of India has been the subject of special

study. As a historic fact, that has escaped the attention of most writers on this

subject, it may be said that some 60 years ago Sir William O’Shaughnessy sub-

mitted to the Government of India the results of an inquiry which included
extensive trials of Bengal clays, such as Kolgong khari, Saban miti. Rotas clays,

Moulmein clays, Singapore clays, etc , as also numerous experiments in glazing

the pottery turned out. [Gf. Beng Diapen , app., 700-17.]

6. Black Salt {kdla-nun, Idla-nimak) is an article of some impor-

tance in the local markets of India. It is prepared in Upper India,

chiefly at Bhiwdni in HissAr.
Common salt is heated with the chebiilic and omblic myroBalans together

with aaji, until a sort of fusion takes place. The article so manufactured is used
as a Medicine Dr Warth favours me with a note on this subject from wliich

he would appear to regard soihiim sulphate as an indispensable ingredient. He
writes • “ I have produced perfect specimens by fusing a mixture of pu^e common
salt with sodium sulphate, a little sodium carbonate and organic matter repre-

sented by sugar According os the proportion of anhydrous sodium sulphate
varied from 1 to 3 per cant , a more or loss strongly medicinal salt was produced
varying from pink to a decided vermilion colour, whilst as much as 16 per cent,

of the sulphate yielded a very dark purple-coloured salt All these had the
characteristic sulphuretted-hydrogen smell, and gave the same chemical reactions

as the Nativo-m^o product. The jungle fruits which they add can have no
special influence on tho salt because they are completely carbonised and serve
only as reducing agents for the sulphate to sulphide, the characteristic material
of the prepared medicinal (or black) salt.”

,,
7. Phuli.

—

This IS believed to be a form of carbonate of soda.
It is imported into Leh from Changthan, Rupshu and Nubra m Lad4kh. It

is said to bo extensively used for mixing with tea to bring out its strength. It
is exported to Kashmir and Kdllu and into Lower India. The Bhotyas are said
to use it for washing clothes and for dyeing wool. The average imports appear
to be from 60 to 120 tons, and the average cost about Rs 6-4-0 per maund.

8. Barilla or Sajjl-khar (see Barilla and The Indian Saltworts,

pp. 112-4).
'*

0. Borax or Sodium bl-borate (see Borax, p. 171).

10. Caustic Soda (= kshard in Sanskrit).—So much space having
been devoted to carbonate of soda and a further article to sodium bi-

borate, tho present salt must be disposed of in the briefest pnpsible
manner. At the, present day it may be said that India’s supply comes
entirely from foreign countries. »OnB of the Indian paper tSills is

believed, however, to have attempted the preparation of its own supplies
from the reh salts found in the neighbourhood, but it is not known whether
its endeavours m that direction were successful. • • ,

"

The greatcBt possible interest has been aroused in Europe and America
through the discovery of a method of direct decomposition of common salt into
caustic soda and chlorine gas by means of electricity^ With regard to Electro-
Chemistry the reader might consult The Mineral Indtutry (New York, 1900,
763-72) c.

The Indian press have hailed the discovery of the direct decomposition of
salt as brmging a cheap supply of slkah to the doors of (jur Indian soap-works,
paper-works, etc., owing to the possession of a limitless s]|pciy of sodium chloride.
The great recommendation to India of this new method lies in xhe fact that
sulphuric acid is not required. Without sulphuric acid Le Blanc’s ^Manufacture
of soda-osh could not be brought to bear on our supplies of common salt or of
rih efQorpecence—hence in all probability the backwardnesa of Inc^ in chemical
enterprise. *

11. Sodium Chloplde (see* Salt, pp, 963-71).
12. Sodium Sulphate, or Glauber’s Salt.—»This is generally

known in India under the name kkari or hhxri/nvt/n, and as already ex-
'
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BARTHS

plained (p. 51 el seq.) it is met with as one of»the jjffiorescent salts that

constitute reA., It has been shown (p. 50) that the chief use of this s^lt

might be regarded as in the preparation of _caTbonate of soda. "Its pTo-

duction is at all events the first stage in the Le Blanc process of soda
manufacture, and where met with at all abiiiijjantly as a surface

efflorescencejt might be viewed as the first stage accomplished without

•the expense of sulphuric acid having been incurred.
This salt is m'Kioia derived from reh efflorescence, either by solar evaporation

(abi) or by artificial heat {jaria), and by a method very similar to that pursued
with crude saltpetre. The quality of tho earth collected is of course different

in each <jpse, but tho nature of tho filters, boilers and pans employed is the same ,

and for evaporation and condensation of the brine, boilers and chunam pans are
both used, the^ormor in IlihAr and tho latter in tho Uniteil Provinces of
and Oudh, where prolonged dry. hot weather m.ay he more confidently reckoned
on than 1% Bihdr.

InJustHal Uses.—Patrui-khari (as the ktuiri produced in Bih4r is called) *I8

used chiefly for prcsdfvThg hides, and also as a eathartio for cattle . it sells

at from 8 to J2nnn.a3 a maimd, and contains nry’httle sodic chloride. Khan
produceiUup-eountry, by solar evaporation, is also much employed os a cathartic
tor cattle It contains, however, a considerable porcentage of common salt (20
to 30 and sometimes o% on more), it ro.ihses from 12 annas to one rupee per maund

. Glauber’s, Salt may be said to ho hotter suited than common salt for the ^curing
of hides, owing to the tendency of the latter to absorb water and soften the

_Iude3. Tho (or chamra-kJuiri) of.Rihar being as a rulo purer than that
'of the Uiute^'" Provinces, is accordingly in greater demand. Buchanan-
Hamilton in 1809 drew attention to this circumstance by his having pointed out
that the patna-khari was the best procurable in India According to Dutt
{Mat. Med Hind , 1900, 90) it was known to the recent Sanskrit writers uiu^
the name of kshdri Idvana, and was used niodicmally in combination with othor
saline substances. As nianufocturod in India it is an impure salt.

ALKALINE EARTHS. Having now discussed the true alkalis

and their salts with as much detail as the available space will admit, it

becomes necessary to record the chief facts known regardmg the Alkaline

Earths and their salts as met with in India.

13. Bapium and Baryta; Ball, Man. Econ. Geoh, Ind., 473-4.

The oxide of this metal (baryta) is an extremely caustic, poisonous and
strongly alkaline substance that forms a hydrate with water.

1<L Barium Carbonate.—This is imported into India to a very limited
extent. It IS highly poisonous. In Europe it is employed as an ingredient in

certain^forms of pottery and glassware, and is tho basis %f certain delicate

colours. In Franco it is used in the defecation of boot-root sugar in place of

Mme. [C/. Mm. Indust , 1900, 63-4.]

16. Barium Nitrate.—This is obtained by decomposmg the carbonate by
•taqans of nitnc acid It is the chief salt employed in pyrotechny for tho pro-

duction o^greei* fires. It is also the tinctorial principle in Baryta Gkeen—

a

pigment of some value.* Recently barium mtrate has been substituted for
saltpetre in the preparation of certain explosives.

16. Barium Sulphate.—Tlus is the most important of the ^orium salts

and is^^own as Barites (Barytes) or Heavy-Spar. It is found in mineral lodes
and iwually constitutes a distinct portion of tho gangue there present. In the
Kamill District, Madras, occurs along with galena, within tho veins of quartz.
Large quantities also Mcur with quartz, formmg a network of veins, as for example
near Alangwam, SaliitiMistrict j[Holland, Rec. Oeol. Stirv. Ind., 1897, xxx., pt. iv ).

If ever wewed, large supplies could bo obtained from that locality So, in the
some way, barytes exists in the Central Ftovinces in association with copper
such as a£ Jabbalpur and in the Rewd State, In Rajputana barytes has been
reported by tor. Irvine as occurring at the lead mines of Taragarh In AJ^r. In
the Pan]4b it has also been found in assooiation vrith galena at Sub4tlmm tho
Simla district. While it would thus appear that the Indian sources of this

alkaline earth hav9 not been worked, barium sulphate Is neverljheless availably
in every bazdr and seems to bo very largely sold as “ white lead,” or in adultera-
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tion with that substance. X^io reader will find an example of the extent to winch
"tliis sulphate is employed in India by consultmg the account given of the Afridi

UJp.x-cloth industry under Cnrtttnutun Ojtuuea utha (pp. 276,282), Barytes is

also used by the paper-malcers, and to a limited extent as a cheap substitute for

barium nitrate in certain forms of fireworks.

17. Calcium and Its Salts (see Lime, pp. 709-19).

18. Strontium and Stpontia.—The oxide strontia docs rnot

exist in nature', but it may be produced by burning either 'the carbonate

or the sulphate.
Cblkstixb, tho sulphate of strontium, has boon reported as met with in two

localities m India, viz in the Kirthar limestones of Sind and m the red clays of
Surdag in the Salt Kango. Tii the sugar refineries of tho Continent of I^iiropo tho
native carbonate (Strontiamie) was formerly used m place of lime (Journ Soc
Cft''m Indust , Nov 1901, 1092) But tho metal is chiefly kAown in India in

tho form of tho imported nitrate which is largely omployod in tho preparation of

rod-coloured flames in fireworks
'

ALKALOIDS (sec Aconitum, Cinchona, Papaver, ctc.).‘

ALLIUM, /.luu. ; FI. Hr Ind., \i , ‘VM-
\ Ini.iACE.F: A genus of

bulbous herbs ivliudi ombriK es about 250 specie's, all indigenous to the

temperate, regions. In addition to the onion and the gailic (which are the

most important species), the shallot and the leek (-1. a-tcnfoiiicKin,

Linn., and A. Auiiielofiraniini, lAnn.) are also cultivated in India,

the latter being the parH of Bengal and the kirdth or kirds of Arabia.

In Western India, according to Woodrow, leeks succeed best at altitudes

of 2,000 feet.

A. Cepa, Linn , Duthic, Field and Garden Crops, m., 5, pi. Ixv. ; Mollison,
Textbook Ind. Agri

,

iii., '211.

The Onion is extensively cultivated in India, chiefly near largo towns, and is

known as piyaz, pdldndu, kanda, vella-vengayam, vullu-gadalu, etc. There are
two forms, a small silvery and a large red or yellow. Patna and Bombay (.fan-

gira) are famous for their omons, and, speaking generally, the omens from tho
northern provinces are the largest and beet The size and quality would seem
to be improved by transplantation, which is also a preventive against disease
from fungi and insects. Seeds will not keep in India for more than one season,
hence selected bulbs are planted for seed purposes at the beginning of the cpld
season. After careful preparation tho seed-bed should be sown about Sep-
tember and tho seedlings transplanted in November or early in December.
The crop may be hfted from March to May. In two test cases mentioned by
Mollison the yieW was about 35,900 lb. to tho acre. Omons are extensively*
eaten in India by Muhammadans, much less frequently by the Hindus ;»they are
occasionally given to milch cows and buffaloes. There would appear to be; a

*

considerable export trade in tho bulbs from Bombay to Zanzibar, Japan, etc.

[Gf. Ain-i-Akbari, 1690, 63 ; Sen, Rept. Agn. Stat., Dacca, 1899, 26, 3^,
app. V1.-X4. ; Imp. Dept. Agri., West Ind., Pamphl. Nos 16-21.] • • ,

A. sativum, Lmn
,

Duthie, l.c. 34, pi. Ixvi.
; Mollison, l.c. 214. The

Gablic, lasan, rasun, helloli, thum,sir, vaUai-pundu, etc., is cultivated throughout
India, the cloves (or small bulbs) being planted out in October and the crop
gathered in the beginning of the hot weather. As showing the extent to which
the seasons of production vary, it is reported of Coimbatore district, South
India, that planting commences in May-June and harvesting in September, being
followed by a tobacco-crop, or if planted m December and gathered in March, it •

is followed by cholam. According to Mollison, a good crop jyill yield 8,000 to 10,000
lb. per acre and be worth Bs. 260 to the cultivator. As a Food, garlio is almost
umversally used in curries by the Natives, who also eat the bulbs almost daily.
In Medicine it is regarded as a stimulant, expectorant, tonic, and employed os
a remedy in bronchial affections and as an application for deafness. Dymock
{Phartnacog. Ind., iii., 489) says that after intense fatigue a clove of garlic slowly
chei^pd and swallowed acts as a very powerful restorative, The freshly ex-
prenM juice makes an excellent Cement for glass-ware. The imported Muscat-*
garlic is much used for pickling. [Cf.Taleel Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 147.)
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THH ALOES OF INDIAN COMMEKOR
ALOE
VERA

aloe, IjHih. ; FI. Br.Ind
,

vi., 264 , Pharniacog. /nd., hi., 467 -76’

Reft. Cent. Induj. Drugs Comm., i., 116, 126, 149, 158 ; HyEMODOiiAC’K/u.

Several spcoies of At.oe and diverse method? of extracting, drying *an(l

ptescrving the juice result in the supply of the different known qualities

of this drug. The following species may be .specially mentioned as afford-

ing the major portions of the aloes of Indian commerce —
A. sbyssinioa, Lam, Baker, Journ. Ltnn. Soc

,

xvm , 174. Jaferabad
and possibly also the bulk of tho Moka aloes imported from the Red Sea
ton-st This 18 prepared at the town of Jaferabml in Kathiawar by persons
supposed to be of African cioscont It is sold in the form of flat circular cakes
alrnost^lack in colour, has a glassy fracture and yields a yellowish powder having
a strong aloetic aroma This, oa also tho imported Aloka quality, constitutes
tho aloes most m demand in India ,

,A. Perryl, SnAir, Hot. Mng , rio'Jfl. This IS the Socotrino .\loe8, and
possij^ly* also tho Zanzibar \loes ..f commorco, ot which a fair amount is

importoii into Bombay, and after being assortoil is ro-exportod again* to

Europe. [Cf. Mandolslo, 'I'rnvrlD, IliSO, l.'i ]

A. vera, l-nm . tlie Common or Barbados Aloes or Curasao Aloes.
Several forma of tliia bpecics Viave lieconio completely naturalised m India, and
that too from tho hot, dry out'T valleys ot tho N W. Himalaya tliroughoiit

the central tableland to t-'ape Comorin
Both tho aloo plant and aloe drug have Sanskrit and vernacular names

attnbutod to them that would seem fairly ancient Tho following may bo
specially quoted : For tho Plant —ghi-kunvdr, ginrta-kunvur, kumAri, kora-kdnda,
knvdra, kalabandu, lola-aara, etc For the Drug —ilva, cilya, did, yalva, mo-
ahahbar, muaumbra, kalabol, etc , etc. Sir William Jones calls it (arum, mha,
cUmdri {As. Rea., iv , 272).

Most scientific writers are agreed that although the aloe has been completely
naturalised in India for a very long time it is not originally a native of tho country.
Of late, attempts have boon made with oomparative success to show that some
at least of the species might provide an efficient substitute for the imported
drug. Indian aloes seem first to have been mentioned by Garcia de Orta (1063,
Coll , 11.) as prepared particularly in Cambay and Bengal He adds that though
Pliny and Dioscorides refer to the Indian aloes as the best, they were referring

unconsciously to tho re-export of the Socotrine product. Pavlua .Kgineut
(Adams, transl , lii , 34) reviews the information possessed by the early

Greeks, Romans and Arabians, and might be consulted Tho earlyIndian travel-

lers such as Lmschoten, Tavernier, Hove, etc., afford useful particulars, but
greater details may be learned from Ainslie, Royle, Warring, etc. Rumphius
(Herb Amb , 1750, v , 272) mentions the of aloes on the' Coromandel Coast
in tile preparation of cement. [C/. Acosta, Tract de laa D^ogaa, 1678, 191-211 ;

Ligon, Hiat. Barbados, 1067, 98 ; Rheede, Bort Mai , xi , t.»3 ; Kanny Lall Dey,
Indtg. Drugs Ind , 19; Talcef Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 138; Tschirch,

Schweiz Wochenschrift fur Ohem. und Pharm , 1902, No 23 (attributes the aloes

of tho Capo to *. fvrnjr)
; Johannes Klaveness, Studten Natal Uganda-Aloe, 1901 ;

White and Humphrey, Pharmacop , 1901, 61-2 ; Ponder and Hooper, Mat,,,

*Med. ; Hens, Southern Arabia, 1900, 381.] ^
^

Tho Indian Trade in aloes la not a very large one. The total imports

come usually to something like 600 cwt. valued at a little under Rs. 20,000

(501 cwt., valued at Rs. 7,994 in 1906-7), a quotation that would seem
to bff about onc-tliird less than that of 20 years ago. The total exports

(including re-exports) would appear to average very nearly the same
in quantity and value as the imports. Tho Indian foreign supply,

drawn mainly from Africa and Arabia, and the exports of Indian-grown

aloes go majnly from Bombay and Madras. In fact, tho most striking

modem feature seems to be tho growth of an export from Madras
to the Straits Settlements. The re-exports (foreign aloes exported)

are made almost exclusively from Bombay and go mainly to the

United Kingdom, the next largest demand being made by thl^Straita

Settlements.
*

O.E.P,
1 ., 179-90 .
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THE GRBATEE AND LESSER GAT.ANGALS
AL.STONCA
SCHOLARIS
Dita‘bark
D.E.P., , ALPINIA, Utm. ; • FI. Br. Ind., vi., 252 ;

Scitaminb^. A
!•* 101-7* genus that contains some 40 species inhabiting the tropical and sub-

trofucal regions of Asia, Australia, and the Pacific Islands.

Qalangal. The two most important species are a. oaianga, Wiiid

,

and a.
of/tciiiaruui, Hancc, which are Considered separately below. *. Ailugham,
Roxb —laro or tarako—a native of Bengal, Assam, Burma, Ceylon and ^he

Mcdidno. Konkan, has an aromatic rhizome which is used by the natives .-,iEDioiNAi.Ly

Fibre. It has been recently stated that the leaves and stem j ield a Fibre which might
possibly be useful iti paper-making, owing to its exceeding abundance. [Cf.

Hooper, Rept Labor. Ind. Mut

,

1904-C, 28 1 -• khnlmijan. a supposed new
species described by the late Dr. Moodoon Sheriff in 1869 fc/ D.E.P., i., 194],

is believed to bo the same as i. o/JIrlunt-iim, but owing to the continued
uncertainty the latter species has been kept separate. 4 .\titatiH, Roxb, the
I.igbjt Galangal, is a native of the Eastern Archipelago, mhoh cultivated

in Indian gardens The rhizome is used in place of the Greater or Java-
Galangal, and is soiuetimos mixed with it or with ginger.

A. Galanga, Wiild
, the Grealor or Java-Galiuigal, tho barakuhnjan, motha-

koUin/an, pera-ratlai, pera-rotta, pnd<iijo)i, etc , is found throughout India from
the foot of the Himalaya to Ceylon and Burma • distiibiited to the Malay
Islands and widely cultivated

Medii’lne It 18 mentioned by Marco Polo (a i> 1200) as grown in Bengal, and by Var-
thAnia (1010) as found iii Cambay Garcia do Orta (lOO.*!) and Luisehoten ( 1598)
say that there are two sorts, one Chinese called “ Lnvandon,” the other Javan
and there called “ Lanqiias ” The latter, they say, was sown in Indian gardens.
The rhizome of both species aro mentioned and tigured by Chisnis (Hiat. Exol.

,
PI., 1600,211). The rhizome and the fruit {tmiiiangai rnftla»ioui) aro sold in

the bazars, and the former is said to bo used m the United Provinces in oalico-

Medicme. punting. It seems probable that the Greater Galangal is only used medicinali.y
as a substitute for the Lessor or Chinese Galangal [Cj. Acosta, Tract, de las

Drogas, 1678, 68 ; Kew Bull, 1891-6, 1892, 1^20; 1896, 233; Pharmaceut
Joum., Jan. 31, 1891.]

A. oflUolnarum, nance, the Lessor Galangal, Aiptntn «iAi>ieiiwi» of chemists,
IS commonly sold in tho bazArs as kulinjdn or kohjdna. Also called ehota-pan-
ki-jar or choti-ktcltjan, ahttta-raUat, khusro-ddra, etc

It is a native of China from whence tho rhizome is exported largely to India,
and somewhat less than in former days to England. The principal demand for

it 18 in Russia, though it is still an ingredient in certain old-fashioned English
Medicines. In India it is considered a nervine tonic and on aphrodisiac.

Trade. It is not possible to distinguish between the Greater and Lesser Galangal iji

the Indian trade returns, but tho collective imports have increased from 2,794
cwt., valued at Rs. 21,626 in 1899-1900, to 6,202 cwt., valued at Rs. 39,731 in

190^3, though they have since declined to 3,918 cwt. in 1906^7, valifcd at
Rs. 21,376 The collective exports also have fallen from 1,327 cwt., valued at
Rs. 12,266, in 1899-1900 to 393 cwt., at Rs. 3,476, in 1902-3 Since then, hawever,
the exports have shown an increase—viz. to 1,245 cwt., valued at Rs. 12,249
in 1905-6. In 1906-7, however, they fell to 614 cwt. and Rs. 6,338. By far
the largest increase is in the trade from China (Hongkong)—viz. from 092 cwt.,

in 1899-1900 to 3,200 cwt. in 1904-6, and 2,104 cwt. in 1906-7.
• •

D.B.P., ALSTONIA SCHOLARIS, Jt. Hr. ; Fl.Br.Ind.,m.,U‘2,\ Gamble,
i., 197-0. Man. Ind. Timbs , 483; Cooke, FI. PreR. Bomb., ii., 132; ApooynacEjE.
Dita-bark. A tall evergreen tree of the moister regions of India, but nowhei^very

common. It affords the dita-barlc of commerce, and is known in the
vernacular as chatwan, chatiHim, lationj, satidna, fala, fala-garvda, rukat- •

tana, etc.

Medicine. The bark is used in Mbdicinb as an astringent tonic, antholmintio, alterative
and antiperiodio. It is a remedy in cases of chronic diarrhoea and advanced
dysentery, as also of catarrhal fever and stomachic debiUty. Externally the
milky juice is applied to foul ulcers and is also used with oil in earache. Dltain,

an uncrystallisable substance obtained from the bark, and also a tincture of
AiateniA, appear to bo useful in cases where quinine produces distressing
secondary symptoms. The Report of the Indian Indigenous Drugs Committee (i.,

419-38) aeoms to show that the drug is,useful in diarrhoea and dysentery, but
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*1 ALUM
' ALUM AND ALUMINIUM and aluminium

that "its effect as a febrifuge is not lastmg (Pharmacog. Ind., ii., 386). The’ ,

Timbeb, which is not durable but easily worked, is us^ for boxes, furniture,
scabbards, coffins, etc., for blackboards (duatod with sand) in Burma, whence Timber. >

the name wftofwWs, and, according to a corresponddht of The Agricultunl BuUetin ,

of the Straits and Federated Malay States (1903, ii., 114), the young wood is

employed in Borneo as a substitute for cork in bottle-stoppers (see Qutta-
percha, p. 627).

»

• ALTINGIA EXCELSA, Movottha ; FI. lir. Ind ,
ii., 429 ;

Gamble, D.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Ttmbs., 332, Brandis, Ind. Trees, .302; Hamamelidace.®. i., 200-1;

Burmese storax, rasamala, aildras, jutdi, nanUnjoK, etc. A lofty deciduous 78-80.

aromatic tree of A.S3ain and Buima, Yunnan, Java, etc. Storax.

This, like the closely allied t itiuMnmhar ortvutalia. Mill, of Asia Minor Resin.

(the Liquid Storax), yields a fragrant bftl,am, known as nan-ta-yok in ‘Biwma,
whijh is used in that country as a perfume, incense and medicine The true Perfume.

Sriiinx {^tyrnj Hrtixolti) is imported into Bombay, and is used all o’ier

India as ^ Meuicine both bv the Muhammadans and Hmdus. The Burmese Medicine,

article to all intents and purposes is identical with the rasamala of Java, and is

little if at all inferior to tho rosin of Asia Mmor. Hooper (Agri Ledg
,
1904,

No 9) reviews all available information on this subject, and concludes by say-
ing that his chemical investigations confirm those of Prof. A Tschiroh and *

Hr L van Italho—viz that while the Burmese storax (like the rasamala) differs
,

in some respects from the true article, it might bo pushed in trade as a good sub-
stitute [Cf. Phai-macog. Ind

,
i., 693-8 , Archtv der Pharm., Sept. 1901, 239,

641-7 i Joum Chem. Soo. Indust

,

xx , 1122, Hooper, Pepl Labor. Ind. Mus.,
1900-1,18,1904-6,24-5.]

ALUM and ALUMINIUM-ORE; Hanxlte, Lnferite, etc.; D.E.P.,

Holland, Rev Mm, Prod. Ind., in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., i., 201-4.

94 ; Oldham, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 303, 352 ; Ball, Man. Boon. Geol. Alum.
Ind

,

431-5
;

Journ. Soc. Arts, 1903-4, lii., 145 ; Brough, Cantor Lect.

Alum, 'phitkari, fhatkin, sphatikari. shtb, zdk, patakri, kyankchm, etc., is

prepared from alum-shale in several localities of Bihar, Kach and the

Panjdb. It is also found, but not worked, in Upper Burma.
, Alum appears at one tune to have been very extensively imported into imports.

India from China, and the price on the Calcutta market in 1809-11 is quoted
as 3J-6 sicca lupces per mauud (Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, li., 498),

but it IS curious that there is no hint of any such trade in the E. India

Co.’s fecords, at the beginning of the 17th century, although we learn that
* it was^then an aiticle of extensive trade with Japan, * for they cannot

» dye with sapanwood without it ” (Foster, E.I C. Letters, v., 7). The
Indian production is very uncertain, probably not amounting in all to more
Jhan 1,0(X) tons yearly. Kalabagh on the banks of the Indus and Kotkil

at Ihe raoftth otthe Chichah pass, produce about 400 tons annually between
them {Min. Rev., 1894-7, etc.). Mr. Holland says that the yield in

1898 was 750 tons, valued at £3,150, but in 1901 it fell to 98 and in 1902

was 112J tons. No returns for 1903 were available. But the Indian

alum ll not so white as the imported mineral, being discoloured by impuri-

, ties. The alum imported into India during the six years 1898-1903 averaged
* 69,296 cwt., valued at 3 lakhs of rupees. The actual figures for 1906-7

were 72,344 cwt., Rs. 3,19,407. The principal use is as a mordant in Dyeing

^Dyeing, but it is also employed in Medicine, photography, etc., and in Medid^e

"the purification of vinegar (see p. iiTO).
‘ ° "

Recently it has been discovered that many of the rusty-coloured laterite Alamlnlum.

deposits which cover large areas in the Penmsula and Burma are identical
* with the substance known^as bauxite, now the chief source of AnuMnmiM. Like

the original bauxite of Les Baiix, these deposits were originally worked without*
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THE AMARANTH
AMARAN’i'US
Amaranth Pot herb

tiuccess as a source of iron.
,

“ It is difficult at present to fully estimate the

value of this discovery, as a deposit of laterite, which ordinarily would be re-

garijed as small and of little consequence, contains enough alumina m some of

the instoiifces exammed to cdfnpletoly swamp the market of bauxite, of winch
the world’s total production is at present little more than 110,000 tons a year.

Without any disturbance of present prices, the aluminous laterites would hardly
pay, at the ordinary rate for first-class bauxites of 21 to 22 shillings a ton, Jo
rnme for export to Europe and America, and they must consequently be utilised

for the extraction of alumma on the spot, either for export as such, or for the

manufacture of aluminium in the country To prepare the alumma from the

bauxite (or laterite) would, according to the most recent processes, reqmre the
use of caustic soda, which is not at present made in the country. But one of

the latest successful processes for the manufacture of caustic soda involves
the separation of chlorine (from which bleaching powder is prepared) by the

olect-olytic decomposition of dilute brine, and as both caustic soda‘and bleaching
powder are now largely imported for iiso in paper-making, there would be a
m£\'’kot for both, apart from the requirements of alumina manufacture ”

Aluminium Manufactures.~lt is impossible to fiirmsh actual statistical

returns of the extent to which tins metal has been introduced as an Indian in-

dustrial material. Mr Chatterton, Principal of the Madras School of Arts,

pioneered the new industry so very successfully that others were induced to

engage in the trade and finally the school withdrew in favour of private enter-

prise, viz The Indian Aluminium Co. at Madras, which purchased the Govt.
Aluminium Dept, in the school The Company employed 160 persons in 1901
and 356 in 1904. There are three other factories at Madras, but apparently of small
importance. The impetus due to Chatterton’s success would seem, howev'er,

to have given South India a hold on the aluminium trade that she is not likely

to forgo The imports of aluminium-waro must also be very considerable
judging from the extent aluminium cooking-pots, water-bottles and other articles

of that nature are now met with throughout India (See Corundum, p, 428.)

p.E.P., AMARANTUS, Lhiii.; FI. Br. Inti., iv., 718-22
,
De Candolle, Ong.

i., 208-10 . Cult. Plants, 100-1
;

Bietschneider, Hist. Eurerp. Bot. Disc, in China,

Amaranth. 179 ;
Amabantacea:.

There may be said to be two or perhaps three distinct groupsof amaranths
that are of economic value to the people of India. These are the species

cultivated in gardens and m.aiiily if not exclusively as Pot-hebbs ; second

the wild species that are eaten as pot-herbs or Medicines : and third th»
forms cultivated in fields and exclusively so as edible Grains. The last

mentioned are by far the most valuable and hence may be taken »p in

greater detail tharf the others. But in passing it may be observed that the

Indian species of this genus seem to be sadly wanting careful studiy and
revision. The limitations of scientific and vernacular names here adopted*
are given tentatively. Of the garden pot-herbs there are many varieties

_

or recognisable races under each botanical species. These; majji be indi,-

e'.ated as follows .

—

Section A. Pot-herbs.

Pot-herbs. 1. Btltnui, Unn
,

var. mtvrnvrnH (sp Unn.), 'a plant with small obtuBO
leaves cultivated mainly m sub-montano trai-ts. The leaves servo os a piatfherb
and the seed as a grain (Rec Bot. Surv. Ind , i , 169). This may be only a
form of the following.

—

2. A. ffniii/rUrtiti, Linn
, Agri. Ledg

,

1904, No. C, 03; Duthie and Puller,
Field and Garden Crops, iii., 17 8, pi. Ixvii ; lalsag, chaulaiadg, etc. The ver-
nacular names apply equally to the foregoing species Roxburgh differentiated
A. tfan0eti«ifH proper from oi^rnvenM, poiyi/ntnuu and other forms mentioned
below as varieties, by the fact that it gave only one crop and was pulled and
sent to market with the roots. Some forms, such os A. hieoiar are grown as
ornamental plants. Of the many varieties in iireoi«r»f« is used in curries, UvUlum
as a pot-herb, and oierarrnti (sp SoxO

)

as a substitute for asparagus. Tlien
Wiero may bo mentioned poiygamuii (sp Roxb

,
non Linn

) [cf. Long in Joum,
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RAMDANA AND ANARDANA
AMA^NTUe
PANICULATUS

Orain
Agrt.-Hort. Soc. Ini., 1869, x

, 30] and trtutia (airru ktrai) a vigorous plant ,

much osteomed by the Natives •

3. *. polygtiiHua, Linn
, chelu natut, etc, the smallest Indian species and

a weed of gardens throughout India. It is regarded as a very wholesinne piA-
herb specially suited for convalescents (Rec. Dot. Rurv Ini., li., 187 ; Agrt.

Ledg., I c. 04)
4 apiiionita, Linn , Pharmacog Ini, in., 138. The prickly amaranth,

taduKya, kante-matk, etc , a weed of cultivation throughout India Is used by
the poor as a pJt-herb, and in medicine is valued for its mucilaginous properties.

(Jfec. Bot. Surv Ind
, i , 207 , Agri. Ledg., l.e. 04, 72.)

6. .4. vifidia, Linn
, choulate, chaulai, etc , a weed of cotton soils, but

apparently nowhere cultivated Tlio tender tops are eaten (Rec Bot Surv. Ind ,

1 , 354 ; Agri. Ledg , l.e. 65 )

* Section B. Grains.

A. caudaCus, Innn. ; FI. Br Ind, iv., 719; Duthip, Field and Lovelies-

Garden Crops, pi., 24, pi. Ixvuia. , A. cruentns, Wdld., in Roxb., FI. Ind., bleeding,

lii
,
610» liOvi'-iies-bleediiig

;
tlie kedan chua, ramdana, etc.

•

This is Tairiy plentifully cultivated throughout the plains of India as a

garden ornamental plant (and to some extent as a pot-lierb also) much after

the samt fashion as its near allies, the Prince’.s Feather (.1. huporhon-
driacus) ; . iho Wceping-willow-leaved Amaranth {A. :

and the Cockscomb (Celosla vrtstata )

—

all great favourites with the

Native gardeners But A. caudirttin in India takes a further and more
directly economic position since it is cultivated by the hill tribes as a

regular field crop, on account of its Grain, the ramdana. The seed is Food-gram

sown in May and Juno and the grain is harvested in October. In the

plains of Northern, Western and Central India it is also occasionally seen

as a cold-season crop being grown on the borders of fields. It is chiefly

distinguished from the next species by the obtuse tips of tlie leaves and
the long pendulous tails or spikes of the inflorescence.

A. panlculatus, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 718 ,
Duthie, Field Anardana.

ami Garden Crops, iii., 23, pi. Iwiii. A. frumenlaceus. Ham., in Ro.xb
,

FI. Ind., HI., 609; A. Anardana, Ham . in Wall., Cat ; and A. farmaceus,

Roxb., Herb. This appears to be the anardana of the early writers but is

best known as chiia, chuko, ganhar, mdrsa, hdthu, etc.

Cultivated on the Himalaya from Kashmir to Sikkim between the

altitudes of 3,000 and 10,000 feet
;

also on the hills of Central and South
fnd la ainJ Burma, and on the plains of Northern, Wcstein and Central

•In^ia, as a cold-season crop. It is one of the most important sources of imporunt

Food with the hill tribes of India, and there are both golden-yellow and
buglet purple conditions. The former is more frequent and seems thcre-

forifto be preferred
; most fields, however, contain a few red plants among

the yellow. It is an exceedingly ornamental crop
;
the hillsides, on account

of the fields of this plant, become in autumn literally golden-yellow and
purple. Jit is sown in May and June and reaped m October-November, seasons oi

but in the plains it is not ripe until February to March. (Madden, Edinb.

diot. Soc. Trans., 1858, v., 118.)

It IS not po.ssitle to furnish information as to the total production of

this grain. It is grown as a rule for local consumption and is hardly

if ever exported. The grain has been analysed by Chinch (Food- Value

Grains of Ind., iOl-9) and the average of three samples gave the nutrient

ratio at 1 : 5‘3 and the nutrient value 90. It has been estimated that one
plant will produce 100,000 grains. Speaking of another sample, which
Church attributed to ^l. yunyetivas, but which may possibly have •
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AMBBBCfRIS
Perftime FOSSIL RESIN; CLASSIC PERFUME

been one of the many forma of the present species, he remarks : Tne
analysis shows that we have in these seeds a food in which the propor-

tions, npt merely of albui^iinoids to total starch j)lus the starch-equivalent

of the oil, but also of the oil itself, are very nearly those of an ideal or

standard ratio.” Visitors to the hills ot India are inclined to smile at

people who live very largely upon these minute grains, but they injght

with advantage to themselves use this extremely wholesome Article of diet.

D.E.P.,

1 ., 210-7 .

Fossil
Resin.

Medicine

Industrial Uses,

Production

Qualities.

AMBBR ; Mason, Burma and Its People, 576 ;
also ed. Theobald,

1., 15 ;
Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind , 1881, 57 ;

Holland, Rev. Min. Prod.

Ind., 1898-1903, 95-7. A Fossil Resin , kahrub, amheng, payen, etc.

jThia substance to a small extent is still procured from the ancient mines of

Upper Burma (m the Hukong Valley), but a fair amount of Baltic amber is regu-

larly imported into India and Burma It is used m Native Mkdicinb, bemgToften
confused with ambergris, the word amber liaving been derived therefrom. In
Europe it is boiled in oil (rape or linseed) until it becomes transparent and ductile,

when it 13 moulded into beads, broaches, mouthpieces for pipes, etc Certain
qualities are extensively made up as varnishes In Upper Burma Dr. Anderson
tells us (Mandalay to Momten, 1876, 202) that there were then only a few workers,
and that the amber most prized is perfectly clear and of the colour of dark
sherry. Amber is much in demand in Burma by the wealthier ladies, who wear
cigar ear-holders of this material. Accurate returns for the production in Upper
Burma are not available, but an estimate made by the Deputy Commissioner of

Myitkyina gives the average annual output at about 51 cwt
,
valued at about

Bs 6,000. The Burmese material differs chemically and physically from the
Prussian amber, the chief difference being the absence of succinic acid ;

it is dis-

tinguished by the special name “ Burmite ” It is harder and tougher than many
other amber-like resins, and therefore more fit for carvmg and turning. [Of.
Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (od Hakl Soc ), 166 ,

Paulus ^gineta
(Adams, transl.), iii., 129 , Marco Polo (ed Yule), ii , 341 ; Milburn, Or. Comm.,
1.01, Crawford, Joum to Ava, 1834, ii , 206, etc.]

D.E.P.,
1 ., 217 .

Perftimo.

Source

AMBBRGRIS ; a concretion formed in the intestine of the Sperm-
whale (Phffseter inarroeepholii.s). It is a substance often found
floating in the sea on the coasts of India, Africa and Brazil, and the whales

are also hunted and killed to procure it. Is met with in the Indian baz4rs

in the form of special preparations known as abr-i-amber, anber, or araba.
It IS a very hght substance, highly infiammable, has a poculiai- aaotnatic

odour and almost completely volatilised by heat It is used os a Medicine,,
the supply coming mainly from the Nicobar and other islands in tl^ Indian
Ocean. Though not of great value in modem commerce this substance at
one time attracted much attention. It was unknown to the Greeks add
Romans, but according to Paulus AEgineta (Adams, Comment , in , 426-6)
was made known to pharmacy by the Arabs. Marco Polo (J’ravels •(ed.

Yule), ii., 341-2) and Clusius on Garcia de Orta (in Hiatf Exdt. PI., 1dI)6,

147-9), also Ball on Garcia (Coll., iii., in Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad., i. (3rd ser. ),

390), Barbosa, etc , all allude to this substance, so that it has been
associated with India for several centuries Francis Pyrard (Voy. E. Ind., etc.,

1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), i , 229) states that in the Maldives the ambergri^i, (called

gomen, and when prepared meuuare) thrown up on the coast formed part of the
King’s revenue Jahangir (Memoirs (Price, transl ), 2-3) describes the way in ,

which it was employed to perfume the throne. In Europe some time ago it was*'

used as a flavouring material with food. By Milton it is alluded to as grisamber
(Par. Reg., li., 337). [Gf. Blanford, Pa. Br Ind. (Mammalia), 671 ; Ainslie,
Mat Ind., i., 16-7 ; Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc. Bomb., n s., i., 149 ; xii., 172 ;

Madras, Man. Admin., i , 30 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., i., 100

;

Hunter, Imp. Oaz.
Nicobar, x , 297 ; Birdwood and Foster, E.I.C. First Letter Booh, 68, 81,
119, 128, 246-6, 268, 299; Foster, English Factories, 1618-21 (ed. 1906), 68 ;

Burma and its People (ed. Theobald), 1882, i., 446 ; Journ Chem. Indust., 1890,

'

• IX., 429 ; etc., etc.]
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ANACARDIUM
THE ELEPHANT’S FOOT—OL occidkntalk

CasheW-nut

AMOMUM SUBULATUM.ifoxA. ; FL Br. 7jMi.,vi.,240; Madden,* b.e.P.,
Edinb. Bot. Soc. Trans., 1858, v., 120 ; King, Journ. Linn. Soc., 1880, i., 222-3.

xvii., 3
;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Gropa, iii., 35 ;

PhfirmaSog. OreateF

Ind., 111 ., 436 ; Scitamine^e. The Bengal or Ncp.al or winged Cardamom,
sometimes also called Greater Cardamom, hari-ilachi, elcho, mote-veldode,

l{ditu-yelak-kdy, etc.. Is most readily obtained in Calcutta but may be

had at Bom*tay, and perhaps in the bazars of most large towns. A
herbaceous plant, native of Nepal.

The seeds yield a Medicine in the shape of an agreeable stimulating oil with Medicine,

an aromatic camphoraceous taste It is considered carminative and stomachic,
but this so-called Greater Cardatnum is meihcinally only ,i cheap substitute for

the common or Malabar Cardamom (F.tettarim Cattlntuotttum, of which there

18 both a largo*and a small kind, see pp "ill -2) The seeds are also much ysed
in the preparation of Sweexm.:ats owmg to their cheapness (Rs. 12 per maund Sweetmeats

of 374 l|j, Fharniacog. Jnd , tc) The present Cardamom is also used in

the preparation of bhang-inassdla (see Cannabis satlva, p 258, and Ind Hemp
Drugs ReJ}t 1894, iv , 50, 152, etc.) The seeds of *. jtanthlotiieH, Wall,

(ilctyichi-ddne). are imported fiom Siam and .Singapore and sold m the Indian
liazArs The smell and taste are said to be stronger than those of tciet-

tufin f ni-rtfiMioMi If >11 but not SO pleasant. [Cf Sonnerat, Voy aux Ind Or.

Planch , pi. 137. For -•*. tironmticiiut, Soxb
, cf Kew Kept, 1877, 27.]

AMORPHOPHALLUS CAMPANULATUS, Illume; FI. Br. D.E.P.,

Ind., VI., 513 ,
Pharmacoy. Ind., iii., 546 ; Molhson, Textbook Ind. Agri., 226-7. <

lu
,
189-91

;
Aroide^. Elephant’s Foot, zamin-kand, ol, surana, jangli- 01.

suran, karunai-hzhanyu, kanda-godda, wa, etc. A tuberous rooted herb

found on the plains of India from the PanjAb to Bengal, the Deccan and
Ceylon, cultivated in rich moist soils.

synantheHitM siflvnUca, Schott
,
an allied plant met wnth m the Deccan, Allied Plants.

18 regarded by the Hindus as a kind of wild surana, and hinurotnatutn ynttu-
titui, Schott

, a species of the plains of Upper India and the Konksn, ascending
the Himalaya to 5,000 feet in altitude, has siniihar medicinal characteristics,

but these are too unimportant to justify independent positions m this work.
In Medicine the cornis and also the seeds of .smorjiiioititaliuN are used as Medicmo
external irritants to relievo rheumatic swellings Confections of the tubers
(•orms) with treacle, aromatics and Plumbago-root are given in cases of piles

and dyspepsia One of the Sanskrit names of the plant is arsogna—“ destroyer
of pil^.” The wild tubers peeled, cut into segments and dried by being strung,
constitute the madan-mast of the shops. The cultivated corms are cooked and Madan-nuut

form a common article of Food with the poor. They are bailed like potatoes, Food,
cooked In curries and pickled or preserved.
• Molhson says the crop is important chiefly in the Gujarat and Baroda territory. Proiiiiction.

He gives the accumulated cost of cultivation in the fourth year (Surat district) as
Rs.^ 484 per acre and observes that the cultivation can accordingly be undertaken
only by wfUl-to-do persons. In Bengal the average crop under favourable cir-

cumstances is about 200-400 maunds per acre and the price about Rs. 2J per maimd,
and Duthie and Fuller {Field and Garden Crops, iii , 6, pi 69) say the baz&r price
at Saharanpur is 2 onnas per seer (Rs 5 per maund). The tubers are usually
planted out in May to June, and in 12 months they are fit to be dug up. If

propeily cultivated each tuber will weigh from 2 to 10 lb., or as much as 40 lb.

[Cf. Ann. Rept. Qovt. Exper. Farm, Poona, Bomb , 1896, 15 ]

ANACARDIUM OCCIDENTALE, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., u., 20 ; D.E.P.,

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timha., 214 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., i., 385 and 548 ; Cooke, 231-3,

FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 274 ;
Agri. Ledg., 1899, No. 12, 146 , Anacardia- Cashew-

CE.®. The Cashew-nut, fcdfw, htjli, bddam, mundiri, kottat, jidi-mdmidi

vittu, ]idi vdie, etc. A tree originally introduced from South America,
but now established in the coast forests of India, especially in sandy places,.
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ANANAS
SATIVA the PINE-apple '

Pin'e-apple

where it is often gregarious. In South India it is important in coasC-dune

reclamation
Gum

Oils.

Medicine.

Food.

limber.

Trade

‘ Tlie hark jiekis a Gom wJuch is obnoxious to insects The juice which issues

from incisions in tiio bnik is used as an indelible inarking-ink The bark and
the peiicarp jield an Oil (talleil dli:), which is occasionally employed to tan

fishing-nets Two Oils are obtainable from this plant (1) a hght-yellow from
the pressed kernels, ol which the finest quality is equal to almond oil ; and (2)
“ Cardole,” obtained from the shell of the nut—an acrid and' powerful fluid

efficacious for pre.seiving car\ed wood, books, etc , against white ants. It ti

used as a rubelacient and vesicant Medicink The spirit distilled from the

juice of tlie frmt and sold when redistilled at about Rs IJper gallon, is a useful

stimulant and the fruit itself has antiscorbutic properties The seeds, known
as Cashew -nuts, are usually eaten roasted and are made into confecticxnery with
BUgai The fruit-pedicels are also eaten The Timber (weight 30 to 38 lb

pel cubic foot) is used tor packing-cases and for boat-building and charcoal

Cashew-nuts are imported into Bombay from Goa in very considerable quantities

The kernels are valued at aViout Rs 18 per cwt [Cf Garcia de Orta,‘15(^, Coll ,

V ,
Acosta, Tract de las Drogas, 1578, 232; Linschoten, Voy E. ItK^ (cd Hakl

Soc ), 1598, 11 , 127 ; Acosta, 1598, m Clusius, Exot PI , lb05, 272 ,
Garcia de Oita

in Clusius, Exot. PI
, 1005, 198 , Boym, FI iSin , 1056, C.

;
Milliurn, Or

Comm , 1813, i , 273: etc , etc ]

D.ii.p.,

i„ 230 0.

IntrOfluction

lato InUta

Early
Travellers
m ladia*

ANANAS SATIVA, Sr/ntlf. ; Bromeliace.®.

Shortly after the discovery of America the Pme-apple appears to have

been distiersed rapidly ovei the world and acclimatised m most tropical

countries. The Spaniards called it Pinas because of its resemblance to

the pme-tone, but the Portuguese adapted to their own tongue its Brazilian

name Nanas and called it Ananas, a word which in some form or other has

accompanied the plant throughout the world. In most of the languages

•of India it bears names clearly derived from the Brazilian, such as ananas,

andnash, andras, andshapfazham, na-ndt, andsa, etc. Or it is called

Foreign Screwpine, European Jack Fruit, etc.—all modern names. There

are no names for it in any of the classic languages of Europe, Asia, Arabia

or Egypt.
History —Oviedo {Hist de las Ind

,

1548 (ed. 1853), ui , 280-4) described
the plant as grown in the West Indies and on the American mainland, and
Christopher Acosta (ui Clusius, Hist. Exot. PL, 1605, 284) speaks of it as plentiful

in India. He mentions a wild form m the Deccan called queura, wliich suggests

a confusion with J’aminmtn wdoratiniitHiiH, and it IS curious that AlAil Fazl
{Ain-i-Akbari (Blcchmann, transl.), 83) should contrast the leaves of the kewrah»

with the maize—a plant then only recently introduced in*.o India
Marcgiaf (in Piso, Ind Utri re Nat et Med, 1658) mentions the pine-apple •

m Brazil, and Hernandez ( 1651) in Haiti and Mexico. It is figured and described
by most botanists of the 16th to 18th centuries, e.g. J. Bauhin (1651), Boym
(FI Sin, 1656), Ligon (Hist. Barbados, 1667), Bontius (in Piso, Ic. ISfyif,

Rheede (ifort Mai, 1092, xi. tt 1-2), Menun (Insect. Surinam, ifob, tt. 1-2),

Rumpluus (Herb Amb., 1750, v., 228), etc., etc Boym speaks of it as brought
from India to Chma. Rheede (eonfirnung Acosta) declares it to have been intro-

duced by the Portuguese, but less than a century later it had become so common
as to be considered mdigenous by Rumphius. Marco Polo naturally saywnothing
of it, and the reference usually given to Garcia de Orta is properly a note by
Clusius contrasting Garcia’s description of the Mango with Oviedo’s description,*
of the pme-apple It is mentioned prominently by Linschoten, Pyrard, Bernier,
Herbert and other travellers, and Jahaxipr (Memoirs (Price, transl.), 13-4) alludes
to its uitroduotion, but the Emperor Baber (1619) does not mclude it in his list

of the fruits of Hmdustan Finally in 1800, Buchanan-Hamilton wrote that it was
regarded as the fourth most important frmt in Dinajpur. [Cf Herbert, Travels,
1677, 334; Turner, Acc Emb. Tibet, 1800, 13-6; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl ),

1833, 17 , As Journ, 1819, vn , 264; Watson, Joum. As. Soc., Beng., 1834, in.,

27 ; Bennett, Wanderings N -S. Wales, 1834, ii , 208-9; Logan, Pina Cloth, Journ
Ind. Archi., 1848, 528; De Candolle, Ong. Cult. Plants, 1884,311-2; Blechynden,
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CULTIVATION FOR FRUIT .

Journ Agri.-Hort Soc Ind , 1889, via , n s ,
pt , 351-1)8. Btirljei. Notes ort

Antigua Pine, 1892-.5 , Xicliolls, Textbook Ttop Aipi, 18UJ, 174-7, L A. Dept
Agri. Fibre Invest Rept

,

1893, No .5, Pine-apple droiring, Farmer's Bull , li>01.

No. 140; Produce World (ser ot art ). 1.S96-7 ,* Ledij., 1898? No 11,
Settl, Rept, Bassein (Bia’ina), 1899, 19-20, Kew Bid! (adtl ser a ). 1898, 109;
Watts, Pine-apple Cult in Antigua, West Ind Bull, a, 113—21 ; N (! JMukoiji,

Handbook Ind Agri , 330-2 , Pine-apple Cult

,

lu .Igii Bull. Straits and Malay
Stales, ai , No# 1, 2 J

• Cultivation for Fruit,—The Enolish hot-hou.se pine-apples are often

spoken of as much superior in flavour to those grown in tropical countiies.

The fruit appears to have been first « ultiv.ate-'. m Europe at Leyden in

1650, and the first pine-applc giowii m England was raised in the

Duchess of Cleveland's hot house at Downey Court an<l presented by her

gardener (Mr, John Rn^e) to King Ch.irles i.h*' Second some time biSore

16712—the dote at whieli Rose heeaiiie the Royal garde'ier. [Cf Murr^.
Hist ito§ Hart. Soc., 186.3, 4 and pL] AVith the modern facilities of rapid

transport* to Europe and Ameiica, laig*- supplies of the friut have

rei'ently reached tlie-e continents from the West Indies, from Madeira

and flora the Canary Inlands. This has led to a decline in hot-house

cultivation, to an imuienselv mcrea.sed supplv and consequent great

reduction m puce, and has given birth to a highly luciative new
planting industry m all tiopical countries situate within practical access

of the European and -Vniencan markets.

Much attention has receiitlv been given to tbe study of the varieties

and races of pine-apple, as also to the methods of cultivation and markets
of supply and demand In India, while the plant ns c.'ctreniely ahiindant

as a fruit grown in gardens and in some localities has even become com-
pletely acclimatised, little or no effort has been put forth either to improve
the quality or to develop, on a commercial basis, the industry of pine-

apple growing, which it would appear might be ougmated with advantage
to India and profit to those concerned.

Climates aad Localities .

—

The pine-apple was first introduced on the West
coast of India, but rapidly crossed the countrv and attained its greatest

perfection in the Eastern Peninsula. From Calcutta through Eastern and
Northern Bengal to .Assam and Burma may be said to be its best Indian

habitat, though it also occurs here and there throughout India, and is very
) abundant on the Western Ghats, especiallv on their sosthern extremity.

Speakillg of Bengal, Thevenot (Travels. Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687. pt

i<i., 68) mentions the pine-apple growing as large a.s a melon. In A.ssam

(more particularly tlie Khasia hills) it might also be said to exist as a

wjld plant, and ^‘lelds a profu.siou of most delicious fruit. In Tenassenm
it has become so completely acclimatised and is so abundant that, as

observed by Dr. Heifer many years ago, a boat-load of fruit might be

purchased in June or July for one rupee. It is thus not by any means
exclusiwely on the littoral tracts, nor within the inundated areas of

India, that the pine-apple has attained its greatest perfection, but rather
• considerably inland and on the dry, sandy loams of the lower hills and
terai, though in tracts of country subject to a high annual rainfall. A
warm, moist atmosphere and a well-drained sandy loam would appear,

therefore, to be the essentials for success with pine-apple.

Vartetiea—Indian writers allude to only one or two recognisable

varieties. Firnunger, for example, speaks of the Sylhet or koomlah pine

—

' a small fruit with very few but exceptionally large eyes
;
and the Dacca

—

a remarkably smooth pine with white eyes. He then discusses imported
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THE PINE-APPLE
ANANAS
SATIVA
Pine-apple
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pines, sucli as the Ceylon, Penang and several English hot-house forms,

occasionally met with in the fruit gardens of Europeans. Practically,

thereforoj little or nothing has been published as to the cultivated races of

the plant met with in India.

Soils, Manures, etc.—Nicholls says the best soil is a sandy loam

with good dminage, and next come the free sands and gravels. Clay, of

all kinds and badly drained lands are uiisuited. A good proportion of

lime is advantageous, but animal manure, unless perfectly rotted, should

not be put near the plants as it is inimical to their growth. Speede, one

of the earliest of Indian practical writers, on the other hand, affirms that

no soil can be too rich and no manure too strong for pine-apples. Woodrow
recommends dried salt-fish as a manure, and urges that dtiring the first

opportunity of dry weather in the monsoons the manure should be dug
into the soil. But as opposed to such views, and in support of «the!. I^est

Indian experience, Firniinger tells us that he found the plaiuts to rot

and perish from an oversupply of manure. Further that a soil tho-

roughly lightened with leaf-mould, well-decayed cow-dung and sand, may
be mentioned as that on which piiie-apples will thrive to perfection. He
then urges that shade of any kind is to be avoided, as it will increase the

size of the fruit but greatly injure its flavour. Repeated watering, as the

fruit forms, is essential. Firniinger further urges, as of great importance,

that the plants should be removed after comparatively short intervals to

new soils. On this subject Nicholls remarks that after three or four years

the plants show signs of exhaustion, and they must in that case be up-

rooted and the land prepared for fresh stock.

Propagation and Seasons.—When the fruit has formed, numerous
suckers will be found around the parent stem. These are preferably

selected for propagation, though of course plants may be raised from the

crown of leaves taken from the fruit, and even from the black seeds often

found within the fruit itself. In the West Indies it is stated that in lining

an estate the distances apart at which the suckers are to be planted should

not be less than 3 feet, which would give nearly 5,000 plants to the acre.

Nicholls adds, however, that “ a better plan would be to line out the land

in rows 6 feet apart, and to plant the suckers at a distance of 3 feet in

the rows—this would allow nearly 2,500 plants to the acre
;
and after the

^

first crop a few of the suckers, say four to each plant, could be l«ft, and
then this would give nearly 10,000 fruits for the second crop.” It is mos.t *

important to have fairly large spaces between the rows, since the plants

being spiny the necessary room for working the land has to be provided.
Moreover, after uprooting and preparing the land for re-lining it is possible

to set the new plants on the interspaces not occupied by the former
crop, and thus to continue cultivation on the same land very nearly
indefinitely.

^
The fruit comes into season in the West Indies in from eight to nine

months from the time of planting. Firminger says that for the Lower,*
Provinces of India the proper season for planting out pine-apple is in

August. The plant flowers in February and March and ripens its fruits

in July to August, after which, in September and October, it makes its

perfect growth. It sometimes happens, however, that it breaks into
flower during the latter months and produces fruit in the cold season

—

most undesirable condition, since without heat the fruit cannot ripen and e

•is accordingly acid and uneatable. On the other hand, Woodrow, writing
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ANDROdRAPHllS
PRODUCTION OF FIBRE panicuvata

The Croat

of the Bombay Presidency, says that strong suckers may be planted *

between January and March and watered until roots are formed.
^

•

Packing.—The fruit should be cut off with*a sharp knife thAiugh the Produce .

middle of the stalk and a little before it is fully ripe. In dispatching to a

distance each fruit should be wrapped m straw or paper, and deposited if

possible in a separate compartment made for itself, or at mosjli a compart-

/nent for two or three fruits When either bruised or over-ripe, fermenta- Fermeatatioa

tion takes place and the entire consignment mav be ruined through the ovwSpe'^Frait.

presence of one fermenting fruit.

Production of Fibre.—The leaves afford a superior fibre, which in Fibre,
the PhlUippines is wovon into a beautiful fabri<- called fina (or 'pigna =
Spanish for S cone) or batiste d'atiunas, a f.abric resembling the finest piuiippiae pino

mu^iii. In the Rangpur distiict. Northern Bengal, the fibre is in ^loth

considerrrtile demand for the string said to be used by the shoemakefs. string

It IS also Employed for necklaces in the Southern Maratha country (Goa). Necklaces

Jenkins drew attention to the Khasia pine-apple fibre m 1836 (Trans Aqn.-

Hort. Sor., 1867 lu , 137), and Wallich purchased, on the Khasia hills in g^aia Bags,

that year, a bag made of the fibre. Royle speaks of supplies of the fibre

obtained from Madras. It will thus be seen that the fibre is by no means
unknown in India, though little or no progress has been attained in the

establishment of a commercial supply. In 1887 Mr. Weynton read a

paper before the East Indian As.sociation on the commercial prospects of prospects of

Assam,’ in which he made special reference to Sylhet as a country in which
pine-apple fruit, fibre and alcohol might be produced. Recently Sir

J. Buckingham, then of Amguri, Assam, furnished the Reporter on
Economic Products with a sample of the fibie. This was forwarded to the

Imperial Institute, London, for opimon and valuation. The late Sir

F, A. Abel furnished m replv a most encouraging report, which will

be found in The Agricultural Ledger (1898, No. 11). The fibre was found
to be fully up to the quality of any hitherto seen in London, and it was
thought would probably fetch £20 to £25 per ton.

^
For particulars regarding the method of separation of fibre, the Methods ot

machinery employed and the yield obtained m America and other coun- separatioa

tries, tfie reader must consult the publications enumerated. Though much
.advantage might be expected to accrue to India from the organisation of

a pine-sipple fruit and fibre industry, the fact that so little interest is taken
iu the subject precludes more detailed treatment in this work.

Minor Usea .—In conclusion it may be added that the minor uses of the Medicme

pine-apple, such as its reputed Medicinal properties, the prospects of an
industry in the* manufacture of alcoholic or other beverages from the Alcohol and

juice, also vinegar (see p. 1109), as well as the industrial utilisation of the

plant, have been purposely excluded from consideration.

•

ANDROGRAPHISPANICULATA, AVe.s; FI. Br. Ind., iv., D.E.P.,
*•601; Pharmacog. Ind., in., 46

;
AcanthacEjE. The Great, kirgdl, kalmeg, i., 240-1,

olen-kitaita, shirat-kuchchi, nela-vemu, mla-veppa, nela-bevinagida, kiryato, Creat

etc. An annual bitter shrub common throughout the plains of India,

from Lucknow to Assam and Ceylon, also cultivated in gardens.
This forms the principal ingredient of a household Medicine called alui, Medidne.

which is extensively used in Bengal. The expressed Juice of the leaves witli

, certain spices, such as cardamoms, etc., dried m the sun, is made into little

globules and given to infants to relieve griping, etc The roots and leaves are
^

febrifuge, stomacliic, tonic, alteiative and anthelmintic. The drug has been
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SYNONYMY OF THE GRASS-OILS
ANOGEIBSUS
LATlFOIilA
Dhaura

advertised m England nndeu the name Halviva (perhaps a corruption of alul),

as a substitute for ipumne \Ci Brit Hed Joiirii,, March 7, 1891 ,
Proa. Agri -

Hold Soc ^Jnd , 1892, ccxv , Brpt Pent Indig Drugs Comm , 1901, i , 148, 157, 327.]

D.E.P.,
1 ., 241-62 .

ANDROPOGON, Linn. : FL Br. Iml., vn ,
164-210. A genus

of Grasses (Gramine.®) bv botanical writers usuajlv referred to several

sub-genera. ‘Sir J. D Hooker {FL Br. hid.) has, for examnlc, accepied

eleven, but Dr Alfred Barton Rcndle, in the Catalogue of Welwitsch’s

African Plants, gives only six (which practically correspond to as many in

the Flora of British India), while he restores Ciinihoitotfon, Heteropogon,
Soi'ffhnm Am\ Vetiretua to independent positions.

In point of botanical structure there is perhaps little justification for

the separation of these four genera, but as a matter of expediency (more

especially from the standpoint of economic botany) it is most desirable

that Anrifopogon should be broken up into a few independent 'grcups or

genera This view was taken when the original edition of the Dictionary

wa.s penned, and it is believed the majority of botanists, including

Hooker himself, would not seriously oppose the four genera named being

treateil as distinct from Antiropogon. He has in fact {Handbook

FI Ccijlan, pt. v., 228) admitted that some such view ivill have to ’“be

eventually adopteil ” I have, accordingly, tesolved to assort the av'ailable

economic information regarding these plants as follows :

—

1 4 iuli'ffpof/on OC , as lU Watt. D E P , 24^i-3 , see under i'ytMho~

yoiiiitt \ardtiM, oar (p. 459) [67 Stapf, Xeu» j&u//. 1906, 357-^.]
•J H*^terop<ryou hirtuHfPtr^ ss Mt. eoHtortitmf

Beauu

3 4 Niiiroitftf/on Brot ,
SofgUvtn Pers (p 1031).

4 t »•< . Jones, 4. Duthie s
JWH »uu4cttM4t , Schu/t (806 p 401) [C/. Stapf, /c 354 ]

5. AmU'oyoijon Uttitget’, Desf , .1, svhoemt Lmn
, Sp PI, ; A, J^tretran*

f’tttfft, subsp Hook., f = Ht-hocnattihuH, Bpreng. (see p. 461).
[Cy. stapf, Ic 352-3 ]

0 4H<fropo(/oi( .Vaitlni* Roxb , 4 Finch & Hanb , 4. Mcfioennii*
thtts, var .Wrfi*fiin, Hook ,f = Vyinhoyetyoih .W«» Stapf. I c. 359—60 (see p. 451).

7 4 4i»/ro^#04/on Retz . .4 . » rowMw, Lnm
, f ^

and AnatHevinn
inunvutuin. Beano i’etin'vtia (see p. 1106).

8. lutiroyogttn Lnn
, See i'ytuhopvgon \iirHum% Rendle (p. 455).

[Cf Stapj, l.c 354-5 ] ^
9. 4 tp«(orait9M. Lisb

,

in Jouryi. Bornb 2^at Hist, Soo, 1889, iv,,

,

123 and t
, 1891, vi , 68, 203, also Boitib Grasses, 1896, 70, FI. ^r. Ind.,*

vu , 177, Stapf, /c 363 This sweetly scented grass, Mrs. Lisboa says, bears
tho lollowing vernacular names

—

vaidta-gavat, usad hana, bhoSt tambmt It
IS common at Lanowli, Poona, etc , and at tho end of the rams gives a purple
colour to the countryside The authors of the Pharirtacographia Indica /iii.,

570-1) observe " We have distilled the grass and obtained from it^an essenflal
oil, having at first an odour recalling that of cassia and rosemary, but afterwards
a '5trong persistent odour of oil of cassia. Messrs. Schimmel & Co noticed the odour
of lane-neodle oil in this sample, and found the sp gr to be 0 945.” ...” The
yield of oil from the grass was equal to that obtained from 4- ; it
had a deep sherry colour, asp. gr, of 0*931 compared to an equal volume of
water at 84® F ” [67 Gilderueister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 299.]

10. Amifopogon Sehoffttunthttm. Linn, Sp, PI ,
A. inntger. Deaf , and A*

•ftrut am itHit, subsp lauig^t , Hook , f =f i'gtuhityogon SchoeHanffiiifi, Sprang (see
p 4olj [C7 Stapf, l.c. 252 ]

ANILINE AND ALIZARINE (see Coal Tar, p. 344)

D.E.P.,
1 ., 266-8 .

Dhaiira.

ANOGEISSUS LATIFOLIA, frail.: FI. Br. Ind., ii., 450;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 346; Combbetace^. The dhaura, dhdun,

' dhavada, Tiesel, lakh, arma, veJlay naga, chiriman, etc. A large deciduous
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THE CUSTARD-APPLE
AMTIARIS
TOXICARIA
Upas "tree

tree of the Sub-Hinialayan tracts from the Ra\« eastward to Central and * •

Southern India Ascends to 3,000 feet in altitude. .

Dhaura Gum is used in calico-printing and has b*en suggested as hk#ly to lie Gam.
useful to dyers in England (Journ Chetn Soc. Indiist., Dec , 31, 1887, 79) It is

largely exported, and constitutes the hulk of the Gum Ghati sold in Bombay (see

Acacia, pp. 15, 17). [Cf. Hooper, Edible Gum. Rept. Labor . fnd Mus., 1904-5, 23.]

The* leaves yield a black Dve and a Tan. Hummel {Select. Ree. Govt Ind ,
Dye and Tan.

1888-9, 93) vaTued the leaves for tanning puiposes at 4« 2\d. per cwt (about
(ftie-third of the relative value of divi-divt) A tanning extract has been prepared
from the bark by Hooper, containing 43 8 per cent of tannin The Timber is Timber,

strong and tough, hut splits in seasoning and will not stand damp. It is used for

axe-handles, axles, etc
,
also in fumitare-makmg and slup-bnilding, and has been

recommemled for railwai sleepers It gives a good fuel and charcoal. The
white-wax inseo* (4'pr»u</rt»rf« eei (/<•» t»«l has been reported as found on ^is
tree Other two species ol economic interest are -< aeotnimitu. Wall, chakwa,
panchu, etc , mil with in Bengal, South India and Burma, which yields a poor
TiMBERa, -rt iK'iiiliiln, Wall, dluiu, dfiaukra, etc., a small gregarious tree of tlft

dry forests tit Knjputana and Bandelkhand, winch coppices well and yields a
timber much like that of -4 . Infi/aiin.

ANONA SQUAMOSA, E/uu., ami A. RETICULATA, Uitn. ; D.E.P..

FI. Br. Ind., i., 78 ;
Phnrmacog Ind

,
i., 44 ;

Anoxai'E.e. d* 269-gl.

The former is the CusTARD-APPLEof Anglo-Indians, Sweet-sop or Sugar-apple Custard-
(West Indies and America), ehartfah. stlaphal, Ata, luna, sitd-palam, si'td-pundo, apple.
anza, duranti, etc A small tree native of tropical America but much cultivated

in India. In Central and Western India it occtirs wild and so abundantly as

almost to constitute forests The latter is the Builocii’s Heart, or ramphal,
ramaita, which yields an inferior fruit sometimes eaten

The bark affords an inferior Fibre and the fruit, bark, leaves and roots are Fibre

used in Medicine, the latter being considered a drastic purgative The crushed Medicine,

leaves are applied to the nostrils of women in. hysterical or fainting fits. Dymock
intorms us that the seeds yield an Oil and three Resins . the latter appear to be
the aend principles and are useful as Insecticides The same quality is ascribed inseotiddB.

to the leaves and immature fruits. The Fruits are eaten by both Natives and pood.
Europeans, and in the West Indies a kind of cider is made from them. The
fruits of the wild plant have proved useful in famine The cultivation is said
to be simple The seeds, obtained fresh from the fruit, are sown m pots about the
middle of February The seodl;ug.s are transplanted into holes 3 foet deep by propagation.
3 f#et diameter, which have been filled with cow-manure, old mortar and garden
soil in equal parts. The trees should be priuied and re-manured every March
or Apri^ and well watered until the rams set in (J H D'eves. Ind Qard ,

Feb 23, 1899). The Custard-apple is in season in Bengal during the greater part
of the rayy and cold months (Firminger), and constitutes one of the chief fruits

»(if that season Another species, the Chirimoya of Peru ( l. vhei tmuHn , Miller),

IS •cultivated in parts of Burma for the fruit, and it appears to do well

[Of Land Rec, Admin. Rept

,

Rangoon, 1904, 18 ]

ANTIARIS TOXICARIA, Lend,,: FI. Br. Ind., v., 537 ; Gamble, D.B.P.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 651 ;
Ukticacea:. The Upas Tree, jasund, karwat, * > 308-9.

alli, ‘jazu^n, aranpli, hmyaseik, etc. A gigantic tree of the evergreen Up®-® Tree,

forests m Burma, the Western Ghats and Ceylon.
nabitat

Very full accoimts of the legendary attributes of this tree and of the investi-

•aations into the subject may be found in the above-named works, and also in the
Pharmacographia Indica (iii , 348-66), Yule and Burnell (Anglo-Ind. Gloss.,

Hobaon-Jobson, 962-9), and the Kew Bulletina for February, October and
November, 1891. The tree exudes a white Resin used for poisoning arrows. Resin.

[Cf Lewin, Die Pfeilgifte, 1894, pt. ui , 301, etc.] The inner bark gives a
Fibre which makes strong cordage The Natives strip the bark mto large Fibre,

pieces, soak them m water and beat them to obtain the white fibre. In Western
j^ndia the tree is known as the “ Sacking-tree,” because the tough bark is stripped sacking-tree
off whole from branches or young trees to form rice-sacks, a section of the stem
being left to serve as a bottom^to each sack. The seeds are said to be used m *
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AQUILA'RIA
AOALLOCHA THE CALAMBAC OR EAGLE-WOOD
Agar

•

' Medicine ai a febrifuge arjd anti-Jyaenterio. \Cf. Horafield, PlanUE Javanicm

rarwrea, 1852, 52-62
]

D.E.P.,
i., 270 1.

Antimony.

Type-metal

Cosmetic

ANTIMONIUM oi» ANTIMONY ; Ball, Man. Econ.^ Geol. Ind.,

163-7
;
Holland, Rec. Geol Surv. Ind., xxxii

,
97. The surmd, surmah-t-

Isfaham, anjan, anjanak-lallu, anjanam, ismad, etc. A black ore of

antimony or teraulphide.

Antimony-sulphide (stibnite) occurs at Shigri in Lahoul, also in the Jhelum
district of the Paiijab, and in Tenassorim of Burma Large quantities of the ore,

containing gold, ha\e also been discovered m the Amherst district of Burma
Natives do not seem to utilise this metal as an alloy. Its chief use is in the

manufacture of type-metal It is employed by the ladies as a cospietic, but

much of the antimony sold for that purpose is really galona imported from Kabul
arid Bokhara, which is often confused with antimony

D.E.P.
i.. 271-2.
Celery.

(

Medicme

Food

“ APIUM GRAVEOLENS, Linn. ; FI Br. Ind., ii., 679

j

Uwbelli-

FER^ Celery, ajmud, chanu, airmn-kaputa, karafs, etc. ;
commonly called

salerl in Indian bazars.

A glabrous herb native of England and other parts of Europe, and widely
distributed—e g to North Africa and the shores of New Zealand It is cultivated

in different parts of India during the cold weather, chiefly in gardens near towns
for the use of the European population. It is also cultivated in Bengal for its

seed and in the Panjab for its root In Medicine the officinal root is considered
alterative and diuretic, and the seeds are given as stimulant and cordial. Cooked
celery is said to he useful in rheumatism The seed is eaten as a Spice by the

Natives, and the hlanohed stems and leaf-stalks by Europeans In the wild state

it IS, to a certain degree, poisonous [Cf Forster, PI Eac , 1786, 67 ;
Paulua

yEgtneta (Adams, Comment ). ui , 106, Pharmacog Ind , li, 122-4 ,
Queenaland Agn.

Jovm., 1903, Mil , 257 , U S Dept. Agn , Farmer'a Bull , 1902. No. 148 ]

D E.P.,

1., 278 82.
Eagle-
wood.

Habitat

Perfumery.

Timber

Fragrant Beam

AQUILARIA AGALLOCHA, Itoj h. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 199-200
,

Gamble, Man Ind. Timbs., 579 ; Pharmacog. Ind., m., 217 ;
Brandia,

Ind. Trees, 546 ;
Thymel^ace.®. Calambac, Aloe- or Eagle-wood, the Aloes

or Lignum Aloes of the Scriptures, agar, ugur, ugal, ltd, sasi, akyau, kayu,

garu, etc. The Sanskrit agaru (a privative, and gary, heavy—a name
given to it from the circumstance that it does not float on water) is ithe

root from which most of its vernacular names have been derived. Laghu
or lauka, another Sanskrit and Pah synonym, is supposed by some to

be the origin »of the expression Aloes-wood—and might therefore be

accepted as denoting a light form that would float on water. *
,

It IS a large evergreen tree of the Bhutan Himalaya, Assam, Kha«ia
hills, Eastern Bengal and Martaban hills (Burma). It attains a height of

60 or 70 or 1(X) feet and a girth of 5 to 8 feet. It is fit to J)e cut dpwn
for agar collecting at 20 years, but some authors consider it is not mature
until 50 or 60 years. Another species, A. inaUirvensin, Lamk., is

supposed to be the Eagle-wood of Malacca and of Tenasserim.
A review of the recent information collected by the Reporter on Economic

Products (wiitten by Hooper) will be foimd in The Agricultural Ledger (1904,
No 1) The wood in its ordinary state is not of much value, being paleincolour, ligl^t*

and inodorous But under certain conditions a change takes place m both tnmk
and branches, the wood becoming gorged with a dark resinous, aromatic jmo«,
which gives it a greater specific gravity. The portions thus impregnated are
collected and constitute the drug called agar, which is esteemed in proportion
as it abounds m resinous matter In no other part of the tree is this fragrant
resin deposited. There is no external mark by which to recogmse good from
bad trees ; they have to be cut down to discover the resin, which is only rich in
one out of twelve. The average yield of a mature tree is 6 to 8 lb., and afi
exceptionally good tree may afford as much as Rs. 300 worth of agar. It is
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difficult to decide what la the predisposing cause of the secretion of this oleo»

ream, but the majority of forest officers are of opihion that it is usually, if not
always, foimd where some former injury has been received The old tradition

,

mentioned in the Ain-i-Akban (Blochmann, transV, 80). that the bra^jches trere

lopped off and buried m the ground in order to cause the formation of the resin,

has been completely exploded by modem research
The Drug occurs in pieces of extremely irregular shape and size. The Grades and

la?gest rarely^oxceeds a pound in weight, while some ot excellent quahty is met Prices.

^with 08 small chips or splinters The lighter portion of wood called doom is the
cheapest and is sold for Ks 1 to Rs, 3 a seer, the bl.ick or brownish-black is the
true agar of commerce and is called ghurkee , it i« worth from Rs. 16 to Rs. 20
a seer. The Atn-t-Akbari {I c 81) gi\es full directions for the distillate called

chuwah, used in perfimiery.

Fro/h ancient times ugar has been xscil all over the East on account of its per- Medicine,
fume and its ei^posed medicinal q uahtie It is allinled to repeatedly m The Bower
Mantuertpt as aguru (Hoerrle, tiaiisl 21, 23, 104), which may be described
as 8, moi^cal treatise which dates fcom the 5th centuiy It is to-da> emplov'ed
largely in China, and utilised as incense and in the raanufac ture of joss-sticks * It

IS met wfth m most Eastern bazais, including those m Syria, whore Hanbury
found it for sale In Svlhet a certain qaantitc is collected each year for the sake
of extracting from it a sort of essential oil (agar-attar), which is considered as Agar-atiar.

costly as attar of rosea In Bombay agar-baUs or agar-lights are made of various 4 (ior-6atM.

swoet-Bmelling substances of which aloes-wood is the chief ingredient These
sticks are burned as incense or are used to perfume apartments Marco Polo, l

Garcia de Orta, Vartherna, Barbosa, Linschoten, Herbert and many other of the
early European nsitors to India allude to Eagle- or Calambac-wood, although m
some cases it may be questionable whether it is the present plant They one
and all attribute, however, the finest quality to Cambodia, or to some part of the
Malay Peninsula or Arclupelago Prebble. speaking of the present traffic, says Present Traffic,

the best quality, imported into Bombay, comes from Bank k He mentions two
well-known trade qualities, tho gagah (.4. and the irtawardx ( 4.

uiniavvriialit}. Do these corre.spond to the gharkt, and martdall of the early
writers ? To 4 . »io/ncc«<i«j>> has very possibly to be referred the jangh agar
and the Singapore agar of the Bombay market But the Sylhet agar holds an
honourable position V'anous quahties'aro mentioned by most of the early writers Sgtbei Agar

such as Abul Fazl (in the Am-i-.4i‘6an, I c
)

Roxburgh wrote a long and lughly
instructive article on .4 . igalloehn. which was followed by an article by
Henry Thomas Colobrook T’hese two papers give piactically all that is known
of the Indian Agar-wood (Tmns Lmn Soe , 1855, xxi , li)!)-206, jil. 21) Rumpluus
some time previously described two kinds of true and tw o kinds of false aloes-wood.
The first of the true forms he says was the kilam ot the Chinese and calambas of

tho Malays, and was obtained from Cambodia; the second true form was the garo
or gatu (a word that may bo accepted as the Malayan variant of agara )—both are
possibly varieties of .4 . tiiniavrrnaim. According to the aut^iors ot the Pharma-
cograp^ia Indtca the best jMedicinal quality is the gharKi ud from Sylhet.

[Cj PaulvA ^Egineta (Adams, transl ), iii , 18. Pyrard. Voy E. Ind , 1001 (ed
•Hakl Soc.), i , 335, ii , 300 ; Clusius. Hist Exot PI , 1005, 172 ; Barbosa, Coasts

E Africa and Malabar (ed Hakl Soc ), 204 ;
Herijert, Travels, 1677, 333 ; Milburn,

Or. Comrr^., 1813, ii
, 312-3, Birdviood and Foster. E.I C. First Letter Book,

337, 340, • 406,* 410, 427-8; Buchanan-Haimlton, Comment on Herb Arnb,,

in Mem Wern Soc , 1832, vi , 276 , Taylor. Topog Stat Dacca, 250 ;
Hooker,

Him Journ (ed 1854), ii , 328 ; Moeller, in Pham} Post , 1896, 1898 , Holmes.
Mus. Rept , Pharm. Soc (H. Brit., 1895-1902. 39-45], The last-mentioned
work ^ an exceedingly instructive review- ot Moeller’s results, and republishes
his illustrations of imcroscopic sections of the vaiious forms of the wood, etc , etc

Mr. E. A Gait, who was director of Land Records and Agriculture, Assam. Natural Paper,

in 1894, drew attention to the fact that the bark of .4*/Ml/n»-ln .sgailorha affords

a Natural Paper that appears to have been used for ages by the aboriginal

tribes of Assam, like the birch bark of the Aryans The information then col-

lected will be found in a paper on the Abstract of Contents of one of the Ahum
Puthis (Journ As Soc ,

Beng

,

1894, Ixiii
,

pt i , No 2), from which the

following may be given ;
“ Although the bark was widely used as a writing-

material throughout Assam, piior to the introduction of paper, its employment
as such seems to have escaped notice. Brahmins and Goshais in the habit of

performing rehgious ceremonies m the houses of their disciples or m the presence
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,of t-}ie gods in tlie temple, consider it impure to have their maniras written on
mill-made paper and, therefore, retain the custom of wilting their sacred books
on the prepared baik of the /tachi tree ” Loureiro says that the common paper
of the Crtflim-Chmese is madb of the bark of A. nininrvenHhi. Besides forming
the leaves of liooks the bark is sometimes used as covers for binding books The
Nagas and other hill tribes prepare strips of the bark by which they hang their

baskets on tile forehead Tlic Fibre is employed for making ropes, but it is

not very lasting c
Taggar Wood, accoiding to Holmes, is a dark-brown timber exported from,

Madagascar to Zanzibar, and thence to Bombay, but Colebrook so long ago as
Ikfil spoke of it as a wood sold m Bengal to the unwary as a substitute for aqar.

Dnii, in a letter to Roxburgh, gavo tnggur as the Bengali n.sine for a wood found
m ihe hills near Sylhct, a geographie.al reference that might suggest Bjcrn-rnria

lin, aplunt known by various Indian names such as thjlla, tilai, ai?d tayaw
IcaydU’ m Burma, and tala littya in Ceylon So far as Boxbuf^h was aware,
however, it did not afford anv form of ayar-v, ood Mason speaks of it as Blinding
Aloys, and by others it is called the Tiger’s Milk Tree. ,

*

o •

D.E.P

,

i., 282-7.
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nut.
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ARACHIS HYPOGgEA, lAiiit. ; FI Br. hid., ii., 161*, Cooke,

F], Pres Bomb
,

i., 408; I)e VaruloUe, Oriq. Cult. Plants (Engl, ed.), 411

;

Mnlbson, Terthook Ind Ai/ri., ni., 102; Agn. Ledg., 1893, No. 15; 1899,

No 12, 147; 1900, No 1, Burkill, Kew Bull, 1901, 175-200; Legu-
MJNOS.E The Ground-nut, Earth-nut, Pea-nut, Monkey-nut, Pindar,

Katjaiig, Pistache de teiie, Manila-nut, Chinese-mit, and in the

veniaenlais of India (which for the most part are translations of one

or other of the names mentioned), mung-phah, hhui-mung, bhui-singh,

bhui-chana, vtUdijolhibddti) mung, ehtm-badatn, Manila-kotai, veru sangnlu,

mijeleh, mibe, etc. There are thus no Indian names that would imply an
ancient knowledge of the plant.

This 18 undoubtedly, therefore, another of the very long list of plants

latioduccd into India in < omparatively recent times. There would seem
little room for doubt that though nowadays extensively cultivated in all

tropical countries it is oiiginallv a native of Brazil. But there would
appear to have been .successive and possibly independent efforts to intro-

duce it into India. It may have come from China to Bengal (hence the

name Chini-badetm)
,
from Manila to South India {Manila-kotai), and

fiom Africa and very possibly direct from Brazil as well, to Western India.
History - It does not seem necessary to rpiote all the passages that sJ^port

these conclusions ^Perhaps one of the earliest direct references to this plant, as
grown in India, occurs in Buchnnan-Hamilton’s Travels through MysoPi, etc ,

published originally in 1800. In the Report of South Arcot (1860-1) mention la^

made of 4,000 acres being under the crop The nut made its appearance in
Europe as a eommeroial product about the year 1840 The Indian modem
trade may be said to date from a Kesolution of the Government of Jndia pillv
hslied in Nov ember 1877, and a subsequent Resolution of August 1879 In
consecpienee of the replies to the latter. J E. O’Conor wrote a report on The
Cultivation of Ground-nut m India (Journ Agn -Hort Soc Ind , 1879, ns, vi ,

87-98) After detailing the facts ascertained regarding the extent of cultivation
and other useful and interostmg particulars, lie drew attention tersely %o the
present position and luture prospects of the Indian foreign trade in the nut.
The exports were in 1878-9, 25,472 cwt., “ or little more than 1 per cent of
the imports into France Tlie question now is, whether India should be content
to leave France to draw nil her supplies of this valuable food-stuff and com-
mercial product from Africa or whether she should not enter actively into
competition for at any rate a substantial portion of the trade ” (I c 97).

Space cannot be afforded in tins work to deal very fully with the
subject of the ground-nut It may, however, be useful to enumerate, in
sequence of date, some of the more important publications in addition to
those mentioned in the Dictionary [Cf Dymock, Mai Med. Western Ind

,

J884, 074 , Church, Food-Grams of India, 1886, 127 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1890,
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494-6 *Voelckei, Journ Roy. Agn Soc , 3rJ ser., 1892, m , 727-30; Sabba Rao,
T/ie Ground- Earth- or Pea-nut, Mad Agri Dept Bull

,

1893, No. 28 ; Robertson,
Journ Roy Agri Soa , 3rd ser , 1893, iv ,

648-51 , Imp. InM Handbook, 1893,
Handy, Pea-nuts, their Culture and Uses, U S Deptt Agri Parmer's Buil

,

1895,
No. 25; Batten, Queensland Journ. Agit Dept, 1899, Trap. Agrist

,

June 1,

1900 ; Barber, The Oround-Nut Crops near Panruli, S. Arcot, Mad Agri.
Deph Bull., 1900, No 38 ; Leather and Benson, The Oround-Nut Crop, Rept
on Certain Api),l. and Exper , Mad Agri Dept Bull, 1900, No 41, Leather,
Qept Land Rec. and Agn Mad., 1900; Imp Inst I'erh Repts , 1903, 126, 130;
A nn General Memo. Earth-Nut Crop Ind (iH&ued bv the Director-General
of Statistics), 1899-1904, freeman, Grourul-Nuls W. Did, Imp. Dept.
Agri

,

pamphl. ser.. No. 25 ; Rept. Disease of Ground-Nuts, Mad. Board
Rev., June 1904, No. 615, Barber, Se Rept Dept Agri Mad, 1905-6;
etc , etc.f

CULTIVAl^ON .—Although grown hero and there all over India ag a

garden and even an occasional field crop, it is only in Madra.s and Bombay
that tke ^ea-nut is produced on a commercial scale. The remarks thfut

follow will, therefore, be restricted very largely to an abstract of the

available particulars regarding these two Presidencies.

Area.—In most provinces the area under the crop is not returned

separately from other pulses or other oil-seeds, so that a complete statement

cannot be furnished. O’Conor tells us that in 1879 there were in all

India 112,000 acres under the crop, of which 70,350 acres were in Bombay
and 34,630 acres in Madras. Ten years later (1889-90) Madras alone was
returned as having had 279,355 acres, of which 185,876 were in South Arcot,

the chief seat of South Indian production. Ii’rora that date the popularity

of the crop steadily declined up to 1897-8, from which date it improved.
Omitting the last three figures, the areas in Madras were as follows —
268 in 1890-1

, 201 in 1891-2
;
226 in 1892-3

; 247 in 1893-4
;
226 in

1894-5
; 243 in 1895-6

; 157 in 1896-7
, 94 in 1897-8

,
116 in 1898-9

;

102 in 1899-1900
;
229 in 1900-1

, 337 m 1901-2
;
421 m 1902-3; 384 in

1903-4
;
366 in 1904-5

;
393 in 1905-6, and the estimate for 1906-7 shows

the Madras area as 507,600 acres, while that of Bombay is only 93,800

acres. The explanation of this decline and subsequent expansion will be
fojiiid below—viz, the improvement rapidly accomplished by the intro-

duction of a new stock. The experience of Bombay (including its Native
States# mainly Kolhapur) has been somewhat similar, except that pro-

.duction has not recovered. The acreage under the crop^in 1891-2 stood
at 145,468, and in the succeeding years, expressed in hundreds, was as

follows —142 in 1892-3
;

184 in 1893-4
;
159 m 1894-5

;
164 in 1895-6

;

148 in 1896-7
;

120 in 1897-8
;

101 in 1898-9
, 71 in 1899-1900

;
64 m

1900-1
; % in 1901-2

;
69 in 1902-3

,
89 m 1903-4

; 93 in 1904-5
; and

95 in 1905-6. *Bombay cultivation may be said to be confined to the
Deccan and the Karnatak with Sholapur and Satara as tlie most
important districts.

Varieties and Races, also Deterioration of Stock.—From the early

imported stock there had gradually developed ceitain races of the plant
‘that within the past few years came to be spoken of collectively as
the “ Indigenous Variety.” Some of the so-called indigenous races

are grown purely and simply on garden soil and eaten as nuts,

others are specially adapted for field cultivation and vary greatly m
the amount of oil they contain. Although doubtless infenor, India
thus possesses a series of races that correspond to the large edible

forms produced in perfection in America, and to the special smaller oil-

yielding nuts of Africa. In the Madras Bulletin (No. 37) mention is made
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of a communication from Jhe Madras Chamber of Commerce attributing the

decline in the production of the nut to a deterioration in the quality of the

Indian ^tock. In reference to that opinion, Sir William Thiselton-Dyer,

then Director of the Royal Gardens. Kew, addressed the Under-Secretary

of State for India on February 23, 1899. The following passages may here

be given from that letter ;
“ I may say at once that deterioration of

seed is a facile theory which is continually advanced wheS the produce

of a crop is disappointing. It is one in which 1 have very httle belief.

The real explanation of the falling off is to be found usually in the ex-

haustion of some constituent of the soil. Madras ground-nuts have long

been known to be poorest m quality of any to be found m c6mmerce.

The percentage of oil in shelled kernels is given in the Unfted States Con-

su\ar Report (April 1, 1894, 683-9) as follows :—Senegal, 51 ; East Af^can,

49; American, 42 ;
Madras, 43. From these figures it does not^appear

that any advantage would arise from introducing American sefed. As to

Japan ground-nuts I have no information. The oil from the American
seed again appears to command an inferior price to that of Africa.”

“ The problem is one which should be taken up on an experimental

farm. It is not improbable that want of potash is the cause of this dimin-

ished yield, if the diminution be a fact. Manuring with wood-ashes would
be a simple means of testing this

” “ Formerly the cake or residue after

the expression of the oil was only used for cattle food. It is now converted

into various palatable forms of human food, the use of which has been

tried with success in the German army.”
The reference to American and Japanese seed was doubtless in

consequence of the proposal to import such seed having been made
in the Madras Government Proceedings. The above letter caused a

searching and highly beneficial inquiry to be instituted in both Madras
and Bombay. Opinions were called for from the District Officers of

Madras Presidency, but the replies may be said to have manifested a re-

markable agreement in favour of the theory of a deterioration of the Indian
stock having actually taken place. Mollison, on the other hand, wrote :

“ I do not think that any positive deterioration in the seed of the Bombay
crop can be proved. There is, however, perhaps good reason to joyi issue

with the Madras Agricultural Department and test on Government Farms,
whether imported seed of the better varieties give better results Vian the

indigenous seed. I should, however, do this in the first instance on .a

small scale.” It has been shown by the areas of production, that quite

as serious a decline, however, took place in Bombay as in Madras. It is

probable, therefore, that the shrinkage in both Presidefticies* may have
been due to the same causes, whatever these may have been.

Acting on the opinion of its local officers, the Madras Government
imported various reputed races of seed, and private individuals jeem to

have done the same. The result was that the indigenous varieties were
rapidly displaced, and it is believed at the present moment they hardly*
anywhere exist in the Madras area of field cultivation. Barber in his

report (published 1890) says :
“ Two or three years ago something like a

revolution had occurred in the introduction of a new variety called the
Mauritius ground-nut. The suddenness and completeness of this change
is worth considering,” Barber accordingly gives particulars of the
crops found by him on certain fields. He only came across four little

pieces of land containing the indigenous plant, and these he did not think
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collectively could equal^n acre m extent. He then continues :
“ The

ryots of this neighbourhood have, therefore, changed their seed, and I

believe that they have obtained a good variety and have thus^greatly

improved their position.” In another passage Barber again returns to

the subject .
“ There has recently,” he says, “ been a change of seed

—

a fact which is of undoubted importance in the checking of disease, if of

no further ad-^antage.”

Benson {Bull. No. 41) gives the results of the Madras Govern- Experiments

ment experiments, as also of the French Government experiments at

Pondicherry. These showed splendid results in Madras with the Haul
Saloum variety from East Africa, and in Pondicherry with the Senegal.

The returns of*the Saidapet Farm were as follows •—Country, 271 11^. ;
Madras Resoits.

Mauritius, 425 lb.
;
Japan, 427 lb. ;

Ruffisqul, 598 lb. ;
Sine, 884 lb. ;

Gam^i^ 1^021 lb.
; Haut Saloum, 1.379 lb.

;
American large, 303 Ib.'^

and small,*436 lb. per acre. The figures of the Pondicherry experiment
from equal plots were as follows - yield, 21 lb. from Bombay seed ;

41 lb. from local seed ; and 652 lb. from Senegal seed. Benson then
concludes by e.xplaining that the so-called Mauritius, now largely being

grown in the Presidency, came in reality from Mozambique, though
brought to India by a passenger from Mauritius. “ That variety,” he

adds, ” has given results on a par with the Senegal, but the seed contains

a resino-gommeuse substance which, as it remains in suspension in the

oil, delays the settling and gives a very pronounced taste of •'he ground-
nut to the oil.” Mollison {Textbook, l.c. 104) says :

“ A good crop on Bombay
suitable land liberally managed will, on an average, yield from 3,200 to

to 3,500 lb. of unhusked nuts per acre. These figures apply only to good
land. The proportion by weight of unhusked nuts to those with husk
removed is as 4 to 3.” “ They are usually sold unhusked, and are worth
from 30 to 45 lb. per rupee according to locality and season.”

In response to the reputation of an inferior yield of oil from the Indian

nut. Leather made an extensive series of analyses, the result being the dis-

covery that the yield in the indigenous seed averages from 40 to 44 per cent,

and that of the so-called Mauritius from 44 to 49 per cent. It would thus
appear Jhat India has not only secured a more prolific plant but one richer

in oil by the importation of the Mozambique seed. As already indicated, an improvement

improvement in production has taken place, which must, to some extent,
“

‘bg the direct e.xpression of the renewed popular favour of the crop. Of
Indian agriculture, however, it would not be far from correct to affirm

that the selfish systems pursued very often result in an unconscious

retfograde Solectron, so that itmay be believed degeneration of imported
stock is an exceedingly frequent result. But it goes without saying that

the continuous cultivation of the same plant with little manure and an
imperfec^ rotation must produce a poverty of soil and a corresponding poverty of Soit,

decline in the value of produce. Fresh supplies of seed or seed brought Exchange

’trom a distance to the country or locality of cultivation, is in all branches
of agriculture an admitted advantage. It remains to be seen how long

the new seed will retain its superiority on the Indian soil and under Indian
methods of cultivation. By way of concluding this paragraph, therefore, it

may be added that there is little or nothing to prove that a decline in the

oil-yielding property of the Indian stock had actually taken place. It

was grown originally as an edible nut, and it is probable that no effort was Edible Not.

made to improve the stock into an oil-yielding form, so that it was, doubt-
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less, alwavs iiifeiior as an,. oil plant, just as the American plant is so, com-

pared with the special oil forms of East Africa. Mr. E. Solly reported

to the Jloyal Asiatic Sooiety {Committee of Commerce and Agriculture)

in 1838, that he found the Indian ground-nut to contain 45'5 per cent, of

oil. O’Conor tells us that in 1878-9 the husked seed yielded from 33

to 60 per cent, of oil. It thus seems highly probable that the present

average, ascertained by Leather, may have prevailed evtr since India

participated m the world’s supply of the nut. But within recent years tKe

Indian plant has been subject to several diseases, and may have become
ness Fopnisr. m coiiscquence less profitable to the cultivators than was formerly the

case. «

Diseases.

«

Soils.

Light-coloured
Soils.

Black Land.

Rotation.

Madra-. Method

Mixed Crops,

Rot itlon.

Diseases and Pests-—In The Af/nciillural Journal of I^Ata (i., pt, ii.,

170-1) there will be found a short note by C A. Barber on this subject.

“The pe&ts attacking ground-nnt are comparatively few, the principal ones
flcing ‘ Surul ’ or ‘ Miidvpucht ’ and ‘ Tikka ' The latter is a fungoidr- disease

which IS not at present very serious in thi.s part of India and apparently prevails

in damp, close weather. Surul on tlie other hand i.s univ'ersally present and does
great damage. The word ‘ Surul

'

means a ‘ curling

f

and is dependent on the
habit of tho insect of burrowing inside the tissues of the loaves, winch curl up and
get distorted. The chrysalis is formed in a fold of the leaf The insect is a
minute dark moth (AuneauijmlH urjctoria, Meyr) of very active habits and is

probably nocturnal. On walking over tho fields a constant shower of disturbed
insects may be seen that quickly seek shelter under the neighbouring leaves The
walls of bungalows in the noighbourhood are sometimes blackened at night by
million.s of the moths attracted by the bright lights.

“ The Surul puchr appears to prefer laying one egg in each leaflet, which
speedily turns brown and withers. In a bad attack the whole field assumes a
blackened or blasted appearance. As is tho case with most pests of this

class, showers of ram are most benoficial, while hot sun and dry air lead to rapid
increase, whether m dry or irrigated crops

“ From the internal working of the caterpillar it is doubtful whether spraying
will be of much use, but, on the other hand, it seems probable that light traps
may help m destroying tho moth.s at night.”

Solis.—The ground-nut requires a sandy loam, light and porous, with
plenty of lime, free subsoil drainage and a liberal supply of water. In Madras,
according to C K. Sabba Rao, the liest soil is ash-coloured, absorptive and
fairly retentive of moisture The nut, however, is most generally grown on the
more prevalent red sandy loams, but the opimon prevails that the darker the
soil the darker the nut and the loss desirable for seed purposes. Mr. Handy
urges this same fact, namely that a light-coloured soil gives a light-ooloifred pod
and thus improva^the seliingvalue as an article of food, though, he adds, “ equally,
sound and well-flavoured nuts may be produced on other soils.” S^ba Rao
further observes that salt soils aie unsuited, though stony soils rich in sand (if

'

well manured) may yield a highly profitable return, wlnle clayey soils are quite
unsuited. In South Arcot, he tells us that the ground-nut had displaced in^go,
since it is more profitable ; on the soil on which the one crop flourishes the other
may be equally successfully grown. Mollison, speaking of Bombay, observe.s
that although raised on block land it delights in a good loam. But he adds that
a heavy crop cannot be got without manuring and careful tillage.

notation of Crops .—Sabba Rao remarks that the raiyats are unanimously
of opimon that ground-nut is an exhausting crop and that it cannot "be culti-

vated uninterruptedly without the liberal use of manure. The rotation, which
they observe, is with the second crop off the same field within the year, 8

rest being given every fourth or fifth year. “ In the majority of cases, in South
Arcot, the crop is sown amongst a standing crop of hambu {M'enutHoiuni tyvhoi-
Aeum), rdgl (Eirtiaine Vorarnnn) or other Crop when the latter is being hand-
hoed. In places where the crop has been recently introduced and plenty of good
manure is available, it is cultivated either year after year on the same land, or
only with an intervening crop at interv'als of 4 or 6 years, whilst in some villages
of the Shiyali taluk it is cultivated without intermission. In the neighbourhood
of Panruti . . . the crop is changed once m 4 or 5 years.” Sabba Rao next'
gives particulars of the various crops with which ground-nut may be rotated and
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the reasons for and against each, and adds that ^ho most popular rotation is

with the cereal vara ( I'tinifiim imiinretnu <. Barber recently re-investigated

the question ol rotation of ground-nuts with other crops and came to the Qon-
clusion “ that the charge of continuous cropping w^s well-founded Tfte answer
usually given to general inqiuries on the subject was that a rest of one year was
allowed in every 4 or 5

” “ The fields may be said to have little rest. Several
crops are usually taken off in the year, of Inch ground-nuts foriu one ” “ Of
scientific rotation it may safely lae asserted, as regards ground-nuts, there is none,
jilthough the interval of rest allowed to the land shows that the ryot is aware ol

its advantage ” Barber thus view.s rotation from a different standpoint to

that of the Indian cultivator, and by most persons Ins , lews would be uphold
Mollison, speaking of the rotation pursueil in Bombay, says the produc-

tion of ground-nut is undertaken by well-to-do i ultii ators, and is an indication
of prosperity and easy circumstances It is often rotated with sugar-cane
and chillies, an<f is occasionally taken where potatoes onions, and hnnjals
MMiti are grown. In the garden l.uid of Surat, where chiclo (a sedge)
18 a*troubIesomo weed, the growth of gr->und-nut helps to supjiress it, and tj>e

thorod^h digging which the .soil gets in n moving the nut is very benefiri.il

Among garden crops ground-nut occupies the important position which gr.uu
holds among dry c'rops.

Manure.—Sabba Rao obsei ves that the best manure appears to be the silt

deposit of tanks, and so highly is this \alued that the cultivators carry silt

from great distances and even pay lugh prices for the privilege ot remoimg
it. In South Arcot tho holds are so manured once in 4 years with from 50 to

100 cartloads per acre The silt from the Peiumal tanlc (that most m use m
South Arcot) has been found to contain about 22 per cent of lime and ne.iily

70 per cent, of sand. Lime is fully rccogru.sed as a valuable manuie for the crop.

{Cf. Saidapet Farm Mamuxl.] Ashes are also reckoned as very good manuie tor

ground-nut, more especially on poor, sandy soils So important is this that a-ihc.s

also are earned great distances, even by rail, to the groimd-niit area Ashes arc
in fact applied every year, sometimes at the rate of 30 cart-loads an acre
With regard to Thiselton-Dyer’s recommendation to test the value of

wood-ashes as a manure, it may be remarked that Leather made a special
examination of certain soils in South Arcot, commonly imder gronnd-nut. He
found them all very deficient in lime. Four contained too little phosphate ;

five were low in nitrogen, and only one showed a defect m potash Mijllison

remarks on the subject of manures for ground-nuts that sheep or goat manure,
applied either by folding the flock on the field or otherwis«>, is considered specially
suitable, but, failing this, ordinary farm-yard manure should be applied in
cc^siderable quantity. Deep ploughing and thorough pulverisation of the soil

before sowing help the crop materially.

Preparation of Land and Seasons of Sowing and Reaping.—After

^
the remarks already made on soils, rotation, etc., it is Jiarclly necessary

to do ^ore than observe that ordinary methods ol tillage usually
• suffice. About 90 lb. of seed per acre will be sufficient for sowings made up

to the middle of August, but later on about 112 lb. are required since the

plant does not grow so luxuriantly. The crop is sown thickly since the

biflk of thefpod»are borne within a few inches around the central stem.

The crop is generally hand-hoed twice, about fifteen men per acre being

required each time. The bullock hoe is not used ov\-ing to the injury done
by it ta the crop. In normal seasons ground-nuts, sown under irrigation,

are watered twice a week during the last two months. While being

• .watered it is customary to weed the plots, and in some cases the plants

are lightly trodden under foot with the object of bringing them into

better contact with the soil. On unirngated land the crop is sown any
time between the middle of June and the middle of August

; on irrigated

land from the middle of August to the middle of September. The latest

possible sowings are from September 30 to October 15, viz. in Chingle-

• put and North Arcot. There would thus appear to be two areas or con-

ditions—an early and a late. The normal dates of sowing for the former
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would appear to be from July 15 to August 15, and for the latter from
August 1 to September 15.

' The duration of the crop in the soil seems to vary considerably. The
crop sown on irrigated land in South Arcot normally on July 10 comes into

season about October 10, having occupied the soil for only three months.
Again, the crops sown normally on June 15 in the Bhavani and Cauvery
valleys are not mature until January 15, and have thus occupied the soil

for seven months. Usually the crop occupies the soil a little over five

months, and thus for the early districts (such as South Arcot) it comes
into market from January 15 to February 15 and for the later districts

(Chingleput and North Arcot) from February 1 to March 15. As a rule,

however, in the districts of late sowing the crop occupies the soil for a

slightly shorter period, and thus comes into market approximately at the

Sa,me time as the other sowings.
,

Of Bombay Mollison observes that the ground-nut is usuaUy a kharif

(rain) crop, sown as soon as the previously prepared soil has been
sufficiently moistened by the first fall of rain in June ; but m the Deccan
it 13 also grown as a rabi (winter) irrigated crop. The monsoon crop

occupies the soil six to seven months, and in the absence of rain the land

must be kept moist artificially. It is usual to give two to four waterings

during the last two or three months. The seed is ordinarily sown between
monsoon showers, when the land is dry enough to be worked by a plough.

The crop should he weeded at least twice. As soon as it shades the ground,

no further attention, except watering, is required. The crop is harvested

likes potatoes, sometimes with a plough, but more often the field is dug
over by hand vvith a Native pick. A cultivator collects a regular army
of workers, and usually pars m kind. In order to expedite the digging

the haulms or vines are previously reaped and removed. These form an
esteemed fodder.

The returns of sowing and reaping furnished by the authorities regard-

ing the Bombay Presidency show the crop to be slightly earlier in Bombay
than in Madras. The earliest sowings take place on June 1 and the latest

on July 31. Of the Bombay districts Poona and Sholapur sow, as a
rule, about fifteen days later than the other districts. The period of

occupancy of ^il varies considerably
;

the maximum duration is eight

months in Belgaum, where the crop is normally sown on Junt 10 ancf

reaped usually about February 10. In Ahmednagar it is reaped a moi\th ‘

sooner, having occupied the soil for seven months. The shortest duration

18 four and a half months in Poona, where the crop, sown^on June 15

(normally) is reaped on November 1. In other districts thfe crop occu-

pies the soil a little over five months, and as Satara and Sholapur are

the most important producing districts it may be added that the Bombay
crop comes into season in November, and thus on an average six weeks
before the chief Madras crop. This is therefore a fact of considerable

importance which the foreign buyers of Indian nuts should bear in mind.,*
TRADE.—Foreign Trade.—It has already been fully demonstrated that

the area of production in India has been vastly extended and the condi-

tion and location of the trade exactly reversed since O’Conor’s report of

1879. The greatest area of production is now in South India, and more-
over there has grown up in Madras a considerable traffic in the manufacture
and export of the oil. In other words, an increased local consumption*
would seem to be gradually lessening the amount available for foreign
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transactions. It would thus seem that to som^ extent at least this may
account for the outcry regarding a decline in the Madras traffic. It is

more than probable, however, that the prevak^jce of disease in ^le crop

and the exceptionally unfavourable seasons of 1897-8 and 1899 (during

which the rains failed at the sowing season and the prices of foodstuffs rose

on account of famine) directly decreased the available area of production. Famine.

This state of Affairs was not peculiar to the earth-nut but marked the

tfaffio in all other oil-seeds. Such a condition might easily enough be

supposed to accentuate the knowledge, if .such existed, of the inferiority

of the Indian as compared with certain other well-known commercial oil-

yielding stocks, until the opinion might have been formed that a deterio-

ration of the Indian nut had occurred. While such deterioration may h^ve
been taking place, it is a matter ul historv that the increasing imports

into "Europe of improved cotton-seed oil from the United States and
ou

India gradually displaced ground-nut and other oils from some of their

markets and thus tended to lower the prices offered for them. Be the ex-

planation what it may, the new seed, presently being eagerly sought after

by the Indian cultivators, has aready given tokens of being much superior

to the old stock, and, as a possible result of this as also a consequence of the

return of more prosperous seasons, the area of production has greatly

increased.

Exports—The following figures may here be given in manifestation Foreign
of the past and present Foreign Exports of Ground-nuts from India :—In Exports.

1894-

5 the total exports were 2,267,222 cwt., of which Bombay contri-

buted 1,598,387 cwt. Taking the subsequent years and for convenience

(milling the last three figures, the corresponding trade returns were for

1895-

6, total 1,118 cwt. and Bombay’s share 796 cwt.
;

for 1896-7 they
stood at 486 and 238 cwt.

;
for 1897-8 at 44 and 19 cwt. ; for 1898-9

at 87 and 76 cwt.
;
for 1899-1900 at 155 and 23 cwt.

;
for 1900-1 at 232

and 29 cwt.
;

for 1901-2 at 1,085 and 98 cwt. ;
1902-3 at 1,035 and 52

cwt. 1903-4 at 1,921 and 91 cwt. ; 1904-5 at 1,674 and 42 cwt.
;
1905-6

at 1,374 and 149 cwt.
;
and 1906-7 at 1,725 and 130 cwt. It wnll thus

be*observed that a serious drop in the trade took place in 1896-7 and
became accentuated in 1897-8, since which date a revival has gradually

set in, Cut mainly in the Madras supply, the Bombay exports being now
only a sqjall proportion of the former magnitude. In 1906-7, however, the

•Madras supply decreased to 1,350,096 cwt. from 1,827,243 cwt. (in 1903-4),

w£ile the Ilombay supply increased from 42,408 cwt. to 1.30,356 cwt.

Internal Traffic.—The returns of the traffic by rail and river show Internal

thsfb the chSef mevement is from the Presidency of Madras into its port Trafile.

towns and thus to meet the foreign exports. Of the total amount carried

by these routes in 1906-7 (viz. 1,733,123 cwt.) Madras ports alone took

1,476,198 cwt.

Trade in on an<f Cake.

—

The oil maybe obtained by cold expression oil.

. 9r by moderate heat. The former process affords the best oil but in

smaller quantity than the latter. The cold-pressed oil is almost Expression,

colourless, has an agreeably faint odour and a taste not unlike that

of olive oil. That obtained by the hot process is dark yellow and has

a more or less disagreeable taste and smell. Although the oil does

not turn rancid so quickly as most Indian oils, on exposure it slowly

Jihickens and then becomes rancid. It is a non-drying oil, the best

qualities of which have a sp. gr. of about 0'918 at 15° C. when fresh, and
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0'920 when old. It becomes turbid at 3° C., concretes at 3° C., and hardens

at — 7° C. As an illuminating oil it is now recognised as having but a feeble

power, and its chief use^is therefore in soap-making and as a lubricant.

It is a/so much employed by perfumers in the preparation of pomades,
cold creams, etc. The finer qualities are, however, used both in Medicine
and as an article of Food, and there can be little doubt that large quantities

are annually passed off as Olive oil and are made into a form of butter

employed in cookery. The chief centre of this oil industry may be said ho
be at Marseilles, though it is also produced at London, Hamburg, Berlin, etc.

Formerly the seat of the Indian ground-nut oil trade was Pondicherry.

In 1894, however, a change took place and the traffic migrated to Madras
ports, more especially the port of Cuddalore. In 1890^-1 the total ex-

p8rts (coastwise and Foreign) from Pondicherry are said to have been

762,195 gallons and from Madras ports 41,275 gallons. In 4893-4 the

corresponding figures were 860,800 gallons and 8,717 gallons, but in 1894-5

they stood at 165,858 gallons from Pondicherry and 567,375 gallons from
Madras ports, while in 1895-6 the coastwise exports from Madras were

690,134 gallons, mostly consigned to Burma. Steadily this change con-

tinued until the exports from the French port had been entirely dis-

continued. A similar migration of the trade in ground-nuts from Pondi-

cherry also took place.

Turning now to consider the total traffic of India in this oil, the

total foreign exports for the last eight years were 1898-9, 27,859

gallons; 1899-1900, 53,261 gallons; 1900-1, 40,357 gallons; 1901-2,

73,079 gallons
;

1902-3, 84,785 gallons ; 1903-4, 50,603 gallons
;
1904-5,

48,582 gallons; 1905-6, 7,814 gallons; and 1906-7, 16,608 gallons. The
total coastwise exports from India (not Madras alone as above reviewed)

durins the corresponding periods were in 1898-9, 544,572 gallons
; in

18994900, 761,584 gallons; in 1900-1, 1,585,964 gallons; in 1901-2,

2,159,843 gallons; in 1902-3, 1,610,975 gallons; in 1903-4, 1,761,898

gallons
;

in 1904-5, 1,469,769 gallons
;
and in 1905-6, 2,472,334 gallons.

Of these amounts on an average 70 to 80 per cent, go from Madras to

Burma, while the foreign exports in the oil go mainly from Madras and
Bengal and are consigned to Mauritius, Natal and the Straits Settlements.

on Mills .

—

It is significant that the bulk of the Indian manufacture

of this oil should be in the hands of the owners of ordinary Native pestle-

and-mortar-pattem rotary mills. At Valavapur there are said ^o be 700.

such mills, at Panruti 200 mills, and at Pondicherry there were formerly

200 mills. Mills of the European pattern were tried both at Pondicherry and
Cuddalore, but it was found they could not compete suacessfdlly with»the

Native mills. The cake from the European mills was too dry, powdery and
wanting in oil, hence everywhere rejected. This is all the more significant

since so very economically are the oil mills worked at Marseilles that
ground-nut oil is cheaper in France than in India—a circumstancS perhaps
to some extent due to the fact that African seed is very much richer than.
Indian. It is commonly estimated, moreover, that 1 cwt. of dry kernels

will jneld about 5 gallons of oil. The seed produced on unirrigated is more
oily than that raised on irrigated land. Formerly it was customary to read
of the seed of Tanjore and Shiyoli being richer in oil than that of any of

the other districts of Madras. It remains to be seen if the same will be
true of the Mozambique seed now being cultivated or if the new seed wil^
preserve a tmiform quality throughout the Presidency.
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History

Recently mills have been opened in Calcutta and elsewhere in Bengal *Bifcgai.

for the manufacture of this oil. Already these new mills have had the
^

effect of checking the imports of the oil that farmerly came fronj Pondi-
,

cherry and Madras, and they have given birth instead to a large import

traffic in the nuts. One of the chief markets for the South Indian ground-

nut, oil has been the supply required by Burma. From recent corre-

spondence hd^e is entertained of the Shaii States being able to meet the supply irom the

Burma demand. For information regarding the Chemistry of the oil and
of the oilcake and their values as articles of food, as also the medicinal

and industrial uses of these and other products of the ground-nut, the

reader i» referred to The Agricultural Ledger (1893, No. 15) and to the

Kew Bulletin (1901, 194), more especially the particulars given regarding

the ^ea-nut flour and biscuits. It seems probable that as an article of

food dyrii»g military operations, .specia! preparations of the pea-nut may
have a great future. For microscopic examination of pea-nut cake consult

Hanausek (Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 387-91).

ARECA CATECHU, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., 405-6; Gamble, D.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 726 • Talbot, List. Trees, etc,., 1902, 339 ;
Rec. Bot. Surv. i., 291-^1.

Ind., ii., 347 ;
Agrt. Ledg., 19(X), No. 4 ; 1901, No. 8 ; MoUison, Textbook Betel-nut

Ind. Agri., iii., 256-62
;
Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 433-5

;
Palmse.

Habitat.—So much might be written regarding this nut that it is difficult Hablut
to make a selection of the particulars Tikoly to prove of greatest value
from the commercial and industrial standpoint. It is cultivated exclusively
within the moist tropical tracts that fringe the coast of India and practically
within a belt of land that does not extend inland for more than 200 miles. It
rarely ascends to altitudes of 3,000 feet and gradually disappears, even from the
littoral area, as localities are entered where the duration of the dry hot months
equals or exceeds the monsoons. Usually it is soon as a garden plant, two or three Garden Plant,

or a dozen palms at most being found aroimd the huts of the more prosperous and
industrious. But occasionally, and m certain locahties, especially of Southern
and Western India (Malabar) and of Burma, where the soil and climate may be
exceptionally favourable, it is grown in special gardens along with cocoa-nut,
plantain, orange, mango, etc ,

and either with or without the pdn

—

piper 'belle—climbing on the palm-stems. Lastly in Eastern and Northern Bengal and some Cultivation in

poftions of Assam its cultivation has assumed still greater dimensions. In
certain districts of those provinces regular plantations of .5 to 20 or even 100
acres in» extent occur (exclusively of betel-nuts) and at such frequent intervals Pieia
that they might almost bo said to constitute a distinct agricultural feature scarcely Oultiration.

%8s impojtant than the combined crops raised on the mtervemng portions of the
• country.

• History.—This cultivated palm is met with throughout the hot damp regions
of Asia and the Malay Islands. It is a masticatory of great antiquity with all

Asiatic races^ best known as Betel-nut, suvaka, puga, kramuka (Sansk.), fufal Ancient Names.
(AAb.), a corruption of pupal (Pers.), a word cognate with kubara (Sansk.). By
these and other names was originally meeint Piper Belle leaf—the Pan—though
subsequently these and many other names were appropriated to the nut or to tho
special preparation of leaf, nut, lime and spices ready to be chewn. This was
first des]^nated bira (mra) viti in Sanskrit but ultimately became pdn, the
pavm or pan-mpari of modern writers. The nut is symbolical of festivity

; it is

^accordingly a fit offering for the gods, and is an essential at the betrothal
Ceremony

From the most ancient times tho presentation of p&n has been the polite ter-

mination of ceremonial visits, hence the expression bira-dena—the dismissal.
The name Betel or Betle is Malayan in origin and simply means “ a leaf,” and
came to English through the Portuguese Betre. The best-known vernacular
names for the nut are

—

supdri, hopdri, gua, gaya, kaaaile, mari, tambul, poka-
vaka, aka, kamugu, adike, kunai, etc.

• It would seem that the earliest historic reference by a European to the habit First mentioned

of chewing betel-nut occurs in the writings of Marco Polo (1298 a.d.). “ All the V “ European.
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people,” he wrote, “ have tl^e habit of keeping in the mouth a certain leaf called

tembul.” Subsequently Vasco da Gama (in 1498), Varth(5ma (m 1510),

Barbosa (m 1516), Garcia do Orta (in 1663), Acosta (1578, 94), Abul Fazl (in

1590), lanschoten (in 1698^, Francois Pyrard (1601), Roe (in 1616), Jacobus
Bontius (1629), Bermer (1656-68), Boyra (1656), Vincenzo Maria (1672), Taver-
nier (1676), and Catchpoolo (1703) [c/. Yule, Diary of William Hedges, ii.,

331], all give similar accounts Adams m his translation of Paulua /Egineta

refers to the betel-nut as introduced to Materia Medica by the Are,bs. He quotes
amongst others the passages referring to it from Avicenna, Haly-Abbas, Elyi
Baithar, Elmasudi, Serapion and others. Ebn Baithar says that it is the fruit

of a palm, and observes that it is a gentle purgative, makes the breath fragrant,

IS a cordial and strengthens the gums and teeth. Linschoten remarks that
“ The Indians goe continually in the streets and waies with Bettele or Bettre and
other mixtures in their hands, chawing, especially when they po to speake with
any man, or come before a groat lord.” Abul Fazl apparently never saw
the palm growing, since ho likens it to a cypress tree that in the wind sways
\ill it touches the ground This circumstance may be accepted us showing; that
from very ancient tunes, as at the present day, the nut has been carried to regions
remote from the areas of its production. Numerous publications have appeared
wathin the past century that deal with the betel-nut, as met with m India.

The following selection in ampliRcation of the references m the Dictionary, may
be mentioned byway of concluding this very brief historic sketch .—Valentin,

Voy. and Travels Ind
, 1802-6, i., 101; Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. through

Mysore and Coorg, etc, 1807; also Stat. Acc. Dinaj
, 1809, 150; As. Joum.,

1819; Roxburgh, PL Ind, 1832; Taylor, Topog. Slat. Dacca, 1840; Ilonigberger,

Thirty-five Years in the East, 1852; Elliot, FI. Andh
, 1859; Mason, Burma

and Its People, 1860; Baden Powell, Pb Prod., 1868; Jackson, Notes on the

Areca Palm, Phann. Journ., 1874, 3rd ser ,
iv., 689; De Candolle, Orig. Cult.

Plants, 1884, 427; Pharmacog. Ind, 1893, in, 522-32; Cwneron. For. Trees
Mysore and Coorg, 1894 ; Duovuri Balakrishna Murti, Lecture Cult. Areca-nut in
Codavari Dist , Ind. Agri

,

Feb. 1899 ; Collins, Cult. Betel-nut in Toungoo
Diet, Burma, 1900; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust, 1901 ;

Joret, Les PI. dans
L'Aniiq

, 1904, li
, 298; Cunningham, Plagues and Pleasures of Life, Beng., 1907,

335-51
;

etc , etc.

CULTIVATION.—Propagation In Bengal,

—

In my report on A
Plague %n the Betel-nut Palms of Bengal {Agri, Ledg., l.c.) much useful

information will be found on these subjects. In the districts of Backer-

ganj and Noakhali the Areca palms are planted in groves of mandar
{Tlrijtlirina hulica). These enrich the soil, afford shade from the int^se
heat and protection from sudden wind storms. Branches of the manmr,
some 6 feet in length, are planted in rows, 12 to 15 feet ap^rt each
way. The planting is done in February to April, and from 2 to 6 yearg

later these plantations are ready for the seedling palms. T^ic betel-

nuts are sown in October or November, the seeds being deposited 4 to 5'

inches apart, and the nurseries are either close to the homesteads in shady
places, or, if conveniently situated, they are made in the mt^ndar groves
themselves. The transplanting is usually done after 2*year5, sometimes
3 or 4 years. For high lands the seedlings are transplanted in July, for

low lands in February or April. In the first transplanting the betel-nuts

are placed equi-distant from the mandar trees and thus 12 to 15‘feet apart.
But a second regular transplanting takes place when the first have come
into bearing. Before this is done the mandar trees are cut down or only"

a fringe left around the circumference of the grove. The betel-nuts in a
fully planted grove are thus about 6 to 7 feet apart each way. A certain
amount of irregular planting takes place, however, as vacancies occur,
and in selfishly conducted plantations the trees may be found here and
there not more than 2 or 3 feet apart. It is probable that there is a certain
amount of self-sowing, as it is not usual to find two or three trees growing
in a clump so close to each other that they could not be healthy. In most
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plantations also a distinct percentage of cocoa-nuts are interplanted

among the betel-nuts, so that an old plantation in many cases has lost all

its original regulanty and becomes a dense jungle of palms witji only a
winding footpath leading to the owner’s house. This generally stands on
the bank of a tank and near the middle of the holding.

•The seasons of flowering and fruiting may be said to be distributed sc^ns^oi^^^^

Jhroughout tfie year. The flowers that form in January will ripen fruit
^ ^

in October
;

the flowers formed in March will fruit in December and
January. The harvesting period is from October to the beginning or

middle of January, but occasionally the new flowers may begin to form
in December or January on trees from which last year’s fruits have not

been collected.* •
^f a few trees are planted near village.s, but not in regular groves, the Duration or

betel-Butnnay fruit when it is only 6 or 7 }•ears of age. In plantations th»y Possible Ago.

rarely frutt before the tenth or twelfth year. The trees subsequently put
out in the plantation (just as the first set begins to flower) do not come into

bearing for 20 vears. There is no third planting except, as already stated,

to fill up vacancies. Land formerly covered with betel-nuts, if re-planted

with them, even after a rest of several years, in the form of mandar groves,

does not, as a rule, yield until the palms are 20 years old. It will thus

be seen that it takes at least 30 years before a betel-nut plantation

comes into full bearing. The fruiting life of a tree may be put at from
30 to 50 or 60 years after maturity, and the total life of the tree might
thus be stated at from 60 to 100 years.

The soil of the Bengal plantations is the ordinary grey sandy loam on Soil,

which rice is grown. Occa.sionally the plantations are surrounded by a ditch

and wall made of the soil thrown up from the ditch, but this appears to be
more intended for protection than drainage. More inland, in the districts No drainage,

of Tippera, Dacca, Sylhet, Goalpara and Rangpur, the palm is grown on
considerably higher land, and usually as special gardens or avenues in

gardens, or along the high banks of the streams. In Northern Bengal and
Assam the fdn leaf is very often trained to grow on the Areca palm stems, Betei-ieaf and

so that the two industries are combined, while in the great nut-producing

districts of the Simdnbans the betel-leaf is never or very rarely grown in

,
the nut plantations. In the lower portions of Sylhet aijd Cachar, on the

other hand, betel-palm groves and pepper betel-leaf houses are very char-

acteristic features of the river-banks. Taylor informs us that the average
number of trees to a higJw, in the Dacca district (two-thirds of an acre ap-

proximately) would be about 700, but he adds the palm is usually planted

around gaWeiis*!and huts and not in solid clumps.

Bombay Presidency.—The betel-nut may be saui to be chiefly grown Bombay,
along the coast from Kolaba, Thana and Kanara to Goa. Interesting

particijars will be found m the Gazetteers of these districts and more
recently in Mollison’s special Report on the Betel-nut, Pepper and Car-

•damom Gardens of Kanara, as also in his Textbook of Agriculture {l.c. 257-8).

He there tells us that the Areta is cultivated chiefly by Haviks—a race of

cultivators supposed to have come originally from Mysore. “ It does not soil,

matter much,” he writes, “ whether the soil i.s naturally fertile or not,

because the yield of the crops grown is mostly affected by the quantity and
quahty of manure directly applied. ... In many gardens irrigation is

not required even in the hot weather. At this time a trickling stream, fed

from natural springs, may be seen running along the main channels or a •
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perennial ndh, passes by ..the main channels through the garden. The
soil is thus kept continuously moist.” “ The palms are raised in seed-

beds and are once transplrnted before they are planted out permanently.

The first seed-bed is carefully prepared, the soil is dug, broken fine and
mixed with leaf-mould. Fully matured nuts from old trees are specially

selected for planting. These are planted about 9 inches apart in April.

The seed-bed should be kept thoroughly moist. The shoots appear iij

June. The seedlings are transplanted in October into any moist place in

the garden or along the watercourses about two feet apart and remain until

permanently transplanted. This permanent transplantation is usually

done towards the end of the rains. In the following March the ..rees are

mtyiured with leaf manure and the manure is covered' with fresh-cut

branchwood which is partially withered but which retains the leaves.

The object of placing a layer of small branches above the manure is to

break the force of heavy rain.”
“ The betel trees are manured as described every second year and

come into bearing in ten years or so. The plantains are maintained

for some years after the betel-palms are permanently planted, but in time

are removed and cardamoms planted between the palms, and on the stems
of the latter pepper-vines are trained. Betel trees are known to fruit

freely for 30 or 40 years, and there is a popular belief that they are

sometimes profitable much longer. On an average each tree has two
bunches of fruit, sometimes three or four. But two good bunches yield

as much as three or four inferior ones. The size of the bunch depends upon
the manure used and upon the rainfall. A good bunch gives 200 to 300
nuts and a specially good one about 400. With unfavourable rain or cloudy
weather in April or May many of the young nuts fall off and a smaller

number of nuts on each bunch reach maturity. The trees produce flowers

in March and April and the nuts are ripe in November or December, but to

some extent the trees produce flowers and fruit out of season ” (l.c. 259).

The flower spathes and leaf-sheaths are ” valuable products in the

garden economy. They are used to provide hoods for protecting the

branches of betel-nuts from the rain. If unprotected the nuts rot. Two
sheaths are used to make one hood. The hoods are made and tiedaOn by
professionals why come from Mysore territory and below the Ghats. A ,

good workman can make 250 hoods per day and is paid Rs. 2 per 1,000.

This operation and tying them on costs at contract rates Rs. 10 to 12 p^
1,000 bunches and two meals per day. The men do not ascend and descend
each tree. When once they have climbed up, by means of slig|it exertion

they swing the tree and deftly catch hold of another and I'arely^descend to

the ground for hours. These expert climbers also gather the fruit by
cutting the bunches from the stem, getting Rs. 4 per 1,000 bunches and
three meals per day ” {lx. 260). «

South India,—A good deal has been written on the subject of the

special cultivation pursued in Mysore. Cameron {For. Trees, l.c.a

324-6) practically reprints the account given in The Mysore Gazetteer

when he says :

—
“ Areca-nut gardens are a profitable source of income

both to the cultivator and the State, the latter deriving a large revenue
from a halut or custom duty levied upon the nut. The finest betel

gardens are situated on the confines of the Malnad where there is a
rich soil and plenty of water.” “ It is necessary, during the rainy •

season, however, to drain off superfluous water by means of open
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ditches placed at intervals between the rows ®f trees, for although the *
•

areca requires a perennial supply of moisture at no great depth in the

subsoil, it is keenly susceptible of being waterlogged.” “In topas exclu- Distance apart.
^

sively apportioned to the areca-nut, the planting is mostly too close
; 1,200

to 1,500 trees being allotted to the acre, exclusive of the banana trees.” Tieia.

“ A*full-grown tree is calculated to produce 250 to 300 nuts annually.”

, Mr. D. B. Murti, in his Lecture on the Cultivation of Betel-nut in the

Godavari district, says a man owning a plantation of 3 acres is considered profitable,

rich. The plantations contain mangoes, plantains, cocoa-nuts, jack-

fruit, oranges, pomegranates, and these form a fringe around and also

lines within, but areca-nuts are planted 10 to 12 years after the rows of

other fruit trees have been estabhshed. Seed-nuts are selected specially Selection of

from,trees over 50 years of age bccau'^e these form few but exceptionally

large nutsT It is believed that such nuts ensure timely sprouting anS
steady growth of the future tree. The details of the nursery, of the trans-

planting, etc., followed in Godavari are similar to tho.se already fully

discussed. The harvest season is generally in the months of August, Harrest.

September and the first half of October.

Buraia.—Mr. G. G. Collins has recently published the following brief cuitiTaaon*ui

account of the cultivation of Betel-nuts m Toungoo :
—

“ The Toungoo
district is noted for its cultivation of and trade in the betel-palm. This Locauty.

is confined almost entirely to the Karen tracts lying in the Kanni (Leitho),
*

Tantabin, Kyaukkyi and Shwegyin townships east of the Sittang river.”
“ The gardens are formed particularly on the lower slopes of the hills

which form the eastern boundary of the district and from which run the
numerous streams that drain to the Sittang. The cultivated area covers

at intervals a course of some 200 miles from North to South. The produce
of the trees varies with the locality; a fair average maybe 100 per tree. Yield,

but as many as 400 to 600 nuts have been obtained from one palm.”
“ The cultivators of the betel-palm also grow oranges, many to a large

extent, and the trade in both products in this district is very large. The
price of the betel-nut at the gardens after drying varies from Rs. 80 to Prioe.

Rs. 100, and at the market town from Rs. 100 to Rs. 140 per 100 viss

(viss = 8’66 lb.).

• Diseases and Pests.—It may have been inferred that in«the chief Indian xiiseases
area of ptoduction, viz. the Gangotic delta, the plant is cultivated on flat inter- Pests.

• fluvial tracts very little raised above inundation level, and has practically no
labour bestowed on it during the half century or more that it continues to yield
fruit. In other parts of India the palm is grown under a high state of cultivation

wi^ much attention and money devoted to it. These two extremes—utter neglect
and careful {reatrSent—should manifest, and perhaps naturally, widely diSerent
conditions of disease. Butler, in a paper on Some Diseases of Palms (Agri.

Journ. Ind., i., pt. iv., 299-310), observes that fungus diseases are fortunately lYingal.

rare though a few have appeared in recent years, each apparently confined
to a particular part of the country. He then gives details of the diseases Mysore,

fotmd on the betel-nut palms of the Malnad district of Mysore and of Sylhet in
flastem Bengal. It would appear that in the former locality a fungal disease

is known as kole roga or black rot, but that “ up to the present it has not been Biaok Rot.
found elsewhere and, as it does not appear to have extended much during the
time it has been observed, it is probably favoured by the special climatic con-
ditions of the locality where it occurs.” Butler is of opinion that the disease
in question is caused by a fungus of the genus auylnphiunra. The reader should
consult the original paper for all necessary details. The practical aspects may
be here summarised. The sporangia require to fall into water to ensure their Moisture,

full propagation, and hence the spread of the disease is closely dependent on con-
ditions of moisture and rainfall. The disease originates on the flowering and •
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fruiting inflorosconco, and for its growth it is necessary that moisture should

exist at that period. He accordingly recommends steps being taken to secure

a change in the period of harvest. The late crop of former years he regards as

having been beneficial, and' may be obtained by departures in the method of

cultivation. So also improvements in the nature of the covers presently used
to protect the mflorosconce, he views as very desirable. Covers that leak, he
adds, are likely to be more injurious than none at all.

^

Speaking of the Sylhet disease, he says that the general symptoms are the

same as those in Mysore hole roga, namely, the dropping of the nuts before

maturity. Gradually the swollen green part below the leaves is seen to diminish
in size. Withering of the outer leaves then follows, and finally the whole head
dies and falls off. “ The conditions resemble those which would be caused by
drought or some general disturbances and not by a local disease at the crown of

the palm. No trace of any parasitic fungus can be foimd in the earlier stages

at;.the top of the tree. The stem is generally healthy. Below ground, however,
matters are different Hero there is invariably a rot, either of the roots or of the

{j)olow-ground part of the stem even in very early cases.” Reasoning from
analogy with other root fungi, Butler recommends the surrounding ot'affected

portions by trenches. But to bo effective, trenching must be undertaken as

soon as the first disease appears in the garden. The trench should be two feet

deep, about a foot broad, and drained so as to prevent water accumulating in

it. It should entirely surround and cut off the first affected palm or palms.

\Cf. PesU and Bhghla of iht. Tea Plant, 1903, 413.]

Of Godavari, it has been said that whito-ants often injure the palm materially
by eating the rootlets. Of Bombay, Mollison (/ c. 262) observes, “Betel-palms
are not much affected with disease. A borer does considerable damage. It

cuts a tunnel from the root upwards and in time reaches to the growing top.

The damage there done is so considerable that the top withers and when wind
blows breaks off and falls to the ground.”

The investigations conducted by mo in the great betel-nut area of Bengal
loft the impression on my mind that there was less to bo surprised at in the
seventy of the plague that devastates the plantations than in the infrequency
of its occurrence It is next to impossible to imagine any industry existing at
all under the conditions of abject neglect that prevail in the Bengal betel-nut
districts. All that the owner of a plantation does is to lay the estate out on the
principle of the greatest number of trees on the least space, and at the lowest
labour and expense possible. Ho then builds his house, and he and his sons and
grandsons settle down to a life of family disputes tliat not infrequently lead to
lawlessness. He hires out his plantation to contractors who collect the frmts in
any way they think fit, the owner all the wlule sitting by in a state of complete
indifference and indolence. Ho neither drams, manures, nor cultivates his
plantation in any form worthy of the name but lives m opulence until plague
appears, when, if lus property chances to be devastated, he gathers together
his movable good's and leaves the district inorder to escape payment of the revenue
or rent during the twenty years of renovation that may have to be faced.

After the most careful examination of numerous plantations (or rather*
jungles) of betel-nut palms in Eastern Bengal I failed to find any serious insect
or fungal blight on the trees that were nevertheless seen to be dead and dying in
every direction. The crown of loaves withered and was blown off, leavii^ a
dead stump behind, until what was once a plantation looked hko a'harbour with
thousands of masts. The destruction was not confined to particular plantations
but had spread over the country hke a great wave of infection in such a manner as
to justify the name of “ Plague ” that had been given to it. On microscopic
examination, the tissue of the dead and dying palms was found to be permeated
with an organic agent of destruction in which it might be said that the funda-
mental tissue had invaded and devoured the fibrovascular. The condition, ip
other words, was very similar to that described under the name “ Tyloses.” As
seen in Europe on the vine, the cucumber and other plants, that constitutional
disease is beheved to be induced when an undue amount of moisture is given to
the roots, while the leaves are at the same time exposed to an abnormally dry,
hot atmosphere or the reverse conditions. The cultivators in Bengal admit that
plague follows when the soil becomes abnormally dried up, through failure
of the customary showers in January, more especially if the hot months are
ushered in by a cyclene. The remedy hes in more generous spacing, when laying
out the plantation ; more careful cultivation, in which drainage, irrigation and
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betel-nut cultivation with that of other fruit trees. The cultivation of surface
crops such os vegetables, ginger, tobacco, pepper-betel, etc., would also no
doubt prove not only profitable but beneficial to the palms They would retain
moisture in the soil and preserve a healthy balance in its food materials. But in
the country where betel-nuts are grown on a largo scale and with the class of people
whC engage ii^that remarkable branch of agriculture, such preventive measures
would perhaps be next to impossible, unless they could be made compulsory.

MANUFACTURE. Preparation of the Nut.— Ft would take manypages Nut.
to detail the various methods of preparation jiursued in Bengal, Assam,
Manipur, Burma, Madras, Mysore and Bombay. In some cases the shelled

nuts are*boiled^ in others not
; occasionally the nuts either before or after

boiling are sliced or cut up into vanously .shaped pieces
;

lastly certain Boiled.

qualities of the nut are recognised according to region of production and
variety of plant or degree of maturity at which < ollectcd. On this subj^t
the authofs of the Pharwacogra-phia Indica {I c. .5.32) say ;

“ The varieties of

the nut met with in trade are numerous
;
they mav be classed as natural

and artificial : the first cla.sa includes different varieties of ripe betel-nut

produced by cultivation which have not undeigone any preparation
;
the

second class, all nuts, ripe or unripe, which have been treated by boiling or
*

other process before being offered for sale.” Mollison observes that in

Kanara the nuts after being boiled are dried in the sun and sorted into three Dried. ^
kinds, viz. chxkm, belta, and gotu. The first and the best quality sells at Trade Qualities.

Rs. 6 to 7, the second at Rs. 3 to 4, and the third at Rs. 2 to 2|. Taylor

describes the Bengal method of shelling and cleaning the nuts before being

sent to market. Briefly it may be said the fruits are cut off the branches,

collected in baskets and spread out to dry, most frequently on the roofs of

the houses. They are never boiled, but are simply cut open and assorted

according to size.

The Extract.—Molhson says
—

“ The scraped nuts are boiled for about Extract,

two hours in fairly large copper pots. A handful of lime or of the

ash of the bark of raatli {Terniiualia f,omento.su) is added to the

\^ter. The presence of lime causes the water to become red or red-

hrown in colour as the boiling proceeds. The water also becomes thick

with a resinous extract from the nuts. The boiling is continued until the

eye-bud or germ of growth from each nut comes out or becomes absorbed

in the Extract. The nuts arc removed by a long-handled ladle (zdra).

The ladle has perforations in its bowl which allow the extract to drain

from the nuts back into the pot. The extract is again and again used for Repeated

bpiling fresh sujiphes of nuts, pure water as required being added from
time to time to prevent the decoction becoming too thick and concen-

trated. The extract after being used for boiling repeatedly becomes deep

red-brown and thick. It is then emptied into another broad-mouthed
vessel sivhich is placed under full exposure to the sun. The mass by
evaporation thickens and .1 reca (Juteeh a or kossa is the product.” Several Kosaa.

•other writers allude to this extract. In the Dictionary passages from The
Thana Gazetteer, and from Baden Powell’s Panjdb Products be found.

Very little of a definite nature is known regarding it, however, further

than that it is always prepared when the nuts are boiled and is used to

flavour and colour inferior nuts. But no particulars are available as to

the existence of a separate trade in the extract kossa itself.

Properties and Chemical Composition,—The reader is referred to

the Pharmacographia Indica for full particulars under these headings.*
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Briefly it may be said tHat the chief use of the betel-nut is as an as-

tnngent and stimulating masticatory. To some extent it is employed in

MedichsCS, the unripe fruitikare in Indiaviewed as laxative and carminative,

and a paste of the powder of the dry or burnt nut is used as a dentifrice.

In Europe the ripe fruits have been employed as an anthelmintic and as-

tringent. Most writers affirm that occasionally the nuts (eapecially when
eaten fresh) are found to possess intoxicating and poisonous properties;

This is believed to be an accidental peculiarity of certain trees which

thus show a reversion to what may be the wild condition. This poisonous

property has been ascertained to be destroyed by boiling, and hence

no doubt has come into existence the system mentioned above of

pref^aring the nuts for market by various methods of cooking. It

has been ascertained that the active and poisonous principle present

in areca-nut is an alkaloid A recoline. The antidote to this, as tecoin-

inended by Rumphius (in 1741 a.d.), is said to be salt, lime-juice or

acid pickles.

TIRADE.—Betel-nuts are not only very largely produced in India but
are imported from Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, Sumatra and China.

In 1895-6, the year before the effects of the Bengal betel-nut plague

became serious, the foreign imports stood at 58|- milbon lb., valued at

36| lakhs of rupees. Steadily these imports improved until in 1899-1900

they stood approximately at 90 million lb., valued at 62J lakhs of

rupees. These figures may be accepted as representing a loss to the Indian

producer of 26 lakhs of rupees. This opinion may be confirmed in various

ways. In my report on the ravages of the betel-nut plague it will be found
that I have stated that in many plantations visited there was a loss of

from 50 to 90 per cent, of the trees. The returns of the river traffic from
the betcl-nut area into Calcutta, showed for 1895-6 a decrease of 8 million

lb., as compared with that of the three previous years. The trade

still further declined for the two following years but revived very greatly

subsequently, and has now been more thanrestored to itsformer magnitude.
It will thus be seen that during the disturbed years above indicated pao-

duction in Bengal decreased by the exact amount that the foreign im-
ports increased, involving a loss during these years of some £200, per
annum to the hetel-nut growers of the province. But since 1900 the

foreign imports have continued to increase, till in 1906-7 they ‘reached

119,732,410 lb., valued at Rs. 1,15,35,030. The foreign exports were
280,782 lb. in 1896-7, and for the five years ending 1906-7 they were
375,050, 341,937, 320,176, 343,526, and 289,770 lb. To^ the^ amounts
would have to be added the re-exports, which in recent years have varied

from some 20 to 40 thousand lb.

The magnitude and importance of the Indian production of betel-

nuts may, however, be judged of by the extent of the coasting trade.

During the three years ending 1905-6 the inter-provincial exchanges
have ranged from 57 to almost 64 million lb. of Indian-grown nuts valued*
at from 82 to 89 lakhs of rupees. Of that amount Bengal has exported
from 32 to 37 million Ib. Burma is the largest importing province, and
has taken from 29 to 34 million lb. Of the internal trade mention may
be made of Assam. It produces these nuts chiefly in Sylhet andGauhati,
but the large number of Indian coolies concerned in tea-planting are

dependent on the supplies drawn from Bengal. Madras is supplied very
*

largely by the Malabar Coast, and the exports of South India go mainly
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to the Straits while Bengal exports to BurniEf. Judging by the coast-

wise trade alone, the chief areas of production are Bengal, Bombay, Madras
and Goa, mentioned in the sequence of theit importance. Af certain

proportion of the quantities recorded as carried by rail and river

appear again in the sea-borne traffic (the coastwise and foreign exports)

or they have Jieen derived from the foreign imports, but allowing for all

such necessary corrections, the transactions by land routes must be
accepted as greatly augmenting any estimate that might be framed as to

the total quantity and value of the Indian production. But over and
above all published returns there is still a source of error (and in this case

an irapoftant ^ror) in the local or village cultivation and consumption
which escapes registration entirely. As a deduction from the estimate
that jnight be arrived at from the study of foreign supply flus Indian
productiorn the Foreign Exports would have tc be accounted for, say 2^
to 360 thousand lb. These go mainlv from Bombay ports and are derived
chiefly from the coastwise imports from the other parts of that Presidency
with a smaller supply from Goa and Madras. Madras is the next most
important exporting province. Bengal, the chief producing province,

exports very little to foreign countries. The Trans-frontier (land) traffic

from India to Kashmir, Nepal, Bhutan, Manipur, the Shan States, etc.,

has during the three years ending 1906-7 been 53, 46, and 64 thousand lb.

^
Bago-palm

Village
Consumption.

Foreign Exports.

4

From the published returns of foreign imports and Indian production. Total
briefly indicated, it would seem safe to affirm that the annual consumption Trans-
of betel-nuts in India itself cannot be far short of a valuation of Rs. 225 actions.

lakhs, or say £1,600,000. The price adopted in making that calculation

has been obtained from the mean of the declaration va'ue in the foreign

imports and internal traffic for a period of five years. But if the foreign

imports alone be considered, the price would seem to be from Rs. 5’78 in Pnoes.

1895-6 to Rs. 7 87 in 1898-9 and Rs. 6 98 subsequently per 100 lb.

of nuts. These figures correspond sufficiently nearly with those given by
O’Conor, viz. Rs. 6-5-8 per maund, risen recently to Rs. 7-8-0. The
retail price may therefore be expressed at 2^ to 3 annas per lb. ' The
following quotations from the Bombay market price list of different trade

qualitiee may be regarded as amplifying the above average calculations :

—

iVhite Betel-nuts.—Goa, Rs. 8 to 10 per cwt. ;
Mangalore,JIs. 14 to 22 per

^cwt.
; BUpasi, Rs. 12 to 16 per cwt.

;
Calcutta, Rs. 12 to 13 per cwt.

;

Asigree, Rs. 12 to 14 per cwt. ; Kanarese, Rs. 16 to 20 per cwt.
;
and

Severdani, Rs. 18 to 19 per cwt. Red Betel-nuts.—Malabari, Rs. 14 to 16

pei;cwt.
; Kumpta, Rs. 12 to 18 per cwt. ;

Marorkliudi, Rs. 16 to 17 per

cwt.
;
Goa, "Rs. ^4 to 32 per cwt.

;
Wasai, Rs. 20 per cwt.

;
Malwa, Rs. 12

to 13 per cwt.
;

Vingorla, Rs. 12 to 13 per cwt. ; and Calcutta, Rs. 10 to

12 per cwt. It would appear that the poorer classes use various substitutes

for the betel-nut, for example the seeds of evectus, Roxb.

ARENGA SACCHARIFERA, Labill. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 421 ;
D.E.P.,

Roxb., Trans, Soc. Arts, 1804, xxii., 366-8
; 1806, xxiv., 155 ;

Gamble, [•>
302-4.

Man. Ind. Timhs., 728 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 66 ;

“^so-pa

Palme.®. The Sago-palm of Malacca and the Malaya, taung-ong, eju,

gumuti, etc.
;
very commonly cultivated in India and wild in the forests

fii Burma and Assam. It flowers abdut the tenth year.

At the base of the petiole is found a beautiful black horeehair-like Fibre fibre,
known as the Ejiti or Gomuta Fibre. Within the sheaths is a layer of reticulated
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fibres said to be in great demand in China for caulking boats. It is also used for

kindling fires and in Manipur to filter water. It has been recommended for ropes

intended for use under w^ter and oven as covering for submarine telegraph

cables. 'The coarsest fibre is only fit for brush-making. For this purpose the

loaves are first washed and then soaked in an alkaline solution (Morris, Cantor

Led., Joum. Soc. Aria , Oct. 18, 1895, 931). Sandals are made from the leaf-

sheath. [Of, also Roxb., Obe. on Subahtutea for Hemp and Flax, 1809—a paper
which gives some results of a comparative test with efu fibre.] *^1116 sago from
the interior of the stem, although inferior to that obtained from the true sago
palm {.Hrtvajri/loii Stif/tt, Rottb ), IS nevertheless an article of Food. It is the

source of the Java Sago, which is of considerable importance throughout the
Malaya, although the palm is chiefly cultivated for its sap from which palm-wine
[toddy], spirit (arak), sugar and vinegar are prepared (see Malt Liquors, p- 760).

A long and interesting account of the process of oxtraeRon of the sap
(Slmmonds, Trop. Agri., 248) will bo found m the Dictionary (i , 303), and
Tschirch [Indtache Heil und Nutz-Pflanzen, 159-161, pi. 97) describes thg uses

tmd appearance of the palm in Java. The latter observes that it ij n(>t worth
while to grow the palm for sugar because its production per acre is, insufficient.

He gives the yield for .lava as about 8,000 lb. per hectare (say 21 acres) The
estimate quoted by Simmonds is about 6,600 lb. to the acre. Jumelle (Lea

Cult, Colon PI (Aliment ), 27) says that about 400 trees can be planted to the

acre and from each tree can he h^ 154 lb. of sago, giving the enormous total of

61,600 lb. to the acre. Roxburgh remarks that one palm gave about 150 lb of

good sago-meal. The palm will grow on soils where the cultivation of cereals

could not succeed “ The palm diies after ripening its whole crop of fruit, and
the stems, which speedily become hollow, are then useful for troughs and water-
channels, lasting well underground ” (Gamble, I c. 728). [Of. Milburn, Or. Comm.,
1813, ii., 310; Der Tropenpflanzer, in, 498-500; v, 364-5.]

A. WightU, GriF , Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 340 This is the dadsel, a palm
winch according to the excise reports la often tapped for toddy.

ARSENIC (Oxide), including Orpiment and Realgar > Ball,

Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, 162, 592, 606
;
Holland, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

xxxii., 97. This metal is met with commercially in India in either of the

three forms :—the Oxide, commonly called White Arsenic or Arsenious

Acid, safed samhul, somal, etc. ;
the Sul'ph'ides, known as Orpiment, Yellow

Arsenic, haritala, hsae-dan, etc. ;
and Realgar, Red Arsenic, mansil, etc.

White Arsenic is purely a manufactured article obtained by sublimatioe in
the smelting of arsenical pyrites. The sulphides are natural minerals, though
they can ho artificially produced. Of orpiment there are two qualities (1) the
medicinal and criminal form, consisting of smooth sliinmg scales, which is chiefly

imported into Kimbay from the Persian Gulf ports, and (2) the coarser and
loss poisonous form, which occurs in opaque masses. The sulphides *bf arsenic,

are regularly drawn from Munsiari in Kumaon, from Uhitral and from Upper
Burma and Yunnan. An interesting account of the orpiment mines of Chitral
will be found m The Pioneer (Sept. 9, 1898). That from Munsiari is brought by
the Bhutias to the Bagesar fair. Orpiment is also carried frojn theJSwat country
and Kashgar to Peshawar, and from Herat to Kanddhar. All three forms of
arsenic have always been imported from Burma and G'luna, and although white
arsenic is now mainly brought by sen, the sulphides still form a valuable transit-
trade from Western China through Upper Burma. There has been some trade,
both export and import, m arsenic. The average export of Indian aJsenic (ex-
cluding orpiment) from 1897 to 1903 was about 334 cwt

,
valued at £626,

whilst the average import was 2,346 cwt., valued at £3,110. In 1906-7 the
exports were 106 cwt., valued at Ks. 2,233, and the imports 1,925 cwt., valued at
Rs. 44,190. The imports of orpiment into Burma from Western China averaged
in 1897-1903, 9,651 cwt., valued at £11,470. The tendency seems to be for the
trade to increase whilst prices fall.

It may be mentioned of white arsenic, that of all poisons it is the most fre-
quently resorted to, especially in the Panjab, which has about 60 per cent, of the
recorded cases of such poisoning. In the Annual Report for 1902 the Chemical
Examiner, PanjAb, observed that 64 per cent, of the cases of human poisoning
in that year were «ith arsenic. However, by the Poisons Act of 1904 very wide
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INDIAN WORMWOOD
ARTEMISIA
ABSINTHIUM

Worm'w ood
discreflionary powers were granted to the local Govornments, subject to the •

control of the Governor-General in Council. Speciaf restrictions are placed upon
the traffic in white arsenic. Orpiment, besides being a Piqmeni and a Dye, Pigment anij

is an essential ingredient in the manufacture of sli«llac, lac toys, Af^di wax-
cloths, etc. [C/. TdLeef Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 99, 156, 173; Watt,
Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 211, 221-2, 231; Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mu».,
1903-4, 36.]

ARTEMISIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 321-30 ; Composites. D.E.P.,
A. absinthium, Lmn. , Heui6, Les PL IndvsL, 1895, iv., 343-9. The Absinthe, i., 323-8.

Wormwood, o/sonfAi'n, vildyati-afaantin An aromatic herb met with in Kashmir "W’orm-
at altitudes ot 5,000 to 7,000 feet ; distributed to North Asia, Afghanistan, and -vvood.
weatwardito the Atlantic.

This wormwood yields by distillation a dark gioen or yellow Oin having a Oil

strong odour of the plant and an acrid tasto. In large doses it is a violent narciTtic •

poisop. In Medicine tho whole herb is considorod an aromatic tonic and Medidne.

anthelrijintic, but in Europe is now relegated to the position of a domestic
medicine. *A liqueur consisting of an alcoholic solution of oil of wormwood with
flavouring ingredients forms the Absinthe so largely consumed in France. Foster
(Engl. Factones Ind., 1618-21, 338) alludes to “wormwood wine” among tho
articles provided for the (Jompany’s ships.

A. maritime, t-mn Pharmacog. Ind
,

ii , 288. Wormseed, Santonin, shih, Santonin.
IctrmAld, kirmari-owa (or kirmdnt ova), etc. A very variable plant found in the j
Western Himalaya from Kashmir to Kumaon, altitude 7,000 to 9,000 feet, and
abundant in Western Tibet on salt-plains between 9,000 and 14,000 feet. The
Levant wormseed of European commerce comes from Persia, Asia Minor, etc.,

whilst tho Barbary wormseed comes from Palestine and Arabia.
The flower-heads are largely used for their anthelmintic, doobstruent, and Medicine,

stomachic-tonic qualities. Santonin is now well known to the Natives of India
and 18 largely imported from Germany, but according to Dr. von Schroeder it is

not poisonous to ascarides as was formerly thought, but merely drives them into
the large intestine whence they can be removed. Worm.seed is brought from
Russia and also from Afghanistan and Persia, its value bemg about Rs 2J to

3 per Surat maund (37^ lb.) ; but much of the prepared sentomn sold in the
bazArs is adulterated to the extent of three-fourths with gum, boracic acid, etc.

Details of the trade are not available. Diithie observes that in the Himalaya ,

ponies are fed upon this plant with relish, and ho adds that ‘‘ other species Fodder,

of .J »•#«>« Ixlw are mentioned as affording good fodder for sheep on the PanjAb
Himalaya.” The Kew Bulletin (Juno 1893, 127), commenting on this, observes
tl^t in localities where hardly any other vegetation exists, the use of tho worm-
seed as a fodder plant might prove of value Church reported on a bundle of

dry leayes receiv^ at Kew from Dutlue. Tlie following is his analysis :

—

Percentage composition of -trtenit&ln mnrltlmn
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *

. . 13-6

. on, resin, wax, etc. . , . . . . . . . . . . 4 0
Starch, sugar, gum, etc. (by difference) . . . . . . 34-2

Albuminoids (true) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 0
Fibre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33-9

• Ash (Induces 2-7 of sand and mica) . . . . . . . . 8-3

Church remarks that the plant contains rather less albuminoids, less digestible

carbohydrates, and more fibre than the average hay of mixed grasses. It is,

however, thrice as rich in albuminoids as the straw of European cereals. The
harsh w§ody texture of the plant and its sickly odour would itot commend its

use as the chief ingredient m horse-fodder ; but to any ammals not deterred by
these factors it might prove of considerable value under such special circum-
stances as obtain in barren tracts of tho Western Himalaya. .4. pnrvtflvra
is also browsed by sheep and goats. [<7/. List of Himalayan Fodder Plants (ex-

cluding grasses), D.E.P., iu., 427.]

A. vulgaris, Unn.

;

Indian Wormwood, Flea-bane, ndgdoun, ndgdoni, tataur, Worm-
surband, etc. A gregarious shrub found throughout tho mountainous district wood,
of India and distributed to temperate Europe, Siam, Java, etc.

One or two of the forms of this species, along with A. .tbniutnintii, con-
• stitute the officinal wormwood, but by itself a. vulgarta is not an article of

commerce. In Medicine it is^held to have stomacliic and tonic properties, and Medicine.
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ASBESTOS
THE JACK-FRUIT TREE

D.E.P

,

i., 329-33.

Jack-fruit.

rum.

Oment.

Dye

Lac.

Fibre.

Medic^e.

Beverage.

Timber.

D.E.P.,

i., 838.

the modem Hindus regard it as deobstruent and emmenagogue. It may be used

as an inferior substitute for cinchona m intermittent fevers, and is probably one

of the sources of the remedy known to the Muhammadans by the generic title of

ajsantin. Said to be used in“China in the preparation of an external apphoation

(moxa) employed in relieving pain (Bretschneider, Hist. Europ. Bot. Disc, in

China, 1898, 234). [Cf. Hartleas, Note, April 9, 1897; see AlkaUs, etc., p. 60.]

«

ARTOCARPUS INTEGRIFOLIA, IJmi . ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 641 ;

Gamble. Man. Ind. Timbs., 652 ; Urticace.®. The Jack-fruit tree';

kdnthdl kdntdl, kdthdl, panasa, phala, kantaka, etc. A large evergreen

tree cultivated in. the warmer parts of India and Burma and occurring

wild on the Eastern and Western Ghats up to altitudes of 4,000 feet. The
dense mass of dark foliage and the huge fruits make this tl'ee a prominent

* feature of most Indian villages.

Of the 40 odd species of .-i !•/«<>« indigenous to tropical Asia ^d the

Pacific, only five are of economic importance in India. The four be.‘^de4 .4. in.

teai’lfotln are:—(1) A. t linttlntHn , Roxb.; chaplash, sam, cham, pani, etc., met
with in Eastern Bengal, Assam, Burma and the Andamans; (2) A. hirituta.

Lamb ; the pat-phanas, anjalli, ayni, hebalsu, etc., which occurs in the Western
Ghats up to 4,000 feet

; (3) A. inriaa, Linn
, the Bread-fruit, divy-halasa (divy-

•jack), rata-del, etc., an introduced South Sea species cultivated in S. and W. India,

Ceylon and Burma, but unable to hold out agamst the Bengal winter
; (4) a.

hnhnnriia, Foxb ; the lakttcha, dhea-phal, lovi, kamma-regu, myouk-lok, etc.,

found in Kumaon, Eastern Bengal, South India and Burma.
The bark yields a true Gum and the jmee forms a useful Cement. Caoutchouc

is obtained from all the above-named species, but the amount is very small
(Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus., 1905-6, 26); that of .4. iueiaa is employed as

a glue in caulking canoes. A yellow Dye or Pigment is obtained by boiling the
wood and sawdust (especially from the root of A. LaUoochn), and this is

employed in Burma, Madras, and elsewhere in dyeing the garments of priests

(Agri. Ledg., 1896, No 4), but it is said not to dye with mordants (Text. Mer-
cury, Jan. 25, 1896). The Lao insect is in Assam often obtained from a. fhnp-
taaiin. The bark yields a FiBBE, that of a. iHctaa. being used apparently for
clothing in Otaheite and other islands (Royle, Fibrous Plants, 341). The juice,

leaves and root are employed in Medicine. The Fruits of all the above species

are eaten occasionally, but that of a. tnirgrifoUa is of course most sought
after. It is mention^ by almost all the early European writers, and in the
Ain-i-Akbari, 1690(BIochmann, transl., 66, 70). The name Jack-fruit was gi'^n
by the Portuguese from the Malayalam tsjaka. Kircher gives it the Chinese
name of po-lo-mi. Varth4ma (Troveki, 1610 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 169) calls it ctccara.

The fruit is seldom eaten by Europeans owing to the smell of the ripe pulp, but
the Natives regar.I it as one of the best fruits of the country. It is, as a rule, •

from 12 to 18 inches long, by 6 to 8 inches in diameter, and should bt called a
frutescence. If the component flakes be fermented and distilled they yield B,n

'

alcoholic beverage, and the roasted seeds taste not unlike chestnuts. The Timber
of all the species seasons well, and is considered valuable, being used for canoes,
doors, frames, etc. That of A. Mrmitn is the anjeli-yrooA of commerce, and
that of A. intenvifaUa is exported to Europe for cabinet-work, iumery and
brush-backs. [C/. Vertomannus, Travels, in Hakl. Voy., 1811, iv., 686; Barber,
Memoirs, 1619 (Leyden and Erskine, transl., 325); Garcia de Orta, 1663,
Coll., xxviii. ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii., 20 ; Pyrard,
Voy. E. Ind., 1^19 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii., 366 ; Clusius, Hist. Exot. PI., 1605, 281

;

Boym, FI. Sin., 1666, L; Kircher, China Illust., 1667, 186 and pi.; John
Ellis, The Mangostan and Bread-fruit, 1770 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.),.

1833, 116 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L’Antiq., 1904, ii., 296 ; etc., etc.]

ASBESTOS ; Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 618-9, 631; Holland, iZec.

Geol. Surv. Ind., xxxii., 99. A fibrous variety of amphibole which in

Bombay has been called shank-ha-palita (wick made of shells). It is

reported to occur in Afghanistan, the Panjdb, Garhwal, Bhopawar (in.

Central India), Chota Nagpur, and Mysore.
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TRAGACANTH AND HOG-GUMS
" atropa

BELLADONNA

T]*e average recorded yearly production in India would aeem to be inaig-«
nificant, namely about 6 to G cwt , valued at Rs. 40\o 48, but the great increase
in the demand for fireproof materials has resulted in efforts being made to dis-
cover new and more profitable sources of supply LMrn Rev., 1896-7), Recent
discoveries in Central India and Rajputana seem likely to prove of value.
In November 1899 two samples of asbestos found in the Jobat State, Central
India Agency, were sent to the Imperial Institute, London, for analysis and
report. The Director replied that both samples consisted of soft friable asbestos
chiefly of very^short staple. They were of inferior colour, even the so-called
^Wlite variety being grey and impure. A commercial expert was of opinion that
it would not pay to bring it to Europe, but that it might be found useful
locally for fireproof packing, decorative work, etc. [Cf. Yates, Tex. Antiq.,

1843, 366-66; Textile Mercutq, ATpril 11, 1896; Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod.
^Winton te Barber, transl. ), 1907, 156-7 J

•
•

4STRAGALUS HERATBN9IS, lium/e; Pharmacog. Ind., i., D.E.P.,

479
;
4?^chison, Trans. Linn.Soc. (Bot. ser. 2), 1888, lii., 49, pi. vi.; Edirlb. 347-9;

Tram. Bott Soc
,
1891, xvm., 17 ;

Heuze, Lett. PI. Indust., 1895, iv., 267-8
;

Legumino.8j*e. Indian Tragacanth, hatira, gabina, kom, kon, kum, etc. Traga-
A Persian shrub, very common in the stony soil of the Harirud valley and canth.

Khora.san, at an altitude of 3,000 feet.

From this and perhaps several other species is obtained a Gum called katira Gum. •

or gabina which exudes from fissures in the bark. This is known in Indian com-
merce as Tragacanth. It is further said that on the stem being cut across, the

gummy substance shoots out of tho medullary cavity in the form of pipe-Tra-

gacanth. Aitohison observes :
“ TTus is collected in large quantities near Bezd

m Khorasan for exportation in all directions to India, Persia and Turkestan
to be chiefly employed in the stiffening, glazing, and facing of local fabrics.

Most of the gum sold in India as katira is this and not the product of any
Indian piant.” Possibly another species (*. HarvoroHa, DymocS

,
anzerut, amrud,

gujar, guzhad, etc.) is the drug whloh was known as sarcocoila to Pliny, Dios-
condes, Avicenna, etc. It is hardly, if ever, mot with in Europe at the present
day, although still used in the East. The gum is imported into India, and is one
of the principal ingredients in the Up (plaster) employed by Farsis to set frac- bt'p.

tured bones, etc. The average value is said to be about Rs. 3 per maund of

37J lb. Aitchison is of opinion that without further knowledge of tho plant
than was derived from finding the fruit of an Antraaatns amongst the gum and
from an experiment with the seed, it would have been better not to identify

this as a new species, since in all probability it will be found to be a form
already described by Bunge. The drug consists of pale-yellow irregular grains

not unliice crushed resin, and is said to bo collected by being shaken oS tho
tree on to a cloth. Eaten by ladies to improve their appearance and to give the
hkin a gloss.

^
Astragalus (Tragacanth) Substitutes . the Bassora or Hogrgiuns of India.— D.E.P.,

This 13 a group of gums resembling Tragacanth, but much inferior, the colour i., 416.
being most objectionable. The collective name in commerce is Bassoba Bassora or
Gum, given because the gum of this class which first attracted -attention is Hog-gums,
supposed td! hav^ been exported from Bassora. In India these gums are
collectively known as katira, though Aitcliison observes that most of the katira
gums are non-Indian in origin. Chemically Tragacanthm and Sassonn are probably
identical. Tho Indian Bassoros or Hog-gums are as follows :

—

•Allanthus excelaa. Frunus Amygdalus.
Bombax malabaricum. Saccopetalum tomentosuni.

Cochlospermum Qossyplum. Sterculla urens.

Koringa pterygospema, Stereospermum sua-veolens.

ATROPA BELLADONNA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 241
;
Sola- p.E.P.,

NACEiE. Deadly Nightshade, sangangur, angur-shefa, slichi, girh^ti, 361-3.

mtrung, yd>raj, luckmuna. A coarse glabrous herb native of the Western
Jlimalaya from Simla to Kashmir at altitudes of 6,()(X) to 12,000 feet

;

distributed to Europe and North Persia. i
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AVENA
SATIVA

Jledlcine.

D.E.P.,

i., 364 9.

Oats.

PoriiJge*

Fodder.

Kftrly Indian
Records.

OATS

The officinal parts of the plant are its leaves and the dried rqots, which are
powerfully sedative, anodyife and antisposmodic. The properties of the drug
are so well known that it is unnecessary to detail them here. It appears that
althoughj the Himalaya might supply the world with belladonna, its cultivation

has been but indifforently investigated. [C/. Leake, Agri Journ. Ind., 1907, ii.,

pt. 11 , 210-11; PauluR (Adams, Comment., iii , 240), etc., etc.; Phar-
macog. Ind ,

ii., 572 ;
Fluokiger and Hanbury, Pharmacog., 466-9 ; Bept. Ind.

Hemp. Drugs Comm , 1894, i., 172; etc., etc
]

<

AVENA SATIVA, Liuti. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 275; Duthie, Field

and Garden Crops, pt. i., 13, pi. iii.
;
also Grasses N.W. Ind., 1883, 31

;
and

Fodd. Grass., 1888, 51 ;
Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 247-8

;
JVIollison,

Textbook Ind. Agrt., ni., 49-51
;
Gramin^. The Oats and Oat Grass.

Habitat.—There are some 13 species, in addition to the cultivated one met
vj'ith tn India. Of the wild forms all occur on the Himalaya, their area expend-
ing from Baluchistan and Afghanistan in the west, through Kashmir, Kumaon
and Nopal to the extreme oast in Sikkim. The species A. asStern, Munro,

in addition to its Himalayan habitat, occurs on the lOiasia hills, the
Nilgiri lulls and the mountains of Ceylon. Nowliere are the wild Avenos found
abundantly ;

a few plants here and there is their usual condition, though
several (such as a. pitmi, Ltnn , a. Lmn , and .4. •ifbaplmhi, Claire.)

are widely dispersed, being met with very nearly throughout the temperate
Himalaya.

History—None of the truly indigenous species are ever cultivated in India.
And in fact it would seem that the Natives do not recognise them as worthy of
distinctive names, hence they do not separately distingmsh the species, and the
following names may veiy possibly denote any 4 eenw including the cultivated
.4. aatU'ii .—/at, jait’t, jet, )avi., gandal, ganer, ganhel, gozang, jandel, etc There
would appear to bo no well-authenticated classic names for either the plants or the
grams in India, Africa, Arabia., Egypt, Persia, China or Japan. The bromoi of the
Greeks and the avena of the Latins were names given to wild species, but there is

no satisfactory evidence that either the Greeks or the Romans cultivated the Oats.
Paulus JEgtncta (Adams, Comment., iii , 78) says that tho chapter in Dioscondes
on this subject is spurious, and that -digmota simply translated Galen. The plant
scorns, however, to have boon known in Asia Minor during fairly ancient times.
Caspar Bauhm (Theat Bot., 1068, 470-1) describes and figures two forms, viz.

alba and muda ; and of tho former ho says that according to Serapion it is called
churtal by the Arabs A similar reference is made by the Hortua Samtatta
(1491) to Serapion, but I have not been able to verify the passage in question.
The reference m Pliny to the German.s who lived on oatmeal porridge, would
seem to imply that that was curious and interesting nows to the Romans.
The ancient Slag oviau is connected with the Latin ovis, so that the word
avena would therefore mean " sheep-weed.” [Of. Helm, Kulturpfi. ui\d Hauat.,
1894, 539 ]

De Candolle (Orig. Gull. Plants (Engl, ed.), 373-6) gives the €

derivation of oats as from tho Anglo-Saxon ata or ate Ho then concludes his
very interesting and instructive account of this plant as follows :

—
“ As all

tho varieties of oats are cultivated, and none have been discovered in a truly
wild state, it is very probable that they are all derived from a single prehistoric
form, a native of eastern temperate Europe and of Tartary.”

One or two popular writers in India affirm that oats were carried

there in the wake of Chungiz Khan, and that they were well known to
the Mughal Emperors. In the Ain-i-Akbari, 1590 (Blochmann, traiffel., 136),
mention is made of oats in the chapter on Fodder . It has also been
said that Warren Hastings, when Resident at the Court of Moorshedabad*,
experimented with oats on the grounds of the Mothu Jheel. Be that
statement as it may, the cultivation of oats in India certainly dates
from at least the beginning of the 19th century, and though still un-
important has been extended all over the country, especially in the vicinity

of large towns and stud farms. The grain does not appear to fill sufficiently

to justify the attempt being made to introduce it as an article of human
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CULTIVATION AND TRADE OF OATS bilihibi

food, and moreover its liability to fall from th® ears on its ripening, in- •

duces its being harvested when still green. In India, accordingly, it is

used exclusively for feeding horses. If harvest^ late, the grains ^re shed
and the straw loses much in feeding value. The crop is, however, of con-

siderable value since the straw is recognised as being very much more
nutritious than that of either rice or wheat.

CulUvatloti .—This is similar to that of barley. Duthie and Fuller Cultiva-
say that with a copious supply of water, oats will give as many as three tion.

cuttings of green fodder, and thereafter make sufficient growth to bear a
thin crop of grain. A large proportion of the Hissar oats area is treated

in that fashion as a green fodder crop. An acre, Mr. Mukerji says, should Yieia.
,

,

)deld 20 maundl of grain and 30 of straw. Mr. Mollison observes tlj^t

the finest quality of grain is produced on the lower slopes of the Himalaya.
The crqp is grown to a considerable extent in Delhi, Hissar and Meerut
districts and to a less extent in Poona, Ahmednagar, Satara and Ahme-
dabad. All the acclimatised forms grown on the plains of India produce
long thin grain with much husk, and the weight per bushel does not
usually exceed 35 to 37 lb.

In the plains oats are sown in September to October, or as soon as the Seasons. •

rains have subsided. Mollison, for example, says of Bombay that oats

are only grown as a rahi season crop, and always under irrigation. They
grow best on well-drained friable soils of a fair depth. Very light sand •

and dense clay are not suitable. In fact, adds Mollison^^* oats are

grown on the same kinds of soil and under the same conditions^ irrigated

wheat and barley.” The seed should be broadcasted, and about 100 lb.

to the acre will be required. The crop comes to maturitym 3J to 4 months.
The grain can be threshed out on a board or trampled underfoot by bul- orubed.

locks. Mr. Mollison says that a fair outturn on good soil would be 1,800

to 2,200 lb. grain and 26 cwt. straw per acre. Oats as given to horses

in India are invariably crushed and mixed with other food substances.

[Cf. Butler, Formaline Treat, of Oat Smut, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i.,

pt.Jii., 267-9.]

‘Trade,—The imports are small and come for the most part in ships Trade,
that bring horses. Oatmeal is also to a certain extent imported under

fhe heading of “ provisions,” but as it is not separately declared, no
particulars can be furnished. But the exports are more considerable than

•would at first sight be anticipated. During the past 20 years or so they

have fluctuated from 60,000 to 80,000 cwt., valued at from 1^ to 4 lakhs

of rupees. ^
In 1906-7 the actual figures were 55,618 cwt., valued at

R8.*2,26,022: The traffic is not, however, progressive. It goes very nearly

entirely from Bengal and to Mauritius.

AVBRRHOA BILIMBI, IJnn.; FI. Br. Ind., i., 439 ;
Gamble, D.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 119 ; Pharmacog. Ind., i., 248 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1., 369-80.

it, 168 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 132 ;

Geraniace.e. The Bilimbi

bilimhi, blimbi, belambu, pulich-chakkay, pulusu-kdvd-lu, vilimbi, hainojom, carambola
kala-zoun-si, etc. A. Carambola, Linn. ; the karmaranga, Ichamrak,

kamarangd, jeamrangd, tamarak, kamarakha, tamarta, etc. This and the

preceding are commonly cultivated in gardens.
These small trees, called, according to Garcia de Orta, 1663 [Coll., xii.), balimba

In Malaya and caranibolas in Malabar, are fairly extensively grown for the sake of

their fruits. It is customary to read of their having been introduced by the •
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Medicine.

Timber.

D.E.P..
i., 3*10-1.
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Tanning.

Timber.

D.E.P.
i., 336-7,
370 94,
437 ; ii.,

262-3; 111.,

71-80, 408;
V. , 225, 676;
VI. , pt. 1.,

361.

Bamboos.

Industrial
ClasBiflcation.

, Portuguese from America. The kermerick is not only mentioned in the S^moirs
'of Bofter {Leyden and ErskinS, tranal , 325), of a date approximately 1519 A.D., or

about 27 years after the discovery of America, but it is described in such terms
as to leave no doubt whatoyer as to its identity. Baber gives his account of

this fruit*in a list of “ Vegetable Products Peculiar to Hindustan,” and makes
no sort of suggestion of its having been only recently introduced. These facts,

when taken in conjunction with the existence of a Sanskrit name, may be regarded
as throwing grave doubts on the supposed American origin of the karmaranga. "The

fruits of the Hiitntbt ripen about the middle of summer and are used in pickles and
curries. The flowers also are sometimes preserved. Of the Carnmboin, tHb
leaves, roots and fruits, having antiscorbutic properties, are used as cooling

Medicines. The fruits ripen about January, and when stewed are very palat-

able. The Natives sometimes oat thorn raw When unripe they are astringent

and are used as an acid in dyeing, or to remove iron-mould, owing to their

containing much potassium-oxalate. The Timber is said to bsiemployed in the
Sufidribans for building purposes and for furniture. [C/. Linschoten, Voy. E.
Ind (ed. Hakl. Soc. ), li , 33 ; Acosta in Clusius, Hut. Exot. PI , 1606, 286 ; Jaeobus
Hontius in Piso, Ind Utrt re Nat et Med., vi., 102 ; Rhoode, Hort Mai , iii., ft. 43-4

;

Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Acx>. Dina'), 162, Taylor, Topog. Stat.>.Dacca, 50;
Moodoen Sheriff, Mat. Med. Mad, 75-6; etc., etc.]

AVICENNIA OFFICINALIS, TAnit. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 604
;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Tinihs., 546 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 82 ;

Verbenace.®.
The White Mangrove, hina (bam), mada, venkandan, Icarungandan, tivar,

oefata, thame, lameb, etc., etc. A small tree or shrub of the salt marshes
and tidal forests of India and Burma

;
found also in the Andaman and

Nicobar Islands and the Malaya.
The BarJc of this tree is astringent and used by tanners (Agri. Ledg., 1902, No.

17, 48) The ashes of the wood are used to wash cloth. Tlio green fruit mixed
with butter and boiled is made into a plaster for softening and maturing humours
and to heal smallpox ulceration. The Timber is brittle and employed only for
firewood ; it is reported as used in the Andamans in the construction of
uil-mills, etc.

B
BAMBOOS (the Bambusese of botanists); FI. Br. Ind.,

vji,, 375-420
;
S. Kurz, Bamboo and Its Uses, Ind. For., 1876, i., 219-69,

335-62
;
Gamble, Bamboos of Brit. Ind., Ann. Roy. Bot. Gard„ Calc.,

1896, sii.
;
also Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 746-57

; Hoey, Monog. Trade and
Manuf. N. Indf, 1880, 67 ;

Brandis, Biological Notes on Ind. bamboos,'
I'nd. For., 1899, xxv., 1-25; Remarks on Structure of Bamboo Leaves, Trans. '

Linn. Soc., 1907, vii., 69-92
; also Ind. Trees, 1906, 664-85

; Freeman-
Mitford, Bamboo Garden, 1896. To economise space these works will not
again be cited, though freely consulted in preparing the review that folloVs
of the various economic bamboos of India ; Gramine,®.

It IS proposed to treat the Bamboos from the practical rather
than the scientific standpoint, and accordingly to deal with thei^ collec-

tively instead of under their separate genera. But many of the purposes
for whinh bamboos are utilised are met also by the Canes (Calamus, p. 202),
by the Reeds, and other basket and wicker-work materials (Baskets, p. 115).
The Canes proper arc climbing palms, and the Reeds are species of grasses
which, from the industrial point of view, are very nearly identical with
the smaller bamboos. The Reeds proper are the species of Phragmifea,
as also certain species of Arumlinaria, AiKlropogou, Arundo,
Ischfianiitti, Sacchavum and Tgpha. But many basket-materials*
are not grasses, and the link is thus given that carries the attempt
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arundina6ba
to classify these industrial substances away completely from the Bamboo *

and its associates into Mats, until it becomes logically impossible to

separate Cotton, Sdk and Wool—the chief marf;ting materials—^rom the
,

Bamboos, the Canes and the Reeds.

The following are the chief Indian genera and species of the Jiatnhusea-
as recognised by botanists, together with the more valuable special pro-

perties of each :

—

Arundlnarla arlstata, Oamble, bhebham, babatn, rato ntffdbt. East Himalaya, D.H.F.,
alt. 9,000 to 11,000 feet. .4. iienrii/oita, Munro

;

the smallest of Indian bam- i., 336-6,
boos, met with in South India and t^Jeylon. a. eugntts, Xurz

,
a common 371 .

species in Burma, distribubid to the Naga hills and Assam, alt. 5,000 to 7,600 Reed
feet. TMb iilli bamboo ot Assam, where it is used in liouse-construction. Bamboos.
*. faieata, Nees f the Himalayan Bamboo—from the llai'i to Nopal, flit Smallest

4,000 to 8,000 feet. Is I ho ringdl, nirgdl, iiAgre, narri, gairi, yorwa, spikao, ningSlo, Bamboo.

kewi,Hham,utham, kulino, etc. Culms aro exported to the plains where they a^ Bamboo.

worked»up into AooAa/i-tubes (naiclut), ilslung-rods, lining for roofs of houses, Himalayan

arrows, baAet-work, etc The neat little baskets used by the liillmeii to hold
the wool and distaff with which tJiey beguile leisure hours is made of the ringdl ttaea.

bamboo. [C/. hiA. For

,

1880, xii., 414; xiv., 309; Gee, Monog. Fibrous Manuf.
Pb.. 1891, 1.3,]

A. Grlfllthlana, Uunro . khnap or u-apar, a thorny shrub of the Khasia
and Jaintia hills, employed to tie thatch. [Of. Ind. For., 1888, xiv., 309.J

*

A. JHaoKrt-iaiin
,
Uunro

,

a osBspitoso species of the Eastern Himalaya—the
ainghani, prong, etc

;
affords an edible seed. [C/. Ind. For., 1888, xiv., 310-4; Edible Seed.

For. Adtn. liept., 1903, 9.] .<• infertnedia, Mjnro

,

the nigala. Mi nigala,
i

parmiok, prong nok, etc. An East-Himalayan. species, alt. 7,000 feet. Is
an excellent hedge plant, the culms of which are strong and ijsed for fisliing- Pishtng-rcxU,

rods, baskets, mats, etc. Is largely exported from Darjeeling ta- the plains. Baskets, etc.

.4. kUnaluiiH, Munro, the ‘namlang (or u-kadac namlang), a speoios of tho
Khasia hills, alt. 6,000 to 0,000 foot. Is often specially cultivated and used
for wattle-and-dab walls. 1 . Oamble, Naga and Jaintia hills.

A graceful climbing plant which has six stamens and is known as aampit,
keva, etc. It is used in basket-work and in hut-building, etc .4. ttnnni, Hut-biillding.

Gamble, another climbing species, may also be mentioned. It occurs in the
Jaintia hills and is known as beneng. Is used split as a binding material in

hut-building.

A. racemosa, Munra , the mahng, phyeuni, miknu, rnheeni, pheong, pat-
hiu, etc. A Darjeeling gregarious species extensively employed in mat- 'fit'', etc.

mtfldng and for roofs of Native houses, fences, garden supports, etc. Largely
used m. Darjeeling as fodder for ponies (Ind. For., 1888, xiv., 308-9).
A. npnthifloru , Trw , the high-level ringdl, garu, deo ningal, etc., of the N.W.
Jlimalaya (from the Sutlej), alt. 7,000 to 9,000 feet. Is th^ common under-
growth «f deodar and pine. Often flowers gregariously. .4. U’rightiuun , South India.

• Gees

;

the chevari—a shrubby species of the hills of Southern and Western
India, specially abundant on the Nilgiris. Largely used for mats, baskets. Mats,

walking-sticks, etc. ; exported to Bombay and all over India, The young shoots Walking-stloks.
are^eaten and the grain has often proved of much value.

Bambusa 'aiunSnacea, Wiiid. The Spiny Bamboo or fcanta bana, behor, x>^p
bana, katanga, kalak, vaa, ketda, katauai, kotoha, goda, dongi, magar bans,

^ sgo’l
ndl bana, vedru, penti-vedru (hollow bamboo), mungil, kyakatwa, etc. This

'

tall, graceful bamboo is both wild and cultivated all over India and
Burma, skeept in the Himalaya and Sub-Himalaya and the valleys of tho Ganges '

and Indus. It is scarce in the Central Provinces but not uncommon m Gujarat, Habifcit,

Yory frequent in Orissa and the Karn&tak, both as a small and as a large
variety, and abundant in the Konkan and on the Western Ghat ranges. In tlio

Deccan it oocurs in the valleys (as it also does throughout South India), ascending
the Nilgiris to alt. 3,000 feet. Scarce in Northern and Eastern Bengal and
Assam, but becomes common in Burma from Pegu and Martaban to Tenassenm.

Gamble tells us that it flowers about every thirty years and is reproduced
by seed, but several writers in the Indian press say only twice in a century. A
forest of surpassing splendour is transformed into one of desolation and death,
^on followed by fire, until the charred stems, dust and ashes aro all that
remain. But seeding would appear to take place in sections. A writer in tho ifceding.
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Qardener$' Ghrontde describes the manifestation of 1862 as having commenced

in Travancore, extended to Malabar m the following season, and in the next

year to Coorg and Mysore.

The s^ads, which somewhat resemble wheat, are edible, and have in certain

years proved of great value m supplementing food-supplies, more especially

since flowering very frequently accompanies seasons of famine or scarcity.

Speaking, probably of this crain. Church {Food-Qrairis of Ind., 102) gives.the

nutrient value as 87. He then remarks: “The food value of ‘bamboo grain,

after the removal of the husk, is high ; its defects are due to the low proportioti

of oil and mineral matter.” The analysis, he says, shows 73 '7 per cent, of

starch, 11‘8 albuminoids, 11-0 water, 1-7 fibre, 1 2 ash and 0-6 oil. The young
shoots {kalla bans) are greedily eaten and somewhat resemble asparagus ; they
appear above ground in August. The leaves are very largely employed fodder,

more especially for buffaloes and elephants. The leaves and Render twigs are

als« used medicinally, being supposed to possess emmenagogue properties.

The silicious deposit witlun the joints, known as Tabdshir, though found in ipost,

if(.not all bamboos, was first observed in connection with tliis species. „

The Culms, which attain a height of SO to 100 feet, and are 6 Ao 7 inches

in diameter, are very largely employed (although this is by no means one of

the best bamboos), but they are rather crooked and often knotty. At the
same time the densely interlacing thorny branchlets make it difficult to extract

the felled culms, hence it is not a species that would be cultivated in the
commercial supply of bamboos. But as a hedge it has often proved of great
value, and as Mr. Gamble says, except explosives nothing would have much
effect against it. It is often badly attacked by a small homipterous insect, an
aphis which has been described under the name of t*reg>nn batubmue (Stebbing,

Jnjuriotia Ingects, 20-2). Tliis attacks the leaves in such multitudes that it

causes a sort of Manna to form. [Cf. Taylor, Topog. Stat. Dacca, 1840, 61 ;

Pharmacog. Ind., 1893, iii., 686-92 ; Jasper Nicholls, Joum. Bomb. Nat. Hist.

Soc., 1893, viii., 298; also Ind. For., 1895, xxi , 90-5.]

B. Balcooa, Hoxb. The balku bdns, balkua, hhaluka, boro-bdnt, til

harda, teli barua, wamnah, beru, betwa, etc. This well-marked and most useful
bamboo is a native of the plains on the eastern side of India. The culms are 60
to 70 feet high and 3 to 6 inches in diameter

;
nodes swollen with a whitish ring

shove and hairy below. It is probably the best and strongest species for building
purposes and is greatly esteemed in Calcutta, but it is not a handsome plant and
would hardly be chosen for ornamental purposes. It is much used for scaffolding
and is very durable if well seasoned by immersion in water, a process said to
protect it from subsequent attack by beetles (Working Plans, For,
Jalpai, 1898, 22.) ,

B. nutans, Waii The pickle, bidhuli, nal bdne, mukial, makal, mahlu,
mahl, paoehi-dvng-ying, jotia, deobans, wa-malang, aering-jai, etc. A inqdorate-
sized graceful species, found on the lower Himalaya from the Jumna to Assam
and Eastern Bengal, doubtfully wild anywhere west of Sarada but common *

near villages and along roads and canals in Dehra Dun. In Sikkim it is'lnet with
up to alt. 6,000 feet. Culms 20 to 40 feet high, 1^ to 3 inches in diameter, and
having the intemodes 15 to 18 inches long. Strong, straight, hard, good and
much esteemed, and since they rise from the ground well apart, plantations of
this species can be easily and profitably worked (KanjilaL For'., FI. School
Ctre. V. Prov., 1901, 367).

B. polymorpha, Uunro. A common species in the upper mixed
forests of the Pegu Yomah and Martaban, often associated with teak and dis-
tributed westward to Assam and Eastern Bengal. The culms, which are found
in dense clumps, are 60 to 60 feet high and 3 to 6 inches in thickness, much
branched above and curving downwards. The species is known in Burma as
f^athaungvxt (kya-thon-wa), in Assam as betud, and in Bengal as jdma betud f
is considered one of the best bamboos for walls, floors, roofs of houses, etc.
[Cf. Ind. For., 1876, i., 22; 1896, xxii., 70; 1897, xxiii., 131, 263; 1903, xxix.
(flowering of), 244-6, 613-6 ; Alpin, Jtepi. Exp. Shan States, 1887-8 ; Ind. and
East Engineer, 1897, 166, etc.]

B. Tulds, Hoxb The Common Bamboo of Bengal, tulda, fotoa, dyowa
bdns, mak, tnakor, kiranti, tnatela, peka, tnirtenga, mitenga, wati, wamuva, VKtgi,
nal-hdns, deo-bans, bijuli, jati, jao, gkora, theiwa, thaikwa, etc. This occurs in*

^
Central and Eastern Bengal, Assam and Burma, also on the hills of the Northern
Ciroars and jirobably in Orissa. It is cultivated throughout Eastern Bengal
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(JENKRA AND SPECIES dendrocalamus

. HAMILTONII
aaid Burma, and is perhaps the most common bamboo in tho rice country of*
Bengal and Assam It is, however, somewhat difficult to distinguish from «.
nutaus, and the two plants are consequently often much confused and the same •

vernacular names given to either indiscriminately. * It flowers gregariously over •

considerable areas, but single flowenng chtmpis are not unusual. The culms are
green, streaked with yellow

; they attain a height of from 20 to 70 feet and 2 to Uneii.

4 ii^chos in thickness. They are regarded as strong, but not so much so as those
of n, natrootn Roxburgh says that if seasoned in water they become fairly

durable, otherwise they are soon devoured by a small ftonfi irrima beetle. The
culms are used for building purposes, roofing, scaffolding, making mats and
baskets, fans, window-blinds, etc., and w'hen young are pickled and oaten.

B. vulgaris, Schrad. In Bengal this is the bdtini or bdnaini, that is “ Female D.E.P.,
Bamboo”—a name winch in South India is also given to ». nrmtilinaeea. i., 394.

In other ports qf the country it is tho Golden or Yellow Bamboo, bandla, sun- Female
drogai, kuMuk, or kalldk, or van^a-k daka, kulna, uno, uionef, etc. This coamo- Bamboo.
politen species is cultii.n(,ed and rims wild over the warmer parts of India and
Burma ; its original country is micortaiii. but it is found in Java, Mauritius, HabiUt.
Madagacct)^, Algeria, the West Indies, Mexico and Central and South America,
etc., etc. Tho culms are bright gro^-n or striped green and yellow, polished,
sliining. The> attain a height nf from 20 to 50 feet with a diameter of from 2 to

4 inches. The nodes are hardly raised but have a ring of brown hairs. Tho species
IS used chiefly in bosket-making and to some extent in house-construction. Basket-making.

[Cf, Lisboa, Bomb Grasts-is, 1890, 140 ; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 347 : Firmin- ^
ger, ilfoa. Gard. Ind. (od. Cameron), 1004, 321.]

Cephalostachyum oapitatum, Munro Tho gohia, gope, payong, aUlea,
sullea, etc. A shnibby semi-scandent bamboo found in the North-East
Himalaya and in the Khasia, Jaintia and Naga hills. Is a graceful plant
which often forms dense thickets. The wood is used by tlie Lepchas m pre-
ference to that of any other kind (for making bows and arrows), and is also
regarded as good for baskets. Tho joints of the culms are often 2Jj feet long.

Tho leaves axe employed os Fodder and the seeds are eaten in times of scarcity.

0. pergraclle, iKunra Is known as latang, madang, tinwa, kengwa, etc.

A deciduous arborescent bamboo common in Burma, and after
rniotHua mfyivtiir, is there, perhaps, tho most abundant of all species. It

occurs also in Chota Nagpur and Assam and is being cultivated experimentally
in South India The culms are largely used for building purposes, floating

timber and mat-making. In Burma the joints are employed for boiling tho
kauknyin or glutinous rice, tho effect being to produce a long mould of boiled
rice which can be carried about and eaten on journeys. In Manipur I observed
m§r coolies invariably cooked tlieir food in joints of green bamboo. The fact of

their being green and the presence of the fluid within, seemed to render tho
fire incg.pable of burning these wooden cooking-pots.

Dendrocalamus Brandlsll, Kun. Tlus is sometimes confused with
• i>. ytgantf ua, and, like it, is often called ivabo. Its proper Ames are kyelowa,

, wapyu, %x}ikay, waklu, etc. Mr. Alpin {Kept, on the Skan States, 1887-8)
calls it kyello bamboo. It is a lofty tufted evergreen species with ashy-grey
culms from 60 to 120 foet in length and 5 to 8 inches in diameter. It is found
m tho tropical forests of Pegu and of Martaban up to alt. 4,000 feet, chiefly on
cafcareous rOcks. , It is said to flower sporadically and not to die off after flower-

ing. Nisbet (Burma under Brit Rule and Before, 1901, i., 381) says the culms are

employed for boat masts.
D. (nganteus, Uunro, This truly gigaxitic grass is a native of the Malay

Peninsula but much cultivated in Burma, where it is known as vxibo and in

Assam os worra. It is used in Burma for posts and rafters in house-building,

for carts, etc., and tho joints for pails, boxes, flower-pots, etc. The large culms
Soften 120 feet long and 26 to 30 inches in ciroumferonce) are said to fetch

Rs. 2-4 each, or in quantity, Ra. 160 to Rs. 180 per hundred. At the Colonial

and Indian Exhibition, London, I had extra fine culms cut into short leng^ths

and prepared as umbrella stands, when they readily fetched 6s. to 10s. each, accord-

ing to size. [Cf. Varthf5ma, Travels, 1510 (ed. Hakl. Soo,), 218-9.]

D. Hamiltonli, tlees <t Am In the lower North-West hills this is

called chye ; in Darjeeling tama, pao, and pa-shing

;

in Assam and Burma
mkokuxt or kakua, taah, pecha, fonay, wanoke, tvabo-myetsangye, etc. It is a large

bamboo that flowers sporadically and also gregariously. It oocurs in the North-
East Plimalaya, Assam, Khasia hills, Sylhet and Upper Burma, and is distri-

D.E.P.,
11., 262 -3.
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eastern
Species.
Bows and
A-rrowg.

fodder.

D.E.P.,
11., 263.
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D.E.P.,
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buted westward to the Sutlej, though beyond Nepal it is doubtfully indigenous.

The culms run from 40 to as much as 80 foot in height and from 4 to 6 inches

in diameter
j
tho nodes are marked with root-scars, the intornodes are 12 to 20

inches iit“length, and the walls half an inch thick. It is the common bamboo of

Darjeeling, tho Dnars and Assam, and is universally employed for all kinds of basket

and mat work. Por building purposes it is not much esteemed. The young shoots

are oaten ns a vegotablo, and m Assam a specially prepared substance known
as gasB-tenga is oaten as a luxury (Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mm., 1905-0, 37).

'J’ho inner layer of the culm-sheath is utilised lor covering Burmese cigarettes.'

Referring to its straggling habit, Mr. Oliver says :
“ When they hove no trees

to support them, the mam steins bend over, forming impenetrable thickets, and
the lateral branches ascend vertically, often forming shoots nearly as long as tho

mam stems.” Mr. Manson alludes to the value of this species to the tqa-planters

of Darjeeling district in shading their plantations from hot a«d violent winds
[cy, Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 27, 24.5, 260; Kanjilal, For. School Giro. V. Prov., 1901,

309 ;
For Admin. Rept. Assam, 1890-7, 14.]

o D. Hookerl, Uunro Th‘ seiat, ussey, sejsai, sijong, denga, ukotang, patu,

till, kauia ule A large bamboo with long curving branches, rrcet with in

tho Khasia and Jaintia hills, alt. 2,000 to 5,000 feet, in the Daphla liills, also

Sikkim, and IS diatnbuted to Bhamo in Upper Burma. The culms are from 60 to

60 feet high and 4 to 6 inches in diameter, walls about 1 inch thick and internodes

18 to 20 inches long. The culms are used in making water and milk pails {chungas).

D. longispathus, tCurz A large and handsome bamboo of East Bengal
ami Burma, chiefly near streams. It is known as the khang, ora, wa-ya
and talagu. Wa-ya m Burmese means “ Stinging Bamboo,” a name given in

allusion to the irritating hairs on the sheath. Tho culms reach to 60 feet high ;

internodos 10 to 24 inches long and 3 to 4 inches in diameter, with the walls

Iialf an inch thick. It often roots at the nodes, and the culm sheaths are papery
and more or less persistent. It is not much appreciated as a building material,

though used when better kinds are not available. [Cf. Madras Admin. Rept.
(numerous passages), 1888-9 to 1898.]

D. sikkimensis. Gamble I’ho pugriany of Darjeeling, wadah of the Garo
lulls and the tiria, vola m Nopal A largo bamboo, with csespitose stems and
few culms, but these 50 to 60 foot or more high and 5 to 7 inches in diameter
It 0CCU18 on the hills of the North-East Himalaya—Sikkim and Bhutan—at
altitudes of 4,000 to 6,000 feet, also at Tura in the Garo hills, and is cultivated
in several localities. It is the largest and perhaps the most beautiful species in

Sikkim, where its thick culms are preferred for making tho chungas (or pails)

in wiiich water and milk are carried and butter cluimed. But the leaves have
the evil reputation of being poisonous to cattle and horses

D. strictus, Nees. This is the most common, most widespread and
most umversally used of all Indian bamboos. It is the “Male Bamboo,” tho
bans, hdns kaban, bdns khurd, karail, mathan, mat, buru mat, salta b&na, halpa,
vadur, bhiru, kark, leal mungtl, kibi bidaru, sadhanapa-vedru, kauka, myinwa,
etc. Is deciduous, densely tufted, gregarious, has strong often sohd culms,
whicli average from 30 to 50 feet high and 1 to 3 inches in diameter. It occui-s

on all moderately dry lulls throughout India and Burma, except in Northern and
Eastern Bengal and Assam. In South India and Burma it reaches a large size

and has hollow culms, while in the drier Deccan hills and the Siwaliks it is smaller
but has nearly sohd culms Flowering is usually gregarious : the flowers appear
in tho cold season, the seed ripens in June and is shed, but the husk remains.
After flowering, the plonts die and are replaced by seedlings.

Col. Dovoton {Ind. For., ix., 629) gives an account of the Indian uses of this
bamboo in connection with the Central Provinces, that might be consult^ as it is

characteristic of the species wherever found Amongst other uses, he mentions
rafters and battens, spear and lance-shafts, walking-sticks, whip-handles, tho
manufacture of mats, roofing, sieves, hand-punkahs, umbrellas, chairs, vessels
for holding grease and oil, bows, arrows, and cordage, etc., etc. When converted
into charcoal is in request for the finer smiths’ work. The dry stems are also
used for torches and the production of fire by friction. The leaves are much
sought after os food for buffaloes and even for horses. The seed is used in times
of famine as a food-grain, and the young and tender shoots are also largely eaten
as vegetables {Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1903-4, ii., 29, 166, 190). In another,
paragraph particulars will be found of the recent and highly interesting discovery
of manna (saccharon) seen on this species. \Of. Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 17.]
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One of trim chief European uses for this bamboo^is tlie munufaoliire of lance-

shafts For this purpose solid stems of uniform tlxicknoss are essential. But
apparently they are only here and there cornpleto^ solid. Thus the supply is

unequal to the dotnand. Split up and again united they are made inTO fishing-

rods. For bamboo furniture the hollow stems are now largely utilised. In
India it fetches from 8 annas to Rs 1-8 per hundred in the forests, but the

transport charts to the coast are the chief items of expense Gamble estimates
the total annum production at possibly 100 million culms \Cf For. Admin. Rept.

(j. Prov., 1892—3, 13-4; Lisboa, Bomb Grasaea, 189(1, 141-4; Lovegrove, Ind.
For., 1900, xxvi , 433-42 ; Smythies, Ind. For , 1901, xxvii . 126 ;

Katijilal, For.

FI. School Circ. V Prov., 1901, 309; Church, Food-Grnina of Ind , siippl , 1901, 7 ;

Branthwaite, Ind. For, 1902, xxviii,, 233; Muriel, Ind. For., x.xix , 607-8.]
Glgantochloa macrostachya, Kun The tek.ieiah, madr, madaywa, wanet,

wabray, eto. An evergreen bamboo with striped culms from 30 to 50
feet long and 2^ to 4 inches thick Native of Assam, Chittagong and Bur?na.
<s. rm-tlrUinta is the beautiful striped species often cultivated in India but
introduced from the Malay. Gamble suspects anrlrulnta, Kurz the kalia <)f

Bengal andnalaguwa of Burma may have to be placed under Oj-ytenn iithern

.

Melocalamus compaotlflorus, gentJ,
, Hook

, / Ttiis arborescent, tufted and
scandent evergreen occurs in Eastern Bengal and Burma, viz from Sylhet
and Chittagong down to Martaban, but is frequent only between alt. 4,000
and 6,000 feet. It is in Burma known as wa-nwe, in the Kachin country as

TMchinvxi, in Chittagong as loUi, and in Sylhet ns daral The culms are
largely used for basket-work, and when split in the green state may be reduced
to such fine and pliable strands that they may bo woven It is the material
employed in the construction of the shne.s worn by the Kachin, Shan and Chinese
traders seen in Bhamo, and in the characteristic Incipiered ware of Upper Burma
The seed is largo, edible and mealy, somewhat resembling the chestnut. [C/.

Ind For., 1902, xxviii , 432 ; Ind Art at Delht, 1903, 223 ]

Melocanna bambusoides, inn. This is sometimes called the berry-bearing
bamboo and is known by the following vernacular names—miih’, metunga,
paia, taria, wat%, artem, turiah, wairat, kuyaungtva, pagn -tulla, kayinwa, etc.

Is often called the Torai bamboo. An arborescent evergreen, with distant
culms, arising from the ramifications of an underground rhizome. Met with
throughout Eastern Bengal and Burma In Chittagong it is perhaps the most
prevalent species, and is universally employed for building purposes and mat-
making. It is very largely exported to Lower Bengal, and according to the
forest returns about 16 million culms are yearly required in the Gangetic Delta.

It is, in fact, from the Indian standpoint, one of tlie most valuable of bamboos.
Though thin-walled is strong and durable and has the great advantage of
being straight and of possessing only very slight knots. It is doubtless the
paia a»d aworja bamboo referred to by Lewin, who observes that whito-ants
will not attack it. Gregson says the young shoots are often killed by a beetle

—

* loitgipm {Ind. For., XXV., 420). The fruit is largo, ediblo
and occasionally germinates and makes as much as 6 inches growth before it

drops from the stem (Stapf, Trana. Linn Soc , 1901-6, vi
, 409-23). Tabashir

is often very abundant in the stems (Roxb, FI. Ind, ii., 197).

Ochl&ndni trftvsncorica, Benth., ex Gamble
,

irakalh (Brandis), ilia, irxd,

(^urdillonk A fshrubby gregarious rood or bamboo, met with on the moun-
tains and plains of South India (in Tinnovelly and Travancore districts), up
to alt. 3,000 to 5,000 feet It has exceptionally large flowers and fruits and
as many as 120 stamens in ono spikelet, united more or less into a tube. The
culms attain a height of 20 feet, and the internodes are sometimes 6 feet in length.

T. F. Bourdillon, Conservator of Forests, Travancore State, has furnished much
useful information regarding this species It flowers, he says, gregariously
‘every 30 to 40 years, then dies down The shoots when 6 to 9 months old
constitute a splendid paper material For some five years or so a paper-mill paper Material,

was run in Travancore which used this material almost exclusively. The fibre

has been pronounced superior to esparto but the expense of chemicals killed

the industry, as it seems a larger quantity was required than with other paper
materials. [C/. Ind. For

, 1899, xxv., 162 ]

Oxytenanthera nigrocUiata, Uunra
.

podah (And ) washut (Oaro), bolangi
» bdna (Orissa). A tufted evergreen species found in Orissa, Chittagong, Burma,
^he Andaman Islands and Malay Peninsula. Used in house-building and

, penmaula
for basket-work.

Species.

European
Demand.

Fwhiiig-rods.

Furniture,

Price

Production.

D.E.P.,
111., 498.
Striped
Bamboo.
tlastem Bengal
and Burma.

D.B.P..
1.. 372.
Scandent
Bamboo.
Bostom lAiigal
and Burma

Largo Edible
Seed

D E.P.,
V., 226.

Berry
Bamboo.

Building
Purposes.

Mat-making.

Trade.

Most Valuable
Bamboo.

White-ant-
proof.

Tabdshir.

D.E.P.,
i, 372..
South
Indian
B.eed-
Bamboo.

D.B.P.,
V., 076.
Eastern
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THYRSOSTACHYS
SIAMENSIS
D.E.P.,
v.,670.
KoHkan
•Bamboo.
Umbrcllaa.

D.E.P.,
iv., pt. i.,

361.
Creeping
Bamboo.

Best SikUm
Basket Bamboo

Mata.

D.B.P.,
1., 372.
Semlscaadent
Bamboo.

Water-pails.

Umbrellas.

Pan.boxes.

Mats.

O.E.P.,
i., 372.
The Umbrella-
bandied Bamboo,

Dmbrellas.

0. Stooksil, Munro koda, ur gheme, etc., a slender bamboo of the

Konkan. Talbot (List Trees, etc

,

1902, 348) says it is commonly cultivated
along the coast but is rare in the Ghat forests It is a strong bamboo, used for

punting-f9oles. Native umbrfellaa and baskets.

Pseudostachyum polymorphum. Mum
, fihng, purphwk, paphok, wachcM,

bajal, tolli, ndl, bawa, etc. Large shrubby or semi-arborescent bamboo, has
culms arising singly from a long, creeping, jointed rhizome. Tall and branched
at the top only, thus often taking support from neighbouring, trees. Young
shoots corno away freely and are very straight. This species occurs in the
Eastern Himalaya, Assam and Upper Burma and ascends the hills (to alt. 6,000
feet), but is most abundant and prohfic in moist valleys or under the sheule of
trees. It is a very valuable bamboo, and in Sikkim is considered the best

sort for the basket-work used on the tea estates, etc. The culms _are easily

split and the laths doxible and durable. It is also largely utiy,sed in the manu-
facture of mats and for tying the rafters of huts.

Teinostachyum Dullooa, Gamble. A moderate-sized tufted bamboo,
tj^nding to become scandent. Occurs throughout Northern and Eastern
Bengal and from Bhutan through Assam, Sylhet and Chittagong to Uppef’Burma.
There are two forms (possibly two species), a large and a small. TTie follow-
ing vernacular names have been recorded for these : the larger form

—

dolu,

dullooa, paksdlu, pogslo, wadroo, gyawa-, and the smaller

—

silloh, bajail, thatk-

vxtba, etc. The culms are used as water-pails and in the manufacture of umbrellas,
also for basket and mat-work, and in the manufacture of the small boxes used
to carry pdn It is also employed locally fop building purposes. Lewin (Hill
Tracts of Chittagong, 1809, 130) speaks of the large kind as much employed for

making the mats used in loailing vessels with cargo.

T. Wlghtli, Bedd The huda, wontenulgi, etc., is a tall semi-scandent
bamboo found on the slopes of the Western GhAts from North Kanara to
Capo Comorin (alt. 3,000 to 6,000 feet). In North Kanara, according to Talbot
(List Trees, etc., 1894, 206), it is much used in the construction of temporary
bridges.

Thyrsostaehys slamensis, Gamble. This is called “The Umbrella-handle
Bamboo,” or the “ Monastery Bamboo ” (>«: kyaung-tva) because of its being
commonly cultivated in the monastery gardens, especially in Kyaukse and
Meiktila. One of the most elegant of bamboos because of the regularity of
its nodes. It is csespitose and deciduous j the culms become 25 to 40 feet
high and IJ to 3 inches in diameter; are straight and not branched till high
up but are covered with the persistent old sheaths. It is found in Burma
from Mandalay to Tenasserim ; also in Siam. It is largely exported from
Moulraein and used for umbrella handles, for which it is well qualified, bqing
light, strong and straight. [C/. Mason, Burma and Its People (ed. Theobald), ii.,

99 ; Eirmingor, Man. Card Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 321.]

Uses.

All B&mbooe of
l£conomic Yaluc.

“The Bamboo.’

GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROPERTIES AND USES OF
* BAMBOOS.

Few plants are more valuable to man, especially to the inhabitants of

tropical countries, than the various species ot the arborescent grasses

collectively denominated the Bamboos. The Flora of British India
describes 117 species as met with in India, and refers these to 15 gen^’ra.

All bamboos may be viewed as of economic and industrial value, but the
majority do not differ very materially from one another. It accordingly
follows that a general statement of the properties and uses of the Jiamboos
collectively may be of value, especially when taken in conjunction with
the fairly detailed enumeration of the specific peculiarities of the better,-

known forms already furnished.

The Culm or Stem.—It may be said that under most of the genera
indicated one or more species of gigantic or even arborescent grasses have
been described by botanists, each of which might popularly be called a
“ Bamboo.” Many authors, however, speak of Bamhusa arundinacea
as “ the Bamboo,” an expression which is quite incorrect, since the Spinyi
Bamboo of South and West India and Burma is by no means either the
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most useful or the most abundant species in India as a whole. It is quite '“The
customary also to read of lUtmhuna viiff/ari» rendered as “ The Common
Bamboo,” whereas in India, at least, that cosm^ipolitan cultivate^ species

is hardly a common plant. In the rice-produoing areas it might m fact

be more correct to apeak of Bamhusa TuUla as “ the Common Bamboo,”
and* as far as^Bengal is concerned that certainly is the most abundant The moat useful

species, although B, Bnlrnoa is nearly as plentiful and ever so much more
useful. On these grounds the haiku bans would be pronounced “ The
Bamboo ” by the people of India. The term “ Male Bamboo ” is given The Male

to any solid (or nearly solid) bamboo used for spear or lance staves and
for walkJlig-aticks, though it is more particularly applicable to Oendro-
ealanius utrLv.tus. A rmidhiin-ia and Oxiftenanth^rii
StocjJesH have also, however, more, or less solid culms.

Tha home of the giant forms of bamboo is the tropical and extra- aimatie

tropical fcJrests
;

in the temperate zones they dwindle down to mere
under-shrubs, until they become scarcely distinguishable from other

grasses. Arnudinavid dcust/iortr might be described as the smallest

and Dendrocnlannis (or JJ. B>‘andisii) the tallest of

bamboos. Some species have their stems of nearly one thickness through-

out, and possess at the same time very long joints
;
such are specially umbreUa

designated as umbrella bamboos because suitable for umbrella handles.

Of this nature may be mentioned A rninliuayitt IViyhtiona, Oxfften-
antheva Stoctesii, Phi/Uostnrhi/n hainhHsoideit, and Thfp'sostacfif/s

ttiamensis. In this connection it may be observed that a Calcutta firm,

who manufacture umbrellas on a large scale, have to import from China
the canes they use as handles because India does not appear able to compete
in quality and price with the imported article. Other species form long

thin tubes suchas^l and are, in consequence, described

as AuAa-tube or fishing-rod bamboos (Ind. For., 1889, xv., 92, 141). While Fisumg-rod*.

still others have very thin and uniform shells with large cavities, and are

in consequence readily adaptable for water-pails, milk-churns, drinking- water-pau

jugs, and the like. Of this nature may be mentioned
Dendrocnlaunts sihkhueusi'i and Tehiostarhi/um Diillvoa. Of
a ver)» different kind are those specially valued because of the ease

.with which they can be worked up into mats and gaskets, as, for Matting

example? the various species of Arundinarifi, Bambusn vulyavia,
* CephaloHtachymH rapitatuui, Beiulroculamua lIuuiiltoHii, Melu-
cnlamus compdctifloi’us and Psriidoatar/ii/inu poti/morp/iinn.
Burmese lajquer-ware consists very largely of neatly made boxes, trays, etc., Basket-ware,

of bamboo'wicksr-work coated and polished with the thitsi varnish (Ind.

Art at Delhi, 1903, 218-24). Lastly, certain bamboos are prized in house hous®-

and boat construction or ifor scaffolding, because of their great strength,

These a{eI?a/N&nsa Balcooa, B. nutans, B. Tulda, DendrocalamwH
(figanteus, D. strictus and Melncanna hambu.soides. Mr. Hannan
^Textile Fibres of Comm., 145) says :

“ The stems of Bamboo when spliced

are known in the brush trade as the Bamboo fibre. The fibres used are Brush-making

about an eighth of an inch in width and 6 to 7 inches in length. They have
a good elastic bending property. . . . This material is also known to

the trade as ‘ Patent Bass.’
”

The bamboo stem, as in grasses generally, consists of a more or less peouiiaritiea of

• hollow culm, with transverse solid joints called nodes. The thickness of

the woody shell and the length of the internodes varies exceedingly in ,
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the different species. One peculiarity is preserved by all bamboos, namely,

the rapid growth of the young .shoots. This is a most important provision,

for a bianched shoot co«ld never penetrate through the crowded mass

of mature culms. Having in about a month reached its full height and

thickness, the shoot commences to produce its branches and branchlets,

and thus weighted, it curves into the graceful plume* which is* the

elegant and familiar feature of most species. •

As a rule the bamboo is gregarious, establishing itself so thoroughly

over certain portions of wild forest tracts that it very nearly exterminates

all other forms of vegetation. Seen from a height, nothing coul^ be more
lovely, but, to the traveller who for days together may*have to clear a

pjyth for himself, the interminable monotony, the twilight shade and death-

like stillness, broken only by the sighing of the grating culms, make the

Bamboo jungle dreary in the c.xtreme. In mixed forests, ai^^ ocbasional

clump has a most pleasing effect. It supplies the traveller, moreover,

with some of his most e.ssential materials of equipment. Indeed, where
bamboos are plentiful tents may be dispensed with, for, through the expert

handling of that material, the camp followers, armed with large knives,

can in a remarkably short time erect a comfortable hut and furnish it

with beds, tables and chairs, all constructed from the bamboo. Sir J. U.
Hooker {Hxm. Journ.) observes that it took “ the Leptebas about twenty
minutes to construct a table and two bedsteads within our tent.” Lewin
{Wild Races of South-Eastern India, 1870, 28-80) says. “The hillman

would die without the bamboo, and the thing he finds hardest of credence

is that in other countries the bamboo does not grow, and that men live in

ignorance of it.” A writer in The Pall Mall Gazelle published in 1893 a
charmingly told story of bamboo and its uses. He said the Orient was
wreathed in bamboo; it was the one characteristic common to all the

East,—bamboo was in fact symbolic of the East. Mason (Burma and
Its People (ed. Theobald), 1883, li., 102 3) gives a brief sketch of the

varied uses of the bamboo, in which the methods of procuring fire from
that material may be found specially interesting. '

Popularly, bamboos may be divided into those which grow in separate

clusters or clumps, and those which send up their shoots singly iroin an
underground root-stock, and thus form continuous patches of perhaps
many miles in extent. The former arc characteristic of the tropical, and<
the latter of the extra-tropical or temperate forests. Each clump bears
from 30 to 100 culms, which attain a height of from 30 to 100, or even
130 feet. The creeping bamboos are often exceedingly lialuable. Of this

class may be mentioned Vseinlostachifinu polumorphum—an East
Himalayan and Burmese form—and Melovannu hatnhusoiUeSf one of

the most valuable species and one which is extensively exported from
Chittagong. Of this kind may also be mentioned Dmubusa nutuus—
a Darjeeling bamboo. The distance apart of the culms is a feature qf

commercial value, since the difficulty of removal of ripe culms from dense
clumps is a serious disadvantage in some bamboos. A few are climbers
(such as AvandiHuriii Vrainli, Veithalustuch^ium eupitatum and
Melocalamus compacti/foruH), their festoons and pendulous boughs
passing gracefully from tree to tree.

For about two-thirds of its lower portion, the culm of most bamboo^
is unbranched, or possesses only very short and inconspicuous branches.
On escaping from the ground the shoot attains very rapidly its full dia-
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meter and appears like a great scaly cone, clad in large embracing sheaths.
Solid-stemmed bamboos are, as a rule, much smaller than hollow ones,

but bamboo culms may be said to range from *;he thickness of % goose’s

quill to more than a foot in diameter. Until the branches have been
fully developed the culm is not mature. The branches arc produced from
below upwards, and with their appearance the stem gradually matures.
A,good deal has been written as to the rate of growth of the shoot, but
up to the present exact and definite figures, even for the important species,

cannot be obtained. It is probable that an average of three inches per day
would not overstate the growth of the young shoots of the more important
bamboos.* This seems also, in tlic majority of species, to take place chiefly

at night and to continue for a month pretty uniformly, being increased) if

anything by fine clear day.s, and retardeil apparently by damp and cloudy
weathet. The period of sprouting is generally about the beginning of tl^

rains. Refieated cutting of bamboo-shoots considerably weakens the

stock, while the cutting of full-grown haulms does no more injury than
mowing does to grass. Indeed it is believed that too much cutting of

shoots results in early flowering of the stock, and in most cases death to the

plant. This fact has an important bearing upon the question of the

application of the bamboo for the manufacture of paper, since young and
not mature culms are necessary for that purpose. The number of shoots

produced yearly from each clump varies according to the vigour of the

individual and the peculiarities of the species. It is believed that the

larger species produce 122 to 20 and the smaller 30 to 50. If we assume 10

a year, that would mean 300 culms m 30 years, which is the mean age of

most species. The greatest possible variability exist, in the colour and
markings of bamboo culms. Some are pale-colourcd, others dark-green,

some bluish, others yellow, or again others are variegated. Solidified buds
are sometimes developed into formidable recurved spines, or below the

sheath a whorl of rootlets are produced which harden into spinescent

bodies. These are popularly called the spiny bamboos. For the purpose

ofJive fences the spiny bamboos are specially valuable, such as tt. nriin-

dinaceu and B. Bftniieanu. The last mentioned is split and made
into mats and sugar sacks in Java. Most bamboos show a tendency to

flatten above the nodes ;
especially is this the case with VhnUoHtavhUH,

the genus that affords the “ square ” bamboo of China. The Whangee
* canes are obtained from P. nifjt-a. [C/. Or. Comm., 1813, ii., 545 ,

Hobson-Johson (ed. Crooke), 1903, 969 ;
Kew Mus. Guide, No. 2, 78.]

, Durability of the bamboo depends, in the first instance, upon the culms

being cut when 'mature. Specific peculiarities render some culms more
durable than others, as, for example, the thickness of the woody shell, and
the amount of silicious matter deposited within the tissue. In this latter

respect •bamboos vary exceedingly. Long immersion in water greatly

enhances the durability, rendering the stem less liable to the attacks of

insects, owing to the sap, which they are fond of, being quickly extracted.

Flowering o/ the Bamboo.—A great deal has been written regarding

this exceedingly curious and interesting subject. All the species com-
mence to flower when in full leaf, but as the inflorescence expands the

leaves as a rule fall off, until when in complete flower the clump or certain

portions of it are leafless. In some cases special flowering culms are

•produced, at other times every culm flowers, the flowering portion of the

entire clump d3dng off after the seed has been matured. In a few instances
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the plant continues to ilowei as a perennial, while some bamboos are

entirelj" annual, flowering and dying down to the ground every year.

With all the larger specie^ the flowering stage is reached after a prolonged

period of vegetation, variously stated at from 25 to 50 years, and is almost

regularly followed by the death of the whole stock. But the most curious

circumstance in the flowering of bamboos may be said to be that while

certain species are sporadic, others are gregarious. That is to say, a

plants here and there flower in the one instance, and all the plants of the

same species flower simultaneously in the other. In the alphabetical

enumeration above the reader will find occasional mention of this feature.

According to some writers the gregarious flowering is due to specific

nmturity being attained at a certain age, when flowering*ensues on all the

plants derived from the same stock. According to others, flowering is

directly a result of climatic conditions. Both opinions may be true, and
this is probably the wiser solution of the phenomenon—in other words, a

bamboo may not flower before it has attained a certain age, but its flowering

may be retarded or accelerated by climatic influences. It is an undoubted
fact that the flowering of the bamboo is decidedly influenced by the causes

which bring about famine, for the providential supply of food from this

source has saved the lives of thousands of persons during several of the

great famines of India. Sleeman (in 1836) suggested that it might save

the complete destruction of the bamboos of a district to introduce seedlings

obtained from the same species foun<l in remote localities. Whether or

not this would have the desired result cannot as yet be stated. But it

appears certain that it is immaterial whether cuttings are taken a few years

or many years before the flowering ; the parent as well as plants raised

from it by cuttings, will flower and die simultaneously. Indeed it has

been shown that cuttings taken a year or so before the flowering, if unable
to produce flowers, nevertheless die with the rest. [Of. Brandis, Ind. For.,

1900, XXV., 10-26 ; Bean, Kew Bulb., 1907, 228-33.]

Propagation of the Bamboo.—This may be effected :—/. By Seed.

—

The slowest but most satisfactory process. Some species germinate wjiile

the seed is still attached to the plant, the young seedlings dropping from
the parent w'hen about 6 inches in size. Nothing is known as to the
period of vitajity of the bamboo seeds, but if carefully collected and
matured in the usual way, they may be sent from one part of Iniia to the
other in good condition. But this, of course, applies only to those which
fall from the plant before germinating. Seedlings, however, require 10 to

20 years to attain a growth sufficient to admit of full cropping, the period
varying slightly according to the species grown and the locality of

production.

2 . By cuwagg.—This is the process most frequently adopted in
artificial production. The lower part., say 3 feet in length, of a* growing
half mature stem is placed in the ground shortly after the commencement
of the rains. This is most frequently cut off so as to leave, if possible, a
portion of the rhizome attached. The cutting should be made a little

below one of the nodes and buried so as to include two nodes. Sometimes
the cuttings are laid lengthwise along the ground on a specially prepared
soil, and the sproutings at each node with their rootlets are afterwards
severed and transplanted to their final positions.

Fibre as a Paper Material.
—“ Of all the fibre-yielding plants known'

to botanical science, there is not one so well calculated to meet the
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pressing requirements of the paper trade as ‘ Bamboo,’ both as regards
facility and economy of production, as well as the quality of the ‘ paper-
stock ’ which can be manufactured therefrom; ’grown under favourable
conditions of climate and soil, there is no plant which will give so heavy
a crop of available fibre to the acre, no plant which requires so little care

for ifs cultivation and continuous production.” These are the opening
sentences of Mr. Routledge’s most useful and interesting pamphlet on
Bamboo as a Paper-Making Material, published in 1875 (also Bamboo and
Its Treatment, 1879). I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Routledge during

his visit to India, There seemed then a possibility of doing something
with bamSoo. spared no pains to test his theories and expectations.

Unfortunately he died shortly after having learned that there were proR!-

tioal as well as physical and chemical difficulties that seriously opposei^

the growth of a trade in this new paper material. These may be briefly

summariseef as follows :

—

1.

—The young shoots only being serviceable for paper-making, three

serious difficulties arise :

—

(a) the bamboo shoots appear from June to

July and are in condition during August and September, but by the end of

October are too old
;

(b) the stock suffers severely from the removal of the

shoots
;

(c) each clump can yield only about three or four shoots a year.

2.

—Experiment seems to have failed to induce the bamboo to

produce a continuous supply of shoots throughout the year.

3.

—A large percentage of the old stems requires to be left on the stools,

otherwise the plants are killed, and this same danger exists in complete

removal of the young shoots. Hence methodical working of the jungles

becomes essential, thus considerably increasing the charges of collection

and transport. Sir George King demonstrated that if all the shoots be
removed for three successive years the plant is killed. This danger may
however, be averted for a time by systematic working of the clumps,

but it appears to be ultimately certain to ensue.

4.

—During the months in which the bamboo shoots appear, the climate

of the most important bamboo tracts is such that labour could not be

obtained. In fact, bamboo forests occupy, as a rule, uninhabited districts

renderiifg the labour question, apart from the dangers to human life, one
of the most serious difficulties. •

,
5.—llie freight and transport charges incidental to all raw products

which have to be conveyed for long distances are very considerable.

In fact, owing to the scattered nature of the clumps which form bamboo
jungles, huiqan labour would be the only means of collecting the material

to centres from which it could be conveyed to the factory.

6.

—A most unexpected difficulty, which in itself almost renders the

bamboo unsuitable for paper-making, exists also in the hard adpressed hairs

which edVer the scales and young stems. It has been found impossible to

remove these, and they are not only dangerous to the men employed, but
injure the paper seriously, fin passing it may be added that in Java
these hairs are reputed to be used as a criminal poison. Gamble points

out, however, that the difficulty in the hairs does not exist in Melocanna.'\

7.

—As demonstrated in Travancore with perhaps the most likely

bamboo {OeJUandra travancoidca), the amount of chemicals required

js prohibitive.

Mr. M. Hill {Ann. Rept. Board Scien. Adv. Ind., 1905-6, 92-3) gives a

more hopeful view of the prospects of bamboo as a paper material. He
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there observes, “ It is coneidereil that the matmfactnre of paper pulp would

be practicable from a commercial point of view
;
the prospects of an ex-

port tr^dc for unbleached bamboo pulp appear to be favourable, having

regard to the excellent quality of the pulp prepared under favourable

conditions. It is estimated that a ton of unbleached bamboo pulp could

be produced for £5 10s. including manufacturing costs, interest* and

miscellaneous charges. This cost, supplemented by the freight to England

and sundry dues, would be increased to £7 10s. as the price delivered to

London or Liverpool. Considering the quality of the pulp, a profit should

be realised, since wood pulp is valued at £8 to £9 a ton. The manufacture

of bleached bamboo pulp for export does not, however, appear to be

promising chiefly in consequence of the higli cost of importing bleaching

powder and the deterioration of this chemical in a warm climate. ~ The

t’alue of the pulp for local use in a paper mill in Burma is considered un-

doubted, and the manufacture of paper from bamboo offers' favourable

possibilities as a new industry for Burma.”
WTesner (Denkscht. Akad. ITiss. Wten. Maih.-Ncd., 1902, Ixxii., 7, 8),

quoting Karabacck {Das Arabische Papier, 29), also Giles, says that the

modern Chinese paper “ is made from bamboo fibre, the bark of the

li/'oiiMMonetin and nee straw.” The late Sir Dietrich

Brandis {l.c. 25) seemed, moreover, to think that in spite of all the

disadvantages, “ Bamboo paper has a future in India.” He urged the

necessity for a thorough inquiry into whether or not, by special culti-

vation, the plant could be induced to afford shoots more freely and for

a longer period, without injury to the rhizome, and whether it would not

be possible for mature culms to be used in paper-making. [Of. Journ.

Soc. Chem. Indust., 1904, xxiii., 266.]

Medicine.— Tabsshtr.-—In the interior of the hollow stems of most
bamboos, ehiefly /iainbtisa arundlnacea, a silicious and colloidal

substance is found, known in the b4zars of India as TabdsMr] Bdnsa
rochana or Tavak-kshira in Sanskrit. This has erroneously been called

Bamboo Manna by some writers, thereby obscuring the circumstance
recently established that certain species produce a true manna on the

outer surface of their culms. The following may be given as the chief

vernacular naipjBS for the substance found within the stems :

—

Tabdshir,-

hans-lochan, bans-kapur, ihstoriyd, hanasa-mitha, vd3-numUha,mun^a-luppu
,

,

veduTuppu, moleuppa, bidaruppu, tavakshird, vdchhd, vathegd-kiyo, vathe-

gasd, vasan. In the Dictionary will be found a brief sketch of the history

of tabdsMr. This has since been amplified by Dymock in iis Matsria
Medica of Western India ; by Sir D. Brandis in the tndian Forester of

1887 ;
by the authors of the Pharmacoyraphia Indica and by many corre-

spondents in the Indian press. There are two kinds of tahdsMr known in

the bazdrs, viz. kabudi, blue; and safed, white; the former "is only
pale blue. It is largely used by Hindus and Muhammadans, and is

considered cooling, tonic, aphroilismc and pectoral. It is an ingredient
in many compound medicines which are given in different lung diseases,

but from its chemical composition it must be quite inert. Cohn
{Beilrage sur Biolog. der Pflanz., 1887, 365-406) may be said to regard
it as the residuum of the water which fills the young joints. Sir David
Brewster, in 1819, supported the opinion that the deposit within the stems
was a consoqueiice of di.scase set up by an insect. Brandis views (though*
incorrectly) the deposition as a natural process in the metabolism of
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growth? [Cy. Garcia cle Orta, 1663, (JolL, li
; Renata. (1678) iu Clusiua,

Hist. Exul. PL, 259 ;
Linschoten, Voy., 1598, ii., 56; Piso, Mant. Atom.,

in Ind. Vtri. re Nat. et Med., 185-7 ;
Mandelslo, j'rav., Ind., 1639,^149 ]

Edible Leaves, Seeds and Shoots—In tlie brief abstract of infor- Edible

mation given above as an alphabetical enumeration of the more important '

species of Indian bamboos, mention will be found of those that are specially

valued as Foubkb. Some are highly prized (especially for horses), others Fodder,

vi^ed as very indifferent fodders, and still others (such as It. nun a) used

mainly as cattle Medicines. It has already been stated that m times of Medicine

scarcity bamboo Gkain has saved the lives of thousands of human beings. Grain.

Many instances are on record of the piovidential flowering of the bamboo
in tunes of famine. The grain is pounded iu the ordinary way in ord^r

to remove the husk, then milled until reduced to a coarse meal or flour.

In that form, e.ither by itself or after being mixed with nee or jimr, it i#

baked into gakes (chapalis) and thus eaten. The young Shoots constitute siioot*.

a moat important article of food all over India, nearly every bamboo
being eaten in this stage ; but the larger species are most generally

used. Freed from the sheaths and hairs, they are cut up into small pieces

and eateu in curries. They are also pickled or boiled into preserves. The riewes,

young shoots of the smaller species if boiled in water with a little salt

resemble an inferior quality of asparagus. [Cf. Nisbet, Ind. For., 1896,

xxi., 98-100
;

also Wallinger, xxvii., 226 -8.]

Chemical Composition.— Tha most complete analysis yet published Chemistry,

of bamboo grain is that given by Prof. A. H. Church (Food-Grams Ind.,

suppl., 1901,6), which shows in 100 parts: water 13-6, albuminoids 10'8,

starch 71'6, oil 0'6, fibre 2'1, and ash 1-4. “The sbove-stated per-

centage of albuminoids, calculated from the total nitrogen present in

the grain, gives us the nutrient ratio 1 : 6'7, the nutrient value being
83'5.” This was the result obtained from the examination of a sample of

It, Tnhlu. Church adds that the grains were much larger than those

of It. avundinneea though similar in chemical composition. Prof.

T. Thomson of Glasgow found the ash of bamboo gram to consist of silica

9()’50 per cent., potash 110 per cent., peroxide of iron 0 90 per cent.,

alumina 0'40 per cent., moisture 4'87 per cent., loss 2 23 per cent.

Manna .—In March 1900, Mr. A. E. Lowrie, Forest Divisional Officer, Manna.
Chanda, jent me a sample of bamboo manna. This was chemically

analysed at my request by Mr. D. Hooper and his results published in The
Agrteullural Ledger (1900, No. 17). Mr. Lowrie wrote as follows :

—
“ About

the middle of last month I went through the area of DeuitrocalanniH
Mtrif'tu.s seefled forests and found that, though most of the bamboo
clumps were far advanced in seed, small stretches were still flowering,

and strange to say, in the drier portions of the forest on poor soil, very
stony and chiefly laterite. It was while passing through one of these

tracts that I noticed the culms in the clumps streaked all the way down
with what appeared to me to be a white brittle gum, similar to what one
sees exuding from Odina it'odier. On asking some of the Gonds (local

men) who were with me, what it was, they could not tell me and had Never seen

never seen it before. I at once collected some, and on tasting it, found
that it was perfectly sweet. The men then began collecting it by handfuls.

I also collected some and send you a tinful in case you would care to

h^ive it. On reaching camp I got hold of a number of the villagers, both
Gonds and others, and on inquiry they told me they had never seen or heard

*
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of this gum. I passed through a number of similar stretches in which the

bamboos were covered with the gum. This sugary deposit only extended for

about %e feet along the <fulms and was entirely absent towards the tops

;

it was found both at the nodes of the bamboo as well as on the stems

between the nodes. I am sure this has nothing to do with any insect

deposit, nor has it been caused through the aid of insect punctures in

the stem of the bamboo, as I made a careful examination of a number of

culms. The culms also were old ones, one, two and three years ol(3,”

Mr. Stebbing, however, reports that he had found the leaves of liainbusa

Hi'undinaceft so attacked by an Aphis as to cause a manna to fall

in drops on the stems. Hooper found that the manna furnished by
M'. Lowrie consisted of a saccharose related to, if not identical with

cane-sugar. [C/. with Hobson-Jdbson (ed. Crooke), 863.]

Timber.

—

Bamboos form the most important portion of thg minor

forest produce of all forest divisions, and one that iucreas^js in value

every year. Gamble e.stimates that the Indian annual consumption
of bamboos must be something like 150 millions per annum. The forest

administration Annual Reports issued by the various provinces of India

afford useful particulars as to the supply drawn from their respective

producing areas. It would occupy a volume to enumerate even by name
all the uses to which the mature bamboo stems are put. To the inhabitants

of the regions where the bamboo luxuriates, it affords all the materials

required for the erection and furnishing of ordinary dwelling-houses.

iSinShi^.“ Certain species are more serviceable for posts, others for matting and
basket-work, etc., etc., but if one or two species be used every requirement
in house construction and furnishing may be met. Perhaps one of the

most curious is the employment of specially prepared slips of bamboo
for the purpose of letter-writing. M. Chavannes [Les Livres Chinois, etc.)

has shown that in ancient times (or prior to the discovery of the art of

paper-making in 105 a.d.) the stationery of China was mainly of this

nature. Stein {Ancient Khotan, 1907, 358) has moreover shown that the

oldest manuscripts discovered by him (3rd century) were written on spe-

cially prepared pieces of wood made up on the pattern of the older bamlaoo
slips (see under Leather, p. 636; also Paper and Paper Materials,

p. 862). The,, reader had better also consult the account of thg

economic uses of the Bamboo as given in the Dictionary.

Timber.

Annual
Consumption.

Hoosd-

D.B.P.,

i.. 394-9.

Barilla.

Barilla
World's Supply.

Sonp and Glass.

Expectatioud
Falsided.

BARILLA, OP SAJjt KHAR; Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881,
492-6 ; Km Bull., 1890, 56-62 ; Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 6, 1?6 ; Holland,
Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., xxxii., 115.

A century ago the manufacture of carbonate of soda from the ashes of certain
saltworts was an important industry. Attention was accordingly early directed
to India as a source of supply for Great Britain to supplement that obtained from
Spain. Roxburgh, Roylo, Badon-Powell and many other writers in 'succession
described the existing trade and discussed its possible developments. Rox-
burgh (FI. Ind., ii., 61) practically speaks of the future of the Indian banlla trade
as being of national importance. He explains that one species of SaiUornia,
one of .trtHrocnemum and one of suiaoin, which are extremely abundant
plants on the Coromandel Coast, might be made to yield barilla sufficient to
make Soap and Glass for the whole world, since labour is cheap and popula-
tion abundant. That opinion was written before the date of the famine
that removed fully half the labouring classes of Coromandel (1791-8). It
need hardly be said, however, that the discovery of Le Blanc’s method of pre-
paring sodium carbonate chenucaUy from common salt not only destroyed
these and all other similar expectations of a remunerative trade in barilla, but
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revolutionised the world’s necessities and demands for tbs salt. At the present
moment were the available lands not only of Coromandel but of all similar
suitable tracts in India to be devoted exclusively to the production of barilla,

they probably could not supply a titho of the present demands for sodium car-
bonate.

Baden-Powell {Pb. Prod . 1863, i , 80) gives an instructive account of the PanjAb
bari^a industry of the PanjAb. Very little of importance has since been written Produc-
on this 8ubject*and the following abstract may, therefore, be taken from that tion.
w§rk :

—“ The process by wluch this substance is prepared is carried on during
the month of October and three following months. The plant after being
cut down is allowed to dry The next st»p is to dig a pit of a hemispherical
shape, about 6 feet in circumference and U feet deep. One or more vessels with
holes perforated are inverted and placed in the bottom of the pit, the holes being
kept closed until tlie alkali begins toflow,whon t'ney areopenortbya stick previously
arranged for that purpose. The dry plants are gi-adually burnt, and during the pfo-
cess a liquid substance is found to run down into the inverted vessels. After this

has teik^ place, the residue is stirred up by means of a flat piece of wood and kept
covered ove® for three or four days till it cools Taro mu.st be taken not to allow
water to get to the molten liquid, otherwise the whole moss would blow up.
In the inverted vessels will bo found a pure form of khdr sajji (sometimes called Khdr Sajjl.

lota (pot) sajji) and in the bottom of the pit on impure form containing a mixture
of ashes.”

In the Dictionary more recent papers are reviewed The Deputy Commis-
sioner of Multdn says that m that district the plants are collected in January MultAn.

and February. He then observes that the land on which barilla-yielding plants
grow was in 1883-4 leased for Rs. 7,907. The Settlement Report of Shahpur
District contains an intere.sting account of the barilla industry in which it is

stated that the farming of the monopoly fetches upwards ot Bs. 8,000 a year.
The quantity of sajji manufactured is said to bo about 10,000 mounds. In
Montgomery and Jhang the fcluir (or khangankhdr)^\axiiia iinioxyinn rernrvtnn, Montgomery
and this is supposed to yield the finest quality of sajji ; the inferior qualities and Jbang.

are believed to oe made from the various species of land, of which the gora land
is the best {SalHota prtiflu)

In Sind the plant that yields the boat sajji is said to bo known as lani. This
grows wild all over the province and springs up spontaneously after a copious
fall of rain. The process of manufacture pursued in Sind differs from that
described in connection with the PanjAb in tho cirouinstaiice that earthen pots
(lota) are not employed. The industry flourishes most at Kutchi in KhelAt, Kxtent of Trade,

where over 6,000 maunds are annually prepared. In ShikArpiir a like quantity
is r^ado, and in Thar and Parkar about 3,000 maunds are annually turned out

There seems also to exist a fairly extensive manufactuie of sodium carbonate A.doa.

at Aden^rom the so-called Aden Balsam (r snnrtia utniifloru).

The publication of the article “ Barilla ” (in the first volume of the Dictionary)

led to a correspondence on the subject of a possible extension’of the industry.
In 1888 tWe Mo^as Government asked the assistonco of tho Director of Agricul-

*ture in the Panj&b. The result was that Mr. J. R. Drummond, then Deputy
Commissioner of KamAl, was invited to draw up a report on the PanjAb salt-

worts actually in use in the manufacture of barilla, and this was furnished to

the (Madras floveiyiment. After considering the information procured from
various sources, the conclusions arrived at by the Government may be put
thus ;

—

1. It was cheaper and more convenient to obtain sodium carbonate from Midraa Opinion,

alkali deposits in the soil (such as the well-known dhobi’s earths of various piarts of
the Presiiency) than to bum saltworts and manufacture barilla.

2. The imported pure salt could be had at such a low price that it was
deubtful whether either method was likely in the futiu’o to compete suc-
cessfully,

Indian Saltworts,
The followiM may be given (in continuation of the observations under List of Chief

Alkali Sella—RAlh p. 51) as an alphabetical enumeration of the better known Plants,

saltworts of India, in which all those that might be successfully tried in reclama-
tion of rih efflorescence have been shown, as well as those actually employed in

the manufacture of barilla.

Arthroonemum Indlenm, Moq The jadu jsalang, machola, ghuri, chil, umari, koia- D.E.P.,
pipail—a native of the salt marshes of Bengal, Madras and Bombay. i., 328.
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i., 340-61.

D.E.P.,
iv., 188.

D.B.P.,
iv., 667.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt ii.,

387.

D.B.P.,
vi., pt. ii.,

302.
D.E.P.,
vi , pt. iii.,

380.

D.E.P.,
1., 404 6.

Baskets.

’ Atrlplex repens, Roth. A shrubby plant found on the coast of South

India and the Deccan. Experimented with unsuccessfully in Madras as a

source of barilla. .4. stoehnti. Boisa , a shrubby species (;urt) common in the

salt marshes at ICaraclii an<? fairly common in Gujarat. \Cf. Agri. Joum. Ind.,

ii ,167.]
Haloeharls vlolacea, Bunge A small diffuse annual common in the Peshawar

Valley, Western PanjAb, Salt Range, and Baluchistan.
Haloxylon recurvum, Bunge The icMr, khdri-lani, etc.—a straggling Dush

plentiful in the C. end W. Panjdb plains and Salt Range, also found in Sind,

Deccan (Coimbatore) and Burma. This is the most important barilla-yielding

species, mm. Bunge, and Mt. Hititcornieum , Bunge, the former OCCUTS
in the PanjAb and the latter in Sind. They seem to be used as adulterants or
substitutes for Mr. feem-vtiut. [Cf. Agri. Joum. Ind., l.c.]

Kochia indlca, tv/g/ir But, iMura ro—a herbaceous plant which occurs from
Dulht to the Indus and also in the Deccan (Coimbatore). [C/. Agri. Journ.
Ind., ii., 167.]
i- Sallcornla brachiata, Roxb. The guoilu, umari-kirai—a small shrub fovfnd on
most salt marshes in Bengal, South India (Tanjore), etc.

^

Salsola fcetlda, Oel The land, ahora (aliorga), lanan, ella-kura, etc.—a saltwort
much valued as fodder for camels and employed in the Hari-riid in the PanjAb
from Peshawar Valley south-westwards. •

Suseda frutlcosa, farali The lunak, choli-lani, hmch, uahak lanl—a sub-erect
shrub of N.W. India throughout the PanjAb. Used mainly as an adulterant
in barilla, n. monaica, ForsR—a shrubby species met with on the coast
of the S. Deccan, s. nudi/iora, Moq .

—

moraaa, khdri-ldni, gerta, kiray, rava kada,
a shrub met with on the coasts of Bengal, Bombay and S. India. «. ntarltlma

.

Dumort—lani, khdrt-lani, land, yella kiray, ila or ella-kura. A herbaceous species

(occasionally shrubby) met with in the Upper Garigetio plains from Delhi to

the sea-coasta of Bengal, Bombay and the Deccan. The loaves are eaten,
especially in times of famine. Drummond says that most references by
authors to s, ntuiijlorn should be taken as denoting tliis plant. [0/ Kew Bull.,

1891, 96-7 ]

For information regarding exotic drought-resisting plants in India confer with
paper by Sly in The Agricultural Journal of India (ii., pt. li., 161-70).

BASKET AND WICKER-WORK, also BpaidingT, Hat
and Fan Manufacture; Mukharji, Art. Manuf. Ind., 1888,

307-14; Ind. Art at Delht, 1903, 220; Gee, Monog. Fibrotis Manuf.
Pb., 13-4.

The above heading embraces several distinct crafts, but since the materials pm-
ployed are often identical, collectivetreatmentmayperhapsbe themostsatisfactory.
The opening paragraph of the article Bamboos has already set forth soipe of the
leading ideas that prevail, such as the separation of the Bamboos (Bainbumvir)
from the Canes (t’ninwiii*) and from the Reeds. But there remains the even
more difficult task of designing a classiiication for the basket materials that are
neither reeds nor canes, and for the mattmg materials that are often grasses, reeds,
canes or even bamboos. It is proposed to get over this difficulty by furnishing in
this work several articles that conjointly may embrace the whole of these some-
what diversified crafts and materials. These will be (a) Bamboos : {b) Calamus :

(c) Basket and Wicker-work—the reeds for the most part
:

[d) Cyperus or Grass-
Matting : and («) Mats and Matting. But over and above these collective
articles, certain substances that havo other and more important uses than as
materials for baskets and mats will be discussed in their own alphabetical posi-
tions, and references to these are accordingly given in the collective Slrticles so
that the reader may have little difficulty in discovering the products necessary
to complete special enumerations.

Throughout India basket-making in some form is practised, and very largely
BO by the gipsy class. In the rural districts it is of the crudest possible kind,
the baskets produced being intended purely and simply for agricultural purposes.
Here and there, however, basket-making, as a consequence of special materials
and facilities, attains a fairly high position, and in one or two instances even
becomes artistic and ornewnental. The following may be mentioned os the chief
materials used and the centres of their utilisation, taken up in the alphabetical
sequence of the scientific names of the plants concerned :

—

Acacia arabica—Agricultural baskets (.see p. 8).
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Alntls nitida.—The alder or ahrol, udish, etc., twigs used in tying loads, in
construction of rope-bridges and of crude baskets.

Arundlnaria ipp. (see Bamboos, p. 99).

Bambusa, etc. (see Bamboos, pp. 90-101 el aeq.) Along the foot of the Hima-
laya from east to west, bamboo basket-making is an important industry The
combined hat and umbrella of the Assam and Burmese cultivators, as also the
highly artistic hats of the Shans, are made of bamboo. In Bengal, ingenious and
ofteitfneatly constructed fish-traps and bird-cages are also constructed of bamboo.
Tly traffic in these articles is by no means insignificant

Borassus fiabelllter.—Fancy baskets, etc. (see p. 170).
Cajamis Indlous.—Agricultural baskets (see p. 200).
Calamus (see pp. 201-4.) Cane baskets of great strength are largely pro-

duced in Bengal, as for example in Patna, Pubna, etc. Those are formed of
entire candb wound round and round and held in pt'sition by tie-bands. Fancy
cane-work is lorg^y produced in Poona, Aatnagiri, Kanara, etc. In Bengal a
small colony of Chinamen are engaged m the jiroduction of cane -chairs, ba^ets,
etc. tn Shimoya in Mysore and jii several localities m Coorg cane-work od
some note is turned out.

Caryota ffirens (see p. 280).

Corypha umbraculifera (see p. 420).
Dendrooalamus (see Bamboos, p. 102).

Indigotera attopurpuiea.—The hankali, sakuaii, and I. Gerardiana, the kali,

Ichcnlt, etc., are fairly eytonsively employed by the liillmen to tie loads and
make baskets, etc.

Melooalamus oompaotiflorus.—^Tho bamboo most highly prized for lacquered
boxes and trays (see p. 103).

Parrotla Jaequemontlana.—The paher or ptahor, kiUar, aptlecha, etc., of the
N.W. Himalaya, is a most useful shrub, the twigs of which are extensively
employed_in binding loads, making strong (though not veiy durable) baskets
and in constructing the so-called rope-bndgea (jhulaa) which are thrown across
the moimtain torrents Occasionally twigs of cotoneuatfr, MtnJipoferii, Men,
and are mixed with rm-rattu, ana in other ports of the Himalaya
the grass taehwinmn is mainly used for these bridges.

Phosnlx (see pp. 884-5). Beautiful cigar-cases are plaited in Madras
from specially prepared strips of the leaves of this palm. The leaves, which are
known as bhutra or khuahab, are also woven or plaited into fans, baskets and
ropes, etc. The leaf-stalks (ohhart) make excellent walking-sticks, and split up
they furnish a material which is woven into exceedingly strong crates and
baskets. W. H. Gee (( c. 16) says that in the Panj&b the manufacture of

fans from the date-palm is universal, and that there is a fair export in

thefe articles from Peshawar. Fans are made largely in Rohtak and Konial.
In Delhi also there are two factories for date-palm fans. The leaf is soaked in

water iof a short time and some of the leaflets cut off and plaited in with those

that remain, thus forming the fan They are then stained according to certain
patterns. ^ man can make about twelve such fans a day. In most parts of tho
country where one or other of the date-palms is plentiful the leaves are largely

employed in the construction of baskets, as a rule in the bee-hive shape. These
are produced in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies and in the PanjSb, Sind,

Balijchiston ^d Afghaoistan, In the eastern parts of Bengal, matting used in

houses is almdst always of khajur (fHeenijc) and is sold at about Rs. 6 per 100
square yards. [Of. G^, l,c. 6, 14.]

Phragmltes (see Mats and Matting, p. 777).

Pseudostachyum (see Bamboos, p. 104).

Rhus Cotlnus.—The Elm-leaved Sumach or tingn, phan, etc. ; shoots
employed in coarse basket-making.

, Sacchaium arundlnaceum (see MuiJ, pp 929-30).

Sallx,—Several species of Willow. There does not appear to bo in

India any generic name like osier which denotes tho specially grown shoots
used in basket-making, but bed or bent are very general names, and othei's

such as bin, bia, biaa, bhesh, baiah, bhaina, bea, etc., all denote willows.
Although never so successfully worked up as in Europe, the willows of India
are of the greatest possible value to the people. The kiltaa or load-baskets
osfried on the back by the hillmon are very generally made of willow, and
dhe long willow-baskets used in conveying apples and pears from Kull'i

and Kashmir to the plains are well known. The kilta is u pointed basket so
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designed as to throw the chief weight on the shouldefi' In some' of the

jails and asylums of India admirable willow baskets and chairs are now pro-
duced, but this is apparently a modem industry. Willow twigs, when pro-

curable^jare largely used in all rural parts of the coimtry for wattles, weirs,

dams and fences. The bark is often stripped off the twigs and used in place of

string, the twigs being then converted into charcoal, which is viewed as of

special merit.

Tacoa pfnnatiflda.—Tlie d/uir, dtva, periya, kanda, kanli-kund, taak-ta,

etc. An investigation recently conducted at the Imperial Institute into ,ithe

possibility of this plant being used as a braiding material, resulted negatively.

But the tubers are fairly extensively eaten by the hill tribes of Chota Nagpur
and the Central Provinces. [Of. Forster, PI. Esc., 1786, 59; Rumphius, Herb.

Amb., V., t. 114 ; Nicholls, Excise Sept. C. Prov., 1878-9, app. D.]
Tamarlx.—The jau affords long flexible twigs that are very generally

eipployed in the manufacture of baskets, brooms and w^tles, especially in

South Fanjdb. Stein (Ancient Khotan, 1907, 332 et seq.) makes repeated refer-

ence to the tamarisk as seen in the ruins of Khotan, the specimens being
found in association with other objects of date 3rd to 8th centunes.j Wattle
mattings of tamarisk plastered over were one of the chief methods of forming
partitions in house-construction. The pens used by these ancient peoples were
also mode of tamarisk wood.

Trltioum, also Oryza and other straws are worked up into fancy
baskets, as for example in Hazara and Nepal. W. H. Gee (l.c. 14) observes
that the wheat-straw baskets of Hazara are of two kinds, viz. mandhas
and parotas. “ The former cylindrical and narrow at the base, the latter with
straight sides ; both are often worked in coloured designs and cost from Rs. 0-4-0
to Rs. 1.” Collins (Arts and Manuf. Beng

,

1890, 6) says that “in the Pntna
and Bhagalpore Divisions fancy baskets of coloured grasses are made by high-
caste ladies. . . . Fancy straw baskets are made in Purneah district. Leghorn
hats are made of the straw of spelt wheat (see p. 1084).

Typha (see Mata and Matting, p. 777).

Vetlverla zlzanloldes.—The khas-khas (see p. 1106).

[The following special works may be consulted m amplification of the particu-
lars here given regarding basket-ware :—Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind.,
1880, 72-5 j Kipling, Ind. Pb., in Journ Ind. Arts, 1886, i , 80 ; Lawrence, Valley

of Kashmir, 1896, 250, 372 ; Stuart, Man. S. Kanara, 1895, ii , 149 ; Kew Bull.,

1899, 200 ; James, Basket Makers of California, 1901 ; O. T. Mason, Smithsonian
Inst. Ann. Rept., 1902, 186-648 (plates 10 to 248) ;

etc., etc.]

BASSIA BUTYRACEA, lio.rh.. As. lies., 1805, viii., 477.-85,

with coloured plate ; also FI. Ind., li., 527 ;
Traill, Proc. Roy. As.

Soc., 1838, 116-7
; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 448 ;

FI. Br. ind., iii.,

546 ;
Sapota6Ej?:. The Indian Butter Tree, fhnlwdrd, chiura, chdra,

cheuh, churi, yel, ct<!. The butter is enlled chiura-ke-pina, phalel'bv phulwa,
A large deciduous tree of the Sub-Hinialayan tracts from the Ganges to

Bhutan, ascending to altitudes of 15,(X)0 feet.

B. latifolla, Itojch,, PI. Coro. Coast, i., 20, t. 19 ;
also* FI-

Ind., ii., 626 ; Chas. Hamilton, As. Res., 1788, i., 3(X)-19
;

Jones,
As. Res., 1795, iv., 285 ; Takef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 161 ;

Elliot, FI. Andh., 1859, 70 ; Gibson, Hooker's {Kew) Joum. Hot., 1863,
90 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind. (2nd ed.), 476-9

; Campbell, Econ.
Prod. Chota Nagpur, No. 8401 ;

PJiarmacog. Ind., 1891, ii., 354-62

;

Forsyth, Highlands of Central India, etc. (2nd cd.), 76 ;
G. M. Ryan,

Comm. Value of Mhowra Seeds, in Ind. For., 1903* xxix., 543-9
;
Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., ii., 92 ; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 116
;
FI. Br. Ind., iii.,

544 ;
Agri. Ledg,, 1899, No. 12. The Mahua, Mahwa or Mowha

Tree, mahua, moka, mhova, matkom, mohul, mahu, moho, irpi, irhu, ippa,
yeppa, illupei {illupai), hinge, punam, kanzaw, etc., etc. A large deciduous
tree of the forests of the central tracts of India from Western Bengal,
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BA88IA
j^MAHUA OR ILLUPEl TREE malabahica
^ , lUupei

Oudh and Kiunaon to Gujarat, Kanara and Burma. It ascends the

hills to altitudes of close on 4,000 feet and is often cultivated.

B. longrifoliB, Linn.; Gaertner, Fruct. et Sem. PI., ii.,*t. 104; D.E.P.,

Lamk., Illust., t. 398
;
Roxb., FI. Ind., ii., 523 ;

Wight, Illust. Ind. 1;-

t. 147
;
Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 183 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., jndian
448 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., in, 92 ; FI. Br. Ind., ni., 544. This ever- jiahua.
green tree is met with from the Konkan southwards and replaces

a. latifoliti in South India. It is most frequently met with in cultiva-

tion. The Tamil, Telegu and other South Indian names mentioned above
more especially refer to it, such as ippa, yeppa, pinna, illipi, ippi, hippe,

mi, meze, etc. *
,

malabaplca, Forester's Manual, 140; Talbot, List D.E.P.,

Trees, etc. (2nd cd.), 207 ;
Woodrow, in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc.* !•» 416.

1898, v., 168
;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bond)., ii., 93. A tall tree of the Western
Ghats from Kanara to Travaiicore and the Anaimalais, ascending to Mahua.
altitudes of 4,000 feet. It is best known liy the names atl-illupei,

udlu, etc..

Habitat.—The mahua, though met with in a purely wild state in many parts of Wild, al8o
India, is of the greatest possible value to the inhabitants of large tracts of country Semi-
whore it exists in a state of semi-oultivation. It prefers dry sandy and even cultivated,
rocky soil to rich low-lying and inundated lands. Apparently it is self-sown,

the seedlings being in some parts of the country protected for a few years (Ind.
For., 1880, V., 468). But by the casual visitor, it would appear, seedlings are not Paucity of

readily detected. Hamilton in 1788 {l.c. 306) says that neither he nor any of his Seadllngs.

friendjB had ever seen an infant plant. Several writers have recorded the same
observation. Mr. Sly (Commissioner of Settlements and Agriculture in the
Central Provinces) does so in his Annual Report for 1902-3, and adds that m Disappoaranoc.

the absence of reproduction it is only a question of time for many villages to
lose a most valuoble addition to their food supplies. Numerous writers deplore
the disappearance of the tree from regions where it formerly grew. Others
urge, and with much force, that every effort should be made to extend rather than Estcndeii

to contract its cultivation As a protection against famine few schemes are
to be more highly commended (for many parts of India) than systornatic cultiva-
tion of fnahua where suitable lands are available.

History of Slatiua.—It seems highly probable that the economic information History,
pubhshed from time to time regarding the mahua tree is fully applicable to all the
abov0-m«itioned species, each in its own area being the mahua or illupci of
popular writers. From tho industrial standpoint there is in fact yo very sufficient

reason for their different values The most remarkable fact regarding tho
tnahua is uiat it appears to have escaped the notice of all the early European
travellers—Marco Polo, Vasco da Gama, Garcia do Orta, Varth(5ma, Linschoteu,
Tavernier, Bheede and Rumphius arc silent regarding this most valuable tree.

It was, however, well known to the classic authors of India. Its best-known Sanskrit

Sanskrit nam« is rtmdhuka. Susruta describes the spirit obtained by the distil- Knowledge,

lation of the flowers, and the oil from the seed is mentioned by Chadradatta.
Ibn Batuta, who travelled in India in 1332, calls it mahwa and remarks that the
sun-dried flowers taste like figs (Dymock). In the Memoirs of the Emperor
Baber, wi^ton from 1494 to 1529 (Leyden and Erskine, transl., 1826, 326), the Baber.

mehweh or gal-chekan is said to be a wide-spreading tree of whose timbers the
houses of the Natives of Hindustan are chiefly constructed. Mention is also
in&de of the spirit extracted from the flowers, of the dried flowers eaten like

raisins, and of an oil extracted from the kernel. Thevenot {Travels Levant,
Indostan, etc. (Engl, transl.), 1687, iii., 94), speaking of Golconda, tells us that
clumps of a tree called “ Mahoua ” were placed edong the boundary of the
territory of the “ Mogul.” The Ain-i-Aiebari, 1590 (Blochmann, transl., 70), refers Akbar.

to it as yielding a fruit known as gilaundah, which Abul Fazl adds is employed
in the preparation of an intoxicant. The botanical and other writers mentioned
above in connection with each species, carry the history of the products of these
plants up to the most recent dates, and it may be added that only the more im- •

port^t, and especially those not mentioned in the Dictionary, have been quoted,
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THE MAHUA TREE

Economic Value.—It may be said that there are two great products of the

tree, (o) the Edible FLOitEBS and (6) the OiL-yielding seeds. The Dictionartf

should be consulted for the minor uses, and these may therefore be disposed of

here very briefly. A GtTM or gutta (the milky sap hardened) flows from incisions

or abrasions on the stem (see p. 627). [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., ii., 368-60 and 361

for its chemical properties and uses.] In some parts of the country ringing

of the stems is practised just on the setting of the fruits. When this is'done

the gum may be obtained in abimdance. The bark is employed as a Dve. TJhe

flowers, the oil, the spirit distilled from the flowers, and the bark are all used

medicinally. Lastly the Timber has some merit, but the trees are, as a rule,

too valuable to allow of their being killed for this purpose.

The Flowers.—The mahua shows its leaves from February to April.

The cream-coloured flowers appear as great clusters (of 30 to 50) near the

eii'ds of the branches, from March to April, and are soon followed by the

young leaves. Preparatory to the harvest of flowers the people clear

tliQ gromid below the trees by burning the weeds and smoothyig the soil.

About March the flowers begin to come to maturity, and every morning

)uat after sunrise the succulent corolla- tubes fall in showers to the ground.

Thi.s continues till the end of April, each tree yielding from 2 to 4 maunds
of flowers, hut usually the fall from a single tree is complete in about 7

to 10 days. Mukerji {Handbook Ind. Agri., 291) says the yield of each

tree is from 5 to 8 maunda. A drying-floor is prepared in a position

central to a selected batch of trees. The ground is smoothed and beaten,

etc.
;
on this the flowers as collected day by day are spread out to dry m

the sun. In a few days they shrink in size, change in colour to a reddish-

brown, and their peculiar sweet smell becomes more concentrated and its

resemblance to that of mice more intense. But the mahua that is intended

for sale is not dried to the same extent as that set apart for home con-

sumption, and naturally so since the loss in weight is considerable. But
mahua is eaten extensively while fresh—in the dried form it is cooked and
eaten along with rice and other grains or food materials. Before being

eaten the dry corolla tubes are beaten with a stick to expel the stamens

{jih) ; the quantity required is then boiled for six Lours or so and left to

simmer until the water has been entirely evaporated and the malhua

produced in a soft juicy condition. Tamarind or sdl seeds and g^ram arc

frequently eaten along with mahua. By the better classes it is fried with

ghi (butter) or "with mahua oil. It is extremely sweet, but the power to

cat and digest this form of food is an acquired one, so that few ^!uropeans<

arc able to consume more than one flower without having disagreeable

after effects. Sometimes the mahua is dried completely, reduced to a

powder, and mixed with other articles of food. In that condition ft is

often baked into cakes. Sugar may also be prepared from the flowers or

they may be distilled and a wholesome spirit prepared, the chief objection

to which is its peculiar penetrating smell of mice Nicholls estimated
that in the Central Provinces 1,400,(X)0 persons use mahua as a regular

article of food, each person consuming one maimd per annum—an amount
that would set free about 1| maunds of grain or about 30 per cent, of the
food necessities of the people in question. This at the lowest estimate
comes to one quarter of a million pounds sterling which the tree presents
annually to these provinces. It would serve no purpose to speculate as

to the corresponding total supply for all India
; the above illustration

of one province exemplifies its extreme value.

Mahua, in times of abundance, may be purchased at a very small figure,

but normally it costs about 12 annas a maund. As a rule the surplus
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FLOWERS AND SPIRIT

over local necessities is sold. The chief purchasers are the distillers, and
the additional revenue thus derived greatly enhances the value of the

tree. Some few years ago the experiment wa# attempted in Bombay of

the Forest Department becoming the vendors of the available surplus

and selling to the trade. The object in view was the protection of the

poor and ignorant people, who it was believed often got but a fraction

o| the actual value of their produce. At that time also there was a
fairly brisk new export trade in mahua, which went apparently to Europe
to be used for distillation. It is generally believed that the action of

the French Government in closing their ports to mahua ruined the

foreign toaffic and accordingly the exports shrank to small proportions,

the article being at present exclusively used in Europe to feed pigs^a
purpose recommended originally by E. Lockwood (Journ. Linn. Soc.,

xvii., 89). •

Mahu/t Spirit.—As already indicated, the art of distilling these

flowers is a very ancient one m India. Susruta mentions mahua spirit.

The Ain-t-Ahbari alludes to it. Hove (who lavelled in Bombay in 1787,

142) tells us that the mawra (as he calls it) affords when distilled a pure and
very pleasant but remarkably strong spirit. This he observes is often

poisoned with liatura, and accordingly he concludes, “I would advise the

Company to send out orders to their Settlements to inspect the common
liquors more minutely and they would not lose half the troops which they

commonly do on this side of India.” Williamson (East Ind. Vade Mecum,
ii., 163) tells us that in 1810 the number of shops for the sale of mahua and
other spirits was ” absolutely incalculable.” Thus India had little to

learn from Europe either in the art of distillation or in the habit of

alcoholic consumption. The registration and supervision of the traffic

which had been inherited by the Company and by the Crown became a

necessary evil.

One of the best accounts of mahua spirit is that by Archibald

Kerr (As. Res., 1788, i., 309-19). That article was written in Chatra in

Rjimgar after a most careful personal study of the subject. Dr. Gibson

(Hooker's (Kew) Journ. Bot., 1853, v., 90) tells us that in Gujarat and
Rajputana every village has its spirit-shop, and he adds that the

Government duty on the spirit distilled at Caranja, opposite Bombay,
came te something like £80,000. He then observes that the spirit

prepared was something like Irish whisky but had a strong smoky and
rather feetid flavour.

,
The aroma is the chief disadvantage to the spirit, but it is understood

that a gentlemad who experimented in Monghyr very extensively with this

issue, succeeded in producing a spirit quite free from the objectionable

smell. Lockwood tells us that he had ascertained that six gallons of

spirit ODuld in Europe be produced from one hundredweight of mahua.
More recently it has been found that as much as 7’6 gallons per cwt. can

•be produced, the yield from molasses being only 5J gallons, and much
less from barley, potatoes, etc. [Cf. Manson, Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc.

Ind., 1886, vii., 83-5.] He tells us that the spirit is called daru and
much resembles Hollands both in appearance and taste, but unfortunately

it retains the sickening flavour of the flowers. The method of dis-

tillation is similar to that pursued in all other countries, save that in
• India it is less scientific and correspondingly more wasteful (see Eleusine,

p. 621). For preparfitjon of vinegar from mahm flowers, aeo pt H09. '
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' The Seed, Oil and Butter. —From the remotest antiquity it has

been known that the seeds of this plant contain a large quantity of an

exceedingly good edible oil, which owing to the ease with which it solidifies

is often called Mahua Butter. The oil from B, butyvacea is gene-

rally upheld as more valuable than that of the other three species, chiefly

because it solidifies almost immediately after being expressed from. the

seeds. Roxburgh (As. Res., viii., 477-^5) has given a full account npt

only of the butter of It. biityrucea but of the oil of B. lonf/tfolla,

the last mentioned being from the pen of the Rev. Dr. John. In the

Journals of the Agri. Horltcukural Society of India numerous papers have

appeared urging the desirability of an extended production and use of

th?,se oils (1848, vi., 219-22, also app. Ixix, cxiv.
; 1861,' xii., .346, n.s.

;

1869, i., 394-7; 1886, vii., 76-92; etc). Instructive and useful are^also

the articles by Lockwood in the Journal Linncmn Society (1878, xvii.,

89) ;
in the Dictionary (1885, i.) ; in The Agricultural Ledger (1899, No. 12)

;

and in Mukerji’s Handbook of Indian Agriculture (1901, 290-1), which carry

the subject up to the most recent and very admirable paper by G. M. Ryan
(Ind. For., 1903, xxix., 54.3-9). This, among other features of interest,

sets forth particulars of a new trade that seems of growing value to India.

The seeds (nuts), he observes, are commonly known as mohoti, and are

collected about the end of May to beginning of June. There is a con-

siderable local demand for them all over the country, but apparently a

practical margin for export is annually available. Ryan puts the

price of the seeds at Rs. per cwt., which shows a net profit to the

trader of 13 annas. During the past five or six years the foreign traffic

has rapidly expanded, and stands now at about 500,000 cwt. It would

seem that these nuts arc consigned to Hamburg and Antwerp, and the

supplies are drawn from Bombay, Rajputana, Central India, Central

Provinces and even the United Provinces. A difficulty would appear,

however, to exist in Europe in the disposal of the cake, which in India is

used as a manure. [Cf. Leather, Agn. Ledg., 1897, No. 8, 23.]

The oil of the mahua proper (not mahua butter) is greemsh-yello^,

and IS largely eaten all over India, and in addition is used to adulterate

ghi. It is sometimes called dolo oil. In South India the solid form is

called illipi butfer. Here and there a fair quantity of soap is made
from this oil. The oil is also largely burned by the hill tribes, who
express it crudely from the seeds. Apparently the only limitation to

'

the uses of the oil is the want of enterprise in its extended production.

BAUHINIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind,, ii., 275-84; Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timhs., 280-5 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., i., 636-7, 549

;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

i., 430-4
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 297-301

;
Leouminosje. A

genus of arborescent or scandent plants diffused throughout the'^tropics.

Out of 130 species which have been described, 30 are Indian
; those

enumerated below are, therefore, the species of economic importance.
B. angulna, Soxb The Jiag-pul, natwUli, suhatungrrmgrik—a climber of N. and

B. Bengal, Sikkim, Chittagong, Martaban, Burma and South India, etc.

B. macrostachya, Wan The gunda-gxlta—an extensive climber found in the
forests of Sylhet and Assam.

B. malamlca, Soxb The amli, karmai, gouruhati, laba, amli-taki, kattra, eh»p-
pura, korala, kundapula, etc—a bushy tree met with in the Sub-Himalayan
tract, from the Ganges to Assam, and in Bengal, Burma, and South India.

'

B. pnrpuieai ‘u’n. The koiral, kolidr, eio ,—a inoderate-aiaed deciduous tree of
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BAVHINIA
THE MAI.U FIBRE variboata

the Sub-Himalayan tract from the Indus eastward, also ot Central and South ’

India and Burma.
B. racemosa, Lam The kachnal, banraj, kavmu, katmanli, arelca, ari, asotri, ay/pta,

palan, etc.—a small crooked tree met with in the Cub-Himalayan tract from
the Ravi eastwards, m Oudh, Bengal, Burma, and Central and South India.

B. retlisa. Ham The kurdl, IcanMa, laba, etc.—a moderate-sized deciduous tree

of the N.W. Himalaya from the Beas eastward, to Simla, Oarhwal, Kumaon
and Central India.

•B. tomentosa, Lmn. Thekachndr,asun(lro,chd,mal,otc .—an erect shrub met with
in the U. Provinces, and throughout India to Ceylon and Penang.

B. VahUI, IV A /t The malg/uln, chehur, athdr, borla, simgiing r%k, jam, lama,
shioh, tnaulan, etc.—one of the most n.selul of Indian climbing Bauhinias.
It 18 found all along the lower Himalaya from the Cheuab eastward, in N. and
C. India aifd Tenagsenm. [C/. Hooper, Rrpt. LrAor. Ind. Mua., 1904-5, 28.]

B. variegata, Lmn The kachndr, knhar, rnkta kdnchan, I urmang, singya, kutuipl,

taki, kovidara, bwechtn, etc ---a tnoderate-sized deciduous tree found m the Sub-
HimaJhyan tract from the Indus eastward imd throughout the forests of Indi>
and Burtna. It is largely cultivated in the plains as an ornamental tree.

Most of the species yield a Gum whi< b seems to bo known by a generic name, Qum.
nem-ki-gdnd. It is as a rule too little soluble m water to be of great vahie.
That from U. retunn (semla gdnd) is very like gum arable. It is eaten by the
poorer classes and is used to waterproof terrar-eil loofs, and also medicinally
as an external application to sores By some Native practitioners it is re-

garded as emmenagogue and diuretic. In the report by Diinstan, republisheil

in The Agricultural Ledger (1900, No. 12), it is pointeil out that the gum absorbs
more than twice its own weight of water, and that a 10 per cent, solution yielded

a thick mucilage which could not be manipulated. Several firms of brokers were
asked to report on the gum. The estimated value was from 10*. to 20*. per cwt.
They did not consider the gum of any commercial importance. It must, there-

fore, be regarded as mainly of local interest. The export from Dehra DOn
amounts to about 2,500 inamids per annum, and the local valuation is about
Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2-8 per inaund.

Several species are reported to yield Oius, e.g. H. nruittluata, B. tomentona. Oils,

etc., but information as to their economic use (if any) is wanting. The bark
of B. purpurra is used in Dykino and Tanning and that of «. rncewiosn Dyes and Tans,

in dyeing. The latter produces at first a dirty red colour, but the dyed
article having been worked up in mud for some hours subsequently appears
black or nearly black {Note by Conservator For , F. Circ Burma, 1896).
BawUinia is, however, principally noted for the Fibres afforded by one or two Fibres,
species. A cordage, strong but not durable in water, is made from the inner
bart of B. t aeriiiaMu. According to Dodge, this being very tough has been
employeij in India in the construction of certain bridges across the Jumna. The
stems are usually cut in July or August. Concermng the strong cordage prepareil

from the bark of B. ynhiil a full accoimt is given m the Dimtionary (l.c. 424)
and need snot bo repeated here It is a very important article with the hill

•tribes. The malu fibre is one of the few that will stand to be dyed, bleached
and worked up along with wool (Watt, Res. of Brit. Ind., 1894, 16). In certain

districts ropes are made from it in two ways. Either real fibres of the branches
are ^extracted* and twisted into ropes or the branches are simply split up and
used as natural rd^es. They are known m the Panjab as udila and are ex-
tensively employed for tying slates and thatch on to roofs (Geo, Morwg. Fibrous
Manuj. Pb., 1889-90, 5). The shoots are said to grow as much as 60 feet long
in one year.

Whilsi it may be said that most of the species enumerated above are used Medicine,
in some way in Native Medicine, almost every part of B. varirgata is so

u^ed. The bark, flowers, and root are triturated in rice-water for use as a
cataplasm. A decoction of the root is given in dyspepsia, the flowers are taken
with sugar as a laxative, and the bark is regarded as tonic and anthelmintic.

The medicinal use of the gum of B. retniia has already been mentioned.
B. tomtntosa is said to be antidysentenc and to be useful in liver-complaints.

The leaves of B. VaHlu are demulcent and the seeds tonic and aphrodisiac.

The acrid leaves of B. malabarlea are used as Food in Burma and Bombay, Food luid

g.nd elsewhere the yoimg shoots are eaten as a vegetable. The flowers S''>4der.

of B. purpurra are used in curries as a pot-herb or are piokled. The leaves

form a cattle-FoDDER, The buds and seeds of b. raeomosa ore eaten by
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Natives and the leaves are relished by buffaloes in N. India. The seeds of
n. VahUi are eaten raw or fried, and the young pods of this species and
also of v. «>« fir ifnr« are cooked and eaten by some of the hill tribes. The
TiMBicR»of B. ptirpumi irf used for agricultural implements, but of the other
trees of this genus the wood is mainly useful for burning. The leaves of
B. variegata and B. racetnoixt ate made into cigarette-covers {bidis )—those
of the former are said to be exported to Sind and Persia, while the latter

in the Thana district alone bring a revenue of Rs. 1,600 a year. Those of
B. I'nAfii are made into cups, platters, etc., and the bark of this climber, aa of
B. untfrnMtaeKyn, is used for matchlocks. Finally, the leaves of B. rnermoma
are worshipped at the Dasara festival.

BEADS.—These may be referred to three groups :— *

• (1) Mineral, including glass and stone-beads, alabaster and metal
ornaments, etc.

,
"

(2) Animal, including bones, corals, pearls, shells, etc. •

(3) Vegetable, including flowers, fruits, seeds, etc.
*

(1) In the Minebal group there is a large import trade, especially from Italy,

in glass beads. The value of the trade in 1902-3 was Rs. 16,61,326, representing
14,437 cwt. of goods, and in 1006-7, 22,620 owt. or Rs. 24,02,442 (see Olass,

p. 663). A considerable internal trade is also done in the cheaper land of stones
which are collected on the mountains of India and Burma, as also brought
across the northern land frontier (see Qem Stones, p. 660). Small beads made
of various metals are also common, the more elegant being gold beads mixed
with precious atones or coral.

(2) Personal ornaments derived from the Animal kingdom are chiefly Cowrie
and Conch shells (see Shells, p. 989), feathers of birds, skins, furs, horns, bones, the
smaller pearls, etc. Such information on these subjects as can be here given will

be found under the respective articles. Birds’ Skins and Feathers (see under Birds,

pp. 138-42; Bones, p. 169; Hides, p. 639; Homs, p. 646; and Pearls, p. 667).

(3) In the Dictionary (i., 430-3) will be found a complete enumeration of the
various plants of which certain parts are used for beads, rosaries, garlands, etc.

In the more important instances the domestic uses will bo found under the plant-
names in their proper alphabetical positions—Adhatoda, .£gle, Coix, etc , etc. [Cf,
Vieux, Agri. Ledg., 1906, No. 6.]

BECHE-DE-MER: Sea-slugr; Tpipang:; Suala, Swalloe,
OP Swallow, etc., names given to various forms or qualities of* the

Edible Holothurian
;
Thurston, Mar. Fa. Rameswaram, Mad. Cejit. Mus.,

sc. ser., 1887, ^o. 1, 16, etc.

Habitat.—These edible Sea-slugs are found on the coast of the Mediterranean,
the Eastern Archipelago, Australia, Mauritius, Ceylon and Zanzibar, whence they
are occasionally brought to Bombay for re-export to China. Several species are
found on the shores of the Andaman and Laccadive Islands and on the Burmese
coewt, particularly that of the Mergui Archipelago, where they are /jollected from
the Nicobar Islands, the Maldives, the Oulf of Man&r, etc.; cur^ and sent to
China via Burma and Madras ports. It is, however, mainly from New Caledonia,
Tahiti and the Fiji Islands that China is supplied.

Preparation.—Very little of a satisfactory nature is known regarding the
Indian and Burmese species and qualities ; the methods of collection, curing and
drying ;

system of packing and exporting ; chief towns concerned in the trade ;

seasons of collection, prices, etc., of these edible products. In fact very little o^ a
practical nature has been contributed since Capt. Andrew Cheyne wrote his account—an abstract of which will be found in the Dictionary. Mr. Thurston tells us that
“ The Tnpangs are collected by Natives, as they lie on the mud at low water, and
placed in a cauldron which is heated by a charcoal fire. As the temperature
rises in the cauldron, the still living animals commit suicide by ejecting their
digestive apparatus, etc., and become reduced to empty membranous sacs,
wliich, by loss of water consequent on the temperature to which they are exposed,
shrivel up considerably. At the end of twenty minutes or half an hour thb
boiling process is stopped, and then the same process is repeated for a siroilaf
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time. Finally, they are arranged in order according to their size, and are then
ready for shipment to China.”

Trade.—The tripang is highly esteemed as an article of food by the Chinese
and Japanese epicures. Minced down it is made ihto a thick gelatineus soup. Soap.

It is;.8eldom used by the Europeans in India, but is reported to be a favourite
article of diet with the colonists of Manilla. The trade returns usually record
a faj^ly large traffic to and from India and Burma. The foreign imports of
India during 1901-6 averaged about 28,000 lb., valued at Rs. 10,000, and these
oosne from Ceylon, the Straits Settlements and Hongkong, and were consigned
to Madras and Burma. In 1906-7 the actual imports were 6,744 lb., valued
at Rs. 2,796. Formerly, of the exports of Indian BSche-de-Mer an average
of about 100,000 lb., valued at Rs 24,000 a year, went from Burma and Madras
to the Strpits Settlements. But withm recent years the trade seems to have
been declining, the exports in 1903 having been approximately 32,000 lb.,

valued at Rs. 0,000. Since then, however, they have fluctuated greatly, and
inl906-7 were 44,468 lb , valued at Re. 14.343 [Cf. Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa
and Malabar (ed. HakJ. Soc ), 105; Forrost, Voy. Mcrgui, 1783, 83; Milbur.^,

Or. Comtn.^ 1813, ii , 305 ; Riilflos, Hist. .Java, 1817, i., 203-8 ; Royle,
Prod. Isinglass, 1842, 64; Crawfurd, Diet. Ind. Isl. and Adj. Count., 1856, 440;
Colhngwood, Rambles ofaTfat., 1868, 150; Mason, Burma and Its People, 393,
728 ; also (ed. Theobald) i., 20 ; Huntor, Imp Qaz., x , 29.5 (Expt. from
jYteotortf).]

BEES: BEES’-WAX, BEES’-DAMMAR AND BEES’-
HONBY.—It has to be admitted that in India Bec-eulturc takes a

remarkably subordinate position. Whilst met with occasionally on the

hills, it is a completely neglected industry on the plains as a whole.

This circumstance is doubtless an expression of the influences, whatever
these may have been, that consigned horticultural and dairy operations

to village artificers rather than to farmers or agriculturists proper.

The religious sentiment against taking life may doubtless have had
a restricting power, and perhaps the climate and the seasons of flowering,

together with the nature of tropical vegetation, may have been ascer-

tained to be unfavourable, and thus have acted prejudicially against the

establishment of regular bee-culture. But while there is no organised

industry, bees exist plentifully here and there all over India and Burma,
in* a wild or semi-domesticated condition, and supplies of both honey
and wg,x are plentiful and of fair quality. It seems to be generally

upheld in India that bee-culture is impossible in regions where species

of Strol^iliintheH do not abound.
' The following may be given as the chief honey and wax-yielding bees

and the products derived from them, together with the references to

standard works regarding the same :

—

*
I. BEES ; 'Horne, Trans. Zool. Soc., vii., 181-4

;
Gale, Bees, and

How to Manage Them, Agri. Gaz. N.-S. Wales, 1898, ix., 791-5, 1286-8, D.E.P.,

1397-1401 ; also Pender, Prod. Honey, 796-802, 899-907
; Hooper, h 484-7 .

Agri. I^dq., 1904, No. 7, 73-80
; also Reft. Labor. Ind. Mtis., 1903-4,

25-6.

• (a) Apis dorsata, labr Bingham, Fa. Br. Ind. (Hymenoptera), i., 667. The Bock Bee.
WmD or Rock Bke of India : the votora, khago, konegi or leonge, dangara,
sarang, bhammar, mahal, mahuk, hhavra, lywat, aghya, age, iogri, tagara, bhaga-
mohu, pedda-pera, peria-them, perai-tenai-egalu, malai-teni, pya-gyi, etc.

Habitat.—Found throughout India and Burma, but rarely aacending the hills

to altitudes above 2,000 feet. It would seem to be most prevalent in localities

where species of stroMianthes abound, and is reputed to move from one

,
locality to another with the somewhat spasmodic flowering of the plants on Largest Indian

which it seeks for its supply of honey, etc. Bingham remarks, “ So far as

my observation goes, .«]•<« aorsnfa. Fair., the largest of the three species, in'"
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its Wild state builds its combs exclusively more or loss in the open—that is

to say, on the undersides of the branches of large trees, in caves or under over-

hanging rocks, in buildings, etc.” The combs are three to five feet long, and
two feet air more deep : the5^ consist of cells that are 41 to the inch. Only oc-

casionally is a second comb biult, side by side with the first. Some of these

combs weigh as much as a matind, and an average one pves from 10 to 20 tt). of

honey and from 2 to .T lb of wax. Mr. J. D. Douglas’s note in the Dictionary (f.c«436

)

furnished the following reasons against the systematic cultivation of tliis species :

—

I. It builds naturally in the open. 2. Tt makes as a rule but one comb,
that honey cannot be removed without destrojdng the brood. 3. Its comb though
large is not so great in cubic capacity as the combs of the ordinary domestic
bee of Europe (.4 . mrlUfci-tt) 4. It is only met with in tropical countries. It

may lie added that it is a vicious, intractable insect. •

(h) A. indloa, Fabr ,
Bingham (f.c. 658) ; the Indian Skmi-Domesticated

Bwe : the Hii.i. Bjck ; the '1’ree Bee of Indian writers, or xath-purm, satha,

aateri, satpada, mohury, mohri, atra, ngap, yung, manchtilr, dear, doyer tadhi,
at tde, hoi, tudir-^en, aduku them, thord egalu, pya aung, etc. ,

Habitat.—Found throughout India and Burma and ascending ithe hills to

II,000 feet. In the high altitudes of its area, such as.BItutan, Hazara, Kashmir,
Khasia hills and Simla, the insect sooms to become lai^r than when met with
in the plains and lower hills. TJnhke dantata it does not as a rule live

in the open, but chooses hollow trees, overhanging eaves, crevices in walls, etc.,

and sliows a preference for proximity to human dwellings rather than for the
hearts of forests or the faces of maceoasible rooks. There are several combs, ono
above the other, hence the name aathpuria or seven-layered The cells are about

6i to 0 to the inch. The yield of honey from a fair-sized hive would bo from
10 to 40 lb., and of wax from 2 to 10 lb.

Mr. G. Minniken. in a report published in the Dictvmary (iv., 268), gives
an interesting account of the degree of domestication practised on the
Himalaya, and that may be here epitomised since it is fairly representative
of the bee-culture of India. In Beshahr, he says, houses—one, two or three
stories high—are often specially kept for rearing boes. In these, small recesses
are made in the walls, two feet apart and closed on the outside by a wooden
panel in which an entrance hole is made. A man is usually in charge of each
such boo-houso, whose duty it is to prevent over-swarming. This is effected
by giving each colony ample room, and sometimes by clipping the wings of the
queen. He has also to keep the apiary well stook^ with early swarms, and
to guard it against the rapacity of boars, martens, hornets, caterpillars, etc.

Stocking is most generally effected by cajituring wild swarms and bringing
these to the apiary. But where bee-culturo on a largo scale is not contemplated,
it is customary for the hill people to provide ono or two recesses in the walls of
the ordinary dwelling-houses in which a few swarms may be reared, t In the
Simla district it is believed the best honey is procured in localities where
rieftmuthiiH ritgoBUH (the pe.kh) abounds.

Tho Bashahr system is followed in Chainba, Hazara, Jhelum, Kaihgra and
,

Kullu, Swarms are looked for in the jungles, and carried off to the zamindar’s
house. In Kashmir, a honey-bee

—

manchtdr—is almost completely domesticated,
and seems to be n variety of d. inaicn hardly separable from .4 . weiUfera. In
tho Khasia hills a somewliat similar semi-domestication exists, the ^arms being
captured in the jungles and kept in small boxes under the eaves of the houses.

(c) A. flores, Fabr. , Bingham (/.c. 669). This is the smallest of the three
Indian bees, but with A. indtra is much more closely allied to tho Buropean
honey-bee (-4 . meiufern) than to the Indian rock bee (.«. dm-aatn),

Eahitat.^—It has been collected in Bengal, Assam, Burma, Madras, Malabar,
Central Provinces, Central India, the United Provinces and on the Himalaya
from Kumaon and Sikkim, It might in fact be viewed as a slightly mor«
tropical species which displaces to a large extent the western and northern A.
itidira. It has been called Flower Bee by some writers, and appears to be the
kdtydl, latnai, tudbi, ztnya, kol-jen, kom-huthem, Oiodi-pera, pullu-egalu or puUa-
tenai-egalu, y%n-pya, etc., etc. Its combs consist of cells that are nine to the inch.
It would appear frequently to build in the open a single comb suspended from
branches of trees or rather thorny bushes, especially near river-banks, but
sometimes it selects cavities in walls or hollow trees, or builds under the cornices i

or other protecting parts of houses. It is a comparatively harmless insect,
and about the size of the domestic fly. It is probable that the mohri or
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. FlowerBee
morhi bee of Khendesh, found on bushes in the vicinity of large expanses of khanclesh Bee.
titroMiantheti, is but one of the many varieties of this species.

‘be honey it affords is but small in quantity, and when found on trees is
thin in quality. It appears to improve when produced within lar^e combs
in pi^ptected hives. In Burma (Kachin country) a sort of domestication has Bnrmese Bee-
been Attempted apparently with this species^ though with little aoccess. Ac- culture,

to some writers its honey is superior to that of the other two species.
In Burma as a whole, howei'er, A. aornatn is regarded as the most valuable
insect, though it is never domesticated in any way.

[The following additional works may be consulted •—Linschoten, Voy. E.
Ind., 11598, i., 21, 07, 130 ; Ain-i-Akbari (Qladwin, transl.). ii., 37, 80, 96 ; Hoff-
raeister, Trav. in Ceylon and Oont. Ind, 1848 (Engl transl.), 339; Adams,
Wand. Nat., 1867, 80; Lewin, Wild Races SB Ind., 1870, 80; Hoey, Monog.
Trade ana Mani^. N. Ind.. 40 ; Douglou, Handbook Bee-keeping Ind., 1884 ;

Bingham, Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist Soc.. 1888. iii , 183 ; Cunningham, Plagnea
and Pleasures of Life in Btng., 1907, 34 -9, etc ]

S

II. ^FiES’-WAX.—This substance is best known by the following D,B.P.,
names

—

mom, sirdh, mozhukm, mainam. mezhuka, lelin, phayoni, iv., 203-71.

and in the classic siktha, shama, etc. Wax.
The observations already made regarding the species of bees met

with in India afford incidentally certain particulars regarding wax.
It may, however, be useful to disregard the individual insects and to

bring together provincially the particulars available regarding the centres

of supply. The season for making wa.x wouhl appear to be the hotter
months, viz. April to June. The separation of the honey from the wax
is usually done in the crudest manner possible by the persons who collect

the combs. Refinement is rarely practised, but adulteration is not
usual, and although under the Indian sun it might be readily bleached, BieFiotied.

Indian wax is rarely so treated, but on the contrary is purposely coloured coloured,

with turmeric. It is made up in balls, rolls, cakes or blocks, sometimes
moulded and at times even as much as 2 feet in diameter and 6 to 9 inches

ill thickness.

Hooper’s paper (Ic. 82-100) should be consulted for fuller details, but the
following abstract may be useful ;

—

fieagal.—Supplies are drawn by Calcutta from the Sundribans, Chota Raglons of

Nagpur, Chittagong, Darjeeling, Bliutan and Nepal. It would appear that Supply-

average qualities realise from Rs. 53 to as much as Rs. 75 a maund. It is Oalcutta.

largely consigned to Singapore and the Straits Settlements
Asssm.—The dealers in wax reside in Sylhet, and Khey derive their Sylhet.

supplies ffoin the Khasia lulls and wild tracts beyond the frontier. Naga wax
*is usually sold in rolls ca.st in bamboo moulds. Assam wax is of inferior

quality as a rule.

Untied Provinces.—The right of collecting honey and wax is leased,

but* a declitjs in the supply has recently taken place. It is drawn from
the Eastern Dun Vorests, Khari, etc. The trade is chiefly in the hands of

traders resident in Saharanpur. It fetches about 1 1 annas a pound, the im- Saharanpur.

ported foreign bleached wax realising about 9 annas.
Central Provinces.—It has been stated that the forests of these provinces

are capa*l)le of yielding 600 maunds of honey and 100 niaunds of wax
annually. In Chadgarh bees are so plentiful that it is impossible to boat
the forests for big game. Ratgarh hill has been described as a ‘‘hive of Ratgorii.

bees.” The following are the chief localities of supply in alphabetical

sequence of names—Betul, Chanda, Chhindwara, Damoh, Hoshangab&d, Jabbal-
pur, Mandla, Nimar, Raipur, Sambalpur and Wardha. Wax fetches locally,

aooording to quality and season, from 3 annas to 12 annas per pound. There aoasons.

are said to be two aoasons for collecting—April to May, and again November
to December.
, Panfib.—Bee-culture and the collection of honey and wax from wild
Dees seems to be confined to the hilly coimtry. The districts most famed are Supplies of tbe

Bashahr, Chamba, Hazara, Jholiim, Kangra, Kashmir, Kullu, Simla, etc. Certain
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partioulars have already been given of these localities that need not be repeated.

The Bashahr supply comes usually to about 20,000 lb. of wax that is sold at the

annual fair of Kampur. In Hazara, bee-keepmg is practised for the sake of the
honey, a^d the wax obtamell appears to be largely used up locally. In Kangra
it IS said 2 to 3 maunds of the annual productions are employed by the brass and
coppersmiths in moulding their wares. In Hazara the honey is collected in

November, m Kullu durmg July and again in October, while m Chamba the
seasons are May to June and September to October, and in Kashmir it is gathered
from September to October. The hives contain from 20 to 40 lb. of honey
and 2 to 4 lb. of wax.

Kuram Valley and Afghanlslan.—Bees are believed to be extensively kept
by the hill people, and the produce is to some extent exported to India.

Ra/putaaa.—Honey and wax are collected at Ammer, Baojap, Dewari,
Mandla, and Todgarh, but the supply of wax is very small.

f Bombay.—The honey and wax of this Presidency are drawn mainly
from Khandesh (Satpura mountains largely) and the Deccan. The chief localities

are Belgaum 1,6001b.: Dharwar, 1,6001b.; Kanara, 3,000 lb.; Panch lll^als,

4,000 lb. ; Ratnigiri, Satpuras, 600 lb ; Satara>, 660 lb.
;

^Isette, etc.

The figures denote the approximate annual supply. Locally it fetches from
4 to 10 annas a seer (2 lb.) ; the Bombay maund in sdtae returns is 28 lb., and the
price of wax per such maunds is quoted at Rs. 14 to 20 ; in other oases the maund
iH 40 lb. and the price returned as Rs. 26 to 30. The wax is said to be usually
about one quarter the value of the honey. The exports from the Presidency
go mamly to the towns of Bombay and Goa.

Berar.—The districts most noted are Ellichpur, Mangrul, Melghat, and
Wun. The supply is not large, and the local price is about 4 annas a pound.

Madras.—Bees are met with on all the movmtains and low hills of the
Madras Presidency, but the following are the chief centres of supply m alphabeti-

cal sequence of their names :—Bellary, 800 lb. ; Coimbatore. 8,000 lb. ; Cudda-
pah, 3,600 lb. ; Ganjam, 1,600 lb. ; Godavari, Kistna, Kamul, 6,000 lb.

;

Madura, Malabar, 200 lb. ; Nellore, 600 lb. ; Nilgin, North Arcot, South Kanara,
Trichinopoly, and Vizagapatam, 700 lb. The figures give the annual supply
of each of the places named. The Madras maund is 26 lb. and wax is said to
sell at from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 a maund, but it is often to be had at 4 annas (say
Ra. 6 a maimd) or it may fetch as much as 12 annas a pound.

Burma.—Following the system pursued with the provinces of India,
the following may be mentioned as the centres of Burmese supply :—Bhamo,
Chindwin, Katha, Mandalay, Minbu, Pyinmfijia, and Tenasserim. In the Upper
Chmdwin there seems to be a prosperous trade in honey and wax. It is brought
for sale in the Kabaw valley. In the lower Chindwin, Mankadaw is the n^^t.
It IS probable that the total supply from the Chindwin comes to something hke
4,000 to 6,000 visa (visa = 3 65 lb. ). The rate at which it is sold comes,to about
10 annas a pound, but in the towns a much higher figure is quoted. In Tenas-
serim it averages-from 9 annas to Rs. 1-6 a pound. It is impossible to give even
an approximate estimate of the Burmese total production, but wai^is largely
imported, so that there cannot be a margin for export.

'

Chemical Investigations.—Hooper, concluding liis report on the

extensive series of samples that had been placed in hij hands
^
for

chemical examination, says :
“ In studying the tables ol analyses

”

—drawn up as the result of the investigations conducted in the
Indian Museum—“ two very interesting facts will be revealed. The first

is the lower acid value of Indian bees’-wax ; this indicates a« different

ratio between the cerotic acid and myricitin compared with that of

waxes from other parts of the world, and the second is the uniformity
in composition of the secretion of the three kinds’ of Indian bees
representing the Apis family. The appearance of the wax from the
three species gives no clue to the origin, and although there are two or

three somewhat abnormal deviations from the average on account of the
high saponification value and the wide range of the iodine value, there is

very little, if any, suspicion of adulteration. The wax from the combs of

Apis domata, A. indica, and A. flovea is, therefore, practically
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identical in composition, and a combination of the wax of one species with

that of another caimot be regarded as a fraudulent admixture. It must
be admitted, however, that the Apis because of th# much
larger comb it manufactures, is the chief source of the bees’-wax of

the country.” “ It is satisfactory to record that out of 64 samples

collested from different parts of India only 3 were really adulterated,

or Jess than 6 per cent, of the total, and there is no evidence that the

sophisticated wax was a native product or was manufactured in the

country.”

Uses of Wax.—It is perhaps hardly necessarv to mention the uses

of wax. The introduction of paraffin and other composition candles has
removed, to a large extent, the demand for wax to be used as votive

ofierings at the temples and churches. Jahangir (ilieniorVs (Price, transh), 3^
alludes 4o camphorated wax lights used in the palace. It is, however,
required by^the silver and goldsmiths, also by brass and copper foundry-

men, to give finishing tdfechcs to their moulds and to be subsequently

liquefied and dispelled by the molten metal poured into the matrix.

There is a considerable demand in Burma for it, accordingly, in

the workshops that turn out the brass idols of Buddha. Wax is

also fairly extensively employed as a resist in certain stages and
methods of calico-printing {Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 229-30, 269-67).

Lastly, it is largely used by the shoemakers of India. In Medicine
wax is extensively employed in the preparation of ointments and
plasters.

Recently some interest has been observed in a substance called

“ fropoUsine," derived from the propolis of bees (see below) by dry dis-

tillation. It is said to destroy all known bacteria without danger to

human beings.

Wax Trade of India and Burma.—During the past twenty years the

exports of wax have practically remained stationary. The highest figures

occur in 1906-6—viz. 8,593 cwt., valued at Rs. 7,31,320, and in 1894-5,

naimely 7,487 cwt., valued at Ra. 7,05,247 the lowest in 1896-7—viz.

3,142 cwt., valued at Rs. 2,76,190. In 1906-7 they were 8,162 cwt.,

Rs. 5,96|'0O9. The major portion of these exports go from Bengal,

and the chief receiving countries in 1905-6 were Gctmany, 2,864

;

J.he UnitSd Kingdom, 2,609 ;
Belgium, 988 ; Straits Settlements, 622

;

United States, 408 ; France, 406 ; all other countries making up the.

balance of 8,593 cwt., the exports for the year. \Gf. Milburn, Or.

Comm., ii., 3^5.] ,

III. BEES’-DAMMAR.—Bingham, Fa. Br. Ind. {Hymenoptera),

i., 559-64
;
Cooke, Ouma, Resins, etc., 1874, 95-7 ; Hooper, Agri. Ledg.,

1904, Nof 7, 79 et seq. The Dammar Bees, as the little insects that afford

this substance are called, belong to the genus Melipona, or, as it has been
called, Trlgonu. A resinous substance employed by several species of this

genus in forming their nests, is an article of commerce. It has been said

to be chemically allied to propolis, the substance used by the domestic bees

to repair injuries to their hives or to stop up useless and objectionable

openings. These very minute and stingless bees are met with all over India

and Burma. Among the collections recently brought together some 40
Samples of wax, honey, etc., were identified, through the insects that accom-
panied them, as being the product of species of Melipona. These came
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from the following localities, the figures denoting the number of separate

samples to hand : Almora (2), Basin, Belgaum (2), Betul (3), Chhindwara,
Coimba^re (4), Damoh, Behra Dun (4), Dharwar (2), Kanara (2), Khandesh
(3), Madura, Nellore, Nilgiris (2), Panch Mahals, Kaipur (2), Batnagiri (3),

Rawalpindi, Sambalpur, Singbhum, South Kanara (2), Tenasserim and
Tinnevelly (2). It will thu.s be seen that these insects are practically

distributed all over India and Burma, and perhaps to a greater extent

than was known to Bingham when he wrote his Hymenoftera. That dis-

tinguished author describes twelve species, of which Melipona liJPAHceps

of Tenasserim is the most interesting, since it affords (or at all events, is the

chief source of) the resinous substance known as Pwe-nyet. The follow-

ing are the vernacular names for the specimens of Melipona recently

procured :

—

kunti, kote, kuntah, poye, nasari, bhmkwa, bankua, misri^nasri-

jen, kosvileni, kulhada, musuruteniga, moye byah, etc., etc. •

PW^-NYBT.

—

The insects referred to are said to build nests in hbllows within
trees, crevices among rocks, and sometiines in holes in stone walla, etc. The interior

surfaces of the nests are lined with a resinous substance, and the entrance is

often formed into a beautiful projecting funnel also composed of a resinous sub-
stance—theproduct for which these insects are valued. When the nests are small,

the resinous substance (or bees’-dammar) is not colleetod, but in the case of -4.

iwrlrPiiH “ the trumpet-shaped structure of resinous wax which very often forms
the entrance to the nests ” projects from the hole m the tree for a foot or more.
“ Horne gives an interesting account of tho finding of the nost of .w. rufteorniM,

and states that the hollow in which it was built was coated aU over with a layer

of block wax, and that the cells, containing a dark honey of excellent flavour,

wore globular in shape, pendent side by side from tho roof ” M. rufleorni»
19 apparently the only Indian species that has been systematically described.
Whether the forty odd samples indicated above are one and all derived from this

or from several species has not as yet been ascertained. Horne’s description of
the resinous Iming and tho comb is most valuable. Mr. Parish is careful to advise
us that ho had not seen tho interior of a hive of the pwi-nyet, but he suggests
that tho external trumpet-shaped structure maj' be constructed by the bees from
the resin of Mtopea odarnta and other trees mixed with the oil of ntptrro-
earpua imvta. Hooper (Rept. Labor Jnd. Mua., 1904-5, 23-4) fiunishes a report

on two samples examined by him It is, ho says, a peculiar compound of various

resins and gum-reeins. In a fresh state it may be moulded to any shape. Its

constants wore determined as well aa its solubility in alcohol and ether. Ho
promises a full report in tho future, but for the purpose of comparison has specially

studied the reams and oloo-resms of vateHa, and' JMjitero.

rat-pua. So far, therefore. Hooper soems to confirm tho popular opinion that
pwi-nyet is composed of certain gums and resins collected by the insects friini

trees. Speaking apparently of the wax of the combs. Hooper further observes »

“ The wax of the specios of .weUpana has quite a different character and com-
position compared with that of the true bees. The blackish colour, sticky

consistence and higher melting pomt, acid and iodine values readjly distinguish

it.” According to Greehoff and Sach (Pharm. Weekblad., 47,*933),*the substance
consisted of a mixture of 84 parts resin, 12 parts wax with 4 parts of an impurity
insoluble in alcohol. The resin melted at 60° and the wax at 66°. But it is not
quite certain whether they had examined the true wax or the pwi-nyet.

Utet of Pwe-nyet.—“ The resinous product collected and uae.! by the
bees in making their nests is called ‘ pwi-nyet ’ by the Burmese, and after

boiling in water and mixing with earth-oil or petroleum, it is largely used for the
caulking of boats. The right of collecting ‘ pwi-nyet ’

is sold by the Local
Government in Burma and Tenasserim yearly, and forms one of the sources of
revenue under Minor Forest Products” (Bingham, l.c. 660).

IV. BEES’-HONEY.—The best names for honey are shahad, madh,
madhu, sahut, saht, polee, ten, jenu, piya-ye, etc. The honey-bee would be
shahd-ki-makhi. ,

It is not necessary to deal with this subject in detail after the treatment
already given to Bees and Wax. The regions of production of the latter are
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necessaftly thogo of the former. Occasionally, however, ohe wTi.x is neglecteil
and the production and sale of the honey becomes the important aspect. Honey
IS a plentiful wild product over the greater part of fndia, .ind is obtained also
from bees m a state of semi-domestication, chiefly in«t.he hills of the Par^jab It
18 highly appreciated as an article of food by the inhabitants of many parts of
India. It 18 also employeil to preserve fruits, and in the Khasia hills, apparently,
human bodies are sometimes temporarily preserved m it At certain seasons,
due doubtless to the flowers vusited by the bees, or possibly to the species of
insect, the honey has intoxicating and even poisonous properties. Tho honey
of the various species of Indian bees, mentioned above, at all events vanes
considerably. Tho moat abundant is that of •- ifoiwam. which provides tho
greater portion of the honeys of tho United Provinces, the Central Provinces,
Berar, Bombay, Iladras and Burma Tins is the insect of the Kimdahs, the
honey of w4uch is collected in .Marcli and again m September. The March crop
IS the best. Mr. A. Men vn Sniitli published m th«' Stntesman in 18!).'5 a mr^t
instructive account of the Honev an<l W.ix colleition of tlie Kundah country.
As this 18 representative ot tho operations pursne l .n the Nilgiri hills, in the*
W'^ynaad^in the Sattyeinuvngalam hills and elsewhere, a fairly extensive passage
may be abstfticteel .

—

“ A strong stake was driven into the ground l.'i or ‘20 feet away from the edge
of the precipice, as a purchase for the rope, as it was ht ing lowered down the face
o the precipice One end of tho cane-rope had a double loop, in which a Koo-
ramber seated himself, hi^ feet l>'ing supported by a short stirrup of bark. A
light, reed-like bamboo, ‘20 fi'Ct long, armed with a rcaping-hook at the end,
served to cut the combs from the ro< ks A small landing-net below the sickle

received the combs ns cut A light cord, miming through a loop about 10 feet

above the head of tho gatherci, anil fastened to the sickle-end of tho rod, enables
the gatherer to use the rod as a derrick, which he can ruse, lower, and swing to

any position, without being inconvenienced witli the weight of the combs in the
net. VV'hen the net is full, he empties the contents into a large close-framed
basket lined with leaves, which is suspended from a separate cord ; and this

basket is drawTi up when filled. The occupation of gatherer is < xtremely danger-
'Uis and requires steadv' nerves. In many oases the men are suspended 400 feet

from the top of the cliff, with many hundreds of feet below them to the bottom
of the precipice. These cane-ropes are immensely strong and stand more rough
usage than one maile of fibre, and they are also extremely light. The suspending
rope IS shifted about from place to place in answer to signals with the hand from
below. Immediately the bees are disturbed, they crowd round tho gatherers m
myriads. The men are literally covereil with a coating of bees from head to foot
and present a most curious appearance, just as if tho.y w-ere covered with rusty
chain armour, each link of which is in motion The pungent smell of tho wood-
smoke from the bodies of tho gatherers ha.s a kind of paralysing effect on bees
and previmts them stinging The flight of bees thus disturbed could bo dis-

tmctly seen from where we were, half a mile off. anil resembled a S'ght of locusts.

We could e^'en hear the humming noise made by the iriitated insects. In about
Uvo hours all the combs within reach had been collected and the ropes wore
drawn up.”

The next most important honey is that of i. iiniiru. an insect found hero
and there all over India, but seim-domesticatcd in tlie Kliasia hills and the
mourftnins of the United Provunces, of the Panjab and of M W. Frontier Pro-
vinces. It is accordingly the chief source of the honeys of Assam and the
Panjab, and possibly also of Bengal The third form is hardly a commercial
article, though when foiuid m sheltered po--itiona it i.s siiul to be remarkably good.
It 18 the Ijpiiey of .4. flvieu. This is met with m the Central Provinces, Bom-
bay, Berar, Madras and Burma. L.istly, some of the species of afford
honey. This is incidentally alluded to by Hooper all through his review of
thesinforraation recently collected by the Reporter on Economic Products. Ho
tells us that it is often tainted with a peculiar odour, and has a bitterish and
acid taste. It has, however, a considerable reputation m many parts of India
for its medicinal properties. In some parte of the country (Nellore) the honey
of the dammar-bee is said to be mto.xicating, and m Kanara it is reported that
the insect is semi-domesticated. [Cf. Institutes of Mann, in., 1 19 ; v,, 41 : viii., 131,
etc.

; Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (od Hakl Soc.), 167; Lawrence,
of Kashmir, 1895, 366 ; Journ. Board Agri , 1898, 335-9 , Bee-keeping,

Imp. Dept. Agri , West Ind., 1901.]
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BENINCASA CERIFERA, Savi. : FI. Br. Ind., ii.“, 616;
CucuRBiTACErE. The White Gourd Melon, fethd, humhra, etc., an ex-

tensive climber cultivated in India
;
native of Japan and Java.

Sown at the beginning oi tho rams or in the hot weather, it continues fruiting

until the close of the rainy season. The fruit e.xcretes a waxy bloom which it is

said can be made into candles The seeds yield a mild, pale Oil. The fruit

pos.sesses alterative and .styptic properties, and is popularly known as a val^uable

antimercurial It is also used as a vegetable and in curries or is made into

a kind of candied fiuit called heahtm or heahtm, sold at about S lb. to the rupee

BERBERIS, Litni . ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 108-2
; Gamble, Man.

Ind. Tunis., 28-.30 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., i., 64-8

;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang.

Plain, 1., 31-2; Hooper, Rmot, m Journ. As. Soc., Ixxiii., pt. u., 176;
Btandis, Ind. Trees, 28-30

;
Berberide.®.

There are twelve sixx-ies of Barberry mentioned in the Flora of PriiiahAndia.
Tliey are not easily distinguishable, and the vernacular names are therefore
probably indiscriminate The products are common to (iv^e or si.. Himalayan
species and may bo dealt with colleotiv'ely. The chief are the following .

—

B. arlstata, OO
,

ehitra, siimlii, kastnal, taema
B. asiatlca, Raxb , ktlmoiu, niate-kiaai, chtira, etc

B. Lycium, Soyte
, kashmal, cliotra, ambar-htirh, etc.

B. vulgaris, Lwn , kashmal, bednna, ambarbdn's, etc.

Habitat —The entire Himalayan districts between 6,000 and 10,000 feet,

also the Nilgiris, Ceylon, etc . etc The bushes often oonstitiite thickets many
miles in e.xtent.

A Dye is obtained from the roots and .stems, which is sometimes used iii

tanmng and colouring leather It would .seem that tho colour o.xists chiefly m
the bark and in the young wood immevhately below the bark. In the older wood
there is less though better quality of dye Barberry is perhaps one of the best
yellow dyes in India, aiul tlio supply is inexhaustible The seeds yield an Oil
The principal use ot the barbiwiy is, however, in MEuiciNE, tho parts employed
being the stem, ddrhalad, tho frmt, zarishk or ztn'ihk, and the root-bark.
A watery extract is prepared from the stem and root, called rusot or rasout (Taleef
Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 87) It is worthy of notice that this extract has
the same beneficial effects in the treatment ot ophthalmia which have been
ascribed by certain Greek and other early writers to mamiraa The plants now
known m India as mdmirdn seem, however, to be vopfin Teetn, Wall,, Voi-ydallH
Ovraitut tto , Walt, and ttiitttt 9t ailiehiftiinnt, Stveet The juicos of these
are still used as applications to the eye, and tw'o of thorn, at least, co»taia
berberuio. In later times the barberry appears to have been extensively
sought by European oculists, and it seems to have been the origin of tho
Lycium, whereof the empty pots were found in Herculaneum and Pompeii.
[Cy. Fluckiger and Hanbury, Pharmacog., 33-5.] Berberia-atic\cs, 1 inch thick
and 12 to 18 inche.s long, are fairly extensively exported from Kangra^and thence
earned all over India (seo Coptls, p. 405).

Trade.—Vnnous preparations of the barberry are used in fevers, the advantage
claimed over quimne being that repeated doses of berberine do not cause depres-
sion and denfiies.s. Tlie fruit is given as a cooling laxativ'e to children, anil the
stems are said to be diaphoretic and laxative m rheumatism The berries are
dried like" currants,” and thus brought down to the plains. The Trade value of
ddrhalad is stated by Dymock (Mat Med. W. Ind

, 28) to be Rs. SJ permaund
of 37^ lb. ; of rusot, Rs. 8 to 9 , of ziriahk, Rs. J per lb Moodeen Sheriff (i.e. 15),
however, quotes the wholesale price of rusot as Rs. 35 per maund, and the retail

pnee as Rs. 2J per lb. He says that the frmt (ziriahk) may be had at Rs. 0 per
maund (wholesale), or 6 annas per lb. (retail). Kanny Lall Dey gives ihe
price of the extract (ruaot) as 8 aruias per lb.

[Cf. Paulua Mgineta (Adams, transl.), iii., 239 ; Birdwood and Foster, E.I.C
Firat Letterbook. 201, 480; Clustus. Arom. Hiat., in Hist. Exot. PI., 1605, 103-4;
Moodeen Sheriff, Mat Med. Mad , 1891, 13-5; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895,
74-6 ; Kanny Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs Ind., 1896, 46-7 ; Rept. Cent. Indig. Drugs
Comm., i , 13 ; Journ. Linn Soc, 1891, xxviii., 311-2: Pharm. Journ., 1901,
321, 402-3, 262; Bhaduri, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mua., 1902-3, 28-9; Hanausqk,
Micro. Tech Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 250; etc., etc.]
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B^JTULA UTILIS, t>on. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 559 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 668 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 359 ; Cupulifer^. The Iiidiaa

Paper Birch, bhu^pattra or bhuj-patar, burg, skdk, takpa, phuspqf,, bhur-

^apatra, etc., etc. A moderate-sized deciduous tree forming the upper
edge of arborescent vegetation in the Himalaya (14,(X)0 feet).

By some of the hill tribes the bark is regarded as more durable than paper,
and it is well known as the iiiatenul upon wliieh the ancient Sanskrit MSS. of
Northern India were written It is widely used for writing medicinal charms and
is said to be foimd in every druggist’s shop Its uses are, however, varied , for
wrapping up parcels, for surrounding hookah-stems, for umbrellas, for water-tight
roof-lining, and apparently sometimes also for clothing Mmuto strips are used m
certain fonns ol tie-dyeing [Cf. Itid. Art at Delhi. )9d3, 2.50,] The younger
branches are plaited into twig bridges It has also certain aromatic and antiseptic
properties. The loaves are lopped foi cattle-FoiiDKa, and the timber is e.xtdli-

sively used in the inner arid Himalaya for building, since it is elastic, seasons well
and dftes not warp [Cf Taleef Shcreef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 48 ;

L.iwrenc^
Valley oj Kashmir, 1895, 58-9, 79 ; Journ '^or Chem Itulust

, 1900, xix , 1141 ]

Another species, B, alnoldes. Ham
,
puya mltsh, shdul, shnkshin, etc., of the outer

Himalaya, the Kha.sia hills ami Burma, has a bark wluch constitutes an important
article of Food vvith the Lahupas in tho mountcm- tracks of N.E Manipur
In the upper tracts of Kullu, where oarthonwaie vessels are procurable with
difficulty, the outer bark is peeled off in long strips and bound around water-pots
as a protection. The Timber is valued in Nepal for strength and durabihty.

BEZOAR.—This IS the padzahr or pazakr of the early Persian
writers, a name which usually denotes an antidote or alexipharmic. The
word comes into English through the Arabs, who wrote it bazahr. The
true hezoar is a stone or concretion found within the bodies of certain

animals, more e.specially the Persian Wild Goat {Copra a^t/af/ras)

(Blanford, Fa. Br. Ind. {Mammalia), 503) (see p. 743).

Sources —Moodeen Sheriff (Ind Pharm., suppl., 08-70) says there are many
kinds or qualities, according to the ammal from which procured, such as Goat-,
camel-, flsh-, snnke-bezoar, etc. Tho last mentioned is generally called Snake-
stone. But there ia no foundation for the very general belief that snake-stone is

procured from the head of the snake {see p 141) Some writers classify tho
bezoara into ammal and mineral, the last being a los-sil form and possibly often a
copjolite. So also numerous references are made by writers on tins subject to

false or artiffcially prepared bezoars, fabricated apparently from calcined bone.
Certain tpwns are famed for their bezoars, such as Diu and Golcondu.

Chemical Examination.—Dr. Davy was apparently tho earliest author to ex-

amme these stones chemically, and his description of them has Been ihawn upon
by the majbrity of subsequent writers. Taylor formed nine groups, three being
*pho8phate8 (of lime, inagnesiimi, or of ammonium and magnesium), one oxalate

of lime, and the five others mostly mechanical or obstructive accumulations
such as hair, vegetable-fibre, ambergris, etc Milburn observes that the genume
Onetital bezodf is commonly of an oval form and between the size of a hazel nut
and a walnut; the larger it is, the mote valuable. It is externally smooth and
glossy, and is composed of several layers. The colour most prized la a shmmg
olive green. It has a peculiar smell but no tosto. Can be scratched easily by
a penlmife, and when applied to the tongue or any moist surface adheres firmly

and absoros tho moisture. The supposed virtue as alexipharmica depends upon
this power of absorption, but in Europe it has been proved that they have no
special chemical or mechanical merit in support of their varied reputation. [Cf.

Watts, Die). Chem., 1883, i., 584.]

BIRDS ; Blanford and Oates, Fa. Br. Ind. (4 vols. on Birds)
;
Jerdon,

Birds Ind., 1862-4 ;
Henderson and Hume, Lahore to Yarkand, 1873,

170-304 ; Hume, Scrap Book
;
also Nests and Eggs ; Oates, Birds of Bur-

rupih ; Barnes, Birds of Bombay.
From the standpoint of utility the study of the birds of India might
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THE ECONOMIC BIRDS OF INDIA *

be referred to several sections, of which the following, taken up in alpha-

betical sequence, may serve to exemplify the chief facts and products

nf value ;— , .

1. Bipds associated with Agrrioultural and Hortloultupal
opepations, either beneficially or injuriously. W. L. Sclater {Ind.

Mus. Notes, ii., 119) gives the following as the chief insectivorous or

helpful birds :— ,
Act'eHtttfiuiv, the Hedge Sparrows ;

ttrarhypterygltnv. Ground Babblers ;

Capi-itiiiilgltlw, Goatsuckers; Vefthliatr, Creepers; I'aracUrite, Rollers;

OviferojjorfOife, Babbling Thrushes; cu«iiUrttp, Cuckoos; i'ypimlliltp, Swiits ;

iUmtritlw, Drongoa or King Crows ; Mlli-nHdlntair, Swallows ; l^nnliate,

Shrikes and Minivets ;
I^t-trlrhintp, loras and Green Bulbuls ;

' Veropliifu,

Ijlee-eaters
;

MntnrUittitp, Wagtails and Pipits; siuacicupithe. Fly-catchers;
raiadomtftiithUtn-, Crowtits ;

Pieidtp, Woodpeckers ;
mttiiiip. Ground Thrushes

;

,^Rutteininip. Red-starts and Robins; snjtiroHme, Chats; syteldw. Warblers;
Titnvitline, Solitary Babblers ; Tr»ff «e. Trogons ; and f 'jiuptiffe. the'Hoopoes.

In addition to these the following partake of a mixed diet, afid are partly

insectivorous and partly fruit and gram feeders- — AiimAiaw. Larks;
Brachypodiiim, Bulbuls ; Blra-ldoi, Flowerpickers ; l''rlugiinrlfe, Finches;
Oruldte,, Cranes; r^iitiiroite. Waders of all sorts; .Vectnriiiidte, Sun-birds;
Ortnititte, Orioles

;
otldiftw. Bustards ;

piu-Ihip. Tits ; Fhiialti uldtp, Pheasants;
Baiitdip, Rails; sibHine Sibias, White-eyos, otc. ;

sittldtp, Nuthatches;
mtiipuidm, Starlmgs and Mynas ;

Tetpaonithp, Partridges
;
Tiirdtitm. Thrushes ;

and Tuvtiipitt<p, Button Quails.

It 18 highly important that the majority of the above-enumerated families of

birds should be protected against ruthless destruction. The conditions and
necessities of India are, however, so very different from those of Europe that
legislation, easy of application in the latter, often becomes next to impossible in

tlie former, whore the customs of the people, their complex vested mterests, their

immense numbers and the vastness of the territory they occupy, are facts of
supreme moment in the enforcement of even urgently neeriod legislation To
Surgeon-General George Bidie, C I E , is duo much of the credit for bringmg about
the existing Indian legislation for the protection of birds. In 1887, however, the
Government of India brought into force a law for the “ Protection of Wild Birds
and Game ” (Act x.x. of 1887) : this allowed Local Governments to define
W'lld Birds and to fix the required close season within which it became illegal

to possess or sell certain birds But as its operations were more or less restricted
to Cantonment and Municipal limits it exercised little repression on the most
objectionable aspects of the traffic, namely, the slaughter of plumage birds in

the rural tracts. Accordingly first the Madras, then the Bombay and finally

the PanjAb Government sought permission to extend the provisioifs of that
Act. Philanthropic institutions and individuals also continued to press on
the attention of the Government of India the desirability of amending the
Act After a full consideration of all the circumstances and evidence Hi>'

Excellency Lord Curzon m Council issued a Notification (Sept. 10, 1902) which
prohibited the taking by sea or by land out of British India skins and feathers
of all birds other tlian domestic except (a) feathers of ostrichej and (6) skins
and feathers exported as hona fide specimens illustrative of natural history.
Thus an effectual check has been given to the reprehensible and destructive
traffic, for since no foreign market is now open to the fowler, the trade is prac-
tically destroyed [Cf. Journ Bomb. Nat. Hi»t. Soc., iv , 124 ]

But fortunately few of the purely insectivorous birds are either attractive
in plumage or in demand as edible birds. The exceptions are all the more
regrettable, viz. (a) The Blue Jay or Indian Roller, f'orapliia ititHna, the
mlkant, sabzak, tds, pdlu pitta, kattu kadei, etc.—one of the most abundAnt
and typical of Indian birds. It is sacred to Siva and a constant associate of
the homestead and village lands. Its brilliantly coloured blue plumage led to its

wholesale destruction, many thousands of skins bemg annually sent to Europe.
(b) The Purple Sun-bird or Honey-sucker, the shakar khora, jugi jugi, than kudi,
etc.

; recently a deplorable trade had been organised in exporting the skins of
this beautiful and most useful bird. Happily the roller and the sun-bird will no
longer be trapped and snared, for the loss of the foreign market practically
means the discontinuance of the demand.
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CAGE BIRDS Falcons

With regard to tlie second group it la probable tliat some of them do more injurious Birds

harm than good to the crops amongst which tliey are to be found. Their pro-
tection IS not, therefore, so necessary, and those of thorn that are utilised econo- •

mically or industrially will be dealt with in fuither paragraphs •

2. BiPda often Reared In Cagpes, etc.—F. Finn (Cage-Birds Cage Birds.

of Calcutta, in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. (reprinted from The
xiv., 664-78) furnishes full particulars on this subject, and to

that valuable paper the reader is accordingly refeired.
The following alphabetical enumeration gives the names of the birds most

frequently seen in confinement m India, .‘i-s also the relerence (within brackets)
to Blanfor^, where a full account of each species will lie found ;

—

Acanthls frlnglllirostris, the Indian Lmnct (n . 228)
Acrldotheres trlstis, the Common Myna (i , 537). Baber. Emperor ot Myna.

India (Memoirs, 1619-25, 319), and Abul Fuzl m the Ain-t-ALbart (Jarrett,
transl., iii , 121) call this the shdrak, and the luttor charai-terisos it as an astonishm^
talker. *[<7/_E. H. A, Times of India, March 2.5, 1899.]

Caocabis chucar, the chukor or Himalayan Parti idge (iv , 131).

Carpodacus erythrlnus, the Indian or Rose Finch (ii . 219).

Coturnlx communis, the Rum or Orey Quail (iv , 114).

Chloropsls aurifrons, the hurnba or Gold-fronted Green Bulbul (i., 234).

Clttoclncla maorura, the shnma (u , 1 18).

Dendrocltta rufa. the Indian Tree-pie (i
, 30)

Dissemurus paradlseus, the bhimraj or Larger Racket-tailed Drongo (i , 325) nhimraj.

Dryonastes chinensis, the Block-throated Laughing-thrush (i., 74)
Eudynamls honorata, the Indian Koel (iii , 228) The Ain-i-Akbari (I e 121) itoei.

observes, “ Romance smga of its loves as of those of the bulbul ” The Emperor
Baber (l.c. 323) describes it as the nightingale of India

Eulabes intermedia, the Nopal or Talking Myna, The Indian Grackle (i , 511). .Vcpal Uyna
This seems to be the pinddweh or meina in Baber’s Memoirs, and which in

the Ain-i-Akbari is said to imitate the human voice and to speak with great

distinctness. [Of. Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, in., 68.]

FrancoUnus pondlcerlanus, the titar or Grey Partridge (iv, 139)

Galerlta cristata, the cheridul or Crested Lark (ii , 337).

Garrulax leucolophus, the White-crested Lauglung-thrush (i , 77)

Hlerococoyx vaiius, the Bram-fever Bird, The Common Hawk-cuckoo or

kupak (lii., 213).

Melanooorypha bimaculata, the Calandra Lark (n
, 323).

Jlolpastes bengalensls, the Red-vented Bulbul (i., 271). [Cf. E. H. A., l.c., Balbul

^
Deo. 7, 1898.]

Palmqrnls cyanooephalus, the Blossom-headed Paroquet (iii., 251).

P. nepalensis, the Large Indian Paroquet, chandana (lii., 248)

P. torquatus, the Rose-rmg Paroquet, tota (lii., 250). Baber* (I c )
alludes to Paroquet,

this bird. •

* Pomatorhlnus sohlstlceps, the Scimitar Babbler (i , 116).

Turtur communis, the Turtle-dove (iv., 42). Turtle-dove.

T. risorlus, the Indian Ring-dove (iv., 46)
Of the imported birds a long list might be given, but it is only necessary to

say that a famy lar^e trade exists in canaries brought from the Straits and China Canaries,

the Java Sparrow (.wouin oryxirora) has become acclimatised and the Malayan
Lorikeet is extremely popular It would appear that Cockatoos were imported mto lutroduetlou of

India as long ago as in the time of Jahangir, for Mr. Finn tells us he has seen ri*® Coekatoo-j.

a picture ftf that period depicting a yellow-crested species. The same observer
points to the significant fact that there is a larger percentage of insectivorous

aad frugivorous birds reared by Indian bird-fanciers than in Europe, a circum-
stance that has led to the creation, as a village craft, of the practice of collecting OoUeotloa of Live

and selling live msects, white-ants, etc., for these birds. Some years ago it was insects

suggested that one solution of the periodic plague of locusts that here and there

annually invades India would be to collect, dry and export these insects as Dried Insects

food for the cage-birds of Europe. No one would seem, however, to have acted
on that suggestion. [Of. Agrt. Ledg., 1893, No. 2.]

• Falcons, Falconry and Hawking.—The bird that was formerly (and Falcons,
to some extent is still) most prized for hawking is Fairo peregrinatoy,
the shdhin Falcon, the male of winch is called kohila and the female kohi. In

*
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the .South of India it is known as jawolum and wallur. To a less extent-

I'lileo pfi-rf/i-lnHH, or bhyn, dcga or British Falcon is also valued. A few

other species are occnsionally seen trained to strike, such as ir. Jitygev, the

Lapgar F ilcon. and vUerruif, the Saker Falcon.

Nikitin (a Russian who travelled m India from 1468—74) mentions the fact

that the Grand Duke Iwan III sent a present of falcons to the Shah of Shivvan.

The Ain-i-Albari (Blochmann, transl., ‘293-4) gives many particulars of interest.

In fact a very extensive senes of authors might be quoted in support of the

antifjuity in India both of the training of and hunting with hawks. JerQon
gives a most interesting account of the Indian methods As this is reproduced
in Blanford’s Fauna of British India (iii , 416-7) it can be consulted by those

interested. Montgomery Martin {Hist Topog. and Stat E. Ind., li., 148;
111 ., 180, .670) speaks of the falconer as the mirshekari In the Kangra Gazetteer

(1807, 99) we read of Hindu traders called papralas, who come from Amballn
and Patiala to purchase hawks, which they teach and then sell at a profit in

the plains The Madras Mail (July 5, 1898) gives many details (dijrived

o*iiefly from Oates) regardmg the catching and rearing of hawks in Souiji India.

\Cf. Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc, 1087, iii , 38; TMeef IShereef

(Playfair, transl ), 1833, 140.]

3. Birds, Edible.—This is necessarily a very large and important

aspect of the study of Indian economic birds. It is readily referable

to two bcctious, VIZ. domesticated anti xvild. The former embraces the

varied a.ssortmeiit of birds usually classed as “ poultry ” and the latter

corresponds to the “ lesser game.” In the Dictionary the edible birds

have been discussed under the following groups :

—

(a) Ducks, Teal, Qeese and Swans.—This corresponds to the

Aitserea or Xatutores. Blaiiford, l.c. iv., 411-71
;

E. C. Stuart-

Baker, Journ, Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., xi. to xv. The domestic duck and
goo.se are the most important birds of this assemblage, but the common
wild teal, yetthun cneeat (Blaiiford, l.c. iv., 443) is universally eaten,

and sometimes reared (or fed up) in a state of senii-domeslicity. In
Madras Presidency immense flocks of domestic ducks are herded on
the flooded fields, their eggs being an important article of export to

Burma. [Cf. Ainslie, Mat. Ind., 1826, i., 441 ;
Campbell, A Successful

Duck Farm, in Ayri. Gaz. N.-S. Wales, 1898, ix., 1377-82
;

Monjier-

Williams, Buddhism, 525.J
(b) Game Birds; Hume and Marshal, Game-Birds of Ind. W. L.

Sclater, l.c. ii., 117-21. This includes examples drawn from many families

such as the Bustards, Cranes, Ducks. Pheasants, Pigeons, PloverS, Quails,

Ralls, and Snipe.
Sclater gives the following as the birds commonly eaten or brought to-

market"

—

t'eilutiilrella ItvarhyUnrtylu .iho bapfiairo Ortolan ;
Charadi-tus ftilvuM,

the Golden Plover; vnantehtumus Htrepem». the Gadwall ;
Vhconia leiico-

eepiinia, tlio manikjor or Beefsteak Bird; foiumhii iutermedia. the kabutar
or Black Rock Pigeon; Vnfnrnijr rouimuiUs, the Batter or Gray Quail;
fvoenpiiH ptiwiiiropivrHH, the hurrial or Green Pigeon; Unftla neuta, the
Pintail ; Eupueintiti efitrartisH, the tokdar sohan or Bustard ; piettia,

tile Pamted Partridge
,

Fvnitfniinwti vulgaris, kalatitur or Black Partridge ;

h'altgala ityrara, the Wlute-eye
;
hiUgula rnfiua

,

the Red-crested Pochard ;

Oalliiiago galltiiiirla

,

the Common Snipe; e.'alliuago stmiura, the Pin-taildH
Snipe, UallapeidijT spadlrens, the Red Spur-fowl ;

Clallns /vrviigineHS, the
'iungli-inurgi or Jungle Fowl

,
imalias sotmerati, tho Gray-fowl ; frram a ntigonv,

the sarus or sorua-Crane ; Monbarn rravnueenl, tho Houbara Bustard ;
Mu'iiojthasUiiins eiiiragns, the Pheasant-tailed Jacana ; yettnpns rorotnan-
deiianas, the Cotton-teal ; Ortggoruls gntaris, the bantitar or Kyal Partridge ;

faro rrlstatns, mor or Peacock {Taleef Shereef, l.c 158) ;
Pteroeivs ejcamtus,

kuhar or Sandgrouse
,
QnergneAnta eirda, the Blue-wmged or Garganey Teal ?>

Sgphvotis bengalrttsls, the charas ot Floncan ; Totanas vnlidrls, the Red
shanks or Snippet ; and Totanas giareoia, the Spotted Sandpiper or Snippet.
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ith slight modifications to . meet local supplies, the above enumeration is

representative of the trnftic throughout India. For particulars consult the
further' popular sections given below concerning th^Edible Birds. <

(c) Ortolans.—The true Ortolan {t2niheriza horfnltntu) ocdVirs only D.B.P.,
occasionally in India, but the substitutes for it are the hargel—Social v., 497.

or Short-toed Lark {(’afantfrella hrarhuilurtiiln), the duri Ash-coloured Ortolan,

Pi^ch-lark {Pf/rrhalanda grisea) and other allied species abundantly
met with on the plains of India. Biichanan-Hamilton {Hist. Ant. and
Stat. Beng. (ed. Montgome'ry Martin), 1807-13, i., 226; ;i., 148, 506; in.,

186) makes frequent mention of the oitolaii.

(d) PIteasants, Partridges, Jungle- fowl, etc.- -The flnllinai ; Taleef D.E.P.,

ibVicree/ (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 145; Blanford, l.c. iv
,
64-146; Hiiqie

and i\Iarshall, Game.-Bird.-<, 183 c> seg. Joarn. Bomb \at. Hist. Soc
,

XI., 22fl: xii., 573-7; xiii., 521; Bali, Jungle f.ife lud., 538; Sandei*

son, Thirteen Years Among Wild Beasts, 147 ;
Foisyth, Highlands Cent,

hid., 130-1; Finn, hid. Pheasants, etc, in hid For., 1902, xxviii.,

228, 277, etc. ; 1903, x.vix., 116. 205, etc
,
etc fl-mg and valuable articles).

Excluding the poultry ft'oin present eilnsidoration, there are something like

CO species of wild phcasiints, partridges, etc , which are systematically shot and
oaten. The majority mliabit the hills, and are, therefore, but rarely seen in

the bazars of the larger tuivns of the plains In 8iinla. for example, there is

a regular supply of the chir, kcHi), and nwnul pheas.mts , of partridges the
ban-Mur or kaindal, and litst but by no means least, the ehnhor Tiie horned
pheasant—)ewar or arqns—ns it is sometimes called, is also occasionally seen.

These and many others arc included by the Sanskrit authois under the category
of viahhtra or birds which scatter their fowl The Ain-i-Akbari (Gladwin, transl ,

1 ,, 267 ; li , 130, also Blochrnann, transl . i ,
63) mentions several forms and alludes

to the practice of catching them by means of call-birds, a method pursued to Call-tints and

the present day. One or two are favourite cage birds, especially tho (pinil, and
are reared for the purpose of hghting (.Ainshe, Mat 1ml

,

1826, i
,
288). Others

are much prized on account of their plumage (c y. momit ami ary us). No mforma- Game
tion exists as to the extent of the traffic m these birds, but it may Ije affirmed Laws,
that the huge annual slaughter has for many years callvil urgently for the pro-

tective game-laws which liavo only just come into operation. [The following
publications, assorted {irovmcially, will be found to contain useful local par-

ticiriars .—Paxjab Settl Repis Hazara, 1868, Banna. 1879, Ludhauui,
1878-84. Game-birds, pheasants, etc , are freipiently iiieutioiied m the Memoirs
of Baben written about 1,719, and the lu)eh. to which he makes special reference

(320), appears to be the tnondl. Ckntrai, Indi.x Forsyth, Ic 1889. fi4— 7.

Kashmir: L.awrence, Ic 118 United Pbovince.s . Oaz

,

nv , 243 Bom-
,DAY : Gazetteers Kaira, Ranch Mahals, .-Ihmcdahad, Ratnagiri, Thana, Kanara,
Belgaum, Dharwar, Satara. Mysore ; Rice, Gaz., i , 1-5.5 J

(e) Pigeons and Doves; Blvth, .Inn and Mat). Xat, Hist
, 1847, D.E.P.,

xix„ 104 ;
Darwin, Animals and PI. under Domes., 1868, i. 131-224

; 236?l"'
Rico, Sguab 'Raisim], in Farmer's Bull., U.S. Dept. Agri., 1903, No. 177

; pjggQjia
Blanford, l.c. iv., 1-52. It does not seem necessary to deal with

this subject very fully. There are .some 40 wild species known and
valued, tind in domestication practically all the breeds met with in Europe

are to be found in India, and a few seem even to have originated in that

country.
Pigeons are closely connected with certain traditions of tho Muhammadan -Methods of

faith, hence the birds are often protected in certain localities, such as at Mecca.
They liave been reared for pleasure from the earliest times of the iloslem nobility

of India. Baber {Memoirs, 7) tells the story of the deatli of Omer-Sheik
Mirza m 1494, through having been precipitatwl from his pigeon-house. In
the Ain-i-Akbari (1590) full details are given of the methods adopted for rearing

*ind trainmg pigeons. Tumblers, carriers, pouters, etc , are mentioned, but it Tumblers.

seems doubtful if the luckeh or luqqun of tlie Ain, identified by Blytli as having
been the failtail, was so or not, though that name is commonly given to them Pautails.
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flt the present day. The \okah pigeon, the v'oice of which sounds like the calf

to prayer, and t}ie baghahy winch utters a peculiar sound in the early morning,

as also the yahu-ynhit, may have l>een trumpeter.s and laughers The lotan was
doubtlesSs a ground tumbler One ot the special and much-prized features of

Indian pigeons is the remaikahle way they return to the dovecote on a certain

signal being giten
In .some Hindu tovMis, such as Jaipur in Rajpiitana, pigeons exist in a-semi-

wild condition A race ot the blue rock has simply been allowed to breed un-
disturbed for countless ages This bird seems to differ from the English stock

in having the lower part of the back ashy, instead of pure white, hence its separa-

tion as foiiimha Intel Baber a|jeaks of the Indian rock-pigeons as

being smaller and more slender than the Central Asiatic bird, and as having a
sharper cry.

Pigeons are much \ allied by many cla.sses of people as Food, and the traffic

in them all o\er India iniist be exceedingly great. They are usually brought to

market alive, and fed tiom daj to day by the traders. In Calcutta they are

Utored in large flat baskets, the owner feeding them by squirting from- his own
mouth into the gnllet.s ot the birds, one by one, a small quantity‘of grain and
witer \Cf. Settl Kept Jhelum, 188.3, 20 ; E. H A ,

ui Times of India, May 1899.]

(/) Poultry and Eggs.—This ina}" be accepted as embracing the

Domestic or Common Fowl, the Giimea-fowl, the Turkey, Ducks, Geese,

Pigeons, etc. Stine some ot these birds are discussed in this article under
their respective names, the pre.sent remarks may be restricted to the Fowl.
It is fairly generally accepted that all the Domestic Fowls of the world

have been (lerived trom <l<t/lit.> femitfiuriis. a bird met with in its

wild condition throughout the lower Himalaya from Kashmir to Assam,
and from the mountains of Burma to the Malav Peninsula, Sumatra,
Siam and Cochiu-Chiua. It would seem probable that it was first domesti-

cated 111 the Malav and introduced into India in that condition. It is

mentioned in the Institutes of Manu, and appears to have reached Europe
about 600 I3.C. The wild bird, it has been observed, when reared m
captivity or when crossed with the domestic fowl, is more fertile when
procured from the east than from the west of the Bay of Bengal. A
few special breeds may have originated in India, such as the Chittagong
and the Sooty Fowl, Examples of the Frizzled Fowl (a bird with the

feathers curled backwards) and of Jumpers are not uncommon, *the

latter more especially in Burma.
r

Considering the iinportaiico of tlie subject, remarkably little of a trustw'orthy
nature has been pubhslied regarding the Indian domestic fowls. Ibn Batuta,
Marco Polo, VarthCnia, Linschoten, Daiiipier and many other earlj travellers,

make special reference to the quality, size, and ubimdance of Indian towds
Hove (Tours m Gu/arat, etc, 1787, 80) says: “In this country fowls are
prodigiously large, and are called by the Europeans Colomb fowls. They breed
them now about Surat m abundance . . Some of them arp so llj,rge that ,bey
are often mistaken by strangers for turkeys ” It is difficult to conceive why the
early travellers in India so uniformly speak of the fowls seen by them os “ laigo

”

The ordinary fowl of India to-day is a very small and very inferior representative
of the fowl of Europe

Mention has been made of Chittagong fowls, and it may be added that it

is customary to read of them as a peculiar and valuable race, characteristic of
Eastern Bengal In the Bengal Admmistration Report (1901-2), for exampte,
the observation occurs that “ the best poultry comes from Chittagong and the
hill tracts, and are short-legged, large-bodied birds, much resembimg English
fowls ” The “ jumper ” of Bui-ma is an exceptionally short-legged bird, derived
doubtless direct from the Chittagong breed. Further to tlie east, the Cochin-
China breed would appear to have originated. Game-cocks have from time
immemorial been specially reared m many districts of India, and m some
localities cock-fighting has, from the most ancient times, been a favourite
pastime. Sonnerat (Voy aux Ind Or, 1782, v, 113) says he thinks the birds
specially reared for cock-liglitmg are derived from the indigenous wild species,
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and thus Is led to believe that the domestic fowls ol the world may have come
from India. The special association of Chittagong, however, with the game-
cocks of India has little more to justify it than the ciyly association of the turkey ’

with Calicut. Montgomery Martin, compiling from Buchanan-HamiltoA, speaks
of the people of Assam as keeping game-cocks {E. Ind., in, 671). Lawrence
tells us that in Kashmir capons are specially reared tor the table, but m India Capons,

as a whole little or no attention appears to be given to special methods of breed-
inj!^ feeding, etc., of fowls for the table as distinct from those reared for the
supply of eggs. Bernier (Travels, 1656-68 (Constable, Or. Mtac.), 1891, i ,

251) attributes this to “ the people being fender-hearted toward animats of
every description, men only excepted.” “The markets are amply supplied
with fowls tolerably good and cheap Among others there is a small hen,
delicate and tender, which 1 call Ethiopian, the si- in being quite black ” EtMopian Hen.

Inspired possibly by Marco Polo, r.inschoteii (who was by no means as
accurate an observer as Bernier) aftiinis that the Hesh of the so-called Ethiopi&n

iij-™er-fowl ”

as alsa the bones are black. [C/. also Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc.,

1687, iiin, 51.] Tegetmeier (Poultry Pooh, 2t>.>-8) gives full paitieulars of these
so-called “ Ifigger- fowls ” (tha Sooty EowK of some writers), and it need only
be added that thc> are by no means common in India. John Leo (Africanus) anciently
(Qeog. Htst Africa (Pory, transl.), 1600, 314) describes the incubators in use in known.

Egypt durmg the IGth century.
In the more populous parts of India (Bengal especially) fowls, like many

other articles of food, have risen in price consiilerably within the past 20 to 30
years. At the beginning of that period four large or eight small fowls could
have been purchased for one rupee, while at present they cost 4 to 12 annas
or even one rupee each \Cf Scott, Dom. Poult known to the Jews, Mem. Wern
Soe

, 1830, vi , 391-401
; Wilson, Ortq Dom Poult., 402-16 ,

Low, Hist
Tenaaserim, Journ Roy .4s Poc , ii

, 272 ; Anderson, Mandalay to Momten,
16 ,

Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf N. Ind

,

152 , Vuelcker, Improv Ind
Agrx , 405 ; LawTcnce, Valley of Kashmtr, .36.I-6

, Collett, A.B G. Guide to

Rearing Poultry, Ind ; Isa Tweed, Poult. Keeping in Ind. ; My Poult., by
“ The Indian Henwife ”

; Mackenzie, Popular Poult. Keeping ; W.ight, The Book of

Poult. ; Numerous writers in Indian public press such as in Botnb. Gazette, Aug
1895 ; Madras Mail, Feb. 1896 (report on tho Dudar Poult. Farm); Ind Agrist

,

Feb. 1898 ; McCue mid Bradshaw, Poult

,

m Agri Gaz. N -S Wales, 1898, ix., 894-7,

1101-80; Planters' Gaz
,
Oct and Nov. 1899; Pioneer, article by ” Camellin,”

Feb 1000; Ind. Agrtst.. May 1900 (a report on Poult Rearing in Beng. at the

Model Farm of Pakur) , Poult in West Ind, in Imp. Dept. Agri, Pamphl.
No 23, etc , etc ]

rffADB IN Baas .—IMention has already been made of the production of Ducks’ D.E.P.,

eggs in Madras Presidency for the Burmese market. Though all large tow-ns have i., 100.
regular supplies of eggs, nothing can be learned a.s to the sources on which they Eggs,
depend. It would thus seem as if every great centre produced its own fowls and
eggs, withm its immediate neighbourhood. In the official publidation Prices and Imilaa supplies.

.Wages in India, certain particulars are furnished regardmg eggs m the Western
Presidency. A risem price has on the whole taken place, but m Bombay town Trice,

this IS not material, as eggs sell at 4 to 5 annas a dozen. Taking the years 1871-
75 as being 100, they sold in 1901 at 107, in 1902 at 100, and in 1903 at 103 ;

in Sind at 12^; and m Central India and Rajputana at 118 The traffic m Egg Albumen.

Albumen is important An article m The Indian Agriculturist (Feb. 1898) re-

views an account that appeared in a Burma paper of the Chm-hiang China cbma Trade

trade in that substance. Ducks abound m the neiglibourhood, flocks of 4,000

to 5,000 loping not uncommon. The eggs are broken and the white separated
from the yolk. The white or albumen is used in dyeing, being largely exported
for that purpose to Europe, and the yolk, used m the dressing of certain leather,

is “in much demand in Europe. The Diplomatic and Consular Report (1901,

No. 2601, 10) gives the returns of tho Chmese traffic in egg-yolk. It rose from Yolk.

13,788 to 22,533 cwt.

[Cf. Ainahe, Mat. Ind, 1826, 117, 288; O’Shaiighnessy, Beng. Dfsp., 680-7

;

Royle, Prod. Isinglass, 5; Homgberger. Thirty-five Years in East, n., 320, Waring,
Pharm. Ind., 281 ;

Simmonds, Waste Prod , 1876, 118 ; Hoey, Monog Trade and
Manuf. N. Ind., 1880, 152; Hendley. Med. Top. Jeypore, 1895, 67 ; Lawrence, Valley

of Kashmir, 1895, 366; Ind. Agrist., Feb 1, 1898; Journ. Board of Trade, Sept.

1899, vi., 149-56 ; Dec., 362 ; many newspaper articles on preservation of eggs,

on the testmg their freshness, etc , have appeared m the Indian press, mostly of Eggs.
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reprinted from European, American and Australian publications. No writer

lias, .so far as 1 can discover, given particulars of the Indian markets or of Indian

experience
]

(;/) (fuall. Snipe. Plovers, Floricaa, etc.—When speaking of the plaina

of India the quail and snipo are by far the most important of the game birds.

The former are often captured in great quantities and sent alive all over

India, anti the latter are both trapped and shot. As a protective measure,

it may Vie ailded that some of the railways refuse to carry live snipe, amce
tVie birds do not eat after being captured, and are often handled most cruelly ;

for example, to prevent them fighting or escaping, they are blinded or otherwise
di.sfigm-ed. It is to be hoped, therefore, that very shortly, under the new Act,

ineasurcs may lie enforced even more stringent than the humane action of the-

railway companies. The florn .m is valued as much for its rarity -as for the
delicacy of its flesh. [Of- Ainslie, Ic. i, 392; Himter, Imp. Qaz. Ind., vi ,

lb86 , John Burke in Field (reprinted in Times of Ind ), Nov 28, 1899 ;

ifnipe-Shooting in Ind., Englishman, Feb. 10, 1902; B. H A. in Times of Ind.,

‘.July and Aug. 1899 ]
<

4. Birds: Edible Nests ((W/ocftf/ti friniririi anti C,fiiriFhaffii);

Blanford, Fa. Br. Ind, iii., 175-9; Jacobus Bontms, 1629, in Piao,

Ind Utn. re Nal. et Med., 16.58, 66; Forrest, Voij. New Guinea, 1780,28 ;

Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, li., -306
,
Orawfnrd, .Journ. toAoa, 1834, ii., 178 ;

Rovle. Prod. Istnqlass, 1842, .53
;

(itrigg.s, Man. Nilrjiri Dist., 159 ;

Carpenter, Pee. Geol. tiurv. Ind

,

1888, xxi., pt i
;
Hickson, Nat. N.

Celebes, 1889. 49-50
;
Portnian, .lonrn. Photo. Soc. Ind., 1892 ;

H. Waring-
ton iSinvth, The ll'ttlc World Ma<j

,

1898, 288-93 ; Foreman, Philippine

Islands, 1899, 366. Edible nests are known in Hindustani as ababil-ka-

(jhoslah, in Nicobar as hikai, and in Burma as gnalhiet.

A fairly detailed aecount of this curiously interesting edible product will

ho found in the Dicttonari/. That article was compilixl very largely from a
report by Mr I’ortman regarding the Andaman, anti one Viy Mr de Roepstorffi

on the Nicobar supplies Blanford tells ns that jeanclni, the Littl©

Grey-rumped Swift, affortis the purest quality of edible nests It is met with
on tho coasts of Tenassernn and Arakaii, as also on the rocks in tho Andaman
and Nicobar Islands The breeding season is in March The nests produced
by (' lin-lpliauii iiifiijiiii) are found m Ceylon, the Malabar Coast,
tVio Nilgiri and Anaim.tlai hills, etc Its breeding season is March to June.
The foiiner bird gives nests quite free from grass, moss or feathcr.s, the liSttor

is much adulterated with the substances named, which are simply cemented
together by the in.spissated saliva Jacobus Bontius wa.s perhaps tVio first

European writer who described tlie edible swallow’s nest He gives an excellent
picture, and says the nests are sold in great quantity throughout India. He
regarded tVieni as mode from the foam of tho sea. Mandelslo {Travels Ind ,

134), speaking of tVie Malay, says that the swallows’ nests were found
“ on rocks by the seaside, and are of such esteem in China that they sell them
for 3 or 4 crowns the lb ” It is probable that Volkamer (Nurnb JEesper , 1714,
11 , 239) IS also allniling to this substance when lie speaks of the chickens 'tliat

spin fibre out of their mouths. Milburn says edible nests are found in caves on
the sea-coast of Sumatra, Java and many of tho Eastern Islands “ The cleanest
and be.st are almost us white as writing paper and as transparent os isinglass

’'

“ They sliould be perfectly dry; if so crisp as to break, it is the betto”.”
The merchants who trade m this substance are Chinamen resident m Rangoon.

The nests are assorted into three classes and then exported to China. The finest
ipialities go to Pekin The Japanese do not use these nests, but they are sSid
tn fabricate an artificial nest from seaweed which is sent to China. The trade
seems to be deohning, as shown by the steady diminution of the sum paid in
Burma for the right to work tho supplies (see Manures, p. 709 , Isinglass, p. 095).

6. Birds : Industrial.—The materials that fall under this position

are briefly—Bird-skins, Feathers, Guano and Quills. The first two may be
taken collectively and the third will be found under Manures (see p. 769).

(a) Bird-skins and Feathers.—It is customary to discuss feathers
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SKINS AND FEATHERS
BIRDS
Flmaage

under :

—

Common Feathers used for upholstery
; Down used for Quilts

;

Ornamental Feathers and Quills. In India the feathers of the
domestic fowl are almost universally destroyed through th^ habit
of removing them after immersion m hot water. Were an effort

made to remedy this defect, Imlia might supplv a large quantity of
upholstery feathers. The same remark is applicable to the supply of
down. Ornamental feathers are usually referred to three classes ’

—

(a) those like the ostrirh plumes whose barbulesam long and loose, giving
beauty of form

; (6) those in which the plumes are decomposed, as in the
egrets

;
and (c) those that manifest great beaiitv and brilliancy of colour

(see below'under Plumage). Balfour (Cifclop. of India) appears to be the
only writer who has so far afforded particulars of the feather industry'^
fortunately an industry ol historn. but n.»t of great future intrinsic value^
He tells'us that ‘‘the Madras deahus in birrls’ feathers used to cairy on
their trade on an c.'ctensive scale. One dealei had nearly 100 sets of

hunters, each composed ol four or five shikaris and one cook
;
most of

these people are korawas (basket-makers) who lo'^e in and about Madras.
Each set has its head man, who is responsible lor the others. The sets

are sent out once a year, each receiving from Rs. 20 to Rs. 100 together
with a uumber of nets, a knife, etc. They tiaverse all India, collecting

the feathers of kingfishers, etc.” “ They bring back from 1,000 to 6,000

skins which are e.xportcd to Europe, Burma, Penang, Singapore and
Malacca.” The blue jay leathers are much in demand in China.

(6) Ostrich.—Some few yeans ago an effort was made to establish ostrich

farming m India (near Agra) but with little or no success. Mention has

recently been made, of Mysore as a favourable locality, a suggestion in-

spired by the great success of the .-kustralian farms \Cj Madras Weekhj

Mail, Aug. 1899; Pioneer, Sept. 1903. for Food to be given to Ostriches,

see Agave, p. S.'j.]

(c) Plumage-Birds.—The following, it may be added, are the chief birds

killed in India on account of their plumage, the particulars given being

abstracted very largely from Blanford. A certain amount of grouping

has been attempted in order to save space; thus all the paroquets are

brought together, all the bustards together, etc., etc., the assortment

being otherwise alphabetical according to the scientific names of the birds

or groups tif birds •

—

Ardea clnerea (Fa. Br Ind, (Birds), IV. 382 et seq), the Common or

Blue Heron, the win, anjan, sain, etc ; .4»i»eof« prni;!. the Pond Heron or

hagla, khonch-bogla, kokku, etc A common and familiar bird of nee-fields and
village tanks-y-often called the Poddy-bird; also uuhtiii'HH i itrotitn nttna. the

Cattle Egret or surkhia-hagla, gai bogla, hum koku, etc. This egret is a constant
attendant on cattle and feeds on tho insects that are attracted to them.
Sclater groups these three herons together as birds tlint proiliico feathers whicli

are sold mjarge quantities, but which do not fetch such high prices as the egrets

proper.

Ceryle varia (Ic. m., 119), the Indian Pied Kingfisher, the koryaki-

ktlkila or kankata ; Malcyoit aitiifruetimla (l.c in, 132), the White-breasted
Kingfisher or kilkiki, khandu, machranga, etc ; feiufi/oitala uurlai (l.c.

in., 1*29), the Brown-headed Kingfisher, gurial, badamt, etc. These and several

other kingfishers, such as lapian, ckota kilkila, .4. arttinila, the
Great Indian Kingfisher, and Ceyr ti-utartylu, the Three-toed Purple King-
fisher, are all extensively slaughtered for their skins Hunter (Stat. Acc. Beng.)
makes special mention of the traffic in the skins of kingfishers from Tippera
apd Chittagong to Burma and China. Mr. C M Inglis says that m Darbhanga
there is a village of 16 houses, all concerned m tho bird-skm trade. One man
told him that on an average he snared at least 100 kingfishers during the season,
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THE ECONOMIC BIRDS OF INDIA

the skins fetching Rs, 15 to Rs. -20. This for the entire village would make a

destruction of thousands a year. Decoys are used, namely, live birds with their

eyes sewn up
Coracias fndica (fc. uL, 103), the Indian Roller, the Blue Jay of

Europeans or mlkant, aabzak, ids, pdlu pitta, kattu kadei As already men-
tioned, this IS perhaps tlie most extensively killed for its beautiful plumage ot

all the Indian birds, and as it is helpful to the cultivators, its destruction ^is to

be greatly deplored
Eupodotis edwardsil (Ic iv , 192 el aeq.), the Great Indian Bustard,

the eohun, hukna, hum, tokdar, tugdar, bat-mekn, kanal-myle, etc Met witii

throughout India except m Bihar, Chota Nagpur, Orissa, Bengal It is usually

found singly or in t\s os or threes, and keeps chiefly to the open dry country, especi-

ally wastes covered with low grass and scattered cultivation It feeds on insects,

especially grasshoppers, small reptiles, frmt, gram, shoots of grass, etc In

the Ain-i-Akbari mention is made of the okar feathers of Kashmir Baden-
Powell gives the name onkar to tho feathers used m making kalgt, the plumes
Cf the khod or helmet. These were probably the black feathers of a Bustard, or

of tho Snake-bird (see below) ii»ni>nni waci/ueeni, the Houbarp bustard or

hobnra, tilur, talur, etc. A cold-weather visitor to North-Western India, Paiijab.

Sind, Rajputana, Kach and Northern Gujarat Ofi* tetntje, the Little Bustard
or choia tilur, met with iii the Paiijiib Lastly, nui-ltu, the Lesser

Floricaii or Itkh, chota charat, charna, baradti, ker mor, tan-mor, chint-mor, mala
mimh, etc Also s. haitgaieiiMiM, tlie Bengal Florican. These birds are found at

times throughout India from the Himalaya to Cape Comorin, but the former
chiefly mliabits the Peninsula south of the Godavari in winter, and breeds m the

Deccan, Western and Central Provinces, Central Indio. Rojputann, etc The
latter occurs in the country from the foot of the Himalaya and the Ganges to

the plains of Assam Blanford observes of the former that tlie numbers are

bemg greatly reduced by the unsportsmanlike practice of shooting during the

breeding season And of the latter ho remarks that it is one of the most delicious

of game birds
But it may be said that most of tho abo\e-mentioned birds are or rather

have been killed on account of their plumage as well as for their flesh. Bustard
feathers constantly appear m the Madras trade reports

Callus ferruglneus {Ic. iv., 75). the Red Jungle-fowl or jangal-murgh
(male), langli-murght (female) ; common throughout tho Lower Himalaya from
Assam to Kashmir. Also >«.//, the Grey Jungle-fowl or komri, koli,

etc., of South, West and Central India
The wuld fowls, though killed mainly foi food, afford skins that are as a

rule preserved and sold. The wild fowd ot South India is specially valued for

makmg artificial fishing -flies ; its golden or ferrugmous spotted feathers are

unsurpassed for certain purposes, and fetch higher prices than do m^st other
feathers met with in the market.

Herodlas albs (l.c iv., 385), the Largo Egret, mallang-bagla, tar-bagla,

bara-bagla, pedda-tella-konga, mala-konga, vella-koku, etc. Found vhroughout
India and Burma

;
often seen solitary but in association with either of the next

two species. In North India and Burma it breeds in July and August,
and in the Karnatak in December to February. Also m. gnrxettn—the
Little Egret or ktlchta, nella-nucha-konga. Common throughout India 'and
Burma. Lastly n. lutvmtvtUn. the Smaller Egret, patokha bagla, patangkha,
etc Met with throughout India and Northern Burma. The breeding season
is the same as that of the large egret. These pure white, slim herons
develop temporarily during the breeding season a dorsal tram of feathers, which
elongates and becomes “ decomposed,” as it is expressed, that is to say, the
barbs are separate and distant tiom each other, thus forming the ornamental
plume or aigrette for which these birds are much sought after and ruthlesa/ly
destroyed.

The present trade m Egret and Bustard feathers seems to be chiefly in the
hands of Madras traders. Some time ago Commercolly m Bengal was famed
for its egret feathers, and these w'ere used for head-dresses, tippets, boas and
muffs. Although this trade still exists m Darbhanga, Purneah and Maldah,
the birds are becoming very scarce. It would seem that at the present day the
chief Indian supply is from Madras.

L«ptoptiliis dubius (l.c. iv., 373), the Adjutant, or hargild, garur, chaniari
dhauk, duata, pinigala-konga, don-zat, pir-e-dang, etc. A useful scavenger that
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used formerly to frequent Calcutta and is still met with at the Salt Lakes and
has been found m immense herds in Burma The down of the young ad-
jutant bird ia (or rather was formerly) inmle into ladies’ boas and victormes.
Ihe under-tail coverts are collected anri sold m censiderable quantity. They
are known m trade as ^larahout or Commereolly feathers, and seem to be pro-
cured at present mainly from Tirchoor and Malabar, though formerly the traffic

was chiefly from Commereolly and Nadiya to Calcutta. It is described by
yEliah (a d ‘2o0) ; Baber {Memoirs, 1519-25, 321) and Ball (Jungle Life, 82) both
refsr to the snake-stone said to be found m the hcoil of this bird.

Lophophorus retulgens (I c. iv
, OB), the mondl, ml, lont (male), karari,

ham (female), nil-mor, mlgur, datiya, etc An extremely beautiful and large
pheasant found throughout the Himalai a, from Chitral and Kashmir to
Bhutan, at altitudes of from 9,000 to 15.000 feet, except in the winter,
when it m’ay be found at 5,000 feet Skins of the cock birds are extensively
traded in all over India, and a fauly large number are annually exported,
the supply received at Calcutta coming mainly fiom Bhutan and Nepal.
Sclatei’ tells us that he has seen as many .is 1,000 skins offered for sale at
one tim®

PalsBornif cyanocephalus (I c. m . 2.51-9), the Western Blossom-headed
Paroquet, the tu>a-tota, jarnuki, kir, etc A fairly plentiful bird m the
forests of the lower Himalaya and Peninsula of India v. inmciatim, the Rod-
breasted Paroquet, the inadna, knjla, gour-loia, et' Himalaya up to 5,000 feet

from Kumaon to Assaiu, Manipur, Burma, Cambodia, Coehin-Chma, etc.

An inhabitant of well-wooded tracts, but visitant of the intervening fields.

p. McjiofeiiwtA. the Large Indian Parocjuet or chandnna, a bird met with
plentifully in Northern and Central India, the lower Himalaya, the Northern
Circars, Kangra and -Mount Abu to Bengal p. »•«««. the Eastern Blossom-
headed Paroquet, the kyay-ta-ma of Burma. Lastly, p. tnrijtiiituM, the
Rose-rmged Paroquet or tota, lybur iota, Uya tola, ragu, chilluka, kilh, kyay-
gyot, etc. This is by far the most plentiful paroquet of India, and abounds
near towns and houses and prefers open cultivated lands to forest tracts. It

often does much damage to field and garden crops. It is verv frequently kept
as a pet, and is a very docile and locpiacious bird. Baber (Memoirs, 319) gives

a long account of the various birds of this kmd that were taught to speak by the
people of India in his day (early in the 16th century).

Most of the aboie species of paroquets are extensively killed on account
of their skms, but since they are very abundant and often very destructive,

little regret need be expressed at their being annually killed off to a certain

extent. Paroquet skms are largely exported from Hill Tippera.
Pavo crlstaius (I c. iv , 68), the Common Peafowl, the mor, mahr, nianja

(mtfle), manir (female), myl, lamili, nowl, etc. Plentiful throughout all the
drier tracts of India. It ascends the Hunaluya to 2,000 feot in altitude.

Abounds*m Gujarat (a fact specially mentioned b>’ Thevenot in 1687), Knch,
and Rajputana, and being protected, since regarded by certain Hmdus as sacred,
it frequently does much damage to the fields. The males moult their

•long trams after the breeding season, about September, and the feathers are
collected by the villagers and sold, but m many parts of the country large

numbers are killed, and their feathers and complete tails sold to the dealers.

In Indian ArJ, at Delhi (1903, 198-9) particulars will be found of the artistic

use* of peaccoik feathers. They are largely employed m ornamental work,
such as the manufacture of fans, morchals, chauris, braids, etc. Some few
years ago a large trade was done in peacock-feather braids, which were used m
trimming dresses and for other such purposes. The chief centres of manu-
facture aw Agra, Aurangabad, Benares, Jhansi, Mysore, Nepal and Savantvadi.
Peacock feathers seem to tie exported mamly from Bombay. [Cf. Baber,
l.c. 318 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., 1826, i., 290.]
* Plotus melanogaster (l.c. iv , 344), the Indian Darter or Snake-bird, the

bamua, pan dubbt, goyar, etc. This bird exists throughout India and Burma,
wherever fairly extensive lakes, marches, etc., of fresh water or large rivers with
slow currents occur. Acoordmg to Jerdon the lengthened scapular feathers are
looked on as a badge of royalty by the Khasias, and were once the badge of
one of the Bengal regiments of Irregular Cavalry The birds are killed on
account of these feathers, which formerly were fairly extensively exported.
' Tragopan melanooephalus (l.c. iv., lOO), the Western or Simla Horned
Pheasant, jeivar, jaghi, eing-monal, jigurana (male), hodal (female), jalgur, etc.
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,

North-West Himalaya from Garhwal to Hazara T. mttyra, the Crimson

Horned Pheasant, the lungi, otno, bap, tar-rhyak, etc. Eastern Himalaya
from Garhwal to Bhutan. These two pheasants are sometimes called the

Argus Iw European sports'nen, and their skins are generally sold undei that

name—the true Argus occurs iii the Malay Peninsula.

Hoopoe Upupa epops {l.c. Ill , 159), the European Hoopoe and 1. initipa, the

Indian Hoopoe or httdhtid, suUir, kondeh pitta, chaval kurum, toun-bee-sote, etc.

The former is met with m the Himalaya and on the plains of Northern and
Central India, and the latter throughout India and Burma, except Sind ^nd
the Western Paniab. Both birds are extensively slaughtered on accoimt of

their plumage. [C/ E. H. A in Times of India, Sept. 29, 1899.J

Trade in Birds, Skins, etc.

Trade. Feathers.—The above are the chief birds killed for their brilliant

feathers, but all birds with bright-coloured plumage may be and occa-

sionally are killed for that purpose, such as the honey-suckers, bitterns,

jays, water-hens, bee-eaters, orioles, shrikes, bulbuls, grebes and' horn-

bills. The trade in these and such-like is a very ancient one« Varthema

{Travels, 1510 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 200), speaking of Tenasserim, alludes to

the sword-hilts made of the helmet-hornbill. The modern trade in feathers

of all kinds fluctuates greatly. In 1880-1 the exports were valued at

Rs. 2,69,447 ;
in 1884-5 at Rs. 6,3.3,017 ;

in 1887-8 at Rs. 5,70,495 ;

in 1895-6 at Rs. 5,55,185, since which date it appears to have declined

materially
;
in 1900-1 it stooil atRs. 1,35,440 ;

in 1901-2 at Rs. 1,79,618;

in 1902-3 at Rs. 88,691 ; in 190.3-4 at Rs. 5,093 ; in 1904-5 at Rs. 880 ;

in 1905-6 at Rs. 4,416; in 1906-7 at Rs. 1,4.37. In former years the

major portion of these exports went usually to the United Kingdom,
which took in 1895-6, Rs. 4,18,006 ; in 1902-3, Rs. 60,000; and m
1906-7, nil. More recently to China (Hongkong), which took in 1895-6,

Rs. 58,562; in 1902-3, Rs. 2.3,.387; and in 1906-7, Rs. 1,350. Practically

the balance on these valuations of the total for the I'ears in question goes

to the Straits. The imports of feathers are unimportant. As a natural

Legislation coiisequetice of recent legislation the poitioiis of this traffic concerned in

the foreign supply will be discontinued.

D.E.P., (e) Quilis.—The traffic in bird-qnills is unimportant. Peacock

387^* ^ embroidenug leather, as for e.xample in the small b6xes

made at Bilaspur and Aiiandpur in the Panjdb, etc. Porcupine qujlls are to

a small extent employed m South India, mainly in veneering fancy bo.xes.

D.E.P.,
1., 464-7.

Arnotto
Dye.

Introiluotion
into Indui.

Two Forms.

BIXA ORELLANA, IJnii. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 190 ;
Poinet, Hist>

Drugs. (Engl, ed.), 1712, 224; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 38 ;
Cooke, FI.

Pres. Bomb., i., 53 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 58; Burkill, Agri.

Ledg., 1904, No. 12 ;
Bixine.®. The Annatto or .Arudtto, roucou,

urucu (Brazil), latkan, koug kuomhi, jarat, kisri, fafra, kuragu-mangfal

,

rangamali, thi-din.

A sfirub originally a native of America and now largely cultivated in India
for the dye afforded by its seeds. It is very common in S. India, and believed
to be there almost completely naturalised. Hove speaks of its cultivation in
Bombay in 1787, and Buchanan-Hamilton [Slat. Acc , Dina) , 1833, 155) mentiqps
that “ the Bixa, an American plant, is now rapidly spreading over Bengal.”
Occasionally planted for ornament, especially m Ceylon ; the least touch of
frost IS fatal, but it will grow almost anywhere within the tropics where the
rainfall is 60—60 inches. The plants make a good hedge or wind-break.

There are two forms, one having white flowers and greenish capsules,
the other pink flowers and red capsules. The pink-flowered form is viewed as
most desirable though it is not always the most easily grown, although one or
other exists throughout tropical India Fuller particulars of the distribution
and cultivation will be found in Mr. Burkill’s Review of Existing Knowledge
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China-grass

Pomet gives an admirable drawing showing tho plant and a roucou factory. ,

Tlie pulp surrounding the seeds gives a beautiful flesh-coloured Dye pye.

largely used for silks. In combination with the red powder of Mniiotum
a bright orange-red colour is obt^nod. The dye is exporteil *

to Europe from the West Indies to bo used m colouring cheese, chocdlate, etc Cheese-
*

It may bo extracted from the seeds direct, or the pulpy matter may be colouring

separated by boiling and made into cakes—the usual commercial form in

Europe. The cakes are wrapped m tho leaves of the banana and known as

/lag-annatto The West Indians are said to rub the pulp off m their hands, and
by^adding lemon-juice and gnm make crimson paint for their bodies The
mordant employed with arnotto is usually crude pearl-ash . the alkali faeilitates

solution but affects the colour Tho dye is fleeting and is oiueflj' used for silk,

but to some extent also for cotton-cloths, e g. m Cachar The Manipiiiis are said

to avail themselves of the fruits of fjarfiuta ttniHttettiiiftt to deepen the colour

of the silk after dyeing with arnotto and also to fi.x it. The latter suggestion

needs verification, since the dye is not as a rule considered fast The bark yields

a goocl Fibre used for cordage m the West Indies. In Medicine the seeds are Fibre

regardec^as astringent and febrifuge The friction of two pieces of tho wood is r^- Mciiicmc

ported to produce Are very easily, and for this purpose is used by the West Indian-,

The best Cayenne (“cake”) arnotto fetches in France about ‘200 francs rnce.s of

E
er 100 kilos, and in Germany about 80 marks per 100 kilos Its use has Dye-cako

een ousted from India to a great extent by the introduction of aniline dyes,

and the demand is perhaps too small to encourage export In the Toronto Ex-
hibition leaflet (1902) it is stated that the value of the exports from Jamaica in

1900 amounted to £5,800 From the London market reports for 1903 (in

Brtt. and Col Drug
; or Chem. and Drug.) it would appear that from 2\d to id

per lb. IS obtainable tor best Madras se^, but that the demand is very limited

It may be mentioned that the average production per acre is about OJ to 7^
maunds of seed yielding some ‘20 to 30 seers or rather under I owt of dyo [Cf
Taylor, Topog. Stat. Dacca, 1840, 143 ,

De Candolle, Orig Cult Plan>» (Engl ed ),

1884, 401 ; Lawson, Pltarm .fourn and Trarii
,

1885-0, 045 ;
Watt. Select

Pec. Oovt. Ind., 1888-9, i, 55; Pharmacog. Ind

,

i, 149; Kew Bull, 1890,
No. 48 ; Ferguson, All about Aloe and Ramie, 1890, 54 , Moodeen Sheiiff, Mat
Med Mad., 1891, 38-9; Kanny Lall Dey, Iruhg. Drugs Ind, 1890, 47;
Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem , 1898, i , 173 ; Cal. dee PI Econ Colon., “ L’Hort.

Colon.," Brussels, 1900, 44; Jackson, Pharmaceut Journ , April 4, 1903, Bull.

Union Agri. Caled., 1903, ix , No. 75, 0-7.]

B<EHMERIA NIVBA, (^umlirh ; JJ. nivett, var. fenaris.si iiia,

Mvqud
;
FI. Br. Ind., v., 576 ;

Buch.-Ham., Stat. Acc., Dina)., 194 ;
Watt,

Rhea and Allied Rhea Fibres, in Select. Rec. Govt. Ind., 1888-9, i., pt. ii., 283 ;

Rein, Fridust. Japan, 1889, 167-8
;
Michotte, Trade de la Ramie, 1891 ;

Hosie, Three Years in W. China, 1890, 73-4
; Watt, Boehmeria nivea—

,Rhea and China Grass, Agri. Ledg., 1898, No. 15 ;
Bretschneider, Hist.

Europ. Bot. Disc. China, 1898, 42, 99, 133, 495-6, 770 ; Wray, Ramie Cult,

in Perak, Mus, Notes, 1898, ii., 103-24 ; Barraclough, Ramie, Rhea, China-

grass, etc., iij Tex^. Merc., (a series of articles). May 26 to June 16, 1900,

Der Tropenpflanzer, 1902, vi., 185-90
;
Frank Birdwood, Journ. Soc. Arts,

1904 ; Ramie, Dipl, and Cons. Rept., 1W4, No. 3280, 54 ,
Bothier, also Bigle

de Cardo, La Ramie, inUAgn. Prat, des Pays Chauds, 1902-3, ii., 176-97
,

1904, iv.,*335-54
; 1905, v., 56-67

;
Coventry, Rhea Exper. in India, Agri.

Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. i., 1-14
; Kew Bull, (numerous pa.ssages)

;

Ranauaek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Wiiiton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 90-1.

It seems doubtful if the two forms indicated by the above-mentioned
names can be botanically regarded as anything more than climatic or

geographical races of one species. The practical value of their separate

recognition may however be accepted as at once demonstrated by the

circumstance that the one—the China plant—has been grown in the

open air in England and regularly sown as a field crop in the south of
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• Europe, while the other—the Malaya plant—can only be rai8C(J under

glass, so far as Europe is concerned. The distinction ought therefore to

prove of considerable value to Indian prospective cultivators. In fact

it seem^* possible that some share of past tailures may be clue to Indian

e.xperiinentalists having forced the cultivation of the tropical plant in

temperate areas. That being so, it may be useful to set forth the two
forms separately, but the reader should consult The Agricultural Tedger

(above, mentioned) for the botanical synonyms of the plants in question*;

—

China- „ Var. nivea proper ; Watt, I c. 8, t. 1. The Chma-grass or Rhea of com-
grass or merce bears the following local and vernacular names .

—

chu-ma in China ;

Rhea. cay-gai, pa-nva m Cochin-China ; kankura (rarely kund or kurkund), in Bengal ;

rteha (riha) or rUa in .^ssam ; pan in the Shan States, and gun, gwon in Burma
{ma, see Cannabis, p 251)

It will be seen by a comparison with the Malayan names recorded as more
especially applicable to the second variety below, that very possibly the only
truly indigenous Indian names in tho above enumeration are kankura and riha.

Further, the latter name is perhaps only a modern translation friJm one plant
to another of tho word risa, tho Naga name for .a fibre-yielding plant which
has recently come to be spoken of as the ban-riha or wild-rt/ia of Assam
(see Villebrunea, p. 164). In part support of tins idea it may be added that
the people who use tho ban-rtha fibre grow the true ritui plant, but only as
an article of export—they never use that fibre themselves, so that it seems
fair to suppose that the plant which they use is their own rtha or rtga. In

Not mentioned none of the classic books of India is there the slightest mention of kankura or
m Indian rtha. In fact there are no references to any fibre that conlrl ior a moment be
' supposed to be rhea There is a curious passage, however, in the account

of the Voyage to the East Indies, written by Linschoten (1598. i , 96), which de-
scribes a fibre under the name of “ Hearlie Bengalen,” that might be (and has
been) supposed to bo rhea, though it was more probably CaiotfoptM (flffnatea

floss, perhaps the grass-cloth fibre of the early English writers (see pp 207-8).
Turning now to China, Marco Polo, speaking of Kweichan. mentions the bark
fibre from which “ they manufacture very fine summer clothing.” Many subse-
quent writers allude to the htapu or sia-pu or the summer clotlis of Kweichan,
which bemg to-day made of China-grass, it is assumed were so made m Marco
Polo’s time ; and there is probably little doubt that they were One of the earliest

European travellers to ilcscnbe the China-graas (of China) was Cunningham, who
m the beginning of the 18th century sent Chinese plants to his English friends
Sloan, Petiver and Plukenot. Among these was the textile plant ma, which he
called Urtica racemifera maxima Sinarum [Pluk. Amalth , 212, t. 49, f. 2i), a
plant which Linnaeus identified {Sp. PL, 1764, 1398) with his l i-ftoa uiren.

Ramie. d Var. tenaclsslma {sp fiuxb ) ; Watt, l.c 20, t 2. This is the t.-ne rami
or ramie, which by some writers has been incorrectly called rhea while
they have assigned Chma-grass ns distinctive of the variety iiiven. The first

record of its introduction mto India brought the Sumatran name calue (kalhe),

cnloce or caluse to that country ; throughout the Malay it is ramt, rame, ramten
or gunn ; inan m Bonoa

;
gambe in Celebes ; moumineram m Java ; ktparoy,

kapieriet, haramay, lalakie, in Sunda ; kloei m Sokojan, etc., etc Prain {Sketch of
Life of Francis Hamilton (once Buchanan), 1905, 24) gives a letter Tif Hamilton’s
dated 1814, in which he refuses to believe that the caloce differs from J*. iilrea
and further that he considered it groundless to expect tho fibre to turn out of
general use. Roxburgh (Trans. Soc Arts, 1806, xxiv , 148) tells us that in
1804 the plants grown m the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, from Malay seed had
flowered and that he had sent a drawing of the same to the Court of Directors.

Uniformity of Baces of Plant Grown.—During lepeated investigations, through the
Indian rhea districts, a large percentage of the known jJlots of cultivation
in Bengal, Assam and Kangra were systematically visited. With prac-
tically only one exception the stock was that indicated above as mr.
Hivea, and the one exception that of a tea-planter’s vegetable garden m
Assam, where a few recently imported roots of var, tenacissima were
found. In several instances, however, plants which might be regarded
as local developments, if not crosses between the two varieties, were
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Races
met with, thus possibly pointing to a cultivation of tenfu'issima, since sports,

abandoned, or to fett.ocissiitHi being only a sport from ttit'eti. Re-
cently I have heard from Tirhut that a sport had spontaneously appeared
there, in an e.xperimental plantation, which was very hardy, although
apparently an inferior fibre-yielder. There seems little doubt that caretul

study and selection would do much to improve the crop. But in no
instance were plants grown in India seen to possess anything like the
apparent luxuriance of a series of botanical sjiecimens procured direct

from Wenchow in China. Some of the most vigorous plants collected vigorous Plants,

by me in India were found in North Lakhimpur, Assam, while the

healthiest looking were those in the Ram Bagh plantation in Kangra
—the survivals of the original six plants imported in 1863 by Mr.

Jam^s Montgomery, India’s pioneer fhea-planter. His widow, a vcr^

old lady, was alive at the time of my visit, and I had the extreme
pleasure of being conducted by her over the plantation, and was much
fascinated hy the undying faith which she manifested in the ultimate Undying Faith

success of her husband’s life-work. One plot she told me, had neither

been transplanted nor manured for sixteen years, and yet the plants were
fairly vigorous-looking. It was annually inundated and richly manured
by the rise of the river. When I inquired if any of the European tea-

planters in the district or Native zamindars had followed her example and
laid out plots of land with rhea, Mrs. Montgomery replieil that it was
perhaps fortunate for her that they had long since abandoned all

thought of rhea, because the produce of her little plantation was more locai demand,

than sufficient for the local demand.

RHBA CULTIVATION IN INDIA.
Future Protpectt.—Indian Rhea cultivation and manufacture was dealt with Cultiva-

very exhaustively m The Agricultural Ledger (1898, No. 15). That paper was the tion.
result of a special tour of inspection, conducted under orders of the Government
of India, to each and every district where the plant was known to be cultivated

or routed to be found. With the details thus readily acce.ssib)o, it may be the

most useful course to make the present review amplify or correct the opinions
alr^dy set forth, rather than to repeat in abstract the established facts. At
the same time opportunity may be taken to answer the objections and difliculties

that ha\e been raised without becoming controversial. My previous writmgs
have been affirmed to discourage endeavour, and as that was not my intention

I would explain that my attitude has proceeded from mature conviction that a
rhea mduRtry is not likely to be established in India until certain misleading

"statements and misconceptions have been effectually removed. Of these I

would mention the following ;

—

1. The affirmation repeatedly made, that rhea is a wild plant, found over Not Indigcuons

large portion} of India, and that it has only to be cut in order to be turned into

gold. In my report of 1898 I have shown that this is not only an error but that
rhea nowhere exists in India even as an escape from cultivation. That it is purely
an, exotic and is rapidly extermmatod from land when neglected or abandoned
Still further, that the most valuable of the so-called wild-rheas (ban-rhea) of

Assam is ^n entirely different plant, though one which affords a fibre for which
there might be a market apart altogether from the possibility or not of organising

oa Indian rhea tra^.
2. The statement that it can be grown anywhere in India and with a purely High cmtiv.xtion

nominal amount of cultivation and care. Far from this being so, it is a pl£uit that Essential,

requires a particular class of soil, a large supply of manure annually, and definite

climatic conditions. It must thus receive high cultivation and be protected
from animals. If the price paid for the produce will not suffice to cover these
expenditures then the mdustry will not pay,

, 3. The purport of my report may, therefore, be said to be that the experimental Uniiieiy

cultivation in India by Europeans has hitherto been in the most unlikely regions Engions.

and that the price offered for the produce has rendered essential methods and
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materials of cultivation prohibitive. This last statement might be compared with

the final experience of Air Cyril E. Baxendale of Selangor That gentleman
seems to have been most unfortunate to say the least of it, for he tells us that his

correspondence with “ ramie spinners would fill a inassiv'e tome.” He could not

apparently dispose of somo of his produce, and had to direct it to be burned in

order to save demurrage charges at Liverpool. As a not unnatural consequence

he adds, ‘‘ We now leave the ranue to the cows. They like it ” [O/. Capitalf

Aug. 11, 1904, Agri Bull. Straits and Fed Malay States, 1903, 359, 30^6;
and compare with Ind. CtarJ and Plant , Dec 15, 1898 ]

4 I have endeavoured to point out that the most satisfactory regular cultiva-

tion and the most promising experiments seen by me, hav'e been those within
approximately the self-same latitudes as the successful production in China. In
other words, the southerly extremities of Rangpur and Bogra in Eastern
Bengal would be approximately m the latitude of Canton and Formosa, and
the iiKjst northerly Indian area (Kangra) in that of Nankmg. Thus the Indian
area of successliil pioduction so tar as ascertained by me corresponds fairly

clbselywith that of China and I have urged that in dealing with the Cliiaese

form of the plant, at all events, it w'ould be well m the future to concentrate
attention on the legion indicated And I may add that within the more southerly
limits of that area I founil the plant by no means so vigorous as on the most
northerly, so that a northern rather than a southern extension would seem
most full of promi‘^e Out'^ide the area, more especially within tropical

tracts, it would appear likely, howev'or, that good results might be obtained with
the Ramie or Malayan plant

Conditions of Cultivation.

—

During my tour of inspection through

the Indian rhea districts I had frequent occasion to comment on the

singular uniformity that prevailed in the name given for the plant, the

character of the stock grown, the location of the plots of land under the

crop, the class of cultivators concerned, the method of cultivation

pursued, the system of separation of fibre employed, and the purpose

to which the fibre was put. These and many other points seemed
significant and highly exceptional in Indian agriculture as a whole,

where much diversity of opinion is usually manifested. In Bengal and
Assam the plant had to be grown in order to secure fibre wherewith
to make or repair fishing appliances, and there the matter began
and ended. Usually the Indian agriculturist shows interest in the

produce of. his fields , rhea is not an agricultural crop, it is a plant gro^vn

by or for the fi.sheriueu ' In only one Sub-division of the Rangpur
district (Kurigaon), ami even there in connection with but one" or two
nllages. was it tound as a field crop in the hands of the regular cultivators

{rajbunsis). Everywhere else it was exclusively a garden plasit found
on the homesteads of the fishing classes. On an average the plots wouhl
not exceed 20 square feet m size, and were as a rule beds of pure manure
sometimes 2 feet in thickness, raised above the level of the . surroundjng
land, and closely fenced in to protect the plants from cattle which other-

wise would completely devour the crop. In China it is practically grown
on poudrette. A writer in The South Indian Observer (March 1902), who
professes to have a practical knowledge of rhea-growing both in ludia and
China, says that no part of India is in any sense a favourable field for

the introduction of the rhea-planting industry. [Cf with the reprint in /nJ
Plant, and Gard., June 1902, and compare also mth Plant. Gaz., Dec. 1898.]

A Garden, not Field Crop.—In the whole province of Bengal it would
be difficult to find a better soil or a more enlightened class of cultivators
than in Rangpur, and yet few, if any, have taken to rhea, in spite of

the fact that the fibre fetches locally from £50 to £180 a ton and
even more fabulous prices. They have witnessed the plant bein^
grown by the fishermen for at least a century. Buchanan-Hamilton’s
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•description of its cultivation in 1807 might be given as an account
of the rhea-pro<luction of to-day, and yet the cultivators gave »

almost invariably one answer to the inquirv made by me wh^ they
did not take to rhea. “ Why should we ? ” they asked, “ We have other Crops

other crops that pay quite as well and give infinitely less trouble.”

To ttat I had no very definite answer to offer. It would have been

usefess to have made the assurance that if they were prepared to risk

a little, a large export might be developed and machinery invented that

would perhaps render rhea-fibre production both profitable and easy.

The Indian cultivator is neither willing nor able to undertake risks, still

less to purchase machinery. Tobacco and ginger in Bengal and tea in

Assam are consequently likely to continue to occupy the land best suited

lor rh^a^ until European capital and enterprise come to the aid of local*

Tesources. S)r. Buchanan-Hamilton drew the attention of the Indian
cultivators to rhea as a valuable fibre and expressed the hope that jute RUea vrtut

(which he also found in the same districts with rhea), a fibre then quite

unknown in Europe, would not attract attention until san-hemp had
been given a fair trial. What has been the result of the hundred years that

have come and gone ^ Both rhea and .san-herap are in the identical

positions to-day that they were when Buchanan-Hamilton wrote
;
in fact

if anything they have gone backward, while jute has expanded into one
of the most important crops of present-day Bengal agriculture. It cannot,

therefore, be said that in the region of rhea cultivation the farmers are op-

posed to such new crops as trade may demand, so long as they are profit-

able. The undoubted answer to the present state of affairs must be that xo m.inoomont

jute has paid handsomely and rhea has hitherto offered no inducement
to extended production.

Indian System of Cultivation.

It may perhaps be as well to bring into prominence the admission

that it is impossible to furnish a definite statement of the cost of

production and possible margin of profit in rhea cultivation. Though
raan^ writers have loudly condemned unfavourable opinions about the

future o^ rhea and have given their personal assurance of ultimate

success, no one has been either able or willing to furnish actual data that

could be accepted as representative. It may perhaps be the more convenient
iKiurse, therefore, if I arrange province by province such material as exists

regarding the methods of cultivation and experience gained generally.

Bengal: Eastern and Northern.—Soil aa<i Rotattoa.—At Joygaiij, in the Bengal,
district of Dftiajpyr, the late Rajah Syama Sankar Roy, Bahadur, ex- xuivo
perimented with rhea. He laid out several plots of high land that

^jperiSont'*
contained a rich loamy soil and aggregated 600 acres. He placed the
plantation thus formed under the charge of a European manager. The
plants grew remarkably well and gave three (sometimes four) cuttings Cuttmgg

a ^ear. The experiment had to be discontinued, however, since the

price offered for the produce was not equal to actual cost of production.
The land was simply abandoned, and fourteen years later (the date of my paiiure

visit) not a plant of rhea was to be found, though much of the laud
had never subsequently been cultivated. In Rangpur district rhea imiweuons

is fairly extensively grown, but with one or two exceptions not
a^ a field crop. It flourishes exclusively within the tobacco-growing
portions of the district, and most successfully where the finer qualities .

of tobacco are produced. It demands the best soil; the land must be seatsoii.
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above height of prolonged iuundation, but possessed of free subsoil moisture

(which ill Rangpur is about 3 feet below the siu’face) ;
the fields have,

moreover, to be iiiaiiurei^ and carefully teiidetl. In Rangpur wherever

soil of a rich s&udy loam occurs, there kcnkiira cultiv&tion m&y be

expected, and wherever heavy clay soils appear there it disappears. In

Tobacco tieriiis Other words, wherever a situation and soil suitable for tobacco is., met
Biiea. with, there rhea may be found, and when grown on fields it is rotated wyth

tobacco and ginger. Of Bogra the same remarks may be made, viz.

that tobacco and rhea occur on sandy loam, rotating with chillies and

sweet potatoes, but that the absence of all these is universal with the

Rcfttrictod

Cultivation.
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appearance of red-clay soils.

It IS hardly necessary to repeat similar observations regarding the other

districts of Northern and North-Eastern Bengal. The plant is not grown in

'every district, nor in all parts of the same districts where it is met with. In
Dmnjpur, for example, it is confined to the northern tracts ;

in Ra^gpux", Bogra,

Jalpniguri and Kuch Behar, similar isolations exist. In other words, there aje

conditions that seem to have arbitrarily restricted production in the past and
which are admitted freely by the cultivators as favourable or unfavourable
to the crop to-day. One instance may be given at once. Bhea will not grow
as a field crop nor even as a profitable garden plant to the south of Bogra m
the rice and jute clay lands. But much more obscure though doubtless of equal
value are the botanical facts I have endeavoured to deal with in my report. The
comparative absence of leguminous plants, both as wild species or as field and
garden crops, is a most significant feature of the rhea coimtry. So agam im-
portance must, I believe, be attributed to the appearance of certain peculiar

garden crops, not met with outside the area m question. Of these I would
speciall3’ mention

—

Jtnlrn Wt’tirtllnta, Cht’ynifttlietnutti rorount^ttm, Hratitlvn
<»nvitoUn (a plant closely allied to Chmese cabbage) and Knntex reatcai-ti.w.

which, with the green tops and flowering shoots of rhea itself, are all ex-
tensively eaten as vegetables and take the place very largely of the peas
and beans of other parts of India. So again Cnrehomu ciu»"niartn is very
possibly a native of China and that plant is common m Eastern and Northern
Bengal and Assam, while olHnflum is the jute of the other districts of
Bengal and of India generally. These are striking coincidences if that be the
view taken of them In iny opinion they have a far higher value, and justily
the conclusion that there are climatic and other physical conditions intimately
associated with the restriction of the area of what might be called the Indian
commercial (or rather, successful) production ot ihea to the tract of coiAitry
indicated—a coimtry that might be said more closely to resemble the rhea area
of China than of any part of India.

*

Methods ot Cultivation.—In Bengal rhea is propagated by root cuttings,
though the system of biirymg stem-cuttings horizontally is sometimus pursued,
more especially to fill up vacancies and to increase the number of plants m the
field. The cuttings are usually 6 to 9 mches in length and planted under 3 to 4
inches of soil. They are placed from 1 to 3 feet apart each way. There are said
to be two seasons for transplanting, the first in April to May (beforeithe commence-
ment of the rams), and the second m September to Octooer (at the close of
the rains). The majority of cultivators fav’our the former season. The
fields are weeded and hoed after each cutting and heavily manured every year
during the cold season. Unless so treated, and liberally, the plants should be
removed into new plots of land after two, three, or at most four years; according
to the fertility of the soil.

Number ot Cuttings.—The shoots are cut down when the bottom portion
of the stem begins to turn a brown colour. At this stage the leaves, low dow-n
on the stem, also begin to fall off. Two to four or even five cuttings are obtained

Shoots*
** tb© shoots being 4 to 5 feet in height. The majority of cultivators mention

° three cuttings as a good average crop. Two cuttmgs they regard as indicative
of neglectful cultivation, and five or six, they hold, can only be obtained from very
small plots, shaded, heavily manured and freely watered As a rule the entire
plot is cut down at one and the same time, but occasionally the more intelligent

Seipctej cultivators select the stems when ripe, and thus practically cut only small quanti-
Luttinas. ties at a time, but throughout the year.
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From September-transplanted plots the following were given as the seasons !?riaoa3

for cutting: 1st cuttmg m May (the worst) ; 2nd m June (the beat) ; 3rd m
July: and 4th in August. But many cultivators prefer to reject the May ,

cutting and to use it for green-manuring the pint, thus having oijly three

cuttings. If transplantation takes place in April to May, there are ’isually only

the three cuttings already indicated. A cutting made later than August is

regarded as affording a very inferior fibre. Many cultivators, nevertheless, cut

dowif the plants once or twice during the cold season, but with a view to cause
a wgorous 8imultaneou.s shooting for the June cutting

Outturn.—The information procured by me on this subject was so unsatis-

factory that I hesitate to publish it. So far as I can learn, the av'erage yield of

the highly cultivated homestead lands, worked out to the acre, would not exceed
600 lb. (say 5 to 7 mamids) per annum of roughly cleaned and dry fibre. As
compared with this it may be stated that the average yield of jute might be put
at 16 to 20 maunds. It has been urgini by some writers that since it gives 2, 3

or even 4 cuttings a year, the j leld of rhea is bound to be higher than the one jute vtrtiu

cutting; afforded by jute. But jute occupies the land for, say, only a few month.s* Rhea,

that is tR saj it is not a perennial but an annual crop ; it can be raised on much
cheaper and more abundant land than rhea ; it demands little or no cultivation,

and usually no manure; and lastly the fibre is ea.sily separated. With these

advantages, let alone the facts that it produces more stems to the acre and these

grow to a length equal to the combing length of all the cuttings obtained from
rhea, it is not to be wondered at that jute is both more popular and more profitable

than rhea at the prices at present offered by Europe.
Probable Direction of Expansion .

—

The mo.st hopeful prOSpeCt of a future Future

Indian expansion may be said to lie within its present area in North
Bengal. The overflow might then be looked for to pass east and north-

east into the valley of Assam rather than to go to the southern and
south-western or south-eastern districts of Bengal. In fact, it would
almost appear as if there had been a migration north-east since the date

of Buchanan-Hamiltou’s explorations in 1807. Its suitability to the

Rangpur and Jalpaigun districts and to the Duars, would point, however, sub-montane

to a possible expansion westward towards Tirhut. In other words, it

would almost seem as if the Indian rhea of cultivation might become
distributed within the belt of districts which, starting in the extreme
east-north-east in Lakhimpur and passing through Sibsagar, Nowgoiig,

Kagirup, Goalpara, Kuch Behar, Rangpur, Jalpaiguri and the northern
extremity of Dinajpur, would pass still west to Purneah, Bhagalpur,
Durbhaiiga, Muzaffarpur, Champaran, and possibly also to Saran. The
sub-montane character of this tract of country, skirting as it does the foot

of the Bhutan, Sikkim and Nepal Himalaya, may be at once admitted as

Very possibly possessing many physical and meteorological characters in

common. It may be said to lie between 25° 30' and 27° north latitude.

How far a western expansion may be possible the future alone can reveal, western

but it may 15e adfied that recent experiments in Tirhut and those pro- Trend,

posed in Purneah seem encouraging. No climatic difficulty would appear
at all events to exist in the way of an eastern distribution. Rangpur lies

right in the centre of the region indicated, but, as already stated, the crop
was found to attain its greatest perfection in the north and the north-

eastern divisions of that district—the portions that may be said to face

eastward towards the Brahmaputra valley.

By way of concluding these brief observations on the Bengal rhea Calcutta

industry, it may be added that Sir D. M. Hamilton, of Messrs. Mackmnon
Mackenzie 4; Co., is believed to have prosecuted with fair success the

experimental cultivation of 3tvhnierin nireu for some few years in

the immediate neighbourhood of Calcutta. It may, therefore, be said

that the Indian people are looking to him to prove or disprove the com-
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mercial possibilities of this fibre. Capital and personal enthusiksin are"

the essential elements of success, and it seems, therefore, likely to be"

established whether Lower Bengal is or is not the most hopeful centre.

And a& having a direct' bearing on this issue it may be added that

a writer in The Englishman (Dec. 6, 1900), who signed himself “ D. M. H.,’^

made the pertinent observation, “ Until we know the cost of growing the

article it is not much use discussing the cleaning and manufacture.”^

That IS the crux of the whole controversy
;

will it pay ?

Assam. Assam.

—

It is perhaps hardly necessary to repeat all the conditions

and circumstances of rhea cultivation in this province, since in most
e.ssentials these are identical with what have just been stated regarding

Bengal. One or two important differences may, however, be set forth.

Assam, having been a poorly populated country prior to the advent of

tea, much of the fertile sandy loams that in Northern Bengal have for

centuries been under crops were available for European enterprise and
Ti-ii Kisus rapidly became tea-gardens, instead of rice, wheat, tobacco, ginger and

rhea farms. Any expansion of rhea plantation in this province would,

accordingly, have to contend with tea, for available waste land, and with

European planters instead of Native landholders. Another feature, and
one of even greater importance, may here be stated, namely that the

valleys of the Brahmaputra and Surma carry culturable flat and undulat-

'Morthern Trend, mg lands far to the north of the districts discussed in connection with

Bengal. According to my observations this northern trend is distinctly

advantageous. Moreover, Assam possesses in a remarkable degree the

features of vegetation already discussed in connection with Northern and
North-Eastern Bengal. As I take it, therefore, Assam is pre-eminently
the rhea province of India, though doubtless to this category must be
ailded the northern tracts of Burma, which are practically an extension

eastward of the rhea area, until it becomes conterminous with that of

China, Cochin-China and the Malay Peninsula. In fact it might be said
Kiipa^Arfaof the that the districts of Northern and North-Eastern Bengal, discussed above,

”
' are collectively the most western section of the great Rhea, China-grass

and Ramie area of the world. •

Fo^wabie Two Other peculiarities of Assam may now be mentioned—ope highly

Condition. favourable, the other unfavourable. There is a climatic feature of the
wiiiurKanto rhea area that in Assam becomes greatly developed, namely the winter

rams and humidity. The cold season instead of checking growth carrier

it forward, so that the growing season extends almost right up to the hot
season. In other parts of India the dryness of the atmosphere during the
winter months is such that growth is checked at the .close* of the rains.

The The untoward aspect is that the immense natural fertility of the soil has

Question. rendered the Assam people the least industrious of all the races of India.
As a rule a man need not work more than half the week in order to ensure

European
Capital an d
Imported
Labour

Will It Pay ?

not merely the necessities of life, but the comforts that he and his family
desire. That being so, nothing in the world will induce the ordinary
Assamese cultivator to do more work than he pleases. It is hopeless,
accordingly, to look to the people of the country to engage in a new and
arduous piece of work, however remunerative it might be. If rhea is to
be established in Assam it will have to be by European capital and enter-
prise and through imported labour. Will this pay ? It might as a
by-product with tea, but we have nothing to show that it would by
itself.
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Seasons.—The pioneer investigator of rhea in India was apparently Col.
' Col. Hannay’s

S. F, Hannay. In 1850 that indefatigable agriculturist published a report of his Keeulta.

e-xperimental plantation, and described the Native methods and results m lan-
guage that left little to discover for those who folloaved He obtainedgO maunds
of clean fibre, but was of opinion that a higher yield with more accurate methods
might be obtained. Mr. Monahan (while Director of Land Records and Agri-
culture) wrote a bulletin on rhea cultivation in this pifivince. As that paper
IS dhsily procurable, and has been largely drawn upon m my detailed report, I

dij not consider it desirable to reproduce it further. Briefly, it may be s.iid that
just as in Bengal so in Assam, the finest sandy loams are required for the culti- Soil Required,

vation of this plant—a circumstance that of necessity enhances the cost of

production. It is usually planted out in April and May, or in October and
November. After two years the sod becomes exhausted and the rhea stems Seasons,

weak and thin ; the roots are then taken up, divided, and replanted in a plot of

land specially prepared for their reception. With frequent manuring the plant

may, however, be continuously grown on the same land for many years. Rhea
planted about the end of the rainy season, say October to November, will yiaid

a first tutting about the end of March or beginning of Aprd, and will continue
to give cuttings every month or six weeks in the rainy season and every two or

three months m the cold weather. It would thus seem that in Assam four or

five cuttings a year may be tlepended on, say in May, June, July, August and
November, or even as late as December One cultivator whom I questioned
personally said that he could make his plot give cuttings every 15 or 20 days

; yield vcrsi^

yield, in his opinion, was purely a question of manure and moisture. He held Manure,

that the quality of the fibre depended upon the rapidity of growth
;

the older

the stems the coarser the fibre, and hence high manuring paid, and when moisture
was deficient irrigation would also be profitable A sudden interruption to interruption

growth, he thought, ruined the fibre. I believe upon the whole he was very Injunona.

nearly right, and his remarks have a special bearing on the rhea produced outside
the area I have indicated, more especially m the w’arm dry tracts of Northern
India, which have a short term of annual humidity followed by many months
of extreme heat and an absolutely dry atmosphere and soil

Yield,—This has been variously stated According to Mr. Monahan, yield,

anything between 76 lb and 005 lb of cleaned fibre may be obtained per acre

according to the care and attention bestowed on the crop. An estimate, based
on the results obtained at the Nowgong Jail, came, however, to 911 lb Mr. (now
Sir James) Buckmgham. who has given the subject of rhea cultivation in Assam
considerable attention, thinks that 640 lb (8 maiuids) would be a safe average. Safe Average

According to another experiment in Nowgong. reported on by Mr L J. Kershaw, 640 lb.

thj) outturn was: July cutting, 48 lb.
;
September, 169 lb ; and October, 116

lb. ; tliree cuttings a year and a total of 333 lb. per acre. But from an actual

experiment, performed by purcliasmg a plot of growing rhea and reaping the Actual Crop
crop, Mr. Kershaw showed the outturn to be 900 lb per acre, althougli the Experiment,

owner stated that his last year’s experience was 600 lb in three cuttings
Doubiless the labour question, as already observed, is the first and foremost

• consideration in Assam, while in Bengal the chief difficulty may possibly be to
secure suitable land for the crop.

Burma.—So little is known regarding the rhea cultivation of this Burma,
province that nok good would be served by reviewing in detail the informa-

tion that actually exists. Mr. Copeland, Deputy Conservator of Forests,

reported of Nanlan that small plots were to be found attached to several

houses ^ all the villages on the plateau. His account of the method of

cultivation, process of separating, and uses of the fibre, etc., is precisely

that already narrated in connection with Bengal and Assam, except ideuUoaii

that Mr. Copeland is of opinion that the Shans would very possibly

extend their cultivation if a remunerative price were offered for the fibre.

From Maymyo was received a sample of what was spoken of as “ wild-

rhea,” and known to the Natives as hpetye. This proved, like the

Assam wild-rAea, to be an entirely different plant and not rhea at all.

,The Burmese so-called wild-rhea was the stmgmg-nettle—Girardinia NUgiri Nettle.

heterophuUa, (see p. 161), which thoroughout the mountains of India •
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* is now and again employed by the hill tribes as a source of fibre, and

is best known to commerce by the name of Nilgiri Nettle. Amongst the

‘ Shans the true rhea is, however, fairly extensively grown, and under the

name of gun. The fibre is separated by scraping off the cuticle, then break-

ing out the core of wood. It is twisted into thread and woven into small

bags, or employed in sewing leather sandals, etc., on account of its great

stioemakera’ strength. A modem European use of rhea is the manufacture of shoe-

makers’ thread. The Shan bags are similar to the Naga bags made of

wild nha or rif/f‘hriiue<i hitt-urif'uliu (see p. 164).

Panjab. Panjab.—Far away to the north-west, m the mountainous district

of Kangra in the Panjab, the first European investigator (following

or. the path of Col. Hammy on the north-eastern frontier) was Mr.

J. Montgomery, to whom reference has already been made. In pur-

suance of India’s sporadic policy of research Montgonierv ' was

allowed to import direct from China, at a great cost and ^after much
loss of time, six Chma-grass plants. A reference to Col. Hannay,
in Upper Assam, would have procured not only a large supply of the

self-same plant (at a comparatively nominal cost), but would have

secured at the same time full details of the methods of cultivation,

No Native
Oa!tivatioQ.

Special
Cultivation

Estimated Yuld
972 lb.

United
Provinces.
Experiment

Tield^of Groen
Stems.

Expensive
OultivatioQ.

as also the experience gained by him. There is no local rhea

cultivation in these provinces similar to that described in Bengal, Assam
and Buima. I have already admitted, however, that I consider Kangra
well suited for rhea cultivation, though it is by no means so favourably

placed as Upper Assam or Northern Burma. It hardly seems necessary,

therefore, to review Montgomery’s results further than has been
already briefly indicated. His plantation was an exceedingly small one,

on rich, loamy soil, annually enriched by river silt. The plants grew
vigorously, were remarkably healthy, and the estimate of yield framed on
the results obtained from a selected number of stems (1,000) was originally

750 lb. to the acre, but five years later a fresh estimate raised the outturn
to 972 lb. It has since been adimtted on all hands that estimates based
on a selected number of stems, or even on small plots of garden land, are
utterly untrustworthy.

United Provinces.—In these provinces numerous experiments have
been performed, and moreover the trials of fibre-extracting machines,
conducted under the auspices of the Government of India, were held
at Saharanpur. According to Col. Hyde’s report, the results obtained
might be thus expressed : two cuttings a year were all that could
be expected, though if liberally manured and watered, three might be
obtained. The green stems yielded from 1^ acres oame to tons,
but 480 lb. of useless stems had to be rejected, reducing the produce
to 7,360 lb. of stems or 3‘28 tons, which yielded by Mr. Greig’s
machine 207 lb. of fibre. Adding the second and a possible thir8 cutting,
the annual total yield would have been considerably under 300 lb. filasse

or clean fibre per acre. Sir George King, while Superintendent of the
Botanical Gardens, Saharanpur, discussed in 1869 the results obtained at
Dehra Dun. He very properly observed that being “ on the ground all

the year round, both rabi and kharif land rents must be debited against
the crop, and also water rent, where irrigation is necessary. Besides this,

allowance must be made for more manure than the Native cultivator
usually puts on his land.” But if well manured and watered, Sir George
thought three cuttings might be obtained.
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The ^ate Mr. Gollan (then Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens) Ntmber oi

was of opinion that at Saharanpur three or even four cuttings might be
secured, the second or monsoon crop being the bo^it and yielding about one •

ton of green wands, stripped of leaves, per acre. He was very Correct
indeed when he observed that “ rhea will grow, or to be precise, exist m
nearly all classes o| Cultivable soils with a minimum of attention, but m
ord^r to make it produce long straight wands of good fibre-iuelding quality,

it requires a warm, humid, equable climate, i rich friable loamy soil, which
if further enriched with liberal dressings of fertilising manures, such as
cow and horse dung, bazdr refuse, ere., so much the better.” Mr. Gollan
would appear to have given the total yield at, sav, 2 tons green stems,
yielding at 4 per cent, untler 20<J lb. of fibre per acre a year. But he xieid 2001b.

hastened to add “ I do not look niion itea as a crop that can be grown
with p’rq^t 111 the United Provinces or anywhere in Upper India, at the*
price being offered for the ribboii.s.” “ I, therefore, take this opportunity
of warning the L'pper Indian jilanter, to make sure of his ground, by
experiments on a small .scale, before he largely “inks his capital in rhea

cultivation.”

South India .—It may suffice to give but one illustration of the South •

results and e.xperience of South India, since there is no Native industry India

and it is believed that all European experiments have been practically

abandoned. The Glenrock Company, Ltd., laid out a plantation of 400

acres at Pandaliir in South-East Wynaad, ami 100 acres at Kullar, some
“ °

6 miles from Mettapolliuni. These were worked for five years from 1884

to 1889, and ultimately abandoned because ” the fibre obtained at the Abandoned.

price ruling, did not pay for the cost of production.” In one year 8 tons

of green stems were cut from a measured acre, or 128.000 stems, but that Yield.

was an experimental case. Mr. Miiichm shows that the range of quantity

of water in the green stem.s is very great—namely, from 75 to 90 per cent

of the total weight, and that it depends on the humidity' of the locality

or of the season of production. At his plantations the ribbons

were stripped both by the Death and Ellwoocl machines and by the Freniy Madunery

system, but during the rains ” great difficulty was experienced 111 drying

the ribbons.” Three good cuttings were normally obtained in the Wynaad
and with irrigation as much as six, but there is always very little ram for Humidity and

four or fiv«i months of the year. Commenting on this feature Mr. Minchm
(fate Manager of the Glenrock) observes ;

” It may' be that a more eijuabla

distribution of rain might give a fourth cutting.” In another part of

his report he says • " I consider that Dr. Forbes Watson’s estimate

of 750 lb. of ritbon* per acre is the utmost that can be obtained per annum
from rhea, and that quantity only under very high cultivation. These

750 lb. of ribbons should give after degumiiiiiig about 500 lb. of clean

filasse.” Unless the market is prepared to give up to £70 per ton for Pnees EeaUsed.

rhea ribbons I do not thinlc there is any' iiiducenieiit to undertake the

cultivation.” Let it be clearly observed Mr. Miiichin means ribbons, and
the market quotation for these seems to be anything from £15 to £30, or a

little less than half the price necessary to make rhea cultivation profitable

in South India.

Mr. Minchin’s experience and opinions are likely to be admitted as

the only ones with which the public have as yet been favoured, that are

entitled to be accepted as something more than speculations and esti-

mates. It will be seen that the Glenrock had to close their plantations, •
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and lose their capital, because a yield of 750 lb. of ribbons or 500 lb. of

filasse (the so-called cleaned fibre of Bengal and Assam) would not pay
working expenses. It will be for the practical planter to consider whether
indications of a trustworthy nature have been adduced for Bengal and
Assam in support of a higher and a more profitable yield than obtained

in the Wynaad (with its abundant cheap labour), and whether that differ-

ence will make the profit.

Conclusion.
By way of bringing these observations to a close, it may be remarked

111 passing that the disappointing Indian results can be contrasted with
Mr. Frank Birdwood’s opinions (Journ. Soc. Arts, 1904, 401). “ What
remains to be proved,” he says, " is, can it be grown in India, and
be prepared for the market at a profit I Many questions have to be
considered

; chiefly cultivation. It is impossible to lay down hard
and fast hypothetical rules

;
the planters in India are bfjsying them-

selves in the matter and their experience is worth all the textbooks,
ever written.” Naturally, but perhaps Imlian planters may ask thein-
selves how raanv failure.s and heavy losses such as those of Mr. Mont-
gomery in the Panjdb, of the Rajah S. S. Roy in .Joygaiij, Bengal, and
ot the Glenrock Company in South India, to sav nothing of Mr. Baxendale
of Selangor, may be neccs.sary to establish the conviction that India at
least, more especially outside the area indicated by me, is not the most
promising of rhea-growing countries. In Tirhut, recent endeavours seem
to have given some promise of a possible future success, and Mr. Bernard
Coventry has recently furnished full particulars of the results obtained
(see the passage below, p. 157). In Assam the plant grows freely, but
with exception of the Jokai experiment, cultivation has not hitherto
been seriously entertained by planters. The Jokai plantation had been
aband^oned some tune previous to the date of my personal inspection of
the rhea cultivation of India, and the Company’s Manager could only
show me a few miserable shoots not eighteen inches high, as all that
surviveii, I could discov<jr no trace of Col. Hannay’s experimental
plot thus once again proving that when abandoned the plant cannot
hoJd its own against indigenous vegetation, and has, therefore, npt become
accJiinatised even in Assam. Perhaps the most hopeful country of all.
Upper Burma, remains to be commercially exploited. But the real
is^sue, 1 venture to suggest, is not “ Can India grow rhea ? ” but “ Can
the purchaser afford to pay a price that will leave a margin of profit
to the Indian producer ? ” And this will meet its solution in the further
question, Can and do other countries (China more, espheially) produce
It profitably at a lower price than India is able to do Hence if there
IS a manufacturer s side that requires expert knowledge for its full com-
prehension, there is also an agricultural aspect that d^nands careful
consideration. Both issues must go hand in hand, and pWps themost hopeful solution would be found in the owners of patent machineryand of spinning and weaving factories undertaking

,
for a time at

least, the production of the plant and the fibre they require. This

Xii prorucS*^
disappointment of finding no market for the fibre

separation and manufacture of the fibre

havtv
B^'^hanan-Hamilton has the honour, oihaving first published an account of rhea fibre in BengaL Of the
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separation of the fibre prevalent, during his time, he says, “ The fresh Hfettmg

shoots are cut, and steeped in water to procure the fibres of the bark.”
Now, if that was the system pursued in 1807, it has since changed com- •

pletely. I have only come across one or two persons who have’spoken
of the use of water in the separation of the fibre. Col. H. H. Stansfield,
speaking of Bhagalpur, described a process of alow boiling, simmering Boiimg with Use

and^ beating in water. To the boiler was added crude carbonate of soda
(sajji math), the stems being boiled m this for 14 to 2 hours. The shoots
were then taken out and beaten on a board in > oiitaet with running Beaten m
water. They were next it'tunied to the boiler and simmered for another
hour, then beaten again in riinnim; water till the bark and gum were
entirely removed. The iibl ons ven* then drawn through a rough carding
machine to remove all adhering woody ti sues. It is said that a maund
of shdoli^ could he thus easdy worked per hour and yield "24 per cent.* rieia 2j per

of fibre rea(4}^ fo’ -ipinning. .Mr Moidgomery tells us that he had tried

retting on the gieen and diied stems as well as on the green and dried

peel, in running water and in stagnant, both c- id and hot. The results

were uniformly ursatist^ciory. These then (with Hannay’s process Rettmg

of steaming, shortly to be described) are the only passages with which I

arn familiar where a process of retting or of boiling are spoken of as

having been actually tried or used m India. It has, however, been
recently announced that the Algerian method of retting in sea-water use of

has proved an unqualified success. If that be so, a great difficulty—the

removal of the gum—has been once more satisfactorily overcome, Mr.

D. Hooper (Curator Industrial Museum, Calcutta) performed recently

an experiment with artificially prepared sea-water and reported his

results. His observations have been reproduced in many Indian news-

papers [c/. Capital ; Indian Planting and Gardening, etc.], and unfavour-

ably criticised in the Anglo-Indian Review. The Madras Mail, com-

menting on this reawakening of interest, observes that ‘‘ hope lives

eternal in the human breast, and there is no inherent reason why in this

particular case hope should tell but a flattering tale.”

kemunerative Market.—Many writers including myself have for Market,

years papt urged, however, that it is not a machine nor a process that

is wanted, but a remunerative market. The Chinese method is perhaps Chinese Method,

as nearly, perfect as attainable with the people and the conditions

tioncerned. It is unapproached by any European invention or Indian

indigenous process [cf. Letter in South Ind. Observ., March 1902]. More-

over the Chinese production is on a large scale which leaves apparently

a sufficient margin to meet present European demands.
As witnessed by me in Bengal and Assam the fibre is obtained purely and Ribbons never

simply by hand scrapmg. Ribbons are never prepared by the Natives, since prepared,

the bark is removed before the fibre is stripped from the twigs. The followmg
passage fivra "tey original report gives an account applicable, I believe, to the

whole of Assaun and Bengal at the present day :
—“ The stems are required to

go through a process of drymg, hence ramy weather or even cloudy days durmg
the drying stage are supposed to injure the fibre. The shoots are at once stripped Separationiof

of their leaves, and the leaves are very generally returned to the field as manure. Fibre.

The shoots are then earned to the dwellings of the cultivators, and by means of

a bamboo knife or scraper are deprived of the bark and the green succulent stems scraped.

outer-tissue around the fibre. It is regarded as essential that all the plants

should be scraped or decorticated within 24 hours after bemg cut. The stalks

are then laid out on the ground m some dry situation and exposed to the sun Drying the

(ftiring day and removed withm doors at night to avoid the dews, and this Stems.

method of drying is contmued for some 4 to 10 days. The stems are thus com- •
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Cleaning the pletely dried nnd the adhering fibre more or less bleached. d'hey are then

each broken acros.s, a little below the middle The finger or scraper is inserted

undoiTieath and run upwards and downwards until the whole of the fibre is

removed For this purpoat the central stem may have to be broken more than
once. This stripping stage is considered the most troublesome of all. After

being removed from the stem, the fibre is drawn rapidly once or twice between
the scraper and the flat surface of the forefinger, in order to free it frorn any
adhermg particles of the stem or bark The after cleaning of the fibre, pre-

paratory to its being spim into thread, is done for the most part by the wo'.nen

and children, and consists entirely in splitting up the cords by means of the

fingers Sometimes, however, it is dipped for a few minutes into a boiling

solution of }iald\ (turmeric), from the idea that it is thereby softened and rendered
more easily separable into its finest bands of fibre. In one instance, while m

Fibre Softened Bogra, I was told that the partially cleaned fibre was boiled for a very short
by time in the water obtained after cooking nee. This was also said to soften the

ce-wa r
fibre It is probable that both with haldt and rice-water the advantage secured
'might have been obtained through boiling m water only, but it is perhaps
desirable that this question should be chemically investigated.” o

Prepara- Ribbons.—It is customary to find (in reports published in Europe) the state-

tion of ment that rhea ribbons are exported from India I cannot say definitely that
Fibre. that is not so, but I should think it highly probable that the supply must have

been derived exclusively from European experimental plantations (the G-lenrock,

for example) or that it was prepared to order The Bengal cultivator invariably
scrapes off tho bark before separating the fibre from the stem, and thus offers

for sale what may be a crudely cleaned fibre (or China-grass) but is certamly
not the much condemned “ Indian rhea ribbons ” that have given an evil name

Decortication
lowered the value of, the Indian fibre. The Bengal cultivator,

before Stripring Strictly speakmg, decorticates first, then strips the fibre, and it seems to me his

process is a more rational one than that followed by each and every one of the
mveiitors of tho so-called decorticating machines hitherto placed on the market
Those either strip off the bark with its adhermg fibre or smash up the contamed
stem (scutching) and liberate the bark and fibre in that way. No doubt by a
sulisoquent action some of them get rid very largely ot the adhermg bark, but
they fall far short of the operation of complete removal of the bark and of the
green pulpy external tissue which is immediately effected by the cultivator on
the stems bemg cut Whether his subsequent process of drying the exposed
fibre before separating it from the stem is advantageous or not I have had no
opportunity of testing, but long acquamtanre with the Indian cultivator has
prejudiced me in favour of the view that he rarely does much mthm his own
sphere of life that is useless, and he certamly never imposes on himself very
considerable additional labour to no purpose.

CUmeee Ribbons Accordmg to the description given by Col. Hannay in 1860, the Chinese
strip the bark and fibre into ribbons as the first operation. The ribbons are then
steeped in water for a couple of hours, and thereafter scraped to remove the
bark and gum. He then adds that this is quite differenl! from the
method pursued by the Dooms in Assam, and observes, “ A cheaper method
of preparation, and one which is best suited for separation on a large scale, is

Steanung to subject the strips of fibre, after being taken from the stalks, to the steaimng
Process process in boxes, tubes or cylinders The steaming will soon carry off the

sap and its bad qualities, and the bundles well dried will thfen, I fhink, be quite
in a marketable state ” Here we have what may be regarded as the principle,
if not also the actual manipulation, of the process patented many years after-

Frcray System wards as the Fremy system Speaking of the Wynaad experiments, Mr. Minchin
says, ‘‘Small portable boilers on wheels were used, which followed ‘che coolies
who were cutting the stems along roads through the cultivation The steam
was turned mto closed wooden boxes into which the stems were placed The
skinning by hand was a slow process, but the ribbon was saved.”

Vftriona Machinery anil Processes.—So much has been written for and against the
Operations. various machines and processes that have been invented and patented for

stripping the bark mto ribbons, for degumming the fibre, or for producing fileisse
direct from the stems, either by chemical or mechanical contrivances, etc., etc.,
that it seems undesirable to venture further, in this very brief sketch of the
existing Indian rhea industry, on so very controversial a subject, and one which
has hardly assumed practical importance in India. It may, however, be aai<l
that by one set of writers it has been upheld that the proper way is to treat
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the green stems and produce direct what might be called a green filasse ; by a^n Pilasse.

others, that smce the fibre from such a process has still to undergo an elaborate
chemical treatment before being fit for the spinner, there is nothing gained by ,

turning out filasse on the spot. All that is required is the productior^ of dry Kibboas or Dry
ribbons or even dry stems. By still another set of writers it has been upheld Stems,

that the percentage of fibre to bark varies so very greatly that it would be
dangerous to organise a future trade on such a basis The prices offered for

ribbofts of bark would have to be very low, in order to safeguard against an
unprofitable yield of fibre—thus rumous to the grower of good stock. It has
accordingly been contended that success can alone be obtained if the clean fibre, Fmally

in a state very nearly, if not altogether, lit for the spinner, be produced by the Cleaned Fibre,

grower, though perhaps at central factories ailjacent to the areas of cultivation

In the Kew Bulletin (add. ser., li , 1898), the reader will find full particulars

regarding the various methods of cleaning the fibre, and of all the machinery
up to then in. use.

Mr. Bernard Coventry’s highly interesting paper in The Agricultural Journal
of Indva (1907, li., pt. i., 1-14) reached my hands after the above observation^
had beeil' passed to the press. It has thus been only possible for me to make
room for a brief notice. He would seem to lay more stress on the machmery used
than on the climatic and soil conditions of the countries of production or the
race of plant grown. In that he may possibly in the future find himself mis-
taken. In any case the yield of per cent, of clean fibre is practically that
mentioned by not a few of the past Indian investigators, from Hannay, Stans-
field, etc., downwards. But Mr Coventry narrates the circumstances under Xiriiut

which rhea fibre cultivation had been undertaken in Tirhut. These, it would KxpKneucr.

seem, were precisely those recommended by me some years ago (Agn. Ledg.,

1898, No. 15, 466-7). And briefly as follows;—A company of Calcutta
merchants (the Bengal Rhea Syndicate, Ltd.) undertook to supply the Fauro Bengal Rhea,

machines for the decortication of the plant, and to .ship and sell the produce. Syndicate.

Certain Indigo plantations were to grow the plant and prepare the fibre, “ the
expenses and realisations in connection with the whole enterprise being brought

‘

under a joint account.” “ The area covered by these contracts aggregated
over 3,000 acres. As the plantmg and cultivation progressed it was found,
however, that many localities which had been selected were unsuited to the
growth of rhea, so that ultimately the area actually put down did not exceed 2,000
acres ” (Coventry, l.c. 4). In a further passage Coventry mentions mcidentally
the area m Dalsing Sarai as havmg been 500 acres. Speaking of the subject of

yield, he says, ” The stems in well-established plants should be as tall as possible,

from 4 to 6 feet, but never less than 3 feet. Four good cuttings should be secured
per annum if it is to pay, and the total weight of these four cuttmgs of green stems
shoifld not be less than 30,000 lb. per acre, or say 15 tons. The yield of dry Field,

fibre from these stems should not be less than per cent., making 750 lb. pier

acre per annum. This amount will vary with the efficiency of the decorticating
machine. The possible amount of fibre to be obtamed from the stems is be-
lieved to be 5 per cent., but owing to the large amount which is broken and
*ut away m the rough process of decortication, only 2^ per cent, can be relied Rough
on for an average yield with existmg machmery, and this is given by the Faure Dccorticatiou.

machme.” It is thus not quite clear whether these are the results actually
obtamed at tiie Research Institute, Fusa, or only indicate Coventry’s per-
sonal opinion^ and ^expectations. It is all the more disappointing, therefore,
that this uncertainty has to be concluded by the opinion that “ if the spinners
are truly desirous of developing this important industry they must encourage
the growers and offer a price more commensurate with the intrinsic value of
the product.” What is doubtless wanted is a remunerative demand. \Cj. Agrt.
Ledg., 1898, No. 15, 466; Kew Bull., 1907, 4-8.]

Jadlaa Industrial Vses.—l came across no Natives of India who were Use of Fibre,

aware that the fibre could be spun into such fine yam that it might be woven
into fabrics. In the case of Bhagalpur it is stated that it had been used some
twenty years ago in admixture with silk. Whether it is still so employed I
have been unable to discover, but throughout Bengal and Assam it is spun
into coarse thread, three strands of which are agam spun together to make
fishmg-lines and the cord of which the ka% jalae or fishing-nets are made. WThile
travelling in Dinajpur and Rangpur I heard of one or two markets or annual vtarkets wlipre

f&irs at which the fibre, the cord, or the nets of rhea were said to be regularly ''ibre mar be

offered for sale, such as the Bora Daroga mela and fair at Kaunia. ’
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FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF RHEA.

Yiqld and
r Prices.

Realms from
ObUer Countries.

f
Perak Yield
1,173 Hi. of
Fibre

Wonchov\
Bctfiiltd

din^apore

Malay, 1,G80 lb.

Californian
Yiel.i, 1,935 lb

Yield In Other Countries.—The foregoing remarks have been thrown

together with a view to cepreaent all that is actually known regarding

the cultivation and manufacture of rhea in India. I have quoted

figure.? of yield and prices obtained for bark and fibre, but I have not

attempted to give actual estimates of the cost of production nor of the

practical results obtained, because so far as I am aware these can hasdly

be said to exist in connection with India. It would seem, however (to

judge bv the yield of bark and of fibre reported from other parts of the

world, where rhea cultivation has been conducted on business lines), that

we have to suppose that the plant is infinitelv less productive in India
;

in other words, that India is not well suited for rhea production
;

or that

j(he plant has degenerated to a stock very much inferior to that which

exists in China, Japan, the Malaya, and America
;
or that^ our system

of cultivation is altogether liefective anti deficient : or that the Indian

results have been much under-stated ; or, lastly, that the returns from

other parts of the world have been greatly over-stated. I cannot, there-

fore, attempt more than to allude briefly to some of the figures that have

been published outside the limits of India. In a report issued by Mr. L.

Wrav, jun., the results of the Perak Government cultivation are given

for five experiments. These varie<l in yield from 1,280 lb. to 2,508 lb.

of ribbons per acre, or a mean of 1,65C lli., which gave 1,173 lb. of cleaned

fibre. With so splendid a result (very nearly double the usual figures

recorded for India) one would have expected the experiment to hftve been

announced as a financial success, but Sir. Wray tells us that with ribbons

at £7 a ton in London, a net loss of $18.30 per acre was sustained. Of
Wenchow m China it has been found that one cutting of 80,000 stems
yielded 312^ lb. of fibre per acre. It is thus possible that, adding the

other cuttings, the total return would have been 900 to 1,000 lb. of China-

grass.

Mr. E. Mathieu of Singapore has published a highly satisfactory

account of rhea cultivation m the form of a review of the results obtained

by the Director of the Botanic Gardens of Java. Mr. Mathieu supports

his views by reference to parallel results obtained in Aiiiefica and
Algeria. He believes that after three or four vears’ growth a

Malayan plantation should yield in four cuttings 20 tons'" of stems
per acre, and that these ought to give 3 ’75 per cent, of clean dry
fibre or 1,680 lb. per acre, worth in London £21 a ton, which would
yield a net profit over working expenses of $102.30 per acre. If this

estimate be accepted, the Malay plantations would ^deld ’fully double
the average outturn mentioned in connection with India. But even such
a splendid production falls far short of others that have to be recorded.
According to certain returns published in connection with the Keru
valley, California, four cuttings are said to have been obtained a year,
making a total of 50,400 lb. of green stems, or a little more than double
Mr. Mathieu’s estimate for Malayan production and perhaps five times
the mean of all the figures given above in connection with Indian
e.xperience. Mr. Charles Richard Dodge {Useful Fibre Plants of the
World, 89) gives 25 tons of green stems with leaves as a fair average for
California, and Hilgard mentions a yield at the Californian Experimental
Station {Bull., Nos. 90, 91) of 1,935 lb. of fibre per acre. From the experi-
mental cultivation of a small plot of B. niren at Kew, it was calculated
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that the yield would be 29,000 lb. (say 13 tons) of green stems after the

leaves had been removed. At Algiers (according to the late Director of the AigerUa Tieis,

Botanical Gardena—Mr. Hardy) the yield was 4^,000 lb. of green Vitems ’

with their leaves, or 27,600 lb. of stems : this amount on drying is reduced

to 4,900 lb. and aflorda 1,400 lb. of fibrous thongs. But two such crops

may be obtained a year, so that the total of ribbons would be 2,800 lb.

At Padua, according to M. Goncet de Mas, 26,300 lb. per acre were ob-

tained in the second year, and 32,360 lb. per acre of stems without leaves

in the third year of the plantation. The last quotation worked out at

1,280 lb. of raw fibre. Lastly, M. Favier gives 1,28.6 lb. of fibre per acre

as the approximate average annual yield.

European industrial Uses.—I do not attempt to express a Uses of
definite opinion on this aspect of the rhea question, though essentially China-

necessary 'to ^ny full comprehension of the financial issues of production

in which India is at present concerned. The fibre would appear to be used

for sacking, sailcloth, belting, table-cloths, sheeting, shirting, dress cloths, xertiie^.

laces, nets, thread, string, cordage, ropes, fishing-lines and paper. Wiesner
{Denkschr. Akad. IFm. Wien. Math.-Nat., 1902, Ixxii., 7, 22, 28) makes *

many references to the Chinese use of this fibre in the manufacture of

paper. On the authority of Karabacek {Das Arabische Papier, 28 -9) he

states, for example, that it was used in ancient times in China for the pro-

duction of the best document papers. But the applications of rhea are more chme«e Paper,

varied an<|. diversified than those of almost any other known fibre. Still,

its progreasi in popular favour has been remarkably alow. It i.s employed
at present very largely for giving strength to other textiles, \nd has hardly

assumed an independent or recognised position of its own. It might
be said that its disadvantages are its abnormal strength and lasting pro- Objections to

perties under all vicissitudes
;

its stiffness and glossiness
;

its want of

rustle ; its peculiar lustre (which has not caught popular fancy)
;
and its

imperfections in dyeing (c.specially black shades)—these are the sort of

objections often urged against rhea. But it seems possible that they would
all disappear if two further adverse circumstances could be overcome, viz.,

first the necessity for special and expensive machinery, and second the speoiai

very high*cost of production. The difficulty that long obstructed rhea,

namely the discovery of a good decorticating and degumming machine
o^ process ftiay, however, be said to have disappeared, and the chief

objection now advanced by the growers is that the price offered is not coat of]

remunerative, and by the manufacturers that more cannot be paid until a

special positioir has been secured for the fibre in the markets of the world.
In The Agricultural Ledger (1898, No. 15) are given pages of references to

reports, books, newspapers, etc., in which information regarding Rhea will be
found. [Many of the ^ditional sources of information consulted while writing the
present article have already been cited, but the following enumeration in sequence
of dates ma^ be added :—Schulte im Hofe, Die Bamiefaeer, 1898 ; Sadebeck, Die
Kvlturgeu). der Deux. Kolon., 1899, 293 ; Times of Ind., Jan. 7, 1899 ; Ramie,
JStraits Settl., in Ind. Text, Journ., .-tpril 1900; Ramie, m Proc Inter.’' Cong ,

June 28-30, Oct. 1-1 1, 1900 ; Schanz, Die Boehmeriakultur, China, in Der Tropen-
pflamer, 1901, v., 126-36

;
Jumelle, Les Cult. Colon. (Indust.), 1901, 27 ; Greshoff

,

Ramie, Dutch. E. Ind., in Indische Mercuur, Jan. 6, 1903 ; Van Maaiiem,
La Cult, de la Ramie, in Rev. des Cult. Colon., 1903, xui. 82 ;

Wiesner, Die Rohst.

des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii., 319 ; Birdwood, Anglo-Ind. Rev., Jan. and Feb. 1903 ;

Pioneer, Feb. and Aug. 1903; Van Maanem, Ramie and Ramie-Union, in

Im^isohe Mercuur, April 19, 1904; Edwards-R^clyffe, aeries of articles in Ind
Plant, Oaz., concl., June 11, 1904; Barraclough m Capital, April 21, 1904; •

Carpenter in yrop. Agrisl., May, 1904; Ind. Text. Joum., Jan. and Feb., etc., 1904.]
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BCEHMERIA OR RHEA SUBSTITUTES.
Stinging
Xet^lcs

Stinpleds

Nettles

%

D.E.P.,
iii., 52-4.
Himalayan
Shrub.

Practically every fibre obtained from the Natural Order Urticace^ or

the Nettles might be meij.tioned as a possible Rhea Substitute. These are,

however, referred by botanists to twosiib-tnbes, viz. the Stingino and the

SvJNfiLh'-;.-! Of the former may be mentioned Girardinia,
Ld/tarfea and Urtii'O, and of the latter Eahtneritt, Dehrefjeasia,

Mitoutia, Sfirrochlaiiit/s and VUlehriiiied. These and a few other

allied genera are well known to afford strong and beautiful fibres. There is,

however, an objection to the former group that applies in nearly equal force

to all the species, namely that the poison of the stinging hairs renders it

difficult to collect the plants ; and indeed in some instances the poison is

absorbed and retained by the fibre during the process of preparation. The

^
stinging nettles are conseciuently an intractable group of plants, no single

member of which has assumed or seems likely to assume commercial im-

portance in the modern commerce of any part of the world, even although

the fibres they afford are strong and exceedingly beautiful. The other group

—the stingless nettles—in addition to the China-grass or Rhea contains

several plants that are much appreciated in the countries where met -with

plentifully, and mainly as sources of useful fibre. Several of these are also-

capable of extended utilisation, should the neces.sities of commerce call

for new and diversified fibres. Each possesses special features of its own,

and the chief difficulty that stands in their way is that which has retarded

rhea itself, namely that the necessity for their recognition has scarcely

arisen. By far the most promising fibre of this series is ViUebfiiiiea
inteffvifolia.

In the remarks that follow I shall deal as briefly as may be possible

with each of the more hopeful rhea substitutes, and, as customary, in the

alphabetical sequence of their scientific names •

—

Debregreasla hypoleuca, Wedd.—This large shrub is met with

plentifully on the margins of fields, by roadsides and watercourses, and
near houses, in the we.stern temperate Himalaya, at altitudes of 3,000

to 6,000 feet. It is best known by the following vernacular names :

—

furuni, tashidn {liishiijara), siaru, tashdri-sidr, sikdru, sanddH, sahsdru^

amrer, ihand, pincho, pnn, etc. .

PolUrded

Dry Extraction.

Cordage.

D.E.P.,
111., 54.

South
Indian
Shrub.

I'tiportant

I'lbre.

It IS freely pollarded m October, and forms long, straight, mllow-like shoots
which yield a fair percentage of bark-fibre ;

the shoots are also made into,

crude baskets for local use. The fibre is very generally extracted by the lull

people and employed for ropes and cordage. Various methods of separatiAg
and cleaning the fibre have been reported. Baden-Powell observes that the
shoots are not steeped m water but are dried, and when brittle are beaten and
the fibre collected. The fibre is reported to be exceptionallj strong and of
special value for fishing-nets, because of its resisting the action of water. .As

cordage and rope it is employed for all agricultural and domestic purposes by
the hill people, but I have never heard of its being spun and woven nor hai’e
I come across any account of a systematic production or even of a scientific

investigation of the fibre.
*

The closely allied species n. retuttna. Gaud

,

perhaps hardly deserves to
be treated as distinct. It is a tall shrub of the sub-tropical Himalaya (especially
Eastern) and of the mountains of Western and Southern India and Burma

—

common in evergreen forests. The following are its better-knowm names :

—

Taahidri, kamhyem, kapsi, kurgul and putchaw. It takes the place very largely,
in the mountains of Western and Southern India, of the previous species on the
Himalaya It is also used by the Himalayan people, more especially on the
eastern extremity, but is less plentiful to the west than the former. In the
Madras Manual of Administration it is spoken of as one of the chief fibre^ of
that Presidency. It is fairly extensively used in the Nilgin hills, and a consign-
ment was sent to Europe by the Glenrock Company which was valued at £70
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HBTBROPHYLLA
a ton ! Sir. Cameron refers to it as one of the commonest and most conspicuous •

plants of the Wynaad and Nilgiri hills. Its fibre he tells us is used for bow- Bow-string*.

,
strings, and “ would appear to require to be better known to bo much appre-

^
ciated.” In Ceylon it is used for cordage and string especially suitable for

fishing-lines.

Oipapdlnla hetepophylla, Dene.—In commerce this is known D.E.P.,

as NitGiBi Nettle. There are three fairly well recognised varieties, viz.

(a) teeteroiihiflla proper, the condition met with on the temperate and
sub-tropical Himalaya from Marri eastward to Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Nettle.
Assam and Burma

; (/3) palmata, the special form on the Nilgiri hills

and Ceylon
;
and (y) zenlanica^ the variety met with on the mountains

of Rajputana, Central India, the Central Provinces, and the Deccan,

south to Travancore. It is commonly stated thatpalmata yields a fibre

superior to feither of the others. It would be more correct to say that^

palmat^^\•BA been systematically studied and reported on in 1862 by the* Special

late Mr. McIVbr, Superintendentof the Horticultural Gardens, Ootacamund,
while the other forms, though known to be fairly extensively used by the

hill tribes, had not been separately investigated. Under these circum-

stances it seems likely to serve the purpose of the present work if all three

be treated conjointly. The following are the vernacular names best

known :

—

hichua, allu, awa, hhdbar, keri, sanoli, koru-surat, pha-pat, vernacular

tukak, aerpa, herpa, ullo, kazu, skish-mia, kubra, ^urkanddlu, kunddlu, Name*.

moti khajati (or moti-kajoti), agta, agarra, awah, ana, achorigenain, hpetye,

betya, hekahd, etc. [0/. Agri. Ledg., 1808, 78-9.]
Produettoa.—In the North-West Himalaya iHruvtntaa takes the place of Himalayan

nehrrgrattia in the higher and more interior or northern tracts ; it occurs between Supply.
4,000 and 7,000 feet in altitude, and thus practically aliovo the altitude of
Bebrvueaaia. It is a tall, stout, much-branched plant that grows to a height of
6 to 10 feet and usually in the form of dense clumps which, owmg to the very
poisonous nature of the stinging hairs, are left severely alone both by men and
animals. The plant is, however, fairly extensively utihsed by the hill tribes,

especially on the Himalaya, as a source of strong and durable fibre. The long
straight shoots are out down in the cold season (August to October), stripped Season o£

of their leaves and buds at once, so os to remove as far as possible the stinging Cutting.

bristles ; they are then washed for three or four days in water, and the fibrous
bark 'thereafter drawn off as witli hemp. Capt. Kainey, speaking of the
present plant, not neurryraain, says the shoots after being out are exposed
to the open air for one night ; then stripped of their leaves and sun-dried ; next
placed in vessels and boiled with wood-ashes for twenty-four hours. The fibre Boiled with
is thus found tq separate easily and is removed, washed and sprinkled with the Wood-ashes.

ft)ur of the grain l^dra, and left to dry, when it is ready to be spun. Campbell
observes that in Nepal this fibre is used in making an exceptionally strong doth cloth made ot
called bangra {Agri.' and Rural Econ. Nepal), and Gamble and others use for th® Fibre.

that cloth (as met with in Sikkim) the name gunny or gunnia ; in Burma
rhea is called gun, ‘These names are doubtless derived from bhanga (which Origin of Name
signifies to break) and ganja—two words that, at the present time, are restricted Ottnny.

to the intoxicating property of hemp. The term gunny in modern commerce
is applied to a sacking made of jute.

It has already been mentioned that Mclvor cultivated the form pnimata Nilgiri
on the Nilgiri hills. The soil best suited he describes as alluvial dejiosits such Hxperi-
as are found in ravines. He sowed the plant ui rows 15 inches apart and cut ment,
down the young shoots for fibre twice a year, namely in July and January. In
doing so ho left 6 inches of stem as the stool for future shoots. After each
cutting the earth between the rows was dug to a depth of 8 inches and manure Method of

applied. Prom the crop of July an average produce of 450 to 600 lb. of clean Cultivation,

flora may be expected. Of this 120 lb. will bio superior quality, in other words Tidd.
the produce of the very young and tender shoots, which should be assorted by
themselves at the time of cutting. The Jtinuary crop will yield on an average
600 to 700 lb. per acre. This fibre is, however, inferior owing to the shoots
being mature. Were fine fibre only desired, Mclvor was of opinion it would ‘
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* be necessary to reap the slioots at an earlier time, and perhaps more rrequen y

than stated.
, . • ii, c .

The inner bark abounds in Hbre, that of the young shoots being the hnest

and strongest and pecuhq/Iy silky and at the same time woolly. ® shoots

when cut were allowed m Mclvor’s experiment to remain as they fell for two

or three days, by which time they had largely lost their stinging property but

were pliable enough to allow the bark being peeled off and separated from the

leaves The bark was then tied in small bundles and dried m the sun. When
quite dry the ribbons were beaten with a wooden mallet, which caused the outer

bark to fall off and leave the fibre comparatively clean. The fibrous part

was then wrapped up in small bundles and boiled for about an hour in

water with wood-ashes. The fibre was thus removed and washed as rapidly

as possible in clear runnmg water, after which it was bleached as with flax

or hemp.
Notliing further is known of the above experiment, but it may be inferred

that the result was not considered a financial success since the endeavour to

“ grow the plant and sell the fibre appears never to have been repeated in any
part of India.

By way of concluding it may be said that, in connection with the inquiry
into rhea fibre in Burma, information was received of what was called Wild-rhea

—

a plant fairly extensively used as a source of fibre by the Shans. On a botanical
specimen being furnished this was found to bo UIrnritInin tietrropUylln,

called by the Shans hpetye Mr. Carr, Deputy Conservator of Forests, Mandalay,
wrote that the fibre was not considered so good as gun (rhea) and was not used
much by the Burnians. The Palimgs, however, were said to mix it with gun. It

is somewhat cui-ious that the Jabako and Angaim Nagos also employ tjirafiiinia

fibre mixed with their ban-nha (ruiehi-uuen) or with cotton, and in Europe the
opinion formerly prevailed that the special feature of Nilgin Nettle fibre was
the case with which it could be mixed with wool, a property not possessed by
rhea, and due to the woolly nature of Otraritinlu.

Properties.—Recently, however, as a consequence of inquiries made at the
Industrial Museum, Calcutta, a sample of the fibre was sent to the Imperial
Institute for report. Dunstan furnished a reply which has been issued by the
Repoi'ter on Economic Products os a Commercial Circular (1906, No. 1). The
following abstract may be hero given :— ,.

It IS evident that these results confirm those of Cross and Sevan, but
indicate that the present sample is less susceptiblo to tho prolonged action
of alkali (us shown by the ft-hydrolysis) and contains a larger percentage of
cellulose. Tho fibre of UlrariUnta hrterophyila is remarkable for its ability
to withstand the action of alkali, its richness in cellulose, and the length of its

ultimate fibre. There can be no doubt that tho product is of excellent quality,
and it seems highly probable that, it it could be prepared on a commercial scale,
it might take a high position among textile fibres.

Mr. B. J Rose, of the Indian Trade Enquiry Office, 73, Basinghall Street,
London, E.C , obtained a commercial valuation of the fibre which wasfia follows :

—

“ The small sample of tho prepared fibre of the Nilgin Neftle {fJIfnrittnfn
hetefophyiifi) received from tho Reporter on Economic Products was sub-
mitted to a fibre broker, who reports ns follows :

—
‘ We have examined the sample

of vegetable fibre, and bog to report on same : microscopical examination reveals
similar structure to flux, appearing, however, to be ineffectively retted ; soft
and more open than flax, also of a more downy nature. Length and fineness
similar to flax and slightly more silky. In our opinion this fibre is more likely
to be eiiiployetl under similar conditions to the flax fibre than as a w’ool substi-
tute. We value tho fibre at £‘20 per ton.’ ” [See also p. 161.] ,

Lapoptea crenulata. Gaud,

;

the Fever or Devil Nettle. An
evergreen shrub met with in the tropical Himalaya from Sikkim eastward
to A.ssam, Burma, Ceylon, Perak, Java, etc. Is known by the following :

—

Surat, chorpatta, mortngi, sir-nat, mealumma, pheytakyee, etc.
riiis curious plant may be described as the most poisonous of all the nettles

of India, although compared with the preceding it is harmless looking. Its
hairs cause excessive burning pains, which last for days, augmented on

the part being washed
; at the same time it produces violent sneezing and copious

running at the nose and contraction of the jaw with severe swelling of the {iart
affected. J. D. Hooker (Him. Journ., 1862, ii., 188) ; Masters (Prod. Angami
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PUA HEMP URTICA

l>IOICA
Hilh); feoddome {FI, Sylv , ii , 306), and many other writern allude to the poisonous
property of this plant.

Properties.—The bark is known to yield a strong and fairly useful fibre, the
ultimate cells of which measure 8-16 mm., but its gre^t loss on hydrolysis, together
with its poisonous property, stamp it as unlikely ever to become of commercial
importance. The Indian plant is closely allied to w.. eanarleimiit, the fibre of
which at one time was of importance m Europe and which recently has been
proposed for cultivation in France as a substitute for rhea.

*Maoutia Puya, Wedd. ; Agri. Ledg., 1898 No. 15, 120-6, and pi.

Is known as pita-hemp, and Nepal Hemp, and by some writers as Wild-
rhea, poi, pua, puya, yenki, Icyinki or hienkt, puttanti, salsa or satsha
or sap-sha, etc. A shrub from 2 to 6 or even 8 feet in height, fairly plentiful

in the damp forests at the foot of the Himalaya from Garhwal eastwards
through Nepal and Sikkim to the Khasia hills and the mountains of

Burma, at altitudes of from 1,000 to 4 000 feet. ^
This*is pjirely a wild plant and is nowhere cultivated It does not grow in

the forests but frequents glades and open places, overrunning abandoned fields
It sheds its leaves in winter, comes into fresh foliage about May, and flowers
and fruits m August and September ; the shoots intended for fibre must be
cut before tho friut matures.

Properties.—Mr. G. A. Gaminie described (in 1890) the preparation of tho
fibre at Mungpoo in Darjeeling, his description coinciding in almost every
particular with Dr Carapbell’s account written in 1847 ; “ The bark is peeleil

off the stems m long strips
; boiled in water, thickened with common wood-

ashes until it is pulpy ; then as much as possible of tho adhering bark is

separated from tho fibre by altornatoly beating with a wooden m.vllot and wash-
ing in cold water. After this the water is rinsed out, and each bundle of fibre is

thickly covered with a paste of micaceous clay, and dried When thoroughly
dry, the clay and the remaining bark are easily shaken off, leavmg the fibre m
a state fit for use. If fibre is required free from dust, it i - repeatedly rinsed
until the water runs clear, and then re-dried. The white or bluish-white clay
found here and there, near streams, is preferred as it gives the fibre a good
colour. If its appearance is of no consequence, yellow clay is said to be
as effective. I do not know whether the action of the clay is altogether

mechanical or not, .4 few samples which were prepared by treatment with
lime and chalk were coarse in appearance and rough to the touch

;
those treated

by clay, on tho other hand, were soft and silky.” It need only be added that

Gayiinie says “ pua is chiefly used for fishing nets and lines. I am told that

formerly the Lepchas made cloth from it, but the contraction and expansion
readily paused m it by atmospheric changes made it imcoinfortablo and un-
desirable for wearing apparel.”

SaiKJoehlamya puloherrima, Gaud.—

A

large shrub m Assam,

»the Khasia hills, Sylhet, Chittagong and Burma, and distributed to

Sumatra. It bears the following names :—golab jam, dogal or ddggdl,

sonaful, tsatya, shapsha-pen.

TTiis bark'gives a good rope fibre, and tho loaves and twigs m conjunction

with the bark of tlhlesla are used in Assam in the production of a madder-
brown dye.

Uptloa dlolca, Linn., also U. parviflora, Koxb .—One or both

of these •plants are met with plentifully near human dwellings on the

Himalaya (up to 12,000 feet) from Kashmir eastward to Assam and

Burma ;
also on the mountains of Central, Western and Southern India,

at altitudes of from 3,(X)0 to 5,000 feet. They are given the same names

as Oirardinin.
Properties.—The young tops and the hypertrophied shoots (caused through the

parasitic action of an aeoidial fimgus) are largely eaten on the Himalaya. Nettle

fibre was the textile of certain purposes in primitive Europe (Hohn), and still is

in use. The word Net is derived from the same root as Nettle A knowledge

of thoir fibres prevails in India, but it can hardly be said they are manufactured.

Qubbins doubtless was alluding to f'rtim pnrvi/torn when he said that the

v„ 177-80.
Fua Hemp.

Sikkim
Wild-rhea.

Kibbona of
Bark boiled m
Wood-aslies.

Clayed,

Use of Lime.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. ii.,

476.
Daggal
Fibre.

D.E.P,,
vi., pt, iv..

216 0.

Common
Nettle.

Edible Parts
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• plant is cut in October and sun-dried ; when brittle it is beaten and the fibre

separated. “ Seeing it stated that there was considerable labour required in

cleaning the fibre, I made particular mquiries on this head ; as far as I could

,
* learn, there is no greater trquble in cleaning the fibre of the Vrtira, when merely

dried, than is experienced with the hemp of the hills which is not retted in

water.” The fibre is said to be employed for making ropes. [Gf. Hanausek,
Micro. Tech. Prod. (Wintonand Barber, transh), 1907, 88-9.]

D.B.P.,
vi., pt. iv.,

230-43.

Bisa or
"Wild-rhea
of Assam.

Mesakhi Fibre.

Deccao

Bombay
Wild-rhea

Ban-rhta

Semi-cultlTated.

Natural
Habitat.

Various
Wlld-rheaa.

Vlllebpunea Inteirrlfolla, Gaud. ; Agri. Ledg., 1898, No. 16,

108-19, and pi.
;
Risa Fzbre. This small tree or bush is met with on

the Eastern Himalaya to Assam, the Khasia hills, Sylhot, Manipur,
Chittagong, and right across to the other side of India ; on the Deccan
Peninsula from the Konkan southwards,and lastly in the Andaman Islands.

It is the hon (wild) riha of Assam, also ritza, risa or ree, jutta, bon-kotkora,

lukoi or lukoikkun, lipic or Upiah, kaphitki.

History.—It affords both the red and the white fibre made known
by Hannay in 1850 under the name of mesakht. In fact Dalton
affirmed years ago that Hannay’s mesakhi was the same as his bon
nha. Royle suspected Dalton to be correct and I have little or no
hesitation m saying that he was so, though it is curious that none
of my correspondents in Assam or on the eastern frontier anywhere
have sent nie either the plant or the fibre under the name mesakhi,
nor was that name mentioned to me during any of my numerous
explorations on the Assam frontier. Althougli fairly plentiful in the
Deccan it docs not seem to have a vernacular name, nor apparently is

it known to afford a u.seful fibre by the people of Western India. During
a brief tour in Coorg and the Wynaad some short time ago I personally
endeavoured to learn something about this plant. It was found plentiful
in the lower damp valleys near the cardamom plantations, but no one
seemed aware of its being of any value. Dehveueusin velutina was
pointed out as the only known wild fibre plant. Subsequently one
writer, in response to my account of ViJIehrmieu [Agri. Ledg., l.c.),

affirmed that wild-rhea was plentiful in Salsette and the fibre regularly
exported up the Persian Gulf, hut on being asked for a sample, sent a
plant which was neither rhea nor any of the rhea-substitutes, thus once
more demonstrating to what extent the bugbear ban- (wild) rhea has
obstructed the natural development of India’s fibre resources.

A botanical specimen of the present plant was sent from As^am to the
Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutto, by Jenkins early in the ’fifties
On the label of that specimen is recorded the following—“ This is the ban-
rheea from which the Chma-grass cloth fibres ore prepared.” I mention this
circumstance as of historic value smeo it proves that the so-called wild-rhea of
the early .^sam investigators and the bon (ban) rhea pointed out tc me on numer-
ous occasions, during explorations in Assam and across tho north-eastern
frc^tier into the country of tho Mikirs, Nagas, Singphos, Jabakas, Manipuris
and other tribes, is the self-same plant of which so much h€id been said fully half
a century ago. In the country indicated the plant is indigenous, brt so far as
I could discover, is nowhere systematically cultivated though doubtless en-cow^od to grow and even planted along embankments, roadsides and other
8uita,ble situations with a view to affording a ready supply of fibre. In" its
purely TOld habitat it frequents damp glades near streams, though with its

'^n j
above water-level. Because of its being an indigenous plant and

called 6an- (wild) rhea there arose the very mistaken notion that it was the source

^ the cultivat^ rhea, and still more perniciously the idea that rhea fibre could
be procured in India from a wild source for little more than the cost of oolleotion,
and further that all that was necessary to secure a never-faiUng supply was topl^t out waste lands with tho wild rhea. I have already fully disposed of these
absiud notions and need hardly repeat that the wild-rhea of Burma is Mrai-tUnia,
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the wild-rhea of Sikkim .nnoutta, and the wild-rhea of Assam the present species Cultivation
—three plants that are as remote from rhea proper and from each other as
they could well be. They are all nettles it is true^ but there the resemblance •

begins and ends. They are different botanically, chemically, industrililly and
agriculturally. To continue to think of them as wild forms of rhea is the
blindfold acceptance of a name at the probable expense of a future trade. To
place* this wonderful fibre—wild-rhea of Assam—on the markets of Europe as
equ|il in price, merit and industrial application with the wild-rhea of Burma,
would in all probability bo to condemn it to complete neglect. It has merits
and properties of its own as different from rhea itself and from all other wild-
rheas as from flax. It would, therefore, bo of great advantage were some en- Separate

tirely distinct name accepted and recognised in Europe as the commercial name
,

of this fibre, such, for example, as that which I have ventured to assign to it

above, namely its Naga name Risa
Conditions o! Cultivation.—According to the opinion hitherto published, it

may be propagated by root-cuttinga, by slips, or by seed, and its cultivation
conductAi on the same Imes as with the willow m Europe. It is said to bo grown
largely by th^ hill tribes on the north-west of Yunnan, and by the Singphos and
Dhoanneas of the Assam north-east frontier to a small extent only (Hannay).
The tree when left unmolested attains a girth of about 2 feet and a height of
from 30 to 40 feet It is abundant within the i.illeys bordering on the Khasia
and Garo hills. It is only found in mixed evergreen forests, and is not gro-

^
garious. It thrives principallj^ in shady damp places on the sides of streams, Shsile

but does not grow at all on the plains or in places exposed to the sim. Tlie Necessary.

tree flowers in March, and the seeds ripen in April (Lloyd). I collected the plant
repeatedly on the plains of Assam proper, for example on the embankment of ^
the Rajghur in Sibsagar, and at Nahor Ram m Tezpur It is very plentiful at
Tingali, at the foot of the Jabaka Naga hills, growing on loose soil with plenty
of water. It could be grown on the sloping banks of most of the depressions or
hullaha within tea estates—lands which at present are not only waste, but often
a source of positive danger to the tea plant.

Collection and Separation of Fibre.—The trees are pollarded during the Fibre,
months of November to February, and the young shoots become available in gjggon
June and through the rains. The fibre is extracted from the branches in exactly PoUardlng.

the same manner os from Htviituerin uirrn. only the fibre is longer. One Bitraction ol

man preparing risa can got as much fibre in the same time as three men pre-

paring the cultivated rhea fibre (Lloyd). The young shoots begin to appear
in May, and these alone are used for fibre. The Naga way of preparing the The Naga
ribbons is quite different from the Assamese. The cuttings are best made Method,

froift May to October, during rho rainy season. The shoots are carried to the
villages, where the outside green skin or bark and a little slimy matter are scraped
off. ThJh the ribbons of partly cleaned fibre are stripped from the shoots.

The inside of these ribbons is next scraped with a knife so placed in the hand as Shoots

to allow tjje edge to rest against the forefinger. The strips are drawn through Scraped,

•repeatedly in order to remove the slimy and gummy substances from the inner
face. After being cleaned in this way, the ribbons are left to dry in the shade. Dried.

When fully dried they are next steeped m water and wood-ashes for about
twenty-four hpurs, and then boiled m rice water for four hours. The fibre will Boiled in

be then fouiri to abe quite free from gum, and may be separated into fine Hioe-water.

threads. This is, however, a tedious process and is mostly carried on by the
old people of the villages. The Assamese, on the other hand, take off the i Method.
ribbons when the shoots are in a half-dry state and do not &8t scrape off

the outergbark and gum. They also leave the inner face coated with the
slimy substance. They purify it m a coarse way by washing in lime and then Lime-water.
twist it into twine, or simply divide up the ribbons and without any prepara-
tidh twist these into twine. This is employed in making the nets used to catch
deer (Severin).

Yield and Utilisation.—Col. L. A. M. Lumsden, C.B. (of Lumsden’s
Horse) was good enough to supply the thongs of bark that were furnished for
examination and report. These wore stripped from wild plants that had not
been cultivated nor pollarded to produce special fibre-yielding shoots. The
consignment was, therefore, very mixed and on allowance has to be made for this

ftroumstance. The following facts are instructive. The green branches stripped
came to 36 maunds 32 seers ; the green ribbons of bark obtained from these Tield of

weighed 3 maunds 30 seers ;
and the dry ribbons, without any preparation other ^bboa.
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than drying in the shad©, cam© to 1 niaimd 30 seors (l^iunsdon)*

Uses
: used in the manufacture of a coarse cloth, but chiefly for fishing-nets (ilannayf.

*he Garo hills the fibre ifl only prepared in small quantities and for home
ri mng ncfe.

eonsumpuon. The people use it m makmg nets, and in certain cases for mixing

Mixed with with Billr in makmg cloth (Lloyd) Tn the Jabaka Naga country it is valued

because of its great strength, ft is coarsely woven into the bags that are cttfrietl

over the shoulder. These are often beautifully ornamented, bemg embroidered

with dyed thread of the same fibre (Phillips)^ The Nagas believe that the harder

the thread is spun the stronger it becomes (Sevenn).

Properties of the Fibre.

—

In 1853 Capt. Thomson reported that

for canvas or linos the fibre required only to be known to be gener-

ally used for these purposes. Royle published the results of a coin-

I’oiniwuihvo parative study of the fibre supplied by Hannay as follows ;—Petersburg
strength clean hoinp, Virokcn with a weight of 160 lb.

;
Jabbalpur hemp, with

y.lO lb.
;
China-grass, with 250 lb. ,

rhea with 320 lb.
;
and wild-rhea with

340 lb. These were the results obtained half a century ago, but still no
progress has been made with this fibre. In March 1897 I collected person-

ally a supply of bark in the Sibsagar district, and submitted the same
Microscopic for examination to Mr. Melrose Arnot, at that time Chemist of the Bally

Properties!'’’^'
Paper Mills. He reported that the fibres separated from the bark were
beautifully white and of a fine silky lustre and measured 25 to 30 mm.

C’oirniHiiitivo

.Strength

Microscopic
Aiid/’liomical
i’ropertiea.

Better
Kcsulta th.in

llhoa.

Furtljer

Consigniiicnt.

Becent
Investigations,

long and 0‘013 mni. in diameter. They were cylindrical or nearly so,

and tapered at both ends ; they had a siiiall central canal ami thick

striated walls
: a pecto-cclhilo.se very similar (o flax, but much finer

while being equally long. Arnot then iidded, “ As compared with
the fibre of lUrhmerht nirett tins is exceedingly fine, indeed it is

one of the finest fibres I have ever measured, and although not
anything like so fine in the individual fibre, the filaments are long and
.strong, and I have no doubt that iu every respect the material would
prove, more easily workable on textile machinery, and it would un-
doubtedly produce very much finer textures than litrhmerht Mireti."
“ The colouring matter contained lu the bark appears to be well worth
serious study.”

These results were only just what might liavo been anticipated :

no one can scrape the bark of! a young shoot and procure a sample of
the fibre without realising that it must be very valuable. But m order
to have an independent opinion I ilcsired Col. Liimsden to procure mu
the supply of ribbons alluded to above, and these were forwarded to the
late Sir F. A. Abel, Director of the Imperial Institute, London, with the
suggestion that Prof. W. R. Diinstan might be invited to examine and
report on the fibre, , >

On April 28, 1898, 1 forwarded the fibre along with a letter in which the
tollowng occurs :

—
“ During my explorations in Assam I gave special

consideraliori to the ban-rhea. I found, as I had suggested in the
Dichonary, that while related no doubt to Ttrehmerln uiren it was a
perfectly distinct plant, namely V'lUehnmea hiteqrifolia. It can bo
grown oil all waste lands

; it has little or no gum, will give a high return
where Rliea fails

; is a very fine fibre, and perhaps as strong, if not stronger,
than China-grass. On these considerations I contemplate making an
effort to bring this fibre to the attention of commerce, and I shall be
very grateful if you can see your way to secure the co-operation of the
Officers of the Research Department. I desire to have the fibre ex-o
amined both chemically and industrially. For the latter purpose I
shall be glad to send a larger consignment on hearing from you. The
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ribbons have been simply stripped off the stems. They have not
been cleaned in any way, and the loss no doubt will be found serious.

The plant produces shoots 20 feet long
;

the bark strips off easily, but
no doubt machinery could be readily designed to produce a cleaned
and partly bleached raw fibre. Perhaps the most important point in

connection with this fibre is that it could be produced at a third the
price of Rhea."

In October of the same year I had (he pleasure to receive Dunstan’s
report, and the following passage sets forth his results and conclusions :

—

“ Unfortunately the untreated bark-fibre was sent for examination, con-
sisting of the bark peeled from the plant—containing the bark-fibres in

strips from 3 to 5 feet in length. The only course to adopt was to imitate stoma Kotted

as nearly as possible the retting process adopted on an industrial scale,^

which tne almost complete absence of gum rendered possible. Two
samples of fibre were received. A small quantity of each was placed in

dishes covered with water and allowed to stand for about three weeks,

after which time one of the samples was sulliciently soft for the fibre to

be removed. This was carefully combed and picked, and by this means
about 10 grams of a nearly clean brown fibre in long silky threads were
procured.” The fibre thus treated was then submitted to the usual

chemical examination, and commenting on the same, Dunstan adds :

—

“It is interesting to compare these numbers with those obtained in the Report

examination of the fibre of JiwJiniet’ia Dirett made by Messrs. Cross

and Bevan. Watt has pointed out that these two fibres are certainly

distinct
;

the Ban-Rhea may be the more important of the two, owing to

its growing wild on waste land, to its containing little or no gum, and also

because it furnishes a silky fibre at least as strong as China-grass.” “ A
comparison of the results of the examination of these two fibres clearly

brings out the superiority of the Ban-Rhea, especially in regard to its superiority of

smaller loss by hydrolysis and its higher nitration number. At the same
time it must be remembered that the process adopted in treating this fibre

in tlie laboratory only very roughly approximates to that which would be

used on » large scale. Portions of the original samples have been submitted

to a fibre expert, who reports that they can be readily treated by a special Readily

and simple process which has recently been devised. Further informa-

•tion as to this process can be supplied if this aspect of the matter is thought

to be of importance.”

I need only add to the above that I purposely sent the “ untreated

bark fibre ”• from the belief that perhaps Dunstan might like to

have the opportunity of seeing everything contained in the bark and

thus learning its good as well as its bad points. The fact that it lent

itself to,simple retting is a point of infinite value which might not simple

have been discovered so soon, nor told us with such force, but for

the happy accident of my having imposed on Dunstan the necessity

of having to separate the fibre for himself. Comment seems almost

superfluous. The report demoustrates the superiority of risa fibre

over ordinary rhea in regard to strength, texture and composition. The
results cannot but be considered as most important, and should com-

mend this new fibre to the favourable attention of all persons interested

HI rhea, rami and the allied rAea-fibres. As a catch crop to the tea in- Catoh orop

dustry risa has perhaps no rival, certainly no equal. The fact that this
,

fibre may be cleaned by simply retting the ribbons of bark (after the
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fashion of jute) ia perhaps of even more interest than its exception-

ally high merit as a textile. Expensive decorticating and degurnming

machiT\{)ry and methods, arc thereby rendered unnecessary. It is thus

possible that the fibre could be turned out at a price that would not only

undersell rhea, but for certain purposes compete with flax, if not with

jute itself. At all events the cultivation and separation of a crtidely

cleaned fibre of great merit might easily enough be accomplished by
even the poorest agriculturist. While rhea must of necessity command
capital and enterprise, risa can be developed by the peasant. Indian and

English newspapers and periodicals have meantime been flooded with

the usual quinquennial dose of the will-o’-thc-wisp controversy on the

favourable or unfavourable aspects of rhea cultivation in India. Hardly

^ word has been said in commendation of this interesting fibre, which

thus seems destined once more to lapse into oblivion. „

D.E.P.,
j., 487 92.

Sii'k-cotton
Tree.

Gum.

Fibre Floaa.

Silk-
cottons.

Food.

Medicine.

BOMBAX MALABARICUM, JJC.; FI. Br. Ind., i., 349 ;
Gamble,

Man. Ind. Timbs.,90 , Pharmacog. Ind., i., 215; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

1., 120 ;
Duthie, FI. Pyt-per Gang. Plain, i., 98

;
Malvace.®. The Red

Silk-cotton Tree, setmd, pagun, rokto-simid, simbal, bouro, semar, sdur,

sdvara, mundla hdraga-chettu, pxdd, burla, sdlmali, letpan, etc., etc, A
large deciduous tree common throughout the hotter forests of India,

Burma and Ceylon.
The tree yields a dark-brown Gum which is sold in the bazars under the

name mdcha-raB Another vernacular name for the gum is supdri-ka-phul,
“ produce of the betel-palm,” the name aupdrt bomg said to be given to the
blunt thorns of n«Mib«.rby children who masticate them instead of the fruits

of Arorn (the true «updr»). The gum only exudes from portions of the
hark wliich have been injured by decay or msects, for incisions m the healthy
bark do not cause it to flow. It is collected from March to Juno, and is used
as a katira or hog-gum Moodoon Sheriff (Mat. Med. Mad., 1891, 61) says there
are three market qualities of temul gum, of which the first fetches Rs. 12 per
maund, and the third Ra. 8 The gum is used in tnedicine. It is very astringent
and IS used by both Hindus and Muhammadans in diarrhoea, dysentery and
menorrhagia. i

The inner hark of the tree yields a good Fibhk suitable for cordage, and
the seeds afford the so-called red silk-cotton or semul-cotton, a fibre <too short
and too soft to be spun, but useful in stuffing pillows, eto. It has also been
talked of as a paper-fibre. The smoothness of the floss is believed to prevent
its felting, and hence in the textile industries it could only be employed to mix,
with other fibre.s in order to impart a silky gloss. Its only important utilisa-

tion, however, is in upholstery. But it should be observed that Buchanan-
Hamilton and other writers have considered it as apt to deteriorate and become
lumpy, distinct defects in upholstery. There are four plants which may be said
to be the silk-cotton plants of India, viz:—(1) Krioaeuaron nufi-artmttium, DC.;

(2) Hombnx mntabnrleum, DO ; (3) Vorhloajterniu nt tionHyptum, DO. ; (4)
CaiotropiB aiyantea. R Be. [For further information see Oalotropls, pp, 207-^]

The flower-buds of Bombax constitute an article of Food, being eaten as a
pot-herb. Some years ago it was reported that the estimated amount annually
consumed in the Central Provinces was 6,000 maunds (NichoU, Exc. BepU,
1878-9). The root of the young tree {aermU-muala) is said to be a MsDiCErE
and used as an alterative

; it is mode mto a confection with sugar and ghi and
administered as an aphrodisiac or as a restorative in phthisis. The young fruits
(mardti-moggu) are stimulant, diuretic, tonic, and expectorant. The wholesale
price is quoted for Madras as about Rs. 3 per maund. The Timber is not very
durable, except under water. It is used for plankmg, packing-cases, toys,
fishing-floats, coffins, the lining of wells, etc. It is also sometimes made into
cat aes and water-troughs. The tree is called the yama-druma or tree of the
infernal regions or of the god of death, because it makes a great show of flowers
and produces no fruit fit to eat. The cotton is mode into tinder, and the wood
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BONES AND BONE-MANURES ^

Fl.ABBiLLiirKR
•Tal Palm

used in the Ahmedabad match factory. Of ail readily available timbers it is

one of the most suitable for that purpose. \Cf. Jones, /Select. Ind. PL, A».
Res., 1795, iv., 290; also Hardwicke, 1799, vi., 367; Taleef Shereef (Playfair,
transl.), 1833,28, 103, 157; Lisboa, Useful PL Bomb., 1884, 17; Monier-ltilUame,
Buddhism, 616 ; Ind. Med. Qaz., March 1888 ; Morris, Cantor Beet., Joum. Soc.
Arts., Sept. 27, 1895, 897 ; Biseoe, List Hyderabad Trees, 1896, 3 ; Kanny Lall
Dey, Indig. Drugs Ind., 1896, 48-9 ; Ind. For., Nov. 1896, 22, app., 60 ; Kew
Bull^ 1893, 205 ; Innos, Jungle Prod., 1896-7 ; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri.,

1901, 322 ;
Hannan, Text. Fibres Comm., 1902, 70—9 ; Cminingham, Plagues

and Pleasures of Life in Beng., 1907, 182, 303-7; H.mausek, Micro. Tech. Prod.
(Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 08, 368.

BONKS AND BONK-CRUSHING MILLS: BONK- 1»,E.P„
MANURKS, etc. ; Voelcker, Improv. Ind. Agri, 113-8; Basu, Use of v., 171-2,

and Trade in Bones, Beng. ; Fuller, Use of Bones in Cent. Prov. ;
O’Conor, Bones.

Rev. Trade Ind., 1901-2, 29-30 : Leather, Manures and Manuring, Agri.

Ledg., 1897, No. 8, 163-71
;
also Util. Bone-dust Pb., Rept. Dept. Land Rec.

and Agri. U. Prov., 1891-2, No. 15,45-8; MolHson, Textbook Ind. Agri., i.,

86, 110-3.
For some time the export of hones and bone-manuros from India was much Value ol some

deplored by writers on Indian economy. The nrajority of the scientific in- Manures. •

vestigators whose publications have been enumerated above have, however,
pointed out, first, that the Indian soils as a whole are not deficient in phosphates
of lime ; second, that bones contain, m view of their cost, too small a proportion
of nitrogen to justify their use ; third, that cereals are not so much benefited
by bone-manures as by nitrogenous manures ; and fourth, that it is the roots
which are not grown as field-crops in India that are most immediately and
successfully treated with bone. For these and many other reasons it has
been contended that to the Indian cultivator, as matters otand at present,
it is perhaps more profitable to sell the bones found on his fields than
to utilise them as manure. Molhson, however, observes that “ The rayat
could, if he took the trouble, collect in some districts quantifies of bones, the
cost of which would he cartage and his own labour. He could grind the bones
into powder , . . and by simple process of fermentation make the bones more Bone-meal,

soluble and, therefore, more quickly acting than in their natural condition.” If

these operations were conducted in the rayat's spare time and the value of his

labour more or less discounted, I have no doubt that the bone-manuro would
be faund os cheap as any other manure procurable. “ Bone-meal has been
found specially useful with sugar-cane, and to some extent is used with both ten
and coffeei”

Mills,—In all districts tapped by railways or navigable canals and rivers, bones Trade In

are systematically collected and conveyed to important centres, more especially

^aport tow^s, where bone-crushing mills and bone-manure factories have been
established. In 1891 there were 13 such works that gave employment to 491
persons. Steadily these increased, and in 1900 there were 18 works employing
991 persons. These are distributed as follows :—Seven in Madras, 6 in Bombay,
2 in Sind, 2 iif Bengal, and 1 in the United Provinces. Thus bone-meal and
superphosphate are regularly manufactured and on a fairly large scale in India,

but as the local demand is limited the produce is mainly exported. It is not
possible, however, to furnish separate returns for the traflio in raw bones as

distinct from the prepared bone-manures. In 1884-5 the exports were 18,383 tons, Bxporta.

and from tnat quantity they have steadily increased. Apparently they attained <*

their highest magnitude in 1900-1, when they stood at 112,051 tons, valued
at Be. 58,41,916. For the years 1902-7 the figures were r 1902-3, 100,391

tons, Rs. 64,97,967 ; 1903-4, 74,788 tons, Rs. 41,67,119; 1904-5, 68,203 tons,

Rs. 37,61,480 ; 1906-6, 87,562 tons, Rs. 49,78,778 ; 1906-7, 93,760 tons,

Rs. 55,45,241.

BORASSUS FLABKLLIFKR, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 482 ; DJE3.P.,

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 737 ; Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 519 ; Agri. Ledg., 1*. 406-604.

1^4, No. 20
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 657 ; Palmed. The Palmyra Palmyra-

Palm, Brab-tree, tdl, tdd, dral, panai-maram, pand, panS-mara, daralehie-
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tdri, Umhin, otc. The name “ brab,” commonly used in Bombay, is

derived from the Portuguese hram, “ wild palm,”
It is flow known that the Talipot Palin of the older writers was not BnraMHUM

but C’oci/j«ii« B. flaUetitfef is an erect graceful palm, dioacious,

with terminal crown of fan-shapod leaves. It is believed not to bo indigenous

to India, blit is now cultivated and run wild throughout tho plains of India,

Ibirrna and Ceylon Symonds speaks of the “ Palmyra forests ” of Tinnevelly.

It IS probably a native of Africa, although its present African congener.

It. .Kthlniimit. is slightly different. Sadebeck {Die Kidturgew der Deut Kolon ,

.'11,3) says that It. /ifiheiittcr. van 4*^tlatoi*utn, Mart, does not yield the Piassaba-

fibro Wiesner {Die Kohst. dea Pflanzenr., ii., 454-5) details a careful micro-

scopical examination of the differences between the fibres of Coru/ahu and
A distinguishing feature of the two palms is the swelling in the

upper stem of the African form. A common supposition is that the African

jilant became extinct owing to the tearing off of the yomig leaves for fibre,

and tho same fate was oiico said to tliroaten tho palm in Ceylon ^t grows
readily if [irotcctod from cattle, etc , and is a valuable tree for cliockmg sand-

drift Put K. J. Butler {Aijri. .Journ. Ind , 1905, i, pt. iv
,
304-10) describes

a fimgal ilisease that threatens to prove very destructive.

Properties and Uses .

—

Every part of the Palmyra is turned to account in

some way or other, and a 'I’arml poem enumerates 800 uses of it. There
are, for example, five Eiarks . —A loose fibre which surrounds the base of the

loaf-htalk ; a fibre which may bo separated from tho loaf-stalk ; a fibre called

tiir which may bo prepared from tho interior of tho stem , a fibre or coir

derived from tlie pericarp; and tho fibrous material of the leaves. The
loaf-fibre is utilised iii tho nianufacturo of tho basket-ware of Madras, pro-

duced at Pulikat in (Iiinglcput, Kimodi m (janjam, and Bezwiula in Godavari,
etc. Fine strips of tho leaves specially prepared and dyed are plaited into

braids and woikod up into fancy boxo.s in nests, cigar-cases and tho like At
Diamond Harboui near Calcutta, bats have for many years been made of this

material and sold to the European sailors who visit Calcutta. A recent inquiry
into the braiding materials of India revealed the fact that after tiorassns,
fai-i/iilut. Mini, Phieiilr. and I'lhintiifiir were the most hopeful. [C/. R.E.P.

,

Ann. Rept and Prog., 1897-8, 2'2
] A few years ago investigations were

instituted in India with a view to determining the extent to which the cord-
like fibres might be employed in bi ush-inaking, ns substitutes for the American
pxassaha fibre and tbo Ceylon kitlul {taryuta iii-cas). So far indications
liavo not been obtained of a very great demand for those special Indian fibres.

Tho stoin or tar fibre is prepared m some special way by the fisliernien so tljat it

becomes pliable and can bo plaited mto fish-traps It is neither spiui nor twisted,
a single threaii or fibro-vascular bundle being used ; the method of preparation
adopted by the fishermen has not as yet been made public. [See also Brushes and
Brush-Making, p. 187, also Caryota urens, p 286 ] The export trade in tdl coir
(or •' I’alm F'lbro,” as it is often called) centres largely in Tuticorin \Ann. Rept.
Ind Mus

, Calc , 1899-1900, 15). Tho leaves themselves are found serviceable
for fans and m thatching. They were formerly prepared as a writing parchment,
being so used by tho Dutch Government. In Bengal and elsewhere long strips
of tho leaf are employed by school-children as washable “ slatoS.’*^

Ill Medicine the
j uice of this plant is used as a stimulant‘and anti-phlegmatic.

The root is considered cooling and restorative, as also the gelatmous contents of
the unripe seeds. The ash of the spathe is given for enlarged spleen, and the silky
substance on the young petioles of tho loaves is utilised as a styptic. The Timber
splits easily but will support a very severe cross-strain, and when ofd is useful
for rafters It is also hollowed out mto water-pipes, channels and gutters, and
is made into canoes. It is to some small extent exported and used in making
walking-sticks, rulers, umbrella-handles, etc. The juice is used in the preparation
of cements.

Pood,
The Juice
or Tin.

Palm Wine,

Vinegar.

Sugar.

By for tho most important aspect of the Palmyra palm is as a source of Food.
On tapping tho flower-stalk a juice (ras) is obtained, which is either consumed while
fresh as a beverage or allowed to ferment, which it will do after sunrise, thus form-
ing an intoxicating liquor {tdri or toddy). If the toddy be distilled the result is J^lm
wine {arak), and by detractive distillation a good quality of vinegar is prowegd
(see p. 1111). The raa is also boiled down into a kind of sugar called gtir or jaggery
(see p. S28). Small round cakes used formerly and to some extent still pass
as currency m Tinnevelly district. \Cf. Yule and Rumnll, Hobson-Johaon, 1903,
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pr Tinkal

111, 446.] The tapping for ras does not injure the wood, as in the case of the

date-palm, since it is only necessary to bruise the flower-stalk and to crush the

young flower or fruit within, and with this object shoes of the spathe aro mado
for several days in succession. An earthorn pot, into which the sap runs,‘is tied

to the end of the stump, and if the juice is to he drunk fresh the pot is coated with Uiie of Lime.

lime mside in order to prevent fermentation. Tho Palmyra continues to yield sap
at the rate of three or four quarts a day for four or five months. It begins to Yield of Tan.

yield jvhen about fifteen to twenty years old and goes on for about fifty years,

but once in three years tho operation must bo discontinued or the tree would
die. The female tree yields about half as much sap again as tho male The juice

is richer in sugar than that of most other palms
; it is said that three quarts of Proportion of

juice will make one pound of jaggery, which (from canes or palms) is tho sugar Sugar.

chiefly used by the poor people of India Tho sweetness of Burmese bread seems
to depend on tho use of toddy-juice to raise it.

The extent to which tho spirituous liquor is employed may be judged
from the fact that at one time the Bombay Government became so alarmed 4
at the excessive consumption of arak in Surat that thoy orrlorod largo numbers Arak or

of this useful fialrn to bo destroyed. In this connection it is interesting to l^alm Spirit

observe that B'ryer, who visited Surat in 1673, mentions that on drawing near
the roadstead they saw groves of Brab-treos. from which tho Parsis mado a
“ wine akin to j]|pddy.” This wine the sailors drank, and tho rosult was perpetual
disturbances of the peace The plentifulness of the toddy resulted in the
district being overrun by “ soldiers and seamen of tho Moors ” The tree

flowers in March ; the young fruits are formed in April and May and matured
m July and August. Within the shell of the young fruit there is a jelly-like

fluid which is eventually transformed and deposited as a hard albumen. Tho IWiblo

jelly and soft albummous layers aro often oaten fresh m Apnl-May, or cut Albumen,

into small pieces and flavoured with sugar and rose-water The seed within
the albumen is also eaten, being sold in Bengal under tho name taUnns In
July and August the ripe fruits aro gathered and tho succulent mesocarp is

scraped off to be made into small flat cakes called pdtdh. The nuts within are
found to be solid and almost unbreakable, but after being buried for two or throe
months they germinate, and tho young seedlings are oaten os a vegetable or are vogetablo »nd
pickled. In The Agricultural Ledger will bo found an account of the way in Pickk.

which these shoots (dantalds) are regularly grown as a vogotablo crop The nuts
are planted as close together as possible, bomg laid on tho surface of a prepared
seed-bed in June-July. Tho crop is dug about four months later. About 50 fruits

are planted to the square yard, and those may produce 1 00 or more dantalus. In
a cheap year tho gross value of a crop per aero at ordinary market rates would bo
about’ Rs. 1,800, rising in a dearer season to Rs. 3,000 The vegetable, which is

roasted before being sold, is eaten chiefly by Kolis and low-class people. Tho
nut itself i9 usually broken open and tho embryo cooked or eaten dry or after it

has been converted mto a flour—not unlike tapioca. [Cf. Paulus ^Egineta (Adams,
transl. and (Jomment.), in., 439; Baber, Memoira (Loyd&n and Brskme, transl. ),

3S7 ;
Ain-i-Akbari, 1690, 70; P. della Valle, Trav. Ind. (ed Hakl. Sec.), 11 , 291 ;

Fryer, Voy. E. Ind., 1093, 76; Rheede, Hort. Mai., 1686, i., tt. 9, 10; Jones, Aa.
Rea., 1796, iv., 311; Ferguson, The Palmyra Palm, Colombo, 1850; Taylor, Topog.
Stat. Dacca, 184P, 61; Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind,, 1880, 190; Bidie, *

Cote. Exh. Co{.,*1884j Nicholson, Man. Coimbatore Diet

,

1887, 39, 40, 240 ; Fer- *
guson, All about Aloe and Ramie Fibre, 1890, 79 ; Trap. Agri

,

Nov. 1892 ;

Symonds, Agri. Bull. Madraa^ 1892, No. 26; Morris, Cantor Lect., Journ. Soc.
Arta, Oct. 18, 1896, 930 ; Kxwiy Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs Ind., 1896, 49-60 ; Planter,
April 24, 18#7 ; Symonds, Ind. Agri., July 1, 1898, 217 ; Kew BuU. (Add. ser., ii.),

1898, 238 ; Sadebeck, Die Kulturgew der Deut. Kolon., 1899, 7, 20-3, 313; Rept.
on Settl. Myingyan Diet., Burma, 1899-1001, 38-40 ; Nisbot, Burma Under Brit.
RuUTand Before, 1901, i., 360 ;

Rev. dea Cult. Colon., 1901, ix., 231 ; Imp. Inst.
Handbook, 1903, No. 12 ; Joret, Lea PI. dans L'Antiq., 1904, 11 ., 298-9.]

BORAX OP SODIUM BI-BORAirE:; Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. D.B.P.,
Indy 1881, pt. iii., 498-9

; Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 5, 132-4
;
Min. Indust., ^ 604-11.

1900, 67-9 ; Holland, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., 99-101. Tliis salt Borax,

is known in India under an extensive series of vernacular names such as »

sohdgd, tinkdl, anncdiidj, kttddia khdr, tankankhdr, venkaram, veUHgaram,
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hilligdru, lalchiya, vavul, tan-kana, tinkar or tankar, etc. In some parts of

the Panjib frontier and Tibet it is taale or sal {shal) (one variety being chu

tsale os water-borax, the other tasle mentog or flower-borax).

History.—Tho substance was apparently known to the ancient Sanskrit authors
and IS unmistakably mentioned by Susruta. From the Sanskrit are derived doubt-
less its Persian and most of its Indian vernacular names, as also its old I^nglish

synonym tincal. Perhaps the earliest mention (by a European writer) of this

substance, in connection with India, is the reference by Garcia de Orta (in *1663)

m which he says it is known to tho Gujaratis by its Arabic name of tincor. It is

mentioned by Abul Fazl in the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl., 1690, i., 26), and
is called tangar Hove {Tours zn Gujarat, etc., 129), who visited India in 1787,
describes tho salt as refined in KathiawAr. Ainslie (Mat. Ind., 1826) gives a
good account of it as a drug and says that the process by which tinkal was refined
into borax was kept a secret by the Dutch. Royle (Prod. Res. Ind, 419) gives
a brief notice of the substance, but by far the most complete statement hitherto
published may be said to be that given by Baden-Powell in his Panjap Products
(1868, 90-4). This reviewed the reports of Cimningham, Hay, Edgeworth,
Marcadieu and others.

Sources.—Borax proper is a native borate of sodium found, along

with common salt, on the shores of certain lakes in Tib^and possibly

beyond in Persia and China, and is deposited with sulphur by hot springs

in the Puga valley of Ladakh, Kashmir. The Indian ares may thus be
said to commence in Puga valley of LadAkli and to pass east to the lakes

of Rudokh. To the south of Lhasa, at the Yamdokcho, borax is also

obtained. Holes are dug m the ground m many parts of the deserts of

Tartary, and within these tinkal is said to collect.

The Western supply (from Puga) enters India by Kullu and is refined at

Hultdnpur, before being consigned vid Mandi and Bhaji to Simla, or vi&

Rimpur in Bashahr to Jagddhri and thence to the plains. Smaller
quantities from this same source also find their way through Chamba to

Nurpur or to Kashmir and Lahore. Tibetan borax enters India across the
frontier of the United Provinces. Atkinson furnishes an interesting

account of this traffic. The borax, he says, is collected in June to September
and sold at certain markets. It is brought by Bhotia traders and pur-
chased by the merchants at Rdmnagar, where it is refined. '

Economic sad Industrlsl Uses.—Borax is employed extensively as a
Mordant in dyeing and calico-printmg. Mbdicinally it is viewed las a tonic,
useful in loss of appetite and painful dyspepsia, and also as an exceedingly
valuable detergent in affections of the skin. The antiseptic and, disinfecting
property of borax, although fully known, might, os it seems, be much more ex-
tensively taken advantage of than appears to be the case. For household purposes
its uses are practically limitless. As a substitute for soap and soda crystals,
it may be regarded as cleaning without destroying colour, and ^ little added to
tho starch gives a pleasing gloss to collars, table-linen, ete. As a preservative
for meat it is mvaluable, and it is probable that as an insecticide (especially in
tho tea-garden) it would bo found unrivalled. Ito^ost important use may be
said, however, to iae for glazing pottery and as a siiB|Be and convenient enamel for
metallic surfaces, such as the dials of watches and o^oks or domest^ enamelled
metal wares. It acts as a flux m tho formation of a gliiSs which has a low melting-
point and thus affords a material -that may be employed even in the ornamenta-
tion of the surface of glass or glass vessels, since it can be fused and fiaad^t a
temperature lower than what would re-melt the glass on which it has been
pamted. But ornamentations produced by borax are generally held to bo un-
stable because of the fact that borax is rendered anhydrous by fusion. In time
they gradually absorb moisture and become hydrated and efflorescent, when the
glaze splits and crumbles to pieces. Sir William O’Shaughnessy was instructed
by tho Government of India in 1839 to investigate the question of the production
m India of glazed pottery sufiSoient for use at Indian hospitals. His report vNIll

be found in the Appendix to the Bengal Dispen^tory, and on pages 710 aad
he also gives a most instructive description of tiro lime-borate that he employed,
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SaRRiVTA
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Borax may be said to be invaluable in welding, and is employed by black- Metal-weldmg.

smiths, brassfounders and electroplaters. It is largely consumed in the manu-
facture of glass beads, imitation precious stones, certain qualities and descriptions

of cements (see Qlass Beads, p. 563). It is, m fact; fairly extensively utilised aiasa Beads,

by the Indian jewellers in the manufacture of artificial gems, and with shellac it

forms a most valuable varnish. In soldering oxidisable metals its action is to Vsndsb.

clean the surface by fusing away the oxides into a borax bead. Similarly it is Soldering,

employed by the Indian jewellers to cleanse gold and silver ornaments. Plum-
bago pots are found to last very much better if after bemg annealed in the oven
they are pamted with a solution of borax. I.astly borax is employed as an
ingredient in certain toilet soaps and cosmetics, and one of its most curious and
interesting uses is that of its employment in the production of a self-trimming
wick in candles. For this purpose the wick i-? saturated with borax, then made dandle Wicka.

into a candle. When ignited an incandescent bead is formed that greatly im-
proves the light-giving property of the flame, while at the same time the wick,
being weighted by the bead, turns over to one side and thus protrudes sideways,^
out of the flame. In that position the wu-k readily oxidises and is consumed,
thus dispensing with the necessity of snuffers [Cf. I'aulu/i .^Igineta (Adams,
transl. and Comment.), iii., 418, 476 ; (Jnrcia do Orta. Coll., xvni. ; also Comment
by Ball in Proo. Roy. It. Acad , i., 404; Birdwood and Foster, E.I.C. First Letter

Book, 1600, Mandelslo, Travels Irid , 1639, 84; Tavornier, Travels (ed. Ball),

1670, ii, 19; iplburn. Or. Comm., 1813, ii , 207; Watts, Dicf Ghem., 1883, i.,

646-60; Madrds Mail, Jime 14, 1889; Produce World, Aug. 28, 1896; Joum. Soc.

Arts, 1897, xlv., 1173-4; V.S. Yearbook Dept Agri., 1900, 665; Rept. Cent. Indig.

Drugs Comm., 1901, l., 117 ; Watt, Ind. Art. at Delhi, 1903, 22, 29, 86; etc., etc.]

Trade.—For some years past the foreign demand for Indian borax Trade in
has been steadily declining, in consequence of the Italian manufacture Borax,

from boracic acid and sodium carbonate, as also in consequence of the

discovery in California and Nevada of limitless supplies. So recently as

1886-7 the foreign exports of borax were 24,273 cwt., valued at Rs. 6,80,637. Exports.

During the five years ending 1906-7 they have increased from 5,002 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 1,13,003 in 1902-3, to 5,613 cwt. and Rs. 1,15,300 in 1906-7.

The internal consumption has not, however, declined materially. In

1897-

8 the imports across the land frontier to India were 15,273 cwt.
;

in imports by

1898-

9, 16,564 cwt. ; in 1899-1900, 20,315 cwt. ; in 1901-2, 31,086 cwt., ^
valued at Rs. 3,61,446 ,

so again in 1902-3 they were 29,874 cwt., valued

at 1^8.3,52,231; in 1904-5, 19,025 cwt., Rs. 2,24,589; and m 1906-7.

21,606 cwt., Rs. 2,60,864. It will thus be seen that borax is an article of

considerable importance in the industries of India, and it is satisfactory

to know that the local supplies have proved sufficient to check materially

imports from Europe and America. There are, however, signs of a slight imports by

r?newal of the imports from Great Britain. In 1895-6 these were only

13 cwt.
;
they rose steadily to 597 cwt., valued atRs. 9,050 in 1901 -2

;
were

463 cwt. and JRs. 6,792 in 1902-3
;
848 cwt. and Rs. 10,840 in 1903-4

;

1,500 cwt. add RA 18,139 in 1904-5; 1,700 cwt. and Rs. 20,389 in

1905-6
;
and 2,798 cwt. and Rs. 37,039 in 1906-7.

^ *
BOSWELLIA, FI. Br. Ind., i., 627-8; Colebrook, As. D.B.P.,

Bes., 1807, ix,, 377-82; Birdwood, Trans. Linn. Soc., 1871, xxvii., Ill- k, 611-7.

48, 11^-29-32
;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 137-8; Pharmacog. ITankln-

Ind., i., 295-303
; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 198 ; Duthie, FI. Upper

Gang, Plain, i., 147 ;
Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 10; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906,

129-30
;
Burseeace.®.

It is probable that several species yield the true Frankincense or Olibanum *rrf.^t,

;

of commerce, and of these perhaps the most important is a. rarteru. These imported,

balsamiferous trees inhabit the Somali coast of Africa to Capo Guardafui and
alsel t]^ south coast of Arabia.

^
The African or Arabian frankincense bas long *
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been regularly imported into India, and bears the following names :

—

kund/wr,

lubAn, thus, visesh, esesh, parangi-sham-btrdm, kunurakkam-pishin, etc., etc.

Muhammadan writers distmguish several kinds of the imported olibanum,
VIZ. hr ndur zakar, male frankincense, which is the best quality and consists of

deep yellow tears
;

kundur unsa, female frankincense, Icundur madharaj, the

exudation artificially made into tears ; kishdr kundur or kashfa, the dhup of the

Bombay market, consisting of the bark of tho tree coated with the exudation ;

and dukdk kundar, tho dust of the olibanum and substance reserved lor the

Indian and Chinese market, whilst tho finer qualities (such as the kundur idkar)

are assorted and exported from Bombay to Europe. Frankincense is thus an
article imported and subsequently ro-exported, and is not strictly speaking an
Indian product, though it is largely traded m by Indian merchants. It may
be useful to furnish, therefore, a few iletails of tho Thauk of which Bombay
IS the centre and draws 90 por cent of the imports and has, moreover, a mono-
poly m the re-exports. During tho five years 1898-9 to 1902-3 the imports
expanded from 20,487 cwt , valued at Rs 2,12,423, to 28,682 cwt., valued at Rs.

3,79,279, and have since (1906-7) increased to 32,582 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,12,082.

Similarly tho re-exports amounted in 1898—9 to 20,218 cwt., valued.at Rs. 3,63,168,

m 1902-3 to Rs .6,27,827, and in 1906-7 to Rs 6,40,640, and were sent chiefly to

tho United Kingdom, Austria-Hungary, (^hina (Hongkong), and recently to tier-

many and Russia {Of. Paulus /Egtneta (Adams, transl.), hi . 217 ; Garcia de Orta,

Coll., Iv., also Comment by Ball in Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad., i. jjSrd ser.), 677 ;

Linschoten, Voy E. Ind (ed. Hakl Soc ), 1.598, li , 99-100 ; Birdwood and
Foster, E IC First TMter Book, 337, 340, 406, 410; Celsius, Hierobot., 1745, i.,

23; II., 22, 29; Milburii, Or. Comm, 1813, i, 139; White and Humphrey,
Pharmacop., 1901, 490; etc , etc.]

B. serrata, Roxb
,
ex Cotrbr {I c t 377) —Tins is sometimes called Indian

Olibanum Tree, and (more especially tho gum) is known as aalhe, salat, kundur,
luhd, anduku, guggar, guggula, dhup, chittu, bastaj, etc

,
etc. There are said to

bo two varieties (a) setruta proper, a moderate-sized gregarious tree of the
intermediate northern and southern dry zones ; and (fi) alnhra. a native of

N.W, India. It is often mot with in tracks of country where few other trees

exist, and on that account is valuable.

The Gum (resin) (s&lat-gugul) occurs as a transparent golden-yellow semi-fluid
substance which slowly hardens. It exude.s only on injury to the tree and in
tho Panjdb is collected twice a year, in March from an incision made in tho
previous October, and in June from an incision made in March. It is computed
that eacli treo yields annually about 2 lb. It is, liowever, jirobablo that nearly
all that has been written about its medicinal properties refers to the imported
olibanum, from which it must be carefully distinguished. Tho Sanskrifi. word
kunduru is probably wrongly applied to it, and conversely, although it would
ajipcar to be tlio guggula of Sanskrit authors, gum-yugwf of tho present day is

Indian bdclhum {fomniiiihora .WiiAnr). It is pungent, slightly aromatic, has
a balsamic-resinous odour, is consumed almost entirely in Central and Northern
India and hardly if at all exported As a result of various inquiries'Some samples
were sent to Dunstan, who reported that Indian olibanum “ closely resembles
Fiankincense in its chemical properties. There is little demand for such a pro-
duct in England, but it might find a market on the Continent os an ingredient
for incense ” It is employed in rheumatism and nervous diseases and is an
ingi'edieiit m certain ointnients In Gujarat it is burnt as incense in religious
coremonies. The Ttmdeb, which is rough and moderately hard, is recommended
for tea-boxes. It is used for fuel and for making, charcoal, ns well as to some
extent m the manufacture of doors, shutters, bowls, dishes, etc Fernandez (Man.
Ind. Sylv., 99 (quoted by Gamble)

) observes that the tree enj'oys (^considerable
immunity from being browsed or lopped for fodder owing to its resinous leaves,
and moreover has a great capability for withstanding forest-fires. It ig^ thus
valuable in the reclothing of dry hills. [<7/. Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl,), 1833,
146 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat. Med Mad., 1891, 96-9

; Biscoe, List Hyderabad
Trees, 1895, 3 ; Kanny Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs Ind., 1896, 60; etc., etc.]

IJ.E.P.,

i., 620-34.

Mustard
and Rapes.

BRASSICA, Ixinn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 155-7
; Prain, Aqri. Ledg.,

1898, No. 1 ; Crucifer.®.
This genus contains some of the., most, useful esculent plants, slich

as tile Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Colewort, Colza,
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RapeCABBAGE, CAULIFLOWER, ETC.

Kale, K!o 1 Rabi, Mustard, Rape, Savoy ('abbage, Tiinn’p, etc. There are

probably nearly 100 species, a good many of which are cultivated, with

under these perhaps as many more races or special forms recognised by
the farmers and gardeners of the world. They are all natives of tSe north

temperate zones, but pass into the tropica as cold-season crops. There
wouy appear to have been three great centres of production—a European,
an priental and a Chinese. The present review of Indian information
is intended to set forth the leading (;ominercial facts rcgarchng the more
important plants, viz. the Mustards and Rapes, and can, therefore, only
incidentally indicate the other species.

In the Dictionary (1884) it was urged that from au agricultural point of view ReceEt

the Asiatic forms may be referred to thr(H> important hcctiDiis : (o) Sarson, Rf's'arch.

(6) Toria, and (c) Rai. The information given m that work was essentially a
compilation, and in no sense a report of personal uivestigations. Smee that date*
Lt.-Col. D. Prain while Curator of the Herbaimni. Iloyal Botanic Oardens, Cal-
cutta, was able to devote much attention to the study of the Bengal cultivated
forms. He had sent to him seeds of the mustards, etc

, grown in practically every
district of that province These he specially cultivated at Sibpur, and was thus
enabled to study the plants critically, from germination to harvest As a result
he published h very comprehensive report of his investigations, illustrated by
twelve plates and two maps. [Cf Agrt. Ledy , 1898, No. 1 ]

By a comparison
with Duthie and Fuller’s account of the species met with m the Upper Provmccs
(Field and Garden Crops) and other such publications, it would seem that what
Pram has said of Bengal is, m the main, applicable to the whole of India. But
following up Prain’s studies. Dr. W. Kmzel, of tho Agricultural Station at chemical ai^

*

Dahmo, has furnished the results of microscopic and chemical studies of authenti- Microscopic

cated seeds supplied to him by Pram. [Cf. Die Landwtrtsch Versnchs-Slationen, Studies-

hi , 109-93, transl. and republished m Agrt. Ledg., 1901, No. 7 ] It has thus been
rendered possible, through the cotnbiiied labours of Pram and Kmzel, to identify
the Indian rapes and mustards with a degree of assurance not hitherto admissible.

Until such personal investigations had been made it was not to be wondered Vemaoiilar
at that numerous ambiguities, due to faith having been too implicitly placed AmbiguitiM.

on vernacular names, should have disfigured the literature of the subject.
Prain expressly tells us that the rai of one district may be tho ton of another,
or the sarson of a third. “ Although often, perhaps indeed usually, rigidly
enough applied within a given district. Native names are worse than useless
when they are depended on to yield information regarding anotlior group of
districts.” This is doubtless true, but is perhaps duo more to tho ignorance or
carelessness of the contributors of samples than to tho cultivators of tho plants
The writer is fortunate who, like Pram, may be able to analyse Native opinion
in the light of authentic specimens. It is most satisfactory, tlioroforo, that
the literature of this hitherto very obscure subject has been placed on a rational
Basis “ irtactically,” says Pram, “ there are but throe mustards cultivated in
BihAr and BengAl. These three constitute the familiar Rai, Sarson, and Tori
crops. Each one of the throe vanes within its owp limits to a greater or lo,s3

extent : none of them shows the slightest tendency to pass from one to another, nq intermediate
So far, at least' as tjio Lower Provinces are concerned, tho existence of anything Forms.

in the nature of a form intermediate between Rai and Sarson, Rai n.nd Ton, or
even between tho more closely allied Sarson and Tori, is wholly imaginary.”
Many of the errors that have been made by botanists would seem to have arisen
from grea^r faith having been put on the study of dried herbarium specimens
than on practical knowledge and experience of the livmg plants. So also tho Indian versus
association of the Indian with the European forms has led to confusion. Pram Kuropean

acoi*rdingly concludes his most admirable paper os follows : “As regards the
relationship that our three staple mustard-oil crops bear to the corresponding
crops in Europe, it may be tentatively held :

“ (1) That Rai (Braatiiea Jtnipea) is a crop not grown in Europe, at any
rate on a commercial scale, but that it takes the place here of H. nigra and
B. isiha, which in turn are not grown m India;

“ (2) That Sarson (B. panipeslrls, uar toifHan) is a crop not grown largely,
i& at all, in Europe, bi^ that in India it takes the place both of «.
uar. olelfrra, and B. uar. dtel/ipi'm, which in turn are hardly ever met with
here : finally.
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“ (3) That Tori [b. xa^uit, var, dirhotouta) seems to be the same plant as
B. jirmrojc (Summer-rape), or if not the same is at least very like and very
near it, and is imdoubtedly the plant that in India takes the place of JB. prterojc

and of p. uar. oiei/fm " (Prain, l.c. 78).

With these introductory and explanatory observations it may now be de-

sirable to discuss the chief Indian forms m alphabetical soquonce of their soientifie

names :

—

D.E.P.,
i., 621-2,
680-2.

Black and
White
Mustard.

D.E.P.,
1., 622 8.

D.E.P.,
i., 624.
Sarson.

Distinctive
Peatures.

PlaUibiitloii.

B. altoa, H., f., & T.i Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Cvops,

pt. ii., 34 ;
Prain, l.c. 9-10. White Mustard

;
also B. nlg^pa, Koch,

Black or True Mustard. These two species, if met with at all in India,

occur in gardens only within the temperate areas or in Upper India during

the winter months. They are nowhere field crops, nor do they contribute

in any yray to the Indian supplies of Mustard or Oil.

/. INDIAN FORMS OF SARSON AND RAPE.
B. oampestPls, Linn.; Prain, l.c. 22-44, 46.

From the standpoint of commerce it is a matter of supreme indifference

whether cam peat,•!», xapua, and rupu be treated as separate species or sub-

species of one and the same species. The European cultivated races of the
assemblage may be grouped as follows: oivi/em, the Colza; Xapo-braaaiea,
the Swedish Turnip and Rutabaga

;
.\upiia the Rape, and Rapa the True

Turnip. The turnip or shalgham is extensively cultivated in India as a cold-

season crop. The Brahmans and Baniyas are said to have a prejudice against

it. In no part of India are either the Swedish or True Turnips grown as field

crops intended to feed cattle. Prom hod sent to him from Chittagong,
seed of a mustard that proved on cultivation to be almost identical with the
Europeeui Colza. From Sikkim and Bhutan he procured seed of a plant that
turnM out to bo J*. Xapua, var eaealeata, DO,, the Sweet Navet.

The following are the chief varieties and races ;

—

Indian Colza op Sarson; Sinapis glauca, Roxb., FI. Ind., iii.,

118, also iS. tnlocuhris, Roxb., l.c. 121 ; B. campesiris subsp, Napus,
FI. Br. Ind., i., 156 (in part); B. campestris, subsp. Napus, var. tnlocuhris,

also quadrivalvis, Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. li., 28-9
;

B. campestris, subsp. Napus, var. glauca. Watt, l.c.
;
B. campestris, Linn.,

subsp. campestris, var. Sarson, Prain, l.c. 24-35, 46, 77-8.
Prain (l.c. 77) says the plant thus briefly mdicated “occurs m Svery

province of Bengal except Chittagong, where it is replaced by a different mustard.
It is easily distinguish^ from Rat by its stem-olosping leaves, and “from Tori
by the greater amount of “ bloom ’’ on its foliage, by its tailor stature, its more
rigid habit, and its thicker, plumper pods. When reaped the seedr- are distm-
guished .by their usually white colour; when brovna the seeds are distmguished
readily from those of Rat by the larger size and the smooth seed-coat ; from
those of Tori by their being of a lighter brown, and by not having a paler spot
at the base of the seod.”

“ There are two races—one with erect pods, the Natixi Siiraon or Sarson
proper, and one with pendent pods, the JJlti or Tir6 Sarson. Each race has
two distinct subraces—one with 2-valved, the other with 3-4-valved pods.”

“ The forms with hangmg pods are not common except m North Bengal
and East Tirhut (Pumea), the subrace with 2-valved pods being .'dmost con-
fined to this area. But the 4-valved kind extends sparmgly through Western
Tirhut, and crossing the Ganges spreads southwards through South-West Bihar
and Western Chota Nagpur." ^

“ The forms with erect pods practically occur everywhere : the 2-valved
subrace, however, is httle known in Bihar, though it is grown both in Shahabad
to the south-west and Monghyr to the south-east. It extends over the whole
of Chota Nagpur and over Orissa and West, Central and East Bengal. The
4-valved subrace occupies West Tirhut and West Bihar, extending thence sparingly
through South-East Bihar and along the dry parts of West Bengal, as far south
as Midnapore. It also occupies North Bengal and the northern part of Ectst
Bengal (Mymensmgh), to the exclusion of the 2-valvod subrace. Roughly
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speaking, tiierefore, the 2-valved erect subrace is characteristic of Chota Nagjiur,
Orissa, West, Central and East Bengal ; the 4-valvod erect subrace is char-
acteristic of the western half of Bihar, and again of North Bengal, while the
pendent subraces occupy the region between the areai* to the north of the^Oangea
occupied by t^e erect 4-valved subrace.

”

‘‘The iHune Sarson prevails in Chota Nagpur m Bihar, and in extreme North
Bengal. In Bengal proper this is the mustard known as Siveti Sartsha, or simply
Sweti.^ In Orissa it is Oanga toria."

Dr. Kmzel says, “It is so easy to recognise this species os such, that perhaps
with a little more experience it may become possible to distinguish micro- Microscopic

scopically the seeds of the various races of sar'.on. In brown-sooded sarson the Kiammatloos.

structure of the testa is very uniform, and n almost equally so in the white-
seeded and yellow-seeded kinds. The mucous opidcrninl layer has been found
to be undetached in every one of the races.” In The Ai,rtciiltural Lodger (1901,
No. 7, 111, pi. 1 ., ft. 1-3) are shown the form and structure of tho seed-testa
of various qualities of aaraon This, it will be seen, is composed, like that of
all the species of Ht-amKiea

,

of a soB parenchyma below, a layer of glutinous*
cells, a layer qf colouring matter, n layer of palisade tissue (the cells of which
are narrow, elongated and acute, tho shape and size varying with each form of
mustard), and lastly an epidermal layer. To appreciate the value of the relative
developments of these structures in tho various species and races, it is necessary
to inspect Dr. Kinzel’s plates. Concluding his account of sarson, he observes
that “ the quality of mustard-oil varies from 0'564 to 0 875 per cent., and shows
remarkable uniformity in some of the races. In nine sorts examined the mustard-
oil averaged 0'708 per cent. The quantity present was lowest in the race with
the longest seeds {Lalka Tora, tho largo-brown race).” Wiesner (Die Rohst dea
Pftanzenr., 1903, ii , 726) reviews Kmzers paper and thus indirectly accepts
some of Pram’s main conclusions regarding this and the other special Indian
forms of Rape and Mustard. 'I’he Tnice/ iS'/ieree/ (Playfair, transl., 1833, 92, 94)
mentions aaraon under the names sedarth and atr hup.

Cultivation and Area.—N. G. Mukerji (Harulhook Ind. Agri., 271),

endorsing previous published opinions, says that tori [latn%, sarisha,

shorshe) and also sarson {shweli shorsJie) are usually sown with wheat Sowing,

or barley, or in gardens with carrots, amaranth, etc., while rat is

grown by itself. They are sown in September, t.e. six weeks to two
months before the regular rabi sowings. He then observes that when
grown as mixed crops lb. of seed to the acre are required, the yield

being 1^ to 2 maunds. When .sown as pure crops 4 to 6 lb. of seed are rioici.

necessary and the produce 4 to 6 maunds. With rai the seed should be

3 lb. and 'the crop 3 to 4 maunds.
The greatest possible difficulty exists in furnishing definite particulars

regarding the area of production and methods of cultivation of sarson in Area.

India as a whole. Duthie and Fuller’s account of the United Provinces

of Agra and Oudh may very possibly be admissible as indicative of the

main features pf interest, when taken in conjunction with such particulars

as may be derived from Train’s account of the mustards, etc., of

Bengal. From the Field and Garden Crops wo learn that sarson is a

cold-season crop, grown usually mixed with wheat or barley. It is sown Method of

either broadcast or in parallel lines running across the fields. It is cut Sowing,

shortly after the harvest of the associated crop. But it is difficult either

to fiix the actual area under it, or to ascertain the yield. The districts

of the middle and lower Dodb are specially well suited to it, and in these

hardly a wheat or barley field can be seen in which some portion is not
devoted to sarson. The extent of that cultivation may be inferred from
the fact that in 1901-2 while only 125,585 acres were returned as pure
“ sarson, rape or mustard,” 8,267,844 acres were shown as mixed crops Pure and

oPthese oil-seeds along with wheat, barley, etc. If, however, we accept

the yield in the mixed crop to have been approximately in the same ratio
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as that of the pure crops, the net area (worked back from the published

production) would have been IJ million acres (calculated as pure crops)

yielding 467,450 tons of Rape and Mustard.” That calculation repre-

sents a yield of, say, 5 cwt. an acre. Sarson is, however, ah extremely

precarious crop, being very liable to pests and blights as also to climatic

vicissitudes. For example, it is peculiarly subject to the ravages of

an aphid that sucks the sap of the young shoots to such an extent .that

they fail to produce seed. It is, however, exceedingly profitable, and

whenever possible the cultivators put at least some portion of their lands

under it.

D.E.P., Indian Rape or Tori, Lutnl or Maghi; Sinapis dichotoma,

1 ., 623, 626. Roxb., FI. Tnd., iii., 117 ;
S. campestris, subsp. Napus, FI. Br. Ind., i., 156

Rape. '(m part)
;

Brassica campe.stris, suhsp. Napus, var. dichotoma also Toria,

Dulhie Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. ii., 29 ;
E. campestris

suhsp. campestris, var. dichotoma also Toria, Wait, l.c.
;

B. campestris,

Linn., suhsp. Napus, var. dichotoma. Pram, l.c. 36-40, 46, 76-7.

Pruiii {I c VC) Bays that after rai this la the most important of Indian

Co.d-aiafcon grades of mustard. It is a cold-.soason crop on the plains of India and a spring
Croe crop on the Himalaya It was sent for cultivation and study from all the

riistiiictive districts of Bengal except Saran and Shahabad. “ It is easily distmguished
Features from Jtat by its steni-clasping leaves and its small size

; when reaped the seed
18 recognised as being larger, though of tlie same colour, and by having a paler

sjiot at the baso of the seed , the seed-coat, too, is only slightly rough. From
Harson or Indian Colza it is easily distinguished by its smaller size and by its

loaves, though stem-clasping, us m Haraon, being less lobed and having much
loss bloom. The seeds are of much the same size in Tun and in ordinary
Plarson, but as a rule tho seeds of Sarson m Bengal are white. When Sarson
seeds are brown they are of an amber colour, and have no paler spot. The
seed-coat, too, is smooth. The seeds of Sarson are sometimes considerably
larger than thoso of Tori When this is tho case, the two are easily distinguished.”

“ There are two kinds of Ton—a taller, rather later, and a shorter, very
early kind. Both kinds, however, ripen well ahead of any Rai or any Sarson
The earlier kind of Ton does not appear to occur in North-West Tirhut ; the
later kind is unknown m East Bengal or in Chittagong ; elsewhere both sorts
prevail throughout the Lower Provinces.”

Distribution ” This mustard is known as Ton in Bihar and the northern districts of
North Bengal, Lutni in Chota Nagpur and the drier parts of Wegt Bengal,
Sunsha in Orissa, West Bengal, Central Bengal and the south-western districts
of North Bengal, Maght in tho south-oastem districts of North Bengal and
throughout East Bengal. The Bengal name Sarisha recurs in Chittugong.”

Mioroscoinr Kiiizol (I c 108) informs us that “ as compared with European Rape anfi
Exiuuinaiion Colza, the amount of mustard-oil the seeds contain appears very variable. As

compared witli other species, the testa of the seeds has remarkably narrow, very
distinctly circular markings. The only species with circular markings almost
as small is «. Piain, which is at once diagnosed by 'its detachable
epidermal layer. All the samples dealt with here have in transverse sections
an undetached epidermal layer with narrow lumen,” “ The transverse sections
of tho samples examined were, moreover, very uniform. As compared with
tho other species, tho cells of the palisade-tissue have a very thiif wall, and
consequently a clearly defined wide lumen, exactly as in B. Knpum, Linn,, tho
Em-opean Rape. In transverse section they appear very blunt at the apex.*

.
Thai,

layer with colouring matter is very loose
;

the viscid cells are often in two
YiMdof layers; tho thm-walled parenchyma is disposed in throe to four layers."”
Mustard-oil. Kinzol gives tho range of mustard-oil as from O'230 to 0’848 per cent.

Cultivation and Area.—It has not been found possible to isolate

some of the facts regarding this plant from those of sarson. The fore •

going observations have, therefore, to be read in connection vdth
the special particulars that have been elucidated regarding |()rt—ffti,

U. Prov. present plant. Duthie and Fuller urge that so far as the Ultitkd Pro-'*
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vitlces are concerned, the present plant is mainly grown as a pure crop,

while sarson and mi are almost entirely produceil as mixed crops. It

follows therefore that the area in these provincee shown as “ pura ” can

be taken as ton (lutni, lahi) or rape. According to the Agricultural

Statistics of India (1901-2 to 1905-6), compiled by the Director-General Area

of Stsrtistics, there were in the United Provinces fluring 1901-2, 120,436 I’rodurnon.

acre» and 36,841 tons of pure rape; in 1902-3, 140,296 acres yielding rurotmim

31,320 tons
;

in 1903-4, 131,926 acres yielding 29,643 tons
;

in 1904-5,

140,100 acres yielding 18,800 tons; in 1905-6, 154,700 acres yielding

30.000 tons
;
and in 1906-7, 153,4(X) acres yielding 30,000 tons. But

the area of mixed crops, that is to say of mnstarrl and rape, grown along f’fop'*-

with other crops was much greater, namely, m 1901 2, 1,461,000 acres

and 4.30,617 tons of seed
;

in 1903-4, 2,429,000 acres and 542,000 tons ot»

seed ; in* 190,^-5, 2,509,000 acres and .136,000 tons of seed
;

in 190,5-6,

2.026.000 acres and 398,000 tons of .seed
;
and in 1906-7, 2,210,000 acres

and 424,000 tons of seed. Rape is “ produced in greatest abundance nistricts.

in the districts which border on the Himalayan I'crai, and is cultivated

all over the hills up to aKitudes of 11,000 feet” (Atkinson). It is very •

little grown in the districts of the Gaiiges-Jumna Dodb, where it generally

occurs as a subordinate crop in vegetable gardens. Concluding their

account of this product these authors say, “ The export of rape is one UTports.

of the leading features m the commerce of these Provinces, and centres at

Oawnpore.”
“ Rape Seed ” is an important article of export trade from the Panjab Panj&b.

and it is grown in Kashmir and Afghanistan. Unfortunately no Panjdb
writer has as yet studied the mustards botanically, and it is not, therefore,

possible to discover to what extent the reports that have appeared should

be accepted as rape or be assigned to colza or even to mustard. These
crops are largely grown in Ferozepore, Hissar, Jhelum, Rawalpindi, Dera chiet Diatnots.

Ismail Khan, Lahore, Gujrat, Dera Ghazi Khan, Jhang and Karnal
Districts, in the order of importance named. Fully three-fourths of the

crop *s raised on unirngated land, a fact that mu.st commend it very Unirrigatcii

greatly to the cultivators. The traffic centres very largely m Ferozepore

aW the exports go mainly to Karachi. The year 1900 -1 was one that

might be described as having been abnormally favourable to rape-seed

cultivation In the Paiijdb. The area under the crop became more than I’anjib .Arocia

double the average of the preceding years, and was returned at 1,699,700

acres. The yield was also remarkably fine, so that it was described as

25 per cent, ^ove^ normal, and the total yield became 260,167 tons.

Since 1900-1 both area and yield have somewhat declined, though in

1905-6 the area was again recorded as 1,699,700 acres, but the yield

only 194,900 tons.

Nothing* of any value can be learned regarding the rape, sarson and C. Prov.

raustajd cultivation in the Central Provinces, Berdr, Rajputana, Central Bombay.

TndisP, Sind and Bombay. Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agri.) does not refer

to these ctops. “Gujarat Rape” of the Bombay and Karachi trade “Oujarat

returns would appear to be mainly a special and superior quality of the

present plant. But the total area under the crop in the province of

Gujarat is not great, being usually about 500 acres, so that the expression

‘^Gujarat' Rape ” denotes a quality of seed not necessarily procured from
we provt^ indicated (sec p. 183). However, the total area returned ,

for Siudirad Bombay (including their Native States) as devoted to rape Area.
'*^^*'*
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and mustard is well under 200,000 acres, or less than the acreage of these

crops in the Ferozepore district alone. So far, therefore, as can be learned,

the sub-mountain tracts of the United Provinces and the greater portion

of the Panjdb may be taken as the Indian region of rape production.

Bengal. Bengal province is mainly concerned in the sarson and rai trade. But
it may be pointed out that in official statistics the acreage of pure mustard

crops in the United Provinces is that which is alone accepted. Heaice,

as already indicated, the sarson and rai, which are always mixed crops,

are excluded from consideration, whereas in Bengal and the PanjAb
they are included. In consequence of this arbitrary treatment the
“ Rape and Mustard ” cultivation of the United Provinces is shown as

very much smaller than that of the Panjab, while as a matter of fact

Total Indian 't is quite as large and possibly larger. If, therefore, a correction be

made of, say, 1,500,000 acres, added to the total area of India under Rape,
Colza and Indian Mustard, the result would be 5 to 5^ million acres

instead of a little over 4 million acres as presently accepted. If this

conclusion be upheld by future inquiry, Bengal would still head the list

of Indian provinces with about 2 million acres, and would be followed

by the United Provinces with very probably to 2i^ million acres, and
by the Panjdb with million acres, while all the other provinces and
Native States put together would conclude the enumeration with less

than half a million acres between them.

D.B.P.,
ill,, 206-7,

Bruoa
sativa.

Oold*9ca8on
Crop.

Associated
Crops.

Yield.

Trade.

D.E.P.,
1 ., 628-30 .

Indian
Mustard,
or Hai.

Brassioa Substitute Eruea sativa. Lain. ; FI. Br. Ind.,

1 ., 158 ;
Brassica Eruca, Linn.

;
B. ermotdes, Roxb., FI. Ind., in.,

117 ;
Duthic and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, n., 26, pi. 36; Dioscorides,

Codex AnicicB dull, 512 a.d., pt i., pi. 118; Paulus jEgineta (Adams, transl.),

111., 118, gives the key to classic and Arabic literature. This is known in

Europe as the Rocket and in India as the tara-mira, tara-mom, duan, dua,

'jambho, 'jamha, man, shwan, chara, etc. According to Prain, the name
shell sarisha given by Roxburgh to this plant is nowadays restricted to

sarson.

Tile tara-mira is a native of S. Europe and N. Africa, and is extensively
cultivated as a cold-season crop in Upper India, ascending the Himalaya to
altitudes of 10,000 feet. It is fully dealt with by Duthie and Fuller, out is only
incidentally mentioned by Pram, a circumstance that may be accepted as
denoting its coniparativo absence from Bengal. However, all t^e standard
authors on Upper and Western India (such as Stocks, Stewart, Baden-PoweM,
Atkinson, etc.) describe the plant and tho methods pursuod in its cultivation
It 18 most commonly grown mixed with gram or barley, taking with these crops
tho place which rape fills in wheat-fields. It is also met with^very largely in
association with cotton. It is sometimes grown alone, but only an exceptionally
dry fields. It may be sown at any time between the beginning of September
and the end of November, and it ripens about the same tune as the rabi crops.
The yield is said to be from 4 to 12 maunds an acre. Usan is very leirgely used
as green fodder, especially when grown with gram or peas, and the oilcake
is much appreciated for feeding cattle. Tho plant is grown as a substitute for
sarson or rape, and the od is used mainly for burning, but to some extent for food.

The trade m this seed seems mainly within India and as a substitute for
sarson, while for foreign countries apparently as a grade of rape. It appears under
the name of •jamha very frequently in the export manifests from Karachi, the
supply being apparently drawn from Smd, Bajputona and the Panjdb.

y/. INDIAN MUSTARD.
B. Juncea, //., /., iV T.; Sinapis juncea, Linn.; S. ramosa, S, padens,

Roxb., FI. Ind., iii., 119, 124; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden
Crops, li., 33 ;

Prain, l.c. 16 -22, 47, 76 ;
Indian Mustard, rai, asl-rai, etc.
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Prain {l.c. 76) concludes his admirable account of this species with the
following brief statement of the main facta brought to light by recent investiga-
tions. Rai or Indian-mustard is the most important of the three species of
ttraHHtra gfown in Bengal. It is met with “ in all the provinces except Chota
Nagpur, where it is practically unknown, though it seems to be cultivated to

a slight extent in Singhbhum. It is easily recognised by having none of its

leaves stem-clasping ; and, after reaping, its seeds, which are brown, can be
readily distinguished from those of Tori or Indian Rape by their smaller size,

their being distinctly rugose, and being reddish-brown all over. From Sareon.
which has white seeds or, less often in Bengal, brown seeds, it is equally easily

distinguished ; Sarson seeds are always considorablv, often very much, larger,

and even when brown have the seed coats smooth.”
“ There are three subraces, a tall, lata kind, and t.wo shorter earlier kinds,

one of these latter roughish with bristly hairs, the other smooth with darker
coloured stems. The taller subrace is quite absent from Chota Nagpur, and
from Ti^pera and Chittagong. The shortor subraces are quite absent frorS
Orissa, and fire absent from North Bengal, except Rinajpur, aiul from Fast
Bengal except Tlppera.”

“ The name jRa*, occasionally Lohi or Li, once also Mai, occurs everywhere
except in Orissa, where this mustard is termed Chota Sariaha {chota — “ small,”
with reference to its seeds). In varioii.s districts other names are locally applied,

cither alone or as alternative names for Rat."
Kinzel {l.c. 113) in describing the seeds of Indian mustard furnished

to him by Prain, sava that tlie testa examined under the micro.scope in sur-

face preparations after treatment with sulphuric acid and caustic soda shows
“ very peculiar circular markings very readily distinguished from those of any
European nrattoiea except h. nenHPvintta (Sarepta Mustard), which, however,
differs in having a separable mucous epidermis. It may be noticed in passing
that, as a rule, it is not necessary to make transverse sections in order to demon-
strate this separability, because among a large number of surface preparations
some fragments that lie transversely are always to be met with when looked
for. The colour of the testa of Rai is on the whole clearer than that of European
Rape and Colza. The lumina of the cells of the palisade tissue, ns indeed the
whole testa, show in section characteristic features that in practice impress
themselves on the memory, though they could hardly be reproduced except
by photography.” " The quantity of mustard-oil present in Rai varies from
0'672 to 1-069 per cent., and gives an average in six kinds examined of 0-814

per cent.”

Cultivation and Area.

—

This mustard is cultivated here and there

throughout India, and is met with (or closely allied forms are) west-

ward to Egypt and Europe, and eastward to China. It enters directly

into competition with Russian mustard (It. lieaseritttm) a plant ex-

i:ensively cultivated in South and South-East Russia (the Sarepta Mustard).

Though the cultivation in India is fairly extensive, it is extremely difficult

to procure satisfactory information regarding the extent of production

in the variojis p^o-vinoes. As already fully exemplified, the returns of
“ Rape and Mustard ” are given conjointly along with those of colza

(sarson), hut it would seem certain that Bengal and Assam are the most
important provinces and South India the least important. In Upper
India (the United Provinces, PanjAb, Rajputana and Sind) the rape

croj) becomes more important than the mustard. Duthie and Fuller,

speaking of the United Provinces, say that this species varies very much
in height, some of th? kinds attaining 5 feet or more. It also varies in

the shape of the pod, which, usually cylindrical, sometimes becomes stout,

laterally compressed and less toruloso than in typical kinds. They further

observe that this mustard is rarely grown alone (except in Benares),

ljut is subordinate to wheat, barley and peas. It is not nearly so ex-

tensivelycultivated as rape and is usually restricted to the borders of fields.

It yields less oil than rape (one-fourth instead of one-third) to the weight

DJstinofcIra
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Pot-herb
,

of seed
;
inoicovcr the oil is less esteemed as an article of food. The seed

is very generally used in India as a spice to give flavour to vegetables,

Muatard-Qour and sopictimes also as a medicine. Mustard-flour is not consumed by the

people of India, and the traffic for that purpose is therefore entirely foreign.

It would seem, however, that both the Indian and the Russian seed arc

largely used as one of the ingredients in some of the modern preparations

of mustard-flour sold m Europe. The plant is very often (like rapo) cut

I’odiiii. green in January and given to cattle, and in some localities the young
leaves are eaten as a vegetable. (For further particulars see the paragraph

below on Oil and Oilcake).

D.E.P.,
1 ., 633.

Indian
li^atablislicd

Vegetables

MicroHOopioal
Examination.

YioM u( UjI.

B. oleracea, Linn. The Cabbage, Cauliflower, etc., etc.

It will serve the purpose of this work to indicate very briefly the chief cul-

tivated plants of this species met with in India. In all the forms the loaves

arc glaucous or green and destitute of hairs : the loaves of the infiorescenco

only aro stem-clasping. The chief forms are •

—

oar nfetrhuin , which includes

the Kale, Borecole, Cow-cabbage, etc. ;
oar htilinfti, best known through the

8avoy Cabbage and Brussels Sprout ; oar Hufrytli>, the Cauliflower and Broccoli

;

liar riipttalu, all forms and colours of Cabbage proper; oar canlorann

,

the
Siam Cabbage or kohl-rnln; lastly, oar rltluetmlM, the “Leaf-beet” or China
Cabbage. [Cf Kew Hull , ISHS, m-» , 1893,344 ]

The cabbage (kob’i), cauliflower (phul-kobi), and the turnip-rooted cabbage
(knol-klwl or kohl-rabi) have recently become established vegetables and are
grown by the market gardeners m the suburbs of all large towns Except
with the Native gentlemen, however, they are not grown in the average village

garden, and are not as yet oaten by the ma.ss of the population. A large coarse
form of cabbage is extensively cultivated and has become perfectly acclimatised ;

the early cabbages met witli in the markets are the young heads of that plant.

The knol-khol is relatively more extensively grown m India than in Europe, and
seems to succeed admirably in the cold season, if liberally watered for the first

fortnight of its growth. There are two kinds commonly seen, a purple and a
green, and both arc much appreciated : they come into season before almost
any other European vegetable. The Chinese cabbage is a rainy-soason vegetable,
but notwitlistanding its being procurable when few other vegetables are to be had,
it is not popular iii India. [6’/ Engler and Prantl., Pflanzenfam , Lii. (2), 177-8.]

B. rug'osa, Frain., l.c. 11-6, 47
;
8ina]ns rugom, Roxb., FI. Ind.,

iii., 122 ;
B. chinensis, Duthte Fuller (non Linn.), Field and Garden

Crops, pt. li., 34. The Cabbage-leaved Mustard, pasai or pahan-rai.
Although this plant is closely allied to i». juiirew it is quite distinct. Nono

of tlie leaves are exactly lyrately lobed, and the radical ones are persistent.
It is n cold-weather crop of the Western, Central and Eastern Himalayn,
especially m Nopal and Kumaon. It possesses a very short stock till it sets to
flower. The permanent radical leaves form a loose cabbage-hke head often
mistaken for China Cabbage. Prain believes this plant came to India from Chma,
like n. .iiineen, but m its present form. He, however,

,
Recognises as a wild

condition of the same stock the Manipur plant discovered and named by mo
provisionally as w. ririitntn.

Kinzel (l.c 115-7) remarks, “As this is the only Indian species (so far,

at least, as the material at the writer’s disposal has gone) which^ossesses a
cellular separable mucous epidermis, the identification of these fragments of testa
in Indian oil-seed with B. rngomt is, at all events, a fairly probable one owing
to the further similarity of their structure m surface preparations.” The full

description and also the plates given by Kinzel should) be consulted by those
who may have occasion to identify this or other Indian mustards by the appear-
.uico of the seeds. The sample of n. rngntta examined by him came from
Kahmpoiig, and was found to contain 0 826 of mustard-oil.

B. pugosa, var. ounelfolla, Frain, l.c. 14
, Sinapis cuneifolia,

Roxb., FI. Ind, in., 121.
This plant is extensively cultivated in Northern Bengal and Assam as a

sage or pot-herb. In my article on Bn-hmeWa iiiren (Agri, Ledg., 1898, No. 16,
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518) I have referred to it as one of the rather remarkable vegetables prevalent
*

within, and hardly met with outside, the rhea-fibre area of India. It occurs,
for example, in Dinajpur, Bogra, Rangpur, Kiich BihAr, and througliout the
valley of Assam. In nearly every peasant garden *a row or two of tips plant a. Vecctablo

may bo seen. It has a rosette of ground-leaves generally of a dark bluish-green seenm

colour and with very broad yellow mid-ribs and leaf-stalks. When young it

looks.hke a cabbage, but in time it shoots up a iiuich-branchod inflorescence to

a height of four to six feet This becomes clothcil with numerous sessile loaves.

All the parts are eaten, more especially the young flowering shoots with their

delicate leaves It is one of the most significant of vegetables, and there aro
probably several easily recognised forms It is known, throughout the area
indicated, as lai-hak or mustard-vegetahlo This, with the previous species,

would appear to be the only cabbage-hko vi gotablo that oMsted m India prior
to the introduction of the cabbage and cauliflower

THE OILS AND OILCAKES OF MUSTARD AND RAPE.
In irfie foregoing ob.servations mention has been made of the OilS D.B.P.,

obtained from the varion.s specie.sof ftyassh-a .ind It seems L, 626 33

;

desirable to bring into a separate paragraph a few of the more striking

oharacteristica of these oda and their odcakes. All the species afford a oilcakes
bland or fixed oil in addition to a volatile or c-.sential oil (Gildeiueister

and Hoffmann, Volatile Otis (Engl, traiial.), 1900, 182, 109-17). Tlie

essential oil is practically not known to the people of India, so that

when mustard, rape or sarson oils are mentioned (by popular writers) it

should invariably be accepted that they are alluding to the fixed or

fatty oils. The peculiar properties of the essential oil are those on which
the merit of a mustard seed mainly depends. It is on this account,

therefore, that the researches of Kinzel are of such special interest

to India. The passages already quoted from his report give an estimate

of the percentage of mustard-oil (a term used in Europe to denote the porcentags of

essential oil only) present in the samples examined by him. Previous

reports on the presence of this oil, in the various qualities of Indian

rape and mustard, have been unsatisfactory because not definite
;
they

have accordingly retarded foreign exports. Schimniel & Co. give the

foUpwing as the percentage of mustard-oil m the samples examined by pungmuy.

them •—Russian seed, 0’4 to 0 5 ;
Dutch, 0'7 to 0’8

;
Italian, 0'6 to 0'7

,

East Indian, 0'6 to 0'7
;
German, 0'7. Kinzel gives the average yield

of ton seed as 0‘549, rai seed 0'814, and sarson 0'708 per cent.

(A^ri. LixLg., 1901, 104.) The pungency of the Indian is thus not so

very different from the corresponding European seeds.

The karwa-tel (= bitter oil) is the fatty oil obtained from Indian cookmg-oii.

mustard and rape seed, and inferior qualities from sarson. It is the

chief oil use’d in Tndian cookery, and is accordingly very important to

the people. Rape (and sometimes also sarson) is in India largely used

to anoint the body. The practice seems to be fairly ancient, since it is

alluded tti by Terry {Voy. East Ind. (ed. Havers), 1665, 377) as follows :
—

“ The better sort anoint themselves very much wth sweet oyls, which

makes their company very savory.” Rape and sarson (colza) are names
which unfortunately have come to be used almost synonymously by
Indian commercial men, and are so treated in official statistics. Never-

theless the fatty oils derived from them are even more distinct from

each other than are those from the corresponding European plants. In " Gujarat

the Kew Report (1877, 34 ; Kew Bull., 1894, 96-7) we read that the Indian ““P"
”

8eed known as “ Gujarat Rape,” largely crushed at Dantzic, is found to Rape and

yield per e^nt, more oil than the European seed, and leaves a cake
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richer in fatty matter and albuminoids. That information was derived

from a paper by Dr. Wittmack of Berlin. But the presence of a percentage

of the ,essential oil of mustard in rape-cake has been said to tender such

injurious to cattle, Roxburgh regarded Indian mustard-oil (fatty oil) as

inferior to rape-oil, Duthieand Fuller hold the same opinion. Speaking

of mustard-oil, they say it is less esteemed as an article of food thah that

of rape. Most other writers affirm, however, that although the yield 'from

mustard is less, the quality of the oil is superior to that of either rape or

sarson. Thus it seems probable that the qualities of rape and mustard vary

considerably. Sarson is, as a rule, spoken of as an oil that rapidly turns

rancid and even for burning purposes has to be purified before it can be

used. The mustard-oil of the bazars of India has a pungent odour and
^bitter taste, due to the presence of a certain amount of the essential oil.

This is occasioned through the habit of watering the cake before pressing it

a second time in order to abstract the residuary oil. It is often largely

adulterated with poppy-seed and other oils. Dunstan in his paper on
Indian Edible Oils {Agri. Ijedg., 1899, No. 12) unfortunately affords no
information on the comparative values of the Indian mustards and rapes.

He furnishes, however, most useful particulars as to their specific gravity,

acid value, saponification, viscosity, etc., etc., and classes them as semi-

drying oils. Leather in a paper on Food-Grains and Fodders of India

{Aqri. Ledg., 1903, No. 7) gives further details of the chemical composi-
tions of these oils. Lastly the Pharmacographia Indica furnishes all

necessary information on the medicinal merits of four qualities. These
appear to be Indian mustard, rape, sarson and janiba (JCt uca sativa).

The adulteration of linseed with certam qualities of mustard or rape seed

has been reported to prove very injurious to cattle fed on such cakes. This

subject has been dealt with very fully in the Dictionary, and the article

in that work on Oils and Oilcakes should therefore be consulted. {C}.

Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1897, No. 8, 158 ; also see Linum, p. 731, and ManureSi
p. 770.]

c

PRODUCTION OF AND TRADE IN MUSTARD AND RAPE.
Acreage.—It has been shown that owing to many of the crops

indicated above being grown in. conjunction with other plants, it is

difficult if not impossible, in our present state of knowledge, to giv»

any very satisfactory statement of the area that they annually occupy.
The suggestion has been hazarded that the total (expressed as pure
crops) cannot he far short of 5 or 6 million acres.

,
But'.according to

the Agricultural Statistics published by the Government of India, both
the area and the yield vary considerably, especially in the PanjAb,
Rajputana and Sind, in response to the amount and seasonableness
of the rains. For example, the Panjdb acreage of these crops* returned
in the official statistics of area and yield, was in 1899-1900, 397,500 ;

in
the following year, 1,638,400 ;

in the next year, 665,800 ; and again in

1903-4, 1,038,900, since when it has remained fairly stationary.

Yield,—Turning now to the estimated production, it would seem that
during the ten years ending 1901 there were two periods of abnormal
yield, namely 1897-8 and 1900-1. If these be disregarded, the traffic

fluctuated from a little over half a million to close on one million tons <?f

seed, during the decade mentioned, and production has shown on the whole
a tendency to expand. This view is in strict accord with the constantly
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repeated statements of popular writers that the trade in these oil-seeds

has been steadily inereasing, and is now one of the staples of Indian
commerce. . ,

Rape and Mustard Seed: Rail- borne and Coastwise Traffic.—The returns

of Rape and Mustard carried by rail and river show the exporting
provinces to be the United Provinces, Bengal, the Panjdb, Assam and
Bontbay, in the order named. But as illustrative of the fluctuating nature
of the trade, it may be mentioned that m 1897-8 Bengal exported a little

under 2 million cwt., the United Provinces close on million, Assam
about I million, and the PanjAb ^ a million cwt of these seeds.

The following year the flgurcs were --United I*rovinces million, the

Panjdb IJ million, Bengal 1|- million, ai.d Assam a little over;J million cwt.

But by 1906-7 a complete change had taken place —the United Provinces^

exporteef 2^ poillion cwt., the Panjab 1 million, Bencal | of a million, and
Assam under J million cwt. Calcutta usually heads the list of import-
ing towns, but Bombay and Karachi take the lead m years of high pro-

duction in the Panjdb. The importance of Karachi .as a distributing centre

has been established for mai ly years past, and, although extreme fluctua-

tions have been experienced, it can be said to be improving. The following

were the supplies conveyed to the chief seaports in 1906-7 :—Calcutta

million cwt., Bombay 1^ million, and Karachi I a million. The coastwise

returns show Bengal as the most important province. But for some years

the Bengal supply seems to have been falling off, and that of Sind corre-

spondingly expanding. Rut here again the trade seems to fluctuate so

violently that no reliance can be placed on comparisons of short periods.

Exports.—The foreign exports of Rape from India in 1891-2 were

130,793 tons, valued at Rs. 1,70,89,524 ; in 1893-4, 365,954 tons or

Rs. 4,73,45,133; in 1895-6, 112,489 tons or Rs. 1,40,09,294
;
but they

fell in 1900-1 to 86,368 tons or Rs. 1,23,57,461 ; recovered in 1901-2,

VIZ. 346,244 tons or Rs. 4,45,56,044 ;
and fell again in 1902-3 to 196,345

tons or Rs. 2,47,11,358. Since then the values of the exports have been—
1903-4, Rs. 2,53,41,010; 1904-5, Rs. 2,73,37.732 ; 1906-7, Rs. 2,46,70,617.

Of the ej^orts the chief receiving countries are Belgium, France, Germany
and the United Kingdom.

The Mustard traffic is much smaller than that in Rape. In 1891-2

the exports were 2,640 tons, valued at Rs. 3,86,818 ;
in 1894-5, 7,809

tons or Rs. 11,27,605 ;
in 1900-1 they fell to 1,721 tons or Rs. 3,25,589 ;

in 1901-2 they were 3,232 tons or Rs. 5,61,895 ;
and in 1902-3 stood

at 2,613 tons.Valu^d at Rs. 4,93,342. Since then the annual values have

been— 1903-4, Rs. 4,22,123; 1904-5, Rs. 6,19,004: 1905-6, Rs. 8,94,653 ;

1906-7, Rs. 5,65,000. Of these exports by far the most important

receiving countries in recent years are France, followed by Belgium,

Germany,*Ceylon, Mauritius and the United Kingdom, the names being

given in sequence of importance.

THustard and Rape OIL— The traflic in Mustard and Rape Oil shows

a more steady expansion than that of the seed. In 1899-1900 the

exports stood at 259,661 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,52,962 ;
in 1900-1 at

283,270 gallons, valued at Rs. 4,70,161 ;
in 1901-2 at 286,169 gallons,

valued at Rs. 4,74,028 ;
in 1902-3 at 314,792 gallons, valued at

R,s. 4,79,649 ;
in 1903-4 at 346,174 gallons, valued at Rs. 4,84,835

;
in

1904r^ at 432,762 gallons, valued at Rs. 5,58,762 ; in 1906-7 at 273,684

gallons, vajqed at Rs. 4,90,893. The bulk is exported from Calcutta.
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Out of the last year’s total (1906-7), 257,282 gallons went from Bengal ;

14,244 gallons from Sind ; and 2,168 gallons from Bombay. The receiving

, onriqiKncd to. countries Were Mauritius<, 113,068 gallon.s; Natal, 93,787 gallons
;
United

Kingdom, 19,892 gallons; Australia, 22,581 gallons; Straits Settlements,

10,159 gallons ;
and British Guiana, 3,574 gallons.

D.E.P..
i., B38 41;
vi., pt. 1 .,

107.

Paper-
Mulberry.

I'lllO

I’apfr
Matcri.iJ.

Cultivation.

I’ulcl

D.E.P..
iii., 341 2.

Brushes.

BROUSSONETIA PAPYRIFERA, Vrut. ; FI. Br. Ind^., v.,

490
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 633 ;

Brandis, Ind. Treex, 613 ;
Engler

and Prantl, Ppinzenjam , 1889, iii., pt. i., 76 ;
Urticace.?). The Paper-

mulberry or Tapa-cloth, malaing, thole, kodzo, Icaji, etc. A small tree

or bush, native of China and said to be wild on the hills of Upper Burma
and Martaban. Frequently cultivated in India, largely so in the Southern

i^Shan States (Craddock), and distributed to Siam, Japan, etc.. Western
'China, Ichang and Yunnan, etc. According to Wiesner (quoted in Stein’s

Ancient Khotan) it is the paper material of Eastern Turkdstan; it was
introduced into Southern Europe and parts of Germany about 1750.

Brandis remarks that it is a marvellous instance of a plant that may
be sown both in temperate and tropical countries.

From the bark of this troo is obtained a Fibre which perhaps deserves
to be carefully investigated From it is made tlio falsely named Chinese
“leather-paper,” the Japanese kodzo-paper, tho curious papier-rnachd school-
slates of the Brnmese (parabaik), the tapo-cloth of the South-Sea Islands and
the mulberry paper cloth of the Karens. It is an excellent paper-fibre, though
according to some authorities the stock is a little difficult to prepare of good
colour The silkworm can bo fed upon the leaves, and the annual prunings
of twigs to obtain a fresh flush for the silkworm might be made to give a
profitable return as a paper-fibre. The plant produces suckers in profusion,
coppices well and grows fast. It has been most successfully cultivated at Debra
Dun, but tho district is too fw from the papor-factorios to allow of profitable
production. It will not survive on jungle-land or cn dry soils, nor can it stand
severe cold

;
but it might pay on waste land near the coasts of Bengal, Burma,

Malabar, etc , whence transport would be clieap. The usual Japanese method of
propagating is by slips. Ksempfer, followed by Rein, says that every autumn
after the loaves have fallen tho young shoots near the ground aro cut off, and in
this way, after throe or four years, bushes with from four to seven one-year shoots are
obtainml. It is estimated that 2 cwt. of raw HronttHourtla bark will yield about

qrs. of white bast—about 45 por cent. Craddock describes the manufacture
pursued m tho southern Shan States. It closely resembles the description
quoted in tho Dictionary from Royle (Fibrous PI. Ind., 1855, 341-2). Rom (Indust.
Japan, 1889, 105, 393-5, 401, 403) gives an interesting' account of the plant
and furnishes an illustration printed on kodzo-papor (See Daphne, pp. 486-7

;

Faper and Paper Materials, pp. 862-4.)

[Of. Stein, Ancient Khotan, 1907, 136; Kiempfor, Hist Imp. Jap. (app. ). 1727,
21-7 ; Mason, Burma and Its People, 1860, 622, 776 ; Fortune, Yedo and
Pekin, 1863, 122; Baden-Powell, in Journ. Soc. Arts, 1886, 701); Hosie, Three
Years in W. China, 1890, 163 ; Gorean Paper-making, in Ind. For., 1893, xix.,

199 ; Morris, Cantor Lect , Joum. Soc. Arts, 1896, 938 ; R.E.P., Comm. Circ.

1895, No. 7 , Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 98-101 ; Bret-
schneider, Europ. Bot Disc. China, 1898,4, 54,495,763, 770, 773, 903; Dipl, and
Cons, llepts. (aim. ser.), 1900, v.. No. 2611, 7-9; Craddock, m Iria. For., Dec,
1900, xxvi., 613; Nisbet, Burma Under Brit. Rule and Before, 1901, i., 386 ;

Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii , 445-7 ; Hanausek, Micro. JPech.
Prod. (Wmton and Barber, tranel.), 1907, 92-4.]

BRUSHES AND BROOMS, BpuBh-maklngr Materials,
eto. ; Spans' Encycl., 1880, ii., 543-67

; Jackson, Comm. Bat., etc,, 1890

;

Thurston, Imp. Inst. Handbook, 1893, No. 12 ;
Morris, Comm. Fibres,

Cantor T^ct. 1895
;
Hannan, Text. Fibres of Comm., 1902, 141-65.

Brooms are made all over India from a wide assortment *'of

materials presently to be enumerated, the selection being as a rule
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governed by the supply available and the necessities of the people.

Stein (Anctent Khotan, 1907, 333) figures and describes what is very

possibly the most ancient specimen in existence. This was fqjind at

Dand4n-Uiliq (a city abandoned in the 8th century). The lower por-

tions of some grass were seen to have been plaited into a continuous

strip,* then rolled round and secured firmly by a string, thus forming

a litoom, which in every detail agrees with thi' corresponding article

of modern India.

Indian-made brushes are principally of the baz4r-type and arc, therefore,

mainly of local interest. Two firms, the ‘ Pioneer .Vriny Brush Co.” of

Cawnpore, and “ Messrs. P. Thompson ” of Cooiioor, Madras, manufacture
brushes of the European pattern. Both firms gave some prominence a

few years ago to the use of Itttul-hhca (Carnota area'*) m place of bristlci^

from th3 beljef that the sowars or Native cavalry would prefer vegetable

fibre to animal bristles. Although Indian-made brushes may now be

seen all over India, particulars are not available of the actual extent of

manufacture. There is moreover a very considerable import bv India

from Europe of brushes, but complete statistics are not available. Wo
read, for example, that from the United Kingdom there were received in

1903, 2,891 dozen brushes valued at £8,910.

Materials.—Turning now to the materials used. It would be undesirable

to attempt a complete enumeration of all the substances which in India

arc employed, or which might be so, for brushes or brooms. Even m
Europe the variety and diversity arc extraordinary—e.g. bristles, kittul,

broom, rattan, whalebone, wood, rushes, wire, spun-glass (specially

serviceable for contact with acids), etc
,

etc. India at the same time

exports a very considerable quantit} of brush-making materials including

both vegetable fibres and bristles, and the trade would appear to be

improving. Thus in 1899-1900 the total exports were 54,388 cwt., valued Exports,

at Rs. 11,49,998 ;
whereas m 1903-4 thev were 83,258 cwt., valued at

Rs. 20,76,331 ; and in 1906-7, 88,158 cwt., valued at Rs. 17,68,930. Al-

though in point of quantity Madras takes by far the largest share, viz.

79,350 cwt. in 1903-4 and 85,203 cwt. in 1906-7, the goods it exports are

much lower priced (viz. Rs. 9,70,328 in 1903-4 and Rs. 9,71,212 in 1906-7)

thanthose sent from Bengal(viz. 3,296 cwt., v'alued at Rs. 9,60,571 in 1903-4,

and 2,360*cwt., valued at Rs. 6, .52,827, in 1906-7). The Bengal exports

are mainly in high-priced bristles. Of these Bengal exports for 1903, unhUca.

Rs. 5,75,790 represented the value of the bristles sent to England, whilst

only Rs. 22,4|,f0 were attributable to vegetable brush-fibres with the same
destination. The total exports of brush-making materials from all

India to Great Britain in 1903 were 17,943 cwt., valued at Rs. 10,38,909,

and of that amount Rs. 6,07,305 was the value of the Indian contribution

of bristlerf^to the British supply.

The following are some of the principal plants employed in brush-

making :

—

Arenga saecharifera, tadi//. (see p. 92).

Arlstlda setacea, rietz , Fl. Br. Ind., vu., 226 ; Gramine.®. Broomstick- D.E.P.,
grass, shipur-gaddi, vina-puUalu, thodapga-puUu, otc. A reed three to four 312,
feet in height, found in Western India from Bih&r and the Konkan southward,

also in Ceylon, the Moscarene Islands, etc. The roots attain a length of 1 5 inches

to 3 feet and are said to be used in the manufacture of weavers’ brushes in

Madras and along the west coast {Ind. Agri., Dec. 12, 1891). These roots aro

collected in South India by Yerukalas (a nomad tribo) and sold to the weavers

at 3 or 4 annas a viss. The Telinga paper-makers construct thew frames of thq
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Piyar

culms and these are also employed for making tatUes in the same way as the

khaa-lcJuis roots of Northern India.

Agave Cantata, Raxb, and other speeios (see p. 33).

Bambusa, various species (see pp. 99-101).

Borassus flabellller, tini) (seep. 170).

Bristles, see Live Stock (Hogs) (p.762).

Caryota urens, Lmn (see p. 286).

Chloroxylon Swletenla, D C (backs of brushes) (see p, 294)

D.E.P., Chrysopogon Gryllus, Tiw The roots of this plant are said by Jackson,
li., 274. Hannan and others to be the Venetian whisk-flbre which in England and other

countries is made into briibhos of various kinds. The grass is abundant on the

hills of North India, but except ns a fodder plant it is apparently not known
to he of any economic value.

Cocos nuclfera, ii/m (see p. 356)
Corypha umbracullfera, t/«« (see p 429).

,
Hair of bears, squirrels, camels, badgers, goats, polecats, sables, icliiieumons,

IV., 198. etc., 18 used in the European brush industry, but no information ia- available

as to the extent, if any, to which India contributes to the supply, or herself

utilises any of the hairs mentioned
Ischsemum angustifolium,>/ac/r (see p. 694).

D.E.P., Pandanus odoratissimus, tin«
, /. , thn Screw-pino—the keura, kclgi, ktnda,

vi., pt. 1 ., talum, rnttgalt, etc. A common and much-branched plant frequently grown on
& 0. account of the fragrance of its flowers, but is wild on the coasts of South India,

Burma and the Andaman Islands. The leaves contain a strong fibre used
for cordage and for spinning into coarse yarn. The roots are used in basket
and brush-making (Perfumery, see p. 821). [Cf. Forster, PI. Esc., 1786, 38-41

;

Rept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm , 1894, i., 166 ; Marco Polo, Travels, li., 260

;

Aimi-Akhari (Jarrett, transl.), u, 126; etc.!

Phoenix sylvestrls, Roxb. (see pp. 115, 884-5).

Sacoharum arundlnaceum, Retz (see p. 930)
Sorghum vulgare, Pers. the Italian whisk (see p 1031)

Tamarix, spp., see Baskets (p 116).

Vetlverla zlzanloldcs (see p. 1106 ).

BUCHANANIA LATIFOLIA, llojh., Hort. Beng., 1814, 32;
«. L<n)zan, Sfreng., in Schrader Journ., 1801, v., 4 ; Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., i., 275; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 23; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 216;
Pharmacog. Ind., i., 394; Agri. Ledg., 1899, No. 12; 1900, No. 9; Duthie,
FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 185; Brandis, Ind Trees, 205; AnacardiacEwE.
The piyar, chironji, pial or peal, chirauli, paira, tarum, char-ka-gond,

mowda, nuskul, lonepho, etc., etc. A middle-sized tree, leafless only for a
short time, met with in the dry forests throughout India and Burma,
ascending in the Sub-Himalayan tract to 3,000 feet, and frequently
associated with the sal, the makua and the dhdk.

A pellucid Gum {peal or pial) which exudes from wounds m the stem is more
than half solublo m water. It is said to resemble Bassora gum, to have adhesive
properties like inferior gum arabic, and to be suitable for dressmg textiles. As
a consequence of inquiries organised by the Reporter on Economic Products
it was found that m many provinces the gum is not collected, while it is

reported from Jhanai (U. Prov.) as used in printing cloth, from Ber&r^ employed
m dyeing, and from the Central Provinces as sold mixed with dhau/ra gum
{.ttioffeiHHittt intifona) to the banios. On some samples sent to the Imperial
Institute, London, the Director reported that the gum was not entirely soluble,
but when mixed with twice its weight of water, about 10 per cent, formed a
gelatinous moss ; the sample examined, moreover, contained a large quantity of
extraneous matter. The brokers reported that if it were carefully collected and
a regular supply ensured, it might letch 20«. per cwt. on the London market,
and be employed for cheap manufacturing purposes. [Cf. Agrt, Ledg., 1900, No.
9, 92.] The bark and the fruits furnish a natural Varnish. The ^mels yield
a sweet and wholesome Oil (cWronjt), but owing to their being much prized aj a
sweetmeat when cooked, the oil is seldom expressed. The kernels, which have
a flavour something between that of the pistachio end the almond, are eaten by
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BUTBA
THE DHAK OR PALAR fhondosa

Bengal Kino
the Natives (Baber, Memotra, 1519, (Engl, ed.), 326). They are also used to

flavour ganja {Bept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm., 1894, 157). In the hills of Central
India the fruits with the kernels are pounded and dried and subsequently baked
into a sort of bread (Church, Food-Grains of Ind., 17*7) From the Pan^b and
Bombay the leaves are reported as used for Fodder. The Timber is not very Fodder,

hard nor durable and is of small value, though made into spoons, plates, toys Timber,

and bpdstoads, and is even employed for door and window frames, plough-
handles, etc. White insect-wax has been found on the tree in the Central Pro-
vince!. The kernels of H. tiiigtiNtl/iiiia, Roxb , are used like those of tlie

above species, [C/. Atn-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl. ), 1590, 71 ; Taleef Shereef
(Playfair, transl.), 1833, 68 ; Buchanan-Hamilton, Skit. Aec. Dinap, 161 ;

Lisboa, Useful PI Bomb., 1884, 5.3-4, 217, etc
; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat. Med.

Mad., 1891, 128-9 ; Joum. Soc. Chem. Indust , xi , 404 ; Imi For., Sept. 1895,
xxi., 329 ; Biscoe, Hyderabad Trees, 1896, 3 : Kiinny l.,all Dey, Indtg. Drugs
Ind., 1896, 63; Bept. Coll. Ind. Mus. Cnl. 1901, 61 ; etc., etc.]

BUTEA'FRONDOSA, Ito.rh. ; FI. Br. Ind

,

li
, 194

;
Roxburgh, D.E.P.,

As. Res., 11^2, iii., 469-74; Jones, ,(s. Res., 179.5, iv., 299-3(X)
;

Buoh.- L, 648-60.

Ham,, Stat. Acc. Dina)., 169, Solly, «7oi/r«. Roy. Soc., vii., 145; Heuze, P®'!®'®-

Les. PI. Indust., 1895, iv
, 293 ; tJainbh*, Man. Ind Tirnhs., 243-4

;

Pharmacog. Ind., i., 454-8
,
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb

,
i., 371

,
Duthie, FI.

Upper Gang. Plain, i., 240
;
Brandis, Ind,. Trees, 230 ;

Leguminos.?;. The
Butea Gum, Bengal Kino, or Bastard Teak, dhdk, palds, chiehra, murup,
paras, khdkra, multuga, pauk, etc. From palas is said to be derived

Plassoy (paldsi), the scene of Clive’s victory. A moderate-sized deciduous
tree common throughout the plains of India and Burma, and ascending

the hills to about 4,000 feet in altitude.

This well-known tree is, when in flower, a conspicuous feature of open country
and grass lands, owing to its biilliant flowers which appear at tho beginning of

the hot season It is valuable for recovering salt-lauds since it will grow even
where there is a bad eflflorosconoo of re/i (soo Alkalis and Alkaline Earths -Rto,
p. 56). It yields naturally, or from artificial scars on the bark, a Gum Gum.

called chunid-gdnd, kamarkas, palds-ki-gond, etc., which occurs in round tears, as

large as a pea, of an intense ruby colour and astringent taste. The gum is used in

Native Medicine as a substitute for true kino *•<»«« Modicmo

which see, p. 908). Roxburgh pointed out that it differed from true kmo in being
more soluble and the solution more astringent in water than in spirit, just the
reverse bqmg the case with the product of I'lftwnrinm. A great deal has
been written on the subject in chemical and pharmaceutical journals and other
publications. Hooper, for example, has dealt with it at length m tho Phar-
maceutical .Journal (Juno 23, 1900, 4th ser., x , 664 et seq.).

• The gum is usually very impure owing to careless collection, and it would
be a matter of some difficulty to clean it for medicinal purposes. In any case
with true kino available in India, m sufficient quantity to meet all medical
requirements, there is not likely to bo any market for this substitute. Tho Lac Gao.

insect (p, 1053)' is rdhred upon tho tree in India, and it is regarded as affording
tho second best quality. [Cf. Tachardta lacca, Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 9, 181, 211,

221, 224, 230-1, 236, 238-9, 242, 250, etc., etc.] The gum may be used both as

a Dye and Tan, but for these purposes is hardly, if at all, in demand outside Dye and Tan

India. Th# Natives are said to use it to purify and precipitate blue indigo. It

seems possible that if the bark or wood were utilised as in preparing vnteelni,

a pvue tanning extract might be obtained. The flowers, called tfsu, kisu, etc ,

yield a brilliant yellow dye by simple decoction, but the colour is fleeting, though
rendered a little less so by the addition of an alkali. Formerly it was much use<l

at the H6li festival, the fleeting character being regarded as on advantage, but
at the present time it appears to have lost its popularity, being supplanted
by aniline dyes. Hummel and Perkin {Joum. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1895, xiv.,

469-60) point out that under certain treatment the colours given by Bnten
flowers resemble those afforded by young fustic. Hence these chemists add
that they “ cannot therefore endorse Sir Thomas Wardle’s opinion that if ttnten

flowers could be obtained m sufficient quantity and sufficiently cheap they ’
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INDIAN BOXWOOD
BUXU»
SBMPBRVIRBNS
Boxwood

Fibre,

Oil.

‘iVfedlcirial.

I'oOdiT.

'I'inilior

would bo a useful addition to tho yellow dyes we already possess ” (see p. 1063).

The bark yields a Fibre used for rough cordage and for caulking boats. A
bright, clour Oil derived m small quantity from the seeds (palds-pdprd) is

used in,MEDiciNE. Dyniofck (Mat. Med W. Ind

,

1885, 232) says, “ I have
tried the seeds as an anthelmintic and am inclined to think favourably
of them ; they have an aperient action ” Pounded with lemon-juice they are

a powerful rubefacient, and have been known to cure herpes. B. au^ertm.
Roxb

,

is considered to possess similar properties to those of Ji. /.•ourfosu. [Gf.

also Jiept. Cent. Iruluj. Drugs. Comm., i , 46, 66 , 81, 121, 180, 282, J The leaves

are given as Fodder to buftaloos. The Timber is not durable above ground,
but 18 said to be much better under water, and is consequently used in Upper
India for well-curbs and piles and also for tho water-scoops of Native wells.

Gamble observes that if cut up green and seasoned in the plank, it is likely

to bo a fair wood for rough boxes. Buchanan-Hamilton (Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 159)

says that the flowers are offered to the gods. [Cf. Journ. As. Soc , 1813, in.,

219-20
; Talesf Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833, 40 ;

Taylor, Topog. Stat. Dacca,
1840, 62; Wardlo, Repi. Dyes and Tans, Ind., 1887, 7, 20, 36-8, 51;. Forsyth,
Highlands Cent. Ind, 1889, 380, 421, 463; Kanny Lall Dey, Indif/. Drugs Ind

,

1890, 63-4 : Oaz. Karnal Dtst Pb. (2nd od ), 1890, 18-9 ; Russell, Monog
Dyesing Indust. C. Prov., 1896, 17 : Hooper, Rcpt Labor. Ind. Mus. (Kcon. Sec.),

1900' 1, 17 , ./oret, Les. PL dans L’Antiq., etc., 1904. ii , 347, etc.]

D.E.P.,
i.. 666-0.

Boxwood.

Nfcdioine.

Timber.

Boxwood
Substitateia.

BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS, Unn. : FI. Br. Ind., v., 267

;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Tinibs., 592-4
,

Br.andis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 559 ;

Euphorbiace^. The Boxwood Tree, skanda laghune, chtkn, fafri,

shamshad, shunia], shtbsashtn, etc., etc. An evergreen .shrub or small

tree of the Suhniau ami Salt Bauges, the Himalaya eastward to Nepal
and Bhutan (absent from Sikkim), at 4,000 to 8,000 feet, chiefly in shady
ruvine.s, more c.spccially on calcareous soils. It i.s a slow-growing tree,

very difficult to rai.se from seed.

A tincture from tlie bark is used in Medicine as a febrifuge, and tho leaves

are occasionally browsed by goats, though to most animals they are poisonous.
Boxwood IS found on tho Himalaya of largo size, occasionally over 5 foet in

girth, 3 foet being not unusual. Tho Timber is very valuable, bemg in great
demand for turnery, carving and other purposes for which a very hard, close-

grained wood IS required. The principal European use, since the 15th century,
has been for wood-engraving, and it is regarded as tho best substitute for ivory
in many ornamental purposes. But tho Indian areas are almost always diflRcult

of access, and it has been found that the timber cannot bo cut, seasoned and
delivered at an Indian port, still loss in London, at the prices usually offered.

Hitherto the principal supplies for Europe have come from the Caucasus, but
this is spoken of as being rapidly exhausted. The trade has aocori^mgly asked
for suitable substitutes that may at least meet certain of tho purposes of boxr
wood. The following have been mentioned as the more likely Indian timbers :—

Atalantla monophylla.
Celastrus splnosus
Chloroxylon Swletenia.
Cratng:u8 Oxyacantha.
Bodonssa yiscosa
Euonymus EamUtonianus.
Gardenia latifolia
Hendcyclia sepiaria.
Ixora parviflora

Laslococca symphylliesfolla.
Murraya exotica «
Olea ferruglaea •

Fsidium Guyava
Funlca Granatiun.
Santalum album.
Viburnum erubescens.
Wrightla tlnctorla.

*

D.E.P., C.®SALPINIA BONDUCELLA, PIpiu., As. Res., 1810, xi.,

ii., 3 -8 . 519 ;
Caretti in Rheede, IIart. Mai., ii., t. 22 ;

Globuli ma]ores in Rumphius,
Bonduc. Herb Amh., v., 92, t. 49, f. 1 ; Bentley and Trimen, Med. Plants, ii.,

t. 85 ;
Duthie, FI. f/pper Gang. Plain, 1903, i., 302 ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 254 ;

Leguminos,®. The Fever-nut, the Nicker-tree {Yeux de hourriqtie, Fr.f;
puhkaran'ja, kat-karang, karaung, ndta, kanja, gack-chakaya, gila, gajkai,
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THE EEVER-NUT OR BONDUC
OiEE8A]l.PINlA

CORIARIA
Divi-divi

halachi, ga]ji, Mkachia, sagargota, gdjarghola, kalein, etc. liondiic,

Roxb., is perhaps only a variety of f\ Ifotuluce/lti. The properties of

the two plants are identical, but the seeds of, the former are brown-

coloured (not steel-grey) and, owing to only one being usually in the pods,

are not angled. The name bonduc was probably given because of the

bullet»hke seeds.

A^scandent thorny bush found in India and Burma, ascending the hills to

altitudes of 2,600 feet and often very gregarious. Frequent as a hedge, plank'd
or self-sown. Is very common near the seashore in most tropical countries,

the seeds being carried by the sea without losing their vitality. A littoral

species that often forms impenetrable thickets [Cf. Pram, Bot. Laccadives, 38.]

In India the seeds (nuts) are held in high esteem os a Mkuioine used m the Mwiirmp.

treatment of intermittent fever, especially if associated with skin disease. A
powder was made officinal in the Indian I’harinacopmia of 18(58. It is recom-
mended to bo admmistered along with black pepper in doses of from 6 to 60#
grams It contains a bitter principle that may bo separated as a white amorphous
substance, through the circumstance that it la aolublo in alcohol, chloroform,
glacial acetic acid, etc. From its chloroform solution it may be precipitated on
being poured into petroleum ether, or from the glacial acetic acid solution on
being thrown into water. A writer m Gomptes Reivlus (July 1886) says the
medicinal virtue of the cotyledons contained within the seed is due to their bitter

extractive principle, tho properties of which have not boon accurately ascertained.

Clinical experiments conducted by Isnard at Marseilles, however, would seem
to confirm tho Indian reputation of merit as an antiporiodic. Applied externally
tho powder, mado into an ointment with castor oil, is held to bo beneficial in

hydrocele, and the burnt seeds reduced to a powder are regarded as a valuable
Dentifkice, especially m spongy gums. The seeds are also said to afford an Dontrinec.

oil which is employed as a Cosmetic. The leaves and tho root-bark are regarded Oil

as possossmg similar properties to the seed, though weaker. [Cf. Hughes, Nat.
Hist. Barbados, 1760, 195, t. 1 8 (drawn by U. D. Eluet) ; Taylor, Topog. Stal. Dacca,
1840, 62; Irving, Topog. Apnir, 1841, 192, Bluirmacog. Ind

,

i, 496-9; Rusby,
Druggists' Bull., 1890, 323-5 ;

Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 187, 196 ;
Dhar-

galker. Notes on Therap. Indig. Veg Drugs, 1899, 96, Hept Cent. Indig.^ Drugs
Comm., 1901, i., 50, 94, 146, 181, 342; Gamble, Man Ind. Timhs

, 1902, 267 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb, i, 410; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 246, Talbot, List. Trees,

etc. (2nd ed.), 141 ; etc., etc.]

C. COPlaria, IPitffl,

;

Warburg, Her Tropenpflanzer, 1901 v., 85-8, D.B.P.,

fE. A, B, c and d; Hooper, Aqri. L^g , 1899, No. 10; Dunstan, Repl. on 't-*

Indian-grgwn Pods, 18-9. The divt-divi or America Sumach (the true Divi-divi.

Sumach or Sumac is lihits Vothias).
A small tree, native of South America and tho West Indies Introduced

into India ifliortly after tho appearance of Dr. W. Ilanulton’s report (1834)
on tho merits of the pods as a tanning material. It is now fairly extensively
grown, if not almost acclimatised in the Western Presidency, especially m Dharwar, Aci-iiinntiscil.

Kanara, Bijapur, Bhadgaon (m Khandesh), Belganni, etc Also in South
India, especially' in North Arcot and South Kanara. In Mysore and Coorg it

has been tried, and with some success, as a shade-tree lor coffee and thus an
auxiliary crop. In the United Provmces and in Bengal tlie tree has hitherto been itist Failures,

experimentally cultivated only, and with questionable success. Of Chota Nagpur,
for exampl^ one report speaks favourably ; a later one explains the want of
vigour as oiwng to the seedlings not having boon transplanted ; four years later

the failure then recorded is attributed to the seedlings having been transplanted ;

and lastly the plantation is abandoned This is not the history of all experiments, climatic

but imperfect knowledge or want of continuity of knowledge is probably more it«iuireiiiBnt«.

responsible for the results attained than any other explanation as yet adduced.
It is probable, however, that insular conditions might be anticipated to afford
better results than continental.

Hooper reviews all available information but unfortunately does Properties,
not furnish the results of any special chemical investigations into

th8 varying qualities of the cultivated pods now procurable from the ladian-grown

provinces of India, nor into the variations consequent on the seasons of
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THE DIVI-DTVI PLANT
CJBSAliPINIA
DIQYNA
Tari Pods

collection and methods of preservation, etc. “ Divi-divi,'' he affirms, “ is

Tan and Dye. classified by dyers and tanners as a true astringent and is associated with

oak-gaJIs and myrobalaps in affording a maximum amount of tannin

with a minimum amount of colouring matter.” Crooke (Practical Hand-
book Dyeing and Calico Printing) speaks of divi-divi (or libi-divi as it is

sometimes called) as being one of the most important astringents in the

QuaUtiea market. “ The best pods,” he writes, “ are thick and fleshy and .of a
otioda.

colour. Those which are dark, with black spots and blotches, have

probably been gathered in a damp state, or have been subsequently

exposed to moisture, which greatly reduces their value. The amount of

tannin in dim-dwi is greater than in sumach or even myrobalans.” These
untavourabia opinions had reference of course more especially to the use of divi-divi
oircumatancea.

and accordingly Crooke adds that a great objection to divi-

divi lies in the fact that fragments adhere to the textile, whioh act as

resists and produce a mottled condition of the dyed surface. But from
the tanner’s point of view divi-divi is an uncertain material, more especi-

ally if the seeds be contained within the pods. It is greatly influenced

by atmospheric conditions, is very subject to injurious fermentation, and
imparts weight to leather through the absorption of a gummy substance

which is less waterproof than the materials imparted to skins by other

tans. In India, according to Thorpe (Madras Mail, 1888), divi-divi

cannot be successfully used without the aid of an anti-ferment.
Hummel (in connection with the Colonial and Indian Exhibition of

1885-0) was the first of the modern chemists to examme the Indian-grown
pods. He reported that they wore inferior to the American and West-Indian.
Proctor {Leather Indust

,

1898, 77) givo-s a classification of tanning materials
and shows divi-divi along with 4r»oln iit-nblta pods, myrobalans, etc., as a
pyrogallol tan. Mr, A. G. Porkins of the Yorkshire College gives the tannin of
these pods as ellagitannio acid. Diinstan found an inferiority similar to that
reported by Hummel. He had sent to him samples from Chota Nagpur m
Bengal, and after examining these expressed the opmion that the pod from
other parts of India (Bombay and Madras, etc.) might bo found richer in

tannin than the Bengal sample. American pods, Duiistan adds, usually con-
tain from 30 to 50 per cent, of tanning matter. The Bengal pods were found
to contain only from 19-73 to 32 79 per cent. Warburg discusses the bulti-

vation of divi-divi m German East Africa and furnishes particulars of the
imports into Hamburg. [G/. Stowart, Tanning and Currying Lcathef, in Select.

Rec. Qovt. N.-W. Prov , 1870, also revised m Watt’s Select. Reo. Oovt Ind., 1889,
100-11; Ind. Agri., March 1882; Cooke, PI. Pres. Bomb., i., 4^3; Gamble,
Man. Ind. Timbs., 208 ; Talbot. List. Trees, etc. (2nd od.), 141 ; Rec. Bot. Surv.
Ind., 11

. (Plant Chota Nagpur), 99.]

IiOurioua
Fermentation.

Anti-ferment
Necessary.

Indian versus
Amerlran Pods.

Varying
Qualities.

D.E.P.,
ii., 9,

Tan Pods.

First
Mentioned.

C. dlgryna, Itottl. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 256 ; Hooper, Agri. Ledg.,

1899, No. 9; 1902, No. 1, 27 ; Dunsfcan, Zmp. Inst. Teck.'Repts’., 1903, 192-7
;

Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 1903, 449. It is best known by the following
names ;

—

vakeri, vakeri-mal, kunti, amal-kuchi (or kochi), nuni-gatch,

gaukungchi, sunletthe (or sun-let-tke). •

History —By what appears to bo an error, the pods of this prickly climbing
shrub have been called tan. teri, or tourhi. The earliest mention of them lyould
seem to bo in an article by Mr. John Teil which quotes two letters from Mr. Sconce
of Chittagong, dated April 23 and July 7, 1847, addressed to the Secretary of
the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India. In the last letter Mr. Sconce gives them
their Chittagong name jeri (vi., 246-61 and app., 6-8). It seems probable the
true fart is f. .•tapiiau , in fact tar* is almost a generic word for tanning material
and is applied very frequently to myrobalans. The plant is met with in Central
and Eastern Bengal, Assam, the Circars and Burma, and according to Brandis
it occurs also in the Central Provinces (Sambulpur) and in the Western Feninsma.
Recently it has been experimentally cultivated in many pairts of India and
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• C^SALPINIA
* TAItNING (TARI) PODS dioyna
« Production

even in some foreign countries, the demand for the pods having been very
considerable.

Properties and Uses.— Roxburgh named the bush C. oleospevnKi ou.

in allusion to the Oil afforded by the seeds, whic^i he tells us was tn some
parts of the country employed as a lamp oil. He makes no mention of the

still ijiore valuable property of the pods as a source of tannic acid. None Tanifing
of tte standard works published prior to 1890 make definite references Material,

to the use of the pods in medicine or as a tanning material, though
Buchanan-Hamilton {Siat. Acc. Btnaj., 18.33, 170) states that they were

in his day much employed by the dyers. It may thus be said that while

these pods had been favourably reported on by Mr. John Teil of Calcutta

in 1848, they were subsequently forgotten for fully half a century. In
1892 Mr. E. M. Homes, Curator of the Museum of the Pharmaceutical

Society ^f Great Britain, sent to the Reporter ou Economic Productf

some “ ton * pods that he had received from India as a medicine. Ho Modjcme.

suggested that an inquiry might be instituted into the source and available

supply, and accordingly they were identified. Tari pods were in conse-

quence included in the programme of operations ol the Reporter for 1893. History of

A circular letter was issued to the Directors of Agriculture in Madras, *

Bengal, Assam and Burma. In 1894 samples came from many districts

in Burma. About the same time the Director of Assam (in connection

with a monograph on dyes of that province, which he bad under prepara-

tion) sent a sample of “ teri ” pods to be determined. He was at once in-

formed that they were the pods of V, difji/na, regarding which a special

inquiry had been addressed to his office. Holmes had tbe pods analysed

in 1892 (by Messrs. Gonne, Croft & Co.), when they were found to contain

33^- per cent, of tannin. Shortly after Evans published in “ Tjeather" a

report in which he mentions a yield of about 33 per cent. Wiesner (Die

Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii., 844-5), quoting from Hartwicb (Die Neun
Arzneidrogen, Pfl., 1897,27) under Acacia diffffna?' mentions that the

pods contain 33'25 per cent, of tan, and, like Holmes, Evans and others,

he adds that if procurable in quantity they might come into extensive

use.' In 1898 a large supply was in consequence procured from Sylhet,

from many districts in Burma, and also from Chittagong. But it is

remarkable that so far none have been procured from the Circars, where
Roxburgh,flr8t found the plant.

• The Forest Department have taken the greatest possible interest in supply

this new product (consult the late Mr. H. C. Hill’s letter of July 20, 1901,

to all Conservators of Forests), The Annual Reports from Burma and
Bengal recortt from year to year the progress made. The Report for

Tenasserim (1901-2, 27) says, “ There is no demand and the stock of 60

bags was sold for Rs. 4 per bag, a price that just covered expenses.” The No Demand

Report fof the Southern Circle in 1902-3 states that the plant had proved

easy of cultivation, but adds, “ As there appear to be no present demands
for the pods, further plantations of this species are not wanted.” It will

thus be seen to rest with the trade to say whether or not the expectations

of writers on this subject are to be realised.

A fair quantity of two sets of pods, secured through the Forest

Department of Burma, and a corresponding parcel from the Assam
stock, were consigned to the Imperial Institute, London and in due course

reported on by the Director. The two parcels (of pod-cases without nigh rieid

the seeds) from Burma were found to contain 53‘82 and 53.86 per cent, ofJannin.
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tanning material, while the Assam sample was still richer, viz, 69-89 per

cent. The report (l.c. 192) continues ;
“ With the view of obtaining

a prac^cal opinion as tc^ the tanning value of this powder, a sample

was furnished to a well-known tanning expert, who reports that he

is much impressed with the results that he has so far obtained
;
they

compare very favourably with those furnished by the best diviidivi,

whilst the aqueous liquor from C. di(fjjnn did not appear to undergo

the injurious fermentation which is the difficulty in the use of divi-

divi.^^ A second consignment from Assam was sent to the Imperial

Institute in 1900 and found to contain a slightly lower percentage of

tannic acid, viz. 45-46 per cent., also a third parcel from Burma, which,

however, contained more than the previous, viz. 60-5 per. cent. These

Jesuits accordingly place the pods among the richest of tanning materials,

and they undoubtedly impart an excellent colour to the skins. They
are, in fact, much richer in tannic acid than was supposed some few years

ago. It may therefore be added that it would be unfortunate (as seems

likely) if they should be destined to a second half-century of oblivion, such
as followed their original discovery by Mr. Sconce in 1847. [Cf. Gamble,
Man. Ind. Ttmhs., 266 ;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 247 ;
Rec, Bot. Surv. Ind.,

ii. (Plants, Chota Nagpur), 99 ; Hanausek, Bencfite der Deut. Bot. GeselL,

1902, 77 (Gvsh.), (gives a long account of the microscopical structure of

the pods)
;
Board of Trade Journ., 1903, i., 146 ;

Chandra, Tanning, and
Working in Tjcatker, Beng., 1904, 7 ; Chatterton, Tanning, and Working
in Leather, Mad. Pres., 1904, 47.]

Richf^t of

Tanning'
Miitcn.ils.

D.E.P.,
li., 10-2.

Sappan.

]listory o£ tho
Warnp.

Derivation
of yapiiaii

C. Sappan, Linn. ; Tsja-Pangam, Rheede, Hort. Mai., 1686, vi.,

t. 2; Lignum Sapfan, Ruiuphius, Herb. Amh., 1750, iv., 56-8, t. 21;
Roxb., Corom. PL, i., 17 ;

Beddome, For. Man
, 90, pi. xiii., f. 1. ; Greshofi,

Nutt. Ind. PL, 1894, 121-4, t. 29 ;
FI. Br. Ind , li., 255. The Sappan- or

Bakam-wood or Sampfen-wood, sometimes also called Brazilian-wood

(the name Brazilian being derived from braise (red coals) and thus
originally unconnected with the country of that name

;
in fact, given

long prior to the discovery of Brazil). The better known vernaculars

of India are

—

bakam (bokom), tain, ten, patang, pattdnga, sappanga,
chapangam, tein-nyet, etc.

History.—This plant is frequently mentioned in letters from East.India Co.’s
servants at the beginning of the 17th century, showing that it was a well-known
article of trade even then One of the earliest detailed descriptions of it, how-
ever, IS that given by Rheede, whore it is called taia-pangam. That account was
followed by the Herhanum Ambotnenae, in which a long list of both the European
and Native names for it are given, but of these the Bengali ruaaotc need only be
hero specially mentioned—a name that does not appear to be in use at the present
time since in Bengal it is generally known as bokom. It is also interesting to add in
this connection that Rumphius suggests the derivation of Sappan from the demand
of tho Arabs for tho wood to be employed in the construction of certain ornamental
boats or portions of boats Hence, adds Rumphius, comes the Malayan aampan,
a decorated boat. He further tells us that the pegs (or wooden nails) employed
in ship-building are chiefly made of this wood. But the Sappan is a small thorny
tree of tho Eastern and Western Peninsulas of India, also of Pegu, Tenasserim
and the Shan plateau of Burma—cultivated where met with elsewhere in India
and Burma. Hence with its Malayal name ahappannam and its Tamil shappu.
It is more likely, us suggested by Yule and Burnell (Hobaon-Jobaon (ed. Crooke),
794), that the word sappan was derived direct from India itself and is not
Malayan. Gamble (Man. Ind. Timba., 1902, 267) says he has never seen it

wild. Rheede observes that it prefers sandy places, is mdigenous to Travancofo
and cultivated as an ornamental and useful tree all over Malabar.
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Dye
Properties and Uses.—The wood yields a valuable red Dye, which,

before the days of aniline, was exported very largely from India to

Europe. Recently the traffic has declined very materially. Rut the
dye may also be obtained from the pods {tain) and from the bark,
hence the necessity of not confusing the pods of this species with those
of (A digpnn, which are nowadays also called ten or tari. The
accounts given by both Rheede and Rumphius of the methods pursued
by the dyers of India or of the East might be given as a modern
statement, so very accurate are these writers m most paiticulars. The Auxiliaries,

use of loih {leha) bark {Si/niplocos rarr tonsa, p 1053) as a dye auxiliary,

and of chalk to deepen the colour and of alum to fix it, as also the circum-
stance that the colour is bleached or destroyed by acetic acid—these
and such other circumstances an; full/ iletailed. Rumphius tells u»
that in jfrepiying the decoction the Natives throw, a few grains of paddy
into the boiling liquid. If the husk M.ales off, the boiling is regarded as Boiimg
sufficient, not otherwise.

Sir Thomas Wardle speaks very favourably of sappan in wool-dyeing I’rrpivratioa of

and in calico-printing. Of the pods, he observe,s that they are astringent ,

and much used in dyeing and tanning since they produce with salts of

iron a rich black. It may be doubtful whether the pods alluded to are,

however, those of this plant
;
they may be those of C. digutiK. Sule,

speaking of Berar, describes the manufacture of a special dye called

abashai from the wood. Giles similarly says that in the Karenni country
a plant known as the sawku (possibly snppan) affords from the powdered
root a brick-red dye that on being boiled with cotton becomes permanent
and requires no mordant to fix it.

By the Sanskrit authors sappan is often treated as a form or quality of

sandal-wood. It is not generally recommended as a medicine either by Jiedioine.

the Hindus or by the Muhammadans of India, but has for years been
employed by Europeans in India as a useful substitute for logwood. [Cf.

Rept. Cent. Indig. Drugs Comm., i., 156.] Ainslie speaks of the eminena-

gogue properties of a decoction of the root.

According to the Pharmacographia there are two qualities of the wood Trade

met with*in Indian shops, viz. the Singapore and the Dhunsan, with a

third and less valuable obtained from Ceylon. It sells at from Rs. 30 to

Rs. 42 per %andy of 7 cwt., according to quality. Fawcett [Monog. Dyes

Bomb., 15) calls it by the old name—“ Brazilian-wood,” and speaks of

it as imported from Siam and Malabar. It sells at Rs. 2 per 12 seers (24

lb.) and is lar^ly used in preparing gulal. Formerly it was extensively

employed in Ahmedabad in cotton-dyeing but has been superseded by
aniline, which is sold under the appropriated name of patanga. In this imuno

connection it may also be remarked that m Lahore I found a yellow aniline

sold in paclfets under the name piorina : illustrations of the direct adapta-

tion of the aniline wares to the markets of India, the former being intended

to supplant the classic patang and the latter the piori. [For chemistry chemistry.

cf. Pharmacog. Ind., i., 500 ;
Journ. Chem. Indust., 1898, xvii., 691 ;

Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transL), 1907,

262, etc.]

[Cf. Marco Polo, Travels, 1290, li , 312, also n. 315 ; Varth6ma, Travels,

1510, 205 ; Garcia de Orta (though often cited, does not apparently allude
to lit) ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Irvd. (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1698, i., 121 ;

Banerjei, Agri.

CuUack, 199; Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing:—Hadi, 78; Fawcett, 16; Holder, ,

1896, 2 ; Banerjei, 1896, 13, 17, 23, app. ii. ; J. D. Fraser ; F. H. Giles, 4 ;
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CAJANtjS
INDICUS the pigeon-pea
Arhar

H. G. Leveson, 0 ; B. B. Sale, 6 ; Notes on Dyes by Conserv. For. E. Oirc. Burma,

1896 ; Liotard, Memo. Dyes, 24-6 ; Talbot, TAst Trees, etc., 141 ;
Sec Bot. Surv.

Ind., ii. (Plants, Chota Nagpur), 99.]

D.E.F.,
ii., 12-6.

Pigeon-pea.

Origin.

Wild In Africa.

Varieties.

Bufth with
Yeilow-purplo
Flo^vers.

Angola Pea

Herbaceooa
with Yellow
Flowers

No-eye Pea.

Crops.

Intermediate
Form.

CAJANUS INDICUS, Sptettff. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 217
;
Leoumi-

Nos.®. The Pigeon-pea, Embrevade, Pois d’Angole, Cytise des Indesj etc.,

dal, cadjan, tuvar (tuver), tur, thor, arhar (or arar, oror), rdhar dal, hihar,

oroha, gela-mdh, togari, hanalu, feh-yen-khyung, etc., etc.

History.—The pigeon-pea would seem to have been introduced into the West
Indies (Gribobach, FI. Br. West Ind , 191) and to America from Africa, and
apparently through the slave trade. It has been long cultivated in India,

but nevertheless no Indian botanist has recorded having found it wild, or

even naturalised, so that there would seem little doubt that in India it is an
^rntroducod plant. It is not mentioned m any of the early Sanskrit works.

.

In Rheede’s time (1686) it was regularly cultivated in Malabar, and bore
practically the same vernacular names as at the present day. >On the other
hand, several travellers mention having found it wild in Africa Schwein-
furth, according to Jumelle (Lea Cult. Colon.. 1901, 128), for example, dis-

covered it wild in the region of the Upper Nile. Welwitsch (Cat. Af. PI., i.,

pt. 1 ., 260) speaks of it as cultivated and wild in the coast districts of

Angola—its vernacular name being jmsonge or quinaonge. Loureiro makes
mention of it as both cultivated and wild in China and Cochin-China, but as

opposed to that view Bretschneider does not allude to it as having been known
to the ancient Chinese scholars. Seemann speaks of it as introduced into Fiji

by the missionaries. In Madagascar it is an important and apparently very
anciently cultivated plant

Varieties and Races.—There are two forms of this well-known pea, which by
some authors have been viewed as species. They are apparently of independent
economic value and hence may bo here separately indicated :

—

C. bicolor, DC , Sloane, Hist. Jam., n2.'5, ii , 31; Burmann, Thee.

Zeyl

,

1736, 86, t. 37; Hughes, Hist. Barbados, 1750, 199, t. 19; Cytisus
pseudoca'jan, ,Tacq ,

Hort. Bot. Vtnd., 1770, i , 54, t. 119 ; C7. Cajan, Tusaac, FI,

des Ant'd

,

1827, 4, 94, t. 32 ; Cytisus Ca)an, Descourt , FI. Pittor. et Med. des

Anid

,

1827, iv., 221, pi. 280 ; Bot. Beg., 1846, xxxi , t. 31 ; Duthie and Fuller,

Field and Cardan Crops, 1882, ii., 20, t. 34, This might bo described as a large
bush, 6 to 8 feet in height, according to Roxburgh, with a ciroumferanoe of

20 feet around the extremities of its branches—in other words twice the size

of the next form. The flowers are yellow streaked with purple, and there are four
to five seeds in the pods, which are also marked with dark streaks. Roxburgh
(the author from whom most recent writers have compiled) tells U£- that it is

commonly sown with the first rains in June, ripens its main crop in about nine
months, and yields 600-fold. It is in reality a porennial, but from its yielding
a poor second crop, is in India usually treated as an annual. In the’West Indies
this 18 called Congo or Angola pea, and m India it is best known by the name
arhar.

C. flavus, DC,; Rheede, Hort. Mai., 1686, vi., 23, t. 13; Plukenet,
Aim

,

1696, ii., 293, Phyt., 213, f. 3 ; Rumphius, Herb. Arrib., 175bi, v., 377, t. 136,
f. 2 ; Duthie and Fuller, I c 20, t. 33. This is a much smaller plant than the
preceding. It has been described as having perfectly yellow flowers, and usually
only two or three seeds in the pods, which are never spotted. It is known in the
West Indies as the no-oye pea and in India as thur or tuver. According to Rox-
burgh it is sown in September, occupies the soil os a rule for only three months,
and yields 100-fold.

RabI and Kbartf.—The recognition of these plants as distinct crops can hardly
be viewed as having received in India the attention that the subject deserves.
They practically correspond respectively to the rabi and kharif phases of most
Indian cultivated plants. In the Botanical Magazine (1879, xxxv., 3rd. ser., No.
6440) 18 given a beautiful illustration, and description by Sir J. D. Hooker of a
form of rojmift* which was grown at the Royal Gardens, Kew, from seed
supplied from Calcutta by Sir George King. This proved to be botanically an
intermediate form that broke down the specific distinctions of C. flawa end
r. Mroior. Subsequent writers accordingly accepted these as but varieties
of one species. In the plant grown at Kew the flowers were pure yellow, and the
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Cultivation
stipelloB those of fiavun, while the spotted pods were those of lUcoior. Many
years previously Jacquin cultivated at tho Botanic gardens of Vienna two
forms of Cajnnutt, tho seeds of which he tells us were obtained from Tranque-
bar (near Tanjore) and from the Lesser Antilles respectively. The fornjer grew oilraatlo

to a much larger size than tho latter, and flowered freely. His admirable plate lafluences.

shows the Indian plant to have been feiroirt**. The plant cultivated m
the Antilles has been repeatedly figured and described since Jacqum’s time,
but lit all cases it would also appear to bo <’ htmtor. Tho inference may, in
fact, 416 drawn that that form is much more tropical in its habitat than v. flnettH,

which in India is a oold-soason crop.
Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agri

,

iii., 70-3; does not appaiently appreciate Bombay Races
tho full value of tho two botanical varieties indicated Ho tells us that in
Bombay there are two forms— (1) with while seeds, grown mostly in Gujarat ;

(2) with red or light-brown seeds, grown to a slight extent m Gujarat and in
general cultivation throughout other parts of the Presidency. “ These va-
rieties,” he then odds, “appear to hybiidise fieoly when grown mixed.”
“ The red-seeded variety does not grow well in tho black soils of Surat ana
Broach.”* F\jrther on he, howev'er, says the tuicr is raised mainly as a
mixed crop, and participates in tho tillage given to its associate It is grown Associated

with bajra (m that case being sown from let to l.^tli June) ; with jtiar (Juno- Crops.

July) ; with kodra (June) ; with sesamutn (September), etc., etc. Thus in
Bombay there are both rdbt and kharif races of this pea, just as in most othor
parts of India, and these correspond doubtless with the botanical varieties

briefly described above. The existence of two separate crops (the seeds of which
would moat probably not be interchangeable) is directly stated by the Annual
Reports of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture, where the area
devoted to the khartf and rabi forms is shown separately. In tho Thana Gazetteer Berlod ot

it is stated that an early crop occurs on tho uplands and a dry-weather crop on c-rowth.

late or rabt soils, and that these ripen in November and February respectively.

It is thus certain that the existence of two such crops, one occupying the soil A three-months’

for only throe months and the other for nme months, is a far more important “ nine-months'

circumstance than the colour of the pea, the more so since P seems probable
that the peas may be white, rod or mottled in both varieties, the colour of the
seed being possibly a racial characteristic

Comoron writes of Mysore that there are throe forms of fvijmiuw—a large 'jiiroo Forms
form confined to gardens, known as turuk-logart, and two smaller field forms m Mysore,

known as walada-togari and sauna-togari respectively. Stewart, speaking of

tho Panj&b. observes, “ The yellow and parti-colourod kinds are not uncommon, Panjiib Forms,

the one as a cold-, and the other as a hot-weather crop.” Of Raipur, we read of

there being two forms of arhar or tur, a small and early form (possibly fltirns)

known as harona, and a larger and late kmd called mihi. Both those are said to

be sown at the same time, but the former ripens about two months before the
latter. Duthie and Fuller toll us that bleolnr is the form most extensively grown
in the United Provinces, and that /ittrnit takes its place in tho Central Provinces, u Pror

The tur grosvs remarkably well in Nimar—a man on liorseback being often ““li 0 Pror.

obmpletely hidden within the fields. Roxburgh was told of a third form mot
with on the highlands which constitute tho northern boundary of the Circars.

J. J. Wood {Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind., li., 20) says that m Chota Nagpur there

are three variaties and that these ripen in January, March and November.
Basu {Agri. LtharcUtga, 1890, 09) observes that there are two forms known Two Forms
as maghoa and cheytoa, so named from the months when they come into season,

but the maghoa has much larger peas than the cheytoa. So again Banerjei Bengal and
{Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 82) says there are two kinds of arhar, the pala or Assam Forma.

chaitra and* the deo or noli. Of Assam, Basu (Agr%. Ledg., 1903, No. 6, 1.30)

remarks that the dal grown locally is inferior to the imported pulse, and that
accordingly it is more frequently raised with a view to protect sugar-cane, than
as a pulse. It ripens in March to April.

Cultivation.— Hot-season Peas.—Throughout the world pigeon-pea culti- Cultiva-
vation has been commended as desirable for all tropical countries, on account tlon.

of the green peas it afEords being an excellent substitute for the common
garden pea, and it comes into season during the hot months when the ordi-

nary pea is not available. With this object m view its cultivation has been
extended into most temperate and moist tropical regions. An excellent •
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account of the plant, for example, will be found in The Agricultural Gazette

of New South Wales (1892, in., 6). In India it is most frequently grown as

.Mixed Crop. a Huxcd crop, especially ,var. bicolor, and more particularly as a rotation

crop for cereals. The sowings are ordinarily in drills or lines that divide

the field and often are so arranged as to protect the intervening crop from

climatic inclemencies. A common system is every fourth row to be tur.

The yield cannot, therefore, be stated without information as to. the

extent to which this crop occupies the soil. So again it frequently

remains on the ground for a much longer period than its associated crop
Yield. or crops. If grown alone on good soil the yield may be 2,000 lb. per

acre, but as a mixed crop it averages about 500 to 700 lb. or even much
less

;
some of the test experiments m the Central Provinces, for example,

#how a yield of only 400 lb. It is a hardy plant and thrives in seasons of

drought when other crops fail. It is one of the best leguminous reetorative

plants known to the Indian agriculturist. [Cf. Agri. Ijcdg., 1894, No. 7, 198.]

Diseases and Pests.—E. J. Butler (Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. i..

Wilt Disease. 25-30) has rendered admirable service by his investigations into The WiU
Disease of the Pigeon Pea and Pejrper. “ The former plant,” he says,
“ has been found to suffer habitually from a condition like that of flax

(linseed) which is known as “ flax sickness ” in Europe and America, and
which has thrown great difficulties in the way of successful flax cultivation

in several countries. The flax disease is due to a parasitic fungus de-

veloped in the soil, and an allied fungus is responsible for arhar sickness

in India.” In consequence consecutive cultivation of flax or pigeon-

pea on the same soil is followed by disastrous increase of the disease. At
Distribution. present it is ” found over an immense extent of country

;
Bombay, the

Central Provinces, the United Provinces and Bihar being the areas most
affected.” It has been reported from the Panjdb

;
in fact, “ with the

exception of Madras,” where Butler says he has “ neither seen nor heard
of it,” one may assume that wherever the crop is extensively grown, the
disease is to be found. The reader desirous of full particulars should con-
sult Butler’s paper. It will there be found that the fungus in question is

described to penetrate the tissue of the plant and to accumulate within
the vessels that carry the food supplies, thereby causing the pigeon-pea
to turn black and decay gradually until it is completely wilted. “It is

thus clear that no direct treatment can be successful against a disease of

this type. The parasite early enters the internal tissues of the plant, anil

is then out of reach of any curative application.” Our author conse-
Treatment. quently explains that there remain but two possible metliods^of diminishing

the ravages of this disease. The first is the introduction of fonger systems
of rotation than are usually followed with arhar cultivation, so as to
give time for the soil to be freed from infection. The second, the dis

cove.ry or production of wilt resistent forms of the plant. In 1894, while
touring through the Central Provinces and Berdr, I discovered a disease
very prevalent on the tur, and ascertained that it was caused by a parasitic

fungus on the roots (Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 20, 322) ; and very likely,

therefore, it was the disease here dealt with.

Turning now to the pests, it may be observed that a caterpillar, ille,

often destroys the first crop of pods
; but frost is by far the most serious

danger. On usar (reh) soils it will not thrive. \Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1897, No.
13, 231 ; 1901, No. 13, 424; Maxwell-Lefroy, Mem. Dep. Agri. Ind., 1907,

‘
i., 142, 149, etc.]
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Area and Production.—It is impossible to form any trustworthy Area,
conclusions regarding the total supply of this dal in India, or of the area
under the crop. Mollison speaks of 700,000 acres m the Bombay Prefjidency.
Duthie and Fuller estimate for 3^ milion acres in the United Provinces
as partly or entirely mider it. In recent Bombay official papers mention
is made of 566,465 acres kJiarif and 14,024 acres rabi having been in
1902-3 under this crop. It is not known if these figures were worked
out as pure or as mixed crops. In the Season and Crop Report (1905-6), ProTmcmi

the area in the Presidency proper is said to have been 443,365 acres.

In connection with the United Provinces we read of 2,039,692 acres,

doubtless mixed crops, and for the Central Provinces 262,493 acres, both
returns being for 1902-3. In connection with Berar it has been stated
that for the year named there were 266,709 acres under this pulse, aR
grown a* Mari/ crops. Regarding the other provinces of India no lecent
estimates are available, so that a full statement of the area for all India
cannot be furnished for any one year. It is placed in official statistics under
the heading of “ Other Food-grains including Pelses,” of which the total

for all India has, during recent years, ranged from 27 to 29 million acres.

Similarly particulars cannot be afforded regarding the trade in the Trade,
pigeon-pea since it is placed under “ Other sorts of Grains and Pulse.”

Mollison says that the dry pulse sells at from 35 to 40 lb. per rupee, and rnoe.

in exceptionally cheap years 50 lb. or more to the rupee may be obtained.

The official publication Prices and Wages (1906, 72-3) gives an elaborate

statement of the annual returns (seers per rupee) of this pulse in all

provinces of India back to 1861. A further table il.c. 122-3) re-

duces these to quinquennial averages, and the following are the prices

given for the five years 1901-5 :—Eastern Bengal and Assam, 10*8

seers per rupee
;

Bengal, 11'75
;
Agra, 12'59; Oudh, 13 01 ;

Rajputana,
14‘18

;
Central India, 10’32

;
Panji,b and N.W. Frontier Province, 10'49

;

Sind and Baluchistan, 9; Bombay, 9'56
;

Berar, 10’15
;

Central Pro-

vinces, 10'65
;
Nizam’s Territories, 15'97

; Mysore, 7’02
; Upper Burma,

8'19
;
Lower Burma, 8’37 (the seer equals approximately 2 lb.).

Economic Value.—In India the pulse is highly esteemed by the Food.
Natives, "who regard it as the third in rank of importance among
the leguminous Seeds. Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl., 1833, 10)

describes it at length, adding that a decoction of the leaves makes an
antiseptic wash. It enters very largely into the vegetarian diet of the

ffindus and is sold either in the form of split peas or as pea-meal, of which spiit rcas.

sweet cakes ar« often made. Many of the early European authors, writing i>ca-meai.

of the East Indies,* speak of this pea as in demand by seafaring people.

Rheede, for example, says it is specially valued as a food for ships’ com- valued by

panics. Burmann observes that pigeons live on it, and men chiefly when scamon.

on board «hip. Decourtilz (Z.c. 222) remarks that from the peas may be
prepared a sort of sago much sought after by British and American
sailors—an observation that recalls the parody on “ The Manners of

England ” who lived on “ yellow peas ” (see Cicer, p. 295).

Sometimes the tender green pods with their contained peas are in

India cooked in curry like French-beans. They constitute m fact an Frencb-beai

excellent Vegetable much neglected by the Europeans resident in

India. Of the ripe peas there are, as already indicated, at least two
sAsons of their coming into market, viz. November to December for Seasons,

the early crop, and February to April for the late. The chief crop is the
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THE PIGEON-PEA
CAJANtJS
INDICUS
Bal

Fodder.

Chemical
Composition.

Charcoal and
Cunpowder.

Lac insect
(feeding on
Arhar),

Silkworms.

Arhar Silk,

last mentioned. The plants are cut ofi close to the ground by a sharp

knife and conveyed to the homestead, where they are stacked on the

threshijig-floor. The leay^es and pods are then stripped or shaken off

and the grain thrashed out. The leaves form a valuable Foddee, and

occasionally a pruning of the young shoots is taken and given to cattle.

The outer integument of the seed with part of the adhering kernel is a

favourite food for milcli-cows—it is known as chum {Agri. Ledg., 1896,

No. 6, 76). The pea or meal is largely employed as a cattle-medicine.

[Cf. Cattle Diseases, Agn. Tjedg., 1896, No. 28, 275, 283, etc.]

Church {Food-Grains of Ind.) gives the composition of the husked pea as:

—

water 10 5; albuminoids 22 3; starch 60 9; fat 2’1 ; fibre 1'2 ; and ash 3'0.

The nutrient ratio is 1'3 and the nutrient value 80. “It is wholesome and
nutritious when properly freed from the husk, its irritant and laxative character

iseing thus greatly reduced. It is not unusual to find that the higher-priced

and finer qualities of this pea have been slightly oiled before sale, tq improve
their appearance. This practice is not unknown in reference to wheat in the
South of Europe.” Leather (Agn Ledg

,

1901, No. 10, 356) has published
his analyses of some four samples of this pea : one, a white, and two, red
peas from Poona, and a fourth from Cawnpore. His results for the white pea
may be hero given to allow of comparison with the above :—moisture 6'77 ;

oil 6'93
;
albuminoids 13 25 ; soluble carbohydrates 51 ’38 ;

fibre 18T0 ; soluble

minerals 6 44 ; sand 3 13 ; total nitrogen 2 45 ; albuminoid nitrogen 2 12.

Leather thus found higher proportions of fibre and minerals than given by
moat other chemists. [Gj. Greshoff, Chem. Zeit., 1903, No. 42.]

The stalks are used as fuel, the larger ones being prized for the charcoal
sold to the makers of gunpowder. The thin straight branches are employed
for roofing and basket-work, as also for the wattling of carts and the tubular
wicker-work linings of wells.

In Northern Bengal and Assam the arhar is specially grown os a food-plant
for the lac-msect. One of the earliest accounts of this special industry (lac-

rearing) was written by Buchanan-Hamilton m his Statistical Account of Rangpur
(1809) He there gives the plant tho name of mendu-kolai and says the seed
IS sown in tho sprmg, generally m the form of a liodge around gardens. In the
beginning of tho cold season the msects are applied by tying to each bush a
small branch containing those about to produce larvae. A year afterwards
the twigs of the bushes are then found to be covered with the lac incrustations
(Agri Ledg., 1901, No. 9, 218). There would seem to be much less lao reared
on arhar m Bengal nowadays than in former years. In Assam the opinion
is held by the Goros and Mins that while the lac-insect may bo reared on many
plants, the arhar forms its most convenient and suitable food. If, sown and
well watered in November, the young plants are fit to be transplanted at the
close of tho following rams—end of October—and each should average 4 feet

in height. They should be planted 4 feet by 8 feet apart (about ’i,360 to the
acre), and will be ready to receive the insects two years after date of sowing.
They should be charged with stock-lac m November : about 40 lb. will be
necessary to the acre. One year later, the crop should be obtained, each bush
yielding about 8 lb. or 6 lb. of cleaned lac, which at present r^te would fetch
about £144 per acre, less expenses. If well cared for and properly pruned,
to prevent flowering, seed for next year's crop being left on the bushes, the
same plants may continue to yield for several years. [Cf. Agn. Ledg., l.c. 232,
271]

Juinello (Lea Cult. Colon. (Aliment.), 1901, 128-31) gives a most interesting
account of the cultivation of this plant in Madagascar for the purpose of feedmg
a special silkworm (iandibi) of that country. This industry exists mainly m
the south of tho island at Beteileo. It would appear to be a silk that
resembles tasar or eri. The landibe is said to be tho Jaorooems cajant of ento-
mologists. It lives in the open air, and forms its cocoons among tufts of grass placed
within the bushes for that purpose. It lays its eggs in March, is in chrysalis for
one month, and takes eight days to spin its cocoon. It requires a warm, sheltered
situation. Tussao (FI. des Antil., 1827, iv., 94-6) also alludes to the fact
that a silkworm is reared on the leaves of the Angola-pea. Arhar silk would
thus seem well worthy the attention of the Indian cultivators as a possible
additional source of revenue.
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CANES AND RATTANS
CAkAMUS

SPBCIEiS

CALAMUS, ZiiMt. / FI. Br. Ind., vi., 436-62
;

Beccari, Rec. Bot.
Sun. Ind., ii., 197-230

; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 734-7
;
Mason,

Burma and Its People (ed. Theobald), ii., 137-^; Brandis, Ind. Trees.,

1906, 650-4; Palme^b. A genus of tropical palms, often olinabing

;

the long rope-like stems of several species constitute the chief qualities

of th» “ Canes and Rattans ” of commerce.
History.—Rattan, it may be explained, is synonymous with Cane, is

in fact identical, being the Malay word rotan^-j, cane. In modern
usage the word “ reed ” denotes as a rule a hollow grass-stem (the

bamboo is an arborescent reed), and the word “ (iaiic ” implies a solid

palm-stem. The separation into canes and reeds, whether etymologically
correct or not, is a convenient industrial dHtinctioa. In fact the only
desirable exception might be made in the case of the solid bamboos,
(male batnboos, as they are often called). The.so .rre used as walking-

sticks, lance-stafts. and even more directlj' for some ol the purposes for

which the true canes are specially employed. But certain species of one
or two other genera of palms such as Dtvntonot‘ojm and Vlevtocomia
are used indiscriminately with those of (Uilnniiis as true canes.

Species and Varieties.—Before proceeding to discuss the Indian

trade in “ Canes and Rattans ” or to furnish particulars regarding the

associated industry of Basket or Wicker-work, it may be desirable to

enumerate the more important species and to exhibit, while doing so,

their habitats, their better-known vernacular names, and their special or

individual properties and uses :

—

Calamus acanthospathus, Qnff.

,

the goun-bet, pukha-bet, rue, ru, etc. An
extensive climber found m Eastern Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and the Khasia hills

at altitudes of 2,000 to 0,000 feet. Gamble says, “ the best of the rattan canes
of Sikkim. The canes are rather thick, and whore obtainable are used for cane-

bridges, chair-making, and walking-sticks, but are now getting scarce.”

C. gracilis, floxb
, FI. Ind., ui., 781. The mapunbet, kraipang, hundi-bet.

Upper Assam, the Khasia hills, Cachar and Chittagong—a species with very
slender canes.

C. Guruba, Ham., in Mart., Hist. Nat. Palm, lii., 200, t. 175, f. 1;

{Deemonorops Guruba, Mart., I c. 330, var. Maslerawnus and var. Hamillonianus).

The keyint (or kyevng-ni), sundt-bet, quabi-bet. A scandent plant mot with in the

forests of Bengal, Assam, the Khasia hills, Chittagong and Burma. The slender

canes are used in basket-work.

C. latUoUus, Roxb., FI. Ind., ill., 775 ; Beccari (l.c 211) regards macracanthua

as a subspeciSs. The dangrtbet, brul, korak-bet, aam, yama, yamata hyexr (or yan-ma-
Ma) ; and var. macracanthua—ruxibee, rabi, groom, phekori-bet. A stout climber

found in the Sikkim Himalaya, the Torai and East Bengal to Assam, Chittagong

and Burma. These canes are very strong and much in demand for walking-sticks

and all forms of basket-work ;
the brul has the reputation of being best suited

for walking-sticks. This is by far the strongest cane that finds its way into

Indian trade at all plentifully. By most persons, m fact, it would very possibly

be regarded as the true rattan of the commerce of the Eastern side of India

and of the neater part of Burma.
C, leptospadlx. Guff The lat, chemchun—a scandent slender species of the

damp valleys of the Eastern Himalaya and Terai swamps, the Khasia and
Naga hills and Manipur. Canes thin and apparently not of much value, though
used locally.

C. Rotang, Linn. ; Roxb., FI. Ind., iii., 777 ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 447 ;

Mart., Hiat. Nat. Palm, iii., 334, t. 116, f. 8; Blumo, Rumphia, 1847, lii , 33;
O. Roxburghii, Griff., in Cah. Journ. Nat. Hist., v., 43 ; C7. monicua, Roxb., l.c. 783

;

C. ecipionum, partly Lamk., Ertcycl., vi., 304; Dodge, Useful Ftbre Plants of the

World, 102. A very numerous assortment of vernaculars might be given for this

pl§nt such as :

—

bet, bent, pepa, pemu, prabba, veto, natar, perambu, rotan, etc.

An extensive climber found in the Central Provinces, the Deccan, Karn&tak,
Konkan and Ceylon. According to Roxburgh it is a native of Bengal and the
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CALAMUS
Basket-work CANES AND RATTANS

D.E.P.,
ii., 23.
Nortti Indi£ and
Bengal.

Eastern
Pemnsala.

P.E.P.,
li., 21.
East Beogal

D.E.P.,
ii.. 98 102.

Dragon’s-
blood.

Edible Fruits.

Coromandel Coast, delights in a rich moist soil, where there are bushes and trees

for it to climb on It seems probable that Roxburgh may not have sufficiently

separated this from the two following species as cane-yielding plants. Mtotaug

proper.is not met with in •Bengal. The slender stems are the common rattans

of Central and Southern India ; they are used for basket- and wicker-work,

chairs, mats, blinds, etc., but are not strong though easily worked. [Cf Taylor,

Topog Slat. Dacca, 1840, 62 ; Brandis, Ind For., 1887, xiii., 66 ; Thiselton-

Dyer, Ind. For , I c. 186.]

C. tenuis, Roxb , FI. Ind

,

ill., 780 ; Griff , Palma Brit. Ind

,

1850, 67,

t. 193, A, B, r
; Prain, Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind., li., 347. This is the bet, bent,

chachi-{$ancht) bet, bandhari bet, kring, jalla bet, jali, etc. A very long scandent
plant mot within the Sub-Himalayan tracts from Dehra Dun eastwards to Assam,
Sylhet, Chittagong and Pegu. This is the common cane of Northern India
and Bengal. It is largely used for basket-work, mats, screens, chairs, etc., etc.

The fruit is eaten in times of scarcity. {Cf. Innes, Jungle Prod., etc., 1898, 13.]

, C. vlmlnalls, Willd , Palmajuncua viminaha, Rum/ph. — a Javan plant ;

var. fasciculatua, Becc. (C. fasciculatua, Roxb., FI. Ind., iii., 7^9). The
bara-bet, pepa belt, amla vetaaamu, kyeinga, etc , and according to Roxburgh
it 18 the umba-velua of Sanskrit. It is a stout scramblmg and climbing species

of Lower Bengal, Orissa, the Karnatak, Chittagong, Burma, the Andaman Islands,

Penang and Cochin-China. Cane thin but strong, makes excellent walking-
sticks and 18 the chief rattan of the Eastern Peninsula.

Dsemonorops Jenklnslanus, Man, Htai. Nat. Palm, ii., 327; Prain, Rec.
Bot. Surv. Ind., ii , 347 This is the gola-bet, galUth, etc. A stout scandent
rattan found m Eastern Bengal, Darjeeling Terai, Assam, the Khasia hills, the
Sundnbans and Chittagong. The canes are long but are said to be rather soft,

though extensively used for basket-work.
D. Kurzlanus, Becc., Ic. 219. A stout species of the tropical forests of

the Andamans, giving useful canes and a kind of dragon’s-blood gum.
Plectocomla himalayana, Qntt ; Calc. Journ. Nat. Htat., v , 100. FI. Br,

Ind
,
VI., 478 The runul, ranol, etc. A gregarious climber found m the Sikkim

Himalaya. The thm stems are employed lor tymg fences and in common basket-
work.

Canes and Rattans: Basket- and Wiokep-wopk.—Few
plants are more useful to the inhabitants of moist tropical regions than
the canes and rattans. The long scandent stems constitute the canes of

commerce.
The stems when freshly cut contain a large quantity of liquid,

which may be collected by blowing through short lengths, and from
this, by evaporation, a red resin may be obtained. One of* the best-

known qualities of that resin is sometimes called “ East Indian Dragon’s-
blood.” This is, however, for the most part prepared from the fruits of

several species of Calamvit, met with in Eastern Sumatra, South Borneo
and Penang. The gum exudes naturally from between the scales of the
fruit, but inferior qualities are obtained by boiling the fruit^i or by tapping
the stems. The only Indian species hitherto reportbd as’ affording this

resin is J). Kupzifinus—a species already briefly indicated. The false

Dragon's-blood, met with in Indian commerce, is imported into Bombay
from Sumatra, Penang, etc,, in large cakes or is found compressed into
bamboo tubes. The true Dragon’s-blood is, however, procured from
Socotra and is derived by tapping the stems of several species of
Tlracn-na not Calamus. [Cf. Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1884, 234-6

; 1897,
180; Pharm. Journ., 1893, xxiv., 47, 108; Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 632-6;
Kew Bull, 1906, 197-9.]

The fruit in the species of CfUarntts is produced in great clusters, and
the inner succulent layer is often an edible refreshing bitter-sweet pulp. The
roots and young sprouts are eaten as vegetables and somewhat resemble
asparagus. But the species of the above-mentioned genera owe their chief
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BASKET- AND WICKER-WORK
CALiAMUS

Trade In Canes

value to the great strength more particularly of the outer woody layer of

their long flexible stems. As substitutes for ropes these are invaluable, and Hope

in the countries where they abound, canes 300 to ^00 feet m length are fre-

qucntly employed as the bearing-ropes of suspension-bridges. They are

also used m towing heavy objects, stones, logs of timber, etc., and formerly
were much valued in the East as cables for ships. The smaller canes are

extensively employed throughout the worhl in basket-work both entire Basket-woric.

and stripped. Chairs, sofas, couches, baskets, etc., are constructed of

entire canes wound roumi and round and fastened to each other by thin

strips of the cane-bark. When the intei.sticcs are filled up, they become
water-tight baskets and granaries. A strong an<l durable floor-mat is Mau.

similarly made of these canes placed close together and held in position by
binders of cane-bark. Canes arc also very largely used as walking-sticks,-, waiking-sUcks.

umbrella"handle8, and to give strength in s.iddlery and harness. Loureiro

(FI. Cochinchin., 1790, 210) under C. Scipionnm savs, ‘‘ Pro baculis ex
dignitate, vel elegantia manu gestandis ”—a description fully applicable

to the Malacca and Whangee canes of to-day. But of course the chief whaageo Oanes.

European use for canes is in furniture and basket-making. Machinery
is now utilised in stripping the barks into cane-ribbons, thus leaving

the core in the form of a perfectly round and even rod. These rods

are employed in the construction of fancy baskets, chairs, window-blinds,

where great strength is not essential, and they have the advantage over

the silicious stronger bark-iibbons in that they take colour readily. The
waste fibre obtained during stripping and trimming the ribbons and cano-

rods is used in upholstery along with, or as a substitute for coir. Wiesner n.iper Matonai.

(Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wten. Math.-Nat., 1902, Ixxii 16-6) refers

repeatedly to the Chinese employment of rattans m the manufacture of

paper. Tschirch (Indische Heil-und Nutzpflanzen, 1892, 169) very pictur-

esquely describes the varied uses of the cane from caned boyhood to cane-

seated dotage. His illustrations are forcible, but add little or nothing new.

[Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Wiiiton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 255-61.]

Trade in Canes.—The Forest Departments of the various provinces Trade,
of India, including Burma, publish annual reports from which it might
be gathered that the yearly crop of canes amounts to about 10,000,000

raaunds and the annual revenue therefrom from Rs. 50,000 to 60,000. The Produotioa.

Reports of •the Conservators of Forests m Burma for the year 1904—5,

for example, show a total revenue from canes amounting to Rs. 37,775.

The imports of canes and rattans into India from foreign countries imports,

may be said to^average from 30,000 to 40,000 cwt., valued at from 2 to 3J
lakhs of rupeei^ (38,^36 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,85,674 in 1906-7). These come
mainly from the Straits Settlements and Siam. The exports to foreign Kxports.

countries of Indian canes come to from 1,000 to 3,000 cwt., valued at from

Rs. 20,000 4o Rs. 50,000 (2,427 cwt., valued at Rs, 38,100, in 1906-7), but

in addition there is also a re-export trade (foreign canes exported) formerly

of about the same quantity and value as that just mentioned, hut showing

a considerable diminution in recent years (673 cwt., Rs. 11,291, in 1906-7),

It is thus significant that India, with its vast supplies of canes and rattans,

should not be independent of foreign tropical countries, and the explanation

may possibly lie in the cheaper sea as compared with land transit. Large

towns like Bombay, Calcutta and Madras find it more economical to

obtain their supplies from the Straits than from the inland forests of

India. (See BasWs, p. 115; also Mats and Matting, p. 775). *
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OALOPHYLLUM
INOPHYLLUM PINNAY OR DOMBA OIL
Mast-wood

[C/. Paulus ylUgineUt (Adams, fcronsl.), iii., 171 ; Linschoten, Voy. El. Ind. (ed.

Hakl. Soc.), i., 96-7 ;
Birdwood and Foster, E.J.C. First Letter Book, 201, 480 ;

Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, li., 133, “506 j Robinson, Desc. Ace. Assam, 1841,

53-4, 360, 368-9 ; Lewin, Hill-tracts of Chittagorig, 1869, 131-2 ; Jackson,
Comm. Bot., etc., 1890, 158; also in Journ. Soc Arts, xxxvi., 1109, 1122; Agrt.

Bull. Stra%ts and Fed. Malay States, April 1903, 129-36, 167-60 ;
Bull. Imp.

Inst. Board Trade Journ., suppl., Dec. 31, 1903 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst. des

Pflanzenr , i , 172, 339; ii , 69, 185, etc.]

D.E.P., OALOPHYLLUM INOPHYLLUM, IJnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i.,

20-33. 273; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 57; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 80;
as woo

. pfidjrYfioQQg^ Ind., i., 173 ;
Bramlis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 54

;
Guttifera:.

Mast-wood, the sultana-chamfa, snrpan, surangi, pinnay, punang, puna,

vndi, ponnyet, etc.

—

punngaa (Sansk). An evergreen tree, which in some
localities, especially when near the sea, attains a considerable size. It

IS indigenous throughout the Western Peninsula, Orissa, Ceylon, Burma
and the Andaman Islands, and is distributed to the Malay, Polynesia,

Australia and the islands of Eastern Africa.

Poon Spar.

G-um
Tacamahaca.

Bealn.

Oil:
Pinnay or
Domba.

Ucdicine

Extract.

Timber.

Hasta,
Spars, etc.

Species and Varieties.—Besides the above there are four other species of
VaiuphuUuin worthy of special mention in this place. These are :—(1) r.

pn/uanthuui. Wall
,
the kandeb, ktronli, kraidone

; an evergreen tree of Northern
and Eastern Bengal, tho Khasia hills, Chittagong and Martaban. (2) v. sperta-

Mte. Wills

,

the pantaga, lalchum%, dakar-tdlddd
;

a tall evergreen tree of

Tenasserim, the Andaman Islands and Ceylon. (3) tomentunuui. Wight—
tho Boon Spar, nagari, aurhoni, etc. ; a large evergreen tree often 160 feet in

height, self-propagated in the western coast forests from N. Kanara to
Travancore (4) wiahttanntn. Wall ; the bobbt, tra%, cheru pinnay, an ever-

green tree found along the Western Ghats from the Konkan to Travancore.

Properties.—There appears to be little doubt that the true Qum Tacamahaca,

formerly attributed by some writers to V. tnmphyiium, is neither obtained from
that nor from any other Indian tree. But when wounded the stems and also the
fruits of tho mast-wood exude a small quantity of bright-green pleasantly scented
Resin (soluble m alcohol) which is not collected nor made any use of at the present
day. Bheede observes, however, that it is emetic and purgative, so that it would
appear to have been formerly of medicinal value. From the seeds is expressed a
groem.sh-colourod Oil, known as Pinnay or Domba Oil. According to some the
yield IS as great as 60 per cent, by weight, and the oil is said to congeal when cooled
below 50°. Tho seeds are collected twice a year, in August and again in February.
The oil possesses a disagreeable odour and flavour, but is fairly extensively used
for burning, and is valued, especially m Polynesia, as an external application in
rheumatic affections. Mixed with chaulmagra oil (p. 1068) is also employed for ex-
anthematous eruptions. In Pondicherry the oil is believed to be; very useful
m tho treatment of scabies, a property specially mentioned by Rheede in 1686, a^.d
again by Rumphius in 1760. The chief centres of production are Bombay,
Goa, Travancore, Tinnevelly, Tanjore, Pun, etc. It is said to fetch a little

more than half the price of cocoanut oil and is fairly extensively exported from
India to Burma. Tho oils of tumentoHiiui and t'. tVightlnnum are
similarly expressed from the seeds, but do not differ in properties and uses from
that of r. iiiophifiiutn. Rumphius affirms that in his day the bark was
boiled down along with that of a plant which he named Sideroxylon, and the
decoction given as a purgative ; ho also states that warriors carried tr little bottle
of the oil by their sides and smeared it on their spears and bolts, believing that
they were thereby more likely to pierce the objects against which they were thrust.

Tho Timber is moderately hard and close-grained, and by Sebert (Lea Boia
de la Nouvelle CaUdonie) is believed to be magnificent for cabmet-work. All
tho species, and in particular the Poon Spar c. tomeiitomim, are highly
serviceable for masts, spars, railway-sleepers, machinery, etc., but for these
purposes are much less in demand than formerly. Linschoten

( Voy. E. Ind. (ed.
Hakl. See.), i , 67) alludes to the “long masts for shippes ” sold at Cananor,
and Hamilton (Hew Aco. E. Ind., 1744, i., 267) says the Poon-masts are heavier
and stronger than fir. They are sometimes employed, especially c. poiyanthtkin,
in boat-building. [C/. Elliot, FI. Andh., 1859, 166, 160 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat.
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CAL.O'fROPIS
'' MADAE GUTTA-PERCHA 4" oigantba

, Ak
Med. Mad., 1891, 46-7 ; Bidie, Cat. Prod. Paris Ex., 1878 ; Man. Trichinopoly,

1878, 77 :
Lisboa, Useful PI. Bomb., 12 ;

Hooper, JRept. Labor. Ind. Miis. (Indust.

Sec.), 1904-6, 24, etc.]
• •

OALOTROPIS GIGANTEA, Jt. Br. ; and C. prooera, E. d.B.P.,
Br.; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 17 ;

Wight, IlhisL Ind. Bot., ii., t. 155, 156a; also ii., 33-40.

Ic., t. 1278 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 491 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., ii.,
Madar.

151 ;
AscLEPiAOEiE—the Swallow-worts.

Habitat.—The two species indicated above are so nearly the same from
the practical standpoint that they may here be treated conjointly. The
former is an erect spreading perennial bii.sh which chiefly frequents waste
lands in the warm moist tracts of most tropical countries, in India being
especially abundant in Bengal, Assam, South India, and distributed to

Ceylon, Singapore, the Malay and China. The latter is a slightly^

smaller piant„met with chiefly in the drier regions, and so far as India

IS concerned is most abundant in the Sub-Himalaya (from the Indus to

the Ganges), also in Central India, Rajputana, the Deccan and Upper
Burma, and is distributed to Persia and Tropical Africa. Both species

are known by the following names :

—

maddr (sometimes written by
Europeans as mudar or even muder), dk, dkanda, drka, rui (a name
specially suggested by the silk-cotton), yercum, erukkam, jilledu, yekka,

erukku, etc. But the former species is sometimes called the purple and
the latter the white dkanda~the drka and dlarka. The name maddr is

derived from the Sanskrit manddra, hence the synonyms rudra, aditya,

surya-pattra. To its name arkaparna (sun or lightning-leaf) is doubtless

due the tradition of its blinding properties.

History.—One of the earliest European writers to describe this plant was Pros-
per Alpinua (Be PI. .lEgypti, 1692, ch. xxv.). He tolls us that it is the herdelsar

of Alexandria, where it grows in damp places. Rheede was the earliest Indian
botanist to narrate its properties (Hort. Mai

,

1679, u , t. 31), and ho furnished
a most accurate drawing of it. Ho calls it ertcu Rumphius {Herb. Amb.,
1756, vii., 24, t. 14, f. 1) gives a poor illustration but describes the plant
in great detad under the name of niador. Jones {As. Res., 1798, iv

, 267)
deals with it under the name area. Roxburgh placed it m the genus .twrf

and Robert Brown a little later assigned to it a separate position under
vniotrat>is. It is a sacred plant with certain Hindus, and is associated with the sacred to

observance of the maruts or winds, the demigods of rudra. The ancient Arabs Rudra.

also appear to have had superstitious bebefs regarding it since they associated
it with sun-jvorship. It is a popular tradition in many parts of India that
tloe great Emperor Akbar was so named from having been born imder the
shade of an ak bush. It is the ushar of the Arabs and the khark of the Per-
sians, but the former seems to be a generic word for milk-yielding plants and
was possibly restricted to caiotropifi at a comparatively late date. Abu Hanifeh
was perhaps the first* Arab writer to give an explicit account of it, but much
useful information will be fovmd in the writings of Ebn Baithar (Southeimer,
transl., 1842, ii., 193). [Cf. Joret, Lee PI. dans L'Anttq., 1904, ii., 354.]

Properties and Uses.

—

This plant may be said to yield Gutta-percha Products,
from the Ailky sap

; a strong Fibre from the bark ; a useful Floss
from the seeds

; and a Medicine from the root-bark. Space cannot,
however, be afforded to do more than review even these properties very
briefly, and there are many minor ones that cannot even be mentioned.

The Qutta-pereba.—The inspissated and sun-dried sap (milk) drawn Qutta-
from the stems constitutes the ma^r gnlta of India. Hooper {Rept. Labor, peroha.

Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1905-6, 29) calls it a pseudo-gutta and gives its

composition as “ 37’9 insol.
;
52‘9 resin

;
and 9-2 ash.” He then adds that

it ‘contains large quantities of alban and puarit resins (see p. 627). There
are large tracts of the sandy deserts of Rajputana and Central India, as
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also of Sind, in which this plant is not only the most prevalent but almost

the only form of vegetation met with. In many instances also it has been

obseryed to be the pioneer in the reclamation of sterile tracts (see Alkalis,

Reh, p. 53). If, therefore, a demand could be originated for any one or

all collectively of the products of this plant, much good might result to

India. Its production could be fostered and by selection and cultivation

the quality and quantity of the produce improved, until the plant assumed

the condition of a regular crop for poor soils. But unless some method

could be designed for extracting the milk from shoots cut on account of

their fibre, it is feared that it would not pay to tap the plant specially for

its gutta. The stems and twigs are too small and the yield from each too

little to justify the opinion that methodic tapping would prove remunera-

tive as an industry by itself. Moreover, it has been found by chemical

experiment that Ctilotropift gutta, being a fairly good
,
conductor of

electricity, is not suited for electrical purposes and is thus very possibly

debarred from one of the most profitable markets for this class of product.

Heyne {Tracts, etc., Ind., 1814, 245) says that the milk instead of reddening

vegetable blue colours, changes them to green. [Cf. Kew Bull., 1886, 45.]

Bark Fibre.—The bast fibre has attracted considerable attention and
been spoken of as one of the best of Indian fibres. The great difficulty

appears to consist in the inability to separate it rapidly and cheaply.

Unfortunately the fibre cannot be prepared by retting the stems since

it is reported to rot when so treated, and yet the cleaned fibre when made
into fishing lines and nets (as is the case in Karachi) seems quite durable

and very strong, especially when used m sea-water, Mr. Liotard, after

many experiments performed m Calcutta with fibre- extracting machinery
generally, arrived at the unfortunate conclusion that the hopes formerly
entertained by himself and others regarding this particular fibre were
never likely to he realised •—(1) because of the small percentage of

fibre (1'56) to weight of stems, and (2) the shortness of the ultimate
fibre. But in recent experiments conducted at the Imperial Institute

with a sample procured from Madras, Dunstan found that the staple

measured fully 12 inches. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1899, No. 2, 7.] Dodge
{Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 104) observes that an acre of

ground planted 4 by 4 feet with this plant will yield 10 tons of green
stems and 582 lb. of fibre : this would mean a yield of ioughly 2j6
per cent. He then adds that the fibre possesses many of the qualities

of flax though somewhat finer. Its fineness, tenacity, lustre and softness,

in fact, fit it for many industrial purposes. Cross and Bevan found that
when nitrated it could hardly be distinguished from silk, and long years
ago Wight showed that a rope of this fibre broke with a weight of
407 lb. when a similar rope of cotton gave way with 346 lb., and coir

with 224 lb. It is, however, quite incorrect to affirm, as had been done
by Wiesner {Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr,, 1903, li., 317), Dodge and others,
that this fibre is widely used in India. Although prepared to a small
extent for very special purposes, the greatest possible difficulty was
experienced in procuring the few pounds required.

Mr. G. W. Strettell {New Source of Revenue to India) advocates the
Paper Materials. Value of this plant as a paper material. Boutledge did not form a high

opinion of its qualities. \Cf. Kew Reft., 1877, 37.] It may thus be fittingly

concluded that were it found possible to utilise the gutta as an additional
source of revenue, the fibre, either for textile purposes or paper-making.
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Bilk-cotton
might, in spite of all that has been said to the contrary, prove worthy of
special consideration... [Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1899, No. 2.]

Floss .

—

The coma of hairs or floss from the seeds constitutes one Floss,
of the so-called vegetable silks or silk-cottons* This was chenaically siik-cotton.

examined by Cross {Agri. Ledg., 1897, No. 17, 365) and found to
posses^ an abnormally high percentage of furfural. It was further be-
lieved to give evidence of being unsuited for some of the purposes of llnsuited for

the textile industries. Dunstan, in a report dated November 18, 1904,
Textiles,

speaks of Calotropis floss as containing a much smaller proportion
of cellulose than cotton. He shows t'. ifiyante<M floss to contain 64'3 Ceiiuiose Low.

per cent, cellulose, and C. pror.em 69'8 per cent., while under similar

conditions cotton yields 95 to 96 5 pi'r cent. In practical experiments
it has been found that the staple was too short and too light for existing

^

machiner)*, the latter property allowing it to be blown away. It is,

however, a soft, very white floss, with a beautiful silky glo.s3, and has

been repeatedly spun experimentally in Europe, and the textile produced
much admired. Reporting on a sample of the floss submitted to him
by the Imperial Institute in 1897, Mr. C. E. Collyer observed that some
years previously the floss had been m demand for fancy textile purposes. Fancy Textiles,

but that it had dropped out of use owng to the difficulties arising from
variation in the quality of the parcels sent and the intermittency of the latcnmttent

supply when requirements arose. He thought that the trade might be
revived if a moderate but continuous supply could be guaranteed. Good
quality floss might realise 4d. to Sd. per lb. The pods and seeds should

be removed but the floss left in its natural condition unopened and
discoloured portions removed. Notwithstanding all this, no progress has
been made in the utilisation of the fibre. In India it is largely employed
for stuffing quilts, its lightness being of great advantage, and in upholstery upholstery,

it holds a recognised position, since pillows and cushions stuffed with it

are said to be very cool and refreshing. It is also to some extent regularly Fishing Lines

spun and made into fishing lines and nets. At the Delhi Durbar Ex-
hibition. His Highness the Nawab of Bahawalpur showed one or two
rugs woven of madar floss, and these were much admired and supposed Bugs,

by many ho have been made of silk. 0. Latimer {Monog. Carpet-inaking

Pb., 1907, 9) speaks of the attempt being made in Bahawalpur to grow
the ak requ’red in carpet-weaving. [Cf. Kew Rept., 1881, 32-3

;
Watt,

Irtd. Art at Delhi, 1903, 433 ;
Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and

Barber, transl.), 1907, 70.]

Early Records,of the Floss.—Such then is all that can be said of the utilisation Fameti Textiles,

of this floss at the present day. But there would appear to be little doubt that a
few centuries ago this fibre was regularly spun and woven into some of the most
beautiful textiles for which India was then fameil. Human labour was of much
less value then than at the present time. Modern advances coupled with the import
of cheap Euvopean goods seem to have destroyed the old industry. It would
appear fairly certain that the madar floss was the “ grass,” the “ cloth of herbes,” Gmsa-clotlis.

“ herba,” etc., of early European travellers and traders in Bengal, more especially

Orissa. Further that the traffic they allude to gave to the English language the
expression “ Grass-cloth,” which later on became associated with a textile derived
from China. Thus Csssar Frederike about 1503-7 (Haki. Voy., ii , 358) speaks of
“ Cloth of herbes,”— ‘‘ a kinde of silke which groweth amongst the woodes without
any labour of man, and when the bole thereof is groweu round as bigge as an
orenge, then they take care onely to gather them,” Rhea could never have
been found as a wild plant in Orissa, and the allusion to the “ bole ” or fruit from
whi«h the fibre was obtained precludes rhea from consideration altogether.

The passage most unquestionably denotes Caiotroiiiit gigantea. This view is »
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“ Hearbe Bengalen ”

confirmed by Fitch in 1685 (Hakl. Voy., ii., 369), who gave an account of his

explorations of the Ganges, including Orissa (Onxa, as he calls it) where there

was “ great store of cloth which is made of Grasse which they call yerua." That
vornacralar name is clearly* a form of the word that denotes Calotfopim through-

out Orissa and the Karn&tak to this day Doubtless also Linschoten’s “ Hearbe
Bongalen ” was the same textile. I have purposely made reference to Linschoten
under tamhmerin tiiitra because all modem writers whom I have been able to

consult quote tho above passages, and several others to the same effect under
rhea, in place of raiott-opia, to which they most undoubtedly belong. Pyrard,
who visited India in 1001—10, in his chapter on Bengal

(
Voy. E. Ind. {ed. Hakl. Soc. ),

i , 328-9) makes mention of the silk herb being brighter than silk itself. Coming
to more recent dates, Alexander Hamilton (Afeui Acc. E. Ind,, 1727, i., 393), who in

1688 visited Bengal and passed up the Ganges to Benares and Patna, describes

Balasore as producing manufactures of cotton, silk, mixed silk and cotton, and
of “ herba (a sort of tough grass) of which they make ginghams, pinascoe, and

I
.several other goods for exportation” Even so late as 1813 Milbum mentions

“ Hcrba among his Bengal piece goods “ herba taffaties ”
^

Taflatieg Though it 18 certainly most surprising that this ancient irdustry in silk-

cotton textiles should have died out completely and been all but forgotten,

it IS a useful object-lesson of tho possibilities of the future, which manufacturers
would do well to consider. (For other Silk-cottons, see Bombax, p. 168.)

IVredicine.

Intermittent
Perers..

Dysentery.

Ago of Bark

Doubtful
Substitute for

Ipecacuanha.

Medicine.—It would take many pages to indicate even a tithe of

the information that exists on tho varied medicinal properties of the

milk, the flowers, the leaves and the root-bark. The late Dr. Kanny
Lall Dey regarded madar as a useful medicine when given during

remission of intermittent fevers, and especially if these were associated

with eczema. The majority of Indian medical writers extol the merits

of the root-bark in the treatment of dysentery. In order to verify these

opinions, the study of madar was taken up by the Central Indigenous

Drugs Committee of India. Authentic parcels of the root-bark were
procured and made up in tho form of both a powder and liquid extract.

These preparations were issued to a selected number of Hospitals and
Dispensaries throughout India, with tho suggestion that they should

be used as alteratives and alterative tonics. By chemical tests it had
been previously ascertained that the bark of mature plants was prefer-

able to that of immature ones, since they contained a higher percentage

of the acid and bitter resinous matter on which the property depended.
Ultimately an extensive series of reports came to hand {Re'pt. Cent, Indig.

Drugs Comm., 1901, i., many passages), the combined verdict of which
would seem to he that as a substitute for ipecacuanha it ismot so satis-

factory as its reputation would seem to imply. In fact in acute dysentery

and chronic diarrhcea it is found undesirable and certainly less efficacious

than ipecacuanha. When given in large doses it frequently occasioned
nausea and vomiting, so persistent and severe as to make the drug objec-

tionable if not dangerous. In small doses of say 3 to 5 grains of the
powder (preferably) its action on the stomach was that of a mild stimulant,

hence the opinion was often expressed that it might with advantage
be combined with cinchona in the treatment of certain fevers. As an

Emetic. emetic the powder, in doses of 30 to 40 grains, was found very effectual.

In the Hemp Drugs Commission's Report (1893-4, i., 166) it is mentioned
that the juice of the madar is employed to enhance the potency of ganja,

[Cf. Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 6 ; Taylor, Topog. SUU, Dacca,
1840, 57 ;

Hooker, Him. Journ., 1854, i., 36-7 (temperature of leaves and
sap)

;
Elliot, FI. Andh., 1859, 74, 111, 162, 176 ; Jackson, Comm. Bot. 19th

Cent., 1890, 127 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., ii., 428-37 ; Kanny Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs

Ind., 1896, 66-7
; Collett, FI. Sim., 1902, 315 ;

Gaz. Multan, 1901-2, 17.]
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CAMELLIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 292-3
,
Fruiez The, Jacobus D.E.P.,

Bontius, Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind. Or., 1631 in Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et n, 65-83;

1668, pi. 88 ;
The Sinensium, Ja^ooh Breyn, tExot. PL. 1677, 111-5,

with plate (said to have been made after a sketch by William ten Rhyne ) ;

Thea, Kiempfer, .4»io. Exot., 1712, 605-31, pi. 1-2
;
Thea japonensis,

Valent? ,
Hist. Snnp., 1722, 132-43 and 2 pi.

;
Bohea Tea and Green Tea,

Hill, Exot. Bot., 1759, pi. 21-2
;
Thea hohea and T. riridis, Lettsom, Nat.

Hist. Tea, 1772 (new ed. 1799) with 2 coloured pi.; T. virvdis, Smith in

Rees's Cycl., 1819, xxxv.
;
T. stricta, hohea and virilis. Hayne, Gewackse,

1821, vii., pi. 27-9
; C. Thea and C. viridis. Link, Enum. PI. Hort.

Berol, 1822, ii., 73 ;
T. vindis and T. hohea. Booth, Trans. Hort.

Soc., 1830, vii., 519
;

T. nridis, Bot. May
,

1832, No. 3148
,
C. hohea

and theifera, Griffith, Nolalee, 1854. le 553, 558. Ic., iv., t. 601,'

ff 1-3
;

T. viydis and hohea. Choisy, Mem. Soc. Phys. Geneve, 1855. xiv.,

151 ; T. chinensis, Seernann, Trans. Linn Soc., 1859, xxn., 337-52, t. 61 ;

Money, Prize Essay in .lonrn. Agri.-Hort Soc Ind
, 1871, lii

,
14-3-441

;

Thiselton-Dyer, Journ. Linn. Soc., 1873, xni., 329 Heuze, Les PI. Indust.,

1895, IV., 206-7
;
Watt, Pests and Blights of the Tea Plant, 1898 : Watt

and Mann, l.c. 1903
;
Watt, Tea and Tea Plant, Journ. Hoy. Hort. Soc.,

1907, .xxxii., 64-96
;

Ternstrcemiace.®.
Species and Varieties of Tea—Linnjeus PI

,

1737) iiuhcated two genera, Botanical
Then and fntiieiiia. The differences he established turned on whether or not iCIame.
the stamens were free from each other or muted, and on the number of colls and
seeds m the fruit .Accordingly he placed Then in Polyamhia Morwgynia a.nil

fninvlUn in Monaddphta Polyandna Subsequently (Sp PI, 1753, 515, 698)
Linnaeus assigned the tea plant as the type of Then and the Japanese Camellia
as the type of fnineitin. But It has since been abundantly established that
I.iniueus was incorrect in regarding the stamens as being free in the tea plant, and
It IS a matter of everyday knowledge that on the same tea plant fruits may be
found with one, two, three or more seeds. Modern botanists are accordingly Oitij one
.igreed that the two genera cannot bo separately upheld Hence it may be regarded ( ienus.

that priority of accurate generic recognition of the structural peculiarity of the
stamens (were there no other considerations) necessitates tho retention of the
name < nwneiiln

,

and the reduction of Then. Turning now to the specific name.
In the first edition of tho Species Planlarum, Linnaeus (without givmg any
ilescription) called the tea plant Then elnennin and remarked that he had soon
some specimens with six petals and others with nine, but ho left it to those who
had the opportunity of studying the living plants to say whether that peculiarity

denoted two J3r only one species. In the second edition of his work (published

17^2) Linnaeus discarded the name T smensis (without giving any reason)
and accepted Hill’s conclusion that there were two plants, which ho named Supposed to be

T. hohen—the plant with six petals—and T, • fritfin—the plant with nine petals Spocles.

Linnseus then adds (still following Hill) tliat the leaves arts longer in etritliH

than in hohea, fiut hs says nothing of Hill’s contention that the former yields
“ green ” and the latter “ black tea ” In the third edition of his work Linnicus
made no alterations, but in the fourth (prepared by Willdenow, 1797) a few
additional particulars are given (of the two forms above indicated) and t. hohen
18 referred t%two varieties — (a) injca—a plant with rough elliptic oblong leaves
—and (6) otricta—a plant with plane lanceolate leaves.

Seemann pointed out that on Ins own copy of the sixth edition of the Oenera ono Genus ftud

Plantarum, Linnseus held written corlam corrections which show that the material One Species

then to hand had mduced him once more to amend and amplify his description.
Smee then many botanists have striven to uphold the two Linnaean genera,
their recognition being regarded as justified by certain trivial peculiarities of
the calyx or, as Seemann affirms, of the stamens, but the final conclusion of
the majority of writers, as already indicated, seems to be that they constitute
but one genus and one species of tea. Engler and Prantl {Pflanzenfam., 1895,
iu.,*6, 182-3), the most recent authors, reduce t'ameinn to Then, and restore
the rejected name Then ttlnetigi*. But it would seem that that specific name
cannot be given as a collective appellation for tho many races of the cultivated
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Japanese Camellia

tea plant, since it was rejected by Lmnaeiis and, as Seeniann points out, is geo-

graphically hardly correct Long years ago Sims {Bot. Mag , 1807. 998) recorded

the conviction that there was but one species of tea, and further that Thra would
have to be reduceil to t'mvrllla. Link, however, accepted two forms of the tea

plant, and called them t’auirilia Then and f'. vli-ltllN, and thus reduced Thea
to VatneUin,

Bohes. The name Bohrn is a corruption of Wu-i (Bu-i) mountains in Fuh-kien, long

famous for Black Tea According to Martyn (Miller, Oard. Diet., 1807), Linnams
gave the name in honour of Kamel, a Moravian Jesuit, wlio collected

plants in the Philippine Islands and sent them to Kay and Petiver between the

years 1683 and 1700. The Abbd Berlose thinks, liowever, that the genus was

Introductiou to named after an Italian, Father Camelh, who is said to have introduced

Europe. V. Jiiitoulen from Japan to Europe m 1739 Linnams (Hart. Cliff., 1737, 204)

makes the interesting observation that although seven separate consignments of

seed had been received at Clifford’s garden in Holland, none had germinated,
nor was he aware of any garden in Europe where the plant had been grown
Commenting on that statement, Broyn refers to J. Commelm (Cat. PI Hort
Amstel , 1089. 346), who makes mention of the cultivation of thu tea plant, hut
whether, adds Breyn, raised from seeds or live plants transported to Europe,
he was unable to ascertain. This little episode brings to mind the repeated
references to the sacred associations of the Chinese and Japanese with their

tea industry and their unwillingness to furnish information regardmg it. In
fact the explanation of the failure to germmate the seeds may very probably

Boiled Seed. have been due to the not unusual circumstance of these having been boiled before

bemg allowed to be exported. Du Hold© (Oen. Hist. China (Engl transl ), 1736.

IV, 21) speaks of tea as “another plant made use of in Physick ’’ Ho then
tells us that “ the best tea grows in the middle of the trees which are most exposed

Boat with Long to the sun ’’ “ The tea whose leaves are long and large is the best, on the
Md targe contrary that which hath small short leaves is not esteemed good

;
that winch

Loaves.
hath its leaves curled is the most valuable, and that which hath them quite

smooth IS the worst ” Here we have the practical man discussmg the large-

and small-leaved forms of the plant for which the botanist of that time invented
names But history is only repeating itself. Had the Indian planters con-
sidered these and other such passages they might have saved themselves tho
trouble and expense of introducing the small smooth-leaved Chinese plant, and
taken at once to the large and bullate-leaved Assam mdigenous.

There are several cultivated and wild forms of tanteiiia. but only the
two that are of economic interest and, it might be said, of exceptional value to

man, need bo here dealt with :

—

Oarden 1. Camellia Japonlea (including <. snmamitia). The Cultivated or Garden
Camellia. Camellia. This plant may be spoken of as a modern introduction to the

gardens of Europe and India. It is accordingly not described by the earlj-

fathers on gardening. The year 1792 is generally mentioned as that of greatest
interest in the history of the camellias, since all the better knowm kinds may bo
said to have appeared simultaneously about that time. For twenty to thirty
years subsequently considerable interest was taken m their cultivation, and die
number of forms, grown in hothouses, multiplied rapidly. But the great delay
in their first arrival may be accounted for by the maritime struggles for su-
premacy in the Eastern trade, between tho Portuguese, Dutch and Spanish,
which culminated in their temporary expulsion from both J^pan and China
To this same circumstance also is largely due the shroud of religious secrecy that
opposed the development of the trade in

—

The Tea 2. C. Thea. The Tea Plant
,
the t'u or ch'a, she, theh of the Chinese and

Plant. tsja, cha, ts-cha of the Japanese—words which have practically '-toccompanied
the prepared leaves as tea, te, tay, the, cha, chai, etc., etc., into most of the lan-
guages of Europe and Asia. The English word tea was originally pronounced
like the Chinese te or tay, hence Pope (Rape of the Lock, 1712) rhymes it witli
obey It changed, however, very shortly after, smee Edward Moore rhymes
It (1760) with “ Mrs. P ”

Wild Plant. Habitat.—Several writers report having met with the tea plant m a wild con-
dition in certain parts of Chma and Cochin-China It was discovered wild, or
at all events completely acclimatised, in various parts of Assam by Bruce, Scott,
Jenkins and Charlton, and the so-called indigenous habitats were examined by
the “ Tea Commission ” and specially reported on by Griffith. In 1882*the
wild tea plant was found by me as a forest tree or large bush in the eastern tracts
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* History
of Manipur, and again, in 1894, was specially investigafcd in the Naga hills

in connection with an effort to ascertain to what extent the pests and blights
of the cultivated tea plant existed on the wild or acclimatised stocks. There
would scorn little doubt that it has been cultivated for several centuries at least,

in Upper Burma and the Shan States, and doubtless may be wild fn these
countries also, though according to most observers it occurs in isolated spots,
similar to those in the greater part of the Assam area ; hence it could of course
undei^ these conditions be upheld as a survival of former cultivation rather
than as manifesting a truly indigenous habitat. \Cf. Aqrt Ledg , 1896, No. 27.]

History.—Bretschneider (2?ot. Sm , 1892. ii., 20. 130-1) states that the tea
plant is mentioned in the ancient Clhinese Dictionary, the Rh-ya. It is

there called kia and k’u-tu (k’u meaning bitter). He further explains that
the Chmese character T’u, which has so ni.iny other meanings m the early Chinese Chinese

classics, may, however, have specially meant tea Ho then adds that the Records,

comparatively modern Chinese character ch'a arose through a confusion with
that of t'u, somewhere between 202 B c and 2.5 A D., but that it did not come
into general use much before the 7th or 8th centuries So m the same way th#
characte# mirw, winch would appear to denote tne tea plant, occurs .as ming
ts’ai (= tea vegetable) in works written some centuries n.c The Shans and VegetaWe Toj.

Burmans to this day use pickled tea-leaves (see Lctpet below) moie as a vegetable
relish than as a beverage, and it seems possible that this may have been tho
condition of use during the earliest classic times of China. We read that Wang use as n

Meng, father-m-law of tho Emperor, in the middle of the 4th century, was fond Bererase

of drinking tea, and set it before his friends, but they found it too bitter and
generally declined, feigning indisposition. So again Bretschneider tells us
that according to the Ch'a-pu—a special treatise on tea, published between the
10th and 13tli centuries—the Emperor Wen-ti (.589-605 a.d

)
was recommended

by a Buddhist priest to drink boiled ming leaves as a medicine for headache.
It is somewhat curious that Kaempfer relates a similar Japanese tradition that
would seem to attribute the introduction of the plant to that country by Darma,
the third son of an Indian king But if the t’u of ancient Chinese classics be
accepted as denoting tea, it may have ongin.ally been viewed as a medicine
obtamed from the plant known as mtng, ch’uan and ktUu. The habit of drinking
a decoction of the specially prepared loaves, there W’ould seem no doubt, is of

comparatively modern origin. In tho 8th century a.d. wo have the first un-
doubted evidence of tea having become a regular industry, for in the annals of

the Tilng Dynasty we learn of its being subjected to an imperial duty It was Imperial Duty

not regularly cultivated in Japan until the ISth century. That tea drinking in

the rest of the w'orld is quite a modern habit may bo inferred from there being
no classic names either for the plant, the prepared leaves or the beverage, m
Japanese, Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, Hebrew, Greek or Latin

Marco Polo, who travelled in China (in the tea districts of Euh-kien) in the sueuce of

13th centliry, makes no mention of tea, neither the plant, the vegetable nor the Marco Poio

beverage, and yet it is well established that the plant and its properties were
as fully kqpwn then as to-day. [Cf. od Yule, ii , 37-8, n ]

But m passing

ill may be added that ho similarly does not record having found the

people in any part of his long travels drinking coffee. His omission to record
tea IS the more curious, however, since four centuries previously (9th century)
the Muhammadan merchant Solaiman (accordmg to Reinaud, Relat. dea Voy.

fails par lea Arabea tt lee Persians dans I’Inde et <i la Chine, 1845, i , 40) wrote,
“ The people of China are accustomed to use eis a beverage an infusion of the
plant, which they call aakh.” “ It is considered very wholesome. This plant
(the leaves) is sold in all cities of the Empire.” [C/. Maepherson, Hist. Europ.
Comm. Ini; 1812, n. 130]. Ramusio (in tho introduction to his edition of

Marco Polo published in 1645) mentions having learned of the tea beverage
from a Persian merchant, Hajji Muhammed. It was used all over the country of

Cathay, where it was called cAioi. In 1660, Caspar da Cruz (in Purehas’ Pilgrimea,

ill., 180) refers to the porcelain used by the Chinese m presenting to their friends

the beverage cha. Maffeius (Hist. Indicarum (Select. Epist. ex Ind. ) 99), in a
letter from Ludovic Almeida dated Nov. 1566, similarly says that it was
the custom with the Japanese to show their friends with pleasure the pots,

cups, etc., employed by them in drinking of a certain herb, reduc ed to powder,
which waa called chia. Maffeius (in the text of his work which was originally

Xmblished in 1688) attributes the freedom of the Chinese from certain diseases
^®ca^*aan(i

(stone, etc.), to their habit of tea-drinking, and the Chmese (like the Japanese), j^paa.
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he adds, take groat pride in the teapots which they use m giving a friendly cup.

Tulpius {Obs^fv. Medtccc, 1641) extols the merits of tea as a medicine. It is

somewhat significant that Garcia de Orta makes no mention of tea as one of

the commodities brought from China and Japan to India, Linsohoten (Voy,

E. Ind, 1598 (od Hakl Soc.), 1885, i., 157), who usually compiles from Garcia,

piactically repeats Maffeius’s ivccount of tea-drinkmg in Japan. Trigantius {De

Christ Exp in Situis, 1616, i., 68-9) speaks of the hot-tea drink of the Chinese.

Casper Bauhm [Pinax, Theat. Bot., 1623, 147) was apparently the first scientific

or botanical wTiter who makes mention of what would appear to have been tea.

But the passage m question does not occur in his earlier work (the Phytopinax,

1590) He calls it chaa and describes it ns his seventh variety of Fceniculum
(Fennel) ' Absurd though this may seem there would appear to be no occasion
to doubt that he is speaking of tea. Bontius, a Dutch physician resident in

Batavia

—

(Hiet Nat. el Med. Ind. Or., 1631, m Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat et Med.,
1658, 87)—tolls us that his friend General Spex had removed all doubt as to the
nature of the tea plant, since he had studied its cultivation in Japan Bontius
'onen goes on to say that tho finer qualities of the decoction are often so bitter

that sugar has to be added to make it palatable, and he compare* the beverage
to the “ cave ” (coffee) of tho Muhammadans (see p. 364). He then urges
that the difference between black and green tea is only in the method of prepara-
tion—a fact that took Europe nearly two centuries to accept. In Piso there is an
excellent engraving of I'atueiiUt Then (the Chinese form) drawn from nature in

Japan by D. Caron, and presented to Piso; Caron went to Japan in 1038 under the
Dutch E.I. Company [Bretschnoider, Hist. Europ. Bot. Disc, in China, 1898, 26.]

Albert do Mandolslo (Travels,m Olearius, Hiah Muscovy, etc., 1662, 15, 18) says,
“ At our ordinary inoetings every day we took onely The, which is commonly used
all over tho Indies, not onely among those of the Country but also among tho
Dutch and English, who take it as a drug. The Persians instead of The drink
their Kahwa ” This sum© statement occurs in Ovington’s Voyage to Surait
(1089, 305-9, 427). It is curious, however, that in tho Ain-i-Akbari, 1590,
no mention is mode of tea. It was conveyed to Europe by the Dutch East
India Company, and from Holland was carried to England by Lord Arlington
and others. In 1660 tea-drmking had become so general that it was taxed
along with coffee, chocolate, etc., and sold at the coffee-houses. The English
East India Company soon gave attention to it In 1664 they made a present
of some tea to King Charles II., and in 1677 the Company had taken
step.s to secure a regular supply. At this time tea sold m London at £5
to £10 a pound. A few years later (1689) a direct duty on imports (which
amounted to os a pound) was imposed. It is further noteworthy that at
that time the East India Company drew its supplies for Europe vi'i Madras
and Surat and not direct from China. This circumstance would thus giv’e

an air of plausibility to the statement made by Mandelslo tha^ tea was
drunk in India about the same time, if not before, the habit had been origi-

nated in England. Evelyn (Mem., 1690, ii., 20) speaks of having examined
a specimen of the “root© of thoa which was so perplexed large and intricate
that it was wonderful to consider.” Petiver (Op. Hist. Nat., 1767, i., t. 21)
shows a chair made of the roots of tho tea plant which was presented by the
“ New East India Company ” to Lord Somers. Curiously enough, one of the
earliest and at the same time most instructive botanical specimens of the tea
plant extant is in the Sloane Herbarium of the British Museum (Ixxxi ,

f. 48). It belongs to a senes of specimens said to have been collected
in Malabar, between 1698 and 1702, by Samuel Browne and Edward Bulkley.
Browne was a surgeon m the service of the East India Company, and died some
time prior to 1703. He was succeeded by Bulkley. Both of these Officers made
extensive botanical collections, which were sent for the most part to James
Petiv'er. It is just possible that long prior to the discovery of the indigenous
tea plant in India or to tho importations from China of seeds and plants accom-
plished by Gordon and Fortime (presently to be described), the tea plant had
actually been conveyed to India and cultivated experimentally somewhere on
the Malabar coast. But what is most curious of all is that the plant so
grown was not i'ameinn Thvn, Link var bohea (the plant presently being
cultivated most frequently in the plantations of South India), but uar. viriats,
and was thus very similar to the so-called “Assam Indigenous.” Itis, moreover,
just possible that upon this very specimen was based the name Then vMdta,
as given by Hdl and adopted subsequently by Linnecus. In fact Ainnteus pos-
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seased only ono leaf of the plant, so that the type of the species has to be accepted
as given by Hill (Exot Bot , t c

)

It may now be useful to refer to a few recent writers and to thus carry the story of

story nearer to the present time. John Coakley Lettsom. m the aocond'edition Black and

of his splendid work, says that he agrees with Ksempfer and Staunton m thinking
that the question of green and black teas, as also the various qualities of these, is

a matter of soil, age of leaf used and method of manufacture, and is not due to
there being two botaiiically different plants. He gu'os, however, a coloured
plate of the “ Green Tea ” plant and another of the “ Bohea Tea.” Both these
are of course r. Tiirn, Lmfi, but by Assam planters the former would doubtless
be characterised as a hybrid, with linear-oblong biillated leaves (swollen
between the veins), while the latter wouhl be viewed as the typical so-called
Chinese plant, with short ovato-oblong thick, smooth, dark-green leaves. It
would thus seem that the finer tea olant ot China was Thru iirltUn, Lmn

,

and formerly was, and probably still is to-day. not unlike the Assam indigenous
;

and hence very possibly stock of the most inferior qualities only wixs allowadfc

to be exported to India If this surmise be correct it is highly likely that but
for the di8C0i%ry in India of a superior indigenous plant, the establishment
of the tea mdustrj there might have been rctai-dod by many years At all

events Indian planters regard the introduction of the so-called Chinese small- piaat
leaved plant as having been a calamity which it has taken them years of in India,

heavy expenditure to effaio It is somewhat .significant that, while the question
of the green and black teas has been thus for the second tune sutisfactoiily

disposed of, it should have been allowed once more to bo revived, by certain
subsequent writers, and to thus disfigure the literature of tea for a great
many years. But to return to Lettsom’s most vuKiublo work. It is referred

to several chapters and focuses in these all ttio practical information brought to

light by the more trustworthy previous authors The chapters are :— i Authors
on Tea (8-18), in which reference is made to 1‘20 separate books or reports
oil tea that had appeared between 1505 and 1799 (most if not all these have
been examined by me in preparing this article) , ii. Origin of the Tea Blant

(19) ;
lii. Trade in Tea (24); iv. Soils and Method of Culture ('.0) ; v. Gathering

the Leaves (29) ;
vi. Method of Cutting (33) , vii \tarieties of Tea Plant (38) ;

viii. Ball or Brick-tea (40), etc. This brief abstract of some of the more
important portions of Lettsom’s book must suffice to indicate its great merit
and historic value Staunton (Auth Acc. Macartney, Emhaeey China, 1798, i

,

22; ii., 464) records the exports from China m English and foreign ships,

1776-95—a truly monumental work very largely drawn upon by Lettsom and
others. The quantity is there shown fluctuating between 12 and 37 million

pounds. The King's duty on Tea between September 1784 and March 1797
amounted to £4,832,189 Barrow {Trav China, 1806, 572), who was Secretary
to the Ea»l of Macartney ot the British Embassy, practically continues the
record given by Staunton, and many instructive particulars will bo found in

Milbum (Or. Comm, 1813, ii., 520-42); Cooper, {Trav. Pioneer Comm., 171);
A^iray (Chfna, ii., 337); Macpherson {Ic. 128-32) From those and such-
like works we learn that in 1703 the imports were 100,000 lb

,
in 1721 they

attained 1,000,000 lb., and for the hundred years 1710-1810 the aggregate sales

by the East India Company amounted to 760,470,016 lb., valued at close oil 130
million pounds Reeling In 1722-44 the duty was fixed at four shillings a pound Taxation of

excise,with in addition a customs’ due of 14 per cent on the average price From f®*-

1784-95 the dutywas graduallyremitted until it fell to 12J percent. Unfortunately
m 1796 the old course of raising money by taxing tea was again resorted to and
steadily augjpented until in 1819 tea sustained a duty of 100 per cent, and m
consequence "the sales stood stationary at 21 million pounds But by an Act of

Parliament the East India Company’s monopoly was abolished ; unrestricted trade
stimulated competition and reduced the price very greatly. At the same tune the
duty was lowered to from la Od. to Sa. a pound according to quality. In 1856
the duty became la., in 1867 it was 6d. a pound, and m 1900, od. a pound

Species and Varieties of the Tea Plant.—In the first days of tea plantmg Species and
in India, though the presence of a wild tea plant was regarded as an indica- Varieties,
tion of the suitability of the land, the wild plant itself was not viewed with
favour as the stock to be employed. In fact, as already pointed out, the opinion
wa| expressed most strongly by all or nearly all the experts of 1834-7 m favour
of imported Chinese stock.

While that is so it may be said that for the past thirty or forty years the
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planters have deplored the day wlieii the so-called Chinese tea plant was brought

to India At present no planter would for a moment dream of planting China

, tea, feiy would even grow ,tho liybrid, while the majority would cultivate but

one only of the several so-called indigenous stocks. The China plants imported

m the early years of the industry still exist, however, and have furnished the

seed for a considerable part of the present tea area. In consequence of the

crossing of the Indian and Chinese plants there has come into existence the ex-

tensive senes of so-called hybrids Perhaps the clearest conception may, there-

fore, be obtained by an attempt to classify the forms, as near as may be possible,

on botanical standards
In a paper read by me before tlie Koyal Horticultural Society (to which

reference has already been made) I have given my views m some detail. Lmk
(I c 11 , 73) was the first botanist who detoitely placed the ten plant under the

genus <« iM e I li«, and as already observed ho recognised two forms, viz Thea
^nd flftiU". There would seem, however, no great advantage in regarding

the forms indicated as anything rnoro than varieties if not cultivated states of

one species. Thus ;— ^
'

Assam Ton Camellia Thea, Lmk, Var. (a) vlridis ; Thea vindis, Ltnn., Sp, PL, 1762,735;
Green Te.a, Lettsorn, Nat. Hwt Tea Tree, ‘1799, pi. 1; T. viridta, Hayne,
Oeu’Kchae, 1821, vii , pi. 29 ; Booth, Trans. Horl. Soe. London, 1830, vii

, 558 ;

T aaaarmca. Masters, Joum Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., lii., 1844, 63 ;
Assam Tea,

> Wall , Journ. As. Soc. Benq , 1835, iv , 48, pi. 2 ; C. ^ ScoUtana, Wall., Cat.,

3068; Thistleton-Dyer, Journ. Ltnn. Soc, 187.3, xiii., 329; etc., etc.

Under this I assort the following races and cultivated states :

—

1. iissam iDdlgenouB —This has the mature leaf ranging from 6 to 7}
inches m length, and from 2J to inches in breadth. It contains about 16

veins on each side of the midrib In passing it may be here observed that the
value of the number and condition of the veins in the classification of the culti-

vated races of tea, was first pointed out m the Pests and Blights of the Tea Plant
(eel 1898, 15, 40-9). But there are numerous subraces of the Assam stock,

such as the Singlo, Bazelona, etc. Collectively they are the most highly prized
and most widely cultivated of all the Indian forms of the tea plant. It is, how-
ever, somewhat curious to read m Ovington’s Voyage to Suratt (1089, 308) that
three kinds of tea were m his time conveyed from China to India, namely, “ Bing,

SiiiBio. Smglo and Bohe ” This is apparently the first mention by a European writer
of “ Singlo,” and the surmise naturally arises, how came that name to he given
to one of the best of the Assam indigenous plants ?

2. Lushal—Soiiiotimos called “ Cachar Indigenous” or “Light-leaved
Manipur ” Under favourable conditions this forms the largest leaf of all the
Indian tea plants. It has been measured from 12 to 14 by 7i inches and
recorded as possessing from 20 to 24 veins. It is not found wild outside the
Lushai hills and South Cachar. It is a rather delicate plant and will'not safely
bear the hard pruning which may be given with impunity to other teas.

3. Naga Tea—This has a long, narrow leaf, generally from 6 9 by 2 to

3J inches, with as a rule from 16 to 18 veins It is very little cultivated except
m one or two gardens on the borders of the Naga hills, such as Amguri, but is

reported to be often used as a crossing stock.
4. Manipur—Tins is the wild tea of the Native State of that n^me. It exists

there purely and simply as a forest plant, the seed of which, but not the leaf, is

valued It is now grown fairly extensively in Cachar and some parts of Assam.
It is a larger, coarser and broader-leaved plant than the Assam mdigenous. The
average mature leaf is from 6 to 8 inches in length and to 3^ inches m
breadth and usually contains 22 veins. b

5. Burma and Shan—Too little is known of these teas to allow of their
critical separation from the Manipur plant. The leaves are smaller, thicker,
more acutely serrated and distinctly more elliptic in shape than with the other
teas. The plant in question lias possibly been grown for centuries more as a
vegetable than as a source of the beverage. This circumstance may be found
to have produced properties with ivhich we are at present not familiar. (See
p. 235 imder Letpet.

)

6. Yunnan and Cblna.—Fortune (Three Years' Wanderings in China, 1847,
68) speaks of the country south of the Yang-tse-Kiang as the region of Chinese
T. the tea being shipped from Shanghai and Nmgpo. Crawford (Joitrn.

' Emb. to Siam and Cochin-China, 1830, ii., 264) speaks of the plant seen by
him having leaves “ twice or three times the size of that of Bohea tea.”
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Var. (/3) bohea ; Thc.a bohea, Linn., l.c. 734; Lettsom, l.c. 41; Hayne, Hybrid Tea

/ c VI!
, t. 28 ; Bot. Mag , 1807, xxv., t. 998 ; etc , etc. The Bohea Tea of Fortune ot India,

and others
; the Hybrid Tea of Indian tea-planters.

Fortune (I c. 197-224) found this as the chief plant in the great black-tea
country of Fuh-kion, the tea which is shipped from Canton and Hongkong It

IS a small-leaved plant with not more than 12 to 14 veins on either side of the
midribw It is freely admitted by planters to be a cross between i-Mtht and
Htrtvtn, the plant presently to be indicated.

Var. (>) stricta ; this is the form represented in the Linnpcan Herbarium Cliineee Tea

by a specimen. No 1, but which bears no name nor any record It is also India,

the T. Vhnmnti in Petiver (Mun Rar. Nat, 1695, n 983. in Bnt Museum);
r/ictt Woa«e (f c., 1821, vii , t. 27) , Chinese Tea of the Indian tea-planters.
This small bush may be seen in Indian seed-gardens flowe'-ing and fruiting freely,

and though never pruned it preserves all its characteristics and rarely shows any
departure toward var vtvIHia. The leaves am thick and leathery, from l,^^

to 2J inches long, and vary from yV t > { inch in breadth It has rarely ever^
more thar^ 8 definite nerves, while rlrliUM has 10 and hoitrii usually 12 to 14.

It 18 essentiallif a bush, and even if given the chani it rarely if ever takes the
poplar-tree form of the other races No one has r<>corded the existence of this

plant in a truly wild condition ; and what is much more curious, it is more
abundantly represented in herbaria as coming from India than from China.

Var. (5) lasiooalyx ; T Insiocalyx, Planch., MS ; T. viridis. Wall., Cat., Malacca Tea.

n. 979 ;
<’ f C axtllaria, Roxh , MS. (Bol Reg , t 349, for description) This •

interestmg form appears to have been mot with alone m Malacca and Penang,
and 18 perhaps the most tropical of all the forms of t'atnrttln actually cultivated
as tea. It seems probable that it may have originated by hybridisation with
var fii'MlM some of the better known forms of tea, such as var atriotit. In this

light the suggestion above made that it may be the plant Roxburgh designated
as r. nxuiania becomes of more than botanical mterest At all events both the
locality and description given by Roxburgh suit var laalorn/t/jr to a remarkable
degree. This is the plant seen by Griffith at Pringett near Malacca

In order to obtam the true value of the characters above ivdicated that are
dependent on the veins of the leaves, it is necessary to examine tlie shoots which
spring directly from old wood, that is to say, shoots low down on the stem Of
the Manipur and Assam plants—those in most favour m India at present—it may
be said that the former is much more hardy than the latter and should accord-
ingly be used wherever liability to drouglit exists The .Assam gives, however,
a thinner and more delicate leaf with more flavour, and the value of the tea made
from it 18 decidedly greater All hybrids, so Dr Harold H Mann affirms, should
be avoided ; in other words, all plants that show from 10 to 14 veins—the inter-

mediates between var virlifla and atricta. [(7/. Pests and Blights (1st ed.), 42-50
;

Mann, Factors Deter. Quality of Tea, Ind. Tea. Assoc , 1907, No. 4.]

EARLY ENDEAVOURS IN INDIAN TEA-PLANTING.
Discovery of Tea Plant In India .—Difficulties having arisen with Early En-

C*Jiina. the British Government realised the danger of having no other deavours.

source of tea supply than China. They accordingly interested the East

India Company in an effort to produce tea in India. Sir Joseph Banks,

in 1788, recoinmeifded Warren Hastings to attempt its cultivation in introduction ot

Bihar, Rangpur or Kuch Bihar. It appears to have been discovered

m Assam, perhaps originally by Major Bruce, subsequently iii Manipur by m India.

Mr. Scott, •somewhere between 1821 and 1826, but little attention was
paid to that circumstance until some years later. Lord William Bentinck,

Governor-General of India, in a Resolution dated January 24, 1834,

warmly took up the matter of Indian tea cultivation. A Committee was
appointed by him, with Dr. N. Wallich as Secretary, to report on the

most hopeful situations for an expenraental cultivation. Mr. G. J,

Gordon, of the firm of Mackintosh & Co., was dispatched to China to

procure seed, to collect information, and to bring to India Chinese cultiva-

tefts. He was, however, shortly after recalled because wild tea had been

re-discovered by Jenkins and Charlton in Assam. But had Bruce and *
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possibly would never have been sent to China. As it was, Wallich

refused to believe that even Jenkins’s plant was the true tea plant until he

had a’sample of tea made from it ami sent to him. In due time a Com-
mission was appointed to visit Assam in order to report on the discovery

of Indian indigenous tea. It consisted of Drs. Wallich, Griffith an^d Mc-
Clelland. They could not agree as to the plant, but for the purpose of

the Government c.vpeiimciits recommended that the Himalaya should

be first tried, then A.ssam. and lastly the mountains ot South India.

They then added that “ the China plant and not the degraded Assam
plant ” should be experimented with. The controversy about black and
green tea and of the separate plants from which those were supposed

^to be made was doubtle.ss the will-o’-thc-wisp that largely influenced

Wallich to lay down the dictum that the Indian plant was a Cdiiif'ffia

and not a 7’Acr/—a distinction, as has been shown, withoul a difference,

and one which greatly retarded the Indian tea industry. Unfortu-

nately for Wallich liis so-called Caine/lhi has since proved very much
more valuable than the TUea, the merits of which he extolled and which

alone, in his opinion, should have been cultivated. It may be here added
that it is remarkable, when so much difference of opinion prevailed and the

existence of wild tea i ii Assam had evenheen challenged, that no one thought

ot drawing attention to the specimen of the tea plant from Malabar
preserved in the Sloane Herbarium. Had this been done, we should in all

probability have been told the history of that sample more definitely than
we are ever likely now to learn, and at the same time a fuller conception

of the Chinese tea plant would have been obtained than possessed by
Wallich and others, who denied that the As,sam stock was the true tea-

yielding species.

Wailich, Royle and Falconer [Journ. Soc., Beng., 1834, lii., 178-88)

upheld the Himalaya as the preferable locality, while Griffith and Mc-
Clelland urged the claims ot Assam, which they regarded as the indigenous

habitat of the plant. In guarded yet unmistakable language Griffith gave
his opinions, even though these were inimical to the \'iews of his superior

and colleague. Dr. Wallich. Gordon was in consequence re-deputed to

China, and on his return to India with a supply of plants, .seeds, etc., he
resigned his connection with the Commission without having written an
account of his journevs in China. A third mission to China (the expemlbs
of which were partly borne bv the Royal Horticultural Society of England)
was organised and successfullv conducted by Mr. R. Fortune, who wrote
in consequence. Thee Years' Wanderings in China (1847), Tea Districts of

Chna (1852), and A Residence Among the Chinese (1857). These w'orks

contain full particulars of his studies of the Chinese industry, as also

details regarding the plants, seeds, etc., conveyed by him tojndia.
Continuing this brief sketch, it may be added that in India itself a number

of books and reports on tea appeared in rapid succession, from about the date of
the Tea Commission's report [Cf. Griffith, Rept of Tea Plant in Upper Assam,
183.5 ; C A. Bruce, Rept Manuf. Tea and Tea Plantat m Assam, in Edinb. New
Phil. Journ., 1840, xxmii . also Acc Manuf. Black Tea, 1838; Robinson,
Assam. 1841, 127-8 . Cliarleton, Corresp. regard. Disc Tea in Assam, 1841 ; Royle,
Tea in Himal , Prod. Res Ind , 1840, 257-311 ; Jameson, Tea in Kanpra, 1853;
also Rept. Oort. Tea Plantat , in Journ Agri.-Hort Soc Ind., vi., 81 ;

Wingrove,
Assam Tea, 1870; Cochran. Ind. Tea, 1872 ; Campbell, Profit- Cult. Tea, in Journ.
Soc Arts, 1872 ; Money. Cult, and Manuf. of Tea (1st ed. ). 1874; Claud Bald, Rod.
Tea, Its Cult, and Manuf , 1903 ; Bainber, Chem. and Agri of Tea, 1893 ; also Rept.
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on Ceylon Tea Soils, Colombo, 1900 ; Schulte im Hofo, Troj’enpflanzer, 1901, u.
*

(Beih.), 37-117.] These may, therefore, be viewed as amplifying the citation of
more or less botanical publications mentioned in the opening paragraph But
it la essentia] to mention still tii'o other works, viz J[a) Bretschneider'sJlistory
of European Botanical Discoveries in China—a truly stupendous volume which
reviews and indeed often quotes very fully most of the scientific authors who
have written on the Chinese Tea Plant And lastly (6) Prof J. J. Rein’s
Industries of Japan, 1889, which gives a delightful -ketch of the early history
and modern development of the industry in that countiy.

Numerous reports were issued by the Government of India, from the

date of the appointment of Mr. C. A. Bruce in 1836, as Superintendent
of their Assam plantations, to the time when thev ceased in I860 to have
any direct interest m tea. These made public the dn-xoveries accomplished
and the experience gained. It had been freely aiinouaced that when the

industry no longer required the fo.-tering care of Government, it would b%
handed over to private enterprise. The progres.s in Assam w'as such that Retirement of

^

long before (government could resign their Himalayan plantations they /ndia^m
°

had retired from Assam. It may be here mentioned that the first
industry,

sample of Assam-made tea was sent to England in 1838. From that

date the progress was rapid. The other day, while examining the

numerous papers on tea preserved in the India Office, I came across

what purports to have been the first fly-leaf of a commercial sale of tea

made by Government. It is signed by Mr. Thos Watkins, Superintendent

of the Government Plantations, and endorsed by N. Wallich, M.D.,

Superintendent H.C. Botanic Gardens. It is dated Jaipur, Upper Assam, First sales.

March 5, 1841, and headed, “ A Novel and Interesting Sale of Assam
Teas—the First Importation into the Calcutta Market.” That circular

(reproduced, Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1907, xxxu., 69) announces, in fact,

two parcels of tea offered for sale, namely thirty chests manufactured by
the Singhfo chief Ningroolla, and ninety-five the produce of the Government
tea plantations. It may thus be noted that the Singhfo.? were actually

manufacturing tea in Assam at the very time apparently that Walhch
challenged the production of tea as the evidence necessary to convince

him that the Assam indigenous plant was the true tea-yielding species.

First Public Tea Gardens,—The Sibsagar (Jaipur) plantations of the Assam

Government were sold in 1840 to the Assam Company—the first tea

concern, and to this day very much the largest Company in India. It was
anything Imt prosperous during the first 15 years of its existence, and
i^s shares fell so low that they could hardly be sold. But about 1852 it

began to improve, and with that success the tea industry appeared so

promising and, attractive that speculators eagerly rushed into it. The
discovery of tlie infligeiious tea m Sylhet and Cachar gave the impetus Oachar and

for an expansion of the industry into the Surma valley, and m a few years p^mtetiona.

thereafter the whole of the upper portions of the province of Assam (both

the Brahm»ptura and Surma valleys) might be described as converted into

a huge tea plantation. About this time (1853-5) tea-planting was organised

in Darjeeling, and shortly after followed Chittagong, Chota Nagpur and Dariaeiing

the Duras. Ultimately tea cultivation spread over every district of India

where there was the least hope of success, but with a rapidity that was

certain to culminate as it did in the great disaster of 1865-7 . It is needless Disaster,

to dwell on the causes of that disaster, but the reader is referred to Mr.

(afterwards Sir) John Ware-Bdgar’s full repoit. It was, briefly, a natural

colisequence of reckless impetuosity, ignorant supervision and positive

dishonesty. Fortunes were made by the few who realised that the tide
*
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would turn. The better situated gardens were purchased for fewer

rupees than they had cost pounds sterling to construct. New companies
were fqrmed to work these and with the avowed purpose of growing tea

for its own merits, as a commereial article, and not for the purpose of

selling gardens at a profit. Out of these trying times the industry rose

on a firmer foundation, and the subsequent prosperity is one of the marvels
of modern commerce.

It 18 not known how much money the Government of India actually

spent, from first to last, in their efforts to ingraft the tea industry

on India, but it would appear that Gordon’s missions to China and the

expenditure of the Indian Tea Coinmis.sion came to close on £18,000. If

we assume that sum to have represented but one quarter of the total

expenditure actually incurred, the result might still in perfect fairness be
characterised as one of the most profitable undertakings of thg Administra-

tion of the Empire of India. There has been organised a new industry

the value of which may be judged of from the following circumstances •

—

Tea now occupies half a million acres of land formerly waste, and of this

64 per cent, are in the province of Assam • the industry now gives lucrative

employment to close on 600,000 persons : the capital invested in it comes
to well over £20,000,000 : the first exports (1838) amounted to 488 lb.,

and in 1904 they stood at 200 inillion pounds valued at, say, £6,000,000 •

still further, it may be claimed that, as an offshoot of the Indian industry.

Ceylon has been saved from absolute bankruptcy by the substitution of

tea for coffee : and lastly that India and Ceylon have given to England
a regular supply of a much purer and infinitely cheaper article than it

formerly received from China (see p. 240).

CULTIVATION OF TEA.
Cultiva-
tion.

Features of
Planting

Past
Failures,

{Contributed by Harold H. Mann, D.Sc., Scientific Officer to the Indian

Tea Association, pp. 218-39).

Object.—The object to be attained in tea-planting is the production

on the tea plants of a constant .succession of voung shoots throughout
the season. The youngest leaves on each shoot only are capable of being

made into tea, and hence it is easy to see that the growth of tea occupies

a unique position among agricultural industries. Few of these concern

themselves, except indirectly, m the production of leaf . still fewer limit

the crop on a perennial plant to the youngest .shoots. To obtain the results

needed, the methods applied have a very special character, which has

made tea-planting one of the most technical of those industries which
depend on the culture of the land. •

Past Failures.—The first years of tea-planting in India were, for

the reason just indicated, almost a hopeless failure. A very small crop
was obtained, the leaf was plucked when too old, and a large part of the
tea was hence all but unsaleable, and the early planters had fb buy very
dearly the experience which has made the tea industry such a great and
profitable speculation. In Assam, till 1848, continual losses occurred ;

from that time for the next four or five years the Assam Company, the
pioneer and only company in the province, just succeeded in paying its

way
;

thereafter, tea culture became exceedingly profitable, and if checks
were received, such as the memorable panic of 1866, it was not owing
to the character of tea culture, but rather to financial dealings in Calcutta
and in England, coupled with certain fraudulent operations on the spot.

Though tea culture has been a profitable indirstry since 1853, yet the
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methods adopted have been continually improved. So far as the plants Oontinuons

are concerned, the methods of pruning, of plucking, of cultivation in
improvement,

general, have constantly been ameliorated, and the improvement is still

going on. The result is shown in the increase of crop
;

in 1873 the crop

m Assam was roughly from 250 to 280 lb. per acre, and m 1904-5, in

Assam', Cachar, Sylhet and the Duars, it ranged between 450 and 500 lb. Improved

per acre, and, as a rule, the leaf plucked was finer and more capable fupenor
of making good tea than at the earlier date. The manufacture of Quality,

the leaf has undergone a total revolution
;
the rolling by hand, as also

the drying or firing over charcoal (and the attendant evils and risks of

these methods) have been entirely abandoned. Since the introduction of

the first feeble efforts at manufacture by machinery m the early ’sixties,

stage by stage the older methods have disappeared, and now the work in a«

tea-factory is i*r can be made, in a very large measure, an automatic process.

Space cannot be afforded to trace the development of tea culture

and manufacture in India from the earlie.st to the late.st stages, interesting

though such a story would be all that can be attempted here is to state

the most approved conditions for the culture of the tea plant, to describe

the methods adopted in planting and maintaining an estate, and to give

some account of the principles of manufacture at present in vogue.

Localities and Climates .—The most suitable localities for the selection of

culture of tea have been, from the beginning, a source of fruitful dis-

cussion. Already in 1836, of the men best qualified to judge, some
maintained that the North-West Himalaya with a temperate climate and
occasional frost would be found the ideal situation others, that Assam,
where the plant had been found apparently indigenous, posseissed con-

ditions very similar to those of the best tea districts of China : while the

equable climate of the Nilgiris was also recommended. Truth to tell,

there were elements of vantage in all these localities. The ideal tea

climate, however, is probably that of Upper Assam, and perhaps of Cachar
—those districts, in fact, where the apparently indigenous tea had been
discovered. The hilly colder districts of Darjeeling, Kumaon, the Nil-

giris and pf the Kangra Valley have produced very successful plantations,

but in all these the crop per acre is verv considerably smaller than that
of Upper A^sam, though this smallness of crop is often (though not always)

compensated for by an increase in quality in the tea. On the other hand,
very satisfactory results have been achieved in the hotter and drier

districts of Lower Assam, of Sylhet, and in a less measure of Chittagong ;

but here the fea produced has always been inferior in character. Tea
requires, in fact, neither a tropical nor a temperate climate, but a sub-

tropical one, with a fairly moist atmosphere throughout at least the
greater part of the year. In point of temperature the best growth is Temperature,

produced with a daily variation of temperature, say, from 75° to 85° F.

If it goes far above the latter point, damage results, unless the high
temperature is accompanied by very moist conditions : the highest shade
temperature usually reached in Upper Assam is from 95° F. to 98° F.,

and this always during the rainy season. Only very slow growth, on
the other hand, takes place much below 70° F., and though plucking
continues in many districts when the daily maximum does not reach this

pqjnt, yet the intervals between the crops of leaf become very long.

During part of the year, almost all over the Indian tea area, no plucking
is attempted, and then the temperature may go down almost to freezing

*
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point without damage. Frost, however, always blackens the leaves, and,

if severe, damages the 3’ounger twigs on the bush. As to rainfall, the

distribution is of more nnportance than the amount. Sixty inches per

annum, well distributed, is ample. The best Indian tea areas receive

about one hundred inches, though there are many on which a much
greater amount falls. This rainfall should, however, occur, as far as

possible, throughout the year. A long drought, at any season, is fatal,

and this fact has had a good deal to do with the comparative failure of

both Chittagong and Chota Nagpur as tea districts.

Situation and Soil.—Equally important with the climate in

determining the suitability or otherwise of a locality for tea culture

is the character of the situation and of the soil. Early m the history

of Indian tea there was a considerable prejudice, doubtless drawn from

the accounts of Chinese travellers, in favour of planting on hills or steep

slopes. But there was really nothing in the preference . if the soil is

suitable, it is better on flat than on sloping land, especially if the latter

faces south or south-west
;

if the land is not suitable, it is certainly no

more so on a hillside than on the lev'el. Nowadays it is recognised that

the flatter the land the better, other things being equal.

There are tw^o points m connection with the physical te.xture of the

soil which are essential, if tea is to be successfully grown. It must first

bo well drained, and secondly it must be easily penetrable by the tea-

roots. A hard and waterlogged soil are equally fatal to successful

tea culture : in the former case the bushes cease to yield, and become
the prey of disease

; m the latter they die out. It may be said that

tea will grow in almost any soil provided it be well drained, but it flourishes

best in a light, sandy, deep loam. If the physical texture of a clayey

soil is such as to give it the porous and soft character required (as is often

the case in South India and in a largo area 111 the Duars), it may form ex-

cellent land for tea culture. There are two classes of soil specially to

be avoided : first a stiff clay, of any kind or colour, imjiervnous to rain

and which cakes or hardens in the sun : and second a very loose soil over-

lying gravel, which in the absence of regular and very constant ram will

ultimately produce a stunted bush yielding little leaf. Whih'ever the

land IS deep, moist, fairly porous, well drained or drainable at all seasons,

and with a sufficiency of plant-food, the tea is likely to do well, so far gts

soil conditions are concerned.

Chemically, tea demands a rich soil, and has usually, except in the

south (where old coffee laud has been employed), been pL^ited on virgm
soil, either forest or grass land being utilised lot tlie purpose. Where
the attempt has been made to put it out on soil previously used for the

cultivation of sugar-cane or cotton, it has almost uniformly grown very

badly. It refuses to flourish where houses have long stood, e^en though
the soil may be quite rich, but this is possibly largely due to the hardening
and compacting of the soil Exception being made of special conditions

such as that just described, and provided the physical character of the

land is equally good, the luxuriance of tea seems to vary directly with
the amount of organic matter and nitrogen in the soil. In virgin soils

these two constituents seem, in India, to be closely proportioned to one
another. Exce8.s of vegetable matter leads to the production of a large

crop of weak, watery tea without flavour ; on the other hand, a soil deficient

in these constituents produces only a small crop, and. moreover, the
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plants will almost certainly be attacked by blights at an early age. Much
controversy has arisen as to the cause of flavour in the tea, produced from Relation of

certain soils, notably those of Darjeeling, and it now seems, most probably, soa'”“

to be connected closely with the presence of relatively large quantities of

phosphoric acid and potash in the land. Other causes complicate the

question, but it is almost certain that the mineral plant- food constituents

hold a very important relationship to flavour. The presence of more than

a very small quantity of lime in a soil seems almost fatal to successful

tea culture . the average amount present in India is under O’ 2 per cent.

CHBMJCAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEA SOILS.- Assam.—The soils actually Assam,

under tea culture at present in India are ot very great variety. In the
Brahmaptura valley (Assam), while all the tea land is alluvium, the beat results
have been obtained on fairly light, red, rather coarse sand or silt, or on the
stiffer, older, and redder alluvium whie.h forma small plateaux m eertam districts*

(Tezpur, Bishnath). The following ait* typnal anaKaea, the samples having
been taken froifl the surface to 1.1 inches deep —

Vircin \ irjfui

Virni'i 1

UamlK'O ViDim
Older

Alluvidl
(rra&s L.iml, ' For^-st lAnd, Korc'f ijnml, t Plateau

1

Ui'lJcr
1

i-piHf ; 1 ppiT Land,
a ^Vssam

Organic Matter, etc i (V7o r» 75 3 76 2 87 7 40
Oxide of Iron 2 95 3 11 1 72 0 91 5 03
Alumina I 74 1) 95 3 29 2 13 10 77
Lime 0 09 0 11 0 06 0 04

;
0 09

Magnesia . . . 0 72 0 74 0 47
1

0 IS 0’52

Potash
1

0 38 1
0-26 0 16 ' 0 10

1

0 58
Soda

1

0 19 0 28 0 24 ' 0 02 0’18

Phosphoric Acid . 1 0 08 0 00 0 05 i 0 03 0 05
Insoluble Silicates 1 83 10

1

82 74 ' 90 25
!

03 72 75 38

1 100 00 1 100 00 100 00 ' 100 00 100 00
Nitrogen 0 14 1 0 12 0 09

!
0 09 0 13

Cachar and Sylhet.—The tea m the Surma valley (Caehar and Sylhet) Tarliar and

was originally planted almost entirely on small hills (teclas) which occur over
almost all these distnots, and winch were surrounded by low -lying flat land,
often swamp. Much of tins low land was in Inter years found to be perfectly
capable of .drainage, and when drained formed very rich beds, soinetiines of
peat, sometimes of black soil highly charged with organic matter. Tea has
been found to flourish exceedingly on these so-called hhcel ” soils, which pro-
duce enormous crops of low-quality tea In Sylhet in addition to these types
of tand, much tea has been planted on plateau land very similar to that in the
Brahmaputra valley The “ Iccla ” and ‘‘ bhcel" soils of Cachar and Sylhet are
typified m the following analyses —

• Virjfin
" 2'eela

’

soil,

Oo^’tar

“ Tfrla "

soil.

Cat har

I’oat

lihcil”
bOll,

Sylhet

Peat
** Bheii ”

soil,

Cachar.

" Bhttl ”

soil,

Cachar

Organic Matttfcr, etc. 10 15 5-33 51 70 40 50 15 92
Oxide of Iron 5-19 2 90 0-95 1-26 3-52

Alumina 4-34 6-00 5 84 11 57 9 68
Lime 0 09 0 06 0 10 0 07 0 21

Magnesia .

.

0 72 0 33 0 28 0-34 1-14

Potash 0 50 0 32 0 31 0-58 0 79
Soda 022 014 0 21 0-20 0 27
Phosphoric Acid on 006 0 20 0-25 0-12

Insoluble Silicates 78'68 84 80 40-29 45-17 68-35

• 100 00 10000 100 00 100-00 100-00

Nitrogen . . 0-21 O’ 12 2-37 1-17 0-44
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Tho tea laml of ChittagOBV resembles that in Sylhet
Daars, Teral and Darjeeling.—The Duars .and Terai, district-S lying in a

Strip 10 miles or more wide at the foot of the Himalaya, south from Sikkim
and Bhutan, contain soils o{ several types The most characteristic is, however,
a huge bank of stiff and yet porous red soil on which lie some of the most success-

ful ten estates in India, In Darjeeling the land differs from the foregoing in

not being alluvium, but formed tn »ttu from tho rocks of the districts It is a

clayey and yet highly porous soil, which i.s rich in mineral plant-food constituents.

The following are analyses of type soils from the Duars and Darj'eehng:

—

Kfii Hjiilv

fioi), Diiir-*
j

lift! JtAIlk

j

hoi!, Diiar^

DArjpolini,'

Soil

11 irji-ollng

Soil.

Organic Matter, etc. 8 73 11 61 11 78 9-32

Oxide of Iron f.‘27 6 92 7-Ot —
Alumina 10 96 1 1 92 11-78 11-98

Lime 0 10
;

0 02 0-40 0-16

Magnesia 1 16
1

081 0 91 < 0-68

Potaali 0 76
,

0 77 0-87 0-65

Soda 0 18 0 :u 0 23 0-13

Phosphoric Acid 0 16 0 11 0 12 O-ll

Insoluble Silicates 71 08 07 .50 60 27 76 98

100 00 ! 100 00 100-00 100-00
Nitrogen 0 20 ' 0 20 0 15 0-23

South India .—The soils of the remainder of the districts of North India
hardly call for remark. Those of the south country—tlie Nilgiris, Travancore
and the Wynaad—are as a whole characterised by a large proportion of clay,

and yet by a very granular texture. They are all hill sous probably formed m
sUu. The analyses (due to Bamber) of two fairly typical soils from Travancore
are shown below :

—

!

TravAncore IVa Soil Ti wanporp Tea Soil

Moisture . . . . 1 .8 00 10 00
Organic Matter, etc. . . . ; 16 20 12-00

Oxide of Iron . . 8 40 10 00
Alumina . , . 1 13 99 10 02
Luno ... .1 0-12 0-46

Magnesia . . . . . . ! 0 .50 1 04
Potash . . , . . . .1 0 11 0 46
Phosphoric Acid . . .

. |

0-02 P 02
Insoluble Silicates and Sand . ! 52 00 .50*00

Nitrogen . ... 100-00
0-30

JOO-OO
0 10

PROPAGATION.—The tea plant is invariably grown from seed.

Attempts to propagate on a large scale from cuttings 'or by layerings

have never been very successful. It is difficult, in fact, to get the cuttings

to strike, and the method of layering does not allow of rapid enough in-

crease of plants to be ever used. The real reason, however, pf the avoid-

ance of these methods is the ease with which plants are grown from seed

;

and for supply of seed, special bushes or even special seed-gardens are

reserved.

Seed.—Plants used for seed-production are allowed to grow naturally,

without any pruning. They thus form trees up to 30 or even 40 feet high,

more or less resembling a poplar in shape. The “ China ” plant is, how-
ever, an exception, and rarely grows to a height of more than 10 or 12

feet. All the forms flower in North India from September, and the fipiits

take a year to come to maturity. A second small lot of flowers often
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forms in Februarv and March The seed is procurable about November, seedin?

collected in the latter half of October, and packed for transmission in

almost dry soil. A box containing 40 lb. of jhelled seed will jisuallv

weigh from 120 to 180 lb. The seed does not keep well, and ought to

be sown as soon as possible after being plucked. It has often been upheld

that jthe seeds being rich in oil might be systematically collected and
sold by the planters as an additional source of revenue.

Nurseries.—The sowing is now almost univ'ersally made in nurseries. Ifursenes.

The seed, sometimes previously gerininated, is deposited at either 4 or

6 inches apart and 1 inch deep. A piece of particularlv good land is selection of

chosen, and formed into beds from 3 to o feet wide Such a nursery

must be well drained and very careful attention given to the preparation

of the soil, which should be raked as for a flower-bed. If previously

under tea culture, the laiul must be richly mauureil with cattle-dung.

If the situation is hot and dry, the beds should be covered with grass

immediately after sowing ; in any case water must be accessible tor

watering the nurseries. Forty ixiunds of seed may be e.xpected to give

about 10,000 plants, and will put about 2 to 24 acres of l.nid under

tea. As soon as the young plants ate visible above the surface, the

beds should be shaded bv raised frames covered with grass or mats, be

frequently weeded, and, if the weather be dry, watered in the evenings.

As a rule, the plants sown in the nursery in November or December
can be planted out in the tollowing May or June (six months old

planting), or when a year old m the following November or December.
Prepmrmtion of Land.—In or<ler to ensure a good result, it is necessary Prepara

to bestow much care on the preparation of land for tea. If it has previouslv of

been under forest, the whole of the trees should be cut down, the stumps
removed as far as possible (since manv of them are liable to cause root

disease in the tea), and the land hoed carefully all over. If grass land is

to be planted, the roots should be carefully removed when the land is

being hoed up. If hillsides are to be put out, it is advisable to arrange

before planting for terraces, running along the contour of the slopes. If Terracm.;

stones exist in the soil, they should be brought to the surface and utilised oramiag

in making the terraces. On level land the lines of drainage should be
arranged, and, where necessary, narrow drains, 3 feet deep, put in before

planting oift the tea.

Planting Out.—These arrangements having been completed, plant- Trans-
ing can be commenced. In order to secure regularity, lines must be marked planting,

out and the s^dlings placed at definite distances apart along these lines.

What these distances should be varies with the type of plant, the richness

of the land, and the method of planting. Speaking generally it is not Lmmg the

wise to put the plants nearer than 4 feet apart in any direction, nor wider
than 6 feet apart. If planted in rows at right angles to one another
(square planting), this means in the one case 2,722 and on the other 1,742

plants per acre. Four and a half feet apart is perhaps the most generally

advisable, equal to a little over 2,000 plants per acre. In recent years I’lants to Acre.

it has become usual to plant in rows at an angle of 60 degrees to one
another (triangular planting), thus making the plants equi-distant from
each other. In this case a distance of 5 feet between the bushes gives

a number of plants per acre about equal to that obtained at 4J feet apart

irf square planting, and is thus to be preferred. When the spacing

and condition have been decided upon, lines should be formed, and stakes
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placed at definite distances on these lines, to mark where holes are to

be dug and the plants to be placed. Prior to planting out a hole should

be dug at each of the stakes at least a foot deep and 10 inches wide,

and the young plants then removed from the nursery and deposited in

the prepared holes.

Period of Transplanting.—Planting may be done either wheir the

seedlings arc 6 months old or when they have been in the nursery for

a year. Under ordinarv oirc.umstances 6-months planting is gradually

being more and more adopted. Under this system the plants are taken

from the nursery when 4 to 8 inches high, and have a small ball of earth

6 to 8 inches deep attached. They are conveyed to the holes which have
been made ready, as above described, but if the ends of the tap-roots

are seen protruding or bent tliev are either straightened or nipped off.

Each ball of earth with its plant is then placed in the cei),tre 6f a hole,

loose earth filled m all round, and rammed down moderately. If the

rain follows immediately the only attention required afterwards will be

to see that weeds are cleared all round the plants, and that the surface

earth is kept loose. If ram does not come at once, the plants will need

watering. If planting be done wdth older seedlings in November or

December it is necessary to have a very much larger block of earth (at

least 12 inches deep and 6 inches m diameter) attached to the root, and
correspondingly larger holes in which the seedlings are to bo deposited.

In this case, as the planting takes place in the dry weather, a considerable

quantity of water should be given, and a mulch of dry grass placed

around the plants.

In planting, according to one of the best and nio-st recent authorities (C
Bald, Ind. Tea, tU Culture and Manuf

,

Calcutta, U)03, 00), the following rules

should be observed, viz. •

—

'• (a) The end of tap-root may be cut clean off, but it must not be bent or
doubled up.

“ (b) The plant must bo placed so that the collar is level with the surface
of the ground. If placed too high, some of the roots wil) be exposed

;
if too

deep, tlie bark of the stern will be injured by being buried The plant should be
at the same depth m the ground as it was in the nursery.

“ (c) The laterals should be spreail out, not driven into a clump round the
tap.

“ The hole should be only ono-third filled with earth, which is then pressed
round the plant by hand ; one-third| more filled and trodden or rarumed moder-
ately, and the romammg third filled in but left quite loose ” •

Drainage.—Mention has already been made of the neces.sity for drainage

on most tea soils. On the flat or nearly flat land, the drams should be at

least 3 feet deep, as narrow as possible, banked up^, litile on the sides

to prevent the water running off the surface into the drains, and should
follow the natural course of the drainage of the land. For ordinary tea-

soils they should be from 30 to 60 feet apart. On slopes the object

of the drams is not only to cause percolation of the water, *but also to

prevent wash of soil. They should hence run along the contour of the land,

and be slightly hanked up on the upper side. At intervals, main drains

(running down the slope and thus crossing the contour drains) will be
required to carry away the water. [Cf. Mann, Treat. Deter. Tea in Ind.,

Tea Assoc., 1906, No. 4, 8-12.]

Hoeing.—In all the districts of Northern India it is found that careful

hoemg of the land is needed from the early days of the plantation, both
in order to prevent the growth of weeds and to keep the surface of ^e
land loose. With young plants the principal cultivation (apart from
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keeping the weeds down) is done by frequent loosening of the soil to a

depth of 3 inches and for a distance of 12 inches round the bushes. Among
tea more than 2 years old, the following hoeings may be said to be usually

required ;

—

(a) A deep hoeing at the commencement of the annual dry weather Number ot

—at least 8 inches deep—should be given. This preserves the moisture
““ss-

in the lower layers of the land, during the drought which follows, as

well as softens the soil and thus prevents the formation of a hard pan
near the surface.

(J) From 4 to 6 light hoeings per annum. Each of these loosens

the soil to a depth of about 4 inches. They should take place at intervals

of about 6 weeks.

In South India and Ceylon, owing to the extremely granular character*

of the soils, and to the fact tliat there is no long season of drought such

as is experienced in Northern India, much lc.ss cultivation of the land

is done than that above recommended, the hoeing being replaced in a

great measure by hand-weeding
Manure.—Manuring is not usually needed for some years after a Manuring.-

plantaticn is started. Nitrogenous fertilisers are then principally required,

best in the form of organic manures,* and nothing is better than cattle

manure, if it can be obtained. The cattle manure generally to be had ParmyarJ

in India is extremely poor, and so twenty tons per acre would not be an
excessive dressing. Little more than a third of that quantity of good
stall-fed dung would be of equal value. With the cattle manure all the

waste materials of the tea estate, such as the wooil-ashes (if wood is burnt
in the factory), the thatch, the sweepings from houses, etc., are mixed and
heaped together in special manure sheds and thus made ready for use. This

so-called cattle manure is best applied early m the year, before the first

hoeing of the season. In default of cattle manure, oilcake—usually ohemicai

from castor or rape seed—has given the best results, and is now used
largely both in the districts ot North and South India. It is commonly
applied broadcast, at the rate of about half a ton per acre. In Ceylon
a good deal of artificial manure—chiefly superphosphate and basic slag

with or without sulphate of potash—has been and is being used, but the

application of such manures has been elsewhere on a very limited scale.

[CJ. Pests hnd Blights, etc., 119-34 ; Mann and Hutchinson, Heeleaka

Exf. St., Assam, in Ind. Tea Assoc., 1907, No. 2.]

In recent years very good results have been obtained by green manuring. Green

The plant chiefly employed in North India has hitherto been fhaseolus
Mungo, which is sown broadcast in April or May at the rate of 40 lb.

of seed per acre, and is hoed into the land after 6 to 8 weeks. Other
plants have been suggested for the purpose, and from recent experiments
it seems prdbablo that good results may be obtained with VrotrUnria
striata and He.shania rnnnahina. In Ceylon the best returns have
been given by the use of Crotalaria, striata as a green manuring
crop, but the ground-nut {Arachls hgpogf^a) has also been employed.
Stumps of the dada'p tree (Ergthrina lithositerma) have been planted shade-trefis.

and the growth periodically pruned off and buried. It is essential, how-
ever, that the stumps should not remain m the tea for more than
one year, as otherwise they are very apt to cause stump-rot, due to the

fungus lioseUinla radiciperda. The leguminous bush Tephrosia
,

Candida has been used similarly in India, but this is grown from •
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seed, and the bushes retained in the land for 3 years. [Cf. Mann and

Hutchinson, Green Manuring in Tea, l.c. 1906, No. 2.]

Certain trees growing among tea are found to be beneficial. The best

of the.se is Alhizxia stipulata, hut lyalberqia, assnmiea has given

similar results. These are planted from 40 to 60 feet apart throughout

the garden. The lower branche.s are annually removed, so that the. shade

given may be as light as possible. \Cf. Pests and Blights, etc., 136-47.]

Pruning.—The pruning of tea is an extremely technical process which

can hardly be adequately described in a general notice such as the present.

In nearly all the Indian districts it is an annual operation, and in

North India is always carried out between December and March. In

South India and Ceylon the time is not nearly so fixed, but if possible

1 it should be always done during the non-growing period of the plant.

Commencing with a tea seedling, one of the best systems of pruning on
the plains of India is perhaps as follows :—After the tea seedlings have
been on the ground 1 to 6 months (according to whether they have
been planted out at a year old or at 6 months old respectively) they

should be cut down in December or January. If of the “ Assam ” in-

digenous type this should be not lower than 6 inches from the ground
;

if of the “ Manipur,” 6 to 8 inches. Each plant ought then to throw
out, from the stump, 3 or 4 stems, which are allowed to grow for 2 years

before being pruned again. Then when they are 3 years old from seed,

they are cut at 14 to 18 inches from the ground. After this, each year’s

pruning will be at a point from 1 to 2 inches above that of the previous

year (light pruning), until the yield begins to diminish, when it will be
necessary to cut back to 12 to 15 inches from the ground (heavy pruning).

This ought not to be necessary till the bushes are more than 10 years

old. At a later age, if the bushes are found to give a very low yield, it

may be necessary to go even lower than this, and even in extreme cases

to cut the bush down level with the ground (collar pruning), but this

should not be necessary till after many years, if the garden be properly
cultivated, manured and plucked.

In light pruning it is important :

—

(a) To leave only a small length of new wood, say not Inore than
2 inches all over the bush.

(h) To cut the shoots at the sides of tho bushes to the sarfie length^as
those in the middle.

(c) To remove everything which is not likely to yield a new vigorous
shoot in the following season. For example, remove all dead branches,
all gnarled twigs and crow’s-foot formations (clumps of imperfectly formed
shoots), all trailing shoots on the outside of the bush, and all small useless

twiggy shoots throughout the bush.
At high elevations growth is very much slower than in th^plains, and

heavy pruning will naturally be much less frequent than under ordinary
conditions. And moreover there appears no doubt that growth made
immediately after heavy or collar pruning gives a much lower grade of

tea than can be obtained after light pruning. As the tea grown at the
high elevations of hill districts usually depends for its commercial success
on its high quality, heavy pruning is generally avoided as far as possible.

[Cf. Pests and Blights, etc., 78-100
; Mann, Exper. Heavy Pruning in Assam,

in Ind. Tea Assoc., 1907, No. 3 ; also Factors Deter. Quality of Tea,‘l.c.

1907, No. 4, 17.]
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Plucking.—The annnal course of plucking, after light pruning, is Plucking,

about as follows :—When the tea has been pruned, new shoots begin

to grow, and after 2 to 3 months have attained, a length of 9 inches or

more. At this stage the bushes can be “ tipped,” that is to say, the

first lot of leaf may be taken off, the object not being so much to get

the leaf as to force the production of secondary shoots on the plant.

This “ tipping ” should be done when there are, on the shoots of the centre

of the bush, on the average 6 leaves, without counting either the unopened
tip-leaf nor the so-called “ janum ” leaf (really a bud scale) at tlie base of

each shoot. Then the topmost two leaves may be plucked off, the plucking Method,

being done not by pulling, but by breaking (or nipping) the shoots with

the thumb-nail. The level at which the average shoot, in the centre of

the bush, is thus to bo plucked is fixed, and it is a plan often followed to“

let the piuck^rs have a stick cut to the required height as a measure. Measure.

Nothing is then plucked under this height at any part of the bush.

This tipping forces a secondary growth from the axii-i of the leaves Flushing,

on the onginal shoots, and after about 3 weeks the secondary growth
is ready to pluck, the uppermost 2 leaves and the unopened bud only

being taken, and 2 mature leaves left on each of these secondary shoots.

This plucking brings about the growth of a third series of shoots which
rise from the axils of the leaves on the secondary growth, and on these

one mature leaf is usually left behind when plucking the youngest “ two
leaves and a bud ” as before. A fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh senes

of shoots arise in similar manner, and are known as “ flushes.” Eight
distinct series of shoots is usually the largest number given by bushes in

one season.

In the early part of the season the pluckings are almost coincident

with the growth of the “ flushes.” After this they are much more fre-

quent, and bushes are usually plucked from 20 to 30 times during the

year, at intervals of from 7 to 9 days, during the greater part of the season.

As has already been said, 4 mature leaves ought to be left on an average

shoot in the first plucking, and nothing plucked below this level in the

bush. The use of a levelling-stick is often continued for the first three Prematura

or four pluckings of the season in order to prevent the premature plucking

of the weaker shoots. Two leaves should be left behind in plucking the

secjpndary gfowth, and one leaf in the next few pluckings at least, after

which the shoots can be safely plucked as they grow. [Of. Mann, Factors

Deter. Quality, in Ind. Tea Assoc., 1907, No. 4, 19 et seq.']

Seasons.—It is essential to leave plenty of growth below the plucking- Seasons,

level in the earlier part of the season, and especially so after any heavy
pruning. The growth and health of the bush are only secured by allowing

abundant leaf to remain. Many fine tea estates have been seriously

damaged by^lucldng ofi too much of the spring growth.

In Assam, and in fact North-East India in general, plucking com-
mences about the end of March in each year. July, August, September
and the first half of October are the months of greatest yield. After that

time the crop gradually diminishes, and in Upper Assam plucking ceases

for the season about the middle of December, while in Sylhet it may
continue till the new year. The yield at each plucking during the height

of the season from good yielding mature tea may go up to about 120 lb.
’

of leaf per -acre or even more, giving about 30 lb. of made tea. [Of. ,

Pests onii Blights, etc., 101-18.]
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Yield.—Tlic object of the tea-grower is to get the maximum number
of young shoots on the bushes in each year, as it is only the two, three, or

at most four youngest leaves on any shoot which can be made into tea. A
very small leaf crop can be obtained, under the system of pnming already

set out, in the second year after planting
; in the third year about 150 lb.

per acre ought to be obtained, if in the plains. By the sixth year the

tea (on the plains) is yielding a full crop, which varies, according to the

soil, from 4TO to nearly 1,000 lb. per acre per annum. Any crop above

700 to 800 lb. per acre is very abnormal, and due to special conditions.

The average on the plains of India is rather under 500 lb. per acre.

Deterioration of the Tea Plant.—This subject has been so fully dealt

with in recent publications that it may suffice to give a reference to the

'literature. [C/. Watt, Pests and Blights (1st. ed.), 155-60
;
Mann, Treat.

Deter. Tea in Ind., Tea Assoc., 1906, No. 4 ;
also Renov. Detef. Tea, in

Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. li., 85 96.]

Enemies of the Tea Plant.—The tea bush is attacked by quite a

legion of pests and blights, but owing to the fact that the tea crop is a con-

tinuous one for 8 or 9 montlis in the year, it is rare indeed that it is wholly

destroyed. In the worst cases the yield is reduced possibly 20, 30 or

even 40 per cent. In spite of this fact the damage done is in many cases

extremely serious. For a complete treatment of the enemies of the tea

plant the reader is referred to technical publications (more especially

the Pests and Blights, etc., 165-416). All that it is possible to attempt
in this work is to furnish a list of the more serious pests and blights.

Rea Spider.—The pest which is almost always the first to appear
in a garden is the “Red Spider” biocnltttiis, Wood-Mason),
a small red mite which sucks the leaves in the hot, dry weather of April,

May and June, and afterwards, if dry weather continues. This leads

to the checking of the growth and the weakness of the new shoots, and,

hence, loss of crop as well as thinner and less vigorous wood as a basis

for the next year’s growth. The use of sulphur, applied by dusting
on previously wetted bushes in February and March, is becoming very
general as a means of counteracting this pest. [C/. Pests and Bhghts, etc.,

348-59.]

Mosquito Blight.—The insect which causes by far the greatest damage
to tea in India is, however, the so-called Mosqwto Blight '{I/elope^tis
theivora, Waterhouse). The losses due to this pest may be put down
at 7 or 8 lakhs of rupees per annum. The insect itself is a capsid plant-

bug, which passes the whole of its life-history on the tea bush, feeding
on the leaves. It works by puncturing the youngest leaf and sucking
the juice. The leaves thus quickly become a mass of brown, dry and
withered material. It can be apparently combated and almost entirely

eradicated from isolated gardens by spraying the busheS soon after
pruning with kerosene emulsion and having a squad of children catching
the insects throughout the year. Such a method is expensive, but has
well repaid the cost on estates where mosquito blight has been serious.

\Cf. Pests and Blights, etc., 247-85 ; Mann, Variations in Helo'peltis theivora,

in Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind. (Entom.), i.. No. 4.]

areea Fly.

—

The growth of the shoots on the tea bushes is, often
greatly retarded in the early part of the year, apparently by the activity

of a jassid bug {Vhloritn flavescena, Fabr.) known in the tea districts

by the unfortunate name of the “ Oreen Fly." It seems to completely
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stunt the second, third and fourth flushes of the season chiefly, but has
the compensating consideration that the tea made from shoots so stunted
is invariably of higher quality than when they grow freely. No method
of dealing with this pest has yet been devised. [6’/. Pests and Blights,

etc., 286-92
;
Mann, Factors Deter. Quality Tea., Ind. Tea. Assoc, 1907,

No. 16.]

CaterpiUars .

—

The number of caterpillar pests of the tea plant is

very great, those of the I'sifc/ndtr and Dhitafotlidfr being perhaps
the most numerous and most injurious. Little more than systematic

catching has been attempted against these. Scale insects are of little Scale IilsocIb.

or no importance in the plains, but become serious at higher elevations.

The brown coffee-bug {Lccauintn hemittpherictmt) has done serious

damage m the Nilgiris, while in the north of India the most commotf
species are ^’/lioiinspis then', Krinehiton then', and fJnrtei'in

Ueeurella. [Cj. Mann and Antram, Red Slug, in Ind Tea, Assoc., 1906,

No. 6.]

Red Rust .—Among blights ot vegetable origin perhaps the most Vegetable,

serious and widely distributed is the so-called “ Retl Rust,’" caused by
an alga {Cephnleurou vieeseen.-', Kunz ), which attacks tea of deficient

vigour almost everywhere and kills nearly all the shoots on which it occurs.

[C/. Mann and Hutchinson, Red Rust—a Serious Blujht of the Tea Plant,

in Ind. Tea. Assoc., Calc., 1904, No. 4.] Its treatment consists largely in Treatment,

increasing the vitality of the bushes by manuring, better drainage, and
improved methods of pruning and plucking, but in serious cases Bordeaux
Mixture, applied to the bushes immediately after pruning, is also advised.

[Of. Pests and Blights, etc., 396-408
;
Mann and Hutchinson, Red Rust of

Tea, in Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind. {Botany), 1907, i.. No. 6.]

Fungous Blights.—Thread Blight, caused by a fungus {Stilhuin nnuittn,
Massee) on the le.vves and twigs of the bushes, has done considerable

damage to individual plants, but can be got rid of by treatment with

sulphide of lime (made by boiling lime and sulphur together in water).

Grey Blight {Pe.stnfozzia uuepini, Desmaz.) is the most serious leaf-

blight of, the tea plant, and is very generally distributed. Blister Blight

( Ejcobasitli itni rexnns, Massee), another fungus which attacks the leaves

and green shoots, is fortunately restricted to a small area at present in

Upper Assam (Mann, Ind. Tea Assoc., 1906, No. 3). Tea Canker {Neetrin
sp.) destroys both young and old tea stems, more especially in damp situa-

tions. Lastly, Root Rot {lioseflinin rntlicipertln) causes the death of

large numbers of .bushes, more particularly round the dead stumps of

certain trees.

Having dealt with Cultivation as fully as the available space will

allow, it 18 now necessary to consider the methods presently adopted for

the manumeture of the leaf into the commercial article Tea.

MANUFACTURE OP TEA.
The methods pursued have undergone a complete change in practice, Manu-

if not in principle, by the introduction of machinery. Previous to 1860, facture.

and almost entirely previous to 1870, hand labour was exclusively em- MachinMy?°

ployed to prepare the leaf for market
;
now (except for an occasional

garden at the commencement of the season) the whole work is done by
lI;^,chinery, much of which is largely automatic. The machines used for

the several processes in Black Tea preparation have been produced by throe
.

or four inventors, and the names of Kjnmond, Jackson and Davidson
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almost entirely cover tlie field. It is not proposed to describe here the

older methods of tea manufacture by hand, since these can be found in

many of the books already referred to, but we shall limit attention to

those at present in vogue. [C/. Watt, Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1907,

xxxii., 90-,3.J

Grades of Tea.—The tea-leaf when plucked may be manufactured* into

various classes of tea. Black Tea, at present, absorbs almost the whole

of the leaf produced in India. The preparation of Green Tea has made,
however, considerable progress in the past five years, largely owing
to the invention of special machinery for its production and partly to

the depressed prices obtainable for Black Tea. An effort has recently

been put forth to introduce the manufacture of Oolong teas into India,

hut so far with no success. A small quantity of Brick Tea is made by
a few estates in Darjeeling and Kumaon, for the Tibet and Bhutan market,
“ Letpet ” or Pickled tea is prepared in Burma and on the hills lying

between that country and Assam. These various grades of tea may be

separately dealt with :

—

1. Black Tea.- -withering.

—

The leaf, plucked as already described,

is brought in from the estate, and immediately spread as thinly as possible

in a cool and shady house on trays of hessian, bamboo, or wire netting to
“ wither.” In the colder hill districts this operation is nearly always
conducted in lofts, situated over the factory itself, which can be closed

and w'armcd with hot air. In the plains similar lofts, fitted with
fans to draw the air over the tea, are sometimes used, but the general

consensus of opinion seems to be that when such lofts are used to shorten

the withering by raising the temperature above 80° F., the quality of the

tea invariably suffers. In the districts producing the best-grade tea

(Upper Assam) the withering is almost entirely carried on in houses open
to the outside air. Lofts in which hot air can be introduced are, however,
very useful in ensuring that the withering is completed within a reasonable

time, for the leaf must wither until it is flaccid, and if this takes too long,

the tea is always inferior. At a temperature of 80° F. the ideal time
required for withering is about 20 hours ; if delayed beyond thjit time a
lower-grade tea is almost inevitable. If not flaccid at the end of the

withering time it is a common custom to allow the leaf to remaip for thirty

hours, when it must then be taken away and rolled. The process of wither-

ing is a very important one in tea manufacture ; if well carried out, the
amount of tea ferment {enzyme), which afterwards causes the change in

the leaf termed “ fermentation,” nearly doubles in quantity during the
operation

;
the soluble matter in the leaf considerably increases as well

as the tannin, to which the pungency of the finished leaf is due.

Rolling .

—

When, by withering, flaccid leaf has been produced, it is

ready to roll. This operation was formerly carried out by placing the
withered leaf on a table, where it was rolled to and fro under the
pressure of the hands, till the juice was pressed out on to the surface of
the leaf, and the material, well twisted. As the pressing out of the juice
from the cells into contact with the air is the essential part of the process,
it was soon apparent that a machine might be devised which would bring
about this result and allow ot a much larger amount of leaf being treated
at once. Hence during the last forty years there has been invented*

a

constant succession of machines. The earlier ones, by trying too closely

to imitate hand rollmg, were many of them cumbrous and unwieldy, but
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gradual improvement has taken place, and those now in use leave little

to be desired except the making of the process continuous. In principle, continuity

all the machines work by rubbing the leaf betiveen two surfaces .either

rotating in opposite directions or worldng at right angles to one another.

In some cases the pressure on the top of the leaf is supplied by the weight
of a large quantity of the leaf itself

; in others, and more commonly, by
a special heavy lid to the machine. By raising or lowering this lid, the

pressure on the rolling leaf may be altered, and the amount of juice ex- Pressure,

pressed diminished or increased. Other things being equal, the lighter

the rolling the more juice remains in the cells, and a pungent light-liquor-

ing tea is obtained, in which the whitish colour of the immature tip-leaf is

only slightly stained, thus giving a pretty-looldng tea, full of “ golden tip.” Golden Tip.

If the rolling be hard, much juice is pressed out, thf golden tips largely*

disappea/, an^ a much darker liquor is afforded by the finished tea, but
one with more “ body ” and less pungency. The time taken by this

operation varies from a quarter of an hour to an houi or even more.
Often the rolling is partly carried out, and the leaf is then sifted through
rotating sieves. The finer portions (containing most of the golden tip)

are not again put in the machine, while the coarser portions are subjected

to rolbng under a greater pressure.

The juice has been brought into contact with the air by rolling
;
now of

occurs the so-called “ fermentation.” Before the rolling is completed
the edges of the leaves and the ends of the stalks have begun to change
from a green to a brown colour, and to take on an altered smell. This is

the commencement of the fermentation, which is allowed to go on from Formentitioa.

two to six hours according to the conditions. For this purpose the roll'

d

leaf is spread out about one to two inches thick in a moist, cool, darkened
room, under conditions of the greatest cleanliness possible, and allowed

to remain there. The material quickly becomes brown, and commences
to smell like finished tea. The end of the operation is judged by the eye

and the smell, and requires a good deal of experience to decide. The final

product should be coppery brown in colour, like a new penny, and should Brown

have quite lost its leafy smell, taking on, as has already been said, tliat of

finished tea. The changes which take place during the fermentation are

still very obscure, and it will be better to leave their discussion till a

little later (see p. 238).

Firing.—Fermentation finished, the leaf must be dried or fired as quickly Firing,

as possible. Formerly the firing was done over clear charcoal fires
;
now

machines which ma)je use of a current of hot air are exclusively employed.

The earliest invented simply placed the leaf in trays through which a

current of heated air passed, by natural draught, and as each tray was
dried the material was removed and replaced. Now such machines are

chiefly em^oyed for finishing the tea-firing, and the greater part of the

work is done on large automatic machines working with strong currents

of air induced by fans. They are capable, some of them, of drying as

much as two hundred pounds of finished tea jper hour. The machines

used for this purpose are simple in construction, and though ingenious, do
not embody any new principle of drying. The “ firing ” is usually com-
menced at a high temperature, the air entering the machine being often Temperature

kqpt at from 220° to 240° F., though naturally the drying leaf itself never

reaches this temperature. After the drying is about three-quarters
,

completed, a somewhat lower temperature is employed, from 180° to
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200° F. It is essential that the whole tlrying should be carried out as

rapidly as possible, since if protracted, much of the pungency of the tea

is lost.
.

Grading .—After drying, the tea is graded. The marks known on

the market arc
—“Orange Pekoe,” “Pekoe,” “Souchong,” “Congou,”

etc. These are old Chinese terms, but now used somewhat loosely on

the .supiiosition that certain leaves on the shoot form the bulk of the

grade named. Thus the unopened tip (bud) and the first opened leaf

aie generally supposed to constitute the “ Orange Pekoe,” the next in

descent is the “ Pekoe ” leaf, and still lower the “ Souchong ” leaf. The
grades, however, are now merely commercial terms which have little

relationship to any particular leaves. There is a corresponding class for

>-the fine particles or so-called “ Broken ” leaf of each grade, which
generally gives a stronger tea than the grade itself, and is hpnee “higher in

price. The principal market names in use at present are •

—

1. Broken Orange Pekoe. 5. Broken Pekoe Souchong.

2. Orange Pekoe. 6. Pekoe Souchong.
3. Broken Pekoe. 7. Broken Tea.

4. Pekoe. 8. Souchong.
In addition there is a grade known as “ Fannings,” composed of the

very small and light fragments of leaf not capable of being placed under
any of these names, and “ Dust,” the extremely fine portions got out by
sieving through a fitic-mesh sieve, but even tlius lias .still a market value.

Ill the Kew Bulletin (June 1890, 109-2) will be found paiticulars of the

Hankow manufacture of the compressed tablets of thi' common tea-dust.

These are said to be used throughout Russian Siberia.

These various grades are obtained from the tea just after being fired

and by systematic sieving through sieves of vanou.s sizes, generally

machine driven, coupled with the passage of the tea through “ breakers
”

or “ equalisers ” in which the coarser leaf is broken down to a uniform
length. After sorting in this way, each grade is packed separately in

wooden boxes lined with sheet lead.

Packing and Tea Boxes—Almost all the wood.s found in the tea districts

have been used at one time or another for making tea boxes. Teak
has even been imported from Burma (or that purpose. For a long

time toon or poma {i'vifpelii Toona) was l.he, favourite, but as this becaipe
scarcer inferior woods have had to be employed. In the Brahmaputra
valley practically the only timber now used loeally for box-making is

semul [itoiuhax mulabaricmn ) ; in Sylhet and Cachar a greater variety
is still employed, most being cut in the forests of the Lushai and Manipur
hills and floated down the rivers to the saw-mills. There is, however,
an increasing tendency to import boxes from other countries, even from
China, Japan and Sweden—chiefly pine. Some patent boxe*^, made of
Russian pine in three layers cemented together in opposite directions to the
gram, have in recent years become popular under the name “ Venesta,”
“ Acme,” “ Columbia,” etc. Their chief objection is their high price.

Steel chests were introduced some years ago, but have been abandoned.
It may be mentioned that the wood of which the chest is made is by no
means a matter of indifference. Some timbers have the reputation of
tainting the tea placed in them, giving it a so-called “ cheesy ” flavour,
and quite a large number of timbers can only be used after long seasoning
under water. Chests are always lined with thin sheet -lead, carefully
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soldered. It is of the utmost importance that the package should be as
airtight as possible, since tea is exceedingly quick in absorbing moisture Airtight

from the air (up to the amount of 16 to 17 per qent.) and then becomes
rapidly mouldy and useless. Before packing, each grade of tea is always
refired at a temperature of 180° to 200° F., and packed while still just

warm.* As put in the boxes, it commonly contains from 2 to 3 per cent,

of moisture.

2. Green Tea.—For many years the manufacture of Green Tea in Green Tea.
India may be said to have died out except in the Kangra Valley and in

Kumaon. It was formerly made in some quantity, but black tea being
the more marketable article, the green gradually ceased to be manufactured,
especially after the introduction of machinery, since no apparatus had
been devised for green-tea n^a/iufactiire While the object aimed at in*

preparing blaqjc tea is to change the materials in the leal, by fermentation,

the green colour becomes brown or black, the astrirgency is reduced,

and the aroma altered in character • in manufacturing groi tea, the aim
is to prepare the leaf without, any alteration taking place.

Fermentation Prevented—'L’he first operation ill manufacture .8, always, No
therefore, to heat the leaf, immediately it is received from the pluckers

and without any withering, so as to ilestroy the ferment [enzyme) and
prevent any after-colouring of the leaf, and at the same time to bring

the leaf into the soft condition required for rolling. When small quan-
tities are dealt with, this result is obtained by panning. The pan is a

large cast-iron basin 2 feet wide let into brickwork and with the hinder ramimg.

part about 1 foot higher than the front. This is heated from below. When
the pan is “ roasting hot ” a small quantity of leaf is thrown into it and
kept tossed about by hand so that no portion is allowed to rest on the

hot iron long enough to get singed. When soft enough it is slightly rolled

by hand, then panned again, and so panned and rolled alternately until

the edges of the leaf become very slightly crisp. The leaf thus prepared

is then dried off as quickly as possible, by methods and appliances similar

to those described for black tea.

Where large quantities of leaf have to be dealt with, machines have

recently licon invented by means of which the panning operation is re-

placed by a steaming of the leaf, under pressure, in a rotating cylinder. stBuming.

Tl^e steamifig must be very short or the leaf gets a boiled-cabbage

appearance and is then useless, and yet it must be treated long enough

to ensure the destruction of the ferment. About 1^ to 2 minutes under

a steam pressure of 20 lb. to the square inch is generally sufficient. After

steaming, the excess of water is usually got rid of in a centrifugal

machine, though much juice is lost at the same time. Then the leaf is

rolled slightly in machines similar to those used for black tea. The rolling

must only ife slight, for broken grades are almost worthless in green tea.

It is immediately thereafter dried off as rapidly as possible.

In order to obtain a green appearance in the final product it has been Faomg,

customary in China to “ face ” the tea by rubbing it, when finished, in a

hot pan with a small quantity of indigo and gypsum or other similar

mixture. In Kangra the Native manufacturers use a small quantity of

greenish-coloured soapstone for this purpose. But the employment of such

materials is to be deprecated, and a very fair finished surface can be given

to the tea by rubbing it in a hot pan alone without any foreign material,

which only too frequently assumes the condition of an adulterant.
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Grades of Green Tea .

—

As already stated, in grading green tea
“ broken grades ” are worth very little. The grades (as with black tea)

are given Chinese nanif-s :
—

“ Young Hyson ” is the finest part of the

tea, principally made from the youngest leaf on the shoots ;
“ Hyson

No. 1 ” corresponds with Pekoe among black teas ;
and “ Hyson No. 2

”

IS a coarser grade. “ Twankay ” is composed of the flat broken fragments

of the coarser leaves
;

“ Gunpowder,” which has the appearance of balls

about the size of small peas, is formed by the smaller leaves (which are

very sticky after panning, and hence adhere together and so form them-

selves into small balls during rolling). The packing i.s similar to that for

black tea.

Speaking of green tea, the following passage from Vigne (Trav. Kashmir,

•Ladakh and, Iskardo, 1842, ii., 265) will be found interesting :
“ Tea, made

or rather boiled with water, as in Europe, is called Mogul! cA4, or Che tea of

the Moguls, as they call the Persians. But Tibet! chd, or tea as made in

Tibet, is a very different composition, for which the following is the recipe

for a party of five or six people : a teacupful of the finest green tea is

put into three pints of water, and upon this is strewed a large spoonful of

soda, and all three are boiled together. About a pound of fresh butter

or ghi, and a pinch of salt, are then placed at the bottom of the milling

churn, and part of the boiling contents are poured out and milled like

chocolate
;
a little cream or milk is then added to what has remained in

the saucepan, and on this the milled tea is poured and boiled again, and
part of it again transferred to the churn, and so on till it is all properly

milled. All that then remains to be done is to strain it through a clean

cloth. Much depends upon the quality of the tea, and the manner of

making it. I have nowhere drank it so good as with Ahmed Shah. It

was always made before or after a march, and on a cold morning I found
it, after a little time, quite as palatable as tea made in the ordinary way,
and far more nourishing. When well made, it resembles chocolate in

appearance, in consequence of the reddish tinge imparted to the tea by
the presence of the soda, which prevents it also from cloying. Sutu, or

the flour of roasted barley, is frequently eaten with it.”

3. Oolong Tea.—So far no oolong tea has been made in India
;

its

manufacture is a speciality of Formosa, though also made in China and
Japan. But Formosa oolongs have a recognised place on the tea market,
principally on account of a very characteristic and much-desired flavour.

Commissioners were sent from both India and Ceylon in 1904 to ascertain

the methods by which this was produced. They reported that the flavour

was principally due to the particular variety of plant grown. But that
variety was not to be recommended on any other ground, as the yield

was small, the plant was difficult to grow, and could only be satisfactorily

propagated by layering. The manufacture was quite special ili character,

and in essentials was carried out as follows On the leaf being brought
into the factory at midday, it is put out in the sun to be warmed, first

spread thinly and then thicker, for twenty minutes to one hour. The leaf

so treated is taken into a house and spread on bamboo trays in a layer

about 3 to 4 inches thick. At intervals of 15 minutes it is collected to-

gether and shaken up with the hand. With this treatment continued for

two hours a change occurs in the smell of the leaf, and a tinge of brcyivn

takes place on the softer leaf and on the edges of the others. When the

discoloration has spread over the softer leaves in spots, the tea is ready
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for panning. This operation is carried out by keeping tbe leaf constantly Panning,

and evenly on the move in a pan about 2 feet in diameter, retained at

a temperature of 360° to 400° F. and for about, 10 minutes. Rolling

follows, and finally firing in the small charcoal stoves used universally

in tea manufacture in China and Japan. For further particulars the

report of the Indian Commissioner, Mr. J. Hutchinson {CiiU. and Manuf.
of Formosa Oolong Tea, Calcutta, 1904) should be consulted.

4. Brick Tea.—Hitherto little attempt has been made to manu- Brick Tea.

facture Brick Tea in India, though it is the staple of the Central Asian

trade. In view of the possibility that this trade may be opened up in

the near future, a careful investigation was made in 1905 of the methods
employed in Western China by a special commissioner sent by the Indian

Tea Association to the districts in which it is produced. He describes in •Manufacture of.

his reporf hovf it can bo made either from the young shoots (as with
black tea), which gives the highest quality of brick, or from coarse leaf

with many stalks and twigs. In some ca.ses, indeed, stalk and twig

predominate in the material used.

The manufacture involves (1) Panning, m pans as described under Panning. ,

green tea, kept at such a temperature that the leaf emits a sharp crackling

sound, due to the bursting of the cells as it is rubbed over the surface.

This operation takes from 6 to 10 minutes. (2) Rolling.—This process Roiimg.

is carried out by hand in the usual manner, only light rolling, however,
being done. (3) Fermenting.—Here the peculiar part of the manu- nong

facture comes in, for the leaf spread in heaps 3 to 4 inches deep is allowed

to ferment for 3 to 4 days, the temperature rising in the meantime to

105° to 112° F. The resultant product is then dried in the sun. After Manufacture.

preparation it has to be formed into bricks, and for this purpose it is first

steamed over a boiler (5 lb, at a time) for 2 to 3 minutes, and will then
have a temperature of 150° to 170° F. If few stalks are mixed with the

leaf it will be found that a fairly firm brick may be turned out without
any addition

; if not, a mixture of boiled glutinous rice-flour is necessary

to give sufiicient adhesiveness. The whole is then put into a wooden
mould of suitable size and shape and pounded down lightly with a wooden
rammer weighing 17 lb. Several bricks are, usually, put in the same
frame, separated by a layer of bamboo matting. The whole frame when
filled is put aside for several days to set and dry

;
after which the

bricks are taken out, trimmed, wrapped in paper, and put back into the

case again. The bricks usually made are 10| inches in length by 4 inches

thick. \Cf. Hotace Pella Penna in Markham, Journ. of T. Manning to

Lhasa, 1879, 119, 317.] The manufacture of brick tea differs in quality

and material rather than in principle from the compressed tablets of

tea-dust to which reference has already been made.
5. Letpei or Leppett Tea and Lao Mieag Tea.—The manufacture Iietpet Tea.

of this kind of tea is peculiar to Burma, the Shan States and
some of the hills lying between Assam and Burma. A fairly complete

account of the whole subject of its production will be found in the Kew
Bulletin (1896, 10) and in The Agricultural Ledger (1896, No. 27,

236-66). There seem to be two ways of preparing it, as follows :—The
leaves are first thrown into boiling water and allowed to remain for a

sliO|t time or until they become soft, then are taken out and rolled by
hand on mats and allowed to cool. The process which follows consists in

ramming the leaves down tight into the internode of a bamboo (the
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“ Wabo ”), a wooden ramrod being used for the purpose. A stopper is

then made of jack or guava leaves, and the bamboos thus charged are

then kept in the shacfe for a couple of days with the stoppered ends

downwards to allow of any water there may be within to drain off. * The
bamboos are not filled up quite to the top with letpet, and in the space thus

left ashes mixed with a little water are now filled in. The object *of the

ashes is to prevent insects getting to the tea. The bamboos are now
buried underground till the letpet ha.s matured and is required for sale.

If not buried the letpet becomes black and spoilt
;

to be good it should

be of a yellowish colour. It is carried to market for sale in bamboo
baskets of open wicker-work (kyin) lined with leaves. The tea is taken

out of the bamboos, filled into the baskets, and pressed down tight so as
' to prevent air injuring it.

The above is the method in vogue west of the Irrawaddy. East of

that river the method seems to consist in steaming the leaf and then

rolling by hand. ' After this the leaves are allowed to cool and are then

deposited in a pit, lined with planks or bamboo matting, and covered

over and pressed down by heavy weights. The pit is not opened till a

purchaser turns up to buy the whole pitful, but when opened the letpet

tea is removed in bamboo crates.

[It may be useful to amplify Dr. Mann’s account of this tea

(above) by a few quotations and observations :—The earliest mention
of it (apparently) is in Hamilton’s New Account of the East Indies

(1688-1722, pub. 1727, ii., 62), where ho says, “They never leave

mediating till there be a reconciliation, and, in Token of Friendship,

according to an ancient Custom there, they cat Champoch from one
another’s Hand, and this seals the Friendship. This Ohampock is Tea of

a very unsavoury Taste
;
it grows, as other Tea does, on Bushes, and is m

use on such occasions all over Pegu.” Crawfurd, Ferrars, Nisbet, etc.,

all speak of its use at ceremonials.

The account given by Mr. C. E. W. Stringer {Kew Bull., 1892, 221)

of the manufacture of Mieng or Lao Tea in Bangkok does not differ in

any material sense from the practice in Burma. These may therefore be
described as Siloed teas, and their chief peculiarity may be said to bo that

they are eaten as a pickled vegetable and only rarely used aj a beverage.

Crawfurd says the leave.s are elliptic, oblong, and serrated like the Chinese

plant; and tlie Burmese, not following the practice of other nations,

designate the latter by the native name of their own plant, Lap'het. There
is little doubt, therefore, but that it is a genuine Theg., anfl most probably
a native of the country. Crawfurd speaks of Wallioh as his friend, and
yet at the veiy time indicated the latter disbeh'eved in tea being indigenous
in Assam. Crawfurd {Journ. to Ava, 1834, i., 199, 236; ii., 1|7, 214) says,
“ The Burmese eat the leaf prepared with oil and garlic, and never use
the infusion as they do that of Chinese tea, which they call Lap'het-re, or

tea water.” Ferrars (Burma, 1900, 65, 70, 72) speaks of pickled tea as

made by the hill tribes to the north. Nisbet (Burma Under Brit. Rule
and Before, i., 175, 446 ;

ii., 191) observes, “ In Upper Burma and the Shan
States a good deal of this tea is consumed as a drink, for which purpose
it is sold m a dry state. It is prepared by boiling it in an earthen kettle,

and IS drunk with salt. The greater bulk, however, is sold by the Mandalay
brokers to merchants in Lower Burma, where it is largely consumed in

the solid. The leaves are soaked in oil, a little garlic and dried fish, etc.,
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added, and the concoction thus formed is eaten atid considered a great

Itixury. Besides being regarded as a dainty, however, the ‘ Lep'pett \ is

a traditional food among Burmans. At the important junctures of a

man’s life, such as birth, initiation into the church, marriage and death,
‘ Le'fypett ’ plays an important part, and no ceremony is complete without

the consumption of that article. The tea remains in the same basket from

the time it is bought at the gardens until it is sold by the merchant to the

actual consumer. Large numbers of baskets are to be seen at every wharf

along the Irrawaddy banks and in the bazaars throughout the country.”

It would seem probable, however, that in Burma the word lafet denotes plant oi

CameUifi tlt'upifera, and that that species may possibly have been Times,

employed in the manufacture of letpet tea before the adoption of C. Then
as the preferable plant. Further, there appears little doubt that tea was
first used as a medicine, then as a vegetable, and finally as a beverage. It

was the discovery of this final property that gave the greatest impetus to the

cultivation of <J, Then in China and Japan, and possibly also in Burma
long anterior to any records of the introduction and cultivation of

the plant in India. S3mies (Emb. to Ava, 1795, ii., 265) mentions

IcBpac or pickled tea, and Mason {Burma arid Its People, 1860, 506) has

a similar reference.]

6. Jyree Tea.—Some few years ago a tea was much talked of in

the public press as having special merits. This was found to consist of

ordinary tea mixed with a certain percentage of the leaves of Alhizzla
aumt'd (see p. 45).

CtlEMISTRY OF TEA.—Within the scope of this work it is neither Chemistry
possible nor desirable to give a detailed account of all the substances of Tea.

which have pp to the present time been found to occur in the tea-leaf.

The soluble materials combine to make the liquor produced by infusing

the manufactured tea. But it may be observed that both the commercial
and the hygienic value of tea as a beverage depend on three or lour

substances. The first of these is the so-called Essential Oil, the Essential oii

supposed cause of the flavour. It is impossible to deal with this sub-
riaTour.

stance here ; briefly its character is all but unknown, its quantity re-

markably small even in the most flavoury teas, for though Mulder {Poggend,
Annalen, xlin., 133) obtained 0 6 to 1 per cent., no one since his time has
been able to isolate anything like that amount. In fact it has been denied
that he was dealing with the oil which was subsequently extracted by Van
Romburgh (1895) by the distillation of freshly fermented leaves, the yield

being only O’O06 per cent. It is a product of fermentation. The essential

oil has, generally speaking, almost entirely eluded investigation. Its

connection with flavour is well known, but the oil itself remains
almost unexamined. [Cf. Gildeineistei and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils,

1900, 501-'2.]

The second of the important constituents of tea is the Caffeine or

Theine, to which almost the whole of the stimulating power of the tea

seems to be due. From a medical point of view it is the most important
substance : from a commercial standpoint it appears to have little value.

The higher-priced grades of tea certainly contain more caffeine than the

lower, but this is simply because the younger leaves (which have a higher

pgreentage) form the bulk of the finer grades. Given two Broken Orange
Pekoes, however, the relative quantities of caffeine they contain will bear

little or no relation to their prices.
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The total quantity of caffeine present in tea varies from 3 to 5 per cent.,

and this quantity undergoes no change during the processes of manufacture.

On the other hand, the.ease with which it is extracted is by no means so

great in the fresh leaf as in the finished black tea. Nanninga {Ma^-
deehngen uit 'stands Plantentuin, 1901, xlvi., 3) gives figures, for in-

stance, where the quantity extracted by the same method iniJreascd

from 2 '51 to 3‘77 percent, in passing from fresh leaf to fermented and

finished black tea.

In this connection it might be pointed out that tea refuse is practically

the only commercial source of cafieine. From this it is, however, pro-

duced at the rate of 30,000 lb. yearly, or thereabouts, the manufacture
being earned on m England, Germany, France, and America. Kecently

•successful attempts have been made to extract the calleinc on a com-
mercial scale, from the tea on the spot m India, and it is»probable that

this manufacture, as an attachment to tea estates, may take a considerable

development in the tea districts of the country.

The third constituent of great importance in the tea-leaf and also in

the tea is the tanmn. A great deal has been written of the evil effect of

the tannin in tea, most of which is, however, not based on exact experi-

ment, but rather on general impressions. Whatever be its physiological

action it is certain that it is the constituent which gives tea its pungency,
and, in its form oxidised during fermentation, it also imparts the colour

to infusions of tea. In short, from a commercial point of view the

value of Indian tea, in so far as it is determined by pungency and
colour of liquor, varies with the quantity of tannin easily extractable

by water.

The quantity of tannin is, however, very variable, and during manufac-
ture alters to a very great extent. If we take the quantity extracted by
water in ten minutes at 212° F. from finely divided tea as the standard,
the following represents the reduction which normally takes place (as

determined by hide powder) during the manufacture. All the figures

are calculated on the dried material.

(1) (2) . (3)

Tanmn in leaf as rolled .. .. 15'61 .. 16'90 .. 16'98

Tannin in finished black tea .. 12-94 .. 12-63 ..13-78
The colour of the liquor given by fermented tea is due to the oxidis«d

tannin produced during the fermentation process, and in practice it

always becomes a question of skilful management to know how far “ to

sacrifice pungency to colour ” ; in other words, how u^uch Bf the tannin is

to be allowed to oxidise during manufacture.
In a normal fermentation conducted below about 82° F., the oxidation,

produced by the enzyme already mentioned, is a perfectly definite and
complete operation. All the tannin pressed out of the cells and brought
in contact with the air is oxidised in from four to six hours according to
the temperature. The relative colour and pungency of the final product
depend, if a complete fermentation is allowed, on the amount of rolling

and hence of juice expressed. If the process is conducted much above
82° F., other oxidations take place, independent of enzyme action, and
these give the tea a “ stewed ” taste, while rapidly lowering the tannin
percentage without increasing the colour of the infusion. The explanatijm
is probably that the fermentation of the tannin by means of the tea oxidase
(enzyme) only carries the oxidation one stage forward, and though the
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products are not as soluble as the original tannm, they are still fairly

soluble, and have a brown colour. At higher temperatures still more
deeply brown oxidation products arc formed, much less soluble in water.
The result is disastrous to the tea, and hence no fermentation should be
conducted at a temperature above 80° to 82° F., if this is possible. [Cf.

Mann,* Ferment, of Tea, in Ind. Tea Assoc., 1906. No. 19, pt. i.
;
1907,

No. 1, pt. ii.]

The tannin present in the original leaf has been carefully examined
and described by Nanninga {l.c. 7). He found it to be a ciystalliue powder,
so hydroscopic that an instant’s exposure to the air turned it into a yel-

lowish-brown syrupy mass. It is not soluble in chlorofon n, benzine or

petroleum ether, and very little in anhydrous ether. On the other hand
it is very soluble in alcohol, acetone, or acetic ether. It has a very as-

*

tringent, but not bitter taste. It is precipitated by copper sulphate and
lead acetate. Ferric chloride gives a deep blue precipitate. It is optically

active.

The other substances present in tea-leaf are of minor importance. A oaUicAdd.

trace of gallic acid can always be found, as well as quercitnn. An acid, •

to which the name of Boheio Acid was given, has been described by Roch-
leder (Ann. Chem. PAarm., 63, 202), but its existence as a definite chemical

substance is very doubtful. Other constituents it seems unnecessary to

describe. [Harold H. Mann.]
TRADE IN INDIAN TEA ,

—

The prosperity of the Indian Tea Trade Trade in

may bo mentioned as one of the many striking results of the British Tea.

Administration in India. The East India Company enjoyed for

many years a monopoly in the Chinese exports of tea, and they were
therefore, and perhaps naturally, not over-anxious at first to establish

a tea industry in India, In the year 1721 the imports of tea from 1721.

China into Great Britain became one million pounds, and during the

century from 1710 to 1810 the aggregate sales of the Company were
761 million pounds, valued at close on 130 million pounds sterling. It

may be useful to recapitulate some of the historic facts already mentioned. 1738.

In 1788 Sir Joseph Banks suggested the desirability of cultivating tea in

India. Liftle was accomplished, however, until Lord William Bentinck Originated

became Viceroy in 1834. But the success shortly after attained was such

ths^t in 1840^he Government were able to withdraw from tea-planting, and Govemmeat

by 1865 had handed over all their experimental plantations to private

enterprise. The first public sales of Indian-grown tea took place in

Calcutta during* 184]„ when 4,613 lb. were sold. A sample of Indian- Pirat sales i84i.

made tea had, however, been sent to England a few years earlier

(1838). By way of contrast with these beginnings it may be added Present

that sales of Indian tea in 1904 stood at 200 million pounds, valued

at £6,000,006 (see p. 218).

Area and Localities of Production—Capital and Labour, etc.— Area.
The area under tea at the end of 1903 extended over 524,827 acres,

nearly two-thirds (64-4 per cent.) being in Assam (viz. 338,278 acres, or

204,702 in Assam proper, and 133,676 in Cachar and Sylhet). In Bengal
the area was 136,966 acres (26-9 per cent.). Thus these two provinces

(Assam and Bengal) have nine-tenths of the Indian tea area, the
remaining tenth being in the United Provinces, PanjAb, Madras and
TraVancore, a total of 49,073 acres, of which one-half is in the Native
State of Travancore. In addition to all these there is a small area of 1,520
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acres in Burma. In the latest report of the Commercial Intelligenct

Department on the Production of Tea in India, the area for 1906 is stated

to be 531,808 acres, distributed thus :—423,828 in Eastern Bengal and

Assam ; 61,219 in Bengal
; 7,997 in the United Provinces ;

9,425 in the

PanjAb, and 39,339 in South India (Madras and Travancore). Hence the

partition of Bengal may be spoken of as having reduced the area in that

province and increased that of the new provinces of Eastern Bengal and

Assam. It may also be said that the record years in the normal or con-

tinuous expansion of the tea area were 1897 and 1898, but recently the low

prices that have prevailed have suggested the desirability of curtailing

rather than increasing the area, and accordingly in 1903 a decrease of 430

acres was recorded. The policy presently pursued may be described as

the abandonment either permanently or temporarily of a percentage of

indifferent tea, also the reduction of the quantity taken ani^uall^ from the

plant. Both factors have combined to improve the stock and raise the

quality of the tea, and have thus proved beneficial. The reduction of

area mentioned is therefore the balance between fallowed tea and new
extensions, showing a small net decrease.

Yield.—But a significant feature of Indian tea-planting is the fact

that production has increased m a higher ratio than the expansion of

the area of cultivation. Since 1885 the area has increased by 85 per

cent, and the production by 192 per cent. This doubtless denotes im-

provement m cultivation and manufacture. But the published estimates

of production are usually considerably below the actuals, hence the trade

returns show higher totals than the estimates of supply. Obviously
there are many explanations, such as the Huotuations in seasons which
render averages fallacious and the returns of private concerns not being
as a rule furnished. On the average of the last five years the yield per

acre (dividing total yield by area) was in the four chief tea localities :

Brahmaputra valley, 401 lb.
;
Surma vallev, r>03 lb. ; Duras, 476 lb.

;

and Darjeeling, 267 lb. to the acre. But according to the report of the

Commercial Intelligence Department for 1906, the total production in

this year was 240,411,266 lb., assorted thus .—Assam, 162,468,034
;

Eastern Bengal, 44,602,885 ;
Bengal, 15,531,692 ; Northern India (United

Provinces and Panjdb), 3,627,863 ; and Southern India (Madras and
Travancore), 14,280,792 lb.

Capital.—The total registered capital invested in the industry comes
to 22 crores of rupees (£14| millions), thus ;—compauies registered in India,

Rs. 3,41,82,985, and companies registered in Lonejon, Rs. 18,39,30,135.

Divided by the area this capital comes to Rs. 412 (£27) per acre. But
there is a further unknown figure representing the capital of private

owners (above alluded to), who, as a rule, refuse to furnish any information
of their business, so that the total capital has been estimated at
£20,000,(XK) (see p. 218).

Persons employed—In 1906 the number of persons employed in the in-

dustry was returned at 491,467 permanently and 81,642 temporarily, or just

a little more than half a million, and this expressed to the area of cultivation
comes to about 1-08 persons to the acre. These figures do not, of course,
include those engaged in the carrying agencies nor those concerned in
cultivating locally the food, etc., of the special immigrant tea population.

Foreign Trade.—The economies due to the establishment of large
plantations, and the discovery of machinery to do all and more than
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arose a rapidly increasing demand. The freedom from adulteration and
impurity, incidental to all Asiatic hand labour, alsj> tended to enhance the

appreciation of the Indian tea in European markets, and with that success

came the downfall of the Chinese trade. In 1859 China supplied England
with 76 million pounds of tea, and in 1880-1 with 175 million pounds. In
1864 India commenced to export insufficient quantity to justify the traffic

being recorded separately. In that year the United Kingdom obtained

2,800,000 lb. of tea from India. A decade later the toffee industry of

Ceylon began to show signs of the rum that finally overtook it. Profiting

by the experience and knowledge gained m India, Ceylon planters aban-
doned coffee and took to tea, and to-day Ceylon i« India’s chief competitor
in the tea markets of the world In 1875-6 the e.xports from Ceylon were*
784 lb. valued at £180, while the Indian of that year v,'i re 24,361,599 lb

valued at £1,444,278. In 1885-6 the Ceylon exports became 7,851,562
lb. vab’.ed at £382,996, and the Indian 69,666,00016. valued at £3,298,000.

In 1895-6 the Ceylon exporks were 1 10,0y5,(X)0 lb. valued at £3,075,000,

and the Indian 142,080,000 lb. valued at £1-,682,000. Five years later

(1900) the corresponding figures were: Ceylon exports, 119,265,000 lb.

valued at £3,682,000, and Indian, 176,387,000 lb. valued at £6,118,000.

By way of comparison it may be added tliat the total exports from China
in 1900 were 184,533,000 lb. valued at £3,949,000, and Japan, 61,028,000
lb. valued at £1,406,000; the world’s increasing demands were thus met
by India and Ceylon mainly. Tins may be still further e.'cemplified by later

figures drawn from the report issued by the Commercial Intelligence De-
partment of the Government of India for 1906. The total exports by se.,

and land routes for that year came to 236,731,623 lb. from India and
170,527,146 lb. from Ceylon, while- from China came 108,864,534 lb. black

and green tea, with 79,506,133 lb. brick, tablet and dust.

Prices Realised .—During the later years of the period indicated

by these returns the price paid for Indian tea fell from 13 33cl. to 8'3‘2d.

per lb. in 1900
;

for Ceylon from IDGSd. to 5-40d. per lb.
;

for China from
7'26d. to 5‘14<i. per lb.

; and for Japan from 7 17d!. to b'o3d. per lb. Thus,

while Indi^ has maintained her position as the leading producing country,

she has also preserved, in a remarkable degree, her supremacy in quality

anjJ price. "Indian teas fetch the highest average price in the world.

Expressed to head of population (census of 1900), the consumption of tea

is interesting, and throws a flood of light on the influences that have led to

the world’s increased^consumption of tea. The list is headed by Wcstein
Australia, 10’07 lb. per head of population

;
South Australia, 8’87 lb.

;

United Kingdom, 8‘44 lb.; New South Wales, 8’01 lb.; Victoria, 7 '38

lb.
;
Queensland, 7 09 lb. ;

New Zealand, 6'78 lb. ;
Tasmania, 6-62 lb. ;

Canada, 4*2^ lb. ; Holland, 1’48 lb. ; United States, 1T4 lb.
;
Russian

Empire, 0’93 lb. ; German Empire, 0T3 lb.
;
and France, 0 06 lb. Thus

"India and Ceylon owe their prosperous tea trades, primarily, to the de-

mands of Great Britain and her Colonies, but the low prices that have
recently prevailed have led to great efforts being made to open out new
n^rkets, and these are held to have been so successful that the average

j^ce has unproved. The relief afforded, moreover, by the endeavour to

produce and sell green tea may also be said to have considerably strength-

ened the position of the Indian planter, so that it is thought there is now
no longer any fear of supply outrunning demand.
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Exports from India [Black and Oreen Teas).—It may now be useful to

furnish more direct and explicit information regardmg the recent Indian traffic

in Tea. The following figures show the trade every fifth year since 1876-7 :

—

Year. 1 Rs.
I

lb.

187G-7 2,60,74,251 27,784,124
1880-1 3,05,42,400 46,413,510
188(5-7 4,72,70,917 78,702,867
1800-1 5,21,02,335 107,014,993
1896-7 8.12,45,480 148,908,461
1900-1 9,55,09,301 190,306,490
1906-7 9,86,77,642 233,653,637

Lii annlysifl of tho traffic for the years 1902-7 may be framed to show
the chief provinces of India from which exported and the more important
t oiintrios to which oxportoil, the figures given denotmg the respective shares

taken, while the unaccounted for balances, on the total transactiorwi manifest
all otlier provinces or countiies not mentioned. The last three figures have been

purposely unnlted from each return •

—

ExroiiTS. 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904-5. 1906-6. 1906-7.

Grand Total .
.

j

lb. 181,123 207,159 211,887 214,223 233,653
Rs. 7,36,16 8,65,79 8,46,54 8,84,76 9,86,77

Share from Bengal
j

lb.

Rs.
170,943
6,70,52

196,107
7,88,17

197,641

7,65,39

199,737
8,00,91

175,889
7,36,96

,, ,, Madras
{

lb. 6,482 8,744 11,069 12,679 13,979

Rs. 40,01 51,74 65,20 75,28 82,80

Share to U.K . .
-j

lb. 152,895 170,186 167,691 166,691 176,169
Rs 6,27,90 7,08,91 6,70,97 6,89,01 7,57,45

,, ,, Canada. . /
1

lb. 5,554 8,575 12,607 16,018 14,514
Rs 22,00 35,49 64,79 67,10 06,01

,, ,, Australia /

lb.

Rs
4,508
16,36

6,402
23.47

5,892
22,16

7,146
26,53

8,962
31,37

,, ,, China
.

j

lb. 379 5,701 611 1,709 3,418
Rs 93 20,51 1.37 6,42 8,31

,, ,, Russia 1

'

lb .3,967 4,546 9,331 9,988 13,701
Rs 15,08 17,49 32,99 42,62 56,50

Imports Into India (Black and Oreen Teas).—With such a record

of produemg entorpnso it is somewhat surprising that India nevertheless should
continue to import toa from China, Java, etc., and become the emporium of

a lo-oxport trade in these teas to Persia, Arabia, Turkey-in-Asia, 4frica, Egypt,
etc The follovong table records the transactions during the past five years :t—

Imi’out.s 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904-5. 1905-6 1906-7.

Grand 'I’otal .
.

j

i
lb

: Rs.
3,848
20,59

3,072
20,83

3,734

1

18,96

•3,790

18,34
2,683
14,14

Sliaro /)o«j China
. ^

;

lb

Rs
2,111
12,71

2,141
13,63

1,229
8,83

1,306

8,|9
1,028
8,49

,, ,, Java ,

. 1

lb. 267 306 199 151 322
Rs. 2,14 2,16 1,28 1,16 2,29

,, ,, Straits
j

lb. 491 542 632 491 467
Settlor! lents 1 Rs. 1,75 1,89 1,95 1,82 1,85

Sliaro to Bombay .

.

lb.

Rs.
3,056
17,29

2,838
17,30

2,822
15,25

2,935
14,76

1,990
13,26

,, ,, Burma .

. |

lb. 603 668 668
I 618 486

Rs. 1,82 1,96 2,07 1,96 1,98

RE-ExroBTS Totals [
lb.

Rs.
1.606
10,49

889
6,46

926
1

6,32
781
6,20

^01
3,08
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Drawn from theso foreign supplies the exports (re-exports) shown above oreen Ten
are mode, and it is distinctly interesting to have to add that recent special Traffic,

endeavours (already alluded to) have bean directed toward securing for Indian
production a larger share in the Tibetan and Central Asiatic green-toa traffic. <

But, more interesting still, the re-exports of China tea to Persia liavo as rapidly

declined as the exports of Indian tea have increased. The growth of a trade

with Persia and Turkey-in-Asia in Indian-grown teas is one of the most satis-

factory results of tho efforts to find markets outside tho British Empire
Coasting Trade.—A study of th*' amount of tea carried coastwise to and Coastwise

from tho provinces of India helps greatly to elucidate tho particulars .available Trade,
regardmg local consumption. In 190.“! -4 the total quantity carried by those Cjocal i

routes came to 4,806,674 lb. valued at Its. 23,94,.580, and in 1905 -6 to 4,179,040 (Jonsumptiou.

lb. valued at Rs 20,81,036. Of that amount, Bombay .done m 1903—4 took
3,089,500 lb., of which 3,000,000 lb. wore drawn from Calcutta .rnd thu.s doubtlo.s3

consisted of Assam or Bengal teas, and m 1905-6, 2,093,.516 lb., of which 2,000,000
lb. came from Calcutta. To a largo extent perhaps tliis ropro-,i’nts tho Persian*
Gulf traffi*. The only other item of irnpoitanco iri.iiufost/^d by tho coastwise
trade is concoritod with tho port of Chittagong.

flail and Klver-borae Trade .

—

Tho study of the official publications that have Sources of
appeared under this heading reveals two miporl.unt features: (t/) tho sources Supply,
of supply upon which the great centres of tho trade depend

; (6) tho expanding
local consumption. The total exports trom tlio producing centres were m •

1903-4 as follows .—From Assam, 150,841,2961b. ; from Bengal, 46,930,472 lb. ;

from Madras, 5,084,328 lb.
, from the United Proviuco-s, 1,911,912 lb ;

and from
the PanjAb, 655,918 lb. Those show u total of 205,429,926 lb. as the exported
production of 1903-4

;
but later statistics for 1906-7 show a slight increase

to 224,873,712 lb. It is just possible that there is in addition, however, a small
export traffic by road, not recorded m the above figures, more especially from
small private gardens that run for special, often local markets.

Cixlcutta imported m 1903-4 (from all those areas of production) a total Calcutta

of 170,735,720 lb. ; Bombay (town) secured 2,205,308 lb (from tho United Bombay.

Provinces and PanjAb, m addition to its supplies coastwise above mentioned)

;

tho Madras (port) towns received 4,912,292 lb. (drawn from the Niigiri hills. MaJras.

Wynaad, Travancore, etc ) ; and Karachi 29,356 lb. (from tlio Panjab and Karachi.

United Provinces). From these receipts, by the port towns mentioned, liavo

to be drawn the foreign exports (already shown), tho balance being one item
more ot local consumption. So in the same way the supply procured from the
chief towns concerned in tho foreign trade (177,899,082 lb ) doductod from tho
total recorded exports from tho arena of production would leave a balanco
which either goes into local (provincial) consumption, or is o.xported from other
port towns not dealt with above, such as Chittagong. The balanco m question Otuttagong

(m 1903-4) eamo to 27,530,844 lb. Now that Chittagong has become the seaport
town of the now province of Eastern Bengal and Assam, its trade will doubtless
bo separatelyjeturned. In tho Administration Report of Bengal (1903-4, 82),
It V observed that tho running of a direct lino of steamers from that port
to the United Kingdom and the through connection with Assam, established
by tho completion of the Assatn-Bengal Railway, have already caused a large
increase in the foreign trade, tho total value of which was Rs. 2,50,66,000 in
1903-4 as against Rs.i,09,7l,OOO in 1902-3. Of these returns tea represented
a traffic of Rs 75,60,000 in 1902-3, which expanded to Rs. 1,02,40.000 m
1903-4. It 13 thus certain that Chittagong will in the near future play an
important r61e m the tea trade. But to conclude these observations on mternal
trade and loc^l consumption, a balanco shoot might be given by showing pro- TxicaJ

duction less foreign exports and foreign imports less re-exports, and these Consumption,

two sums would doubtless represent very largely local demands ; but for tho
reasons indicated it often happens that the exports exceed the estimated pro-
duction by as much as a million pounds, so that we are not in a position to giv'o

any very satisfactory conception of India’s own consumption of tea. Recently,
however, a special company has been organised to pioneer the Indian home
trade, and it is believed the results are fulfilling all expectations.

Trans-trontler Land Trade.—Tho trade in tea across the frontier of India Trans-
by land routes is not very important, though worthy of considoration. The ft'ontier
most surprising feature is that (including Burma) India imports if anything Trade,
more than she exports. The supply comes mainly from the Northern Shun •

States, is carried mto Burma, and is mostly pickled tea. The total traffic -was
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in 1903-4, 2,020,266 lb., valued nt Rs. 9,31,943; in 1904-6, 2,314,816 lb., valued

at R«. 10,78,031 ; and in 1906-7, 2,120,048 lb., valued at Rs. 8,89,068. Turning
now to the Expokts i those go mainly to Afghanistan, Kashmir, Dir, Swat and
Bajaur. The following were the amounts exported— in 1903-4, 2,439,248 lb.,

valued at Re. 10,68,916 ;
in 1904-5, 2,731,008 lb., valued at Ks. 12,40,253 ; and

in 1906-7, 2,991,072 lb., valued ot Rs. 14,53,888. The chief item m this traffic

18 India’s contribution to the Tibet and Centr.al Asiatic demand for green tea.

In conclusion, it is perhaps scarcely necessary to enter into the details

of the strenuous efforts that have been made and are being made by the

Tea Association and tea merchants of India and England to extend the

area of demand for all grades of Indian tea. The enlightened action

which has resulted in securing the services of expert scientific officers

to investigate the disabilities of the industry and to improve the methods

'of production and manufacture deserve the highest commendation.
The initial stage in this reform was accomplished by the Government
of India in 1895, namely the deputation of the Reporter 'on Economic
Products to the tea districts with instructions to institute inquiries into

and to publish a report on the “ Pests and Blights of the Tea Plant.”

In consequence the first scientific officer—-Dr. Harold 11. Mami—was
appointed by the Association. The subsequent history is one of progress.

Mann’s investigations cover every possible aspect of inquiry, and the

results of his labours may be described as both highly interesting scien-

tifically and of the greatest practical importance to the industry.

D.E.P.,
ii., 84 03.

Camphor.

Two Fonnfl,

Indian Oamphor-
wood.

CAMPHOR : Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 200.

The vernacular names in India, like the majority of the European
names, arc very similar, viz. Camphor (Engl.), cam'phre (Kr.), kajnfer

(Germ.), canfora (Ital.), Mrpura (Sansk.), I'dfur (Arab.), and IdpAr
(Hind.), etc., etc. It has been suggested that they may have been derived

from the Javanese kdpur, which seems to denote both lime and camphor.
The Sanskrit medical writers were famdiar with the two qualities pakva
and apakva. The former would mean prepared by the aid of heat, and
might thus be viewed as the Camphor of Cinttain<nnini» ('a.iuphoraf

while the latter would be native or natural camphor, and be accepted as

denoting the camphor oi Di'f/ofmluiutptt (Uuupfntr<i. The* ]a.st-men-

tioned was historically first known. But neither of the plants named
are indigenous to India, nor even cultivated plentifully to-daf, and there-

fore the pakva and apakva kdrpura could only have been known to the

people of India subsequent to the establishment of the Chinese and Arab
commerce. But the history of the names for the clove* (and there are

many other examples) show that it is not necessarily the case that com-
mercial names, at present in use, originated from the indigenous names
of the plants in question, so that the Sanskrit kdrpura might easily enough
have given the Javan kdpur, *'

History.—The bhimaini Camphor trees of the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochrnann, transL,
78-9) were doubtless Cinnamomum xryla nlrmn, the Wood of which might
have been called camphor-wood from its smelling something like camphor, and
might easily have been \’iewed by Abul Fazl as an Indian discovery of the plant
that yielded camphor. One of the earliest notices of camphor is that of the
Arali merchant Smdbad (who lives to UB in The Thousand and One Nights as a
hero of fiction rather than of actual adventure and exploration), whom Baron
Walckener thought had lived about the time of Solaiman, a Muhammadan
merchant of the beginning of the ninth century. Smdbad describes the nyide
of extracting the camphor by making incisions in the trees that produce it.

This waa during his second voyage when he visited the peninsula of Riha,
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doubtless the Malay Peninsula. Adams (Comment., Paulua j^gineta, iii., 427-9)
reviews the early information regardmg camphor, and says that Serapion is the

first authority who gives a full account of it. Isaag Ebn Amram, one of the

writers quoted by Serapion, furnishes a brief account of the method of refining,

which is practically that pursued at the present time. Lastly, Adams adds
that Symeon Seth is the only one of the Greek authors who treats of camphor
(oaphura). [For further information see Cinnamomum zeylanlcum, pp. 313-6.]

Garcia de Orta discussed in the 16th century the two chief forms of Camphor.
These are ;

—

Cinnamomum Camphora, Neea and Eh<-rm , PI. Br. Ind., v., 134; Grasmann, Japanese
der Beutsch. Oesellacli

, etc., Tokio, 1895, vi., 277—328; Ind. Por ,
xix., and

459 ; xxiii., 469 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Ttmbs , 564 , Brandis, Ind. Trees, 534 ; Pormosan.

Latthaceje. The Japan Camphor Tree. A moderate nized evergreen tree,

native of China, Japan, Cochin-China and Formosa, much planted in India,
where it grows admirably m suitable places. There are fine trees in the Botann^
Gardens o/ Calcutta and Saharanpur

,
it grows very well in Dehra Dun, and

thrives in the JJilgiris, oven up to altitudes of 7,000 foot

This is by far the most important of tho natural sources of camphor, and Production,

practically constitutes a monopoly of tho Japanese Government since tho cession
to them of Formosa, whence the largest quantity and best quality of camphor
18 derived. The production in 1900 is said to have been 134 tons in Japan,
98 tons m China, and 2,680 tons in Formosa. But it is affirmed that Japan has •

effected an agreement with China wheieby she exorcises a preponderatmg
influence over tho export of camphor from Chmehow (Fukien) on tho Chmese
mainland, which formerly shared the Indian and European trade with tho
province of Tpst m Sikok (Japan) and the Eastern or aboriginal districts of

Formosa. [Cf Pickering, Pioneer. Formosa, 1898, 202, 220.]
For a description of various processes of refinement tho reader may consult

tho article given in the Bi/cUonarg Horren Tschireh and Shirasawa published
a careful account of tho formation of this camphor, and Bamber (Lecture
May 14, 1906, delivered before tho Coylon Agricultural Society) givos particulars
of tho still that should be used. [6’/, Archiv der Pharmacte, Berlin, 1902,
No. 46 ;

Kew. Bull, 1899, 57-68
, 1907, 88-90.]

Dryobalanops aromatlca, Gacrtn,/, D Camphora, Colehr., .4b. Res., 1816, Bornean
xii , 536-41 and pi. ; Gamble, Man Ind. Tzmhs , 60; DirrurtocARPE.®. Bornean and
and Sumatran Camphor. A lofty tree, native of tho north-west coast of Dutch Sumatran.
Sumatra, North Borneo and Labuan.

In tho stem are formed coarse crystals which constitute the Barus Camphor Barus Camphor,

called in Indian trade returns blamsaini or haras. Tho crystals are often found
in concrete masses in the heart of the tree, or in the knots and swellings whore
tho branches issuo, but camphor is also found beneath tho bark. To obtain
the product, which is valued by some of tho Chinese at from 40 to 80 and even
100 times the price of ordinary camphor, tlie tree is destroyed and out into

small splinteffi. An average tree is said to yield about 11 lb., but the old trees Old Trees Best,

an? the most remunerative, and only about 10 per cent, of those destroyed
really repay tho labour. This camphor is used by the Malays for embalmmg
and for ritualistic purposes, and is well paid for. Probably tho camphor first

known to tho world was obtained from this tree, and not from riunamomiiu^
f'aniptiora. \Cf. Flufltiger and Hanbury, Pharmacog., 458; Gildemeister and
Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 370-7, 502.]

Other Camphors are obtained from several plants, as for example thyme, Ngai
patchouli, tobacco, etc., etc., but the production from these sources would Camphor,
appear not tf) be a paymg industry. The widespread reputation of niamra
naitiautlfrrtf as a source of Ngai Camphor is prohably delusive, so far at least

as India and Burma are concerned, though the leaves would appear still to be
employed for the distillation of a powerful camphor in Upper Tonkin. [U/.

Kew Bull., 1896, 275-7 , 1896, 73 ; Bhadun, Rept. l^or. Ind. Mua. (Indust. Sec.),

1902-3, 29 ;
Bull. Econ. L'Indo-Chine, 1903, vi., n.s., 512.]

Production.—The camphor monopoly established by Japan had the Production,

effect of raising the price of the natural product, and this led to the

fairly successful synthetical fabrication of the commodity in America, synthetical

It would be beyond the scope and purpose of this work to do more than
indicate the directions and possibilities of the camphor industry, and it

*

must suffice therefore to state that it can bo and is being produced
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chemically. But the rise in the price of camphor has had another effect,

namely of turning the attention of planters in other lands to the possibility

of competing with Japan in the supply of natural camphor. Willis and
Bamber in an able article have dealt with every aspect of cultivation

and manufacture {Cvrc. Roy. Bot. Gard. Ceylon, 1901, No. 24). In The
Agricultural Ledger (1896, No. 5) Hooper detailed certain experiments
which went to show that a fairly large supply of camphor might
be obtained from an oil distilled from the leaves of tHnmuuoitni ni
('ftmphorft. It had been supposed that camphor was only obtainable
from the timber and roots of trees 50 to 100 years old, and obviously
only Governments could undertake to plant such on a large scale and
^wait so long for remuneration

;
but as a consequence of experiments

made m India, Algeria, United States and some German coloines, it was
thought that f'htutituotuum <Unnfdn>ra might be plan<ted as a catch
crop by tea, coffee and indigo planters. The results, however, do not
appear to have justified the hopes that were once formed. It vv ould be
beyond the scope of this work to deal with the European uses of

camphor, but it may he mentioned that one of the most interesting is,

its employment in the inanufactiire of celluloid. [Cf. Heuze, Les PL
IndusL, 1895, iv., 269-72; Kew Bull., 1895, .$05; Troj). Agn., April 1,

1904, 659
;
Komppa, Pharm. Journ., Ixxii

, 77 ;
Gallenberg (reviewed) in

Capital, .lune 4, 1903; Collins, Scient. American, Ixxxix., .$68, Madras
WeeMy Mail, May 9, 1903; March 20, 1905 ; Hauxwell, Kept. For. Admin.
N. Cxrc. Burma. 1904-.5, 52 ; Coploston, iVotc-y on Cult. Camphor, m Agri.
Journ. Ind., 1907, li., pt. i., 92-4.]

Commerce and Trade.—India ilosse.sses a fairly large industry in the
refining of camphor, chiefly at Bombay, Delhi, etc. The refiner sells the
article at nearly the same price as he purchased it for, the profit being made
on its mechanical absorption and retention of a large amount of water. It
appears, however, that an increasingly large proportion of .lapanese camphor
is sublimed before being exported to India. The imports of Barns camphor
are now of little or no consequence, having decreased from 528 lb. m
1899-1900 to 106 lb. in 1903-4, and in value from Rs. 32,898 tg Rs. 3,170,
and in 1906-7 were nil. The total amount of other camphors imported
was 1,071,714 lb., valued at Rs. 9,96,336, in 1899-1900; J,091,002 lb.

at Rs. 12,97,482 in 1903-4
; 1,169,238 lb. at Rs. 16,17,043 in 1904.5

;

703,716 lb. at Rs. 13,.$7,938 in 1905-6
; and 849.261 lb. at Rs. 22,99,783

111 1906-7. In the first-mentioned year Japan contributed only 135,010 lb.,

valued at Rs. 1,82,680 ; whilst in 1903-4 the amount wa’s 671,220 lb. at
Rs.^8, 42,391 ; and in 1904-5, 8.56,130 lb. at Rs. 12,51,846 ; though it fell

off ni 1906-7 to 426,007 lb. at Rs. 14,11,926. Doubtless a largo propor-
tion of this must be the Formosan camphor, which was prcvio]jsly exported
to India vid Hongkong. The increase in the Japanese trade corresponds
Avith a rapid decrease in the quantities obtained from the United Kingdom
(English refined camphor), Hongkong and the Straits Settlements, the
totals for these three having been in 1899-1900 : United Kingdom, 84,460 lb.

valued at Rs. 77,658 ; Hongkong, 440,458 lb. at Rs. 3,80,598
;
Straits Settle-

ments, 411,696 lb. at Rs. 3,55,261. In 1906-7 the quantities and values
were respectively ; United Kingdom, 22,311 lb. at Rs. 76,778

;
Hongkong,

277,360 lb. at Rs. 5,43,304 ; Straits Settlements, 74,803 lb. at Rs. 1,61,295.
The increased proportionate value of Japanese camphor compared to Euro-
pean camphor may show that more of it is imported in a refined state. The
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re-exports manifest an increase from 38,517 lb. at Rs. 38,375 in 1899-1900

to 121,023 lb. at Rs. 2,14,369 in 1905-6. In 1906-7 they fell, however, to

44,776 lb. at Rs. 1,01,132. Bombay and Bengal are the chief ports of

departure, and Natal is ordinarily the best customer, though since 1904

the United Kingdom has stood first.

oil of Camphor.—There are two very distinct substances known by this

name. One is the oleo-resin of Borneo, obtained by distillation of the wood
or by tapping the trunks of Mtrti-thoin uopn t-autpliorn. whieh, being unable to

resist the pressure of the fluid, sometimes burst open or have their tissue broken
into largo internal chambers. According to Gildeineister and Hoffmann (Volaltle

Oils, 503) this oil is not obtainable on the market The other so-called camphor-
oil of Formosa and Japan is a brown liquid holding in solution much common
camphor, which is precipitated when the temperature of the liquid falls The
crude oil is made by diatillmg chips of camphor-wood in water After removal
of the camphor which crystallises out on cooling, it represents a transparent
bright-yeflow Jo brownish-yellow liquid oil having a penetrating odour. In
Formosa it was formerly thrown away as worthless but the .lapanese used
and still use it to a considerable extent in cmineclion with lacquer and viirni.sh-

work, besides extracting a considerable residue of camphor from it A long
and interesting paper on the various qualities tJ camphor-oil together with a
description of the method of extracting rclinod camphor therefrom and of

manufacturing safro! from the “red oil’’ (crude oil after the removal of the
essential white oil and camphor) will be found in Schimrnel S Co ’a Semi-Annual
Report (Oct -Nov., 1902), being taken in part from the Journal of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Japan (April, 1902, No. 242) It would appear that the
camphor is now 'extracted m .Japan, whereas tho oil was previously exported m
a crude state, largely to Germany. [Of. Shimoyama, Ago in Trop. Ayrist.,

Nov. 1901, XXI ]

[Cf. Faulua ^gtneta (Adams, Comment ), in , 427 ; Marco Polo, 1298 (ed. Yule),
li , 241 : Varth6ma, Travels, 1610 (ed. Hakl. Soc ), 248 ; Garcia do Orta. 15t)3,

Coll, KM. ; Ball, Comment, in Proc Roy. Ir Acad., i. (.sor. 3), 398; Ain-t-Akban,
1690 (Blochmann, transl., 1873), i , 78-9, 386; Linschoten, Voy R Ind. (ed. Hakl,
Soo.), 1598, i, 112, 120; ii , 67, 117-8; Birdwood and Forster. E I.C. First

Letter Book, 68, 289 ;
Foster, E.l C Letters, ui., 240, etc ; iv

,
5-8 ; vi , 73 ;

Cocks, Diary, 1623, ii , 343 ; Fiso, Mant Arom., in Ind Utri re Nat. et Med., 1658,

165-8; Breyn, PI. Exot

,

1678, Cent, i, 11-7, Icon, 2; Milburn, Or Comm,
1813, li., 307, 500; Bennett, Wanderings N-S Wales, 1834, i, 175; Wiesner,
Die Rohst. des Pfianzenr., i., 544 : Dewey, U.S. Dept Agri (Botany) Circ

, 1897,

No. 12 ; Der Tropenflanzer, n., 87 ; ui., 665-6; iv , 202, 416 ; Journ Linn. Soc.,

XX., 414; Camphor Indust, for hid, in Ind For, 1900, x.xvi., 284; Mukorji,
Handbook ’ Ind. Agri., 1901, 43.5-8; Dipl, and Cons. Repts. Japan, 1903-4,
111

, 29; Joum. Soc. Chem. Indust, (many passages); Pharm. Journ. (many
passages); Urop. Agri. (many passages).]

»

CANARIUM, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 531-6
;

BuRSERACErE.

There are abq;ut 9 species in this genus, all large trees, and .several of

them afford useful r«sins. Considerable confusion exists, however, regarding

their respective products, so much so that the most satisfactory course

is to assort the available information geographically.
C, bengaiBllse, Roxti

,

is the nerehi of Sibsagar and Sylhot of which Roxburgh
wrote, “ From Assures or wounds in tho bark, a largo quantity of a very pure,
clear, amber-coloured resin exudes, which soon becomes hard and brittle, and
is not unlike copal, yet the Natives sot no value on it.” “ In the Calcutta bazar,

it is only valued at from 2 to 3 rupees for 7 maunds of 80 pounds weight each ”

Most writers have repeated the above without either correcting or amplifying tho
information, so that it is not known whether or not the resin is used economically.

C. commune, Unn., is the Java almond and the raUi-kekuna of Ceylon. A
large tree of the Malay, but cultivated occasionally in India and Ceylon.

C. resinlfeium, Brace, is tho dhuna, dhua, tcl^eng, etc. A large tree of

Aisam, the Khasia and Garo hills. It would seem highly probable that this is

the chief source of the CanarUnn resin of Assam which has hitherto been mostly
supposed to be afforded by r, uengaienae. Gamble says it gives a resin which
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is used for torches. A satnplo of Assam resin, weighing over 13 lb., received

by the Reporter on Economic Products as “a fairly average quality of the

Black Dammar ” was sent to the Imperial Institute, London, for examination

and report. Dunstan replied that the results obtained “ indicate that the

resin is of the dammar type although it differs to some extent from the black

dammar of commerce, stated to bo derived from atrirtiitn, especially in

possessmg lower acid and saponification values-’’ Some varnish manufacturers

to whom the resin ha<l boon supplied reported that it was suitable for the

preparation of a hard olrying varnish, such as is required for enamel paints,

though the dark colour of the resin would prejudice its sale and it was not likely

to fetch more than 18«. per cwt.

C. slkklmense, /(/»<;, Journ. Aa, Soc. Bang., Ixii., pt. ii,, 187 ; ,

is the

guqal dhup, nnr-ok-pa, etc. A very tall tree of Nepal and Sikkim—the mner
valleys of the Eastern Himalaya up to altitudes of 3,000 feet. It yields a clear

amber-coloured brittle resin that is burnt in mconse by the Lepchaa. Dymook
{Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist Soc., 1891, vi., 409) speaks of an amber-coloured resin

—

the mconse (gokal-dhup )—and he was thus doubtless speaking of, this plant and
not of r. hriiuitipiiMf as ho supposed, f. has of late years become
a scarce tree, due apparently to the demand for tea-box woods. The timber
is said not to warp- but to decay rapidly.

C. strictum, Roxb
,

PI. Ind., 111 ., 138 ; Talbot, List. Treea, etc., 1902. 70.

The Black Dammar, gugul, hula-dammar, harapu kongiliam, karang kunthrikam,
kundrtknm, manda dhup, raldhitp, thelh, etc. A tall tree of Western and Southern
India from the Konkan southwards When in young foliage it is almost crimson
ami is 111 consequence very conspicuous on the Ghats, up to altitudes of 6,000
feet. It yields the resin known ns the black dammar of South India. The
timber is worthless, and to obtain tho resin the trees are fired. Vertical cuts are

made on the bark and a mass of brushwood thereafter fired around the base
of the trunk. In about two years’ time the dammar is said to begin to exude
from tho stem and to continue to flow for ten years afterwards, during tho
months of April to November. This is collected in January and traded in all

over Southern and Western India, but owing to its high price is not much
exported. The supply comes chiefly from Travancoro and the resin fetches
about Rs. .3 per 18 lb. It is omployotl in the manufacturo of a bottling wax
or for varnish, etc., and in medicine as a substitute for Burgundy pitch in the
manufacture of plasters Eull particulars of the chemical properties and medi-
cinal uses will ho found in tho Dictioruxry. Tho substance was examined and
reported on by tho late Mr. Broughton. [Cf. King. Joum. -4«. Soc. Bang., 1893,
1x11 , 184-8, tt. 10-3 :

Gamble, Man. hid. Ti^a., 140-1 ; Cooke, FI. Prea.

Bomb., 1 ., 201-2
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees., 130.]
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CANAVALIA ENSIFORMIS, IKJ. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 196 ;

Wight, 7c., 111 ., t. 753 ;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Croipj, pt. iii., pi.

Ixxi ;
Cooke, F/. Pres. Bomb., i., pt. ii., 372 ;

Prain, Journ. As. Soc. Berty.,

1897, 66, 418 ;
also Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 394 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang.

Plain, i., 235 ; LEGUMiNosrE. The Sword Bean or “ Overlook,” sometimes
called Patagonian Bean, shimbi, hadsambal, rnekhunf ma^ham-shim, sem,

sufed-sem, tihon, ahai, gavari, segapu, peh-naing-ni, etc.

A perennial climber cultivated throughout India, from the Himalaya to
Ceylon and Siam, common in gardens or on the borders of fields and over the
roofs of huts, Tho young and half-grown pods constitute tho so-calftd “ French-
beans ” of Europeans in India, but they are also eaten by the Natives, especially

in curry. Some five kinds, probably only races, are reported to be grown, of
which the form known as hilwa, a white narrow-podded condition, is considered
the best. Tho mature seeds are said to bo eaten fairly extensively in Mysore and
m some parts of the Bombay Presidency. By tho Mi:^ammadans, here and there
all over India, they are appreciated as a vegetable and eaten along with meat,
especially that of tho white-seeded form. There are three wild species, viz.

r, I'irnan, w. & A (kath-ahim, kala-ahim), very plentiful throughout India and
by some writers regarded as the origin of the cultivated plant. It has b^n
reputed to be poisonous, c iiueata, DC., a littoral species creeping along the
sand, and r. ohtuaifoUa , DC, (<'. var, turgiaa)f a common climber
along the banks of tidal creeks and livers.
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CAimABIS

SATIVA

CANNABIS SATIVA, Umt. ; C. indica, Lamle. ;
FI. Br. Ini.,

V., 487 ; Rheede, Hori. Mai., 1690, x., pi. 60-1
; RumpHus, Herb. Amb.,

1760, V., 208-11, pi. 71
;
Roxb., FI. Ini., iii., 772 ;

Duthie and Fuller,

Fieli and Garien Crops, 1882, pfc. i., 80-1, fct. xix., xx.
;
Prain, Morphol,

Teratol., and Diclin. of Flowers of Cannabis, in Scient. Mem. Offic. Med.
and San. Dept., Ini., n.s., 1904, No. 12; Urticace.®.

The following may be given as the more important namen :—Hemp (fibre),

Indian-homp (the narcotics), Canvas (coarse textile), English , cannabis, Greek
and Latin

;
canaib, Keltic ; knnas. Modern Breton ; chanvre, Fr. j canamo,

Sp. ;
canhamo. Port.; canape, It

; canapa, Biunan ; cancp, kerp, Albanian;
konople, Rus.

;
konopj, penka, pienka and penek, Polish and Old Slav. ; kemp,

Belg.
:
hampa, liamp, Swed. and Oannsh; hanf or hanaf. Old High Germ. ;

hampr, N. Germ. ;
knaptos, Pruas. ; Hanfr, Iceland . heanup, kennip, Dutch

;

kenevtr, Bulg. ;
kentyr, Tartar; kant, Erso . katuiq, iVrmon

;
.tchema, Mughal

dachoma, Taiijut ; naaha, aaarath, malach, Turk ; ktn-dnr. Turko-Tart ; kvre,

Bokhara; kandir, Kashgar; kanabira, Syrian; Ltmf, Kurd , kief, Morocco;
ta-ma, ai-tna (great or male) and tsu-nui, chu-ma (seed-bearing or female),
Chinese ; o«o (the plant and fibre), nuno or jufu (the hempen cloth), Japanese

;

hhangd, vijayd, tndraaana, Sanskrit ; bhanj, beny bhdng, haschiach, aiddhi, aabzi,

ganja, charaa, niajun, -jia, kaa. Hind , Beng , Kepal, Pb., C. Prov., Knoh,
Guj., Deccan ; aini, airin, Sind

;
ganjdyi, korkkar, kalpam, Tarn, and Tel. ;

gingi-lacki-lacki, ginjtl-achi-lachi, {katengi-cana'jaoa (male) or bJiangi, etc.,

of Rheede, gingi of Rumphius), Malay
, kinnab, htnab, of younger Serapion,

achehedenegi in Mntthiolus, and axia or aaata in Acosta, Linschoten, Rumphius,
eto., Arabic (axis, aaaia are doubtless the Arabic haaekisch

) , dakka, docha,
Hottentot

;
and riamba, diambe, or jamba, W. Africa (Negro)

;
darakhte-kinnnb,

hang., nabatul-gunnab, Persian ; bhen, sejav, Burmese
; matkaneha, ganja-gaha,

Sinhalese ;
aheta-mangha, rongoyne, Madagascar.

Habitat.—Tho Hemp plant grows in a wild or spontaneous state over

so wide an area, but at tho same time is always so closely associated witii

places that arc or may have been inhabited or used as trade routes, that

it is difficult to say where it originated. The widest range claimed for

wild hemp covers the area from Trans-Baikal and Dahuria westward and
southward to Bokhara, the Trans-Caspian province, Russia south of the

Caucasus, and, according to Hooker, the North-Western Himalaya. It

is, however, as plentiful in an acclimatised state in Japan and Northern
China, and in the Sub-Hiraalayan zone of Northern India, as in any part

of the region indicated, though it is admittedly there only a plant of

waysides and waste places. Having regard to the value of the situations

itjaffects, Prain, in his report on ganja, does not regard it as indigenous

either in India proper or along the North-West frontier. But even
in some of the Siberian districts accepted as part of its original

home, it has been jioted as occurring near dwellings, and Gmelin [FI.

Sibir. Hist. PL, 1768, iii., 104) seems to believe it to be wild simply
because the Buriats and Krasnoiar Tatars do not actually sow it. The
arguments against its being wild in Northern and Central Asia are thus

almost as strong as in the case of Eastern and South-Eastern Asia. So
far as India is concerned, the conclusion of the Hemp Drugs Commission
is probably correct, namely that it is not indigenous.

Properties and t/ses.—The hemp plant is known to yield three

distinct products, or perhaps rather groups of products, separately dealt

with in this work ;

—

A BAST FIBRE, largely employed in the manufacture of cordage
rojes and coarse textiles.

An EDIBLE SEED, from which a useful fatty oil is expressed.

A narcotic resinous substance that appears in trade in three chief
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forms, known as bhang, charas, and ganja, and which chemically consists

of a resin and a volatile oil.

Tho word bangra is given in Nepal to a coarse cloth made from the nettle

liftfrojihyiia and in Sikkim a similar textile bears the name gunnia,
while in Burma the name gun or gwon denotes Bopiimcrin tilreti, and m
Bengal the fishermen’s nets made of rhea fibre are called gangajalu. A coarse
cloth made in Mysore from Vrotniuria is also named gunj. It is thus somewhat
surprising tliat in India tho best-known nettle fibres, including hemp, bear
names that have tho sound of bhanga or ganja (though possibly quite uncon-
nected) Christopher Acosta {Tract, de lae Drogas, 1578, 359-01) figures and
describes tho " Jiangue." Mandclslo {Travels, 1662, 37) speaks of “ Bcngi,”
a drug made from hemp. Fryer (New Ace. E. Ind. and Pera., 1672-81, 126)
mentions “ a Fakier drunk with Bang ” whom he saw in Surat. On tho
Himalaya, whore CamtnhtR Rtillvn is grown for its fibre, the male plant is

called phul bhdrhg and tho female gul—or gur-hh&nga. At Indore tho male plant
' IS hari and tho female bhamgera. Very nearly throughout the world wherever
hemp is cultivated tho larger and more prolific plant has been taken (is the mule
(though as a matter of fact it is hotanically tho female). Pram informs me
that ho believes, with tho Mongolian races, tlio sexes are not a.s a rule reversed.

Tho names given to tho two forms or sexes aro therefore interesting. From
Gerarde ( 1636) we learn thatm hm time English writers spoke of the one plant as the
“ Male ” and called it “ Charlo ” or “ Stoele Hempo ” (p. 1083), or “ Winter Hempe,”
and of tho other as tho “ Female ” (or, as he calls it, Fomelme, botanically tho
male), the “ Barron Hempo ” or “ Summer Hempe,” and by more recent writers
“ Fimblo Hempe.” Gerarde makes an interesting observation m this con-
nection :

—
“ There is another, beeing tho female Hempo, yet barren and without

seed, contrarie unto the nature of that sex ; which is very like to the other
beoing tho male, and one must be gathered before the other bo npo, else it will

wither away and come to no good purpose.” The corresponding Gorman names
ore Ftmmel (male) and Maachel (fornale) It is, however, significant that m
none of the prehistoric remains of Europe has hemp been found, though flax

is frequent. [Of. O Sclirader, Reallextcon, etc , 330-1.]
But Gorarde’s observation regarding the necessity to remove the mole plants

(tho “females,” as he calls them) becau-so otherwise tho crop may come to no
good, IS curiously suggestive of tho Bengal practice, tliat will presently be
explained. A.s a matter of fact, liowever, it is tho general custom m Europe to

remove the male (or, as it is called, “female ”) plants some 20 to 40 days before
the female (male) is harvested, the reason being that after tho dissemination of
the pollen tho male plants rapidly matnro, so that long before tlio femalns have
formed their seeds the fibre in tho male stems has been rumoj Similarly, if

the seeds be allowed to ripen, the fibre of the female plants will also bo rumed.
It accordmgly is the custom to harvest the fomalo crop when m* a half-ripe

condition, that is to say, the seeds have not been fully matured but they are
at that stage rich in oil and thus afford a by-product of no srnaVl importance.
Still further, it seems tho custom, in some parts of Europe, to store the stems
for a time before separating and cleaning the fibre. The fibre cleaned in wdnter
is accordmgly called Winter Hemp and that retted in spring and cleaned finally

in summer is described as Summer Hemp. But like the naipcs “ male ” and
“ female,” tho terms “ summer ” and “ winter ” are o<ten inverted Lastly,
the greatest possible confusion exists in the literature of this subject as to
whether or not tho botanically mala plant yields a fibre, and, if it does, its

relative value to that of the female. [Of. Crawford, Induat of Russia, Agri.
and Forest, 1893, 139-43 ; Wiesnor, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr , d903, i., 620,
li., 300] Wilson [Farm Crops, 1859, li., 325—43) gives what is doubtless the
complete statement when he observes that the plants flower m about twelve
weeks after tho date of sowdng, ” and then is aeon the peculiarity of the
cultivation of hemp as compared with other crops. If tho crop be intended
for fibre only, the harvesting generally takes place as soon as the process of
flowering is completed, and both male and female plants are pulled at the same
time and treated in the same manner. When, however, the double produce of
fibre and seed are desired, a different method is pursued, by which the full produce
of tho crop is secured.” The male plants are pulled up by tho roots, care being
taken not to injure the female, which are left on the field for a further peftod.
“ The male plants are collected and tied in small sheaves, and either left standing
m a convenient place till dry or at once taken to the retting vats.” Moms
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(Cantor Lect., Journ. Soc. Aria, 1896, 901) says the fibre of tho male plant is tougher
and better than that of the female. It is separated by retting, breaking
and scutching as in flax. [C/. also Dodge, C'uft. o/ Hemp and Jute, U.S. Dept.
Agri. Fibre Invcatig. Kept

,

1896, No. 8.] In New Jersey experiments wore
conducted to test the influence of environment on the relative production of
male and female plants. On rich soils twice as many female as male plants
spring from the seeds. So also seed collected late m the season was found to give
more pistillate than staminate plants.

Turning now to tho mistakes made by Gerardo and most of tho early writers
regarding plants supposed to be wild states of t-'nnitnbta aatlra. it may bo
observed that in the classic literature of this subject m Europe, India and China,
exactly parallel examples of error may be cited to those of the 13th to 18th
century writers. In India from the time of tho early Mughal Emperors, at
least two, if not three fibre-yielding plants have been recognised as forms of

hemp, viz. bhangd or aana (i'amtabiii mitifa), patiun (hiiiImckw ennnnblnuit),
and san (or sunn) (f'l’otnim la Jii iipca). Tho first two are inentiotic'd, for examph^
in tho AiA-i-Akbari (1590, Bloehmann, tiansl., i , 87) m such terms as to leave no
doubt as to the palmato-leavod aan ha\ mg boon recognised as distinct from tho
yellow-flowered aanoi another passage (GhMli>rin, tr.ansl , i , 11*1). But while aana
—a fibre—occurs in the Inalituhs of Mnnu (probably of dale 100 to 500 a.d.)

and m some of the later Sanskrit works, it apparently denotes Vi-oiniai la rather
than t'a anablH. It would thus seem as if the word aana to diimte the true
hemp had been a comparatively modern usage.

History. The names achema and dearhoina given to it, according to John Ain-
manus (Stirp. Rar. Imp. Ruth , 1739, 174). m Dahuria, aro suggestive of tho Chinese
ta-ma (great-^^^a), ai-ma (male-nm), tau- (sometimes written chu-) ma (female and
seod-bearing-ma). Brotschneider says “ tho character nui, which nowadays is

a generic term for plants yieldmg textile fibres, was in ancient times applied
exclusively to tho common hemp plant VauuahiH aaiirn, Lmn It would, in

fact, seem fairly certain, if the plant bo excluded by botanists from the position
of being regarded as indigenous to China, it has boon frequently mentioned in

the Rh-ya, and special characters are employed to doiioto the fibre plant as distinct

from the seed-bearing form. In fact it would scorn that so very ancient is the
character ma that it denotes conjointly fibre and oil (or food) Dr. Henry has
pointed out to me that the charactor m question looks not unlike two plants
within a partially protecting lino Whether or not the very charactor used to

denote ma was intended to convoy tho idea of tho two forms, the double property
was certainly luiown from tho most ancient timo.s. \Gf. Kew Bull., 1891, 247-69.]
Brotschneider accordmgly observes :

—“ As hemp-seed was an article of food,

hemp in ancient times was reckoned as one of the five, or nme, kinds of

grain.” The Lu Shi (Sung dynasty) relates a tradition according to which
tho Empdl'or Shen Nung (28th century bo) first taught the people to culti-

vate the ma.
Discussujg tho classic names associated with India, G A. Grierson (Note

0% the Re/erencea to the Hemp Plant occurring in Sanakrit and Hindi Literature,

in H.D.C.R., iii., 246) mentions bhanga, indrdcdna and vijayd or jayd. “Tho
name bhanga occurs in the Atharvaveda (say 1400 b c. ). The hemp plant is

there mentioneij simply as a sacred grass.” It was one of tho five herbs offered
in oblations, viz. aoma, kuca, bhanga, barley and aaha. “ The first mention of

bhanga as a medicine which I have noted is in tho work of Suaruta (before tho
8th century a.d.), where it is called an antiphlegmatic. Durmg tho next four
centuries bhangd (femmme) frequently occurs m Native Sanskrit dictionaries

m the senseiof hemp plant.” “ In tho 10th century tho intoxicating nature of

bhang seems to have been known : and tho name indrdgana, Indra’s-food, first

appears, so far as I know, in literature. Its intoxicating power was certamly
known in tho beginning of the 14th century.” Tho synonym vijayd (tho

giver of success) often has the alternative meaning of haritaki (Terminnila).
Dutt (Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 236-4^—a great authority on the Sanskrit names
of plants—says a mythological origin has been invented for this plant. It is

reputed to have been produced in the shape of nectar whdo the gods were
churning the ocean. In part confirmation of that view it may be mentioned
that in tho medical treatise that constitutes The Bower Manuacript (translated

annotated by Dr. A. E. Rudolf Hoemle) no mention is made of Indian
hemp in any form. The MS. was found at Kucha, Khotan, which according to

Stein was engulfed by sand towards the close of the 8th century. It is thus
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very possibly tho oldest Indian MS. of a medical work extant. But in the
PJuirmacagraphm Indica the lollovving occurs, “ It is mentioned along with the
Vodie plant janjida, which has magic and medicinal properties and which is

described in tho Atharvavfda (ix., 34, 35) as a protector.” “ The gods are
said to have throe times created the herb (oshadhi).” “ The intoxicating proper-
ties which tho plant possesses in its Eastern homo appear not to have been
discovered until a more recent date, but in tho fifth chapter of Mann, Brahmins
are prohibited from using it, and in the sacred books of the Parsis the use of

bana for tho purpose of procuring abortion is forbidden.” It may, however,
bo pointed out that the authors of the Pharmacographia Inidica would perhaps
have been more correct had they stated that the magic plant was called Sana
not bhanga and was spoken of as sprmgmg from the saps of husbandry—it

was therefore a cultivated plant and one possibly of moist soils. On the other
hand. Dr. Krishna Garde of Poona, in his evidence before tho Hemp Drugs Com-
jnission (vii., 173-9), stated in the most emphatic manner that in the ancient
classic literature of India there was “ not the slightest reference, direct or implied,
to tho narcotic properties of the plant.” Panini, ho continues,

“
refers to it as

cultivated in fields (evidently for its fibre and seed). Manu and Kaushitaki
Brahmana refer to it as a source of fibre. Later Sanskrit commentators and
lexicographers interpret bhang as shana, tlio Bengal sunn plant (rrofntnria
jMiiccn ), which has boon known in India from time immemorial as a plant-yielding
fibre ” There are no Sanskrit names for ganja or charas

;
all the words so used,

according to Dr. Parker, have boon recently coined. In the “ Sabha Parva ” of the
Mahabharata, the Sakas (Scythians of Turkestan) are spoken of as bringing
presents of thread spun by worms and patta. In that reference apparently
the fibre of hemp may have been denoted, but it was not called aana but
patta.

Grierson (m las communication to the Hemp Drugs Commission) observes that
the first reference to ganja which ho has noted is about 1300 a n. He then adds
that according to an old Hindu play written in tho beginning of the 16th century
Siva himself brought down tho bhang plant from the Himalaya and gave it to
mankind. Jogis are well-known consumers of bhang and ganja, and they are
worshippers of Siva. In this connection also it may be explained that Grierson
has permitted me to re-submit to him personally tho controversy regarding
tho bhanga, ganja and sana of Sanskrit literature. While he diffidently
urges that comparative philology is out of his lino, he points out that if it bo
accepted that bhanga is an Aryan (not a Semitic word os Burton suggests), it is

derived from bhanj—to break (transitive). In that sense it occurs not infre-
quently in names of plants other than rnnnubtu. such as gdtra-bhanga (= body-
breaking), katu-bhanga (= pungent 6Aangra); so also m certain combmations such
as priahtka-bhanga ( = back-breakmg—a trick in wrestling). But i/ the deri-
vation from bhanj bo correct, then the “ breokmg ” might refer to the senses
and have tho meamng of “ to rout.” The Indian bhanga and the Avesta banha
(the Persian bang) have a common origin and the “ bh ” form is'the original.

The reverse is improbable if not impo^Blblo. Tho nearest certam common root
IS tho Sanskrit bhanj already mentioned (suggestive of a hypothetical bhranj,
and of frangere, brechen, break, etc.), [Of. Hohn, KuUurpfi. vnd Haust., 471-2.]
The word bhanga has both a male and female form, a circumstance suggestive
of the botanical male and female plants, and if so that fact might be viewed as
removing it from aana (which usually denotes CrntaJaria juMcen). Commenting
on tho word aana, Grierson says its origin is unknown to him but that the cerebral
“ n ” suggests a previous “ m.” It can have nothing to do with indra-asana
(Indra’s-food). Pram, on the other handlGwft. and Use of Ganja, ISP?, 43), regards
adna as the most interestmg of the Sanskrit names for this plant. l?rof.

Rapson writes me that it is quite possible the original form of the word was
Kavva^-ia, hence the numerous Teutonic names like the English “ hemp ” and
tho early English “ henep.” Tho Greek and Latin “ k ” often changes into
“ h ” and the ” b ” into “ p ” on passing into English. But if this be so, tho
final “ b ” was dropped off m Sanskrit—the iana may have boon originally aanab.
The sound-changes involved are quite regular, namely the Sanskrit ‘‘ s ” (the
palatal sibilant) passing into the Greek and Latin “ k ” sound, and then into the
English " h.” But O. Schrader (Beallexicon der indogerm. AUertum., 1901, 3^1)
observes that the bia or pia m the Graico-Thracian aai'vafiis is suggestive of pia,

pue, the (Einnic) Siryenian and Votiak word for nettle, so that the original may
have boon i,avva-^ts and meant hemp-nettle.
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[Of, Buchanan-Hainilton, Stat. Aoc. Dinap, 1833, 207 j Roxb.) Oha. Hemp
and Flaw Substitutes, 1801 ; Baden-Powell, Pb. Prod 1868, 292-3, 377, 004-7)
Hem Chunder Kerr, Cult, and Trade ^n Canja, 1877 ; Oanja and Other Drugs
in Ind., Parliam., Paper, Majch 3, 1893; Pharmacog, Ind., 1893, iii., 318-37 :

Rept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm., 1894, 7 vola. (abbreviated mto H.D.C.R.) ;

Prain, iJepi. Cult, and Uses of Oanja, 1893; Imp. Qaz., Itui., 1904, iv., 259-61;
Hanausek, M%ero. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl

), 1907, 77-81.]

/. THE FIBRE HEMP. (Seed, pp. 266-7, and Narcotics, pp. 2,58-63.)

Cultivated and Wild States of the Plants.—The remarks already

made regarding the male and female conditions of (Utntuthls suttva have
indicated some of the chief opinions that prevail in Europe regarding

methods of cultivation. It has moreover been incidentally implied that

in India, hemp is grown for either of two main purposes
:

(a) the

supply of the narcotic
;

(b) the production of fibre. It is, however,*
very gendrally, admitted that in the plains of India, w hile the narcotic

principle is readily developed, the fibre is as a rule bub very imperfectly

formed. In many reports it is affirmed that ceitain forms of hemp con-

tain a stronger or a better flavoure<l narcotic than others, circumstances

explained by some authorities as being consequent on more careful

preparation. [Cf. Kotah State Mem., H.D.C.R., app. ni., 178.] Prain

says, “ Bhang is held in very diSerent degrees of estimation according to cumatio*'

the locality ih which it is grown
;

that from the plains is valued more
“

highly than that from the submontane tracts along the Himalaya.”
On the North-West Himalaya the plant is fairly extensively cultivated,

however, as a source of fibre, the narcotic being but indifferently produced.

In some localities ganja is said to be obtained, m others charas, m a third

bhang, while in Sind it is reported that the plant affords a good fibre as wc’l

as a fair quality of bhang. These peculiarities are not, however, by
recent opinion accepted as involving conditions that are even racial in

value, but arc viewed as the direct results of climatic and soil influences, change from

Prain, moreover, remarks, “ We must conclude that, having reached N^tfc-
India as a fibre-yielding species, the plant developed the narcotic gelding,

property for which it is now chiefly celebrated there.” So also the H.D.
Commissioners in their Report (i., 17) observe, “ The function of the

Commission is to test by the information they have collected the views

therein expressed regarding the probable existence of races capable of

yielding as a speciality the different products—fibre, ganja, charas and
bhang. The only differences recognised in the plant by the people are DUterenoea

between the wild and the cultivated plant, the male and the female and the

varieties of the iflale eyrd female plants already referred to.” Summing up,

the Commissioners, however, observe that “ there is no evidence of racial

speciality or differentiation of the decided sort suggested ” by some writers.

Similarly it may be pointed out that Roxburgh was apparently much
impressed with the absence of distinctive varieties. “ Few vegetables,”

he remarks, “ so widely diffused over almost every part of the known world,

andunder the immediatemanagement of man, have undergone less change.”

{Trans. Soc. Arts, London, 1804, xxii., 386). It is thus certain the plant

has varied structurally to a far leas extent than might have been antici-

pated. But racial characteristics are not necessarily botanical mani- Eaoiai but

festations, and that the plant has changed is at once evident by the 1^01^1
^"'^

widely different products which it affords. It has not as yet, however,

been critically examined and compared province by province on the ,
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field from the standpoint of the cultivator. Roxburgh was not aware,

for example, that in Asia “ the fibres of the bark have ever been

employed for any purpose,” so that he certainly had not studied all the

racial forms that may have existed in India even in his time.

In the Report issued by the H.D. Commission (i., 32), reference is

made to there being two forms of the plant in Kashmir :
“ The bhang,

which grows on both banka of the Jhelum below the city of Srinagar,

is known as kathiya bhang, is weak m narcotic and is used only for its

fibre and for burning. Tlie wild growth is very abundant. It supplies

all the wants of the people, and there is consequently no cultivation.”

So again {l.c. i., 30), doubt is thrown on the existence of the plant in

Burma. It is probably not so plentiful m that country as in India.

‘Pottinger and Pram, however (Note on the Botany of the Kachin Hills, etc.,

in liec. Bot. Burn. IncL, i., 219), found it near the Kyeng-mo Kha, in the

forests, and they add that the people appeared to have no knowledge of

gan'ja and no idea that the plant possessed narcotic properties. But while

Indian authorities thus throw doubt on the existence of cultivated forms

of the plant, in Europe and America those engaged in the hemp industry

have no hesitation in recognising many well-established races. Dodge,
for example, says several varieties are recognised, such as that cultivated

in Kentucky, having a hollow stem, the most common. Then there are

the following forms : China, Smyrna, Common European, Bologne or

Great hemp, the canapa piccola or small Italian, and lastly the Arabian.

[Cf. Boyce, Treat, on Cult, of Hemp., etc., New York, 1900.]

Early Experiments.—On more than one occasion public interest has

been aroused as to the possibility of India becoming a source of hemp
fibre. That the plant was completely acclimatised over the greater part

of the plains and fairly extensively cultivated on account of its narcotic,

arc circumstances that have been cited in support of the contention that

apathy and indifference had to account for India’s backwardness m hemp
production. During the closing decade of the 18th century the East India

Company made various experiments on an extended scale. Roxburgh,
m a letter dated Calcutta, 24th December, 1799, expresses somewhat
piquantly Ids astonishment on finding a Mr. Sinclair .sent froili England
to “ establish the cultivation of hemp, a thing I had begun some time
before.” Sinclair seems to have died shortly after his arriVhl in Ind,ia,

but the experiments were continued for a few years. Speaking of san-

hernp (Crotalaria jiiiiren), Roxburgh wrote in his Plants of the Coast of

Coromandel (1798, ii., 50, t 193), “This useful plant yields the Hindoos their

best hemp, for they have no idea of the superior quality of the bark of the

common hemp-plant ((Uiniial/is), which is indigenous in all parts of India
;

but of that plant they only use the leaves as an intoxicating drug. I

have taken some trouble to teach the natives the use of a ]jlant which
hitherto they have only abused, by making some of their farmers witnesses

to every part of the culture and preparation of the hemp, and which, on
being compared with their tschanamoo hemp, they were perfectly con-

vinced was infinitely better
; at the same time the culture being equally

easy, and the produce equally large, I have reason to think a few
years will bring it into general use in these parts, and by degrees
over India.”

In the early experiments European seed and European cultivators were
alike imported, and every effort made to ensure success. Cultivation
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and manufacture were carried on at Rishra, Cassimpore, Maldah, Gorakh-
pur, Mhow, Rohilkand, Azimgarh, etc., etc. The results were every-

where unsatisfactory. Still, however, inquiry and experiment were re-

instituted in 1871, especially with regard to the fibre of the rejected stems
from ganja cultivation

; but the result was again unfavourable. The
area of possible cultivation of hemp fibre was admitted to be that where
it has from time immemorial bfen produced, namely the slopes of the

warm temperate Himalaya. But it may fairly well be affirmed that the
Himalaya as a possible extended source of supply ha.s not been fully

exploited. Recent and future increased facilities of transport may bo
looked to as giving openings for developing the trade in Nepal, Kumaon,
Simla, Kullu and Kashmir hemp fibre. Some years ago the East India
Company made contracts for Himalayan hemp (H.DC.B., app, lii., 2fi,

27, 231). For this purpose advances were made to the cultivators, and
the fibre purchased at a fixed rate. The .system worked well, and should
a demand arise in the future, it nught be resumed as the best mode of

dealing with a community of verv poor cultivators. [Cf. N.W. Prov. Gaz.,

X., 799-805.]

CULTIVATION AND CHIEF LOCALITIES. -Uannahis satira is

grown as a source of hemp fibre in two localities
:

(o) the North-
West Himalaya, , including Kashmir, and to a much smaller extent in

(b) Sind. The wild or fully acclimatised plant is called jangli-bhang, or

ganara-bhang. Whether the two conditions—the wild and the cultivated

—can be separately recognised seems doubtful ; still it is a fact that the

wild is useless, or nearly so, for either fibre or drug.
(a) Qarhwal-—Tho fibre-yieldmg plant grown in this district is met witl

on rich land having a north exposure. It is believed, moreover, that it would
bo impossible to give it too much manure. The small plots assignoii to hemp
nro accordingly, as a rule, seen in immediate proximity to the cultivator’s house,
and aro carefully protected. Tho crop does not succeed below 11,000, nor
much above 7,000 feet m altitude, ft is sown in May to .Juno (about 60 lb to
the acre), and during growth the huid is once or twice dre.ssed, and where neces-
sary the plants are thinned out so as to stand a few inches apart each way. By
September to early m November tho crop is ripe, and may then stand from 10 to
14 feet m hpight. The plants that bear soeil are called sn^ango or kalango, and
those that do not aro phulango. The stems aie cut with a sickle and spread
on the ground to dry for 24 hours. Those who desire to procure charas ( ? ganja)
now rub tho fAntmg tops and young loaves between their hands and thus procure
tho'tlrug. The loaves are as a rule regarded as useless, but a small quantity may
be collected, dried, and employed os bhang. Tho seeds are gathered, and con-
stitute the second valuable product of the plant. Tho kalango steins are expo.sed
to dry, and are infduo course retted and tho fibre separated and cleaned, as with
tho male stems (see p. ffO). From the fine fibres of both plants tho (eoka or slieot

worn by the people in Garhwal is prepared. Nearly one-third of the population
of that district aro clad in hempen garments. While that is so, it is remarkable
that a certain odium is associated with the cultivation of the hemp plant, and
hence only tlib low-caste farmers (cfdma), or the half-caste Bajputs (Khasia-
Rajputs) will grow it. [C/. H.D.C.R., v., 19. 20. 41-8, 76-8.]

(b) Kumaon.—A highly mstructive account of the cultivation of hemp fibre

in Kumaon will be found in tho Gazetteer of N.W. Himalaya (1882, 760-7) Tho
83i8tein pursued differs in no essential from that just detailed, and the objection
to bemg classed as a “ hemp-grower ” also prevails. In the Hemp Drugs Report
{l.c. i., 93) mention is made of tho manufactures produced, which it would appear
are fairly extensively exported from Almora to the plains. Owing to the use-
fulness of the plant its cultivation is said to have recently been considerably
extended. Tho manufacturers of hemp string and rope are reported to be a
special class of people called boras or pajais.

(c) Nepal.

—

In this State tho sowings aro usually made a little earlier than
in Kumaon and Garhwal—viz. from Meurch to April, and the crop is accordingly

Repeated
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Seasons.
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readyj^injAugust. It would appear to be^specially abundant in the hills from
Maukamana to Rodi, also in the Nepalese Terai. [C/. H.D O.R., in., 131 ;

Kirkpatrick, Acc. K.vngdom of Nepaul, 1811, 142-3; Buchanan-Homilton, Acc,

Kingdom of Napal, 1819, 2CG, 231-2.]

(d) Simla aad Kangra.—A short notice of hemp fibre in Kotgarh will be
found in the Aaiatik Researches (1826, xv., 474, 478). One of the most interesting

and useful accounts of the hemp cultivation of the Himalaya is that given by
Baden-Powell (P6. Prod., 1808, 604-7). Stewart, m a correction on the text of

his Panjab Plants, has recorded his final opinion that Cannabis was wild m
the PanjAb hills, and speaks of it as cultivated up to 10,000 foet in altitude

Coldstream says (H.D.G.R., v., 365) it is not cultivated in tho PanjAb for

the production of charas or ganja. Useful additional particulars will also

bo found in tho Kangra Gazetteer (1897, 78) and in Mr. Anderson’s statement
{H D.C.R., V., 379J.

(e) Kashmir.—In 1799 Captain Thomas Hardwioko visited Srinagar, and
in tho Asiatick Researches furnished an interesting narrative of his journey (vi.,

376). Ho there observes that cannahta aatira “13 cultivated in several parts
of the mountama for two purposes ; one for the manufacture of a coarse thick
cloth, which tho poor people wear, and the other in making an mtoxicatmg drug
exported to the low countries.” Lawrence

(
Valley of Kashmir, 69) tells us that

about 600 maunds of fibre are annually produced m the country below Srmagar.
Further particulars on this subject will bo found in the Hemp Drugs Report
(app. iii., 128). Many writers allude to the very superior paper that was formerly
made in Kashmir from bhang fibre (H D.C.R., v., 438). Of Kyilang, the Rev.
Mr. Heyde (H.D.C.R., v., 487) informed the Commission that in British Lahul
all the zamindars cultivate a small piece of ground, if possible, close to their

houses, with hemp, solely in order to obtain fibre. This is mode into strmgs,
with which the straw shoos {biila) are sewn together. Very few people smoke
bhang, and those who do, obtain their supplies from traders, who carry it from
Yarkand to Hmdustan.

Sind Hemp.

Possible
Confusion.

Trade in
Hemp.

Seeds.

(/) S/nrf.—Wild hemp known as kohi bhang is said to grow on tho hills

The plant is cultivated on account of bhang (it does not yield ganja or charas) in

this province, but the stems are occasionally utilised as sources of fibre, hence
Sind being sometimes mentioned as producing the true hemp ; at the same time
the seeds are collected and eaten, or oil is expressed from them. Sir H. E. M.
Jamos, m his evidence submitted to the Homp Drugs Commission (vii., 235),
stated that the charas used m Sind is imported chiefly from Kandahar. Tho
Deputy Collector of Nausliahra (Witness, l.o. No. 4, 24.3) says, “ In order to raise

a good crop of hemp, it is necessary that tho land should bo well ploughed, manured,
and copiously watered. The seed is sown m October or November, and the crop
is ripe m April, According to another witness (Seth Vishindas NiliaJ,chand, 291)
the fibre is called sini. The stems are steeped in water for 15 days, after which
they are taken out and then yield their fibre. But it may be asked—is it possible

that e’rtitaiaria ja ncea is the hemp fibreof at least some of tho SiniS reports ? In
South India, at all events, it would appear certam tho fibre-yielding plant orten
spoken of as tuinttabis uaHva [H.D G.R

,

app, in., 83) is in reality ^’rofairti-ln

Jftnven,

Trade In Hemp.—Russia still holds the foremost position in the
world’s supply of this fibre. The exports of hemp from India are mainly
in san-hemp {Crotalnria), the imports almost exclusively in Manila
hemp. Hemp is regarded as resembling flax, but as possessing a higher
tensile strength (30 to 35 as compared with 20 to 25 kilos per Square mm.).
It resists retting, and on that account is much valued for ropes and sail-

cloth.

//. THE SEED AND OIL.

Edible Seeds,— Galen tells us that it was customary to give hemp-
seeds to guests as a promoter of hilarity {cum aliis tragematis). Garcia
de Orta speaks of the Indian seed being smaller and darker coloured than
that of Europe. There is little doubt that the tendency for the s^eds

(fruits) to become agglutinated with the resinous narcotic is much greater

in India than in most other countries, and this would seem to account
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for their being described as darker coloured. But it is no stretch of

imagination to assume that it was the presence of the very minute par-

ticles of the narcotic that, in the story told by Herodotus, made the

Scythians shout for joy while in their medicated vapour baths.

Hove’s description (1787) of the vapour given off by the preparation con- TSieir

sumed by his followers at Surat having overpowered him, might in fact

be cited as a commentary on the passage in Herodotus. 0. Schrader, in Property,

fact, says the Scythians never washed in water but intoxicated themselves

with the smoke of the seeds of hemp. In Persia the seeds are called

Shahdanah, or Emperor’s seeds. Tragus tells us that in Eastern France Their

in his time (1539 a.d.) the seed was cooked dailv among other foods such as

barley, but he adds it was regarded as dangerous if partaken of too liberally other Grains,

or too frequently. Paludanus in a footnote to Linschoten’s account of*

hemp refets (1598) to a mi.xture eaten in India called hosa or hoza which,

he says, consisted of the seeds of LoTium and of hemp (see Eleusine, p. 521

;

also Malt Liquors, p. 758). Mr. W. Coldstream, for example, informed

the Commission that the edible preparation known as mura consists of

hemp-seeds mixed with parched wheat or hathu {.Itttarantiis) or of rice.

Pundit Gunga Datt Ujireti spoke of the seeds being cooked in Almora
along with vegetables. Mr. Dharma Nand Jo.shi remarked that they make
all vegetables palatable and wholesome. Mr. Anderson spoke of the parched

hemp being mixed with grain and eaten, although, he adds, the mixture

sometvhies affects the eyes in the fashion known of charas. Mr. R. C.

Artal of Bijapur mentioned that the seeds are employed as an

ingredient in chutney. Mr. Minniken observed that m Bashahr the vieid an

ripe seed is mixed with spirit to make it more intoxicating, and
Sir Walter Lawrence in his work on Kashmir informs us that ‘‘ the

hemp seeds yield an oil which like charras is used for intoxicating pur-

poses.” It may thus be concluded that if the fruits be used without being

specially cleaned they may be, and in India apparently often are, so im-

pregnated or agglutinated with narcotic that they are distinctly intoxi-

cating. These fullv substantiated facts seem to justify the inference that voiauie

the Scythians of old, as do the African bushmeii to-day (Burton, Arab. N'^rcotio.

Nights, i., *65), became intoxicated by inhaling the volatile narcotic

present on the seed-coats and adhering particles of the inflorescence,

without for eSnturies thereafter the drug having been isolated or separately

recognised.

Hemp-seed is employed as a food for birds, poultry, etc., and in India

IS specially commended as an occasional diet for milcli-cows.

on.—Hemp-seed when expressed yields 1.5 to 25 per cent, of a pale limpid Oil.
oil. This is at first of a greenish-yellow colour bnt gradually deepens when ex-
posed to the air. The flavour is described as disagreeable, but the odour as mild.
Its sp. gr. ranges from 0 925 to 0 931. It becomes turbid at a temperature of
15° C. It abrorbs from 143 to 144 per cent, of its own weight of lodme. Its
drying properties are good, but m England it is rarely used for pamt, though in
some parts of Europe, where procurable in abundance (especially in Russia), it

IS fairly extensively utihsed. It is also largely employed as a lamp oil, but its

best use is in the preparation of soft soap. It dissolves m boiling water, and SoCt Soap,

m 30 parts of cold alcohol. It is sometimes difiScult to get linseed oil absolutely
free from adulteration with hemp-seed oil. The oilcake is used in feeding stock.
In the United States hemp is said to yield from 20 to 40 bushels of seed to the Yield,

acre. The plant requires to be harvested before becoming quite ripe, owing to
liability to seedmg. The seed loses its germinating power very quickly, hence
the stock should be one season old only. It is said that Russia annually produces
close on half a million tons.

*
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///. THE SARCOTIC—INDIAN HEMP.
So much has already been indicated of the narcotic property of Indian

hemp that the subject „iieed hardly be further dealt with in this work.

Moreover, it has been so thoroughly treated of, in the publications quoted

in the opening preamble, that it seems only necessary to refer the reader,

who may desire full particulars, to these most useful publications. As
already explained, there arc primarily three forms of Indian hemp, with,

under each, local modifications, special preparations, adulterants and
imitations. Chemically, all three are one and the same. They represent

different methods of production, iliflerent degrees of purity and intensity,

and are often so blended into each other that their isolation becomes
impossible, or nearly so. They may, howev'er, be indicated briefly, as

follows •

—

1. Bhang.—This is also known as siddhi, subji, or sabzi', thandai,

path, etc., and in Central India it is vijaya, buti, and sabzi. It consists

of the special I V dried leaves and flowering shoots of either or both the male
and female plants, whether wild or cultivated. Lt.-Col. Pram dissents

somewhat from this opinion, since he would appear to believe that the

male plant is infenor to the female m value as bhang. “ There is reason

for thinking,” he savs, ” that from the best bhang male leaves are ex-

cluded.” The narcotic principle, though not present in the very young
state, begins to form with the growth of the plants, and reaches its greatest

abundance about the time the flowers appear. But it gradually diminishes

as the leaves pass niatuiitv, and is entirely absent (or nearly so) from
leaves allowed to turn yellow and to be dried up while still attached to the

plant. [Baden-Powell, Pb. Piod

,

i., 505; H.D.C.R., iii., app., 153;
Pram. Cidt and Use of (janja, 12.]

The dried leaves as met witli iii the Indian drug-,simps usually consist of a
powder known as aiddht, and this may bo composed of fragmentary loavos only,
or, as alieady stated, of the infloieseence ns well, and oven of the seeds Some-
times this IS called path (the leaf), the word bhang, tho most general of all, having
more often a wider signification than the dried leaves Stddhi is collected on the
plains and lower hills, trec|uently from the wild plant, but here and there, all over
tho countiy, small plots may be seen near the homesteads in which the plant
exists in tho condition of semi-cultivation. When prepared for comsiimption
the fragments of the plant are ground to a paste, and of this an emulsion is

made which, after being filtered through a cloth, may be consumed in that
form, or flavoured with sugar, spices, cardamoms, melon seeds Cir milk The
simple beverage goes bv various names - bhang or siddhi in Bengal; .aiddWi or
thandai in the United Provinces; ghota in the Central Provinces; and ghota,

ladhnl or panga m Sind In Jladras a similar liquid is called raniraa or ram-
rasam. which m Upper Iiitlia is aometimos called dudhux In Poona a beer made
with }}iar anti bhang is called bhoja. Occasionally musk or otlicr perfumes are
added to disguise the objectionable smell, while to make the beverage more
intoxicating and poisonous, opium, dhatiira seeds, arsenic, stryclmiiie, aconite,
oleander root, and the seeds of black henbane are used. The special employment
of the roots of certain grasses such as rice and judr is freqiientlv ftisorted to (see
Sorghum vulgare, p 1 U4U) A jireparation of Indian hemp and alcohol is called lutkt,
and a drink callcil mudra (used in Baluchistan and the Paiijab) is said to contain
hemp, opium, alcohol, and dhatura. Ma/un is a sweetmeat prepared from tho
emulsion , it is extensively eaten all over India. The Emperor Baber mentions
111 his Memoir a (1,5111) the number of times ho hatl partaken of maafun ”

John Limlsay (.Journ Captivity m Mysore, 1781, in , 21)3) tells of his soldiers
having been obliged to eat a “majiim" The practice is, therefore, a fairly
ancient one I.astly, it may be pointed out that in Thomas de Quineey’s
Confeaaions of an English Opium-eater, “ madjoon ”

would seem to be spolcen of
(but quite ini oiTcctlv) as the Turkish name for opium *

Of all tho foims of Indian hemp bhang is tho least harmful, and, according to
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the vast majority of the opinions recorded by the H.D. Commission, it is tlio beer

or refreshing beverage—tlie occasional indulgences or luviiry of the middle and
better classes of India. A large percentage of the people use it. and apparently

with less injurious comsequonces than the similar consumption of alcohol in

Europe. It is not, however, a cheap beverage, since the flavouring and per-

fuming adjuncts are expensive. By the people in the localities where the plant

18 wild, however, it is oftep employed in the form of a simple infusion vMthoiit

any adjuncts, and then of course it may be had for the trouble of collncnon and
preparation. It would seem satisfactorily proved that no form of Indian hemp
possesses the property of establishing a craving for its continued and exteiuled

use The total prohibition, oven weie that possible, would therefore be strongly i’lohilntion

opiposed by the majority of tlie people, though the fiscal control established by
the Government meets with thoir v'ery general approval. Honigberger tells us

that in his day, “ not far from the outside of the Delhi gate at Lahore, near the

road to Amritsar, close by my hospital, there was an establishment called Sed
Gimgo, where this beverage was delivered gratuitously ” Several witiiesse# anen T'rei-

reported to tho H D. Commissioners places where the beverage was daily gu'cn
(oven now) to'all applic.ants free of charge. Dr. Ewons alludes to the scats

{takiars) in Lahore, where men assemble to drink bhang Moieover, tlio use of

bhang is considered essential in certain religious observances by a large section

of the Indian community, and its total prohibition (sometinid recommended by
Europeans) would bo regarded as an encroacliment on religious hbortv. The
employment of bhang as a cattle medicine is .so widespread that its discontinuance
would bo resented even by those who do not consume it themselves as a beverage.

2. Chans.—Tins may be defineil as a resinous substance that ap- charas.
pears spontaueou.sly ou the leaves, stems, uiflore.sccnce.s and fruits of the

hemp plant when cultivated in cold and drv countries. It i.s practically

the active principle, and consequently a more powerful drug than either

bhanq or ganja. It is spoken of as the special narcotic piocured through-

out the North-West Himalaya from Nepal, Kumaon, Kashmir, Afghani-

stan, Ladakh, Herat, Bokhara to Turke.stan, and was very possiblv the

gelolophijihs (laughing leaf) which Plmy says came from Bactriana. The <;,ui>pkjnii

resin appears shortly before the flowers begin to form, and is present over 'sp\w(m of

s, larger proportion of the plant than is the ease with the third form,

ganja, presently to be described. Aeoordmg to ino.st writers charas is not

produced on the male plants, a circumstance probably due to their being
removed on account of the fine fibies contained in their stems, before the

time that the charas would naturally appear.

Pram speaks of charas as a grcenisli-browu moist, resinous ma-^3 that BoGomcj lu^rt

possesses the peculiar odour of the hemp jilaiit. When kept for some
tiuie it hardens, becomes friable and browiush-grey in colour, but when
that earthy condition is fully attained, the drug is found to be inert.

The name charas is said to mean a “ bag ” or skin,” ami was given in

India in allus'ion l^o “the bag.s ” in which the drug is imported from imimnvi m
Central Asia. The name charas would, therefore, point to this peculiar

form of the drug having been oiiginally recogni-sed as foreign produce.
In a commentary on the celebrated Sanskrit grammar written by Paiiini

(300 B.C.), tilakata, uwakata and bhangukata occur, and the termination
kata, it is explained, means rajas or dust of sesanmra, of linseed and of

hemp. The kata of bhanga might have been at once viewed as the resinous

powder now known as charas but for the difficulty of understanding
what could have been the kata of the other plants—perhaps the pollen

grains in all cases svere therefore meant. In Turkestan (according to

Aitchison) charas is called nasha, before it is made up into the skin packages
r^ady for export to India. It is subsequently freely adulterated with Aiuiteratiou

linseed oil and a pow'der of the dried leaves of the plant. In passing it ,

may be here pointed out that Stem {Aticient Khotan) makes no mention
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of coming across, in the rmns explored by him, either samples of charas

or of the hemp plant in any form, and further that in neither The Bower

Manuscript nor the volut'iinous records found by Stein is there apparently

any mention of the hemp drugs. This is the more significant since, while

discussing the modern trade in charas. Stem (l.c. footnote, 133) observes

that the heavy import duty now imposed by the Government of India

has caused the traders of Turtestaii to turn to Khotan silk as a substitute

commodity to be convei^ed to India and there disposed of in exchange for

the return of Indian goods.
T]ie Ime of separation between what slioukl be called charas and what might

bo accepted as ganja la, however, a very narrow one indeed. It would seem
higUy piobable, in fact, that on the moister southern slopes of the Himalaya
the resmons suhstance proihicod by rubbing the fruiting panicles between the
Hands is more frequeiitlj’ ganja than charas. The definition that charas is the
pure ream without any admixture of vegetable tissue is true ng doubt, but is

perhaps not the whole truth. If both articles were freed from foreign matter,
the question might still liave to be nskod. In what respects do they differ ?

Physically more than chemically very possibly, and as the direct consequence
of production m a cold-dry or warm-damp atmosphere. [Cf. Marshall, Contrib.
10 Pharm. of Cannabis Ind

,

1899 ; Holmes, Mus. Rept. Pharm. Soc , 190.% 47.]
Sir Walter Lawrence (Valley of Kashmir, 07) has expressed astonishment

that the drug produced in Kashmir is in trade called charas, whereas “ recent
inquiries show that in the south of the valley the drug known as gard bhang
or rhuru charras. is e.xtracted from the female plant, and Indians who consume
it declare that it is real ganni and utterly distinct from the Yarkandi charras,
which IS also procuiable in Srinagar.” ” If the 'Kashmiri drug is ganja and not
charras it is somewhat surprising, and I have taken some pains to verify tho
statement made by the official, who investigated the siibji'cfc of hemp drugs.
He and tho men employed in the trade inamtam that the drug made in Kashmir
IS f/anja” Lawroiuo then adds that contrary to the experience in Bengal,
Kashmir ganja is produced from plants that are allowed to mature seeds, the
011 from which is also intoxicating It is thus highly probable that the true
charas is a foreign article exclusnoly derived from Central Asia, and, ns it came to
India through Kashmir, was in ancient times called Kashimri Formerly it came
also lid Nepal, hut at tho present day the chief emporium is Hoshiarpur, tho
supply coming both vm Kashmir and Kullu. It would thus seem highly probable
that we do not e\en now' possess an accurate account of tho production of this
substance, nor all the information desirable of the condition under which the
dry lesin as or the moist adhesive ganja m produced Frnin holds that the
former being conqiarutively permanent once on the siu’face, it is not &tiected by
the subsequent fecundation and development of .seed.

It may bo hero observed that there is at least one important difference be-
tween the South Hiinalavan so-called charas and that from Central Asia, namrty
the former is taken from the green plant before it is reaped, and the latter from
tho dried plant. Tho possibility of adulteration with actual dust and with
tragiucnts of the plant is very great with the Central Asiatic ^ham«, and this
circuinstnnce may account for tho Ingher price often paid for the purer qualities
of the Indian so-called charas. For methods of collection consult the Dictionary
(n , 115-7); and Baden-Powell (Pb Prod

,

1868, 293, etc.).

Charas is almost exclusively used in smoking, though some of the finer
qualities are employed for medicinal purposes. It is admitted onsall hands to
be .1 more pernicious drug than either bhang or ganja.

3. Qanja .

—

This i.s the dried flowering tops of the cultivated female
plants, which become coated with a resinous exudation from glandular
hairs, very largely, it would seem, in consequence of being deprived of the
opportunity of setting seed. To secure this result, therefore, the male
plants are deliberately removed from the field at an early date, by an
expert known as the poddar. (Compare this with the account above of

the removal of the males from the fibre-yielding crop.) One or two visits

are paid by the poddar, with the result that every male plant is uprooted.
As the female plants begin to form ganja, all tbe large leaves on their
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stems and branches are also removed. The smaller leaves and bracts

of the inflorescence become agglutinated and the manufactured article is

valued very largely by its freedom from leaf. , The colour and smell VaiuaUoa.

are features of merit, but as a rule the gan]a which has the least leaf is

regarded as the best.

Oanja is cultivated in several localities such as in North Bengal, on the Malabar Vreas of

Coast of Western India, and in the Tributary Mahals of Orissa (the Gurjat ijanja). tToduction.

These may be regarded as the chief centres, but it is also iirodm-ed in the Central
Provinces (Nimar), in Indore, Gwalior, Kishengarh, Mysore, Byder.ihad, and
in some districts of the Bombay Presidency. It may sutfice to give a few prac-
tical facts regarding the Bengal cultivation and m.anufacture. It is grown in Bengal
a very compact tract of country with a radius of about ai.xUen miles, .ind which Cultiva-
lies in three districts, viz. Dinajpiir, Kajshahi and Bogra It is for adrmnistr.i- tion.
tive purposes placed under the Collector of Rajshahi, the suh-di vision.il officer of

Naogaon being in immediate charge of tins, the so-called Oanja Mahal. Seed*
beds are formed on high land above inimdation, and consist of a light sandv'

loam. The befls are richly manured and ploughed once a week from tlie nudiiJo seisooa.

of May forward, and are sown in August. Meantime the land on which tlio

crop is to be ultinnately raised is being also richly manured and top-dressed

from the ditches and ploughed and Jiarrowed once a montJi. By tlie middle
of September the seedlings are transplanted to tlie ridges formed in the field

A month later a careful weeding is gu'en, and in Noi ember the ridges

are hoed down and the plants trimmed by the removal of the lower
branches. This admits of a further ploughing between the furrows anil of a
top dressing with powdered cow-dung and oilcake, alter which tlie ridges are
again bmlt up.

At this stage the first visit of the ganja doctor”—the pofidar—is made. Abortive

Pram, m his paper (Morphol., Terntol., etc, I c.), explains that the pod-
dar'e guide is the early appearance “ of the often abort u'o, solitary female
flowers that so frequently, in the Indian male hemp plant, take the place

that theoretically should be occupied by the lowest pairs of paniculate male
inflorescences.” These abnormally placed female flowors, it would seem, are
visible long before the inflorescence of male flowers could for certain be recog-
nised. The poddar in consequence breaks the stems of the plants that manifest Podiar't GuiJe

this peculiarity and the cultivator following behmd uproots them, and tills

up the vacant places by fresh transplantations from the purposely reserved
surplus in the seed-beds. A second or a third visit of the poddar suffices for the
complete extirpation of the male plants. But abnormal male flowers are not
unusual on the female plants, and these the cultivator keeps a sharp outlook
for and removes. By January the flowers begin to appear, harvest is general in Uirveat.

February, and by the middle of March is completed

There are three forms of ganja jiroduced :

—

'
, (a) bsttia.—The stems are cut with a sickle about 6 inches above Fiat-

ground, tied together by their ends, placed across a bamboo and earned
to the selected place of manufacture. The inflorescences are then
one by one placed on the ground, and trodden underfoot so as to

cause the agglutinated flower-tops and smaller leaves to become com-
pacted into flat masses (chdpta ganja). These heads are then baled as
“ large flat ” or “ twig flat,” according to the size of heads and length

of stalks.

(6) Round Oanja.—Instead of being trodden, the heads are rolled under- aouas.

foot so that they are less firmly compacted, and are in the form of rounded
or sausage-shaped masses. Round ganja is never baled, but is tied up
into bundles {goU ganja).

(c) Chur (Powder) Oanja or Rora.

—

Broken fragments or flower-tops Powder,

detached from the twigs, whether of flat or round ganja, constitute chui

.

Tb^se are very largely produced through trimming, especially that of

the roimd form.
,

Bengal Ganja is in other provinces of India usually designated as
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“ Baluchar,” from the name of a village whore it is supposed to been

originally prot urod. The ganja of Upper India, such as that of Gwalior

and the Centra] Proinucefi, is called “ Pathar.” The refuse from the

raamifacture of ganja is often sold as bhang.

Medicinal and Chemical Properties.—The action of the drug in causing

insamtv has, by the Report of the Hemp Drugs Commission, been viewed

as a greatly overstated belief. The moderate use of the drug is at-

tended with no evil physical effects. If pure and taken in moderation

it has little or no tendency to originate insanity. But when mixed with

the poisonous substances sonietimos employed it becomes most per-

nicious. E.xcessivc use of hemp in any form, however, indicates and
intensifies mental instability. It tends to weaken the mind, and may
fven lead to insanity. But m the year of the Hemp Drugs Commission
only 7-3 per cent, of lunatics admitted to all the Asylums in India were
said to be those in which hemp could reasonably be regarded as having
been a factor of importance. [Cf. Gibbon, Med. Jurisprudence for Ind.

;

Walsh, in Joiirn. Mental Science, 1894.] Moreover, the insanity produced,

as a rule readily gives way to treatment, and since the drug creates no
craving its discontinuance is possible, and the restoration of the mental
faculties almost instant. So much has, however, been written on these

subjects that it is impossible to do more than refer the reader to some
of the standard works that may with advantage be consulted

fPereira. Mat. Med, J850. ii., 1237-44 ; Hamilton, FI. Homceop
, 1852. i.,

134-42 , Honigberger, Thirty-fire Yearn tn the East, 1852, i
,
1.53-7

; ii , 248-.50 ;

Hem Chunder Kerr, Rept of Cult, and Trade in Oanja, 1877 ; Fluckiger and Han-
biiry, Pharmacoif , 1879, 546 ; Diin.stan and Henry, Exam of Active Principle

of Hemp, in Journ. Soc Chem. Indust

,

1898, xvn.. 26!) , Derivatives of Cannabinol,
m Yearbook of Pharmacy, 18$)9, 73, 1000, 133; Dutt, Mat Med. Hind, 1000,
235-41 ; Pharm. Journ, 1002, Ixvin , Holmes, 342; Marshall, 362; Humphrey,
302. Greenish, 492, Ixix , Holmes, 120; Mahen, 131, 1003. Ixxi

, 431, .548;
Ind Med Ociz , Nov. 1004, 401-10, 421 J

Trade and Fiscal Administration.—In India the cultivation of this

plant, where intended for the production of ganpi, can alone be undertaken
under license

; moreover, the cultivation is periodically inspected, and
the yield appro.xiniatcly ascertained. While no restrictions are placed
on the sales to the trade, the produce when disposed of by the’cultivator

is stored either in Government warehouses for the purpose, or in approved
godowns under double keys, one retained by the owner, the other
by a Government official. Removals pay the fixed duty, and are re-

corded m such a way a.s to .show the relation to the cultivator’s estimated
production and deed of sale. Both wholesale and^ retail traders have
to obtain licenses. The traffic m ganja is thus under complete control
through every stage. With regard to charas, a minimum duty of Rs. 80
per raaund is levied on all imports. The drug is stored in approved ware-
houses and a further duty paid on removal, while int?r-provincial

adjnstnieiits are conducted on permits to carry from one province to
another. Bhang, where found possible, is also taxed, but, the plant
being wild m many localities, no interference is made with the
domestic supplies of the people, the regulations having effect only on
actual sales and regular trade. The sale of the narcotic in any form
by persons not licensed to cultivate or sell these drugs, is a criminal
offence.

^

Separate licenses have to be taken out for the traffic in each of the
three kinds of the drug, and the retail vendor is prohibited from supplying
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children or insane persons with any. A limit is at the same time fixed

on the amount that may be either sold to, or possessed by. a private person

at one time. It is universally believed by botlj traders and consumers
that all forms of the drug deteriorate with age. This is just the opposite Deterioration

opinion to that held with regard to opium. It accordingly follows that

every effort is made to dispose of the produce year bv year, and not to

store it. It is perhaps on this aceount that such indifferent results have
been obtained with Indian hemp as a medicine in Europe as compared
with India. Long years ago Honigberger {l.c. 157) deploretl this fact.

To ensure fresh stuff it has accordingly been recommended by Prain Direct

that all purchases by the European dealers should be made direct Recoinmendea.

through the Government official in joint charge of the warehouses.

Area and Revenue.—In 1895, when the Ooverni ient of India pub* Area,
lished their Resolution on the Report of the H 1). Commission, the total

area in all India under regular cultivation of the plant was estimated at

under 6,000 acres. In 1900-1 the AgrirMlturnl Statistics of India show
the extent of cultivation to have been only 4.096 acres , in 1901-2 it

would appear to have stood at 2,496 .acres; in 1902-3 at 1,940 acres;

in 1903-4 at 2,637 acres
,
and in 1905-6 at 2,645 acres, with, over and

above, 419 acres m the Native States. If the.se figure.s denote an actual

curtailment of area, not merely more accurate returns, they have curiously ReJuction

enough been coincident with increasing revenue. In the Excise Adminis- Kypan^i™ of

tration Reports, the Hemp Drugs are shown to have realised a total Kerenue.

revenue of £201,344 in 1900-1, of £213,224 in 1901-2, and of £225,352

in 1902-3—later figures are not available. It would therefore seem that

official returns may be accepted as exemplifying the continued careful

control and restriction pursued by the Government.
Prices and Duty.—The prices of the various forms of Indian hemp Prices:

vary so greatly that it seems hardly worth while to give a quotation of Duty,

the figures usually recorded. The price depends upon a multitude of

circumstances, such as the quality, method of preparation, degree of

taxation, and the like. The Government of India, in their Resolution

on the H.D. Commissioners’ Report, placed before the various Indian

Administrations a table of retail prices per seer (2 lb.), which was com-
mended to their attention with a view to gradually securing a greater

uniformity. To manifest the extremes exhibited in that table the Highest |

following may be abstracted :

—

Ganja in Assam sells at Rs. 15 lowest
lowest,

price and Rs. 40 highest price
;
while in Bombay it is sold, lowest price

6 annas and highest Rs. 5. Charas in Panjab, lowest price Rs. 4, highest

Rs. 15 ;
while in Bengal its lowest price is Rs. .35 and its highest Rs. 40.

Bhang in Panjab sells at lowest price 2 annas and highest 8 annas, while

in Bengal its lowest price is Rs. 1 and the highest Rs. 6 per seer. These
variations fo a large extent are the direct expression of the varying inci-

dence of taxation, but there can be little or no doubt that there is a con-

siderable variability in intrinsic merit, not only between the produce latrmsio Ment.

of one province and another but even between the different districts of

the same province.

For the rates of duty and all other particulars regarding the traffic

in hemp narcotics, the reader should consult the provincial Reports of

Excise Administration in India. Some of these annual volumes (especially

those published by the Government of Bengal) will be found to contain
the fullest possible details.

*
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THE CAPER

CAPPARIS SPINOSA, ; FI Br. Ind., 173 ;
Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 44 ;
Pfianmcog. Ind., i., 135 ;

Capparide.®. The

Edible Caper of Europe and the kabarra, kaur, kiari, etc., of India.

A small prostiato shrub foiuid on hilly and rocky ground in Upper India.

It IB distributed to Afghanistan, W'est Asia, Europe, N. Africa, Australia and
the Sandwich T.slands. There are a considerable number of species of Caitnarif,

no less than 30 being mentioned m the Flora of Br^tllth India, but only two or

three besides HpiuoMa are of any great importance. These are f. aphytta,

Roth., the karel, nepti, etc —a dense much-branched shrub iound abundantly
m the drier parts of the Paiijiih, Oujarat, Kajputana, Deccan and S. Karnatak,
and o. iint-rttin, Linn, f, the ardanda, karvila, etc., found in the Gangetic
valley, etc., as far north as Saliaranpur, in the Western Peninsula, also m Chitta-
gong, Pogu and Ceylon, It is also distributeil to Java and the Philippines.
Besides these yrnnata, the pachnnda, guh, etc., is found m the Deccan,
(ivarnatak and Ceylon.

Several species are known to yield Oins. r. yrnnnin affords an oil used
in modicme and for burning, while xpimma yields a volatile oil which has
tho properties of garhcoil (Phannneog. Ind., I c.). The caper is mentioned by Greek
and Latin writers, and through them doubtless the medicinai, properties of
the root were made known to tho Arabs. It was very generally employed in
affections of tlie h\cr and .spleen, and also m amenorrheea. In India all parts
of the plant are regarded ns stimulating and astringent, when externally applied.
The yoimg flower-hiids and fruits of f. aphyiiti, as also of t'- npinomi. are eaten
m India. Tive iormer species is the more important

; tho buds are pickled and
the fruits eaten botli when green and when fully npe. f. xpinoKa is met with in

the Panjab, but it has never assumed the position of importance assigned to it

m Europe, where the pickled buds form the "Capers ” of commerce Gerarde
(1596) and Miller (1748) mention that tho coper had been successfully grown
in England m tho open air, but it is usually regarded as requiring protection
in winter The Wood of V. nphyiin is employed m India for makmg combs,
small beams and r.rttors, for the knees of boats, etc , and is valuable because
of its not being attackcei by white ants. [6'/. 2'aleef Shcreef (Playfair, transl.),

1833, I'lO]

CAPSICUM, : FI. Br. Ind., iv., 238; Steph,. and Church.,
Med. Bot., 1834. i., pi. 44; Bentley and Ttimeii, Med. PI., t. 189; Duthie
and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, iii., 36-7, pi. 72, 74 ; Sturtevant, Hist.

Card. Verj., inAmer. Nat., 1890, xxiv., 161-7
;
Irish, Rev. Genus Capsicum,

in Missouri Bot. Card., 1898, i.x., 53-110, tt. 8-28; Solanacb^. The
Guinea Pepper, Red Pepper, Pod Pepper, Chilli, Cayenne, Tabstsco, etc.

History.—Tliere would seem to bo littlo doubt that the entire senes of plants
constitutmg the genus fttpuiniM are natives of tropical America. Peter Mar^r
was perhaps the first person who described this kind of pepper. In an epistle dated
1493 (the year follow ing the discovery of tho West Indies), he says that Columbus
had brought to Spam " pepper more pungent than that from the Caucasus.” In
1494 Chaiica, the pliysician who accompanied Columbus on hm second voyage,
addressed a letter to the Chapter of Seville on the sam^ subject. In that he
calls this pepper by its West Indian name, axi—a word that has since been
rendered as ochi or agi, and has survived m Spanish to this day. Although
some of the Kith century authors maintain that the ailiquaatrum of Plmy is the
Pod Pepper (CapHlntm) of modern trade, the more strictly botanicSl writers are
very nearly unanimous in the opinion that capsicum was not known m Europe
prior to the discovery of -\meriea In passing it may further be observed that
all the older authois speak of sihquastrum as coming from Calicut, from which
circumstance it may be inferred to have been the cardamom—a spice which to
this day is almost exclusively derived from that port and which has been as-
sociated w'lth the Malabar Coast of India from the remotest antiquity. At all

ev'ents Aniatiis on Dioscorides (pub. 1554) distmctly confuses capsicum with
cardamom. Fuchs {Comment de I Hist, des PI., 1542-9, ch. 281 ;

also Hist.
Stirp., 1555, 797) gives an accoimt of “ Siliquaetro or Piperitis,” which ,by
some is called “ Indian or Chaleehut Pepper,” “ Cardamom,” “ Spanish Pepper,”
etc., and which Avicenna speaks of under the name of “ Zingiber canmum.”
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Matthiolus {New Kreuterb., 1563, 210) givos a good plate of fopaicti^t and oalN
it “ Calicut pepper.” He says it ia a foreign plant lately introduced into gardens
in Germany, and subsequently {Med. Compend , 1571, 322) lie remarks that it

is an obvious mistake to contuse €'apatcHu» with ’momihmj. Lobel (.Vdr/i

Adv. Nova, 1570, 134) observes that within his memory this plant (of w-hu li

he gives a good plate) has been brought from Ooa and tlie shores of Calicut Brought trom

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the Portuguese had very early introduced dor.

Capsicum into Goa, and very possibly commenced to export it, in competition

with the true pepper, hence Lobel as an after-thought may h.ive associated

Calicut with the new empormm Goa. Clusius (rotiew of Garcia de Orta) in tin'

Aromaticum, published in 1574, makes no mention of fapairnm, so that it may
be inferred the plant had not been seen by Garcia de Oi ta in India. A little latei

.

however, Clusius (Hist Exot. PI., 1005, 340) under Capsicum brazilinniim or wild

pepper, observes tliat Spanish or American pepper was brought from the Spanish Pernambuco

West Indies and carried to India by the Portuguese \mder the name of Pernani- P>ipper.

buco Pepper. Jacobus Bontius {Hist. Nat. et Med Ind. Or., in Piso, Ind. Utt^
re Nat. et Med., 1658, 130-1), who wTOte in 1620, describes this pepix^r under
the names of Lxida Chih and Brazilian Rtcinus. a fact that led some authoi's to

confuse it with Blettnia romm nuts—the Casti ir Oil [C/. Paiilus rEgineta (Adam*',,

transl.), iii., 171.] Rheedo (Hort. Mai , 1670, ii., 109, pi. 56, in a note by John
Commehn) remarks that the capo-molago or Indian pepper described by him
was m reality Brazilian pepper, the prefix capo or capro denoting its introduction

by the Arab traders ; his plate is a typical example ot Capainitu /niteamiM. It hirly ludiau

is practically the same plant which Rochefort calls axt or came ,
winch Recchius t'lcturea.

{Nat. Hist. New Upain) describes as chilli or Mexican pepper, possibly also th.it

which Piso calls by its Brazilian name qutya ; winch Ehzabetli Blackwell figures

and describes in her Curious Herbal (1739, i,, pi 161), and which Hernandius
(Hist. PI. Nov. Hisp , 1790, i, 277-82) discusses and illustrates most fully as

one of the forms of vaimiruui. In a further pass.ige Rheedo gives a plate ot the
vallai-capo-molago, which is doubtless var. aetmax, and was thus apparently a
more recent introduction into India than the capo-molago [Cf. Labat, Nouv Voy.
aux Isles de VAmenque, 1724, ii . 08 ; Milburn, Or Comm., ii , 208 , Bentharn,
Notes on Targiom-Tozzetti, Cult PL. in Journ Hort Hoc , 1856, ix , 141 ; Henrj,
Econ. Dot China, 39 ; Semler, Trap Agrtk , 1900, ii , 284-5 ; Pkarm. Hoc Mus.
Bepts, 1895-1002, 58.]

With a history so full and so pertinent (many other authors might be cited), Eheedo msm
it is indeed sui prising tliat one of the greate.st ot Eastern botanical authors,
nearly a hundred years after the appearance of Kheode’s Ho)tii.s Malabaricus,
should have affirmed m tlio most emphatic manner ix>s.siblp his belief that at

least certain forms of rn#»~icmn had not only been cultivoted in India trom tho
most ancient times, but that it was the sihquastrum of Phny and Capsicum
orientale of Actuantis. Knmphius {Herb. Amb., 1750, v., 247-52, pi. 88, ft. 1-4)
advanced those opinions without observmg that many of the passages m his own
most admirable and detailed account contradicted his mam contention For
exi^mple, whi?e coinmentmg on Rheede’s Malabar name molago, he deprecatmgly
observes that^no mention is made of its daily and well-known use as a condi-
ment. It never seems to have occurred to Rumphius that Rheedo’s silence
on that point, as also the fact that Marco Polo (1286-90) and Garcia de Orta trracia de Orta

(1563) mad© no • reference at all to capsicum (though they discuss ordinary and Marco Polo,

pepper and the cardamom), might be accounted for by the belief tliat the
capsicums were unknown to the Natives of India in tho time of 5Iarco Polo, and
even so late as that of Garcia de Orta, while they were but imperfectly under-
stood m Rheede’s time. Rumphius describes three niaiii forms of
which he calls (a) the great red capsicum, the rits/e of the Dutch and recche of
the Portuguese m India, the tschih besar or tschili-ayer of the Natives

; (6) the
lesser red capsicum—a fruticose plant called tschili-inera ; and (c) tlie yellow
CapaUitm known as tschih-cumng. Rumphius then adds that the Portuguese
write tho West Indian name axi as achi, hence comes the Indian name achar,
which the Dutch render atsjar—a word which has tho same meaning as reccheado,
namely pickles. It will thus be seen that practically the entire senes of ver-
nacular names mentioned by Rumphius, far from their establishmg an ancient
knowledge in India, would seem to prove that the introduction of tho plant may
hav^ taken place somewhere about the middle of the 17th century. The names Modem Names,
in use in India to-day are clearly of foreign or modern origin, such as chillies,

lal-marcha (= red pepper), goa-mtreha and the like. There are, in fact, no ancient
*
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CAPSICUM
ANNUUM the NEPAL PEPPER PLANT
Red Pepper

names for the capsictiras in Chinese, Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian. Hebrew, Greek,
or Latin. No Indian botanist, lias ever recorded having found a species of
f nyiNteiriii in a wild condition But the rapidity with winch the species and

• races of this pepper beci*me disseminated throughout the tropical and warm
temperate tracts of tlio globe, following closely on the discovery of the West
Indies and America, is one of the many examples of the marvellous powers of
adaptahility and endurance possessed by the plant-cohorts from the New World
on their invading the Old.

Varieties
and
Cultivated
Forms.

Nepal dull I

Innut'Titc

of tiuil

Cherry Tepper,

Cayeaue.

BlfK.k Nnbian.

C. annuum, itrttt. / C. grossum, Wtlld., in F]. Br. Ind., iv., 239;
Iri.sli, Lc 65-97, tt 10-28.

The following statement is derived mainlv from Mr H C. Irish’s admirable
review of the varieties and cultivated races of tins speeios •—

(a) Var. abbreviatum, foiger/i the Celestial, Etna, Kaleidoscope, Red Wrinkled
Princess of Wales, etc.

(ti) Var. acuminatum, Fmgerh the best examples are the erect-fruited Chilli

and tho pendent-fruited Long Cayenne. Long Yellow Cayenne, Nepal Chilli and
the Yellow Nepal Chilli Tt includes, in fact, most if not all tho long, pointed,
jicndcnt foinis tomiuon ns field crops Recently Mr H. M Leake performed
some interesting experiments with capsicums at Dalsing Snrai. He selected

seed carefully and sowed them in order to watch tho tendencies to variation.

Nearly half the erect podilcd stock had pendent pod.s Every plant was, how-
e\er, consistent, either having all its pods erect or all suspended. Ho further
foiiiul that chillies will grow on usar land if sown early Very possibly most of
Leake’s plants belonged to tins variety, hut as I have not seen any of his
sjicf linens I cannot say for certain

This would appear to he the (’apsirum mmu/i flavum of Ruinphius {l.c. 248).

Mr. Irish remarks that the seed of the Nepal Chilli had been supplied by the
Superintendent of Saharanpur Botanic Gardens, and on being cultivated proved
(liflcicnt from othei plants soon by him In the Report of the Saharanpur Botamc
(hardens (lStl4-.5, 10) it is stated that the Supemitondcnt had received seed
direct from Col H Wylie, British Resident in Nepal The plants grew freely,

hut the pods produced possessed none of the peculiar flavour and pungency of
the pods imported from Nepal The Superintendent then adds, “In the letter

which accompanied tho seeds Col Wylie mfoimed me that that would prove to
he the case, as the variety so much in request is the product of a peculiar kind of
soil, only found m certain localitu's, and tliat m Nepal itself the true Nepal chilli

when not grown on the right soil, scarcely differs from the common long red chilli

of Indian bazars
’’

(c) Var. ceraslforme, Mi'.ler Roxb , FI. Ind , i , .')74.—Cherry-pepper is often
alluded to hy tho early authors, such as Miller, Gorarde, Parkinson, Tournefort,
etc This includes tho Little Gem, Prince of Wales, Cherry, Y^low Cherry
Oxheart, Yellow Oxheart, etc.

(d) Var, conoides, Millcr the host-known races are the Coral (Jem, Tobasco,
Cayenne, Orange-Red Cluster, etc ,

•

(c) Var. fasciculatum, Sturt the hotter known races are Red Cluster, Yellow
Cluster, etc.

(/) Var. grossum, Semlt. Roxb , I c—This is the kaffree-murix^

;

is often alluded
to and figured by tho early European writers such as MiUer, Parkinson, Fousch,
Gregorius. Bauliin, Mori.son, Rhccde, etc Under this form have to be placed—The Emperor. Monstrous, Sweet Spanish, Bell, Ruby King, Golden King,
Brazilian Upright, Squash, Yellow Squash In India tho races of this variety
may ho said to exist mainly us garden plants, though large inflated yellow fruits
of this form have recently begun to appear in tho markets as a regular article
ol trade

ig) Var. longum, Sendt C annuum and purpureum, Roxb., FI. Ind , i., 673 ;

C. hicokir. Rot Mag
, 43, n. 1835.—This is tho plant most frequently described

hy the early European authors The best-known races are Black Nubian, Long
Red, Country Fair, Cardinal, Long Yellow, Elephant’s Trunk, Ivory Trunk, etc.

Roxburgh tells us that he found a single plant of C. jturitareum in the Botanic
Gardens, Calcutta, in 179(5 but could not learn whence it came, though he
a<lds, “ most likely from tho Malacca Islands ’’ Irish assorts all these to-
gether as forms in which the calyx rarely embraces the base of the fruit.* It
seems probable that most of tlie plants hitherto regarded by writers on Indian
garden plants as forms of v. /rif(e«ce»« should be relegated to this position
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FIELD AND GARDEN CULTIVATION
CAPSICUM

ANNUUM
Red Pepper

C. fk^utescens, Linn.; C. fashgialum, Bl.

;

Wight, Illust. Irnl. Bird Pepper.

Bot., ii., 198; Dunal, in DC., Prod., xiu., pt. i., 41(5; C. minimum,
Miller, Gard. Diet., 1768 (ed. vni.); Koxb., FI. Ind., i., 574; C'opo-

Molago, Rheede, l.c.

This is often called “ Bird Pepper ” According to the Pharmacographva
Indtca (li., 563), C. minimum exists as a weed of cultiv'ation in most parts of

India. This I personally have never observed, and hesitate to accept.

Owing to the large size of the plant it is the garh-nuirich of most Indian
writers.

Var. baccatum, Imn, c. minus ruhrum. Humph , l.c. 248, t. 88, f. 2 ; C. Brasili-

anum, Clusivs, Mist. Exot. PL, 340, etc.

Rheede and Rumphiua figure and describe forms of (\ fniifesreiis, Evidences of

but say remarkably little about the capsicums most prevalently ougms.

cultivated * at the present day. And a thoughtful perusal of the*

passages used by Roxburgh, in his Flora of India, leaves the impression

that, even in* his day, the cultivation of no capsicum assumed the

magnitude of a regular field crop, such as may be seen to-day m almost FieU Crop,

every province of India, especially in Bengal, Orissa, Madras and the

Deccan. But C. fiuiteneens, far from having become tlie most
abundant form, is usually met with as solitary plants m the grounds

around temples and in the flower gardens of the well-to-do classes, but

is hardly if ever a regular crop. It is nearly always distinguished as the

gach-manch or “ long ka morich,” as it is called by Buchanan-Hamilton
(Stat. Acc. Dina)., 187-8). In India the most extensively eultivated

are the following forms of C. auiiitttiu : van. ncinniiiatn followed by
loitfja, and next eerasifot'inis.

Cultivation .—It is impossible to furnish any statistics of the areas Cultiva-

uiidcr these plants since they are most frequently raised as borders to tion.

fields, or as lines through fields. In Ea.stern and Northern Bengal, Bengal,

however, capsicum becomes a regular field crop, thriving best on a

light sandy loam. The form most frequently seen is a long, narrow,

pointed, pendulous red fruit. The seed is sown broadcast, and in Bogra,

for example, capsicum assumes the condition of an exceedingly important
cold-season crop. In the Settlement Report for Nagpur, Central Province.^!, C. Prov.
some useful particulars are afforded regarding chillies. The seed is

sown about June and the seeilliiigs are transplanted about August. In
September the earth has to be banked up against the .stems. Irrigation

is hecesaary during the cold weather, and the crop comes into season
from January to March. Its value is from Rs. 120 to Rs. 150 per

acre. Dry chil^^es are only about one quarter the weight when green.

Very little information exists regarding the red pepper of Assam or of

Burma. Of the Kyaukse district of the latter province we read that the Burma,
lowest estimated yield would be 365 lb. (=100 viss), valued at Rs. 15 an
acre, the hipest about Rs. 350. Of Sagaiug it is said the seed is sown
in August, planted out in September and October and the crop ripens

from January to March, the green fruit a month earlier. A long and
highly instructive account will be found in the Settlement Report for Meik-
hla (1896-8, 8, 23, 69), which shows the high-class cultivation pursued,
the labour entailed, and the risks through failure of rams. The crop
usually comes into bearing by the middle of December. The trade is

entirely in the hands of the Chinese, who rule the market and export all

the;^ can purchase. In Myingyan the sowings are not made till September,
and the plants come into season about March. Chillies have been recom- •

mended as a catch crop among young tea for Assam.
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Vinegar

Medicine

Trade.

TRADE IN CAPSICUM

In the Bombay Presidency chillies are rotated with ordinary market-

garden produce. On the black soil of the Deccan (Krishna Valley) is

produced a fairly lai^e proportion of the red pepper conveyed to

Bombay. But the most important areas of production in Western India

are Dharwar, Belgaum, Khandesh, Satara, Poona and Sholapur. Cap-

sicums are usually sown in the rains, but if the land be irrigated they

become a rahi crop. Usually they are raised in a nursery and transplanted,

and in about three months the first crop may be gathered. [Cf. Mollison,

Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, iii., 206-9.] Speaking of the Panjdb, Dr.

Stewart tells us that when grown on the hills, chillies become Inore pungent,

hence no doubt the special merit of the so-called Nepal Cayenne. In the

Lahore Gazetteer (189.3-4, 164) will be found useful particulars of this crop.

It is planted out in June and begins to come into season by October.

Thirty maunds an acre for wet and 8 for dry are cansidered a fair

outturn. The cultivators sell it wet at 30 seers or one maund the

rupee. In the Gazetteer jor Montgomery District (1898-9, 142) it is stated

that the crop is sown in January-February
;

the ground dug about the

roots m February-March
;
watered every fifteen days

;
and the pods

collected May, June and July. White ants and parrots prey on it.

Uses .

—

It is needless to mention the varied uses of capsicum. The
dried fruit reduced to powder forms the Red Pepper or Cayenne of com-
merce. But cayenne is, as a rule, prepared from the small, very pungent
fruited forms only. It is an ingredient in all curries and many other food

preparations, and is used throughout India and by every class of the

community, so that while of comparatively modern introduction, the con-

sumption of red pepper has now become all but universal. There are

various brands of pepper sauce, which are produced as decoctions of the

fruits in salt water or vinegar (see
i). 1110). Tabasco and Paprika are special

European sauces. In Bengal an extract of the consistence of treacle is

regularly prepared and sold. The green fruits are pickled or cooked fresh

with special dishes or even eaten raw. As a Medicine capsicum is sto-

machic, stimulant and astringent ; cayenne pepper is a valued adjunct to

gargles, and an ingredient in most medicines that are intended ^to alleviate

toothache. As a rubefacient and counter-irritant, the bruised fruits, m
the form of a poultice, act energetically, and added to mustard are often

highly beneficial. For the medicinal uses and chemical properties -the

reader should consult the Pharmacographia Indica and other such works.

Trade in Capsicum .

—

During the five years ending 1900-1 the foreign

exports rose from 8,126,175 lb. valued at Rs. 7,20,925, J;o 9,‘I86,820 lb. valued
at Rs. 12,47,349. These figures represent an increase of 16'7 per cent, on
the quantity, and as much as 73 0 per cent, on the value. In 1906-7 the

corresponding figures were 11,007,929 lb. and Rs. 14,37,635. During that

year Madras contributed 7,677,7631b., Burma 1,386,7391b., Bengal 1,667,162

lb., and Bombay 363,060 lb. The most important receiving countries were
Ceylon, which took 8,419,713 lb., the Straits Settlements 1,872,738 lb.,

Mauritius 287,027 lb., Aden 104,356 lb., the United Kingdom 85,428 lb.,

and other countries the balance of the total.

These figures are, therefore, representative of the normal and present

condition of the traffic, and they also denote its thriving condition. This

is confirmed by the account of the Trade carried by Rail and River in Ifidia

during 1906-7. During the five years previous the recorded transactions

under the statement of imports were 832,648 cwt. in 1902-3
; 760,611
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A USEFUL FOREST TREE

cwt. in 1903-4
;
763,106 cwt. in 1904-5

;
977,801 cwt. in 1905-6

;
and

883,059 cwt. in 1906-7. But of these very large amounts only about one-

third was received by the port towns as the supplier to meet local demands
and foreign exports. Turning to the corresponding returns for exports,

it is seen that Madras is by far the largest producing province of India

proper (that is, excluding Burma, not shown in the returns of rail and
river traffic), followed ordinarily by Bengal and the PanjAb. All the

rest of India (including the Native States) exports usually about the same
amount as Bengal, which is commonly onlv about half that of Madras.

CAREYA ARBOREA, Jtojcb . ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 51 J
;
Gamble, Man.

Ind. TimbSy, 364; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 497
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang.

Plain, 344-6
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 332

;
MvRTArE.*;. The hvmhi, agma,

arjama, putai-Umni-maram, kumbir, huda-durnu, kaval, gamildu. banbwe, etc.

A large deciduoua tree of rapid growth, frequent m the Suh-Himalayan tracts

from the Jumna eastward and in Bengal, Burma, Central, South and West
India, ascending to 5,000 feet, also met with in the moist regions of Ceylon
Robinson (Deac. Acc. Assam, 1841, 43) described it as a ‘‘ tri'o of immense size.

The wood . . . well adapted for the stocks of match-locks ” It is much sub-
ject to the defoliating lymantrild moth, Uttntftjhlra thtnilleall, Moore. The
leaves turn red in the cold season.

It appears to yield a Gum, and a good Fibre for coaise cordage and sacks
is made from the bark, the latter part being also employed m Tanning and
as a Dye. Tosar silkworms feed on the leaves. The bark is also used as an
astringent Medicine ; when moistened it gives out much mucilage and is utilised

m the preparation of emollient embrocations. The flowers aro given as a tonic
after child-birth, and the dried calyces (idkumbhd) of the flowers are sold in the
market as a demulcent in coughs and colds. The fruit, known ns khum, is eaten
in the PanjAb and is also guen to cattle. .According to Innes (Jungle Prodwls,
1898, 10) the bark is ground into a kind of flour in Oudh during famine. The
seeds are said to be more or less poisonous. The Timber, which is very durable
and fairly hard, is used for agricultural implements, gunstocks, housoposts,
cabinet-work, etc , but Kurz says it is too heavy for such purposes (43 to 00 lb.

per cubic ft.). It stands well under water, and is much admired for axles. “ This
IS an important tree with a fine wood, which is too much neglected ” (Gamble).
The fibrous bark is used as a slow-match in Mysore, and has been successfully
tried by the Ordnance Department as a substitute for English beech m fuses
In Ganjam it serves for the scanty clothing of Hindus affecting sanctity. Rheedo
(Hort. Mai., in

, 36) says that wild pigs aro very fond of the bark, and tliat it

IS used by hunters to attract them,

CARICA PAPAYA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 599 ; Cooke, FI.

Pres. Bomb., i., 524 ;
Passiflore^. Most of the vernacular names,

papeya, papaya, ^apia, happayi, popai, etc., are obviously derived from
the Carib ababai, which is still further corrupted into the English Papaw.
The Burmese name himbawthi means fruit brought by sea-going vessels,

and the Panjdbi name kharbuza is Castor-oil-Melon.
History.—Agsubherbaceous almost branchless tree, commonly cultivated in

gardens throughout India and m various localities more or less naturalised. The
fruit is not mentioned m the Ain-i-Akbari as having been known to Akbar.
It was sent to Clusius from Brazil m 1611 (Hist Exot. PL, app. 42), who
gives good drawings of the male and female plants. George Marcgraf (Hist.
PI., in Piso, De Med. Bras., 1648, 10.3) furnishes an account of the plant, and a
short description, with a figure, is given by Jacobus Bontius (Hist. Nat. et Med.
Ind. Or., in Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med , 1658, 96). It was figured and de
scribed admirably by Boym in 1656 as an Indian plant introduced mto China
(FI Sin., pi. A), so that it must be regarded as another mstance of the rapid
dispersion of new plants after the discovery of America. Rheede (Hort Mai., i.,

21, f. 16), 1686, and Rumphius (Herb. Amb., i., t. 50), 1750, also figure and
describe both male and female plants, the former observing that the Malabar
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CARISSA
CARANDAS
Earaunda

THE PAPAW FRUIT

Pharinacopojia did not includo the drug. Hughes (Hiat Barbados, 1750, 181, tt

14, 1.5) gives a couple of splendid plate.s prepared by Ehret, while Labat (Nouv.

Voy aux Isles de I'Amenq , 1724, ii , .308) contributes a useful account of the plant

Dr. Djmock believes Jthat a fibre from the stem is utilised in America and
Africa, but the principal value of the tree lies in the fruit, which is both eaten and

Medicine. employed as a Mudr'INK. An account ot its medicinal properties may here be

suniniari.sed from The AgrtcuUitral Ledger No 31) The digestive action

of the juice upon meat was probably known in the West Indies at a very early

date, and appears to have been communicated to the inhabitants of this country

upon the introduction ol the tree by the Portuguese. It has long been the custom
in India to render meat tender by rubbing it with the juice of the fruit or by
wrapping it in pnpaw leases In 1877 the milky juice began to attract atten-

tion in Europe as a digestive feiment, and Herr Wittmack of Berlin in 1878

made a careful examination of its properties {Phar?n. Journ , Nov. 30, 1878).

Active Priuoiple On the evidence of medical, phy.siological and ebemical experiments made with

• papaya, the active principle has been separated and given the name ol papain

or papayotin. It was fir-st separated by Peckolt This may now be considered

almo.st an article of medical commerce m Europe, and lUis m fact been
extensively used in France .ind Germany, as well as in England, being given

with good results even to children Notwithstanding all the experiments
made with this \egetablo pepsin, it has not as yet been introduced into the
British Pharmacopceia, though four preparntion.s of it are given m the “ Extra-

Bharmacopceta ” Papain is oven held by .some to compare very unfav'ourably

w'ltli pepsin when tested with egg albumen Mr J C. Urnney, rejiGrting on a
sample of 12 o/. of dried Canca powder, wrote .

—“There is no doubt that by
repeated precipitation by alcohol a highly activo digestive product might be
obtained from this crude concentrated papair juice, valuable for use under those
circumstances where pepsin is unavailable’’ [C/. Agri Ledg , I c. 310;
Bouchut and Wurtz. Comptes Beiidiis, 1889, 42.5; 1890, 1379, Bouchiit, 017;
Wurtz. 1891, 787, also Diet, de Chem . siippl , ii, Pharm Journ, ser. 3, x,
343, 383 ;

Chetn and Drugg , 1904, 185 ]

Collection. A question of importaneo to be settled is the most serviceable form of com-
mercial papain And since prolonged moisture is deleterious, the juice should
be dried as soon as possible; but heat is said to destroy its aitivitv, lienee it

should bo dried at a low temperature A preparation of tins kind i,s sold in

commerto under the name of “ Pinkler’s Papain ’’ The best method to prepare
papain is to collect tlio juice of tlie iinripo flint, mix it with twice its own
volumo of rectified spiiit, let the mixture stand for a few hours, and then filter

of! the insoluble matter and dry in vaeuo or over calcium chloride at the
ordinary temperature of the atmosphere After being powdered it should bo
kept m wcll-stoppered bottles re.rdy for use In view of a possible trade cither

in India or m Europe, manutneturers are recoin nionded to nli,serve«earefully the
prce.-iutions just enumerated. On account of caste difficulties, it might not prove

Anini.'il Pciism possible to introduce animal pepsin very largely into use in Incjia, but a good
vegetable substitute imglit bo of inucli value and find a ready sale

Food The npe Ebuit is eaten by all classes and esteemed innocent and wholesome.
A wondertul range in quiilitj is observable. In some localities, such as Hazari-
bagli m Chota Nagpur and Ganli.itti iii Assam, the fruit is largo and very sweet

;

in other,s it is small, coarse and hardly edible The oj)mioi)f geneially prevails
that to obtain good fruit it is iieees.sary to remove the rnajoiity of the male trees.

The better qualities of the npe fruit are eaten with a little sugar and fre.sh

lemon juice, and by some pcojilo with pepper and salt. The use of papciic juice
IndiRtnal t so. m softening tasar cocoons and thus facilitatuig their being reeloij, has recently

received some attention
[C/ Buehanan-Haimlton, Slat Ace Ditwj , lOfi, 196 ; Fleming, Ind. Med. PI.

and Drugs, m da lies., 1810, xi , 161-2; liaW, Comment Garcia de Orta, Coll,
xxxv'i , in Boy. Ir. Acad . ser 3, i , 653 ;

Phatmacog. Ind
, li , 53; Wiesnor, Dte

Bohst. dcs Pflanzcnr , ii , 790 , Der Tropenpflanzer, 1901, v., 27, 288 ; vni , 94-6

;

Sly, Papain or Veget. Pepsin, m Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, u
, pt. 2, 212-3.]

CARISSA CARANDAS, Lhut. ; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 630 ;
Buch.-

Ham., Slat. Acc. Dina]., 169 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 479 ;

Cpoke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., ii., 124
; Apocvnace^. Bengal Currants (Mason),

karaiindd, timuJihia, kurumia, kalaka, kalivi, karekai, kan, etc.
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INDIAN CARPETS AND RUGS
CARPSTS
AND RUOS

History
A dichotomously branched bush cultivated for ita truit in inoat parts of India

and said to be wild in Oudh, Bengal, S. India, the Konlcan and Kanara ; dis-

tributed to Burma and Ceylon. The tree yiold-s Lac in the Banjab (A(/n. Ltdij,,

1901, No. 9, 211). The fruit is ripo in July to Augu.’t. It is mentioned m the
Ain-i-Akhart (Blochmann, transl., 1.590, i., 07) as sub-ucid. and as sold at 1 dam
per seer, t e. 40 seers for Ks. 1. It is said to bo used as an Auxiliary m Dyeing
and Tanning : an adhesive fluid exudes from wounds on the stem When
unripe the fruit is n.stringent, and when ripe cooling, acid and useful in bilious

complaints and as an antiscorbutic. The root is acrid and is made up as a
paste with hme-juice and camphor, and u.sed to keep off flios and rehese itch

Just before it ripens the fruit i.s made into pickles and also employed in

tarts and puddings When fully ripe it makes a jolly eipial to lod currant,

for which purpose it is grown in European gardens The Mativ'es univeisally

eat it fresh and do not cook it, except as a jireserve m eiirrj or chutney The
Timber is hard, smooth and clo.so-graiiied, and is used both as tuel and for

making spoons and combs, especially at LMayagui in Ncllore The shiub makeJ
exceedingly strong fences, and its number of sharp spreading thorns render
such hedges almost impassable.

C. splnarum, ^ oc , a small thorny evergreen shrub, wld m mos-t p.uts

of India, especially in the drier zones The small trim, is eaten and the
timber used for much the samo purposes as that of ». fnfiiminit. It is an
important element m reafforestation, since it persists on the poorest anil rockiest

soda in spite of being greedily eaten by sheep and goats. Riimpliius (Herb. Amb
(Aucluar.), 175.5, vii , 57) doacribos «'«»•««/#«»», the cultivated plant, whoso
fruits he says are made into pickles w bon halt i ipe His plato (t xxv

) is, liowever,

such that its determination is impossible.

[Cf Baber, Memmrti, 1519 (Engl, transl), 32G , J Baiiliin, Hut PI, 1551,

1 , 88; Garcia de Orta. ISGJ. Coll, xin , also in t'lusius. Arovi Hift

.

15()7.

214; and Ball, Comment in Proc Hoy Ir Acad., sei 3, i , 400, Jones, .Itf I?etf ,

IV., 203-5
;
Pharmacoy. Ind., ii., 419.]

CARPETS AND RUGS.—Birdwood, Imlnsl. Arts ImI., .370-8G
;

Badeii-Powell, Handbook, Manuf. and Aits Pb., 1872, 10-2, 2(i-7,

51 ; W. P. Dickson, Notes on Carpet Manuf. in Lahore, Jail, Dec. 1885 ;

T. N. Mukliarji, Art Manuf. Ind., 388-98 ,
Moiwijraphs, Woollen In-

dustries

.

—N. liaucrjei, Bengal, 1899, 15; A. \V. Pim, AMT. Piov.,

1898, 9-12
;
D. C. Johnstone, Panjdh, 188(i, 7-8

;
B. A. Brendoii, Boinbaij,

1899, 7-12
;

J. T. Marten, Cent. Prov., 1899, 8 ,
E. Thur.ston, Malms,

1898, 1-11
;

Journ. Ind. Art, 1905, i.x. ; C. Latimer, Monog Carpet

Making in Pb., 1907 ; Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 42-5-47. Fin
Mats of vegetable fibre.s see under Mats and Matting, p. 775.

History.—Considerations of spaco forbid any attempt to ihscuss the Carpet
Industry of India in detail As pointing possibly to their essentially foreign
nature, carpets are m India often designated as «kaO/» {kutif = a carpet \iith

long pile, in Arabic) They arc mentionoil by Pinto (1,540 ad). Tenreiro
(1500); by Lmschoten (1598); and by Pyrard (1008)—the last author giies
details of the luxurious habits of the Portuguese ladies of Goa, sitting on costly
alcatifs. There may be said to bo two chief kinds of caipets m India —(a) Pile
Stituh (the kahns or gahehaa), and (b) the Pl.ain Stitch (the dari.s and aha-
tran-jw). The reader will And a fairly comprehensive sketch ot I’llo Carpets m
Indian Art dt Delhi, 1903, and with much advaiitago might consult the special
monographs mentioned above as also the article in tho Dictionary, while the senes
of admirable plates given in the Journal of Indian Art (190.5) will fully elucidate
the subject. In passing it may be said that there is no certain knowledge that
the manufacture in India of high-class pile carpets dates farther back than tho
reign of the Emperor Akbar, of whom we read that in tho year 1590 he “ ex-
tensively encouraged ” carpet weaving in Agra, Fatehpur and Lahore, and again
that “ all kinds of carpet-weavers have settled lioro ( ? Agra) and driv e a floiinsli-

mg trade.” [G/. Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl.), i , 55 , (Gladwin, transl ) n.,

30,-41-2; also (Jarrett, transl.) iii , 9.] One of the earliest and best-known
carpets from the Imperial factory at Lahore is that presented in 1034 by Mr.
R. Bell to the Girdlers’ Company of London, and which may bo seen m tho Com-
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pany’s hall. It bears the Company’s arms and is Persian m design. It is quite

probable, hoivevor, that India posse.ssed a carpet industry of its own, though
very possibly not in pile carpets, long anterior to the atlvent of Persian influence

(see under Multan, al.so EWore) But it would be difficult if not impossible to

prove either that India possessed an indigenous art of pile-carpet weaving before

the date named, or that tho introduced industry made much progress for many
years subsequently It, however, survived and in time absorbed so many
local conceptions as to justify the description “ Indian Carpets.” It has been
said that the modern jail-matle joile carpets have debased and degraded a system
'if manufacture that had been ‘‘literally and figuratively interwoven with the
life of tho people.” But if the pile-earpet industry was only introduced and
fostered by Akbar and practised by Ins co-roligionists, and if it be the fact that

it has not to tho present day been taken up by any recognised Inthan caste,

it is difficult to see how it could bo described as having become “ interwoven
with tlie hie of the people ” It is much more likely that tho modern jail-manu-

facture preserved from extinction the foreign art, than that it debased and
degraded it Milburn (Or Comm , 1813, i ,

13ft) says that carpets wore formerly
an artielo of trade, but flirougli “ the iinprovetl state of our owti manufactures
and the licavv duty on Peivian carpets, they are now seldom imported.” It

would thus seem fairly certain tli.it by tho beginning of tlio 1‘Jth century the
Indian carpet, frado (such as it had been prexiously), like that ol Persia, had
suffered greatly through the rise of British manufacturing enterprise The
craftsmen m all countries produce the st.xndard of goods demanded of them ;

it would therefore be most interesting obtain any sort of indication of the
class of goods m demand nnmedi.itelv prior to the modern jail-made article.

So far ns Indian records are concerned there is nothing to show that the Natives
of India to ,\ny material exhent e\er lived, and certainly to-day they do not use,

Indian pile carpets Pxrard (!'<"/ E ln<l

,

lliOl-lO (Engl transl.), ii., 248)
observes tliat " Tliev make carpets of the fashion of those of Persia and Ormiis,
but not so tine or so dear, for they use the rougher and longer wool . the patterns
are however the same , tliev also make cotton carpets with bands of many
colours ” So long ago as Ift.-i'i, Terrv in his Voyage to East India (ed. 1777. 1‘29)

pointed out that the Eastern artists were essentially imitatice He speaks of

their cotton and silk e.irpets, but makes no reference to woollen carpets. Thus,
then, for the degradation of Indian art not the Government nor the Natives
are responsible, but the people of Europe and Anierica, who ask for and there-

fore get cheap inartisfic productions, .And this has possibly been confirmed
definitely by' an invention recently announccsl that will enable Oriental carpets
to be produced by new and special machinery nt a price far below that of the
hand-loom weaver.

For the purpose of easy roterence the classification employed m Indian Art
at Delhi may be peu'sued in tins review :— •

I. Pile Carpets :

—

1 Pattjab.—T\ie chief centres of the carpet industry m tjus provmco
are Amritsar, Kaslmiir, L,ubore, jVIultan, Hoshiarpur. Batala, Bahawalpur,
Ivoh.at and Bannu, and they have been named m their order of importance.
But Peshawar has also to be added, since it is the great emporium of the Trans-
frontier tratlic ill carpets brought from Afghanistan. Tuikestan and Persia,

Liihoie —It has already been suggested that the m^mifa6ture of carpets
at Lahore, established very possibly by' tlie Emperor Akbar, soon decayed, and
m support of that view' it may be pointed out that in Honigberger’s Thirty-five
i'eart 111 the East (a work that deals specially with Lahore prior to 1852) there
IS no mention of an indigenous carpet industry In this connectioji also it may
he oViserved that the Ain-i-Akbari makes frequent reference to the Persian
carpets as regularly imported into India (Blochmann, transl , 55). And it would
seem probable that most of the Lahore carpets mentioned m the Records of the
East India Co., and elsewhere, refer to that Trans-frontier trade and not to
Indian woven carpets. A letter to the East India Co , for example, of the year
1017 (Foster, E I C Letters, vi

, 250) mentions that “carpets to bo well
chosen would require a long time . those which are true Lahore carpets are
not suddenly to ho gotten ” It is possible that this may point to the survival
of the Muhammadan carpet-weaving industry (introduced by the Emperor some
30 or 40 years previously), or it may simply denote the uncertain Trans-froniier
supply, the carpets being picked up in the bazArs. not ordered from the weavers.
At the present day, at any rate, the most prized carpets m Lahore Museum are
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•

those discovered at Peshawar, and, with the exception of a few looms in the

jails, there is no local mdustry. A beautiful carpet, the property of Mr. G.
Salting, is figured in the Journal of Indian Art for April 1905, and said to have
come from a Lahore factory m the 17th century. •

Amritsar—This is probably the most important carpet-weaving centre in

India, although the industry would appear to be quite modern. I have not
been able to find any references to it, either in the East India Co.'s Letters or
in the older books of travel. It may be said to bo mainly in the hands of Hindus
who employ European supervision, and Muhammadan weavers who work (for

the most part) on the contract system It is affirmed that the utmost care is

taken in securing the oldest and choicest patterns and in selecting the wool
and the vegetable dyes. Pashm (the fine shawl-wool) and camel’s hair are
used for the best descriptions, and, as with all Indian carpets, the work is done
entirely by hand. There are several factories, some of which possess as many
as 300 looms, others not more than eight or ten. The industries of Hoshiarpur

and Batata may be taken as off-shoots of the carpet-weaving of Amritsar. •

In Kashmir there are several factories which turn out extremely beautiful

work. The trilde is in Srinagar, and the factories are prai tically all owned
by Europeans, and were originated to find labour for the shawl-weavers who
were thrown out of employment through tho dot lino m the demand for their

hereditary craft manufactures. Tho plates in the Journal of Indian Art (1905),
July and October (six in number), fully exemphfv this style The fine old carpets
preserved m the .^sar Mahal of Bijapur aie believed to date from 1057 and to

have como from Kashmir, it this bo eorroet tho Delhi Emperors may have
established a factory in the “ Happy Valley ” 250 years ago Tho carpets m
(luestion are fully reprosontativo of tlie styles usually designated Mughal. [Cf.

Journ Ind Art , 1 1, Jan ]

Mutton 18 often spoken of a.s having an indigenous carpet industry, or at
all events one which dates prior to tho introduction of tho Persian craft. It

thus seems probable that the 8<i-called Jlultan conceptions were modelled on
rugs brought long ago from 'I'urke.Htan, in consequence of the Pawindah trade.

The narrow shape, bold yet not clear detail, and vivid colouring are charac-
teristics ot both Multan and Turkestan carpets On the other hand, Mr. Latimc
speaks of the household industry of Multan as characterised by names of tools,

designs, and methods of weaving that are clearly of Persian origin Examples
of Multan and Dera Ismail Khan carpets are to bo seen m the Journal of

Indian Art (1905), July and October numbers. Bahawatpur carpets differ but
little from those of Multan. In pa.ssing, mention may bo made of a recent
attempt to utilise in the local carpet industry the vast supplies of the floss of
CalatraptM fftgantrn (p 207 ).

Peshairar 13, as has been already observed, the emporium for Trans-frontier
rugs, notaljly Turkoman or Tekke (commonly called Bokhara) rugs and the
expensive Herat and Yarkand carpets. Iii Kohat and Bannu and a few other
places along the North-West Frontier a peculiar form of rug is produced called
nakhai, in wliich loops of tho weft threads are mode to protrude an mch or so
between each pair of the warp strands. The designs are usually in purple or
crimson with black, yellow, and sometimes green. The result is crude but not
inartistic.

2. Rajputaaa thia Central India.—From the jail-looms of Jaipur excellent rugs
and carpets are produced. Some of the most histone of pile carpets are, it is said,
in the possession of His Highness tho Maharaja. In the Journal of Indian Art
IS given a coloured illustration of one of the gems of that series. Bikanir pro-
duces the be^ carpet-wool m India, and is thus eminently suited to become
a great weavmg centre. The Central Jail has for some years taken a high
place for the quality and artistic merit of its carpets. The patterns followed
are mostly those of the famous book on Oriental Carpets published by the
Imperial and Royal Austrian Commercial Museum, and the carpets produced
have attamed a position of great merit, through the enlightened mterest taken
in the subject by His Highness the Maharaja. Ajmir jail also produces many
excellent carpets and beautiful rugs.

3. Sind and Baluchistan.—The carpets manufactured in Sind closely resemble
those made in Multan. They are said to be the cheapest, coarsest, and least
durable of all Indian carpets. The Baluchistan rugs are in design Turkoman,
not Persian. They arrive by camel-caravan at Quetta (and Pesliawar also) from
Afghanistan, mainly Seistan. They are mtuie mostly of goat’s hair, which gives
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them their singularly beautiful lustre. But the Baluchistan carpets and rugs

have deteriorated sadly from their pristine beauty and excellence.

4. United Provinces.—Several centres are noted for their carpets, such
as Agra, Mirzapore, Jhansi, Jabbalpur and Allahabad. Agra is one of the three

centres at which the Emperor Akbar endeavoured to establish a carpet m-
dustry. In the Journal of Indian Art (Oct. 1905) two plates are given of

carpets turned out at this centre. To this day the superior designs of its jail-

inade carpets are a striking refutation of the charge brought against the jails

of having degraded the carpet industry. Recently a factory has been established

imder European management, to utilise the skilled labour outside the Central
Jail. It appears from the E.I.Co.’s letters that Agra was an important
distributing centre for other than locally made carpets Thus the Company’s
servants of Surat purchased Lahore carpets at Agra (E.I.C- Letters, I c. 250), and
the Portuguese merchants of Goa took various carpets from Agra in exchange
for jewellery

Mirzapore may perhaps be described as the headquarters of the cheap
commercial modern carpets of India In the Journal of Indian Art (July 1905)
will be found a highly typical representation of 90 per cent, iif the carpets
of this centre. There are numerous private factories (both Native and
European) engaged in the industry, but the patterns have of late years been
supplied mainly by firms in Europe and America, so that the deterioration m
quality noticeable for many years past may be spoken of as a direct consequence
of this dictation.

5. South India.—The carpets exported from Masulipatam and Cocanada
were those that tirst attracted attention in Europe as bomg specifically Indian,
and doubtless a century ago they were made at much the same centres as to-day.

At £Ilore, where the weavers are Muhammadans but very jioor, the business is

done by advances. Three classes of carpets were shown to me during a visit

made m connection with the Delhi Exhibition :—(o) carpets of foreign design,

mostly Persian, and defective m every direction : (6) carpets collectively known
as of Bam Chandra design. In the Journal of Indian Art will be seen (July
and October numbers) examples of these carpets, especially those irom Vellore.

The same journal (viii., pi. 50) shows a Coromandel carpet which doubtless

belongs also to the Ram Chandra group. These, as a rule, wore good, the colours

being well chosen but the quality very low, not more than 5 or 8 threads to the
inch

: (c) the third typo represented by an old rug which was so woven (by
what the weavers call the “ velvet method ”) as to simulate the fine texture of

the old greiss-mats. This was probably the original style of Rajamundry and
Ellore Masulipatam once turned out some of the finest carpets in India, but
foreign exporters are said to have degraded the industry by supplymg cheap
and bad material. At the writer’s suggestion the Madras School of Arts repro-
duced for the Delhi Exhibition two fine Ram Chandra carpets, tfip originals

of which are preserved in the Madras Central Museum. The prevailing features

are the rich deep brown-red of the field and the quaint border of rosettes of

flowers. Malabar is said to have formerly produced the only pife carpets of

pure Hindu design made in India. They are apiiareiitly not now manufactured.
In the account of Sir George Birdwood—liis Life and Work—as given in the
Journal of Indian Art ( vui., pi. 50), a corner of a beautiful Malabar carpet is shown
The jail in Bangalore m Mysore State has for long been noted forHlie good quality
of its carpets. One shown at Delhi was distmctly a Hindu design with a Ram
Chandra border.

Deccan.

W'arangal Ruga
of Hyderabad

Western India.

6. The Deccan.—Hyderabad formerly produced the wonderfully fine silk rugs
known as WABArroAiS. The Journal of Indian' Art (Jan. ancL July, 1905)
shows three carpets of this school This charming textile has the property
of changing colour according to the pomt of view. The carpets at present
produced, while possessing certain features of their own, are far inferior to the
old work. The scheme of colour is scarlet, yellow and white. In the work
just quoted will also be found highly characteristic examples of Hyderabad
carpets

7. Western India.—It is probable that the Persian traders very early
established themselves along the western coast of India, and there produced
carpets under the patronage of the Emperors, Princes, and Nobles of India, very
possibly long before they were made in Agra and Lahore. Certainly Gandrar
was one of the earliest seats of the craft, for accordmg to Linschoten ( Voy. E. Ind.
(ed. Hakl. Soc.), i., 47, 60), who travelled in India about 1684, the people of that
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city made “ alcatiffas ” (that is, long-pile carpets), “ but they are neyther so 6ne
nor so good as those that are brought to Ormus out of Persia.” Alcatif, ac-
cording to Crooke (Hobson-Jobaon, 11), was a name much used in India for

carpets during the 16th century. Bombay, except in the School of Art, does
not produce carpets. Abmedabad is mentioned very frequently in the E.I.Co.’s Ahmedabad.
letters and records as a centre in the carpet industry. At present there are only
one or two very small factories, and the carpets turned out are sent chiefly to
America. In Poona, the Yeroda Jail has produced some excellent work, mostly Poona,
copies of the old carpets in the possession of the Asar Mahal and Jamai Musjid
of Bijapur. Thus it may safely be affirmod that the Poona jail, instead of exer-
cising a debasing mfluence on the carpet industry, has conserved what might
otherwise have been lost.

II. Cotton and Woollen Carpets In other than Pile Stitch.—The dans, shatranjts, ^tton and
etc. Just as the pile carpets referred to above (the kaline, Ixihchas or galiohas) ""oollen
are usually in wool but sometimes m cotton, so the liaris and shatranjis are^ Carpets,
mostly in cotton though sometimes in woo!

As already suggested, it is probable that the Inaiun carpets, prior to the
Muhammadan ftivasion, belonged almost exclusively t<> the description here
indicated. Stein (Ancient Khotan, 1907, xxiv , .337, 398) describes and illus-

trates a fragment of a woollen caipet founil by him in the rums of the Niya
site, which were engulfed by sand about the 3rd century. This appears to
be in plain stitch, and recalls in design the einbroidored rugs of Hissar and
Sirsa. So also another rug found at the Niya site is described as of the
regular Indian dan type, and seems a brocaded cotton textile much closer to
the woollen fabrics of Tibet than to anythmg made in India (I c. 33JI-4, 397,
pi. Ixxv.). Terry, m his Voyage to E. Indva, about 1615 (od. 1777, 127, 186),
mentions the cotton carpets m “ line mingled colours,” iiut makes no men-
tion of the woollen or pile carpets. Mandelslo (Travels, 1683. in Oleanus, Hist.
Muscovy, etc,, 1602, 39) speaks of the floor of t)ie house in which he resided m
Abmedabad as being covered with tapestry and tlie pillars draped in silk

stuffs. Plain stitch carpets and ruga ate universally used by the poorer Mu-
hammadans as praying-carpets (jainamaz), and in consequence have often more
art shown in their composition than might be anticipated. Some of the more
noteworthy centres of production are Rangpur in Bengal ; Agra, Aligarh,
Bareilly and Bulandshahr in the United Provinces ; Jaipur and Bikanir in

Kajputana ; Bahawalpur, Multan, Gujarat, Sialkot, and Peshawar in the Punjab

;

Dharwar, Belgaum, Ahmednagar, Kalodgi and Cambay in Bombay ; and
Vadavedi and Adoni m Madras. Many modem and ancient daris of great
beauty were shown at the Delhi Exhibition. One of the most interesting and
artistic was the shatranji said to have been presented by the Emperor Aiiranzeb
in 1626 to the Jamai Mosque of Bijapur. This has a rich Indian red field witli,

suspended from the top of each jainamaz section, a lamp symbolical of the faith

It would appear to have been woven more like tapestry than an ordinary dan. Tapestry.

and to have Jiad the patterns separately made and mterwovon m their places
on the loom. These and such-hko give a lesson that might well be learned by possible iuture
the manufacturers of cotton carpets throughout India, namely, that if they Tr.iJe.

would abandon the striped forms and produce richer and more varied designs,

such as those of the Poona Jail dans, a larger market might be found in India
itself, and in foreign countries as well, than has as yet been secured. There can
bo little doubt that neatly and substantially woven cotton carpets would bo
more acceptable to the inhabitants of tropical countries than woollen ones,

because cheaper, cooler, cleaner and (under a tropical climate) more durable.

Further, cottofi plum carpets would doubtless be preferable to cotton pile carpets.

Much, therefore, remams to be done in the direction of developing the Indian
trade in cotton carpets and rugs. [C/. Monographs, Cotton Industries :—Banerjei,
Bengal, 1898, 33-4; Silberrad, Ar.W. Prov., 1898, 24-6, f. 36; Enthoven,
Bombay, 1397-9, 11, 33, etc. ;

Thurston, Madras, 1697, 7-11 ; Latimer, Monog.
Carpet-making Pb., 1907, 1-3.]

Woollen Daris and SbatranJIs, though not met with very abimdantly Woollen
in India, are still made and much admired. The Bhutias of Darjeeling and Daris and
the people of Nepal and Eastern Tibet weave strips of woollen thick cloth Shatranjls.
in various designs, which, when sewn together into sheets, closely resemble
Kurtlish khilims. Mention has already been made of a fragment of a rug found

Stein in the ruins of Niya, Khotan, as recalling the Bhutia woollen rugs. •

'Ine people of Darjeeling proper also weave thick chadors of white and blue
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that are very beautiful and find a distinct place among the art treasures of
the residents in the eastern side of India, but are only rarely seen elsewhere.
In Bikanir, plain-stitch rugs are regularly woven m wool, but in the same form
as the cotton daria. The' pattern most often employed recalls the barbaric
cross-stitch embroideries of Hissar and Sirsa. In Quetta, rugs and camel saddle-
cloths are largely woven in wool and richly ornamented with shells. They are
in stripes with patterns worked within, and to all intents and purposes should be
classed as khdtme.

Trade ia Carpets and Rags-—The only available details concerning

the export trade in Indian-made carpets and rugs refer to (o) Mats and
Matting of vegetable fibre • (h) Carpets and Rugs of wool. A summary
of available statistics on the former subject will be found on page 778,

so that it is only necessary to give here such particulars as are available

regarding the woollen carpets. The quantities are always estimated by
pound weight, not number. The total weight exported from India to

foreign countries in 1899-1900 was 1,691,577 lb., valued at Es. 23,73,289 ;

in 1903-4, 1,878,202 Ife., Rs. 26,04,576 ; and in 1906-7, 1,603,330 lb.,

Rs. 20,89,516. In the last year, goods to the value of 11 lakhs of rupees

went from Bengal, 6 lakhs from Bombay, and 2 lakhs from Madras. The
increase in the total quantity and value of carpets, etc

,
exported in

1903-4 was due to an improvement in the trade in these articles with
the United Kingdom. The latter took in 1899-1900, 1,180,779 lb.,

Rs. 17,21,987; and in 1903-4, 1,.549.658 lb., Rs. 19,54,560; but in

1906-7 the quantity fell again to 1,346.144 lb., Rs. 15,66.113. The ex-

ports to Ceylon fell from 235,0701b. m 1899-1900 to 2,9801b. in 1903-4;

and in 1906-7 rose to 4,303 lb. The United States took quantities

varying from 223,551 lb. in 1899-1900 to 401,340 lb. in 1901-2
;
266,526 lb.

in 1903-4
;
and 174,727 lb. in 1906-7. There is also a fairly extensive

import trade in Carpets and Rugs, chiefly to Burma and Bombay, from
the United Kingdom and Germany. It amounted in 1899-1900 to

842,716 Ib., Rs. 8,46,013 ;
in 1903-4 to 887,192 lb., Rs. 8,96,738

;
and in

1906-7 to 1,016,055 lb., R.s. 10.56,679.

CARTHAMUS OXYAOANTHA, Hieh. ; FI. Br. Ind., lii.,

386 ;
Ann. Reft. Indust. Mus. Calc., 1899-1900, 7-8

;
Watt, Agn. Ledg.,

1901, No. 12 ,
Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 231-3

; Composit.®.
Wild Safflower (the kuzburat, khdreza, of the Trans-Indua and kKrar, poliyan,

poll, kantidri, kandiara, mtan kalat, etc , of the PanjAb) is a native of the drier
and tracts of North India, In Peshawar district it is peculiarly prevalent, the
spinose clumps constituting an objectionable feature of the grassy tracts Whore
met with in fair abundance the seeds (or to be more correct, fruits) aro collected
on account of the large quantity of oil which they contain This oil is the
chief ingredient in the Afridi wax-cloth presently to be described, and may also
be used as a gloss cement.

C. tinctoplus, Linn. ; Cnicus Indicus, Rumph., Herb. AHib., 1750, v.,

215-20, pi. 79 (2) ;
Mukerji, Handbook Irid. Agri., 1901, 292-5

; Mollison,
Textbook Ind. Agn., 1901, iii., 98-101 ; Abbey-Yates, Agri. Ledg.,

1904, No. 11. The Cultivated Safflower, Bastard Saffron, Carthamine
Dye, the kusum, kdsumba, kusumbo, kusubi, kardi, kdbn, ma, sufir, kar
or karar, sendurgam, agnisikha, hebu, su, subdn, etc. The Arabic usfur
(Ibn Baithar, 1200 a.d., ii., 196) assumed various forms and gave us the
English name:—thus affiore (Pegolotti, Pratica di Mercat., 1343, 372),
asfiore, asfrole, astifore, asfiori, zaffrole or zaffrone, saffkrre and finally

safflower. Another Arabic name, kurtum (used in the Makhzan), may
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have originated the botanical name Carthamus. The most prevalent

Indian vernacular name kusum comes direct from the Sanskrit kusurnbha.
Hlstoiy.—“ This plant la the kuaumbha of Sanskrit writers, who describe the

seeds as purgative, and mention a medicated oil ” (Pharmacog. Ind., li., 308).

That is the commonly accepted opinion, but on the other hand Dutt {Mat. Med
Hind., 307) makes no mention of the spocial knowledge possessed by the Sanskrit
medical writers, and it may be added the medical treatise which constitutes The
Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.) is silent both as to the kuaumbha plant
and its oil. The Greek cmcua (Paulua JEg^neta (Adani-s, transl.), ui , 178) by
most authors is identified with the Bastard Saffron. The early Greek authors
speak of cmcua as a spinose plant, but Dioscorides (iv

, 187 (ed. Sprengel), 1820,
i

, 680) mentions that it was a pot-herb and pui-gative medicine. Galen, Avi-
cenna, Serapion, Rhoses, etc., follow Dioscorides, but most Arab writers add
the additional property that it is alexipharinic. Mesua, who lived at Bagdad
in the 10th century, wrote a great work on the Aledn iiio of tlie Creeks and Aratjp.

He opens his account of cmcua (ManniH, transl 1562 74) by observing
that the plant«is both wild and cultivated, but that the so failed Indian cmctia
is not cmcua at all. Ho then observes that tlie seed is the most valuable,
especially the large wliite kind. The figure given l>y Marinus is an excellent
representation of c. tinecafiioi Carthamus was retained in European pharmacy
down to comparatively recent time'r Do C.mdolle {Oruj. Cult. Plants f Engl, transl ),

164), followmg Targioni-Tozzetti (Cenm Stortct, Intro, di Varie Piante, 1853,

88), thinks the dotermmation of the Greek cnicua with Carthamus very doubtful.
Pliny distinctly says the oil was used in Egypt in place of castor-oil, but ho
adds the plant was not known to the Romans. It may be added that Pliny
writes it cmcua and Columella cnecua.

The grave-cloths of the ancient Egyptian mummies are dyed with safflower,

and fragments of the plant and the seeds have been found in tombs. [Of.
Rawlinson, Hist. Egypt, 1881, i., 62-3 ; Hehn, KuUurpfi. und Hauat. (ed. 6),

261 ; Wiesner, Die Bohat dea Pflanzenr., ii , 678-84.] The Sanskrit authors describe
the kuaumbha oil as purgative, so that identical properties were assigned to it in
Egypt, Africa and India. An Abyssinian so-calle<l wild species (<’, tnnntue,
in Sohweinfurth, El. jEth., 1867, 143) has by some writers been accepted as the
original stock of the cultivated plant ; so also, and with equal if not greater
force, c. Oxyaennthn, the Indian wild species, has been advanced as the source
of the cultivated plant. De Candolle accordingly came to the opinion that since
an undoubted ancient cultivation had been established for both India and
Africa it was probable the true Varihamua ttnciortna might be found wild in

the mtermediate country Arabia. He accordingly cites in part support of

that suggestion the circumstance that an author quoted by Ibn Baithar (the

Arab, Abu Anifa) mentions both a wild and cultivated form as mot with in

that very country. In Chma there would seem little doubt safflower (hung-hua
or red-flower) was introduced about the 2nd century b.c. [C7/. Breitschneider,

Europ. Bot.ajbiac. in China, 1898, 4 ; also Value Chinese Botanical Works, 1870,

16.] Japan received it from China, but according to Rein (Induat. Japan,
176-7) it can hardly be regarded as more than a botanical curiosity in that
country—the cosmetic beni being manufactured from foreign (mostly Indian)
supplies of safflower. [Cf. Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, ii., 238-9 ; Buchanan-
Hamilton, Slat. Acc. 'Dinaj., 208 ; Lacaita, in Maw, Oenua Crocus, app. v.

;

Der Tropenfianzer, viii., 611 ;
Joret, Lea PI. dans L’Antiq., 1904, ii., 272.]

Cultivated Indian Races.—There are two main conditions, one
grown purejy and simply for its flowers—the safflower dye of commerce,
the other for its oil-yielding seeds, the kusum or carthamus oil of trade.

The former is fairly extensively produced in Bengal, the United Pro-

vinces and the Panj4b, while the latter is chiefly met with in the Central

Provinces and Bombay. But while these two conditions or properties

seem well understood agriculturally, dried specimens of the plant grown
for the one or the other purpose are indistinguishable. Moreover several

races occur under each of these states, such as with small, very hard
spinose leaves (much as in C. Oxyacantha) or with large, soft, almost

non-spinose edible leaves. Some have narrow, hard and sharply spinose

bracts, others broad almost entire bracts. Still, however, most of these

CntcHs versus
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conditions recur again and again with the oil-yielding and the dye-yielding

races, so that no set of characters can be given, to separate the groups
that belong to the one or the other. Speaking broadly, however, the
oil-yielding forms are more spinoae than the dye-yielding, and have
usually yellow-coloured flowers, the dye forms being orange or even yellow
tinged with scarlet. The dye-yielding plants require a rich soil and
humid atmosphere, hence the loss of spines may be due to high cultivation
and protection. In the young state the smooth-leaved spineless forms
are edible, and in some parts of the country, notably Burma, they are
mainly, if not exclusively, grown as pot-herbs. But within each of the
great centres of production there may be both smooth and spinose forms.
Thus in Bengal a spinose dye-plant is known as kuthi or kutela and a
"pineless dye-state called murdt, murilla (~ shaved), bkuili. In the
United Provinces the spineless kusum affords both dye and oil, while
the spinose form distinguished as kasar, kasur, is grown for its oil-seeds
only. In Berar (Stile, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, 1895-6, 1) the spiny
kati kardi yields an inferior dye and good oil, while spineless hodki gives
a superior dye. In Bombay two great centres of production exist, viz.

on the rich alluvial loams of Kaira and Ahmedabad, in Gujarat, where
the spineless red-flowered dye-yielding kusumbyachi or kusumba prevails,
and the Deccan, with its spiny sadht or kardat, an oil-yiclding crop. [Cf.

Fawcett, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, Bomb., 1896, 25-9. j Briefly Bengal is

(or rather was) the source of kusum dye, and the Deccan of the safflower
oil. These products may therefore be dealt with separately .

—

/. THE DVB—SafHower or Carthamine.—So much has been written
regarding the cultivation and utilisation of safflower that a brief
review of the modern results seems all that is called for. But it may
be explained that the various provincial Governments uf India issued, in
1896, monographs on “ Dyes and Dyeing,” and that these will be found
to have special chapters on safflower. So also The Agricultural Ledger
(1904, No. 11) may be described as a eompilatiun of the more im-
portant passages from modern writers, and it thus amplifies the particulars
recorded in the Dictionary. The remarks that follow will accordingly
he restricted as far as possible to facts calculated to assist the mer-
chant or cultivator, but will abstain from republishing technical details,
especially methods of dyeing. But in this connection it may 'be observed
that safflower has preserved its position in spite of foreign dyes, mainly
through the colour being viewed as more or less sacred for wedding
garments.

Cultivation.—Safflower, though by no means so important a crop as
in former years, is still grown to a fair extent in the Dacca Division of
Bengal, and here and there throughout the Province. Taylor {Tofog. and
Stat Dacca, 1840, 133-5) gives an interesting account of the production
during the prosperity of the, industry. The best quality was grown in the
vicinity of Pattergotta. Safflower is also met with in the Surma Valley
and in Manipur, but not in the Assam Valley proper. In the Central Pro-
vinces it used to be extensivelyproduced in Raipur and Chhindwara but the
area in recent years has been greatly curtailed. In the United Provinces
of Agra and Oudh, though met with now and again, it assumes importance
in Meerut only. In the Panj^b it is to be seen in most districts, but
Hoshiarpur and Amballa are perhaps most spoken of, and the safflower
of the hills, especially that of Kabul, has the best reputation. The wild
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• Dye
safflower is also a product of considerable value. In Berar safflower is scrar.

reg ularly cultivated, though by no means to the extent formerly witnessed.

In Madras it may be seen here and there, and in Burma it is more grown Madras

as a vegetable than as a dye. But in Bombay there are two centres of Burma

production. The cultivation for dye is not extensive, and is confined Bombay,

to Gujarat and the Karnatak, Kaira being perhaps the most important
district. Dr. Hove (1787) refers to the dye of Cart/inmiis being

then used in Gujarat to dye pagrts. But the Bombay dye is regarded

as much inferior to that of Dacca in Bengal.

Methods.—The systems of cultivation pursued are so very similar Methods,
tlyoughout India that the subject mav be treated collectively, the remark
being made that it differs provunce by province, according to the amount
of attention given and the local value of the crop. It is sown along wifh feasons of

other rabi ciops such as gram, wheat, barlev, tobacco, opium, chillies,

carrots, etc., from about the middle of Oerober to the end of November, or

in Chittagong as late as January. It requires a light sandy soil, and one
which possesses a fair amount of moisture. In the better cultivation the

land is lightly manured and ploughed repeatedly from May or June till

sowing time. It is either sown broadcast or drilled, the latter in Bombay,
3 drills 18 to 22 inches apart of safflower alternating with the subsidiary

crop. In the less important cultivation it forms single drills or surrounds

other crops, its spiny character serving the purpo.se of a protecting hedge.

On the central flowering head appearing, this is nipped off in order to cause

lateral shoots and a more copious flowering. The primings and thinnings Thmnmss

are eaten as a pot-herb. The crop comes into season in January to April,

or even May, and is plucked every second or third <lay. Delay in collec’.- Crops

ing the flushings of florets causes loss in dye. Ram during the flowering

IS also very injurious. The florets being picked after fecundation, the

seed ripens and yields a supplementary crop. The average yield of dried

florets IS in Bengal about 80 lb. (according to Molhson {l.c. 100) from 100

to 120 lb. in Bombay), per acre, and of oil-yielding seeds (fruits) 400 to

600 lb. The first and the last pickings of florets arc by most writers

considered inferior in dye merit to those m mid-season.

Manufacture.—The day’s collection is carried to the homestead and Manufac-
partially dried in the shade. It is then rubbed between the hands, placed ture.

on an arrangement of basket filters, aiul pure stream (or slightly acidulated

)

water poured over. This removes the most soluble of the useless yellow

dye, but care must be taken that the water is not alkaline, or the red

dye also may tie wj,shed out and the florets rendered useless. When the

water passes through clear the washings are regarded as complete. The Washed,

florets are then partially dried and pressed into the small characteristic

cakes met with in trade ;
then the drying is completed. According to

Taylor the* florets in his time were saturated with water in the evening
and next morning trodden underfoot, and this was repeated for four or

five days until the water ran off clear.

In centres where little attention is given to the crop the florets are not
washed, and instead of being made into cakes, are formed into balls or

sold as loose powder. The presence of the yellow dye lowers the value and
increases the weight. In Bombay a curious sytem prevails which con- oii rubbed

sijts in rubbing into the florets a certain amount of til oil (a tola weight to

a pound of the florets). Mollison observes that this is the practice in

Gujarat, but it is known to produce loss of colour. This very possibly
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accounts for the lower price of Gujarat safflower as compared with that of

Dacca. Apparently also the yellow dye is not removed until a later

stage, and the oil would thus seem to serve no useful purpose. It recalls,

however, the practice described by Rumphius (l.c. 217), where the people

of the Malay are spoken of as adding the bruised oil-yielding seeds of

jUenrites friloha to prevent the florets from crumbling to dust.

Safflower-dye cakes (Gujarat) are sold in Bombay at 2 to lb. per

rupee. The value is estimated according to the colour that a given weight

will impart to a pound of cotton.

Trade in Saff/ower Dye.—Madder in Europe and Safflower in India

are the dyes that felt immediately the effect of the discovery of chemical

colours. This, in the case of the Indian product, may be exemplified very

Briefly. Half a century or so ago, safflower became a fairly imjiortant

commodity. It is curious, however, that none of the e?rly travellers

in India mention the dye. The fic-st botanist who describes its culti-

vation in the East would appear to be Rumphius. Milburn records the

exports in 1804 as having been 247 cwt., valued at £1,460, or £5 18s. 5d.

a cwt. Four years later the exports were 1,070 cwt., valued at £4,532,

or £4 4s. Sd. a cwt. An import iluty at British ports was levied of 7s. 4d.

a cwt. In 1824-5 the exports from India appear to have been 6,185 cwt.,

and in 1837 they stood at 7,962 cwt. Passing over a period of close on
forty years, we next learn that the Indian traffic had become (m 1874-5)

10,157 cwt., valued at Rs. 6,50,827 (or expressed at the rate of exchange
that then prevailed, approximately £60,000) ; but a sudden change took
place, for the very next year the traffic fell to 2,914 cwt., valued at

Rs. 1,63,628, and ten years still later (1884-5) had become 1,459 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 83,083. Within the past six years a revival m quantity
seems to have set in, since the exports were in 1899-1900, 1,993 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 34,572, and in 1903-4 the correspomling figures were 4,31.3

cwt. and Rs. 67,506. They have since fallen, however, to 3,670 cwt.,

Rs. 50,389, m 1906-7. A remarkable feature of the traffic thus briefly

outlined may be said to be the decline in the prices realised—viz. from
£5 18s. 5d. a cwt. to the price in 1901-2, viz. Rs. 20 or £1 6s. Sd. a cwt.

Even twenty years previously (1881-2) the price realised was nearly double
the rates that rule to-day. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at that

safflower has ceased to be an important crop, and that but for the local

markets the dye might by now have disappeared from India as completely
as has the madder from Europe.

The exports from India go mainly to Hongkong, • but a recent

demand from Japan has been viewed as a favourable prognostication

for the future. The local market continues fairly large in spite of foreign

mineral dyes, owing to the fact that safflower is associated with the

social customs and religious feelings of the people. The var5"ing quality
would seem to depend first of all upon the climate and soil of the locality

where produced ; next, the care pursued in collection, and the method of

preparation followed. With all the finer samples the yellow dye has been
washed out and the florets purified. This has naturally the effect of

lowering the weight and concentrating the dye. Washed safflower must
accordingly fetch a higher price than the impure and adulterated dye.
In further purification of the dye a second yellow colour is precipitated

and removed by means of acetate of lead. Catihamin, the valuable

red colour, may then be extracted in a pure form by making use of its
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solubility in alkaline solutions, and insolubility in pure or acidulated

water. In India the alkali used is almost invariably that prepared by Aitaii used.

incinerating bajra [Pennisetvm) stems or chir^ chira {AchyrnntheSf
see p. 49), but crude natural carbonate of soda known as sa]ji-mdlti is

also employed. It would seem probable that the isolation and utilisation

of carthamin is m India a comparatively recent discovery.
II. THE OIL.—The seeds from the dye-yielding plant are collected and Oil.

form a supplementary return, but, as already stated, in some parts of

the country, notably Bombay, an oil-yielding crop is .specially grown. Bomiwy

Mollison [l.c. 98) says, “ Bafflower is the mo.st iinportant, oil-seed crop in

the Bombay Presidency. The area is usually from .'lOO.fXX) to fiOO.OOO

acres annually. The chief centres of cultivation are in the black-soil

Tobi lands of Ahmednagar, Poona, Satdra, Bijapur, Dharuar, and Bel*
gaum.” It is subordinate to the crops with which it. is a« ,ociat« d such as sAUra’,

}udr, wheat or gram. ‘‘ It therefore participates in the general cultivation ulitwir,

given to these crops.” “ Usually three consecutive rows of safflower a'ct Beiijaum.

alternate with 9 or 15 or 21 consecutive rows of the principal crop.” In
the Central Provinces the area of .special oil cultivation has recently been c rrov.

greatly cui tailed, .so that the Deccan production may be accepted as alone

of importance, though of course the oil of the dye crop must not be entirely

ignored.

Manufacture.—It has been customary to find Baden-Powcll’s state- Two on Plants,

ment (Ph. Prod., 421) that two oil-yielding forms of this plant exist

—the wild and the cultivated—repeated by Indian writers without its

being observed that an admission was being thereby made to which only

the most cursory attention had been subsequently paid. But in addition

to there being two distinct sources of the oil there are also two widely Methods

different methods of preparation. In the one the seeds (fruits) are simply

subjected to cold-dr}^ pressure either before or after they have been
husked. The yield is said to range from 20 to 30 per cent., but both the

quality of the oil and the value of the cake depends upon the seed being

husked. The second process is a hot-dry extraction, or rather a crude

downward distillation. The seeds are placed within an earthen pot, and
this is invited over the mouth of a similar pot placed within the ground,

the two pots being separated by a perforated plate. Over and around
the inverted* pot is piled some fuel, and on this being ignited, the seeds

are partly roasted
;
the oil in consequence drains from them and accumu-

lates in the lower or submerged pot.

The cold-drawn oil has a clear straw colour, with a sp. gr. of ’9224 at Oe^criptioa.

15° C. According to’ Hooper (Agn. Ledg., 1904, No. 11, 160), it “ pos-

sesses pronounced drying properties. It readily saponifies with alkalis,

forming a fairly good soap, and the free fatty acids have some of the

characteristic of the linoleic acid obtained from lineseed. The oilcake

retains 11'56 per cent, of the natural oil, and is not contaminated with
earthy impurity. The nitrogen amounts to 3* 19 per cent., which is

equivalent to 19'94 per cent, of albuminoids.” It is an oil extensively used
for culinary purposes, and to adulterate ghi or til. Moreover, safflower, cuimary oii.

earthnut, and til are often mixed together and the oil expressed
;

this con-

stitutes the sweet-oil of Bombay. Safflower oil is also said to be an in- sweet-oiL

gredient in Macassar hair-oil. Inferior qualities are used for illumination.

The hot-extraction oil is about one-fourth larger than the cold, but is use-

less both for burning purposes or for food. It has, in fact, acquired a
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new property, and been converted into a substance very serviceable for

greasing well-ropes, leather well-buckets, etc., purposes for which the cold-

drawn oil is quite unspited. In other words, the oil has been converted

into what is known as roghan—a substance employed to prevent leather

from hardening on its being exposed to the action of water or of a damp
atmosphere.

Oil of Wild Safflower.—In the Northern Panjab, more especially

Peshawar, a very ibfferent process is adopted from that just detailed for

the manufacture of roqhan. The folli oil (the oil of (\ Ojcfffirantha)

e.xpressed by the cold process is placed in earthen vessels and boiled

continuously for twelve hours. The vessels are so placed that it is not

possible for a flame to reach the boiling liquid, and the temperature

^ls kept low and uniform. In time it emits volumes of white pungent
vapour, so exceedingly disagreeable that the mamifactiirefs are compelled

to conduct their industry under special license and in a place assigned

to them remote from human dwellings. On the oil being cooked to the

required extent, and while still boiling hot, it is thrown into large shallow

trays containing cold water. It swells up into a jelly-hke substance, the

roqhan of Northern India. This is stored in tin cans and sold to the

manufacturers of the so-called Afridi wax-cloth.

Wax-cloth .

—

It would occupy too much space to repeat the accounts

published in The Agricultural Ledger (1901. No. 12, 393-414:) and Indian

Art at Delhi, 1903 (229-34), regarding this curious little industry. The
facts made known in these publications prove that we have been in-

correct in affirming that the Natives of India were unaware of the dtjung

property of certain oils in the manufacture of paint with mineral pigments.

But in the Afridi wax-cloth the paint is not applied by a brush but by
means of an iron style. The rapidity and accurac y with which the pattern

is elaborated by threads of plastic and coloured roghan has to be seen to

be appreciated or understood. The skilled artist can work from right

to left or left to right with equal ease, and, just as in penmanship, the thick

downward strokes and the fine upward hair-lines are each made to occur in

their proper places in the elaboration of the pattern with which the fabric

is being covered. Where two or more colours have to be given, the operator

usually applies all the patches or lines of one colour before he proceeds to

use the second or the third shade. The half-finished table-cloth or fire-

screen may in consequence often appear a bewildering production, since

it may be impossible to discover the actual pattern in the operator’s mind.
In passing it may here be added that in Baroda, eastor-oil, and in

Kach, linseed-oil, are similarly made into the roghan used iii the fabrica-

tion of the wax-cloths of these localities. Experiments conducted in the
Industrial Museum, Calcutta, have revealed the fact that the oil of the wild
safflower possesses no special properties over those of the cuftivated plant.

It would further seem that in the Afridi wax-cloth India possesses the
nucleus of a possible large new craft, that of producing wax-cloth, water-
proofing materials and linoleum, from local materials and possibly by
means of the expert craftsmen who from time immemorial have turned out
the goods here indicated. The jute mills of Calcutta prepare and export
the cloth required by the wax-cloth and linoleum manufacturers of Europe
and America. India, moreover, will be seen to import a by no njpans
insignificant amount of the specially prepared wax-cloth and linoleum
(oil-cloth and floor-cloth) made on the jute textiles exported from India
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for that purpose. In 1876-7 these imports were valued at only Rs.

17,620; in 1901-2 they came to Rs. 5,74,306; in 1903-4 to Rs. 4,17,788;

and in 1906-7 to Rs. 6,20.305. Surely the effcjrt to participate in so

prosperous a traffic is worthy of attention.

Edible Seed and Cake.—Cat-fit a in uh seeds, especially after being Edible
roasted, are eaten, but are most valued as a food for poultry, though, as Seed,

already observed, the tender shoots are prized as a pot-herb or salad.

Mollison makes the remark that cattle have to be educated to eat the oake

cake, but that it has the advantage of keeping well and does not get

mouldy. It is highly valued as a manure.
[Cf. Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1897, No. ft, 159 ;

Diithiennd Fuller, Field and Garden
Crops, 1 , 61-4, pi xui. ; Monographs, Dyes and Dyeirai —Banerjei, Bengal, 73 ;

Duncan, Assam, 17-8 ; Russell, Cent. Pro-- , 10-11 ; Kadi, United Prov., 76-7 ^
Fawcett, Bombay, 25-9 ; Holder, Madras, 3 , Fr.wer, Hvrn-o, 10 ;

.4i7r!. Ledg.,

1899, No. 12; Bourn. Chem. Soc , 1900, .302-3; 1902, H04 , Imp. Inst Tech,
Repta., 1903, 128, 131-2; Rawson, Gardner and Loycock, Diet Dyes, etc., 276 ;

Blount and Bloxarn, Chem. for Engin and Mamif , 326 ]

CARUM BULBOCASTANUM, Koi-h. f FI Br. hid. li., 681 ;
D.E.P.,

Bunmm Bulbocasta.num, Linn. ; Carum mgrmn, Royle, Illust. Him. Bot.,

229 ; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 154 ;
Paulus eEytnela (Adams, transl.), Black

iii., 74 ;
Umrellifeu.®. Black Caraway, siyah, shiu, supra, shah-

O'^away.

zerah, shiyah zirah, kala prah (zerah), zirdu siah, etc., also called guniyun
in Kashmir and umbhu in Ladakh. These names seem for the most part

to be modern adaptations, since the true Mlapra is the Black Cumin
{Ntffella Hutivn, see pp. 442, 811).

Black Caraway is a native of Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Kashmir, Lahaul. Habitat.

Chumba, etc., eastward to Garhwal and Kiimaon, and westward to Quetta
It 18 mainly a weed of cultivated land, but is liable to prove dangerous in fields

owing to the fondness of pigs for the root. It also exists truly wild on grassy
slopes (at alt. 6,000 to 1 1,000 feet), whence the sliepherds collect it as a valuable
source of income ; but it is nowhere cultivated. It is probably the krtshna-jiraka,
which Boyle maintained was well known to the Hmdus before the introduction
of the European Caraway (f. C'«n'n(). [C/. Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, Cl -,

Aitchison, Bot. Afghan. Delimit. Comm , in Trans. Linn. Soc., in , l.J

An inquiry instituted by the Reporter on Economic Products m response to

a question put by the Indian Chambers of Commerce, resulted m the collection of

specimens of zerah {zira) from the chief towns of India as well as of the fruits

(seeds) and plpnts from all known areas of supply. The fruits in every instance were
found to be C. Buiboraatantun and not farni (except when stated to be a
foreign or imported drug). The examination showed, however, that other seeds
ore often used as adulterants or substitutes for black caraway. The adulterants
were similar in shape, size and markings, but quite destitute of the characteristic

aroma. For exaTnple,,Mr. L. G Smith, Forest Divisional Officer of Sambulpur,
sent four samples from the local bazars which were subsequently identified as

(1) the true Caraway (mita zcra/i), most probably imported ; (2) c. MtHihorns- Qisdea ot Zerah.

tanwm, sa- or shah-zerah

;

(3) a ii tiva

,

parbat-zerah ; and
(4) xigeiia sj^tiva, kala-zerah. The sample of black caraway was, however,
not pure. Pure parcels were received from Yasm m Gilgit and from Hazara.
From Kullu and Bashahr were furnished two qualities called “ zira ” and
“ singhu.” The latter was stated to be an adulterant. “ Zira" proved to be Aduiteran

C. Buihoeastanum, and ultimately, through the assistance of Mr. J. H. Lace, -^"’ghu.

then Assistant Inspector-General of Forests, the adulterant was recognised as
Bwpteurum falcatum. Mr. Lace found the people gathermg the seeds in
Chamba ; he secured a sample and corresponding botanical specimen, so that
his material became an authentic type with which to compare the adulterants
of commerical parcels. It was in consequence found that the Bupievru-ui was
identical with the adulterant sent from most parts of India. Is this the pseitdo-
bunium alluded to by Paulus zEgineta which Adams suggested might be
Fimptneiia tennts ? Mr. Lace says that Bitpimurum is known locally as
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ii., 106-8.
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Medicine,
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Podder.

THE TRUE CARAWAY
•

banchak or bankok, and that before it is mixed with the carum the fruits are

coloured with a decoction of walnut bark. It is sold at 9 seers to the rupee, tho
true article being very much more expensive—say 3 seers to the rupee. Usually
5 seers of banchak are mixed with one seer of zira. Tho black caraway and its

adulterant are therefore respectively the '^zira” and “singhu" mentioned in

the Panidb Forest Administration Reports from 1894-1900 as obtained from
tho Kullu forests and sold, tho former at Rs. 15 to Rs. 27J per maund, the
latter at Rs. 8. Sir Walter Lawrence says that tho seeds of Carotn
are also used as an adulterant, but this cannot bo done to any great extent since

carrot-seed is not abundant and is also easily distinguishable from caraway,
while tho dyed BHpient-nut can with difficulty be separated.

I’ho uses of this caraway, so far as can be ascertained, seem identical with
those of cvii-iii. From Bashahr large quantities of block caraway are
convoyed annually to Rampur and thence distributed via Amritsar all over
India. Amritsar also receives the Kashmir, Afghanistan and N. Himalayan

» supplies. Other emporia are Karachi and Cawnpore ; the former obtains its

supplies from Hazara and Baluchistan, the latter from Garhwal and Kumaon.
Tho price at Cawnpore varies according to quality from Rs. ^6 to Rs. 44 per
maund of .521 seers, but tho consumption is very limited and the sales are usually
in small parcels of

J-
to 2 maunds. In addition to an Indian supply, Bombay

imports from Persia. Tho wholesale price is said to be Rs 8 per 37^ lb. (= Surat
maund), and the retail price for cleaned fruit 8 aimas per lb. [Cf. Pharmacog.
Ind., 11., 120 ; Kaye, Settl. Kept. Baltistan Dist , Kashmir, 1889, 16 ; Rivett.
Assess. Kept. Muzaffarabad, Kashmir, 1899, 10, 12, 60, app. xxv. ; For. Admin.
Repts. Pb , 1894-5 to 1901-2 ; Rev Working Plans, Pangi For , Chamba, 1901,
2 ;

Rept. Cent. Indig. Drugs Comm., 1901, i , 113 ; etc., etc.]

C. Capul, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 680. The European Caraway,
Carve, Kummel, zirah, karoya, karawi/a. The vernacular names are in

the main, of course, tho.se given under the foregoing species, though some-
times to tho name zerah is prefixed a description, as mitha (sweet), vilayati

(foreign), or safed (white).

As met with in India the fruits are mainly imported, but the plant is probably
occasionally cultivated m gardens on the plains as a cold-season crop. The
repeated though vague statements of its existonoo in India “ wild and cultivated ”

seem likely to be due mainly to confusion with c. hm ihornmtunnm

.

There is,

however, a fairly large import trade in the spice and it may be well to epitomise
here a few of the chief uses of caraway, always premising that when such uses
can bo attributed to the Indian-grown caraway, the reference is in all proba-
bility to f. MiHlitavnstanitm. The seed is employed both powdered and entire.

In the former condition it is an important ingredient m curry powders ; in

the latter it is put into cakes, biscuits, etc. As a Medicine it is stimulant,
carminative and astringent. But it is frequently used in flavouring cordials and
certain preparations of Indian hemp {bhang). A valuable essential Oil, obtained
from the fruits, is employed in medicine and as a perfume for soaps. The distilled

oil 18 first mentioned m the price ordinances of Berlin, for 1574 and in the Dia-
pensatorium Noricum (1589). The two valuable constituents in the oil are
caruone (formerly, carvol), which is the essential and odour-bearing body and
possesses all the qualities of the drug in a pure form ; and caruens or llmonene,

a by-product, not suitable for liqueurs but “ can be satisfactorily employed
instead of caraway oil in medium and cheap soaps” (Schtmmel & Co., Semi-
Ann. Rept., April 1892, 12) The percentage of oil varies apparently according to
cultivation and country of origin. Of the European sorts the Bavarian wild
plant yields the highest percentage, 6-5 to 7. whilst the Russian stock yields
only 3‘2 per cent. The sp. gr. lies between 0‘907 and 0’915 ; oils of lower sp.

gr. rarely occur, and are less valuable as they contain less carvone. [Cf. Gilde-
ineister and Hoffmann, Volatile Otis, 550-8.] A case of poisoning bycaraway-
seod presented symptoms similar to those induced by other essential oils. [Cf. Ind.
Med. Qaz., 1896, 146.] It maybe added that caraway from which the oil has
been expressed is dried in special apparatus and used as a Cattle Food, being
prized for its high percentage of crude protein (20 to 23-5 per cent.) and fat
(14 to 16 per cent.). [Cf. Paulas Aigineta (Adams, transl.), iii., 168 ; E.I.C. ^irst
Letter Book, 201, 480 , Bentham, Comment, on Targioni-Tozzetti, in Joum. Hort.
Soc., ix., 145 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst des Pflammr., ii., 794.]
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AJOWAN OIL
CARYOTA

URENS
,

Bastard Sago
C. coptioum, Benth.; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 682 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb

,
i., d.-b.P.

564; Prain, j?engr. Plants, i., 536; Duthie,jP/. Uffer Gang. Plain, i.,394. The ii., 188-200.
Bishop’s Weed, Lovage (of Indian writers), ajowan, a'jwain, ajwan, juvani

(jurani), ajamo, chochara, owa, amam, omdmi, omu, etc., a herbaceous plant

cultivated throughout India, especially in Bengal. It also grows in Egypt, ii»biut.

Persia, and Afghanistan, and more recently was introduced into Europe.
This 18 certainly not the “ ami ” or ammi" of Dioscorides (as exemplified History,

in the Codex Vindoh , 60, which is Ammi Vtsnaga), though that opinion has
often been upheld [C/. Pharmacog Inti , n , IIC ] It would appear, however, to
be Ammi perpuaillum, of Lobel {Shrp. Htst , 1.576, 414). The fruits are certainly
the ajave of Porcival (1773) Pomet, physician to boms XIV. of France (Hist.

Drugs (Engl, ed.), 1712, 3, f. 5), observed that by far tho best quality came from
Alexandria and Crete. In India it is sown in October to Xovember on ridges, the Caltivation.

seed being dibbled every 6 inches ; strong manures arc deleterious but a liberal

supply of water is necessary. The aromatic fruits are much in request for ad-*
mixture in curries, etc., and in pan supari. Tho plant is referred to in tho Taleef '

Shereef (Playfai^, tran.sl
, 1833, 9) as astringent, aphrodisiac, vernuliigo snd

diuretic By distillation a Water and an Oil aio obtaineil. *he porcentuge of tho
latter being about 3-4 Tho oil is gi,on medicinally in cholera, colic, etc , being MeJiemu Oil.

considered, like the fruits, antispasmodic, stimulant, tome and carminative.
Omum-water is prepared and sold in most 1 ndian baz&rs. A ci ystallim’i -.iibstance omum-v^ater .

or stearoptiue separates from the oil and forms on the surface during distillation Thijmvl

This IS sold as ajumn-ka-phul (“flowens of ajowan”), and is iilcntieal with thymol,

which IS tho principal constituent (45 to .55 percent ) of (ijowan-o\\ and for which
alone the fruits nro distilled in Europe It is pre|iared on a fairly extensive scale

in U]jam and other towns of Central 1 mlia aiul was ficbt made known to Europe by
Dr. Stocks. Tho price is from Ks (> to Rs 12 per lb [C-V Rept Cent. Indig. Drugs
Comm , 1 , 125 ]

Tho value of thymol is mainly as an antiseptic, and very large

orders have recently been reosived from Japan. Tho price in Europe vanes with
the character of the Indian .season during clioleru and plague years it has been
high (eg. 22#. per kilo in 1901), but over-production has tended to keep prices

low (eg 13«. (id in 1897, 13.# in 1903). Besides thymol certain hydrocarbons
called thqmene are obtained from ajouxin-oil and used as a soap-perfume. A
sample of the fresh plant itself cultivated at Miltitz (Saxony) yielded 0 12 per cent,

oil, but the oil had only 1 per cent, of thymol. Of 8,641 cwt. of the fruit exported
from Bombay m 1903, 8,443 cwt. went to Oenuany and the rest to .Xinerica and
Egypt. [C/. Schirnrnel & Co., Remi-Ann. Rept

,

Oct.-Nov., 1903, 104; Apr.-May,
1904, 130 ] The distilletl dried fruit contains 15 to 17 per cent protein and 26 Fodder

to 32 per cent, fat, thus making an excellent food for cattle. (C/ Gildemeister
and Hoffmann, l.c 557; Craddock, Rept. Land Rev. Settl , Nagpur, 1890-5;
Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 346 , Brit Pharmacop., 1898, 335 ; White
and Humphrey, Pharmacop., 1901, 496, 553, etc.]

C. RoxlJuPffhianum, Benth. ; Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 536 ;
ajmud, d.E.P.,

ajmot, randhuni, chanu, rajani, etc. ii-. 201-2.

This is extensively cultivated throughout India for the sake of its seeds, which Ajmud.
are used m currieg and to some extent for its leaves as a substitute for parsley. Food.

As a drug ajmud is regarded as carmmative and stimulant and has the reputation Medicuie.

of being specially useful in vomiting, dyspepsia, etc. (Taleef Shereef (Playfair,

transl.), 1833, 8). It is probably only a cultivated form of »«*rfocn»-i»u>»i, oar,

Itebeearva, C. B. Clarke (FI. Br. Ind ,
ii , 081-2). [Cf. Buohanan-Hamilton, Stat.

Acc. Dinaj., 186 ; Flemmg, Ind. Med. PI. and Drugs, m As. Res., 1810, xi., 167.]

CARYOTA URENS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 422 ; Gamble, D.E.P,,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 729 ; Praia, Beng. Plants, ii., 1093 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, ii-, 20^8.

654 ;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., ii., 805-6

;
Palme^b. The Indian Sago- Sago-palm,

palm. Bastard-sago, mar%, bherawa, hirlimhad, mhdr-mardi, conda-panna,

bhym, shunda-pana, minhaw, etc. A beautiful palm met with throughout Habitat,

the hotter parts of India from the Sikkim Himalaya and Assam to

Ceylbn and Singapore, distributed throughout tropical Asia and Malaya.

The Fibre.—The plant is mentioned by almost all the pre-Linnaean Pitwe.
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THE INDIAN SAGO-PALM
OARYOTA
URENS
Sago and Sugar

KiUul or
Salopa Fibre.

Bruflbes and
Brooms.

Fishing Lines
and Hopes

Priofr

Sago

:

Sugar.

Food.

Cabbage.

authors from Varro (116 b.c.) downwards. The chief commercial value

of the palm hes in the fibrous cords or fibro-vascular bundles found naked
at the base of the leaf-sheath and within the petioles, flowering stalks and
even the stems as well. These constitute the strong kittul fibre of Ceylon
and the salopa of Orissa, a fibre which also comes from Burma and Bombay.
It is made into ropes, brushes, brooms, baskets, etc. As a brush fibre it

was described in the Treasury of Botany (1866) and has been shipped from
Ceylon to England since about 1860. Five or more strands, fastened
together by special machinery, have moreover been found to make an
excellent substitute for whalebone in corsets. Since the discovery that
Jcittul fibre was not only equal but even superior to, because less brittle

than, the Bahia piassava (the fibre of Attalea finiifevii), several
•brush factories in India, it is believed, have begun to use it instead
of bristles in hair-brushes, clothes-brushes, horse-brushps, etc. [C/.

Hooper, Rept. Labor, hid. Mus., 1903-4, 29.] In this they are following
the lead of European makers : Hannan {Text. Fibres Comm., 1902, 155),
for example, says that kittul is now in much request in Europe fot
brush-making and that some of the finest qualities have been adopted
as substitutes for bristles. Jackson (Comm. Bot. XlXth Cent., 1890, 142)
observes that as much as forty (now fifty) years ago kittul fibre was ex-
ported to England for admixture with horse-hair (may it not have been
ChamiefopM hinnilin?). In the brush trade it is steeped in linseed-oil
and thus made so pliable that it can be used either with or without
bristles in making soft, long-handled brooms which are extremely durable
and can be sold at about a third the price of ordinary hair-brooms.
Dodge (Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 112-3) 3a3'3 it is also made
up into machine brushes for polishing linen and cotton yarns, for cleaning
scutched flax, brushing velvets, etc. Both in India and Ceylon fishing-
lines are made from kittul fibre (Drury, U. Prov. Ind.) and strong wiry
ropes capable of holding wild elephants are constructed of the fibre,
while in Australia the leaves apparently are regarded as a good paper
material. Lastly, the woollj' substance or scurf scraped irom the leaf-

stalks is used in Burma for caulking boats. The quotations in London
on April 20, 1901, were for long quality, 8Jd. to 9rf. per lb.

;
‘for No. 1,

6^d. to Id.
; No. 2, 2£d. to 3^. ; and No. 3, Id

;
Ide & Christie (Monthly

Cue., Oct. 15, 1907) give the following returns of present cfate •

—

Long
8d. to 9|d.

;
No. 1, Od. to TJd. ;

No. 2, 2d. to Sjd.
;
No. 3, Id. to Lid.

Mr. J. C. Willis tells us (Admin. Repts. Bot. Card.) that the exports from
Ceylon have never exceeded those returned for the year 1898, viz.
3,794 cwt. The exports from Inilia are unimportant.

The Sago and Sugar.—Besides its fibres, Caryota yields from
the interior of the stem a sago which is mentioned by Roxburgh (1832), bj*
Robinson (Desc. Acc. Assam, 1841, 56) and by other writers as filmost equal
in qualitj'to the best sago of commerce. As a matter of fact it would seem
to be an inferior article, though quite wholesome (Yearbook of Pharmacy,
1903, 328). On the Malabar Coast and elsewhere it is made into bread or
gruel and thus constitutes an important article of food with the poorer
classes. The “ cabbage ” or terminal bud is edible, like that of most
palms. Commelinus (Rheede, Hort. Mai., i., 16, n.) remarks that, ac-
cording to authors, the pulp of the fruit is bitter and irritates the toimue

a circumstance w’hich doubtless suggested the specific name uretia.
The fruit is certainly very pungent and insipid, but I cannot recollect
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PURGING FISTULA
CASSIA
SPECIES

having observed the tingling property just mentioned, though I h&-\e

eaten it. Finally a toddy or juice is collected by “ training ” and “ tap-

ping ” the spathes. This juice is either fermented and distilled into an
alcoholic liquor or boiled down into a dark syrup which solidifies into

jaggery or palm-sugar—an important product, especially in Bombay and
Ceylon. Mr. A. M. Sawyer, writing of the “ training ” and “ tapping

”

processes in North Travancore (Ind. For., 1896, xxi., 134-8), says that at

the end of the first five days of tapping the yield is about 4 quarts per

day, increasing by degrees to 6, 8, and 12 quarts. In strong, healthy

individuals even 18 or 20 quarts may be obtained at the end of the course.

Sometimes, in an unusually prolific palm, three or even four spathes may
be seen tapped at the same time, while others, in spite of the most careful

training, yield no toddy whatever. An average-sized spathe is tapped in

about four months, and all the spathes ot one palm are exheusted in about

two years. According to Roxburgh the best trees give as much as 100 pints

in twenty-four hours. Further details may be found by reference to

l^rassus (pp. 170-1).
The Timbeh is strong and duralile, being iiuieh u.sod for agricultiirni purposes,

water-conduits, and for beams and rafters Not infrequently it is cut into

walking-sticks. The seeds are used as beads by the Muhammadans. [C/.

Rheede, Hort. Mai, i., t. 11; Buchanan-Hamilton, ‘^tat. Acc Vina)., 150;

Morris, Comm. Fibres, Cantor Led, 189.>. 34; Lushmgton, m Ind For., 1890,

XXV., 64-6; Sadebeck, Kulturgew der Deut. Kolon.. 1899, 313; Jumelle, Lee
Cult. Colon. (Aliment ), 1901, 2,")-"

; Wiesuer, Vie Rohst dea Pfianzenr., 1903, ii.,

208, 411-2.]

Toddy

Sug.Tr

Yield

VaryiR? Yield.

TimbPr

Koads.

CASSIA, Ijhtn. s FI. Br. Ind., li., 261-6; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., D.E.P.,

1902, 271-5
;
Prain, Bent}. Plants, 1903, i., 435-9

;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang, 210-28.

Plain, 1903, i,, 290-6
;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 417-27 ; Brandis,

Ind. Trees, 253-5
;
Leguminos.®.

A genus of herbs, shrubs or trees that contains m all about 380 '

species, mostly tropical, a few only being extra-tropical. India possesses

some 18 indigenous species with three or four fairly plentiful introduced

foims. They have all showy flowers hut are mainly of value as

medicines op as tans ;

—

C. AbsiU, Lmn ; chdkau, chimar or ch!n6l, banar, etc, a herb found fairly Speticjj.

plentifully throughout India. The seeds are used in the treatment of ophthalmia
and as a cathattic.

C. alata, Lmn , the dAdmardan (^ringworm-killer), or mlayali- (or shinnai)
-agati (the foreign Heabania oraniHflurn), IS a small shrub found m gardens
throughout India and supposed to have been introduced from the W'est Indies.

The leaves rubbedi up into a thin paste and mixed witli vaseline constitute an
effectual remedy for ringworm. [Cf. Fleming, Ind. Med. PI. and Vruga, Aa. Ringworm
Rea., 1870, xi., 163 ; Bennett, Wanderings N.-S. Wales, 1834, i , 123.] 6

C. Fistula, Linn
,

the Indian Labnrnam, the Purging Fistula, or amallue. Imlian X
alash, sunddh, aonali, bdhavd, gurmdla, konraik-kai, etc. A moderate-sized tree ot b.ibiirn,im t
the Sub-Himaltiyan trEicts ascending to 3.000 feet and common tlirougliont tho
plains of India and Burma.

The bark is to some extent used both aa a tanning material and a drug. MeJvcmf
The pulp of the fruit is regarded as a safe and useful purgative—one of the
commonest of domestic medicines in India—but has the objection of not keeping
well. Adams (Comment, in Paulus Mgineta, iii., 429-31) mentions that it was
known to Serapion, Rhases, Mesua, Ebn Baithar, etc.—m fact to most of the
early Arab writers, who speak of it as a purgative drug procured from India,
Arabia and Egypt. It is also largely used m smoking mixtures to flav'our the SmokLus
tobaqpo used by the Natives, especially in Bengal. [Cf. Mesua, Op. (ed. Mannus), ^tivturca.

1662, 62 ; Garcia de Orta, Coll., xiv. ; also Clusius, Hist Arom., 1567, 136 ; also
Comment, by Ball, in Proe. Roy. Ir. Acad., 3rd ser., i., 400 ;

Linachoten, Voij. E. *
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CASSIA
ANOUBTIFOLIA THE TINNEVELLY SENNA

Jamaica Senna.

Negro Coffee,

Medicmc.

c’offee

feubbtitiitc

Kingworm

roetid Ccus-sja

Ringworm.

Adjunct to

Indigo

D.E.P.,
li., 212-6.

Tinnevelly
Senna.

CulUration.

Ind; 1698 (od. Hakl. Soc.), ii., 121-2; Prosper Alpinus, De PL jEgypli, 1692, 3 ;

Pyrard, Voy E. Ind., 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc ), li , 361 ; Jacobus Bontius, Hiet. Nat,
et Med. Ind. Or., 1629, m Piao, Jnd. Vtri, re Nat. et Med., 1658, 101-2 ; Ligon,
Hist. Barbados, 1657, 68 ; Tavernier, Travels, 1676 (ed. Ball), i., 174, n. ; ii., 20 ;

E.I.C. First Letter Book, 200, 480; Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 158.]

C. obovata, CoHad,

;

Bometirnos called Country Senna, Jamaica Senna, Italian

Senna. This is the bhui-tarwar, a plant common in many parts of India and
occasionally to bo seen in the bazars as an inferior quality of Senna [Cf. Greenish,
Pharm. Joum

,
4th ser., ix., 470-1.]

C. OCCldentalis, Unn , the Negro Coffee or kdsdndi, kdsundd, hikal,

kdlkashundd, etc. An undor-fehrub abundant on waste land and roadsides
throughout India, though probably originally introduced from America. The
leaves, roots and seeds are medicinal The seeds dried, then ground to powder,
are used as a good substitute for coffee, and since they are antibihous are said to
be often beneficial [C/ Kew Bull., 1881, 34-5 . Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1887,

• 175-6
; Pharmaceul. Journ., 1900, Ixv., 439 , Ridley, Mai. PI Names, 116 ; Rev.

des Cult Colon., 1902, x , 63.]

C. Sophera, Lmn
,

the kdli-kasonda, jangh-takla, kdl-kasofidd, banar— (the

kdsamarda or cough-destroyer)—-a closely allied and often much confused plant
with f. nrrltlfutaiiH. It i.s cosmopolitan m the tropics and common throughout
India. The bark, loaves and seeds are cathartic anil the juice of the leaves
viewed as a specific for ringworm. [Cf. Prosper Alpines, I c. 3.5 J

C. Tora, Lmn . , tho Fcetid Caasia or chakundd. panevdr, panwdr, tarotd,

kovaria, kowaria, a gregarious annual under-sliriib found everywliere in Bengal
and throughout tropical India This is in Sanskrit called chakramarda (= rmg-
worm-dostroyer), once more confirming the all but universal reputation of the
species of Sennas. But m this particular plant a more or less new property has
been attributed to the seeds, m that they are largely used along with indigo
For this purpose they are regularly sold to the dyer.s They are also roasted,
ground to a powder, and used in place of coffee. Mr. William Klborne of Owens
College chemically investigated these soeils and came to the conclusion that their
activity was due to “ emodin, a substance closely allied to chrysophanic acid, in

chemical characteristics, and considering the purpose for winch the Natives
of India use the plant, evidently m medicinal properticn” .\dams (Comment,
in Paulus .L'jtneta, m , 460) identifies this plant with tiie kelkel of the Aralis
—a drug mentioned by Avicenna, Sorapion, Rhascs, etc. etc.

C. ang^ustlfolla, Vahl.

;

the Tinnevelly Senna ot Indian commerce,
perhaps best known by the following names .— sanna-mukki, send-makhi,

Hindt-sanna, nilavirm, etc.

Adams (Comment, m PauZtts^ytwrta,iii., 43 1-3
j
gives a most interesting

sketch of the early knowledge in Senna. He says Serapion was undoubtedly
the first author who describes the drug as an article of* the Materia
Medica. He, however, (juotes still other writers, such as Isaac Ebn Amram
and Abix. All the Arab physicians, in fact, extol the merits of senna m
purging black or yellow bile and in acting as a cordial tyhen mixed with
suitable drugs, such as violets. The present species, ats also the Alexandrian
(f. eicntifidia, Delile), were introduced to both Indian and European
pharmacy through the Arabs. The former species (the only one grown in

India) is fairly extensively produced in Tinnevelly, and recenUy its cultiva-

tion has been extended to Madura and Trichinopoly, districts of South India,

and to Poona in Bombay. It is sown on red or black clay loams, fairly

liberally ploughed and manured, the sowing being in May. Weeding has
to be attended to, but irrigation is hardly if ever necessary. The season
for collecting the leaves is June to December. The yield is said to be
1,000 lb. (2 candies) an acre, which allows a handsome margin for profit.

Indian senna is either exported coastwise to Bombay and thence to

foreign countries, or is consigned direct from Tuticorn. The drug is’also

imported by India from Arabia, where it is collected from the wild plant and
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accordingly often much adulterated. It would appear that about 5,000

cwt. are usually taken by India and again re-exported under the name of

East Indian Senna or Moka or Aden Senna, and is thus no doubt the true Aden senna.

sanna {sona) -kokki (maki) or sanna Jiajazi. For many years past,

however, the imports from Arabia have been declining and the exports of

Tinnovelly senna improving. The purity, high quality and low price of

the Indian article place it in the front rank. In 1887-8 the total exports

from India of locally grown senna came to 21,376 cwt., valued at Rs.

3,18,869. More recent figures are given by some writers, such as 5,000

candiesannually from Tuticorin.butthedata for an exact and detailed state-

ment of the total trade are not available. Quite recently a new foim of Exports,

senna has appeared in the London markets from India. This has been
shown by Barber to be tnanUnuti but as a drug it has been found iiiferioi*

to C'. and should therefore be discouraged. [Cf. Hooper,

Kept. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indiist. Sec.), 1903-4, 30; Gibson, Journ.

Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., ii., 193; vi. (Select,), 128, Pfuirmacog. Ind., 1890, i.,

526-30 ; Agri. Ledq., 1896, No. 29, 290 ; Capital, May 1902 ;
Pharm.

Joum., 1901, 397.]'

C. aurloulata, Linn.

;

the Tanner’s Cassia, tarwar, tarota, tangedu, D.E.P.,

tanghedi, tangadi, avala, avari, etc. A tall shrub found plentifully in 216-8.

Central and South India as far north as Rajputana and also in some
parts of Burma. It is common on dry stony hills and on black soils.

The bark is largely used in tanning and gives a buff-coloured leather.

It has been remarked that Madras is favoured in the possession of this Menia

tanning material. But it is feared the discovery of the method of chromr
tanning has oven already given a totally new turn to the subject of Madras
tanned or dressed skins and rendered the special advantage mentioned
of comparatively little avail. (See Hides— Chrome Process, p. 637.) It

has always, however, been contended that the raw skins of Madras are

naturally well fitted for a high-class tannage. They possess some special

properties much liked by the curriers into whose hands they eventually

pass to be transformed into the morocco leather used for book-binding,

furniture, carriage lining, and many other such purposes. Experts have,

moreover, reported that the colour of leather prepared with this bark alone

changes into murky brown, further that compared to its merits the

price is too high (Rs. 20 a candy of 500 lb.). With a view to ascertaining Pnoe.

more precise particulars as to supply, price, and property of this tanning

bark, the Reporter on Economic Products to the Government of India

issued a circular letter to Forest and other officers of India in which samples
of the bark and full particulars were called for. The result was rather

disappointing, and has been reviewed in The Agricultural Ledger (1896,
No. 9). The Sliientific Staff of the Imperial Institute also published some of Recent

their investigations with the bark (reprinted by Dunstan, Imp. Inst. Tech,

Repts., 1903, 184-5), from which it would appearthat the samples examined
gave extreme variations in amount of astringent principle and therefore of

commercial value. Some time subsequently Hooper (Agri. Ledq., 1902,

No. 1, 27) pointed out that one source of diversity was in the ago of

the plant firom which the bark had been collected. In young plants

he ^lund the bark to contain only 11'92 of tannin and 22' 35 extract,

while in old plants the corresponding figures were 20‘12 of the former
,

and 29'0 of the latter. In another part of his report (i.c. 3) he places
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cassia bark as the fourth most valuable in a series exhibited by him, the

cassia having 23 per cent, of tanning matter. Prof. Hummel, York-

shire College, Leeds, found the tannin to be 20'6 per cent. On the other

hand. Leather mentions only 15'6 per cent, of tannin, but a high ac-

companiment of soluble non-tannings. So also Prof. Procter {Reft,

Soc. Arts, 1904), who places this bark as one of the Catechols, speaks of the

“ thoroughly unsatisfactory character of the turwar tannage, for the use

of book-binding and upholstery,” and asks whether there may not be

other more desirable materials. These modem results and opinions

would thus seem to assign a much lower position to the Tanner’s Cassia

than seems to be the belief in South India. By way of conclusion it

may be mentioned that in the Northern Division of Madras the

^bark {tanghedi) or some babul gum is added to sesamum seed when it is

to be pressed for its oil. It is said that this practice enhances the value

of the cake (sec p. 986).

The seeds, like those of Ahnus, are valued as a local application in

purulent ophthalmia. An infusion of the leaves is esteemed as a cooling

medicine and as a substitute for tea. The leaves are also eaten as a green

vegetable in times of famine. The shoots are largely utilised as Native

tooth-brushes, and the root is spoken of as of great value in tempering iron

metal (see Acacia, p 6 ;
andc/. Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., i., 716),

CEDRELA TOONA, Itoxh. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 568-9
;
Gamble,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 157-9; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 217 ;
Duthie, FI.

Upfer Gang. Plain, i., 163 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 145 ; Mehaoe^. The Toon
or Indian Mahogany, Moulmein Cedar, tun, Um, hid, drawt, poma, tundd,

thit-kado, etc. A large, rapidly growing, deciduous tree, 50 to 60 or even
80 feet high and sometimes as much as 20 feet in girth It is met with

chiefly near streams in the tropical Sub-Himalayan tracts, from the Indus
eastwards to Sikkim and Assam

;
also at low elevations throughout

Western and Southern India . less common in Eastern Bengal and Burma.
This important Indian timber tree is extensively cultivated and often self-sown.

It would appear to have been first described, so far os India is concerned,
by Jonos {d«. Ees., 179.5, iv., 281 ; also Fleming, As. Rss., 1810, xi^, 163). The
roots are surfaoo-feedors, so that it ought not to be grown on tho borders of
fields. In the plains of tho Panj&b the young plant must be proj^ected against
frost. The Timubk is durable, not eaten by white ants, and not liable to
warp. It 18 therefore mueli in demand for furniture and carvings, especially in
Saharanpur {Indian Art at Delhi, 1903, 111), and m Bengal and Assam is

constantly used for tea-boxes, hence its having become scarce. In Assam it was
formerly much employed for boats and canoes, and in Soyth IiMia is very largely
converted into cigar-boxes. It is exported from Burma as “ Moulmein Cedar,”
and known under that name on the English market. Col. Seaton gives the
cost of cutting and delivery os Rs. 44 per ton. Specimens sent to London
from Dehra Dun in 1883 realised 4Jd. per suporflciol foot, andjn Malabar in
1902, ^-inch planking fetched Bs 2 per cubic foot, J-inoh planking was sold at
Rs. 1-14-0, and 1-inch at Rs 1-12-0. [Of. Ind. For., 1883, ix., 427 ; Capital,
July 24, 1902, 118,]

The bark is used, especially along with a powder of the nuts (seeds) of Ctesal-
pintn noiniueeiin, as a tonic and antiperiodic in Native Medicine. The flowers
aSord a red and yellow Dye. [C/. Talee/ Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 61.]
The seeds, young shoots, and leaves are given as Fodder to cattle.

There ore several other Indian forms, the properties of which are similar
to those just detailed. The most important are c. mieroearpa, C. DC,
and r. srwyata, Royle (the ddl, dauri, soni, etc.). The latter is particularly
abundant below Simla and elsewhere in the N.W. Himalaya, where the timber
is in considerable local demand, being employed for beams and sleepers, on
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THE HIMALAYAN CEDAR
CEDRUS

lilBANI
Deodar

sledge-roads, for wet-slides, bridges, hoops of sieves, etc. \Cf. Buchanan-
Hamilton, Stat. Ace. Dinaj., 164 ;

Ind. For., ii., 87-8 ; vii., 49-50 ; i., 246, etc.

;

Robinson, Desc. Acc. Assam, 1841, 41 ;
Pharmacog. Ind., i., 339 ;

Gresliolf,

Extra Bull,, Kolon. Mus. Amsterdam, 1896 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflamenr.,

i., 79 ; ii., 94, 967.]

CEDRUS LIBANI, Barrel., var. Deodapa, Hook., f. ; FI. Br. DJE3.P.,

Ind., V., 653
;

Bibbentrop, Deodar, in Ind. For., 1899, xxv., app.
;

i., 236-7.

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 710-6 ; Collett, FI. Sim., 487 ;
Brandis, Ind. Himalayan

Trees, 1906, 691 ;
CoNiFERiE. The Himalayan Cedar, deodar, diedwdr, ®

didr, kelu, keori, kelon, kilar, giam, foludar, nakhtar, etc. Dntt {Mat.

Med. Hind., 1900, 247, 296) gives it the Sanskrit name of devaddru.
A very large evergreen tree (often 250 feet) of the Western Himalaya, extend- Habitat,

ing westwards to the mountains of Afghanistan and eastwards to the Dauli riveif

in Kumaon ;
most common at 6,000 to 8,000 feet, but m the more eastern section

of its area it ascends to 10,000 feet in altitude. Said to have been introduced into

Great Britain about 1831, and is now cultivated to a considerable extent both
in Europe and America. The closely allied species, the Cedar of Lebanon Cedar ol

proper, was introduced, so Miller says (Qard. Diet., 1731), into the Physic i^baaon.

Garden of Chelsea about 1683, but it is now believed that it was actually being
grown m England a few years before that date ( 1662-70). According to Bentham
{Notes on Targioni-Tozzetti, Journ. Hort. Soc., ix., 175), that cedar, although
apparently well known to the Ancients as a valuable tree, had never been
grown in Italy until carried from England to Pisa in 1787.

The Deodar is usually though not always monoecious, and is roughly distinguish- Cultivation,

able from the Lebanon and Atlas cedars by its drooping branches and longer
needles. Though CTegarious it rarely forms pure forests, being found with
blue pine, spruce, silver fir, oak, yew, poplar, horse-chestnut, etc. Gamble .says

that good seed years come about once m four or five years, and in suitable
localities, where the seeds can get through the grass, weeds and moss of the
surface covering, natural reproduction is very prolific. Artificial propagation Transplantation,

also is not difficult, deoddr being easily grown in nurseries, and with care success-
fully transplanted. Young plants suffer from waterlogging, end it is therefore best
to transplant them from April to May. Deoddr is probably at its best in good
localities when about 12 feet in girth, but it can reach a much greater size, trees of .=!iie.

30 to 46 feetm girth, and 100 to 240 feet in height. It prefers a light soil and gneiss,

granite or even limestone sub-soil ; in the Himalaya it seeks the northern and
western slopes, thus avoiding tho rain, and in cultivation does not succeed either at
Darjeeling or on the Nilgiri hills, where there is too much clay and too much rain.

This 18 the chief Timber of Northern India. It is light yellowish-brown. Timber,
scented and moderately hard. When well seasoned its weight rarely exceeds Woight.

36 lb. per cubic foot. It is very durable as w'ell as immune from white ants, hence
is extensively used for railway sleepers. It is believed that the deoddr timber of Durability,
certain buildmgs in Kashmir and Kan4war may be 600 to 800 years old. Ac-
cordingly it IS held in considerable esteem for bridge-work and house-building
(though its scent ^s by some regarded as too strong for interior fittings). It is

rather brittle, howeverj and does not take paint nor varnish freely. In wood- Wood-carving,
carving, especially that of the Panj4b and Kashmir, deoddr is of course pre-
eminent. The Muhammadan and Sikh work are directly adapted to it, and tho
characteristic feature of old Kashmir wood-work may be said to have been
the bold and sfiective jnnjra or lattice panellings made of this wood. Further
detailB as well as illustrations of deoddr-carving may be found in Indian Art at
Delhi, 1903 (103 and seg.), and the reader should also consult Lawrence’s Valley
of Kashmir (1896, 79-80) for further interesting details.

An Oil (kelon-ka-tel), which resembles crude turpentine, is obtained from tho Oil.
wood, and is used in vetermary practice. [Cf. Qildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile
Oils, 1000, 279.] It is also employed by the men who float deoddr logs down
the rivers, to coat the inflated skins by the help of which they pass the rapids.
In oonnootion with the arrangements for the Delhi Durbar Exhibition, I observed Varnlah.

that certam metallic objects kept in a box of deoddr wood were beautifully
varnished. On inquiry, I found this was duo to the action of the oil. It would
seem probable tbat this property may prove of much value. It should certainly
be investigated. The aromatic wood {bhadra-kashtha) is employed in Native
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OLEUM NIGRUM

Trade in
Cedar.

Mamonra;, and the Arab physician Avicenna (about 1000 A D ,
ii , 2, 213) said

that it was called 8ant'd>ar-el-hindt and that it was useful in rheumatism, paralysis,

etc. Kbn Baithar repubhahes the information given by Avicenna. [Cf.

Celsius, Hterob., etc., 1745, 74—106 ; Veitch, Man. Comf., 1881, 134 ; Tropiache

Ac/ri., V., 268-61.]

Trade .

—

It is next to impossible to give a definite statement of the

annual supply of this timber. It is floated down the riveis in the form

of logs, sleepers, or scantlings. The oil which it contains prevents it

getting waterlogged, so that comparatively speaking few pieces get irre-

trievably lost
; nevertheless the obstacle that bars an extended use is the

cost of transit from the forests to the markets. The Forest Administration

Reports of the Panjdb, of the North-West Frontier Province, and of

the United Provinces give particulars of the deodar removals from the

forests owned or leased by Government, as also of the imports of that

timber from Native States or foreign territory. The Statistical Uepart-

indian ment of the Government of India also gives particulars of the Trans-
suppiy.

frontier traffic in which certain facts are given of imported timber. Com-
paring and analysing all these and such-like returns it may be affirmed

that the annual supply obtained by the plains of India comes to approxi-

mately from 3 to 4 nullion cubic feet of this timber. The supplies come
mainly from the forests of the Panjdb proper (Chamba, Kullu, Kangra,
Bashahr, etc.), of Kashmir and Afghanistan, of Hazara, Kagan eastward

to Jaunsar—the Tonse, Jumna, Bhagirathi, etc.

[Cf. Paulua Mgtneta (Adams, Comment ), in., 460 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair,

transl.), 1833, 83; McDonell, Ind. For. 188.5, xi
, 213-20; Mian Moti Singh,

Ind. For., 1882, vui , 208 ; 1893, xix., 168-74 ; Ind For , 1898, xxiv., 61 ;
Phar-

macog. Ind., iii., 380-2 ; Wiesner, Die Rohat. dea Pfiamenr., 1903, ii., 147, etc. ;

Meintire, Ann. Repta For. Dept Working Plana Pb. For., 1896; etc., etc.]

D.E.P.,
ii., 237-9.
Blaclc-oil.

Oil

MetlicinP

Oleum Nvjrum.

Pneea.

CELASTRUS PANICUL.ATA, Wiihl. ; FL Br. Tnd.., i., 617

;

Fharmacog. Ind , i., 343-5
; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 175-6

;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 162 ;
Celastrine.h. The Black-oil plant,

mdl-hangm, mdl-kungi, sankhu, kufdn, jiotish-mati, etc. A seandent shrub
of the outer Himalaya from the Jhelum to Assam, ascending to 4,000 feet,

also of Eastern Bengal, Bihar, South India, Burma and Ceylon.
The seeds yield by expression a deep scarlet or yellow Cin, which la uswi

in Medicine for external application. It is also burnt in lamps and employed
in certain religious ceremonies, but its chief interest hes in the, fact that by
destructive distillation along with benzoin, cloves, nutmegs and mace is ob-
tained the oleum nigrum of pharmacy, an empyroumatic fluid usefully em-
ployed, according to Dr. Herklot, in the treatment of bert-beri. In doses of
10 to 15 drops, hlack-oil is powerfully stimulant and diaphoretic. It is chiefly
manufactured in the Northern Circars, the host quality, being that of Vizaga-
patam and Ellore. The price of the seed is said to be about 2 annas per Ib., and
the oil about Rs. 20 per cwt. Moodeen Sheriff {Mat. Med. Mad, 1891, 106-8),
the Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl , 1833, 148) and other writers say that the
seeds are supposed to have the property of stimulatmg the intel^ct. The red
seeds and the loaves are also employed in Native medicine. [Cf. Gamble, Man.
Ind. Ttmba., 176-6 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 231 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Oang.
Plain, i., 168-9 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 162 ; etc.].

15.E.P., CEMENTS and materials used.— Hgrri. Ledg., 1902, No. 6,
ii., 246. 142-4

;
Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 95-6, 218 ; Papers relating to Magnesia

Cement (a reprint of reports, letters, etc., dating from 1826 to 1837),
issued by Madras Government.

Cements are commonly distinguished under five groups:—(o) calcareous* (b)
gelatinous

;
(c) glutinous ; (d) resinous ; and (e) various materials. Since

nearly all cements contain lime, tlie reader is referred to the article on that
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CHENOPODIUM
THE MANGROVE ALBUM

Bathu
subject (pp. 695, 713). The following are the chief vegetable and animal substances
employed as constituents m special cements, and mostly along with lime.

Adenanthera pavonlna, Unn , seeds (see p. 25).

.Sffle Marmelos, Con wild fruits (see p. 26). •

Agava
;
sap (see p. 35).

AUium sativum, Lmn , fresh juice (see p. 68).

Borassus ‘flabellifer, t/nn
,

juice (see p. 171).

CarthamUB Oxyacantha, Bicb. / oil (seep. 276t; also cf. Agri. Ledg., 1904, No. 11).

Cocos nuclfera, Unn , jaggery and milk (see pp. 381, 929).

Commiphora Agallocha, tnqi , the gum-resin (see p. 400).

Gelatinous Cements
;
see Isinglass (p. 695).

Melanorrhcea usitata, Wall
,
oleo-resin (see p. 779).

Oryza (glutinous rice)
; (see p. 826)

Sugar :
gur or jaggery used in chundm (see p. 956).

Trltloum; gluten of wheat-flour (see p. 1088).

Typha angustata, Chaub and Bory.
,
the down from ripe fruits (see p. 777).

*

CERIOPS CANDOLLEANA, Ai'ii. ; also C. Roxburghlana, d.e.P.
Arn.

;
FI. Br. Ind., ii., 436

;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhb., 333 ;

Pram, Itec. li., 261.

Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 306
;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 473 ;

Agri. Ledg., 1902, Mangrove.

No. L, 32-4
; 13ran(li,s, Ind. Trees, 304 ; Rhizophore.^:. The M.uigrove,

Icirran, kiri, chaun, gordn, madd, tengah, kabaing, etc.

Tho vernacular name gordn or gardn applies to both the.se plants, and in fnct

they are not economically distinguishod. Tho former i.s a small evergreen tree

of the muddy shores and tidal crooks of India, especially common in Smd ; and
the latter a largo shrub of similar conditions m tho Sundribans and the coast
of Chittagong down to Tenasserim. The barks of both trees yield an important
Tan. a sample of tannin-extract prepared in the Sundribans and examined Tan.

in England in 1900 was not, however, much valued because of its dark colour

Prof. Trimble of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy found 23 07 per cent,

of tannin in the dry bark of a sample of i'atniotiennn sent from Singapore,
and 31 50 per cent, in a Rongal sample. Other Bengal spocimons were found
to yield on the dry bark 30 20 per cent, and 18 30 per cent (Hooper) ; 17’77 per
cent., 21-64 per cent., 13 23 per cent (Dimstan). [For further details cf. Imp. Inst.

Tech. Repts., 1903, 186-90; Agn. Ledg., Lc.'\ About ten to twelve thousand Sales,

maunds of Mangrove Bark are sold annually for tan in the Calcutta market
at about 10 annas por maund of dry bark. The extract is also used as a Dye Dye.

to give a brownish-red colour to cloth, but especially a good black and purple
in conjunction with indigo. In the Malaya tho cloth is first dyed in Mangrove-
extract, tl^n dried, and subsequently dipped in indigo [C/. Kew Bud.,

1897, 91-2.] The whole plant is astringent : a decoction of the bark is applied Medicine,

to stop hasmorrhage, and on tho African coast the yovmg shoots are employed
in tho prepaVation of a substitute for quinine. Tho Timber of most of tho Timber,

species is hard and that of VniDinlirana is used for knees of boats. It is

a superior fuel, and makes excellent charcoal.

CHENOPODiyM ALBUM, TJttn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 3 ;
Duthio p.E.P.,

and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, iii., 21 ;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., ii.,

501
;
Chbnopodiace2E. The White-goose-foot, hathu-sag, chandan-betu,

lunak, etc.

There are‘various cultivated and wild forms of this ubiquitous plant, e.g.

«rbi(m proper {chandan-betu), i-iriiie (bettu-shak), j/niuim-firm [lal-hethi), etc.

From the point of view of the present work the mterest lies in the fairly

extensive cultivation in the higher Western Himalaya as a food-grain and pot-
herb. A sample of the seed sent from tho Panjdb and exammed at the Imperial
Institute gave the following results •—water 8-3 per cent., albuminoids 18-4 per
cent., starch 19-2 per cent., oil 2T1 per cent. The nutrient ratio was 1'377

and the nutrient value 86. Church (Food-Grains of Ind., suppl., 8) says that
“ analysis amply confirms the Indian opinion of its highly nutritious char-
acter.” The wild plant is regularly collected as a pot-herb and green vegetable.
The leaves are rich m potash-salts. A decoction of the plant is used as an
adjunct in indigo-dyeing and the seeds are employed medicinally (see Vinegar, Medicine,

p. 1110). [(7/. Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Acc. Dina}., 169, 194.]
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CHRYSANTHEMUM
CORONARIUM THE EDIBLE CHRYSANTHEMUM

11 ., 20^9 .

Chittagong
Wood.

Timber.

O-um.

Dye.

D.E.P.,
li.. 270-1.
Satin-
wood.

Uses.

'Jlmbcr.

Brusb-b.ifika

Gum.
Dye.

Oil.

Fodder.

D.E.P.,
li., 272.
Babir.

Tot-herb.

Eaten m
Formosa.

CHICKRASSIA TABULARIS, Atlr. Jn.os. ; FI. Br. Ind., i.,

568 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Tinths, 156-7

;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902,

80 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 1903, 216-7
; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 144 ;

Meliace.1;.
The Chittagong Wood or White Cedar, ehikraasi, lal-devddr, aaiphra, aai-

propaon, pabba, aglay, agil, daltnara, yinma, etc. A beautiful tree met with in

the tropical forests from Sikkim to Chittagong and Burma, and from the Konkan
and Deccan to Mysore, Malabar and Ceylon.

It yields a beautiful yellowish-brown, richly veined satiny Timbeb, suitable
for furniture, piano-cases, tables, etc. Gamble remarks that it deserves to be
bettor known and exported from convenient localities like Chittagong, whero
It chances to be plentiful. It also yields a transparent yellow Gttm, an astringent
Babk (used mediemally), and flowers that afford both a red and yellow Dye.
[C/. Pharmcog. Ind., 1800, i., 339 ; B.E.P., Circ Letter, 1894-6, No. 25 ; Prog.
^.E.P. Office, 1894-5, 1896-7, 1897-8, 1900-1 ; Settl. Oper. Sagaing, 1893-
1900, 48.]

CHLOROXYLON SWIETENIA, nr. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 569 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 160-2 ; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 81 ; Cooke,
FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 1903, 217-8

;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 146 ; Meliace.®.

The Satin-wood, hhera, bhira, btlia, bella, billu, bilgu, madula, sengel, jirhul,

soli, hurgalu, halda, etc. A moderate-sized tree of Central and South India,
also Ceylon. Is mot with in the dry forests of the Circars, Konkan, Doccan
and Karnatnk, especially on poor soils, such as sand and laterite

; common on
the Satpuras and the sandstone formations of Kaladgi and Bolgaum. Its

most useful product is its Tjmdeb, the Satin-wood of 6ommerc6, which is largely
exported from Ceylon and S. India (“ Tamil Satin-wood ”). It is in much
demand for cabinet-work, the backs of brushes, picture frames, turnery (makes
good stethoscopes), furniture, etc., and locally is utilised in house-building,
carts and agricultural implements, but is not a good firewood, as it smokes
too much The tree also yields an amber-coloured Gum (of which little is

linown), a Dye, a wood-Oiu and an astringent Bauk. sometimes used medicinally,
as also a paste made from the roots. Trees often destroyed on account of
leaves being given as Foddek. [Gf. Forsyth, Highlands Cent. Ind., 464 ; Pharma-
cog, Ind, 1890,1, 338-9; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 134; List Hyderabad
Trees, 1806, 5; Ind. For., 1897, xxiii., 52; 1899, 181; Oat. des PI. Eeon.
Colon, “ L'Hort. Colon.,” Brussels, 1900, 62 ; Wiesnor, Die Itohst. des Pflanzenr., li.,

963 ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 248.]

CHRYSANTHEMUM CORONARIUM, Idnit. ; FI. Br. Ind.,

m., 314 ;
Buchanan-Haniilton, Stat. Acc. Dina]., 195 ; PhaSmeoq. Ind.,

ii., 276-7
;

Agri. Deft. Assam Bull., 1896, No. 2 ; Ind. Pharmacol., 1897,

20-2
;
Composite.

This cultivated little herb is of interest mainly because ,of the fact that
from Dinajpur and Bangpur in Bengal, north-east to Aesam, it is extensively
oaten, and is number 16 in Buchanan-Hamilton’s list of sags or pot-herbs. This
fact seems to have escaped observation until re-discovered by myself while
investigating the areas of successful cultivation of ita-hmerin uivea—China-
grass. In my report on that subject, published in The AgriculturahLedger

( 1808,
No. 15, 617-8), I pointed out that plants of the pea family become scarce, but
that a peculiar series of pot-herbs take their places. Among these c, eor«-
iifiriinn was found to hold a foremost position, being known as babir in North
Bengal, babui m Assam, and jalyniar in the Khasia hills. It may now bo
added that after an mspection of the collections preserved in the Royal Herba-
rium, Kew, I am able to add that only one collector would appear to have pre-
viously recorded the observation of this plant being eaten. Speaking of Formosa,
Walters calls it tan-ei-tsa% and adds that it is a “ herb much used by the Chinese
as an article of food.” Bretschneider {Bot. Sin., 1892, pt. ii., 76) makes mention
of two species of e'liryaantfirniMtit as known to the Chinese classics, 'the
leaves of one of which Me boiled into soup. This would appear to be called
ts’iu hua leu, but in another part Bretschneider adds that he does not know
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the edible It is, however, remarkable that not a few

of the special vegetables of the rhea fibre area of India should be more Chmese
than Indian plants. For the raedicmal and other uses of this plant the reader

should consult the works cited in the opening sentence above.

CICER ARIETINUM, TJntt. ; FI. Br. hid., ii., 176; Duthie

and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1882, i., 33-6, jil. 8 ;
Agri. Ledg.,

1895, No. 3, 37,42; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., 19U1, iii., 73-8; Prain,

Beng. Plants, 1903, 365-6
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 256

;

Cooice, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 408 ;
Legumino.SjE. The Common or Bengal

Gram
;
Chick-pea

;
cvcer (Latin)

;
erebinthos, orobos, krws (Greek) ;

ceci

(It.)
;
zisern, kirchern, ziser, kucherebs (Germ.)

;
cicerm (Bclg.)

;
ciche,

pois ciche, pois pechu, garvance (Fr.)
;

gravancos, garbanzos (Castilian)
j

cicerchas (Sp.).

History.'—Mbst of the modern European names, like the English chick-pea
or chiche, have doubtless como from tho same root as the Latin ctcer. Others
may be viewed as derived from the Oreek name, erebinthos, or are descriptive of

the shape of the seed (krios—tho rain’s head). Hohn {Kulturpfl. und Haust.

1894, 210 e( aeq.) identified ctcer with the (Ireek fcrioe (Dioscorides, ii , ch. 126).

Apparently the earliest mention of tho pulse in tho literature of Europe occurs

m Homer {Iliad, bk. 13, 589). Some centuries later Theophrastus (about 350
B.c.) assigned tho word erebinthos definitely to the modern gram. Parched gram
IS mentioned by Horace as an article of food with the poor. Cicero took his

cognomen from this pulse, as Fabius did from faha, also Piso and Lentiiliis from
the pea and tho lentil Gram must, therefore, have boon a common article of

food with tho poorer Greeks and Romans long before tho Empire. The name
“ gram ” comes from the Portuguese grao (t e gram), and was apparently a special

appropriation made in India, because of its being in that country the most general

grain given to horses. It is, of course, a pulse, not a grain, in the strict sense,

but in South India, where cicer is but little cultivated, the name “ liorse gram ”

is given to noiichoH hi/iariia, just in tho same way that “ green gram ” denotes
fhaaeoiut) Kungo. These pulses, cicer more especially, are frequently articles

of cattle food, hence the expression “ gram-fed ” applied to tho animals reared
on them. Nikitin, a Russian traveller, who visited Western and Southern
India m 1468, was impressed with tho fact that in India horses were fed on peM.
The old English words calavancos, caravances, garavanoes and garvancos are
derived from the Spanish garbanzos, and were apparently given (and to some
extent still are given) to several peas or beans largely used by mariners m place
of fresh vegetables, hence very possibly the refrain of the mariners who “ live

on yellow peas.” And these names survived till tho begmnmg of the 19th century,
for they occur in Act 54 of George III. (1814, ch. xxxvi.). For further par-
ticulars the reader should consult tho article Cajanus (p. 199). also Dolicbos

(pp. 603-10) and Vigna (pp. 1107-8). [<7/. Cocks, Diary, 1620, ii., 311;
Herbert, Travels, 1677, 333, 347 ; Fryer, New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1675,
21; Shelvooke, Voyage, 1719, 62; Hamilton, New Acc. E. Ind., 1727, i,

393; Shaw, Travels, L757, 140 ; Joret, Lee PI. dans L'Anttq., 1904, ii., 249.]
In Sanskrit this pulse is known as chanaka or chennuka, and in the vernacu-

lars of India

—

chana, chunna, chenna, chahna, chano, chania, sanna-galu or
sanagalu, senagalu, chola, etc. Occasionally other names are given to it, such as hut,
huta, harbara^kadli, kadalai, hariman-dhakam, kudoly kempa, kadale, kalapai, etc.

Tho first series are most frequently used in Northern, Central and Western Iildia
(do'wn to Gujarat), while the second are specially prevalent in Eastern and Southern
India from Bengal, Assam, Burma and west to the Maratha country, thence
to the extreme south. In Arabic it is humez, in Kabyl hammez ; m Egyptian
twmoa or omoa and in Persian nakhud. Aitchison says that in Khorastm it

is known ob nakhund. De Candolle observes that south of the Caucasus it

is known in Georgian as nachuda ; in Turkish and Armenian as nachiua or
nachunt—names which De Candolle asks whether they may not be connected
with the Sanskrit chennaka. In India tho Arabic and Persian names are often
U8#d by Muhammadan writers. Thus in the Ain-i-Akhari, written 1690 (Bloch-
monn, transl., i., 62), mention is made of nukhud ddl as a pulse, the price of
which is given, and it is expressly stated not to be met with in Kashmir (Jarrett,
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transl., ii., 360). It is curious, however, that no mention is made of gram in

the Memoirs of Baber (written about 1519 a d.), so that it may fairly be mferred

gram was not an important article of food with the army under the first groat

Mughal conqueror of India. Baber’s silence regarding it may, however, have been

a pure omission, or a conaoquonco of its not having been a pulse now to him

on his arrival in India, tor it seems certain it was known to the people of

India from a fairly remote period. By Hindus it is mvariably described under

its Sanskrit name, or some derivation from that. Susruta (Ayur Veda (Hessler,

transl.), bk. i., ch. xx., 49), for example, allufles to it imdor the name of harinuin

t'kata as one of the specially wholesome articles of food. The name hariman,-

dkalcam is very largely given to it by the present Tamil-speaking races. It is

mentioned in the Puranas but apparently not in the Institutes of Manu. The
vinegar made from the dew found on the loaves is referred to under tho name
ohana-kdmla by most of tho Sanskrit medical writers.

Varieties—While it is quite correct to say of it to-day, as it was when the

*Atn-i-Akhari was written, that Bengal gram is not cultivated to any extent in

Kashmir, still there is a special form of the plant fairly extensively produced in

the western temperate and alpine regions, between 9,000 anj 15,000 feet in

altitude, such as m Piti, Lahul, Kumaon and Tibet. This has been described
by botanists as a distinct species under the name of r noougartcum, ste/i)!.

It bears tho following vernacular names :

—

Hzhu, jaut&ne, hanyarts, sdrrt or serri—
names apparently unconnected with those given to arietlnnm

; and since
r. MoonaarUtitH is Only met with in olpino Central Asia, it may bo assumed
to be there indigenous.

So also a very special variety or distinct species is known as kabidi gram.
This has been much talked of recently, and even experimentally grown in India,
but with indifferent results. It is apparently a form peculiar to the country
mdicatr'd by its name, though it is specially mentioned by Biichanan-Hamilton
os met with by him in Dinajpur about 1809. It is thus a form that has been
experimentally grown in India for a century or more. It is a much more robust
plant than tho ordmary gram, and has largo white seeds. But in addition to
these special Trans-frontier varieties, India itself has also several fairly distinct
cultivated forms indicated by the colour of the pea, viz. red to yellow, brown,
creamy white and almost black. But in no part of fndia or of its mountainous
frontier has any botanist recorded tho existence of wild or oven naturalised
representatives of any form of gram They all exist purely and simply as
cultivated plants, and on tho plains are usually rabi crops. It seems highly
probable, however, that tho forms of chick-pea originated in the tract of country
between tho Caucasus and tho Himalaya And if that opinion be accepted
they can be regarded os having been carried into Southern Europe, Persia and
India in very ancient times. But it soenis probable that at least one of the
forms may have originated iii Persia, so that the chick-pea may hav^ been also
indigenous to that country.

Cultiva-
tion.
Area.

Distribution.

CULTIVATION.—Area.—During tho five yoans ending March 1905, the
average area shown in the volume of Agricultural Statistics for British India
as devoted to this crop, coiueB to almost 1 1 million acres, and for the Native
States a little under 2 million acres, so that an estimate of 12 million acres

for the whole of India would be under rather than over tne mark. The
most important producing province is that of Agra, which during the
period named pos.sessed an average of 3| million acre.s, or say one-third
of the Indian area. This is followed by Oudh (with niilli(v:i acres), by
tho Panjdb (which fluctuates very greatly, the area in 1899-1900 having
been only 658,468 acres, and the very next year 3,405,121)

;
by Bengal

(with appro.ximately one million acres) ; by Bombay, the Central Pro-
vinces and Mysore (with each normally a little under a million acres) ;

by
Gwalior (which has as a rule 4 million acres) ;

by Berar, Madras and the
North-West Frontier Province (with each about 150,000 acres); by Sind,

Upper Burma, Alwar, Bharatpur and Kotah (with each about 70,0(X)

to 100,000 acres)
; and lastly by all the other Provinces and Native

States (which have each much smaller areas). It may thus be accepted
that the upper basins of the Ganges and the Indus (which correspond with
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Upper Bengal, the United Provinces and the Panjdb, also the adjacent

portions of the Central Provinces, Central India and Eajputana) con-

stitute the great gram-producing area of India. It has been repeatedly

pointed out that a line drawn from Bombav to Patna would approximately
divide India into two sections, the northern being the great gram area

and the southern that in which gram is a very subordinate crop.

Production and Yield.—The yield of gram to the acre is annually Production
reported by the various Governments and Administrations. It is shown Yield,

to vary greatly according to suitability of soil and climate
;

the highest Highest in

returns are in the provinces of chief production. In Bihar (the upper
division of Bengal) the yield comes to 855 lb per acre, for land vot irri-

gated : in the United Provinces, 800 lb. : in the Panjab, 634 lb.
;

while

in Bombay, under similar conditions, the yield is only 410 lb. and in the*

North-West Frontier Province still less—406 lb. But itrigated land gives

a higher yield than umrngatcd • in Bombay as much as 1,200 lb. have
been recorded

;
950 lb. in the Unired ProviiH;es ; 835 lb. in the Panjab,

and 632 lb. in the North-West Frontier Province. Taking the nine chief Mean Yield.

producing provinces and accepting for a calculation of total production

the mean oi the published returns for 1901-2, on unirrigated cultivation,

we arrive at the figure of 6(X) lb. as a possible safe average for all India.

This, worked out to 10 million acre.s, or considerably under the present

area, would show a total produrtion of 53 million cwt. But that very Total

large amount would in all probability be under rather than over India’s

actual supply, since this pulse is largely grown as a mixed crop and also

as a garden vegetable, tracts not likely to be fully covered by its recorded

acreage as a field crop.

It may be useful to take up the provinces one by one and e.xhibit

the features of their gram-cultivation etc., that may be of interest :

—

Bengal.—Gram requires the same land as wheat, barley, linseed and Bengal,

peas. It cannot be grown on sandy soils but requires a moderately heavy
clay-loam. Five or six ploughings are given, commencing towards the

close of the rains. About the latter half of October to the first week in Seabons.

November it is sown, and the crop ripens in February to March. The
quantity of seed required ranges from 27 to 36 seers, more being needed

when “ broadcasted ” than when “ drill ” sown. The plants are pulled up
by the roots, made up into loads, and carried to the threshing-floor. The
straw and the husks of the pods form e.xcellent fodder. The yield is Fodder.

,

stated to be about 9'7 maunds (or, say, approximately 800 lb.). The cost oost of

of cultivation (afccording to the Report of the Dumraon Experimental

Farm for 1902-3) has been put at Rs. 15-1-8, and the money value of

the crop at Rs. 44-12-3 an acre. [Cf. Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Ace.

Dinaj., 1833, ]7i:, 184 ;
Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, 34 ;

Barclay, Fungal
Disease, Agri. L^., 1895, No. 20, 381.]

Burma.—Cultivation is important only in the upper districts. In Burma.
Meiktila {Settl. Rept., 1896-8, 10) it is said the land is prepared in October Seasons,

and the seed sown in November after having been soaked in water for

a day and then sown broadcast. The crop ripens in February. The
plants are tied up in bundles, dried in the sun, and threshed out either by
sticks or by being trodden under foot by cattle. The harvest-time, all

ovei»the province, is from February to April. One basket of seed to the

acre—the jdeld being 15 to 20 baskets. There are three groups of districts chief* Districts

:

according to date of sowing, viz :—(1) September to October : Lower ™ 'Twi®-
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C. Prov.
Rotation.

Seasons.

Chief Districts.

U. Prov.

Vorras grown.

MUod Crop.

Seasons.

Expansion.

Rajputana
and
Central
India.

Panjab.

Chindwin
; (2) November : Shwebo, Sagaing, Mandalay, Pakokku,

Myingyan, Meiktila, Magwe and Yamethin
; (3) January : Minbu and

Tbayetinyo. The district with the greatest area appears to be Pakokku,

followed by Minbu and Sagaing.

Central Provinces.—In these provinces a rotation of gram, massur

(Lens) or hutana {Pismn) with wheat is much valued since the soil

is thereby so improved that it does not require manure. This has been

specially investigated at the Experimental Farm of Nagpur. \Cf. Reft.

1900-1, 10, 12
;
1901-2, 9-10, 13 ; 1902-3, 8-9

;
1903-J, 7, 8, 9 ;

Voelcker,

Improv. Ind. Agri., 1893, 26-7, 234-6.] Gram is sown in October-
November and harvested March-April. Two forms arc mentioned as

specially valued, a grey and a white. It suffers very much from falls in

temperature or by hail-storms. In Narsinghpur, Hoshangabad, Betul

and Raipur the crop is of special importance, and of Sambalpur it might
be said gram is not cultivated. In a “ Note on the Outturn of Land
Under the Principal Crops,” Sir J. B. Fuller has shown that the average

outturn ranges from 377 to 860 lb. an acre, and that the standard there

accepted was accordingly 600 lb.

United Provinces.—Very little of importance has appeared regarding

the gram of these pro\'inces subsequent to the publication of the Dictionary.

Duthie and Fuller observe that there are two mam varieties grown—
a large- and a small-grained plant. The former is reddish and the latter

light-brown coloured. A black variety is not uncommon and there is also

a very large whitc-graine<l form known as the Kabuli, which is, however,
raised mainly as a curiosity. It resembles the Spanish form spoken okas
qarhanzos. Gram is largely grown as a mixed crop with wheat or barley.

This would appear to have been the practice in Europe m c]as.sic tunes.

Thus, for example, iii the Geopomcon (a work attributed to the Emperor
Constantine, a.d. 300) there occurs an interesting passage to the effect

that cicer seeds should be soaked in warm water the day before they are

sown, and ” some add nitre.” Then follows the observation that if an
early crop bo wanted it should be sown together with barley. The Indian

practice is thus apparently a very ancient one. •

The sea.sons of sowing and reaping are those already mentioned, viz.

September to October and March to April or May. It is a dry*crop mainly,

and will grow on soils too poor for wheat. The outturn is on an average
said to be 12 maunds (984 lb.), valued at Rs. 30, and the cost of cultiva-

tion Rs. 12 to 13. Within recent years the area under,this crop has in

many districts apparently been greatly expanded* and at the expense
evidently of wheat. It may be grown on a heavy clay to a rich loam,
preferably the former. The tops of the shoots are nipped off with a view
to make the plants bushy and thus increase the outturn. •

Rajputana and Central India .

—

The seasons of sowing and reaping
are those already mentioned. Of Bharatpur it is estimated that the cost

of cultivation comes to Rs. 6 to 10, the produce Rs. 20 to 10, and the net
profit per acre would therefore be Rs. 14. It is said that the average
yield in Ajmir is 300 lb. and in Merwara 446 lb. an acre.

Panjab .

—

This pulse is by Baden-Powell, Stewart and Aitchison spoken
of as largely cultivated throughout the province. Numerous passages

regarding the methods of cultivation, seasons, yield, etc., will be fourfd in

the Settlement Reports and Gazetteers. One feature of interest may be
specially noted, namely that the plant grown is said to succeed fairly
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well on the sandy soils of many tracts of the province, especially as a

mixed crop with wheat. Of Montp'omery district it is observed there Mned oropg.

are both spring and autumn crops. It is not grown in the hill districts, a Two crops.

fact accounted for by some through the curious belief that the crop has

a special affinity for lightning and is m consequence often destroyed

by it. In most of the Panjab districts, on the other hand, it is believed

that manure is harmful to gram. It is sown in October and reaped in Seasons.

March and April. Christmas rains are beneficial, but if heavy rains fall

in spring the crop is believed to be much injured. As a rule gram is not

preceded by an autumn crop. The plants are “ topped ” by hand in

order to cause them to branch. But like other rahi crops it is ordinarily Not weeded,

not weeded. The chief districts are Ferozepore, Ludhiana and Hoshiarpur.

[C/. Reft. Exf. Farm, Lyallpur, 1901-2, 17-8.]
*

Bombay and Sind.—Mollison {l.c. iii., 73-8) gives a useful account Bombay
of this pulse as cultivated in Bombay Presidency. He mentions four and Sind,

forms distinguished by the colour of the seed, namely black, dark red

to brown, yellow to yellowish-red, and white to creamy. He remarks

that the first three are often grown mixed but that the yellow of Gujarat is Oujarat Oram,

larger than that of the Deccan and when sold pure commands a higher

price than the mixed pulse. The white is met with in Ahmcdnagar and
may, Mollison thinks, be the Kabuli gram already repeatedly mentioned.

The area of production depends on the extent of the rain that falls in TroducUou.

September and October —when abundant, the area is increased. It is

grown on the same class of soils as wheat, and the two crops are often

interchangeable. Gram is a fairly important crop in the Deccan and
Karndtak. It is grown m three ways : (a) as a dry crop in tieep black cuef crops,

soil, and is then usually the sole crop of the year
;

(b) as a dry second

crop following rice, and occasionally (as in the Panch Mahals) as an ordinary

dry crop after hharif maize
;
and (c) as an irrigated crop liberally manured

and regularly watered. In Bombay gram is rarely grown as a mixed crop

with wheat or barley, though it is often lined with Imesced or saffiower.

It is everywhere recognised as a valuable rotation, and m addition to

nitrating tjie soil it forms such a dense surface herbage as to kill weeds it tuu weeds,

and in that way improves the soil. The usual seed rate is about 40 to

60 lb. an acre. [C/. Crop Exper. Bomb., 1895-6, 6.] It is sown in October scahons.

and November and ripens in February to March and April. Experiments
performed at Poona Experimental Farm (1895, 10-11) confirmed the

reputation of the advantage in nipping off the early green buds. But Early Buds

too frequent cultivation of gram on the same land causes liability to

disease. Cold is harmful, frost fatal. Cloudy weather and heavy rains

during the setting of the fruits are alike harmful. Many experiments
have been performed (reported under Crop Experiments) to ascertain ooetof

the cost of production and incidence of assessment. In 1896-7 two fields Productioa.

unirrigated were tested and gave the total value of produce as Rs. 17-12-0
for the one and Rs. 15-15-9 for the other, the assessment showing an in-

cidence of 12'67 per cent, in the one and 16'46 in the other. These fairly

represent the average of all results, though no calculation could be applic-

able to the whole Presidency since the conditions and necessities vary
so greatly. \The Experimental Farm Reports teem with interesting

particulars regarding this crop, and should be consulted.]

Berar.—There is nothing of any material importance to add re- Berar,
garding this province to the particulars already recorded under the
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Central Provinces and Bombay. It occupies about 24 per cent, of the

area devoted to cold-weather crops and is most abundant in Basim,

Biildana and Wun.
Madras. Madras.—Bengal gram is an unimportant crop in Madras Presidency,

its place being taken by the horse-gram {I>olichos hifiorus). The
manuals of North Arcot and Coimbatore districts contain, however, brief

Mysore.

Uses of
Gram.
Food and
Fodder.

Parched Qram.

Biscuits.

I’oisonous
Bftects.

Pot-herb.

Fodder.

Vinegar.

Medicine.

Nutrient
Value.

paragraphs regarding it.

M^sure.—The Gazelteer of this State will be found to give some
useful particulars in connection with gram cultivation. It is grown on

black soil, and as a second crop following ragi.

USES OF QRAM.—It would be beyond the scope of this article to

afford details of every economic property of gram. The seed is exten-

•sively eaten both by men and cattle in every part of India except Madras.

[Cf. Elliot, Farinaceous Grains, 1862, 294-5.] The pea iii often parched

and used in that form as diet, especially when cooking may be difficult or

impossible. It is in this sense frequently of exceptional value to the

Indian Army. The seeds are also steeped in water to remove the husks,

then mashed up and boiled alone or with onions, etc. (and thus made into

a thick soup), or the split peas may be cooked along with rice. Ground into

hour gram is used in various ways, such as in the preparation of sweetmeats

or biscuits. Although it is by far the most extensively consumed of all

cattle foods in India, the rcsultsof the effort to introduce it into Europe as an
article of horse food have not been encouraging. It would seem that when
given in large quantity to animals not accustomed to it, poisonous effects

have been observed. It has not, however, been placed beyond dispute that

the gram used in Europe was pure gram. If adulterateil with the pulse

Ijittlijfrus .satiru.s the effects attributed to gram could be easily under-

stood. [Consult the observations on this subject in the D.E.P., ii., 279.]

The young tops are largely collected and eaten as a Pot-herb. More-

over when sun-dried they may be preserved and used as required. As
a FoDDhn, gram-straw has the reputation of being inferior to that of other

pulses owing to the amount of acid liquid (which contams oxahe, acetic

and malic acids) found on the dew-besprinkled leaves. Still the stems,

leaves and husks constitute important articles of Indian cattle food.

They arc specially valued for milch-cows, and are cut up anij mixed with

common straw.

The property of the green plant in affording an acid liquid often called

a ViNEOAR has been known from the remotest antiquity It is syste-

matically collected by spreading clean cotton clotlis ofer the growing
plants at night and collecting from these the vinegar with which they
have become charged. This is u.sed both medicinally and in dieL
One of the earliest European travellers who described this vinegar-dew
was Dr. Hove, who explored the agriculture of Gujarat in 17^. \Cf. with
Birdwood. Baden-Powell, Moodeen Sheriff, etc.

;
see also Vinegar, p. 1109.]

CAem/slo'- —Church {Food-Grams of Ind., 1886, 128; suppl., 1901, 12)

gives the rc.sults of his examination of the husked peas .—The nutrient ratio

he found to be as 1 :
3'3 and the nutrient value 84. Similarly <7. soou-

ffariruiu gave a nutrient ratio of 1 :
2'8 and the coagulable albuminoids

amounted to 19-8 per cent., so that this form of the pulse is rather richer

in albuminoids and in oil than are the seeds of the common gram. Leather
has critically examined numerous samples of gram from all parts of India

and has published in The Agricultural Ledger (1901, No. 10, 358-9; 1903,
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No. 7, 151, 155, 163) the results of his chemical investigations. Mr. Moreland
has investigated the question of the extent to which gram may be used in

the reclamation of upland usar soils. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1901, No, 13, 424.]

INDIAN TRADE IN ORAM.—In a previous paragraph the area has

been accepted as approximately 12,000,000 acres and the yield something

like 63,000,000 cwt. Gram is consunjed very largely locally, so that the

returns of foreign trade are comparatively of little value. Gram and
millets are very much more the staples of Indian diet than are wheat,

barley or rice. A study of the rise and fall m the prices of these grains

affords, therefore, a surer indication of the cost of living and of the abun-

dance or scarcity of food than can be learned from almost any other

commodity (except perhaps the imports of copper metal). Were it

possible to prepare a complete statement of the internal traffic m gram, it'

would be seen to what extent the re.sources of one province are drawn upon
to supply the necessities of another. Unfortunately the record of internal

transactions is very much less complete than the returns of articles received

from or delivered to the shipping.

The total exports have rarely exceeded half a million cwt. In 1895 -6

they were returned at 633,199 cwt., but the mean of the decade ending

March 1904 comes to only 335,000 cwt., or 0'632 per cent, of the esti-

mated total production. In 1906-7 they were 846,583 cwt., valued at

Rs. 32,31,744. But of the exports a mean of about 35,000 cwt. goes from

Madras, and should therefore be removed from the returns of C'irer

nrietinuiu and credited to those of horse-gram (I)olirhos bi/foi-ns),

so that this correction would very possibly firing the exports down to

approximately J per cent, on production. A feature of interest in recent

returns is the growing importance of Sind (Karachi) as an exporting centre.

Still another fact may be added, namely that the major portion of the ex-

ports IS commonly consigned to Mauritius, but sometimes to the United
Kingdom ; the traffic with the latter, however, seems subject to extreme
fluctuations. By the coastwise trade 692,212 cwt. were carried in 1905-6,

of which 370,165 cwt. went to Madras, about half from Bombay, and
one-sixth each from Bengal, Sind and Burma. Of the rail-borne traffic

nothing can be said, since gram is collectively returned with pulses.

Turning pow to the available particulars regarding prices of gram.
The years 1896 to 1901 have to be excluded from consideration as these

were characterised all over India as years of scarcity and famine. But
the effect of the increased facilities of railway communication may be
said to have raided tjbe price in centres where it was abnormally cheap
and lowered the price where it was abnormally dear. Taking India as a

whole the price seems to have been slightly increased, but not dispropor-

tionately with other commodities or with wages. In Assam gram sold m
1884 at 12’4 seers to the rupee (or say IJd. per 2 lb.), and in 1903 at 11'85

seers. In Bengal for the corresponding years it was 18'1 and 16'71
;

in

the province of Agra 24’12 and 19’8
; in Oudh 25'66 and 22‘54

; in

Rajputana and Central India 21 '36 and 18'31
;
in the Panjd.b 32'22 and

2106 ;
in Sind and Baluchistan 20 49 and 15’76

; in Bombay 18’08 and 14 '2 ;

in the Central Provinces 26'81 and 17'75; and in Berar 19'84 and 14'81.

The mean of all these returns would be 21’9 in 1884 and 17’79 in 1903.

Theit is to say one seer (2 lb.) would in the former year have cost 0‘7306 of

an anna (or of one penny), and in the latter year 0 8939. But the selection

of single years for comparison, and the striking of means and averages in
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CINCHONA I

Introduction THE CINCHONA PLANT
into India

these, can never be seriously advanced, as evidence of value. For one thing

it seems likely that the full effect of the years of famine was not effaced

. by 1903, and that better results would be shown in subsequent years.

Local and accidental peculiarities are ignored by all such calculations,

iioccnt Eetums. Still, the figures given arc of some interest. Later returns for 1905, which

have since come to hand, show the following prices (seers to the rupee) ;

—

Eastern Bengal and Assam, 12‘61
; Bengal, 14’99

;
Agra, 17'34: ; Oudh,

17'21
; Rajputana, 16'3

; Central India, 15'71
;

Panjdb and N.W.
Frontier, 20 63 ; Sind and Baluchistan, 15'5

;
Bombay, 13'59

;
Central

Provinces, 16’49
; and Berar, 15’14.

D.E.P.,
ii. 289-316.
Peruvian
Bark.

History.

Discovery.

Disaemiaation.
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^ CINCHONA, Linn.

;

Cinchona and Peruvian Bark, Jesuits’

Bark
;

ecorce de quinquina (Fr.)
; chinarinde (Germ.)

;
Rubiace.®.

The species of Cinchona that yield Quinine are the most recently culti-

vated of all important plants. They are natives of the mountain forests

of Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador, and are chiefly met with in the valleys

with an eastern trend from the great Andes, at altitudes between 3,000 and
9,000 feet and also in the western valleys of the central area.

History—Sir George King, —than whom few persons liave a higher claim on
the respect of tho people of India—opens his Manual on Cinchona Cultivation
with the following passages :

—“ Of tho date and manner of the first discovery
of the curative effects of Cinchona Bark, in milanous fevers, wo know nothing.
And we are almost equally ignorant who tho discoverers wore, some writers
claiming that merit for the aborigines of South America, while others assort, and
with apparently greater accuracy, that not only did the Indians know nothing
of the virtues of the bark, until these were pointed out by their conquerors the
Spaniards, but that they still refuse to uso the bark as a febrifuge. The mtroduo-
tionof this medicine to Europe is associated with tho Countess of Chmehon, wife
of a Spanish Viceroy of Pom, who having been cured by its uso of an attaok of
fever, contracted while in that country, brought u quantity of tho bark to Europe
on her return from South America about the year 1639 ” Acquaintance with
the virtue of the bark seems, however, to have boon dissominatod over the world
with remarkable rapidity. It was discussed, extolled, and defended by Chiflot
in 1653 ; by Badius in 1666 ; by Roland Stui'in in 1659 , by Morton in 1692;
and by Pomet in 1694. It was known in London m 1665, and became officinal

in the Pharmacopaedia in 1677. Fryer, who visited India in 1676, speaks of a
“ Brachinin ” wlio gave a powder prepared from natural cinnabar ni the cure of
fever “ winch works os infallibly as the Peruvian Bark.” This curiously interest-
ing anecdote shows tho rapidity with which the knowledge of this drug was carried
across the globe. A century later it was fully described m an Indian work on
Materia Modica under the name “ Bark.” This was written by Mir Muhammad
Husain [Makhzan-el-Adwiya, 1770), who specially remarks that its virtues had
been discovered by a sect of Cliristians called Jesuits. He adds that it bears the
name of kina-kma. This is its name in the language of the Incas, and it gave
origin to the French name quinquina, as given by Condamme originally, and to
china in Spanish. The French obtained the bark in 1679, for it is recorded that
Loins XIV. purchased a. supply from an Englishman of the name of Talbor or
Tabor. Talbor, like many of the Native doctors of India to-ifay, made his
reputation and fortune tlxrough a fever mixture the chief mgrediont of which was
quinine. Nothing, however, was known to the botaaiical world of the plant from
which tho niedicmnl bark was procured until 1739, when MM. La Condamine and
Jussieu studied it, during an astronomical expedition to South America. The
former sent a sample to Lmnseus from Cajanuiua, and m consequence m 1742 it was
named vtnoimnn, and in 1753 Liiuiseus established the species C. o/yirinufis-
The plant is sometimes now known as oar. vonaamtura after its discoverer.
The first living plant was shown in Eurofie in 1840, having been raised in
Paris from Weddell’s Bolivian seed, namely, v. CaUauya. Thus, briefly,*th6
medicinal bark was discovered in 1640; the plant was named a century later;
and still another century later a specimen was grown in tho Jardin des Plantes
of Peiris.
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into India
But if a lady was directly instramental in the discovery of the great merits

of this drug, a no less distinguished lady, the wife of a Viceroy of India (Lord
Canning), was closely connected with its ultimate successful cultivation in India.
Dr. Ainslie m 1813 lamented the fact that Cinchona was not grown in India.

Dr. Roylo in 1835 recommended that the Cinchona plants should bo taken to
India and grovra on the Khasia and Nilgiri hilts. About the same time Fntze, Java.

Miquel and other botanists advanced the claims of Java No eSort was, how-
ever, made for twenty years, not in fact until the heavy mortality through fever,

during the Indian Mutiny, forced the subject into public attention. It was, Indian Mutiny,
moreover, well Itnown that a reckless and selfish process of bark-collection was
seriously endangering the world’s future supplies of the drug. Those circumstances
combined to lay emphasis on the final recommendation of the Government of

India, viz. that seed and plants should be proourod for experimental cultivation

in India. In consequence, Mr. (now Sir) Clements R. Markham was entrusted SirOlamenta

with the delicate and difficult task of procuring supplies. The subsequent ^ Markham,

incidents and final success which ho attained are matters of history, and need »

not be here detailed. Sir Clements procured the services of several gentlemen
whose names arc’ all closely associated with his own, namely Spruce, Pritchett,

Weir and Cross. The energetic co-operation of the Diiector of the Royal Gardens,
Kew, guided and controlled all the subsequent efforts. Various consignments of
plants and seeds were taken to Kew, and finally earned to India, certain plants “*1 hidia.

having in due course been established on the Nilgiri hills. So far, however, the
attempt to introduce the trees mto Bengal had been a failure. On the other
hand, the efforts of the Dutch botanists and chemists m the naturalisation of

Caliaayn and V. Pa.hiitH«nn were crowned with complete success, and in

consequence the noble Lady Canning discussed with Dr. Thomas Anderson, of

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, the desirability of a further effort being
made to introduce the most useful species, if possible, from Java into tho moun-
tains of Bengal. Shortly after Lady Canning herself fell a victim to the scourge
that she aimed at alleviating. Dr. Anderson was, however, deputed to Java, Java,

and he brought back with lum a fairly large consignment of plants, some of

which he left in Ceylon, others in the Nilgiri hills, and finally took a set to
Calcutta Botanic Gardens and ultimately to Darjeeling. But many mistakes
as to altitude, climate, method of treatment, boat stock and the like, had to

bo corrected before a plantation could be established. Dr. Anderson lived, .kndcraon and
however, to see his labours brought to a satisfactory conclusion, and then, like King,

the great lady who had sent him to Java, he died suddenly of malarial fever.

But his laborious work was placed in the hands of a worthy successor—Sir

George Kmg. It would occupy many pages to narrate oven the more strikmg
features of the subsequent achioveinonts. Anderson acclimatised the plants Successful

in Sikkim
;
Kmg made their cultivation and the manufacture of quinine a com Manufacture.

meroial success Suffleo it, therefore, to say that a department has been so

organised that tho Government of India have long since discontinued to import
quinine ; the hospitals have been given a limitless supply of the finest quality
at less per pound than a few years ago it sold at per ounce, and lastly, and by
far tho most remarkable accomplishment, packets of one dose are now sold m
every Post Office, throughout tho fever-stiioken tracts, at the nominal cost of Post Offee

one farthing. This invaluable medicine has thus been brought to the very P^kets.

door of even the iloore^t peasant of India, and it is no wonder, therefore, that
recurrent vital statistics mark year by year the steady conquest of India’s greatest
and direst scourge. Truly, therefore, may it bo said of Lady Canning that sho Ladjr Canning.

died to save others.

[G/. tho following works, in amplification of the enumeration given in tho
Diettonary, may assist the reader to discover the fuller particulars which he
may desire regarding the history, botany and cultivation of tho Cinchona-
yielding plants :—Lambert, Genus Cinchona, etc., incl. Vahl, Dissert., 1797-1821 ;

Bergen, Monog. der China, 1826 ; Weddell, Hist. Nat. Dea. Quvnq., 1849 ; Par-
liamentary Returns E. Ind. Cinchona Plantations, 1852-76 ; Markham, Peruvian
Bark, 1860 to 1880; also Travels in Peru and India, 1862, 483-620

;
Planchon,

Dea Quinquinas, 1864 ; Howard, Quinology East Ind. Plantations, 1869 ; Triana,
Nouv. Etud., Quinq., 1870 ; Campbell Walker, Repl. Govt. Cinchona Plant.,
1876 ; Cross, Rept. C. condaminea in Ecuador, 1861 ; also Rept. Mission to S.
America, etc., 1877-8 ; Bidie, Cinchona Cult, in Br. Ind., 1879 ; Moons, KinacuU.
in Azie, 1882 ; Gorkom, Handbook Cinch. CuU. (Jackson, transl.), 1883 ; Holmes, .

C, Ledgeriana, in Joum. Linn. Soc., 1886, xxi„ 374-80; Nioholls, Textbook Trap.
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Agri., 1892, 221-9 ; Heuze, Les PI. Jndusi., 1896, iv., 324-34 ; Holmes, Cat.

Med. PI. in Mus. Pharm. Soc. Ot. Brit., 1896, 69-81
j

Lotsy, Oouver, Ktnaon-
derneming de Local, van hel Alcaloid, 1898 ;

Broekhuizen, De Kinacult., 1898 ;

Roirners, Lea Quinquinas de Cult., 1900 ; Semler, Trap. Agrik
, 1900, ii., 242-77 ;

Juraelle, Lea Cult. Colon. (Induat.), 1901, 226-48 ; Ann. Repts. Govt. Cinchona
Plant. Benq. and Mad. up to 1904 ; Moral and Material Progress and Con-
dition, India, 206 ;

etc., etc.]

Species, Varieties and Races —*There are about 30 to 40 species of

Cinvhnnn, and also numerous hybrids, varieties, and special cultivated

races. Indeed so readily do the species cross and sport that it is im-

possible to grow two or more side by side and obtain from them uniformly

pure seed. On this account grave doubts have been entertained re-

garding the specific values of many well-known forms. The commercial

barks of to-day are obtained from about a dozen forms of which C. Cali-

nai/a and Ledtjevuitm arc the most highly valued. To these would
have to be added the special hybrid that appeared in Sikkim some few

years ago, and is now spoken of as “ the hybrid.” The following brief

abstract of the more important species may be useful :

—

Calisaya
Bark.

Sikkim.

Quinine.

Xjedgeri-
ana.

Java Stock,

High
Percentage of

Quinine.

C. Calisaya, Weddell

;

The Calisaya Bark, Yellow Bark, etc.

A very variable species with a trunk, when full grown, twice as thick

as a man’s body. Largely grown in Sikkim, at moderate elevations

(1,500 to 3,000 feet), and one of the most valuable of all fornls, but is difficult

to cultivate. The seed of this form was originally sent to Europe by
Weddell. It was raised in Paris in 1851 and one plant was presented

to the Dutch, by whom it was successfully conveyed to Java
;
and in 1873

Dr, van Gorkum reported that it was the chief form grown in Java—its

most important alkaloid being Quinine. It was the species Markham
specially charged himself with the task of securing in Bolivia and Peru.

But it has many varieties, one of which is of very special merit, viz —
Vap. Ledgeplana.—The story of the origin of this form is very

interesting. Mr. C. Ledger was travelling in South Ameriiia on behalf of

Australia in search of an animal resembling the alpaca sheep. His servant

mentioned to him that it was difficult for collectors to procure the seed

of the finest quality of cinchona because of the suspicion in winch all

persons interested in that drug were held. Accordingly Mr. Ledger said

he would like to get some of the best seed, and m due time he was supplied.

This was taken to Europe and sold. The major portion went to Java,

but a small quantity found its way to the Nilgiri hills and a still smaller

portion to Sikkim. The Java seed yielded 20,000 plants, the Nilgiri

either failed to germinate or was neglected and lost and *the Sikkim grew
and in time became the parent stock of the plants in the present Bengal
plantations. In 1880 Mr. Gammie reported of Sikkim that he had 10

acres under Ledyerianti, and last year’s report shows that out of the

totel 3,306,763 trees in the Government of Bengal’s plan tatJbns, 2,666,057
were Ijedneriuuii, This plant was subsequently introduced into the
South Indian plantations, and flourishes well in the Wynaad at 3,000 feet

altitude. It yields a high percentage of quinine, and is deservedly the

most popular of all stocks. But it is comparatively a small tree, and the

yield of bark correspondingly less than with the larger forms. In Java
some of the richest stocks are never allowed to seed, but are grafted on
to other seedlings of this variety, and the high-yielding forms thus care-

fully developed and conserved. The same plant taken to India will,

however, yield less than half the regular produce in Java.
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C. officinalis, Hook.

;

the Loxa or Crown Bark, the Park Crown
Bark of commerce. This is a native of Ecuador and Peru, and with Bark.

C. Hucclfuhru was the species assigned by Markham to his colleague

Spruce to discover. It is grown at high elevations (above 7,000 feet) in the

Nilgiris, Ceylon and Sikkim, but not extensively. It is a weak, straggling

tree, attaining at most only 20 feet in height. Its ( iiltivation in Sikkim
has, however, been almost abandoned owing to the climate being too

moist, but it 18 perhaps the most important of the species grown m the

Nilgiri hills.

C. suocipubpa, Pavon ; the Red Bark. This is largely cultivated Hed Bark,
on the hills of South India at altitudes of from t.StX) to 6,000 feet

; at South India,

higher altitudes the growth is too small to make its cultivation profit-

able. On the hills east of Toungoo in Burma and in some part.s of the

Satpura range of Central India it is grown, and also met with in the trovern-

ment plantations of Sikkim, but is not popular, and is rapidly being re-

placed by Tjt'flf/rriana. It is a liardv plant with a bold sturdy stem.

In rich and sheltered situations it grows to the height of 50 feet or more.

The leaves are bright apple-green in colour, the plantation m consequence
looking light and bright while one of ottivnudis looks dark and gloomy.

CULTIVATION.
Climate and Soil,—None of the medicinal species will stand frost, Cultiva-

though they prefer a cool climate m which the contrasts between tion.

summer and winter and between day and night arc not very great. and"soii

At Ootacamuiid, about 7,500 feet above the sea, the mmimiim lowest

temperature m the shade is about 19” aiul the maximum 69“ F.
;

ai Temperature.

Neddiwattum, 2,000 feet lower, the minimum is about 51“ and
the maximum 66° F. In the Rangbi Valley, Sikkim, at 3,362 feet in

altitude the minimum may bi* given as 40“ and the maximum at
88° F. This might be spoken of as ideal for stin irnhru but rather

cold for Uft/i.sni/a. A more eongenial climate for both species would
therefore be at an altitude of 2,500 feet. In the matter of humidity, the irumuiity,

requirements of the cinchona were at first misunderstood. It has been
found in the Nilgiris that all the species (particularly the red barks)

withstand longer droughts than were thought possible. All the species

assume a yellow tint during the rain.s, and in tlie Nilgiris all make their

most vigorous growth during the time when sunshine and shower alternate.

In Sikkim snecifiibi-a makes most progress during the latter half of

the rams, but both on the Nilgiris and on the Himalaya the plants con-

tinue to grow for two months after the rains cease. The rainfall of Oota- iiamtaii.

camuiid is about 44 inches, that of Neddiwattum 105 inches per annum.
The rainfall pf the Sikkim Plantations of Rangbi is about 166 inches. The
species are impatient of stagnant moisture, and therefore require an open soii.

gravelly subsoil, a sloping exposure, and a rich loam (especially so if of

volcanic origin) to dry clay sod. Accordingly they succeed better on
recently- cleared forest than on old exposed grassy lands.

Propagation.—They may be raised from seeds or multiplied by cuttings propagation,

or layerings. The seeds may be sown in open beds of specially prepared
soil shaded by a temporary roof, or in shallow boxes. The seeds should soed : Outtmga

be%own somewhat thickly and sprinkled over with fine sod. They should
be watered fairly freely, and in six weeks they will germinate. When the

seedlings have got two or three pairs of leaves they should be transplanted TranspianHng.
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THE CINCHONA PLANT

in lines about 2 inches apart each waj. When about 4 inches high, they

should be again transplanted into lines 4 to 6 inches each way. When
9 to 10 inches high the seedlings will he ready for being placed in their

permanent positions, and should be transplanted in wet and cloudy weather.

They are then placed at distances of from 4 to 6 feet apart, according

to species or local necessity. The red-bark may become a considerable

tree, the crown-bark a medium tree, and the yellow-bark a bush

or small tree. Wide planting would thus obviously be an error, especi-

ally for the two last-mentioned forms. In fairly close planting the

ground is covered quickly
;
the plants in consequence shade the soil

and check the growth of weeds, protect the surface roots, and produce

straight stems that oppose a more compact and thus enduring face to

destructive winds. If they arc found to be too thick they can be thinned

out, and an early crop of bark thus obtained. '<

Bark Cultivation and PreservaHon.—The first crop, as already men-
tioned, is usually obtained by thinning out the plantation, when perhaps 25

per cent, may he at once uprooted and barked. This thinning out may with

advantage he continued during the fifth or sixth years of growth, when
perhaps not more than half the original plants may ultimately be left

m the plantation. The bark is richest in alkaloid when the plant is about
four years old. It remains at about the same level till the seventh year;

after that period the proportion of alkali to bark slowly diminishes. The
modern practice accordingly is to completely uproot a patch after the

plants (more especially Vatisai/a) have attained the age of 12 to 14 years.

The roots arc carefully washed and barked
; m fact the richest of all

barks are those taken from about a foot or a foot and a half on either side

of the theoretical collar. Hence it may be said the roots are of much
value, since they contain even more alkaloid than the stems and branches.

The bark from both root and stem is then stripped off, care being taken
to carry away none of the woody structure adhering. Witli this object

rings are cut round at 18 inches ap.irt, a longitudm.sl incision is then
made between the rings, and the bark thus removed in sections. It is

dried in the subdued sun or shade for two or three days, and when quite

dry IS stored and packed and exported or conveyed to the factory.

With standing trees the bark may be obtained by one or other of the

following methods :—(o) Lopping off branches, and obtaining the bark
from these in the way already mentioned.

(b) Coppicing.

—

That 18 to say, trees when about six years old are cut
down to the ground and barked. Fresh shoots spring up, one or two of

which are allowed to grow, and these in time are again coppiced when
sufficiently thick to afford useful bark. This method is most suitable for

crown-bark.

(c) Shaving .

—

-This is a Java system. The bark is shave*^ off as near
to the cambium layer as possible but without injuring it. This is best
done by an instrument that resembles an ordinary spokeshave. The bark
is renewed quickly unless when the cambium has been interfered with.

The best plan is to shave off two strips on opposite sides of the stem, since

in this way the tree is not materially injured. In dry weather it may
be necessary to protect the wound by tying dry grass over it, but if close

planting be pursued this will not be necessary. '
.

(d) Stripping ana Mossing.—This is really only a special modification
of the shaving process. The bark is cut off in alternate bands or strips
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Production

of to 2 inches in breadth, the whole stem being afterwards swathed

in moss. When the wounds have been barked over, the intervening bands

are stripped off and the mossing renewed. This was invented by Mclvor
in the Nilgiri hills, and is now abandoned in favour of the shaving

system.

All renewed bark, whether produced by .shaving or mossing, is found shaving wrv,^

richer in alkaloid than the original bark, so that the shaving process,

being less troublesome and the cambium less liable to injury, has come
into fairly general practice

;
and moreover the yield of alkaloid is higher

by this than by any other method. It may, however, be added that the

renewed bark is never so thick as the original, and therefore le.ss in weight.

It becomes accordingly a question whether coppicing is not, after all,,

the most profitable system. It is certanilv the least troublesome, and if

followed by systematic uprooting ami fallowing of the land, allows of

complete renovation.

Drying and Packing ,

—

As aii'e.idy indicated, tile bark, by whatever Drying and

process procured, .should be dried gradually. In raiuy weatlier this iiiav

liave to be aecomplishoil m specially prepared drying-sheds, or the bark

may bo quickly dried in special evaporators. 8un-drying is the best.

According to the age of the plant, method of collection and drying, theie Quaiitios ot

ire various grades of each botanical bark. Thus, for example, roof- bark,

quill-bark (that from the branches), shavings, and lastly fiat-bark (that from
large stems).

Exposure to a high temperature or to prolonged action of direct sun’s Effects ot Heat,

rays injures the bark. It is best, therefore, to bark the trees in dry weather,

to dry slowly, to turn the pieces repeatedly, and to take every precaution

to prevent moulding or fermentation. Once properly dried, the bark will

keep indefinitely, or at all events for many months, without deterioration

;

but in drying, the loss in weight depends on the species and method of

treatment—the average is usually from 70 to 76 per cent, of the fresh

weight,

PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURE—To trace, even in the very Manufoc-
briefest mayner possible, the history of the discovery and the development ture.

of all the methods of manufacture that exist, would take many pages
and involve a complete review of the chemistry of cinchona. {Cf. Journ.

Pharrnaceut. Soc. Gl. Brit. ; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust. ; Chemist and
Druggist; British and Colonial Druggist; Pharmacog. Ind., etc., etc.]

In 1888 the Government of India published for general information the Indian

final results of the expariments conducted by Sir George King and Mr. G. A, r'‘’'r<'ripn(-e.

Gammie that may be said briefly to have resulted in the perfecting of

the oil process of manufacture now very largely pursued. This may be
said to mark t^e turning-point of the Indian industry from that of experi-

ment to commercial attainment.
Area.—The area under this crop has been seriously curtailed. In ProdaoUon.

1897-8 an official publication reviewed the then available information.

It was ascertained that there were 4,346 acres under the crop, of which
68 per cent, were situated in Southern India. The Bengal portion was private aud

1,394 acres, of which only 10 acres were not owned by Government. In ‘Jo^ernment.

the Madras Presidency, on the other hand, the State plantations repre-

sent^ but 800 acres out of the total 2,962. But during the twelve years

ending 1897-8 the area had fallen from 14,491 to 6,833 acres, and there is Decreiiswi Area,

reason to believe that a temporary expansion has since taken place. This
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remarkable decrease is believed to represent the tliscontinuancc and
adjustment of Indian production as a private venture. The reasons

usually given for tins are the fall in price of qiimine, the greater margin

of profit m tea, toffee and other commodities, and the more successful

production in Java and other countries. According to the Agncultural

Statistics, the area in 1898-9 was 6,192 acres
;
m 1899-1900, 6.006

acri's; m 1900-1, 4,908 acres; m 1901-2, 4,930 acres; m 1902-3, 5,260

acres
;

in 1903-4, 5,01 1 acies
;
and in 1905-6, 6,309 acres. Of these

areas Bengal had an average of 1,400 acres, of which 70 to 100 acres were

private plantations. The area in 1904-5 was 5,269 acres (1,800 acres in

Bengal, 3,293 in Madras, and 176 in Coorg). Indirectly certain additional

4 particulars may be learned Irom the study of the exports to foreign coun-

tries. Eor a good few ycais past these have fluctuated severely, but

manifested a steady decline whicli more or less corresfionds with the

curtailment of private interests. In 1899-1900 the exports of bark stood

at^3,290,23C lb., but in 1906-7 they had fallen to 494,587 lb., and were

made exclusively from South India.

Oovernment Plantations and Factories .—Turning now to the re-

jiorts of the (Jovernment plantations and (punme factories, of which we
possess more or less definite information, we learn that m Bengal during

1903-4, accordmg to the report issued byLt.-Col. 1). Pram, the estimated

total acreage is not stated, but the expansion is shown to have come to

approximately 180 acres. It seems likely that private interests have not,

however, materially increased, and that therefore the total area returned by
Ciovernmoiit in the volume of the statistics of crops may be accepted as

representing the (lovernment plantations, viz l,4(Xf acres. If doubt exists

as to the exact area the number of trees grown is systemalically given,

and from that a more trustworthy conclusion may alter ail be drawn.
In 1903-4 there werc3,306,763 trees, of which 2,566,057 were fjcdfirrinun,

257,602 snccii'nhi’n, 2,130 o/pcInaHs, vhile 463,075 were Hybrid
No. 1., and 17,899 weic Hybrid No. 2. These figures show an expaii.sion

on the corresponding numbers lor the previous year that comes to 291,163

trees (practically the equivalent of the expansion of 180 acres). The
crop taken from the plantations came to 316,757 lb. of dry bark, but to

meet the necessities of the factory 461,467 lb. of bark had to be purchased

and mostly imported from Madras. The, manufactured products of the year

came to 1 6,404 lb., which consisted of sulphate of quinine (12,314), sulphate

of cinchomdine (290), and cinchona febrifuge (3,800). The Bengal
factory by official arrangement supplies Bengal, Assam and the Panjab.

The issues from the factory were quinine 12,021 lb., which included an
increase during the year in the form of pice packets that amounted to

1,600 lb. The sales of cinchona febrifuge mamtested a decrease of 976 lb.,

and the final working of the Department showed a net surplus of

Rs. 66,320.

In the latest report for 1906-7, by Capt. A. T. Gage, which has come
to hand since the above was written, it is stated that “ the number of Cin-

chona trees of all sorts on the permanent plantations on March 31, 1907,

was 3,698,777. Of this number 3,006,847 were Vinchona hedfierlanUf
there being 1,770,521 on Muiigpoo Plantation and 1,236, .326 on Munsong
Plantation. The remainder consisted of Vinchona sacciimbrd and
77,283 of Hybnd No. 2—both mostly on Mungpoo Plantation.” “ The
amount of bark yielded by both plantations was 429,667 lb., of which
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376,025 lb. were Lf'dfjpfiatm bark, and the greater part of

the remainder Hybrid No. 1 bark. Of the Ledf/erlami bark, Mungpoo
supplies 286,994 lb. and Munsong 89,031 lb.” “ The total quantity of

bark worked up in the factory was 798,500 lb., made up of 513,180 lb.

of Ledge i‘iana and 86,320 lb. of Hybrid No. 1. The output of Quinine

Sulphate amounted to 16,065 lb. 4 oz., being an increase of 287 lb. 8 oz.

on last year’s output.” The manufacture of cinchona febrifuge was
suspended for part of the year and only 2,652 lb. were produced ;

no
cinchomdine sulphate was manufactured, so that the total output of the

factory was 18,717 lb. 4 oz. The average yield of quinine sulphate in

the bark supplied to the factory was 2’68 per cent

Correspondingly the records of the Madra.H plantations and factory

may be reviewed. The chief districts are the Nilgiri lulls, Malabar,*

Travancorc, M^ysorc and Coorg —but mainly the Ndgn is Mr. Standen
ill his Annual Report for 1903-4 speaks of tlie old plantations having
consisted of 832 acres and the new extensions as beiiig 410 acres, a total

of 1,272 acres. The production was only 116,289 lb. of bark as against

166,220 lb. in 1901-2, the dillcrencc being due to the policy of restraint

in cropping during years of cheap private supply. But to meet the de-

mands of the factory 431,185 lb. of bark had to be purchased from private

producers. The issues from the factory iluring the year were 15,040 lb.

of quinine and 3,359 lb. of febrifuge. The supplies go to Mailras and
Mysore, Bombay, the Central Provinces, Unitcil Provinces, Rajpiitana

and Central India, Hyderabad and Burma. The net profit of the

department during the year was Rs. 83,340, a highly satisfactory state

of affairs.

Net ResuMs.—Practically, therefore, theCoverninent of India’s endeavours
to acclimatise the cinchona plant maybe said to come to this

;
the annual

imports of the drug on behalf of the Government have been discontinued
;

India has been given a liberal supply of an invaluable drug at a remarkably
low price

;
the working of the two sets of plantations and factories have

given lucrative employment to a fair number of persons
;
lastly a net profit

has been secured of Rs. 1,39,660 a year (say £9,310)—a truly credit-

able record Recently the Go\crnment of India took into considera-

tion the desirability of lowering the price of the packets .sold at the post

offices. It has been resolved that in future seven in place of live grains

shall be given for one pice (one farthing). This has had the immediate
effect of increasing the demand, and the future must of necessity witness

a considerable axpansioii both of productfon and manufacture.
TRADE .—It has been shown that the two Government factories in

1903-4 supplied between them 27,061 lb. of quinine to the hospitals, jails,

post offices, etc., of India. In addition tliere was imported during the pre-

ceding five '^ars an annual average of 64,000 lb. of (juinine— chiefly from
the United Kingdom and mainly into Bengal. In 1904-5 the imports were
68,648 lb., valued at Rs. 6,92,329, and in 1906-7, the latest year available,

71,237 lb., valued at Rs. 6,28,430. These are significant figures. They would
seem to show that a successful industry might be organised by private enter-

prise, to meet the demands that create these imports. But it has to be
recollected that in Java both the climate and soil are peculiarly favourable

to the cultivation of cinchonas with a high percentage of quinine. Java
will, therefore, always hold its own against India, and thus lessen the

prosperity of any resuscitated industry. The indents on Government
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production have for years been steadily increasing, so that the plantations

hardly do more than meet half the requirements of the Government factories

;

but it i.s probable the extensions that have been made will reduce the de-

mand on private production. In spite of past failures, however, there

would seem every hope that the cultivation of the most approved

varieties might be made a profitable adjunct to tea, especially in the Dar-

jeeling district. The difficulty is to obtain suitable land in desirable

situations. There would ahso seem every likelihood that private manu-
facturing establishments, to use up the bark presently being exported,

might prove successful. India’s demand for quinine is great and increasing.

The exports of bark were 3,290,236 lb. in 1889-1900
;

2,753,858 lb. in

1900 -1
;

1,917,259 lb. in 1901-2; 1,579,498 lb. in 1902-3
; 1,108,527 lb.

'm 1903-4; 1,177,394 lb. m 1904-5; and 494,587 lb, in 1906-7. These
went almost exclusively from South India and to the Utvted Kingdom.
There are said to be in the world 18 quinine factories : 5 in Franco

;
3 in

England ; 2 in Germany ; 1 in Holland
; 4 in America

; 2 in India, and 1

in Java. But the modern trade centres mainly in Amsterdam. The
world’s demands for bark average from 14 to 18 million pounds.

CINNAMOMUM, Jifuine: FI. Br. Ind., v., 128-36; Pharmacorj. Ind.,

UK, 199-210; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 660-4
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, ii., 898;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 532-4 ; LAURACE-ffl. Gamble observes that there are

about 24 species placed under this genus and divided into two subgenera,

Malabathrum taking 20 and Camphora 4 species. It is not intended
in this work to discuss at all fully more than two of these, viz. ('. Tnnmta
and C. A third species, i', t'anipharn, will, however,
be found separately dealt with under Camphor (p. 245).

Clnnamomum Cassia, bi—This is the plant, which m China is regarded
as affording the finest quality of Cassia Lionba—the true Cassia bark of the
ancients, A sample of this bark was lately sent from the Patkai mountains, on
the frontier of Assam, accompanied by fairly satisfactory botanical specimens.
These were critically examined by Prain and myself and compared with
authenticated specimens of the Chinese plant. There would, therefore, soem
no doubt that the best qualities of Assam Cassia are the true Cassia Liqnka of
commerce. Tt is possible that to this circumstance is due the improved trade
in the Assam bark. [C/. Thiselton-Dyer m Joum Linn Soc., xx., 19-24

.

rharmacog. Ind
,
ni , 203-8 ; Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volattle. Oils, 382-91.]

C. glandullferum, iUpnsn.
,
the Nepal Sassafras or Nepal Camphor-wood

(tho malligiri), is a large tree of tho Southern Himalaya, from Kumoon east-
wards to Assam, but especially so in Nepal. Its wood is strongly camphor-
scontod It is very readily confdsod with C, vecleaaaphne. Meissn. (the rohu,
gun-aerai, gun-drot), a tree of tho Eastern Himalaya,' especially Darjeeling
and Assam Still further to tho east v. Purfhetiojotioti is the Martaban
Camphor-wood, and apparently also the Camphor-wood of the Malaya. Cam-
phor-wood IS used for boxes, furniture and even canoes, but is brittle.

C. Iners, Remw. the hmanthin of Burma. This largo tree” is met with
in the forests of Tenasserim and the Malay Peninsula. Its timber is one of the
camphor-woods of commerce, and according to some writers the bark is one
of the qualities of Cassia Lignba It would seem probable that much of tho
economic information given in the Dictionary and in other works on Indian
economic botany, under this species, should be tremsferred to tho V. neytnnlmiin
of Western and Southern India. [Cf. Holmes, Pharm. Soc. Mua. Bent., 1895-
1902, 64.]

C. macrocarpum. Woo* ,

,

PI. Br. Ind, v., 133; Carua, Hem,., Trans.
Linn. Soc , xiii., 550-5. This is a small tree of N. Kanara and seems to bei the
plant described by Bheede (Hort. Mai., 1686, i., 107-10, t. 67) as karua, bahena
and tiqui (tikhi), and which he said differed from r. *fyiaiiiruni of that
region by havmg large fruits, and by its flowering m January instead of July.
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MALABATHRUM AND DALCHINI TAMala

Tejpat
From the root bark, as also the loaves, Bhoede remarks, an oil was prepared '‘>

11.

and used as an external medicine. It would seem probable also that this jjlant

affords the kala-nagkesar or immature fruits that are sent to Bombay from the Kala-natjkesar.

Malabar forests. Clusius in hia version of Garcia de Orta {Hist. Exot PL, 1605,
^

178) gives a picture of tamalapatra, m which he shows unripe flower-buds that
closely correspond with the kala-nagkesar of modern commerce. They wore
probably m ancient times employed in flavouring the wine known as Hippocras.
It 18 hardly necessary to give the warning that they must not bo confused with
Cassie Fi.owers (see p. 14). The Cassia Bark of Malabar may also come .M.iiabar Oa»si.i.

from this plant, though it is doubtless mainly procured from the wild plants of
v. tieyianlrtint. \Cj. Jonston, Hist. Nat. de Arbor, 1662, 164.] Marco Polo
gives interesting particulars of the Cinnamon and Cloves of Yunnan which msomo
respects recall the traffic in the Malabar products. {Of. id Yule, 11

, 32, 35,

38, etc.]

C. obtuslfollum, ftees

;

the ramtezpal, kinton, hara-singoli, nupsor, patihonda, Bamtezpat.
dupatti, krowai, hilingyaw, etc., is an evergreen tii*o of the outer Fasterp
Himalaya, Eastern Bengal, Khasia hills, Burma, Aiidamu'i Islands, etc. It

gives a TiMBErf said to be useful for bojfes, planking, etc 'I’lio loaves are aroma- Timber,

tic and used as a spice in place of those of Tntnaitt and the bark is one of

the trade qualities of Cassia Lionka, and after #. Tuttm'n is perhaps the best
known of all the qualities met with in India; it comes from Assam, Darjoelmg
and Nepal to Bengal and the United Provinces

C. Wlghtil, Meissn : is recorded as met with m the Nilgiri hills. Holmes
{I 0 . 55) mentions a sample of thick unscraped bark attributed to this species

and sent from Ootacamund. It had a sharp taste recalling the flavour of nutmeg.

C. Tamala, Nees ; Agn. Lcdg., 1896, No 38. The Cassia Lignea or Cassia

Cassia Cinnamon
;

the taj, kikra, kirkina, sinkami, chota sinkoh, Lignea.

nufsor, dopatti, tamdld, thitchabo, thit-kya-bo, zarnah (tree), talispatri,

tdhsha-pattm, tajpat or leipdl, lavanga patte, dieng latyrpat (leaves), etc.

The word tamdh occurs in the Raja Nirghanta, and ieppat is apparently

derived from the Sanskrit tvack. A moderate-sized evergreen tree of the

Himalaya, rare from the Indus to the Sutlej, but common thence east-

wards to East Bengal, the Khasia hills and Burma, between 3,000 and
7.000 feet.

Adams (Comment, in Paulus zEgineta, iii., 238) and other writers

have identified the Malabathrwn of the Greeks and of the Romans with

the tejpat of India. There seems no doubt that the leaf of this plant has

been traded in and exported from India for many centuries. The leaf

is, in fact, a more important product than the bark.
History of Cassia Lignea —Owing to the confusion which existed m former History,

times with regard to the Cassia barks, it is almost impossible to give a connected
r4sum6 of the history of any one of them. It may bo observed that even in

the heyday of the East India Company the “ Cassia ” products mentioned m their

records are almost invariably of Chinese origin. Hence Milburn (Or. Comm., 1813,

11 ., 500), who gives a’very clear account of the trade, both in the bark and the

buds, warns traders against the coarse, dark and badly packed Cassi.v Lionba of

Malabar. It is, however, interesting to notice that the most recent investigations

show such a close connection between the Cassia trees of China and India that
the former, which appears actually to extend into Burma and Assam, has been
regarded by some authorities as a mere variety of the Indian v. Tamniu. As
already observed, recent specimens of Cassia Lignea leave no room for doubt
that the better qualities of the Assam bark are derived from the true c.

Bf , eund are, therefore, the genuine Cassia Lignea of the ancients and the bark
which is so largely exported at the present day from Canton. Concerning the

Indian Cassia Lignea—the to/—there may be said to be two localities of supply, Two Chief

and thus two main sets of qualities
:
(a) Western and Southern India—the bark Qualities,

of c. xeyiaittrum mainly, and (6) EastemandNorthem India and Burma, obtained
aljnost exclusively from v. Tmtiain and to a smalt extent from r. obtusifoUum and
C. inrrm. Gamble suggests that the necessary forest regulations of Darjeeling may
have interfered with or restricted the trade. [Cf. Malahathrum, Garcia de Orta, Coll .

,

xxiii.; also Comment, by Ball in Roy. Ir. Acad., 3rd ser., i., 409; Folium Indicum
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or Tamalapatra, Linschoten, Voy W Ind (od. Hakl Soc. ). u >
131 ,

Jonston,

Nat. de Arbor., 172) , Vmcent, I’enplus. etc , 1800, iipp ,
12-8; Wight, Madm

Journ. Ltle.r. Sc , 1839, xxii., roprinted m Edvnb New Phil. Journ , 1840, xxviii ,

20-32; Fluekigor and Hanbiiry, Pharmacog , 475; Pharmacog Ind., in., 209.]

CULTIVATION.—In The. Agricultural Ledrger {Ic. .3) particulars will be

found of the cultivation of te-j-pat in the Khasia and ,Jaintia hills. About

SIX square miles are said to be under the tree. It is usually found in

wardens or plantations of mixed jack and betel-nut palms. It grows

readily where there is heavy periodical rain followed by brilliant sun-

shine, but excessive and continued moisture injures the flavour of the

leaves. In the Khasia and Jaintia hills the trees are grown in regular

plantations seven feet apart
;

the seedlings are raised in beds, and
planted out permanently when the plants are five years of age. The

tree takes five or six years to grow, ooimvs into bearing at ten, and may
continue to give annual crops for one hundred years. The cultivation is in

the, hands of the hill-men. In Sylhet the tree.s are self-sown
;
the ripe

seeds fall from the trees into the .soil and germinate. When the plants

are about a foot high they are transplanted. (Ireat care, is bestowed

upon them when they arc young anil tender. As constant exposure, to

the sun would kill the shoots, they are planted hehind bushes or trees

for protection. The undergrowth is kept down twice a year in the plan-

tations foi the first eight or nine years ;
after that the jungle is cleared

once, a year iii April. In some plantations the soil is dressecl, but iii most
it IS never manured or irrigated.

The tejpal and cinnamon trees are, different. The former arc only

used for their leaves, and no bark or only a small quantity is collected in

the Khasia hills. No information is, in fact, available regarding special

Cassia Lignea plantations, though a fairlv large trade exists in the bark.

Collection and Crop,—“ Tejpat is plucked in dry and mild weather,

from October to December, and in some places the collecting is continued
to the month of March. The leaves arc taken once a year from young
trees, and every other year from old and weak ones. On an average 15

seers may be obtained from one tree, but the quantity depends upon cir-

cumstances
, a tree yields from 10 to 25 seers of leaves m a year. The

average yield of leaf per acre m the Jaintia parganas is about 30 seers

without, and 2 maunds with, twigs The, whole of the, crop from 400 acres

was worth last year as much as Rs. 1,100. The quantity of leaves from
the Sylhet district last year calculated on the turnover of the traders was
estimated at 14,470 maunds, and from the J aintia district 20,000 maunds.”

“ In harvesting the legpat the small branches are, cut 'down with the
leaves and dried in the sun for three or four days. The leafy branches
arc then tied up into convenient bundles ready for the market. In the
other case, the leaves are separated from the branches anc^ packed in
bamboo nets of a cylindrical shape called bora or jungra, which are four
feet long by two feet in diameter. The packages are carried down the
ejhaut roads of the hills by coolies to Sylhet.” Mukerji (IlandbooJc Ind.
Agri., 1901, 437-8) says that for propagation seed had best be obtained
from Sylhet.

t/ses-—The leaves are commonly known as lezpnl or tejpat, but since
the Natives call the leaves of any species of Cinufiinoniinn by that name
there is some uncertainty as to which particular species is meant in certain
localities. It appears probable that V. Tmnalti and its variety inter-
metUnm provide the tezpat of Bengal, the United Provinces and the PanjAb,
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whilst C. obtusifolluht to some extent supplements the Bengal supply
and (}. afbi/forinn that of the Lahore bazars. Gamble says that
both bark and leaves of (J, Tiunahi, Nees, and C. itnprensinerviuin,
Meissn., arc collected and exported under the same names and without
distinction from the Uarjoehng forests. The leaves of all these species

arc used in food, and also employed with niyrobalans in dyeing and in

the manufacture of vinegar (see p. 1110).

The outer layer of Cassia bark yields an Oil which is utilised in the Oii.

manufacture of soap. Full details of the Chinese and other Cassia Oil soap,

may be obtained from Schimmel & Co’s. Reports (Apnl-May, 1!M)3,

16 ;
April-May, 1904, 18-2.3, etc.). No oil is distilled from these harks

in India. Both bark (laj) and leaves (leppdl) are employed in Mkdi- Medicine.

ciNK, the latter being commonly ulcntifii'd with the " Folia Malabathri,''

'

or “ Indian Lejif,” which was held in great repute by the ducicnts But
when the bark is used instead of cinnamon gieat care is neccs.sary to

ensure its not being adultciated with thi' injurious baiks of several Adiiib(>r.ition,

species of [C/. Repl. Cent. Indtg. JJruips Comm., i., 126.]

C. zeylanicum, Breyn : Talbot, LiH Treen, etc., 1902, 28.3
;

De Cinnamon.
Candolle, Ong. Cult PL, 140. The True Cinnamon ox ddrchlni (Chincse-

bark), karruwa {harua), lavawja, ohez, sanahnga, eringolani, kurundu (=in
Ceylon “ the wood ”), etc.

A fairly large tree, native of Western and Southern India, Tenasserim nnuiut.

and Ceylon
;

in the last-mentioned country it is extensively cultivated

for its aromatic bark. There is no evidence of the economic cultivation

in India of this tree, though it is occasionally planted as an ornamental

and useful bush in Bombay, Madras and Bengal As a wild tree, however,

it is plentiful in Western and Southern India from the Konkan south-

wards, rising on the slopes of the Ghats to 6,000 feet in altitude.

History.—It is somewhat significant tliat while Garcia <ie Orta (1503) gives full History,
particulars of both tlie Malabar and Ceylon imhistry and speaks of the plant in

the former us plentiful and wild, subsouuent writers should have ignored this

fact and confused tho whole subject Rhoode figures and desenbos two forms Two Forms,

of vinuatnomuut as mot with m Malabar Those are doubtless tho x^yinotviiw,
Breyn, and r„ 'tnnrroeiifptitit, Hooh

, f., discussed by Talbot Is this tho Camphor-
wood called Bhimeim alluded to a« a lofty tree of tho Ghats by Abiil h'azl m tho Bhtnuim.

Ain-i-Akbari (1590, 79) and by Kirkpatrick (Letter of Tipj/oo, 1780, 231)’ Many
cinnamon timbers aro iloscribod as “ Camphor-woods,” and might easily have been
thought to be obtained from tlio camphor tree. The name kivanga it will be seen
IB also given to the Clove (which seo, p 527) as well as to the Nutmeg (see p. 791),

and perhaps points to tho time when those plants were not separately recogmsed.
In India varurtis bayks, as also twigs with their adhering barks, aro sold us Indian Traffic.

Cassia Lignea and Cinnamon. Hut wo aro hardly more able to distinguish these

than were tho 10th and 17th century writers. Cassia bark was historically the
first to bo known Tho finest (juahties wore moreover said to come from China
and the less valuable from Malabar. Cassia bark appears to have been known
in China from about 2700 b.c Malabar Cassia is mentioned by Strabo (a.d. 17) Malab.vr

and m the Periplus, a n. 03 (ed McCrindle, 18). In most of the classic works of L'nnamon.

India and Arabia a bark is alluded to that can only have been Cassia Lignea or Ddr
(dal) Chini. It la m Sanskrit known as tvach and guda-tvach ( sweet-bark). But it

18 in comparatively modern times only that Ceylon cinnamon appeared in tlie

markets of the world Garcia do Orta speaks of tho Malabar as wild, thus leaving
the inference permissible that Ceylon was cultivated (seo below under Trade). He Clilnc^c

tells us that the Chinese traders exchanged their merchandise for the spicy barks Influence

of Ceylon and Malabar and carried these to Persian and Arabian ports. He
suggbsts that the name ddrohlni, given to these barks, took its origin from this

circumstance. Garcia would thus seem to have been unaware that cassia bark
was also well known in China and hence the Chinese may have only purchased
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ZEYLANICUM THE CINNAMON PLANT
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Arab Influence Indian ns a cheaper quality than their own The Arabs, through whose hMlds

much of the cinnamon passed, called it hirfat-ed-ddrsini, a word corrupted into

kirfah and which survives as kalfah, tho name given to-day for the commercial

bark of Malabar Garcia observes that the Chinese, in order to enhance tho value

of the bark sold by them, gave it mythical names and stones Strabo speaks of

cinnamon growing m South India—at the beginning of tho torrid zone. Tho name
cinnamon is thus considerably older than the time of the Chinese trade with
India and was, in fact, intimately associated with the very earliest Arab dealings.

Coylon. 'pjjQ systematic cultivation in Ceylon does not appear to have been under-

taken much before the Portuguese and Dutch conquests of the island (De Candolle).

It became a State monopoly, and, as Garcia do Orta tells us, rose in price
Opprosaive very greatly in consequence. The moat stringent and cruel laws wore instituted
Legislation. protect the monopoly, which, on the island passing over to tho British in

1796, were mitigated and finally in 1833 tho cultivation was made free and thus
ceased to be a State monopoly.

[Numerous Indian writers might be mentioned on the subject of tho production
and manufacture of Cassia and Cinnamon, such as :—Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas,

1678, 2-18
;
Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii.,*76; Pyrard, Voy.

E. Ind., 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii , 358; Joret, Lea PI. dans L'Antiq, 1904, ii
,

262; Qubius, Htat Arom., in Hist Kxot PI
, 1605, i., 169; Piso, Mant. Aram , m

Ind. Utri re Nat. et Med., 1658, 16.5; Joiiston. Hwt. Nat de Arbor., 1662, 162-70,
pi. 63-4; Herbert, Travels, 1677, 342; etc., etc.]

Cultiva- CULTIVATION AND PREPARATION.—The following account of
tion. the propagation, cultivation, and method of preparing the bark is mainly

an epitomised and annotated version of Nicholls’ article {Textbook Trof.
Agri,, 190-3), and is therefore not a statement of any South Indian in-

dustry, for in fact none is known to exist.

Although in its wild condition it grows to a large tree, the plant exists

under cultivation as a coppiced bush. It is cut down to the ground at

about the sixth year, when straight shoots spring up to be again cut
down two years after, and in time the stools become of great size. The
straight shoots are mentioned by all the early writers and are figured by
Jonston (l.c. t. liii.).

Soil*. The best soil, says Nicholls, is a sandy loam mixed with humus, but
the tree will grow in the tropics on almost any soil, though unsuitable

Fropagation. soils and climates produce inferior bark. Plants may be raised by cut-

tings, layerings, or by ripe and fresh seed. The usual way is to plant
the seed out in the fields, at distances of 6 or 7 feet apart

;
-the ground

being well broken up, and wood-ashes mixed with the soil. Four or five

berries arc sown in each hole and branches of trees are laid on the ground
to protect the seedlings from the sun. But if dry weather follows germina-
tion, which takes place in from two to three weeks, many of the seedlings

may perish, and it will in consequence be advisable tp have a reserve
of plants raised in nursery-beds to fill up vacancies. After the plants
are established, little more cultivation is needed than to keep the ground

Weeding. free of weeds. By the sixth year the first shoots can be cut, when two
Seasons. Or thrcc will usually be 5 or 6 feet high, and in a condition for peeling. Two

years afterwards the shoots that grow up after the first cutting may
be reaped.

Preparation.—The shoots are cut off and the tops removed so that
they are left from 3 to 5 feet long. The leaves and side branches arc
cleared and two longitudinal slits made with a sharp knife, one on

^t^tlonof each side of the shoots. When the cutting has taken place in rainy
weather the bark comes away ea.sjly, but as a rule it is necessary to rub
the sticks firmly with a piece of smooth wood, such as the handle the
knife

;
the rubbing helps to disengage the bark. The pieces of bark

thus separated, after^an hour or^so, arc put one within the other, collected
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CINNAMOMUM
CINNAMON AND CLOVE OIL zeylanicum

Trade
into bundles, pressed, and bound together. They are then left for a day
or so, until a slight fermentation sets in, which allows of the scraping off of scraping,

the epidermis and the pulpy matter underneath, by means of a curved
knife. The barks are then put together as before, but cut into lengths of

about 12 inches, placed on wickerwork platforms, and left to dry in the

shade until the second day, then finished in the sun. As they dry they
contract into the appearance of quills, hence that name was given to them. Quiiia.

The dry spice is made up into bundles of about 30 lb. each, and three bundles
are made into a small bale. The bark of the larger shoots cannot be
made into quills, but is removed in thick pieces and sold with the

bark of the prunings as “ chips,” which fetch a low price owing to in-

ferior flavour. The estimated yield per acre is said to be 150 lb., but might
probably be increased by high cultivation The true cinnamon, it may*
be added, is very commonly adulterated, esjiecially in powder form, with Adulteration,

the Cassia Lionea discussed above.

OUa.—Three Oils are obtained from .it-i/lonirtiiti : the bark yields oils,

essential oil of cinnamon, to the extent of \ to 1 per cent. ;
from the

leaves is expressed a brown viscid essential oil, sometimes exported from
Ceylon as “ Clove Oil ” (it has a somewhat similar medicinal value to

the true oil of cloves)
;
and from the root a yellow oil which is specifically

lighter than water and has a strongly camphoraceous flavour. In their

report for April-May, 1904, Schimmel & Co. discuss several reactions

for distingmshing between Ceylon cinnamon oil and cassia oil, with

which the former is not infrequently adulterated. \Cf. Gildemeister and
Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 377-92.]

TRADE IN CASSIA AND CINNAMON. -Cassia Lignea.—In Official Indian
Statistics returns are given of the imports from foreign countries and Trade
of the portions of these re-exported, but no mention is made of the Cassia

exports of Indian-grown Cassia Lignea. On the other hand, under
the name Cinnamon, returns are given of Indian-grown bark from
Madras and Bengal, but no mention of Bombay, It would seem probable

that these exports of Indian Cinnamon arc, in reality, the exports of

Indian Cassia Lignea. Regarding the Imports of the bark a slight i.aiiorts.

increase is noticeable, viz. from 20,014 cwt., Rs. 6,41,135, in 1899-1900
to 24,075 cwt., Rs. 6,01,906, in 1902-3, and to 23,421 cwt., Rs. 6,92,559, in

1906-7. The most noticeable features in these imports are the extreme
fluctuations in the trade from Hongkong (15,024 cwt. in 1899-1900 to

6,173 cwt. in 1903-4, and 10,955 cwt. in 1906-7), and the corresponding

expansion in the traffic from Chinese treaty-ports. There was also a

considerable increase (45 per cent.) in the imports from the Straits

Settlements up to 1903-4, when the quantity imported was 5,795 cwt.,

but since t^en this has fallen to 467 cwt. in 1906-7. Three-fourths

of these imports are taken by Bombay—the great Indian emporium in

the drug trade. There is also a re-export which usually amounts in Ro-exporti.

quantity and value to about one-fifth of the receipts. The chief

countries to which the drug is re-exported are Persia and Turkey-
in-Asia.

The bark known as kalfah (to which reference has been made) Kalfah
is imported by Bombay town, coastwise from Malabar, and is appar- Bark,

ently used to adulterate the Chinese bark. It sells at about Rs. 5 per

maund of 37^ lb., or say 2J annas a pound. According to the Report of the ,

Central Indigenous Drugs Committee (1901, i., 119), the price of Chinese
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CITRULLUS
;VUJLQARIS the colocynth

Water-melon
Cassia is from 3 to 5 or even 8 ai\nas per lb., according; to purity. \Cf,

also Mus. Rept. Pharm. Soc. (it. Brit., 1895-1902, 48-56.]

Uses. Value.—The uses of cinnamon bark and oil, both in food and

medicine, arc sufficiently well known to render de.scriptioii unnecessary.

In India and Ceylon cinnamon is largely replaced by ta] or kalfah barks.

The position of the Ceylon cinnamon with India may be judged of by
Imports the fact that the imports are unimportant, and moreover low-priced,
Low-priced.

there is hardly any demand in India for the fine

qualities. But, conversely, the exports from India to Ceylon, of locally

produced cassia bark or cinnamon, seem of expanding importance.

This traffic was 5,393 lb
,
Rs. 2,530, in 1899-1900; 26,686 lb., Es. 8,221,

in 1903 4; and 21,040 lb., Ks. 7,697, in 1906-7. It goes mainly from

tBengal and Madras and to a small extent from Burma. As already

stated, there is no evidence whatever of any economic cultivation

of f. ^c/y/onicnin in India, and the bark exported as cinnamon must
Omnamon Hark therefore be Ca.ssia Lignca, or at most wild cinnamon, the collection

of which in N. Kanara is mentioned both by Talbot and Dvmock as

important It may be here .added that so long ago as 1687 Thevenot
{Trav in Levant, Indoslan, etc., pt in., 109) speaks of wild cinnamon m
Cochin.

D.E.P.,
ii., 329-31.

Colocynth.

llubitat.

Wild Fruit,

('iiltivatod

Mpdiriiip.

Trade.

D.E.P.,
ii., 331-3.
Water-
melon.

CITRULLUS COLOCYNTHIS, Srhvad. ; FI. Rr. Tnd., ii.,

620 ;
Duthic and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1882, pt. li., pi. 57 ; Phar-

macog. Ind., ii., 59; White and Humphrey, Pharmacop
, 1901, 145-6;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb
,

i., 537 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 374^5

;

CucURBiTA('Ka5. The Colocynth, indrdyan, mdkal or mukhdl, khdrluma,

luh or karwa-tu, ghurumha, trundi deda, henzil, kiydsi, etc. A creeping

or climbing herb found wild in the waste tracts of North-West (8ind,

Dera Ismail Khan, Multan and Bhawalpiir, etc ), Central and South
India

;
is indigenous also m Arabia, Western Asia, Tropical Africa and

the Mediterranean region.
The fruit (the “wild gourd” of 2 Kings, iv., 39) la in size and aliapo

much liko an orange, inarble-groon on the surface and changing to yellow as
it ripens The fresh fruit is wild by the lierbalists of India, beiiyg collected
from wild siipplies To iiu'ot the requirements of the Medical Depots an elfort

lifiK been made to cultivate it specially at the Salmriinpur Botanic Gardens. I’ho
inten.scly bitter taste of the pulp is due to an amorplioiis yellow glucosido,
Cnluci/nthin, wliich is found in it to the extent of about 0 6 per cent., but not
111 the seeds The fruit is a ilrnstic piirgalive, and is so used both in Native and
European Mkoicink. 'J'ho Indian extract is in fact quite as active as that of
tho European drug The yield is about 110 lb. compound • extract to 60 lb.

dried fruit.
’

The seeds contain from l.'i to 17 per cent, of a fixed Otr. which is said to
make a useful illuminant. but though inquiries were recently instituted in Smd
and other localities, no one could bo discovered who was in the habit of usmg
tho seeds m any form For the London market the peeled frifit is imported
chiefly from Smyrna, Trieste, France, Spam, and more rarely from Persia. The
unpeeled fruit is brought from Mogodor The Indian fruit has a much thinner
pulp, which cannot be separated from tho rind. According to the authors of
the Pharmacographm indtea, large parcels, collected and drieil up country, come
into market ui December to January and aro sold at about Rs 1 por 100 fruits.
[G/ Uept Cent Indtg Drugs Comm , 1901, 164 ; Dowzard, Pharm. Journ., Sept.
12, 1903 ]

C. vulgaris, Schrad.
;

FI. Br, Ind., ii., 621 ; Duthie and Fuller,
l.c. pt. 11 ., 56, tt. 55-6; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 375; Cooke,
FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 537 ; the Water-melon or tarbuza, tarmus, kalinda,
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THE WATER-MELON
CITRUS

Orange, Lemon, etc
«

hindwana, kalingad, ImJamjari, karigo, 'pitchapullum, etc.
;

paleca, Portu-

guese, and bailee indi (batltkh) Persian. It appears to be the Anguria

of many ancient herbalists and travellers, and the bathiec, batiec, bittch,

etc., of the Arabs. It is the abattichim (melons) sighed for by the Israelites

after the exodus.

An extensive climbing annual, cultivated throughout India and all

warm countries. Is supposed to be mdigenoius in tropical Africa.

It is usually sown in January-Fcbruary, the fruit ripening in the

beginning of the hot season. In the United Provinces a special form,

known as kahnda, is sown in June and ripens in October. In

Western India (Sind more especially) the water-melon is a kharif crop

mainly. Very frequently grown on the sandy beds of rivers, where

plenty of room and a copious supply of water are available. Mention is

often made, by writers on this .subject, of a special form grown in Fiikanir

on almost pure sand, the fruits being often pra<-tieally underneath the

sand. There are thus doubtless many cultivated conditions or states,

that vary m the colour and flavour of the pulp, and season and locality

of production. The wild plant may be either bitter or sweet without

any observable structural differences. The bitter form (C, amarits,

Schrad.) conies very close to C. ('olm-finthis, when that species is

cultivated. The bitter water-melon is in Siiid known as kirbul and is

used as a purgative Medicine.
The wator-niolons of the Upper and Central Provinces am the best. They

are extensively employed m the preparation of sherbi'ts. Tho seeds yield a
limpid Oil used both as an illuimiuint and in cooking. In times of scarcity

they are pulverised and baked into broad Jn medicine, they aro in considerable
demand on account of their cooling, diuretic and strengthening qualities [Oj
.i4fn-f-.4fc6an (Plochinann, tran.sl ), i , 05; Garcia de Orta, Paleco, CoU , xx.xvi ; also

Comment by Ball in, Roy. Ir Acad , 3rd ser , i., 053 . Lin-schoton, Voy. E. Ind (od.

Hakl. Soc.), II,, 35; Mandolslo, Travels, 1038, in Oloanus, Hist. Muscovy, etc.,

100*2, 80 ; Biichanan-Hamilton, Suit. Acc Dina/ , li)C
,

Lawrence, Valley of
Kashmir, 348; Firmmgor, Man Oard. Ind. (cd Cameron), 11)04, 230, etc. For
the Anguria or Batiec or Rateca :— Itauwolf, Trav., ii , 4, in Ray, Collection Travels,

1738, 124; Coryat, Crudities, 1011, i, 390, Salmasius, Horn Hyles latncce,
in PUn. Exer

, 1089, 37; Rumphius, Batteca or liattich. Herb Amb , 17.50, v,
400-3, t. cxlvi. ; Jorct, Bes PL. dans L’Antiq , 1904, li., *2.5*2

; etc.]

Vap. flstulosus. Stocks; Uuthie and Fuller, l.c. pt. ii., pi. 47; the

tandus, tendu, tensi, tinda, meho, almiula, titak, etc.

This seems a peculiar form fairly local and much less known than the pro-
cedmg. Chiefly mot with m tho United Provinces, Panjab and Sind, where it

IS specially designated dilpasand. Cultivateii along with other melons from
April to October? and eaten as a Veoktabi,e, not as a fruit, being cut into sec-
tions, tho seeds removed, then boded in water, next m milk Cut mto still

smaller pieces it is cooked in curry, and also fairly largely pickled and candied.
It is in much demand both by Muhammadans and Hindus, but appears as a
rule imknown to Europeans. Tho seeds are used medicinally. They are
also dried and eaten parched.

CITRUS, Linn. ; Bonavia, Cult. Oranges and Lemons Ind., etc.,

1890
;
also FI. Assyr. Monuments, 1894, 65-72

;
Victor Loret, Le Cedratier,

1891 ;
Garcelon, Fifteen Years with the Lemon, 1891 ;

Moore, Orange
Culture, 1892 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trop. Agri., 1892, 144-58

;
Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1901, i., 188-91 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903,
139-42

;
Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 306-7

;
Firminger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed.

Cameron), 1904, 276-84
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees., 122-3
;
Rutace^e.

The different forms of the Orange, the Lemon, the Citron, the Lime
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CITRUS
History THE ORANGE AND LEMON

West IndlM,

Indio.

Literature ol Uie
Orange, etc.

European
Claasic
Author.

Oaltlyation in
Europe.

and the Pomelo constitute a tropical assemblage of fruits in many respects

comparable with the apple, the pear, the peach, the plum and the cherry

—a temperate series—though the former are infinitely more valuable

than the latter, because more widely cultivated and more extensively

used. Moreover, since the orange is consumed very largely in temperate

climes, cultivation in the tropics has to be made on the basis of the foreign

as well as the local demands, so that oranges, lemons, etc., have become
regular articles of trade all over the world. Until very recently Europe
obtained its supplies of these from the warm temperate tracts of South
Europe it.self and from the islands of the Mediterranean and the At-
lantic, adjacent to Africa. For some years the quicker transit of steRm
navigation has permitted supplies to be drawn from a greater distance
•than formerly, and lioth Europe and America have, in consequence, come
to be very largely supplied by the West Indies. The great success recently
of the fruit trade of these i.slaiids has given a useful .suggestion of India’s

possibilities. There would scetn every chance that a large trade may in

the future be done in exporting some of the fruits of India to Europe, more
especially the thin-skinivo<l Bombay pomelo. [Cf. Ferrari, Hesfer.,

;
Joiiston, Dendr. Hist. Nat. de Arbor., 1662, 10-27, pi. vi—xviii.

;

Commelyii, Hester., 1683, 1-47
; Salmasius, Fbn. Exer., 1689, 666-77

;

Lecomte, Beschr. Keyset. China, 1698, 79 ;
Sterbeeck, CitncuU., 1712,

1-60, 66-181
;
Volkamer, Numb. Hesper., 1708—14 (2 vols.)

;
Clarici, 1st.

delle Plante, 1726, pt. iv., 593-761; Rumphius, Herb. Amb., 1750, ii.,

tt. 24-35
;

Forster, PI. Esc., 1786, 35 ; Gallesio, Traite du Citrus,

1811; Macfadyen, Citrus of Jamaica, in Hooker, Bot. Misc., 1830,
i., 295; Targioni-Tozzetti, Cenni Storici, etc., 1853; also Review
of same by Bentham, Journ. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 133-81; Risso
et Poiteau, Hist, et Cult, des Orangers, 1872 ; De Candolle, Oruf, Cult.
Plants (Engl, transl.), 1884, 176-88; Belong, Cult. Citrus in California,
1900.]

History.—So much has boon said on the history of the species of t'lfi'ir* in
the works above indicated, that it seems almost superfluous to attempt a
review of the more interesting particulars, except such as have a practical bearing
on India. The Sanskrit and Chinese records of the properties and uses of these
plants carry our knowledge back to a time prior to the first mention of the
European tradition of the Garden of Hespendes, with its golden-coloured and
beautiful fruits, whatever these may have been, [Gf. Susruta, Ayurvida,
(d’Hanvantare) ed. Hessler, 1844, in., 179.]

It seems fairly certain that the citron fruit had been earned to Europe
by traders long before the attempt was made to cultivate the plant there.
It was valued as a perfume and also used to protect^ clothes from insects.
Pieces of certain imported coniferous woods were similarly so employed, and
the Romans appear to have supposed that the fruits brought from Media' were
those of the self-same plant as the scented cedron wood. There can be little
doubt, therefore, that the modern word Citrus was derived from Cedron and
owes its origin to the circumstance mentioned. *

Theophrastus (about 350 b c.) calls it the Malum Midicum or Molum As-
syrianurn, and thus may be viewed as confirming the early traditional source
of the Citron. But he speaks of it as raised from seed sown in vases and seems
to be alluding to that instance from hearsay, as the practice with the Modes,
rather than to be narrating a custom followed by the Greeks. There is, how-
ever, an amusing story contained in a fragment of the comedy of the Antiphanes,
quoted by Athenssus, which, if it can be trusted, would suggest a possible much
earlier cultivation in Europe than con be established by direct historic facts.
So again the compilation known as the Oeoponica (prepared in the 10th centilry)
is supposed to be quoting certain authors who describe the cultivation of the
citron several centuries before Christ, but here again it is perhaps hardly de-
sirable to put much confidence in these writers. It may thus be affirmed that
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LIME AND POMELO
CITRUS

History

direct evidence of cultivation in the gardens of the Romans does not exist prior

to tlie first century of our era.

Polladius {De re Rustica, iv., 10), who lived possibly about the fifth century(A.D.),

narrates the methods pursued by him m cultivatmg the plant m his Sardinian and
Neapolitan possessions, so that its cultivation in Italy by the 3rd or 4th centuries

may be accepted as hav'ing been fully established, though for many centuries the

progress made in Europe was but slow, down to tho lltli or 12th centuries.

It may bo said that while the orange is indigenous to China, and tho limes

to India, that the citron ongtnatetl very possibly in Persia and Media, while the

lemon is so closely associated with the Arabs as to suggest its having come
from Arabia. The Arabs, at all events, carried its cultivation to Africa, Egypt
and Europe. In tho 10th century, for example, wo read of thom conveymg ii.

from the gardens of Oman to Palestine and Egypt. So aKo it is gciioiully

accepted that the fruit held in the hand by tho Jews during the Eea.^t of

Tabernacles has for many centuries past boon tho citron. Risso has, however,
produced evidence which he thinks goes to show that tho Hebrews did not very
possibly know the citron much before the beginning of tlie Cluistian era, hence
he contends thaff it was very likely not tho fruit so used by the early Jews.
Other writers have, however, contended that tho Jews wore scarcely lilcely

to have changed tho symbol and yet returned the ceremonial. Ami it is, more-
over, well known that a close relationship subsisted for many centuries between
tho Hebrews and the people of Media and Persia, so that there is no reason why
they should not have known of the citron long before tho Romans. There is,

however, a long interval between the first European classic references to tho

plant and the detailed accounts of modicmal and horticultural writers. To
bridge over this gap, Lorot assuinea a knowledge m these plants, possessed

by the Arabs, Jews and Egyptians, very much more ancient than the earliest

histone record. For example, the earliest Arab and Persian writers who knew of

the citron and lemon are :—Serapion {De Simpl., i., 1) and Rhases (Cont., i., ult.

1 ., 219), who describe the former, while the latter is alluded to by Ibn Baithar.
Avicenna (De Med., ii., 2, 116, 433)—the author must frequently cited—apparently
confused these plants. [Cf. Raulus /Kgrmeto (Adams Comment. ), 1847, m., 472.]

The orange was not known until much later than the citron or lemon.
Targioni-Tozzetti tells us that it was conveyed from India to Arabia about the
9th century. We have no knowledge of its havmg reached Europe for a couple of

centuries later, when it seems to have boon carried by tho Moors to Seville. In
tho 1 3th century we road of its cultivation ot Palermo and Romo. But, according
to the most generally accepted opmion, the bitter orange reached Europe before
the sweet. Lecomte says that the Portuguese claim to have taken the sweet
orange from Chma to Portugal somewhere about 1545.

It 18 remarkable that many of the Indian authors, who might be expected
to afford useful historic particulars regarding tho citron, lemon and orange, are
silent regarding these plants. Marco Polo makesno reference to them, butVarth6ma
(Travels (ed. Hakl. Soo.), 1863, 190), who m 1510 visited Cananorand subsequently
Ceylon, speaks of tho sweet oranges (melangoh) of both places, and says of Ceylon
that they wore the finest m the world. Vertomannus ( Voy., in Hakl. Voy., 1811.
IV., 677), a gentleman of the city of Rome, who also visited Cananor and Narsinga
m 1503, says the “ soylo beareth neythor wheato nor vynes, or fewe other fruites,
except Oranges anif Gourdes.” Baber (Memoires, 1519 a.u., 327-0) mentions nme
different kinds of t'lti-im, as known to him. This is tho earliest complete statement
regardmg Indian cultivation Tho Ain-t-Akbart, written 1690, amplifies some of
the particulars given by Baber, but adds nothing very material. {Gf. Blochmann,
transl., i., 69; also Jarrott, transl., ii., 124.] The Emperor Akbar, we are told,
encouraged the cultivation of all fruits and brought expert gardeners for that
purpose from Persia and Tartary, who doubtless carried to India with them all
that was good and desirable in the way of new fruits from their own countries.

Lmschoten (Voy. E. Ind. (ed. Hakl. See.), 1598) makes frequent mention of tho
oranges, lemons, etc., of India, Ceylon and other countries visited, but m such
language as to imply that his readers knew everything about them. Rheede,
on the other hand, who, in 1686, figured and described the plants of Malabar,
and thus practically of Cananor, makes no allusion to tho orange or the lime,
while Herbert (Travels, 1677, 333) speaks in tho highest terms of the oranges
and ihmona of Mangalore : m the case of the oranges, " the rind,” he tells us,
“ was no less pleasant than the juice.” A century or so later Rheede and
Herbert were followed by Rumphiua, who gives a full description of several
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CITRUS
AURANTIUM I'HE BITTER AND SWEET ORANGES
Orange

oranges, lemons anil pomelos. One or two of tlieso lio speaks of as wiki. The
Chinn. sweet orango, however, he rrgardod a.s a native of China, but adds, “ some con-

sider it a native of Ainboina.” Numerous writers refer to the efforts made m
India to improv'o and ineroaso the orange and lemon siipphe.s of that country.

There need, therefore, be little eniise for surprise that tlio oranges of Cintra

Cintra. should have reached India even before Baber’.s tune Dr Hunter long years ago

suggested that the name for one of our host-known forma of orango, v'lz sengtereh

(of Hahor) or nantora it is nowuilays culled), was but a Hindustani corruption
of Cintra. thus indicating its having been brought from Portugal The name
€1 tt i'4tn tl tf t>t given by botanists to the orange does not come from nuram gold, but
IS derived from the Arabic riiimw/y. Tins became ndrcwf; (tuirang) in the Persian,

and its equivalent m Sanskrit is ruigarnmja anil lu the Hindustani ndrangt. Names
that begin with nar generally denote fragrance The name orange came to English
through the Moors, and became ndranjo in Spanish, liirangn m Portuguese, arancio

m Italian, orangcr in French, ornngenhaum m (lorman, and the like. [Of Ligon,
• Hi/It. Barhadon, 16.57. 69, Terry, Trat'eh K Ind , 1()().5 (cd Havers), .143 ;

Ovington,
Voy Burntt, 16S9, 42.3; Lo Comte, Mem. de Ui (Uiine, l(i96, i. 173 ;

also Brot-
Bchncider review, ilast Kurop Rot Disc vn, China, 1.5; Forster, fv. Ksc., 1786,36;
D.l C First Letter Hook, 81 ; Wise, Hindoo Medicine, 191 ,

Wiesner. Die Rohst.

des Pflanzenr
,

i. , 6.53, ii , .584, 631 ; Joret, Les PI dans L'Antiq , 1904, 282-3 ]

D.E.P.,
11 ., 336-48 .

Orange.

Bitter.

Sweet.

Clilet Kinds.

C. aupantlum, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., i., .'315; Roxburgh, FI. Ind.,

in,, 592
;
Woodrow, Note on the Oranges anil Lemons of India, 1890 ;

Deman, Belative Merit of Stocks on which to Bud Oranges, IJ.S. Dejit. Agri.

Bull

,

1891, No. 4; also Division of Pomology, Bull. No 1, 57-87
;
liept.Settl.

Amherst, 1891-2, 47-50, 160-1
, 1896, 24-5

;
Kew Bull, 1894, 117-9

;
1895,

266-71
;
Webber, Ferl. of Soil as affecting the Orange in Hcnlth and Disease,

in U.S. Yearbook Agri. Dept., 1894, 193-202
;
Stephen, Supt. (iov. Gardens,

Nagpur, 1899
; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agn., 1901, 490 2 ;

Aaronsohn
nnd So.skin, Die Orang. von Jaffa, mDer Tropenpflanzer., 1902, vi., 341-62;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i
,
190-1

,
Duthie, FI. Upper Garuj. Plain,

1903, 141-2
; The, Bitt<>r (or Seville) and also tlie Sweet Orange.

The bittiT (or Seville) orange, though sometimes spoken of as nidi-

genoua to India, is there very little e.ultivatetL The so-eallocl wild, or

perhaps only lully aeelimatihed plants that have been rciorded as inctwith.

are botanieally nearer the sweet than thi* bitter (or maniia'ade) orange. It

seems highly probable, on the other hand, that at least some of the forms
of the Sweet Orange came to Indiana Assam, the route along which many
other Chinese plants have passed westward into Hindustan. There may
be, said to be four or five chief centres of Indian orange pioduction ;

—

Sylhet ill Assam ; Nagpur in the Central Provinces
;
the lower ranges of the

Eastern and Central Himalaya (Sikkim, Nepal, Garhwal and Kuinaon)
;

Delhi 111 the Panjab
,
and the Deccan and South India (Poona, Coorg, etc.).

Bonavia speaks of four chief races of this fruit,»viz. ^1) the Santara (a

word which he writes “ Suntara ” and regards as of Sanskrit origin and
not (as stated above) a corruption from Cintra)

; (2) Keonla, or the

common naringi, produced here and there all over the cour^fry ni gardens,

not special plantations
; (3) the Malta or Portugal~Hxe blood-orange,

introduced in 18,52 and now fairly successfully produced at Gujranwala
and also in gardens at Lucknow

; and (4) the Mandarin of some writers

{C. nohilis, var. iiiafor), a native of China and Cochin-China and the
Tan]erine {€. iiobilis, var. minor). Both these are occasionally met
with ni gardens but can hardly be regarded as important Indian fruits,

although one of them appears to have been crossed with the santara m
producing an orange commonly met with in some parts of the Deccan
and South India, which is sometimes called “ Indian Mandarin.”

The santara or sungtura {ndyaranga of Sanskrit) is by far the best
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quality, and may be said to be distinguished by its yellow colour and
loose skin or jacket. This is the orange of the special Indian plantations
where orange-growing becomes an important industry. But there would
appear in India to be several very distinct forms of the snntam, due very

possibly to peculiar methods of cultivation or special climates. The
distribution of the races of /taniara orange might be given as follows :

—

in the north, Nagpur, Delhi, Alwar, Gargaon, Lahore and Multan ;
in

the west and south, Poona, Shevaroy, Madras, Coorg and Ceylon
;

in the

east, Nepal, Bhutan, Assam, Khasia and Burma.

The Sylhet or more correctly the Khasia oranjre is the best of

the series, and it may be described as the fruit known in Europe as the

China orange. One of the most useful papeis on this subject is that^ ohma Orange

by C. Brownlow {Journ. Agri.-IIort. Soc. Ind., 1861), 372, briefly reviewed

in the Dictionary). The Sylhet orange, he says, is inv'ariably raised

from seed, and the plants come into bearing in four to six years. It

is believed that the seedlings do better than grafts or buddings, though

the latter come sooner to maturity and afford a more uniform quality.

When grafting is pursued the stock usually employed is the lime, and

some say the wld plant is preferable to the cultivated.

Since the present article was penned, B. C. Basil has contributed

{Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i,, pt. i., 62-7) a most interesting account of the

Khasia hills orange and its cultivation, for which space can only bo found

for the merest abstract. The area where produced, he observes, is com-

pri.sed within one hundred square miles. The plantations commence on
the plains and rise to an elevation of 1,500 feet. The gardens extend

thus for some distance into the interior along the deep valleys which cut

up the southern face of the Khasia hills. From that narrow tract of

country is drawn the bulk of the oranges consumed in Bengal and Assam.
The great earthquake of June 1897 destroyed, however, a large number
of the orange gardens, many of the most productive of which lay on the

banks of the hill streams and owed their fertility to the silt left by the

annual floods. The orange is said to do best on limestone soil. The
Khasia people recognise only one variety, though they admit a wide range

in quality exists—dependent mainly on soil and the aspect of the garden.
The special merits of individual plants are not perpetuated owing to the

almost invariable habit of raising stock from seed. The fruits with thick

rind are preferred even though the pulp is less juicy, because they stand
handling better. So also late ripening is advantageous in point of price.

Basu’s accouht, ij may be observed, differs here and there very
slightly from that given by Brownlow. Seedlings, he says, are trans-

planted when two or three years old, and during May and June. A hole

IS made and the young plants deposited at distances approximately of

10 feet apart. Manure is never used. By the end of the rains a number
of shoots have usually formed, and in time one of these is preserved, and
the rest, as also the parent stem, removed. The plants begin to bear in

eight to ten years and the duration is uncertain owing to the ravages of hearing

the borer insect, which destroys large numbers of plants annually. The
orange season commences in November and closes in March. The export season

is in the hands of Bengali traders, who mostly live in Sylhet, hence the
orange being often spoken of under that name. The usual wholesale
price is from Rs. 10 to 20 per “ hundred,” equivalent to about 2,300 fruits. Price*

The supply intended for Bengal is taken down to Chhatak. If carefully
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arranged on a trellis, no two fruits being allowed to touch each other, and

then suspended from the roof of the house, the fruit may be preserved

Supply in Cold
Season.

Possible Hot‘
season Supply.

Nagpur.

Careful
Cultivation.

Budding on to
Limes.

Full Bearing.

Two^Cropa.*

Seasons.

Later than
Sylhet

Manure.

High
Cultivation.

Influencejof
Budding.

for months.
This orange is conveyed by boat to Calcutta, where it is sometimes

spoken of as kamld-nebu, from which circumstance Pram thinks it may
be inferred the orange was derived from the kingdom of Comilla to the

east of Calcutta, and not from Upper India. There is but one complaint

in Bengal against the present supply, namely that it comes in the cold

in place of in the hot season. This has led to numerous efforts, with

indifferent results, to obtain a second supply of equal merit from other

localities. In Kullu, for example, the fruiting season is much later, and

an effort has accordingly been put forth to send supplies to Simla in

April and May.
Nagpur.—Mr. J. H. Stephen, Superintendent of tl^e Government

Botanic Gardens, Nagpur, published in 1899 an instructive account

of the production of oranges in the Central Provinces. Mr. A. Ross, m
a letter published in Firminger (f.c. 277), furnishes other particulars

of interest. Stephen inspected several large orange plantations and
found that where carefully cultivated and liberally irrigated the trees

were healthy and fruited freely; where neglected, the yield was so low

that the gardens were not remunerative. In every instance the plant

grown was the Nagpur suntra budded on the sweet lime. This is believed

to produce a thinner skin and a sweeter and more luscious fruit than when
budded on the citron or jatnbin. The Sylhet system of raising from seed

seemed nowhere to be followed, because it is believed that such plants

take from fifteen to twenty years to come into bearing. The lime is sown
in January to March, and when a year old the budilmg of the orange is

made on the seedlings. They mature in the sixth or seventh year, and
in about nine to twelve years are in full bearing

,
after that date they

decline. In Nagpur the orange yields (or can yield) two crops a year.

The plants flower in February to March, and the fruit is ripe ui

November to December or January. The second flowering is in June
to July, and the fruit ripens in March to April. The oranges of the

second crop are the sweetest, and, coming as they do at the beginning

of the hot season, are much valued. These are plucked green, and thus

are rarely allowed to change into the characteristic yellow colour of the

other crop. On this account some writers have regarded them as being

bergamot oranges.

About the middle of May the roots are exposed ‘and the plants

manured (according to Ross, the roots are exposed and the manure given

in October). Pruning is unknown in the Nagpur groves, and, except to

be watered freely in the hot season, the plants receive little or no further

attention. R. S. Joshi, Rai Bahadur, has just published %n account of

the orange cultivation of these provinces {Agn. Journ. Ind., 1907, ii.,

pt. i., 64-9) which will be found to richly repay perusal. In the details

of cultivation he makes, to all intents and purposes, the same facts as

already exhibited. He urges the necessity for high cultivation, especiallj'

on soils with a liberal supply of lime, and reaffirms belief in budding.
“ The stock generally used,” he says, “ is the sweet lime (mitha nimbu),

but the common citron (zamhuri) is also very often utilised. Buds of

the orange grafted on the latter stock produce trees which yield fruits

with a very loose skin, whilst those on the former stock have a more closely
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adhering jacket, showing that the stock has a distinct influence on the

bud. The loose-jacket oranges are preferred for local consumption but

are not so good for export, as they <lo not stand carriage well. Trees

raised from citron stock come into bearing more quickly and have a

somewhat longer life, but the fruit from the sweet lime is sweeter and
has a thinner skin.”

Speaking of the diseases of the orange, Joshi says that in Nagpur Dui'a.scs.

the most serious is caused by a fungus which results first in the withering

of the tips of the branches, the rot gradually extending down till the whole

tree is destroyed. The produce of the Nagpur gardens goes mainly to Exports to

Bombay, but recently Calcutta has drawn on the Central Provinces. If

the late crop could be made a special feature, it seems probable the Nagpur
supply would be much appreciated by Bengal.

•

Delhi,—Th« oranges of this locality are inferior to those of Sylhet and Delhi.
Nagpur. The rind is thick and the juice relatively poor, both in flavour

and quantity. The supply of the so-called Delhi orange, which, in ad-

dition to meeting the local markets of the United Provinces and the Panjdb
is to some extent drawn upon by Bombay, comes from the neighbourhood

of Delhi itself and from Gargaon, Saharanpur and Alwar, etc. Nepal,

Garhwal and Kumaon produce small but sweetly flavoured sanlara saiuan

oranges. Dr. Bonavia tells us that the sweetest orange he ever tasted

was grown in Nepal.

Poona.—Woodrow wrote a useful report of the orange cultivation Poona,
of Western India which was published by the Director of Land Records
in 1890, and subsequently epitomised and amplified by Cooke. In

addition to the santara orange, the Iddu of the Deccan is largely produced.

This has often a malformation in the form of a supplementary series of

pips near the apex. The Mozambique orange and also the Mandarin, Hybn.i

or what is so called {Idl Iddu), are frequently met with. Indian Mandarins
are good to look at but inferior in flavour, and, as already observed, the

Idl Iddu is probably only a hybrid Mandann.
The Coorg, Mysore and Nllgirl oranges are much spoken of, and Coorg,

constitute the chief supply of the city of Madras. The Coorg is the Mysore and
form most in demand. It seems a cross between the ordinary santara Nilgiri.

and the Maltese. Mr. Gustav Haller {Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. ii.,

127-9) has very recently written a useful account of the “ Orange Cul-

tivation in Coorg.” The method of cultivation he speaks of as very
simple. Seeds are sown in nurseries, where the plants remain till they are Raised from

one or two feet high, and are then transplanted 18 to 20 feet apart. The
*^'*'^'*

only subsequent attention given is to protect the plants from damage by
cattle and to keep the fields clean. At six to seven years the first crop is Bearing,

picked
; and if success is to be attained the plants must now be manured,

but very little is usually done in this respect. The flowering seasons are
October to December, and again April to June. The fruits of the former seasons

are of little consequence, as they do not ripen properly and constitute
the so-called monsoon crop, for which there is little demand. The other
crop is of great value, is harvested from January to March, and is known
as the hot-season crop. The average duration of the plants would appear
to be about thirty years. Lastly, Haller discusses the diseases and Diaoaaea.

pesta of the orange, and mentions a Zioranthvs parasite and the borer
beetle as being the most prevalent.

Trade la Oranges,—It is quite impossible to furnish any particulars Trade.
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as to the extent of the traffic in these fruits. They do not appear sepa-

rately in either of the records of internal traffic or external trade. In

. the Assam Admimslraiion Report for 1901-2 it is stated the exports

from that province came to 74,000 inaunds, valued at Ks. 2,80,000. But

we have no information as to the area and yield for the whole of India,

and therefore the total production cannot be even conjectured. The

suggestion has been made above that India might with advantage follow

the lead given by the West Indies, and look to Europe and even America

Surplus Stocks as hopetul markets for the profitable disposal of surplus fruits. Before

this can be seriously contemplated production must be put on a more

certain basis than at present, and this is not likely to be accomplished until

European planters of India are induced to become orange growers. Some
*few years ago (1894- a) a few parcels of Nagpur oranges were sent to London.

Messrs. W. Hutchinson & Co. reported on these. The brolfers pronounced

the fruit the best they had ever seen, and valued the oranges at 3cf.

apiece. They arrived when the supply of oranges from other countries

had come to an end, and were thus much appreciated. The supply was,

however, discontinued, and never seems to have been again renewed.

To organise and maintain a foreign market an unfailing supply of a fixed

quality must be as.siired. Tim would mean increased production with the

definite idea of export. The demands of the local markets seem to absorb

the present supplies, and the profits of production are sufficiently high, it

might be conjectured, to have tempted increased cultivation.

Eipcru^ontal
rnrcel.

D.E.P.,
11., 349.

Pomelo.

HuMtat

TntrwliK tion

into India

Rapid
Distribution

C. deoumana, Linn.; FI Br. Ind., i., 516, Tiissac, FI. Anti.,

1824,111., 73-4, pi. 17, 18; Benthaui, Rev. of Tarqioni-Iozzetti, in Journ,
Hort. Sue., 1855, ix., 172. The Shaddock, Pomelo, Piimelnose (pampeU
mousse. Fr.) . the maha-nibu, batdvi-nebu, sadapkal, chakotra or chukotura,

batoT-nehu, bijoro, papanas, bomhahnas, pumplemus. "tc. It has no
Sanskrit name. It was known to the early Dutch traders as Pompelmoes
{ = pumpkin-citron), hence some of the modem names. It reached
India and Ceylon in the 17 th century.

The pomelo is presumed to be a native of the Malay Archipelago.

Introduced into India and Ceylon from Java, hence the name batdvi-

nebu
;
carried to the West Indies by a Capt. Shaddock. Ruinphius, fol-

lowed by Ro.xburgh, was the first botanical author who described this fruit,

although the suggestion may be offered that the Pomum Adami Commune
(or Black Lemon) of Ferrari and also of Commehn bears a strong resem-
hlance to the pomelo. It is certain that neither Baber (1519) nor Akbar
(1590) allude to it. Buchanan-Hamilton studied (1807-11) the districts of
“ Dina]pur, Raiigpur, Paramva, Bhagelpur, and Bihar, and the cities of

Patna, Shahabad and Gorakhpur. Upon each of these he submitted to
the Government a voluminous report,” but only one, viz.«Dinajpur, was
ever published, as written by the author, and that not until 1833. He
there, says that this plant was known as batabi, but that it could scarcely
yet be said to have made its w'ay from the gardens of the Europeans
{Slat. Acc. Dina]., 196). In 1897 I personally explored a considerable
portion of the districts of Dinajpur, Rangpur and Bogra, and may
safely affirm that no village exists now without its pomelo trees. In
India and Burma at the present day, it is, in fact, one of the most coijimon
of fruits, but more especially so in Bengal and South India than in the
United Provinces, the Central Provinces or the Panjab. The best quality
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THE GRAPE FRUIT

is the thin-skinned Bombay pomelo, hence the South Indian name of

bombalinas.

It is a favourite with the Natives of India, the pulp being either white

or red, according to the variety grown. The best fruit is to be had about

Christmas time, but certain qualities may be got very nearly throughout

the year. In Bengal the season is August to December. The name
“ Pomelo or Pompoleous ” (m Capo Colony, Pomelnose) is usually

given to the large-sized fruit, “ Shaddock ” to intermediate sizes, and
“ Forbidden Fruit ” to small forms. The cells of the pulp are verv large

and naturally separate from each other—a peculiarit}' iliat has h i some
people to speak of it as the “ Grape Fruit ' or “ Grap>' Or.inge ’ The
separated pulp is largely eaten in Indie as salad The Bombay pomelo
is the one that should be nio.Ht ciiltivun-d and '.VTioi'ed It niav bo*

raised from se^ sown in Februaiy, or by budding in February to March
on the common lime, or by lay r.s made in pots ^uppoitcd high among
the branches. Seedlings take longer time to come into bearing than
layerings or buddings, and are le.-.s ccrt.iiii.

The exports from the Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica and Floiida to the

United Slates have recently assumed considerable importance. The
traffic from the Bahamas alone was in 1902, 728,000 fruits. This show.s

what might be done were India to commence to export Bombay pomelos
to the United Kingdom.

C. medlca, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., i., 514. There are many very
distinct forms of this .species met with under cultn^ation m India.

,
Of

these, the following abstract of the voluminous information available

may help the reader to discover the special details desired —
1 . Var. medlca proper —The Citron, Adam’s Apple, etc Bears many names

in the vernaculars of India, such as bijaura or bajauri and btjon (suggestive of

the provmce of that name m Kafaristan which Baber tells us was famous for

its citrons even in ISIU), hmbu, nimbu (or bara nimbu) turan} (its Persian name),
honsa nebti, heg-pura, balank, inavalung, etc. Its Sanskrit names are matulunga,
phalapura and vijapura. Is said to have been found wild in Chittagong
(an opinion not alluded to in Pram’s Bengal Plants ) ; by otliers it lias been re-

ported as wild in the Khasla and Garo hills and also in Kuinaon
The Citron is cultivated sparingly in the warm moist regions of India,

one form being so laige as to resemble a pomelo (is possibly the Poncire

citron of Europe.) Another is the fingered citron, a curious fruit that

Bonavia recognises in some of the decorative designs of Assyria. It

seems to be intimately associated with most of tlie weird fables that gravi-

tate around the €itru^. The citron is best propagated by seeds or layers.

Firminger alludes to the fruits being in Assam ripened within earthen

jars before being removed from the tree. A similar practice may
have originated the stories of citrons in the form of human faces,

owing to the*fruits having been grown within moulds of the desired

form.
2. Var. Umonum or Lemon.—The word lemon comes from the Arabic hmvn,

and through the Persian became the Hmdi hmu, hmbu or nimbu It is speci-
fically knowm to the Indian people as the pahart (hill) nimbu, karna (or koma)
nebti, kimti, meta-limbu, thora-limbu, and as the kalambak of Arabic and kalinbak
of Persian.

The wild form of the lemon has not been recorded as met with in

Indk,—the plant mentioned bj'^ Royle, Madden and others was more
probably the lime than the lemon. Lemons are, however, fairly ex-

tensively cultivated here and there all over India. Still, the true lemon
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THE SOUB AND SWEET LIMES

18 hardly one of the regularly grown fruits, in the gardens of the people

generally, but rather of the well-to-do and the curious.

3. Var. acida; Kew Bull., 1894, 113-6, 177-82 and pi. ;
the Sour Lime of

Indm.—This is the lemon of moat popular writers, and is vmdoubtedly a native

of India, It IS the true ntbu or nebu, nimbUf hhu, etc , and is the jambirt of

Baber, the jamhira, limpdka, mmbuka., vrjapura and vtjaka (according to Dutt)

of the Sanskrit author.s (Susruta (ed. Hessler), 1844, i., 86). This is the plant

usually met with in a wild state in the warm valleys of the Himalaya. There
are numerous cultivated forms of it, the two chief being a round lime (pati-nembu)

and a long lime {kdghzi {kagujt) ~mmhu or thm-skinned nehu) The thin-skinned

limes of Jaunpur and Azamghar are celebrated Then there are in addition

the path or small round lime, the gora or oval fruit, the Chim-gora, which much
resembles an orange, the kdmurdlt, a very large lime, the khaita of Upper India,

the Bajoura limes—a sort of citron-lomon, the gungoli and Hihari and many
others.

The Sour Lime is easily reproduced by layers or seeds, the finer qualities

being budded on the commoner and hardier wild stofks. The wild

lime is, in fact, the chief budding stock for all species of orange, lemon

or citron. The juice of thi.s fruit is universally used for flavouring soups,

curries, fish, etc
,
since it imparts a pleasant acid taste and agreeable

flavour. It is also largely used in domestic medicine. The small sour

limes are extensively employed for sherbets and in the manufacture of lime-

juice, and the large ones made into various preserves. Baber refers to

several forms of lime, .so that we have abundant evidence that they have
been known and valued in India for many centuries.

In the West Indies the lime is specially grown in Montserrat,

Dominica, Jamaica and Trinidad on account of the juice—the lime-juice

of commerce. The reader will find a highly instructive paper on the

West Indian Lime Industry, written by A. J. Brooks (Journ. Roy.

Hort. Soc., 1907, xxxii., 172-88). It will be found to deal with the
following among other subjects of interest Histoiv, Cultivation, Pests,

Fiuiting, Essential Oil, Raw Juice, Oonceutrated Juice, Citrate of Lime,
Green Limes, Improvement of the Lime, etc. Brooks informs us that

“the juice is exported m its natuial or ‘raw’ state or as ‘con-
centrated ’ juice, the latter being ore of the chief sources of citric

acid.” There would seem no good reason why India might not parti-

cipate in this trade.

4. Var. Llmetta or Swoot Lime of India—the mntara nibu, mitha-nihu,
amntphal, elemxtchum, thanbaya, etc , and the itvadhukai katika of Sanskrit.

Wight regarded the sweet lime as indigenous to the Nilgin hills.

It was known to Baber, who apparently did not much appreciate sweet
limes or sweet oranges. In the Turki copy of his^ Memoirs there is a
footnote written by his son Hiimaiun to the effect that Baber’s dislike

to the amratphal was “ a consequence of his having been long and much
addicted to the use of strong drinks, whence he naturally did not like

sweet things.” It has, however, very little flavour e.xcept tfiat of sweet-
ness, but being in season in August to October, when oranges are not pro-
curable, it is much appreciated by many persons as a cooling and refreshing
fruit. But it seems highly likely that the sweet lime has by many writers
been frequently confused with the bergamot or green orange. It is eaten
fresh, or after being preserv^ed or cooked.

The sweet lime is very largely employed by the Delhi orange-growers
as a stock on which to bud the santara orange, and this circumstance rvay
to some extent account for the peculiar flavour of the best Delhi oranges.

Conclusion .

—

It has not been found possible to afford space for more
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+Iian the merest outline of this subject. Details of cultivation, of the

diseases to which the various species are liable, as well as of their re-

spective industrial and medicinal uses, have had to be all but omitted (see

Vinegar, p. 1110). Consult the Pharrnacoqra'phia Indica for therapeutic

facts, and for particulars regarding the perfumes, Gildemcister and Hoff-

mann’s Volatile Oils (1900, 460-85) ; as also the admirable paper by Burgess

and Child in the Journal Society Chemical Industry (December 1901).

The cultivation of oranges, leniors, pomelos and limes of India, if

organised on a more extended and systematic fashion than at piesent,

would of necessity involve full adv.intage being taken ot each ami every

profitable outlet, such as the pieseivation of the fnnt (candied), tne pro-

duction of lime-juice, and the iiianufacciire of ptifnaie.« and oils (citral,

bergamot, neroli, etc., etc ). d’he ’ oil o' lemon ’ s one of thi claei

industries of ^icily. The sumnim crop is expoit'^d is Iresh find, the

autumn or winter crop is maiud.tfdured IolhIIv ndo ^ho juice urul oil tor

which that island is famed. Bur d is regarded a.s very injurims to allow

a tree to fruit twice a y’ear, Jind lienee the December crop is, es a rule,

preferred. The lemon begins to yield wlien five years old. When fifteen

to twenty years it gives l,lXX) fruits, and wht,i full grown may afford from

3,000 to 5,000. In the production of oil and puce, the fruit is cut into pieces,

the pulp scooped out from these, the peel soaked in water for an hour
or two, and then pressed by hand over a sponge in order to separate the

oil. If candled peel is to be prepared, only half the oil is so expressed,

otherwise as much as can be squeezed out is taken, and the waste peel

given to cattle. The jnilp is pressed for juice and the residue used as

cattle food. Such is in brief the process usually adopted in the preparation

of lemon oil and lemon juice in Sicily.

If an Indian industry were therefore organised, a large share in the

profits of cultivation would have to be derived from these and other

sources. Much care would have to be expended in selecting the best

stock and in ascertaining if the lime, in place of the lemon, would meet
all the necessities of trade. The lime would in all probability be better

suited to the climate of most districts of India, but there exists a wide

range of forms from which to select. To organise an export traffic in fresh

fruit, it would be indispensable to have special shipping arrangements,

since the fruit would be greatly injuretl if consigned to the hold along

with mixed cargoes. Quick transit, careful packing, and good storage are

essential to success. \Cf. Kew Bull., 1892, 108 ; 1894, 114 ; 1895, 266-71.]

CLAYS, BRK^KS, POTTERY, ETC.—Ceramic Art and
Wares.—Montgomery Martin, Hist. E. Ind. (compiled from Buch.-

Ham. Refts.), 1838, i., 347-9, 535-6; ii., 165, 167-72. 256-7, 948-55,

pi. xiv.
;

iii?, 208, 681 ;
Mallett, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1889, xxii.,

139-48; Holland, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. i., 104.

The gii, chikni, chikita, mati, sangi-i-dalam, kdh-munnu, tannab, krishna

mirtika, etc.

Sir T. H. Holland, Director of the Geological Survey of India, in his

Review of Mineral Production (l.c. 104), observes that “ no statistics

approaching any degree of completeness are obtainable to show the extent

of ^he undoubtedly great industrial value of the clays in India. They
include the common clays used all over the country for the manufacture
of bricks, tiles, and the cheaper forms of pottery ; finer varieties, used
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for glazed pottery, which in places has obtained a reputation for artistic

merit
;

fire-clays, raised in considerable quantities on some of the Gond-

wana coal-fields
; and fuller’s-earth, which is mined in the Central

' Provinces and in Rajputana.” In these brief sentences Holland has

furnished the chief kinds of clays met with in India. In the remarks

that follow, these will be severally dealt with, except that, as a matter

of convenience, the clays used for all kinds of pottery (unglazed, painted

and glazed) will be taken up last instead of second :

—

Bricks and
Tiles.
EElstorr of

European
Production.

Earlr Iivlwn
Protfuotiou.

Tliree Eindd.

StrengU) and
DurabUvt/

Idacbine-madc,

K and Tile Clays.—Until the middle of the last century

it w'as thought necessary to import bricks from England, and that pre-

judice served to destroy the hopes of Mr. George Macdonald, who in 1866

became virtually the juoneer of European bnck-making and pottery' in

India. He failed disastrously' to interest the Government engineers and the

building trade in the pioducts of his factory' at Raniganj (Raneegunge).

In 1881 Mr. J. H. fllass directed attention to the Jabbalpur supplies, and
as a consequence the Geological Department deputed Mallet to inquire

into the clavs of the Central Provinces, the result being that the claims

of Uniaria were urged verv strongly. It was pointed out that Gondw'ana
clays were abundant, coal and fire-clay on the spot, felspar obtainable

within four miles, while chalcedony might be collected in the Mahanadi
near Chandia. Messrs. Ruru & Co. had meantime founded their pottoues
on the very spot where Macdonald failed. It is said tliev now turn out

about .30,000 bricks a dav including glazed bricks for bathrooms, and
blue-chequered damp-proof bricks for stores and godow ns. And about
the time of Mallet’s report they extended their operations by opening
out their Jabbalpur works.

But bricks were used in India long before the airival of the Eiiglisli,

and some ver'" old edifices, foitilicatioiis, etc , seem to have been con-

structed with large thin bricks not unlike those employed in ancient

Europe. Such bricks were icceiitlv found, loi example, by' Dr. Stem
in the ruins of the stupas, etc., of ancient Khotaii, of a date oi the 7th or
8th century'. Abul Fazl, the chronicler of the Emperor Akbar’s reign,

mentions three kinds of bricks, burnt, half-burnt, uuburnt,” and ob-

serves that the Emperor had fixcil the price for these. The first kind,

he adds, were usually made very- heavy'. [Cf. Am-i-ALhari, 1590 (Bloch-

maiin, transl.), 1873. 223.] The.se three grades are met with to the present

day' all over India, and in fact most homses, garden w'all.s, etc., of the

peasants of India arc mainly constructed (when bricks ^re used at all)

of sun-dried bricks. But if Indian fired bricks haat; not hitherto borne
•a very high reputation for strength and durability, it has been upheld
that the cause of infcriontv should more often be sought m the process
ot mamifacture than iii the material used. A writer m IjuharhEurjineenng
(August 4, 1900) pointed out that m making bricks by hand it w'as verv
difficult to get the edges sharp and well defined, the only' way' to obtain
this being to use none but well-made moulds and to reject at once any
mould found to be hi the slightest degree cracked or damaged. That
difliculty' is to a large extent overcome by the use of machmerv, though
ail even greater disadvantage at once arises, namely that machine-made
bricks have to be transported from the brick-field to the building site,

thus materially adding to their cost. In India it is usual to manufacture
hand-made bricks near the place where they are to be used, and it is highly'
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likely, therefore, that the clay employed is not always the h(“st

that could be desired or discovered, were a search made a little

farther afield. Finally, of course, the Indian climate is a very serious

consideration.

With regard to Native-made bricks, interesting particulars have been pub-
lished by Hoey {Monog. Trade and Manuf. N Ind

,

1880, He there

observes that “ good bricks of the si7.e used m Government buildings are sold by
the puzawewala at Rs 7 per 1,000,” whilst the “ imperfectly burnt are called

tharra, and sell at Bs. 4 per 1,000” Lucknow, of which Ho'y was specially

writing, is naturally a great brick-burning centre, owing to the lack of stone
thereabouts. Ornamental bricks, moulded on the f.ice with tiiures and patterns,

were formerly made in nianv parts of Bengal Good exaiuple.s aro to bf seen
in some of the temples in Cbandernagore and Hiichli, but more espeiiillv at
the Kantanagar temple near Dinajpur. tii North Inih.i, mon especiallj in

Lahore, carved bricks may be seen in the buildmgs of the well to-do •

It would seem likely, however, that the moat important bi.i k-making centre
of India is the “immediate neighbourhood of Gale itt.a Tacks are dug that
can, os desired, be flooded from the river A ilepo-'it of nno clay ii laid doivn
and successive floodings aro made till a workable bed of clay has b<;en secured
Statistics are unfortunately not available as to the exteiit of produrtion. but
that the traffic is large can be judged by thi‘ f.ict that practically all l.iie better-

class houses of Calcutta are constructed entirelv of buck It is said that tho
largest brick factory in India is that of Akra, near Calcutta. 11111011 turns out
20 to 30 million bricks annually. The Calcutta bricks arc, tor the most part,
fired by furnaces, not kilns [C/. Min Rev , 1808. 50 j

Tiles.—The firms concerned in the manufacture of bricks are also, in

many cases, producers a.s tvcll of tiles, pipes, etc. To a very large extent

machine-made tiles, being lighter, better and more durable, are displacing

the old heavy clay tiles made by village potters.

Brick and Tiie Works,—It is sometimc.s allirmed, however, that the

best tile.s employed in India are still imjiortod fioiii Euiope. the price

being Rs. 15 per 100 {Capital, Oct. 15, 1903). In the S. Kanara district

there, were in 1894, 1,097 brick and tile burners and sellers
;

also eleven

brick and tile factories in the town of Mangalore, eight being managed by
Natives. Mr. Sturrock estimated the annual outturn ol bricks at these

factories to be 300,000, most of which are exported by sea to Bombay and
other west-coast ports. The manufacturers sell the bricks at R.s. 35 per

1,000. [Cf. Man. S. Kanara, 1895, 143-5.] Aecoiding to official .statistics,

the brick and tile works or factories throughout India employed m 1902,

6,255 persons
;
in 1903, 6,435 ; and in 1904 double the number, viz. 13,781.

These figures are admittedly open to question siiu e they can hardly include

the Native brick-makers, but represent rather the personnel of the Brick.

Tile and Potterj^ Wiyks run on European methods, such as those at

Raniganj, Jabbalpur, Aligarh, Bareilly, Mangaloie, Feroke, etc. It may
be mentioned that at the Raniganj potteries alone over 1.400 peisons
are employed, of whom about one-quarter ate women engaged in
porterage, 'flie three tile works of the Basel Mission near Mangalore
employed 540 hands in 1903, and the three works at Feroke, Malabar,
650 hands.

Fuller’s-eapth, also Edible and Medicinal Claya.^
There is little information of a recent nature ou these materials. Rauwolf.
who travelled in the East (in the middle of the 16th century), mentioned
of Tripoli that an ash-coloured earth called nalun was employed for washing
the head, and that another earth called jusabar was eaten by women.
That sentence might be almost given as true of India to-day. A pale
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Kaolin.

yellow mud is eaten medicinally, and sold under the name MuHdni matti.

An earth known as sany-i-basri is said to be imported from Persia and
used in tome preparations, owing to the iron which it contains. Saucer-

shaped chips of jiartially baked clav are sold m the Calcutta bazd.r for

eating. Montgomery Martin {llisl. E. hul., 18138, ii., 167) refers to a sub-

stance called Jehan eaten by women in Bengal. Hooper {Kept. Labor.

Ind. Mus., 190.5-6, 37-8) gives particulars of 33 samples examined. Silica

was the largest constituent, eight samples having twelve 70, and six

60 per cent. The analysis showed that these clays had no food value.

[Cf. Hooper and Mann, Memoirs As. Soc. Beng., i., No. 12, 249-70.] It-

IS probable that all these clays are nearly allied to fuller’s-earth, which

in India is employed as an external application to purify the hair and
Skin, in washing the cloths used m the manufacture of lac, indigo, etc.,

as also for weighting fabrics. It is interesting to add thaA the Institutes

of Manu records the punishment to be meted out to manufacturers who
add too great a weight to the textiles they produce. The following are

.said to be the best-known Indian .sources of fuller's-earth—Colgong in

the Bhagalpur Division of Bengal
;

the Central Provinces
;
the district

near Kolath in Bikanir, Dcra Ghazi Khan and Multan in the PanjAb.
Holland says fuller’s-earth is mined in the Central Provinces and in

Rajputana.

Flre-olays.—These clays are capable of resisting a very high
temperature without fusing or fissuring. They should be as nearly as
possible free from lime, iron or alkaline earths, which promote the fusion

of silica a.s iii glass-making. In Europe the best clays for this purpose
are found below coal-seams, and in spite of the different age of the Indian
coal-fields, the underlying clays are found to be available for the production
of a fairly good fire-brick material. Fire-bricks are manufactured in con-

siderable quantities by Messrs. Burn & Co. at Raniganj, the clay being
obtained locally. Promising fire-clays arc also found at Jabbalpur, at Jowai
in A.s.sani, and at the Chanda, Umaria and Gondwana coal-fields. It is

probable that with proper manipulation some of the pottery clays, not
hitherto used for the purpo.se, would afford perfectly refractory materials.

Pipe-clay [nanmrn, Icharra, etc,), so called in English from
its being used for tobacco-pipes. It much resembles China-clay, but
possesse.s more silica. Ball makes no mention of the existence of pipe-

clay in India, but Moore (Man. Trichinopoly, 1878, 67) states that a
fine bed of it occurs between Terani and Karai. Pipe-clay has also been
mentioneil as a product of the Madras forests. \Cf. Madras Man. Admin.,
1885, 1., 313 ] An anonymous correspondent of The Madras Weekly Mail
(April 20. 1905) stated that the clay used in the ornainen|al pottery of

Karigcri in North Arcot was a form of pipe-clay.

Pottcpy-elays.—The pottery-clays of India might be popularly
assorted according to three degrees of purity, viz. :— (a) kaolin, China
or porcelain clay

; (6) ordinary white or glazed pottery clays
; and (c) red

or tile and flowerpot days. The third has perhaps been sufficiently

indicated above in connection with brick and tile clays, since most average
good brick clays may be used for unglazed pottery. Kaolin, be^des
being employed for porcelain, is utilised in the paper and soap industries.

It is sold in the form of large lumps of a white or yellowish-white
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colour. It fills up the pores of the paper and gives a smoother and
more absorbent surface. [Cf. Cross and Bevan, Pa'per-making, 1900, rdper-makmg.

197.] It 18 formed by the gradual disintegration of felspar under
the action of air and "water, and con.sists essentially of a silicate of alu-

minium. Its quality depends upon its "whiteness and freedom from the

coarser micaceous particles. Although there is probably nowhere in

India an occurrence of the finest porcelain-clay, such as that of the south-

western counties of England, yet there are several districts where fine

white clays exist and are utilised for pottery. In fact the chief districts

where such cla"V8 occur are naturally more or less identical with the localities

whence the Indian Art potteries are produced. The tollowing brief state-

ment may be useful :

—

Ceramic Ware, —There are three classes of pottery ;—(«) Aboriginal* Ceramic
work, (b) Hindu work, and (c) Muhammadan work. Ceremonial usage MTare.

amongst the Hindus requires that pottery, whether polluted or not, shall

be thrown away on certain specified occasions, so that thcic has arisen a

large trade in a cheap material where artistic ilevelopments would be
superfluous. So far as the production of this everyday domestic pottery potter’s

18 concerned, the potter will probably always hold an important position

in village life. But even he is beginning to feel the stress of competition.

Glazing IS unnecessary unless the ware be meant to hold water, and since

artistic ware has mainly been produced in the way of grain or pickle jars,

painted or lacquered pottery is equally serviceable and infinitely cheaper PimM'd

than glazed ware. Indeed, with the exception of the few examples clis-

covered in association with the Dravidians of South India and the fragments

of old pottery found m the Charsada excavations near Peshaw’ar, there

IS no reason to suppose that glazed earthenware vessels were at all used uiaica

in India prior to the Muhammadan conquests. The former of the two
exceptions possibly is sugge.stive of the origin of the apparently spon-

taneous art of glazing found at Vellore in North Arcot. Beyond the

frontier of India, moreover, it has been recently shown by Stein (Ancient

Khotan) that an advanced knowledge existed from perhaps the second
century of our era. It is just possible, therefore, that the discoveries

both in the south and north of India of old glazed pottery (and even of glass)

indicate Buddhist rather than Hindu work. But that the glazed pottery Mniummadon

of India, as generally accepted by European connoisseurs, began with the
”

Muhammadan traffic in coloured tiles for mosques and tombs there can
be no doubt. To this day the village potter (kumhdr) is nearly always The Kimhar

a Hindu, and he makef unglazed pottery, whilst the ceramic artist (kuzmjdr,

kashigdr) is ordinarily a Muhammadan (except in such rare and notable
cases as that of the Hindu kuzagdrs of Delhi). Moreover the kuzagdr
often purchases from the village potter sun-dried vessels which he after-

wards ornamlhits and fires. It is a matter of everyday knowledge that

the glazed vessels of recent times, so eagerly purchased by visitors to

India, are but special adaptations gladly pursued by the Indian craftsmen
with the decadence of the demand for tiles. In any case all present-day
glazed pottery in India (except perhaps the Vellore w’ork) is Indo-Saracemc iniio-

in design, is made by Muhammadans, and sold exclusively to Muhammadans
or Chnstians. Mr. Hughes Buller and Mr. Gupte recently discovered a

kiln-and rude contrivance for making pottery in Baluchistan, which seemed
to have been used for making glazed-ware, since, fragments of such pottery

were found near by. Mr. Buller is of opinion that the fragments in ques-
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tion are Persian in technique, a view supported by the circumstance that

there are no records of an indigenous Indian glazing art in Baluchistan.

The modern demand for cheap Indian work is rapidly causing a deteriora-

tion from the original tile models of former times. Fortunately the

shapes of the unglazed and painted wares, platters, cooking-pots, water-

jars, etc., arc as yet uncontaminated by foreign demands and hence
remain graceful and well worthy of study, alike by the antiquary and
the artist.

[C/ Birdivood, Induat. Aria Ind , 1884, 387-418 ; Mukharji, Art Manuf. Ind.,

1888, 283-93 , Journ. Ind. Art, 1883, Nos. 9 and 10 ; 1886. Nos. 12. 14, 10; 1887,
Nos. 17, 19, 20 ; 1888, Nos. 23. 24 ; 1889, No. 28 ; 1800, No 29 : 1891, No. 33 ;

1892, Nos 41, 42; 1894. No 52; 189.5, Nos 55. 57. 58; 1897, No 45; Morto-
grapha, Pottery mid Glaasivare —T. N. Mukharji, Bengal, 1895 ;

Maconochie,
*Bomhay, 1895 ; Doblis, United Prov., 1895 ; Taw Sem-Ko, Burma, 1894-5 ;

VV'att, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 80-98, pi. 20 (a) ]

Trade .

—

The value of the babtiibn^varp and roRCBLAm (e.xcluding

earthenware piping) imported in 1899-1900 was Es. 19.90.369, but it

rose in the succeeding years, until in 1903-4 it reached Rs. 28,00,038, and
in 1906-7 Rs. 38,99,824. The United Kingdom usually supplies 50 per
cent., whilst Belgium, Germany and the Straits Settlements contribute
between them about 40 per coat The chief receiving provinces in 1906-7
were Bengal, Bombay and Burma, which took respectively quantities
valued at Rs. 14,22,977, Rs. 12,27,104, and Rs. 8,93,767. A small pro-
portion (Rs. 2,58,929 in 1906-7) was re-exported and sent to Persia, Aiabia,
the United Kingdom, Turkcy-m-Asia, East Atrica, etc. Earthenwark
RIPJNU (which is mentioned separately in official statistics) is imported
from the United Kingdom, and in 1906-7 amounted to 31,347 cwt.
(Rs. 2,16,808), most of it being received by Bombay. BniCKs a .vd TILES
are taken by India, principally from the United Kingdom and into Bombay.
Both in quantity and value the imports increased by more than 100 per
cent, during the five years ending 1903-1. In the first vear of that senes
they were in number 3,641,594, valued at Rs 2,14,255, and in 190.3—4

they were 7,135,872, valued at Rs. 5,16,610 Since then they have con-
tinued to iucrea.se to 14 922,191 (Rs. 10,64,560) in 1906-7, India also

imports a small quantity' of <'LA v. The amount in 1906-7 was 56,889 cwt..

valued at Rs. 96,557, and the country chiefly concerned may be said to
be the United Kingdom, the supply being consigned to Bombay, Bengal
and Burma.

The total value of Indian KAJITIIENWARE (except piping) exported
in 1906-7 was only Rs. 44,709, consisting of certain snijill consignments
from Madras, Bombay and Bengal to Ceylon and fbe United Kingdom.
EAR2'HENWARE PI I']Nil, not included in the above, is exported chiefly
from Bengal to the Straits Settlements. The amount in 1906-7 was
7,690 cwt. (Rs. 34,368). The exports of Indian bricks •and tiles go
priiicipallv fiom Madras to Cevlon. In 1899—1900 they were valued at
Rs. 68,797, and in 1906-7, Rs. 1,03,314.

COAL.—Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, 59-119, 592-604; Mem.
and Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind. for past 20 pears

; Watt, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind.,
1894 to 1897

; Duiistan, Coal Res. hid., in Journ. Soc. Arts, Feb. 1902 ;

Imp. Inst. Tech. Repls., 1903, 319-77 ; also Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind,, 1906,
xxxiii., 241

; Holland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1898-1903, in Rec. Geol. Surv.
hid., 1905, xxxii., 17-45

; f907, xxxvi., 66-71
; Stat. Min. Prod. Ind.,
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1890 to 1904, etc, etc. The hoyelah, koyala, koelo, kolsa, kart, simai-karri,

hoggu, sima boggu, iddallu, misu-e, midu-ye, etc.

History.—Coal has doubtless been known to the Natives from time immemorial, History,
but was neither mined nor traded in until sought out by the early European
residents in India. Even at the present date it is little if at all used in the
purely indigenous industries, and hardly over employed for domestic purposes.
But this state of affairs is perhaps little tf> be surprise*! at when it is recollected
that the first licence to dig for cool in England was granted by Henry III. in first I.ieeace

1239 : it was then designated “ sea-coal ” In 1300 the use of coal m London
was prohibited, but m 1325 a tratle had been eirganised between England and
France m which coal was exported and gram imported About this time Supremacy of

also Newcastle became famous for it.s coal, and for a couple of centuries at

least fleets of ships sailed from thence to supply London and the othei pi rts of

England, as also France, Holland and <jrermany It would be beyond the scope
of this article to follow the growth of th* Fiiropeaii iviiowledgc m coal or to

narrate the discovery of the other coal-depocit-- that fin illy o . erthrow the supre-
macy of Newcastle By 1770 we roail that Suiulorland, Blyth, Hartley. Durham
and several other centres in both England an*l Scotland hod commenced to

export coal independently of Newi.astle and of the ch.irtci.s granted to the
original seat of the trade It waa only natural, therefore, th.it the European
residents in India, in the middle of tlie I8th century, should have begun to think

of a possible Indian supply of an article that had been proved of su groat value

in their home countries.

In 1774 Warron Hastings granted a mining license to two of the Company’s Fust luJiaa

servants, namely Mr. Suetonius Grant Heatly and Mr J*>hn Sumner. Tho former Licence

gentleman, we learn, had discovered coal m “ the districts of Bhecrbhoom and
Pacheto.” Mr Heatly (son of the discoverer and original worker of the Bengal
mines) tells the story of his father’s laboims, in an article which will bo found
m the Journal o/ the Astatic Society of Bengal (1842, xi , 811-35). Cnfortunately
the coal Heatly produced w-as reported as being nuicli inferior to tliat of England,
and this circumstance, together witli the mdifferenco of Lord Cornwallis to Influence of

measures calculated to develop tho internal resources or promote tho externa' Coruwillis.

commerce of India, led (according to Heatly, junior) to tho neglect and apathy
that characterised the first few years of coal-minmg in India. In 1777 Farquhar
and Motte asked permission “ to boro cannon and to cast shot and shell in the

district of Jherria, lying between the rivers Dummuda and Burraker.” They
gave as their reason for the selection of that locality that it “ abounds in iron ore

and 18 contiguous to the coal-mines of Messrs. Sumner & Heatly ” Williamson
{Wild Sports in the East, 1808, i , 7, 8) alludes to Indian coal, but remarks that

the Company “ finds it easier to send coal from England, as ballast, to their

arsenals abroad, where quantities aro occasionally used m fusing metals for

casting ordnances.” But apparently about this very time tho London Directors

of the East India Company had actually complained of the heavy charges in- Heavy Ch.irgot.

volved by the indents for the coal made by their Indian representativ’os, and they
accordingly recommended an inquiry whether charcoal could not be substituted ;

and if not, they further recommended the transference of the ordnance works Earl Mmto's

to England. The Earl of Minto was at the time Governor-General of India, Action,

and to his enhghitoiied action may be attributed the birth of the present prosper-

ous trade in coal. He directed that Indian coal should be submitted to actual

tests by the military authorities in India. Col. Hardwicke accordingly per-

formed experiments but reported once more very unfavourably (dated May 19,

1809), and the subject of coal for a time dropped out of notice. But in 1814 the Marquis of

Marquis of H^stmgs once more urged on the Military Board the desirability of Hastmg-s.

ascertaming beyond doubt “ whether the coal of India was of a quality calcu-

lated for the purpose of the forge.” His lordship announced that a fully quali-

fied person would be appomted to examine the mines, who would be furnished
with the necessary apparatus to make bormgs and who would for experimental
purposes procure a supply of coal from such a depth as to ensure that it would
represent the average quality. Previous experiments were thus discredited
owmg to the coal used having been obtamed from the surface and therefore much c.iloutu

deteriorated. By this time we hear of a Calcutta merchant having commenced Mercimiit.

to use Bengal coal, notwithstanding the unfavourable reports published by
the Military Board. Coal was, in fact, being regularly conveyed by boat down
the Damuda river to Calcutta, and it is therefore not to be wondered at that
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the Viceroy should have once more called for a thorough inquiry Mr Rupert
Jones accordingly went from fingland on purpose to ex.iiniiio the Bengal
coalfields, and liis report (written in 181.5) will be found in the Aaiatik Restarchos

(1833, xviii
, 163-70) Needless to say this gav'o now life to the Indian mines

and proved that indifference and obstruction to the use of a now material had
more to say to the unfavourable opinions previously published than the actual

inferiority of the coal—at least for many of the purposes for which English

coal was being imported. But m passing it may be added that Mr. Jones himself

did not realise the full value of his investigations He foretold increased pros-

perity to Calcutta, through the coal he had discovered being a bettor and more
economical fuel for burning the ,Sylhet limestone than the firewood then in use

Jones apparently know little of the great revolution steam was destined to

effect, nor of the irnperativ'e neee.ssity of an abundant and cheap supply of coal

for eommorcial and industrial prosperity
Mr Jones received an advance from Government of £4,000. on easy terms.

4o enable bun to work the mines, hut m 1S‘20 he came utterly to grief. Fortu-

nately a number of Calcutta firms stepped into the breach The first regularly

constituted Indian mine under European supervision and capital was opened
in Bengal m 1820 (Raniganj mine) In 1839 the output was 36,000 tons Still,

little progress was made till the construction of the East Indian Railway in 1 854
tapped the coalfields. But even then the progress was but slow until the jute

mills of Calcutta had been started and the other directions of manufacturing
skill ongmatod, that gave vitality to the Eastern capital Apparently 1857-8
was the first year of specially recorded production, when 293,443 tons were taken
from the Indian mines and 92,983 tons imported From that date the prosperity
of coal-mming was assured. It became the direct expression of a rajudly ex-

panding modern commerce This may be briefly exemplified In 1868 the
output was 459,408 tons, in 1878, 925,494 tons, in 1898, 4,608,196 tons; in

1904, 8,348,501 tons; and in 1906, 9,783,250 tons. Of these the Bengal
mines supplied 88 per cent [C/ Moral and Mat Prog Ind

,

1905-6, 114 ]

One of the difficultios experienced in this remarkable trade has been for the
railways to keep pace in the supply of the rolling stock necess.ary In 1885
there wore 95 mines, of which 90 were in Bengal . in 1900 there were 280 coal-

mines in operation, of which 271 wore in Bengal , m I ’>06 there were 307. of

which 274 were in Bengal The number of mines only partiallj- represents pro-
gress, on account of the tendency for small mines to be grouped together as a

smaller number of large ones. The greatest development has taken place in

the Raniganj field, owing to the collieries being only 120 to 140 miles from
Calcutta. Jherria, some 40 miles more distant, has recently given evidence of

having very likely permanently overtaken Raniganj. But no less vigorously
have tlie Oiridih fields been pushed forward It can now be affirmed that
India IS rapidly approaching the state of being able to meet nil her own wants
for fuel The imports have been shrinking steadily for years, and in 190.3-4

were one-fourth of the quantity taken nine years previously And of these
imports Bombay—a province remote from the Indian mines—consumes by
far the major portion, viz 148,311 tons out of a total of 179,935 tons in 1905-6
England, Australia and Japan are the supplying countries. But a new trade
has arisen, namely in coal exported to Indian Ocean ports—a traffic that it

would seem is instantly stimulated and permanently,, strengthened by the
strikes and other accidental causes which in Europe and Japan tend to raise
the price of coal A vivid conception of the present magnitude and importance
of the Indian coal industry may be had from the circumstance that in 1903 the
output came to 7J million tons, while the outputs of both Canada^nd Australia
were each just under 7 million tons

;
and the Indian production has since risen

to almost 10 million tons. But a still more significant fact may be added in

conclusion, namely that Indian coal is the cheapest in the world The average
pitmouth price was in 1902, Rs 2-12 (3« Sd

)
and in 1906 Bs 2-15 (3a. lid.)

per ton, wliilo in the United States the corresponding av'erage price was
6a 8Jd. ; in Australia 7a. 9d. ; m the United Kingdom 8a 2|d

;
in Germany

8a lOJd. ; in Canada 9a. 3d. ; and in New Zealand 10a. Od. An interesting
series of articles on “ Dear Coal ” will bo found in TAe Textile Journal (May,
July and December, 1900).

The annual reports, etc., of the Indian Mining Association and those of Ithe
Bengal Chamber of Commerce are usually of the greatest interest and value
in settmg forth the progress or the disabilities of the mining industry. But it
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may be added that none of the early European travellers in India make
any mention of coal, prior to the first decade of the lOth century This is

abundantly exemplified by the silence of Milbum {Or Comm , 1813) and of

Macpherson (Hist. Europ Comm. Ind., 1812), two authors who were certain to

have had chapters on Indian coal and India’s requirements in coal had these

been questions of public importance at the time in which they wrote.

OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF COAL IN INDIA.
Holland (Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1905, 1907) has furnished so compre-

hensive a statement of India’s coal resources that it is hardly necessary

to do more than give an abstract of his opinions in order to bring the

Dictionary up to date. He confines attention to the coalfields actually

being worked or those likely to be worked in the near future. The parti-

culars that follow in this chapter are, therefore, derived very largely from
Holland’s instructive and practical Reviews :— •>

“ Moat of the coal raised has been obtained from the Gondwana system
of strata in Peninsular India, where the coal-mines, being nearer the coast

and generally within touch of the main railwav' lines, have been developed

more rapidly than those of the extra-Peninsular Cretaceous and Tertiary

coal-beds.” The Gondwana mines furnished in 1906, 95 56 per cent, of

the total supply. It may be useful to exhibit the chief groups of mines

categorically :

—

{A) aONDWANA COALFIELDS.—1. RanIganJ and Jherria la

Bengal.—Ramganj was the first to be developed and formerly had the

largest output, but since 1906 the lead has been taken by the Jherria mines
farther west in the Damuda valley. These mines arc tapped by the E.I.R,

and by the B.N.R. systems. “ The coal from the Raniganj field is mainly
derived from seams in the highest beds of the Damuda series, the lowest, or

Barakar stage, being less developed in the exposures along the northern
margin of the field. In the Jherria field the converse is the case : the
uppermost stage has yielded poor coal, whilst in the Barakar series there are

some eighteen well defined seams of which the upper eight include enormous
supplies of good coal. The two classes of coal present a well-marked and
constant difference in the amount of moisture they contain ; the older,

Barakar, coals, both in the Raniganj field and in Jherria, contain on an
average about 1 per cent, of moisture, whilst the average for the younger
coal of the Raniganj series is 3'8 per cent, in the lower seams, and nearly

7 per cent, in the upper seams. There is a corresponding, but less

marked, difference in the proportion of volatile hydrocarbons, which form
a larger percentage of the younger coals than of those at lower stages in

the Damuda series.”

2. OIridlh in Bengal.—“ The small patch of coal-bearing Gondwana
rocks near Giridih is practically divided between the Bengal Coal and
the East Indian Railway Companies. The chief wealth of the field is

•stored in a IS-foot seam of good steam and coking coal near the base of

the Damuda series.” It has been estimated that the remaining workable
supplies probably do not exceed 77 million tons. [Cf. Saise, Giridih

Coal Fields and Notes on Methods of Working, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

1894, xxvii., 86-100.]

3. Pench Valley In the Central Provinces.—An interesting develop-
ment is the opening out of the Pench supplies. In 1905 the production was
1,1Q4 tons, and in 1906, 32,102—in spite (adds Holland) of the imperfect

railway facilities. This field is of special value to the mills of Bombay and
the Deccan.
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4. Mohpani in the Narsinghpur District of the Central Provinces,

—This colliery has been worked since 1862 by the Nerbudda Coal and

Iron Company. It has made little progress, but a new area some two
miles farther west has been discovered and operations commenced.

Medheott published in 1872 a paper entitled Notes on the Satpiira Coal-

basin that should be consulted regarding the coal of this area. More

recently Mr C. J. Dalby of the Bengal-Nagpur Eailway submitted in

1892 a report on the Eampnr Coalfield. Also Mr. G. F. Reader, Mining

Specialist, published {Mem. GeoL Surv. Ind., 1901, x.vxii.) a more
detailed a' tount of these field.s.

5. Warora in the Chanda District of the Central Provinces, and

about 62 miles .south of Nagpur, has been worked since 1871 by the State.

^Vbout half the coal raised is taken by the G.I.P. Railway, the rest going

to the cotton-mills and factories of the Central Provinces, This coal is

liable to spontaneous coinbu.stion, and a large part of the field has been

lost through fire. “ The Warora colliery has been worked under dis-

tinctlv greater natural diffieiiltics than those usually met with in Bengal.”
“ The returns for labour at Warora, notwithstanding the difficulties arising

from water and liability to spontaneous combustion, show that the svstem

of mining adopted permits of a satisfactory output per person employed,

whilst the deaths due to accidents have been reduced to a low rate.”

Another three or four years will probably see the end of the Warora
colliery, but, with the exteiiMon of the Wardha Valley line .southwards,

the extensive deposits near Bellarpiir will be opened up ” Prospecting

operations have recently coiiinienced on the known thick coal-seams in

the Wun district, Berar. These coal-fields are fully dc.scnbed by Hughes.

[0/. Mem. Gcol., l.c. xni., 1.]

6. Singareni in the Nizam's Dominions,—‘‘The great belt of Gond-
wana rocks near the north-w'cst end of wffiich Warora is situated stretches

down the Godavari vallev as far as Rajamiindrv, and at one or two places

the equivalents of the coal-bearing Daniuda series in Bengal are found
cropping up from below the Upper Gondwana rooks. One of these

occurrences near Yellandu in the Nizam’s Dominions forms the coal-field

well knowm by the name of Singareni. The principal seam of coal, some
5 to 6 feet thick, being worked at the Singareni colliery was discovered

by the hate Ur. W. King of the Geological Survey in 1872, but mining
operations were not commenced until 1886.” ” C’oal-mining at Singareni

has been accompanied by a heavier loss of life by accidents than in the
general run of Gondwana fields.” The opinion seems mpheld that for

steam purposes Singareni coal is considerably inferior to Bengal coal and
IS not a coking coal. These circumstances would seem largely to account
for the slow progress made with this coal in South India. The Reports
of the Hyderabad (Deccan) Company, Ltd., afford usefftl particulars

regarding the mine.

7. Umaria, Rewah State, Central India.—The Bilaspur-Katni
Branch of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway passes through this small coalfield.
“ The quantity of workable coal in this field is estimated at about 24
imllion tons.” ” The four coal-seams being worked vary from 3 to 12
feet in thickne.ss and dip about 4° to the north-east. The mines were
opened in 1882 under the direction of Mr. T. W. H. Hughes of the geo-
logical Survey and were controlled by Government until the 1st of January,
1900, when they were handed over to the Rewah State.” Most of the
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coal raised is sold to the Indian Midland and to the Bengal-Nagpur Rail-

ways. [C/. Ann. Repts. Rewah State Collieries, 1899-1903.]

(fl) CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY COALFIELDS.— The younger Younger
coals are nearly all of Cretaceous and Tertiary age, although some thm Coal,

and poor seams of Upper Jurassic coal have been worked in Kach.

The Cretaceous beds occur in the Khasia and Caro hills of Assam, where

they are found in small basins resting on the Archsean schisfs and gneisses.

The Cretaceous coals of Assam are generally distinguished by the

inclusion in them of nests of fossil resin, and this character was noticed

in the coal recently discovered to the north of Shillong.”
“ Coal of Tertiary age is found in Sind, Rajputan.i, Baluchistan and

along the foothills of the Himalaya, further east in Assam, in Burma, and
in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The mo^t fieijuent' occurrence is^

in association jvith nummulitic limestones, .hough tlie richest deposits,

namely those in North-East Assam, are younger, )>robably Miocene in

age. Of these extra-Peninsulai fields, the only ones prorlucing coal are

of Tertiary age.”
“ On the whole, the younger coals, which are being worked in oxtra-

Peniiisular areas, differ from the Goiubcana coals in containing a larger

proportion of moisture an<l volatile hydrocarbons, and though as variable

in composition as thev arc in thickness of seam, coals are obtained, as for

instance in Assam, with a remarkably low percentage of ash, and having

a high calorific value.”

8. Makutn In North-East Assam.—This is being worked by the Assam Makum.
Railways and Trading Company, who commenced operations in 1881.
” The collieries are connected by a metre-gauge railway with Dibrugarh on
the Brahmaputra river, which, being navigable, forms both a market
and a means of transport for the coal. The most valuable seams occur

between the Tirap and Namdaiig streams, where, for a distance of about
five miles, the seams vary from 15 to 75 feet in thickness. The average

dip is 40°, but as the outcrops in many places .are several hundred feet above
the plains, facilities exist for working the coal by adit levels.” “ The
coal has the reputation of being a good fuel, and forms an excellent coke.”

[Cf. Mallet, Coal Fields Naga Hdls, Assam, in Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1876,

xii.
;
La Touche, Coal Fields Jainiia Hills, 1889 ; Bose, Rept. on Um-

Rileng Coal-beds, Assam, in Rec. Geol. Surv. 1ml., 1904, .xxxi.
; A.R.T.C.,

Ltd., Ann. Repts., Nos. 1-21.]

9. Shwebo District In Burma.—Coal occurs in various parts of Burma.
Burma. Within, the past few years it has, for example, been definitely

ascertained that in the Nanimaw field (30 miles from the Mandalay-Lashio
Railway) there are seams of lignitic coal 10 feet thick. [Cf. Jones, Notes

on Coal, Upper Burma, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1887, xx., 170-93
;
Noetling,

Upper Chindmn Coal-fields, 1890 ;
Primrose, Rept. Prosp. Oper. in Te-

nasserim, 1891-2
;

Bose, Notes on Geal. Tenassenm Valley, in Rec. Geol.

Surv. Ind., 1893, xxvi., 148-64
;
George Scott, Upper Burma Gaz., in,

pt. 1., 230-B; Nisbet, Burma Uruler Brit. Rule and Before, 1901, n, 389-92.]

10. Baluchistan.—Possibly the most important coal-deposits of the Baluchi-

west are those in Baluchistan, where, however, the disturbed state of the etan.

rocks makes mining difficult, expensive and dangerous. The best mines
are those of Sor (south-east of Quetta), the Bolaii and Khost. From
the last-mentioned mine the output in 1906 amounted to 32,500 tons.

11. Daadot In the Jbelum District of the Panjab.—The Dandot Baudot.
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plateau of the Salt Range. The only valuable seam vanes m thickness

from 18 to 39 niches and forms a basin under the uuinmulitic limestone.

The mines have been worked by the North-Western Railway since 1884-.

[Cf. N.W.R., Ann Rept. Working Mines, 1896-1903.]

12. Bhaganwala.—At the eastern end of the Salt Range—a seam of

variable thickness also worked by the N.W.R. [Cf Badcn-Powell, Pb.

Prod., 1868, i., 27-34, Morns, Hazara Coal, 1889. La Touche, Bhagan-

wala Coal Fields, Rec. Geol. Sure. Ind., 1894, xxvii.]

13. Mlanwali District, about two miles north of Kalabagh. This is

classed as Jurassic coal, but so far regular raining has not been started.

More promising Tertiarv coal occurs at Maidan, 24 miles further west.

[Cf. Simpson, Rept. on Coal, Is Khel, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1904, xxxi.]

^ 14. Kashmir.—The Jammu Coalfields—Tertiary
;
commenced to be

worked in 1903. Washed and briquetted Ladda coal would be nearly as

valuable as Bengal coal, but could not compete in price. [Cf. La Touche,

l.c. XXI., 188 ; Sirap.son, Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind , 1904. xxxii.]

15. Blkanlr In Rajputana.—A lignite of dark-brown colour, with

included lumps of fossil resm, occurs m association with uummulitic

rocks at Palana in the Bikanir State. In 1898 mining operations were
commenced at a point where the seam was fonnil to be 20 teet thick.
“ The physical characters of the natural fuel form a drawback to its use

in locomotives, but e.xperiments recently made are said to show that

satisfactory briquettes can be made in which the proportion of moisture is

reduced, and the fuel made less vulnerable to atmospheric action.” The
proximity to railway demands seems likely to counterbalance the inferi-

oritv of this coal, of which the output in 1906 amounted to 32,372 tons.

WORKING OF MINES: Labour, etc..—Holland mav lie stiU further

placed under contribution :
” Coal-iiiining m India, Irom tlie point

of yiew of labour, is quite ahead of all other forms of mining. The
number of persons employed daily has ayeraged 84,805 for the years

1898 to 1903.” During 1^4 the number rose to 92,740, of which 75,749

were employed at the Bengal mines. The Bengal coal-mines thus took
81 7 per cent, of the total labour supply. “ It will not be surprising to

those who know the habits of the Indian coal-miner to learn that the

output per per.son employeii is lower than in any other part of the British

Empire e.xcept in Cape Colony, where cheap Native labour is largely

employed. During the years 1901 and 1902 the outputs of coal per person

employed in Indian mines were respectively 70 and 75 tons, whilst for

the rest of the British Empire the corresponding figuj-es were 281 and 285
tons.” “ An important consideration, naturally, m every mining com-
munity IS the risk of life involved in the occupation. As far as coal-mining
IS concerned in India, the industry, so far as it has progressed, has shown
not only a very low death-rate from isolated accidents, but also a note-

worthy freedom from disasters, which in European countries have done
more perhaps than statistics to force special legislation for the protection
of workers in ‘ dangerous ’ occupations.” “ The average death-rate from
such accidents has been ()'88 per thousand employed, while the average
for the rest of the British Empire comes to 1 54 per thousand—in the U.K.
1‘24.” But if the death-rate be expressed to the tonnage of coal raised,

India is shown up in a much less favourable light. New Zealand hjad.s

the list of successful mining from this standpoint with 1'47 persons killed

per one million tons of coal raised in 1902 ; Queensland 1-99
;
Nova
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Scotia 4‘35
;
United Kingdom 4‘42

;
Victoria 4'44

;
India K) 23 ;

Trans-

vaal J4'47
;
New South Wales i7'67

;
Cape Colony 2416

;
Natal 26 99 ;

and British Columbia 99'48. India is thus by no means the country in

the Bntish Empire that shows the worst result.

“ The almost universal practice in Indian coal-mines is to extract the

coal on the system vaiiously known as the “bord and pillar,” “ post and
stall,” or “stoop and room” system. Although this system in Eurojie

is fast being superseded bv the more economical “ long wall ” method,

yet, owing to the thickness of most of the Indian seams, it is not easy

to devise any more suitable plan of working. It is undoubtedly wasteful,

for the pillars form from 25 to 65 per cent. <d the available coal, ami at the

present time except in certain mines, where locaI-traine<l labour and etflcient

supervision are possible, their extraction is not enm contemplated.” *

Holland points out that the strong roof in rlie Condwana rocks, the

freedom from disturbances, and the coin pared ive lightness of the ovei-

burden are features of strength .ind safety not fiilh appicciated by those

who have gained their experience in countries wheie these advantages do

not prevail. In the Giridih coalfield the system ot working (hick seams

there pursued, which is a modification ot the South Staffordshire method
suggested by Mr. T. H. Ward, allows of 90 per < ent. of the coal being

removed. .4.damson {Trans. Mun. and Mech. Engin., 1903, hi
, 202) has

described fully the “ working of a thick coal-scam in Bengal.” “ In

the Makum field a highly inclined scam, 75 feet thick, is worked also

on a modification of the South Staffordshire system of ‘ square work.’

The coal is removed in two, or sometimes three sections, the top section

being removed first, and a parting of stone and coal being left untouched

betwee^ach pair of sections. In the Dandot and Khost mines, thin seams

are woreed in one operation, on a modified ‘ long-wall ’ system.”

PROPERTIES AND USES.—It is difficult, if not impossible, to give a

general statement of the properties of Indian coal . the two great geological

groups already established differ in almost every essential, and, moreover,

the coal varies not only between mines within the same formation but

even within the seams of one and the same mine. Averages are therefore

often very misleading. The late Mr. H. B. Medlicott accorchngly very

rightly observed, “ In both regions the quality of the coal varies much,

as m all coal-measures ;
but the best in both reaches a very high standard,

almost if not quite up to that of high-class English coals. In the Gond-
wana (Bengal) coal the general defect is an excess of ash, and also in some
an excess of mofeture^, while in the Tertiary (Assam) coal the percentage

of ash is low, but that of the volatile combustible matter high, producing

a lighter fuel.” Medlicott then furnished a table to show the results

of various chemical examinations, and, as little of material importance has

since been le&rned, it may be here reproduced :

—

j

Bengal ’
‘ A33AM

Average Dest.
1

Average. Best

Fixed Carbon 63-20 06-62 60-6 00-

1

Volatile exclusive of moisture . . .

.

25-83 28-12 34 0 33-5

Moisture .

.

4-8 0-96 5-0 —
Asli^ 10 17 4-40 3 9 0 4

1

100-00 10000 100-00 100 0

COAL
Properties

IruUan Sv'-tom
of Muiin^

Mr WArd’s
Metboil.

Properties.

D.E.P.,
11 ., 379.

Eicess of Asli
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These average results, so far as averages go, will be found sufficiently

near the truth for all practical purposes.

The moisture and. the ash are the chief detractive features of coal.

“ Dr. Saise (Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1904, xxxi., 104-7) calls attention,

however, to the remarkably constant differences in the percentages of

moisture held by coals from the different geological horizons in the fields.

In the case of the Barakar stage, which is the lowest in the series, the

moi.stnre amounts to only 1 per cent., while m the lower seams of the

Ranigan] stage it averages 3'81 and in the upper seams 6'86 per cent. There

IS a parallel Wt less pronounced variation in the amount of volatile hydro-

carbons ; in coal from the Barakar stage the average is 26’57 per cent. ;
in

the lower seams of the Raniganj stage it is 31’70, and in the upper seams

S2 22 per cent.”

In tlie Becord.'i of the Geological Survey of India (1904, xjcxi., 237-9) will

be found certain results of the coal and coke assays made by Mr. E. P.

Martin and Prof. H. Loui.s .at the m.stance of the Right Hon. Sir E Cassel,

on careliillr procured samples from the Jherria and Raniganj fields. It is

explained that the samples reported on had been taken from across the

entire working lace of the seam, aiul were not picked from a promiscuous
pile at the pit mouth or taken from a particular part of the seam. Space
cannot be aft’ordod to rejmbhsli the tables in the original form m which
tliev appeared, but the following averages of the returns may be here

given ;

—

U)1L
j

i'lXC-U

(.'arbon
1

V*OlitliG
j

Mfktti'l 1

1

Sulphur Ash.
'

! Moisture
lih of \V'at4*r evap

’ Iiy 1 ib of Coai

JheiTia Field
.

j

GO 5 22-»)

j

0 o') 10 41) i ] 0 12-71
(12 smnplos)

Ranigaiii
j

02 31 31-43
1

0 47
1

14-10 1 08 12-88

(4 saniplps)
1

1

COEF. ('irl)on
1

Nal[‘l)ur.
' I'hosphoms

|

.\sl) MousLare,

Jlu-rria Coke . .

(9 fi(iiiipk-s)

75-11) 0-05 0 17
I

1

24 04 0*48

1

Coimuentiiig on these results, Holland observes ;
“ The beds in

which the coal is now being mined in the Jherria held were long

ago correlated by the Geological Survey with the Barakar series of

the Raniganj coal-tield, and it is interesting to notice that the low
percentage of moisture recorded by Saise in the coal of the Barakar
senes m the Raniganj fichl is characteristic also of the Barakar
coal in the Jherria field. In the case of the Barakar coal from the
Ramgauj field the moisture amounted on an average to 4 0 per cent.,

whilst in the case of these Jherria coals the average for moisture is 0'90

per cent.”

A comprehensive report on the composition and quality of Indian
coals, by Dunstan, will be found m the Records of the Geol^ical Survey
of India (l.c, 1906), where complete analyses of coal from all fields

above mentioned (excepting those recently opened) are recorded.
In a recent practical expenment conducted with Seebpore oo^l at

the National Jute Mills, Calcutta, by Mr. F. Grover of Leeds, it was found
that that particular coal would evaporate 7'97 lb, of water, equivalent,
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had certain conditions obtainable in Enpriand prevailed, to 8'5 lb. The
corresponding efficiency of the best Carditf coal, it is believed, is but 9 lb.

This result has been hailed by certain Indian newspapers as a new dis-

covery of the greatest public interest and value, and one which refutes

completely the unfavourable opinions often upheld regarding Indian ( oal

in general. From the remarks already made it may have been inferied

that for many years past it has been re* ognised that the fine.st Indian

coals are little inferior to the best English and Welsh, but laboratoiy

results are theoretical more than praitical, aiel Mr. Orovei’s exjteriiuents

are therefore of considerable importanee. Ke has sho^', n, for exunyhs
that the assays revealed the peici'otage ot ash to be 1 1 whih' i.i the

practical tests it came to l(i‘7 of the inginal e eight. This is the

pression of the practical difhcultv of ficin;,,. ai 1 sinalai inst.mi es exi^c in

other directiofis without invalidatit,g the relatm .ah s of (hemu.il

assays. But so important is tin question ot ail. thai, a.s point i! out bv
Grover, a sample ot coal could be carried "id luiies f.irthei th in another

with which it was compared without r.vceeding the lost per ton of its

combustible constituents

TRADB.—Production and Supply.

—

In ]88.3 there were but two
localities of Indian coal-produotion, viz. Bengal and the Central ProMiires.

and the total output from the mines lu these piovmcc.s tame to only

1,315,976 toiLS. Ten years later then' were nine Indian oenties of produc-

tion (Burma, Assam, Bengal, Central India, Panjab, Baluchistan. Central

Provinces. Nizam’s Dominions and Madras) and the output had been

doubled (2,562,001 tons valued at Rs. 86,20,278). Still ten yeans later

(1903) there were ten centres of production (Madras had disappoancl ami
Kashmir and Bikanir had been added), but the output increased to

7,438,386 tons, valued at Rs. 1,94,95,741. These hguros speak volumes for

the mining enterprise of India, but the low price obtained (3,9. 8d. per ton

at the pit mouth in 1903) probably unheated that until the metalluigital

industries have developed into important consumers of coal, present

production may be viewed a.s apxnoaching the limits of demand. But a

hopeful sign of the suitability ot Indian coal for all oidinai}" industiial

purposes is the downward course of the imports of foreign and the

upward tendency of the now trade in e.\'X)Oiting Indian coal. This iicw

receives confirmation when it i.s known that the imicased jn'odurtion

of the Indian niine.s has been on a liigher ratio than necessitated lay

the enhanced demands of the railway p/ws the ex^iort-s, so that we arc

warranted in (Concluding that the industries of India have iiiado a

substantial advance within the period in question.

Foreign Trade.—The record year in the imports was 1888-9. when
(including Government Stores) India drew from foreign countne.s (mostly

the United Kingdom) 877,843 tons of coal, coke and xiatent fuel, valued at

Rs. 2,00,95,105. Five years later (1893-4) the imxiorts were 591,007 tons,

valued at Rs. 1,03,52,699; in 1898-9 they had decreased to 379,225 tons,

valued at Rs. 73,60,786 ;
in 1903-4 they were only 206,829 tons, valued

at Rs. 38,66,882 ; and in 1906-7, 262,286 tons, valued at Rs. 49,47,445.

Thus there can be little doubt the imxiorts have given place to local pro-

duction, and obviously so when in 1 903, 7,438, .386 tons of Indian coal were
sup|ilied for about the same sum as fetched only 877,843 tons of foreign

coal in 1888.

The following shows the Imports and Exports of Coal, Coke and
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Patent Fuel during the years 1897-8 to 1906-7 (including Government

stores) :

—

Yfah Imports ix Tons i:Xl'OBI.S IK TONS.

1S'J7-S 276,407 213,146

18?IS-!I 379,225 327,207

18!I9-1900 481.190 304,887

1 900-1 142,467 542,023
1901-2 285,786 525,047

1902-3 228,562 431,801
190.3-4 206,829 493,070
1904-O 275.205 594,251
1905-0 186,911 837,251
1906-7 202,286 940,054

Avbbaije . . 272.486 . 520,873

In these returns each ton of coke has been counted as tons of coal.

It has been urged that the above figures are unimportant when contrasted

with present production. That may be quite true, but only so long as

it IS recollected that the imports are now just one-fourth the quantity of

those in 1888-9 and that the exports have now (1906-7) exceeded the

transactions of the record year of imports. As illustrative of the normal
direction of the foreign traffic, it may be explained that by far the major
portion of the imports comes from the United Kingdom. The analysis of

the total supply m 1906-7 would be as follows —irom United Kingdom
227,158 tons

;
from Japan 4,505 tons

;
from Australia 25,863 tons, and

from all other countries the balance. The receisung province is Bombay,
which 111 1906-7 took 220,751 ton.s out of the total (262,286 tons). Of the
exports, Ceylon and the Straits Settlements are the most important foreign

receiving countries. Out of the total exports in 1006-7 Cevlon took 404,149
tons and the Straits 293,788 tons, and these figures appro 'llmatcly represent

the relative demands of the countries named during the past live years.

Practically the whole of the exports are m.ade from the port of Calcutta,

which being near the Bengal fields is the natural centre of distribution.

To dream of a future of greatly expanded foreign export of coal from
India docs not necessanlv involve the acceptance of a literal fulfilment

ol Horace Walpole’s reputed prophecy that “ England will be some day
conquered by New England or Bengal ” An export trade has become
an established fact and one of great possibihtie.s. His Excellency Lord
Curzon, after inspecting a poitioii oi the Jherna Coalfield, addressed a
company of gentlemen interested in the coal-mining industry on January
22, 190.3. Speaking of the foreign trade, his lordship said ;

—
“• Indian

coal can hardly he expected to get beyond Suez on the west or Singapore
on the east. At those points you come uji against English coal on the
one side and Japane.se coal on the other. But I wish to point out that
there is a pretty extensive market between, and I think that Indian coal
should make a most determined effort to capture it.”

Coasting Trade .—The foreign exports represent, however (on an
average) but one-fourth the total exports by sea from Calcutta. The
other port towns of India it-self draw very largely on Bengal for coal,
Bombay is by far the most important receiving ]ioi’t : in 1905, 1,067^779
tons were consigned to the western capital. Then com(>s Rangoon, which
in 1905 took .361,572 tons of Bengal coal; Karachi, 343,406; Madras,
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199,425
; Goa, 21,228 tons, etc. It is by seizing this interprovincial trade

that the Bengal mines have so effectually curtailed the foreign imports.

Rail’borne Traffic.—But it must not be forgotten that the figures

quoted are neither the total exports from the Bengal mines nor the total

receipts of the towns in question. Large quantities are carried by rail

and river, and of course from all the other mines besides those of Bengal.

The figures reviewed are alone those of the traffic by sea. The total

transactions by rail in 1906-7 came to 7,648,688 tons. The corre-

sponding returns for 1899-1900 were 8,921.623 tons. Calcutta drained

in 1906-7, 5,353,013 tons, all but 1,868 tons being from the Bengal
mines. The United Provinces of Agra and Oudh iu the .same year

received 688,507 tons, chiefly from Bengal. This represents the

manufacturing enterprise of Cawnpore mainlr. Bombay Presidency

obtained Bengal or foreign coal from Bomba\ tovn, b.it over and above
fairlv large quantities from the Nizam’s Dominion.s, the Central Provinces,

Bengal and Rajputana. Madras Presidency piotured Its coai from the

Nizam’s Dominions and the Madras poits (and therefore very largely

Bengal coal). Lastly Mysore State drew on the Madras ports, and
consequently consumed Bengal coal chiefly. The bulk of these rail-borne

transactions, it may be presumed, are concerned vith the internal in-

dustries, since the railways derive their supplies direct from the mines,

which are oftc-n owned and worked by the railway companies.

OUTPUT OF THE ISDIAN MINES.—It may suffice the purposes of

this abstract of information regarding the location, extent and pros-

perity of the Indian mines to furnish a collective statement of the production

for all India .

—

1

^ K\H

i

1-ISSKM.
!
1AT( MI-

1

[

ST\»I
I

BFNG.tL
'

1

nniMA
' ri.NTRAL
' I.MUA.

1

CrXTBAI,
1

I'llOV.
1

Hiih-ra-
UA.I>

PAKJAB
1

AXD
Ka^haiik

;

Rajpu-
T\N\ Total.

i Tons, ' Tons Ton^,
1
Tons. 1 Ton*. Ton-., 1 Ions 1 Tons

j
Tans. Toma.

1808 1 200,9J9 ' r!,372 3,022,000 !
6.075

;
131,720 119.709 ! 391.622

1

S5,A(.2 1 oil 4,008,196
5,003,260]8<>9 1 225,023 1 1.5,822 4,035,203 1 8,105 1 104,-501 156,07D ' 401.216 81,835

1
4,219

IfldO ' 210,7S6 ' 23,281 4,97S,i02 1 10,228 164,4H9 172,842 1 469,291 71,083 '1,7.50 0,118,692
1901 2o4,100

1

221.096 33,889 !

i 5,48 7,585 12,406
1
164,362 191,.516 121 218 67,730 ' 12,094 6,635,727

1902 13,302 171„538 19(>,981 455,421 .5(, 511 1

1

16, 503 ’ 7,124,480
1903 239,328 1 4(.,009 b,.361,2l2 9,306 1 193,277 150,104 1

302,73 »
1
41,703 21,761 7,1.^8,380

1904
!
4G,hC7 ' r,06'l.GS() 1,105

1
185,771 i 36,02 7

1

4I‘*,54b 45,078 8,216,706
^m> 277.06,5

j

41.725 7,234 103 — ' 157,701 147,26.5 4.54.294 62.622 42,961 8,117,739
190G ! 285,490 1 42,164 8,617,820 1 222 1 170,292 92,818 467,923 73.119 32,372 3,783,250

With a view to supply the names of the chief mines, to e.xhibit their

classification hpth geologically and geographically and to demonstrate

their output, the following further statement may he given .

—

Output of the Qoadwana Coalfields for the Years 1901-6.

COALFIELlf. 1901.

1

1902. 1903. 1904. 1005. 1906.

Beiigal :

—

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Daltonganj 3,881 19,352 ’ 33,567 50,517 71,294 87,768
Giridih 694,806 776,656 > 766,871 773,128 829,271 803,321
Jherria 1,946,763 2.420,786 1 2,493,729 2,889,504 3,070,588 4,076,691
Rajraahal 436 219

1

335 274 414 577
Raniganj

Central India :

—

Umaria and

2,841,699 3,042,223
;

3,066,720

]

3,350,257 3,262,536 3,650.563

Johilla 164,362 171,538 193,277 185,774 157,701 170,292

Internal
Tra,de.

Bengal
supplying.
Cawnpore
and Bombay.

Smgareni
supplying
Madras.

Indian
Produc-
tion.

Classiflca-
tion of
Mines.
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Output of the Qondwana Coalfields for the Years 1901-6—cnr.nnued.

CoAnriELD.
1

1901. 1902 1903. 1904. 1905 1900

Central Prov :

—

1

Tons Tons. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.

Bell.irpur ' — — 90 148 910

Pencil Valley
1

— 88 — 1,104 32,102

Mohpani 43.046 43,645 31,443 26,018 22,998 27,503

Warora
Hyderabad '— 1

148,470 153,336 127,023 112,319 123,015 32,327

Singareni

Total of Gond- i

421, -218 45.‘'>,424 362,733 419,540 454,294 407,924

WAN V Beds .

.

6,264.68 1 7.083, 179 7.070,376 7.808,027 7,993,303 9,348,884

Output of the Cretaceous and Tertiary Coalfields for 1901-6.

COALFIEI D 1901
!

1902. ! 1903.
1

1904 I 1<^0.3. 1900

Assam — Tons Tons Tfins Tons Tons. Tons
IMakum 254,100 ; 220,640 239,328 200,205 270,577 285,402
Smaller Fields — 456 — 500 488 88

Baluchistan —
Khdst 18,431 2.3.982 36,444 38,.374 34.140 32,500
Sor Range and
Mach 0,225 7,907 10,405 11.293 7,585 9,004

Burma —
Shweijo 12,400 13.302 9.300 1.105 _
UppcrClnndwni — — — 1,222

Kashmir .

—

Ladda 1,138 999 270
Panjcib .

—

Dandot (Salt

Range) 07,730 55.373 43,704 45.2.38 01,018 57.438
Attuck — — — 336 715 10

Shahpur — — — 289 15.071
Rajputana —
Biknnir 12.094 16.503 21,7(34 45,078 42,904 32.372

Total of
Teutiauy Beds 371,040

'

302,010 408.679 424,370 434,307

Grand Totcl
OF Indian Coal 6,635,727 7,424,480 7,438,380 8,210,700 8,417,739 9,783,251

Coal-g;as : Coal-tar.—It is exceedingly difficult to obtain informa-

tion regarding the gas-works of India. In the Financial and Comrnetcial

Statistics published by the Government of India lor 1904 (more lecent figuies

are not available), mention is made of two gas-works, one in Calcutta, the

other in Bombay. These gave employment to 581 persons. It is believed

there are other gas-works here and there all over the country, but mostly
of a private nature, and therefore not returned under “ Larger Industries.”

It is understood also that English coal is largely, if not*exclusively,

emploved in gas-making, and the by-products ot these works are doubt-
less disposed of but are not uorked up to the extent customary in Europe.
The coals most suited are coking coals that burn with a long flame.

In the dry distillation of coal and in the manufacture of illuminating gas,

volatile products are obtained that condense and separate into (a) a watery
liqiud and (b) a tarry mass. The former is one of the chief sources of

ammonia and its salts (see Alkalis, p. 48), and the latter constitutes co*l-

tar. (For Wood-Tar, see Pinus, p. 890.) The average results with good coal

are :—^gas IG'6 per cent.
;
amiuomacal liquor 14T per cent.

; tar 5"3 per
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cent., and coke 64 per. cent. From coal-tar may be prepared benzene

(the commercial benzol), naphthalene, anthracene and phenol, also pitch.

Briefly it may be said that benzene can be converted into aniline,

naphthalene into indigotin (mdigo), anthiacone into alizarine, and phenol

into carbolic acid. The reader will find numerous technical work.s that deal

with these substances and their manufacture. [6'/. Blount and Bloxam,
Chem. for Engin. and Manuf., 1900, 55-87; Raw.son, Gardner and Lay-
cock, Diet. Dyes, Mordants, etc., 1901, 93-110.

|

The coal-tar colours may be spoken of as discovered by Dr. (the late Ooiourt.

Sir) W. H. Perkin in 1856. He was then engaged in a study of the syn-

thetic production of quinine, when he noticed that aniline on being o.vidised

gave a colouring matter. This he produced .sepaiately and gave to the

trade under the name of “ Mauve.” This was the lirst of the long senes*

of colours destijied in a remarkably .short time to levolufiouise the tinc-

torial industries of the world—the Aniline and Alizarine Colonrv The
influence of these modern mineral dves has been mor- destructive to the

tinctorial and textile industries of India than is eoranionly siqiposed.

They have depraved the artistic leelings of the people, and <h leoralised

many of the indigenous crafts. But it doubtless <-an be upheld that the

advances of modern tiiu toiial science have, m their ultimate i.ssiie'^, been

Oeinor iUscil

IniligPiiood

Traf^

in reality more constructive than destructive. The majority of the Indian

vegetable dyes are fleeting, espe< lallv the vellow's and greens. The best

colours are the reds and blues. Ail Indian dves are relatively expensive EiF=n“i'’e.

and troublesome, and one of the iiio.st miininent modern dangers lies m
the fact that there are good and bad, cheap anel dear, fast and fleeting

qualities of the coal-tar dyes. It has been in fact < oniputc'd that there

are at present about 2,000 distinct colours of this kind offered for practical

use, the manufacturers of wdiich are often prepared to send e.xpert dvers

to the workshops of their customers m order to instruct the operatives

in the technicalities of the dves they sell. Recently it hu.s moreover been

proposed that a ” key-board” of colours should be established, with fixed

numbers for each shade, so that the buyers of Indian goods mav be able

to dictate the colours to be used. This mav be desirable lor certain com-
mercial transactions, but with the art crafts it is Iikelv to prove pernicioii.s.

All the famed natural dyes and tinctorial combinations of India hav’e been indmn oj-es

already imitated and their vernacular names given to the fabrnated
coal-tar preparations (e.g. Peori dye, p.’765), so that nothing is left undone
that could expedite the complete overthrow of the indigenous crafts. This

statement is abundantly upheld by the returns of the imports. The
Anilines and Alizarines received by India w'ere in 1876-7 valued at

Rs. 4,60,266 ;
in 1886-7 they were Rs. 10,08,034 : in 1896-7 Rs. 60,63,256 ;

in 1903-4 Rs. 82,67,010
;

in 1905-6 a slight decrease, namely to

Rs. 75,71,314 and in 1906-7, Rs. 74,92,704. In another article (under

Indigofera, p. 683) mention will be found of the progress in synthetical

production of indigo.

Coal ; Coke.—An inferior quality of coke is obtained as a by- Coke,

product of the gas-works. It should not contain more than 10 per cent,

ash
;

it is useful for burning cement and lime, or for domestic purposes.

When coal is carbonised in ovens for the express purpose of producing
coke, I larger quantities are used than during gas-uiakiug. Coke is the Kmds.

main product, not the by-product. The coke is therefore superior because
it has a higher calorific value. Caking coals are those best suited for eating 0o.ai9
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coking because they form a compact coherent coke, but mixtures of

caking and iion-caking coal can be successfully carbonised. \Cf. Blount

and Blo.xain, Lc. 83.]

For manv years p.ast the Raniganj, Jherria and Gindih mines have

inanutaetured coke. Their output was in 1902 returned at 128,910 tons,

of which Ranigau] produced 86,000 tons. Coke-making is a most im-

portant industry, and one in which the future will doubtless record much
progress. It means the profitable utilisation of coal waste, and the ac-

companying prosperity of the metallurgical industries. There are two
qualities, hard ” and “ soft.” Warcl (Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1904,

xxxi
,
92 et scq.) has recently published an interesting paper in which

he urges the necessity of introdneing improved methods of manufacture

‘of coke with a view to recover the valuable bv-products presently being

wasted. Commenting upon this paper, Holland has explained that

the backwardness of India in this matter proceeds from the limited de-

mand for coke for mctalliirgic.al purposes. “ At present about 300,000

tons only of Indian coal are converted annually into coke, though a de-

mand will naturally increase with the development of metallurgical in-

dustries. Even as matters stand at present Mr. Ward has shown that

there IS good ground for assuming that the additional outlay necessary

for closed ovens of the ‘ recovery ’ as well as the ‘ non-recovery ’ type

would he repaid. Assuming that the coal used for coke-making in India

contains on an average 0‘75 per cent, of available nitrogen, the present

system of manufacture in open ovens means an annual loss of 2,250 tons

of nitrogen, sulFicient that is for the manufacture of 10.015 tons of sulphate

of ammonia, which at £13 a ton is worth £137,969 or more than 20| lakhs

of rupees.” As showing the full value of tins contention it mav be men-
tioned that it has been ascertained that Java imported m 1 901. 21,700 tons,

and in 1902, 23,400 tons, of sulphate of ammonia to be used as a sugar

fertiliser.

Experiments recently made on a large scale in Geimaiiy and America
have confirmed the conclusions referred to above with regard to the suita-

bility of Bengal coal for the recovery of ammoniac al by-products, and
arrangements are now well advanced for the erection of recovery-ovens

on the Gindih, Raniganj and Jherria fields. With a view to improving
the local market for the products, expeiiinent.s are being conducted
by the Agricultural Department to test the suitabilitv of ammonium
sulphate for Indian sugar-cane and other crops, whilst to meet the
probable demand for sulphur the Geological Survey has organised pros-

pecting operations on a large .scale in connection with the copper sulphide
deposits known to occur within easy di.stance of the coalfields in Bengal.

But to conclude these remarks on coke, it may he observed that so
much has been written on the subject that to give ?ven the more
useful references would occupy much space. The Journal of the Society

of Chemical Industry teems with desiriptions of methods, apparatus and
processes in all countries. Similarly, innumerable pa,ssages occur in these
journals on the di.stillatioii ot coal ; on ga.s-maknig

; on the gaseous
products of coal

;
on the relation of petroleum to the hydrocarbons of

coal
;
on the infinence of lime on coal

;
on the deteninnatioii of the nitrogen

in coal
;

on coal-tar
;

on ammonia, etc., etc., subjects intimatelfr as-

sociated with the future of the Indian coal and coke supplies. [Cf. Weeks,
Man. of Coke, 1892.]
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Coal: Patent Fuel and Briquettes.—In connection with the Briquettes.
observations already made regarding Bikanir, Kashmir and other coals it

has been explained that an mtlustry has been organised in the production
of briquettes from these inferior coals. This overcomes their excessive

moisture and makes them useful fuels. In Europe and America briquettes

are produced in many difEerent ways and of widely different materials.

It would be beyond the scope of this work to deal with all the forms of

briquettes, but the subject receives interest in India through the possibility

afforded of utilising coal waste and working up inferior coals.

Other methods of utilising the waste coal and bitummons materials coai waste,

might be mentioned, such as the manufacture oE vliat is known as

“water gas,” “niond gas ” or “heating gas.” {Vf. Imp Iml Tech.

Bepts., 190.3, 345-6.] TheeonverMon of the aecumulation of combustible*

waste material, tuear the Indian mines, into gas and fin.illv into electric Electric

power might become of infinite value not only to the mines but to

numerous possible future mdu'tries hkelv to be, originated in their

immediate vicinity such as chemical works, potteries, etc.

COCCUS CACTI, no. ; Milimin. Or. Comm, 1813, ii., 208; p.E.P.,

Proc. Board A^n. Madras. Nov. 18. 1895 Coccid.??. The C'oehmeal- 368-409.

insect, Scharlaeh-worm, k'lnnddaa, kirmaz, ktranda, ktrm, etc. A Scale Cochineal.

Insect native of Central and South America. Mexico, Guatemala, etc., and
distributed by cultivation to the West Indies, Teneriffe, the Canary
Islands, Algeria, to some extent eviui to Spam and also to Java, India, etc.

There are said to be two forms or qualities of this insect, the yrana fina end 'fs'o Forms

grarui »ylveHris The former is generally spoken of as the cultivated anri the
e sec .

latter as the wild cochineal. The cultivated insect is both larger and more valuable
tluui the wild, but whether these are distinct species or only races of the same
insect cannot even now be said to ha\o been dohnitely settled. The grana firm is H.ibiUt.

reported to be a native of Mexico, whilst the grana sylvestru conies from
Soutli America As agamst all this confusion only two certain facts can be
set, the first being that recent and properly authenticated attempts to cultivate
the true grana fina in India have utterly failed , the second that on three
occasions a foccni (possibly grana .‘tyireslris) has, so to speak, broken loose
in India and utterly destroyed the throughout largo tracts of the
country.

The Cochineal insect was discovered by the Spaniards m Mexico m 1518 History,

and made known to Europe m 1523, but it was not until 1703 that Leeuwenlioeck
exposed the error of regarding tlie insect as a seed (yrana) It is just possible that
the Portuguese may have attempted to introduce it into India m the 17th
century, since in i78t5 Dr. Anderson of Mailras sent to Sir Joseph Banks specimens
of a dye-yielding f'pcc?»« which may have been a form of cochineal

;
and this seems

to have determined the -East India Company to endeavour to introduce the true
insect. Accordingly m 1795 Captain Noilson (Royle, Prod Pe 8 1ml , 1840, GO) introduction

brought from Brazil some ttpnutla leaves with the insects still adhering. This India,

was apparently, however, tlie grarui eylvestris. But, as already stated, there
is no knowledgt of the acclimatisation of the grana fina in India I may express
rny indebtedness to Jlajor D. G. Crawford. I M S., for having called my attention
to a passage in Seton Karr’s Selections from the Calcutta Gazetteer (ii

, 602) .

—

“Nov. 10th, 1790. ' Rishra advertises for sale ‘that pleasant and well-known
villa of Rissiira, about 50 bighas of ground and 120 biglias of Nepaulry, fully Nepaulry

planted and now ready to receive the insect.’ The well-known villa, may have
been Warren Hastings’ house at Rishra.’’ It is not known w’hether a purchaser Warren

was ever found, but there is no doubt that about tho time indicated, Indian Hastings House.

public opinion was greatly concerned with the prospect of a satisfactory acchma-
Lsat^on of the true cochineal. The chemical achievements of subsequent years
completely obliterated, however, all interest in the dye, and Rishra is no more
a popular resort but a j'ungle of Opuntia and otlier weeds [Cf F. Brandt, Cult.

of Silk, r^sum^ from ifec. Madras Govt, and Board of Ilev , 1871, 2 (Cochineal
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introduced by Dr. Anderson) ; also “ Nopalry ”
(defined as “ Garden for Cultiva-

tion of Cochineal Plant and Insect ”), 13.

J

The favourite (and apparently the exclusive) food-plants of cochineal are

various forms of nputitia or Xnpal—the prickly pear (see Opuntia, p- 822). The
grana fina feeds mostly on Ointnlln roeriulllt/'efa , Haw., whilst the grand eyl-

vestris IS reported to live on several species, including o. tnoimcoutha, Haw ,
and

the common Indian form O. tHlirutt, Haw. Considering the prevalence of the

species of it may be said there are not many recently collected speci-

mens of the genus from India m the Royal Herbarium, Kew. Five species are,

however, represented by the sets present, and these in alphabetical sequence are .

O. rferifi.iri fiff. O. Dilienti, O. , O. tnonavn nthu and O. tifiiri. There
18 no specimen of o, roerttUlltfet-u. and—which may also be regarded as some-
what significant—there is only one sample of o. imienll from Madras, and that
contributed m 1886, so that it would almost seem as if that plant had not been
known, or at all events little experimented with in South India, much before the

' first decade of the 19th century On the other hand, there are admirable samples
from IMndras of the other species just named, which are staged to have been
collected from Dr. Anderson’s garden on April It), 1809 These are accordingly
historic specimens Of o. uttmaeauthn it is said that it was “ the food of the
wilil cochineal ” That same species has on two subsequent occasions been sent
from Madras Presidency and once from the Panjab, so that it is probably widely
dibtnhutijd in India, and completely acclimatised. Of o. itrnm-lnillca another
Madras liistoric slioet bears on the label the following observation .

“ It is not eaten
by the wild cocliineal ” The specimen of f*. tieriitnH tm was wrongly named
«. coeriiiiiiifera m the senes from Dr. Anderson’s garden, but there is no men-
tion of whether or not the true cochineal insect fetl on this or any other species
grown 111 Madras, o. (Icciukom.i has more recently, however, been sent from
Sladias, so that it appears to have become acclimatised Lastly there is only
one sheet of o. tuna, and it also camo from Dr .-Vnderson’s garden in Madras.
Most of the Indian specimens of Opuuiia preserved m the Herbarium, Kew, bear
a parasitic scale insect (possibly a species of lUoMptu), but no fraco of cochineal.
It thus seems possible the sudden extermination of the Opimtias of certam
districts (such as that mentioned in Wilks, Mysore, iii

, 89, in connection
with Tippu Sultan) might be accomplished by the parasite mentioned, without
supposing the sudden appoaranco and disappeainuce of a form of cochineal
The fact, however, that certain Indian writers affirm that the eocliineal will only
feed on rcd-flovvered Opuntia while othois say that it prefers the yellow-flowered
plant, is perhaps best explained by the supposition that there are at least two
races or species of cochineal m India, though as yet not sepaiately recognised
bj' entoniidogists. Dr Bourne (Kept., July 26, 1897) obtained grand sylveetns
insects from Ganjam and foimd these on the yellow -flowered Opuntia; they
lived tor a short timo, and only a little longer on the red He accordingly inferred
that as a measure of extermination of Opuntia the rearing of any form of cochi-
neal was attended with so much difficulty that it was a failure But it mav
thus be asked, would similar failure necessarily result with all the other species
of Scale Insect seen on the Opuntias '!

The cochineal insect at its birth is vivipaious and the male and female larv se

are not distinguishable even under the microscope. After a,tew days, however,
they fasten to the cactus-leaf, lose the power of locomotion, and become covered—

•

the grana fina by a short white down, and tho grana sylvcstns by a much
longer cottony substance which conceals the insect. The creature destined to
become the male is env eloped, along w ith the females, but in time becomes encased
witliin a separate pouch or purse open at the blottoin. From thrs m due time it

emerges as a scarlet fly pos.sp.ssed of long transparent wings. It rarely flies,

however, to any distance but jumps and flutters about while visiting the females,
and shortly after dies. The female, on tho other hand, never emerges from her
case as a winged insect, in fact never inov’es again from the position she took
as a larva, but liocoines absolutely torpid, round m shape, loses her eyes and
even all form of a head. She derives nourishment by means of a hollow pointed
tube, which .she plunges into the fleshy texture of the cactus. She begins to
yield her offspring after about three months, and it is at this stage that the process
of “ nesting ” is begun Some eight or ten females are picked off the cactu# and
put into a little bag of cotton-gauze or other cellular tissue, which is fastened to the
underside of a fresh cactus-leaf by means of a thorn. The younglarvte escape, seek
out good positions, and when fixed repeat their cycle of birth, growth and death.
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’ HISTORY OF COCHINEAL DYE

The female alone produces the dye, and is gathered for that purpose imme-
diately before the birth of her young. It la said that if the insects are stove-
dried, their natural white powdery covering is retained, and the more valuable
“ silver-grey cochineal ” produced, but if killetl by steam or hot water they lose
their covering and “ black cochineal ” is the result. There is, however, an alter-

native opinion to the effect that quality depends on choosing the right period
to gather the insects. There are three commercial grades, viz. “ silver grain,”
“ black gram,” and the little valued “ granilla.”

USES AND COMMERCIAL FORMS OF COCHINEAL.—Cochineal was formerly
muchemployedindyeingwool, silk, and cotton: to-day it is a eolour-ingrodient of
drugs and confectionery, and an artists’ pigment. It is almost entirely replaced
by aniline dyes. Two different rod.s are obtainable from it—a bluish-red called
crimson, and a fiery-red called scarlet The great reputation these dyes enjoyed
for many years gave to the English language the expression ‘ ingrained.”

Cochineal is comparatively rich in tinctorial matter compared with most of

the other natural dyes ; it contains from 10 to 20 per cent, of the pure substance#
which exists as a glucoside, “ carrninic acid,” from which the true colouring Carmnue .tciJ.

matter, carmine fed, is readily produced. The dyo-stiiff lequii* t no preparation CirmmelBcd.

for the market, but before being employed by the d\er the insects arc beaten to

a powder. As already observeil, the most valnablo commuicial form is ” silver-

grey ” or “ silver grain,” the white film which is hero retained being due to a natural
wa.x cocoenn amounting to about 1 or 2 per cent, of the weight of the substance.
This silvery coating is sometimes imitated by facing the eochino.il with talc

and other mineral matter. In dyeing, cochineal is almost exchi.sively used
for the production of scarlet shades on wool m conjunction with a mordant of

tin With alum mordant it yolds a crimson .shade. The Spanish historian Her- -tlum.

rara tells us that alum was tiie mordant used hy tho -Mexican.s, and certainly,

ns far as Europe is concerned, it was not until lfil3 tliat ‘‘ Kuster or Kesler, a
German chemist,” brought to London the secret of using a tin solution in produo- Tin

ing the true scarlet. This secret he eominvmicatod to a FlemiKh painter, who in

turn told or sold it to the famous Gobelins, whoso tapestries embraced practically

the first instances of scarlet-dyed hangings
In connection with pauiteis’ colours, red inks, etc , the best-known modern i>,vintct8’

application of cochineal is in coriiliination with alumina and tin to produce Colours.

C.iRMiNE (D.E.P., 11 ., 167) which is an almost pure lake The best quality is hed ink.

known commercially as nacai-at carmine and is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

turpentine, etc., but soluble in strong mineral acids. Other lakes prepared
with cochineal are Florentine and Cnmson-lake None of tho preparations
retain their intensity of colour when long exposed to light. fC'/. Hurst, Painters'

Colours, etc., 1901, 261 ; Rawson, Gardner and Laycock, Diet. Dyes, etc , 1901,

110; Blount and Bloxam, Chetn for Engin and, Slanuf , 1900, 327.]

TRADE.—As a dye, cochineal has been to a great, extent superseded by aniline Trade,
dyes, and this supersession appears to bo .steadily increasing Thus the average imports,
quantity of cochmoal imported by India annually during the five years 1894-5
to 1898-9 was 1,829 cwt. During the seven years 1899- 1900 to 1905-6 the average
was only 1,583 cwt. In 1903-4 tho amount had fallen to ],156 cwt., valued
at Rs. 1,19,417, though in 1904-5 it rose to 1,380 cwt. (Rs. 2,22,914), and in 1906—7
to 1,633 cwt. (Rs. 2,62,568). In the same period of twelve years the imports of

aniline dyes had mftreasqd by just over 100 per cent., totalling m 1906-7, 6,003,849
lb., valued at Rs. 46,65,054. Cochineal comes almost exclusively from the

United Kingdom and France to Bombay. The re-export trade has practically

vanished. [Cf. Paulus dEgineta (Adams Comment.), 1847, iii
, 180; Honigberger,

Thirty-five Years in the East, ii,, 258 ; Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind ,

1880, 170; Pkarmacog. Ind., 1890, li., 99; DeCandelle, Ortg. Cult. Plants, 274-6 ;

Kew Bull., 1892, 144-8 Mollison, Rept. on Prickly Pear as Fodder, 1892 ;

Gennadius, Opuniia in Cyprus, 1897 Bourne, Ind. Agri

,

1898 ; Maiden, Agrt.

Qat. N.-S. Wales, 1898, 9, 980-1008 Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1898, i., 575.]

COCOS NUCIFERA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 482 ;
Fryer, New D.B.P.,

Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1672-81, 7 and pi.
;
Miquel, FI. Ned. Ind., 1855, iii., ”•> 415-59

63-72
;
Shortt, Monog, The Cocoanut Palm, 1888; Nicliolls, Textbook Trop. Cocoanut.

Agri., 1892, 165 et seq.

;

Semler, Trop. Agrtk., i., 616-58; Sadebeck, Die Kul-

turgew. der Deut. Kolon., 1899, 25-33 ; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, •
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281-7
, Cook, O.-K/. and DiM Cocoa (contrib from Nat. Herb. U.S.A.),

1901, 257-93
;
Gamble, Man Ind. Timhs., 1902, 739 ;

Salford, Useful PI.

of Guam (rontrib. from U.S A.), 1905, 233-43
;

Firrainger, Man. Gaul.

Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 198-200
; Palmeae. The Cocoanut (Coconut)

Palm, Porcupine-wood, known m the duet Indian and Ea.stern vernaculais

as ndrel, nciriyal. ndnkel, ndrgil, maar, tenqa, thcnyinna, hohhari, 7iur,

kalapa, (Mai.), pol (Sinh.), onq (Bunn.), mu (Polv.), etc., etc. This tall

pinnate-leaved palm is indioenous to the islands of the Indian and Pacific

Oceans, but now cultivated tliroughout the tropics in all warm moist

situations, such as along the sea-coa.sts of India and Burma.
Habitat —The cocoanut is essentially a tropical plant, and while it

can glow up to the 25th degree N. or >S. latitudes, it but rarely ripens fnnt

’in the extreme limits of its region. From the Bay of Bengal it follows

the Gangetic basin inland some 200 miles, but on the coast ojf India generally

does not penetrate for more than half that distance. Buchanan-Hamiltoii
[Slat. Acc. Dina)., 1833, 150) found that it ripened fruit with difficulty at

Umajpur. but I have seen it do so at Falakata, which is considerably

farther to the north, and a writer (Journ. Agrt -Ilort. Soc. Ind., 1898) speaks

of it fruiting freely at Dam Dun m Jalpaigun, oi .300 miles from the sea. It

also fruits abundantly in South Sylhet. It would thus appear that the

limit of fruit-production, viz. the 25th degree, is Irccpiently exceeded in

the immediate basins of large riveis. Hence it may even grow in Assam,
though it Will there ripen its fruits very indifferently. On the west and
south coasts of India, on the other hand, its cultuated distribution is

much more restricted. In Kolaba and elsewhere it may lie lound on the

immediate shore and for 50 to 80 miles inland, asLcnding the hills to about

3,000 feet. Further to the South in Mysore, lor example, it passes inland

to nearly double that distance It very po.ssiblv gave the name to the

Cocos Islands and is plentiful on the Laccadive and Nnobar groups, but

not m South Andaman. Gamble says “ the cocoanut palm is not, like

the palmyra, a forest tree, though it may be seen jiracticallv in forest,

grown in gregarious plantations all round the Indian coasts and on some
of the islands.” The Indian region may thus be said to be the lower basins

of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Irrawaddy, also the Malabar and Coro-

mandel Coasts and adjacent islands—Madras Presidency being the chief

producing area.

History.—On tlie assumption that it originated in the islands of tlie Indian
and Pacific, there would be little to prevent its having been earned even by
currents of the sea, or in some cases by primitive man, to the western shores of

America and to the coasts of Southern China, Siam, Burma and India, in prehis-

toric times. This is so natural and obvious a supposition as to render most of
the learned arguments indulged in by authors on this subject .superfluous. The
Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch travellers may have greatly aided m its distri-

bution, more especially in conveying it to the east coast of America, to the West
Indies and to Africa, but a wide natural distribution hod doubtfess taken place
long ontenor to the discovery of America It is, therefore, hardly of serious
consequence whether or not it may have been indigenous to tropical America as
well as to certain of the islands of the Pacific Its natural habitat is undoubtedly
maritime. It is known by so many widely diversified names, m the regions of its

present production, as to necessitate a vast antiquity. But as possibly indicative
of a stronger claim for an Asiatic than an American origin, derivatives from its

Sanskrit name ndri-kela have accompanied the palm eastward very nearly to
the shores of America and westward to Madagascar and Turkey, to a far greater
extent than can be shovm for any other classic or ancient name that it possesses
This does not of necessity involve its being accepted as indigenous to India, but
simply that its extended cultivation accompanied Sanskrit influence.
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Cultivation
De Candolle ultimately inclinod to tho idoii of an origin in the Indian Archi-

pelago \Cf On(f Cult Plfiuta,
]
Cook lias taken great pains to lefutt Do

Candolle’s arguments and thus to stoutly uphold an American origin He in.uii-

tains that it is no lault of the palm that the early inhabitants of America neglected
to record its history, but similarly neither was that neglect India’s “ fault ” We
are justified in dealing with the records that eitist. Wiesner {Die Rohst. ties tctiiil EnorLls

Pflanzenr., 1903, li., 419) advances no personal opinion but quotes aiithoiity

for a dual nationality (American and Asiatic ) Jiitnolle {Lcs Cult. Colon ,

1901, 88-101) IS opposed to the belief that the nuts were brought by currents
from America to India and inclines rather to tho view of an Indian origin Tho
plant was known to Cosmas in tho lith century a d. (who calls it aitjeUion, a
name doubtless derived from tho Sanskiit), and John of Mon'o Coin mo, in the

13th century, speaks of it ns the “ Indian Xut ’’ (as tlio Arabs do to thii day)
\Cf. Yule, Cathay and The Way Thither (ed. Hakl Soc ), clxxvi , “13

)
It

was also seen and rnontioiied by Mari-o Polo in the 13th leutury, imdor the Early hiiropran

name “Indian Nut.” [Cf Travel.! (ed Yule), i, 10‘2
; ii ,

'230, 248, etc Knowledge

In later times exhaustive and most incturosqu'- aciounts ot tho cocoanut
m India were given by Varthcina (Ttavela, 1510 (ed IT ikl 8oc ), 103). bv
Lmschoten (1598 (ed. Hakl ,Soc ), ii

, 43-51), by B..bei (Memoirs, l.i2(). Lejdcn
and Erskine, transl

, 327), and by Abul Paitl (Am i Akhan), etc , etc , to uho'-e

accounts tho well-known debciiptimi in Hou-ehold Words, and later that ot

Tschirch {Indiache Heil-und Nulzpfhinzen, 18'.)2, 144—5o) appear to owe much
Tho question of the oarlj' Europoun knoNNledgo of the cocoanut i- dismssed
by Ruinphius (Herh. Ami).. 1750, i., 8), who quotes the passages of Then- fireek rtiul L,itiu

phrastus (Hist PI , iv., 2 (ed Scaliger), 1(>44, 280) and of Pliny [Hist. Nat , mu ,
knowledgr.

ch. 9 (Holland, trams).). 1001, 390) which have Ijeen .supposed to refer to

Hurtfera. The names giN'cii by these ancient authors aie Cuciotcra and Cocoa,

but cocos might bo guon to any nut A much more likely derivation is that
furnished by Barros (1063). Garcia do Orta and Lmschoten, vi/. from the
Spanish coco (macaco, Portuguese) applied to a inonkey’.s face, an admirable
allusion to the three &<ars or marking.s on the base of the shell Coca (a shell)

might have been the primitive suggestion of that name. [(.'/. Oviedo, Hist Cen.
Nat. de las Ind , 1520 (ed. 1851), i., 335, Garcia do Orta, 1503, Coll, xvi. :

Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 107 ; Pyrard, Voy E, Ind
, 1601 (ed Hakl.

Soc. ), li., 372-86, etc.) ; Clusius, Arom Hist., 1605, i . ch. xxvi. ; Boym, FI. Sin.,

1656, f-f2 j
Thevenot, Travels m Levant, Indostan, etc

,

1687, pt ni., 17

;

Hamilton, iVeMi Acc. E. Ind., 1727, i, 296. 300; Forster, PI. Esc, 1786, 48;
Sprengol, Hist Ret Herb , 1808, 103, 209; Milburn, Or Comm ,

18 '3, i , 277-8;
Paulus ^gtneta (Adams Comment.), 1847, in , 438-9 ; Hobson-./obson (ed

Crooke), 1903, 228-9, 233-4
; Joret, Let PI dans L'Antiq., 1904, ii , 209, 360 ]

CULTIVATION.—^For seed purposes ripe nuts should be chosen from Cultiva-

trees of mature growth but not too old. After being kept from four to six tion.

weeks, seed-nuts are planted just below the surface of the sod and about
a foot apart. Ashes and salt are freely scattered in the trenches as manure
and as a protection against insects. The seedlings thus obtained mav
be planted out from two to si.x or more months later, preferably at the

beginning of fhei rains. Such is the usual method, which will be found
described fully in the Dictionary. In some parts of India, how'ever,

the young plants are not removed from the seed-beds for one or even two
years. In Java and the South Sea Islands the Natives hang the nuts for

some months^!! the open air, under the eaves of their houses, until the Germination,

shoots and roots appear. The seedlings arc then put into the positions

which they are to occupy permanently. This method has been freely

adopted by European planters owing to its great saving of labour and the

ready facility it affords for rejecting bad or weak plants. A further method
is to leave the nuts to dry for four to six weeks and then to lay them
close together in a damp shady place until the shoots that appear
fron^ them are about 10 to 12 inches long. They are then planted in their Distance apart,

permanent positions, and should not stand nearer each other than from
25 to 30 feet apart each. way. It should be remembered that for
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fructification the cocoanut require.s absolutely open air and plenty of

sunshine. The subsequent treatment consists in hoeing the ground around
the steins and manuring them, e.specially with salt, at the beginning of the

rains. Thcv may be easily transplanted when only a few years old, and
in nianv cases with advantage, but the new pits into which they are

placc<l must he filled with good soil, manure, and a little salt. [Of. Produce

World, Jan. 17, 1896.]

Yield.—Cocoanut palms will bear fruit, according to the locality and
the care expended on them, in from five to ten years. They throw out a
spathe and a leaf every month, and each flowering spike yields from ten

to twenty-five nuts. The yield varies according to the soil, climate, care

expended, and also varietv grown. It has been placed by some authors

'as high as l’(K) to .‘KX), by others as low as 30 nuts per tree per annum, but

a sale average might he 80 to 100, or say 5,000 nuts per ac/e
;
and at 4 lb.

to each fruit this would give a total crop weight of 61 tons an acre. Lastly,

the palm will continue to hear such crops for 70 to 80 years.

Cultivated Forms.

—

Although the Natives recognise many varieties

or races, these are doubtfull}' distinct botanically. Moreover, they are

so numerous that it would be almost impossible to enumerate even the

better known ” sports ” and cultivated conditions that are claimed to exist.

There are, for example, 25 commonly counted in Java—Miquel especially

describes and names 18 of these and calls them varieties
;
40 in the

Philippines
;
5 recognised m Cevlon

;
30 in Travaiicore alone according

to Dr. Shortt ; lastly, Jumelle {Ic. 92) and Firminger, both compiling

from M. Le Ooux de Flaise, say of India that it is customary to recog-

nise 7 foims — (1) Coromandel or Brahmin nut, a yellowish-red form
;

(2) the Kanara, a very woody ovoid nut
, (3) the Mnlahnr

, (4) Maldtve,

small and spherical
; (5) .ichem, small and ovoid

; (6) Nicobar or pointed

nut, the Inggest of all, and (7) the Ceylon nut. The Rrahmm nut is

estociiierl for its milk but is inferior in kofra and coir. Of Ceylon it

IS said there are two special dwarf forms
: (a) the King Cocoanut, which

produces a golden-coloured fruit, but rarely attains a greater height than
20 feet. It IS confined to the gardens of the better classes. (6) A still

smaller plant much sought after.

Soil and Climate .

—

All writers admit that the palm will grow efiec-

tivcly on sandv soil, but Sender and others point out quite clearly that it

must not be dry sand. Many sods otherwise unsuitable can be adapted
by adding the necessary manures ; thus clay sods can he made porous
bv admi.xtiire of sand and feitdised by the addition of' calcareous salts.

Jumelle observes that the cocoanut requires heat, moisture, a porous
sod, falcareoiis salts, alkaline salts, a certain quantity of sea-salt, and a
fair amount of animal manure. It should be noted, however, that animal
manure if too freely applied is apt to encourage a weevil peSIst {vide infra).

The best manure (vegetable) appears to be cocoanut husks. [Cf. Trap.
Agri., 1893, xiii., 106-8.] Semler observes that the most desirable position

IS a porous sod sufficiently near the sea that at high tides the sea-water
may permeate the trenches cut for that purpose. Cochran {Trap. Agri.,

1897, xvii., 173) and Jumelle (l.c. 94) give chemical analyses to show
how very important salt is as a manure for this palm.

It is necessary that the temperature should be fairly even all the ^ear
round, 75° and 50° F. being the extremes. If the rainfall be evenly
distributed throughout the year some 48 to 50 in. will suffice, but if less,
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the planter must resort to artificial irrigation. \Cf. Batir, Ind. Gard.,

Dec. 14, 1899
;

Cochran, Trap. Agri., 1900, xix.]

ADDITIONAL PBCULIARITIBS OF INDIAN CULTIVATION. ^Bombay.—The
cocoanut is only common in the south of this Presidency, and its chief value
lies in the rich supply of toddy it affords. In Kolaba district, however, tho soil

and climate are found so suitable that tho toddy oxcoods tho demand. The average
annual yield of nuts is said to be about 120 per tree, and each palm may bo
reckoned to have cost rfboiit Rs. 0 up to tho point at which it begins to yield I n

Thana district the annual yield is estimated at 76 nuts to each palm. Tho dry
nuts are sometimes thrown into a well and left to sprout there, being subsequently
put into a nursery : or they are alloweil to fall from tho troo and then buried.
In the KAthiawar district they are planted and grown in pits by 3 feet

in diameter, cut out of solid limestone and filled with mould. [n Knnara,
KAthiawAr and Ratnagiri tho cocoanut is abundant, and in tho latter district

the average annual profit from each troo is said to be about Rs. 1 -3-0. During
tho “ Narral Purnima ” or Cocoanut Festival of tho Hiiulus, which is suppo.sed to

mark tho end ofsthe monsoon in August, Ilornbay Natives throw nuts mto the
sea to propitiate the god of storms. [Cf. Madras Mail. Aug. 23, 1S'.)9

]

Madras.—This Presidency, especially tho 'lalaijnr and Coromandel Coosts,

is the chief seat of the Indian ei.coanut imlustry 'ihe Laccadive Islands
also send their contingents to ports <in tho Malabar Coast, tho produce of both
being reckoned together. Tho Maldives are under a i‘?uUan who is subordinate
to the Governor of Ceylon ;

the coir produci d is conveyed to India aiut lost sight

of in the customary trade returns. Tho Godavari district has been coiled tho
“ Paradise of tho Cocoanut palm,” the delta of tho river showing an nbimdance
of the trees. Mr. Lushmgton, District Forest Officer of Kistna, stated in tho
Tropical Agriculturist (Jan. 1, 189.6, \iv., 4.57) that 200 nuts por annum was a
very moderate estimate for good fruiting trees in the Godavari district, and indeed
an even higher average (260 to 300 nuts per annum) has been quoted for Ceylon
highly manured palms {Trap Agri., April 1, 1803, xii , 000) In Travancoro
800,000 trees wore counted during settlomont operations in 1902, and it is

estimated that 25 per cent, should be addetl for non-taxpaying areas. [67.

Capttal, Oct. 30, 1902.] In South Kanara, plantations extend along tho whok
coaat-line, the average to tho acre being about 120 trees each, yielding 40 to 50 nuts
annually. The seed-nuts are usually not plucked but allowed to fall from the trees

In Mysore there are said to be four varieties of the cocoanut—red, red and
green, light groon and dark green. Toddy is not made from tho palm, as tho fruit

is more valued. Occasionally a few groon nuts are cut for tho juice and for their

fibre. The Mysore cultivation is to some extent peculiar, and a full account of

it will be found in tho Dictionary.

On the Nicobar Islands the palm is very abundant, tho annual yield be-ng
estimated at about 10,000,000 nuts. In the Andamans it is said to be a com-
paratively recent introducton. In 1901-2 there were estimated to be 42,997
cocoanut trees in bearing and 04,821 not, and in the same year 428,897 nuts wore
received into the oil-factory at Viper.

In Burma success would appear to depend largely on tho district. Mason
(Burma and, Its People (ed. Theobald), 1883, ii., 143) says that tho palm will not
thrive except near the saa, and in many parts tho seedlings are believed to damp
off. Some years ago it was reported there were 10,000 acres under cocoaiuits

in the Bassein district of Pegu alone.

In Bengal the cocoanut is plentiful throughout tho lower Qangetic basin, but
as a rule only jn garden cultivation, ond the produce is not much in excess of

local demand. Fhopui.r and not roros is the palm used in this provmce as

the source of toddy and sugar. In tho districts of Barrisal, Backorgango and
Noakhali it is extensively grown in plantations by itself or along with tho
Areca-nut palm. Throughout Bengal tho opinion prevails that to fruit well the
lower two or three leaves must bo removed in September

In Upper India and the Central Provinces the cocoanut is not cidtivated.

BNBMIBS TO THB COCOANUT.—The greatest danger to wluch this palm is

subject arises from the attacks of various insects, mostly tho grubs of beetles. Of
these^Butoeevrt riibiiN, a largo msect with a roddish-brown head, appears to attack
the root and subsequently to find its way into tho atom ; it is believed to be
especially prevalent when the ground has been too richly manured Jumello
(Z.c. 100) says a similar insect lays its eggs in the stem and tho larvte boro
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their way to the terminal bud, which they devour. The danger of such pests

18 averted in the Straits Settlements by sprinkling the young palms with salt

water Another destructive beetle is fa in n tf »•« j»ri itn a i-a »i , a species of Elephant-

beetle which destroys both the young leaves and the terminal bud, thus rapidly

killing the palm. It is oapocially prevalent m the Malay States On the

Coromandel Coast boring grubs are extracted by moans of a barbed .stool probe.

They are eaten as a delicacy by the Biirmans, who are groat adepts at extracting

them. The Rhinoceros-beetle (orj/ctc* fhinam'oa, L/nn.), a largo black or

brown .scarab, has been reported as especially destructive to palm tri'os m Madras
and Singapore It damages the trees by cutting liolos through tho young leaf-

sboots Tho larval of a large weevil (ithynvhoifhoruH /emii/liirtix, Oliv.) kill

a great number of trees by timnollmg into the trunks. Tho only cure for this is

extraction, though tho use of salt and brine is often beneflcinl

The loaves of tho palm aro also much injured by otlier insect posts and tho
life-sap sucked from the plant. Certain of the ('(iccin.K—the Scale Blights—

•

such as AtipItHtituM Signoret, and Mtactt/InpluK roroHn, Masliell, are

especially destructive m tho Laccadive Islands, and aro the more dangerous
because it is difficult to prciceed against them by ordinary inottiods of spraying

[Cf. Maskell, in Ind Mua. Notea, IS'Jfi, in , 1, 06-7 J
Semler says [1 c 04.')) that

a largo wasp is in the habit of making its nest in tho young Inut Tho only
remedy is the destruction of tho nost

Larger and moro oixsily chei'kod oneinios are rats, squirrels, flying-foxes, wild

cals, tree-dogs etc., which sometimes oat tho young fruits and
often destroy tlie tonnmai bud. TVs a remoily, Semler suggests that a preparation
of cocoanut kernel with arsenic, pulverised glass and strychnine, or the like,

sliould be put into cocoanut shells and hung in the trees. Against rats the
iiiungooso 18 tho host protection. Nicholls rocoinmonds covering the trunk of

the palm with sheets of tin or galviuiisod iron for some twelve inches, the
rats being unable to climb over those. Tho young plants must also bo protected
against the ravages of wild hogs, elephants, cows and poroupinos. When a
palm has actually been killed by beetles or other pcst.s, caro should be taken
to destroy the whole stem by fire, as a single palm loft lying or utilised for

posts, rails, handrails to foot-bridges, etc., may contain and sond out enough of

tho pests to destroy an entire plantation It has accordingly been suggo.sted that
tho preservation by planters of infected timbei as well as tho iioii-de.stniction of

mfocted cocoanut-rofu.so should be made a.statute] y offence, since such nearly
always constitutes a public nuisance and too often involves a public disaster.

[CV- Ridley, Hept. onJDeatructionof Votoanula bg Beetles, Singapore, 1889 ,
Tennot,

Ceylon, n , ; Ind. Mua Notea, 1891, ii . 8-9. 1893,170. 1903, v . 127;
Watt, Plague in Betel-nuts, Agrt. Lalg., 1901, No S, 14U ; 'Prop Agri,, 1904,
xxiii , 036, Butler, Diseases of Cocoanut, m Board R(t. Madras, 1908, No. 780.

J

FIBRE.—This useful plant yields various fibres or fibrous inatiU’ials.

A delicate tomontum or cotton, fouml at tli>‘ base oi the leaf, is employed
as a styptic. The leaves may be used like those of otlie.r palms for many of

the purposes of paper. The leaflets of two or more loaves arc braided into

mats that are used in Iioiise-construction. They are also often stripped

off and made into brooms, or their midribs separated and so used.

Again, the leaves are frequently employed as thatc^i, and dried they may
he utilised as crude torches. The half-fruit (nut with adhering pericarp)

is largely u.sed as a scrubber.

History.—The important fibre, however, is of course llie Coir which
is obtained from the thick outer wall oi the fruit (or husk). This seems
to hav<! been known to the early Arab writers as kanhdr, being so called,

for example, by Albiriini (cf. Journ. As., see. iv,, tom. viii,, 266) in the

11th and by Jbn Batuta (Voy(U]es, etc., Soc. Asiatique, 1858, iv., 121)

in the 14th centuries. Correa (Lendus da India, li., 129-30) tells us that

the Governor (Alboquerque) of Cananor devoted much care (1510 a.d.)

to the preparation of cables and rigging of coir (cairo), of which there

was great abundance. Pyrard (Foy. E. Ind. (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1887, i., 250)

speaks of the revenue having been paid (in 1610 a.d.) of cairo by the Mal-
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Fibre
dives. The word coir did not come into the English language until the

eighteenth century. It is doubtless an Anglicised version through Portu-
guese Cairo of the Malayal verb kdydru= to be twisted (kdyar, Mai. and
Icdyiru, Tam.). Both the fibre and the rope made from it appear to have
been exported to Europe in the middle of the 16th century under the name
kdnbar, a misreiidering, very possibly, of kdiyar. But it was actually First E-tported

not until the Great Exhibition of 1851 that coir rope and matting
attained commercial importance in England. Thus Milburn, writing as
late as 1813, observes that cocoanuts are an article of considerable trade
in all parts of India, and that coir ropes are much esteemed there. He
says nothing at all of any exports to Europe. It deserve.s notice, too, that
the collections of early letters of tlie Ea.st Intlia Co.’s servants, published
by Mr. W. Foster, contain no reference to the cocounnt libre. •

Production^—Taking India as a whohn coir is oidv oht.uned as .i by- Coir a

product. As will be seen under the notes on trade', th<, pvi .sent-da/ Indian
exports are almo,st entirely made from Bombay and Madra--, and it ma^' be

said that Madras, Cochin, the L.n-eadives and .Malabar are the only parts

of India that produce coir on ,i commercial scale. According to tlie Manual
of S. Kavara (189.5, in, 147-8) about 5,(kX) persons depend foi tiieir living Kanara.
on the manufacture and sale of coir in that distuct. It ns further .said that

3,000 cocoanuts produce 1 candy of coir. The cost of raw material and Cost,

manufacture is about Rs. 15 and the selling price about Rs. 20 per candy.

Elsewhere in India the fibre is dark and coarse, and not comparable to the

fine qualities of the above-named districts or to that of Ceylon or Singapore.

There are many reason.^ for this. Situation is one
;
the fibre would seem oo.;rso Fibre,

to become coarser at a distance from the coast; but variety, age at which

the nut IS gathered, earc and skill in steeping, beating, and cleaning tb'^

fibre, etc., etc., are all factors of no small importance. If the jialm be

cultivated for the supply of juice or to afford ripe fruit, the fibre usually

proves in the one case imperfectly formed and in the other overripe.

Such, at least, is the common opinion, although according to Wiesner
(l.c. in, 420) only three varieties ot C, uurifvra are really .suitable for the .Spcnfio

production of coir, viz. l utilu, cuimUformis. and stiipjiosu, and the first

named gives the finest anil most elastic fibre. The.se are three out of the

eighteen forms given by Miquel. Wiesner, however, would appear to have

adopted for general application a criticism which Miquel {l.c. 65) originally

intended exclusively lor the, Dutch East Indies. In many countries such Specially Long

as Guam a specially long fruit is grown for the express purpose of affording

the long straigh<t-bristlo fibre. Of Indian coir it has been commonly
affirmed that the best comes from Cochin, and that as a result attempts

have been made to imitate the light colour of the Cochin fibre by bleach- Cochin,

mg. But the chemicals used in this process destroy the elasticity of the Bleaching,

fibre and reiJder good qualities bad and inferior qualities worthless.

Neither does it seem quite clear whether by Cochin coir is meant com-
mercially the produce of the Native State or that of the whole coast of

Malabar, or indeed all high qualities from whatever country obtained. It

is said that for fibre the nuts should be cut in the tenth month ; it would

appear, however that a large quantity of ripe nuts are exported to Europe

in husk and the coir separated on arrival.

JUanlpuIatlon,—Concise accounts of the various local methods of re- Prepara-

moving the fibre from the shell and of separating and cleaning the coir have

been given in the Dictionary {l.c. 428-30), to which the. reader is referred. shPi^g."
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Briefly it may be said that for the first process an iron spike is fixed in the

ground with point upwards, and that the nut is so struck on this that the

point penetrates between the nut and the husk, and causes them to separate.

A Native can treat in this way about 1,000 nuts daily. Although many
machines have been tried for this purpose, hitherto none have been found

which can compete with hand-labour. The husks after being retted in

brackish or sweet water for 7 to 18 months are crushed either by hand
or by machinery, and the fibre extracted. Fresh water is said to injure

the fibre. The retting process is sometimes dispensed with, the husk
being steamed till the fibre separates. After being dried the fibre is

“ wiilowed ” or cleaned of dust and refuse, and it is finally separated into

various grades or (jiialities such as “ mat ” or long fibres (used for spinning

purposes)
;

“ brush and broom ‘ bristle
’ ”—the shorter and stiller fibres ;

upholstery, the tow or curled fibre ; and the dust or refuse employed
as a manure and for other purposes. The best bristle fibre done up in

small bundles, and with the fibre stretched straight and clean, may fetch

£30 a ton. The mat fibre is worth £20 per ton and the waste £10 a ton.

Under a high pressure a cocoanut dust was found to make a rather

biittle cardboard which on being touched by water would instantly swell

lip and close any hole made in it. This was looked upon, some ten years

ago, as a valuable discovery for rendering warships practically unsinkablc

by gun-fire. The ordinary uses of coir, coir-yarn, etc., are so well known
ill most households, that it seems superfluous to attempt an enumeration.

Coir-matting, coir-ropes, cocoanut brooms and besoms, hassocks, ham-
mocks, “ bass ” for nursery men, bags for sccd-crnshers, oil-prcsses, etc.,

are amongst the many forms of manufactured coir. Coir rope is especially

serviceable in India because it does not suffer fiom the damp climate, and
sails are accordingly sometimes made of coarse coir-cloth. In the Laccadive
Islands mats made of cocoanut leaves are used as sails. In Ceylon and
India the fronds are split and woven into neat baskets. [C/. Dodge,
Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 120—3. J

Yield.—As regards yield of fibre per nut and price, it has been said

that 10,000 husks treated in England yield about 50 cwt. of spinning fibre

and 10 cwt. of brush fibre. In Ceylon 40 nuts are reported to give fi lb. of

eoir (or say 13J cwt. to 10,000) ; in Madras 18 large nuts and in the

T.iaccadives 60 small nuts give a similar amount ; but whereas a pound of

Laccadive coir spins to 35 fathoms (210 feet), a pound of the coir from
large Madras nuts will only measure 22 fathoms (132 feet).

Prices.-—The quotations for Coir on the London markeli, as published by
Messrs. Ide & Christie, October 16, 1907, may be here given. The spot values
were as follows :

—

CoiB Yabn £ 8. d. £ s. d.

Common to good Cochin Roping DhoIIf? . . 11 0 0 to 14 0 0
ff ff ff ff 9f BaleB .. 12 0 0 16 10 0
„ ,, fair Cochin Weaving

Pair to good ,, „
. . 14 0 0 „ 19 0 0
,. 20 0 0 „ 25 0 0

Oood to extra „ „ 9f .. 26 0 0 „ 29 0 0
Common to fair Ceylon Dholls and Ballots .. 14 0 0 „ 18 0 0
Fair to good Ceylon Ballots and Bales .

.

.. 20 0 0 „ 22 0 0
Good to extra Ceylon Ballots .. 23 0 0 „ 28 0 0

Coi a Fibre—Cochin, common • • 8 0 0 „ 16 0 0
fair .

.

« • .. 17 0 0 „ 19 0 0
good . . ., 20 0 0 23 0 0*

Ceyeon, short to fair 6 16 0 „ 8 0 0
clean long .

.

9 0 0 „ 11 0 0
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A KECORD OF TRANSACTIONS AND PRICES
COCOS

NUCIFKRA
Copra

CoiB Rope

—

4J to 6 inch

.. 3i
n .. .

For the Month of September.

Landed Delivered
1907. 1907.

Yabn . . . . 190 tons 485 tons.
Fibre . . 90 „ 106
Rope . . . . — „ 13 „

£ s. d. £ 8. d.

16 0 0 to 21 0 0
15 0 0 „,

21 0 0
16 0 0 ,

21 0 0

Stock Oct. 2.

1907. 1906. 1905.
1,600 tons. 2,925 tons. 1,936 tons.

234 „ 521 „ 794 „
164 „ 216 „ 88 „

Landed from Jan. 1 to Oct. 2. I Delivered from .fan. 1 to Oct. 2.

1907. 1906.
I

1907. 1906.
Yarn . . . . 3,791 tons. 4,861 tons. I 4,723 tons. 5,012 tons.
Fibre .. 786 „ 1,144 „

j

629 „ 1,423
Rope.. .. *112 „ 263 „ 143 ,, 150 „

[Of. Text. Joum., Sept. 1892; Morris, Cant Lett in Joum Soc. Irts, 1895,
932—3; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 120-3, Kew Bull., 1898,
(add. ser., ii.), 245-8; Hannan, Text. Fibres of Ooriim., 1902, 151-4; Dunstan
Imp. Inst. Tech. Repta., 1903, i , 79 ] [F<’r Trade, see Collective Stotoment in
Cocoanut Products, pp. 362-3.]

COPRA (KOPRA) AND OIL .—The kernel of the cocoanut sliced and Copra,
dried either in the sun or artificially is called Copra (Kopra). It contains

from 30 to 50, some, say even up to 70 per cent, ot fi.xed oil. The fully

ripe cocoanuts only are used in making cojrra, but though the quantity is MettioSs of

less the quality is said to bo higher in three-quarters ripe than m fully ripe Pr®."»''ahon.

fruits. But the oil may be expressed either from the fre.sh kernel or from
the dried kernel, and by a hot wet or dry cold process Artificially dried

copra is often smoked, and as this colours the oil its value is thereby lowered

Mr. Cochran {Man. Chem. Anal.
; also Trop. Agri., May 1, 1893, xii., Composition.

666 ; July 1, 1899, xix., 44) gives the composition of copra thus :—moisture

6 pet cent. ;
oil 67 per cent. ; albuminoids 6'69 per cent. ; carbohydrates

15'2l per cent.
;
woody fibre 2'11 per cent. ; and ash 2’99 per cent.

Scmler (l.c. 653) observes that sun-dried copra contains about 50 per cent. Chemical

of oil, artificially dried 60 per cent., and if dried at the boiling point of

water it may contain 66 per cent.

O//.— Dunstan {Edible Oils, l.c. 129) gives his examination of Oil.

Malabar, Bengal and Bombay samples. The Malabar had an acid value

as Koh of 35'21 as compared with Bengal 11'84, and Bombay 9'95
;

the

saponification value of Malabar was 258'2, Bengal being 255'6, and Bombay
255’5

;
the iodine value of Malabar was 8'54, of Bengal 8'41, and of

Bombay 8'25
;

the Reichert-mcissel value of all three was found to be -rrade Quaiiuae

higher than the ordinary standard, viz. Malabar 6’71, Bengal 6 79, and
Bombay 6'65

;
lastly the melting-points were Malabar 23‘5° C., Bengal

24‘5° 0., and Bombay 25'0° C. Blount and Bloxam {Chem. for Engin and

Manuf., 1900, 236) give the saponification of this oil as 209 to 228 and
iodine absorption as 7 to 9. \Gf. Greshoff, Kept. Kolon. Mus. Haarlem,

1903
;

Bachofen, Complete Anal, of Cocoanut, showing its demands on the

Soil, in Times of Ceylon, Nov. 1899.]

Extraction.—Various methods of obtaining the oil are resorted to ; Extraction,
for example, when pure colourless oil is required the copra is boiled with

water, grated and squeezed, the resulting emulsion being again boiled till soiling,

the oil rises to the surface. This is thus a hot wet process. If fresh kernels

are used this is called dvel oil, and if from copra it is muthel. Moreover *

there are several special modifications chiefly intended to produce the very
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pure white oil whicli has the highest commercial value. Crude or ordinary

cocoanut oil is, on the other hand, produced by crushing the copm in a

native oil-mill worked by oxen. This is a cold dry process, but some of

the most highly prized grades have been cold drawn. The mill is really

little more than an enlargement of the druggist’s pestle and mortar, but it

13 so efficacious that the extra amount of oil obtained by employing

European machinery docs not counterbalance the expenditure involved.

Moreover, the residue of the copra is sold as cocoanut oilcake [poonac), and
the drier the cake the lower its value

; the poonac is normally worth 25 per

cent, of the copra.

The best East Indian cocoanut oil is known as “ Cochin.” This is

remarkable, since it is generally thought that ripe cocoanuts are

necessary for the oil, whilst green nuts arc best for the fibre. Yet “ Cochin

fibre ” and “ Cochin oil ” both rank highest and po.ssibly*from the same
reason, viz. that the name Cochin is given to all high grades. However,
it is po.ssible, as mentioned above, that what is called “ Cochin coir ” comes
in reality very largely from the Laccadives and the Cochin oil may come
from Cochin. In 1897-8 the Tropic/il Agriculturist opened its columns

to a iliscussion as to the reason for the higher price obtained by Cochin

compared with Ceylon cocoanut oil. The difference was then said to be
about 30 per cent. Putin .lanuary 1904 there was apparently little differ-

ence, and ill May 1905 Cochin oil was selling at only 16 per cent, better

than Ceylon
;
hence it may be assumed Ceylon had improved materially.

During the discussion imlicatcd an “ Old Cocoanut Planter ” observed that

perfectly clean and dry copra yields an oil which if put in a tumbler is in-

distinguishable to the eye from a similar glass of water. The inquiry, it

may be said in conclusion, resulted in a general agreement on several points,

such as that the purity of colour and therefore higher price of Cochin oil

were duo to the greater care taken in the selection of nuts for crushing and
in the preparation of the copra. It was acknowledged that smoke-dried
copra usually resulted in a tainted oil

;
that none but quite ripe and quite

sound nuts should be used (it was said, for example, that on the Cochin
coast the nuts are allowed to drop off the trees) ;

that great care should

he taken to keep the split nuts free from dust and dirt whilst drying
;

and finally, that the excess of stearino in Cochin oil, which makes it prefer-

able for candle-making, is due rather to the superior quality of the nut and
more careful cultivation than to any natural superiority of the soil. Almo.st

all (feylon (European) growers, it may be observed, are agreed that one of

the principal advantages of the Cocliin climate lies in the fact that the

copra can be dried in the sun. In the controversy above indicated it was
stated, however, that if the co/ira were dried at an even temperature, where
.smoke could not reach it, the result would be equally good^with the sun-

dried nut. But it may be addeil the difference between cold dry and hot
wet expressed oil may be a far more important factor than hitherto

ri'cognised m determining the value of cocoanut oil. All the cocoanut
pioducts seem subject to extreme fluctuations in price. It is generally

accepted that the safest standard to purchase copra or cocoanuts is the
price ruling for the oil.

The Oil is largely used in India both in cooking and for^^dodet

purposes. Its employment as an illumiiiant was at one time impoftant
but has considerably diminished owing to the introduction of cheap
American kerosene, the best qualities of which are cheaper than ordinary
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VEGETABLE BUTTER

cocoanut oil. It is still, however, occasionally found in some Roman
Catholic churches, and in England and elsewhere it is made into candles,

especially nightlights. The latter use was a discovery made by Messrs.

Price & Co,, who introduced candles made with cocoanut oil for public

illumination at the time of Queen Victoria’s wedding
;

but in ordinary

candle-manufacture the oil has been somewhat displaced of late by
palm-oil. [C/. Board of Trade Journ., Feb. 1898.] In Europe it is

’

extensively employed, particularly m France, where, pomades and other

fancy toilet articles are produced in great quantity and variety. It is

also utilised in the manufacture of salves and lotions of various kinds

and to adulterate cod-liver oil. It is considered an effective hair-re.storer

and is universally so used all over India The long, black, lustrous tresses

of the Filipino women have been attributed to tlie use of this oil {('f-*

Hides and Leafier, June 25, 1904 ]

As regards the soap industry, c.ocoatiut od makes a \/iiite, haid soap,

which is more readily soluble than almost miv othci m hard or even salt-

water. The form known as ‘‘ Marine 8oap ’ may be used medicinally in

plaster-making and in the pre|jaratiou of soap hiiiraent, but it has the dis-

advantage of imparting an unp]ea.sant odour to garments or to the human
skin. The Messrs. Lever’s Siiiilighf. 8oap factories use a large amount of

cocoanut oil. A fair jirofiortion of the Nadve-made soap of India i.s also

prepared by boiling thi.s oil with dholue’s earth, salt, saltpetre, quicklime

and water.
' Vegetable Butter.—The various methods ami contrivances for ]>io-

duciiig vegetable butter —cocoanut butter more especially—may be said

to have originated one of the many new aspei-ts of value in this jialm. Pure

cocoanut oil has for some time been used in part manufacture of margarine

and with advantage, since it supplies a certain amount of glyceryl salts,

of fairly low fatty acids, who.se absence from ordinary margarine constitute

chemically the principal difference between that product and butter. For

this purpose the characteristic odour of the, oil is removed by treatment

with alcohol and animal charcoal. [C'/. Blount and Bloxam, f.c 238.] But
a far more important industry than the adulteration or fabrication of

margarine is the production of cocoanut butter (see Cacao Butter, p. 1078)

The process of producing cocoanut butter or, as it was subsequently termed,

“ palmin,'’' is said to have been discovered by a German professor. Dr.

Schliiick. and developed by him at Ludwigshafen. He produced a pure

vegetable fat which for culinary and edible purpo.scs was claimed to bo

much superior tb butter, lard or tallow, all of which contain acids that

through heat form undesirable products. [17/. Ind. Aqn., Sept. 17, 1887

;

Kew Bull., 1890. 230-8
;
Baau, m Journ. Agn.-Hort. Boc. Ind. (Proc.), 1890,

ix., 62-3.] Dr. Theriier, Second Physician of the Imperial Hospital, Vienna,

pointed out {CentralblaU fur die gesammle Terapie, Oct. 1889) that a finii at

Mannheim had also produced a cocoanut butter free of fatty acids, such as

was suited for persons of impaired digestion. \Gf. Journ. Board Trade, June

1901.] The manufacture of the.se and such like butters was naturally very

quickly extended, and indeed Messrs. Loder & Nucoline, Ltd., of Silvertown,

London, claim to have preceded even the German firms in producing

cocoanut butter and cocoanut suet, which they called “ Nucoline ” and
“ Vejsu.” Their sales are now on a very large scale, so that their goods are

coming daily into extended demand. “ Vegetaline ” is the name of the

product as now manufactured in Marseilles. More recently Messrs. Gaudart
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& Co. have coinmeiieed making what they call “ Cocotinc ” at Pondicherry,

Similar lactoriea have also been catablishcd in America and elsewhere. [Cf.

Madras Mail, Jan. 2.3, 1902 ;
Ind. Agn., Nov. 1902, xxvii., 348

;
etc., etc.]

There is thus an opening for Indian industries in this product which

that country will be ill advised to neglect. The importance to Europe of

the di.scovcries briefly indicated lies in the fact that cocoanut butter pro-

vides bakers and biscuit manufacturers with a substitute for butter which

is not only pure and cheap but even better suited for baking purposes than

butter proper. One of its chief advantages is that it does not readily

become rancid, and recently the use of this butter has been authorised for

culinary purposes in the French army, a fact significant of the future

demands of the world. The consumption of this product must in fact

‘yearly expand and the traffic become of infinite value. Confectioners are

said to find cocoanut butter an entirely satisfactory substitiSte for the more
expensive cacao butter (see p. 1076), the imports of which into England
have in consequence for some years past materially declined. Cocoanut
butter is not, however, strictly speaking, a substitute or even an
adulterant of dairy butter, but a substance that commands independent
recognition. [Cf. White and Humphrey, Pharmacop., 1901, 331

;
Revue

des Cult. Colon., June 1903, No. 126, 324.]

Adulteration.—^It should be added that cocoanut oil is sometimes
used as an adulterant of volatile oils. It may be detected by the fact

that oils so adulterated will solidify wholly or m part in a freezing mixture.

Cocoanut oil has thus been found in cananga, citrouella and palmarosa
oils. [Cf. Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 201 ]

Cocoa-

nut oil melts at 68® to 82® F.
;

its sp. gr. at 212® F. is ()-868 to 0'874 and
its saponific.itiou from 209 to 228.

Cocoanut Oilcake or Poonac.—As observed above, this is the by-

product of copra, after the expression of the oil. Voclcker {Essay on the

Influence of Chem. Disc, on Agn. remewed in Trop. .igrist., 1896, .xv.,800)i8

said to have observed that the cocoanut cake is better adapted for fattening

stoc'k than for young growing animals or store-stock. Its analysis is

as follows :—water 9'50
; oil 8’43

;
albuminous bodies 30'40 (contain-

ing nitrogen 4 50) ;
mucilage, sugar, fibre, etc., 40 95 ;

mineral matter
(ash) 10‘72. It was very largely taken up in Australia, after the establish-

ment of Messrs. Lever Brothers’ Sydney Oilimlls. In the. Tropical Agri-

culturist (1898, xviii., 223) it is stated that cocoanut oilcake is not generally

used for railch-cows or other milking stock, or m Ceylon for horses
; but it

is the common food of working bulls, and is considerod an c.xcellent fattener

for pigs.

Official statistics of the Indian trade in cocoanut cake are not available,

but according to a reply to a correspondent in Capital, J<’eb. 11, 1904,
the price in Ceylon wa.s from Rs. 67J to Rs. 70 per ton, and from 12,000
to 15,000 tons were then shipped annually from Colombo, mostly to
Germany and Belgium. The writer apparently did not consider it neces-

sary to take India into consideration. In fact he says Indian poonac
consists of rape-seed, castor-seed and gingeUy (sesamum). Hanauaek
{Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transh), 1907, 403-6) gives the
appearance of the cake under the microscope. The total exports of

Indian oilcake, it may be observed, amounted in 1903-4 to about 6(?,000

tons, of which Madras contributed 47,500 tons. The exports of oilcake

appear, however, under two headings (o) Cattle Food and (6) Manure.
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The total for 1906-7 came to 105,379 tons, valued at Rs. 75,99,121. Cocoa-

nut oilcake is chiefly exported from Madras, and consequently constitutes

an important item in these transactions. The value of the total traffic and
its present prosperity may be inferred from the fact that from all India

the exports in 1886-7 stood at only Rs. 1,71,107. This is, however, but
indirect evidence of the extent of the Indian exports in cocoanut cake.

[Cf. Kew Bull., 1897, 416 ; Leather, Afjrt. Ledg., 1897, No. 8, 159-60.

J

Medicine.—Very full accounts of the medicinal properties of the

cocoanut are given in the Dictionary and in the Pharniacographia Indica

(iii., 511-9). Briefly it may be said that, for European medicine, the most
important advantages of C. niivtfnrtt are the anthelmintic action of the

fresh fruit (especially of the volatile oil of the shell) ;
the propertie.s of the

milk
; as also the po.ssibility of snbstitiitinsr the oil for cod-liver oil, in rase#

where the lattfer cannot be takim. For medicinal pnrp.Tses the olein is

separated from the solid fats, a-; in the prepaiation of what the Natives

call dvel. (According to some v'nters thi.s is named mutkel, the meanings
of dvel and mulhel being perhaps reversed.) In making that substance

the kernel of the fresh nut is pulped .and strained and the o'l ’eparated

from the milky fluid by Imating. A preparation of the same kind is now
known in Europe as “ coco-olein.” Both by Native and European
physicians in India the “ milk ” from the unripe fruit is recommended as

a useful refrigerant in fever and iirmary di.sorders, but in Bengal it is

commonly believed tliat the consumption of too much cocoanut milk

tends to cause hydrocele. In dyspepsia and consumption Native prac-

titioners prescribe the pulp of the ripe fruit made up with ghi, coriander,

cumin, cardamoms, etc. This mi.xture is called ndrikela-khanda. The
flowers and fresh toddy are astringent. The soft, brown tomentum oi

cotton found outside the base of the leaf-sheath is an excellent styptic,

like the corresponding products of Itorrrnsn.'t and Vut yota. For an

abstract of the somewhat diverse and conflicting opinions of the Arab

physicians—Rhases, Avicenna, Serapion, etc.—the reader should consult

Adams (Comment, in Paulus rEginela, 1847, lii., 438).

Food Products.—With a large section of the Indian population the

cocoanut is almost a staple aiiicle of diet, and a very wholesome one.

Natives of all classes coiisunie the soft creamy pulp and cool refreshing

water (milk) of the young nut (dab), and also use the same in cooking curr}'.

The terminal bud or “ cabbage,” though esteemed a delicacy, is not often

eaten, because its removal kills the palm. The harder pulp of the matured

nut is dried either naturally or artificially and the copra thus formed is

parched with rice, rasped, and put into curries or made into sweetmeats. The

fresh or fermented juice of the stem is consumed as a beverage—toddy (tart);

by evaporatiejn it is made into 'jaggery (coarse sugar), and by subsequent

treatment even refined sugar. Rheede {Hort. Mai., 1686, i., 6) states that

in his day a coarse reddish sugar was obtained by boiling the juice mi.xed

with lime. When distilled, tari becomes spirit or arak and finally vinegar

(see p. nil). The methods of collecting the juice and the manufacture

of its products differ very little, however, from those employed with other

palms. (See Borassus flabellifer, pp. 170-1
;
Cleghorn, in Edinb. New Phil.

Journ., n.s., 1861, xiv.) Incidentally it should be observed that in Bengal the

coc8anut-palm is not tapped for toddy but in Bombay this is an important

industry, although very little sugar is made from it. It may be noted that

jaggery is not infrequently mixed with lime to make a strong cement which
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THE COCOANUT PALM

takes a fine polish. This is especially noticeable in Madras. [See Cements,

pp. 293, 929.] The word jaggery is the trade name in India for all crude unre-

fined sugar, though mostly palm sugar. It comes from the Sanskrit sarkard

(sugar) through the Konkani xakicara, the Malayal cAuMuro and the Portu-

guese juj/ura or icagrura. [¥ot Indian Pahn Sugar, aecFhosnix, 886, 929.]

The uses of desiccated and shredded cocoanut in European cookery

and confectionery, etc., arc well known, and need not be particularised.

This trade is comparativelya modern one,and mightbe almost characterised

as the chief aspect of European intere.st m the edible products of the palm.

Many patent machines and processes have been brought out, and large

factories organised iii Europe and America (none in India) for the produc-

tion and sale of desiccated cocoanut and the manufactures therefrom.

It would appear that the growth of this special trade is so important that

it is curtailing the export of cocoanuts (entire fruits) from .A.nicrica.

Timber,—The wood is commercially known as “ Porcupine-wood,” and
is used for rafters and for other building purposes. It makes very pretty

and durable furnituri', and i.s also converted into spear-handles, walking-

sticks and other fancy articles [Gf. Gamble, Man Jnd. Timhs., 1902, 739.]

Domestic and Sacred Uses.

—

By Hindus tbo dnod sViell is almost universally

used as the water-bowl of their smoking-pipo or hukak (hence the name rvirghili )

;

less froqiiently it is the sounding-drum of crude violins In Alndras tho shells am
made into ologantly ear\'od ornainontal vases, lamps, spoons, sugnr-pots, teapots,

and small unripe ones into snuff-boxes, scout- bottles and tlio like. Kntiro sliolls are
obtained by (illiiig tliem with salt water and burying thorn in sanil By this xirocoss

the kernel is destroyed and may bo washed out, but tho shell will rot rjuickiy unless
the nut HO treated be fully ripe [C/ Jnd Art at Delhi, 190.3, 133, 109, 190, etc. ;

ii.oey,Monog.TradcandManuf N Ind , 1880, 110 ] According to the Minperor Baber
(AfrmoirslLoyden and Erskino, transl ),3‘27)and the Emperor /Ikbar ( ii>t-i-Akban,
1590 (Bloohm.inn, transl ), i , 71) the shell of the cocoanut was even llien UHod to
makoa kind of viohn or rnandohno called p/iir/mA', Within the nut t lieie is occasion-
ally found n small stoneof a bluish-w lute colour culled i ii I ndiu rakippa and regarded
by tho Chinese a.s a valuable omiilot 'riieso cocoanut pearls ” ere very carefully
described by llumphins They appear to be roinposod almost entirely of
calcium carbonate and have n very small proportion of organic matter. Tho
loaves of tho jialm are servicoablo for thatch, screens, baskot.s, niatwork, etc

TRADH IN COCOANUT PRODUCTS.—No suit of e-slimate can lio

furiu.slicd of flic area under this palm or of the total production. The
trade returns are moreover scattered under seveial separate headings, so

that a fairly comjiletc statement of even tlie export,s cannot be framed.
It will bo conveiuent, therefore, to take up the more important products
of tlie palm separately —

Coir.— Fibre, Rope and Manufactures therefrouj. Ifi trade statistics

the e.xports are shown under the headings “ iiuinanufactured eoir,” “ mami-
factured coir ” (exelasivc of rope), and “ cordage and ropc' ” (including

hemp and coir hut excluding jute) The li.XVOJiTs of maw com to foreign

countries manifested a steady increase from 1891 to 19()0. ‘In the latter

year they stood at 70,016 cwt., valued at Its. 5,65,625. But since 1900
they have greatly fallen off, having been only 25,5(X1 owt

,

valued at Rs.
2,26,626, 111 1903-4, and 11,317 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,06,631, iii 1906-7.
This circum.stance may be due to increased traffic in manufactured coir

(rope matting, etc.), to increased exports in made-up mats or rugs (not
returned as coir at all), or to certain rearrangements in official statistics.

Of the MANUFACTURKD COIR (excluding Cordage and rope) the exports
manifest a satisfactory improvement, the traffic for 1903-4 having been
returned at 483,355 cwt., valued at Rs. 47,90,110, and for 1906-7 at 559,329
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cwt., valued at Rs. 66,00,268. Almost the whole trade is in the hands of

the merchants of the Madras ports, the receiving countries being the United
Kingdom and Germany. Madras Presidency also supplies the other
provinces of India with ooir and coir manufactures. These internal

transactions were in 1905-6 valued at 15 lakhs of rupees. As already
indicated, coir cordage and rope cannot be ascertained separately from
hemp, hut the total transactions for all India in 1905-6 were 139,870 owt.,

valued at Rs. 15,21,131 ; almost three-fourths went from Madras ports,

and hence were in consequence chiefly coir (see Ropes and Cordage, p. 924).

The imports of coir are unimportant, and come mainly from Ceylon and
are consigned to Bengal.

Copraand OH.—The exports of copra to foreign countries In thefice years
1899-1900 to 1903-4 show a remarkable increase. They stood at 97,029*

cwt., valued at Rs. 9,89,377, in 1899 -1900 ; and reached 353,724 cwt. valued
at Rs. 42,24,614, in 1903- 1; but fell to 126,4.54 cwt

,

valued at Rs. 18,95,341,

in 1906-7. Of this last amount 1 J.5,129 cwt

,

valued n t Rs. 18,76, 172, went
from Madras ports. The chief leetpients wei e, France, and Germany. The
coastwise traffic in copra in 1905 o amounted in all to 184,066 c'v^., valued
at Rs. 24,37,736. Bomba''’ .sent 47,218 cwt. chiefly to Smd, and Matlias

134,646 cwt. chiefly to Bombay. The imports of copra from foreign

countries have been steadily diminishing and are now unimportant.

Statistics of the trade in Indian cocoannt cake are not obtainable separately

from those of other kinds of oilcake The traffic in cocoannt oil to foreign

countries in the five years 1899 19<X) to 1903-4 incronsed from 2,245,502

gals., valued at 118.27,79,669, in 1899-19<X) to 3,379,631 gals., valued at

Rs. 48,81,588, in 1903-4; but the trade is .subject to extreme fluctuations,

and fell in 1906 -7 to 959,772 cwt., valued at Rs. 14,17,794. The United

Kingdom and United States are the best customers, and the trade is almost

entirely in the hands of Madras merchants. The imj^orts, chiefly from

Ceylon and Mauritius, amounted to one million gals, in 1899-1900, hut

were only 999,656 gals, in 1906-7 and very largely from Ceylon. In the

last-mentioned year Bengal received 731,281 gals, and Madras 171,215 gals.

Nuts.—The exports of whole cocoanubs to foreign countries, though

.still small, show a tendency to increase. In 1899-1900 the total stood

at 176,250 nuts, valued at Rs. 5,439 ;
in 1902-.3 it was 705,63.5 nuts, valued

at Rs. 24,789 ; and in 1906-7, 365,890 nuts, valued at Rs. 13,853. Natal

and Turkey-in-Asia arc the chief receiving countries. The coastwise

traffic in nuts is verv considerable. In 1905—6 the total for all provinces

was 81,920,724 nuts, valued at Rs. 25,50,384. Madras is of course chiefly

responsible, having exported to Bombay 61,862,664 nuts, valued at

Rs. 18,95,327. The imports of nuts from foreign couiitrie.s amounted in

1906-7 to 10.^75,127 nuts, valued at Rs. 4,98,090, and these came chiefly

from the Straits Settlements, the M.aldives and Ceylon. Bengal took

4,656,504 nuts, valued at Rs. 1,25,325, whilst Burma received 6,090,728

nuts, valued at Rs. 3,64,546.

India has not as yet figured in the returns of the world’s traflic in either

desiccated cocoanut or in cocoanut butter.

COPFEA ARABICA, l.hm. ; De la Roque, Voy. Arab., 1708-10,

2 pf. ;
Jussieu, Mem. de VAcad, des Scien., L713 (repub. Hist. Coffee), 1715;

Ellis, Hist. Acc. Coffee, 1774 (admirable plate) ;
Plenck, 7c. PI. Med., 1789,

pi. 130 ,• Wight, 7c. PI. Ind. Or., 1840, i., t. 53 ;
Richard, Tent. FI. Abyss.,
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1843, i., 349 ; Oliver, FI. Trap. Africa, 1877, iii., 180 ;
Baillon, Hxst. des PL,

1880, vii., 275-7, 405 ;
Defiers, Voij. Yemen, 1889, 143 ;

Raoul, Cult, du

Cafeier, 1894; Heuze, Les PI. Indust., 1895, iv., 172-92; Saenz, Memo,
Oult. del Cafeto, 1895; Lecomte, Le Cafe, 1899; Foreman, Philippine

Islands, 1899, 337-42, Marcel Diibard, Les Cafeiers, in L' Agri. Prat, des

Pays Chauds, 1905, v., pt. 1, 92-100; also m Bull. Mus. Nat. d’Hist.

Nat., 1907, 279-83 ; Rubiace^.
The names given to the plant, its fruits, its seeds and the beverage pre-

pared from these, are mostly derived from either of two words :
—

“ Tcahwah,'

an Arabic term that originally denoted “ wine,” and “ hun," the Abyssinian

name for the coffee plant or its beans. From these wc have cahua, kawa,

chaube, Jcapi, cave, kava, cafe, coffee and cafeier
;

also hnun, bun, ban, ben,

'bunu, buncha. The earliest Arabic writers, however, used the Abyssinian

name by itself or in combination : thus Avicenna (11th century) calls it

buncho and Rhases bunco. It was by them viewed as a medicinal plant

and one very possibly that came from Abyssinia, so that the appearance of

the Arabic name kahwah may with safety be accepted as marking the pro-

gress into the final development as a beverage. The association with wine

may be considered in fact as indicative either of the abhorrence of the

zealous followers of the Prophet of anything that savoured of the prohibited

alcohol or taken as the <lirect expression of the curious circumstance that

when the coffee beverage was first made known to the Arabs it was in all

probability distinctly alcoholic, and thus fully deserved the name kahwah.
Habitat.—The true coffee plant would appear to have been satisfac-

torily established by botanists as indigenous to certain hilly regions of

Abyssinia, of the Soudan, of Guinea and of Mozambique. Some doubt
still, however, prevails as to its being indigenous to Arabia, though this

was claimed by the early writers. Richard throws out the. suggestion

that it may have been indigenous to Arabia, and carried from thence

to Abyssinia It is ccrt-ainly extensively cultivated m that country,

as for example at Enarrea, Kaffa and Harrar. But Richard adds (as it

in part support of his view) that coffee is only used by the Muhammadans,
not by the Abyssinians proper. Defiers, on the other hand, speaks

of the plant as cultivated in Attara and elsewhere on the mountains up
to alt. of 7,000 feet, but as nowhere seen wild in Arabia. These two
botanical writers thus take opposite sides in the story of the Abyssinian

conquests. Richard believes that coffee was earned back from Arabia,

and Jleflers that it was conveyed to Arabia, about 100 years before the
birtli of Muhammad. Raynal, Lecomte, and many authors accept the

opinion that the plant was taken from Abyssinia to Yemen.
History—If we turn to Arabic literature for coiiflrrnation of this view

we loam for certain that coffee is not mentioned in the Koran, nor of course
IS there any allusion to it in the Hebrew Scrifituros. Thus if the jflant be viewed
as indigenous to certain tracts of Arabia, it becomes necessary to believe that
its merits (if known at all) were appreciated within a very restricted area Every-
thing, in fact, points to the conviction that the people of Mecca, Medina and
Bagdad did not know of coffee till well into the 1 4th century of the Christian era.
Ibn Baithar, born at Malaga and who travelled during the 13th century in North
Africa and Syria, makes no mention of coffee. The art of roasting the beans
and preparing from those a decoction was apparently a more recent discovery,
and one which may have been made in Persia. Prior to that, the kahwah that
first attracted attention, was a preparation from the succulent rind or pulp of*tho
coffee-cherry. This contains a fair amount of sugar, is often pleasantly enough
flavoured, and if a decoction mode from it were allowed to stand for some short
time it would for certain become alcoholic and imght even be distilled into spirit,
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History
Giovan Leone, who visited Egypt in 1613 and wrote a careful account of Cairo, Egypt,

makes no mention of the consumption of coffee, nor is the plant enumerated in
his list of the most useful and novel African plants. On the other hand, seventy
years later. Prosper Alpmus {De PL Aigyptx, 1692, 26) speaks of the bon tree soon
by him at Cairo in the conservatory of an Egyptian gentleman, and further he
gives full particulars of the decoction, called oaoua, which ho says they prepared
from the seeds imported from Arabia Eolix and sold in public taverns, in place of Beans,
wme. In his other work [De Medectna Method.) Alpmus rem.arks that some
of the Egyptians used the husks of the coffeo-berries instead of the hemes them- iiuak” used,

selves. Vesling (m his edition of Alpmus’ work published in 173.5, 179) adds
tliat coffee'Cherries, brought from Yemen, wore sold m Egypt, a.s crystallised Crystallised

fruits and regarded as great luxuries Verza-,cha(A’m«<cr-71i<c/i., 1078, 78S), while 'Jotfee-chemi'"i

reprinting the account given by Alpinus, speaks of the bovernge being served iii

earthen pots entirely closed up, and adds that tho husk iuake.s .i stronger miiision
than the berries (seeds). The seeds, he observes, are called hon and the drink
choava : he furnishoa a picture of a roaster, so that by t’.en, at all events, there* Koasu-r.

would seem no doubt the seeds wore rcgulnrly roa.'-tcd and n bevi rage preparnd
from them, as Well as from the husk. Sandys (Trnvcl-t. '6lh (ed. 1670), 51)
alludes to “ Coffa-housos ” of Constantinople. Pu tro della Valle (Vuy. Kant
Ind., 1666) says of coffee, it is “ miido by a black scc<l boylcd in water which
turnea it almost into the same colom but do(h very little alter the tmte of the
water

;
notwithstanding it is very good to help digestion, to quicken the spirits,

and to cleanse the blood ” Herbert (7Vaee/,'i, 1677, 113, 311) speaks t'‘Coff6or India.
Coho ” as a Persian beverage prepared from ‘ the flower of the Bunny or Choava-
berry ’’ and sold in shops, h'ryor (New. Acc K. Ind. and Fera , 1075 (cd 1698),

225, speaks of “ Coho or Toa ” as being sorted at a State coremoniid at which ho
was present at Bunder Abbas. An apology for mistakes explains that tho text was
printed in the absence of tho author Honco it may bo inforrod the “ Explanatory
Index” was not drawn up by Fryer In that index “ colleo ” is given as tho
equivalent of coho. It is thus probable that Fryer himself accepted coho as a name
fully understood m England It is of course a variant of the Arabic kahwah, which Arabia,
originally denoted tho wine prepared from tho husk of the coffee-cherry, not the
beverage of the roasted seeds. Niohuhr [Voy. Arabia, 1770) says that m Yemen
coffee mode from tho seeds is supposed to heat tho blood

,
accordingly the inhabi-

tants of that province compose a drink of the hulls of coffee which in taste and
colour much resembles toa. This they esteem wholesome and refreshing. It is

prepared nearly in the same manner as that from tho seed or bean and is the

coffee a la Sultane of tho French, Doflers observes. “ It is well known that

the pericarp of the fruit dried in the sun and powdered constitutes the product
used under tho name of qischr for the preparation of a stimulating drink rather Stimulating

like an infusion of tea
” “ Arornatised with ginger or other spices it is with qat brink,

the favourite stimulant of the Arabs of Yemen who abstain from the use of coffee

prepared from tho seed, ground in the Turkish and European fashion ”

Turning now to a few of tho lecords regardmg Abyssmia : Richard, os Abyssinia
already observed, affirms that coffee was not in his time much used by tho

Abyssmians. Nearly all was taken to Messoah by caravans and from thence
dispatched to Moka, whero it was sold as Arabian coffoo. Henri Lecomte gives

a very different account :
“ From time immemorial the Gallas have used coffoo

both as food and ^rint^ Originally they made a decoction of the beans and
pulp cooked together. Tho system of roasting was only discovorod later.”

Such then are the observations of early travellers in Arabia, Abyssinia and Coffee of Boasted

Egypt, and these may now bo linked up with the prevalent opinions and tradi-

tions. Coffee made of the roasted seeds would appear to have been first brought
prominently to notice at Aden. It was known for centuries previously as a drug, Aden,

and many of the Arab writers speak of having been matle acquainted with its

properties through the Persians. Abu Abdallah Muhammad Dhabbani Ibn

Said had occasion to visit Persia (according to Galand, Roque and Ellis : Africa,

according to Yule and Burnell : lastly Abyssinia accordmg to the authors of tho

Pharmacographia Indica) during the 16th century. On that occasion he found
the faithful partaking of coffee. Returning to Aden ho took to drinking coffee

himself, and recommended his followers to substitute that beverage for the kdt Kat.

(Vatha etiitUa) which they were in the habit of using. Vaughan (Pharm. Journ.,

1862^ xii.) gives further particulars regarding Muhammad Dhabbani, but throws

no light on the country whence he obtained his knowledge, nor does de Sacy deal ,

with this issue. From Aden, however, the knowledge seems to have spread
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to Mecca, Medina and Cairo, anil finally within the century after its introduction

to Aden, it had boon conveyed to Damascus, Aleppo and Constantinople. But
in duo course the more strict in tlie tenets of their faith objected to public coffeo-

lunises and to the gaming, singing and dancing that there took place. At various

tinioa tlio effort was accordingly made to repress the traffic and to close the

coffeo-houhoa. Tii 1511 the (lovernor of Mecca (the Viceroy of the Sultan of

J2gypt) issued a “ Condemnation ” of coffee as the united opinion of tho priests,

doctors and learned men of that town, on tho gromid that it was a form of wine
{kuhwah) and therefore contrary to the law. It is tlius jiiat po.s.sibl0 that the

beverage then in use wa.s prepared from tlio pulp of the fiiiit and was, therefore,

actually intoxicating. But the Sultan rov-okod tho condemnation and reproved
Ills viceroy for venturing to prohibit an article of daily food used by tlio people
of the capital of tho Empire (Cairo) and by tbo Sultan himself Later on (1624),
however, the coffee-bou&iva of Mecca bail become the scenes of so much rioting

that they were clo.scd, by order ot the Kadi. In 1,533 the people of Cairo were
divided into two cl.isses, those who considorod coffee lawiul, and those who did
not. In 1.5.54 the coffee-houses of Constantinople were closed on a now pretext,

that possibly marks tho more complete estahlrshment of tho habit of roasting

the seeds The cliairod hemes (seeds) were considered as charcoal, and thus
unlawful as articles of food.

Difference of ojimion exists regarding tho first European who saw and do-
scrihed both the plant and tho beverage Kamnsio published m 1554 his Raccolta

dcUc Navujdliur i r I'mi/f//, and one of the travellers whom he quotes describes a
journey from Aden to Rhiula winch he made as a prisoner Incidentally he
mentions coifee among the plants observed by him, hut speaks of it as if ho and
all his readers wito jieifectly familiar with the plant so named W^e know that
by that time it was being used in Constantinople, so apparently it was known
some tune prior to the actual date of its being chronicled. Do la Roque, while
characterising the traffic in eoffco as quite modern, points out that i’etor Belon,
who travelled in Egypt and Arabia in 1540 -it and described most of the curious
and interesting plants soon by him, makes no sort of allusion to coffee But about
tho samo timo, or shortly after, several other traveller.s visited both Arabia and
Abyssinia, and some mention while others are silent regarding coffoo. Similarly
John Kay puiilished in l(i!l3 a collection of Voyago.s and Travel- A few of tho
aiithots whose works ho gives, deal with Ethiopia and Aiobia, and some mention
coffee while others <lo not. Clusius (Arom. Hist (CJarcia do Crtn), 1574, 214-5)
rcceii od from Dr Alphon.se Pancnis of Ferrara, during the summer of 1573, a
few cnffoo-liernes (.seed.s) Tlie.so lie figured and dosenhed, and fells iis that they
were called hurui and by .some tlkaue (at kin-e) and that in Alexandria a drink
wa.s made from them. Ranwolf \j.sited Aleppo in November 1673 and saw
the coffeo plant, as also tlio box'crage He published his account in 1583
{Beschrcit der Hniss., 103) Thus Clusnis, not llnuwolf, as is eommoidy aflirined,

should he viewed as the first botam.st wlio examined and described the cofiee-

horries Prosper Alpiims, as already stated, had a few years still later given
a full account both of tho plant and of tho beverage, and his statements were
piihlrslied tiino after time for a century subsquently, without any new information
of value being made known.

Very few of the early rulers, travellers or botanists ,of India mention
coffee, such as Marco Polo (1290), tho Memoirs o'l tho Emperor Baber
(1519), the Am-i-Akban (1590), Rheede (1678), and Rumplims (1760). Lin-
Mchoten (1598) doseribod the preparation of ten in Japan, and his contemporary
and publisher Paludnnus, in a footnote commenting on that passage, observes
that in tho samo way tho Turks prepare a boverngo from “ tho frrit which is like
unto tho hakeUioe, (laurel berry) and by tho Egyptians is edited bon or ban."
Pyrard (Voy E. Ind , 1610 (ed Hakl. See ), i., 172) speaks of the king and great
lords of tile Maldives drinking coffee. Tavernier (Travels Ind , 1676, li., 23—4) says
that in his time coffoo did not grow eitfior in India or Persia, hut that the supplies
came from Arabia. He then adds that tho piincipal coffee trade was from Hormuz
and Bassora, " where the Dutch when returning empty from Mocha, load up a,s

much as they can with that seed, it being an article which they sell well.” From
Hormuz it is exported to Persia, and from Bassora to Mesopotamia and other
Turkish provinces. (For accounts by Bontius, Mandelslo and Ovington^ see
Camellia, p. 212 )

Down to tho year 1690 the world’s supply of coffee came from Arabia and
Abyssinia. The following historic data may be accepted therefore as fittingly con-
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eluding this brief statement. Inl616 oofiee-drinkmg was carried to Venice. In 1644
Peter della Valle took it to Marseilles. John Houghton {Vhil. Trans. London, 1809,
IV., 420) says that Rastall, an English merchant, went to Leghorn in 1651, and
there found coffee-houses In the year following Mr. Daniel Edwards, a merchant
from Smyrna, brought to England a Greek sorv'ant named Pasqua, who made
his coffee Shortly after Pasqua was enabled to sot up a public coffee-house in
Cornlull. It IS further aftinnod by Houghton that Dr. Harvoy, the discoverer
of the circulation of the blood, freijucntly used coffee Hut Henry Phillips
(Pomar%um, Britan , 1820, 112) says that Natlianiel Conopios, a (Jretaii, made
coSee his common beverage at Haliol College, Oxford, m 1641 This same fact
IS alluded to by Evelyn {Memoirs, 1819, 7) as having taken place m May 1637.
In 1676 Charles II

,
by an ill-judged proclamation, m which ho characterised

the coffee-houses as seminaiioh of sedition, endeavoured to close them, but the
Act was suspended a few (lays later Hy 1688, accoriling to .Tolm Kay. London
rivalled the Grand Gairo m the iiumber of its ci>ffeo-hou-.es Lord Hacoii (Sylva
fiyliiar, 1658, Century viii , 18.7), speaks of the (offa driul,- used by the Turks, buW
ho had apparently no personal knowh dge of it In 16.57 t lie 'I'urki sh .\mbassador
Sulairnan Aga irtado colToe-drinking fa.shionable in Pans, aed n. conscqucnco the
roasted coHee-horrios sold in Pans during 1679 at 11.5 i pound It seems jirobablc,
howover, that thiough M riiovenot coffee was deliii’telv introduced about
1667, but that tlio habit of cotfoe-di inking was not geiieial in Pans until 1680.
In 1690 livo seods having beon loncoyeil to IS.itavia, ,i jilant was shortly after
taken to Amsterdam and in 1712 the Diileh presented a .sc'cxlhng 'i' m this to
Louis XIV

,
and still later fiom that pl.int seedlings were sent to Martinique

Madame do Gonha {La Hot. Hist et Littir , LSli. i . 193) tolls how M Doschoux,
who wont to Martuiiquo in 1720, .is Lioiit. ii.int of tli.' King, in the sumo ship
with the seodhngs, gallantly saved thcaa by deprivuig luniself daily of the greater
part of his allotted portion of water— the ship's supplies having run short He
had in consoqnenco the good fortune to seo tlie plants arrive m safety and a new
source of wealtli thoroby added to the i.slaiul. M do Candolle, M. Edelestan
Jardin and many other writers allude* to this incidc'iit In 1723 colfoo was takon
by the Portuguese to Java ; in 1728 Sir Nicholas Laws intioducod it into .Jamaica,
and in 1770 it was conveyed to Kio de .lanoiro.

The history of the mtioduction of coffoo into India i.s very obscure. Mosi.
writers agroo that it was brought to Mysore some two centuiies ago hy a Muham-
madan pilgrim named Raba Hudan, who, on his return from Mecca, brought seven
seeds with Iiirii This tradition is so universally behoved in, by the inhabitants
of tho gieater part of South India, that there seems every chance of its being
touudod on fact. About tho beginning of tho ISUli century there is no doubt coffee

had found tts way to India, and in 1 823 a charter was granted to Port (Host or, near
Calcutta, authorising it to become a cotton null, a coffee plantation and a ruin

distillery. Some of the colfee trees planted in fullilment of that charter are sup-
posed to bo still alive, and about the same tiino coffoo was successfully grown in

tho Botanic Gardens, Calcutta
;
but needless to say the industry of coffoo planting

nowhere fovmd an abiding place on the plains of Inilia but migrated to the lulls

of South India, m Mysore more especially, and thus into the very region where
tradition affirms it had boon introduced two centuries previously. The first

systematic plantation was apparently Mr Cannon’s near Chikmnglur. This was
established iii 1830. It is supposed, howover, that Major Bovan may liavo

actually grown colfee on tho 'Wynaad at a slightly oarhor date, and tliat IMr.

Cockburn’s Shovaroy plantation bears the same date as Mr. Cannon’s. In 1840
Mr. Glasson formed a plantation at Manantoddy, and iii 1846 plantations were
organised on tjje Nilgiri hills. In Ceylon it is beliovod coffee was introduced by
the Arabs prior to tho Portuguese invasion of that island. It was commenced
to be systematically cultivated by the Dutch from about 1690 In 1825 the first

plantation by an Englishman was opened by Sir Edwards Barnes. In 1877 it was
estimated that the capital invested in Coylon coffoo was closo on £14,000,000
Tho fimgal disease {iinnlieln rnstatrl.r) appeared about 1869 and spread rapidly,

steadily weakening the bushes and reduemg their yielding capacity, so that by
1887 the Ceylon industry was completely rumed.

It would occupy many pages to give anything like a complete enumeration
of even the more important works on coffee. [The following m supplement of

those already given in the Dictionary, and of those mentioned above, will be found
specially worthy of study :—Thovenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc. (Engl,

transl.), 1687, pt. i., 162-3; pt. ii., 11, 21; Dafour, L'Emploi du Cafe, 1671; also
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Le Cafe, 1684 ;
Spon, Tract, de Potu Caphe, 1684 ; Blankaart, Coffee, 1686 ; Nichol

de Blegny, L'Emploi du Cafi, 1687 ; Galand, UOrigine et Progres du Cafi,

1699 ;
Chardin, Voy., 1686 (Engl, ed.), 1811, ii , 279 ; Ray, Hist. PI., 1688, ii.,

1691 ; Petrus Petitus, Homert Nepenthes, 1689, 73 ;
Sloano, Phil. Trans.

London, 1693 (ed. 1809), iii., 623 ; Pomet, Hist. Oen. des Drogues, 1694, i., 204 ;

Bruce, Travels, 1790, ii , 226 ; Macphorson, Comm, with Ind , 1812, 271 ;
Milbum,

Or. Comm., 1813, i., 104-6; ii., 530; Law, Hist. Coffee, 1850; Thurber, Coffee,

Plantation to Cup, 1881 ; Do Candolle, Orig Cult. Plants, 1884, 415-8
;
VanDelden

Lsomo, Coffee Cult. Brazil and Java, 1885 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trap. Agri., 1892,

91-109; Pharmacog. Ind., ii ,
215-25; Elliot, Cold, Sport ami Coffee in Mysore,

1894, Ferguson, Coffee Pi. Manual, 1894 ; Jurdm, Le Cajiier et le Cafi, 1895 ;

Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa, 1894, i., 12 n , 55 n
;

ii , 26 ; Heuzd, Les Pi.

Indust., 1895, iv., 172 ; Seinler, Trop. Agrtk., 1897, i., 218-24, 23.3, 260 ; Labone,
Coffee Planter St. Domingo, 1898 ; Lecomto, Le Cafi, 1899; also in “La Oiographie,"
Juno 1901; ^aAohocW, Die Kulturgew. der Deut. IColon., 1899, 137—8, 142—5; Morren,
<K.affeeplanlage in Der Tropenpflanzer, Beihcfte, March and May, 1900; Mukerji,
Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 456-62 ; Lehmann, Coffee Cultivation, Dept. Agri.

Mysore Bull., No. 2 ; Jumello, Les Cult. Colon. {Aliment.), 1901, 350-85
; Wiesner,

Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, i., 483.]

Distribu- Distribution.-—The world’s supply of coffee, we are thu.s justified in be-

tion. lieving, came originally from Arabia and .\bys.sinia, but as the demand
increased new localities of production were cstabliislied. The Dutch East
India Company pioneered the modern trade by their e.-cpenmental cultiva-

tion m Batavia. Soon thereafter coffee cultivation was successfully intro-

duced into the warm temperate areas (or hilly tracts) of most tropical

countries, and in time these not only produced far more than the ancestral

regions, but yielded a supply of an even superior quality. Improvements
m quantity and quality of necessity rapidly extended consumption until

they made coffee one of the most popular of all beverages, and hence with
a large number of the inhabitants of the globe it passed from the position

of an occasional luxury to that of a daily necessity, rivalled only by tea

—the sister beverage of the breakfast table.

Species and Species and Varieties Cultivated—After the somewhat detailed
Varieties. account already furnished of the chief histone facts regarding the Abys-

sinian (commonly called the Arabian) coffee plant, it is porlnips hardly
necessary to indicate that particular species any further for the

present. It is to this day by far the most important cultivated stock,

though its liability to blight has caused planters to seek out other

forms, in the hope of being able either to replace Cuffao uprihint or to

use these as strains in hybridisation or as stocks upon which to graft, in

the production of blight-proof plants. In this modern aspect of the
coffee-planting industry three plants have attracted special attention.

These are :— ,

Liberian. (a) C, llberlca, hiem
,

—a native of West Tropical Africa (Liberia, Angola,
Golungo, Alto, etc. ). But in its indigenous area it is very indiflorently cultivated,
at most in but small plots along the banks of the rivers. In trade it is called

Chief Liberian or Abookuta Coffee. Sir J. D. Hooker from 1872 advocated in the Kew
rublicationa. Reports the cultivation of this plant—it was then being experimentally grown

at Kew
;

Ferguson published a History of its introduction, progress and
cultivation in Ceylon up to 1878 ; Thurber, l.c. 107-16

; Kew Bull., 1890, 107,
245-53

; 1892, 277-82 ; 1893, 25, 204-0
; 1895, 12, 273-4, 296-9

; 1897,
314; Progress Rept. Bot. Card. Nilgiri HiUs, 1881-2; Christy, New Comm.
PI., 1878, 1 , 1-7 ; Lseme, l.c. 321 ; Trinidad Bull., 1894, 267-73

; Watson,
Cult. Tavoy, 1893; Rept. Qovt. Bot. Card. Bangalore, 1897-8, 11; Vankeirsbilck,JJeti.
Agri., 1896, x , 135-7, 162; U.S. Yearbook Agri. Dept., 1897, 197 ; Huettenbach,
Cult. Liberian Coffee, in Selangor Joum., 1897 ; Der Troperupflanzer, 1897, i.,

290-6 ; lii., 231 ; Joum. Soc. Arts, 1897, 641 ; 1903, 461 ; Cat. des PI. Econ.
in L'Horti. Colon., 1900, 63-4; Edmond Bordage, Revue Agri. de la Riunion,
1901 ; L'Agri, Prat, des Pays Chauds, 1902, ii., 169, 624 ; Sadebeck, l.c. 146 ;
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;
Planting Opinion ; Trap. Agriat. ; Capital ;

Madras Mail,

etc. etc.

This species was thus first made known to Europe about the time the coffee- Rpccial

leaf disease appeared in Ceylon. Its hardier growth led to the opinion, to some Cultivation,

extent realised, that it might withstand the action of the blight, and on this

account demands were made on the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. for plants

or seeds. Fortunately the Director of the Gardens was fully able to satisfy

these, vmtil the question of seed supply was taken up by the trade ^J’he Kew
Reports are full of the most interesting and suggestive details regarding the

succes8e.s or failures attained through the experiments conducted, almost simul-
taneously, in all the tropical regions of the globe. But m one respect at least immunity

they have been disappointing, namely, the plant, though much hardier than the Disease.

Arabian coffee, has not proved to possess iminunityfrom blight. In factSir Daniel
Morns pointed out long ago that in the nursery the seedlings oftim suffer troni Diseased In

IMriulleUi quite as much as do those of f. but he added that the plants. Nursery,

if properly cared for, soon attain sufficient strength to withst.md the disease * ,

The experience gained in India would sixiiti to support beliol that Liberian
coffee requires qilito as fertile and as deep soils ns t' «>«»>(«•« It piolers a warm vvann Moist

moist atmosphere and not much loss than 100 inches of rain, distribiiUHl if Docality

possible throughout the year
;
but it is very susceptible to drought. VVht're sub-

jected to dry heat, therefore, shade-trees must lie provuled if they do not already shade-trees,

exist. In Java Efytnrina seedlings are first jilanted, but soon give too much
shade and are accordingly replaced in about fi\i- years’ time by Ertoaeudron
seedlmgs.

A shallow soil or one with a largo admixture of sand and stones is (juite im- Low Land,
suited, as also are heavy clay sods and waterlogged subsoils. But Liberum
coffee luxuriates on moisturo-rctaiiiing sods and on lands that can be, and aro
regularly irrigated. It, in fact, prefers low-lymg tracts to high ground, and
accordingly flourishes bettor on the plains than on the hills It is true that on
the Wynaad and elsewhere it has been successfully grown up to altitudes of

6,000 feet, but that circumstam e does not iiinterially detract from the opinion
that it 18 better suited to the plains of the tropics than Hence
Liberian cofloo has attained its most extensive production in the West Indies,

Ceylon, the Malay Peninsula (Selangor), North Borneo, Sumatra and Java,
and in India scorns likoly to attain its chief production in Sylhet, Assam, Burma
and the Andaman Islands La?rno says that it is “ littlo thought of ” in Braz.il,

since “ it produces little and that irregularly ” On the oast-coast lands of

Madagascar it has for some years been fairly extensively ciiltiv'ated M Des- Madagascar,

landes. Assistant Inspector of Agriculture, says that the plants there grown are
hybrids and yield a berry superior to that of African coffee Being largo plants
the custom exists of allowing them plenty of space, say 400 trees to the acre Four nuudred
There are several distinct races, some that form much larger plants than others u> tlie

and accordingly require more space. It is just a.s important with Liberian as
‘

with Arabian that the races of the plant should bo critically studied For some
years past numerous hybrids have been cultivated all over the woild. In tho
south such have appeared wherever Arabian and Liberian coffee wore grown
side by side. Tho stock thus obtained is much valued by many planters, being
regarded as enjoying immunity from leaf-blight But it is usually contended that
for young colonies, TLibeiaan has distinct and superior claims It yields regularly
and freely, the fruits do not fall so readily from the bush on their reaching
maturity, and it is, when all is said and done, a much hardier plant than Jl inlur riant
the Arabian coffee. On low ground tho harvest is abundant, the fruits aro
large (nearly tyice the average size of tho Arabian bean), not so delicately
flavoured, though of good quality when grown on high altitudes. Tho berries iii.mes aiilniilt

are more difficult to clean tlion are those of tho Arabian plant, but with proper Di i lcnn

machinery may be completely deprived of oven the parchment ; they are
rank and oily, though if carefully and slowly dried will fetch a price sufficient
to reward all tho trouble and expense entailed. According to most writers a
drawback to this coffee lies in tho fact that it has never boon pushed as a com-
mercial commodity on its own merits. The beans seem universally used by
middlemen for the purpose of strengthening grades which by themselves would
be flavourless.

(6* 0. stenophylla, g. Don , Bot. Mag , 74-5 and t. ; Kew Bull
, 1893, 167 ;

Sierra
Kept. Bot. Oard. Bangalore, 1893-4, 10-11 ; 1896, 189-91 ; 1898, ‘27

; Rept. Roy. Le^e
Bot. Oard. Trinidad, 1896, 13 ; 1900, 12—3 ; Pharm. Joum., 1897, 17 ; Semler, Coffee.
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Trap. Agrik., 1897, i.. 217; Der TroptnpHamer, 1898, ii., 34, 263; Trinidad

Bull., etc , 1899, 223 , 1000, 315 ; Agri. News, West Indies, 1902, i., 278 ;
ii.,

237 ; Joum. Soc Arts, 1903, 461 ; Trap Agrist. ; Plantirtg Opinion; Madras Mail,

etc., etc. “ The Highland Coffee of Sierra Leone.” This interesting West African

species, Mr. Bontham thought, might be but a variety of C. araMoa. The seeds

were issued from Kew Gardens, and the plant is now being experimentally grown
in Trinidad, Java, Ceylon, Mysore (not successfully) and elsewhere. Hybrids
havo also boen formed between it and ai-nhira, as also r. fibci <«•«. It grows
freely, yields abundantly, but is longer in coming into bearing than c. iiherlt^a.

It gives a highly flavoured Moka-liko berry.

(r) C. Laurentli, Wildem (C. robusta, i Lmcten), is another tropical African

species that has attracted some attention, though it is but imperfectly kno^ro
hotanically It is spoken of a.s “ Congo Coffee.” An article appeared in

L'Horticole Colomale (I c 04-6) in the year 1900 that gives a good account of

this plant It IS spoken of as prolific, as almost immune from the ordinary diseases

of coffee, and as yielding a berry of a superior quality with a delicate aroma.
It frequents banks of streams and prefers situations moist and not too shady.
The plant is not, like c. ttheriro, pyramidal in shape, but is rather rounded in

outline Jumello (Lrs Cult. Colon (AZtment.), 1901, 350-85) adds that it inhabits

Sierra Leone, on soils formed of decomposed granite or gneiss. Owing to its

having been first made known from the Nunez river it is often called “ Rio Nunez
('ofTee.” In India and Ceylon this plant has so far failed to justify extended
endeavours, but in Dommica the losiilts have been most encouraging.

CULTIVATION.
Localities and Area.—In this work it i.s rlc-sirable to restrict obser-

vation to India, and consequently to allude only incidentally to the

coffcc-growinff of other parks of the world. Particular.? of cultivation

in Java, Sumatra, Philippines, Ceylon, Queensland, Brazil, West
Indies, Central America, Mexico, etc., will be found in the respective

chapters of Thurber’s Coffee from Plantation, to Cup aiid other such
works, to which the reader is referred. The actual area under the crop

ill India cannot be stated definitely, owing to the unwillingness of certain

planters to furnish information. The error that exists is, however, a

relative one, and tends year after year to be lessened rather than increased.

Taking the official returns as they stand, it has to be accepted that the

area shown under coffee, during the past thirty years, has manifested

severe fluctuations. With a perennial crop this ran alone denote the

fallowing or abandonment of certain plots and the resuscitation of old

plantations or the opening out of new lands, coincident with variations

m the world’s coffee necessities. Thus, for example, the revolutions that

took place in Brazil in 1889, 1891 and 1893, followed as these were by
small crops during one or two of the succeeding years, had a highly bene-

ficial effect on the Indian coffee-planting industry. The area returned

as under coffee in 1885 stood at 237,494 acres, but for the ten years

ending 1895 the mean area in India was 274,000 acres
;
in 1903, 228,815

acres; and in 1904, 212,964 acres. The latest report of the Commercial
Intelligence Department states the area at the end of l9i)6 to have been
210,688 acres. During the decade ending 1895 prices may also bo
said to have ruled high, so that the industry was very prosperous.

In addition to the absence of returns as to certain plantations, an
estimate of yield to acre could hardly be accepted as even of general ap-

plication. It accordingly follows that trade statistics almost invariably

manifest higher exports than the agricultural data would show as pro-

duced. The relation of surveyed areas to actual returns of foreign eaports
is one of the most profitable aspects of study. Taking 100 to represent
the area as also the exports in 1885, the following variations have oc-
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CTirred, every fifth year being selected :—1885, area 100, exports 100 ;
1890,

114 and 63
;
1895, 120 and 78 ; 1900, 115 and 66 ; 1905, 90 and 97

;
and

1906, 89 and 61. (See prices, p. 391.)

Production.—The coffee produced in India is practically all exported,

the most important markets being the United Kingdom and France, so

that the returns of trade afford a useful check on the figures of production.

The year of highest export was apparently 1885-6, when 41 million lb. were
shipped, or about 6 million Ib. in excess of the year’s production. Some
ten years later (1895) (the record year of production) the exports came to

32^ million lb., or 7^ million lb. less than the recorded proiluction.

The official year of trade returns being from March 31, and that of

the agricultural statistics the calendar year, a certain oveilapping of data
of necessity occurs, and, moreover, reserve, stocks over local c onsiirnptiort

arc usually tbawn upon before the new crop comes in^o market. But
taking it all round, the particulars of area and produidiou are substantiated

by the actual records of the trade

Of the total area, 28,089 acres (according to the Report of the Com-
mercial Intelligence Department) were under immature plants in 1906,

so that m the future these will come into bearing and enhance the yield,

very possibly to a greater extent than the reduction due to the age and
disease of the plants presently returned as mature. In passing it may be

here observed that in addition to the actual area under coffee, the planters

own 108,581 acres, much of which is available for future expansion should

such bo found desirable. Analysing the area of production according to

the report for 1906, we learn that out of the actual area recorded (196,318

acres), 89,202 are in British India and 107,116 in Native States. Of
the former—42,646 acres are in the Madras Presidency

;
46,393 acres in

Coorg
; 74 acres in Bombay Presidency (Kanara district mainly)

;
84

acres in Assam (South Sylhet mainly)
;
and 6 acres m Burma. Of the

laUer—101,489 acres are in Mysore, and 5,627 acres in Travancore and
Cochin collectively. If we disregard the isolation into British and Native

we learn that the coffee outside the Madras Presidency is ordinarily only

about O' 15 per cent, of the total Indian area. It would thus be quite

safe to describe Indian coffee-planting as an industry confined to the

Madras Presidency. The chief localities are Mysore, Coorg, the Wynaad,
the Nilgiri, Pulney and Shevaroy hills. The most important districts

are Kadur and Hassan, both in Mysore, Coorg, and the Madras Presidency

proper.

Yield.

—

On December 31, 1906, there were in all India 31,827 planta-

tions, which gave employment to 24,477 persons permanently and 46,044

temporarily. These figures show a considerable reduction on the previous

year, when there were 43,233 plantations. Dividing the figure of area by
that of production and striking the mean of all the returns for some years

back, the Indian yield would appear to be a little over 100 lb. to the acre,

but it fluctuates very greatly ; thus in 1903 the yield would appear to have

been 139 lb., while in 1901 it was only 65 lb. It is probable, however,

that in all the larger and better-worked plantations an average yield of

2 to 3 cwt. is usually obtained, in European plantations, and J to I cwt.

in Native. But even that average is misleading, since it is well known
son!e of the better plantations may jdeld as much as 7 to 10 cwt. an
acre. Hence the officially returned acreage dmded by the declared pro-

duction, since it involves a mean of good, bad and indifferent results, cannot
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be accepted as a riiotliod of deriving the yield, though the figures thus

produced are suggestive and have, therefore, a certain value.

Climate and Situation.—It has been said, and with much force,

that a good deal of land at one time and another has been opened under
coffee that was never suited to it. Of this nature are some of the Coorg
estates (or portions of them) that have a southerly aspect and are exposed

to the full force of the east winds. Situation and exposure are factors

of prime importance. It seems to be the Indian experience that coffee

prefers land standing from 1,500 to 5,500 feet above the sea-level, the

exact altitude being controlled to a large extent by latitude. Far to

the south higher altitudes would seem necessary than m the more northern

tracts. The temperature best suited would appear to range from 65°

to 80°. The total rainfall should not exceed 150 inches but about 100 is

the amount most frequently commended, provided it he fairly evenly
distributed throughout the year ; but December to March may be dry.

Coffee distinctly requires a humid atmosphere, and in the opinion of

most planters the prevalence of heavy winds are more objectionable

than a dry atmosphere or a low rainfall. The climate must be open and
bracing and the sky not heavily overcast. With (n-ahicn low-lying

and damp situations induce disease. As already mentioned, however,
altitudes lower and warmer than tho.se indicated for C. aruhieti are

suited for f/. Uherica, but even with that species the higher limits of

its production give the most valuable berry.

Soil.—Coffee, although very largely a surface feeder, has a long tap-

root which it is most desirable should not be injured during transplanting.

The success of the crop depends to a large extent on fhe depth of the .soil.

The best soil might be described as a well-drained, ferruginous loam,

though certain clays mixed with sand give good ic.sults, especially if a

fair amount of humus be present or be given h.s top-dressing. Very
chalky soils, as also stiff clays, are useless. It is usually held that soils

that contain a fair amount of iron give the best-flavoured berries. But
below the subsoil there must rest a bed of very porous material so as to

ensure ready drainage. In fact a rocky soil with pouches of loam between
the outcropping rocks gives admirable results, as may be seen in many
parts of the Slievaroys, the Nilgiris and the Wvna.ad. The rocks are

constantly weathei'ing and thus adding to the sod, while, according to the

planters, they also transmit the heat and moisture. [C/. Robinson, Pringle,

Voclcker, T.ehmann, Leather, etc
)

It is, however, unfortunate that no
record has been kept of the conditions of land opened oift and of the same
fifteen or twenty years afterwards, both in estates manured and in those

not manured.
PROPAGATION.— Nursery.—Having .selected the site for a planta-

tion, cleared and burned (or piled up in ridges to await natSral di.sintegra-

tion) all the trees not deemed necessary for shade jiurposes, laid out the
roads and carried a water supply to the cofEee-hou.se, the next most urgent
task IS to select and prepare tlie site for the nursery. This must never
be on an old coffee plantation, but on virgin ground of sufficient richness

that manuring may not be necessary except to add sand with a view to

securing its porous nature. But the soil of the seed-beds must be rich

in vegetable mould, bear a gentle slope, be well drained, retentite of

moisture, and liberally supplied with water for irrigation purposes, since

for some time watering is necessary. If not already secured, provision
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should be made for shade against the severity of the sun, but drip from

protecting trees must be avoided by seeing that they are at a sufficient

distance from the seed-beds. The beds should be slightly raised and of

a breadth to allow of hand dressing from the dividing paths. In many
cases temporary shelters may have to be constructed over the beds. A
deep trench had better also run along the top of the entire nursery so as

to check the possibility of surface wash
The reader should consult the Dictumarij, and one or other of the

technical reports, cited above, for details of the i-offee industry For
example, the varying methods of sowing, transplanting, weeding, pruning,

etc., which to some extent are peculiar to each locality, must be sought
for elsewhere. All that can be attempted m Ihiswoik is a review of the,

facts that are deemed likely to have a bearing on the stability and
prosperity of cdflec planting.

Selection of Stock.—One of the rimst important of all (asks is the

derision as to the stock to be grown. Even if tlie rlioice has been
made of Arabian in preference to liibrnan, there still remains the selection

of the race or hybrid desired, and the sonnje of supply. The reputa-

tion of the seed estate, the age of the parent stock (seven to ten years

preferably), the method of treatment of seed, etc., etc., are points of vital

importance. The seed should be gathered from healthy plants, the

cherries should be fully ripe before being plucked, then hand pulped
after maturity, and lastly they should be washed and dried in the

shade in such a fashion as to avoid both fermentation and undue drying

of the kernels. In fact some planters believe that seeds fresh from the

trees should be husked and instantly sown to obtain the best results.

The talk of “ male ” plants and the discu.ssion as to the value of pea-

berry as seed, arc themes indulged m at the expense of infinitely more
valuable topics, but the greatest mistake of all is to suppose that coffee

is coffee and that both seed and seedlings may be picked up anyhow
or anywhere.

Races and Hybrids—M. Jumollo {Les Cult. Colon. (Ahmcnt.), 1901, 352-3)
mentions many forms of coffee (apparently all races of nmbtrn) and his

enumeration may bo hero quoted as suggestive, since some of the races men-
tioned are already known to the Indian coffee planters. He treats of 3Ioka
as the stock typical form of the species and adds :—

(o) Veimelho.—A rod-fruitod coffee much grown in Central America : it is

more robust than the type.

(b) Amarello of Brazil.—A yellow-fruited plant rich in cafeino but rather
bitter in taste. •

(c) Maragogipe—The Upland Brazilian coffee, which has seeds nearly as large

as Liberian coffee and is very prolific. This form appears to have been intro-

duced into South India and is often referred to by planters, but no one appears
to have furnished a report of its special merits or of the success attained with
it in India, cording to some writers this is a hybrid between f. ambica
and c. w.niirentH, [Cf. Kew Bull, 1894, 163—4; L'Horti Colon, 1900, 62-3;
Agri News W . Ind , 1903, ii., 316-7.]

(d) Leucocarpa.—A white-frintod plant found originally in Sierra Leone.
Could this be one of the special species of that country and not a cultivated
race of t'- urahira ?

(e) Soufrldre.—A very hardy plant that resists insect posts : the leaves are
like those of the type but the seeds much larger.

(/) Leroy of Reunion or Pointed Bourbon.—Is more hardy than Moka, has
short*branches crowded with leaves, and the seeds are pomted at one end.

(g) Mysore.—Commercially described as “Cannon’s high-priced Mysore.”
Has round heavy seeds ; the branches are ascending

; but as the yield is irregular

it is being replaced by the next form.
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(h) Coots Coffee —This lias large flat seeds and is propagated easily. Them
are several well-marked races such as the “ Chick,” “ Golden Drop,”
‘‘ Nulknad,” otc.

(i) Java Coffee.—This bears branches less horizontal than Brazilian, and the

two yoimg loavos at the extremity of the shoots aro groenish-yellow in the

Javan, and brownish-yellow in the Brazilian plant.

The planters of India recognise many more distinct races, but as no

one seems to have scientifically described these, and the writer’s personal

acquaintance with the coffee plant was acquired during one or two very

rapid tours of inspection, he is unable to attempt a description or classi-

fication of the special Indian races and hybrids. The reader would do
well, however, to consult Mr. J. Cameron’s various reports on the experi-

rnents conducted at the Lai Bagh of Bangalore. He will discover that

Cameron discusses the hybrids that have been produced naturally, and
explains that their most remarkable feature is their immunity from leaf-

disease. But he has apparently not been so successful in the production

of crosses as has been the case in other parts of the world. All the same
his conclusions on this issue are clear and definite. He is sanguine that

hybridisation may be looked to as likely to afford much advantage. The
renovation of coffee, he accordingly adds, is “ not wholly a matter of soil

enrichment.” “ Next in importance to hybridisation and proper culture,

the interchange and special selection of seed must take a high place.” It

may be hero added that much has been said regarding the value of plants

formed by grafting, or by inarching, as for example C. arabica on to

rooted plants of lilterira. The seeds from such are said to be superior

to pure stocks, and in some respects constitute forms nearly as distinct as

the crosses and hybrids already mentioned. The Kew Bulletin (1898, 30)

affords much useful information regarding the hybrid coffees now grown in

South India—a subject very greatly developed subsequently by the Indian

press. But the industry is much indebted to Mr. W. L. Crawford, Mr.

.1. W. Hockin, Mr. Brook Mockett and Mr. Graham Anderson—the last-

named gentleman having read a paper of great merit before the South
Mysore Planters’ Association that reviews all the practical results attained.

The importance of careful selection of stock cannot, in fact, be over-

stated, and it is probably not far from correct to affirm that the majority

of Indian coffee plantations possess two or more widely different plants

treated as if one and the same, the result being irregularity both in quality

and yield. The difficulties of the industry preclude any risks being accepted
that might be obviated by personal knowledge and care. Hence it is

desirable that the nurseries be as near the planter’s house as possible,

so as to ensure constant supervision, from sowing to picking out and
final transplanting. Any departures from the desired type should be
instantly removed from the seed-bed, though no opportunity should bo
lost of studying sports that may appear. Forms directly suited to the
climate, soil, and method of treatment pursued in each plantation should
bo the aim of every planter. But those cannot as a rule be purchased.
They must be acquired as local manifestations or crosses specially de-

veloped. The study of the seed-bed and the care of the seedlings should
he the special charge of the manager himself, not of the overseer or foreman
of works. [C/. Lehmann, Lect. in Planting Opinion, August 8, 1903.]

Planting Out.—During the first few years of a plantation it shbuld
be dug all over as deeply as possible. After the coffee plants enlarge,

thorough and deep trenching becomes more or less impossible without
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much injury to the roots of the plants. When about a year old the

seedlings are planted out into their permanent positions, but if care be

taken to select dull weather for this operation, many planters prefer older

plants, say two years old. Much difference of opinion prevails as to

the distance apart that the plants should be lined in the estate. The
question hinges on the following considerations :—(a) the nature of the

stock selected
; (6) the system of cultivation to be pursued, more especially

the size of plants desired
;

(c) the character of the soil
;

{d) the degree

of shade that exists naturally, or that it is contemplated to afford
;
and

(e) the nature of the climate. In cold countries, where the plants arc

not likely to attain to any great size, close planting may be indicated, tlio

reverse being the case under influences that might be expected to cause

vigorous growth. In India the distances apart usually .adojitcd vary '

from 4 to 8 feift each way, and 7 feet might be .said to be common, or

6 feet between the plants and 7 feet between tlie rows. This »v"ould

give 1,037 plants to the acre, but in manv estates a eonsidcrablv larger

number exists—in some 5 by 5 feet, or 1,740 trees to the acre On
the other hand, Mr. Leeming of Scotforth, in the Shevaroys. was induced
some few years ago to believe that a larger plant and more space would
give equal, if not better returns, at a much lower cost than the prevalent

system of many small plants. He accordingly removed each alternate

bush and reduced his estate to 600 plants to the acre. The result was so

very promising that he went still further, and reduced it to 300 or 325
plants to the acre. On the average his bushes now stand 12 feet apart
each way. In 1899 I had the pleasure of mspccting Scotforth plantation

in company with Leeming, as also most of the other coffee estates of

that neighbourhood. And I have to admit that Leeming’s plants seemed
to me in a healthier condition, and to be fruiting more vigorously, than
any coffee seen elsewhere. The yield had been greatly increased, the cost

of cultivation lessened, the plants rendered better able to throw off disease,

and the produce recorded as fetching a higher price than hatl been the

case under former conditions. These are all powerful arguments. But
there may be other considerations and conditions that have to be borne
in mind. It does not follow, for example, that plants 12 feet apart each

way would give everywhere the same results as on the Shevaroys, nor

that each race of the coffee plant would do so. The subject is one, how-
ever, that is capable of definite verification, and one moreover that it

would seem should be solved by every planter for himself. It would
not be a very serious matter to place a plot of a few acres imder trial, and
if the returns proved unsatisfactory the replanting of fresh stock in place

of the old and exhausted plants that had been removed would in time
repay the ou^ay.

Cultural Operations.—It is undesirable to give details of the varied

opinions and practices that prevail as to the best systems of “ holing
”

and “ planting out.” The size and depth of the holes depend very largely

on the nature of the soil, the lie of the land, and the amount of money
and time the planter is prepared to expend. Where money is not a

serious consideration, large holes are made, the removed earth being

deposited on the higher side, the holes left exposed for some time to the

sun* and air, then filled in with surface soil, manure and green vegetation

(weeds), but with little or none of the earth previously removed. After

a time the fresh soil thus furnished will sink, and thus depression must
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be made upwitli fresh surface soil. Farm-yard manure may with advan-

tage be also given until a little mound has been formed, on the top of

which the seedling shouhl be planted. Transplanting should if possible

be made during cloudy days, and just before the comineneement of the

most copious season of rain. Temporary shade should be afforded to the

seedlings, in the form of small pieces of crude bamboo matting, or simply

leafy boughs or tufts of bracken fern. It is also a good plan, especially

in exposed situations, to fix a stake to which the stem may be lightly

tied. If exceptionally dry weather follow transplanting, it may be

necessary to give one or two waterings. In some cases a nursery is

dispensed with and two or three seeds are deposited on the specially

prepared hole-mounds, the healthiest one being ultimately allowed to

grow and the others cut out or transplanted.

Drainage.—Wc'eding or removal of wild herbage ffbm the plan-

tation, so as to prevent the young coffee from being choked, now becomes
an essential operation. If drains have not been provided at the time
the estate was being laid out, by this stage they become imperatively

necessary. Nothing is, in fact, more important than a good system of

drainage. In the Pexts nrul Blvjhts of the Tea Plant (2nd ed., 45-66) it

lias been urged on the attention of tea planters that the objects of

a system of drainage are to increase the depth and improve the condition

of the arable soil. Every word of what has been said m that work on
the drainage of tea is applicable to coffee. And I mav further add that

during my inspection of the coffee estates of South India I found few
had been drained anything like to the extent practised with tea. I ac-

cordingly urged the coffee planters to reform this defect.

One of the great advantages of drainage is the admission of air

(oxygen) into the soil. The drainage of agricultural lands differs thus

essentially from that of the street-s of a town. The removal of surplus

water is undertaken with a definite object in view, the fulfilment of which
determiiuis the position and number of the drains. I’hc water is drawn
below the surface, and thus made to carry with it the materials that the
combined action of the sun and the air have transfoimed into a soluble

condition. To permit or encourage surface wash is to render the soil

sterile, in fact to afford facilities for soil-removal. The deeper the drains
the further apart they may be placed, and the deeper the resulting arable
sod. But drams of some kind are indispensable for successful coffee

planting. In many coffee estates that occupy steep, hill
y^

slopes, a system
of trenching or contour catch draining has come into'general use, as a pro-

tection against severe and wasteful surface wash. The trenches to some
extent answer the purpose of refuse pits for the accumulation of manure.
In fact in most instances they assume the condition of parallel chains
of pits. If used as pits into which the weeds may be thrown, it is cus-
tomary to have them cleaned out before the setting in of the rains, so as
to afford every means of intercepting the fine soil of the surface wash.
The contour drains in the tea estates are usually laid out with a level

and the earth removed in their formation thrown on the upper side. This
is essential, since the slighte.st slope downhill would convert them into
dangerous surface drains. So again terracing is an additional method
practised with great advantage on some estates, though apt, when exposed
to the south or south-west, to dry the soil unduly. But as with contour
drains so with terraces, they must be laid out as nearly level as possible.
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But when slopes are not too great and the soil fairly light, bunding is a

third method, superior to even trenching or terracing. Instead of cutting

out a terrace, a bank of sod is laid across the slope, and the rain thus

made to wash this into a natural wide terrace. In many parts of the

country bamboos and prunings are Hse<l to form fan-like structures upon
which the silting-up process tnay be enciouraged.

Digging and Mulching.—Lehmann {Bull. Dept. Agri. Mysore, 1902, li.)

has very properly pointed out that coflee is so very differemt from the

majority of the plants cultivated in Europe and America, that it does not

of necessity follow that approved Western methods are in everv detail

applicable to it. “ For one thing,” he observes, “ coffee thrives under

the shade of large trees, while in Europe, or at any i ite m Canada, the

cultivated crops invariably suffer near trees of an\ sort.” He accordingly*

urges that under the climatic conditions and on the soils that prevail in

Mysore, it is essential that knowledge of coffee cultivation should be ac-

quired by direct experiment rather than deduced from general agricultural

principles. And in that opinion he is assuredly correct. Coffee is as

sensitive, Lehmann tells us, as most plants to the injuries caused by
caking or baking of the soil. In Mysore, he lontinucs, most soils after

being dug and then exposed to heavy rain, followed bv bright sunshine,

become quite as hard on the surface as they were before having been dug.

But surely that peculiarity is experienced throughout the world, and on

the pure sands of the deserts of Rajputana as much so as on the rich loams

of Northern Europe or the coffee lands of Mysore, wherever rainfall is

followed by bright sunshine. It is to check the parching and caking action

of the sun that gardeners mulch or litter certain crops as a temporary

measure. It is with the same object in view that weeding at the commence-

ment of the hot months is discouraged by the cultivators of most tropical

countries. Cameron points out that the annual weed “ Blumea"
(Ageratuui conjizoides) &<iq\\ in established plantations can do compara-

tively little harm and that a light covering of weeds might even do good by
preventing the surface becoming overheated. To guard against severe

caking and overdrying of the soil is a legitimate and rational aspect of all

agriculture. But to advance from that position to the condemnation of

tillage and the rejection of the fully demonstrated fact that the breaking-up

of the surface soil and its exposure to the action of heat, light, air and water

has the effect of reducing non-soluble to soluble compounds and the

production thereby of plant food, seems utterly unwarrantable. The pro-

tection of the sbil against surface wash and surface caking by a natural

litter of leaves (mulching) is very admirable and may be very useful as

an occasional process of fallowing, but to expect that any lands, however
admirably drained, weeded and mulched, could continue indefinitely to

yield coffee or any other crop without tillage or manure, is to carry a

natural law to a perilous and unjustifiable extreme. Lehmann, by his

studies of the manures of coffee, has shown that he never contemplated

his recommendations for mulching to be the one and only method of

treatment of the soil that was desirable. It would indeed be an un-

warrantable assumption to affirm that what may be true with a wild plant

must be true universally with the same plant under the abnormal demands

of Jultivation. It is beside the issue to say that mulching has actually

been the system with a group of coffee gardens in Coorg for many years

{Madras Weekly Mail, March 20, 1902). It might fairly be, and in fact
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has been asked :

—“ Can it be proved that these very plantations could

not have done better during the past?” or, “May they not, evpn now, be

approaching the exhaustion that led to the abandonment of many similar

and once fertile estates in that very province ? ” It is doubtless true

that with rich primeval forest land, if well drained and carefully mulched,

exhaustion may not become manifest for many years. But it is equally

true that with indifferent soils or exhausted lands, mulching can never

take the place of tillage and manure.

Lehmann concludes his very suggestive report—a most valuable

paper even though its main contention may not be accepted as constantly

and universally applicable—by the following statement of the advan-

tages of mulching :

—
“ The careful preservation of the natural mulch

bn pieces on which the coffee has ‘ closed in ’ :

—

(a) saves the digging ;

(b) leaves the soil in a better mechanical condition than the usual amount
of digging could do

:
(c) probably prolongs the life on an estate and in-

creases its general vigour and productiveness after the first year or two :

(d) will save a large portion, possibly all the expense of applying bulk

manure. Not digging an estate may have the following disadvantages .

—

(a) it IS liable to reduce the crop for a year or two
:

(b) it has the tendency

to increase the risk of fire.”

A volume might be written in an attempt to review all the opinions

that have been published for and against the tallage of coffee lands. A
correspondent, for example, wrote to a Madras paper in 1895 regarding

South Coorg
—

“ The change that is worked in a sickly piece of coffee

by deep digging is little short of marvellous
;

in a couple of weeks’ time

one would hardly know it for the same piece of coffee.” That sentence

is fully expressive of the opinions of the vast majority of planters.

Manuring and Manures.—Cameron {Reft. Ofjic. Visit to Coffee Dist.,

Coorq, 1898) has much to say on the necessity for high cultivation

and the manures best smted for co2ee. He discusses faim-yard manure ;

bone
;

oilcake
;
nitrogenous manures, and the fixation of free nitrogen by

the aid of leguminous catch crops
;

lime
;

phosphates
;

potash
;

green
manures, etc., etc., and commends the use of bracken fern for the litter

of cattle on account of its subsequent value as a manure. In his con-

cluding observations he remarks :
“ The application of proper manure in

correct quantity and at the most serviceable time, are things which should

be assiduously learned from practical experience.” So again, one of the
most valuable contributions to our knowledge of the art of manuring
coffee IS the series of studies conducted by the late, Mr. 'William Pringle,

and published in pamphlet form by Messrs. Matheson & Co., of Madras.
While we have many similar technical reports, some of which will be
briefly mentioned below, very little of a practical nature has transpired of
the accumulated experience gained during the seventy odd yftars of Indian
coffee cultivation. The planters prefer, as a rule, farm-yard, or bulk
manure, as it is called, and are restricted in its use by the difficulty of
procuring enough. Lehmann has recently pointed out that the first

and foremost consideration is to see that aU the essentials in soil-com-
position are present, in the right proportion and right condition. Ferti-

lisers may then be given in the direction of crop requirements. He, for
example, remarks that “ the potash fertilisers have, I fear, not received
the attention they require. Judging from the analytical results I have
seen, most of your soils are rich in nitrogen but relatively poor in potash,
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phosphoric acid and lime, and, although much more potash than phosphoric
acid is carried off in your crop, potash is but seldom added.” So again,
many writers have shown, and most conclusively, that if the soil docs
not possess enough lime, bone and other expensive manures may be
worse than useless. Voelcker (Improv. Ind. Agri., 1893, 270), for ex-
ample, some years ago observed that the differences of practice occur
in the manner of applying manures, some planters preferring to throw
manure broadcast and to fork it in, others thinking it better to dig a
trench round the bush, about a foot or a foot and a half from the stem,
and to put back the soil mixed with whatever manure it is intended to
apply- ” Manures such as bones, oih akes, etc., are too generally used,
because they have always been used, and because there is a general belud
in their utility, but it is more than probable that in some cases large sums
are needlessly Expended on them, while in others lack of hme, potash,
or other soil-constituent may be responsible for a diminishing yield.”

The manures and the methods ui applying them to one plantation
are not always applicable to another so that no general rule can be laid

down, and the indications afforded by the .--oil itself must he closely fol-

lowed. In some parts of the coffee area, fish manure is much appreciated
as a crop fertiliser, cow-dung being viewed as strengthening the wood.
Mixed bone and fish manure produce an abnormally heavy crop. Oil-

cake (poonac) is believed to strengthen the leaves against blight. fC/.

Voelcker, l.c. 104-5.]

The season for applying manure is also a subject of much difference of
opinion, but is possibly best solved by a careful study of the particular
manure that it is contemplated to be given. Stem and leaf-forming
manure should naturally be given just after the crop has been gathered

;

those supposed to increase the yield would, on the other hand, best be
supplied just before the flowers appear, say in February and March. So
again, bone and other manures that take some time to decompose require
to bo given early and soluble manures much later. Many writers seem,
however, to condemn immediate or chemical manures and regard these
as possessing few, if any, advantages for coffee.

Assimilation of Free Nitrogen.~^o much has been said of the advan-
tage of growing (as a sort of rotation) leguminous crops along with coffee,

that a volume might be -written on that topic alone. The subject is by
no means new nor confined in its applicability to coffee. A rotation of

clover -with grain crops became a principle of all early European agriculture,

long before the correct explanation of that system had been discovered.
Its application to coffee has been urged by all writers, more especially
by Mr. B. Nelson. The use of leguminous shade-trees such as the sow
of the Assaiy tea planters {AUnzzia stipnfnfa) and the Krifthrinn
lithospermn of coffee planters are good e.xamples of both shade and
nitrogen assimilation. (See below the para, on Shade-trees.) \Cf. Pests
and Blights of the Tea Plant, 136-47.]

Nitrification.—Allied to the study of free nitrogen, though perfectly

distinct, are the methods by which the combined nitrogen of the soil or

of manures is prepared for plant use and the processes or vehicles of its

transmission into the roots. This is defined as the nitrification of the soil.

Nitrogenous matter is oxidised and the nitrogen developed into a nitrate

chiefly of lime or of potash. Until quite recently it was believed to be a
simple chemical process. But it has been ascertained to be a consequence
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of the vital activity of certain organisms, cliiefly bacteria. Ammonia
compounds are found by tbe agency of uro-bacteria and other putrefactive

organisms before the nitrates are produced. Dr. A. B. Frank {Lehrh. der

BotaniJc, 1892, i., 259-75) give.s details of some studies of symbiotic

fungi found on the roots of certain plants, such as on a few species of

and Oi c/iiV/r/cen'. These would seem to aid in nitrification.

A long senes of articles from the pen of Mr. H. B. Evans will be found in

Fl(infin/f Opinion of 1900, in which he advocates that “ Nitrogen Hunger ”

IS one of the chief maladies of the coffee plant. He seems to have assumed
that the nitrogen of the .soil and of the manures of coffee estates does not

exist in an assimilable condition. In other words, that the agents of

nitrification are absent to a ruinous extent. This, ho would further believe,

'proceeds from the deficiency of a necessary symbiotic fungus, the function

of which (Evans affirms) is the transmission of nitrogen* from the soil

to the roots of the coffee. Should the c.xistcncc of a symbiotic fungus be
actually established for coffee, the conditions that would favour its e.x-

tended production might become of supreme importance. But the issue,

so far as present knowledge goes, is a pure hypothesis. The presence of a

fungus on the superficial roots of the coffee was discovered by Janse in

Java. [Cf. Ann. du Jard Bot. de Buiten., xiv., 113-8.] That fungus was
most prevalent in soils rich in humus, and was also found on the roots

ramifying among the litter of tlcad leaves on the surface. But no one has

as yet proved that Jansc’s fungus is actually beneficial to the coffee plant,

and Janse himself, like all other investigators, failed to specially cultivate

it. Although there arc possibilities in this direction, the subject is infinitely

less known than the action of the bacteria contained in the root tubercles

of the leguminous plants indicated above. \Gf. Percival, Agn. Bot., 1902,

764-6.]

Concluding this brief review of coffee manures, it may be remarked that
Voclcker observes very truly that “ a sure sign of the land being too
highly manured is the appearance of .shoots all up the .stem , The indication

of a good bush is, on the contrary, the healthy growth of new wood on the

branches.” [Cf. Wall, Manurinr/ of Coffee Estates ; Buigess-Brown, Coffee

Planting (17 years^ experience in Ceylon), 1877 ; Hughes, Ceylon Coffee

Soils and Manures, 1879 ;
Munro, Soils and Manures

;

Lawes, Corresp.

regarding Coffee Manures, in Planting Opinion, Aug. 1896
; Kramer,

Mededeelingen PL Java, 1899, 3, 73; 1900, 64; 1901, 1, 56; Clarke,

Prize Essay, Management of Soils under Coffee, 1883 ; Elliot, l.o. 350-82 ;

Pringle, Madras Mail, 1891 ;
Revue des Cult. Colon.,' 1901, viii., 198, 294 ;

Lehmann, Lect. before N. Mysore Planters’ Assoc, (reprinted in Planting
Opinion), Nov. 1900 ; also subsequent lecture in Planting Opinion, Aug.
1903

;
CuUura Rational du Cafeeiro, in Journ. dos Agri. Rio.,^1902, ii., 57 ;

Si4o Paulo, Boletin da Agri., Jan. 1902.]

Pruning.—Within the past few years, thanks to the enlightened energy
of Mr. Lccming of Scotforth, Shevaroys, there has come into existence
two diametrically opposite schools. These may be characterised as the
non-pruning and the severe-pruning systems. Having .studied the latter

for some time, and formed the opinion that certain departures were urgently
needed, I became a partial convert to the non-pruning system so ably
advocated by Leeming. It would seem, at all events, very possftily

preferable to the system of severe pruning that presently prevails. Judged
of from the purely botanical standard of the state of health and vigour of
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the plants, the non-pruning system seemed superior to the customary form
of severe pruning. But I am disposed to add that I can easily conceive

of climatic conditions and stock plants where a pruning system would
be indispensable, so that I by no means think non-pruning is of uni-

versal application. It is, moreover, not new but has for many years

been followed in other countries, and even in India has been the practice

in vogue with most Native coifee-growens. Leeming would, however,
appear to be the first European planter in India who has had the courage
of his conviction,s, and who has not only ujirooted two-thirds of the plants

on his estate, but allowed tho.se that remained to grow in obedience to soil

and atmospheric conditions

It 18 customary to speak of coffee-pruning as consisting of three stages,

or operations—viz. :

—

Toppinq, IIan<Uin<i, and Pntniru^ (proper) The first*

consists in nipping off the top shoot, so as to check the njiward growth.
This is done at various stages, usiiaHy when the plants are 3 yeais old.

the shoots being then cut at a height of 5 feet
;

at other tinie.s the nipping

off IS done much earlier, at 18 months to 2 years, the stem being left at

from 2 to 3 feet in height. When tlie short process is pursued, a -acker

(as it is called) soon arises near the top pair of blanches and renews the

upward growth. This is allowed to continue for a foot more and is then

in turn nipped off. A second sucker in consequence rises up and is in

like manner checked, when the dc.«ircd ultimate height of the main stem
is attained, namely 4 to 6 feet (msiially 5).

In the first instance (3-v'('ar-old stems) there is a terminal snag pro-

duced. The topmost pair of branches, below the snag, having the best

advantage as to light and air, lengthen horizontally and m due course

become so weighted with fruit that the terminal snag of dead wood is split

open, and this cleavage increases year after year until many bushes become
literally cleft in twain. Admission is thereby given to damp and weather
action, also to disease and vermin of all kinds. The aim of the planter in

this system of “ topping ” is to produce a crown -or umbrella of primary
branches. By what is called ‘ handling,” all umle.sirable suckers and
“ gormandisers ” are systematically removed and every effort made to

restrain the bush severely on fi.xed lines of growth .supposed to favour

fruiting and be most convenient to the pluckers. \Cf. Pierrot, Cult. Prat,

et Ration, du Cafeier,\n U Aqri Prat des Pays Ckaiids, 1905, v., pt. i.,

180-93, 282-301, 411-25, 407 -79
;
v

,
pt ii , .31-49, 101-8

]

In the second system (largely followed in Coorg), in addition to the

terminal snag, vfith s^ll its po.ssibilities of evil, the growth of the stem is

twice checked and snags of dead wood thereby interposed within the stem,

which must have the immediate coii.seqiience of disarranging and inter-

cepting the circulation of the sap. Nothing could be conceived less ad-

vantageous. •Moreover, the effort i,s made by the growth of the secondary

branches, ultimately produced, to convert the topmost three or four pairs

of primaries into a completely ramified umbrella, that must of necessity

render the branches below a useless burden on the resources of the plant.

M. Edouard Pierrot recommends a system of pruning that does not

seem to me to differ from that followed by the Tiidiaii planters. His

account of coffee-planting is, however, most instructive, and should be

consulted by all interested in the industry.

So far as could be learned from personal observation, few subjects

are perhaps more urgently calling for reformation, both as an aid against
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disease and as a means of enhancing returns, than the system of

pruning. Any pruning seemed accordingly preferable to that usually

practised. By encouraging a vertical rather than a horizontal growth,

the fruiting area of the estate is (if one may so express it) immensely

increased. But where, from the nature of the soil, the peculiarities of the

climate or the character of stock grown, “ coffee trees ” could not usually

be produced (such as those of Scotforth), it would seem that a pyramidal

bush might nevertheless, and with advantage, be aimed at rather than

a fruiting umbrella. This might be accomplished in various ways that

doubtless would instantly ooe-ur to the practical planter.

Without desiring to dictate, one method that suggested itself to me while
iuspocting the coffee estates of the Wynaad may bo hero mentioned. Plants
4 foot in hoight, or when they possess 0 or 7 pairs of branches, might bo taken in

hand. In some plantations, however, bushes only to 3 years old wore seen to

possess 15 to 20 horizontal branches, witlnn a hoight of 4 foot. <tt is very unlikely

that those could all bear fruit, hence perhaps half may have to bo removed.
Hut when the approved number of primaries liml boon secured, the green terminal

shoot, containing a pair of leaves and a bud, might be nipped off, and at the same
time the terminal buds of the topmost three or four primaries similarly destroyed.
Care would have to bo taken, however, that this plucking off of the terminal buds
was done on green not woody shoots. Delay till wood is formed almost invariably
involves a snug, and moreover the cutting back of finally matured shoots
requires groat care and a study of the best age and most favourable season for

each locality. The object aimed at by the system suggested would be the pro-
duction of a pyramidal bush, and if sufficient space were allowed such might
ultimately be expected to fruit from the ground to the topmost twig. The
chock given to the growth of the uppor primaries would prevent their attaining
the size and weight sufficient to split the stem (m the way already mentioned).
The secondaries homo by each primary would in time become fan-shaped, and
through tho regulation of the lengths of these fans the bush would become
completely pyramidal. It is the secondaries borne on tho primaries that are tho
fruiting shoots, and tiie jnirpose of tho recommendation hero offered would be to
produce a maximum of such, fully exposed to light and an . Similarly a vortical
pyramidal bush miglit bo formed by the development of upward-growing suckers
m place of horizontal branches, the mam branches being trained to ascend from
the stern or its primaries, like those of a poplar. But I need not enlarge on
this theme. What seems imperatively necessary is greater spacing, a better-
shaped and a more healthy bush. Mr. Leommg’s “ coffee trees ” in these
respects, at all events, are as nearly perfect as seems likely to be attained

;

and where trees aro not possible, bushes of a tree shape might be secured in
preference to that of an umbrella. (See the remarks above on the tendencies
of certain races to produce ascending and of others spreadmg branches.)

To conclude these observations, it may be said that pruning as presently

practised is done about March after the crop has been collected, and
consists in removing all shoots that have borne fruit and in selecting and
protecting those that are intended for next year’s crop. But the pruning
must be completed before the flowers begin to form, and m pruning it

is often recommended to leave alternately the opposite laterals. All

tertiaries, as also diseased branches, are usually cut off. ’A handling is

often given just after the flowers appear, in order to remove useless flushing.

During a second handling suckers and crosswise shoots are rubbed off,

without injuring the bark, and, in carefully worked estates, even a third
handling is often given. It seems to be an accepted rule that September
and October shoots should be preserved, and that as many of those formed
in February as can be spared should be removed

; but during fruiting the
plants are never interfered with. In many estates removal of mosa and
cleaning the bark is regarded as of great service to the plant and obviates
the harbourage of pests and blights.
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Shade-ieees,—When Arabian coffee is grown upon lands of low

altitude, shade becomes imperatively necessary, but in these positions

Liberian may be successfully grown without any shade. As the upper

limits of Arabian coffee cultivation are reached, shade may be largely

dispensed with. Much difference of opinion prevails as to the extent

and nature of the shade best suited to each region. Cameron (Rept.

Touts in Coorg, 1898) very properly urges that a mixture of different

shade-trees is preferable to one particular tree all over an estate. The
balance of soil is thereby secured and a better shade attained. In Mysore
tall original trees are generally preferred to the leafy bushes specially

resorted to in other localities such as the Shevaroys. If protection from
wind be the object aimed at, shelter belts of strong densely branched trees

are indicated, but if shade from the sun be. the object, much will depend
on the severity of the sun and the liability to borer. It i,< the aci epted

belief that shade gives a certain protection from that pe.st and tins cir-

cumstance, more than protection fioni the sun often determines the nature

and extent of the shadc-tree.s des-rable. As little slnnle as possible is

necessary during the rainy mouths, and tin; maximum shade dining the

hotter months. The study of the season of new leaf in shade-trees is,

therefore, all-important.

Dal {Cajaiium intUrnn) would make an excellent shade-bush for young coffee,

and by its root tubercles and copious supply of loaves it would enrich the soil at

the same time, but its liability to fungal disease (seo p 198) might bo viewed as
rendering it undesirable. Another Leguminous plant has been much appreciated
by coffee planters—viz. ono or other of the species of F.rutiti-iiin such os
iittUra, UtlioHiiffum and Mr. B. Nelson (PlanHng Opinion, 189(1

to 1899) wrote a senes of articles and showed that tiio use of *•'. utituKiterma as

a shado-tree gave a material inoroaso to the yield of coffee. 'Die Silver Oak
{Oretiiifn) 18 much commondod by many planters, but while useful for shade
it can have no maiiurial value. The other trees, fairly extensively omployod,
may be here mentioned in alphabetical sequence, viz. :

—

Ari-ocfttunnt frojchtl-

J'olUim ; Alblxzln £j«^bbef:, laoliiccuiia. and «/lpufrtf« ; Avtorari>UM
^UupUiKhitf and tj4it,oovU<t ; RiHohofia ,invniii<*o , f’vtfnein Toohh ;

tntlfolUi ; Fifiit/ oNpevriota, uloiua nto , mnphln, in/ectontu, and
infff/orenhift ; tJrevtllea robtiztif ; Fltherolobiifoi Snuinn ; Pfei-wroi'incs .Tfiti*-

MKpiiftii ,• and Tretiin arleotailK. Many Other trees might also be mentioned,
such as one or two exotic plants, for example India-iubber {.nanihot fJinzloi'h)

and Bueaiyptim. As catch crops Indian com has also boon tried, and with fair

success
, and in Coorg, popper and cardamoms are much resorted to, especially by

Native cultivators. [C/. Kew Hull., 1895, 30C ; Graham Anderson, Dor. Trees
in Coffee Lands Mysore, 1888 ; Rept. Agri. Chem. Mysore, 1901-2, 29-35 , ,Joutn

d’Agri. Trap., 1902, ii. 124-5 ; Trap. Agrist ;
Planter

; Madras Mail, etc.]

BNEMIBS—PBSTS AND BLIGHTS. —To give even the most general

outline of this subject would occupy many pages. Having studied with

some care the enemies of the tea plant, the first impression left on mv
mind, on visiting the coffee plantations, was the comparative absence of

pests. An ordinary tea garden when compared with a coffee plantation

would afford the entomologist ten to every one for his special study. Even
the blights or fungal diseases arc far less numerous, though one is very
much more prevalent and widespread than any oi the blights of tea. At
the lowest possible estimate there arc 200 insect pests on the Indian

tea plant, and perhaps not twenty all told on the coffee. But the few that

are present are often disastrous to the industry, and thus make up for their

specific paucity by their individual voracity. In fact it may be said that

two or three insect pests and one or two fungal blights have practically

baffled both planter and scientist and have proved so disastrous as to have
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ruined the industry over large tracts of country. This is significantly true

of Ceylon, the leaf-blight having there proved so completely incurable as

to have caused the planters to substitute tea for coffee, as their only escape

from rum. Numerous reports and monographs have been published by
Morris, Marshall Ward, Nietiier, Bidie, Harman, Cooke, Massee, Barber,

etc., so that it cannot be said tbe subject has been neglected, but so far

little progress has been made of a practical nature.

The more important diseases of the coffee plant are the following :

—

Leaf- 1. Leaf Blight, Jlemilein I'astatrix, Berk, tfc Broome, Gard. Chron.,
blight. Nov. 6, 1869, 1157; Abbay, Journ. Linn. Soc

,

1878, xvii., 173-84;

Morns, Coffee Leaf Diseases Ceylon and S. Ind., 1879 ;
Harman, Coffee-

Leaf Disease Bangalore, 1880, Jardin, Le Cafeir, 1895, 264-6; Tubeuf,

'Plant Diseases, 1897, 352
;

Philip MacMahoii, Queensland Agri. Journ.,

April 1898, 11 ., 301
;

Ma.ssee, Textbook PI. Diseases, 1899, 27, 231-2,

407; Lecomte, Le Cafe, 193-203; Jumelle, Les Cult. Colon., 376-7
;
Massee,

Rev. Genus Hemilem, in Kew Bull., 1906, 36-42. This fungal disease

appears to have been first observed on coffee in Ceylon, about the year

1869, and in South India two years later. It has since appeared in

Distribution. Burma, China, Java, Sumatra, the Philippine Islands, and been identified

as met with in the coffee districts of Africa (even at Victoria Nyanza),

and probably wherever coffee is cultivated in the Old World.
Origin. It lias been assumed as probable that h. mnthii—a parasite found on

Vantuhtin —was the parent source of H. inxitiirijr, the differ-

ences observable between the two fungi being in all probability the result of

growing on slightly different hosts. So in the same way leaf -blight, seen in

Natal and other African plantations, may have originated from it. tfonan—
a parasite found on two spocies of iviMr/nnUrt and even on cogen mo. Massee
accordingly writes .

“ It is not at all necessary to assume that the coffee disease
has been imported along with the coffee plant from one country to another,
taking into consideration the wide distribution of different species of plants
attacked by iiemiieia, tnoinh-ijr or IT. if'ooiiii, both of which are capable of

infecting species of Coffea." In India there are .some six or .seven species of

fairly abundant wild plants in the coffee area, also a species of
Priictical Lesson, yitiii/iirrla both in Kanara and tlie coffee tracts of Burma If, therefore (as

pointed out by Massee), a practical lesson is to be drawn Irorn these considera-
tions, to start a plantation in a district whore these and other allied plants to
tlie coffee are abundant would probably mean disaster. 'L’o grow for the purpose
of shade, plants holonging to that family would also very possibly be dangerous.
All rubiaceous plants should thoreloro be watched for any appearance of leof-
blight, and oxtoriniuated as far as pos.sihlo from proximity to coffee

The leaves of coffee are the parts most frequently attacked hy Jtrmlteln,
though spots are sometimes present on the young shoots as well as on the fruit.

These expand in size irregularly, are at lir.st pale yellow, hilt m time become
bright yellow and orange coloured Though showing through on both surfaces,
tho spores appear on the iindor-siirfaco only These are formed in dense clusters,
and emerge from the tissue by the breathing mouths (nlotnata) of the leaves.

Treatment. While tourmg through tho coffoe districts of South India I ob|erved the grub
of a minute insect feeding on tho sjioros of this fungus. I was tolil this had been
seen by tho planters for some years It would apjioar of importance that tho
life history of that little creature should be worked out, since it may be tho
planters’ greate.st friend. When loaf disease is at all serious it is so prevalent as
to render most of the methods of treatment, that have as yet been suggested,
quite impracticable. Syringing with fungicides, sucli as the Bordeaux mixture,
sulphuring tho leaves, removing and burning tho leaves, tearing off or punching
out the diseased portions, have each and all been advocated and tried with
varying, though never with complete, success. 'I’he best results as yet recorded
have been attained by producing a stronger, more vigorous plant, through in-
creasmg the spacing, lessening tho shade, improving the drainage, manuring
liberally, and restraining <he prunor’s knife. Under some such treatment
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liability to borer may be mcreeised, but loaf-blight brought under control. On
some soils, under certam climates, or with particular exposures, leaf-blight never
has been serious, and, moreover, either the plants are now better able to with-
stand the disease or its virulency is being attenuated, because in South India coffee-

planting is by no means impossible, in spite of blight and borer. The low prices,

through overproduction in South America, are far more serious than all the
blights at present known. There would seem little doubt that had the Ceylon
planters cultivated and manured their estates more thoroughly and systematically
than they did their industry might have been saved. When the disease ap-
peared both soil and plant were exhausted. The rapidity of the destruction that Ruin of C«;lon
ensued may be thus demonstrated : average yield for the years 1866-8, all over Plantations,

the island (that is, before iietuiieiti appeared), was 4'28 cwt. per acre ; in
1872-4 it had fallen to 2'93 cwt. per acre, and in 1878 to 2 cwt per acre.

2. American Coffee Disease, Sttlbntu floeidum, Cooke ; M&asca, l.c.

445 ;
Lecomte, l.c. 204 ;

Jumelle, l.c. 377. ,
“ This disease is almost as destructive to the coffee industry in the New World

as Hemiteia unttatrix IS in the Old World.” “ The symptoms of the disease
are unmistakable ; circular whitish blotches occur on the leaves, ofton in con-
siderable numbers, and are equally marked on both surfaces. Using a pocket-
lens, very minute fungi resembling a n iiuature pm m shape, and of a clear yellow
colour, can be seen grouped on the sjiots on the upper surface of the lo.af. The
berries are also sometimes attacked, bemg m.crked with circular spots. On the
young shoots the pale diseased spots are elongated ” (Massee). As this disease
has not appeared, so far as is known, on the coffee of Asia, we have the somewhat
significant fact of two coffee blights, tho one confined to the Old and the other
to the New World A species of MHihum does considerable injury to the tea, being
the Thread Blight of tea planters. [Of. Peats and Blights of Tea, 392.]

3. Leaf-rot, — T’jis leaf-blight was described by Cooke under the name Leaf-rot.
Petlinduriei koleroffa, the specific name being the vernacular for the

disease. [Cf. also Tubeuf, l.c. 518 ;
Lecomte, l.c. 203.] It is said to be

prevalent in Mysore during July
;
the leaves, flowers and berries become

covered with a shiny gelatinous substance which turns black about the time
that the aflected parts fall from the plant.

Cameron thinks that continuous or heavy rainfall, dense shade, drip, and
stagnation of drains favour tho development of this blight. Improvements
to combat these defects are beneficial. All aflected leaves should be burned or
dusted with flowers of sulphur. As seen in the Kew Herbarium the leaves are
covered with a simple mycelium much as in stiihttin, but without any fructifica-

tions. Samples of it have come from the coffee plantations in Venezuela, Cost.a
Rica and Jamaica, as well as Mysore, so that it is fairly widespread and should
it commence to assume its complete form, may become a serious pest. It should
therefore be kept under control and carefully studied.

4. Coffee-twIg Disease, Necator decretus, Massee, l.c. 327. This Twig Disease.

Twig Disease is said to be a destructive parasite ou coffee trees at Selangor.

It commences at the tips of the young branches and extends downwards.
Bursting through the epidermis of the shoots are minute white spots, which
soon become orange-red in colour and gelatinous in texture. The twigs
thereafter turn black and thus appear as if syringed with acid, while at

the same tim% the bark splits as in canker.
During my tour through Coorg and the Wynaad I was shown a disease that withered and

brings to mind the Malay twig disease or canker just described. Tho tips of the Blackened

fruitmg shoots, mcluding a largo number of loaves and berries, become withered
and dried up, and in due course turn block. I was unable to discover on these any
fungus, but obviously should have visited the plantations at a much earlier season
of the year in order to study the distressing disease indicated. The withered
fruits, if gathered along with the ripe cherries, greatly lower the value of the crop,
so that they are not only a serious loss but a source of danger through their
being inadvertently collected. The Indian planters regard tho blackened and
withered shoots as a consequence of a want of general tone and vigour, and as
proceeding from poverty of soil rather than bemg due to any specific disease. An
inspection of the specimens preserved at Kew leads me, however, to suspect
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that it is due either to the self-same species, or an allied fungus to that just

described as the coffee- twig disease of Selangor.

6. Borer; Ind. Mus. Notes, li., 153. This pest used to be known as

“ Worm ” or “ Coffee Fly.” It is most troublesome in Mysore, South

Coorg and the Wynaad,where in 1865-6 it destroyed whole estates. It has

also appeared in the small coffee gardens of Assam and Burma. It is the

grub of a beetle, Xf/lofrerfmH t/u/uirnpes, Chevr., and is yellowisb-red

with black transverse lines. It damages the tree by boring holes into the

•stem, usually a few inches from the ground. These passages are at first

transverse, but soon ascend spirally to the growing tip, where the larvse

are matured. The plant early shows signs of death and ultimately withers

down to the point where the beetle entered.
• This pest is most prevalent m hot, exposed gardens, and may be kept in

check by free irrigation, good tillage and the growth of large shade-trees.

Cameron speaks of nim oil, poured into the openings made Iby the borer, as

being useful in either expelling or killing the grub. As a preventative it is believed

also desirable to encourage rather than interfere with the nostmg of insectivorous

birds in the plantation. If the stems of injured trees are collar pruned, new
suckers are thrown out and tho plants thus renewed, while the borers with the

channelled stems are destroyed.

Another borer is the larvse of the moth Zeimera ooffeip, Nietner. [Of. Ind.

Mua. Notes, ii , 157 ;
Watt and Mann, Pests and Blights of Tea, 200-1.]

6. Bugs.—Various insects are by planters all called bugs. They belong

for the most part to the family known as the Cocerv./i or Scale Insects.

There are four chief pests of this kind, known as Brown, Green, Black and
White Bug.

The Brown Bug, Leetinlnn) hemlm/tturrirun) . Targ.
^
Green, Coccidoe of Cey-

lon, 232-4, pi. 86 ; Ind. Mus. Notes, ii., 168. “ This insect was formerly known as

the ‘ Brown Bug ’ of the coffoe plant, and before tho advent of the ‘ Green Bug ’

was considered the most serious insect pest of tliat plant.” “ For some years
before the coffee failed, tho bug—as a post— had practically disappeared.” It is

mot with now and again all over tho coffee area of India, but nowhere to a very
serious extent. It is perhaps most harmful in the Slievaroy, Nilgiri and Mysore
plantations. [Of. Agri. Journ. Ind , 1906, i , pt. i., 77-8.]

The Oreea Bug, Ij. virlfltr, Green , l.c. 199-203, pi, 69 ; Ind. Mus. Notes, ii,,

168. This proved such a scourge m Ceylon that it was practically rosponaiblo for

the final abandonment of coffee cultivation over the gieater part of tlie planting
districts. It first attracted attention in 1882, and by 1886 had been dispersed
all over the coffee districts of Ceylon. It attacks w'oakly trees and almost com-
pletely denudes thorn of all but the two or three terminal leaves. On healthy
plants the loaves become block through the attendant fungus, but do not fall

off, and the bushes make a vigorous effort to grow. In Ceylon the plants had been
weakened by Hem ife/n when they became infested with green bug. In 1881 tho
exports wore 452,000 cwt

,
but ten years later they had fallen to 88,780 cwt., and

in 1902 were only 10,000 cwt, [Of. Agri. Journ. Ind., >900, i., pt. i., 78.]

The Black Bug, I., iilf/rnui, Nietner

;

Green,! c. 229-31, pi, 84 ; Ind. Mus. Notes,
ii., 168. This bug, though found on coffee, is not so serious a post as either
the brown or green bug.

The White or Meaty Bug, uilouitiuni
,
Linn ; Ind^rMus. Notes, ii.,

1 68. This is a Hat oval creature covered with white down arranged in parallel ridges
and running across its back. It prefers hot, dry plantations and would seem
to be harboured by tho species of Kryihritm now so largely grown for shade
purposes. In a plantation in the Wynaad where the trees had been out down,
I observed white bug very prevalent on tho underground portions of the stems,
us also on the roots, and swarming to the neighbouring coffee. Whether or
not this observation is of invariable appheation cannot at present be affirmed,
but plants seen to favour the growth of any species of bug should be discouraged
in coffee plantations even although tho present species has not been recorded as
doing serious damage.

Every effort has been made to exterminate these pests. But in the case
of green bug, the insect, being green in colour and small in size, was not noticed
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until it had been established in Ceylon in such force as to defy all subsequent
efforts at extermination. It usually decreases durmg both very wet and very dry
weather. The most hopeful method of dealing with it, as also with all other scale

insects, is through their natural enemies. The larvse of certain ladybird beetles

for bfOWIl bug, and fotirnfiaiufi for wlllto

bug) live on them, and a minute ohalcid wasp breeds within the body of the mature
So also a parasite fungus jiif) kills these insects

by living on their bodies.

7. Qrub.—The larvse of the moth Ai/rotin i/jinilMi, Roll.; Ind. Mm. Qrub.

Notes, ii., 161 ;
iii., 21 ; Watt and Mann, Pests and Blujhts of the Tea Plant,

1903, 220-3
;

Maxwell-Lefroy, Memoirs, Dept. Agri. Ind., 1907, i., 169.

The Cutworm, Black Grub or Ilinger are very destructive to the seedlings

of coffee, as much as 26 per cent, being often found destroyed by this

pest. It seems to have been specially destructive in Mysore

The larvae of the cockchafer, Laehnosterna phif/ais, Walk., often*

do much damage by eating the roots of the young coffee plants. \Cf. Ind.

Mus. Notes, ii., 149 ; Watt and Mann, I c. 167-9.

J

8. Other Insects that occasionally attack the cofloe may bo hero enumerated :

—

Ai'ltlurM ilrMtrut'tnv. Nietner. a Weevil that eats the loaves t^nrttMn leitilfII , Cramer ,

a moth that defoliates the bushes; Xanisa oomtitet na. Walher, Aloii liirtiiien,

Cramer, ISiiproetlii virg unetilit, Walfi. ; Trivhtu rarlfftni, relit., fiiilleriiririin ptiii

tleheiiiMlile-ii, Feld. ,
npLfheeia, ooffenrtn, Fetd. ,

Bmirniin Iciieimtlyiiiiiria. Feld , Bud
Mt. leejflanieiirlii, Feld.

,
'fortrljr eiiffeiirtii, Feld. ; Vapiiit rioleiii'iii . Nietner \cf. Ind.

Mus. Notes, V., 187], and ieraeilaria ea/}ielfi>Hrllit. Motsch. (rocollmg KliieMatii

eaffeiiii, O.M., in Jardin, l.c. 268-9 and pi.), are all moths reported to have boon
occasionally met with on coflee in Ceylon. So also .lutiiinnyrn eo/feir, Nieiner,

IS the cofloo-loaf boror ;
Slaehia yeometrlea, Motsen., a specios of iiliyiiehofii that

attacks the coffeo-cherriea ;
Splits eoffeis, Nietner. the coffee-louse (parasitised by

ttti'roniiis iiiimti'atis)
; and Ariinim eoffeae, Nietner, the coflee-mite, So far as

presently known, none of these pests have given any cause for anxiety to tho
Indian planters.

9. Other Pests,—Locusts, Weevils, Rats, Squirrels, Monkeys and Jackals
often do much injury—the animals mentioned being very fond of the ripe

cherries.

Lite of the Estate,—The late Mr. William Pringle very rightly observed

that “no matter how healthy a coffee tree may be, no matter how
carefully pruned, handled, tended and nourished, its life will end sooner

or later. Under favourable conditions, the tree may live for fifty or si.xty ^
years

;
as a rule, it will seldom last thirty. It will, under favourable con-

ditions, be in full bearing in the fifth or sixth year, and may go on for twenty
to twenty-five years giving paying crops. Many trees are exhausted in ten

to fifteen years by unskilful treatment, borer, and attacks of Urniilria,

rastatrix, etc., and must make room for a new generation. If the vacancies

can be successfully supplied and the plants developed in a healthy and
vigorous manner, there is no reason why an estate should be limited as

to age. If we can so arrange matters as to have a continual succession

of young plaints coining on and developing into healthy trees to replace

those taken out, a coffee estate may be considered as a permanent invest-

ment. In smtable localities efficiently drained and manured this can be
done : and an estate may be considered to be working under tho best

possible conditions of perpetuation where from 4 to 6 per cent, of vacancies

occur every year that are successfully supplied. It is upon the success of

the supplying that the life of the estate depends, and practical planters

consider this question one of the first importance in Southern India. It

is only when supplies cannot he got to grow that there is a necessity to

abandon the estate. With many aspects and under some conditions the ,

plants cannot be raised, except at a ruinous cost.”
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Terms Employed.—The ripe cofEce fruit is called, the “ Cherry ”

;
the

contained twin seeds are the “ Bernes.” When only one seed is developed

it is spoken of as “ Pea-berry.” This is often upheld to be richer in flavour,

and accordingly much has been said about the possibility of producing

a plant that would yield mainly, if not entirely, pea-berries. The succulent

outer coat of the fruit is the “ Pulp,” and the inner adhesive layer is known
as the “ Parchment.” The seed-coat within the parchment which adheres

closely to the seed is called the “ Silver-skin.” The pulp is commonly
removed at the plantation, but it is frequently the case that the berries

are sold in parchment and either submitted to treatment in the coast

towns or exported in that condition to Europe, where they are hulled

and finally prepared for the market. The machinery for this purpose

IS expensive, and the operation of final cleaning can he es effectually if

not better accomplished in Europe than at the plantation. It is believed

moreover that the coffee carries best in parchment, so that the extra

freight charges are more than compensated for by the quality of the coffee

turned out in Europe. [Cf. Kew Bull., 1893, 128-33.] •

The preparation of the berry from the cherry is effected by certain

distinct operations that may be here indicated very briefly. It would,

however, be impossible to describe all the methods and appliances used

without devoting many pages to this subject.

Seasons and Crops.—The blossoms as a rule appear in March and
the fruits commence to ripen in October and continue till January. The
more gradually the blossom fades the better : a superabundance of flowers

is not considered a good prognostication, since only a small percentage

form fruits. Ram during flowering is unfavourable, but after the fruit

has set a shower or two is beneficial. It is usually advocated that none
but fully ripe fruits should be collected. In Arabia a cloth is placed below
and the bushes shaken, when the ripe cherries fall into the cloth. In India

they are hand-picked, and it is believed not necessary that they should

be pink-coloured all round; the slightest tinge is sufficient, and in fact with

the appearance of colour the sooner picked the better. The berry (seed)

inside will be found to be of a fine dark-greenish or bluish-green colour.

It is the endeavour of the planters to preserve this greenish tint as much
as possible. Berries that have dried into a reddish or chocolate colour are

spoken of as “ foxy,” and the presence of such lowers very greatly the

price. Berries that have fallen to the ground are collected at the end of

the season and are known as “ Jackal Coffee.” .

Pulping,—The operation known by this name is the removal of the
pulp which surrounds the “ berries ” (seeds). This is best done day by
day on the collections being brought to the factory. If unavoidably de-

layed it may be necessary to produce fermentation before tRe cherries can
be pulped. There are two chief forms of the pulper, viz. the disc or the
cylinder, but a long list of special machines, mostly developments of these,

might be given. The principle in both is a grater, working against a smooth
chop, adjusted according to the size of cherries. The disc-pulper is the

simplest contrivance, and this may be either single or double and worked
by hand or steam. A single pulper will accomplish 20 to 26 bushels

an hour, a double one 40 bushels, or twice that amount if driven by st^am.
In design it is somewhat like a cotton-gin : it tears off the pulp and drops
the seeds through a sieve kept in position so as to carry forward the pulp
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or tails. The best design for a factory is a three-storied building placed Tails,

against the hillside and so arranged that the cherries are conveyed to the Fsctorr.

top story without requiring a lift. From there a hopper carries the cherries

and water, in a continuous stream, on to the grater. Space cannot be

afforded to discuss the other numerous inventions that exist for pulping ;

suffice it to say that most Indian factories are behind the standard of those ina,an

in other countries, and that the defects of much of the Indian coffee arc beiiind Date,

due mainly to the imperfection.s of the factory.

Native coffee is mostly dried with the pulp attached, flion pounibid

in a mortar. It is thus practically the system followed in Arabia in ancient

times, and which is still to some extent pursued in that country.

Fermentation and Washing.—On the beans (seeds or berries) passing Washing,
through the sieve they arc found to be covered with a sticky mucilaginous *

material. If the contained saccharine matter be not removed it is difficult

to dry the berries. This is accomplished cither by washing or fermenting, Fermenta-
or more generally by both. Theperioil necessary for fermentation depends tion.

greatly on the temperature of the atmosphere, but from 12 to 18 hours

usually suffice. Mr. Graham Anderson has shown that the amount of

saccharine matter depends on the exposure, and that the produce of young saccharino

trees will not ferment as readily as that of mature plants. The berries,

after thorough washing, are spread out to dry on specially prepared plat-

forms which constitute the lowermost portions of the factory.

Huiiing or MiUing.—This consists of the removal of the parchment HuUiug.
and silver akin from the beans. As already stated, this operation is usually

performed by the traders and not by the planters. Many firms, especially

at the coast towns, do the milling, such as Staines & Co. of Coimbatore, but a

large proportion of Indian coffee is milled in London. The Indian planters

seem to be of opinion that this operation might be much improved by
better machinery than exists in India. [Of. Planting Opinion, Aug.

1899.] A bushel of parchment coffee will usually give half the quantity vieid.

of clean beans. The coffee is then assorted into various grades according Assortment,

to size of berries. This not only meets the necessities of various markets,

but has the effect of furnishing a uniform berry and one that will roast

to the same extent throughout. Nothing injuras coffee more than a per-

centage of small berries that become charred before the others arc suffi-

ciently roasted. Charcoal absorbs completely the aroma of coffee, hence

charred berries are positively destructive of merit.

Packing,

—

It is of the greatest consequence also that attention be Packing,

given to the art df paejeing. If berries be exposed to the drying action of Drying,

the atmosphere beyond a certain extent, their value may be thereby greatly

depreciated. All the best coffee is accordingly packed in casks, the utmost Oasts.

care being taken that the wood used may not taint the coffee. Packing
in sacks or bags is much inferior, and if shipped with mixed cargoes, coffee Sacks,

in bag may be so tainted as to be next to useless.

Adulteration and Substitutes.

—

This subject has attracted much Adultera-
attention for many years. It may be confidently affirmed that although tion.

much difference exists between the coffee of one estate and another,

dependent very largely on the process of manufacture and the care bestowed
in drying, assorting and packing, direct adulteration never takes place at

the {ilantation. While that is so, there is perhaps no other dietary article PiaataUon.

so much and so persistently adulterated as coffee. This is very largely a Oausea by High

consequence of the legislative measures that prevail in the countries of
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consumption. When taxed abnormally high, adulteration prevails. But

this IS often safeguarded by special legislation such as the French

enactments that prohibit the vendor from mixing. In England, on the

other hand, mixing is so much m vogue that it is often difficult to procure

pure coffee. “ Our Coffee Mixture ” may contain any adulteration con-

ceivable, with perhaps not more than 5 per cent, of coffee. This is the

natural consequence of legalising mixtures. Criminality consists alone

in selling as “ pure coffee ” an article that contains anything but coffee.

Legally “ Chicory ” may be the roasted chicory root itself, or the root of

an allied plant or other vegetable substance applied for the same purpose.

The substances mostly employed in adulteration of coffee are the roots

of chicory, dandelion, mangold- wurzel, turnips, parsnips, and carrots.

The seeds of beans, pea.s, date-stone.s, malt rye, burnt sugar, biscuits,

locust-beans, figs, etc., are all used. Roasted flour coloiffed with ferru-

ginous earth and flavoured with the grounds of exhausted coffee or of other

even more objectionable substances are often sold as coffee. There seems
every reason for believing that the decline of the demand for coffee through-

out the world is largely a consequence of the difficultv m obtaining the

pure article. For further particulars regarding coffee adulteration confer

Ch^icory and Coffee, a lithographed report by J. D. Hooker, John Lindicy,

1’hoiiia.s Graham, .folin Stonhouse, Hugald Campbell, William B. Carpenter
and A. S. Taylor, issued by the Inland Revenue office in 185.3. This gives

the microscopic structure and chemical tests by which the adulterants of

coffee may be recognised, and although more recent publications exist on
tins subject, hardly any are more accurate and authoritative. {Cf. Food
Journal, March 1870, Dec. 1873

;
Clifford, Journ. Soc. Arts

;
and Hanausek,

Micro. Tech. Prod,. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 271-4.]

The .seeds of several species of (Utssia are used as coffee substitutes

under the name of Negro Coffee. [Of. Hooper, Kept. Labor. Ind. Mus.,
1900-1, 2.3-4.] For “Malt Coffee,” consult Hanausek (l.c. 354).

TRADE IN INDIAN COFFEE.
Commercial Tesrs.-—The value of coffee depends upon many cirriim-

stancc.s, such as form of the berry, its size, colour, smell, flavour, age, and
uiiiforniity. One of the greatest diffimilties is to discov(>r a stamlard by
winch merit may be definitely determined. Were it possible to fix a stan-
dard, the planters could .aim at a definite article. Much has been done in

India by Mr. Leoimng, Dr. Lehmann and others in this direction, and it is

believed their efforts may .soon he rewarded. Lelimaini found that the
(juantity of the alkaloid Caffeine was no evideneb of quality. Caffeine
(as shown byM. Bertrand) varies greatly. In Co/fea. urahira it ranges
from 0-83 to I’CO per cent.

;
in llbericH betwee.ii 106 and r45 per

cent
;
and m C. .steiiophi/lta between 1‘52 and 1'70 jjpr cent. In a

.senes of specimens specially analysed, those that had the highest specific
gravity and contained the most nitrogen and phosphoric acid brought the
highest pi ICO. Colour seems to depend more on the degreii of ripeness when
collected, and tlic care taken in manufacture, than on the nature of the
sod or the class of plant grown. As a general rule the Old World coffees
arc, inclined to turn yellow, and the New World green. Weight de-
creases with age and by overdrying. Odour is perhaps the most important
criterion, and apparently it can alone be determined by expert opinion.

Yield and Cost ot Production and Price Realised.—Under the para-
graph devoted above to “ Localities and Area ” will be found all the
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particulars on these topics for which space can be afforded in this work.

The regions of Indian cultivation,the average production, and the estimates

of yield per acre have thus been exhibited. These facts have to be

re-read in connection with the returns of trade that have presently to be

furnished. It has been shown that an average of 3 rising to 7 cwt. an acre

would fairly express the better-class European plantations, but there is

a large number of small Native concerns that lower both the average

yield and the quality of Indian coffee. It is believed that the Native

plantations yield from | to 1 cwt an acre. The cost of cultivation has

been variously put, but it seems probable that Ils. 120 per acre for the

best European and Rs. 40 for Native coffee would be safe estimates. The
former would include manuring, as also all factory charges. It is

generally stated that the lowest cost of production on European plan*

tations is Rs. 80 yielding 2J to 3 cwt. an .acre

The net cost of coffee has been taken as Rs. 21 a cwt., and since the

cost of production is 60 to 70 per cent, wages paid, a fair computation

of the value of the industry to the inhabitants of the coffee area may be

arrived at by multiplying the European and Native acreage by the estimated

cost of production. The mean of all the figures usually published shows

one person to be employed on every 2^ acres of coffee. But such calcu-

lations are tentative in value onlv, as there is perhaps no other Indian

industry more obscure and misleading, .so far as its statistics are concerned,

than that of coffee-planting There arc, however, three fairly certain

aspects, VIZ. that the cultivation (see p. 370), production and price have

all three seriously declined within recent years. Thus taking the price

obtained in 1874 as being 100, wc have the following relative prices for

Indian coffee down to 1902 :
—

Year Pkiob 1-0 Variation Year. PRICE PO. VARIATION

d. S, d

1877 no oi 120 1894 101 0 no
1879 100 10 no 1897 94 8 103
188*2 85 4 93 1898 78 1 8.5

1884 70 44 83 1899 65 24 71

1887 94 94 103 1900 47 0 51

1880 99 10 108 1901 47 34 51

1890 106 24 115 1902 60 14 65

1893 105 44 114

During the past five years the actual prices realised were :—1901-2,

Rs. 49-0--4 (variatioii65) ;
1902-3, Rs. 49-1-5 (65) ; 1903-4, Rs. 46-15-2 (62)

;

1904-5, Rs. 50-6-2 (67) ;
1905-6, Rs. 48-12-4 (66)

;

1906-7, Rs. 43-11 (58)

per cwt. As with estimates of average yield, so with prices : the average

may be quite misleading as a factor of possible results. But, as already

observed, cdhipetition with the cheap production of Brazil has proved

the most alarming feature of the Indian industry.

Foreign Transactions.—In Milburn’s OrievUil Cormnerce is given a

statement of “ the East Indies ” coffee imported into England from 1802

to 1810. The total was in 1807, 2,721 cwt. “Company’s” and nil “Pri-

vate,” while in 1809 there was nil Company’s and 213 cwt. Private.

Throughout the years indicated the imports fluctuated so greatly that

thft returns are of little value. It is, however, explained that it came
from Moka, Java, Bourbon and Ceylon. No mention of India. About
ten years later we read of a charter granted for an Indian plantation, and
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Beads (Bedes)

by 1863-4r coffee figured among the standard exports from India. In

that year the supplies drawn by the United Kingdom from India were

valued at Rs. 4,75,980. Ten years later (1863-4) they were Rs. 38,43,910

;

in 1873-4 they were Rs. 73,98,530 ;
in 1883-4 they were Rs. 1,06,21,380 ; by

still another decade ( L893-4) they had begun to shrink, being then valued

at Rs. 99,61,631. Turning now to the returns of the total trade for the

past six years : the exports in 1901-2 were 255,042 cwt., Rs. 1,25,02,200 ;

in 1902-3, 269,165 cwt., Rs. 1,32,12,628 ;
in 1903-4, 291,254 cwt.,

Rs. 1,36,73,773 ;
in 1904-5, 329,647 cwt., Rs. 1,66,09,757 ;

in 1905-6,

360,182 cwt., Rs. 1,75,67,240; and in 1906-7, 228,094 cwt., Rs. 99,64,778.

The Madras ports furnished the entire amounts, less a fluctuating quantity

of from 1,000 to 10,000 cwt. exported mainly from Bombay. Of the

receiving countries tlie United Kingdom heads the list, the consignments

thence having been in 1901-2, 116,584 cwt., Rs. 64,25,838 ;
in 1902-3,

155,601 cwt., Rs. 86,10,903 ; in 1903-4, 152,452 cwt., Rs. 82,71,186 ;

in 1904-5, 187,344 cwt., Rs. 1,05,02,674
;

in 1905-6, 172,384 cwt.,

Rs. 96,74,780 ; and in 1906-7, 82,358 cwt., Rs. 4l,22,420--a valuation

about equal to that of the supply taken by the United Kingdom in 1883-4.

These returns thus allow a comparison to be made with the valuations

quoted above of the Indian exports since 1853. After the United King-

dom, France has to be mentioned as the next most important receiving

country of Indian coffee
;
during the past five years the exports to that

country have averaged a little over 100,000 cwt. And after France
comes Ceylon, which during the same period has taken on an average

over 20,000 cwt. of Indian coffee a year.

The world’s production of coffee has been estimated as close on
15 million bags (132 lb. each), of which llj million bfig.s are furnished by
Brazil. The greatest collce-consuming countries arc Holland (18‘82 lb.

per head, calculated on population of 1900), Belgium (10 53 lb.), and the

United States of America (10-60 Ib.). After these come Germany (6-6 lb.),

France (4-79 lb.), Austria-Hungary (2-17 lb.), and the United Kingdom
(0 90 lb.).

Conclusion.—For further details of the Medicinal Properties, the

Chemical Composition, the Fiscal Regulations (in India and England)
and other such topics, the reader is referred to the library of technical

works that exists on these and kindred subjects. Prai tically every report

or book of importance has been consulted in preparing the present brief

account, and the citation of publications, paragraph by paragraph, should

therefore prove helpful to those who desire fuller derails. *

COIX, Linn. ; Agri. Ledg., 1904, No. 13 ;
FI. Br. hid., vii., 99-100

;

Gramine^e. Job’s Tears, gurgur, jargadi, sankru, ]honki^ ka-si. kessi,

kesai, etc., etc.

History.—So much attention was given by the early botanical writers to
the subject of Voij- that the inference might bo drawn that it must formerly have
been a plant more extensively cultivated than at the present day. It is generally
believed to be the Lithospermon of Pliny (bk. 27, ch. xi. (Holland, transl.),

1601, ii., 284). In most of the early works Lithospermon or Ooix is spoken of,

however, as a wild plant, or one cultivated as a curiosity only. Gerarde, Parkin-
son, Miller, etc., all allude to the use of the seeds as beads (bedes). The cir-

cumstance mentioned by some of the more directly botanical authors, sucl) as
Bumphius and Loureiro, that coix was regularly cultivated in Eastern countries
as an article of food, seems to have escaped consideration.

One of the most beautiful of the early drawings of this plant is that given
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by Besler (Hort. EyMett., 1613, ii., 13, fol. 6, f. 1). So accurate, in fact, is Besler’s
picture that it might be reproduced as a modern sketch. But this is not the
only interest in it, for in the text the gram is described as striated, a peculiarity,
it may be added, that is possessed alone by the cultivated edible forms of the
plant, although no mention is made of its hemg edible. The plant is also figured
by Jacobus Bontius under the name of Mihum Solis (Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind.
Or., 1629, in Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med., 1668, 162). Turning from these
European records to those of the East, wo are informed by the authors of the
Pharmacographia Indica that the seeds are “ mentioned in Vedic literature and
appear to have been one of the cereals which were cultivated by the Aryans
on the hill slopes of the Himalaya ” “ The Arab travellers in the East became
acquainted with the seeds and named them Damn Dnud—“David’s tears,” and
afterwards Damn Ayub—“Job’s tears.” Es-Saghani, who died about the year
1260, mentions them in the Obiib as a well-known strengthening and diuretic
medicine. The Arabs introduced the plant into the West, and it has become
naturalised in Spain and Portugal, whore it is stdl known aa Lagrima de Job.”

It is significant that tho word least (or some very similar word) should appear
and reappear all fiver India as tho vernacular name for one or othei of the forms
of this plant. Thus we have tho ka-si of the NAgns on the north-east frontier
of India, kasei in tho Central Provinces, kaaai in Gujarat, kesai in Berar, and
the cheik or kyeit. kulesc, and kalinse of Burma, and kosen in Japan. The word
ka-si or keai in India most frequently denotes a cultivated edible form Tho
cultivation as an ediblo grain is at tho present <lay closely associated with the
Mongolians, and its introduction and distribution in India may have been a
consequence of the influence of that people; hence very possibly the explanation
of tho name ka-ai. [Cf. Joret, Lea PI. dans L'Antiq., 1904, ii , 247.]

Habitat and Distribution.—There ore two undoubtedly wild forms of this

plant and several cultivated states. By far tho most widely distributed is

Cni.r i.nrrytnn-tain proper. This IS met with in the Himolayo, Rajputana,
the Central Provinces, Bombay, South Indio, Bengal, Assam, Burma and the
Shan States. But its area extends to China, Japan, tho Malaya, tho American
Continent (North, Control and South), the West Indies, Polynesia, the Mascarene
Islands and Tropical as also Northern Africa, and it is cultivated os a garden
curiosity m South Europe. It is thus met with throughout the tropics and in

all warm temperate countries. The other wild species, ylaanten (and its

variety *' aquattra), has a much narrower distribution, is a distmctly tropical

plant, and is practically confined to India and Burma. Of tho cultivated (or

semi-cultivated) special forms of #y«ci-(/uin-./»j>i the cylindrical-fruited
steiiorarpn has been recorded as met with m the Naga hills, Burma, tho
Shan States, Tonkm and Now Guinea. The flattened—spheroidal—form, tho
connecting link between t.itrryn>n-.rohi and oar. nienovui-pf, is the special

bead form. It is a wild plant mot with chiefly in Burma, tho Malaya, China
and Japan, and has been named by me oar. montnjrr. Lastly, the fully

cultivated and edible form, vn-yoon, is growm (so far as India is concerned)
in tho Central Provinces, Sikkim, tho Khasia hills, Burma and the Shan States,
and outside India it appears to bo cultivated in Tonkin, China and the Malaya,
but apparently nowhere else. Grisobach in his review of Botanical Geography
{Roy. Noc., 1848, 8^) refers to the edible coix aa a special feature in the most
important area of prodirction of that gram, viz. Eastern Bengal, Assam, Burma
and the Malaya. In fact were a statement prepared of the geographical features
of interest in the cultivated plants of British India, Vuiv would have to bo
commented on as characteristic of tho tract of country that stretches oast by
south from Nagpur to Sikkim, Assam, Burma, the Malaya and China, and be
regarded as an important food grain with some of the most ancient aboriginal
inhabitants, especially those of Mongolian origin.

Species and Varieties —In tho Flora of British India, t'oix giyantea. has
been treated as a variety of t'. iMfrymn-,¥oiti, while nyontira has boon
regarded as a form imperfectly knowm. It seems probable, however, that all

three are fairly distinct plants, separable from each other by constant characters.
Whether they should bo treated as but one species, with several fairly well-marked
varieties, or two or more distinct species, may be open to doubt. It would seem
the safer course, however, to accept them as constituting two species with several
varieties under each. The best names, if not the most ancient ones (as already
indicated), would be f'. for tho one and gtgantea for tho other.
The latter is preferable to c. ayuntiaa. since it has become better known. The
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species thus isolated are certainly very distinct. They differ in structure of leaf,

flower and fruit, etc. , as well as in habitat and economic properties. The wild states

of i^nefynin-.ioM have the capsular-spathe generally more or less spherical, and
only slightly drawn out at the apex into a pyriform shape and obscurely angled

and imiversally bluish-whito (never chalky-white). The loaves are broad, often

distinctly aurieulate, quite glabrous, except for the double row of ascending tooth,

along each of the veinlets of the upper surface—a peculiarity that gives the texture

of the leaf the appearance of being embroidered and makes it backwardly hispid

Tho gtyantfii-niitnitica series of coix are always wild plants; gignutrn is

found on the lower hills—dry soils—a robust erect plant, the ngnatlea m swamps
and most frequently as a floating weed, 20 to 100 feet in length. The capsular-

spathe is invariably pyriform, much drawn out on the apex, the actual mouth
cut obliquely into an elongated lip, which is often somewhat serrulate, ripe fruit

prominently angled, and having two or three furrows along its flattened face, of

a dull groyish-white to brown colour and very hard The leaves are much shorter
* than in moat frequently only faintly aunculate, and the upper
(inner) surface is often marked by curious transparent glands, which in the young
leaves are tipped with hairs ; on the outside tho loaves are qui^e glabrous except
near tho extremity of the sheath, where a few glands of an exceptionally large size

are generally present.

Tho forms of »' i.arfi/Mu-Johl in tho wild state have tho capsular-spathe
invariably bluish-white, a colour which rapidly disappears under cultivation Tn
the variety known as Ktfnoent-yn the capsular-spathe is elongated until it be-
comes cylindrical, but when cultivated the tubes (so formed) change in colour
to chalky-whito or become almost straw-coloured In other forms, instead of
elongating, tho cap.sular-spathe becomes short and spherical, until fruits often not
more than an eighth of on inch long are found and others more than double that
si/.e, but always brooder than long ; hence the development m these examples
may be said to be in the opposite direction to that in Mteuonirim.

When they oxist as wild plants the shell in all forms of r.t>rrun»u-Jobi

remains hard and poli.shed, and, while it may darken in colour and become pink,
brown or oven black, is never foimd soft m texture nor chalky-white in colour.

But under cultivation the spathe loses the bluish-white colour, becomes soft-

shollod, and of a chalky-white or .straw-colour to deep blue, brown or black ;

hut in all these cultivateii states it assumes a now character—viz. the leaf-

sheath, on being transformed into what I have called the capsular-spathe,
retains its veins as pronounced striations, so much so as to give the grain (in

husk) a striped appearance. In the elongated somi-pynform states of cultivated
i,nr$ yinn-j<>bl there IS also a further peculiarity—viz that a portion at the

base of the fniit-spatho becomes constricted into a woll-tnarkod annular disc.

The condition with a soft and striated shell and basal annulus appears to con-
stitute tho variety known to botanists as yin -y nett—a name given in honour of
tho Chinese General who is supposed to have first pointedly directed attention
to the plant.

Cultivation as Food.

—

This curious edible grain iniglit almost bo said

to be unknown to the inhabitants of India generally, except as a weed of

cultivation. To many of the aboriginal tribes, however, such as those of

the Central Provinces, Sikkim, A,s3am and Burirw, it* is an important
article of diet. The plant grown as a regular field crop is invariably one
or other of the many forms of the variety Mu-f/uen already sufficiently

described. But in times of scarcity the wild forms of these plants are (all

over India) resorted to as articles of food. The grain is held to be sweet
and wholesome, the only objections to it being the smallness of the supply
and the hardness of the shell. In the forms specially cultivated the shell

18 soft and amenable to ordinary methods of milling.

Roxburgh was apparently unaware that coix had to be included
among the edible cereals of India, though doubtless he had read Rumphius’s
description (1750) of its cultivation in the islands of tho Malaya, also

Loureiro’s account of it in Cochin-China. In the Agri.-HorticuUural
Society of India [Trans., 1841, viii., 348) mention is made of the grain

being sent from Amherst. Mr. Riley, who presented the sample, said the
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plant was of a “ very hardy nature, and thrives upon almost any kind of
soil, yielding a good amount of produce and in taste resembling wheat.”
Walhch identified the plant as C. Ltnrt/ma. J. D. Hooker, in his

Himalayan Journals (1848, ii., 289), gives some interesting particulars Ktiasm uiiis.

regarding its cultivation in the Khasia hills. “ Each plant,” he tells us,
“ branches two or three times from the base, ami from 7 to 9 plants grow
in each square yard of soil

;
the produce is small, not above 30 or 40 fold.” Tieid.

Mason, in his Burma and Its People (1860), published much useful informa- Burma,

tion, and this has been brought up to date in the new edition by Theobald
(1883, ii., 107). We there read that “ Coix affords a good example of the
results of cultivation of a wild plant the seed of which is of a stonv hard-
ness, but which is soft in the cultivated form and the kernel sweet. It is

much cultivated by the Red Karens, and may he often seen for sale parched*
in the bazaars.”

In the article published in The Agricultural Tjcdgcr T have given
a full account of the collections recently furnished to the Reporter on
Economic Products from very nearly every important locality of India ; 1

have quoted, under the special forms, the practical observations of the
local authorities. This cour.se was deemed preferable to a compilation of
data into a common paragraph on cultivation, of facts and opinions that
would seem in many cases only applicable to the individual forms of the
plant. It may, therefore, bo accepted as undesirable to republish that
information in order to support the statement that there exists in India
a fairly extensive and certainly a widely dispersed cultivation of the plant.

There are great diversities in size, shape and colour of the grain, as also in niremities m
quality and purpose to which put. These diversities, confirmed by the
existence of many vernacular names, establish belief in an ancient know- Anmont

ledge, as possessed by the aboriginal (especially Mongolian) tribes of India.
It has been affirmed that very possibly the pastoral Aryan invaders grew
this grain on the slopes of the Himalaya, anterior to their becoming
localised and assuming cultivation as a craft. But it is much more
probable that the grain was distributed over the plains of India in close

association with the Mongolian conquests. From Darjeeling and through
Bhutan to the mountains of Upper and Eastern Assam, the Khasia,
Garo and Naga hills, etc., to Burma and the Shan States, coix might be
described as not only a fairly plcntifnl crop but an exceedingly important
article of diet. Certain forms of the grain are roasted, then husked and
eaten whole, being either parched (as with Indian corn) or boiled as with noiioa.

rice. Other forftis ane so very different that the grain may be milled and uniea.

ground to flour (d<d), and thereafter baked into bread. It seems probable
33^6,3

that the properties that necessitate so very different methods of treatment
and preparation involve a diversity chemically and structurally quite as
great as that which exists between the hard and the soft wheats or the
glutinous and the starchy rices.

|>J Romanet du Caillaud {Bull. Soc. d'Acclimat., 1881, viii., 442-4) tells us China,
that in the 1st century a.d. the Chinese General Ma-yuen conquercil
Tonkin and became so fond of the Annaniite grain bo-bo (the y-dzi of the Tonidii.

Chinese) that he carried away several cart-loads of seed, and thus intro-

duced its cultivation into China. Bretschneider {Bot. Sin., 1895, pt. lii.,

384) says of coix that it is cultivated near Peking under the name ts'ao-

tsz’th. He then adds that there are two varieties, one with white, the other
with grey coverings to the fruits. “ I have also observed,” he adds, “ in
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the druggists’ shops a variety (or species) with small oblong, pointed

fruits.” The oblong, pointed fruit might be V. (/if/antea, and, if so, it

would be most interesting to find that species in China. Many writers

have given their opinions on the coix grain of China. It is often spoken

of as the ee-pn or ee-ytn, and is reputed to be one of the most remarkable

of foods. Dr. Smith wrote that it is larger and coarser than pearl barley

but equally good for making gruel.

In a small book on the Useful Plants of Japan (issued by the Agricul-

tural Society of that country) it is called the tomagi or hatomagi. “ It is

an annual cereal grass cultivated on common dry land. The stalks grow

to a height of 4 to 5 feet. The grain, pounded in a mortar and cleaned, is

consumed as meal and rtwchi. An infusion of the parched and ground

•grain is used instead of tea and is called kosen. A Chinese variety of larger

grains, greyish brown in colour, with thinner shells is morn easily crushed

and cleaned.” A gruel of the flour is specially commended by Du Caillaud

for use in hospitals. The Chinese use the grain in soup, as pearl barley is

employed in Europe.
/Manufacture of Beer.—The references to the Japanese habit of

drinking a decoction of the gram, and to the preparation of gruel and tea

from it, necessarily suggest the more extended use in the manufacture of

a kind of malted beer which in the Naga hills is called dzu (p. 758). But a

surprising feature maybe said to be the circumstance that the dzu made from,

one grain is of a much superior flavour to that from another, and, further,

that the dzu of one grain may be kept for months, while that from another

goes bad in a few weeks. I have personally experienced much pleasure, while

travelling m the Naga hills, in partaking of the fresh dzu offered in friendly

salutation. It is something in flavour between that of butter-milk and
cider, and on a hut day at the termination of a long march is most accept-

able. Some of the forms of coix (like many iices) ’nave a nch perfume,
and such grains when used in the preparation of beer are said to give it

a fruity flavour and delicate aroma (see Eleusine, p. 520).

Medicinal Properties.—A missionary, writing of Tonkin to M. Du
Caillaud, said that “ Job’s tears ” made a refreshing drink, was a good
blood-purifier and excellent diuretic. The gruel prepared from the ground
seed, ho observed, as also Eau de Larme-de-Job, was extensively em-
ployed in the summer to cool the body. By the Tonkin people it is

spoken of as the “ grass of life and health,” is believed to neutralise the
miasma of the air, and to purify water when boiled like tea with a quantity
of coix flour and set by to cool before being used. In India coix can
hardly be said to enjoy any reputation for medicinal virtues. The Rev.
Dr. Campbell tells that among the Santals the root is given in strangury
and in the menstrual complaint known as silka. Dyrnock (Feg. Mat. Med.,
1885, 853) says the seeds are sold in the drug-shops of Bombay under the
name of Icassai-hij. The authors of Pharmcu^ographia Indica add that the
wild form only is used medicinally, and that it is considered strengthening
and diuretic.

Chemical Properties.—The gram of coix, l^oth wild and cultivated,
has been subjected to chemical tests, and the somewhat conflicting results
obtained are possibly due to the botanical position of the particular plant
under examination not having been previously ascertained. In Churifli’a

Food-Grains of India (1886, 60) occurs the following remark: “In the
sample of this grain which gave ” the under-mentioned “ analytical
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figmes it was found that the edible seed after the removal of the hard and
shining grey husk did not weigh more than one for every four parts by
weight of the whole grain operated upon.” In the Kew Bulletin (1888,

267) is published Church’s second examination—and this a specimen,
admittedly, of the cultivated grain. “ From four parts by weight of the
sample,” he says, “ three parts of husked grain were obtained—three times
the quantity yielded by C. Lttri ifina ” (presumably the comparison
drawn is to the sample reported on in the Food-Grams, which I have
assumed may have been a wild grain). Subsequently Church gave
his third analysis in the Supplement to the Food-Grams (1901, 3), the

grain examined having been cultivatcil coix of the Khasia hills. The
following sets forth the practical results of the first .iud third of these

examinations ;— ‘

M)iiuj!:;.r Hat o Xuthiriit V u.ue.

Wild Coix (presumably). . 1.38 89
Cultivated, Khasia hills . . 1:44 90

Commenting on his final results. Church says that the quantity of

albuminoids approaches to that of some kinds of pulse, and that the

proportion of oil or fat is larger than that present in the great majority of

cereals. In The Agricultural Ledger will be found the chemical results

obtained by several other investigators.

Industrial and Domestic Uses.—From a remote antiquity both in Europe and
in India, the grama or aoeda, espocially of tho wild plant, have been used as the
beads of rosaries. By the aboriginal tribes of India and Burma they are em-
ployed in personal adornment. Necklaces, earrings, head-dresses, etc , are often
largely composed of them, and dresses, hags, baskets, etc., extensively orna-
mented with them. For these purposes a seiiji-cultivation has been pursued,
possibly for centuries, that has resulted m tho development of special grams, m
oylmdrical or spheroidal forms, and m a rich variety of colours. In Nepal, Oudh,
and among tho hill-tribes of tho central tableland of India generally, they are
employed either by themselves or m conjunction with cowne-sholls m the de-
coration of baskets, agricultural implements and cattle. By the Karens of

Burma the cylindrical grams cover certain portions of dress, and are elaborated
m designs that simulate (or perhaps may have suggested) some of the patterns
seen in embroidery. With the Aiigami Nagas, earrings are constructed that
consist of a rosette of the elongated seeds surrounding the motallio green
wing-cases of a beetle.

TRADB.—The possibility of a profitable expansion of the industrial usos of

these seeds to a large extent suggested the inquiry, the practical results of which
have already been set forth. A fairly large trade exists in the seeds, and they
are used in the construction of Japanese bead door-curtains. An exceptionally

large kind—a form of v. minaUrn—was discovered by me in Poona, utilised in

tho construction of such curtains. It seems probable that utunutm and
aqitatim, together with some of tho larger forms of tnonutfer, are most

likely to be worked up in that manner. But in discussing possible future in-

dustrial develofiments it is essential that tho separation mdicated into tho forms
of Tjarrymu-Johi that are cultivated and those tliat are wild should be
clearly kept in mind. Cultivation destroys very rapidly the hard pearly shell,

upon which to a very large extent tho industrial demand depends. It also

changes the colour of the grain and produces dull chalky whites and straw-

colours, utterly devoid of tho rich glossiness of tho wild grams. By the selection

and partial cultivation of spontaneous varietal forms or sports (such as those
named mtenovarpa and HianUifr.r) those dangers are ever present. This fact

is fully appreciated by the Burmese experts, and the cultivation, partial though
it b8, is abandoned for a time or fresh stock secured from tho jungles, when re-

gression has been observed. It is thus difficult, if not impossible, to guarantee
a continuous supply of any one shape, size, or colour of gram, and this may at

onoe be admitted as (from the European point of view) a serious obstacle to a
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greatly increased demand. The smaller and more gracefully formed examples
of inoiilll/er and of Mtenornffta , It wou^d soera, stand a fair chance of coming

European Uses, into use in Europe as beads, especially in the construction of bugle-trimmings
and as buds and other special portions of artificial flowers. They would be
cheaper, more durable, than the gloss at present used, and since they may be
dyetl any desired shade of colour, they might be extensively employed m dress-

trimmings. And doubtless tho difliculty of producing and maintaining certain

sizes and shapes of grain would soon be overcome wore a profitable demand to

arise for a larger production th.in at present exists.

D.E.P.,
ii., 601-2.

Colchicum.

Two Forms.

Foisouons Seeds.

COLCHICUM LUTEUM, lUihen FI. Br. Ind., vi., 366;
Liliacea:. a small plant found on the urassy slopes of the Western
Temperate Himalaya.

The conns (or hiilbons roots) constitute the bitter hermodactyl of the later

Greeks, and are the tiurttijaa of the Indian bazars Tho true Cor.CHtOUM (<’.

•fii<ifi<iiirr/c) does not occur in India, but in tho bazArs there aro two forms sold,

the bitter and tho sweet Tho latter is imported from Persia European phy-
sicians 111 India consider the swoot root as inert, but they would seem to hold that
the bitter one possesses similar properties to tho true colchicum and may bo
substituted for it Recently a few children wore reported to have been poisoned
at Kuldana in Rawalpindi through eating the seeds of this Indian colchicum.
'I’ho seeds were accordingly chemically analysed at Calcutta (as also the roots),

and tested physiologically It was found that both possessed < olcim'wp, of which
the hundredth part of a gram proved fatal to cots [f.'/ Hooper, Rept. Labor.
Ind Mtui. (Indiist Sec ), 1902-3, 28.]

D.E.P..
ii., 609-11.
Kachti.

Description,

Pot*hcrb,

Wild Forms.

Cultivated
Forms.

COLOCASIA ANTIQUORUM, ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 523 ;

Jacobus Bontuis, iltut. Nat. et Med. Ind. Or., 1629, ui Piso, Ind, Utri. re

Nat, et Med., 1658, 144 ,
Rumphiiis, Herb, Amb., 1750, y., 313, t. 109 ;

Forster, PI. Esc., 1786, 57 ;
Arum Oolocasia, Both., FI. Ind., iii., 494-5

;

Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 12-3
;

Nicholls, Textbook Trop.

Agn., 290-3
;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, iii., 8, t. Ixxv.

;

Mollison, Textbook Ind Agn., iii., 191-3
;
Rec. Bot Surv. Ind., i., 86, 277 ;

ii., 25, 147 ; 1905, lii., 296
;
l?ram, Beng. Plants, ii., 1112 ; Wiesner, Die

Kohst. des Pflanzenr., i., 566 ,
Akoiuea:. The Taio, Eddoes, iScratch-coco,

Tania, Egyptian Arum
;
m the vernaculars karhu or Latchu, kachchi, arvi,

aims; dzu (cultivated) and kirtk (wild) Naga hills; rdb (Pb
) ;

dlu, terem

(Bombay); shdmd-thumpa (Tel.); Tahitian tallo ovtnrro, Malayan tallas, etc.

Habitat—A tall, coarse, tuberous herb, wild and cultivated both m moist and
drys ituations over tho greater part of tropical India and Ceylon up to 8,000 feet
(in tho Himalaya)

;
cultivated, m fact, in all tropical countries.

Tho plant has largo heart-shaped leaves, born© on long footstalks winch rise
from a sliort farmacoous underground stem or corm. Tho corm constitutes an
important article of food with the Natives of India, and tho young leaves are often
eaten in tho form of spinach. The plant is in consequence fairly extensively
cultivated, and special races have been evolved to suit every condition of soil and
climate, from the swamps ot Lower Bengal to the moist hills of Assam and Madras,
to tho dry uplands and lower hills of tho Deccan and Rajputana end even to the
temperate tracts of the Himalaya.

Wild and Cultivated Forms.—Tho wild plant, which is extremely plentiful
in the moist tropical regions, produces but rarely an edible tuber though its leaves
are often eaten. Roxburgh describes throe special wild forms ;—kalla kachu, a
plant with purple loaves found on tho edge of ditches—the leaves and leaf-stalks
are eaten ; tho char-kachu, which has the leaves clouded with bluish-blaok ; and
the ban-kachu with green leaves. These are found on roadsides and homestead
lands, but above inundation level.

Roxburgh also mentions two cultivated forms, the guri-kachu and the^isu-
kacku (or early kachu). Small corms of these are planted m May or June, the asu
being reaped towards the end of the year and the guri not until February or
March. Lastly Roxburgh mentions, as a distinct species, a special form of
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C. nnttquorum, viz. mynittiimf/viitmt, the aar-kochu, which frequents aquatic
situations and produces corma that attain the length and thickness of a man’s
arm. Engler (in DC., Monog. Phaner., ii., 491) refers the forms of anHntutrtnn
to seven varieties, three of which are met with in India. Duthie and Fuller say
that two varieties appear to be grown and distinguished by their roots, viz. dhnli

ki gagli, the white- and k&h ki gagli, the dark-coloured. The word gagli, they
observe, refers strictly to the young off-sets, the main root being known as dendu.
Nicholls (l.c. 202) says that there are two principal varieties, one with green
stems and leaves and the other with purplish ones, but that the tubers are
identical in both kinds. Numerous vernacular names are given to culti-

vated races of this plant all over India, but in the present otato of knowledge
it is impossible to assign them any more distinctive positi<-ns than those
indicated above.

Cultivation.—Tlie following account of the iiiethcJ of propagation Soils,
usually adopted is given by Nicbolls The be^t sod is a sandy loam »

with an abundance of organic niattcr in it. The jilant d.n > not do so

well oil clayey soils, and ,t docs not thrive on inirc .sarnhs . . . The
plants are propagated in the .sainc way as ,irc yitins. That is. when
the crops are reaped, the head of the tuberous rhi/onie is cut oft and the

leaves are detached, leaving a few inches of the lower part of the leal-

stalks. These heads are then planted, and soon a iminbor of plants bud
forth from the toji of the head and produce a crop of f.nnms. The heads rropagation,

may be kept some time before planting without suftining any harm, and
thus they may be carried to long distances.” NkTioILs also observes that

the tubers may be left in the ground without deterioration for a consider-

able time after they are ripe, so that they can be dug up as they are required.

Mollison, speaking of Bomb.iy, says that the crop is rarely grown over Bombay.
a large area. Patches are raised in the back yards of housc.s, and in

the garden lands of Gujarat it is common to find a patch near a well, with
single plants at the corners of beds of other irrigated crops. “ When
grown alone,” ho continues, “ the land is carefully prepared as for other

garden crops, and laid out into beds 12 feet by 6 feet for irrigation. Forty

plants occupy each bed. The crop should be freely manured and watered,

also weeded as required. Off-sets .should be removed before they root, Off-seU.

unless it is desired that the whole surface should be covered witli plants.

This is, perhaps, advisable when the crop is grown under sewage irrigation

for the value of its leaves and leaf-stalks. If grown for its conns, the plants

should be 12 inche.s apart. It take.s ten months for the corm to reacli

maturity. When the crop is planted four or five months, the leaves and
stalks may be gathered every three or four days. They should bo cut off

close to the grouii,d whilst young and tender. A few older leaves should

always he left to preserve healthy, vigorous growth.” Duthie aud Fuller

state that in the Cawnpore district the average outturn is only 50 maunds Cawnpore.

(less than 2,000 lb.) per acre. In Coimbatore, however, the yield has been Madras,

recorded as 6,fV50 lb. per acre.

Utlllaatloa The conns contain much starch ond constitute an important Uses.

article of food throughout the country, especially with the lower classes, and in Food,

some districts, such as Travancoro, the cornis are of veiy special value. They are
usually scraped or partially peeled, cut up into small pieces, and boiled like pota-
toes. After boiling, the soft pieces aro often fried in butter (ghi) or oil and the
usual Native condiments added. Sometimes also they are pounded into a paste,

and in New Guinea they are said to be ground into flour and made into biscuits.

A pickle prepared from the main root (dendu) with chillies, salt and lime-juice is

sold iti the baz&rs. The baz&r rate for the vegetable is said to be about 1J maunds
for one rupee. Mollison observes that the stalks and leaves are cooked either leaves and

separately or together. If separately, the fibrous cuticle of the stalk is removed
and the inner part cut into short pieces and cooked with condiments and gul.
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Bed^Zanzibar.

To this preparation is added boiling oil [phodni) in which mustard, turmeric and
spices have been mixed. The prepared dish is a sweet curry. The leaves

are U30d as a adg or are chopped fine with tho stalks and made into a curry.

There are numerous other preparations of hachu loaves and stalks. Nicholls

says that the mature leaves and stalks are an excellent fodder for cattle and
food for pigs.

All parts of the plant contain an acrid principle which i.s commonly supposed
to be extracted by boiling. Thus on account of this acidity the juice of the
petioles is often employed os a domestic remedy, being regarded as styptic and
astringent. But this acrid principle was investigated in 1888 by Pedler
and Warden in the case of tho species f. I'lfnmi. Kunth [hiah kachu), which alone
18 regarded by the Natives as poisonous and never eaten. The results of the
above investigation wore recorded in the Dictionary, and it may suffice to say
that tho poisonous principle was discovered to be due to very numerous bundles

^
of crystals of oxalate of lime, and thus to mechanical irritation similar to that
produced by cowhage (Vitcitna in-urUuM) or chopped hairs administered in food.
The crystals, it may be observed, are indissoluble in boiling water, but are
rendered inert by water slightly acidulated with hydrochloric or nitric acid,

and to a less extant with acetic acid. Hence in preparing tubers
for food the Natives almost always add an acid vegetable or fruit such as
tamarind.

COMMIPHORA, iTacq. (Balsamodendron, AwnfA.)
;

FI. Br.
Ind., i., 529-30; Engler in DC., Monog. Pkaner., iv., 7-29; Engler and
Prantl, Pfianzenfam., in., pt. 4, 251-6

;
Index Keu'., i., 593, suppl. i.,

108 ;
ii., 46 ;

BubseracEiE. A genus of small spiny, balsamiferous

trees containing some 80 species, of which 60 are African and only 5

Indian. Some yield Bdellium, others Balsam, and others Myrrh.
C. Agallocha, tngi.

, Amyna Commiphora, Roxb., FI. Ind ,\i, 245 ;
B. Roxburghii,

Arn. ; gugala, gugal, mhaiahabola, gugar, gukul, etc. It boars, in fact, the same
names as the next species. A native of Eastern Bengal, Sylhot and Assam.
It was formerly supposed to yield Indian bdellium or gugnl, but its gum is now
said to be used oidy as an adulterant of, and not as a substitute for, myrrh.

C. Mukul, fnff/ , Indian Bdolliuin, gugala, guggul, giigal, gukkal, mukul, mai-
ahdkahi or maiadchi, koushikaha, etc A tree found in the and zones of Sind,
Kathiawar, Rajputana, Borar and Khandesh. A gum exudes from incisions

on the bark made m the cold season. It occurs iii vermiform pieces of a
brown or greenish colour, and is put on the market as a siibstituto for African
bdellium. The Indian supply comes very largely from Amraoti and is used in

Bombay, mixed with mortar, as a fine Cement (p. 20,‘i). It is employed
MEDICINALLY in leprosy, rhouraatiBm, etc. Datt [Mat. Med Hind

, 1900, 132-6)
says that “ old guggulu is dry and without flavour or colour, and should not
be used m medicine.” Moodoon Sheriff [Mat. Med. Mad., 1391, 93) remarks
that the wholesale price is Rs. 4 per maund and retail 3 annas per lb.

The commercial interest in the products of this genus centres on the foreign
supply largely imported into Bombay. Of those mentioia may be made of
Bdellium and Bysabol from Africa ; Balsam of Mecca (mor, haldaan), an aromatic
oloo-resin from Arabia; and Myrrh, both that which comes from Africa (Somali-
land) and that from Arabia. The best is the karam or banda rkaram, and tho
second quality the meetiya or chenai-bol. Recently Europe has begun to import
these products direct instead of vid Bombay. Tho value of tiandar karam at
Bombay is given as Rs. 34 per maund of 37^ lb , meetiya Rs. 16 to 25, refuse Rs. 8.

In 1808 tho East India Co imported into England 53 cwt. of myrrh valued at
£1,014 = £19 2a. Id. per cwt. Tho present-day price is about £6 per cwt, bub
exact particulars of the import and re-export trade are not available. It is

possible that some portion of the transactions mentioned under Boswellla (p. 174)
belong in reality to i'atnmipiiorn. [Cf. Kew Bull., 1896, 91-4 ; Kew Mua.
Guide, 1907, 39-40.]

Holmes (Pharm. Joum. (ser. 4), lii., 606) says that myrrh now reaches
London direct from Arabia and Abyssinia. \^on it comes from Bombay it is

called Rod Zanzibar. He has also urged that it would be preferable to retain the
name nninnmoiientifou in preference to substituting Commiphora. [Cy.
Tsohirch, Die Harze und die Harzbehdlter, 1906, i., 391-410.]
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COPPER AND BRASS ; Cuprum, Its Ores, Salts, AUoys :d.E.P^

and Manufactures; Ball, Man. Econ.Geol. Ind., 1881, 239-80; Hoey, 647-6 .

Monog. Trade and Mannf. N. Ind., 1880, 102, 131, 164, 198-200 ;
King and Copper.

Pope, Gold, Copper, and Lead in (Jhota Nagpur, 1891, 95-170
;

Holland,

Copper Mine of the Pat-Pat Gold Mining Co., Singhbhum
;

Foote, Geol.

Bellary, in Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1 895. ,xxvi., 197-9 ;
R.E.P., Bev. Min. Prod.

Ind., 1894-6, etc.
;
Ind. Art. at Delhi, 190.3, 16-7, .52-62, 47.5-6; Hayden,

Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1904, 1-4
;
Mem. Geol Surv. Ind., xxxi

,
172 -3, 291—4 ;

Holland, Rev. Min. Prod

,

in Rec. Geol. Surv Ind., 190.5. xxxii., pt. i..

104-5. The tanhdh, tdmd, tdmra, trambu, tdmhra, nohds, mis, shenbii, rdgi,

kaiyem, etc. (copper and copper-ore)
,

pital (brass) ; kdrma (hell-inctal).

COPPER METAL: Occurrence and Production.—For detailed in- Ooeurrenco.
formation regarding the Indian mines and .sonrci of > oppi-r ore, the rcade/

is referred to the publications iiieidioueil above. The uuligeiious industry

of copper smelting may be said to have been dormant m India for many snieitmg.

yeans, though some short time ago expcctation.s of its revival were enter-

tained in connection with two loc.ilitic.s in Bengal, viz. Singhbhnm and
Darbhum. More recently di.scoverics of .-.ome value have been made in

Darjeeling, Chanda, (larhwai, As.sam and Baluchistan, etc. An elaborate

historical account of the Chota Nagpur copper-fields is given by King ami ciiicf LoaUities.

Pope in the work cited above, and will repay perasal. Holland .say.s

that copper wa.s formerly smi-lted in considerable quantities in South
India, Rajputana, and at various parts of the outer Himalaya, where a

killas-like rock persists along the whole range and i.s known to bo copper-

bearing in Kullu, Garhwal, Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. He adds that all

attempts by European companies to open up the deposits have proved
unsuccessful and the Native.s no longer work the ore themselves. Never- Mmmg Losses,

theloss mining leases are still held and prospecting licenses arc frequently

granted for copper-ore. It will be seen from the statistics of the imports

of foreign copper and brass that if a paying deposit could be opmied there

is a large annual demand in India which might be contested. It may he Anciont

said of the ancient workings that they very rarely reached the pyntic ore

because with their simple and meffimeiit appliances they were unable to

cope with the flow of water which followed their mining operations Himee
the ore smelted was principally oxides and carbonates.

Indian Copper and Brass Workers.—^There may be said to be three Works,
classes of operatives concerned in the copper and brass trade, viz. smelters, ameitera;

foundrymon, and coppersmith.s. Every village has its trade m copper
vessels, and moSt have, in addition, their coppersmiths. The iron and
brass foundries are often treated conjointly, so that separate statistical

returns cannot be furnished. Thus in the Moral and Material Progress

of India (1905-6, 178) the number of workers for 1905 is stated to have
been 24,.300. It has been repeatedly pointed out that there is a tendency
for the copper and brass industry to become more and more concentrated

in the towns, a movement which must contribute to its better organisation.

Certain centres having become famous for their copper and brass manu- OtJief Ceutros.

factures are securing a large proportion of the total trade and drawing the
best workers away from the villages. Nevertheless the industry as a whole
is said to be in a secure state compared with many of the other indigenous
crtJfts, and this result is largely a consequence of the essentially hand-labour amd-iaboor.

character of much of the goods turned out.

Statistics of the Indian outturn of copper are not available, but in the
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INDIAN COPPER AND BRASS

concluding paragraph will be found full particulars of the foreign trade,

and these give the most accurate conception possible of the Indian copper-

smith’s craft.

Copper and Brass Wares.—The tamhd (Copper), fital (Brass), jasta

(Zinc), rangd (Tin and Pewter), and sisa (Lead).
Each province has two or more centres noted for copper and brass works,

henco tho diversity of art designs in the ornamentation of these metals. Brass

is on alloy of copper and zinc usually in the proportion of 2 to 1 or 4 to 3, but

it is rarely made in India, being generally imported as sheet-brass. A cheaper

but inferior alloy of copper, zinc and tin is called bharat, kaakut, or kanad But
phul or kanai is the most con.stant of Indian alloys and corresponds to the bell-

metal or white brass of Europe. It is a bright metal, takes a high polish, and
18 composed of copper and tin in tho proportion of 7 to 2. Hooy mentions
the kaahharaa are tho vondor.s (not themselves the manufacturers) of ornaments
made from an amalgam of copper and zinc. Tho actual manufacturers are

dhaliyaa or b}uiriyaa, tho former castmg in stone moulds, the latter in clay.

In tho Hindu order of purity gold is followed by copper, silver, brass and
iron Brass is dotestablo (ntakruh) to tho Muhammadans, who prefer earthenware,
but copper may bo tinned and approved in that form. The Hindu ceremonial
law prohibits phul or bell-metal as containing powtor (rangd) This is unfortunate,
since phul is by far the most sanitary metal m India, and in it acid materials
may bo cooked and milk anil curds kept, whereas such is nob tho case with copper
or brass.

Indian craftsmen manifest a wide knowledge of tho technique and utilisa-

tion of these metals and thoir alloys. The huge brass idols of Burma are cast

with appliances and by a staff of operators absurdly inadequate when judged
by European standards. Chain bangles and anklets (aanth), often worn by the
peasants, are moulded in Rajputana and elsewhere and sold at a few annas a
pair that could not bo manufactured in Europe or America at so small a price.

[Cf Textile Journ., 1891, i, 78.] Between these extremes in magnitude and
intricacy may bo said to lie the long range of domestic and sacred utensils, in the
production of which the craft has drawn to its ranks men of nearly every caste
in addition to tho hereditary workers, the kaaeraa and lhatheraa.

Domestic vessels are rarely ornamented because, by ceremonial law, they
must bo scoured with mud before being washed with water. The commonest
copper or brass vessel of tho Hindus is tho globular melon-shaped lotd, which is

flattened from the top and possessed of an elegantly reflexed rim. It is doubt-
less modelled after tho expanding lotus-flower ( vviiiwiKmmi apecioHn >»). The
Muhammadans have given tho lota (or, as they call it, tho tonti) a spout, in order
to secure an approach to tho running water ordained by the Koran for their
ablutions. Tho spouted water-pot has given rise to a totally different senes of
mctal-work, both domestic and decorative, from those connected with tho Hindu
lota. And perhaps to this may also bo traced the broader (transverse) develop-
ments of Hindu and tho narrower (more longitudinal) designs of Muhammadan art.

Ceremonial implements and the vessels elaborated from these are richly varied
in shape and ornamentation. Examples are the koaa or panch-patr, a spathe-like
vessel used in raising water ; the kuai or arhnvmi or spoon used by the priests m
sprinkling holy water ; tho dhupddnt or censor ; the einhaaan or idol-throno of
lotus-leaf pattern ; the hanging lamps (arti) , the bolls (ghantd), and in particular
tho chains by which these are suspended in tho temples ; and the designs usually
atlopted for idols, especially those portraying tho youth and pastoral existences
of Krishna, are all highly artistic and have contributed very grdktly to Indian
conventional art. The following publications will be found useful as reviewing
the chief centres and styles of Indian copper and brass work :

—

Panjab and Northern India : Kipling, Journ. Ind. Art, 1884, i., pt. 1. ; Old
Kashmir Copper Ware, I c. pt. v. ; also Copper and Brass, Delhi, l.c 1887, Amritsar,
and Lahore, 1888 ; Johnstone, Morwg. Brass and Copper Pb., 1888 ; C. H. B.
m Civil and Military Oaz., Jan. 6, 1902. United Provinces: Benares Ware,
Journ. Ind Art, 1885, i., pt. 7 : Moradabad Ware, l.c,

;

Crooke, Copper and Brass in
Mirzapore, l.c. 1893, No. 44; Dampier, Monog. Brass and Copper U. Prov., 1894.
Rajputana and Centbal India : Hendley, Jaipur Mus. Cat. ; Brass, Copper
and Mixed Metal-wares of Jaipur, Journ. Ind. Art, 1886, i.. No. 12; Jaipur,
Lucknow, Kashmir, Copper and Brass, etc , l.c. 1891, No. 36. Bombay : Hammered
Copper in School of Art, Journ. Ind. Art, 1886, i.,No. 11 j

Brass and Copper Born-
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hay, Joum. Soc. Arts, 1896-7, vii., No. 66, 13. Madras : Hoyno, Tracts on Ind..

1814, 108-17 ; Tanjore Work, Encrusted Ware, Journ. Ind. Art, 1886, i., No 14 ;

Holder, Monog. Brass and Copper Wares, Madras. Central Provinces : Monog.
Brass and Copper Ware, 1894. Benoat. ; Mukharji, Art Manuf., 1888 ;

Monog.
Brass and Copper Manuf., 1894. Assam- Oait, Note on Copper and Brass
Wares in Assam, 1894; Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 42-62.

COPPER SALTS.

—

The moat important n the Sulphate—Blue-stone, Blue atone.

nila-thiUhia (mla-tutia), mor-tuUd. maytl-hdlam, tnrvchu, qalqand, doutha,

etc., etc. Speaking of this salt, Holland observes “ For many years

pyritous deposits in India have been turned to account for the manufacture
of soluble sulphates of iron and copper,” as alsti in the rnaniifat ture of alum
—the double sulphate of alumina and potash. He then discusses the im-
portance of the manufacture of sulphurK' acd yiee pp. 50 -1) ;,s a link in the suiyhoric Aoid.

chain of production of many of the most nnpoitant cheniicil and metal- •

lurgical industries—such as soap, gl.iss, p.apor, oils, Ive.-;, etc. He fuither

points out that it is a by-produci, of such valui- as fo admit of the
smelting of ores which it would be inuio.ssible otherwise to undertake. But
in Europe the price of sulphuric acid ha.s been reduced, during thi past

100 years, from £30 to f2 a ton, and in con lequence this originated such Rreorii of

activity and lar-reaching competition as to have all but exterminated
®

the ancient Indian manufacture of alum, copperas, blue-stone and the

alkalis and akalme earths, reduced the export trade in nitre, rendered
the smelting of copper and several other metals no longer profitable,

robbed the country every year of nearly 100,000 tons of phosphatic

fertilisers, and compelled India to pay ten million sterling for products

obtained in Europe from minerals identical with those lying idle in

India. Under the account of Alkalis and Alkaline Earths (pp. 60, 55)

it will be found that this subject has been incidentally discussed already.

So again under Coal and the Manufacture of Coke (p. 347) mention
will be found of the loss to India of a valuable manure. Hence it

may fairly be said that a more important and more immediate direction

for developing India’s productive resources could hardly be mentioned
than the utili.sation of her pyritous deposits by the modern economical

methods pursued in Europe. As exemplifying thi,s contention it may bo

pointed out that the production of sulphuric acid from iron pyrites was
in Germany 358,149 tons in 1882 and 754,151 tons in 1898. Of that

large quantity only 26,000 tons were exported ;
the balance was used up

in the German chemical industries which within the past three-quarters

of a century have expanded from a mere nominal value to a capitalisa-

tion of £60,000,000.

The manufacture of copper sulphate as pursued in India at the present

day is on a very small scale. The knowledge of its possible production
from pyrites has been possessed by the people of India from a remote
antiquity. The pure salt is, however, imported extensively from Europe.
Medical writers, such as Dutt, give particulars of the methods of refinement

pursued with the salt that is to be used for medicinal purposes. These are

very possibly of questionable advantage. Blue-stone is extensively used
in medicine, in dyeing, and as an ingredient in one of the best-known
and most valuable fungicides—the “ Bordeaux Mixture.” (See Camellia,

p. 229.)

Cbpper Acetate, Verdigris {zangdr), is manufactured by the sirkaJeash

or vinegar makers. They buy up copper filings from the coppersmiths.

These are put into a jar and covered with distilled vinegar {arag). The pot
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is closed at night but open during the day. After twenty-four hours the

arag is poured off and mixed with water and left to evaporate until only the

zangdr remains. Copper acetate and the arsenito of copper are used

as insecticides and as colouring reagents. Zangdr yields a blue-green of

great beauty. \Cf. Hocy, Mmog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind., 1880, 195.]

TRADE IN COPPER, e/c.—O’Conor (Rev. Trade Ind., 1898-9, 15)

says, “ The trade in this metal follows closely the fluctuations m its

price and in the matc'nal condition of the people. In a time of

scarcity and famine the imports fall in a marked degree, the copper

utensils of the household being the first articles parted with in the

pinch of distress. For the time earthen utensils are substituted,

and the stock of copper in the braziers’ shops accumulates. When
plenty reigns again, copper pots are in active demand and the import

trade is lively.” The instabiiitv of price owing to frhe operation of

speculators is another factor which advcrsclv affects the Indian

market. Any rise of price lias an immediate effect in decreasing

the demand for copper and throwing the people back to earthenware

[Rev., l.c. 1901-2, 9.) O’Conor returns to this subject and observes. “ So
nnicli, however, i.s tins trade a sort of economic barometer measuring
the presence or absence of pressure on the people, that the figures of the

trade luent attention :

—

ImporlH in Cwt. of Popper.

1890-7 . . 240,648 1901 2 193,822.”
1897-8 . . 322,348 1902-3 395,850
1898-9 . 251,301 1903-4 433,091
1899-1900. 90,846 1904r-5 427,233
1900-1 159,971 1906-7 211,959

To the retm'ns quoted by O’Conor have been added (as a matter of

convenience) the figures lor the years 1902 to 1906.

Robertson (Rev Trade Ind., lOOl-S, 8) remarks, “ After five years

of steady progress the imports of copper have fallen by 1'3 per cent, in

quantity and 2-7 per cent, m value.” “ Cwing to the rise of prices m
Europe, caused by large demands for America and China, imports of both
unwrought and wrought copper were greatly restricted during the last

quarter of the year. The sensitiveness of the Indian demand to price

changes is always noticeable, for besides its increasing use for industrial

purposes, copper as the material for household utensils is an article of

great importance in the domestic economy of the people, and their ability

to satisfy their requirements is regulated first by th^ir iiTatenal prosperity,

which IS principally a question of good or bad crops, and secondly, by
the comniodity being cheap or dear.” The ominous decline thus briefly

indicated became even more marked in 1905-6, when it amounted to 36-5

per cent, of the quantity and 32 per cent, of the value. [(?/. Noel-Paton,
Rev. Trade Ind., 1905-6, 10.]

But to obtain a full conception of the traffic it is necessary to add to

the above imports of copper those in brass of all kinds. These fluctuate
from 10,(X)0 to 12,000 cwt., valued at from 6 to 8 lakhs of rupees. The
grand totals for the years 1902-7 thus became.—1902-3, 407,494 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 2,03,28,468 ;
190.3-4, 444,188 cwt., Rs. 2,23,37,805 ;

1904-5,
437,043 cwt., Rs. 2,16,66,708; 1906-7, 223,097 cwt., Rs. 1,46,88,04^.

The major portion of the imports come from the United Kingdom
Of the supply (copper only), 133,091 cwt., secured by India in 1903-4,
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Jute

the largest quantity imported in the last five years, the United Kingdom
supplied 293,595 and each of the following countries furnished from 18,000
to 25,000 cwt,, viz. Ceylon, Hongkong, Belgium, Germany and Japan.
Bombay takes by far the largest share (228,874 cwt. in 1903-4), followed

by Bengal (163,908 cwt.) and by Madras, a long way third (34,501 cwt.).

COPTIS TEETA, WaH. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 23; Hobson-Jobson,
(ed. Crooke), 1903, 548-9

; RaNUNcULAfEas. Coptis or Gold Thread, it-> 621-0.

tUd, mdmird
(

^ mdmirdn), mahmira, pita-karosana. A small stemless Trta.

herb, with perennial root-stock, met with in the temper.ite regions of

the Mishnu hills, cast of Assam. The plants are said to grow on ihe

ground among the moss around the stems of trees.

Very little, if any, additional information is available smoe the publication
*

of tho Dictionary.^ and the original article aliould therefore be coji-.iilted. Four
reasons, it will there bo found, were given tor questioiung the absolute idonti-

lication of the tonic drug prepared from this plant with tho “ niamirds ” of early
European writers.

The Bengal supply comes through Assam, but a Chinese root, the identity Supply,

of which must be regarded as uncertain, is also imported into India. Tim latter

may possibly be a different species of #•»!»«*, for it Is to be observed that
V. n Hemo» nrfohn affords a medicinal root in .Tapnn, whilst trl/oHa, Salub

,

yields both a medicinal root and a yellow dye in North America. {Cf. Wiesner, Die
Rohst. dea Pflanzenr , ii., 477.] But the thicker Chinese rhizome as described
by Dymock seems to recall some of the forms of katki or kuru, such as iNci-o-

SirvrttH t'hinfUt,

etc. It is just possible also that one or other of these roots may be sold Substitutes

as litd in the Upper and Western Provinces. Indeed J. D Hooker was
actually presented in Sikkitn with a handful of the so-called “ teeta,’ which ho
identified as nirrorhtui. It would thu.s soem highly likely that that,

being the most abundant Indian equivalent, may have been at an early
date identified with tho classical rtidmtrds, and called mdmirdn. At all

events it is largely sold throughout India and i.s freipiently mentioned in

The Bower Manuscript of date 5th century. Moreover it is worth noting
that t'oiitiH. Hci'bccii.. and doubtless many other yellow bitter drugs
contain berbenne, which, it would .soem, constitutes their efficacy as eye-
salves. For example, from Mussoune and other localities on theN.W. Himalaya
the roots of are collected and soldimder the name momiri.
Aitchison speaks of the roots of both a i'nfyaaiit and a tJeitutimn being used
111 Afghanistan as a drug, which is there called mdmtrdn. Two samples were
examined by Mr. Bhaduri anci found to contain 6’85 and 6’5 per cent, berbenne
respectively (Rept. Labor Ind. Mus., 1902-3, 29). In conclusion it may bo
noted that v. Tvetu and tho use of mdmirdn as an oyo-salve were unknown to tho
Sanskrit medical writers—they are doubtless of Muhammadan introduction.

(See Berbens, p. 130.)

Apart from the ^utilisation of v<n>ttn as a collyrium or eyo-salve, tho root .joliynnm.

makes a valuable tonic iit the debility following fevers, etc , but it is not a febri-

fuge. There appears, however, to be a considerable demand for it in India,
and it might bo found profitable as a cultivated plant. But it may be here added Mishml roison.

that the Mishmi poison consists of a mixture of powdered t'lta with the pulp
of an acid glutinous fruit such as oiiirnin vitedomi. It is generally employed
by hunters for killing wild animals. [C/. Pharmacog. Ind. ui (app. ), 93-3.]

The Mishmis gather the roots of the titd, towards tho end of the rainy season. Trade m Tua.
and carry them, packed in tiny wicker-work baskets, to Sadiya, whore they are
bought by Assamese and Bengali merchants, apparently at about \d per oz.

The drug found m Bombay comes from China vm Singapore in bulk, the bettor
and thinner root fetching about Bs. 3^ per lb. and the second kind Rs. 2.

CORCHORUS, fAuu. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 396-8 ; Tiuace.®. The
Jute ’Fibre of commerce, Jew’s Mallow; the patla, "juta, jala, kdlasdka ib> 634-02;

of Sanskrit authors (according to Skeat, Dutt and others). It is, however,
by no means very clearly nor fully indicated in the classic literature of
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India. In the vernaculars it is the pdt, jhut, jhoto, jhiUo, etc. When

specially used as a vegetable it is nalita or nadika—the molochia or me-

lochia of the Arabs. The fibre is -pat, koshta, etc., the coarse sackcloth

woven of it and formerly used by the very poor in Bengal is tdt, and the

bags made of it are choti or gemi.

Species and Varieties.—It may be said that there are two important

cultivated forms of this genus and many wild species which are distributed

throughout the tropics of Asia, Africa, and America. Geographical

evidence is thus very nearly unavailing m any effort that may be desired

to trace out the origin and history of the chief cultivated forms ;

—

C. capsularis, Linn.; Plukenet, Aim. Bot., 1696, ii., 18, t. 255,

f. 4; Ganja saliva, Rtimphius, Herb. Amh., 1750, v., 212, t. 78, f. 1;

Lamarck, Encijcl. Bot. (under Corete), 1786, li., 104, t. 478, f. 3 ;
Tjoureiro,

FI. Coch., 1790, 334; Jones, As. lies., 1795, iv., 297; Kbxburgh, Trans.

Soc. Arts., 1806, xxiv., 146, 151 ; Carey, As Res., 1808, x., 11
;
Wight,

7c. PI Irul. Or.. 1840, i., t. 311
;
.Tacquin, Ecloqce PI , 1844, ii., t. 119;

Hooker, Journ. Bot., 1850, 91-2, t. 3 ;
Bretschneider, Hist. Europ. Bot.

Disc, in China, 1898, .35, 239, 410 ,
Sadebeck, KuUurgew. der Deut. Kolon.,

1899, 299-303; Jumclle, Les Cult. Colon. [Indust.), 1901, 41; Wiesner,

Die Pohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii., .330 ;
Semler, Trap. Agrik., 1903, iii.,

654 et seq-, etc., etc.

This is the ghi naltu pdt of Koxburgh (FI. Ind., ii., 581) and the

narchd of Dutt [Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 302). The fibre is the true

pdt or koshtd, the latter name being pos.sibly derived from the Sanskrit

knsha a sheath and given in allusion to the fibres around the stem beneath

the bark. It is recognised by its glabrous leaves, small flowers and sub-

globose, not beaked, but warted fruits. As pointed out in the Dictionary,

however [l.c. 536), the fruit in the cultivated species of the genus Con-
t horns, as in Ilt assirtt, is very variable. It seems, mfact, probable that

the peculiarities of the seed are much more constant than the shape of

the fi-uit or the number of its carpels and valves. It is thus highly likely

that this, as also the next form, are but cultivated conditions unworthy
of the specific positions usually as.signed to them. They are at all events

each representative of groups of cultivated races that vary in colour of

stem, shape of leaf, degree of hairiness, size of fiower, shape and number
of valves of fruit, etc., etc., until a panorama of specimens might be
assorted that would not only break down the separation of ruinsifla ris

from oUtoriifs but might even endanger the positions of C. trilornlnris

and uentanffnlns. This much is certain, nfrmely that if specimens

be furnished in flower but not in fruit, the two chief jute plants can with
difficulty be separately distinguished.

Mr. Burkill m a report submitted on Novojnber 7, 1903, to the Director of
Land Records and Agriculture, Bengal, as the result of his cnfical study of the
races of this species, has pointed out that when grown in proximity to each other
all these become crossed so freely th.at in a remarkably short time the progeny
cannot be recognised as anything more than mongrels. The flowers are freely
visited by bees and appear to be most readily cross-fertilisod, though a certain
percentage of self-pollination also occurs Burkill remarks, moreover, that
there are hardly any naked-eye features that one can seize on whereby to dis-

tinguish the races of jute, except the colour of the stems and leaf-st^ks, the
time of flowering and the height that the plants attain. The only one of these
characters serviceable at thinning time is the first, and this m Burkill’s c^inion
may have led to the development of the special red or green races that are
characteristic of certain districts. N. O. Mukerji and R. 8. Finlow, who
wrote » note on explorations conducted by them m 1904, say there are three
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chief forms of v. cmpun la fin. These are the Tarla, the Bombay and the Deawal.
The first grows the tallest (10 to 12 feet) while the last attains to only 7 feet, and
the Bombay to 9 feet. The Uirla stands waterlogging better, i.e. it does not Tnrta
get so “rooty” if late in the season there is an accumulation of 4 or 6 feet of
water in the field. The Bombay and deawal both get rooty under these circuni- Bombay,
stances. The deawal comes to maturity early m July or even late in June, and Dawal
has not, therefore, much time to get rooty, but it branches freely. The Bombay,
though it gets rooty does not branch much, and bears very little fruit. The
tarla is tho form preferred where there is liability to much inundation.

Habitat.—Bretschnoider (2 c 441) observes that a species of Vnrdun uh is Habitat,
grown to a large extent in the plain of Ning-po. In China this fibre is used in tho
manufacture of sacks and bags for holding nee and other grains. So again, he
says, jute [fnrchormM Np.) is the most important fibre plant of fho plain of Tientsin.
It grows to a great height. The Board of Trade Journal (Oct 2i), 1903) speaks
of the exports of 40,000 cwt. of jute from Tientsin. Tho speciinons ui the Kew yiimoae.
Herbarium show that the Cafrliui «« of Tiontsm is the present species^

Further, Roxburgh tells us that a roildish-sfemmed form o' <' - mpuulai In had
boon successfully acchmatised in Bengal, the seeds of which came from Canton.
This, he adds, yields a better quality fibre than the «' cnpmninrln of Bengal.

So far as India 18 concerned to-day, i" is grown mainly m Eastern Kn*tern Bengal,

and Northern Bengal and Assam, and thus in a country that possesses many
strongly Chinese peculiarities : seen in the pciiple who inhabit it, in thoir articles

of food and nature of some of their social customs, as also in the climate and
soil of their country (see Boebmerla nlvea, p. 148) If, therefore, one were pressed
to give an opinion, based on botanical data, as to whether or not jute was in-

digenous to India, that position might have to be conceded for »' ontoriuM—
the least important of the two jute plants, but very possibly would have to bo
refused for t’. eupMuimi in, unless an exception wore made m favour of Eastern
and Northern Bengal, a tract of India with strong Chinese characteristics. In fact

at least one of the best varieties, has already been indicated as

derived from China, though in connection with the earliest published drawing
of that species the author (Plukenot) speaks of it as the American plant with
long leaves and striated sub-rotund fruits.

I have in tho Dictionary (2 c. 636) discussed the specimens of this species seen Herbarium

by me in the Calcutta Herbarium. It may bo useful to give here some par-

ticulars of the examples in the Kew Herbarium No specimen in either col-

lection is stated by the contributor to have been found wild in India, in the Malaya,
in China, or in Japan. With tho exception of a specimen from Natal (of which
little is known) there are no examples of this plant from Africa, Arabia or America.
The following may be specially mentioned :—From India—Upper Assam (by
Jenkins) ; Bengal ; Sikkim Terai, a remarkable example collected by Hooker
and which has long narrow linear, deeply and unifoimly serrate leaves ; other
examples of the typical form from Moradabad ; Saharanpur

;
Kanara, and

Mysore. From Ceylon—a few sheets. Many examples from China, most of

them stated to bo cultivated and one accompanied with samples of the fibre

and fragments of tho textiles made of it, viz. that from Ningpo (Hosie’s collec-

tion)
;
Foochow (Carles) ; Kiu kiong (Shearer) ;

Yangtsze-kiaing (Faber)
;
Hong-

kong (Champion, cultivated). [Cf. Hemsloy, Joum. Linn. Soc. (Bot.), 1886,

xxiii., 94.] From Japan—two samples, one said to be cultivated, tho other no
record. Lastly from Perak, Tonkin (Balansa’s collection) ; Sarawak and the

Celebea—fairly complete sets, but none of them stated to have been found in a
wild condition.

Not a feiw authors have, however, affirmed that this plant is wild in China, Not
tho Malaya and India. I repeat there are no botamcal specimens either in tho todlgeaous to

Calcutta or tho Kew Herbaria to support the opinion that it is indigenous to

India, and in my personal experience it nowhere exists there, even in a state of

acclimatisation. It is a cultivated plant of a very restricted area, and one
subject to greater racial modification than tho next form.

C. olltoriua, Linn,, including C. fleceinfiiif/nlnris, Roxh., FI. Ind., India

ii., 682; Camerarius, Hort. Med., 1688, 47, f. 12; Prosper Alpinus, De PI. geuerally.

Mgypti, 1592, 39 and t.; Parkinson, Theat. Bot., 1640, 309 and fig.
; Plukenet,

Aim. Bot., 1696, 17; Pkyt., 1. 127, ff. 3, 4; Forskal, FI. Mygpt. Arab., 1775,

101 ;
Lamarck, Encycl, Bot., 1786, ii., 103, t. 478, f, 1 ;

Bot, Mag,, 1828, iv., •
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f. 2810 (but fruit a little too pointed)
;

Ricliter, Codex. Bot. Linn., 1840,

525 (shows that Linn, first ineludcd Pluk., t. 127, f. 3, under this species

and subsequently placed it under C. CBsluans, Sp. PI., 1762, 746 ;
but

Linn, cites in addition Browne, Trmmfeita, in Nat. Hist. Jam., 232, t. 25,

f. 1—a plate, that in my opinion is rather C. acutangulus) ;
Martins,

FL Bras., 1842, xii., pt. in., 126 ; Pram, Beng. Plants, n, 286 ;
etc., etc.

The vernacular names usually given to this species cannot be accepted

a.s separately distinguishing it, though ban-pdt is its most general name

—

a circumstaiHic indicative of its frequency as a weed of cultivation. So

also the fibre of this form is perhaps that very generally designated as

desi pat or tosha, Moreover the plant is (even m India) the edible species of

authors, and it is just possible that itcorresponds with the Jew’s Mallow and

'even the meloehia of the early writers. Miikerji {Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901,

298) would, however, seem to think rap.sntm-i.s is the»vegetable and

iJitoi itiit the medicinal form. It is thus possible that the tender

shoots of both species are eaten. The Indian names—ndlita (a corruption

of the Sanskrit nadiA'a), nulm, narich, sag, ate.—may, however, be accepted

as mainly denoting the present spciues. It is, therefore, somewhat sur-

prising that the plant figured by Ruinphius as the sag of Bengal should

have been rapsutai-is. This was most probably a mistake due

to his not having personally investigated the liengal plant. The Gan]a

saliva of Rumphius (his cultivated species) is undoubtedly, however, V,

aapsalafis, while his Gan'ja agreslis (or the wild form) is not a species of

Corchorus at all. It would thus seem fairly certain that Linnasus was
in error when he identified the latter as C. oUtorius, and to this

error very possibly is attributable the statement, made perhaps more
emphatic than the facts justify, viz. that (', olitorias is indigenous to

India. But it is curious that Rumphius should have regarded
r<4pstil<trl.s as the special cultivated form, since m Egypt, Africa, America
and India, (\ olitin ins is the edible and hence the cultivated plant of

most non-Indian authors. Sir William Jones while discussing the sand
(Cfotaffti-ia Jtuire(() incidentally speaks of the “ Capsular Corchorus," so

that by 1795 the two forms may be assumed to have been accepted by
Indian botanical authors as distinct.

Descrip-
tion.

African versu,^

Indian.

Habitat.

Claim to boing
Indigenous.

Races.

The loaves of nutuniot are usually glabrous, except on the petioles
and veins of the undorsuifaoe ; the flowers are seemingly larger than m i'.

riiiimiittfln

;

tho capsulo IS elongate, cylindrical, usually not materially tapered
at either end, glabrous, smooth, beak long, straight, cells and valves generally
four but five not uncommon. It would seem that the fruits are longer, thicker
and smoother in tho African than m the Indian forms, though apparently the
fruit 18 smooth when collected mature and worted when immature Some of
the African and Egyptian forms have tho fruit tapered at both ends : this is

not true of the Indian plant.

Habitat.—In tho Flora of British India (l.c. 397) it is observed this species
that it IS indigenous in many parts of India, and distributed by cultivation to all
tropical countries. The chief centres of its Indian cultivation are tho districts of
Bardwan, Khulna, 24-rarganas, Hughh, etc., but it is mot with here and there
completely acclimatised on roadsides and margins of fields all over India and
Burma. Its claim to being strictly speakmg indigenous, however, rests on
doubtful evidence. It is certainly more frequently and more widely met with
in India than is i'. ra irnntni-ii It seems also fairly certain that in India it is
a much less variable plant than tho “ Capsular Corchorus.” But it may be said
that while all the forms met with in the Indian jute area do not (on thobotanwial
standard) amount to more than cultivated races, there are numerous allied forms
mot with m Africa, Egypt and America that perhaps deserve to be recogmsed
as definite varieties. But on tho other hand several plants described by botamsts
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aa species might very possibly bo more accurately treated as varieties of the present.
But it is hardly matter for surprise that a pot-herb, met with throughout the
tropical regions of the globe, and which has existed at least for centuries under
garden cultivation, should have assumed a multiplicity of varieties and races ; in
fact the comparative paucity of Indian forms is a significant circumstance. In
India it is invariably found on high and dry land, hanlly ever under the inundation
indispensable with f ra iimiinvlH. It is admittedly inferior as a source of jute,

and is never cultivated where 13 possible. But it occasionally
grows taller than even some of the forms of m itHiiia i-Ih, such b.s the deswaZ;
it prefers sandy loams, and takes a longer time to come to maturity (September
and October, the desival season being July).

In the Kew Herbarium there are numerous interesting sampl-is of this spocios
the labels of which occasionally bear m.struetive notes, a few of which may
be here quoted —b'rom India—Mailras, enltivated in gardens ; Mysoie (Bottler’s
specimen has the note that paper is made from it m Bengal)

;
Lower Bengal,

many
j
Burma, Ava (Wall, herb ) ; Belgaum, Kit '-hie’-., said to l.o eaten but not ‘

cultivated, though always found near cultivation . Moradabail . Amb.alla, in

cornfields ; Kumaon, up to 4,000 foot ; Nopal , Simla, up to 4.000 foot 11 , fields

Afghanistan, roadsides and ficld.s ; Sm<l, occasionally From China—Yunnan.
From Cet/ton, up to 3,000 foot. From A/rx a and A'l/yp/—Liberia (Sir H H Johnston
contributes a plant with very large smoi'th fruits, and narrow, thick, and “harplv
serrate leaves); Angola: Sonegambia

,
Sierra Leone, cultivated; Zambesi

(vernacular name fererc = eaten) ; Nigor river, in fields; Kordofan, edges of

fields ; Khartoum ;
Lake Nyasaa , Cross Hi\ or, Old Calabar. From Mndaaascar.

In the West Indies—Cuba and Jamaica, ciiltivafed from Calcutta seed From
Mauritius, mtroduced before 1804, now a weed. From Java, Philippines, etc.

From Australia—Alligator River (loaves very narrow), etc , etc.

CULTIVATION IN INDIA.

History.

—

The history of the modern jute industry is exceedingly interesting

and at the same time closely associated with the British rule in India There can
bo little doubt jute fibre has been known in India from comparatively ancient

times, but the confusion that existed, almost down to the middle of the 19th
century, in the use of the words san, bhanga, p<it, goni, gama [gunny), hemp, etc.,

renders it often a matter of supreme uncertainty what particular fibre may have
been indicated by the majority of writers who uso one or other of those names.
It would seem more than probable that mn-hemp (tho fibre of Crotalai la juncea,

see pp. 430-7) was bettor or earlier known to tho ancient Hindus than wore jute or
even the true hemp (Cannabis aatlva. see pp 261-6). Moreover, it is almost safe

to assume that for many centuries tho names mentioned were used almost
synonymously, just as m modern commerce there aro perhaps a dozen widely
different fibres all called hemp. Hence also tho expression, frequently mot with
in Indian modern trade returns, of “ hemp other than jute,” which shows that

jute was viewed as but a form of hemp that it had been found desirable to record
under a separate heading The first commercial mention of the word ‘

‘ jute ” occurs
apparently m tho returns for 1828, and it seems fairly certain tho vernacular
name pdt had by then been fixed as tho equivalent of jute. In the Bengal Board
of Trade, consultations for .Taniiiiry 14, 179.3, for example, we road of tho con-
tinued efforts made to ot,tabliBh Indian hemp as a recognised trade fibre. This is

reproduced by Robert Wissott (Treatise on Hemp, 1808, 23) and agam in Milburn’s
Oriental Commerce (1813, 1 , 283 ; 11 , 209-11) The returns quoted in the last-

mentioned work aro for tho years 1786 to 1803. It is pointed out that there were
various qualities of hemp such as “ sann, ghore-sann and the paut," which last, as
“ it does not grow to the height of above 4 foet ... is not a profitable article

to the landholder.” “ The leaves and tender shoots are used os an article of

food.” The plant in question was in all probability f. oiltoi-iuH. But, farther

on, allusion is made to “ cooch-murden-paut and amleeah-paut ”
; the former may

have been rtitiKtilnrls, and the latter no doubt was IUhlHrus ramttibiims.
About the period indicated the East India Company made a great effort to

discover a good substitute for Russian hemp, to be employed in the manufacture
of ropes and sail canvas. This led to many practical and useful discoveries.

Roxjiurgh wrote in the Transactions of the Society of Arts a paper on the
culture, properties and comparative strength of hemp and other vegetable fibres,

thegrowthof the East Indies (1804, xxii., 363-98 ; 1806, xxiv., 143-66). Inaletter
to the Court of Directors of tho Company (dated 1795) housed the word “jute.”
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“Gunned

'

rackages.

“ hackoloath
Londre.”
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Silence,

Col. Sir R Temple has pointed out [Ind. Anliq., 1901) that that name occurs,

however, in the log of a voyage made in 1746. It has been suggested that the

gardeners employed at the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, were in Roxburgh’s time, as

they are to-day, natives of Orissa, and hence that the word “ jute ” may have been

but an Anglicised form of their name for it—viz -jhul. But the incident mentioned
by Temple carries the word back forty years before the date of the foundation

of the Royal Botanic Gardens, though it is quite likely all the same that

it carno from jhut. The origin of the word gunny is curious. It no doubt comes
ilirect from tho Sanskrit goni, “ a sack,” but in modern usage, in the form of

yanja, it denotes tho narcotic of ftiutiaitln xcrCli'cr, and has thus been transferred

from a fibre to a resin Whether or not yoni exclusively denoted the sacking of

tho true hornp (faiinuhlM vnftru) need hardly be discussed m this place. It was
early applied to sacking made of i'rotiiliifhi fibre and even to that of t'nrvhnruM,

hence Rumphius (i.c. 212) gave the jute plant the name of ganja (gama) saliva.

The early references to tho juto plant down to the middle of the 18th century
* may be said to bo very largely concerned with identifying the pot-herb which
Pliny ( 79 A u

)
describes as being used by the Egyptians. Considerable uncertainty

prevails as to its being tho melochia (melokyeh) of tho Arabs. Simon Januensis

( 1473), for example, speaks of the leaves as being hawked m the streets of Baby-
lon. Rauwolf (1583) was apparently the first traveller who critically examined
the melochia, which he found being cultivated on the banks of the Euphrates,
and which he says was largely eaten by the Jews near Aleppo. Camerarius
(i c. 47) was perhaps the first botanist who figured it, and his engraving is an
excellent representation of one of the African forms identical with or closely

allied to oiitai’liiM. It had been prepared by Gesner but never published,
and he lays stress on tho fact that it shows tho bearded base of the leaf and
the cylindrical fruit—characters which had not been previously made known.
r'ofcJioimx, as accepted by modern botanists, was thus in the sixteenth
century definitely determined to bo melochta But although this pot-herb of

tho Arab writers and Eastern travellers (from perhaps 1000 a d. onwards) was
unquestionably an edible foro/iocMw, it is fairly certain that the nu>lochine clothe
of Greek and Latin authors (Arrian, Pausamas, Pollux, Ntevius, etc ) were not
juto textiles. Yates (Text. ArUxq., 303-4 et seq.) is of opinion that the Tnolo-

chme cloths brought from India were made of fibre In the Penplus
the mok'china wore said to be procured from localities identified as Ujjain and
Junnar. 'Tho fibre of the former locality could hardly have been other than
HlhlnriiM raiitiiiliinuti, while the latter most probably was tfotnlnt in Junvra,
if guessed at purely and simply on modern experience of tho distribution of

the fibrous plants of India.

In the A%n-t-Akbari (1690, Jarrett, transh, ii., 123) mention is made of sack-
cloth (tdt), but whether of jute, «an-hemp, or oven of the true hemp cannot be
ascertamed ; but Jarrett, in a footnote, identifies it with jute and the district

of Rangpur. That textile was, however, made at Ohoraghat in Eastern Bengal,
and thus in the very heart of the jute country, so that it may perhaps be assumed
to have been the jute textile in which, about the time in question, it is believed
the poorer people were clad. For two centuries after tho date of tho Ain no
mention is made of any fibre or textile that could with certainty be taken as having
been jute, though all coarse textiles appear by that time at any rate to have
been spoken of as gunnies. W. Foster, for example, 4ias drawn my attention
to a passage (in Engl. Factories Ind., 340) of date Surat 1621 in which packages
are spoken of as “ gunned.” This could not have been juto cloth, but more
probably was a textile of Vi-ntnim-in or HibinvuM, since even to the present
time juto IS not produced in the Bombay Presidency Curiojisly enough the
coarse textiles made in England, about the time here indicated, wore characterised
in Persia as " Sackcloath Londre” (Fryer, New Ace. E. Ind. and Pers., 1672-81.
224), and it is thus even questionable how far the simple use of the word “ sack-
oloath ” or its vernacular equivalent “ tal ” can be accepted as denoting jute
fibre. Frequent mention is made by Foster (l.c. 76) of "gunny" among tho
articles to bo sent from Surat to Persia.

In this connection also it may be regarded as significant that Rheede (India’s
earhest scientific botanist) is silent regarding the species of VoreHorut, although
both raitHttfitriM and have been repeatedly collected subsequent
to his time on roadsides and as weeds of cultivation, not only in Rheede’s special
country—Malabar—but here and there throughout both Southern and Western
India. On the other hand, Rumphius, as tdroady pointed out, gives a most
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instructive account and figure of <- rapatiinriH (Oanja saliva). Its common
name, he says, is Sajor Bengala, “ either because it is plentiful in Bengal or
because it is the chief pot-herb ” of that country, where it is known as padhac.
Presumably padhac may be a variant of the present-day name pdt. But Rum-
phius adds that it was much cultivated in Bengal, Arakan and South China, from
which last country the seeds had been obtained by Amboina via Butona. Ho
does not say whether in Bengal it yielded a fibre as well as bemg a pot-herb, but
of China he remarks, “Fine white thread is made from the bark which is stronger
than cotton, but rather apt to curl up. It is used m the raw state or may bo
separated by aid of lime water, then blenched m the sun.” The silence preserved
by Rumphiua regarding the Bengal fibre, and his having laid special stress on its

being a Chinese fibre, are features of his remarks regarding t’orchnniH which,
when viewed alongside of the atatemont of its bemg the chief sag or saj (pot-herb)
of Bengal, are certainly very significant circumstances All writers seem agreed,
however, that if faiinttinrifi be not indigenous to Southern China, it has been
known and cultivated in that country for many cciituros—Lcs, in fact, .an aif-

tiquity far greater than can bo shown for it in connection with any othei country.
Plukenet’s description which identifies it with .A.merica must be dismissed as
one of the numerous enigmas of the literature of jute, il it bo not accepted as yet
another of the many evidences of the close association of India and America
accomplished by the Spaniards and the Portuguese

Early Production. —It is a sotnewh it curious circumstance that

Buchanan-Hamilton, iii the first decade of the 19th century {Stat. Acc.

Dinaj., 198-9), should have expre3.sed the hope that )ute (or, as he called

it, fdt) fibre should under no circum-stances be allowed to divert the at-

tention of the public until a fait trial had been made with san-hemp.

At that time both Roxburgh and Hamilton were engaged in the search

after useful substitutes for hemp, to be employed for the ropes and cordage

of the Company’s ships. For this purpo.se Hamilton deprecated an
extended utilisation of jute. It was not, however, till 1833 that Ins

account of the jute cultivation of Dinajpur was published, and he there

mentions that large quantities of the cloth called tat or chota were being

produced. With the enhancement of manufacturing enterprise in Europe
came the demand for foreign food supplies. This necessitated an increasing

provision of sacking and packing materials, which it was early rocogiiiseil

could be best met by an extended production of jute. In consequence, a

foreign demand for this, the cheapest and most easily manufactured of all

fibres, was created and responded to by the cultivators m Eastern and
Northern Bengal. The production of gunny-bags thus rapidly became
a recognised part of the Bengal peasant’s work. By and by, however,

European machinery began to compete with manual labour, and, as in all

other parts of the world, in due time gained the day. Practically every

homestead in the jute tracts may he seen to have a few bundles of jute

suspended from a beam in the roof of the verandah. That amount of the

fibre is annually spun into yarn and worked up, as required, into string

and rope, or is woven into gunny cloth or bags. Year by year, however,

this domestic craft has decreased, and it may safely he affirmed that the

decline in hand-loom jiite-wcaving is far greater than of cotton-weaving.

In fact, at the present day hand-loom gunnies have practically disappeared

from the markets of the world, and yet so late as 1880-1 the returns of

foreign exports from India had to be divided into two sections
:

(a) power-

loom
;
and (6) hand-loom. But that the loss of the hand-loom industry

has not impoverished the jute districts may be inferred from the fact that

ill no part of Bengal are the poor now clad in coarse jute sackcloth—all arc

able to procure cotton garments.
Area,—It is impossible to give exact particulars of the total arei) qnder
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jute at the beginning of the 19th century. Hamilton estimated that

there were approximately 30,000 acres under the crop in Dinajpur. At the

present time that district posscsse-s about three tunes that area; but what

i.s far more to the point, it is one of the unimportant districts in jute pro-

duction. Unfortunately early statistics do not exist for the important

distriits of Bengal. In 1872-3 Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr estimated that

there were one million aercs under the crop, distributed over an area of

37 niilloii acres, and farther, that should the demand be doubled, the pro-

(.luction of that amount would absorb only one-eighteenth of the available

and suitable laud. It has since been more than doubled. The total

cultivated area of Bengal in 1902 -3 was close on 60 million acres, with, in

addition, something like 14 million acres returned as culturable waste.

All Bengal land is of course not suitable lor jute, but these figures never-

theless give a tangible conception of the possibilities of 4lic future, or

rather of the adjustments po.ssiblc on a still further increased production

of jute being called for and responded to. In 1903 -4 the returns of

Bengal jute cultivation manifested 2,275,050 acres (including 38,250 acres

in Assam) as under the crop. This may be taken as 3^ per cent, of the

cultivated area of the province. It gave a yield of 7,241,000 bales (of 400

lb.) valued at 12 crorcs of rupees. Similarly, in 1904-5, the area was
estimated at 2,899,700 acres, and the yield at 7,400,000 bales

;
m 1905-6

at 3,181,600 acres, and the yield 8,381,000 bales. The final forecast for

1906, issued by the Department of Land Records ami Agriculture, showed
the total area for the two provinces ot Bengal and Eastern Bengal and
Assam to have been 3,482,900 acres and the outturn 8,843,000 bales, and
the estimate for 1906-7 to be 3,883,2(X) acres and the outturn 9,127,400

bales. Of that estimate the district of Mymensmgli was calculated to

have had 847,100 acres
; Raugpur 455,800 acres; Dacca 312,000 acres

;

Tippera 310,000 acres; and Bugra 200,(KK) acres; while Faridpur, Pabiia,

Dinajpur, Rajshahi, and Jalpaiguri had each from 120,000 to ilW,0(X) acres.

The balance was accounted for by some four districts that have usually

from 20,000 to 60,000 acres each, and a like number of districts each with
less than 10,000 acres under this fibre plant. Lastly it may be here added
the portion of the jute area comprised within the province of Bengal proper
was 111 1906-7 estimated to be 931,100 acres, of which Purnea was
supposed to have had 264,900 acres , Jossore 142,800 acres

; Mur.shidabad
95,0(X) acres

;
Nadia 93,000 acres ; 24-Parganas 86,000 acres

;
and Hughli

65,000 acres—all other districts much smaller areas. Within the past few
years two new Indian areas of production have begiui-to attract attention,

namely Assam (proper) and Nepal. From the lower valleys and terai of

the last-mentioned, fibre is exported and conveyed into the United Pro-
vinces and Bengal It has been ascertained that this is mainly hahoi

grass, for the use of the Lucknow paper-mills, but to some extent jute is

also supplied and enters Bengal through the district of Purnea. The
A.ssam production (say 90,000 bales

—

i.e, 330,000 cwt.) does not seem to
have materially increased for some time past. The Nepal jute, though at

present relatively unimportant, has manifested a distinct power of ex-
pansion. In 1899-1900 it was 70,389 maunds, valued at Rs. 2,80,341

;

111 1902-3 it had become 149,518 maunds, valued at Rs. 5,08,898 ;
and in

1904-5, 205,114 maunds, valued at Rs. 9,01,154. At the same time it m&y
be safely added that no indication has as yet been given that, should
occasion arise, Bengal might not even now materially increase its jute
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production. Complaints have been heard of the expansion not being as Putnre

rapid as could be desired. If this be the case it seems possible there may
be some other causes than the indifference of the cultivators. In fact with
improved rail and river facilities of transport the expansions of the past

stand every chance of being not only maintained but even enhanced
materially.

Soil.

—

Jute seems to be capable of cultivation on almo.st any kind of Soil,

soil. It is least successful and almost unprofitable, however, on lateritc

and open gravelly soils, and most productive on loamy soils or rich clays

mixed with .sand. As already observed, oUtorinn requires higher Oontroinng

land than 6'. vapsularix, but there is something as jet unexplained

that controls the production of these two forms of jute and rc-itriets them
to their respective areas. Speaking geiiciMlly, tin' fine.it qualities o(

C. capsiilarts are produced on homestead hands (snna} such as that

required for aus-iice, pulse and tol'.icco, which crop.s ire accordingly ro-

tated with the finer qualities of juie. The coarser and larger kinds are

grown chiefly on sah lands, th.ii. is to say the rharx or mudbanks and

islands formed by the rivers, and on lamiplotcly siihmerged {bU) lands or

even salt-impregnated soils, such as those of the .Suiidribans, but most
of such inferior lands are better suited for f. olitonifs than for C.

capxitlarix. It has been said that the best quality of jute is obtained

from loamy soils. Clay sods give the heaviest yield, but the plants of such Hcavy^Yteid.**

soils do not ret uniformly. Sandy .soils produce coarse fibre. Plants sandy soiu and

grown oil inundation lands produce surface roots that injure the fibre of

the portion of the stem from which they arise. Leather is disposed surface Koota.

to think geographical and climatic influences arc possibly of more value

than the composition of the soil.

NBW AREAS,—A hot damp climate, in which there is not too much actual New
rain, especially in the early part of the .season, seems the most advantageous Areas,
meteorological requirement. Both chinatos and soils apparently identical with
those of the Gangetic and Brahmaputra valleys have on more than one occasion
been pointed to as hopeful new Indian areas, but still failure ha.s so far resulted

from the efforts made to extend cultivation into those. Mr. K. S. Finlow (Juto
speciahst to tho Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam, to whom reference
has been made above) has published an account of a tour conducted with a view
to investigate the possibility of extending the cultivation of jute in India to new
areas. Bihar, he thinks, holds out tho best prospects of success. But tho efforts Cihar.

in this direction hnv 0 passed beyond the experimental stage, as the crops olitainod

have been good and the area an expanding one Outside Bengal, the climatic

conditions in Madras ho thought more favourable than in other parts of India. Madras.

The Malabar coast, South Kanara, and the deltas of the three great rivers, tho
Godavari, Kistna and ICuuveri, were ideal centres. Bombay was less favourably
situated but the experiments with tho irrigated fields of Smd would be looked
to with interest, and it was possible that the irngatevl districts of Poona, tho most
westerly portions of the Deccan, and the Karnatak, and tho higher lands in tho
Konkan mighttbe found suitable. Lastly, in the Central Provinces, experiments
made at Nagpur had given indications of success and were well worth perse-
vering with. [Of. Bull. Agrt. Research, Inst. Pusa, 1906, No. 3 ] Juto has been
and is being tried in America (Dodge, Useful Fibte Plants of the World, 1897,

125-33), in Mexico (see bolow under Trade), in Africa, Algeria, Formosa, etc., Mexico,

among many other countries, with but indifferent results. Of Persia, Lord Curzon pcraia.

(Persia and the Persian Question, 1892, li., 497) says that it is cultivated and used
for making sacks, but the amount of fibre available, he adds, is insufficient,

hence a steady import from India takes place. Fresh efforts are, it is under-
stood, being contemplated in tho Congo valley and in the Gold Coast, and these Congo,

may be successful if cheap labour with tho required knowledge and indispensable
perseverance can bo ensured. Tho alarm recently expressed regarding commercial
production of jute in Hongkong may possibly be explained through the supplies
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of Tonkin and Annam being exported tito Hongkong. But it may be added that

perhaps the foreign areas of which India need have any serious anxiety are China
and Cochm-China. \Cf. Sly, Exte,nsionof Jute Cult., in Agri. Journ. Ind , i., pt. iii.,

261 ; Finlow, in Rept. Agri. Dept. E. Beng. and Assam, July 25, 1907, app. li.]

Preparation ot Soli.—It may be stated that, when the crop i.s to be

raised on low lauds, where there is danger of flooding, ploughing com-

mences earlier than on the high lands. The more clay in the soil, the more

frequently i.s it ploughed before sowing. The preparation thus commences
in November or December, or not till February or even March. The soil is

generally ploughed from four to six times, the clods are broken and pul-

verised, and at the final ploughing the weeds collected, dried and burned.

Seed and Sowing.

—

It would appear that no special attention i.s paid

either to the selection of .superior flbrc-yielding seed or to the attainment

of stock specially suited to the field.s on which it is to be raised. The
cultivators, as a rule, neither buy nor sell seed, and there is consequently

little or no e.xchange of stock. In the corner of a field a few plants are left

to ripen seed, and the supply thus obtained is sown broadcast. The
sowings, according to the position and nature of the sod, commence about
the middle ot March and extend to the end of June, but hil lanil is usually

sown m February to March. About 8 Ih. of seed to the acre is the amount
generally employed. Broadcasted sowings would appear to bo the rule,

but Mukcrji recomuieinls diall sowings, the linos being 9 inches apart, thus

allowing of wheel or bullock hoeing. Thin sowing gives better yield but
coarser fibre. The spacing most approved is when the plants are 4

to 6 inches apart. Irregular branching shortens the length of the fibre.

Long cultivation on the same soil results in the plants becoming much
branched. For results of experiments m thin and thick sowing, consult

the Ex-penmentaJ Farm Report Sihpur (1901-2).

Rotation.—Since passing to press the present review of information

on the subject of jute, an instructive report has come to hand on certain

experiments performed at the farms of Bardwan and Cuttack. This has
been written by F. Smith {Atjri. Journ. Ind

, 1907, ii. pt. u., 140-60),

and deals with the results obtained during the past three years in Bardwan
and the past year in Cuttack. He tells us that the following experiments
were carried out

.
(a) manure tests

;
(f>) cutting at different stages

;
(c)

variety experiments
;

{d) spacing experiments
;

(e) thick versus thin

sowing in the production of seed
; (/) drill versus broadcast sowing

;
and

(g) rotation experiments with paddy. Space cannot now be made
available to deal with the details exemplified, but it may be useful to

furnish Smith’s general conclusions {l.c. 160) regapding' the rotation of

jute with paddy ;

—

“ 1. On aman paddy land, both jute and paddy can be grown in

rotation with each other on the same land in the same year.
“ 2. For the Bardwan district, the third week of April should see the jute

sown to enable the jute crop to be harvested in the last week of July and
the aman paddy to be transplanted in the first week of August. The land
should be cultivated for eight to ten days between the harvesting of the
jute and the transplanting of the aw,an paddy.

“3. For the Cuttack district, the jute seed should be sown in the last

week of March and the jute crop harvested in the end of July.
“ 4. The jute seed-bed can be well prepared by eight ploughings with Vhe

ordinary country plough, and by three ladderings with the ordinary country
ladder.
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“ 5. For paddy the land is well prepared with three or four ploughings
with the ordinary country plough, and one or two ladderings.

“6. An application of 100 maunds of cowdung per acre to the land
before sowing jute, and a top-dressing of one or two maunds of saltpetre

per acre to the paddy crop when the land is just moist (i.e. when the soil

IS beginning to dry), will be found very efficacious.
“7. The raiyat's food-supply is not only assured, but the extra jute

crop gives a handsome profit.”

Hoeing and Weeding.—In about fifteen da' a after aov lug the weeds
should be uprooted and the unduly thick sowings counteracted by the
less healthy plants being removed and the de.sired spacing secured. This
IS repeated three or four times at intervals of two or three davs, the soil

being at the .same time loosened.

Manuring.—Very little manure is given to jutt
,
cspeciallv wheic silt

deposits take place. In fact the supci lority of certain disii icts over others
is largely a consequence of the heavi annual deposit of .silt. When avail-

able the cultivators employ farmyard manure at the rate of 150 i launds
per acre (the inaund = 82-3 lb.). It is freely admil ted this produces fine

glo,ssy and strong fibre. In fai.t, conversely, .seeil of the finest stock when
grown on poor soil, especially if not nianureil, yields very inferior fibre.

Under such conditions the plants, moreover, flower early, and it is a maxim
that whatever will prolong growth and retard flowering will improve the

quality of the fibre. But there are practical difficulties : m many cases there

are no carts available to carry manure to the fields, and no roads along which
heavy loads could be conveyed. Botiemeal, castor-cake, saltpetre and super-

phosphates have all been tested at the Government farms, but cowdung
gave by far the best result. For o.xperimcnts m manuring jute at Bardwan
and Cuttack, the reader should consult the account published by Smith,

Harvest.—The time for reaping the crop depends entirely on the date

of sowing
;
the season commences with the earliest crop about the end of

June andextends to the beginning of October, the average season being thus

from middle of August to end of September. The crop is considered as

coming into season (as is the case with most fibres) whenever the flowers

appear, and as past season when the fruits arc all formed. The fibre from

plants that have not flowered is weaker than from those in fruit
;
the latter

is coarse and wanting in gloss, through strong. Success lies in the mean
betw^een these extremes, namely when the plants are in full flower and
beginning to set fruit. Late harvest gives a high weight, and advantage

being taken of this fack might account to some extent for the complaints

of deterioration, though it seems that avaricious buying, either from

necessity or on purpose, has taught the cultivators that rejections formerly

deemed worthies have now a distinct market value.

Crop.— The average crop per acre is a little over 12 maunds, but the

yield varies considerably, being as high as 36 in some localities and as low

as 6 to 9 in others. It is probable, therefore, that 14 might be a safer figure

to accept as the average, and it is one borne out by last year’s officially

recorded area and yield. The yield is much dependent, however, on

the season and the class of cultivation pursued—hence the severe

fluctuations in supply characteristic of the transactions in this fibre.

It has been estimated that with high-class cultivation costing as

much as Bs. 30 an acre (or Rs. 2 a maund) the net profit should be

from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 an acre or more, according to the prices ruling, but
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it is feared that the actual amount expended is very frequently much
below that figure.

Diseases and Pests.—In a paper on the Insect Pests of Jute, Maxwell-

Lefroy {Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, li., pt. n., 109-15
;
also Memoirs Deft.

Agri. Ind., 1907, i., 160, etc.) says that our knowledge of these pests,

though not extensive, has been consult'rably enlarged and, while there

was reason to believe that this crop, grown on a large scale, suffered little

from pests, there is now abundant proof that this does not hold good for

small areas of jute or for jute grown in new localities. He then pro-

ceeds to describe the insects hitherto recorded as pests, viz. the Indigo

Caterpillar, the Jute Scmi-looper, ami the Jute Weevil.

Separation of Fibre.—The process pursued in Bengal may be described

as one of simple ami inexpensive retting. But it is modified here and
there to such an e.xtcnt as very possibly to oTiginato, at least in some
measure, the variou.s qualities of fibre recogni.sed m trade. Sweet water

IS essential and stagnant is preferable to niniiiiig, presumably because in

the latter the germs neccs.sary for the deroinposition of the tissue are not

developed so copiously. The most general practice may bo thus briefly

described—the stems are cut near the ground, tied into bundles, and carried

off to a tank or roadside pool of clear, not muddy water. The bundles are

laid the one on the top oi another, ami il need be are weighted to cause

all to be suhniergod. In that position tliey are left until the decomposition

of the connecting tissue has been accomplished and the fibrc.s liberated.

The period required for this purjiose depends upon the nature of the water,

the kind of fibre, and the condition of tin' atmosphere. The germ eonccined

111 the fermentation (corresponding with that for hemp and flax) does not

appear to have been as yet studied m connection with jute, and it seems,

therefore, probable that great imjirovements arc possible in this direction.

So far as present practice and experience go, the retting period may be
said to vary from ten to twenty-five days, but is large ly dependent on
whether or not the bundles of stems liave been stacked to allow of drying

before being retted. It would seem to be the case that partly dried stems
ret more expeditiou.sly, ami, moreover, the removal of the leaves during

the drying process is believed to prevent the discoloration of the fibre.

It would also appear that in some, localities the stems are even left on the

fields for ihreo or four days, being covi'red up with leaves, weeds and earth.

They are then shaken out, the tijis removed and thrown away, tied

into bundles and carried off to the rcttiiig-pools. The use of sods and mud
to cause the bundles to sink into tlic retting water is doubtless a fruitful

cause of the dark colour often seen m certain parcels of fibre It is on this

account that logs of timber arc used as weights, when at all procurable.

It has also been alllrmed that the r<‘d colour, often .seen in the fibre, is due
to the retting water having contained iron, but by others this is held

to be a peculiarity of the. race of jute plant (altafati), the colour being
possibly imparted from the decomposing red pulpy tissues of the stems
and loaf-stalks or inherent in the fibre itself. Mukerji docs not think
that a red-stemmed plant need necessarily afford a red-coloured fibre.

He may be right, but this point needs confirmation. In many of the
experiments conducted by chemists it has been found that the fibre mani-
fests a tendency to assume a red colour under certain reagents. Anil it is

sometimes affirmed that the red-.stemmed forms give inferior fibre to the

green-stemmed. It is essential that the operator should visit the retting-
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tanks frequently in order to ascertain when the decomposition is complete.

When this is the case the fibre is found to separate easily from the stem.

But the exact period must not be exceeded, otherwise the fibre becomes
rotten and useless.

Separation of Fibre.—The cultivator then proceeds to separate and
clean the fibre. Standing up to his waist in the now foetid water, he
seizes a handful of stems and beats the thick ends of these with a mallet.

This assists in the separation. He then strips one after the other from
end to end, and thus withdraws the canes entire. Taking up a large

bundle of these ribbons, he now lashes them on the surfai e of the water
and draws them towards himself by a sharp jerking motion which causes
the adhering particles of tissue to be brushed off. Lastly with a dexterous
action he spreads out the handful of cle.mcd fibre on the surface and
thus exposes tire still adhering particles, which he pn ks off by hand. The
water is finally wrung out, and the clean fibre thrown over a bamboo
which has been fixed near by a.s a di \ mg-rack. During the drying process

(which lasts for two or three daj's) the fibre is also bleached in the sun.

There are numerous minor modifications of this operation that need
not be here detailed. But Leather (At/ri r^edt/

, 1896, No. 37, 384-9) has

pointed out that in Serajganj district a modification of this process is

in his opinion of special value. “ A bundle,” he says, “ of about twenty
stems is taken in the left hand and most of the ailventitions root removed
with the right hand. Then the man takes a small wooden ” beater ” about
a<foot long with a 6-inch handle and flat sides, and after striking the

bottom ends of stems until they are all level, he beats the lower portion of

the bundle so as to loosen the fibre, turning it in the left hand at the same
time. He next breaks the bundle at about the centre, first one way,

then the other. Then clasping it, still in the left hand, just above the

point of fracture, he strikes at the stems, with the beater, just below the

fracture in a downward sort of way, and this knocks the wood stem out-

wards, so that after a few sharp strokes, and a little violent agitation in

the water up and down, he can take hold of the stems and pull them out from
the fibre, leaving it almost free from wood ” {l.c. 388). The subsequent

cleaning is the same as that detailed above. In fact the only difference

between the description given by Leather and that of all other writers

appears to be the more liberal use of the mallet as a first operation. He does

not make it sufficiently clear that the stems are retted before the special

treatment he has described is begun, but that doubtless is the case. Were
it affirmed that less letting was pursued where beating was practised,

there might be an advantage in the Serajganj system, but this does not

seem to be the case. Still, the method of treatment is said to be the

cause of the superior quality of the fibre for which Serajganj is noted.

Banerjei (Agrt. Cuttack, 1893, 83-6) says that in Orissa the stalks are

often beaten against a platform until the pith within is removed. But
he adds, “ this mode is not to be recommended as the pith sticks get

broken and mixed up with the fibre, which itself gets knotted so that the

whole fibre has to be repicked.” Machinery has also been frequently

suggested and tried, but the retted fibre, if carefully prepared, is held to

be softer and better than the machine-separated. Moreover, the retting

proiJbss costs only the labour it entails. It involves no expenditure of

capital—an all-important consideration with poor cultivators. Primitive

it may be, but the retting process is eminently suited to the people and
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to the country, and is moreover quite suflicient for the majority of the

purposes for which the fibre is required. On these and many other such

considerations, machinery docs not seem likely to come readily into use

in Bengal. Colour, lustre, length, softness, uniformity and cleanliness

are the attributes of superior jute.

Grading, Baling and Qualities, etc.—The produce is gathered to-

gether at various local centres : is sorted, packed and pressed for ship-

ment. The sorting resolves itself into “ cuttings,” which consist of the

woody and hard ends ;
“ rejections,” the lowest quality of fibre ; and

“ jute ” proper. But of jute there are trade qualities, denoted for the

most part by the traders’ marks more than by any special properties.

These are chiefly characterised by colour, glossiness and softness. It is

generally held that late flowering forms (e.gf. those flowering in September)

give finer and stronger fibres than the early races (those that flower about

July), but the figures of yield that have been published would seem to

point to environment exercising a powerful influence. It would appear,

as Mr. Burkill has pointed out, that there is a tendency for jute to become

early in the northern and late m the southern districts. This tendency,

if confirmed, should be seized upon as one of value in seed-selecting. But
the late flowering forms of one district do not apparently yield as much as

the early flowering forms of another. Whilst that may be so, within any
one district, the late forms are distinctly superior to the early ones. The
variation in prices obtained is remarkable. Some of the forms of V.

of Itori IIS yield as much and fetch as high prices as some of the forms qf

C. cnpstiliii'is. But when all is said there is a distinct advantage in

the late forms, namely that the cultivators are then free to devote the

required time for harvesting operations.

According to the reports currently issued, the finest grade is said to be
the “ Uttariya,^' which is strong, long and easily spun, bnlliant in colour

and of fine texture. In point of softness, however, it does not compare with
Deswdl," the next most valuable grade. The quality classed as “ Desi"

{Daisee) is that most generally used in the gunny trade, and Deora'”

{Dourah) in rope manufacture. Other qualities that may be specially

mentioned are Narainganji, an excellent fibre, being long and soft, and
the Serafganp, which comes from Pabna and Maimensingh. The geo-

graphic value IS one, therefore, that demands close study. Prain, referring

apparently to this subject, observes that a strain natural to or acclimatised

in a particular district gives better results in that district than any freshly

imported seed. At present there are districts that lyould seem to produce
very much better jute than others even when the same seed is used and
identical methods of treatment are pursued. The bales of jute consist of

400 lb., and are made up at the jute presses ready for export.

Prices.—These are subject to very considerable fluotuhtions, as may
be seen from the following prices ruling in Calcutta during January for

the years 1900-1906 :

—

1900. 1901. 1902. 1903. 1904. 1905. 1906.
Bs. Bs. Bh. Bs. Bs. Bs. Bs.

Finest quality Jute bales . . 35-8 34 32-8 37 36 41 62
Ordinary . 32-8 30 28 33 31-8 40 47

Deterioration of Fibre.—Much has been heard recently of the sup-
posed deterioration of the fibre, though the subject is by no means a new
one. It was discussed by Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr thirty years ago. The
conclusion he arrived at closely corresponds with the particulars adduced
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to-day. The cry of deterioration, as already hinted at, is largely, in fact,

a scapegoat. Kerr remarked “ 1 believe T am jiistilled in inferring that Scipegoat.

in proportion to the increase of the cultivation, the quantity of medium
and inferior jute has been greater season after season. When the demand Brisk Demand
is great and the price high, as they have been for some time, people find a
ready market for whatever they can produce, and naturally become care-

less
;
whereas a glutted market leads to the rejection of inferior articles,

and consequently cultivators are driven to the necessity of care in improving
the quality of their goods.” There would seem very little more to be said

to-day on this subject except to make the commonplace observation (true

of all branches of trade) that, whenever an attempt is made to “corner”
a particular article, a rise of price must be closely accompanied by a fall

in quality. Some few years ago (1887 -8) my attention was specially •

directed to the-subject of jute deterioration, and I accoi’dingly took steps

to have samples of the jute plant collected from all the districts of India

where the plant was grown for its flbic. These came to hand during 1901-3,

and may be now regarded as fairly complete. My object was primarily irado

to discover if the recognised trade qualities could be traced to racial forms
of the plant, or to climatic and soil conditions, or to methods of separation

and drying of the fibre. It seemed probable there were two explanations

of deterioration, assuming for the moment that the trade is correct in

affirming deterioration, viz. (a) substitution of a prolific though poor stock

plant, and (b) actual deterioration through exhaustion of soil. Since my
departure from India many experiments and investigations have been
continued by the Inspector- General of Agriculture, by the Superin-

tendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens, by the Agricultural Chemist,

by the Director of Agriculture, Bengal, and by the Reporter on
Economic Products, in co-operation with the Committee of the Baled
Jute Association. There have been brought together in consequence no

an extensive series of botanical specimens, of fibres, of soils on which attrfbuted^'to

the plant is grown and of waters used in retting, and these have all omtiTatora.

been critically examined and analysed, with the result that no direct con-

firmation has been obtained of a deterioration attributable to the culti-

vators. Moreover, the existence of botanical varieties under V. fapsa-
lat-is and f. olitorius has also been denied: the distinctive features

based on colour of stems, etc. (upheld by agriculturists) have been
viewed as alone justifying their acceptance as crosses, sports or races, not Sports, not

varieties. In passing it may be here repeated that Roxburgh says the

reddish-stemmed fornja of V. capsn/aris were imported from Canton,

and then gave a superior fibre to the Bengal forms of that plant.

A feature of considerable importance in the controversy of deterioration

has been established, namely that over and above occasional flooding of

the markets wfth waste (that formerly would have been regarded as having
no market value), the fibre is often nowadays deliberately damped in order Fibre

to increase its weight. This would seem to be done by the middlemen d^ped.**'^

(beparis), and not by the cultivators. N. G. Mukerji and R. S. Finlow, in a

J

oint note on a tour of inspection, say “the produced good dry jute,

>ut the article never reached Calcutta or Dundee as it was produced. The
hepari would not buy damp jute.” Nothing could be more injurious

;
for, Nothing could

oned dried, if subsequently moistened, the fibre rapidly loses both strength

and colour and has its value thus materially lowered, besides necessitating

its having to be opened out and dried before it can be baled with any
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safety. It has been reported that the traders often add as mucli as 20 per

cent, to the normal moisture of good clean fibre, as also a largo quantity

of sand, and thus are able to sell at less than they purchased, and still make
a good profit. It has been urged by the Committee of the Baled Jute Asso-

ciation that so serious has this practice become that it would be advan-

tageous to have a law passed that would penalise the sale of pite containing

more than an accepted percentage of moisture. This matter was discusseil

at a meeting of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, and it is understood steps

are being taken that may result in the passing of a Bengal Jute Frauds Act.

The cumbrous nature of the channel of jute sales and the difficulties

that exist in checking this criminal moistening of the fibre, may be learned

from the following extract from a note on Fraudulent Watering by
1). N. Mookerji ;

—

“ Between the raiyals at one end and the home market at the other

there are the following middlemen :

—

beparis or dealers, mahajans or amt-

dnrs, buyers, balers, and shippers Sometimes the last three functions

are combined by the same firm that bale and ship off at Calcutta what
their agents buy in the country. But the business at Serajganj may be
said to be practically m the hands of the mahajans or brokers. They are

well-to-do people, being mostly Marwaris. They advance money to the

beparis or sellers, the condition being that the latter must bring to the

mahajans all the jute they can get from the raiyals. The money is not

realised from season to season, but is allowed to be in the hands of the

beparis, one bepari sometimes having an advance of Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000,

and occasionally no less than Rs. 20,000. When the jute is brought to

the mahajan he settles the price with the buyer secretly, the bepan having
nothing to do with it and often not knowing at all what his jute sells for.

He has only a general idea of the state of the market from the price other
beparis receive for their jute. I witnessed, on several occasions, the way
the price is settled between the mahajan and the buyer. The mahajan
throws a corner of his dhuti over the hand of Mr. X. and makes a sign on
his palm. The latter exclaims in surprise it is far too high and he cannot
possibly pay more than so much, making an answering sign on the palm
of the mahajan, still under the dhuti. After some haggling the negotiations
terminate. The mahajan now at once settles with the bepari, who goes
home with his money, he (the mahajan) being paid by the buyer a few
weeks (generally three weeks) later. The mahajan gets a brokerage of
2 to 4 annas per maund, but over and above this we may be sure he leaves
a margin between what he pays the bepari and what he himself gets from
the buyers. Plainly he is entitled to some discount for the ready cash he
pays in advance, but the rate might be definitely settled, and the transaction
might be aboveboard. The price of jute is subject to violent fluctuations.

Probably there is no other article the price of which varies so much in the
course ot a few days in the same season. Both the buyers and the mahajans
have daily wires from all the important jute marts, telling them of the
state of the market, but the information is carefully kept to themselves.
It might be an advantage to have some agency for making it public. At
Chandpnr there are no mahajans, but the beparis deal directly with the
buyers. The raiyats also to some extent sell their own jute to the pur-
chasing firms, without the intervention even of the beparis.^' This remark-
able story illustrates but one aspect, though a striking one, of the jute
market.
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[Cf. Offic. Papers on Jute, 1601-3; Exp. Farm Rept. Sibpur, Beng , 1901-2,
13-4 (testing question of thick versus thin sowing) ; Exp Farm Rept. Bardwan,
1901-2, 5 ; 1900-7, 21 -33 ; Berigal Admin. Rept , 1901-2, 17-20 , Ann. Rept. Dept.

Agri. Beng., 1902-3, 2 ;
1903-4, 3; Select. Papers, Inquiry, .Jute, Dete.rior , 1903-4;

Trom de Haas, Jute-Cultuur , Batavia, 1904 ; Hanausok, Micro. Tech. Prod.

(Winton and Barbor, transl.), 1907, 81-2.]

THE JUTE FIBRE AND JUTE MANUFACTURES.
Industrial Properties.—Jute is a ha.st filirc. .Is foiirnl in oomnioroe

it consists of fibro-vascular bundles. These contain six to twenty ultimate

fibres firmly coherent along their contiguous walls. The ultimate fibres

are of the normal fusiform tvpe and 1'5 to 3 mm. in length. In section

they arc seen to be thick-walled and polygonal. .lute is, moreover, an
aggregate fibre and consists chemically of two substances, cellulose and
non-cellulose. Cotton is pure cellulose, a substance that withstands

very considerably the action of heat and moisture, and is even little affected

by the ordinary chemical agents employed in the treatment of textiles.

Jute, on the other hand, is highly susceptible, and is readily acted on by
water and by even feeble chemical agents. It is the type of the fibres

now spoken of as consisting of lignified-celliilosc or, as it has been

called, bastose. Dunstan {Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 60-8), while

contrasting pure cellulose with ligno-cellulose, says the most generally

accepted view is to regard the latter as resulting “ from the overlaying

of normal cellulose by non-cellulose matters.” He then explains that

this overlaying weakens the cellulose. Another theory, however, is that

ligno-cellulose is not encrusted cellulose but a distinct compound. Cross

and Bevan {Journ. Chem. Soo., 1889) were the first authorities to study

jute critically. Their experiments and conclusions are too technical to bo
fully discussed hero, but it may be said that they resulted in certain prac-

tical experiments ha\ung been conducted in India with a view to ascertain :

—(a) the stage of growth at which the fibre was in its best condition,

and (b) to discover whether bv chemical treatment it was po.ssible to

ward off the tendency posse,ssed by the fibre for a continuance of the
retting, or rather rotting, process within the bales. It was admitted
freely that the fibre as produced by tbe cultivator was very much superior

to the same when delivered at the factory, more especially if it had passed

through the damp heat to which it is unavoidably subjected in the hold
of a ship during the voyage from India to Europe or America. It was
felt, in other words, that if the fibre could be put through some simple
chemical process, the effect of which would be to protect it against in-

cipient fermentation", much would thereby be accomplished towards
placing jute on a more certain and higher platform in the textile world
than it at present occupies. It was, in fact, just possible some such treat-

ment might ^ven improve the quality as well as the durability of the
fibre, without adding materially to its cost of production. Unfortunately,
however, the treatment recommended proved unavailing, and Dunstan
was thereby led to affirm that “the logical conclusion is, that attempts
at special treatment of the fibre in India, before being supplied to the
jute mills, or before shipment, are not to be advocated. The most hopeful
directions for further experimental inquiry are these :—(1) of improving
th^ stock by selection, and (2) of determining. the most suitable time for

reaping, the object being to secure that the fibre is cut at the best time.”
From the brief account already given, it may have been discovered

that for some years past the scientific officers of the Government of India
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have been studying the plant botaiiically, ichemically and agriculturally,

so that it IS just possible improvements may yet be effected that will give

a greatly extended interest to the fibre. Meantime a destructive tendency

seems to have been established within the trade, namely fraudulent

sprinkling of the cleaned fibre with water and sand in order to increase its

weight. And it may well be said that if an enhanced price was the only

consequence of this, practice, the matter might not bo more serious and
vexatious than would be involved through having to impose rules of

“ refraction,” but unfortunately the watering directly facilitates the in-

jurious tendencies of the fibre, so that the commodity not only requires

to be dried and rebalcd before it can be shipped, but may have been
seriously injured if not utterly ruined. In the opinion of some of the

best-informed persons, this new phase is so serious as to threaten the very

existence of the industry. The merchants and manufacturers arc helpless.

It cannot be said that the last word has been uttered m favour of

machinery as a process of jute-fibre separation. It the weakening con-

sc([Uoncps of retting could be removed, that alone might prove of much
value No e.xpcnmonts of a satisfactory nature have as yet been under-

taken unth mechanical methods of jute production. Hut it is quite true,

as often urged, that the Indian raiyat is too poor to purchase machinery,

and that the inundated tracts of jute cultivation arc not the most hopeful

localities in which to anticipate the establishment of a comple.x mechanical
and technical industry. Still, if by a mechanical or chemical process

a greatly improved fibre were secured, the possibilities might bo con-

siderable. The Natives of India have by no means shown themselves
aver.se to material departures from their time-honoured systems, whenever
personal advantage is involved. But this ha.s to be fully demonstrated
before they will advance into new phases of old industries.

Batching and Spinning.—An important feature, of jute fabrication

is the fact that in an initial stage it i.s crushed bv special machinery, and
sprinkled the while with water and oil

—
“ batching,” as this is called.

This lessens the harshness and brittleness of the fibre and thus prepares
it for spinning. In the Anglo-Indian Eeview (Get. 1903) there will bo
found an instructive article on the Indian Jute Industry, from which
the following may be abstracted :—•“ The three mam purposes for which
jute, is used arc —(a) for making cloth of different qualities, ranging from
substitutes for silk to shirtings, curtains, carpets, or gunnies

;
(b) for

paper, which is chiefly prepared from the “ rejections ” and “ cuttings ”
;

and (c) for cordage, which is made from the coarser knd stronger qualities.

The methods employed in spinning are in the main identical with those
used m dealing with the he,avy manufactures of flax, the fibre being either

hackled or submitted to the breaker and the finishing card, whence passing
through the roving frame on to the spinning frame in the ordinary way,
though in certain very coarse yarns the material is spun direct on the
roving frame.”

In this connection it may be explained that in China, it would seem,
lime is largely used in certain stages of the separation and cleaning of

jute. No one appears to have described, with any degree of care,

the method pursued, so .that I am unable to furnish the particijlars

that would likely prove suggestive to the Indian cultivator and manu-
lactiii(>r. The subject is, in fact, alluded to here very largely in the hope
that the admission of defective knowledge may call fortli a fuller account
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than we at present possess. It may be mentioned, however, that there

are samples of jute cloth from China, in the Kew Herbarium, that seem so

different from the Indian article that they might be mistaken for linen.

These, it is stated, have been treated with lime-water, but whether as an

after-bleaching process or during the retting has not transpired. The
fibre seems, moreover, to have been spun into much higher counts than
the twenties customary in Indian high-class jute textiles

;
accordingly it

appears finer and more beautiful than in the Indian fabrics. Every
aspect, therefore, of the Chinese and C<ichin-Chmeso jute production and
manufacture are well worthy of careful consideration b^ those interested

in the Indian industry. *

Indian Jute Mills.—In 1820 jute fibre was fimt experimented with

by Europeans, the result being a most unfaTOUiable opinion —so much so

that the brokers were for some years subsequently required to give a

guarantee that sales of fibre effected by them were free from adulteration

with jute. In 1828, 364 cwb. of raw jute, valued at Rs. 620, were exported

to Europe. The manufacture of gunny bags an<l cloth was at that time

entirely in the hands of the Bengal poasaids, but the traffic could not have
been extensive since there is no record of exports. In 1832 an enterprising

Dundee manufacturer e.xpermiented once more with the fibre, with the

result that he was able to show that it might be used as a substitute for

hemp. This success, it is understood, was largely a consequence of the

use of whale-oil to soften the fibre. From that date, however, jute gained

rapidly in popular favour. It was recognised as capable of the most minute
separation or subdivision, but only within the past few years has this

fact been utilised for the finer textile purposes. In time the difficulties

of bleaching and dyeing the fibre disappeared, and the success of jute

was assured. Thus was the foundation laid of the manufacturing enter-

prise both of Calcutta and Dundee.
With the establishment of the jute mills m Dundee, a large export

traffic in the raw fibre from Calcutta sprang into existence. But until

the year 1854 little or no effort was made to organise mills in India or

to improve the village hand-loom production, with a view to participation

in the new demand of foreign countries for jute sacking. In that year,

however, the Ishera Yarn Mills Company was established in Serampore.
Three years later the company known as the Barnagore Jute Mills was
formed, and in 1863-4 the Gouripore Jute Factory was built. Soon
thereafter factories sprang up rapidly in and around Calcutta, until the
banks of the Hughlr literally teemed with their smoking chimneys. In
1891-2 there were 26 jute mills with a capital of Rs. 1,37,50,000 plus

£1,757,000. These had 8,295 looms, 172,696 spindles, and gave employ-
ment to 65^23 persons. Ten years later (1901-2) there were 36 mills

with a capital of Rs. 4,35,08,040 plus £1,741,358. These possessed 16,119
looms, 331,382 spindles, and gave employment to 114,795 persons. In
1903-4 there were 38 mills with a capital of Rs. 4,03,55,000, plus a
sterling capital of £2,263,358. These possessed 18,406 looms, 376,718
spindles, and gave employment to 123,869 persons. In 1904-5 there
were 38 mills, capital Rs. 4,66,80,000 plus £2,283,358, possessing 19,991
Iqpms, 409,170 spindles, and employing 133,162 persons. It will thus
be observed that while the English capital of the Bengal jute industry has
not progressed very greatly, the Indian has advanced from a valuation
of IJ crores to over 4 crores of rupees. I am unable to discover returns
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THE JUTE PLANT

of a later date than 1904—5, but the following statement from the Moral

and Material Progress and Condition of India (1905-6, 177) may be given ;

“ The number of jute mills in 1905-6 was 39, containing about 22,000

looms and 453,000 spindles, and employing a daily average of nearly

145,000 persons.” “ The paid-up capital employed by these mills, ex-

cluding one which had not reported its capital, was £7,142,000, including

debentures issued ; of which nearly 2| millions are sterling capital. About

£600,000 was added to the paid-up capital and debentures during the

year under report.”

In the Dictionary a calculation will be found as to the comparative

value of the Indian and the European operative. Briefly this may be

expressed as 3 to 7. Tliat is to say it requires 7 Indian operatives to

work one loom as against 3 in a Scotch factory. It is believed that

estimate will be found fairly correct. The late Sir John Leng, M.P.

for Dundee, paid a visit to India in 1896 and contributed to the Dundee
Advertiser a series of articles-, one of the chief purports of which was to

exhibit the relative advantages of Dundee and Oalciitta. The reader

will find these highly instructive, and as the articles in question appeared

subsequently in pamphlet form, they should not be difficult to procure.

It has been claimed that the Indian Factory Act is more favourable to

our manufactures than is the English Act to Dundee. This contention

has, however, been replied to by the Indian Jute Manufacturers’ As-

sociation, which among many disadvantages claimed that in India from
25 to 35 per cent, more hands had to be employed than m Europe with
mills turning out the same goods. The difficulty m all such calculations

is to express the two sets of mills on the exact same standard, but it

seems probable the claim just mentioned errs on the side of under rather

than overstating its case.

Jute Presses.—In addition to jute mills the presso.s arc important, and
are concerned with the foreign trade in raw jute. Jii 1896-7 there were
88 presses that gave employment to 9,890 persons

;
in 1900-1 these had

expanded to 133 presses and 20,387 persons
;
in 1903-4 there were 156 presses

and 23,736 employees ; and in 1904-5, 163 presses and 23,991 employees.
TRADE IN JUTE. Consumption of Jute and Value of the Industry.

—It will be recalled that in 1828 the recorded e.vports were 364 cwt. It

has already been stated that the Indian area ui 1905-6 under thia fibre

was 3J million acres and the produce 8|^ million bales of 400 lb. each, or

say 29J million cwt. The estimates of the crop of 1906 are 3,336,400
acres and 8,736,220 bales. The exports of raw jute from India in 1905-6
were 14,480,407 cwt., valued at Rs. 17,12,56,641. This would represent
about 48 per cent, of the total crop of that year, so that there would have
remained in round figures 52 per cent, of the production as available for

the Indian mills. In previous years, however, the quantity remaining
in the country was ordinarily a little less than the production. Thus, as
with cotton, so with jute, the Indian mills and handiooms, etc., have
hitherto used up a little less than half the quantity produced

; but as a
mark of industrial prosperity, let it be added that India’s share is steadily
increasing. Speaking of jute, therefore, if we accept a ratio based on
the declared value shown at the Custom House for the jute exported,
as applicable to the share that remains in the country, a conception* of
the total value of the crop may be obtained that would not be seriously

inaccurate. In round figures, and to err on the side of under rather than
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overstating the case, a value of Rs. 33,00,00,000, or say £22,000,000, was vaiue^of^Juta

the contribution of European manufacturing enterprise, paid in 1905-6
;^^griouituro.

to the agriculturists and traders of Bengal for raw jute.

Exports.—Of the exports of Raw Jute in 1905-6, 42 per cent, was Exports:

conveyed to the United Kingdom ; 19 pei cent, to Germany
;

1 4 per cent. Raw.

to the United States; and 10 per cent, to France. In 1906-7 the

actual figures m value were Rs. 26,83,86,810. Of the supply drawn

to the United Kingdom, a fair amount is reshipped to the Continent

France being the chief recipient, while from the jute secured by the Indian

nulls, goods are manufactured of which a very large portion is annually Manu-

exported as jute manufactures and the balam’c used up in the local markets. ures.

In 1906-7 these foreign exports were valued at Rs. 15,68,31,740. The

wages and profits of this manufacture, to a large e.xtent. are realised in

Calcutta, and the nulls gave in 190.5-6 an average d.ulv employment to

145,000 persons. The exported manufactures orduiatily r<‘pre,sent ap-

proximately about two-thirds of the turnover. An estimate, for e.xample,

was made of the total value of the m.uiufa<;tures of the Indian mills during

1901-2, and the figure arrived at was 1,1.50 lakhs of rupees. The exports

to foreign countries were that year Rs. 8,71,14, 174, which thus left a

balance of manufactures to meet the Indian market of Rs. 2,78,85,826.

By way of contrast with these stupendous attainments it may be men- Suddon Growth,

tioned that sonic thirty years ago the foreign exports of jute manufacture.s

were returned as valued at Rs. 71,94,776 (or £479,651).

Recently the exports of jute cloth have been progressing in a higher ciotu versus

ratio than tho.se of bags, which is possibly to some extent the outcome

of the cloth finding new purchasers, such as those of the linoleum manu-

facturers (see Carthamus, p, 282). The United States of America ordi-

narily take over 70 per cent, of the jute Cloth made m India (479,387,950

yards out of 696,067,945 in 1906-7). Australia is the largest single pur-

chasing country for B.'IGS, though within recent years it has been followed

closely by the Argentine Republic. The total exports in 1906-7 were

257,683,115 bags, of which 37,002,300 went to Australia and 22,890,-500

to Chili, with 33,882,485 to the United Kingdom.

This brief review of some of the more striking and practical aspects Complete

of the jute trade may now be fittingly concluded by the following statistical Statement.

abstra,ct of the total value of the traffic :

—

Statement of Jute Trade.

Exports. 187fi-7. 1886-7. 1890-7. 1904-6. 1905-6. 1906-7.

Haw Jute
Twist and Turn
nags .

.

Cloth .

.

All others

E8.

2,63,06,166
Nil

64,64,808
6,94,643
35,325

Rs.

4,86,98,146
Nil

1,06,12,224
9,80,741
25,612

Ks.

10,66,05,775
4,63,990

8,61,87,807
1,63,03,508

1,83,938

Rs
11,96,56,462

.35,709

4,75,64,310
6,U,60,9.'»H

6,37,699

lU.

17,13,60,041
44,158

6,07,83,908
6,30,50,100

6,01,678

Rs.

26,83,86,810
3,27,563

7,34,72,260
8,26 87,265

7,76,315

TOTAL Exports 3,35,61,243 6,02,16,723 15,76,45,078 21,90,45,138 29,67,36,485
1

43.66,49,113

Imports. 1876-7. 1880-7.
1

1890-7. 1904-5. 1905-6. 1906-7.

Eaw Jute
Twist, Tam, etc.

Olotff .

.

Bags

Bs.

179
75

9,221
35,872

Bs.

7,007
20,170
68,225

2,61,801

Rs.

3
97,268

2,12,631
4,27,790

as.

840
1,04,670
4,12,947
6,45,685

Rs.

926
1,21,382
4,60,254
7,65,082

1 Rs.
501

1,20,812
4,49,704
7,49,542

Total imports 46,347 3,47,203 7,37,692 11,63,912 13,48,244
j

' 13,20,669
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To the figures of exports would have to be added the value of the

fibre and manufactures consumed locally. It has been already explained

that about one-third the produce of the mills is used up in India itself.

It may be a surprise, however, to learn that India actually imports raw

jute. It comes from Ceylon, and is received by Bengal. Of the manu-

factured jute the cloth comes from the United Kingdom, Hongkong, the

Straits Settlements and Italy. Then again, under the heading of jute

canvas Bombay imports a fair amount annually from the United Kingdom.

Economic Aspects.—But prosperous though the jute trade is, and

although it is perhaps the most valuable single crop—other than food

crops—possessed by the people of Bengal, it cannot bo upheld that the

extreme cheapness of the fibre has been an unmixed blessing. It seems
highly likely that its absurdly low price has enabled the manufacturers

in their competition for weavers to raise the wages of the operatives until

it has come about that they have rendered it all but impossible for other

textile industries to exist in the Lower Provinces. And what is more
surprising still is that in spite of high wages a sufficiency of desirable

labour is not attainable. It has been estimated that jute can be produced
at Rs. 2 a maund, and that with freight and agency charges it might be
landed at Calcutta at Rs. .3 a maund, or Rs. 82 a ton (or say £5 10s.

a ton overhead, or for the first marks say at £7 10s. per ton f.o.b.). The
London quotations of Messrs. Ide & Christie, July 15, 1907, are, spot

values—Good White to best, £27 to £34; Good, £22 to £24 ;
Medium, £19

to £21 ;
Common, £15 to £17 ; Rejections, £10 to £13 ; and Cuttings,

£6 to £8. In view of this remarkable state of aSairs it has been recently

suggested that an export duty might ea.sily enough be placed on jute

without doing any harm to the industry, since Bengal enjoys an absolute

monopoly and no other fibre can be produced anything like so cheaply.

The Bengal Chamber of Commerce issued on March 12, 1897, a
flyleaf on procedure rules for jute arbitrations between mills and sellers.

These, it is believed, arc still in force and are ordinarily recognised
;
but,

as already intimated, a bill to prevent fraudulent watering seems earnestly

desired by all those most interested in the trade.

In the Dictionary and other publications will be found details of the
classes of goods produced both in India and Europe. In the Consular
Reports (more especially of the United States) jute-sacking usually ap-
pears under the name “ Burlaps,” the traffic in which is very considerable.

Of Vera Cruz {Difl. and Cons. Rept., Sept. 1905, No. 3,503, 20), mention
is made of two highly successful jute mills that hitherto have depended
for their supply of raw jute on supplies drawn from Calcutta. They
manufacture the bags used for coffee, sugar, grain and minerals. Re-
cently attempts have been made to grow the fibre loq^lly, and high
expectations are held of ultimate success in that direction. It is some-
what significant that in the Indian trade statistics no mention is made
of exports to Mexico, though the United States last year received nearly
2 million cwt.

Speaking generally it would seem that the Indian mills run for the
inferior, and the European for the superior goods for which jute has
been found suitable. It is often affirmed that the Indian mills w^uld
perhaps hold a more secure position against the future were they less

exclusively concerned in the gunny and sackiiloth trades. It has, more-
over, been often pointed out that a rise or fall in the price of raw jute
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CORlANOBUm

THE CORIANDBE PLANT

is rarely immediately followed by a corresponding movement u ^

of the manufactures. This is largely a consequence of the s >

are held and the habit of accepting forward contracts at even lower ra

than the ruling prices for the time being.

CORIANDRUM SATIVUM, Unit. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 717

;

Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. iii., 40, pi. Ixxvi. ;
Dnthie, FL

Upper Gang. Plain, i., 397 ; Cooke, FI. Pre.s. Bonib., i., 573 ;
UMBELLiFERiE.

Coriander, dhanya, dhanid, kothamira, kkotbir, kuzbarah, kushniz, kotatnalli,

havija, nau-nau, ussd, etc. A cultivated plant found all over India.

History.—As a spice, the umbelliferous fruits of coriander, commonly though
erroneously designated seeds, wore well known in Europe in the earliest times of

which we have any records. The mention of thoresomblaneo of manna to coriander,
combined with the discovery of the latter in early Egyptian tombs, shows it to

have been familiar to Egyptians and Israelites before the Exodus. It seems that
in emcient times a good deal of the spice came from India to Egj^pt, and indeed that
traffic continued as late as the beginnmg of the last century. It has now, however,
entirely ceased, owmg principally to the very extensive cultivation of the plant
in Russia, Hungary, Holland, Morocco, and elsewhere. Semler (Trap. Agrik..

1900, ii., 684) pomts out that all trade m conunder-sood to Continental Europe
has now disappeared.

Cultivation.—Coriander would seem to be sown at various seasons in the dif-

ferent provinces of India, frequently as a mixed crop—the cold season m Bengal
and the United Provinces, the rainy season m Bombay and the autumn m Madras.
Duthie and Fuller state that it is largely grown in Nepal, whence the fruits are
exported to the Basti country. In the Panj&b it is said to be raised m every
district, being frequently seen in the fields m a semi-wild state. Owmg perhaps
to the irregularity of its culture, statistics of the area under the crop or of the
annual outturn are not available, and no sufficient data can be obtained on which
to base calculations.

The leaves are eaten by the Natives as a vegetable, also in curries. The
fruits (seeds) are universally employed as a condiment ; they are one of the in-

gredients in curry, in confectionery, and in the flavourmg of spirits. Many
medicinal virtues are also attributed to the plant. From a European pomt of
view by far its most important use is the extraction of a volatile oil. According
to Qildemeister and Hoffmann (VolaHle Oils, 1900, 541-4) this distillation is said
to have been first mentioned by Porta in the 16th century ; the oil was included
in the price ordinances of Berlin (1674) and of Frankfurt-6,-Main (1587). It is

referred to as an ingredient in sweetmeats in Camerarius’ edition of Matthiolus’
KreUtterbuch (1011, 265 o.). Gildemeister and Hoffmann, moreover, state that a
true insight into the composition of the oil was brought about by Semler (1891)
and by Barbier (1893). Its sp. gr. is 0'870 to 0*885, and it is soluble in three
parts of 70 per cent, alcohol at 20'’ C. (08" F.). But apparently the constituent
to which .the specific odour should bo attributed has remained undetermined.
[Cf. Schimmel & Co., Semi-Ann. Rept., 1895,20-2.] The Indian fruits have the
lowest yield of oil, 0'15to 0'2 per cent., and are accordingly never used for distilla-

tion on a large scale. The best fruits for that purpose are those from Moravia,
Thuringia and Russia, which manifest a yield of 0*8 to I'O per cent. It seems
unfortunate that the high prices which have lately boon paid for coriander fruits
should not ha^e benefited India (Schimmel & Co., l.c., April-May, 1904, 36).

TRADE.

—

The total exports of coriander from India stood in 1903-4 at 62,566
owt., Rs. 3,87,796—an increase on the 62,827 cwt., Rs. 3,47,318, of 1899-1900

—

and have since risen to 72,670 cwt., Rs. 7,18,340, in 1906-7. Most of the traffic

is from Bengal and Madras to Ceylon and the Straits Settlements. It is not
possible to obtain any details of the coastwise or inland traffic, but the plant is

lordly grown in Nepal and exported thence in considerable quantities to the
United Provinces. The price in India is about Rs. 3 per 35 lb.

\Cf. Birdwood and Foster, E.I.C. First Letter Book, 199, 480 ; Paulus
jSgineta (Adams, transl.), iii., 189 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 82

;

Hamilton, Ntat. Acc. Dinaj., 188 ; Rept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm., iv., 67, 215,
256, etc. ; Blochmann, Beit, zur Entwick. Offic. Samen und Fruchte. Diss. Bern.,

1901.

]

Fonrard
Contraofa.

D,B.P.,
ii., 607-9.
Coriander.

History.

Cultiva-
tion.

Food.

Medicine.

Oil.

ladiaa
CorUnder.

Trade.
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CORYPHA
umbracux.ifs:ra THE INDIAN HAZEL
Talipot

D.E.P., CORUNDUM, Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind. (edvHolland), 1898, pt. i.

;

li., 672-3. Middlemiss in Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1896, xxix., pt. ii., 39-51.; Holland,

Emery. Bev. Mm. Prod, in Bee. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxH., pt. i., 105. Emery-

Artificial

Prodnotion,

Substitutes.

Indian
Sources.

Assam
Panjiib.

Burma.

stone, kurund, samada, etc.

Ifc 13 perhaps unnecessary to «lo more than refer the reader to the accounts of

Indian corundum oontainoil in the publications cited above. The corundunj

gems, VIZ rubies, sapphires, garnets, spinels, etc., will be found undet the heading

of aems (pp ,'1.58-60).

Holland (l.c. 105) observes that tlie use of abrasives in manufacturing com-,

munuies soorns to bo on the increase, and tliat whereas emery formerly serve<l

most rofjuiroments, purer forms of corundum have now been discovered iff,

quantity and natural corundum has to meet many artificial competitors. In

the United States carborundum is manufactured by electric power to the amount
of about 1,700 tons a year; bauxite is used to make artificial corundum at Ni-

agara, and crushed steel is being employed to an increasing extent as a substitute.

In India natural corundum is scattered as isolated crystals through the rock,

and although for many generations Indian armourers and lapidaries have been
supplied from a few comparatively rich deposits, it is doubtful whether these

workings will oven hold their own against the importation of cheap abrasives,

much less prove a paying source for an export traffic. The chief supplies of

Indian corundum would appear to bo m Mysore and Madras, the total production •

from the former State having varied from 2,937 cwt., valued at £698, in 1898, to •

574 cwt
,
valued at £108, in 1902. (lorundum occurs m Assam, Hyderabad,

PanjAb, etc The deposits of Burma are of course famous for rubies, and
since 1882 large sapphires have been obtained m Kashmir. The total production
and trade for all India is qiiito indefinite, since much of the corundum sold in

Delhi, Agra, and Jaipur, etc , is casually collected and sold by villagers. Since

1898 considerable interest has been roused by the Canadian separation of corun-
dum from nf.pheiire-ayeniu, snch as occurs m tho Coimbatore district. The product
thus obtained has apparently been found profitable for export.

D.E.P.,
il.,'676.

Hazel.

Food

Timbur,

CORYLUS COLURNA, Lhtu. ; FI. Br. hid., v., 625 ;
Lawrence,

Valley of Kashmir, 74, 79, 8J ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 684 ; B^. Bot,

Surv. Ind., i, 39, J87, 210; Collett, FI. Sim,, 476. The Indian and
Constantinople Hazel, urni, winri, iJiankoli, faruji, shurli, ban pdlu, geh^

CUFULlFEKyE.
This, tho Indian representative of the European hozol (»'. A retlaMn), ia a

moderate-sized tree of the North-West Himalaya lietween 5,500 and lO.OOO feet.

It flowers m March-April and ripens its fruits in tho rams Thd nuts are
smaller than the European hazel but are very largely oaten and traded in all

over India, chiefly by the Kabulis Tho Afghanistan and Kashmic. nuts are
superior to those of tho British Himalaya. The wood is used for making spiimmg-
wheels, and invariably for the big spoons with which toa is ladled out

; jfi is

moderately hard, does not warp, and shows a gram resemblmg Bird’s-eye Maple.

D.E.P.,
li.. 676-7.
Talipot.

riowering.

Faiifl.

BstskeU.

CORYPHA UMBRACULiIFRRA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi.,

428 ; Eonstor, PI. Esc., 1786, 49 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World,
135, pi. ix.

;
tiemler, Trop. Agrik., 1897, i., 724 ; Talbot, lAst Trees,

1902, 343 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 732-3
,
Prain, BAig. Plants, ii.,

1090-1
;

Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind., iu., 29,‘j
;

Palmea;. The true Talipot
Palm or tala, tali, bajar-battuler (or battu), tara, codda-pani, talip-panai,
shritalam, bine, pebin, pelin, etc. A tall fan-leaved palm of Ceylon ari3
the Malabar coast, cultivated in Bengal and Burma.

Common in tho moist regions of the Madras Presidency and not unodmmon ^
m Bengal, whore Roxburgh regarded it as “ native,” It is often planted in
gardens near the sea-coast and flowers once, usually when about forty years^Id, ’

after which it ripens its seed and dies. Many of its uses and vernacular nwoes
are identical with those of BorntmuH ftobvlllfer, the Palymyra or Talipot, Of
Bengal (see p. 170), a circumstance which has given rise to muph confusion. ‘

The leaves are very large, often ten feet in diametar
; are naa^lL^to^
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SAFFRON IN KASHMIR

fonSj lUatf, umbrellaa, , etc., very largely worked up as baskets, and strips

ate utilised as wtitmg materials {ola). [Cf. Wiesner, Die Rohsl. dea Pflamenr., ii.,

462-6 ; Hoetnle, Epigreplucal Note on Palm-leaf, Paper and Birch-bark, in Journ.
Ae. Soe. Ben^gr., Ixix , pt. i., no. 2.] The whole subject ,of the polished strips of
palm-leaves is worthy of careful investigation, since (like those of tJot-awsnx) they
are coming into use in Europe in tho construction of ornamental braids. Turning
p.OW to tho stem fibre, it seems probable that after removal of the pith (to be
used as a kind of sago), tho long flbro-vascular cord.s might bo employed in the
‘name manner as kHtul fibre (see Oaryota urens, p. 286). The fruits (seeds) are
.nnarly as hard as ivory and are extensively employed in the manufacture of
beads, or are 6oloured and sold as coral, or e\en made into small bowls, etc. In
Europe they are employed in the raaniifocturo of buttons. Thi v are known in
the trade as bazarbatu, bajurbet or bayurbntitm nuts, and a faitly considerable
export in these goes from Bombay. The trade is chiefly carried on by Arabs.

' CRATiEVA RELIGIOSA, Forst. ; hi Hr. Jnd

,

i., 172;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 32 ;

Dutliic, FI Upper Gang. Flam. )., 62; Cooke
FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 42 ;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 32 ;
(Cmtaiuhk.®. The brarua,

barua, harim, barmdl, barana, wnrnna, btldsi, hHa, hklo-shak, kumla,

maralingam, intusi, nirvdla, uskia, ninijani, kadet, etc. A modcraic sized

.deciduous tree ,occasionally becoming coinmun tbroiighout India, Burma
and Ceylon. In some localities undoubtedly wild {Malabar, Kanara, etc.),

in others introduced and cultivated by roadsides.

By the earliest writers on Materia Medica (both Native and Europeat.) this

tree was confused with Mgie rr<ti-nieio», the bel fruit {see p 20), and both
trees are often given the same vernacular names. There would seem to be two
varieties, c. xiirmin, Ham

,

and Kfijahtn-ifhii. Br

,

of which tho former yields

a loaf and the latter a bark employed in Mkoicine. It would seem probable
that' the rubefacient leaves attributed to thi.s plant may in reality bo those of

.jijljle—the true 6e(. Like that of the bel the fruit is mixed with mortar to form
a strong Cement, whilst tho rind is used as a Mordant in dyeing Tho fruit is

also sometimes eatOn. Tho Wood is employed in tho construction of drums,
models, writing-boards, combs, etc., but it is not durable and is very liable to

the attacks of boring-beetles.

CROCUS SATIVUS, Linn.; FI Br. Ind., vi., 276; Maw,
Genus Crocus, 1886, 66-72, 167-73; also Lacaita, app. i.-xx.

;
iRjDEiE.

Safiron, sajran, jdfran, zafran, kesar, kreara, kurkum, kunkuma,
kdsmirajanmd, saurab, kungumanu, kong, etc. The (Crocus would appear

to be a native of South Europe, but has long been cultivated at Pampur
in Kashmir, and, according to Honigberger, was formerly a State monopoly.

9be antiquity and value of the Kashmir trade may be inferred from the
circumstance that kunkuma is mentioned in tho Sanskrit Medicol Glossary

—

* Bhdvaprakdaa—and is referred to by the Emperor Baber {Memoirs, 1510, 313),

by Abul Ifar.l {Am-i-Akhari, 1590 (many passages) ), and by Jahangir {Memoirs
fftdco, transl.), 125). An interesting account of the inodorn Kashmir trade is

given by Lawrence (Valley of Kashmir, 1896, 342-4), who relates a curious
with regard to its introduction which would seem to involve a

gram antiquitjf. The following passages from his account may bo here
g;iven “ For seed purposes a particular aspect and sloping ground are required,

and it takes three years before the bulbs can be planted out m tho

email square plots where the saffron is to be grown. These plots must remain
falloV^ for eight years, and no manure can be given to them and no assistance
given in tlvp way of water. When once .the bulb has been placed in the square

dlt will live 6n for fourteen years without any help from tho cultivator, new bulbs
being produced and the old bulb rotting away. Tlie tune for planting out the
'bulba is in July and August, and all the cultivator has to do is to break up the
Surf&e gently a few times and to ensure the proper drainage of the plot by

A 4ieat trench on all four sides. Tho flowers appear about the middle of

Ora>beE, and the purple blooms and the delicious, though somewhat overpowering,
^iljeei^^^the 'saffrdn Auru the dry, uninviting plateau above P&mpur into a rare
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D.E.P.,
ii., 683-7
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D.E.P.,
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CROTALARIA
JUNCBA the san-hemp plant
San-hemp

and wonderful garden.” “ When the flowers are collected the real work of ex-

tracting saffron cominencos. The flowers are dried in the sun, and the three

long stigmata are picked out by the hand. 'I’ho stigma has a red orange tip, and
this tip forms the ahahi zdfran, the first-quality saffron. The long white base of

the stigma also makes saffron, but it is of inferior quality to the tips. The saffron

Collection thus collected in a dry condition la known to the trade as mongla, and fetches

one rupee per tola. When the mongla saffron has been extracted the sun-dried

flowers are beaten lightly with sticks and wmnowed. Then the whole moss is*

thrown into water, when the petals swim and the essential parts of the flower

sink. The parts which have sunk (niwal) are collected, and the parts which have
risen to the top are dried and again beaten with sticks and then plunged into

water. The process is repeated three times, and each time the niwal becomes

Grades. poorer. One form of adulteration is to mix niwal of the third stage with niwal
of the first process Tho saffron obtained in this way is lighter in colour and of

fainter scent than tho mongla, and is known to the trade os lacha and sells at

twelve annas per tola. Tho saffron when made is sent to Amritsar and other
trade centres by registered post ” It has often been suggested that the cultiva-

tion might bo extended to other parts of India. [Gf. Journ Agri-Hort. Soc. Ind.,

1899, 1054-60; Pkinier,. April 21, 1900; etc.]

IXges. The principal use of saffron i.s as a Dve and as a colouring material for cheese,

Dye. puddings, etc It is too expensive to be extensively employed in India, but is

in request at princely marriages, and for tho caste markings of the wealthy. Its

supposed medicinal properties are discredited, its position being an element m
“ black magic.” [Of. Hertodt, Crocologia, 1670, 274-8.] As an auspicious

rood. colour its use survives in tho “ Saffron Cakes ” of many parts of Europe. For
full particulars of the economic and domestic uses consult tho Pharmacographia
of Fluckiger and Hanburyand the Pharmacographia indtea (iii., 463-61). Indian
cheap substitutes are Vartnamuit and xyctnnthta.

Trade. Trade.—The foreign imports of saffron into India amounted in 1899-1900 to

29,974 lb
, valued at Rs. 6,43,038 ; m 1903-4 to 38, 141 lb at Rs. 0,06,208 ;

and in
1900-7 to 43,727 lb. at Rs. 6,27,333. Almost the whole traffic is from France to
Bombay. A small quantity is re-exported to Hongkong and Arabian ports.

The total amount in 1900-7 was 6.234 lb., valued at Rs. 61,702. No particulars
of tho Trans-frontier supply are given in the official publication of the trade of
British India by land routes.

I3.E.P., CROTALARIA JUNCEA, Linn. ; Bheedc, Hort. Mai, 1689,
ii., 69B-018. ix., 47, t. 26 ;

Burmann, Thes. Zeyl, 1737, 82 ; Rumphius, Herb. Awb,
San-hemp. 1750, v., 279, t. 96, f. 1 ;

G. hengahnsis and juncea, Lamk. Encycl, 1786,

ii., 196 ;
C. juncea. Linn., inRoxb., Corom. PI, 1798, ii., t. 193 ; Bot. Mag.,

1799, t. 490
;
Ro.xb., Trans. Soc. Arts, 1 804, xxii., 369 et seq. ; 1806, xxiv., 149

et seq.
;
Carey, As. Res., 1808, x., 11-4

;
FL Br.Ind., ii., 79 ;

Leguminos,®.
History. History.—The later Sanskrit authors allude to the aana fibre in sucl} terms

as to leave no doubt that a fibre of that name has very possibly been known
in India from the most ancient times. Jones {Select. Jnd. PI. m Aa. Rea.,

Names. 1796, iv , 290-7) says that the “threads, called pavitraca, from their sup-
posed purity, have been made of aana from time immemorial ; they are men-
tioned in tho laws of Manu.” But the confusion that to-day is associated with
the English word “ homp,” it is feared similarly prevailed for many ages with
the name aana. The account already given of the true hemp (Cannabis sativa,

ly). 249-56) should, therefore, beconsulted, as also thaton jute (CorohoruacapBularis,
pp. 409- 11), and the observations recorded contrasted with the present description
of the aan or aunn fibre. A very extensive series of vernacular names might be
given os denoting this plant, such as aan, aanai, aani, aanbu, ahanal, ahananibo,
aanvu, aonalla, tag, auaa, auild, junab, jena/ppa or janapa {ahanapam), chanam,
wucku and hana or aana. It was customary in India, m ancient times, and in
fact is so to-day, to distinguish tho various forms of aan or pat by qualifymg
appellations. Thus, for example, the present plant (to distinguish it from the
true hemp) is called phul-aunn, bhdgd-aunn, bdddt-aunn, arjha-aan, aan-tdg, or
chunpdt, the last name separating it from jute. The names amhddi or a^dri
usually denote tubiama rannnhit»uH, but pdtaan, meatap&t are mtended to

,
separate that fibrous plant and its fibre from CrotaiarUt and foreHorua. Sunn-
ox san-hemp is the commercial name of the present fibre, but it is also known as
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EARLY DESCRIPTIONS
CROTAL.ARIA

JUNCSA
Hitttory

Indian Hemp, False Hemp, Brown Hemp, Bombay or Salnette Hemp, Travancore
Flax, Jabbalpur Hemp, etc The names Doccaii Hemp or Ambari Hemp are
sometimes, though incorrectly, given to this fibre ; they usually denote iMlhinrus
auittthlnum.

Though found throughout the plains of India and Ceylon under cultivation Distribution,

(either as a source of fibre or as a special crop to renovate the soil or to be used
as a food for milch-cows), it has not very authoritatively been recorded as met
tvith in a wild condition, v. tennlfoUn, Roxb

,
however, by modern botanists,

has been reduced to Jniiern, Linn. His plant, Roxburgh says, was indigenous
to Coromandel. It has since boon identified as the special form of r. Junera
grown in Jabbalpur (and thus apparently affords a recognisable trade quality Jabbalpur

of fibre), 'but it nowhere has, as yet, been recorded as wild or even as cultivated Hemp,

anywhere between these widely remote localities. It is thus more than probable
that either the determination of tenm/oiin as the special Jabbalpur hemp
is incorrect, or that Roxburgh was m error in regarding it as wild in Coromandel,
If it be the Jabbalpur hemp plant, it would seem, from the economic standpoint,
desirable that it should be kept distinct from ordinary f. Jum en Kurz says of

Jiiiirra that in Burma it grows “ like wild, along the banks of the larger rivers ” wild Forms.

There are numerous purely indigenous speciesof t'fofninrin mot with all over
India and Burm^, many of which are weeds of cultivation, tolerated because of

their value as green manure. In this coimection it may, however, be added that
recent experiments conducted at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, support Recent

belief that all the trade qualities represent seasons of growth or methods of Experiments,

separation of fibre, and not botanical forms. Thus botanical and historic evidence indigenoos

concur m the acceptance of this plant as indigenous to India, even although it to India,

has not strictly speaking been found truly wild.

But it IS very remarkable that hardly any of the early European travellers Silence ol

and botanists in India describe this fibre. Rheede gives an admirable picture

of the plant but says nothmg of its fibre. Rumphius challenges the accuracy of
”

the statement that a fibre is prepared from the bark, and supposes that the
persons who say so had confused this with his 6’an;o Sattva—the “ Capsular
Corchorus,” as Sir William Jones calls that plant. On the other hand, the
Ain-i-Akhari (1690, Gladwin, transl.) distinguishes two fibre plants—one with
flowers like the cotton and the other with yellow flowers. The former was doubt-
less Mihincim, and the latter can hardly have been anything else but i'rotninWn.
In the Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl., 1833, 98) we learn that the bark of

Sana is used as hemp. Ironside [Phil. Trane., 1774 (ed. 1809), xiii., 606) gives Pint

a full description of the cultivation and then adds, “ From the bark are made all

kinds of rope, packing cloths, nets, etc., and from these when old most of the ^

paper m this country is prepared.” Trew mentions that it was introduced into

the Physic Gardens of Chelsea in 1744. Hove (Toure in Oujarat, etc., 1787, 93)
says that he saw, near Surat, f»«/«m growmg to a height of ten feet. Roxburgh Roiburgli’*

(Trane. Soc. Arte, l.o.) gives full particulars of his experiments with both Coro- Eiperimenta.

mandol and Bengal son-hemp. Wissett (Treatiee on Hemp, 1808) collected to-

gether the available mformation from all parts of the world regarding the better-
known lorms of hemp. Naturally son takes a prominent position m his work.
In fact nothmg new of importance has been discovered and next to no progress
made m the utilisation of this fibre, durmg the century that has come and gone
since Wissett extolled its merits. But it is significant that m his great
work only an incidental allusion is made to the jute plant. Jute was at that
time viewed as a fibre of little or no importance. Buchanan-Hamilton gives
interestmg particulars of «on-homp cultivation in Dmajpur (Stat. Ace. Dinaj.,
200-1), and by, Symes (Acc. Emb. to Ava, ii., 233) mention is made Wild in

Hamilton’s having observed it to be “ growing spontaneously.” Maepherson Burma.

(Hiet. Europ. Oomm., 1812, 241, 391) gives the history of the offorts mode by
the East India Company to hav» san-hemp introduced into England as a sub-
stitute for Russian hemp. The Company procured their supplies from Salsette, salsetta Hemp,
near Bombay, and sold these for less than they cost and even gave consignments
away for nothing, until they had expended £45,000 m the effort to introduce the
fibre into European commerce. Yates (Text. Antiq., 1843, 318 et seq.), while ESorts.

discussing the Spanish broom or Spartum (fipnrtinm jnwKtim) of the ancients,
contrasts it with the san-hemp of India. LinnisuB explains (Mant. PI., 1771,
439) that he gave the name jnneen (or rushy vrotainria) to this plant because of
its resemblance to the Bpnrthun juneeum. Clusius was of opinion that there •

were two apartone known to the ancients—the one the modem Spanish broom, Spartom,
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CROTAL.ARIA
JUNCEA the SAN-HEMP PLANt
Cultivation

and the other the modern esparto grass {stipa tettarisnimn), the juncua of

dry soils alluded to by Plmy. Etymologically the word aparlon denotes some-

thmg twisted, and smee both the Spanish broom and the esparto have from very

ancient times been twisted into string and rope, both might easily enough have
been called aparton. It is curious that the aparton of the Greeks should have

denoted (in one of its meanings) a plant so closely akin to the aanaot classic India.

[Cf. Hanausek, Micro Tech Trod. (Wmtoii and Barber, trtinsl ), 1907, 84-5.]
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CULTIVATION.—Seasons.—It is not possible to obtain returns of the

area under this crop, nor of the extent of the traffic in the fibre, since it is

placed under the heading “ other fibres ” or under “ hemp.” It is usually

grown by itself in small plots or in long strips through fields, but is never

apparently produced as a mixed crop proper. Throughout India as a

whole it is a kharif crop—that is to say, it is sown about the commencement
of the rains and cut at the end of September or beginmiig of October. It

is thus of! the ground in time to allow of its being followed by a rahi crop

in the same year. But in some parts of India it would seem there is another

crop of san. Thus m the Thana and Kolaba districts of Bombay it is

sown in November on moist fields near the sea-coast, following early rice.

The stalks are pulled up by the roots in March. Hove speaks of the

crotalaria of Surat as sown in November. In Khandesli it is sown in

June and reaped in October; in Kolhapur the sea.sous are August and
December; in Poona, July and October.

In the Central Provinces and the United Provinces it is a kharif crop,

being sown with the advent of the rains, and in Bengal a little earlier,

namely from April 15. Koxburgh speaks of it as sown in May and June
and as flowering in August. He tells us that Coromandel and Bengal
seed were sown in the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, at the same time in June,

but that the former did not commence to flower till October, the latter

having been in ripe fruit in September. He accordingly called the Coro-

mandel “ Winter Sunn.” In the Aift-i-Akbari, sanna is mentioned as

bearing its yellow flowers in spring. Hoyle {Fibrous PL, 274), speaking
of Commercolly, says there are two kinds—one sown in June and cut in

August, the other sown m April
;
but this latter kind, he adds, is m Dacca

sown m October. In Madras the sowings would appear to be even still

earlier, namely February 15.

Thus while the mean period of sowing is about the beginning of the
rains (or m June), san-hemp may be sown ni almost any month, and
occupies the ground from four to five months. This is an important
feature, and doubtless accounts for the varying colour and quality of the
fibre m market. It seems, m fagt, of vital importance to bear this in mind,
in view of future efforts at extended production. It is difficult to believe

that, as with rice, so with san, a wide range of sowings could be possible

unless the plants are accepted as representing different races and hence very
possibly different qualities of fibre produced after centurieff of adaptation
to various environments. In fact it would seem fairly certain that these
climatic conditions, though they cannot b& identified by the botanist as
separable varieties or even races, are nevertheless industrially quite

distinct. To grow a rahi crop during the khar}f season or vice versd may
be to destroy entirely its distinctive merit. Tins subject has not as yet
received the degree of attention that it deserves. We have been content
to read of special qualities of fibre without any attempt having been made
to ascertain whether these are due to superiority in stock, to climate, to
seasons of cultivation or to method of preparing the fibre. It would
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San-hemp
seem from the Calcutta experiments that all the forms hitherto grown
from seed procured from such remote localities as Vizagapatam, Jabbalpur,

Phillibit, etc., have resulted in plants of varying stature, size of flower,

etc., but in no structural departures that could justify even varietal

positions being assigned to them.

Soil,

—

When grown as a fibre crop it requires a light and not necessarily Soil,

a very rich soil. It cannot be grown on clay nor on inundated lands. It

flourishes on moderately deep and fairly retentive soils, such as those used
for irrigated crops. But when raised with a view to soil-improvement it

might be grown on almost any soil. The practical experiments that have
been performed would seem to show that when cultivati'd on too iioh

soils the merit of the fibre deteriorates. Wissett, foi e.xaraple, remarks
that it will not grow at all on clay soils, that on rich soils the fihie becom<‘s

coarse and on high and dry soils it is best of all Oii the other hand
Roxburgh, speaking of UnnitoHu and of the NorBi Cncars, alfirms

that strong clay soils suit it best.

areen-manurlng.— The cultivators of India have all along recognised Oreen

this plant as a useful aid m soil-improvement. It mav for that purpose
(more especially when employed exclusively as a green manure) be grown
on all aorta of garden soils and i ice-fields, especially if infested with

weeds (see Vitis, p. 11 16). For this purpose it is usually uprooted when
two to two and a half months old and then ploughed in, especially when
followed by potatoes The cultivators regard renovation in this manner ]'rpfer.ibie to

as preferable to a manure of one to two maunds of oilcake per acre. It ‘3*''='^'^®-

is therefore surprising that the practice is not more general. Early
ploughing is of course involved and more labour than is customary has
to be given. Mukerji (Notes on a Tour in the Jute Districts) says .

—

“ The cultivators wore a.skod why they did not grow «aa-hemp more largely objections

as a rabi crop and a preparatory crop for the juco when they themselves asserted to its

that by doing so they gob two maunds of jute more per biytux. They replied CultivuUon.

that they must grow kalai and other food-crops, and that one special objection
to the «an-homp was the rotting ot it produced a most lilthy stink which was
unbearable to them, and as thoro is water only in tanks and khals at the dry iiattlng

season when son is retted in this district, fish die oft it retting of son is done otloisive.

in the tanks and other places where there is fish. Owing to these objections,
they cannot grow son-homp extensively, but the cultivation of this useful crop
is evidently extending Kalat and mustard are tlie standard rabi crops here,
but a good deal of son is grown chiefly with the object of benefiting tho suc-
ceeding jute crop.

“ Why a short variety of son (called ghati) should be chosen for feeding cattle Ohati Variety

and afterwards ploughing in as groon manure does not appear clear. The taller

variety, though better suited for extraction of fibre, also seems to be more valuable
for manurial purposes, as it has far more organic matter ni it and the root residue
must be also larger. The raiyats recognise that the growing of the larger variety
for fibre also has a bonofleial offoct on tho soil.”

Tillage.—iShn-hemp is most in favour as a catch crop. The seed is Tillage,

sown thickly, hence the value of the crop as a wced-cxtermmator. In some weed-faUer.

reports as much as 80 to 120 lb. of seed to the acre are spoken of, in others
40 lb., and in still others half that amount. The plants should be from
3 to 4 inches apart each way. Molhson (Textbook Ind. Agri., iii., 226)
observes that a luxuriant crop cannot be grown without careful tdlage.

Quick growth is necessary whether raised for fibre or as a green manure. Quick Growth.

A^mooth friable bed is, therefore, required, and this can only be obtained
by ploughing and repeated harrowmgs. The seed is generally drilled Drui-sown.

in July
;

in the Deccan with a four-coultered drill, first lengthwise then
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THE SAN-HEMP PLANT

across the field. The drill coulters are 12 to 14 inches apart, and the

double drilling secures even distribution of the necessary heavy seed rate

(about 70 lb. per acre). If the seed germinates properly, no further

culture is required until the crop is ploughed in as green manure or reaped

for fibre.”

Diseases and Pests.

—

Very little is known regarding the enemies of

this plant. Maxwell-Lcfroy (Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. iii., 187 91 ;
also

Memoirs, Dept. Agn. Ind., 1907, i., 158, etc.) gives particulars of three

moths, the caterpillars of which often do much harm to the crop.

Harvest.

—

It is customary to read that the crop is harvested after the

flowers have appeared, but m certain localities the plants are left on the

field until the fruits have begun to form, and in some instances even until

they are ripe. “ The finest, strongest and best fibre may possibly be got

from plants which are not dead ripe, but very good fibre as well as seed

are got from a ripe t^rop ” (Mollison). In most cases the plants are

pulled up by the roots, in others the steins are cut with a sickle close to

the ground. They arc left on the field for a few days to alloiC' of withering,

and are tliou stripped of their leaves ; these arc regarded as a necessary

return to the soil. The stems are tied into neat bundles that may be

easily handled, each containing not more tliau 100 stalks. The bundles

are then preserved for two or three weeks until they are thoroughly dried,

and the remaining leaves and seeds arc thereafter thrashed out. But as

with ]utc so witli san fibre, much difference of opinion prevails regarding

the nature and extent of withering necessary before subjection to retting.

Mukcrji (Jlandbook Ind. Agn., 307) says that in the damp climate of

Bengal stacking before retting injures the fibre. Stacking is therefore

very little practised in that province.

Separation of Fibre.—The dried bundles are tied into larger bundles,

then placed in pools of water and weighted with stones or logs of wood,
until they arc completely submerged, much after the fashion detailed

regarding jute, only that since the steeping takes place usually in the

hot months, a period of five days is ordinarily sufficient, but in cold weather
eight or nine days may be required. In some instances retting in damp
mud on the margins of tanks or lakes seems to be the system followed

;

in others complete submergence in water is deemed essential. By some
writers stagnant water is condemned as destroying the colour and lustre of

the fibre, runmiig water being advocated as preferable. But this’ seems
a mistake, as longer retting would certainly be required in running water.

It IS also sometimes customary to set the lower aqd thicker ends of the
stems into water for twenty-four hours, so as to secure for these a longer

retting than is necessary for the upper portions. In deep water longer retting

18 required than in shallow. In Salsette there is said to be very little retting,

and this circumstance is claimed as the reason of the sujferiority of the
fibre there produced. In many localities the complaint is made that
sufficient water does not exist at the harvest season to allow of an extended
production. This difficulty, it would seem, might be easily and conveniently
disposed of by drying the stems and stacking them till a more convenient
season. Districts with a limited supply of water are those where stacking
would be easy. The stacking of hemp is moreover believed, if anything, to

improve the fibre, and should be tested with saw-hemp. '

The process of stripping and washing the fibre is very similar to that
pursued with jute, but more difficult and laborious. The strips of fibre
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are repeatealy beaten on a stone with a stick, then lashed on the surface

of the water. This beating and lashing may have to be repeated two or

three times before a thoroughly clean fibre is produced. The hank of

fibre is now wrung out, to remove the water, twisted and folded into a

particular fashion, and hung out to dry and bleach. It is then plaited pi ut' i lUiii

threefold into a tail, and in that form is usually seen in the market, but it

has often been urged that it would be advantageous to disci putinue th-,

habit of plaiting the fibre. It will thus be noted that regarding each and
every stage in the separation and cleaning there is as great a divergeree nivergenee ot

of opinion as with most other aspects of the industry.
opminn.

If required for textile purposes, however, or.-ven ''or tlu!Sl’'Mig mployed
in the construction of fishing-nets, it is <yp(,iied out ami eomhed or crudely xmporfeotioai.

scutched. In mo,st of the reports jarn’sl'cd in E irofie reganhiig this

fibre its shortcomings are attribut'd to iiicor.pletc or rxccssivo letting

or to imperfect cleaning, breaking ai.-i .scutching, never to inherent ilefects .Si’iitchrJ

in the fibre itself. The loss between wa.shcd and st utclied fibre is about

one-third the weight. Ileiioe the difference in price offered do' « not,

as a rule, tempt the growers to go in for miieh cieanitt",

Yield and Price.—It is generally said that the finest qualities fetch Price,

in India about one rupee for five pounds. .As met with in the bazars

san fibre occurs m tangled masses of a dull greyish or greenish- white

colour. An official of the Calcutta Custom House, to whom an application

was made for information regarding the trade in Indian hemp, furnished in

1901 many useful particulars. The best country hemp comes from Bombay Orades.
and is called Rajpore or Dugaguddi

;
it is about four feet long and fetches

Rs. 16 to 18 per cwt. The nc:rt best is the Jabbalpur, the value of which is Jabbaipur.

Rs. 11 to 13 per cwt. The third grade is Phillibit and the last the Bengal.

The exports are chiefly in the most inferior stuff. In Messrs. Ido &
Christie’s Monthly Circular quotations are made of Allahabad, Jabbalpur

and Bengal hemps, and these would seem to average from 14 to 18 shillings, pnoe.

But a particular shade of colour is desired, and parcels with that colour ooiour.

fetch higher prices, irrespective of strength, the object being to allow

of admixture with Russian hemp. Mollison records the yield of an
experimental cultivation in Poona. The dried stalks scaled 6,280 lb.

and the cleaned fibre 620 lb. per acre. Mukerji gives the yield as Yield.

200 to .1,200 lb., or an average of 640 lb. (8 maunds) per acre, worth
Rs. 50. A sample examined at the Imperial Institute in 1896 was valued

at £15 to £16 a ton in London.
Properties and Uses of San Fibre.—^For results obtained by the early Uses,

experimenters consult the Dictionary. Although the Indian factories use a

fair amount of san in the production of the rope and string generally spoken popo ana

of as country-hemp, little or no progress has been made to place the pro-

duction on a sound basis. Madras and Bombay might each have an
industry, which if it did not rival the Bengal jute trade might meet some
of the markets for that fibre and supply a want for an article of a slightly

higher quality. It is indeed surprising that this fibre has not by now
become an established and valued feature of the commerce and industry
of India. Some few years ago, as co-author of a small book on the Indian Mnoh-negiected

Fibr^ and Fibrous Substances (Cross, Bevan, King and Watt, 1887, 28-30),

I wrote, “ It is impossible to urge too strongly the claims of this much-
neglected fibre—a fibre which seems to have suffered severely through the

immense success of jute obscuring for a time the properties of all other
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bast fibres.” “ During the Colonial and Indian Exhibition numerous
inquiries were made as to why it was that so little of the better qualities

of sa«-hemp were procurable. Mr. Collyer and several other brokers and
merchants stated that their only difficulty iii pushing the trade in san-

hemp was their inability to p/ocure a uniform and a large enough supply.”

Dunstan {Imp. Inst. Tech. Repls., 1903, 70) similarly observes, “ The
literature on this fibie is extensive, betokening much interest in its

qualities, but up to the present the material has been exported only to

a small extent.” Two sets of samples were sent to him for examination,

VIZ. from Burma and Calcutta. The results of the chemical analyses ot

these are given, and it may be said that the ash m the Calcutta sample was
considerably higher than in that from Burma, but all the features brought
out wereregardedas indicative of high quality. Microscopically the ultimate

fibres were found to be rather long - 5 to 8 mm.—and seen to end abruptly

instead of tapering, while the walls were rough and irregular in outline.

As to the utilisation.s of the fibre, tbe.so may be briefly stated as identical

with those of true hemp—namely the produe.tion of cordage and canvas,

the waste or tow going to the paper mills. But in India by far the most
important use is the einplovnieiit of sim-homp for the cordage of fishing-

nets. In tins connection it may he, mentioned that Mr. V. P. Ribeiro,

Sub-divisional Forest Officer, Basscin, West Thana, contributed to the

Reporter on Ecorionnc Products a most interesting account of the deep-

sea net.s used by the Koh fishermen (since published in the Agri. Jjedg.,

1905, No. 7). These are huge trap.s 160 feet long and 7U feet in diameter.

They are constructed entirely of san -hoitq), and may cost as much as

Rs. 250 each. The mesh ilecreases from (ij to inches progressively, from
the mouth to the apex of the net. The fibre is careliilly tanned. The
rejiaii ing and tanning of the net cost about Rs 8 a month. The inference

from this is that the fibre is only durable under sea-water when fully

tanned. The woodwork of these deep-sea nets, it may he added, is pre-

ferably that of Adina, cot-difoliti. Throughout Iiuha fishing-nets are

largely made of sow-hemp, though not exclu.sivcly so. Those of Karachi
are chiefly wodor or akanda fibre (Calotropis gigantea, p. 207) and those

of Assam and Eastern Bengal rhea fibre (Bcehmeria nivea, pp. 146, 157).

TRADB IN SAN HEMP.—As already observed, nothing of any value
can be .said authoritatively regarding the extent of production or utilisation

of this fibre, .since it is not .separately recorded m the Trade and Agricul-

tural Statistics. It IS grown in every province, and nearly universally used
by the people of India. It seems probable, howevTir, that of the exports
to foreign countries shown as “Raw Hemp” ol Indian produce, a large

proportion is san. The only other fibre of importance (and that one of

comparatively recent origin) is indicated by the exports o| Indian Agave
fibre (Sisal hemp). Of the imports of raw hemp the major portion is

doubtless Manila {Alu.'ni fextilfs), and lastly of the imports of hemp
manufactures the major portion is doubtless canvas and rope of Russian
hemp. The traffic under these headings may be here exhibited ;

—

Excobts.

Raw . .

Mariutacturod

1876-7.
1

1886-7. 1896-7. 1906-6. 1000-7.

Rs.
7,68,856

2,03.5

Rs.
1 16,41,384

1

262

Rs.
I

23,11,179
16

Rs.
54,19,756

nil.

Rs.
68,7^,396

1

240

Totals 7,60,891 1 16,41,646 23,11,194
1

64,19,766
1

68,73,035
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Impobts. 1870-7. 1886-7. 1896-7. 1905 6. 1900-7

Raw .

.

Manufactured
1,33,990

3,108
1,71,795
42,623

2,93,167
69,930

1

6,52,777
45,066

6,94,623
32,3.30

Totals 1,37,098 ‘2,14,418
1

3.63,087 6,97,843
{

7,26,933

It will thus be observed that while both the exports and the imports
have iiiereased very considerably within the past twenty-seven years, a
scrutiny of the details reveals the fact that the most important improve-
ment has taken place within the last six or seven years and is due mainly
to the expanding supply of Indian Aloe Fibre (see Agave, ii 5).

CROTON TIGL.IUM, Lhin. ; FI. Br. Imi., \ 39:}
; PharwMcoq.

Ind., lii., 281-6
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 611 Et PHOKBtArKjE.

The Purging Croton, jai/a-pdla, jaiipdl, kanakapknln, jamdl-tjota, nepdl,

nervdlam, kanaka, hori, dand, etc. A small tree met with under cultivation

throughout the greater part of fiidia
;

said to be naturalised in Kasterii

Bengal, Assam, and elsewhere.
Gamble states definitely that it is not mdigonons. It was apparently first

described by Aco.sta in l.'iIS, and subsequently by Rhoode in 1670, then by
Ruinphius in 1743 The purging croton grow.s on the poorest soils, such as waste
lands, from the sea-level up to about 3,000 feet ITndor eultivalion no spocuil cure
18 necessary, and it will fruit m the second year It ha.s been spoken of as a
shade-tree for coffee A little of tho powdered oilcake forked into the' soil has boon
recommended as a protection for tea and other plants from grub and white ants
Tho nuts yield a large amount of medicinal On. which may be administered
aa a violent purgative, or applied externally na a powerful vesicant. ^Vn inquiry
made by Prof W R. Dunstau and Miss f. K Boole into the nature of the vesicating
constituent resulted in their obtaining “ a .small quantity of a yellow oil which,
after a time, became a transparent resinous mass, intensely active and burning
without ash It was found that crotoiwleic uc.rf owed its vesicant properties to

a small proportion of this rosin, to which the name of ‘croton resin’ has been
provisionally given ” {Imp Inst Journ , 1896, ii , 264) It is said that croton
oil is used by fraudulent manufacturers us an adulterant of tincture of iodine.

[Cf. Bnt. and Col. Drugg., 1901, xl , 176 ]
Tho soods have similar properties to

the oil and are fairly largely used by tho Natives of India. Kmo-hko exudation
has been discussed by Iloofier (Kept Tjohor. Ind. Mns , 1905 6, 34). Messrs.
Hoarsen, Squire & Francis say that if the London price he taken as 25s to 35.«.

per cwt , tho freightage, insurance and brokers’ corniiiission would have to bo
borne by tho shipper It is bettor to express the oil before transit since much
is lostxin tho voyage. For kmo sco Fterocarpus Karsuplum (p. 908).

CUCUMIS, Lhtu. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 619-20 , DC., Orup UuH. Plants,

258-62
;
Cogmaux, BC., Monog. Phanrr., lii., 479 507 ,

Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb,, i., 5:34 6 ;
Uuthic, FI. Upper, (faru/. Plain, i., 371-4

;
Praiii, Beng.

Plants, 1 ., 522-3-; CucuuBiTAcr.dc. A genus of ehmbmg herbaceous plants

which embraces twenty-eight spccic.s, of which more than half are

recognised as African and only three or four Indian. It is noteworthy,

however, that of the Indian forms, two are the Melon and Cucumber
(economically very far the most important of all) and the third is i\

tidf/oiins, Roxh.—a truly wild plant, never cultivated nor its fruits eaten,

C. Melo, Linn.
;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Props, pt. ii.,

51, pi. 1; Sweet Melon, kharbuja, Icarbuz, kharmuj, tarbuj, dungra, chibuda,

gidhro, zaghun, sarda, vellari-verai, mulam-pandu, remo, etc.

Most of the early travellers speak of the best melons of India being grown
from imported seed. The Emperor Baber makes, in fact, no mention of Indian
melons, but extols those of Samarkand. So also m Akbar’s time none of the
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five sorts spoken of jn the A%n,-i-Akhari (Blochmann, trnnsl., 65) were Indian

;

all are stated to have come from Badakshan or Kabul. Lmschoten (Voy. E. Ind.

(ed. Hald. Soc.), ii., 35) observes that the Indian melons are not so good as those

of Spam, and have to be eaten with sugar. Tavernier speaks of the Indian

melons as grown from Persian seed. Firminger {Man. Qard. Ind. (ed. Cameron),

1904, 225-9) mentions several kinds of melons as specially excellent. The
best or first class is the sarda, a native of Kabul, which does not succeed in

India ; the second is also a Kabul melon successfully grown in India. Aitchison

{Prod W. Afghan, and N E. Persia, 48—9; Kew Bull,, 1894, 75) is of opmion
that the sarda failed because it was not understood. The early supply con-

sists of ordinary good melons, but the later, when ripened with frost, is the
sarda proper. It is covered over and left to mature slowly. Some sarda melons
sent to Kew m 1894 arrived m excellent condition, and from the seed thus
obtained good fruits w'ore grown at the Royal Gardens at Frogmoro and else-

where. It 13 bohevod that sarda melons might bo exported to Europe, where
they would fetch good prices as winter fruits. The third and perhaps the
finest of the Indian melons is the safedah or white melon of Lucknow, which
is grown in sandy loam along the banks or in the dry beds of the Gumti. It is

the size of a very large orange, flattened at both ends and white inside and out.

It would appear, however, that so far back as 1866 the Lucknow melon had been
allowed seriously to deteriorate, so that perhaps its present condition might
bo considerably improv-ed. In The Indian Agriculturist (June 12, 1866) Dr.
E. Bonavia gave an interesting account of this deterioration, and urged that
efforts should be made to improve the stock of the "clntla” or “speckled”
melon of Lucknow.

The Melon from an agricultural point of view is the most important species
of the genua 4 uetimii, and is extensively cultivated for its fruits on the sandy
banks of Indian rivers So soon as tho water has fallen Irorii the white sandy
banks of the Ganges and Jumna, for example, pits are dug and filled with manure
within which tho nielon-sood is deposited. These pits act as forcing-beds and
are protected against .sand-drift by grass and thorn hedges constructed around
them. Less manure is required when tho silt of tho river is of fairly rich quality
and contams organic matter. Sometimes, as at Ahinedabad, tho plants are sown
in trenches instead of pits. They continue to fruit as a rule from April until
tho rising of the water in June overwhelms and destroys them. A popular
accoimt of the Indian melons may bo found in Indian I'lantiny and Gardening
(Oct. 3, 1904), and intorestmg descriptions of the growth of melons on the floatmg
gardens of Kashmir are given by Moorcroft {Agri.-Ilort. Soc. Ind. Trans., i., 70),
by Rivott {Assess. Kept. Mir Bahri, 1898, 16), and by Lawrence {Valley of
Kashmir, 345-8).

The flattened and elliptic seeds yield a sweet edible Oil. Semlor says tho
quantity they contain is about 30 per cent, and that a considerable trade m it

exists from the Chmeso port of Chefoo. It is a liglit thin oil, which dries slowly
and in addition to being eaten is employed in the soap industry. According to
Semlor a considerable quantity was formerly exported from Sierra Loose and
Lagos, but the low prices offered have killed the trade {Trap. Agrik., 1900,
11

, 525). Tho seeds are also used as a cooling Mkdicine, though it is doubtful
if those of tho various species are distmguishod In fact tho seeds of Meta
are commonly sold all over India as a cooling medicine m admixture with those
of .ireto, ear ittllisHima , MIenIneasa oentern and 4Ult iiIIhh rtilgaris. Molon-
seeds are also commonly used as a flavouring ingredient

—

bhang-maseala. {Of.
Cannabis sativa, p. 258.]

Pests.—Particulars of the cultivation of Afghan and Baluclf melons in tho
Lower Provinces, together with a description of tho hfe history of the trouble-
some melon-fly, may bo found in Jas. Cleghom’s most useful paper {Journ.
Agri.-IIort. Soc. Ind., n s., 1891, ix., 63-82). The melon is also attacked, like
other cucurbitaceous fruits, by a small rod beetle. [Cf Ind. Mus. Notes, i., pt. ii.,

92--3
; ill., pt. v., 57-8 ; iv., pt. i., 32-4, pt. ii., 92-3.] The wood-ash preven-

tative, usually adopted by the Natives, must bo detrimental, and probably a muslin
frame would bo found more effective, since only the young seedlings suffer as
a rule.

(a) var. Momordica, floxt
, sp.

;

Duthie and Fuller, I c 50, pi. xlix.
; Banerjei,

Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 116. The phutorphunt, phuti, kachra (unripe), tuU, kakari-kai,
pedda-kai, ihakhwa hmwey, etc. Mentioned as phooth m the Taleef Shereef, and
accordmg to Dutt has a Sanskrit name, ervaru. Although now reduced by
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CUCUMIS
THE CUCUMBER sativus

Cucumber
botanista to a variety of r. airio the fruit ia cylindrical, smooth (not fluted),

mottled yellow and green and more like the cucumber, except that it la leas

scabrous and larger. There are several distinct forma met with m the hot and
rainy seasons. It is cultivated in cotton or maize fields, etc., here and there
throughout India, and when the fruit has burst, which it does spontaneously,
the flesh is mealy but not sweet, though palatable when eaten with sugar. When
young the fruit is a good substituto for the cucumber, and kachra is in fact a
valuable vegetable.

(fi) Var. utlUsslmus, Roxb
, ap ;

Diithie and Fuller, l.c. ii , 55, tt. hu , liv. The Kakri.
kdkri, kdkur, or kdnkur, kukri, dosray, velhri, kakkarik, kakadt. knkdt, tarkakdi,
takhva, tavashi, otc. This melon approaches the encumber. Accordmg to

Buchanan-Hamilton (Stat. Acc. Dtnap, 1833, 196) it is the fifth most important
fruit. It vanes from short oval to elongate (sometimes throe feet in length).

When young it ia covered with soft down and is pale green in colour, hut with
age changes to dark green or white and bright orange when fully ripe. It is Cultivation.

cultivated m Bengal, the United Provinces, tho P.injab and Western India, etc.,

during the hot weather and the rams. It prefers a dry, loose open soil. .Vftor

manuring the ground should be laid out in bods and uhreo or four soed.^ sown
three feet apart. Being in season loiui liefore the cucumber, the yoimg fruit

is much eaten by Europeans as a substitute for that vegetable, though it is

somewhat msipid. Kakri is moreover an important article of Food with tho Ifood.

poorer classes during tho hot months. When half-grown it is pickled , when
ripe eaten raw or in curries. The seeds are pressed, dried, ground to meal

;

the oil expressed from them is used with food, m rabdicine, or in lamps. It

seems probable that some at least of the forms spoken of by authors as

cucumbers should in reality ho placed under the present plant.

C. sativus, Ltnn. ; Duthie and Fuller, l.c. 53-1:, tt. h., lii.
;
Sen., cucumber

Reft. Agri. Slat. Dacm, 1889, 47 ;
N. N. Banerjei, Agn. Cuttack, 1893, 115 ;

or Khira.
Firminger, l.c. 169. The Cucumber, khira, kaknai, kakdi, nasd, muhevehri,

dozakaxa, sante kayi, trapusha, sukasa, lhagwa, Idr, etc.

There seems to be no doubt that one at least of the original homes of the Habitat,

cucumber was in North India, and its cultivation can be traced to tho most
ancient classic times of Asia. Royle’s iinrttirtri.il (a plant wild from
Kumaon to Sikkim) is m no important respect different botanically from t\

tiatirna, though it has distinctive vernacular names (air-dlu, pdhari-tn-drayan,
etc.), and is collected and used as a substituto for futorynth (llluat. Him. Hot.,

t. 47). The classio and other European names for the cucumber, as stated by
De Candolle, would seem to point to a European cultivation quite as ancient
as can be shown for Southern Asia. Hohn {Kulturpfl. und Hauet., 0th od.,

1894, 308-14) gives a useful account of the historic and etymological considera-
tions. Briefly it may bo said that he, and his editors Schrader and Engler,
refer most of the early names for the cucumber, the melon and the gourd to the
uses ot certain forms of these fruits as water and oil bottles. [Of. Cucurblta,

p. 441, and Lagenarla, p. 700.]
There are two primary forms of cucumbers:—a creeping field plant of the Forms,

hot weather, and a garden climber of the rainy season. The former has small
egg-shaped fruits {mandi kakuri of Orissa) and is sown in drills in February or
March, preferably in rich soil. The latter or rainy-season varieties have much
larger fruits [kaniali kakuri), dark-green or creamy-white, changing to rusty-
browm when full grown. The rainy-season varieties are the most common, bomg
eaten by both Natives and Europeans, The hot-season forms are also, however,
eaten either raw or cooked m curnes. Gathered in a young state they are
generally known under the name gerkin or gherkin, and constitute a much- o-herkm.
prized vegetable ; they are also very extensively pickled and eaten in that form.
It would thus seem fairly certain that the gherkin of India is tho hot-season form
of f. aattruti and not the somewhat doubtful .4.Hynria of the West Indies.

Sir J. D. Hooker (Bot. Mag., t. 6206) has described a special form of cucumber
that seems peculiar to Sikkim.

In the hot-weather supply throe sowings are usually made, namely at the Cultivation.

end*of February, in the middle and at the end of March, The seeds are sown
along both sides of drills, the drills being one foot apart. In dry soil, water is

given immediately after sowing and subsequently every ten days, but not too
liberally. The rainy-season forms thrive with little care, and are always sure of
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CUCURBITA
Squash and WILD CUCUMBERS
Pumpkin

yielding a good crop. The creamy-white kind (“ White Turkey ”)is regard^ m
one of the best forms European cultivation has recently completely changed the

character of the plant mot with in Indian towns. [Cf Ind. Oard , Dec. 21,

Still it IS a curious fact that although the cucumber is now fully aoknowedged

to bo a native of India, most of the fine English forms cannot be grown in

that country.

Earit, C. tPlEOnus, Roxb., FI. Ind.^ iii., 722
;

also C. turbinatus, Roxb.,

Eatvel. 723
;
Pharmacoq. Ind., li., 65-7

;
Kartilcer, Pois. PI. Bomb., in Journ.

Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., viii., 99-106, pi. 0.: Dnfchio, FI. Upfer Gang.

Plain, i., 373 ;
Praiu, Beng. Plants, i., 622

;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bbmb., i., 5.56 ;

G. pseudo-colocgnthis, Royle, III., 220, t. 47, f. 3 ;
C. pubescens, Wall;

Royle ; Wight, etc. The Mtvel, Icdrit, pam-budinga, pulcha, puchcha, bis-

lurnba, hislamhhi, etc. An annual or perennial climber not i;ultivated, met

with throughout the grc.ater part of the drier upland tracts of India,

Afghanistan and Persia.

The name Indrayan sometimos given to it more corrocily denotes CHi-nlluH

t'aioryHthiH, but 1 strongly suspect these two plants, anil also the so-called wild

status of mith-tiH (!•. Hai-flirtfl.ll, ffav/c) have been much confused by economic
an<U oven by some botanic writers The character of simple bifurcated tendrils

would, if rigorou.sly applied, almost of necessity involve the transference of one-half

the sheets m most herbaria from vttfniiaii t'oincyuthht to fartitaiH fiigauaH.

Indeed, all the examples of I’tti itiittH with small deeply dissected leaves

have simple tendrils, and can with difficulty be separated from fucuwit*
fotoryathif), Royle It i.s necessary to draw attention to this circumstance since

the properties of tlio kdril do not differ materially from those of the true foiaryiitn.

But the plant of the sandy deserts is very diffeient from that of the Himalaya,
and there may bo two or more species , but if so, then they have been very in-

differently described and identified. Roxburgh pointed out that his IHgoutia
resembles very much Mela, linn . var uHHMHlma. and Pram says f. trlgonua
18 sometimes considered the original source of the melon, and ninv equally be a form
of that plant which had become feral

The seeds yield a fixed Oir, by boiling, which is used m lamps by the poorer
classes. The pulp ef the fruit is bitter and similar m quality to Caioeyntn.
It is not, however, possible to ascertain definitely the exact mdustrial and
medicinal value of this species until the ambiguities above indicated have been
removed.

DE.R, CUCURBITA, LDfw.; FI. Br. Ind., n.,
,

GooVa, FI. Pres.

ii., 638-42. Bomb., 1903, i., 547 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 377 ; Prain, Beng.

Plants, 1903, i., 524 ;
CucunBiTACK^n.

History—Considerable confusion appears always to have existed as* to the
history and nomenclature of most cuciirbitaceous plants It seems probable
that European pro-Lmnaean names are suggestive of the first uses to which the
fruits were put, but can hardly be accepted as separately denoting the modern
genera and species. Thus, for example, Pliny (Hist. JVuf., bk xix., ch. 5) ob-

"Water and servos that ciicurbitaceous fruits had long been used as wmo-bottles, but in his

Oil Bottles. '^ere just coming into fashion ns water-pitehers at the baths. Hehn (KuUurpfl.
und Haust , 6th od., 304-14) derives conjecturally faeautia «and rueat-Mta
from cumera and corbita, low Latin words, the one meaning a covered vessel,
the other a basket (Germ. korb). Hence perhaps the remark by Columella (De re
Rust. (ed. Gesnero, 1773), xi., 3, 40J, those fruits “ are well suited for empl03nnent
as vessels,” Incidentally it is worth noting that many of the early glass bottles
recovered from the Thames, Tiber and Seine are obviously modelled on the
bottle-gourd (i.ngeuai la rnlgarfa), and some of the bottles used for Italian
wines are to-day of that shape. It is thus not surprising that statements some-
times applied to Cuearhlta should have to bo transferred to i.ngenntHn or
Heaiaeatta or Vice versa. Still more frequently are the various specie* of
i'aeurbita confounded one with the other and their vernacular names in all
countries interchanged Brief botanic diagnoses for the purpose of facilitating
distinction become accordmgly almost imperative.
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CUCURBITA
BED, YELLOW, AND WHITE GOURDS pkpo

Vegetable Marrow
C. maxima, Duchesne

;
FI. Br. Ind., ii., 622 ;

Bentham, Rev. on
Cenni storici of Targioni-Tozzetti, in Journ. Roy. Ilort. Soc., 1855, 146 ;

DC., Orig. Cult. Plants, 1884, 249-57
; Asa Gray, Scient. Papers, 1889, i.,

332-41
;

N. N. Bancrjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 116-7 ; Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., 1903, i., 547
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Caruf. Plain, i., 377. Squash-gourd,

Yellow-gourd, Red-gour<l, Spanish-gourd. Turban-gourd, etc. : lalbhopah

,

kala-bhopala, baitnlu, haitaha-khaiu, kadu, tookm kudu, qaduwa, pushivi,

gummadi, erra-gummadi, mallanga, kumbala, sliwc pay on, ete A plant with
five palmate leaves, having the lobes rounded, the sinus nairow, and the

petiole nearly as long as the blade, but not prickiv . fruiting peduncle round
smooth

;
corolla lobes curved outwards, c.ilv'x sogmenf , laiiceola > -linear.

Duthie says that the evidoneo obtained fio.ii hn'oric resoercfi ''avoiirs an
Asiatic origin for this plant, C. Sprcii;4er i’hmc Omr ,

Is.'l, 3113) s ly.s .a

wild form, C. (nylriHlt m), h.ka hoeii Intnul in the I'im.ilaya wliirh is

slippoaod to be the parent of all tlie larco-fniited goords in coll ivaiioii [f
./

Ke'iu

Bull, (add sor.), 1900, iv , 1‘20.
J

\sa tbay is disposed (o acc.'pt il as .\im»nean,
and in support of that opinion menln ns that its nanio •• Squash ” is American.
It produces tlio largest known cucuibit: eooiiis fruit, exiiinple.s weighing as much
as 240 lb. have been recordeil The piincipal varieties have already boon denoted
by tho citation above of European names. It is cultiv'ated )» most warm and
temperate parts of the globe. In UpfK^r India tlie seed is sown in tho rams
and the vogolablo oaten m tho cold season; but m Bengal it is often sown ui
October, and Banorioi says that ui Cuttack it is sown m Eebruary-March. Both
the seeds and tho Oil expressed from them are used m niedicino. Tho fruit

when young is used as a Vegetable, and when mature will koop for months if

hung up in an airy place It is, like most other forms of I'ururbtta

,

extremely
valuable as a vogotablo during camping expeditions, smee it will keep for months
and withstand severe handling It is largely used by tho Natives in curry. In
German Ea«t Africa the young loaves are oaten liko spinach \Cj Benchle uber

Land-und Forat , 1903, i. 419] In Assam tho young leaves of v. i»cj>o are
similarly oaten as a pot-herb.

D.E.P.,
ii., 638-40.
Squash- or
Yellow-
gourd.

Uab't'ib

f’ultivfition.

Oil.

Vegetable,

C. moschata, Duchesne; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden

Crops, pt. li., 58-9, pi. Iviii-l.xi. The Musk-melon, Melon Pumpkin,

sitaphal, saphari khumra, mithd-kculdii, kah-dudht, etc.

Leaves as m tho preceding, but very often marbled with whitish blotches ;

petiole hairy but not pnokly ; fruitmg pedimclos angular and furrowed , calyx
segments of tho female flower large foliaceous The Musk-inclon is described

in the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl , 64-5) as distinct from tho melon, so

that it appears to havo been known in India from fairly ancient times. Baber
(Memoira, 1519, 328), for example, in his description of the citron, compares it

with the Musk-melon There are two primary forms of this plant, one bearing

smooth and the other fluted fruits , the former is oblong m shape (f. muHvhuIn
proper), and the latter a flattened spheroid («. meinpepo. Roxb.)

Tho plant is now widely cultivated in both hemispheres and reipiires a warmer
climate than either v.’ muiinut er regto It is grown as a field crop in

Northern India, and the yellow flesh is extensivelycook^ and eaten as a vegetable

throughout India. There appears to be a small form, about the size of a turnip,

which IS grown under the names tendi'ia (Bignor), tendn (Duab), ttndu (Panjab),

and which makes a delicious vogotablo when young or half ripe. This is men-
tioned in the Ain-i-Akbari (1.590, I c 00) as a sweet fruit

D.E.P.,
11., 640-1.
Musk-
melon.

Cultivation.

Area.

C. Pepo, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 622 ;
Taylor, Topog. Stat. Dacca, p.E.P.,

1840, 139-40
;

Firmmger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 170 ;

®41-2.

Sen, Rept. Agri. Stat. Dacca, 1889, 46 ; Duthie and Fuller, l.c. i., 377. The iP'^t^pFin.

Pumpkin, White-gourd, Vegetable Marrow {rnr. ovif'era), kumra or

kumara, safed kaddu, lanka, kaula, kohala, petha, bhunga, etc.

Leaves S-palmate, sinus broad and segment pointed ; petiole as long as the

blade, the hairs of tho lower surface hardened into prickles ; corolla narrow
towards the base and lobes erect ; calyx-segments linear lanceolate ; frmting
peduncle woody, strongly grooved, and marked with ridges.
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CUMINUM
GYSIINUni
Ctunin

THE CUMIN

The IcwYira is mentioned in many of the ancient Sanskrit works, but t'. M’etto

and itenitirtimi ct-ri/vra wete possibly confused or not distinguished. The
Pumpkin is often mentioned as a native of America, though this opinion rests

on Lindhoimer’s observation “apparently indigenous.” Asa Gray (I c. 333),

commenting on that, says “ no wild specimen has since been received from all

that region (nor from any other).” It is grown in vegetable gardens through-

out the greater part of India, and is often seen scrambling over the culti-

vators’ huts. It 18 nowhere, however, extensively grown, and rarely as a field

CultiTstion. crop. The following notes on Indian cultivation are taken mainly from Fir-

mingcr (Z c 171) :—In South India the improved custard and patty-pan marrows
are delicious vegetables, but they only succeed when sown in the early rams.

They should be sown in boxes or pans at the end of May. When the first pair

of rough leaves appear the seedlings may be transplanted into richly manured
pits, at 5 feet apart, m the kitchen garden. The hardier long-fruited varieties

will succeed all through the rainy season In Lower Bengal the seeds should
bo sown in the open ground about the end of October to middle of December,
and the plants must have plenty of space to trail over. The best plan is to sow
two or throe seeds in pits 16 inches deep and as many wide, fill^ with richly

manured soil. If many seeds germinate, eliminate all except one. When the
plants have formed about four of their rough leaves they will almost certainly

be attacked by a red beetle, but if they can be preserved at this stage they do not
soom to bo liable to attack later. When thoy have sot as many fruits as the
vines will bear the flowers should be removed. The plants require constant
and copious watering, and occasionally with liquid manure The gourds must
bo gathered when tender, say in May-June, as they rapidly become hard and
woody. Both Taylor and Son speak of the pumpkin as a garden and field crop
characteristic of cortam parts of Bengal. In the United Provinces the sowing
of the seed must not bo made before the end of February as the plants will not
live in the cold season in that part of India. On the hills, sow in April and the
vegetable will be in season m July. Duthie says that m these provinces it is a
garden, not a field crop. From Mussourie a scarlet pumpkin has recently been
reported as brought originally from Kashmir. [(7/. Journ Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind.,

1902, XU.. 116-7 ]

As a field crop m Europe and America the pumpkm end vegetable marrow
are grown 15 feet apart with 12 feet between the rows. Throo seeds are de-
posited in each spot, and 2 lb. per acre will therefore suffice. The yield on
rich, well-manured vegetable soil is from 15 to 20 tons an acre. In India

Oil. the seeds are preserved ; they yield a clear edible oil, supposed to be of medicinal
value. The use of tho fruit as a vegetable is of course well known, and the
raw fruit is said to be an excellent food for cows. The fruits of several species
of melon, gourd, etc , are candied and sold all over India both as a luxury and
m medicme. Similarly tho soods of these fruits are largely used for flavouring
certain preparations of Indian hemp, and the root for a nefarious purpose,
VIZ. to make the preparation more potent {Bept. Ind. Hemp, Drugs Comm

,
iv.,

426, 491). [Cf. Produce World, Voh 1896; Planting Opinion, Feb. 5, 1898; ,/oum.
Soc. Chem. InduBt., 1901, xx., 1003; Pharm. Joum., 1901, 67, 263; Hanausek,
Micro. Tech. Prod (Winton and Barber, transl. ), 1907, 369-70.]

I1.E.P., CUMINUM CYMINUM, Linn.; FI, Br. Ind., li., 718; Phar-
ii., 642-6. macog. Ind., ii., 113-6

;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. iii.,

40 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 397-8

;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 573;

Umbellifek.55. Cumin, zira, jiraka, ajaji, kamun, zird, ziya, e?o. This plant
18 more or less cultivated in most provinces of India, except Bengal and
Assam. There is, however, fairly conclusive evidence that it is nowhere
indigenous, though in several districts it would appear to be so far natural-
ised as to have been regarded as “ wild ” even by competent observers.

History—Considerable confusion exists in Indian publications through the
vernacular name zird or jird bemg given to both cumin and caraway (see Carum
Carul, pp. 283-4). A similar mistake is made with regard to ii'if/e/{« sattuat.
Black Cumm (p. 811). (The authors of the Pharmacogrwphia Indica point out
that jird or jirana, the Sanskrit names for cumin, as well as the Persian zhireh
or zirch and all the Indian vernacular names, appear to be derived from tho root
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THE YELLOW AND liLACK ZEDOABIES
CURCUMA

CAUL.1NA

jri and to allude to the digestive propertioa of the seeds). The true cumin is SubBtitoteB
generAlly rogardod as a nativo of Ii<gypt or of the Mediterranean regions, and
according to Semler (Trop. Agnk., 1900, ii., 684) the best sort comes from Malta. «

The historical records of the use of cumin go back to early times. It was a
common flavouring spice durmg the 17th century m England, as it still is m
Germany; it was extensively employed all over mediaeval Europe and was
known even m the dark ages. Witli the Greeks its small size originated a pro-
verbiad reproach—kuminoprialea (cunnn-skinnmg). It is referred to in very much
the seime sense m St. Matthew, xxm., 23. In Europe, however, it has been dis-

placed to a very great extent by caraway, but is largely used tlrroughout India.
The seeds (fruits) afford from 3 to 4 per cent, of an oil which has the sp. gr. of

0'91 to 0'9A The oil is chiefly employed in Europe in tho manufacture of liqueurs. Liqueurs.

[Gf. Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 544—6.] In India consider-

able importance is still attached to the medicinal properties of cumin, which is Mcdicuie.

held to be astringent and coolmg
,

Trade .—The available information rogardmg the Indian acreage of this crop and Production

tlie average yield are unfortunately not sufficient to justify an attempt at estimating Trade,

the total production and consumption The United Provinces and the Panjab
are tho chief producing provinces. There is a large internal trade. Madras, for

example, gets its supplies from Uongal. One of the earliest references to foreign

trade m Indian cumin is that given by Milburn {Or. Comm , 1813, i., 136) “ The
plant,” he observes, “ which produces these seeds somewhat resembles fennel,

and grows in various parts of India, Persia and Egypt ; it is an article of trade

with Surat. The seed is a kind of caraway . . . they are to bo chosen fresh

and of a greenish colour. There are several sorts of cumin seeds to be met
with, but they are seldom imported from India.” At tho present day the exports
of cumm from India show a steady increase. Thus they were 11,304 cwt ,

Rs. 2,22,161, m 1899-1900; 17,385 cwt.. Rs. 4,03,876, in 1903-4; and 22,308

cwt., Rs 5,00,636, in 1905-6 The modern traffic is almost exclusively from
Bombay and Bengal, and tho best customers oro Ceylon, the Straits Settlements

and British East Africa. Tho United Kingdom takes only from 20 to 50 cwt.

yearly. But there is a considerable import of cumin across the N.W. land
frontier and from Red Sea and Persian Gulf ports Tho chief trade centres

are Jabbalpur, Gujarat, Rutlam and Muscat. \Cf. Paulua ACgineta (Adams,
transl.), iii., 203 ; Tavernier, Travela (ed Ball), ii., 20 ; Birdwood and Foster,

E.I.e. Firat Letter Book, 199, 317, 480.]

CURCUMA, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 209-16; Cooke, FI. Fres.

Bomb., ii., 729-32
;
Pram, Bei^. Plants, ii., 1040-2

;
Scitamine^. ii-, 662-71.

J. G. Baker has described (in FI. Br. Ind.) twenty-nine species under this

genus. Some ten of these are more or loss of economic value and two of con-
siderable importance. It may suffice, thoroforo, to give a few jottmgs regarding
the imimportant economic species, imdor the present introductory note, and to

thus concentrate attention on tho two chief plants :

—

C. Amada, Soxb., m As. Rea., 1810, xi., 341 ; the Mango-Ginger, am-haldi, Mango-Gmger.
Amddd, etc., which is found wild m Bengal and on the hills, the tubers being used
medicinally and as a condiment and vegetable.

C. aromatlca, Sahst’, Cooke, FI. Prea. Bomb., ii
, 730; Pharmocog. Ind., Yellow

lii., 396-8 ; the wild or Cochin Turmeric, Yellow Zedoary, jangli-haldi, ban- Zedoary-
haldl, ambS or rdn-halad, etc. This plant, which is a native of Bengal, is practi-
cally a substitute for the true turmeric, and was not distinguished from it

by Arabian physicians. Used medicinally by the Hindus in combination with
astringents or with bitters t«id aromatics and exported to Europe for use as a
substitute for turmeric in dyomg. It is chiefly grown at Alwaye, north-east of
Cochin, emd is also collected in Mysore, Wynaad, etc. The unpeeled root fetches
Rs. 24 to 26 per candy of SJ cwt.

C. OiBsla, Soxb.

,

the Black Zedoary, kdld haldi, is wild and cultivated in Black
Bengal and chiefly used as a cosmetic. It is one of the two zerumbdda of modem Zedoary.
Persian writers. [Of. Aitchison, Notea on Prod. IT. Afghan, and N.E. Persia, 15;
Pharmocog. Ind., l.c. 403-6.]

IC. caulina, Graham
, the chavara, chowar of Mahableshwar

; C. leucorrhlza,
Roxb., of Bihar, often specially designated tikor or tikhur ; C. pseudo-nontana,
Graham, the sinderwani or aindarbar of the Konkan ; and C. Tubescens, Roxb

,

of Bengal, are all said to yield arrowroot that is regularly eaten and which
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CURCUMA
ANOUSTIFOLIA EAST INDIAN AKROWROOT
ITarrow-leaved Turmeric

becomes important in times of scarcity or is used to adulterate that of c. att-

giiHtt/oiiu. [Cf. Cooke, Lc. 730.]
IjOngVtnd C. Zedoaria, /fosc

,
Cooke, I c. 732. The long and round Zodoary, Tcachura,

Bound salt, nhori, zurarnbdd, uruk-el-lcdfur, kich-chitick-Ictzhangu, thnnu-weti, etc. This
Zedoary. plant is wild m the Kastern Himalaya and cultivated here and there throughout

India Roxburgh observed that it was a native of Chittagong, whence the

Bengal supply was derived The round zodoary of the shops is groyish-white

and compact It has a bitter and strong camphoraceoua taste. The long
zodoary has the same odour and flavour The red powder, ahir, used by Hindus
at the Hoh festival was formi'rlv largely made from the rliizonio of this plant.

Tlio powder is purified, iliiod, and mixed with a decoction of sappan-wood. Tho
rhizomes con.stituto one of tho most important articles of Native perfumery, and
a considerable supply is sent from Ceylon to Bombay, the price being about
Rs 20 to 30 per candy of 7 cwt fC'/ Atn-t-Akbart (Gladwin, transl ), i, 104;
Milhurn, Or. Comm , 181.3, i

, 2!)3
,
Montgomery Martin, Hint. E. Ind., 1838,

111 ., 241—2; Pnulua yEi/metu (Ailams, Comment.), in. 434—6; Pharmacog., I c.

399-403 ; Finnmger, Man. Gard Ind (ed Cameron), 1904, 378-9.] ,

Indian
Arrowroot.
Habitat.

Willi Tubers.

riauiJTig iu

^lelU

ITopdration
of l'']our.

Tiofit.

Oultiviii.ion

in Bengal.

Trade.

Food for

Children.

Adiilleitiiit.-'.

Prke,

C. angrustifolla, Hoxb. ; Pharniacog., l.c. 405 7 ;
Wic.sMcr, Die

Rohst. de.<< Pflanzfinr, i., (>l2-3. Ea.st Iiuiian Arrowroot, Narrow-leaved
Turmeric, tho likhnr, tiknr, tanHr, lavakhtra (tamkshiri), nrarut-kx-qadde,

ararut-kisharujn, hum, etc. A native of the central tracts of India from
the mountains of Bengal to Bombay and Madras and, according to some
writers, of the N.W. Hiinalava as well. It is particularlv abunclant in the
Central Province.s, especiallv (he Upper Godavari district

;
a considerable

trade in the tuber-s e.xisls at Raipur and Malabar The arrowroot of the
wild tuber is said to be largely prepared and traded in from Goehin and
Travancore to Knnara (Malabar arrowroot). [Cf. Hanausi'k, Micro. Tech,
Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl. ), 1907, 46.]

According to Madias experience tlio sots are planted late m autumn in
properly prepared soil, are watered occasionally during the dry season, and
cropped, iti Januiii y Owing to tho dryness of tho soil the tubers have, as a rule,
to bo dug up, not ploughed up, and this process is siiinowhat todious Tho
yiold on tho prepared soil of the Sydapet Expenmontal Farm. Madras, was found
to be 3,944 lb of tubers, or -193 lb of ^irepared flour per acre A plot cultivated
m tho collogo Experimental Garden yielded at tho rate of 7,.'>00 lb of tubers
or937J^lb of flour per <kto In preparing the flour, the tubers, after being well
wnalied, are pulpod on a grater and tho startb and fibi'O separated by tlie use
of water. It is then strained tlirouglia ilotli and tho fibre tliereby separated

; the
starch is again washed, then siin-driod, and finally brokim into fine flour If
sold at 4 annas per lb tho profit por aero would bo about R.s 400 Tho resulting
starch IS fine, and the best spocimons of it have boon even (omparod to the true
arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea, p. 773), but tli , granule,s are flat and Vdwuys
.stratified Mr Nibaran Chandra Cliodluiry in 1901 wrote an mstruetive note
describing tiie cultivation of this tuber in Bakarganj, wliich does not, however,
differ materially from tiie Maiiras experience and i esult.s, briefly mdicated

A fairly largo trade exists m tikhur or tankir arrowroot, all over India. It is
used as a substitute for oidiiiary arrowroot, but regarded as less desirable niedi-
oally. It IS, liowovor. a favourite article of food amf'ng the Natives, especially
for children The Travancore arrowroot is reported to be not infrequently
mixed with tlio starch of cassava or tapioca (Mamhot utlUsBlnia, p. 766). In
Upper India it is said tho starch of tlio swoot potato i.s .sornotimosemployed as an
adulterant, and m Rombaytho colourless young tubers of tho ordinary turmeric
are mixed w'ith tliosoof this plant Of tlio trade, though known to be extensive,
no details are avaiilable In Bombay, Malabar arrowroot is said to fetch from
Rs. 3 to Rs 4 per maiind of 28 lb.

Tho late Dr Uisboa {Notes on Mahahleehipar and Other Indian Arrowroot-
yielding PL in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist Soc , 1887, ii., 140-7) gives much useful
information regarding this arrowroot He would appear to think that ir^ich
of the East Indian Arrowroot of Western India (especially that of MahableshwOr)
IS derived from tho tubers of fiifeftenia , Baker. [Gf. Cooke, FI, Pres.
Bomb., li., 728.] Ho then mentions as substitutes and adulterants to tlie true
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Haldi
fttrowroot, in. addition to CufonMa unfiUHttfolln and €'. imetuto-ntoutann, the
following.

—

Ari»fPnttt , Schott^ and Vaeett jtiuuntijiiia , Forst,

C. longa, Lmn. ; FL Br. Ind., vi., 214 ; Duthie and Fuller, Field

and Garden Crops, pt. m., 41, t. Ixxvii.
;

Nioholls, Textbook Trap Agn.,
248-9; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., iii., 186; Mukerji, Handbook Ind.
Agn., 1901, 359

; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., u
,
732. Turmeric, haldi, halide,

halada, halud, hal]a, manjal, pasupu, manual, anshina or arshana, kahd,
same, hsa-nwen, haridrd (Sanskrit ^yellow wood), and karkim (the Hebrew
from which kurkum and Curcuma have been derived), (Laeaita, Appendix
in Maw, The Genus Cincus, 188(5, v.-\iii.), etc. Turmeric is reganled by
some botanists as a native of India, but the finest qualities wi're int-odiiced

from China or Cochin-China.
History and Races.—Ibn Baithar (1200, ii

, ^170), <|Uotiiig a ' nti i of the t 'utli

century, says that tho Persians call this root at hard, uinl tiie iiiliahitunts of
Ba.sra name it ol-Aairfciiwi or saffron, (l.-ircia do Oita (C'ldl

, loO.l, xviii
)
^ives

its chief Indian names, and say.s that ulnle abuiidiinL in < ananoi and ('iilnait, it

is only known m Persia and Arabia as ulitaiiied fioia India Ho speaks of it as
a form of saffron knoun to the Arabs as nahet The .hu-i-.ikhnri ijives t’ c irices

of the qualities of turniene, so tluit it was pos.sibl ^ as well known iii India m 1500
os it IS to-day. The plant is nowadays extonsively cultivated all over India for

tho sake of its rhizomes. 'I’licro are two main conditions one in which a fairly

soft rhizome is useil us a cuiiflnncnt, being one of tho indispensable ingredients
in curries ; the other in whidi tho .'bizoiiK' is hardi'r and much richer in colour,

hence employed tor dyeing purjiusos. Certain qualities of tho rhizome mo also

fairly largely prescribed in medicine. So veiy diflereiit are some of tho so-called
forms of turmeric that it has often been urged they mu.st lie produced from
botanioally distinct varieties, it not spei los, <|Uite independently of f. loai/ii. In
European trade, for example, there arc known the tollowmg .—tlhina, Madras,
Cochin, Bengal and Java. The first mentioned is tho best. Cochin turmeric
13 a globular tuber, and usually appears in market cut into .shce.s it is an edible
tuber, and is possibly to some extent often f. ntti/ttail/mlia or iixrmlu.tiioHtiina

rather than <. lo»i/a. But according to some wiiteis the special ipialdics of tho
dyo rhizome are more a (piestion of ago than of .specdio distinctions If loft m
tho soil for a longer period, or if dried and stored for some tune before being used,

tho tubers assume the dye condition T'bcro aie, howexer, s|5ecial dye stocks
known as lok-handi-halath, inala-haldi, jouala-haldi and amha-hakli. These, very
|X)8sibly, have boon producoil by tho careful selection of eenlurios of cultivation.

Tho vornaculnr names of indigenous tiirmorie could eusily have boon traiisforrod

to an imported plant, just as the foreign arrowroot is displacing tho indigenous.

Cultivation. \. Uengai. —Tlic description of cultivatioii in Bengal

given by Roxburgh is held hv most writers to be in the main applicable

to the greater part of India. It mav, therelore, be quotwl here in full.

The ground,” he says, “ must be rich, fiiable and so high as not to

overflow during the raany season such as the Bengalese about Calcutta eall

danga. It is often planted on land where sugar-cane grew the preceding

year, and is deemed a meliorating crop. The soil must be well ploughed
and cleared of^wceds, etc. It is then raised in April and May, accoiding as

the rains begin to fall, into ridges, 9 or 10 inches high and 18 or 20

broad, with intervening trenches 9 or 10 inches broatl. The cuttings or

sets, VIZ. small portions of the fresh root, aie planted on the tops

of the ridges, at about 18 inches or 2 feet asunder. One acre requires

about 9(X) such sets, and yields in December and January about 2,000 lb.

weight of the fresh root.” From more recent publications it may be

learned that in Bengal two varieties arc grown, the deshi or country

and the Patna ;
the latter is of a nchcr colour and gives a better outturn.

The crop is often lifted the first year, but the produce is inferior both

in quality and quantity to that obtained when left in the soil for a year
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Cultivation.

•
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Cuttack
Cultivation.

Three Kinds.

Five Tears’
Crop.

U. Prov.
Kiimaon and
Oarhwal.

Seasons.

Cost.

Yield

Panjab.

six Uontbs’
Crop.

Bombay.

Sods.

Immunity.

Yield.

Profit.

Madras.
Seasons.

Coet.

and nine ttionths. The cost of cultivation, which, is in the main the same

as that of ginger {Xiiti/lher oJlicinole), is estimated at from Rs. 7 to

Rs. 15 per bigha (one-third of an acre), and the yield is variously stated

at from 8 to 18 maunds. The former estimate (8 maunds) appears to

refer to dried roots. Another estimate for Bengal {Ind. Planter, Feb. 14,

1903) gives the cost of planting one higha as Rs. 22-8 -0, and the net

profit^—allowing 16 maunds of fre.sh turmeric to the acre) as Rs. 25-8-0.

Banerjei {Agri. €ul.lack, 1893, 102-3) speaks of Cuttack having three locally

grown roots, collectively designated country turmeric, and one imported

from the Tributar}'^ States known as kitarpuria. Of the local forms dhanna
is most highly prized for its flavour, and like the gangakurm is long in

shape, while the hadiia is round. The last mentioned is strongly flavoured

and discarded for cooking purposes. The kuarfurta is said to be often left

in the fields for five years before being dug up, and is sometimes manured
with buffalo-blood. Mukerji says the outturn of turmeric boiled and
dried comes to about 16 maunds per acre and of fresh ginger about 50

maunds, but as much as 1.50 maunds have been sometimes obtained.

2. United Provinces.—III tliosc proviuccs the ci’op is Very extensively

cidtivated in Kuniaon and Garliwal and constitutes an important article

of export from the lower hills. It is grown in jungles where nothing else

can be raised, as well as in the open Duns and Bhabar. It is planted in

April-May and gathered in November. The cost of cultivation is calcu-

lated in Kumaon at Rs. 36 per acre, the crop being worth Rs. 75. In

the Cawnpore district it is grown with ghnidn {('plorasid tnitiquopinn)

and requires abundant irrigation. It is planted in June and gathered

in January, the yield being 2,000 lb. fresh roots to the acre.

3. Paaiab.

—

Turmeric is not often cultivated in this province, though
in the Kangra district it is considered quite as remunerative as sugar-cane,

and in addition only occupies the soil six months (May-June to October-

November). It requires much care and a liberal supply of manure.
4. Bombay.

—

Mollisoii {l.c. 186) obscrvcs that there are two forms,

the hard, highly coloured rhizome, used as a dye, and the large, soft, pale-

coloured edible root. Turmeric, he says, does best in the medium black
soil of the Deccan, especially where naturally well drained. In Gujarat, on
garden lands, it is rotated with sugar-cane, ginger, onions, garlic, etc.,

or fas a subordinate crop) with ginger. Where mixed with yams if; is the
chief crop, and about 1,800 to 2,000 lb. of turmeric with 600 to 700 lb. of

yams are required to plant an acre. If planted in May the crop may be
collected in December-February, but neither the turmeric nor the yams
are damaged by being left in the field after maturity till convenient, since
in the Bombay Frcsidency turmeric enjoys a practical- immunity from
disease. Two crop-tests (1896) in Surat, of mixed turmeric and yam, gave
an averageto theacre of 14,200 lb. (127 cwt.) of green turmeric, worth about
Rs. 1 per 60 lb., and the cost of cultivation per acre Rs. 159-8-0, thus
leaving a net profit of about Rs.77 an acre, with the yams over and above.

6. Madras .—In Coimbatorc it is said that turmeric is grown with yams,
maize, castor, hrinjal, etc., the rhizomes being planted on ridges in June-
July and dug up in March-April. As a rule turmeric is not grown more
than once in three years and is followed by rdgi and 'paddy. The cost of
cultivation seems to be about Rs. 116 per acre and the produce from
3,000 to 5,000 lb. of prepared turmeric (value Rs. 120 to Rs. 200) and of
yams 6,260 lb. (value about Rs. 200), but the actual yield of each crop
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Cultivation

when grown together is probably much less. Of North Arcot, A. F. Cox
{Man. N. Arcot, 1896, i., 276-7) says that the plant occupies the ground
for nearly a year. Ten maunds are sown to an acre and the yield is about Tweivo_

200 maunds. When prepared as a condiment the root is called kari

manjal (Tamil) and Icura pasupu (Telegu), and when prepared as a dye it YiPia.

is sat/a manjal and saya panupu. Buchanan-Hamilton {Journ. Mysore, Mysore.
etc., 1807, i., 328-9

;
ii., 450, 469 ; iii., 86-6) gives a full account of the

cultivation witnessed by him,

The above review has been deemed desirable since no single person

has studied province by province the production and yield of turmeric.

It may have been observed that the yield per acre and the duration of the

crop are matters of the greatest obscurity. This seems due to various

sources of error : it is often a mixed crop ;
the returns are gi v^n m maunds, soorcas

a measure that may vary from 82 to 25 lb. ; it is often not possible to

discover whether the figures mentioned refer to drv or green tubers
; and

lastly, ignorance regarding the races of plant grown. It is difficult to

believe that soil or difference in methods of cultivation could account for

a range of from 1.5 to 262 cwt. per acre.

Preparation of the Rhizome.

—

Various systems of preparing the Prepara-
rhizoraes for market appear to be in vogue. In Bengal they are cleaned, tion for

stripped of the fibrous roots and heated gradually in earthen pots, the Market,

mouths of which arc carefully closed by lids fastened with cowdung. The
rhizomes are thus stewed in their own juice and freed thereby of the raw Rhizome*

smell, .\fterwards they are dried in the sun, for nearly a week, being

protected at night from dew. In some localities (e.specially Madras) the jiadroa

rhizomes are boiled in water, to which a little cowdung has been directly

added, this practice being believed to protect the tubers against insects, dn. a
’

In the United Provinces the bazdr-turmerio is prepared by boiling and u. rror system,

drying in the sun. In the Kumaon district the prepared roots are soaked Kum»on

in lime-juice and water instead of being boiled anew. In the Panjib the

drying is done by artificial heat. Lime-Juioo.

Uses of the Turmeric.

—

When intended 4o be used as a dye the Dye.
rhizomes are boiled a second time, powdered while still wet, and a decoction

made of this paste with water. The history and properties of turmeric

Dye have been very fully dealt with in the Dictionary and it is unnecessary

to repeat the details here, though desirable perhaps to invite attention to

recent publications. Formerly turmeric dye was very largely used in

India at marriage ceremonies, etc., but this practice has considerably

declined of late. On ceremonial occasions it was also largely employed to

rub on the skin, and is so used to this day. \Gf. N. N. Banerjei, Monog. Dyes
Beng., 1896, 15-6.] The dye is cheap, easily prepared and easily removed,
but these conditions are also even more characteristic of aniline dyes, which
consequently largely replace the old vegetable dyes. The principal use
of the dye in India at the present day is as an auxiliary to such other xuriiury to

dyes as al-dye (Morinda, tinctoria), safflower {Vnrfhttmus), lac dye
{Tachardia), etc., etc., and in the production of shades of green along
with indigo. It is still fairly largely employed in calico-printing and in

the coloration of Native-made paper. In Bengal it is extensively employed
in dyeing cotton clothes, toys and other articles of sola pith (.Xschynomene
aspera, pp, 29-30). In the United Provinces it is said to be more
commonly used as a condiment than as a dye, and is as a rule grown along
with Colocnsia antiquorum {Hadi, Monog. Dyes, U. Prov., 1896, 77).
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Mordants. Mordants are rarely required with turmeric since the dye attaches itself

readily to wool, silk or cotton. Calcutta dyers, however, obtain a brilliant

yellow by mixing turmeric vnthsajji math (carbonate of soda, p. 61). The

use of borax (see p. 172) in Kiiinaon is dependent on an important chemical

feature of the dye. The dye is fleeting, but Fawcett (Monog. Di/es, Bomb.,

1896, 16) says that the colour can be made more or less fast by adding to

the alum solution a preparation of pomegranate rind. The use of vege-

ciearing-acida table aculs to clear dyes is common all over India, and these are often

spoken of as making them permanent, though that is not so. Thus, for

example, Duncan {Monog. Dyes Assam, 1896, 22-3) observes that in

Cachar a light yellow dye is produced by boiling turmeric with a “ sour

« lemon-like fruit called thaikar.” _Alkahs
,
deepen the colour, making it

almost red, while alum purifies it. For this reason a common test in India

indiaTest-pa Sr. for alkalis is paper .saturiitcd with an alcoholic solution of turmeric. The
action of the alkalis turns the paper brown. In Europe turmeric is still

employed in dyeing compound shades of wool, usually in conjunction with

orchil (a purple lichen-dye from Itoeeella thietorin) and indigo extract.

It IS rarely used on .silk (Rawson, Gardner and Laycock, Dwt. Dyes, etc.,

1901, 339). Lastly, turmeric is said to bo employed iii the adulteration of

Mcdicme. mustard and to colour varnishes. For the uses of turmeric in Medicine
the reader is referred to the Dictionary or to the Pharmacographia Indica,

(ill., 407-14), where also will be found a long discussion of the Indian

rood. ceremonial utilisations of the dye. As a Food adjunct turmeric is chiefly

employed in curries, of which it is an indispensable ingredient, and in

colouring food-stufis, etc. The leaves are used as a condiment, especially

with fish, which are wrapped up in them and then fried.

The reader will find much useful infonnatioii regarding commercial
v. turmeric in Hanausek’s Microscofy of Technical Products (Winton and

Barber, transh, 1907, 262-6), the appearance under the microscope of

the various grades, their adulterants, and method.s of examination of the

same being fully exemplified.

Trade. Production and Trade.—Recent returns rlo not show the total area

under this crop. Molbson speaks of 5,300 acres as the Bombay por-

tion in 1898, and the official statistics for 1906-6 show the area to have
satara Distrii-t. bccn 5,581 acres, of which 4,414 acres were in Satara district alone. Some

years ago the total for all India was estimated at 50,500 acres, but Jihe ex-

ten.sivc use of the tuber and the remunerative character of the crop would
suggest that the total Indian acreage may be considerably larger than that

mentioned, though, as stated, it is impossible to furnish the c.xact acreage.

The exports of turmeric to foreign countries show considerable fluctua-

tions. Milburn {Or. Comm., ii., 542 -3) gives the imports .into England by
the East India Company in 1805 as having been 422 cwt., valued at £1,052,

Exports. and the duty £2 16.s. per cwt. The Exports from India amounted
in 1899-1900 to 48,(KK) cwt., valued at Rs. 5,78,199. In 1901-2 the
figures were 82,436 cwt. and Rs. 9,40,215 ; in the following year they
ro.se again to 126,076 cwt. and Rs. 9,87,577 ;

but sank in 1903-4 to 68,234
cwt. and Rs. 4,52,653 ;

in 1906-7 to 62,246 cwt. and Rs. 7,08,967. The
Countries to bulk of the trade goes to the United Kingdom, the Straits Settle-
which exported.

Aden, Ceylon, Germany, Arabia, Persia and Turkey-in-Asia. Of
the foreign traffic Bombay contributed 33,477 cwt. in 1906-7

;
Madras

16,231
;
and Bengal 11,988, but ordinarily Madras supplies more than

Local Traiiic. Bombay. The total amount of turmeric exported coastwise in 1903-4
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was 121,54:0 cwt., valued at Rs. 9,15,556, of which Bengal took 53,308 cwt.

and Bombay 43,661 cwt.
;

the coastwise exports, however, have since

fallen to 63,122 cwt. in 1905-6. The Bengal supply came from Madras
and the Bombay from ports within its own presidency. Madras is thus

the presidency most concerned in the external supply, and Bengal tlnj

most dependent of all Indian provinces on e.xtcrnal production. The
total traffic by rail and river was in 1906-7, 641,662 cwt., against

526,009 cwt. in 1904-5. The chief distributing provinces are usually

Madras, Bombay and Bengal, and of the ports, Caicutta followed by
Bombay are those most concerned. But the rail-borne traffic from Cal-

cutta is a direct consequence of the large receipts by sea lioni Madras
With regard to commercial qualities, Seinler {Trap AgriL., 1900, ii.. 639)

says that the best turmeric is considered to bi' the Chinese e.speciallv'

Formosan; the next the Indian, produced in Bengal, Pegu, and Madra.s

;

whilst Bombay and Sind afford the worst qualities .Vs a rule tuinien i

IS sold in Europe in powder-form, but if the solid be desired, the rhizome-

fingers should be chosen big, hard, heavy ami difficult to break, deep-

coloured, with warm aromatic taste and a distinct aromatic effiiivKi. In

these directions for selection. Semler practically repeats the advice given by
Milburn in 1813 {l.c. 542), but it is po.s.sible they are quite applicable to

the modern tiade. The price on the European markets vanes from 12s.

to 26s. per cwt.
\Cf. Montgomery Martin, Hist. AtiUq., etc , 1838, li , 834-5

;
Taylor, Topoq.

Slat. Dacca, 1840, 139; Journ. Soc Chem Induct, 1895, xiv., 1079; Woodrow,
Qard. Ind., 1899, 479-80 ; Rnssoll, Monog. Dyes, C Prov., ll->5 ; Holder, Madras,
3 ; Giles, Note on Karim Dyes ; Andrews, Ind. Text Journ , vni.. 59 ; Hurst,
Silk Dyeing and Printing, 84 ; Dutt, Mat. MeA. Hind , 1900, 255-G , Thorpe,
Diet Appl. Chem., 1900, m , 886-9

;
Allen, Comm. Or. Anal

,

in , 458-61 ; Soc.

Chem. Indust., 1902, xxi ,
1559-60 ; Groonish, Micro Exam, of Foods and Drugs,

1903, 286-7 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq

,

1904, ii., 266 ; Blytb, Foods, Their
Comp, and Anal., 74, 86-7, 141, 490 ; Leach, Food Inspection, etc., 1905, 360-3

,

Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, trnnsl.), 1907, 262-6.]

riupf
SoiirO'*.

ynalitif‘s

CYAMOPSIS PSORALIOIDES, nr. ; FI. Br. Irvi., ii., 92
;

Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. ii., 24-5, pi. x.xxv
;
Church.

Food-Grains of Ind., 124 ;
Mollisoii, Textbook Ind- Agn., lu., 84-5

;
Duthie.

FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 247-8
;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 308; Lroli-

MiNOS,?:. The Cluster-bean, gadr, gauri, guvar, kuwdra, kauri, kachhur,

khurti’, dararhi, mutki, burn raher, pai-pdzoon. A robust annual pulse

cultivated in many parts of India from the Himalaya to the Western
Peninsula, and never^ found truly wild in any part of India.

Mollison mentions three forms met with in Kaira and Baroda Territory,
viz. (1) pardeshi, sown sparsely amongst kharif coreala ; (2) sotia guvar, growing
eight to ten feet -high and sown extensively in Gujarat. It is raised as a shade
plant to gmger and the leaves are left on the ground as green manure

;
in the

garden lands (If Surat it is grown with cucumbers, being planted in May and
irrigated till the rains. The pods are used aa a vegetable and served like French
beainB ; (3) deshi, the common form with violet seeds, sown as an ordinary
dry crop and extensively used as cattle-fodder. Duthie and Fuller mention a
form known as deoband kawdra, which is often cultivated in the United Pro-
vinces as a hedge or shade plant. They observe also that when the plant is

cultivated as a vegetable it is grown on highly manured land near villages, but
when raised for cattle-fodder is cultivated on light sandy soils. It is sown
at Jhe commencement of the rams and cut in October. The average yield of
dry pulse is about 10 maimds to the acre. Qudr is specially suitable as a green
manure or green fodder crop owing to the amount of nitrogen it contains and its

comparative freedom (when young) from fibre. Church gives the nutrient ratio

D.E.P.,
11 ., 873-4.

Cluster-
bean.

Vanotles.

Shafle Plant

Vpgotablc.

Fodder.

Green Manure,
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of the dry beans as 1:1 *7, and the nutrient value 79. In certain districts, such
as Meerut, where this plant is regularly and largely grown as cattle food, the

breed of animals met with is remarkably fine—a high testimony to the care taken
of thorn.

CYMBOPOGON, Spreng., PI Min. Cogn. Pugil., 1815, ii., 14 ;

Arulro'pogon, Linn., subgen. Cijmbopogon, Benth. <& Hook., Gen. PL, iii.,

pt. 2, 1133
;

Hack., m DC., Monog. Phaner., 1889, vi., 592 ;
FI. Br.

In-l., vii., 202-10
; Stapf, Kew Bull., 1906, 302-64

;
GRAMiNEiE.

I have decided- to retain (Ujmbopogoii as a separate genus instead

of placing it under .iiKlt-opogon, but I confess to being influenced more
by industrial than botanical considerations. While engaged writing the

brief account that follows, of the Indian economic species, certain speci-

mens were received at Kew, which necessitated a re-examination of the

genus or rathei the sub-genus ('gnthopogon. Dr. 0. Stapf entered on
this study energetically, and his report which has since appeared deals

with the botanical aspects more thoroughly than can bo attempted in

this work. He has, however, mo.st obligingly permitted mo to consult

him freely, and has done me the favour to read through the brief

abstract of the subject here given, and to offer useful suggestions. It

may be said that the practical result of his studies is the definite

establishment botanically of the plant that yields the Lemon-grass Oil of

India as distinct from tint Citronella Oil of Ceylon.
The present may be described as a genus of grasses that contains some forty

species, widely dispersed in the tropics, principally of the Old World, rare in the
temperate regions, as also in America The species that are of chief economic
value are aromatic, but it would almost seem as if that property hadbeen acquired,
or rather was dependent on environment for its existence or its intensity. There
are four essential oils recognised by tho chemist and m trade. These are Falmarosa
(Rusa), Citronella, Lemon-grass, and Ginger-grass Oils. While that is so, a few
writers have affinuod that these are not necessarily the produce of separate plants,
but may be a consequence of climate and soil or of methods of cultivation and
seasons of collection, or systems of preparation if not even degrees of adulteration.
It IS cortauily tho case that a species or variety that will yield the oil for which
it is noted m one region, may not do so (or only to a very small extent) in another.
Rut while environment doubtless exercises a powerful influence, it seems certain
that the properties recognised by the chemist can alone be secured by the culti-

vation of particular forms that are known to yield these. It accordingly follows
that the selection of stock with this (os with all other cultivated plants) be-
comes a question of supreme importance. In India one or more species of

occur from the extreme north in Afghanistan, Baltistan. Tibet
and Sikkim, to tho oxtromo south at Cape Comorin. And what is more sur-
prising, some of the forms are dispersed from the tropical plains to the temperate
alps One exists in tho vegetable gardens of the well-to-do from one end of
India to tho other (a few roots, at most, m each garden), the leaves being plucked
and used in cookery (Firminger, Man. Oard. Ind., 322). That particular plant
appears, however, to flower very rarely, and it has accordingly not as yet been
satisfactorily described. In the Dictionary I assumed, as others done,
that .nwfrojj«f/«n eitrainif, DC, might be the Indian garden plaat. The name
ritratiiii suited its properties and popular reputation. De Candolle has no-
where, however, described tho plant to which he gave that name, but Nees (Ally.
Oartenzeit

,

1835, 265) accepted .4 . fitrataB, DO Recently a fairly extended
cultivation of what is spoken of as Lomon Crass has taken place in Travancore
and Cochin. The oil obtamed from that plant has been pronounced different
from and very much superior to either the citronella of Ceylon or the rusa
of tho Deccan The rapidly expanding trade in this Cochin oil has caused an
inquiry to bo instituted with a view to extending its cultivation in the West
Indies. The oft-repeated statement that it exists in India both “ wild and
cultivated ” is, however, distinctly misleading. In Ceylon v. xaratia might
be spoken of as systematically cultivated, but there is no production of it in
India for commercial purposes.
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C. Martini, Staff, l.c. 335-41, 359-60; Androfogon Martini, D.B.P.,

Roxb., and the A. Schoenanthus of most recent authors, but not of Linnaeus
;

i-. 240-62.

FI. Br. Ind., vii., 204-5.

This is the Rusa Oil plant of Northern, Western and Central India,

which in European commerce has received various names, such as “ Pal-

marosa,” “ East Indian Geramura,” or simply “ Iiidian-grass Oil,”

“ Nimar Oil,” etc., etc., the inferior qualities being sometimes returned

as “ Ginger-grass Oil.” The vernacular names are numerous, but since

it seems probable that no form of C. Surdait exists as an abundant wild

plant on the plains and lower hills of the region where the rusa oil is

mainly produced, the names given in that country must be viewed as

denoting the present species, except where they may embrace one or

other of the forms of V. Srhti iumfhiiH as well. In Routh India wild

forms of both C. Xardns and Sc/ntii/nifhii.s are met with abun-

dantly, and the vernacular names for the grass oils of that portion of

India hopelessly confuse the species. It has been suggested that the

most general name “ rtisa ” or “ rasa-katel ” (abbreviated into “ roshel ”

and rose oil) is in reality a corruption from “ rose,” seeing that the most
important use of the oil is the adulteration or fabrication of rose oil. But
as opposed to that view it may be mentioned that until very recently

(if not even to-day) the people of India were not aware that the oil they

sell goes mainly to Turkey to be used in admixture with rose oil. The Rose oii.

most general names are

—

rusa, rosa, rauns, rhama, rhaunsa, roinsa, rosha- Sanskrit Names.

gavai, rohish, also ejundhabrna, mirchiagand, mircha, makora, gandi, fanni,

chifara bhor, tikhari, tikadi-moti, etc. According to Dutt [Mat. Med.
Ihnd., 271) and the authors of the Pharmacografhia Indica (I c. 557),

it is bhustnna, bhutrina or Earth-grass of the Raja Nirghanta and is the

rohisha of the Sanskrit authors and the surosa—the “well flavoured,” and
the su-gandha—the “ agreeable odour,” of recent classical writers.

Varieties and Races.—It is a perennial grass plentiful throughout the Varieties,

warmer tracts of India. There is no very direct evidence, however, of its

being anywhere cultivated, though certain tracts of country are more or

less protected and regularly leased out for the supply of the grass employed
in the manufacture of the oil. There are six varieties of the species, de-

scribed in the Flora of British India, two of which are Burmese plants not
appaaently utilised industrially, and a third would appear to be unim-
portant. Stapf has raised to specific rank the following of these varieties

;

but while the first mentioned affords the true rxisa oil, the others may be
and in some instances have been used apparently for the same purpose

(o) C. Marttnl, stapf; A. Martini, Roxb., FI. Ind., i., 277 ; A. nardovies, Neea
(in part) ; A. ppchnodev, Trin. ; A. Schoenanthus, Lisboa, Journ. Bomb. Nat.
Hist. Soo., 1889, iv., 120.

This is th* plant collected by General Martin in Ballaghat, Mysore, in
1791-2 and cultivated by him afterwards at Lucknow. There are specimens
of it in the Kew Herbarium from Kashmir, PanjAb lulls, Simla, Almorah,
Garhwal, Nepal, also the Black Mountains, etc. ; of Bengal from Kajmahal and
Singhbum ; of the Central Provinces, from Chanda district ; from Bombay

;

from Bajputana ; and lastly from South India.

(6) C. Cteslus, Stapf; A. ccesius, Nees (in part). The majority of the specimens
of this form seen by mo in the Kew Herbarium came from South India.

It is evidently the plant of which Herbert de Jager wrote, in 1683, that he
fouhd whole fields fragrant with it when travellmg in Coromandel, and of
which he foimd the people of Golconda preparing a perfume.

1)3 (c) C. polyneuros, stapf; A. versicolor, Nees, in Wight, Cat. n. 1705 ; Lisboa,

1.0. iv., 120; 1891, vi
, 65; A. polyneuros, Steud. A South Indian plant,
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but mention la made of ita having been procured from the Central Provinces,

and of its existing in Ceylon. A specimen was sent from tho Botanic Gardens,

Nilgiri hills, with a label bearing the following remark :
—

“ Wild on the

grassy hills about Ootacamund and from which species the oil, shown as

specimen No. 98, was obtained in Feb 1902.”

Age of Stock. Accordmg to Forsyth (1827) the best rusa oil is obtained from the first

few cuttings, and an inferior oil from the second crop of tho plant. The authors

of tho Pharmacographut Indxca (1893, 658) say tho grass is called motiya when
young and of a bluish colour, and aoufiya when old and red-coloured. This

view was also advanced by Lisboa, who speaks of the change from the bluish-

groen to the rod infloroscenco as a characteristic feature of the autumn in the

country where tho grass is at all abundant. It would thus seem that certain

authors often uphold the opinion that tho variety turaiua is but the autmnn
condition of tho variety Tin film, or perhaps rather that rifalna is the loss robust
condition found on dry soils as well as tho autumn growth of Martini. In part

support of that view I would point out that while many writers, including tho

original discoverer of tho plant, speak of it ns found on tho dry hillsides, others

repudiate that statement and say it is met with only in low-lying damp or marshy
soils (Ind. For . 1901, xxvii , (102) On thoother hand, tho strictly botanical view
of tho above varieties is supported by the author of tho Khandesh Gazetteer (1880,

23), who says there are two forms which grow freely at Akrani, the one with
bluish flowers, called eophia, tho other with whito flowers, called rnctia ;

the

oil from the last fetches tho higher price. Dutliie had two specimens sent to

him by a correspondent in the Central Provinces, who strongly maintained that

they were two distinct plants.

Properties Reasoning back from the chemical results, it would seem as if tho varied

qualities of rusa oil might all be obtained from one or from more than one variety

ot Martial, but that I', \aritna, while it yields the varying qualities of ci-

tronella oil, is not capable of yielding rusa oil as well. The assumption that
tho South Indian cultivators are producing lemon-grass oil from the same plant

as that from which they have recently begun to produce palmarosa (rusa) oU is,

therefore, not correct And what is oven more to tho point,the reputation of their

lemon-grass oil, os rich m citral, will be dostroyod should they take to mixm| it

with rusa. Those both afford geraniol, the perfume for which they are valaod
by tho soap manufacturers. [Gf. Gildemeistor and Hoffmann, Volatue Oils, j! 32.]

'I'o tho promising now industry in lemon-grass oil, definite knowledge re-

garding tho mdividual properties of the plants grown may bo said to prepare
the way for more rational efforts in production. As already stated, it it essential

to enforce recognition of four distinct oils—Litronella, Lemon, Rusa and Ginger-
gras.s, with varying qualities of each, and in consequence to recognise four distinct

plants as affording those oils. Tho present species is that which yields :

—

C. Prov. RUSA OIL.—Central Provinces.— The industry of preparing this oil,

so far as can be discovered, is a comparatively modern one. No mention
IS made, m the list of court perfumes used by the Emperor Akbar in.l590,

of any form of grass-oil. [C/. Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl.), 67.]

The oldest detailed account of Indian rusa would seem to be that written
by Forsyth (Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc. Calc., 1827, dii., 213-8) regarding

the district of Nimar (Nemaur) of the Central Provinces—hence the trade
Nimar Oil. name of Nimar oil. The grass, he says, is met with in frequent distinct

patches in the greatest abundance along the foot of the Vindhya hills in

the vicinity of Gaum Ghat, and thirty miles farther west oa^he tableland

of the same range near Nalcha, at which places only he believed it to be
prepared to any appreciable extent. By about the latter end of August it

begins to bud, and continues to flower in tolerable vigour till the end of

October, during which period alone it gives out the oil m sufficient quantity
to cover expense and trouble of preparation.

Metiiod of The oil is obtained by distillation. A wrought-iron boiler is fitted
18

1

a ion.
earthen fireplace and surmounted with a head from which two

straight tubes, from five to six feet in length and two inches in diameter,
conduct the vapour into a couple of large copper receivers immersed in
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cold water. At the conclusion of the process the condensed fluid is poured

into a large wide-mouthed vessel and permitted to stand for some time,

when the oil may be skimmed off the surface with a small spoon.

The plant is cut across when it begins to flower and bound into coiiecUon’'of

small bundles or maniples, 250 to 300 of which are placed in the boiler

and so much water poured over them as to leave a sufficient space for

ebullition. The process occupies about six hours, and there is a succession

of attendants so that the charge is repeated about four times every twenty-

four hours, and about one seer of oil is thus obtained. In passing through

the hands of the traders this oil is largely adulterated with gingelly oil.

From the various reports that have been published by the Fori'st De-
partment it would seem that a great improvement has taken place, with

a corresponding expansion of the production, in the Central Vrovinces.

In the Annual Report of that Department for 1903 it Is stated that the

industry appears to be extending in Nimar, whilst it has been carried to Expandins

Betul, Hoshangabad, Mandla and Seoni. It is then added that there is no
reason why it should nob become an important industry. A. I). Hhote
gives in the Indian Forester (1901, xxvii., 602) an interesting account of the

rusa oil industry of Hoshangabad. He says that 5(X) lb. of rlry grass yielil Yi<*id

2 lb. of pure oil. Schimmel & Co. mention a case where 373 lb. of grass

from Khaiidesh distilled in Bombay gave 1 lb. oz. of oil.

Bombay.—The production of this oil was fostered by the Muham- Bombay,
madan rulers of the Deccan, hence Khande.sh oil came to be more spoken ichande.9h Oii.

of than that of Nimar. Some writers in Europe would appear to have
thought Nimar and Khandesh were one and the same place. \Cf. Sawer,

Odorography, 46. J
Speaking of the Khandesh industry, the Gazetteer

affords useful particulars. It would seem that the original seat of the

industry in that province was Pimpalnor, but the manufacture has spread
to Nandurbar, Shahada and Taluda. The makers are Muhammadans,
who, at the close of the rains (about September), as the grass is maturing,

buy it from the Bhils, stack it, and set furnaces on the banks of the brooks
where wood and water are plentiful. The distillation pursued is m all Distillation

essential points the same as that of Nimar, except that when the cauldron
roature.

which serves as a condenser begins to vibrate, it is removed from the

stream, emptied and refi-xed. The fluid from the condenser is stirred

until the oil begins to form. To make very strong oil, the contents of

the condenser are redistilled
;

the oil which forms on the surface is aniistiiutioii.

then skimmed off and the distillate used as the water for a fresh charge
of the still. The oil is packed in skins and sent over the Kundaibari Pass ractod m skms.

to Surat or m& Dhulia and Mammad to Bombay.
Berar.—Whjle touring in Berar (Ellichpur district in 1894) I devoted Berar.

some attention to the rusa oil manufacture at Muktagiri. Four stills

were found b;f me fitted into a furnace with their condensers submerged
in a stream. The plant used was C. Martini, Stapf, found on the dry
hilly slopes around the distillery. The crop had been cut and stacked, Disuiuuon.

pending the termination of the rams. During the time of my visit in

December it was being distilled. The flowering tops had been cut and
tied into pulis or bundles, each containing from 60 to 80 stalks

; five

of these were tied into a larger bundle
;
20 of these larger bundles were

coiftited as 100. Into the boiler from 230 to 350 puhs were placed, and
packed transversely. Over this was poured four kerosene tins of water.

Each charge was said to yield Z chataks, or one-fifth seer of oil. The dis- xieWotoa.
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tillate (or fluid obtained from the condenser) was decanted on cooling,

the water being allowed to strain o£E slowly, and thrown away, and thus

not used a second time as in Khandesh. But before decanting, the owner
skimmed off with a feather certain globules of oil that had formed on
the surface. This was .said to be the finest and most highly valued oil,

and though troublesome it was profitable to remove it by itself even
although only a few drops were obtained from each distillate. After

the greater proportion of the water had been strained off, the mixed oil

and water was placed in a clear glass bottle, and, the hand being held

against the mouth, it was inverted. The water was then allowed to

gradually escape, and the oil thus purified. It is at first dirty brown in

colour, but clears as it is kept. According to the estimate made by mo
on the spot, from the data furnished by the owner of the distillery, the

cost of working each still, including labour, rent of land, hire of apparatus,

etc., would be Rs. 1-12 and the net profit Rs. 1-10, even were the oil sold

pure; but it is largely adulterated with kerosene oil. It is sold at about
Rs. 9 a seer (2 lb.) I was told that Jamod, in Akola, had the beat name
of all the localities in Bcrar for its rusa oil.

Madras.

—

Mention has been made in the concluding remarks under
<'. /Kili/tteiiyoH (above) of a new supply of what would appear palraarosa

oil having been organised in South India. But let it be here repeated
that Stapf regards that as a distinct species, and, therefore, very possibly

the oil may have distinctive properties of its own, though classed in trade
as a quality of rusa or in some cases of lemon-grass. The subject will be
found dealt with more fully below under the trade of lemon-grass

—

C.
/iej'uosKs. Instead of being exported from Cochin along with the
lenion-gra.s8 oil, this is conveyed to Bombay and shipped from there to
Europe and America, in direct competition with the Khandesh and Nimar
oils. This has so materially increased the supply that a serious decline
in the price paid has taken place. Schimmel & Co. {Semi-Ann. Rept.,

May 1904, 54) say, “ The producing districts have been extended so largely,

that it is difficult to arrive at a proper estimate of the market, and it is

an extremely difficult matter whether to advise buying at present low
prices or not.” “ An excellent selection of qualities of so-called East
Indian geranium and palmarosa oil of the la.st harvest is available, and
is quoted lower than at almost any previous time.” It seems fairly certain
that the increased production and high-class degree of oils offered 'is the
direct result of the South Indian supply, and of the endeavours of the
Forest Department in the Central Provinces.

Properties and Uses of Rusa.—According to Gildemcister and Hoff-
mann {Volatile Oils, 281-5, 433-4), the chemical examinatiop of Rusa oil led
to the discovery of geraniol. which is present in good qualities to the extent
of 76 to 93 per cent., the greater proportion in a free state!! Of oitrone/la,

if present at all, there are traces only. It is thus an oil widely different
from that obtained from C. Narfln.s, the citronella. It is a light-coloured
oil, soluble in three or more parts of 70 per cent, alcohol. Its saponification
number lies between 20° and 40°, but after acetylisation between 230°
and 270°. It is frequently adulterated with various fatty oils, as also
with turpentine and kerosene, which latter lowers the specific gravity
while the fatty oils raise it.

‘

It is chiefly used for admixture with rose oil, and, since it does not
solidify by cold, it prevents the crystallisation of the rose oil. Sawer
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and others tell us that it is redistilled in Paris, and m Turkey is subjected

to a special treatment which appears to render it more fib to mix with

atta of roses without betraying its odour ; this consists in shaking it

with water acidulated with lemon-juice, and then exposing it to the sun

and air. By this process it loses its penetrating after-smell and acquires

a pale straw colour. This was originally explained by Mr. Baur of Con-

stantinople. It may, in fact, he said that the traffic in palmarosa oil

is very nearly entirely for the production of cheap of roses, and hence

purchasers of that article require to deal with firms that will give

a guarantee of its purity, should they desire to possess the expensive nfta

of roses. [Gf. Gildemeister and Hoffmann, l.c. 433-i>.]

Indian Trade In Rasa.—It has already been stated that t>ie traffic in Trade m
this oil is mainly to Europe and from Bomba}’. Formerly it was shipped Rusa.

to Red Sea ports and conveyed by land-routes, mostly vid Cairo to Con-

stantinople and thence to Europe. Hence it came to hear the absurd name
(now happily discontinued) of “ Turkish Geranium Oil.” It is nowadays
shipped direct from Bombay to Europe, but in Bombay it is assorted and
deposited within large tins or copper vessels of 100 to 200 lb. capacity.

These are surrounded by a network of ropes, but are not placed within

boxes. It has been estimated by Mr. Bhote and others that the annual

exports from Bombay come to something like 50,000 lb. In the modern Export?,

trade Ellichpur in Berar has become one of the chief towns of Northern

India, from which Bombay draws its supplies. But that estimate must
very possibly refer to the produce of Bombay and the Central Provinces

alone, since the actual exports in 1902-3 were returned at 125,595 lb. The
difference is possibly a direct evidence of the immense supplies being

nowadays derived from South India. Of these exports, France, Germany, coimtrip? to

the United Kingdom and the United States are the receiving countries,
comignea.

mentioned in order of importance.

The value of the essential oils exported from Bombay (chiefly rusa oil) Pnms.

was returned as follows ;—1899-1900, Rs. 2.78,005 ; 1900-1, Rs. 3,41,670
;

1901-2, Rs. 6,10,783 ;
1903-4, Rs. 5,38,774 ;

1906-7, Rs. 3,19,949. At
the prices presently ruling, palmarosa oil is sold wholesale at 3.?. *d\d. a

pound, and ginger-grass oil at 2s. Sd.

C. NaPdus, Rendle, Welw. Cat. African PL, ii., pt. i., 155 ;
Stapf, D.EP.,

Kew hull., 314-8, 354-5
; Andro'pogon Nardus, Linn., FI. Br. Ind., vii., 247-9.

205.

As recognised byjnodern botanists this is a protean species, since it

has been made to embrace some ten varieites. Stapf has, however, come
to the conclusion that it is perhaps more expedient to treat the follow-

ing as distinct forms ; C. Kardtin, Rendle, C. confertlflorns, Staff,

C. flexuoati^. Staff, and C. citratnH, Staff. For the purpose of this Associated

work it would seem sufficient to group them together, treating the first

as more especially the commercial plant. Thus constituted it occurs

throughout the hotter parts of India, Burma, the Malay Peninsula and
Ceylon, and is distributed to tropical Asia, Africa and Australia. But it

would almost seem as if some at least of the better-known oil-yielding

forms had (as cultivated plants) originated in the Malaya, since even in

Ceylon citronella is admitted to be different from the undoubted indigenous

stock. In India no form of C. Nardus (other than the allied V. eitrafiis)

existed until quite] recently in a state of systematic cultivation. In any
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effort at extended production it would, therefore, seem essential that

separate attention be given to the forms of this and the allied species as

established by Stapf, namely —
(«) C. Nardus proper. The Citronella Grass The first definite account of

this grass would appear to be that given by Grimrniiis (Laborat. Zeylcn.), an
author who diod in 1711 but who mentions the oil made from citronella. Stapf
remarks that ho is unable to distinguish the different kinds of Ceylon

citronella, but m his opinion all the cultivated races have been derived from
4'. nmjertiiiot'ttHt Staf)/

Fangin Maana This is the pangiri maana grass of Ceylon, and is there only knovm in

cultivation It now seems possible that many of tho vernacular naniog
given in the Dictionary under this species belong in reality either to tho
plant given below as c. /irjt or to one or other of the forms of rinrHui,

The present plant does not appear to have been known to the Sanskrit,

Arabic or Persian medical writers. It owes the botanical name xatuiuH very
possibly to a confusion. Linnseus assumed (Mat. Med., n. 32) that it was the
nard of India • it was early known in Europe as spica indica or spigo nardo.
But it is surprising that there is no very distinct early record of the wild plant
liaving been systematically distilled m South India as f Wn r//«< is m the North,
although it is probable that Ainslie may bo alluding to it, since botanically
the cultivated stock would appear to have been derived from a plant that is

wild m South India.

Ceylon.

Two FnniLS.

Piseusei

rropiigaliou.

Cutting.

Seasons.

Yield

Dlstillabon.

CITRONELLA Cultivation la Ceylon.—It is cultivated chiefly in

(leylon and Malai ca. Winter {Cheni. and Drmjfj., hi., (346)—one of the largest

distillers of citronella oil—says there are two varieties. These are (1) a

form known as lana batu, which appeared naturally in 1885
; and (2)

another, known as maka fantqrt, which repre.scnt.s the older stock—

a

more delicate plant than (1). There is no specimen in the Kew Herbarium
specially labelled as maha pamjiri, but there is one of lana batu. This is

Nai'flit.s proper, but it is attacked by a form of U,sfiln{/o or Smut—

a

parasitic fungus—that lives within the tissues of the plant throughout its

life, and may thus possibly influence materially the yield of the essential

oil. This might (if so desired) be completely eradicated by the seed being
previously washed in water at a temperature of 12(t° F. In the Administra-
tion Report of tho Royal Botanic Gardens, Ce3don, for 1D03, mention is made
of the appearance of Ergot (t'hiviraps) as a disease on the maojia grass.

It IS said that the lana batu is the most widely distributed form of this

.spocie.s and can be produced on sods of a much jioorer quality than those
required for the ma/ia pangin.. The plantation once established ^needs
little attention further than to cut tlie shoots systematically so as to prevent
flowering. There are two .seasons, the first and principal in July and
August

,
the second from December to February. The yield averages from

16 to 20 bottles (according to some writers 22 to 28 lb.) per acre for the
first crop, and 5 to 10 bottles (7 to 14 lb.) for the second.. But with age
the plant yields less and less, so that by fifteen years the plantation has to
be renewed. The yield also varies greatly with seasonal cflnditions. In
the Ceylon report above mentioned particulars will be found of test ex-
periments oil the, yield of different forms of the plant, as also different

seasons of collection. The variability will be seen to be remarkable, es-

pecially the lower yield of the indigenous as compared with the introduced
and cultivated forms.

In Ceylon the distillation is accomplished by direct steam without the
addition of water to the grass. A charge of dry grass is distilled in abiut
SIX hours, and the exhausted grass, after being dried in the sun, is used as
the fuel for the works. Citronella! is the principal bearer of the citronella
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odour. The lana batu variety yields an oil that contains citronelfal (28’2

per cent.), is relatively poor m gemmo! (32‘9 per cent.), affords methyl

eugeno! (8 per cent.), and has a high specific gravity. It constitutes the

bulk of the citronella oil of commerce. The oil of malm 'pangiri contains
50'45 to 55‘34 per cent, citronellal, 38’15 to 31'87 per cent, gcraniol, and
only 0-78 to 0-84 of methyl eugenol. The low percentage of the last-men-

tioned substance accounts for >ts low sp. gr. The mafia panqiri is the

first quality, and is often in tiade called “ Singapore Citronella,” while Firat Quality

the lana batu is the second quality. Citronella is mainly in demand by
the soap manufacturers on account of its geranioi, one of the chief con-

stituents of rose oil.

Trade In Citronella.—The traffic in this oil first attracted attention Trade,

about 1887, when the exports from Ceylon were returned at 551,706 lb.
,
in

1890 they became 909,942 lb.
;
in 1895, 1,182,25515 ; in 190(), 1, 409,055 lb.

;

in 1901 they stood at 1,430,108 lb. , and recently (1902) .suffered a .serious Decline in

decline to 1,294,7501b.; and in 1903 still further to 1,062,594 lb. But
the decline in the production has caii.sed a satisfactory rise in the price Rise m Rnec.

from ^d. to hi. 2d. per lb. Sc.himmel & Co. say the demand at present

exceeds the supply, and that a decline in the price is inconceivable. The
oil goes mainly to England, America, Germany and Australia. The industry

centres chiefly in the southern parts of Cevloii, where there are said to be

50,000 acres under the crop, and over 600 stills at work. As compared with

this the production in Singapore is reported hardly to exceed 30,000 lb., Singapore,

obtained from about 2,000 acres.

The Ceylon traffic has suffereil, hoivever, very greatly through adultera- Adulteration,

tion with kerosene, fixed oils, and more recently alcohol, as also m conse-

quence of overproduction. Of late the vigorous development of the Over produotion.

cultivation in Java and the rise of the Travancore industry in lemon- Java,
grass oil are circumstances that have operated unfavourably on Ceylon

production. Mr. Bamber (the Ceylon Government Chemist) has in-

terested himself m this subject and has invented a process bv which

the adulteration of the oil that is being exported may be readily and
effectively detected. Satisfactory endeavours are being made by the

Ceylon Government to improve the methods of production and manu-
facture presently pur,sued by the Natives and to discountenance if not

to chepk adulteration.

(6) C. flexuosus, Stapf The Malabar or Cochin Grass. This is the Lemon- Malabar or
grass plant of Travancore. Stapf draws my attention to the fact that an Cochin,
excellent figure of this plant was given by Rheede {Uort. Mai

,

1703, xii , Qrass.
107, t. 57), who calls li kodi-pullu. It is the ginger-gra.ss oil (mickanaru piUu)
of some writers, such as Ainslie {Mat. Med., ii , 401), spoken of as procured
from the Courtallum hills and from Tinnevelly district It has been dis-

tributed by Wight to herbaria under the name flejcnoMttn, Sees {Steudel.

Syn. PI. (?ram.,*1865, 388).

LBMON-ORASS OIL Cultivation.~Vevy little of a definite ami trust- Travancore

worthy nature has been published of the production of this grass as distinct

from several others that are known to be grown. Every writer on the

subject of the grass oils of India speaks of Lemon-grass Oil as being used

by the Natives of India in the treatment of rheumatism and cholera. It Medicinal on.

seems fairly certain that these passages have little to justify their retention

undbr the present plant except where they make exclusive reference to the

extreme South of India, and especially to the Travancore and Malabar oil.

[Cf. Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 285 ;
Wiesuer, Die
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Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii., 577, etc.] But while the greatest possible

obscurity has prevailed as to the botany of the Indian lemon-grass oil

plant, the chemical identity of the oil has been fully established. It was
first made known in 1888 that the most interesting feature of lemon-grass

oil was the large percentage of Cifral that it contained. This has been
variously stated at from 70 to 80 per cent., and inferior or adulterated

samples 40 to 50 per cent. It is employed m the manufacture of artificial

perfumes such as the violet known* as /onone, and like all the other grass

oils is utilised mainly in perfuming soaps. The demand for lemon-grass

oil has increased with surprising rapiditv, and given to South India a new
industry of considerable promise. The Travancore area may bo described

as the slopes of the mountains to the north of An]engo, close to Quilon.

It would now appear the plant is both wild and cultivated. The hillsides

are said to be fired m January to burn down the old and useless grass.

Six months later the fresh crop is ready to be cut : by that time the country-

side becomes dotted all over with furnaces and stills. During July, August,
September and October operations are continuously maintained, but
there would appear to be no second crop. Speaking of the more recent

Cochin industry, various public newspapers have afforded a few particulars.

Mention is made, for example, of Mr. Barton Wright having leased large

tracts of lemon-grass land in Waluvanad and Ernad of Malabar and built

a distillery on the most improved plan. The Moplahs are said to recognise

twenty-seven forms of the wild plant, of which five only are of commercial
value and one is cultivated and never flowers. The wild plants are of

necessity forms allied to yartlns. Whether they all yield the same oil

is doubtful, the more so since the allied form of yanlim all yield per-

fectly distinct oils.

Indian Trade In Lemon-grass OH.—In recent returns we read of a
new trade in rusa oil from South India to Bombay. As already ex-

plained, that is distilled from a wild plant, possiblv C. Martini, var.

polf/nearos, and unless it be used as an adulterant is perfectly
distinct from the lemon-grass. Schimmel & Co. [Semi-Ann. Reft.,
May 1903, 42), speaking of the lemon-grass oil, say, “ It may be taken
for granted that this new source of supply will in future form a strong
competitor, and that the prices will permanently remain low, which
would promote the consumption. At the present values the article

will have all the more interest for the soap manufacturers, as the parcels
which have appeared on the market were chiefly of such a fine quality as
had not been met with last year.” It would thus jseem certain that the
aromatic grasses of South India (like those of Ceylon) yield at least two
perfectly distinct oils—rusa and lemon, and that the traffic in lemon-
grass has become an important one. This may be indicated by the fact
that the wholesale price has increased from about 2s a ^ound in 1891
to 95. fid. (7Jd. per ounce) in 1904. The chief commercial centre is

said to be Trivandrum, and the exports are made from Cochin and Quilon.
In 1891-2 these came to 1,450 casies, in 1896-7 to 3,000 cases

;
the subse-

quent years were as follows :—1899-1900, 2,792 cases
; 1900-1, 1,933 ;

1901-2, 2,322 cases
;
and in 1902-3, 2,807 cases. But according to local

reports the outturn of the last-mentioned year came to something like 6,000
cases, each containing twelve bottles of 24-oz. capacity. The statenlent
is frequently made that the price paid for this oil has been forced up to an
extent that greatly interfere with increasing demands.
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Culinary Lemon-srasB
(o) C. cltratus> Siapf, Kew Bull., 1900, 322-30; Andropogon Schmnanthus, Linn. D.E.P.,

Sy»t. (lOthed.), 1769, 1304, Sp. PI. note; Roxb , FI. Ind., i., 274-6; Dalz. and i., 242-4.
Gibs., FI. Bomb., 1861 (suppl.), 99; A. citratus. Trim. & Hook, Handbook FI.

Oeyl., V., 246; Ridley, Journ. Boy. As. Soc. (Straits Branch), 1891, 3. Lemon-
grass of Indian vegetable gardens. This is the oh-cha, nili or hli-cha, htrva-cha
(=greente&),vd8banap-pullaorvd»ana-pvlla,ninima-gaddi, dgya-ghda or agin ghda.

The name cha (tea) is doubtless Chinese in origin but has been used in India for

centuries, and indicates doubtless the use of the loaves as a flavouring ingredient
with tea. The employment of such terms denotes, however, recent knowledge—or
rather European knowledge of the grass. It is thus the edible lemon-grass or Indian
verbena of Europeans.

Stapf informs me that he makes the sereh of the kitchen gardens of the
Malays, which is identical with the Lemon-grass of Singapore, correspond with
the vegetable garden plant of India. It was probably first mentioned by Franc.
Martinellus (1604), and the earliest unmistakable description of it was given by
Eusebius Nieremberg (Hist Nat., 1035, lib. xv., ch. 19, 343), who called it tanglat,

a name still in use in the Philippines. It is next mentioned by Pontius {Hi8t
Nat. et. Med. Ind. Or. in Piso, Ind. XJtri. re Nat. et Med , vi,, 148), but Herbert de
Jager in a letter to Rumphius, published by Valentmi (HiHt. fXtrvpl., 1732, 392),
pomts out that Bontius was wrong, and that srh<M.,iatithuM does not grow m
Java; Jager calls the plant sire, and this is apparently the first occurrence of that
name. Rumphius, in a letter to I) \V. ton Rhyne, also employed the name
siree but add^ that it might be called the stenlo Indian MFhirimntutiH m order
to distinguish it from the Arabian {Herb. Amb , v , ISl, t. 72, f. 2) Sam Browne
(E. Ind. PI in Phil. Trans., 1702, xxiii

, 1251-2) remarked that this grass was m
his day used by the Portuguese women at Fort St George, but was little esteemed
by tli» Natives. It was mot with m gardens near the sea coast, and had
been introduced from Bata\’ia about 1660 a d. Lomon-grass was convoyed to
England by Sir Joseph Banka in 1780. Roxburgh gave i. St hfenanthus the
Bengali name of gandha-bend, but the description and tho drawing made by him
leave little doubt that the plant in question v/as tho present variety of Xardun.

Culinary Lemon-grass.—From the observations already made (see p.

450) it may be inferred that hitherto the very "rcatest po.ssible obscurity

has prevailed regarding the botanical source.? of the lemon-grass oils of

modern commerce. Before having seen Stapf’s interesting report I had
written that if not a perfectly distinct species (for which the name
ritratus had been accepted in the Dictionary and might wnth advantage

be continued), the present plant would prove one of the many races of

C. Nnrdns. Apart from the fact that there is a plant widely cultivated

in Indian gardens which is generally designated lemon-grass (Lisboa,

Bomb. Grass, 1896, 87), and that a grass oil (named lemon-grass) is in South
India obtained from a wild and apparently distinct plant (see C. jiexaosiiH

above), there is the still further surprising circumstance that the trade

recognises “lemon-grass oil ” as produced iiiUcylon in addition tocitronella.

\Cf. Gildemeister and, Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 288-9
;
Ann. Reft. Roy.

Bot. Gard. Ceylon, 1903, 15.] It would thus appear that the Ceylon
planters have fgr some time been regularly growing the lemon-grass

oil plant.

To obviate*possible confusion between the edible lemon-grass of India Malabar and

(C. citratus) and the lemon-grass oil of Malabar (C. ficxiiosus),

Stapf uses for the latter the name Malabar or Cochin grass. Unfor-

tunately, however, lemon-grass oil is by no means exclusively obtained

from Malabar, and “ lemon-grass ” is likely, therefore, to be continued

to designate the oil in commerce, irrespective of the local Indian usage

mentioned. But has it been proved that the lemon-grass (C, citratus)

mi^t not itself afford, or that it is not actually affording, an odor-

iferous oil ? It is understood that the lemon-grass oil of Ceylon is less

valuable than the lemon-grass oil of Travancore. But has it been definitely
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proved tliat both these are obtained from one and the same species,

the differences beiiif? climatic, not racial ? In other words, has it been

established beyond dispute that the peculiarities in the grades of lemon-

grass oil denote the species of plants used ? With such uncertainty it is

perhaps permissible to think that at least some of the grades of lemon-grass

oil are obtained from the culinary lemon-grass—the oleum siree of Lochner

(Ephem. Acad. Nat. Cur. Cent., 1717, v-vi., app., 157) ;
and if this be so

the name must be retained.

The extraordinary anomaly is thus presented of an important plant,

such as <7. ritrafii.H, known possibly to a large number of the inhabitants

of India and Ceylon, not having been systematically studied. This subject

should, therefore, commend itself as worthy of attention to those who may
have the opportunity of contributing either new material or fresh infor-

mation.

Rumphius says the leaves were used in cooking fish and in flavouring

wine, but he throws doubt on the roots being medicinal. In India as

a whole (excluding the modern Travancorc and Cochin industry) the

CuniNARY Lemon-grass docs not appear to be distilled. Wallich (PI. As.

Ear., 18.12, in., 48, t. 280) under the name Auth'opotjon Sclueuanthus
gives an illustration of what is possibly a distinct species but which has by
Hackel, followed by Hooker, been treated as A. Xardiis, Linn., var.

f/i tnidi.s, and with that East Himalayan plant Wallich has associated

the economic information of the garden lemon-grass. He quotes, for ex-

ample, from Fleming (As. Res., 1810, xi., 156), who says, “ Many Europeans
with whom tea docs not agree, use, instead of it, the infusion of this plant,

to which they have given the name of lemon grass.” Dr. Wallich then
adds, ” Dr. Maton, one of the Vice-Presidents of the Linnean Society and
Physician Extraordinary to the late Queen Charlotte, tells me that he has
repeatedly been treated with a dish of lemon grass tea by Her Majesty,
who used to be very fond of it, and was supplied with the plant from the
Royal Gardens, Kew.” “ There are few people,” Wallich concludes,
“ who have experienced the influence of an Indian climate, who have not
found benefit from the wholesome and relreshing beverage prepared from
this grass ” It might almost, however, be .said of India, as it can certainly

be said of Flngland, that Queen Charlotte’s lemon tea has become completely
forgotten. 1’he lemon-grass is oeca.sionally added to certain soups qr used
while cooking fish and. currv, but as affording a relreshing beverage it is

unknown to the people of India to-day.

Lastly, in this place mention may be made of Mrs. Lisboa (Journ.

Bomb. Nat. Hi.d. Soc., 1889, iv., 12.3) having figured and described a new
species, viz. ("f/uibopuffoit odorutit.s, found wild at Lanowli, Poona,
which is said to yield an oil “ soft, sweet and more agreeable than that of

Martini.” It is thus evident that even if (\ eitratifs be excluded
from consideration as an odoriferous oil-yielding species, there are very
possibly several distinct plants that afford oils, many of which are treated
as lemon-grass oils.

[CV. Sawor, Odorography, 88-9 ; Fharmacog. Ind., iii., 567 ; Wiesner, Die Rohat.
des Pflanzenr , 1903, ii., 677; Western Star, Sept 1901; Yearbook of Pharmacy,
1900, 162; 1901, 55 ; Chem. and Drugg., 1901, 864; 1903, 607; 1904, 179-82;
Trop Agrist

, 1901, 69, 199 ; 1902, 473 , 1904, 531 ; Bull. Eton. L’Indo-Ohine,
1902, 867 ; Der Tropenpflamer, 1902, 196, 426 ; 1904, 321 ; Proo. Chem. Soc.
1903, XIX

, No. 273 ; Chem. News, 1904, 21 ;
Journ. Chem. Soc. Indust., 1903,

1306 ; 1904, 76, 694.]
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O^inger-grasB
C. SchoenanthuB, ISpreny. According to Stapf (l.c. 303-13,

362) there are at least two fairly distinct plants commonly assigned
by authors to Ant1i‘oi>ofjon Srhaenait tints, Linn. These are as
follows :

—

(o) C. Schoenanthus, Spieng., Pl Pugil., 1815, n , 15; A. laniger. Deaf., FI.
Atlant., 1793, li., 379 ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 203 (m part).

Qinger-grass,—This is the Schcsmis, Schcenanthm, or SqmnanlJius, Gmger-
and to some extent also the Juncus odoratuR, etc., etc., of Greek and Roma n grass,

writers, as also of most of the early writers on Materia Mcdioa. An oil

prepared from it would appear to be known as GiNOKR-aRASS. The
Oriental names for the plant have been so much confused with the next
species (if not with several other species) that it would be a bold step
indeed to separate them and to alllrm that izkhn (.\r.ib.). ijunj'ijah (Persian)
and hhmtrvna (Sansk.) denote this particular .species and no other ft

follows accordingly that the modern vernaeulais of Indi.t lunnot be arbi-

trarily separated. In fact it would p“rliaps be the .s.i)cst i ourse to call in

the aid of geographical distribution .ind to assign the names in common
use for perfume-yielding grasses in the respective are,is where the spices

abound, as being the names proper to these species. The present form,

according to Stapf, is met with ' from Moiocco to the Punjab and Ladakh.”
“ In the Panjab it is common in some of the desert tiacts from Karachi
to Peshawar and Ludhiana, growing on rocks, in sand or in hard loamy
soil.” The Indian vernaculx: names best known for it within that area are

kkavi and ghatyan.

It would appear that an oil is actually produced in the Panjab from on.

this plant, though only very occasionally. In fact the reports that have
appeared on the diversifietl properties of such oils are very possibly due to

incorrect determinations of the plants concerned. In a few instances

records of oil exist, however, that leave little room for doubt of having

been actually obtained from the present species. Edgeworth [Jourv. Linn.

Soc,., 1862, vi., 208) describes under the name iJifiuhojtotftm Ariana the

plant met with in Multan—the couiitrv where the Malli resided in the

time of Alexander the Great. Stapf has pointed out that on the label

of one of his speciinens Edgeworth wrote, “ An essential oil expressed

from the roots, manufactured only at Kasur in the Panjab.” This, adds
Stapf, “ is probably the same kind of oil which Vigne records from Hassan
Abdal (between Attok and Raw'alpindi) with these words ;

“ A stimulating

oil is extracted and used in medicine.” Mr. J. R. Drummond confirms Used

Edgeworth’s report by the information communicated to Stapf that a family

of priests at Kasur produced this oil quite recently (see Rosa, p. 926).

It perhaps need hardly be reiterated that the oil in the above passages Nard Roots,

is spoken of as expressed from the roots, not from the leaves and shoots.

The fact of there being a medicinal root, or rather two species of roots—the

nard of the early explorers of India—known to all modern Indian medical

writers is of great historic interest, and the botanical evidence would
support belief that when dealing with the Western Panjab, Sind, Baluchi-

stan and Persia, the plant in question may be accepted as C. Hchtcnnnthits,

Linn., but when dealing with the Eastern Panjab and the United Provinces,

it is in all probability the species presently to be discussed, viz. C.

Jwarancusa, SchuU.

(6) C. Jwsraneilsa, Sehult., Mant., 1824, ii., 468 ; Nardua indxcaa, Blane, Phil.

Trana., 1790, Ixxx., 234, t. 16, f. 1; Andropogon Jviarancuea. Jones, As. Res.,

1796, iv., 109 : A. Ivaraneuaa, Dierbach, FI. Apictana, 73 ; A. Iwarancusa, Roxb.,
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FI. Ind, i., 276-7 ; Dalz. and Gibs., FZ. Bomb., 1861, 301-2; Lisboa, Joum.
Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1891, vi

, 66; also Bomb. Oraas., 86; Andropogon

laniger, Duthte, Fodd. Qrass. N. Ind., 36-6, t. 23 ;
FI. Br. Ind., vii., 203 (in

part).

Nardus Sweet-scented Medicinal Grass.—Of this plant—the Nardus indicus

Indicus. of early writers—Stapf observes that it oceurs on the outer hill-zone of

the United Provinces, Kumaon, Garhwal, and westward as far as Pesha-

war—inainly in the neighbourhood of watercourses. This is, therefore, a

much more, abundant Indian form than the preceding. It frequents, as

a rule, colder and moistcr regions. But the name jwarankusa, which

Stapf treats as Sanskrit, is so in dei ivation very probably, but was appar-

ently never u.sed by even the most recent of Sanskrit authors as the specific

name for this or any other grass. Dutt {Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 271)

gives the Sanskrit name, as denoting . 1 . lirarniicusff, Roxb .

—

-

the lamjak of Hindi and \\\elmrankusa oi Bengali. But according to him,

the ,.1. SchiiLnaiithiis (the hhnsirina, San.skrit, and garida bena, Bengali)

was the plant we now call (J. ritratns, so that the Sanskrit and vernacular

names above very possibly denoted both V. Jivaranvvsd, Schult., and
Schwnaiitltiis, Linn. [See Cyperus rotundus, p. 466.]

Duthic gives it the following vernacular names (some of which may,
however, denote Srhwnfinthns) :

—sinjhurai, soldra, bur, khair,

gandhi, lham, gander, runa, dabsulo, habhori, ‘jardmku.ih, azkhir, kham,
gandel— none can be said to be derived from its supposed Sanskrit

name. Ro.xburgh, who rendered the name jwarancusa as iwarancusa,

gives as its synonyms ibharankusha, iwarankusha, karankusha, and says

these are Bengali, but makes no mention of Sanskrit names. So also Dutt
accepts harankusa as Bengali, but docs not give 'jwarankusa as a Sanskrit

name. Moreover, Roxburgh very properly observes that as stated by
Blane, the virtue of the plant resides entirely in the root. Duthie, speaking

doubtless of this grass under Andropouon, Innif/cr, Desf., says it is

one of the sweet-scented grasses, “ the roots of wliich are sometimes used
like khas-khas in the manufacture of tatties.” “ As a fodder grass it does

not rank high in regard to its nutritive qualities. It is, however, largely

made use of by cattle when it is young and tender. Its scent is said to

affect the flavour of their milk. It is often stacked and forms a useful

supply in times of scarcity. Mr. Coldstream say.s that it will keep good in

stack for upwards of ten or twelve years.” The khair grass grows in

hollows where water collects, and seems to prefer kaUar, that cows
graze upon it if hard pressed, but not otherwise

;
also that bdr house-

wives use wisps of this grass to clean out vessels' used for churning and
holding milk.”

Spikenard The perfume being chiefly resident in the root, not in the stems and
eeritu Hard.

leaves, justifies the association of the iVard (perhaps mor^ <7. Schnenan-
thus than Jivarancn.sa) with the story of the Phoenician followers

of the army of Alexander the Great in Lus and of the confusion that long
existed regarding the spikenard of the ancients. This, doubtless, is the
plant spoken of by Pliny and in more recent times by Garcia de Orta as

found on the banks of the Ganges.
The preceding observations may bo accepted as setting forth the separation

of the two forms of Nard, both of which industrially have been treated as one
plant. It has also been affirmed that the chief property of the plaht is

its sweetly scented roots. But apparently the leaves and shoots of one or
other (or of a third species not separately recognised from them) yields
by distillation an oi) with slightly dilforont properties from rusa. In some
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parts of the country the present plant is more sweetly perfumed than in others, Totfumed Oil.
as, tor example, m the vicinity of Rawalpindi. Duthie tells us that a “ perfume
18 manufactured from it, and the aromatic oil is sometimes used as a cooling
medicine.” The authors of the Pharmacographia Indtca (iii., 668) mention that
in the time of the Tuhfat-el-muminin (about 1609 a.d.) a distilled water was
made from tzkhir and apparently the oil of Mitftlni was then unknown, if the
name izkhir was not used indiscriminately for Mnrtini and SvhtM'unttfhtts,
Indeed it is believed that the variability of ruaa oil may to some extent bo duo to
this grass being mixed with ^rartini and both distilled together, or to the oil

of the present plant having been mixed with that of ruaa (palmarosa). In fact. Mixed with
according to most authors on essential oils, this is very possibly the chief source Ruaa.

of some of the “ ginger-grass oils ” of commerce (Gildemeistor and Hoffmann, OInger-grass

Volatile Oila, 286). If pure it is valued at 2«. 3d. per lb Schimniell & Co say,
“ Our examinations have proved that it is a pure distillate deserving absolute
confidence. Never has this oil boon on the market in such fine quality as at
present” {Semi-Ann. Rept., 1904, 44- 8) Gildcmoistcr and Hoffmann (l.c. 300)
say it has the sp. gr. of 0’915 at 15“ and its odour recalls that of cPtrii. It distils

between 170° and 250°. The st.atnment that an oil is not prepared from v. inar-
«>ieii«n would, therefore, appear moorrect But the roots and lower stems which
constituted the Schananthua of the ancients would seem not to be collected m India
to any material extent at the present time. Garcia de Orta (1563) was the first

Kuropean writer to refer to thn.t proiluct in connection noth India. He tells

118 that it came from Muscat, was known as “ Horba de Mascat,” and was used
by the Portuguese in India, but not by the Natives He makes no mention of
any of the essential oils derived from this or the allied gras'-es.

But in spite of tho fact that so great an authority as ,Sir William Jones re-

pudiated hotly Blane’s opinion that tho Nardus of many authors was in reality
t\ Jirnranpuaa, I am strongly inclined to agree that a too literal acceptance
of Jones’ view may be misleading and has possibly in tho past induced error.

Pliny {Hiat. Nat , bk. 12, ch. 12 (Holland, transl ), 364) says the “ Nardus spread-
eth into certain spikes and ears whereby it hath a twofold use both as a spike and
as a leaf.” Apicius speaks of the epxca mdtea being used in sauces and costly
dishes, but this may have been c. ritt-ittuH— tho plant that I have spoken of as
the edible lemon-grass. Paulua /Hgineta (Adams, transl., iii., 266) derived his
mformation mainly from Galen, who draws again on Dioscoridos and speaks of
it purely as a drug and ointment. It seems highly probable, therefore, that the
Nardus of the ancients was different from the Jatamanai of the Sanskrit authors,
though the plant known to botanists as .\arti»aiurhua .intattiniiaf doubtless
is the spikenard. Garcia da Orta (Coll., 1. ;

also m Ball, Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad.,

074), followed by most of the older Indian travellers, speaks of the Nardus as
obtained from the plains of India, and can only be referring to one or two
species of e'ymboitouou, certainly not to tho alpine yartiaatarUyK.

CYNODON DACTYLON, Fers, ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 288
;
p.E.P..

Bontius, Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind. Or. in Piso, Jnd. Utri. re Nat. et Med., ii-, 67^81.

1668, 148 ;
Rheede, Ilort. Mai., .xii., 47 ;

Jones, As. Res., 1795, iv., 248-9, Dub-grass,

t. 11; Duthie, Fodd. Grass. N. lnd., 52; Pkarmacog. Ind., hi., 577-8;

Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 104-6, t. 57 ; Rept. Agri. Chem. Mysore Stale, 1901-2,

27. Creeping Pg,nio Grass or Doorwa, jBermuda Grass ; dvtb, daurva,

jitbla, kabbar, talla, burdwa, chibbur, dhobi-ghds, kali ghds, haridli, arugam-

'pilla, etc. A j^rennial creeping grass which flowers all the year round.

Grows everywhere throughout India except perhaps in the sandy parts

of Western PanjAb, where it is rare.

Lisboa says this grass is now generally spread in the settled parts of Australia,

whore it may have been introduced with cultivation. According to Vasey (Rept.

Oraaaea U.S., 1883, 64-6, t. 69) it takes tho place in tho Southern States of the
famous blue grass of the more northerly States of America. In India it is

particularly abundant on roadsides and delights in an admixture of sand, gravel

and dWinary soil, and is one of the first grasses to appear on the partial recovery
of rSh soils. It ascends from the plains to 8,000 feet in altitude, but varies in

habit and nutritive qualities according to soil and climate. Is readily propagated Propagation.

by cutting up the shoots and roots and spreading those over the surface of the
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prepared soil, or depositing them m furrows, each row of cuttings being covered

over by the preparation of tho next furrow or by liand dibbling the cuttings all

Fodder.

Cultivation.

Crop.

Medicine.

over the field.

It is the commonost and most useful grass in India, since its stems and roots

form a largo proportion of the food of horses and cows ;
it has great fattening and

lailk-producmg qualities. Makes good hay, which if carefully stacked will keep

for years. Voelcker (Im/piov. Ind Agn., 175) says of dub grass in India that “ in

many parts it comes up naturallyor may be easily propagated fromcuttings simply

stuck m the ground. As a crop for irrigation it gives a great yield, and is_about
the only grass that keeps green m the hot weather. To one coiiimg newly to the
country it is surprismg to notice how from an apparently burnt-up and dead
surface a crop of fresh grass will spring up on the first fall of ram.” According
to the Madras Experimental Farm Manual, dub, hko most other meadow grasses,

should be cut for hay directly tho flowers appear, since uiidor these circum-
stances the juices are more nutritious and the plant will produce another crop
much sooner. The groat object should be to retain the green colour of the grass

by drymg it as quickly as possible ; two or at the most three days should suffice

for making tho hay, and if the dews arc heavy it should be put into haycocks
at night. The richness of the saccharine juices rentlois the hay moro liable to

heat and ferment, hut excess in this diroctioii may easily bo clicoked by the
ordmary methods of putting pipes from tlio centio to the outside of the stack,

or building m two or throe layers ol dry paddy or cholam straw.

It is necessary, however, to notice that iKit ti/iun. while very easy to grow,
18 very difficult to ciadicate In the Farm Kept Bombay (1898-9, 6) it is said

to ho a persistent weed ui black soil and to reijiiire deep hand-digging in the hot
weather to destroy it The plant is used iiiodicinally and a coolmg drink is said

to be prepared from the roots Dub is also used fairly extensively in Hindu
rohgiou-s ceremonies, hut it is necessary to itistmginsh carefully dub, dub, dab and
dib, which denote separate grasses.

D.E.P.,
ii., 682-9.
Sedges.

Two Econouiic
(froiipi.

D.E.P.,
ii., 683-5.

Sandy
Situations.

Found Free
in the Soil.

CYPERUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 591-619 ; Prain, Plants,

li., 1138-45; Cyperacea:.
This genus of sedges contains some 00 Indian species. Most of these are

fairly valuable fodder plants, especially when young, others are dangerous weeds
of cultivated lands A few yield culms and leaves that are employed in thatching
and in grass-matting, and others allord tuberous rhizomes that are either eaten
(especially in times of scarcity) or are coilocted and sold as perfumes or medicines.
The greatest possible obscurity still prevails, however, as to the determination
of tho Indian economic spocien, so that it may for tho purposes of the present
work suffice to discuss thorn under two groups, those of value because of their
tuberous roots and tliose with culms and leaves utilised m mot-makmg.

(A) Tuberous Hooted Forms —

1. C. bulbosus, Vahl.
;

FI. Br. Ind., vi., 611 ;
G. jeinemcus, Retz.

;

V. jementcus, Linn., in Ro.xb
,

FI. Ind., i,, 192 ; Clarke, Journ. Linn.
Soc., xxi., 175, t. 2, fE. 17, 18 (but var. [i. excl.) ;

also Journ. Bot., 1890,

xxviii., 18 ;
FI. Br. Ind., vi., 11 ; Trinicn, Journ. Bot., n.s., 1884, xxii., 358-

61 ; Woodrow, FI. W. Ind. in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., xiii,, 431 ;

Gammie, Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1902, ii., 193. The ehilandi, shilandi-

arisi, bid, they, puri-gaddi (the grass) and puri-dumjxi (the bulbils).
J

This small sedge is often very plentiful in sandy situations, as for example
in Sind and Baluchistan, the Upper Gangetic basm, the Deccan, Malabar,
the Coromandel Coast and Ceylon It is distributed to Arabia, Abyssinia,
Central and North Africa. The characteristic (econoimc) foature of the plant is

the tuberous rhizomes (often called bulbils) that it produces. These are not
much larger than grams of nee, and bince they are borne on long, thm, non-persis-
tont shoots they are found m groat abundance in the soil, free from each other
and free from tho parent plant. They are accordmgly collected by sifting the
sandy soil. They are encased in several easily separated scaly coats and, after the
removal of these, are roasted and eaten or are soaked m water, washed, pounded
into a flour, and baked into bread or cooked into puddings, etc. They have no
aromatic property, and are strictly speaking edible not medicinal tubers.
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2, C. esculentus, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 616 ;
Joutn. Agri - D E.P,,

Hort. Soc. Ind., 1897, xi., 575-8. This is the Rush-nut, Earth-almond, ii-, 684.

Tiger-nut or chufas of European, American and African writers. Bret- Earth-

Bchneider {Hist. Eurof. Bot. Disc. China, 16), while reviewing Kamel’s dis-

coveries (1683), identifies the maa tchi or pee tchi or Chinese Water-chestnut
with the present plant. The name Water-chestnut usually denotes
Trapa (see p. 1080).
B'jj If the determination here suggested should prove correct, the Chinese would Chinese

have to be accepted as having known the edible sedge from as early a date as T“t>er.

can be shown for any other country. But it so closely resembles i\

that it 18 highly probable the reputed discoveries of it m India and elsewhere are
in some instances at least due to mistaken determinations. It has, however,
been recorded as found in one or two localities m the PanjAb and in the Nilgiri

hills, but nowhere common. It thus no doubt exists m India, but until fresh in-

vestigations have been made it is perhaps desirable to leave the matter m tlus

position. Repeated efforts have, however, been put forth (so it has been nfHrmod

)

to introduce the cultivation of this plant, but with alisolutc failure everywhore.
The present species, therefore, contriliutos no known portion of the supply of
edible fyitertiM tubers in India. Of other countries it is reported the tubers
are often roasted, then ground to a powder, and used in the preparation o: chujas
coSee or chuf'is chocolate. [Cf. Kew Mas. Guide, 1895, Wo. 2, 59.]

3. C- potundus, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 614 ;
Hove, Tours in Gujarat, D.E.P.,

etc., 1787, 26, 45, 112, 120 ;
Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 1885, 844-5

;
u-. 686-7.

Buckland and King, Offic Coiresp. Beng. Govt., Apr. 21, 1892
;
Pharmacog.

Ind., iii., 552-3
;

Dewtiy, V.S. Dept. Agri., 1894, 1-4
;

Bretschneider,

Bot. Sin., 1895, pt. lii., 126 ;
Woodrow, Gard. in Ind., 1899, 647 ; also

FI. W. Ind., l.c. 431
;
Bull. Haarlem Mus. PI., 1903, ii., 1145

;
Gage, Rec.

Bot. Surv. Ind., iii,, 112; also Plain, l.c. 303; Hosie, Rept. Ssu’ch'uan,

China, 1904, 45, This is the mothd, muthd, batha-hijir, taridi sura, mustd,

dtla, gundra, korai, koreki-fhar, bimbal, etc. Bretschneider points out that

the Chinese name for the odoriteroua tubers of this species (which occurs in

Buddhist books), namely mu ts’ui ta, comes from the Sanskrit mustuka.
This is a very troublesome weed of fields, gardens and waste lands, plentiful Troublesome

throughout India from thosea-lovel up to 6,000 feet in altitude. Its occurrence as Wood,

an enemy of cultivation has been recorded in nearly every tropical country. The
underground shoots that boar the economic rhizomes or tubers are persistent and
become woody, the plant being in consequence difficult to eradicate. The best
results at extermination have boon attained by low shade and repeated mowing
down of the herbage. But ruSecoNior, Rottb

,

is a plant so closely allied

to it that the late Mr. C. B. Clarke informed me it nught quite safely bo viewed
botanically as a variety of rotitHUuH. Economically the two plants are
identical, and are therefore treated hero conjointly. One of them is possibly
r. perieiuiim (or nogar-molh) of economic writers (Dutt, Dey, Dymock, Liotard, Nigar-moth

Buck, etc.), which yields an odoriferous medicinal root but is not v. iiwtenniH.
Roxb., which by modem botanists is called ivarlrnKua. Dymock speaks of Two Kinds
two kinds of ridgar-inoth met with in the Bombay markets, viz. Surat and
Kathiawar. Ggmmie informs me of two kinds—a small tuber common m
the Deccan, and a large one that does not extend beyond the heavy-rainfall
zone of the Konkan and the Ghats. Clarke, who most kmdly perused this

article and made useful suggestions, asked the question—Could the medicinal
root alluded to by Dymock and others be buibuMua, C.B.C t

mariamnH has not at all events been recorded as found in Western India.

Woodrow writes me that it does not occur in Western India as far as he knows.
It is thus hardly likely to be the economic plant t'. tterteimin, Oyniocb.

The rhizomes of votuuaun— twhet-oHun—are very much larger than Aromatic

thoee of V. bulhonum, are highly aromatic, and when mature are so woody that Tabers,

they could hardly be eaten. Ground into a powder, however, they are used medi- Medicme.
oinMly, especially for external applications as Zep. They have been regarded as
diaphoretic, stimulant and astringent. The Scythians are said to nave em-
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ployed them in their Kpoonl embalming preparation. They are also used in

perfumery, particularly ni giving a required aroma to certam fabrics and in the

preparation of ovd-hati—the fragrant sticks burned in Hmdu houses to disguise

offensive smells They doubtless constitute much of the so-called juncus or

radix junct and kuperos of the Latin and Greek authors, and which was ex-

tolled by modia'val herbalists, being sometimes, but erroneously, called Indian

jatamanm [Soe Cymbopogon Jwarancusa, p. 462.] It is dosirablo to bear in

mind the hard woody nature and aromatic property of these tubers in order to

<lHtmgiii,sh thorn from certam edible tubers to which they bear some resemblance.

Tliero would thus seem to be two chief forms of the medicinal and perfumery
tubers—tho motha (<’. and the ndgar-moth (t- pertenuls
of Dymock, non Roxburgh)

Many writers, however, afTiriii that the tubers of c. >•»/ and tiibei-otiuit

Katen. are oaten, especially in times of scarcity and famine They are, certainly, greedily

eaten by pigs, and m famine times may therefore be oaten by men. But it would
almost soorn as if oithi-r of two conditions were noces.sary .—(a) that the tubers

of certain localities or particular stages of growth are more palatable than the
tubers described as medicinal, etc. ; or (6) that some altogether different plant

affords tho edible tubers attributed to this .sedge

Kaseru. Throughout India an edible tuber boars very frequently tho vernacular name
kaaeru

;
in fact it is mentioned in tho Atn-t-Akbari. Roxburgh described hvlriiim

fti/N<>o>- as tho kvsur, common in Bengal and growing on the borders of lakes,

ponds, etc It possosses, he says, tuberous root.s, but curiously enough he makes
no mention of these tubers being edible Most Indian writers who mention
4'. fotttmliiH as yielding edible roots, speak of tho plant, to which they refer,

as frequenting tho margins of tanks (Beruj Offic Corresp., I c.). It would thus
appear highly probable that the so-called edible tubers of c. rofiuufim of many
writers may have to be transferred to Hynoor, Roxb., which Clarke made
a variety of .*<. yroHtutH, Lmn Oatnmie’s Note on Plants used for Food during Famine,
etc , tn Bombay, while it gives v. baiboxtm, makes no mention of 4'. rotunttus
nor of 4'. label onuM as having been eaten, but oniimerates the following species

of SfirttiiM as affording edible products —(a) tlio bulbs of s. t/roxHiiM, the kysoor
or kachnra, and (6) tho seeds of .s. mufiUmaH, the chid (the miraj of Woodrow).
In passing it may be added that so far as can be discovered Gamime’s allusion
to the “ seeds ” is tho only record el the gram of a Scirpiis being eaten. But
thinking that Woodrow (formerly Professor of Botany at tho Poona College
of Science) was likely to bo able to throw some light on this question, I asked
for lus views His reply was briefly as follows •— I found tubers in tho markets,
earned those off to Poona, and produced from them ». Kynwr. The tubers
are globular, the size of a marble, have a brown fibrous covering and inward
are white, farinaceous with an agieeablo flavour.” In a similar communi-
cation Gaintme, tho present Professor of Botany at Poona, informs me tliat the

Pars! tubers of .*i. ui'ohmiim are tho favourite vegetable of the Parsis during the cold
VeguUble. weather Tho plant grows abundantly m the fresli-water tanks of tho Konkan

but not in tho Deccan. Lastly, Mr I H. Burkill writes me that the Calcutta
supply of those edible tubers comes from Patna, Allahabad, Aligarh, etc. In
Xowgong the plant is called qhoqul

;

m Ganjam, santra : and in Prome, myet-
thon-myaung Burkill then adds that another cyperaceous root is edible. This

Eleocitaris 18 believed to be F.iroeiiai In. It is known m the Santal cmmtry as chichoor, and
in Central India (l’onk)itis kasuria There can thus no longer be any doubt that
s. teyMonr is at least one of tho edible tubers of India. Hooper. (Rept. Labor. Ind.
Mus., I'JOli -7, 1 1) speaks of keahur tubers from Singapore, which it would appear
aro regularly imported and sold in tho Calcutta market.

(B) Fibrous or Mat-makimj Forms :

—

4 C. corymbosus, Rottb C. aemi-nudua, Roxb., FI. Ind, i
, 187 ;

FI. Br. Ind.,
vi., 612. A glabrous riish-like sedge which often grows to tlie height of two to
throe feet. It is met with from Kumaon to Assam and Burma, and is distributed
to Ceylon, Africa and America It is known in India as gol-methi, mutha, goddu
tanga, kodu, kurai, berhua, nwa-niyel-ym. Var /I* i^aayorei. C.B 0., is founded
on a specimen furnished by Dr. Bidie from Tuinevelly, which had been originally
obtained from Madagascar. This removes, therefore, any doubt regarding the
material of tho finer mats of that locality.

D.E.P., ,6 C. malaccensls, tarn. ; G. gangetievs (MS.), incurvalus, Pangorei and procerus,
il., 686-6. Roeburgh’a FI. Ind ,

i., 203 ; Pram, Bang. Plants, ii , 1144 ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 608.
A native of brackish mudbanks from Bengal to Sind and distributed to Singa-
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poro and the Persian Gulf. It is in Bengal known as chumati pati, and apparently
by popular writers has boon much confused with i-ofumhoHin,. Hanco [Journ
Bot , 1879, viii., 99-105) gives a most in^resting account of the matting sails and
floor-mats of China. The former are not exporteil, but the latter constitute an
important item of traffic from Canton to the United States of America Hanco
identified the plant as f. truell/nriMlii, Roxb

,

but C. B. Clarke mformod me that lie

regarded it as being more correctly tuuiarfruHiK.
(). C. tegetlformis, Roxb

,
G. nwlus, Roxb ,

FI Ind , i , ‘209
,
FI Br Irid . vi ,

012; Pram, I c. 1144 This form is closely allied to f. omlaa-fttHlN, and tlio

two plants seem to have often boon confused by economic writers It is a native
of Bengal (Central and Eastern—the Sundtibans), f'hittagong, Assam, Bandel-
khaiid and Madras, and is distributed to China and .lapan. A t all glabioiis rush-
like sedge known as goUi-mcthi or sura

7. C. tegetum, Roxb
, FI. Br Ind, VI, 013, Piain, lo. 1141; the Sedgo or

Grass-matting Plant of (!alcutta, the muxiar-kaH, u'etln, korni, fnandri, yerkult. etc.

An extremely abundant and widespread sedge Jb o'ciirs throughout the
plains and ascends the hills to (>,000 feet in altitude from Kashmir bo Biiima

OlfASS-MATS : Calcutta-mnts : Madras- mats.- -Hevc. and thc'rc

throughout the greater part ot fruh.! mats are made of tlio culms of certain

species of sedge. Some arc coarse, being woven of the entire culms, and
others exceedingly fine, the, triangular culms being split into two, tour,

eight, twelve, etc., lueees. These strip.s of culiii.s are earefiilly dried, when
it is found they have rolled loiind on themselves lengthwise, thus carrying

the polished epidermis uniformly on the outside of the rush-hke strands.

The process ot splitting the culms is peihaps the most dilUcult and laborious

part of the grasss-matting art, especially when exceptionally fine mats
are to be woven. The collection of the culms and the splitting and drying

of the same arc duties entiiisted to the women, whose patience and delicate

fingers are m consequence important factors in success. The men do the

weaving. The sp<>cies ot sedge most largely u.sed is (\ fetjHuut (No. 7

above), but Nos. 4, 5, and 0 are (according to .some writers) each and all

employed m the localities where procurable abundantly. In fact, as already

.stated, the finest mats arc those produced in Tinnevelly from rori/m-
ItosHSf var. I'angorei. But the question whether the production of

the finer mats necessarily depends on the special properties of the sedge

used or on the patience and skill of the operators has never been definitely

investigated. In certain regions species of sedge arc u.sed in the mat
trade that m other countries are never so employed, though ploiitiful.

The gfeatest uncertainty still pervades the literature of the grass-mat

trade, more especially as to the particular forms of sedge used in the centres

of special repute. But the exceedingly fine mats ot Tinnevelly, Cochin,

Pallampett, Palghat, Vellore, Indrawatty, Sevry, Talpier, Midnapur, etc.

Mats, though often marvellously fine, very beautiful and highly artistic, are

commercially much less valuable than the ordinary grass- mats, the so-

called Calcutta-mats or wii«idr-mats, which arc made mainly, if not ex-

clusively, of (J. teyetam.
Manufacture,—The method pursued in the fabrication of grass-mats,

however coarse or fine, is the same with all the Indian grass-mats, and
may be here bnefly detailed. Threads of ordinary country twine (mor e

rarely cotton) are stretched along the surface of the floor of the factory

or workshop, one inch or an inch and a half apart, and extending for the

length of the desired mat. If intended for a large-sized room they

may cover, or nearly so, the entire floor of the workshop, or may be

placed in one corner, being only a few feet in length and breadth, or

many yards in length and only a few feet in breadth (the last being a
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D.E.P.,
V. , 108-0 ;

VI. , pt. i.,

427 .
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sort of piece-goods form which has recently been sent to Europe and

America very largely). The lengthwise strings constitute the warp of

the mat. Previously they have been threaded through a crudely formed

weaver’s comb or beam of the desired breadth, and they have also been

attached to bamboos at both ends, which are so adjusted that they may
be tightened as desired and the warp raised an inch or so above the floor

of the room over which they arc stretcheil. The operators commence
at the far end. They sit in a row across the breadth of the fabric and on

the top of it. Each possesses a crudely formed wooden needle (which

takes the place of tlio shuttle), and through the eye of tins is inserted the

end of the split and carefully prepared culm. This is passed alternately

over and under the threads of the warp and thus placed in position by
each operator along his allotted portion of the weft. Simultaneously

the comb is beaten home and the next street of the weft commenced by
being threaded above the warp, where the ])rcvioi]S street went below.

If colours or patterns are desired they are inserted by the hand at the

proper positions. Thus slowly the work progresses. It is hand labour

Iroin bogmning to end, for so far machinery has not invaded this peculiarly

tropical craft, the prototyjie very possibly of the weaver’s art.

As already indicated, the finer artistic and coloured mats are mainly

derived from Madra.s
;
the plain white mats, or mats with coloured borders

only, come from Calcutta, In Western India grass-mats are never made,
though several of the plants required appear to be fairly plentiful. The
mats of Bombay are made from the leaves of Vim-nix, robvsta,

Hook, f.

Statistics of the trade in grass-mats cannot unfortunately be given.

It is known that large quantities are regularly exported, and within

recent years the trade has greatly expanded. But the grass-mats arc

returned conjointly with all other Mats and Matting Materials (see

p. 776).

DAIRY FARMING AND DAIRY PRODUCE.—In its

modern comprehensive signification Dairy Farming embraces not only
milk but many other substances, the production of which can be economi-
cally combined with the supervision of nnlch-cows. These may be classi-

fied as follows:

—

Lire Stork—such as oxen, buffaloes, sheep, goats, pigs,

poultry and bees. Vrodore—meat, milk, dahi, butter, ghi, cheese, fowls,

ducks, eggs, honey, bees’-wax, hides, skins, wool, horns, hair, feathers,

bristles and farmyard manure. < /'cm ciitK—capital and stock,

technical knowledge, suitable buildings, grass lands, a supply of cattle

food and fodder, appliances and machinery, and easy, quick and cheap
transport to large markets.

So far as known, no one in India has as yet attempted Dairy Farming
in anything approaching the degree of thoroughness necessary to ensure
complete success. While that is so, the larger towns have recently begun to
receive some portion of their supplies from establishments usually desig-

nated Dairy Farms, and for same years past the necessity for a largef and
pure supply of milk and butter for the British troops resident in India has
induced the military authorities to organise special dairy farms of their

own. In Thacker’s Directory (1906, 28-30) mention is m&de of the
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following Dames Bengal, 4 ;
United Provinces, 11 ; Central India and ind

Rajputana, 2 ;
Panj4b, 6 ;

Assam, 1 ; Burma, 1 ; Bombay, 18 ; and Dairies.
Madras, 5. Still, the problem of the protection of the public against disease

through the supply of impure and adulterated milk has hardly been even
contemplated. For kindred subjects consult ;—Bees and Honey (see Andrea

pp. 123-9) ;
Poultry and Ducks, etc. (pp. 134-6) ;

Feathers (pp. 138-42)

;

Eggs (p. 137) ;
Hides and Skins (pp. 632-40) ;

Horns (pp. 644-6)
;
Manure,

Farmyard (p. 768) ;
Pigs and Bristles (p. 752) ; and Wool, Hair

and Pashm (pp. 1121-31). In the present article Dairy Produce, such as produce.
Milk, Butter, Ghi, Cheese, etc., will be dealt with in such detail as space

will admit.
History—Voolckor {Improv. Ind. Agn., 1896, 206-11) has very properly ob-

served that “ the two moat strikmg foaturoa of Indian dairying are, the small yield Small Yield,

of milk given by the cows, and the richness of the milk of the buffalo. In Bengal
the ordinary country cow will not give more than 2 lb. of milk a day. In Madras
it may yield from 2 to 4 lb. a day. As a rule, the cows will only milk for six months,
and often have but one calf in the course of two years. The milk of the buffalo, on
the other hand, is very much richer than the average cow’s milk in England, for, Hich Quality,

whereas the latter may bo said to contain 3 to 4 per cent, of butter-fat, and 12

to 13 per cent, of total solids, buffalo’s milk has no loss than 7i per cent, of butter-

fat and 18 per oont of total solids.” These aro exceedingly important facts

which cannot bo overlooked. No conception of the value and extent of dairy Buffalo and

farming m India could be formed wore the part played by the buffalo and the U<»t

goat to be omitted.
Another highly significant feature la the extent to which milk and the pre-

parations derived from it are boiled before being eaten. Milk, butter and cheese Boiled

have been boiled preparations from tho most ancient classic tunes of India— Preparations,

(confer with the references below to the 1 iisHtutes of Manu)—a direct and practical

adaptation doubtless to the greater danger m the East than m the West of con-
suming articles of food so liable to contamination as milk and its derivatives.

Buohanan-Hamilton {Journ. Mysore, etc
, i., 6, 110 ; ii , 14-5, 382) wrote in 1807

an account of tho milk and butter of Mysore that is fully corroborative of the
extent to which in India boiling is and has always boon an essential feature. His
description is not only truo to-day (and not of Mysore only, but of tho greater part
of India), bub it is one of the most concise and accurate that has been penned. It

may, therefore, bo interesting to give here an extract from that lustoric work
“ Tho cattle in this country aro mUkod by men who carry tho produce home to

tho women ; for they prepare the butter. The milk on its arrival, is immediately
boiled for at least one hour ; but two or three hours are reckoned bettor. The Boiled for at

earthen pots, in which this is done, arem general so nasty, that after this operation Hour,

no part of the produce of tho dairy is tolerable to an European
;
and whatever they

use, their own servants must prepare Tho Natives never use raw milk, alleging
that it has no flavour. Tho boilod milk, that the family has not used, is allowed
to cool in tho same vessel ; and a littlo of tlio former day’s Tyre, or curdled milk, is onrdled Milk

added to promote its coagulation, and tho acid fermentation Next morning it (.Tyre).

has become Tyre or coagulated acid milk. From tho top of each potful, five or
six inches of Tyre are taken, and put into an earthen jar, where it is chumod by
turning round in it a split bamboo.” ...” After half an hour’s churning some
hot water is added and the operation is repeated for about half an hour more ;

when the butter forms. The Natives never use butter but prefer what is called
Ohee not only a? that keeps bettor but also as it has more taste and smell. In
order to collect a quantity sufficient for makmg Qhee the butter is often kept for ah%
two or three days and in that time a warm climate renders it highly rancid.
AVlion a sufficient quantity has been collected it is melted in an earthen pot and
boiled until all tho water mixed with tho butter has been evaporated. It is

then taken from the fire. ... It is oaten when even a year old.” Buchanan- ono Year oia.
Hamilton (Stat. Aoc. Dinaj., 277) gives the following .

—“ Ghhana or curd is pre-
pared by boiling tho milk, and by adding to it while hot, some acid milk, which
coagulates the whole into one mass. This is put into a cloth and tho whey ex-
pressed 80 that it 18 a kind of cheese.” In his Gazetteer of Bihar and Patna (pub-
lished by Montgomery Martin) Buohanan-Hamilton speaks of two distinct oiaasts of
classes of milkmen : the one, he says,' chums tho milk as it comes from the cow, Milkmen.
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and the other boils and ciirdlos it before attempting to separate tlio butter. llxJ

former thus produces fresh butter and mahuya-dahi, the other boiled milk-butter

and rnUlia dalii To the present day Monghyr and Bhagalpur enjoy the reputa-

tion of jirodiicing high-cla.ss butter from fresh (not curdled) milk. But in India

as a whole the manufacture of butter from fresh (not boiled) milk is only occa-

sionally practised, and mostly m response to European demand. The high death-

rat© of Europeans from typhoid fever may to some extent be a result of their

objection to Native boiled milk and boiled butter. The Natives, when they do

make fresh butter, never attempt, however, to set the fresh milk aside to allow

the cream to rise to the surface, sine© it would most certainly, under the tropical

conditions, sour and be thus ruined. In fact it may be said the Natives of India

do not know cream, the substance they skim from dahi being rather crudely

formed butter than cream. But sometimes the boiling of milk is continued until

it IS reduced to a kind of extract called khyir—a substance largely employed by
the sweetmeat makers. The milk of goats, cows and buffaloes, when available,

IS invariably niixoil before being treated m the manner above indicated.

I have given those passages from one of the most observant of Europeans who
o\ er re.sided m India, not only because they are fully expressive of modern Indian

practice but because they were penned long before tlio discoveries that in Europe
have revolutionised dairy practice and knowledge and recently bogim to modify
Indian methods Thus then it maj' very nearly bo said that the milk, butter,

cheese, etc , of fndia are all cooked, if they might not he called sterilised, articles

of food

[Of Inalitutea of Mttnu (Milk), v., 8; vin ,‘231, 320, xi , 133; xii , 62: (Curdled
Milk, Unlit) V

, 10 ; xii , 03, etc ,
etc

;
Am-i-Akhari, 1500 (Milk. Curds, Ohi), i

, 63 ;

Barbosa, Coasts E A frica and Malahnr (ed Hakl Roc ). 1 7. 20. etc. ; Moorcroft,

Trav. Himal , 1841 (Milch-kino and Milk), i , 68-9; u , 40, Masson, Joum Kalat,

1843, 435-0 ; Vigne, Trav. Kashmir, 1842 (Milk), i , 300 ;
Ainslio, Mat. Med

,

i,,

219-20; Taleef lihereef (VX&yiMT, transl.), 1833, (Penke), 54 (Dhaie), 83; Mont-
gomery Martin, Trav E. Tnd

,

1838, i, 120-1, 341, 371, app 31,41,63; li.,

255, 422, 507, 942-3; iii
, .317, 492, app., 703, 710 ;

O’Sliaughnessy, Beng Disp.,

1841, 090
,
Hoey, Money. Tradeand Manuf N Ind , 1880 [Dudh-wala), 104; Mad.

Erp. Farm Rept , 1883 (Choose Making) ; Wallace, India tn 1887 ,
Sen, Kept. Agri.

Stnt Dacca, 1889. 54-7
;
Basil. Agri Lofuirdaga, 1890, 44 ;

Baiierjoi, Agn Cuttack,

1893, 128-30; Liiwronce, Valley of Kashmir. 1895, 350. 302; Bhagvat Sinhjeo,

Hist Aryan. Med So, 1890, 130: Wallace, Jnd, Dairying, in Blackivood Mag,
1898; Sterilised Ind. Milk, iii hid Agri, Oct 1898; VVuft, The Indian Churn,
.\gri LedUj., 189.5, No 23; Rept Ind Hemp Drugs Comm

,
m., 94, 145 (Ohi in

electuaries); Ann Rept Allahabad Dairy Farm, 1893 1903; Exp. Farm and
Harden Repts Bomb, 190*2-4; Imp. Guz , 1905, in, 1-95; Watt, Inaugural
Address School of Pharmacy, in Pharm .lourn ,

Oct 6, 1906
[An instructive and valuable senes of papers on Daily Produce will bo found

m the Journals, Handbooks and Bulletins U S. Dept Agn ; Joum Engl. Board
of Trade ; Colon Agn. Dept Repts and Soc. Journ. and other special Eurofiean,
Colonial and American publications, etc., etc The olnct writers, in order of
date, are W If Conn, C C Georgoson, R. A Person, R M Tracy, H E. Alvord,
F T. Bond, A. C. Macdonald, F. J Lloyd, T. E. Thorpe, A E. Leach, etc

,
etc.]

1. MILK AND CREAM. -Composition and Properties.

—

It may be
explained that m Upper Imlia there arc two main ea.stes who are dairymen.
These are the tjhosis and the gwdllas. The former have no other occupa-
tion, and sell their milk and daht (khoya) to the halwais.' The latter are

cultivators as well as milkmen, hut they rarely sell their produce to the
halwais but to the actual consumer direct. Dutt (Mat. Med. Hind., 1900,

281-3) gives many interesting particulars regarding the properties attri-

buted by the Hinrlus to the various kinds of milk and the preparations from
it. He discus.ses cow’s milk, buffalo’s milk, goat’s milk, ewe’s milk,
mare’s milk, ass’s milk, camel’s milk and human milk. He then mentions
the following preparations, of which he gives the Sanskrit and some-
times the vernacular names .—butter-milk (lakra), curdled-milk (dadM or
dahi), whey (mastu), curd (kilatahi, verii. chhend), cream (santanikd), butter
(navanita), and clarified butter (qhrita, vern, <jhi).
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Cream

After the buffalo and the cow, the goat is the most important milk-

giving animal, but its milk is poor in butter-fat and thus not of much value
111 the manufacture of ghi. The sheep, while not much employed in the
supply of milk, is so used in .some districts of the Panjdb, as for example
Montgomery and m many parts of Rajpiitaiia, and the butter is made into

ghi which fetches the same price as cow’s butter. It is said that m Rajpu-
tana a flock of 100 sheep can be maintained at the same cost as ten buffa-

loes and yet the yield of milk and butter is nearly treble.

A fair amount of information has been published m recent years on
the composition of Indian as compared with European iiidk. Leather
{Agri. 1900, No. 19, 195) says “ the, composition of cow’s milk has
been found in England to be very regular for diffiTcnt breeds, and to possess

a relationship between the several component piirtf- (tf all br.'eds. It is of

importance to know whether these relation“hi])s liold good for Indian
breeds of cows and to what extent they vary in the case of the buffalo.

”

“ It has been found in England tiiat (a) thei’- cxi.sts a iclationslup be-

tween the solids-not fat, the fat anil ‘he s])ccilic gravity, and (h) between
the proportions of protcids, lacto.se, and in rn-ral matter (ash), and that

these relationships are constant, within lertain limits, for all the several

breeds.” The proportions of proteids, lactose and mineral matter were

found to be as 9 13 2 in English, and the same with Indian milk. “ In

the case of the buffalo milk, however, the. relationship is different, that

of the proteids being distinctly higher and that of lactose lower, than in

cow’s milk.” Leather gives numerous tables showing the analyses of

cow’s and buffalo’s milk (and these should be consulted)
,
he then con-

cludes by observing that generally it may be said

—

(a) The milk of the Indian cow contains a high proportion of butter-

fat, varying from 4 up to 6 per cent. Buffalo’s milk contains usually much
more, varying from 5 or 6 per cent, up to as much as 10 per cent

;

I (6) The percentage of proteids (albumen and casein) usually varies in

cow’s milk from 3'1 up to 3'5
; in buffalo’s milk from 3’5 up to 4’3

;

(c) The percentage of milk sugar (lactose) in the cow’s milk vanes from
4'4 to 6'0, and in buffalo’s it is present in about the same proportion ;

(d) The percentage of mineral matter in cow’s and buffalo’s milk

varies from about 0'7 to 0’8, as it does in the English cow’s milk.

Mollison {Agn. Ijcdg., 1895, No. 5, 53) observes —The quantity and
quality of the milk varies greatly by the nature of the food given.
“ The morning’s milk is usually not so concentrated as the evening’s

milk, but on the other hand the morning yield is greater.” But so

constant is the composition and sp. gr. of milk that extreme variation

from the standard must be accepted as denoting adulteration. The
milk-sugar present in Indian milk to the extent of from 4'6 to 5’05 e.xists

in a state of Elution, and hence it very easily undergoes decomposition

and is in consequence converted into lactic acid and the milk is then spoken
of as sour. This fermentation at once becomes active when milk rises in

temperature above 15° C. (59° F.). To ensure the preservation of milk it

must therefore either be cooled below that temperature or retained at 50° C.

The curdling of milk is the result of lactic fermentation, but this may be
accomplished by means of organic or mineral acids or is simulated in cheese-

making by the precipitation of casein by means of rennet. But rennet

(the digestive agent of the stomach of a calf) has induced other changes

than the mere precipitation of the casein, and its action is far greater than
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that of lactic fermentation. Thi.s is the difference between sour milk and

curds. But milk and cream are soured by a large number of different forms

of bac+eria which are communicated by the udders of the cow, the hands

of the milkers, the vessels into which milked, or simply through permeating

the atmosphere of the byre and the store-house. In many ways, therefore,

they may he conveyed to and absorbed by the milk when kept in open

vessels. The reader will find many highly important suggestions on this

subject in an article recently contributed by C. Bergtheil {Agri. Journ.

Ind., i., pt. iii., 233). “ Milk and Cream,” he observes, “ are naturally ideal

media for the development of organisms, so much so that a sample of

cream ripe for butter-making has been found to contain as many as

1,500,000,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre, far more than those found in

sewage or any other natural material which has been examined. It, there-

fore, becomes a matter of great industrial importance to preserve milk

from harmful fermentations, particularly those occasioned by pathogenic

organisms.”
Sterilised MUk.

—

The greatest cleanliness is imperatively necessary, for

even proximity to offensive smells will taint the milk. Some of the fermen-

tative germs immediately start growing and commence the souring process,

but these arc instantly killed if subjected to a temperature of 60° to 76° 0.

;

and should the milk also contain pathogenic germs {i.e the germs of such

diseases as typhoid fever) these will at the same time be destroyed. But
other fermentative germs are latent and little affected by such tempera-

tures as mentioned. In fact they are only killed either by continued boiling

for some hours or by repeated heating and cooling. While left in the cool

stage they are induced to assume the active condition, and are then killed

by the succeeding heating. Repeated heating will thus serve the same
purpose and more effectively (though more troublesome) than continued
boiling, and it avoids the undesirable changes in flavour caused by pro-

longed boiling. When once completely deprived of the germs of its

fermentation by heat, milk is described as sterilised or “ pasteurised.”

Even if not protected it will now remain wholesome for some considerable

time, but if kept in airtight vessels or bottles may be stored for months
without undergoing any injurious change. The success of the Agra,
Aligarh, Allahabad, Cawnporc, Darjeeling, Jabbalpur, Lucknow, Ootaca-
mund, Poona, etc., dairy farms in supplying sterilised milk is, being
followed by many other institutions, so that supplies of good and safe

milk may be now had in all the larger towns. The trade is a prosperous
one with immense possibilities for the future.

PRBSERveo OR CONDBNSBO (DBStCCATBD) MILK.—This is made by boil-
ing fresh (whole) milk, to which sugar has been added, until it attains the
consistence of syrup. This is called khir (khytr) and in some parts of India
rnbbri, but sugar is not always added. Of Bengal districts, Tijjpera is spoken
of as producing khir of special quality. Sen, discussing Dacca, says, The
flavour of this preparation of milk depends on (a) the quantity of milk boiled at
a time,- (6) the care with which the milk is stirred at the time of boiling, and (c)

the nature of the heat applied, (o) To obtain khir as white as possible, and
possessed of the best flavour, not more than half a seer of milk should bo boiled
at a time, (6) All the time the milk is boiling it should be stirred with a wooden
rod. Some prefer to stir with a number of rods, (c) A strong and steady heat
should be applied. Tamarind wood is considered the best fu^ for this purpose.
Khir of an inferior quality is sometimes made from fresh butter-milk.”
Banerjei remarks, “ In order to get the khir or thickened milk of a fine white
colour, a little flour is added. In private houses arrowroot is used instead.
When thick enough it is removed and allowed to cool, when it is ready for sale.”
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Condensed

This is, therefore, a different substance from desiccated or strained dahi, although
both are largely used by tho sweetmeat makers. It has been recently uphold
that the khir or khowa (mawa) made from separated milk is as good and market-
able an article as that from whole milk, and hence the double profit in the khtr

and the butter. It has also often been urged that India might do a large trade

in the production of condensed milk and m milk boiled down to a powder Sweden, Condensed
with its population of five millions, is believed to produce annually and export Milk.
£2,000,000 worth of preserved and dried milk, a large share of which comes to India,

instead of India itself exporting those preparations of milk. Thorpo and others

have pomted out that tho action of sugar in desiccated milk is preservative, but Action of.

for this purpose 12 per cent, of tho weight of the milk must be sugar. \Cf.

Fleischmann, The Book of the Diary (Aikman and Wright, transl.), 1896, 282-6 ;

Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., li., 615.]

Reputed Preservative ^gents.—In this connection also reference may bo made Preserva-
to tho passage above whore Buchanan-Hamilton remarks that it is very tiveAgents
nearly the univorsal practice to boil tho milk iiumediately it is <lrawii from the
cow, goat, etc. This fact cannot be reiterated too frequently. It will have
been observed also that the earthen pots into which the animals are milked are

often so nasty, to European taste, as to be regarded as destroymg the milk It

may be explamed that in many parts of India it is customary to smoke the milking- Smoked Milk,

pots, but whether this is done to directly impart tho smoky flavour or from the
belief that it has a protective action, does not appear to have been inve-tigated

When milk is tsi be carried for a distance it is pi -iced m earthen pots wnth fairly

largo open mouths. These are swung over tho shoulder by means of a bamboo,
and a swift runner carries the milk to its destination Within the mouths of such
earthen or brass pots it is customary to find a few twigs or leaves—such as nee
straw, date-palm leaves, twigs of t wi cuiun <iiroK»*< or leaves of I'edit/imn

-Wiircw. The milkmen affirm these prevent the milk turning sour, but it is much
more likely that their 6Wtion is mechanical in preventing the milk from lapping
over or being churned. <'<»cci</m« and Pedaiittnt are known to have the curious
property of thickening water, and may bo added to the milk with the object Thickening

of preventing tho detection of water adulteration. Any one who will take tho

trouble to go to a railway station m the early morning and witness the arrival

of Calcutta’s daily supply of milk will not bo surprised at tho danger of direct

and accidental adulteration, but rather at the rarity of outbreaks of disease

being attributed to the impurities of milk. Speaking of Bombay experience,

Lisboa (Joum. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1887, ii , 143) mentions the fact that
arrowroot is employed to thicken milk which has been]i,watered. [Of. Agri.

Ledg., 1893, No. 17, 114-6 ; Pharm. Joum., f c.]

In concluding these observations on the preservation and manipulation

of milk it may be added that boracic acid, carbonate of soda, carbonic acid, Chemical

salicylic acid, oxygen and saltpetre, as also several other substances,

are all spoken of as milk-preservatives, because they retard the action of

the bacteria.

Separators.—Some few years ago (1889), at the suggestion of the Separators.

Bombay Government, the Dairy Supply Company sent Mr. Howman to

India in order to “-ascertain by trial whether the cream separator is

needed in India, and whether it can be profitably utilised in the manu-
facture of ghi. . After an extended tour in several provinces, and after

having made various trials, the following conclusions were published •

—

“ I. TaJc, a' bye-product of jAi-making, can be prepared perfectly well Tan.

from separated milk.
“ 2. Mawa or Khowa, which consists of desiccated milk sweetened with Mawa.

sugar, can be made from separated milk, and the cream saved for butter

or gM.
“

3. As much Ghi can be made from separated cream as by the Native ca>.

prqcess.” [Agri. Ledg., l.c. 111.]

There are many designs or patterns of separators, but the principle is

the same in all. They take advantage of the fact that cream or butter-fat oream lighter

is lighter than milk. By centrifugal force the liquid revolving -within a
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cylinder at once, therefore, separates into cream in the middle and milk on

the outside, and these two portions are conveyed away by separate pipes

into the vessels placed for their reception. The milk can he separated im-

mediatelv on its being taken from the cow. It is not required to be

exposed in a large number of shallow basins ;
the milk as drawn from the

cow may at once be placed in the separator. By a hand separator from

thirty to forty gallons may be disposed of per hour. Obviously such results

and advantages were of interest to every one in India, and it is no matter

for surprise, therefore, that the new system attained almost immediate

pojnilarity. In June 1890 the late Mr. Ozanne, then Commissioner of

Settlements and Agriculture, Bombay, obtained permission to employ
Mr. Keventer, who had been Mr. Howman’s assistant, and to purchase two
separators. In a remarkably short time dairies, managed on the European
system, sprang into existence here and there all over India. The fact of

the double produce, (a) butter (gkt) and (h) milk, from which maica could

be manufactured, was sufficient justification. AH the larger towns of India

are now rapidly being supplied with superior butter, also with sterilised

milk and cream, conveyed in sealed cans or bottles. As might have been

anticipated, however, the greatest progress has been made m the Bombay
Presidency where the experiment originated.

Trade In Milk.—Absolutely no information can bo given regarding

the internal trade in milk. Within the past few years the foreign

traffic has been officially recorded. In 1902-3 the imports of condensed
milk were 1 ,490,154 lb., valued at Rs. 4,08,251 ;

the. following year, 190.3-4,

they had suddenly expanded to 4,137,066 lb., valued at Rs.ll,34,187 ;

aii(l in 1906-7 became 6,196,492 lb. and Rs. 17,68,347.

fC/. Dutt, Mat Med. Hind., 1900, 281-3 ;
Loatlier, Europ. Dairying Ind ,

Agrt. Lcdg

,

1893, No 17; 1900, No. 19; Mollisoii, Milk and Milk Productu,
Ic. 1895, No. 5; Fleischmann, I c. 6-159; Dairy Farmn, Bengal Command
Admin, ifept

,

1899-1903 , Coll is Barry, Legal Med Iml , 1903, 562 ; Meagher
and Vaughan, Dairy Farming in hid., 1904-, 80-8, Imp. Oaz., I c. ; Watt,
Journ Pharm Soc (It Brit., Oct. 6, 1906.]

2. DAHI OR CURDLED BOILED yM/LA,—The names most generally

given to thickened or coagulated or specially soured boiled milk aredoAi,
dadhi, khoyd, mdvd, lyre, etc. It is usually prepared by throwing boiled

and partially evaporated milk into a vessel that has contained dahi, but
has not been subsequently washed. At other times a certain quantity of

dahi or some other acid substance is added to the boiled milk, or a vegetable
or animal rennet is employed. Sen, speaking of Dacca, observes that,
“ To understand the method of preparation of dadhj, of superior quality,

we should remember that its formation depends on a fermentation of milk,
and that milk undergoes a number of other fermentations ^besides that of
dadhi, and that the particular fermentation it will undergo depends on
the conditions under which this takes place. It is only wlftn the milk is

kept at a certain temperature, when a given quantity of dadhi of a particu-
lar degree of sourness is mixed with it, and when the extraneous germs of
which the atmosphere is full are excluded from it, that the dadhi fermenta-
tion takes place properly.” “ A preparation of sugar, hatasha and spices
is sometimes added to the milk which is set to undergo the dadhi fermen-
tation.”

As a rule Muhammadans only will use animal rennet, and the vegetable
rennets such as U'ifliania rortf/ii/fiii.v are not very widely known. Hence
dahi differs from curd, as prepared in Europe, in being practically sour,
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boiled milk, the foiinentin;; agent being added when it is nearly cold.

And the milk, being boiled immediately as obtained from the cow, contains

all its fat or butter. In this form it is called sara, and if kept hot may be

accumulated for some days till suflicieiit has been collected to form it into

dahi. This, as Ranerjoi explains, is therefore basa-(iahi. If butter be

removed from the dahi by churning, the liijuid that remains is butter-milk

or ghol-dahi (mdthd, lassi). But a top layer of the dahi may be simply kuhIhoi

skimmed of! and used iii the manufacture of butter. Hence there may
be whole-milk (/aAi (basra-daAi), skimmed-inilk dahi, an well as butter-milk

[qkol-dahi). Dahi in the liquid state is largely consumed ;
hence its whey wiiey,

(rnastu) contains all the milk-sugar and its curd (chhena) may or may not ctmi.

have embedded in it all the butter-fat. 'Whole-milk dahi thus contains

too much fat to be made into cheese. It is, m fact, creaui-chi^ese, and some cre.im-uUeese.

localities such as Bandel near Hughli and Dacca in Bastetn Bengal are

famous for their cream-cheeses. When curds are intended to be prepared

the acid or rennet is added to the hot milk. Tln.s is called dud-chhena, but

dahi 18 often heated and allowed to cool in order to prepare imitation curds

known as dahi-chhena. The whey (as it may be called) of dahi is separated Chitcm.

by pressing the curd within a clean cloth, but if it be completely dried

the chhena crumbles to a powder. All qualities of dahi and also of

ckhena are largely used in cookery and with khir constitute the chief

ingredients of sweetmeats, which may thus be regarded as possessing Swootinciits.

all the elements of food and are not merely luxuries like the sweetmeats

of Europe.
Trade.—The trade in compressed (or partially compressed) dahi is Trade In

very extensive, and within a radius around the chief cities immense qiian- Dahi.

titles are daily conveyed by rail and road from the country to the towns,

the curd being wrapped in damp cloths and deposited in open baskets.

Dahl and ghi are therefore the products of greatest value in Indian dairy

farming. Although every resident m India will readily admit that the iiiUrnai.

traffic must be enormous, no sort of computation is possible of the total

production of either the one or the other product.

But in conclusion it may be pointed out that the fermentative agents ceimonutiou

concerned in the coagulation of sour milk (not boiled), of boiled milk (dahi),

of soured cream and of the various forms of curds (chhena), are probably

all different and that success in the production of the manufactures named,
to a far greater extent than as yet appreciated, depends on the use of the

correct agent for each fermentation. [6Y. Sen, l.c. Dacca, 1889, 54-7
;

Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 128-30.]

3. BUTTER.—Of India it may be said that two kinds of butter are u.E.P.,
known :

—

nani or the butter of fresh or only scalded milk, and makhan or i., 666.

the butter of soured milk (dahi). The former is held to be inferior and Butter,

more difficult to prepare than the latter, but valued because the butter-

milk obtained may be sold as dahi, and khir may even be made from it.

Fresh milk is hardly ever set on one side to allow of the rise of the butter,

and in consequence cream (shar) can hardly be .said to be known in India, cream.

The article sold as cream (except that obtained by the modern cream
separators) would more correctly be described as liquid (boiled) butter

miiced with dahi. But the so-called Indian cream (as with the cream of

Europe) is set aside to mature or ripen (as it is called), and when sufficient

has been collected and matured it is churned and made into butter. Terry
*(chaplain to Sir Thomas Roc) (Voy. E. Ind. (ed. Havers), 1665, 359) ^«nUon.
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observes that “ butter is obtained by beating their cream into a substance

like unto a thick oyl, for in that hot climate they can never make it hard,

which though soft is very sweet and good.” Fresh cream (that is to say

whole milk) yields a smaller quantity and an inferior flavoured butter

than matured cream. The peculiar flavour of butter is, in fact, very often

a question of the method and degree of ripening that has been pursued.

Moreover the best butter-makers lay stress on the necessity for the cream

being repeatedly stirred iluring the ripening process. The time required

depends on the temperature of the atmosphere. It will be sufficiently

ripe in from 12 to 24 hours if the temperature average from 60° to 70° F.,

according to Fleischmann, but 90° F. according to Meagher and Vaughan ;

below 60° it will take 48 hours, but cream should never be allowed to fall

below 55° F.

The study of the exact germs concerned in the production of recognised

flavours of butter is by no means complete, but is engaging the attention

of experts. In the near future pure cultures for the maturing of cream
may be demanded but the subject is at present not understood, and both

in Europe and in India empirical rules prevail. Cream is not pure butter-

fat, but is a mixture of that substance floating in milk. The milk sours,

the lactic acid precipitates the casein, and thus forms butter-milk. Butter,

however, always retains some proportion of the sour curd mechanically

mixed with it, and upon this depends the souring of the butter and its

rancid flavour.

Churning.—Butter consists of the consolidated oil globules present in

the milk. These are collected together and compacted into butter by
various contrivances that may be called churns. As already fully ex-

plained, a small proportion only of butter is made in India from the milk

as it comes from the cow. There is very little or no cream-butter made
by the ordinary Indian milkmen, for the reason that the climate will not
allow of the milk being set on one side until the cream rises to the surface.

Recently, however, cream separators have been introduced at the larger

centres and cream-butter has in consequence to a certain extent come into

use. The bulk of the Indian butter is of a kind practically unknown to

Europe, namely boiled soured-milk butter. It has been estimated that
Indian milk yields butter at the rate of one pound to every 1 4 pints of best

cow’s milk or 9 pints of buffalo’s milk ; with separators very much smaller
quantities will, however, suffice. The amount of butter nowadays made
from separated cream is fairly large, and Bombay and Aligarh might be
spoken of as the centres of the trade.

In The Agricultural Ledger (1895, No 23) I hove described the chums most
commonly met with in India. The simplest contrivance of all is a wide-mouthed
bottle or bamboo joint into which a quantity of milk is placed and shaken in the
hand until the butter forms. Methods of preserving milk and ofmreparing from
it special articles of human diet, that would wholly or partially withstand climatic
tendencies, must have early become axioms of household economy in India.
But in the consequent development of this knowledge it would seem that the
introduction within the liquid of a contrivance intended more fully to agitato
it, than could be attained by shakmg in a bottle, would be a natural and simple
one, which might fairly well have suggested itself spontaneously to the most
remote and diverse races. The first conception of this would most probably be
a beater worked by the hand. The step from that to a rotatory whisk would
be a direct and necessary one. But a vertical plunging action might not^ so
readily suggest itself. ITiis is the position in India. The rotatory chum is

common, the vertical rare, though both forms exist. Whether or not the Aryans
introduced the rotatory churn, the one most generally used throughout India,s
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Churning

may be left as a question for ethnology to solve. What can be affirmedjof the
people of India to-day is that the principle of that churn is known and practised
all over the country, and among Aryan as well as non-Aryan races. The most
frequent name for the churn is mathani (from matha to stir or churn). It becomes
mahal, mahfOb, mathan, matka, madhani, mahaindi, matki, mathni, math, mdth&na,
mattu, etc. But every part of the contrivance has its own special name, and
sometiinos the complete apparatus takes the name of tho agitator, at other times
of the vessel in which the milk is churned. Tho simplest of all rotatory churns
is that used by the ladies of the upper classes it consists of a shallow basin or
plate in which the milk is placed and a whisk made to rotate on the surface of
the milk by its handle being rubbed between the hands. Vertical chums are
usually made of bamboos and are most frequently used by the hill tribes.

The Art of Churning.—Great skill is required in juJgiiif;; when the
churning is complete. If stopped too soon much may he lost in the

butter-milk
;
if too long protracted the buttei mav becoiiip gre.isy. The

almost universal Indian practice of adding hot water, during the middle
of the churning process, prevailed in some parts of Euro])e also, but it is

now much condemned by scientific writers. [C/. Fleischmanii, l.c. 188.

J

After straining to remove the biitter-inilk the butter is washed once or

twice in order to remove the curd and other impurities, as also as much of

the butter-milk as possible. The butter is worked up, squeezed anti

beaten until it attains the desired consistence, and is then ready for the

market. Water is, however, one of the chief adulterants of butter. As
much as 25 per cent, may be present, though good-quahty butter may
sometimes contain as much as 10 to 15 per cent. As already observed, the

presence of butter-milk impairs the lasting quality of the butter, and by
turning sour makes it rancid. The melting-point of butter is a feature of

some importance as it affords a means of readily detecting impurities.

Indian butter, curiously enough, has a higher melting-point than European,

a fact urged in favour of its great suitability to India. The food

given to milch-cows also affects the nieltmg-pomt of the butter. Cotton-

seed, pulse meal, pea straw, ground-nut cake, etc., produce firm butter,

whilst most other oilcakes soften it or make greasy butter. The cream
from buffalo milk can be churned at a higher temperature than that of

the cow and yet produce equally firm butter, and hence one advantage

claimed for the churning of mixed cow and buffalo milk. If the mixture

be thought to show too strongly the pale (bleached) colour of the buffalo

or sheep butter, the colouring ingredient used should be added before

churning. The best substance for this purpose is the pigment of the seeds

of Arnotto (liijca OreUana). Three ounces of the seeds soaked in 8 oz.

olive oil, then strainqd, makes a good staining preparation. One tea-

spoonful to 40 lb. buffalo milk will usually suffice.

Trade In Butter.

—

Very little of any importance can be furnished re-

garding India’s trade in butter. The article is in daily use by the well-to-do

of all castes aftd communities, but, India being an agricultural country,

the supply is home-made. As an indication of the progress in modern
dairy farming, it may be mentioned that in the Administration Report on
Dairy Farms in the Bengal Command for 1901-2 it is stated that 101,402 lb.

of butter, 1,119,216 of whole milk, and 182,799 lb. of cream were produced
and disposed of at the dairy farms of Allahabad, Jabbalpur, Lucknow,
Cawnpore and Agra for that year.

^he returns of foreign transactions give, however, certain particulars

of value. The imports of butter were in 1875-6, 76,658 lb., valued at

Jls. 66,433; in 1886-6, 184,183 lb., valued at Rs. 1,65,335; in 1895-6,
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211,516 lb., valued at Rs. 2,43,439; in 1903-4, 277,112 lb., valued at

Rs. 3,16,536; in 1905-6, 782,7.38 lb., valued at Rs. 3,12,510; and in

1906-7, 244,577 lb , valued at Rs. 2,66,636. To what e.vteiit this may be

margarine is not at present known. The exports of Indian butter

appear to have only begun to be separately returned in official statistics

about the year 1890-1, when 1,118 lb, valued at Rs. 472, were sent

to China and the Straits Settlements. In 1895-6 the exports were

152,462 lb., valued at Rs. 94,780; in 1905-6 they were 307,785 lb.,

valued at Rs. 2,16,614 ;
and in 1906-7, 298,344 lb., valued at Rs. 2,09,292.

It would thus appear that the export traffic is steadily improving. It

goes almost exclusively from Bombay, and the countries that take the

greater proportion of the Indian butter are Ceylon and Aden, and after

these British East Africa, followed by the United Kingdom. This

improved export trade is apparently the direct result of the recent

endeavour to establish dairy farming on modem lines.

[C/. Ovingtoii, Pol/. 1689, 324 ; Terry, Voy E Ind (eil. 1777), 133,

198 ; Paulus .Ei/inetn (Adams, transi ), 1847, m , 74-0 ;
Sen, I c 56-7

;
Uanerjoi, I c.

129-30; Mollison, Ic 69-63; Fleiachmann, I c. 106-99. Moaghor and Vaughan,
I c. 93-108

; Imp. Oaz
,

l.c.'\

4. am (OHEE) OR CLARIFIED BUTTER.-Manlpulatlon. —It may
be said that the three great products of milk in India are khir, dahi and

ghi. The first two have already been disposed of. It is perhaps hardly

necessary to describe the preparation of ghi (neyi) in great detail, since so

much has already been said that has a direct bearing on the subject. Ghi

is clarified butter. That is to say the butter is heated for about twelve

hours or until the greater part of its moisture is evaporated. An oil is

at the same time formed that rises to the surface, and the refuse (mostly

casein) forms below .as a sediment. Too much heating is said, however,

to cause the ghi to assume an acul taste, while imperfect heating renders it

liable to putrefaction. Great skill is thus reiiuired, but the ghi sold in the

market has usually been undercooked owing to the loss in weight which
takes place when fully cooked. Butter loses about 25 per cent, in the pro-

cess of clarification. Uhe yield of ghi from the butter of the buffalo is

higher than from that of the cow. The boiling butter is allowed to be

partially cooled, when the gAimaybc decanted from the top of the sediment.

The ordinary ghi of the bazars is principally derived from buffalo milk.

One quart of buffalo milk yields about 3 oz. of ghi, while the same quantity

of cow milk may only afford about half that quantity, or with extra fine

qualities, three-quarters of the ghi mentioned. Ohi from goat milk is very
inferior owing to the disagreeable odour it possesses, while that of sheep
milk IS often spoken of as superior even to buffalo butter.

Old and New Ohi.—So much has been written on' the subject of

clarified butter or ghi that a special volume might have to bo written

before even the more important histone, and trade facts had been exempli-
fied satisfactorily. Ghi is mentioned in some of the most ancient of the
classic works of the Hindus. It is the ghrita of Sanskrit authors, and
according to ancient medical opinion the ghi of cow milk is superior to that
of buffalo or goat. As manifesting the antiquity of the knowledge in this

article, it may be mentioned that in the Penplus {80 a.d., McCrindle, transi.,

12, 113) ghi is spoken of as exported from India. It may thus be said to

have been closely associated with the life and social customs of the Aryan
races, but curiously enough has never been of much value with the people

of Mongolian blood. Here and there all over India, especially along ilfe
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mountainous frontier, certain races, such as the Kashmiris, are said not
to eat ghi (Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 339). In the Ain-i-Akbari
(Blochmann, transl.), 130) mention is made of the allowance to the
State elephants. [Cf. also Jahangir, Memoirs (Price, transl.), 63, 71, etc.]

If carefully enclosed in skins while still hot it may be preserved for Crcorvution.

many years without requiring the aid of salt or other preservatives. It

is somewhat significant, in fact, that medical writers should speak of 'purana

ghrita (old ghi) as being superior to fresh. Dutt, for example, observes

that ghi ten )^ears old has a strong pungent taste and is of the colour of

lac. “ The longer this butter is kept the more efhcacious it i.s said to prove Medicinal oui.

as an external application. Clarified butter a hiindiod years old is often loo Tears oid.

heard of. The richer Natives always have a .stock of old ghrita of this

description which they preserve with care for tlieir own us.- as well as for

distribution to their poorer neighbours.” Fryer {New Acc. E. Irui and
Pers., 1672-81, 137), in his description of Surat and a journey into the

Deccan, speaks of “ the grananes hewed out of stone” and of “ several

Tanks filled with butter of 4(X) years standing, prizeil by the (ionliles loo Year! oid.

us high as Gold, prevalent in Old Aches and Sore Eyes, one of which was
opened for my sake, and a present made me. of its black stinking and viscous

Balsom.” Butter preserved in skins lias been known to remain for manv
years without deteriorating very materially. It usually, however, dries

and becomes almost like wax instead of changing colour and assuming
the condition ol the purana ghrita or medicinal ghi of the Hindus and the RoAian.

roghan of Per.sian travellers.

Food.—Ghi has been for many centuries at least an important article Food,

of food in India. Linschoten and most of the early travellers allude to

its extensive employment in all forms of cookery. It is, in fact, used tVokcry.

for all purposes to which butter is put in Europe—such as the cooking

of meat, fish, vegetables, curries, rice, etc., or utilised in the preparation

of sweatrneats, and is also eaten uncooked with bread and rice. With
the poor it is a luxury for feast days, and m everyday life its place is Snoot Oiis.

taken by sweet vegetable oils.

Adulteration.

—

The chief articles used in the adulteration of ghi are Adultera-
vegetable oils such as cocoa-nut, ground-nut, cotton, safflower, poppy, tion.

sesamuin, niger and kokam. These arc all harmless enough, though

cheapen than ghi
;
but injurious oils are also used, especially mahua, Sal- oin.

vadora (kakhan) and castor-oil. Other animal fats, especially mutton,

are largely utilised. Starches, such as nee, bdjra, plantains, potatoes and stiirciios.

yams, are frequently resorted to in order to thicken oily compositions.

Impure or adulterated ghi is also often remade with milk or curd, to render

detection difficult. The simplest method of asceitaining adulteration,

and to purify the ghi at the same time, is to boil a given quantity, and i’uriQcation.

when it is in alltate of complete ebullition to dash cold water on it. The
oil will rise to the surface and part from its admixtures. One of the most
valuable papers on the adulteration of ghi is that written by Mr. Shroff,

who states that the Bombay ghi trade is in the hands of a dozen mer-

chants, and that adulteration is effected, not by the dairymen, but by the

traders. The fats used are often most offensive and deleterious substances,

at times even obtained from the carcases of diseased animals. Numerous
complaints have been made and even legal proceedings recently taken re-

garding the adulteration of ghi. In consequence the necessity for protect-

ing the poor and helpless has been urged as justifying special legislation. r^igisiation.
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Packing.—Formerly all gki was packed in earthen jars (matkas), or

for transport to a distance in leathern cases (kuppas), but in recent years

old kerosene-oil tins or specially made tins have been employed.

Production and Consumption.—The chief ^At-producing tracts are

the United Provinces, Bengal, Rajputaiia, Central India, and the Panjfib.

It has been estimated that about one-fourth of the total population of

India use 8 lb. per head per annum. Assuming these figures to be correct,

this would represent a consumption of about 300,000 tons a year, or at

a valuation of £46 a ton, say 13^ million pounds sterling. There are no

data by which to verify these estimates, but as they stand they are

suggestive of India’s necessities in this direction.

Trade in Ohi. Prices.—No doubt by far the greater proportion of the

ghi produced m India is consumed locally, and never appears either

in the trade returns of internal nor of external traUic. It has been

ascertained that the retail price of superior ghi ranges from 5d. to Is.

a pound. In the statement of Prices and Wages published annually

by the Government of India, particulars are given of the prices of ghi

in certain localities of Western India since 1855. These would seem
to show ghi selling at a lower price than the figures just mentioned, but

the difference between pure first class and adulterated lower grade ghi

is such as to render averages misleading. Still, the official returns as they

stand manifest a considerable enhancement of price. Thus the average

for all the Bombay centres m the quinquennial period of 1855-60 was
19'19 rupees per maund, and m 1903, Rs. 35’32; m Sind, Rs. 17’12, and
in 1903, Rs. 33‘28

; in Central India and Rajputana, Rs. 24'3, and in

1903, Rs. 28‘38. But taking the quinquennial average of 1871-5 as 100,

Bombay is now 112; Sind 124; and Rajputana and Central India 110.

In a further series of tables. Prices and Wages gives returns of the

wholesale rates of ghi. These, for the year 1903 (and reduced for purpose

of comparison to rupees and decimals of rupees per maund), would be
as follows (in sequence of price) :—Bengal, Rs. 34 3 ; Mysore, Rs. 34'1

;

Sind, Rs. 32’3
;
Madras, Rs. 31’4

;
Punjab, Rs. 30'6

;
Berar, Rs. 30’4

;

United Provinces, Rs. 29’9
;

Central Provinces, Rs. 28'8
;
and Rajputana,

Rs. 27 '8. In a still further series of tables the prices of ghi are shown
for selected centres such as Calcutta, Benares, Allahabad, Lucknow,
Bareli, Cawnpore, Meerut, Agra, Ambala, Lahore, Rawalpindi,,Multan
and Peshawar during the years 1875-6 to 1902-3. These are divided

into buffalo ghi, cow ghi, and each of these again subdivided into lat

sort and 2nd sort. But the provincial averages just given approximate
very closely (as the mean between all four classes in each centre), so that

it is not necessary to furnish other estimates.

Internal Trade.—The total internal trade in ghi, as manifested by the
railway returns, shows certain interesting peculiarities. The chief export-
ing provinces are the United Provinces, Rajputana and Central India,

the Central Provinces, Madras and Bombay (emiinerated in order of im-
portance). But it is significant that the exports of the United Provinces
and of the Central Provinces have manifested extreme fluctuations for some
years past. Thus from the United Provinces the exports in 1 899-1900 were
236,718 cwt.; m 1902-3, 161,670 cwt. ;

in 1903-4, 140,617 cwt. and
in 1906-7, 164,222 cwt. The exports of the Central Provinces
manifest a decline

;
thus in 1899-1900 they were 86,187 cwt. ; in 1903-4,

63,079 cwt.
;

and in 1906-7. 42,665 cwt. So also the exports of
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Rajpiitana and Central India have shown corresponding fluctuations. In

1899-1900 they were 63,736 cwt.
;
in 1902-3, 151,451 cwt. ;

in 1903-4,

130,296 cwt.
;
and in 1906-7

,
83,035 cwt. An expanding proportion of

these Central India and Rajputana exports are consigned to the United

Provinces, thus making up apparently the deficiencies of these provinces.

A large percentage of the total exports are, however, consigned mainly

to the port town of Calcutta, followed by Bombay, and appear again

in the foreign exports from these towns.

Turning now to further provincial details, mainly Imports : Assam, Provincial

with its great herds of buffaloes, exports no qJii but draws upon Calcutta
’

and the Province of Bengal for about 9,0(W to 31,000 cwt. Bengal Bengal.

Province drains its foreign supply chiefly from the town of Calcutta.

The United Provinces, as already said, import largely from Rajputana
and Central India. The PanjAb annually exchanges about tlie same PanjAb.

amount, namely from 11,000 to 34.000 cwt. Sind buys largely from smd.

Central India and Rajputana ami Bombay, a (juantity varying from

29,000 to 50,000 cwt. The Central Provinces arc self-.snpportiug, since o. Prov.

they practically import little ghi but export a large amount. The traffic

to and from Bombay Presidency is subject to extreme fluctuations. The sombaj.

imports in 1900-1 were 121,267 cwt. ; in 1903-4. 10,376 cwt.
;
and in

1906-7, 10,348 cwt. The exports, on the other hand, were in 1900-1,

16,134 cwt.; in 1903-4,54,167 cwt.; and m 1906-7, 97,166 cwt. Bihar

takes little or no part in the traffic in ghi, but its imports are double those

of its expoits. Madras Presidency is self-supporting, since it imports Madras.

very little, but exports very largely to its own ports and to Mysore and
Bengal. It has already been observed that Rajputana and Central India Kajpatana auj

export very largely, chiefly to the United Provinces, Smd, Bombay and
the Panjdb, in the order named, but in years of famine or scarcity these

States also import. Lastly, it is significant that Mysore with its herds Mysore.

of fine cattle exports no ghi to speak of, but is a fairly large receiving

centre, the imports averaging about 14,000 cwt. derived from Coimbatore
district in Madras.

The most noticeable feature of the Coasting Trade is the traffic, chiefly

from Bengal (followed by Madras), to Burma, which ui 1905-6 was valued

at Rs. 17,01,609. [See Sesamum, p. 986.]

Traat-frontler Trade .—A fairly large quantity of ghi is brought across Trans-
the land frontiers of India. The imports and exports by these routes frontier,

during the years 1902-7 were as follows :

—

— 1002-3. 1903-4. 1904-6. 1906-6. 1906-7.

Imports ( cwt. 130,638 104,262 105,463 168,264 185,762
(Rs. 63,08,089 64,06,129 71,93,973 75,86,410 90.73,421

Exports fCwt. 1,688 2,136 3,007
'

2,342 2,749
\Ra. 90,043 1,20,682 1,49,448 1,37,773 1,61,916

The import traffic is thus exceedingly valuable, and Kashmir stands Kashmir,

unmistakably first. Lawrence observes, “ It is by far the most important
article of the export trade of Kashmir.” The supply of ghi sent to India
fronj that State was in 1906-7, 74,096 cwt., valued at Rs. 36,23,677. This

may fairly be called a prosperous trade, since the figures just mentioned
are nearly four times those of twenty years previously. Then come Dir, nir, swat and

Swat and Bajaur, which furnished India with 60,644 cwt., valued at
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Rs. 23,67,459 ;
and lastly Nepal sent 42,765 cwt., valued at Rs. 22,09,334.

The Kashmir ght goes to the N.W. Frontier Province and the Panjdb
;

the Dir, Swat and Bajaur also into the N.W. Frontier Province
;
and

the Nepal into the United Provinces and Bengal.

The re-exports of foreign are unimportant, hut have ranged from

a valuation of Rs. 1,037 up to Rs. 2,07,185.

Foreign Trade .—The Impobts being the least important may be disposed

of first. This traffic is subject to extreme and sudden fluctuations. In

1876 the imports of ghi were valued at Rs. 2,76,395 ;
in 1880-1

,
Rs. 16,486 ;

in 1886-7, Rs. 7,03,432 ; in 1890-1, Rs. 4,13,299 ;
in 1896-7, Rs. 4,28,432 ;

in 1900-1, Rs. 10,71,024 ;
m 1901-2, Rs. 4,17,476 ;

in 1902-3 they

were 21,370 lb., valued at Rs. 8,516; in 1903-4, 127,868 lb., valued at

Rs. 50,722 ; and in 1906-7, 492,493 lb., valued at Rs. 2,13,861. The supply

comes from Mekran and Sonmiani, Turkey-in-Asia, the neighbouring

pastoral tracts of Southern Baluchistan, and recently from East Africa.

It IS consigned mainly to Sind and Bombay.
Turning now to Exports, these for many years past have manifested

a continuous expansion. In 1876-7 they were 1,004,661 lb., valued

at Rs. 3,57,250. Twenty years later (1896-7) the figures were 3,672,349 lb.,

valued at Rs. 15,00,990, and during recent years for which returns are

available they v^ere in 1902-3, 6,418,045 lb., valued at Rs. 27,26,750
;
in

1903-4, 5,390,865 lb., valued at Rs. 22,90,826 ;
in 1904-6, 6,097,917 lb.,

valued at Rs. 26,67,260 ; and in 1906-7, 4,884,252 lb., valued at

Rs. 22,65,443. By far the moat important centre is Calcutta, followed

by Bombay, and the receiving countries may be said to be the Straits

Settlements, Natal, Aden, Ceylon, Hongkong, Mauritius, British East
Africa, Aden, etc. An effort was made some few years ago to foster the

traffic in Indian produce sent to Australia, and ght at that time attracted

considerable attention. But the trade cannot be said to have materially

expanded.

Other Animal Fats.—In conclusion it may be desirable to extend
this bnef review of the traffic in ghi so as to include all animal oils and
fats, since these are often closely associated with ghi. The Imports are

Animal Oils, Butter, Ghi and Tallow. The traffic in the last mentioned
is a large and prosperous one. In 1876-7 the imports of Tallow were
305,088 lb., valued at Rs. 62,671 ;

in 1903-4, 2,352,224 lb., valued at

Rs. 5,93,127
;
and in 1906-7, 4,126,744 lb., valued at Rs. 9,14,834. Next

in interest are the Animal Oils, which in 1876-7 were 3,246 gallons, valued
at Rs. 10,664 ;

m 1903-4 were 389,256 gallons, valued at Rs. 4,45,217 ;

and in 1906-7, 584,428 gallons, valued at Rs. 5,70,655. The lard and
animal oils to some extent doubtless manifest the demands of the soap and
candle works of India. The butter trade has been already noticed (p. 477),

and need not be further mentioned. It is not known to what extent the
imports of butter may in reality be margarine. But by adding the tallow,

animal oils and butter to the ghi, the total imports of these substances
were in 1903-4 valued at Rs. 14,06,602, and in 1906-7, Rs. 19,65,986.

Similarly the Exports may be briefly discussed. These are Animal Oils,

Ghi, Lard and Tallow. In 1903-4 these were valued collectively at

Rs. 25,52,340 {ght being, as will be seen from the figures above, by»far
the most important article)

;
in 1906-6 the corresponding total was

Rs. 30,76,319 ; and in 1906-7, Rs. 23,84,765.
[Of. Institutes of Manu, li., 29 ; iii., 274 ; iv., 39, 233 ; v., 37, 144 ; vii., 131 ;
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viii., 106, 328 ;
xi., 92, 135 ;

xii., 62, etc. ; Linschoton, Voy. E, Ind., 1698, i., 66, 58,

00, 63, 67 ; Bernier, Travels, 1668, i., 438 n., 440 n. ; Fryer, New Acc E. Ind. and
Per«., 1675, 33, 137; Wilks, Hiai tSAeie/ies, 1783, ii., 154 ; Chardin, Voy Perse, etc.,

1811, viii., 268; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, ii., 209; Hoey, Monog. Trade and
Manuf. N. Ind , 1880, 109; W. Crook©, Note on Ohi, April 1882; T. N. Mukharji,
Notes on Ohi, 1882, 1884; Buck, Trade with Australia in Qht, 1882; Schofield,
Note on Ohi, 1880 ; Shroff, Ghee Supply of Bombay, 1887 ; Qhi and Its Adult., in
Times of Ind , 1889 ; Basu, Agn Lohardaga, 1890, ii , 44 ; The Bower Manuscript
(Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 90-i04 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1805, 359-60 ;

Ohi, in Ind. Med. Oaz., 1890 ; Watt, Inaugural Address School of Pharmacy, in
Journ. Pharm. Soc

,
Oct. 6, 1906.1

5. CHBBSE .—Cheese as known in Europe can hardly be said to be

made in India (except at the modern dairy farms under European super-

vision). Curd or chhena is prepared by boding milk and throwing into it,

while still very hot, some acid milk or other acid substance (such as

lime- or tamarind-juice) or a vegetable rennet ; after a time it in con-

sequence coagulates. The curdled milk is put into a cloth and the whey
(mastu) expressed or drained away, the result being a kind of soft cheese

^often called in India cream cheese). Many localities are noted for their

cream cheeses, such as Hughli, Dacca, etc. Sen gives the following

account of the Panakona, Sylhet, or so-called Dacca cheeses :

—
“ As soon

as the milk is taken from the buffalo, it is put in an earthen vessel and
rennet is mixed with it at the rate of a seer to a maund of milk. About
two hours after the curd is broken with the hand and put in small

quantities in shallow bamboo baskets known as dalas. Next day it is

mixed with a little salt and repeatedly cut across with a knife, and each
time the knife is passed through it the curd is pressed with the palm of

the hand. This process is repeated for three consecutive days, and
altogether 2§ seers of salt are used to a maund of curd. The cheese is

then left to cure. This cheese is sent to Dacca, whence it is e.xported

as Dacca cheese. A maund of milk gives 10 seers of cheese. The price

of buffalo milk here is from Ks. 3-8 to Rs. 4 a maund. The whey is

kept aside for a day or two, when the oily matter floating over it is

removed and made into ghi, and the rest of it thrown away.”
Lawrence says the Gujars and Pathans of Lolab make a kind of cheese

they call milk-bread. He mentions an experiment in the manufacture
of European cheese, and affirms that Kashmir might supply the British

troops jyith good cheese and butter. At the Dairy P'arms of Poona and
Aligarh excellent cheddar cheeses have been produced (Agri. Ledg., 1895,

No. 5, 64). For cheese made from peas, consult Pogson (Man. of Agn.
Ind., 1883, 186) ;

also see Glycine (p. 565). The following are the better

known Indian vegetable rennets :— tVithnnin cotiyHlantf, CrofiUariti
Biirhia, Leucas Cephalotes, Ithazj/a strictn, StrebluH tittper,

and apparently also Varthamiis Unctoriutt.

Trade la Cheese.—The Imports of cheese are much larger than might
at first sight be realised, and seem on the whole to be increasing. In
1899-1900 they stood at 872,296 lb., valued at Rs. 5,34,278 ; in 1902-3

1,123,260 lb. and Rs, 6,18,577 ; in 1903-4 they had slightly decreased

to 966,492 lb. and Rs. 5,34,158 ;
but rose again in 1904-5 to 1,228,707 lb.

and Rs. 6,29,274, and in 1906-7 to 1,275,111 and Rs. 7,04,487. Bombay
and ^engal each receive on an average cheese to the value of 1^ lakhs.

Sind takes about a lakh and Madras and Burma each half a lakh.

About two-thirds of this supply is drawn from the United Kingdom,
the balance from Holland, Belgium, Italy and Australia. The Exports
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of Indian cheese are at the present unimportant. In 1903-4 they were

4,980 lb., valued at Rs. 2,62.5, and in 1906-7, 4,543 lb., valued at

Rs. 2,784.

\Of. Montgomery Martin, Hxst. E. Ind., ii., 942-3 ;
Mad Exp. Farm. Eept.,

1883, 76 ; Sen, l.c. 67 ;
Mollison, l.c. 63-8 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir,

1895, 360 ; ColliB Barry, Legal Med. Ind., 1903, 562.]

X).E.P., DALBERGIA, Lhtn., f. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 230-8
;

Prain, Species
ill., 6-16. Dalbergia S.F. Asia, in Ann. Roy. Bot. Gard. Calc., 1904, x., pt. i.

;
also

in Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Ixvi., ii., 442 ;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902,

135-8
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 246-56

;
Bfandis, Ind. Trees, 232-9 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 394-401 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i.,

263-5
; Leguminos^,. A genus of tropical plants, mostly trees, that con-

tains some 120 species, of which Pram figures and describes 86 as met with

m South-Eastern Asia. Two of these [I). Sissoo and If. latifoliu)

are m India exceedingly valuable timber-trees, whilst the others are less

important.
1. D. assamlca, Benth

,
is the medoloa of the tea planters (Watt and Mann,

Peats and Blights of the Tea Plant, 1903, 141-4) 2. D. Cultrsta, Grab., yendike or
yindatk, is a fair-sized tree common in deciduous forests throughout Burma,
it IS said to exude a red resin, to furnish a useful oil, and to be utilised by the
Karenis for propagating the lac-insect. The heart-wood is blackish and ebony-
like, often streaked with rod. It la exceedingly durable, and is used for making
wheels, agricultural implements, spear-handles, etc., and sometimes for carving
3. D. Unceolarla, Linn

, / , is the takoli, hithua, chakemdia, angaria, piri, chapot siria,

gengri, dandous, tantosi, nal valanga, pedda adpara, etc. A deciduous tree of
the Sub-Himalayan forests from the Jumna eastward, ascending the hills to

2,600 feet ; also in Central and South India and Bombay. An oil is expressed
from the seeds, and the leaves and bark are reported to have medicinal properties.

The timber is said to bo useful in building. 4. D. Oliver!, Gamble, is the tamalan
or tabauk tree of the eng-daing forests of IJpper Burma (Wuntho and Bhamo).
It attains a height of about 60 feet and girth of 4 to 6 feet. The wood
18 handsome, reddish, hard, close-grained, and takes a fine polish ; is very like

some of the South American rosewoods It is largely used for axe-handles,
dogcart shafts and other purposes for which great strength is required and
18 employed in the Koyal Indian Marine dockyard at Mandalay for bushings
to propollor-shafts, m place of Lignum-vitea (c^ifninetoa oglciiiaie).

D. latlfolla, Roxb.; Pram, l.c. 80-1, pi. 62; Thurston, Ind. For.,

1894, XX., app.
;
Koorders, in Ind. For., 1894, xx., 282 ; Watt, Ind. Art

at Delhi, 1903, 100, 126-34. The Blackwood or Rosewood of Southern
India, sitsal (or swet-sal, white sal), shisham, sissu, sissua, satsiyar,

rate, ruzerap, tali, kalarukh, iti jUengi, eruvadi, yerugudu, ptangi, biti,

thoddgatti, etc. A deciduous tree fairly plentiful from the submontane
forests of Nepal, Sikkim to Chota Nagpur, Oudh, the Central Provinces,
Central and Western India to Southern India. It attains its greatest

size in the Western Ghats, south to Wynaad and Travancore, and
ascends the hills to altitudes of 3,500 feet. Gamble {l.c. 250) says it

is found in dry forests with teak and bamboo, as well as in moist ever-

green jungles. It may reach a height of 80 feet and a girth of 12 to 15
feet, but it is of slow growth, especially at first. It is easily propagated
by seed and is readily self-sown.

The wood weighs from 60 to 66 lb. per cubic foot, and sinks in water before
being seasoned ; it has a fine handsome gram, and is exported from the jorests
of Kanara, Malabar and Travancore to Bombay, Kathiawar, Kach, Karachi.
London, Havre, Hamburg and Chmoso ports. The planks when not well seasoned
have a tendency to split longitudinally.

In India it is extensively used for furniture, cabinet-work, knees of vessels,
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agricultural implements, combs, etc , for the vases and other ornamental
articles of Trichiuopoly, and for the finely carved chairs, tables, etc., which
constitute the well-known blackwood furniture of Bombay. The art of making
this furniture was introduced many years ago, and to this day it is mainly
produced by the Portuguese inhabitants. Of late, popular fancy has discarded
blackwood and good specimens of the furniture are said to be scarcely procurable.

But most famous perhaps of all black woodwork is the Dravidian and Chalukyan
carving of Madras Presidency and Mysore. If it is desired to darken the Darkened

colour, this may be effected by rubbing the wooil with oil until what is often
spoken of as imitation ebony is produced.

Outturn, Trade, etc.—The outturn of this wood m Madras, as recorded in rroduction.

the Madraa Forest Administration Reports, was 2,374 cubic feet m lfiOO-1
; 6,366

cubicfeet in 1901-2; 11,808 cubic feet in 1902-3; and 10,182cubio feet in 1003-4.
These are the only available statistics of outturn, sale or export In 189.5

inquiry was made in London as to prices which might be obtainable for Indian
rosewood. A report was subsequently issued by Mr J. B. Rovlo. at that time
Secretary of the Indian Section of the Imperial Institute. It was pointed out
by the English firms consulted that tho wood suffered from several disabilities Disabilities,

It 18 gritty and therefore much harder in the working than other cabinet timbers

;

it loses its bright colour and goes alniost black after bemg cut and exposed
;

it is somewhat porous, and therefore absorbs the polish to a large degree.
As a rosewood it is inferior to Brazilian, though superior to that of Muilagascar Braxillati.

or Honduras, but in England it has to comjiete with the cheap and usually
reliable rosewoods sent from Jamaica. It would, however, prove specially useful jammean.
where great width is required, as for example for table-tops, large carcase ends,
and mouldings. Further it has to be remomborod that rosewoods of all sorts,

both for furniture and decoration, are very largely subject to tho caprice of
fashion, and at tho time of the inquiry the European demand was very small.

Gamble says that the usual London rate for good timber is about £10 London Eatos.

per ton, and that there would seem still to bo scope for greater activity in
utilising the English market for tho sale of at least the best pieces of Indian
rosewood. In the reports mentioned above, one of tho firms consulted thought
that “ the rate should not exceed lOd. to Is. per superficial foot cut one inch,”
but that quotation, allowing 68 lb. to tho cubic foot, would work out to about
£23 per ton for picked, ready-savm timber, a price thus considerably above the
£17 10». per ton reported to have been paid for a fine piece sent to London in

1878 On tho other hand, some of the reports speak of Indian rosewoods as
fetohmg an average of only from £6 to £8 per ton, but these low prices were for

large lots not specially selected. Lastly, the quotations published by tho trade
for May 1906 were “ Rosewood £5 to £12 per ton.” “ But it must be clearly

borne in mind that rosewood of all grades is not at present popular.” ” At the
present time East Indian is in fair demand and stocks are not heavy.” In the
Indian Forester {l.c. xx., app., 3) tho soiling prices, from the Madras forests,

were given as from Rs. 20 to Rs. 75 per ton, according to distance from the coast,

but in,out-of-the-way places it could not be sold even at Rs. 10 per ton
;
from

Travancore about Rs. 1-8-0 per cubic foot good quality {= about Rs. 68 per ton)

;

of Bombay from Rs. 30 to 60 per ton. Logs for export should not be less than
24 inches in diameter, have the sapwood removed, and bo exported in tho round.
The length should not, ^s a rule, bo loss than 15 feet, although shorter lengths
find a market.

D. Sissoo, Roxb. ; Notes on Changa Manga in Ind. For., 1895, xxi., Shisham.
286-8; Prain,•?.<?. 57-8, pi. 34; Eardley-Wilmot, Ind. For., 1898, xxv.,

app. The sissoo, shisham, swsu, shisu-kdt, tali safeda, shin, nelkar,

shewa, zagar, tanach. yette, karra, biridi, sinsapd, etc. A deciduous tree

of the Sub-Himalayan tracts from the Indus to Assam, ascending to

3,000 feet, but probably nowhere in India strictly speaking indigenous.

Gamble remarks that it is often, however, gregarious on the banks of

sandy, stony, torrential rivers. On higher lands it may grow, and grow
welt, though not gregariously unless planted. Cultivated and often

self-sown on the plains of India. But even when the trees are growing
close together the shade given is light, hence sissu is an important shade-
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tree with tea planters of Dehra Dun. The seed on germinating at once

makes a great length of root compared to its growth above ground, a cir-

cumstance that greatly minimises the chance of its being swept away
when spontaneous germination takes place within the sandy and stony

beds of rivers.

Stsau coppices well and reproduces itself freely from suckers. Artificia,lly

it is best grown from seed deposited m suitable positions, because transplantation

is sometimes difficult and the young trees have to be protected till fairly esta-

blished It grows most luxuriantly on low-lying sandy tracts and has been
successfully raised on irrigated lands, e g. at Changa Manga in the Panjab, at

Shahdera near Lahore, etc. But it is reputed that the timber of trees raised

under irrigation is of poor quality and subject to serious damage by fungi. When
young the growth of aiaaii is very quick ; it is said to attain feet of girth in twelve
years, but as it gets older its growth gets slower The full height of a tree is

about 60 feet or so, and m girth it is rarely more than 6 feet. It is very success-

fully grown in Sind, and is said to be the best hardwood of the PanjAb.
The wood is very durable, seasons well and does not warp or split. It is

highly esteemed for all purposes where strength and elasticity are required, as,

for example, agricultural implements, wheelwrights’ work, frames of carriages,

boat-building, etc. At ono time it was extensively employed for gim-carriages,

but owing to the limited supply of the timber it is now very little used for that
pur.pobe It 18 one of t)ie finest timbers in India for furniture and wood-carving,
and 18 m -egulai demand all over the North of India In Upper India the
ahtaham wood («. replaces very largely the rosewood (-». mti/oiin) of

Western and Southern India. It attains its position of greatest importance
in the United Provinces, the Central Provinces and the PanjAb, being re-

placed on the north by deodar and to the south by sdl and rosewood The
wood-carving of Saharanpur, Farakhabad, Lucknow and Nagpur and the
inlaid work of Chiniot, Hoshiarpur, Jallandhar and Mampuri are largefy on
ahtaham. In Rajputana also, this wood is to a considerable extent employed
by the wood-carvors, but for particulars of the methods of treatment and styles
of carving the reader should consult Indian Art at Delhi, 1903 (103, 108-9).

Owing to the fa^it that the aiaau very rarely grows straight, the timber is not of
much use for beams though it is in much demand for knees of boats. It has
been successfully tried for railway-sleepers, is an excellent fuel and makes very
good charcoal, but it is too expensive to bo utilised for these purposes. The
wood IS said to yield an empyroumatic medicinal oil, and the raspings of the
wood aro officinal, being regarded as alterative. Near towns the tree is largely
lopped for fodder and the fallen leaves collected and valued as fuel by the sweet-
meat makers.

DAPHNE, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 193-4
; Collett, FI Sim., 1902,

435 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Txmhs., 677 ; THYMELACEiE.

There are two or three shrubs of economic value which belong to this ^onus :— 1. D, eannabina, Waii

,

is the most important and may be spoken of as one of
the best Nopal Paper Plants. It occurs on the temperate Himalaya from
Chamba to Bhutan, at altitudes of 3,000 to 8,000 feat. It is the aetburwa,
aetburoaa, aatpura, dunkotah kaghuti, dhak chambot, chambot, barua, ntggi, jeku,
efc. 2 D. Involucrata, WaH, is the chota arydi and is met with in Sikkim, the
Khasia hills and Tenassorim, and in the coimtrios where at all abundant it is used
similarly to i>. rnnnnMna. 3. D. Mezeroum, Unn., is not indigenous to India, but
18 often mentioned by Indian medical writers and is perhaps impo'ked and sold by
the drug dealers. 4. D. oleoldes, Schteb

, is a small plant met with in the Western
Himalaya from Garhwal to Afghanistan. It is best known by the following
names— kuhldl, kanthan, gandalun (gandahnu), laghune, peek, pirkai buta,
etc. Tho roots are boiled and given internally as a purgative

; the bark and
leaves are also said to be used medicinally

; the berries are reputed to in-
duce nausea, and according to Brandis, a spirit is distilled from them in the
Sutlej valley. It is just possible, therefore, that this may be the Mezereon of
Indian medical writers. It is commonly reported that camels will not ewt it

and indeed that it is poisonous to them.
5. Edgsworthla Gardnerl, Meissn . FI. Br. Ind., v., 195 is a closely allied plant to

the species of itaphne, and one which would seem to be an even more important
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Akalbir
source of Nepal paper than it. r.annaMtta. It is a large elegant bush of the
Central and Eastern Hinmlaya from Nepal to Bhutan, Manipur and Burma

—

distributed to China and Japan. It is known in India as the kaghuh, arytli, etc.,

and might be called the true Nepal paper plant The mitsumata of Japan, and,
according to Hemsley (Journ. Linn. Soc., xxvi., 401), is iSAyfirortMn vtt.t'yantha.
It is regularly cultivated in that country for its paper barlt.

NBPAL PAPER.—Quite recently Stein {Ancient Khotan, 1907, 426) has an- Nepal
nounced the discovery of an actual specimen of Daphne paper, the date of Paper,
which has been determmed as the middle of the 8th century This was found
in the ruins of Endere and was examined both niicroscopically and chemically
by Prof. J. Wiesner. The material was found to ho a v iTl-miicerated liiire of
the Thymelmeem, presumably Mtnnhff. From -.ho fact of no Mtnnhur being
known to occur in Eastern Turkestan, it ha^ b^on i.iferrod that the paper had
been made in Tibet. [C/. Wieanor, J)e.tik/tch> Akatl. lV^sa 11 if i

,
Math -Nat.,

Ixxii., 17—8.] It is thus permissible to leguid this as the olde.t ecorded samplu
of what 18 commonly spoken < f as “Nepal Papei.” But eion during thi be-
ginning of the 19th century, Nepal did not produte ono_.gh Daphne paper to
meet the demands of India. Duchai a i-Hamilton lAcf King. Nepal, 1819,
232-3) tells us that the local supply did n it suffiro and that Nepal had to import Nepal Imports,
both the paper and the raw material from Tibet. Kirkpstrick {Acc King.
Nepaul, 1811, 80) speaks of ine of tho two djiecies soon by him as ben.; the
paper-plant of Tibet. It would thus be more coToct were the paper in question
called “ Tibet Paper,’" and this f-hange in namo would be in direct accord with
the discovery narrated by Stem. [See Paper and Paper Materials, p 862.J

It 18 perhaps hardly necessary to repent that there are two important plants
from which tho so-called Nepal paper is made:—(a) Uaftlnerl and (6)
», eaunnbtna. Perhaps the earliest account by a botanist of this paper-material Botameal

18 that given by Wallich, who figures and describes three species and tells us A.ccoaat.

that JEtigeteoffMa wos regularly cultivated m Nepal for its paper-yielding bark.
In 1837 Lord Auckland, while Governor-General of India, called for further

information, and various reports were in consequence prepared and submitted
to the Government of India. Atkinson and other more recent wT:’it6rs repeat
the statement that the Bhot country sends to this day large supplies into

Nepal. Still, however, no material progress has boon m^e, and Nopal
paper is no nearer than it was a hundred years ago to becoming a commercial
commodity. In fact it may bo doubted whether any bark fibre is ever likely

to be of value, unless for very exceptional purposes ;
it is too expensive as a

modem paper-material. Nepal, Kumaon and Sikkim are tho chief regions where
India’s supply of the so-called Daphne or Nepal paper is obtamed. The reader

should considt Broussonetla. p. 186, and Paper Hateiials, p. 868, for further

particulars. [C7/. Wallich, Ae. Rea., 1820, xiii., 383-90 and 3 pi. ; Lace, Journ.
Linn. Soc., 1891, xxviii., 312; Morris, Cantor Lect. in Journ. Soc. Arts, 1896,

Ixiii., 938; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 146; Kanjilal, For.

FI. U. Prov., 1901, 281; Wiesner, Die Rohat. dea Pflamenr., 1903, li., 432;
Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl ), 1907, 121-2.

DATISCA CANNABINA, Hun. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 656 ;
Phar- D.B.P.,

macog. Ind., 1891, ii., 98 ;
Bentham, Rev. Cenni Storici of Targioni- 28-9.

TozzeUi in Journ. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 152; Datiscace.®. The akalbir, Akalbir.

akalbar, kalbir, bhang-jala, bajr, waftangel {waft-tanj), drinkhari, suia

atsu, etc.

A tall erect herb resembling hemp, met with m the temperate and sub-tropical
Western Himalaya from Kashmir to Nepal. Root extensively used in India
as a yellow dye for silk. It is largely exported from Kumaon, Garhwal, Bashahr
and Kashmir, and is mentioned in 1694 as a useful plant found in Crete.

[C/. Hummel and Perkin, Journ. Soc. Chem. Induat., 1896, xiv., 468; Imp. Inst,

Tech.Repta., 1903, 215-6.]

DATURA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 242-3 ; Pharmacog. Ind., ii., D.E.P.,

584-624; iii,, 182-90; Prain, Benq. Plants, ii., 751; Cooke, FI. Pres, ni., 29-43.

Bomb., ii., 273 ; Solanaceae. Datura.

History.—The vernacular names given to the species of this genus can
hardly be said to distinguish the various forms that exist. The Sanskrit names
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dhuatura or dhattura and unmatla mean “ insane,” and hence might have been

given to an introduced plant (on its properties being recognised) ; in fact might

be upheld as not necessarily involving an ancient knowledge. The better known
vernacular names are either derived from the above or have meanings in the

languages to which they belong that denote the well-known properties of the

drug. As mot with in India the species of nattim have the appearance of

introduced plants. They frequent waste lands near human dwellings or invade

the borders of fields or cover abandoned cultivation They do not exist as

individual plants that take their own positions in a blended vegetation, but ap-

pear as invading cohorts and here and there become so abundant as to exter-

minate all other plants. No form of Datura exists, in fact, under such conditions

as to justify tlio emphatic opinion that it is indigenous to India.

It is customary to read of ” the white-flowered datura ” and of “ the purple-

flowered kala-datura ” as if these conditions implied specific distinctions. Not
only so but many writers affirm that the purple-fiowered form is a more deadly
poison than the white, hut that belief doubtless rests mamly on the theory of

signatures. Any of the Indian forms may have white or purple flowers, may
have single or double flowers, and may have thorny or smooth fruits. How far

the chemical properties of these plants are affected by cultivation, by soil or by
climate, it is at present impossible to discover. One thing, however, is certain,

that the Daturas have been, and to some extent are still, cultivated plants, so
that the differences recognis^ between the so-called wild plants of one region
and of another may be due to their being more recent escapes from a special

cultivation. Possibly all the Indian forms constitute but one or at most two
species. ». fUrautottium might bo called the type of the temperate and alpine
series and ». fnatunan that of the tropical assemblage.

But if the Daturas are only mtroduced plants, their properties have in India
been fully understood for many centuries. The account published by Garcia
de Orta m Goa durmg 1663 of the criminal uses to which they are put, might be
reprinted as a staterrient of the nefarious practices of to-day. So also the in-

vestigations of the Hemp Drugs Commission might be summarised as the dis-

covery that if taken in moderation bhang is harmless, but when mixed with
Datura, that intoxicant becomes most reprehensible and even dangerous to life.

Moreover tho seeds are known to enter into the composition of certain alcoholic
beverages and render the consumers of these literally mad Some years ago I
witnessed a remarkable process of making arak (country spirit) potent. A few
seeds of Datura were burned on a charcoal fire, an empty earthen pot was held
the while over the fumes. When full of smoke arak was poured into the jar,

tho result being its adulteration with the active principle of Datura m a form
that would most likely escape detection by any ordinary process of examina-
tion (see Spirits, p. 1047). The extent to which Datura seeds are used
criminally in India can bo readily judged of by the jjerusal of the annual reports
of the medical examiners to the various Governments and Administrations of
India. These literally teem with particulars of Datura-poisoning.

The following particulars of the chief forms may assist in their

recognition :

—

Datura fastuosa, Linn. ; Hummatu, Rheede, l.c, 47. The kala

dhaturd, khunuk, toradana, udah-dhaturd, karu-umate, nalla-ummetta, kechu-

hang, etc., etc. A small shrub found all over the tropical parts of India
;
the

most common and abundant species. The capsule is retained in a nodding
attitude and opens irregularly near the apex. There are said to be several

recognisable varieties of which I>. alha, Nees (the setfSd-dhatura) is

that most frequently mentioned and most highly approved medicinally.
It has the flowers often creamy-white, but is doubtfully separable from
the type.

D. Metel, Linn.—This is found chiefly on the N.W. Himalaya and
the mountains of the Deccan.

D, Stramonium, Linn.—Is met with on the temperate Himafaya
from Baluchistan and Kashmir to Sikkim. The capsule is erect and
deeply four-valved. This seems far more likely to be the white Datura
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of medical writers than var. alha above. It is described as the tattur

of the PanjAb and the kachola of Afghanistan. Lawrence {Valley of
Kashmir, 1896, 77) mentions that Kashmir exports the seeds largely to
the PanjAb and that they fetch Rs. 6 a maund. The var. Tatula appears
to be the plant of which the dried fruits (strung on thread) are sometimes
imported into India from Persia. These imported fruits are sold under
the name yharhhuli in Bombay and maraiia mughu in Madras. Poisoning
from eating tatuhh is recorded in the Kew Bulletin (1889, 276-8

; 1896, 233).
The MEDICINAL uses of the species of I>atnra centre chiefly in

their poisonous property and in the pernicious and criminal advantage
often taken of these all too prevalent plants. Barry points out that
the seeds of Datura may be mistaken for those of Capsicum:
Reduced to a powder they are criminally mixed vith food and can often

only be detected tlirough the microscopic structure of the fiagineiits of

the seed-coat that may be discovered m the food or the contents of the

stomach.
[C/. Garcia do Orta, 1563, Coll., xx ; Acosta, Trdct. de las Drogas, 1578, 87 ;

Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1698, i., '210-1; I’yrard, Voy E. IruL. (od TIakl.

Soc.), li., 113-4; Herbert, Travels, 1677, 337; Frjer, New Acc E. Ind. and Pers.,

1676, 32; Rheede, Hort. Mai., 1679, ii , 47-62, ct*28, 29, 30; Rumphius,
Herb. Amb., 1750, v., 246-62, t 87 ; Ainslie, Mat Med. Hind , 1813, 47 ;

Chevers,

Man. Ind. Journ., 1870, 179 aeg. ; Rept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm , 1894, i., 172 ;

Bnt. and Colon. Drxigg., 1898, xxxm., 769; Dunstan, Trans. Chem. Soc., 1901,

Ixxix., 71-4 ; Bedford, Ind. Med. Qaz., 1902, xxxvn., 200-10 ;
Mehta, Ind.

Med. Cfaz,, 1904, 20; Colhs Barry, Legal Med. Ind, 1903, 473-4; White and
Humphrey, Pharmacop , 1901, 470; Ann. Repts. Chem. Exam, 1897-1905.]

DAUCUS CAROTA, Liun. ; FI Br. Ind., ii., 718 ;
Roxb., FI.

Ind., ii., 90; /fee. Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 107; Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 540;
Duthie, FI. V-p-per Gang. Plain, 398 ;

Umbelliferte. The Carrot, gager,

mormujh, kdeh, tdrdak, manjal-mulldngi, kdrttu-kizhangu, pUa-kanda, etc.

Habitat.—A native of Kashmir and the Western Himalaya at altitudes of from
6,000 to 9,000 foot. It is also commonly held to be a native of Europe (except

the extreme north), of Abyssinia and North Africa, of Madeira and the Azores,

and of North Asia eastwards to Siberia and Kamschatka Throughout India it

is cultivated by the Europeans, mostly from annually imported seed, and by
the Natives from an acclimatised if not indigenous stock. In many parts of the
country a greenish-white carrot is preferred as being very hardy and productive.
This rises some two or three inches above the soil, is a coarse root which possesses

little of the flavour of the European carrot, but is able to withstand the extreme
heat of summer, and may bo raised in some parts of the country throughout the
year. It thus produces a return at seasons when other tubers or roots are scarce

or not available. This i« particularly the case in Bihar (Patna) and some parts

of the United Provinces.

History.—Sir George Birdwood {Memo. Carrot for Famine Relief in N. Ind.,

1896) gives a detailed and learned account of the history of this plant. This
occupies many ^ages, and can hardly bo abbreviated without greatly lessening
its value. The carrot appears to have been regularly used in India from fairly

ancient times. The Emperor Baber {Memoirs, 1619 (Leyden and Erskine, transl.),

1826, 347) narrates his having eaten a dish of fried carrots. In the Ain-i-Akbart
(Blochmann, transl., 63-4, 67) mention is made of “ wild carrots ’’ {shaqaqul)

and of cultivated carrots. Terry {Voy. E. Ind., 1656 (ed. 1777), 91-2) speaks of
the good carrots of Surat, and Fryer {New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers.. 1672-81, 119)
makes special mention of those of the Deccan. While much reliance cannot be
placed on names of plants as historic evidences, it is significant that throughout
the tenguages of India, indeed from Central Asia to Cape Comorin, there should
prevail in every language a name for the carrot {gdger, gdjar, gdzara. garjara, etc )

which seems to have come from a common source. To that name is frequently
added a further word meaning “ root ” or “ tuber.” Thus in Tamil it is the
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gajjara-kellangu. The derivation of the Latm name carota and of the French
carotte ia probably direct from tlio flreek karoton. The Sanaknt garfaru originated

the Persian zardak and the Arabic )egar. In fact, the evidence of cultivation

would lead to the inference that the carrot spread from Central Asia to Europe,
and if so it might be possible to trace the European names from the Indian and
the Persian. Indeed the carrot seems to have been grown and eaten in India
while in Europe it was scarcely known as more than a wild plant. In Anglo-
Saxon it was weal-mora, wald-mora, walck-mora, clap-wype, but it was confused
witli the parsnip till about the end of the 1 1th century. These names recall the

German mohre, moraha, the Russian morkov, the Sanskrit mula, mulaka, and the
Kashmiri mor-mujh, and they all denote “ root.”

Cultivation.

—

Bengal.—A writer in Indian Gardening (Oct. 27, 1898)

says in his experience (m Chumparan) the seed should be sown broad-

cast early in November. Of the imported varieties the Large White
Vosges and White Belgian succeeded best. The crop continued to yield

till the end of May. Other writers in the Northern and Central portions

of the province speak of sowings in August and the crop coming into

season in January and February. Mukerji (Handbook Ind. Agri.,

1901, 357) observes that the carrot has a special value as a nourishing

famine food and fodder. The Red Mediterranean variety grown at the

Cawnpore Experimental Farm seems to be the best. The Yellow Mediter-

ranean is most highly spoken of as a cattle food. The yield of the White
Mediterranean carrot is almost equal to or even higher than that of country
carrots, but the roots are hard, coarse and insipid. When grown without

manure the country carrot gives a much larger yield than any of the

European varieties. The proper time for sowing carrot seed in the plains

is from September 15 to October 15. It is best to sow in drills and ridge

the drills after the plants have appeared, then thin out. The quantity of

seed used is 8 to 12 oz. an acre. The yield comes to 200 to 500 maunds
per acre, if loose soil near the village be chosen, deeply cultivated,

well pulverised, weeded and irrigated. The seed had better be mixed
with wood-ashes at the time of sowing, and unless the soil is quite moist,

water should be poured in the drills immediately after sowing. \Cf. Fir-

minger, Man. Gard. Ind, (ed. Cameron), 1904, 166-7.]

United Provinces.—Duthie and Fuller (Field and Gard. Crops, 1893,

pt. iii., 9) say the area occupied by the carrot is not separately estimated
in the agricultural returns, but the average under carrots, turnips and
radishes for the three years ending 1889-90 amounted to 41,463 acres.

The carrot is generally sown in September or October
; the roots are ready

for use after two months, and may last for three or four months. A loamy
soil is preferable. Under favourable conditions ap outturn of over 200
maunds is possible. At Cawnpore 60 maunds is said to be the average,

but at Basti only 33 maunds. The bazir price in ordinary seasons is

from 8 to 16 seers an anna.
Panjab.—Brief notices are made of carrot cultivation ^n the PanjAb.

In Jhang it is said “ the zamindar’s food consists largely of carrots
”

(Replies Famine Comm., 228). In Sialkot (Gaz., 68) the carrot is spoken
of as grown all over the district, and the superior European kinds are
little known.

Bombay.—Of Gujarat it has been said that carrots of two kinds are
cultivated—” the long-rooted ” and the “ blunt spindle form.” They
are grown at various times in different parts of the province, gene/ally
in garden beds from seeds sown broadcast, but are sometimes transplanted
from nurseries during the rohi season. They take tliree months to mature,
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though by nipping off the heads growth may be prolonged. The young
plants are also taken up when half grown and sent to market. The pro-
duce is from 5,000 to 10,000 lb. an acre. The carrot is also grown m Yieu.

Gujarat from August to May, and the crop gathered four months later.

In Kach it is much raised as a field crop. In Poona and Khandesh the
carrot is cultivated very largely on black soil, with the help of manure.
Of Ahmednagar a curious process is reported of obtaining carrot seed

:

When the crop is ready the husbandman cuts off a thick slice from the Method of

crown end of the carrot. This he puts two fingers deep below the soil

in any place where there is a liberal supply of water. After a few weeks
the roots produce a vigorous flower stem, the seed of which is gathered
four or five months after having been thus transplanted. There are

accordingly two crops in the year—one, the mot produced from the

seed, the other the seed produced from the root (.see Raphaaus sativus,

var. caudata, p. 912). In the Deccan, according to Woodrow {Card, in

Ind.y 1889, 340), the carrot may be grown as a culinary vegetable where
the rainfall is not over 25 inches annually, during the rainy season.

Large sowings for fodder should be made in October and November, and
if late rains aie favourable good crops may be grown on a deep retentive

soil without irrigation.
'

Mysore is Stated to produce a very good quality of carrot, but in Madras Mysore,
and Burma the root seems to be raised only as a garden vegetable.

Food and Fodder.—The so-called root constitutes an important vege- Vegetable,
table in the marketa frequented by the European community. Although
certain classes of Hindus in Bengal object to eat the carrot, on account of

some fanciful resemblance to beef, still the Natives of India, as a whole,

are year by year taking more kindly to it. At the same time it must
be added that, though by the Muhammadans and certain Hindus the

carrot has been cultivated for ages, it is only within recent years that

it has become a recognised article of diet. By certain classes the young
carrots are used only as pickles. By others “ the root is first boiled Cooking,

in water, then squeezed out and cooked in qhi.” In Europe it has

become a recognised article of cattle food. Canot-tops afford a useful

fodder, and the contention that the roots might be resorted to in times of

famine is strengthened by the fact that the tops would be of value to the

cattle. [Cf. Agri. Ij^., 1898, No. 12.]
•

SeeJ.

—

The seed yields by distillation a medicinal oil. [Cf. Taleef Shereef Medicinal.

(Playfair, transl.), 113.] In the Hemp Drugs Commission Report (iv., 416) mention
18 made of the seeds constituting one of the spices used in flavouring bhang.
Lawrence {Valley of KaMimir, 67) says carrot seeds aro employed to mix with
caraway. The chemical constituents of the root are crystallisable and un-
crystallisable sugar, a little starch, gluten, albumen, volatile oil, vegetable jelly,

malic acid, saline matters, lignin and a peculiar crystallisable, ruby-red neutral
principle, withoqj. odour or taste, called carotin. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., ii., 136.]

DELPHINIUM DENUDATUM, Wall. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 25 D E.P.,

Ranunculace.®. The nirbisi or jadwar of certain writers (names that 66-9,

more strictly speaking denote species of Curcama or of Aconitum,
which see)

;
is also the miintla of the North-West Himalaya. D. saniculae-

folium, Boiss., has been supposed by some, but incorrectly, to afford the

asborg dye and medicinal flowers.

D. Zalil, Aitch. <& Hemsl., an abundant larkspur in Ehorasan at

altitude of 3,(KX) feet, where its spikes of golden flowers give a wondrous
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hue to the pasturage. It is the asharg dye and medicine of Indian

shops.
The dried flowers and fragments of the flowering spikes constitute the aebarg.

It is tho ghafiz, asperag, gul fahl, xalil, zarir, trayamdn, etc. Is imported by
Trans-frontier traders, who bring it to Multan and other Panj&b towns where it

18 employed along with akalber and alum to dye silk. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., i.,

23-7 ; Kew Bull., 183.5, 107 ; Briihl. Ann. Boy. Bot. Oard Calc.. 1896, v., pt. 2,

30-108 , Monog. Dyes and Dyeing in Bomb., 1896, 17 : also U.Prov , 1890, 82 ;

Perkin and Pilgrim, Trans. Chem Soo., 1898, 267—76 ;
also Proc Chew Soc.,

1898, No. 190 i Imp. Inst Tech. Repts , 1903, i , 214 ; ii., 221.]

D.E.P.,
lii., 116-36.

ITaniB.

D.E.P.,
111., 131.

D.E.P.,
111., 126-7.
Barbados
Yam.

Comroonest
Indian Yam.

DIOSCOREA, Linn.; Watt, Sel. Rec. Govt. M., 1888-9, i.,

147-66
;
Duthic and Fuller, Field and Gard. Crops, 1893, pt. iii., pi. Ixxx. ;

Sadebeck, Die Kulturgew. der Deut. Kolon., 1899, 68-71
;
Wiesner, Die

Rohst. des Pflanzenr., i., 567-608
;

Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., lii.,

197-200; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 1064-7
;
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;
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;
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the Yams—

D

ioscouEACEiE.
Indian Species and Varletlea—The account given in the Dictionary of this very

difficult and imperfectly known genus of edible plants was written in 1888. It

was subsequently arranged by the Government of India that a concentrated
effort should be made to secure fuller and more accurate information. Collections

of live tubers, accordingly, began to arrive in 1894, and continued to be received
during the subsequent years. It was agreed that the yams as received
should be cultivated in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta. They are
therefore being systematically studied. A preliminary and unofficial report
has already appeared, written by Pram and Burkill, and descriptions of certain

species have been given in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, but further
material and more detailed information are deemed essential before the final

report can bo given to tho public, and this seems likely to assume the form of

a monograph of the Indian species of the genus. All that need be attempted
hero, therefore, is to abbreviate tho Dictionary orticlo, and to abstract and
incorporate from Pram and Burkill’s preliminary report (and all other recent
publications) such additional information as seems calculated to bring the present
account abreast of existing knowledge.

Pram (Bengal Plants, l.c.) sketches very briefly the classification that seems
likely to be followed in the future. The Bengal species are referred to two great
groups according us the stems twine to the left or to tho right of the observer.
This brings the following together as those that twine to the left— ». ilirmonn,
ireiilniihi/lta, tfnneutosa, biilbl/lern, ileltoMen, and /nsrirulata

; those that
twine to the right, n, nnguinn, aruleatn , nximmula rta , Mamiltont and alata.
Within these groups the species are assorted according to tho characters* of the
leaves, inflorescence, capsules, seeds and aerial bulbs. It may be useful to sot
forth in alphabetical sequence of their names the economic information of tho
chief Indian species and varieties :— •

D. aculeata, Unn
, Prain, l.c. ii., 1067 ; D. glabra, D E.P . ; D. Wallichii, Hook.,

/., FI. Br. Ind., vi., 206. A plant cultivated m Bengal, Assam, the Deccan,
South India and Burma ; m the last provmoo it is apparently also wild.

D. alata, Lmn , FI. Br. Ind., vi., 296 ; Prain, l.c. 1067 ; Bee. J^t. Surv, Ind., ii.,

143 ; iii., 288
;
Circ Boy. Bot. Gard. Ceylon, 1906, iii , 10-4. ffne Wing-stalked

Yam, the Barbados Yam, kham. This seems ckisely allied to the Chinese yam,
». ttntntna, Oecaisne

This is the commonest of ell the Indian cultivated yams. It is a large climber
with quadrangular winged stems which twine to the right. The tapsule is broader
than long and the seeds winged all round. Leaves rather sharply angled. In-
florescence only occasionally produced and often zig-zag in structure. Tubers
frequently very large, sometimes four to eight feet m length and as thick as
the thigh (Conserv. For. Bepts. S. Circ. Mad., May 1889), at other times small
and globular like an average-sized potato. One or two species of yam are fre-
quently alluded to in Sanskrit literature, and this would appear to be perhaps
the form most often mentioned. Roxburgh assigned four or five tubers to sepa-
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Detergont Tubers
rate 8pe«fic poBitiona, chiefly on account of their shape and colour. He, however,
admitted that he would be quite prepared to accept all these races (for they
appear to be little else than races) as belonging to the same species. These were

I>yrpitrt-n and (Rozb., FI. Ind , 111 ., Distinctive
7»7 801). Ihey are classified into tubers elongate, at times club-shaped, the Races,
nesh bemg white throughout in nintn proper, pink under the skin in rubella,
purple throughout m purjmrea

; tubers short, roundish, and flesh wholly
white m globoHa

; rosy purple under the skin in globeiut, and rosy purple
in atroparpurea. J. D. Hooker places these names as denotmg “imperfectly
kntwn and undeterminable species.” Pram and Burkill, however, after a careful
study of the live plants, have recorded Roxburgh’s four forms above named
under m», ninta, Unn., and have formed varietal positions for each (Note, l.c.

1903—4, No. 846). These are as follows —
() Var. alata proper ; £). Havultom, Hook., /. (m part). The White Yam. white Tam.

This 18 said to be a large chmlior, tairly ahundantlv cultivated in Bengal,
Assam, tho United Provinces, the Central Provinces, the Oecc.in, South India,
Burma and Ceylon. It vanes very greatly, however, in some of iIb areas.

() Var. globosa
;
H. globosa, Roxh , Outhio and Fuller, Field avd Oard Crops,

pt. lii., II ; 1). globosa, D.E.P , lu., 131 ; the Comiuoii Yam. This also is a Commoa Tam.

large climber that is fairly extensively cultivated, more especially in the Central
Provinces and Madras. It la the chupr-i-alu, iergo-nart.

(c) Var. rubella; a largo climber, extensively grown, espocially m Bengal, Long Red
tho Central Piovincee, Western India and the Deccan It yields a long tuber. Tuber-

red outside, known as the guraniya-alu.
(d) Var. purporsa; tho Dark Purple Yam , the Malacca Yam, or Uib-guraniya. Dirk Purple

A large climber fairly extensively cultivatod. Tam.

D. angulna, Hoxb
, FI. Hr. Ind., V1,‘293, Prain, Beng. Plants, li , 1066. A D.E.P.,

large climber met with occasionally in the forests and jungles of the lower hills lii., 137.
m Nepal to Bhutan, also Chota Nagpur and Assam. The tuber is only eaten
by the poor or in times of scarcity, and is called kukur-alu.

D. bulbifero, Unn. , D. sativa, Benth.
, D. pulchella and D. cnspata, Roxb ; D.E.P.,

Hermann, Parad. Bat., 1698, t. 217 ; D. sativa, Wtlld. Duthic and Fuller, 128-9.
Field and Garden Crops, pt. lit., 11, t. Ixxx ; D. sativa, Linn. Hooker (Tritnon, ^ Yam.
FI. Ceyl., 111 ., 279) calls this “ the wild uneatable state of tho cultivated

plant.” This fairly extensive climber is common m the hedges and thickets of

India and Burma. It is a distinct species, the capsule being longer than broad,

and the seeds winged at the base only ; the leaves are bright shining green and
the transverse nerves rest within channels. The tubers are round, not larger

than a man’s fist. The stem, like that of n. alata, bears numerous little tubers

by which the plant may be propagated. The aerial tubers also afford charooters

by which the varieties may be separately recognised. The underground tubers

of the wild plant are insipid and often hardly edible, unless repeatedly boiled

and washed in running water between each boilmg. Nevertheless, the wild forms
collectively constitute a fairly important article of food m times of scarcity and Painuie Food,

famine. [Cf. Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 321.]

(a) Var. bulblfera proper.—The agricultural states of this variety are often

designated in India as D. aatlva, and the recently introduced forms are spoken
of as the Otaheite Potato. The wild tubers are regularly eaten, though more otaheita

bitter than the cultivafed. An interesting official correspondence recently took Potato,

place regarding the successful conveyance (by Capt. H. D. Larymore) of seed-

tubers of the so-ealled Otaheite Potato from the Andaman Islands to West Africa.

(b) Var. pulchella; H. pulchella, Roxb. ; D. sativa, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., D.E.P.,
295 (in part) ; D. bvXbifera, D.E.P. A climber^ fairly generally mot with in iii., 128.
cultivation. It is m India often known as the rat-alu.

(o) Var. crlspata; Roxb., FI. Ind., lu., 802. A fairly prevalent climber in D.E.P.,
India and Burma, known eis iamin-kand. iii., 129.

D. deltoldea, Waii.; Prain and Burkill, Joum. As. Soc. Beng., 1904, Ixxiu., D.E.P.,
pt. ii., suppl., 1-2, 5-6. This is a common species in the N.W. Himalaya at iii., 129.
altitudes between 3,000 and 8,000 feet—flowering time in May. It is an ex-

tensive climber, often covering trees more or less. Stewart gives a long list of

vernacular names which in the Dictionary it was suggested belonged to all the

species met with in Upper India. Even to the present day a distribution of these

names has not been accomplished. The tubers are often very large, but
apparently not eaten. In Kullu they are called shingli, and used for washing Detergent

wool. Stewart says that in Khayhan they are called krtss and used in Tubers.
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washing silk Lawrence [Valley of Kashmir, 76, 78) calls them Icrits (or leritz),

and remarks that they are much used m washing wool and also in medicine
The same tubers, according to Atkinson, are m Kumaon known as gun. Some
writers appear to regard them as poisonous.

D.B.P., D. dsemona, Roxb.
, FI Hr Ind., vi., 289 : Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind , 1898, i.,

111., 129. 274 ; 1903, ii., 143, 189. A largo climber of the tropical forests of India and
Wild Yam. Burma. Stems twining to the left, sometimes prickly ; leaves digltately 3-6

nerved ; capsule longer than broad and seeds winged at the base only. This
Famine Food. wild yam is extensively used as a famine food, chiefly in Burma and the Central

Provinces and Central India. It appears never to have been cultivated. Some
IntoMcatmg. writers, however, say the roots are highly poisonous and cause intoxication but

are rendered edible by boiling and steeping in running water, this treatment
being repeated two or three times Gammie [l.c. 190) says that when tigers

Poisonoua. kill cattle, the villagers insert a quantity of the flour from the pounded
roots of the vaja kand into the body of the “ kill.” The poison permeates the
flesh to such an extent that when the tiger returns and eats the carcase it becomes
infatuated and mad, and the villagers then make short work of it. Ridley
[Malay PL Names, in .Joum. Roy. As. Soc. [Straits Branch), 1897, 90) speaks of

tho tubers being used in the manufacture of dart poison. (Yearhook of Pharmacy,
1898, (12-3)

D.E.P., D fasciculata, Roxb ; Pram, Beng Plants, 1903, ii., 1066. The kidney-shaped

111., 130. yam, Karen Potato. A small climber somewhat like n. ntntn but more graceful ;

Kai'cniPotato. of a vivid green colour, the stem twining to left and dotted over with small
wart-hke prickles Leaves pubescent reniform or orbicular with sharp stipular

thorns. Tubers fasciculate, numerous, usually white, but in Burma and the
Malay Islands a form exists which has reddish-coloured tubers. This is obviously
derived from the wild u. spinomt, which differs only in the fact that the upper

PmUaiu, rootlets are spiqose. Much confusion seems to exist regarding the name ptndalu.
In some localities of South India it denotes the white round tubers of one or two
races of ». ainta. In other provinces it is restricted to the present plant. I
found (during special investigations conducted in 1894) tho latter usage through-
out Borar, where tho clustered yam is fairly plentiful and popular. It is ordinarily
grown us a garden crop near the homestead, on stakes 8 feet high and 2 to 3
feet apart, around pan-leaf houses, or in fields, along with the brinjal. In
some localities, as for example Nirmal and Bassein in Bombay, it is cultivated
as a pure field crop. Roxburgh tells us that in his day it was grown to a con-
siderable extent in the vicinity of Calcutta not only for food but to make starch.
Being, in some respects, more like a potato than a yam it is often called the
potato of this and that place—e g. “ Karen Potato.”

D.E.P., D. glabra, Roxb ,• FI Br. Ind., vi., 294 ; Pram, Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1906, in.,

111., 131. 288 ;
D. nummularia, Lamk. ; Beng. Plants, ii, 1067. So far as India is concerned.

Ban ala. however, it would appear to be rarely if ever cultivated, though the tubers
are regularly collected and oaten by the hill tribes, more especially in times
of scarcity and famine. It occurs on the lower North-West Himalaya, in Nepal,
Sikkim, tho hills of Bengal to those of South India and Burma, distnbutedrto the
Malay Peninsula and China. It is very often called ban (wild) alu or aru (yam),
shora-alu. [Cf. Wood, Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 143.]

D.E.P., Var. belophylla, Voigt (sp ) ; D sagittala, Royle ; Pram, l.c. 1064. It seems
iii., 183. probable that this should be retained os a distmct specie^. It is a large climber

met with on the lower Himalaya and mountains of Bengal (Parisnath). The
tubers are odible but the plant is not recorded as met with under cultivation.

D.B.P., D. Hamiitonl, Hook , /. . FI. Br Ind., vi., 296 (in part) ; Buohanan-Hamilton,
iii., 131. Stat. Acc Dinaj., 192 ; D globasa (in part), D E.P. This cultivated plant is

occasionally met with m Bengal, Assam and Burma.
E.E.P., D. oppositifoUs, Lmn. ; Roxb., FI. Ind , 111 ., 804; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 292. A large
iii., 132. climber with terete unarmed branches and with the leaves almost opposite.

It IS a native of tropical India from the Deccan to Assam, Sylhet, Chittagong,
Burma, Ceylon and China. It is wild m India but appears to be cultivated in the
Malaya and Java It is one of tho most important wild tubers with the people
of the Deccan and Central Bengal. The root and aerial tubers are eaten as well
08 the young flowering spikes.

D.B.P., D. pentaphylla, Lmn , D. triphylla, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi.,289; Rec. Bot. Surv.
iii., 132. Ind

,
ii., 143 ; iii., 288; Prain, Beng. Plants, li , 1006 ; Nuren-Kelengu, Rheede,

Fiji Tam. Hort. Mai

,

vii , tt. 34, 36 The Kawan or Fiji Yam. Met with throughout tropical
India on the lower hills from Kumaon to Burma, Ceylon and Malacca. It is an
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laree edihln t-nKa’
prickly below and sometimes bulbiferous. It affords

Kathndin nf fti TT
^ro oaten practically all over India, especially with the

The f
onkan, the Savaraha of Ganjain and the Lepchas of Sikkim.

p> . .. . ^ are also eaten, especially m times of scarcity
t It IS said to afford both poisonous and innocuous forms, the latter being
e eciible by repeated boilmg and wa.shing. It is apparently, however,

never cultivated in India, except perhaps in Pondicherry. \Cf. Circ Roy.
Rot. Oard. Ceylon, 1905, m , 16-7 ; Achart, Qutnze Cenlt PI. dans VInd.,
1905, 206.]

D, splnosa, Roxb—This plant has been confused with n. fnmrieulntn and
n. nrnlentn. Linn It is, in fact, placetl by Pram (f c 1066) as a variety of ».
faarlKulata. Its most generally accepted names are madkvalu m Sanskrit and
mau-dlu iti Bengali, but these are also assigned to f*. neicteato, Lmn , so that it

seems probable the two plants are often confused by the people of India as
also by most botanists. The tubers are largely eaten in the countries whero
procurable.

CULTIVA TION.—Of the yams above briefly indicated t.inec species are Subsidiary
very generally grown in India as subsidiary foods. These are D. ultita, Poods.

D. frtilhifera &nd !>• foz^cicitJata. Under eat h of these species, however,

there are several varieties and even a large assortment of cultivated races,

so that the yams are not only varied but abundant plants. It is, in fact,

only within the very driest tracts (such as some portions of Rajputana,

Sind, the Western Panjdb and the Deccan) that yams are not to be

found. Wild yams are also very prevalent and constitute an impor-

tant article of food with the poor, more especially the inhabitants of

uncultivated tracts, and in times of famine they often become of the ramino roods,

greatest possible value. Lewin {Wild Races S.E. Ind., 1870, 27) says

that in the hills of that country wild yams are so plentiful that no man,
able to search for food, need starve. Speaking in general terms, a line

drawn from Khatmandu and Lucknow to Ahmedabad would sever India

into two portions—the Southern (more especially its south-eastern tracts)

might be described as the yam-producing area of India, and the Northern yam Area

(more especially its north-western tracts) the non-yara-producing division.

Through Bengal and Assam the yam country extends to Burma, Siam,

the Malaya (Peninsula and Archipelago) to China and Japan,

In the Dictionary a few passages from De Candolle were quoted .\„atic

and the contention advanced that the historic importance of the Indian

cultivated yams had been depreciated owing to no work of sufficient

merit Slaving recorded their Sanskrit and vernacular names. “ Roxburgh,”

says De Candolle {l.c. 77), “ enumerates several Dioscoreev cultivated History,

in India
;
but he found none of them wild, and neither he nor Piddington

mentions Sanskrit names. This last point argues a recent cultivation

or one of originally small extent, in India, arising either from indigenous

species as yet undefined, or from foreign species cultivated elsewhere.” . . .

“ The absence of distinct names in each province also argues a recent

cultivation.” A. very extensive assortment of vernacular names for each

species has been recorded, however, by Prain and Burkill, and these

amplify materially the names given in the Dictionary. They thus abun-
dantly substantiate the opinion of India being one of the great centres of

original production (if not the chief Asiatic centre) for yams. It seems
likely that both the sweet-potato and the ordinary potato, being more tract-

ablcj have not only largely supplanted the yams but usurped their classic

names and history.

Asa Gray {Scient. Papers, i., 322) says that Columbus when he dis- Amcncan

-covered Cuba and St. Domingo found the Natives cultivating two kinds
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of edible roots. “ These were called in the language of the islanders of

St. Domingo, Ages (Ajes) and Yuca." The last mentioned is Manihot
and may be dismissed from further consideration, but the former (it is

nearly certain) was a species of Dioscorea, This the Spaniards (being

ignorant of the language of these islands) called name, niame, inhame—
corruptions, it is supposed, of an African name (with which they were

already familiar) for a similar edible tuber. Clusius [Hist. Exot. PI., 1606,

237-8, reprinting Garcia do Orta, 1563, Coll., xviii., 3) speaks of the

African slaves of Portugal eating the tubers of a Colocnsia which they

called inhame. Hence that name had, at an early date, reached Europe
and India. Some of the companions of Columbus had doubtless seen the

inhame tubers of Africa, and were thus ready to assign that name to the

West Indian tuber when their attention was drawn to it. To this cir-

cumstance IS accordingly due the constant use (by 16th and 17th century

writers) of inhame (or, as it ultimately became, ihame and finally yam) as

a generic denomination for any and every edible (starch-yielding) tuber.

There would seem little doubt that the Indian word dlu (in Sanskrit

and Hindi and ala in Sinhalese) originally denoted a starch-yielding edible

tuber, possibly in its earliest signification the edible species of Dioscorea,
though m later usage it came to mean AmorphophuUwi and even
('olocnsia. A prefix was employed to denote the separate species.

Hence we have in Sanskrit the danAdlu (elongated dlu), madhvdlu (sweet

dlu), finddlu (round dlu) and raktdlu (red-dlu). In the Sanskritic ver-

naculars we have similarly chupridlu, guramya-dlu, kanta-dlu, kham-dlu,

mau-dlu, findalu, ratdlu, and sasnidlu. But in the aboriginal languages

there is a vast assortment of names not only perfectly distinct from each
other and in no way traceable to the Sanskrit, but which have either a

direct specific or in some cases even a generic sigmfication :

—

ato sang,

bengo-nari, hir sang, gun, genasu, kalangu, kullu, kniss, Jens, myauk, piska,

tayuna and tar (or tarar). Most of these names (many others might be
given) denote knowledge prior to the Aryan conquests of India and thus

leave no room for doubt that the cultivation of yams is quite as ancient (if

not more so) in India as in any other country. Indeed from the fact that

names are given in the West Indies and other tropical countries, traceable

to the Sanskrit, or to some Indian vernacular, there would seem no doubt
that some of the best-known cultivated forms in other regions were (Jerived

originally from India. And what is more curious, not a few of these are

being brought back to India to-day as special West Indian plants, oblivious

of - the fact that, just as with the improved rice broaght from Carolina and
the superior wool-sheep from Australia, they had been procured in the

first instance from India.

Propagation.—The yam may be propagated either by means of

aerial tubers or small underground tubers or portions of Ifirge tubers. If

the former be employed, the first year’s crop is poor but the second
excellent. It is preferable to use sets of the underground tuber weighing
about half a pound. The best soil is a deep friable sandy loam.

Stiff heavy soils are unsuited, as the tubers cannot expand properly and
good drainage is essential. The selected land should be dug to a con-

siderable depth and fairly well manured. It is then lined, 3 to 4
feet apart, and the seed tubers set on the ridges at distances o? 18
inches. Some cultivators prefer to start the seed tubers in a nursery and
to transplant to their permanent position when a foot or so in height.
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Alongside is secured a stake (usually a bamboo) perhaps 8 to 16 feet in

height above ground, and it is customary to bind these together at the

top in clusters of four. It is also not uncommon to grow special trees

on which the climbing stems of the yams may be trained. When this

is the case pits are dug alongside of the trees and filled with new soil

and manure and the sets depo.sited within these. Occasionally (as, for

example, in Bihar) the plants are allowed to trail on the ground, but

the yield is believed to be then smaller. In the Went Indies, however,

the crop is often treated in this way, and apparently with satisfactory

results. It is also affirmed that in China the trailing stems are pegged

or layered into the ground, and thus caused to root, the result being

that tubers are formed at the new points of growth. With certain

species, having a rhizome-like underground stem ami one or two large

tubers, the lower edible portion is cut off and the upper rhizome planted

for next year’s growth. This, however, is rather the careful system

pursued with wild yams than a regular method of agricultural ^propaga-

tion. Planting is done in April and the crop comes into season about

December. This is the usual practice, but a wide range of seasons exists

in direct adaptation to local conditions and the .species of plant grown.

Thus in Arcot it is said the yam is cultivated in January and harvested

in August ^ind September. In the Konkau yams are sometimes grown
alone and the crop comes into season about October. In Upper India,

according to Duthie and Fuller, the tubers of />. hulhifera are planted

in May and June and dug up every three years. Of D. (tUtta, var.

fjlohoaa, these authors say it is planted in June and the crop gathered

the following February.
Yield.—The yield depends largely on the plant grown, the nature of

climate and soil, the degree of cultivation, and the proportion of the pro-

duce treated as edible. The yield has been variously put at from 3 to

10 tons an acre, or approximately the same as the yield of potatoes.

But yams are in India most frequently a supplementary crop to ginger,

turmeric, brin^al, sweet-potato or maize. Yarns are moreover more
nutritious than ordinary potatoes, so that the combined produce may be
accepted, from the standpoint of food supply, as highly satisfactory.

Chemistry.—Bhaduri (Reft. Labor. Ind, Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1902-3, 25)

says the acridity of yams is due to the presence of needle-shaped crystals

of calhium oxalate, and the poisonous property to the presence of the

alkaloidal principle Dioscoreme first isolated by Boorsma of Java. Hooper
(l.c., 1903-4, 32) gives the results obtained during the examination of

some forty kinds of these tubers. The poison was found most abun-
dant in />. dwtuona, but was often present in />. hulbifera and
2>. 2*f’ntnphfjlln. “ The average amount of moisture in fresh tubers
was 80 per caait., and the average percentage composition of the dried

tubers was : fat 1'02, albuminoids 10’87, carbohydrates 77'01, fibre

6‘16, ash 6'94, and nitrogen 1'73. The starch of the yams was examined
microscopically and certain species were found to have characteristically

shaped granules, which distinguished them from other species.”

\Cf, De Candolle, Orig. Cull. Plants, 1884, 70-81 ; Asa Gray, Scient. Papers,
1889, i., 322-6 J Mollison, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, lii., 197-200 ; Mukerji,
Hamdbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 203, 467, 477 ; Morris, West. Ind. Yams, Imp. Dept.
Agri,, 1902, No. 18 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trop. Agri., 1892, 284-8 ; Firminger,
Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1004, 140-2 ; Notes on Dioscoreas Cult, in Roy.
Bot. Card., Ceylon, in Circ. and Agri. Jaurn., 1906, iii. 1-0.]
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DIOSPYROS
KURZII THE EBONY TREE

D.E.P.,
iil., 130-66,
Ebony.
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DIOSPYROS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 553-72
;
Gamble, Man.

Ind. Timbs., 453-63
;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 98-107
;

Prain, Beng.

Plants, i., 651-4
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 428-36

;
Ebenace^®. A fairly im-

portant genua which embraces about 59 species of Indian forest trees.

They occur chiefly in South India, Ceylon, Burma and Eastern Bengal.

Only four extend to Northern India, while the genus may be said to be

not represented in the Eastern Himalaya. All the species yield useful

timbers, of which the best arc the various forms of Ebony {/->. Jibenmn,

and JJ. melatioxf/lon), known in the vernaculars of India as ebans

or tendu. The most important are :

—

D. Ebenum, Koemg.
, Roach , FI. Ind., ii., 1529 ; Trimen, FI. Ceyl., iii , 94. The

Ebony, ebans, abnus, tendu, khenda, temru, tai, acha. nulluti, shengutan, kaka~
tati, luki, kare, bale, muehttmbi, karunkuli, mallali, kaluwara, etc., etc. A large

tree not very common in India, where it is found in the Deccan and Kamdtak,
chiefly in dry evergreen forests in the Ceded Districts. In Ceylon, however,
it IB one of the chief woods, very common in the dry regions of the Northern
Provinces. [C/. Herbert Wright, The Oenus Dtospyros m Ceylon, its Morphology,
Anatomy and Taxonomy, 1904.]

This species is perhaps the best ebony-yioldmg tree and the only one which
gives a black heart-wood without streaks or markings. Gamble says 74 lb. is

the average weight per cubic foot for the heart-wood. In Europe it is exten-
sively used for ornamental turnery, cabinet-work, piano keys, rulers, etc., and
in China for chopsticks, pipes, carved stands and vases. Ebony does not appear
to bo exported from India to any material extent, but in Ceylon the average sales

for 1892-1902 were 300 tons yearly. The average price Gamble gives at 180
to 185 Bs, per ton. The Iridtan Forester (1905, xxxi., 37, app.) gives £6 to

£10 per ton as the price of Bast Indian Ebony.
D. Embryopterts, Pers

, Roxb., FI. Ind., ii , 533 ; Bee. Bot Sure. Ind., ii.,

30, 116, 240, etc.; iii, 233; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 211; Trimen, l.c. 93.

The gab, makur-kendi, kust, timbori, tumbika, pam-chika, karunthali, kavi-kattai,

hoUet-upra, tumil, tinduki, nUta-tumma, kusharta, htge, bantha, vananchtk, etc.,

etc. A dense evergreen tree found throughout the greater part of India m shady
wet places and near streams. It is frequently cultivated both for ornament and
for its largo rod, velvety fruits.

Many writers speak in general terms of a gum obtained from this plant, but
do so in such a manner as to suggest a confusion between a true gum and an
extract prepared from the fruit, the pulp of which is used in book-Wnding, and
in place of tar for paying the seams of boats. According to some writers the
pulp is used direct ; others say an extract or decoction is prepared. Buchanan-
Harailton tStat. Aco. Dinap, 1833, 162) thus describes the process pursued in
Bengal :

—“ It (the fruit) is beaten in a large mortar and the juice expressed.
This 18 boiled, mixed with powdered charcoal and applied once a year to the
outside of the planks.’’ Duncan {Monog. Dyes and Dyeing in Assam,- 1896)
observes that the half-ripo fruits are pounded in a mortar and then kept
six or seven days in water until they have decomposed. A gummy solution re-
sults, which is poured off and the sediment thrown away. The brownish liquid
thus obtained is used in dyeing and tanning. It is made into a good black by
being combined with myrobalans (Tei-miuatin VhKbula) and proto-sulphate of
iron (hira-kash). The infusion is largely employed for tamung fishing nets and
lines, and it makes them more durable.

D. Kakl, Unn.—A small tree met with in the Khasia hills £lhd perhaps also
in Upper Burma. It is cultivated here and there over the moister tracts of
India as a fruit tree, but is only suited to very large gardens. It is the Chinese
Date Plum or Persimmon, and in Burma appears to bo known os tay, teh.

The fruit ripens during August and is about the size of a large apple with
twin almond-hke stones. The rind is of a rich, ruddy colour. It has a rather
disagreeable odour, and in flavour is suggestive of an overripe apple. A fine
preserve is said to be made from it by the Chinese. \Cf. Roxb., FI. Ind., ii., 628

;

Pirmmger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed, Cameron), 1904, 221-2.]
,

D. Kurzil, Hiern —One of the most important trees of the Andamans, termed
in English Marblewood ; m Burma teakah, thitkya, and in the Andamans
pecha-da. Gamble remarks that this wood would be of great value in the
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European market, were it procurable in sufflQ.ontquant.tv 'rt..
Malabar Oil

Beport, Andaman Islan^ (1898-9) apoaka of aquaroa up^to
to 6 inches) being obtainable.

^ “P ‘2 feet (aidmg up

D. Lotus, Linn.—A medium-aized tree, met with m tb« xi i ,

Hazara, Kashmir, Baluchistan and Afghanistan. It is the amftlfc, malT/T ^^c’
It yields a gum said to cause a large quantity of water to solidify to a lolly Gum.
(Ann, Bept. Ind. Mus. Calc., 1901—2, 24). The ripe fruit is largely eaten either fniit,

fresh or dried. It is imported by the Kabulia into Peshawar and is often used
in the preparation of sherbet.

D. melsnoxylon, ftaxt.

—

A medium-sized tree found, according to Gamble, in Coroman-
South India, in the dry forests of the Maratha country, the Deccan and Karndtak ; del Ebony,
but Brandis, by regarding it aa doubtfully distinct from J>. tometitnita. extends
its area to the deciduous forests of the Central Provinces, Chota Nagpur,
Bihar and the Western Peninsula. It is known m trade as Cokom.\npel
Ebony and by the following, amongst many other names :

—

tendu, kendu, temru,

abnua, tumi, kari-mara, datnddi, balai, etc. Speaking of ». Metanojcuion proper.

Gamble observes large trees are uncommon and the amount of ebony small ; of

.n. touientnHM he says that it is the tree which gives the ebony most largely

used in North India. From it is made the Nagina (Bijnor district) black carved
woodware. For full particulars of that art centre and its utilisation of ebony,
consult Indian Ari at Delhi, 1903 (100, 112-3, 123, 149, etc.). The fruit ripens

about December and is edible. During famine it is pounded and made into

bread. [Gf. Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 185-6, 195 ; Cameron, For. Trees

Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 178 ;
Hove, Tours in Qujarat, etc., 1787, 145.]

D. montana, noxt —A small tree found throughout India and Burma. It Ban-gab.
is known as a form of tendu, but its distinctive names, among others, are:

—

ban-gdb, tembhumi, gara-tiril, lohari, hirek, goindu, makartendi, jagalaganti,

ambia, hddru, kachan, muchi tanki, tawbut, etc. It does not grow to a large size,

and the timber, though described as a beautiful furniture wood, is rarely suitable

for such purposes. According to Day (Pishes of India) the fruits of the bistendu

or kuhar are thrown into the water to kill fish. Kanjilal (For. FI. of School Fish Poison.

Circ. U. Prov., 1901, 220-2) says every pai^ of the tree, including the fruit, is

bitter and has an unpleasant smell.

DIPTEROCARPUS, Oaertn., f. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 295-9
;
Gamble, D.B.P.

Man. Ind. Timbs., 1901, 70-3
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 251-3

;
Brandis, Ind. Pj* !•»

Trees, 65-6
;
Dipterocarpe.®. A genus of lofty trees, which embraces

'

some 50 species, natives of tropical East Asia. Of these 17 occur in

the Indian area and some 8 or 9 in India proper. On purely economic

grounds I propose to treat as species plants that may be only doubtfully

distinct botanically, but in doing so I am practically following the lead

given by Prain. The various forms are chiefly noted for their oleo-resins

and timbers. The unimportant species are :

—

D. alatus, Soxb , FI. Ind., li., 614, A very largo tree, native of the tropical D.E.P,,
forests of Burma, where it is known as while kanyin or kanyinbyn. It gives ill., 167.
a large quantity of a rather thin wood -oil. Gamble remarks that this is probably Kanyin.
considerably mixed with ^hatof eng. \Cf. Roxb., Trans. Soc. Arts, 1806, xxiii., 413.]

D. costatus, Gaertn., f ; D. alatus, FI. Br. Ind., 1., 298. This, like ». itevis, is

called tetia-garjandn Tippera.

D. Grlffithll, Miq .

—

A tall tree of the Mergui and South Andaman Islands. D.E.P.,
This broad-leaved tree affords one of the qualities of Andaman gargan-Qi\. iii., 160.

D, indlcus, Beds. ; Brandis, Joiim. Linn. Soc., xxxi., 26 ; D. turbinatus, FI. Malabar
Br. Ind., i., 296 (in part) ; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 33 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Wood-oil.
Bomb., 1901, i., 84. The guga, challane, ennei, kalpayin, varangu, etc. A lofty
tree of the evergreen forests of the Konkan, Kanara, Malabar and Travancore.
The wood-oil tree of Western and Southern India.

The Conservator of Forests, Coorg, gives an account of the wood-oil prepared
in that portion of the west coast of Southern India. He says—“ We have two Two Oils,

oil t^es in the Western Ghat Forests of Coorg, Both. I believe, are species of
nipterocavpus, but have not been able to get the flowers to identify them. The
oil is contained in the pores of the wood, and is collected by cuttmg a hole into
the centre of the tree. One species yields a yellow oil and the other a dark red.
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THE WOOD-OIL TREES OF INDIA
DIPTEROCARPUS
TUBKRCULATUS
Eng

D.E.P..
iii., 168-9.
Telia-
gaijan.

D.E.P.,
iii., 169.
Hollong.

The former is sold m the bazars mixed with dammar (the produce of fateria

ttuura) as varnish at 5 annas a bottle. The latter also makes a fair varnish.

It has a strong copaiba-liko smell and would probably be useful in medicine.”
One at least of these oils must be regarded as afforded by the present species,

whether it bo accepted as distinct from ». ttirhinattm or only a variety of it.

D. Igevls, Ham
, Mem. Wern Soc., 1832, vi., 208-0 ;

D turbinatus, Roxh., FI.

Ind , 11 ., 012 (in part) ; FI. Br Ind , i., 295 (in part). Pram speaks of this as
a tall tree mot with in Tippera, whore it is known ns telia-garjan. He remarks
that ns BO accurate an observer as Buchanan-Hamilton separated his itrnlH

from tttrhlunfuH, on account of their different economic properties, it seems
bettor to leave the two trees as distinct species. In a letter to Roxburgh dated
Oct 16, 1798, Buchanan-Hamilton speaks of four species of “ gurgeon ” found by
bun in Chittagong, which doubtless included the present specieS.

D. obtusIfoUus, Teysnt —A largo deciduous tree of the eng forests of Promo
and Martaban. It is the kanytngok, inbo, in-kohe

D. pilosus, Hoxb
, FI. hid

,

1 ., 615. A tall evergreen free of Assam, Chittagong
and Burma It is best known as the hollong. Brandis observes that it yields

a semi-fluid resm, and it is described by Hooper as white (Rept. Labor. Ind.'
Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1904-5, 24). Gamble speaks of the wood as good but not
suited for tea-boxes. Peal refers to it as employed for canoes. This is possibly
the tree mentioned by Robinson (Desc. Acc. Assam, 1841, 62)

D.E.P.,
iii., ieo-1 .

Eng.

Wood-oil.

Torches

Oil.

Timber.

D. tubepculatus, Roxh., FI. Ind., li., GH. The Eng Tree, eng, in,

sooahn. A large deciduous, gregarious tree forming the “ in (eng) forests
”

of Burma, Chittagong and Siam. It is said to be very characteristic of

laterite soils and to take the place of the sal in Northern and Central India.

Oleo-resla,—It was for some time thought that the eng tree did not
give a wood-oil, but Mr. J. W. Oliver explained that it yielded a thick oil

or rather oleo-resin. The reader will find Mr. Oliver’s most interesting

report m the Dictionary (iii., 16^1). The method of extraction is very
similar to that for gar]an-oi\, explained below. The congealed resin

which remains behind, after the removal of the oil, is scraped off and used
for torches which are made of rotten wood, mi.xcd with the resin and rolled

up in the leaves of the saithwa, a species of screw-pine. In some localities,

however, the rotten wood is soaked in the oil itself and wrapped up in the

leaves of a palm-safu {hiruata pelfiitff). Nisbet {Burma Under But.
Rule and Before, 1901, 365) says that “ twenty years ago the chief lurainaut

used after dark through the rural tracts, except those of the dry zone
within easy reach of the central petroleum fields, was a small torch about
a foot and a half long made of chips of dead wood and the resinous oil of

the kanyin or wood-oil tree />. turhinutns rolled in palm leaves'. . .
.”

“ These kanyinsi torches were sold in bundles in every bazar. While
burning they emitted incessant smoke and a strong oily smell, pungent
and differing vastly from the European idea of fragrance. At one time
the manufacture of these torches formed an industry wherever the wood-
oil trees abounded

; but now, in consequence of improved communications
and of large imports of kerosene at low rates, torch-making is only betaken
to in jungle tracts in order to eke out the means of livelihood during bad
years, when the shadow of misfortune darkens the threshold.”

The oil IS used for waterproofing bamboo baskets, etc. With regard
to the wood, Gamble {l.c. 72) says, “ The Eng is probably the best of the
woods given by the species of IHpterocarpns, and it is in considerable
demand and use for building and boats.” In point of weight it would
seem to average 54 lb. [Cf. Brandis, Ind. For., 1875, i., 365 ; Semler, Trop.
Agrik., 1900, ii., 536-7.] Hooper [Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 15) mentions
a tannin extract obtained from the bark of this tree.
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TURBINATUS
G-tujan

D. tUPblnatus, Gaertn., f. ; Buch.-Ham., Mem. Wern. Soc., 1832, D.E.P.,

vi., 300 ;
Roxb., FI. Ind., ii., 612 (in part)

;
Ribbentrop, Forestry in Br. 161-71.

Irid., 1900, 10. Kanyin, Oil Tree, gar^an, dulia garjan, kanyoung, kanyin,

kanyin-ni, kanyin kohe, etc. An evergreen tree of Eastern Bengal,

Chittagong, Burma, and (according to Gamble) of the Andaman Islands.

Distributed to Singapore.

One of the loftiest of Indian trees, being sometimes 250 feet in Lofty Treea.
,

height. Hooker {Himal. Journ., ii., 348) in his account of Chittagong

says :
“ This is the most superb tree we met with in the Indian forests :

we saw several species, but this is the only common one here
;

it is

conspicuous for its gigantic size, and for the straightness and graceful

form of its tall unbranched pale grey trunk and small svmmetrical

crown : many individuals were upwards of 200 feet high and 15 in

girth.” In recent official correspondence mention has been made of Two’Forms.

a broad and narrow-leaved gar'jan oil plant. The latter has been deter-

mined to be a special variety of JK turhinatas, for which the name
undamanlciis has been suggested, and the former is />. Grijfithii

(see above).

OLEO-RESIN,—With regard to the various species of Diptorora Oil.

that yield wood-oil (gar/an), the following information was obtained

some few years ago from the Government of Burma “ Kanyin oil is

the produce of J), Uvris [kanyin-tn ^ red kanyin) and of 1), alntus
(kanyin-byn = white kanyin), which arc common in evergreen forests,

and probably of other species of similar habitat.” It seems likely,

however, that the source of the superior quality of oil has changed
within recent years owing to the comparative extermination of the plant

most noted in former times. It is also highly probable that the plant

valued at the present day may be a species but indifferently known
to botanists. Every here and there, more than one grade of oil is de- Vanoos Grades,

scribed by popular writers, whereas in most cases only one species of

wood-oil tree is recognised. It is on that account that I have retained

for the present the names used in the Dictionary, namely, D. fcei'is,

X). tuberciflatas and X>. turbinatim.
Qarjan Oil is in Burma generally collected in the dry weather only— Oarjan.

(November to May). In the Andaman Islands it <loes not flow before

January 15, and is finished by April 25. The oil is obtained by cutting Season of

two or three deep pyramidal hollows (the apex pointing towards the

interior) near the foot of the tree, and by applying fire to the upper cut
surfaces. The fluid then collects at the bottom of the hollow, which is

emptied every three or four days. Fire is applied after the oil is removed, Fire,

and the upper surfaces of the hollow are chipped three or four times
during the season. In Tharawaddy district, where trees are not very
plentiful, it is Jonsidered that twenty are about as many as one man can
attend to. The yield of twenty trees would be 100 viss for the season, yicw.

worth Rs. 25. In Prome district the oil may be said to come into the
market in the form of torches similar to those already discussed under
I), tuherculatua. In the Forest Administration Reports of the Andaman
Islands (1897-8, 7 ; 1899-1900, 4, 5 ; 1901-2, 13 ; 1903-4, 7) par-
tici^ars are given of the methods pursued in collecting the oil. In the
Chittagong district it is prohibited to tap the trees owing to the large Tapping

number already killed. This prohibition it is understood does not extend
to the hill tracts. A recent official communication, for example, states
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that the extraction of the oil is not pursued there because it is not re-

Industrial
Uses.

Resinous
Concretion.

Varnish.

munerative enough.
Very little is known for certain of the industrial uses of the oil, still

less of the resinous concretion as distinct from the liquid oil. The

former is fairly extensively employed by the Burmese for torches, and

the Oil IS largely used in preserving bamboo wickerwork and in paying

the seams of boats. As a varnish it is believed to protect woodwork from

the ravages of insects. In Europe it has been in fact made into a varnish,

and is reported to be a useful ingredient in lithographic ink. It was in

the Dictionary pointed out that an important way of utilising the article

might be found in taking advantage of Mr. Laidlay’s discovery that it

acts as a solvent to caoutchouc. Sir W. O’Shaughnessy remarked

Bubstituto for

Copaiba.

fifty years ago that it would likely be found a perfect substitute for the

expensive balsam of copaiba. In the Journal Chemical Society (1902,

xxi., 1404) it is affirmed that “ Chinese wood oil ” is not suitable to replace

Chinese
Wood-oil,

linseed oil in the preparation of varnishes. It cannot be heated above
160° C. Ca'pital (April 1904) gives useful particulars regarding Chinese

wood-oil—a substance which cannot possibly be mistaken lor gar'jan

(see p. 46).
Chemistry.—In the Dictionary will be found an abstract of the results obtained

by the distinguished authors in the Pharmacoyraphta. More recently Hooper
has published his examination of the samples procured by the Reporter on
Economic Products, from which the following passage may bo furnished :

—

“ Eighteen samples of garjan balsam from Bombay, Madras, Tippera, Chittagong,

Spwiiflc Assam and Burma had been submitted to analysis. Tlie speciilc gravity J^angod
Variability. from 0 957 to 0'999, the percentage of volatile oil from 31) 9 to 71 1, and the

acid number from 3‘12 in a Chittagong sample to 21 0 in one from Rangoon.
These oils, procured from />. tttrhlnatns, it. in-riH. etc

,
were very irregular

in composition and physical contents, and would lead one to believe that
Adulteration. adulteration is practis^ in certain quarters The balsam secreted by n.

tuhercuiatus and known in the trade as ‘ Jusi * is more uniform m com-
position. It has a thick honey-like consistence with a liigh sp. gr and acid
value, but a low proportion of volatile oil Samples of the oleo-resin of
I*. urttfitMi and n. tui-Mnatus, uar. onrixMinatrir.,, collected from botanically
authentic sources from the Andamans, wore of exceptionally good quality. The
chemical examination of a series of balsams of this character enables one to
recognise their peculiar reactions, so that it is easy to detect substitutions and
adulterations. During the course of the inquiry a sample of oloo-rosin from
South India, although labelled «•»<•« »•>»«», was found to be the product of
the ' yen nemaram’ {HarUtrieMn pinuntn). . . . To thoroughly understand the
differences of composition of gums, resms, and oleo-resins, samples should bo
collected from the trees and the conditions of age, climate, soil, etc., studied on
the spot.” [D/. Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pfianzenr., 1900, i

, 230-7 ; Tschirch
and Weil, Acc. Ourjun Balsam, in Proc. American Pharmaceut. Assoc., 1904, hi.,

700-1 ; Pharm. Journ., 1905, Ixxiv , 722; Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzbe-
halter, 1900, i., 489-512; Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1906-7,
8 ; Pharm. Journ., 1907, Ixxviii., 4.]

Medicine. Medicine.—This substance is not very largely used in Indi^ medicine, and
does not appear to have been known to the early authors. It is apparently
alluded to in the Makhzan, but it is not mentioned by Dutt in his Materia Medica
of the Hindus. The most recent opinions on the subject only need be here
quoted. Dr. Dougall and subsequently Moodeen Sheriff (Mat. Med. Mad.,
1891, 49-60) drew attention to the properties of the oil. The latter says,
“ The best medical properties of this oil are its usefulness in gonorrhea and
gleet, and in all forms of psoriasis, including lepra vulgaris.” Again: “With
regard to its usefulness in psoriasis and lepra vulgaris, I am not aware of any
other local stimulant which is more efficacious in those diseases than this drsg.”
But in the Pharmacographia Jndica (i., 192) mention is made of the investigations
conducted by the Government of India, and it is then added that “ as far as
we have heard the new treatment has not been a success.” [Cf, Dymook, Mat,
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Med. W. Ind., 1886, 88-9; Waring, Baz. Med. Ind., 1897, 70-2; Ponder and
Hooper, Mat. Med. Ind., 1901, 32.]

Gamble {l.c. 71) remarks that the Wood of the tjarjan tree is used in imber
house-building and for dug-out canoes, as also for pat dng-cases, but
that it is soon destroyed by white ants. Its largo ize, liowi ver, makes
it valuable for temporary purposes ;

log.s 40 to 6(» feet in length are

sometimes procurable. With regard to weight he tells us that tlic speci-

mens he had examined averaged 50 lb. per cubic hot. \Cf. For. Admin.
Reft. Burma, 1899-1900, 18 ;

Worhirtg Plans Rept. Pyinmava. 1904, 16-7.1

Trade.—Milburn (Or. Comm., 1813, li., 315) mention ivooil-oil, an
explains the uses it is put to. Royle, wii mg in 1840 {Prod Res Ind., 77 ,

speaks of wood-oil, but says it has neve become an article of commerce. OommcrcUi

Fliickiger and Hanbury {Pharmacog
)

.state that 1 he world’s suppb is

obtained from “ Singapore, Moulmcin /kyab, .md tlie Malayan Peninsula

and that it is a common article of trade m Siam.” Dymock {l.c.
^

I

'

remarks—“ Garjan Balsam is not an article f commerce in Bombay
;

small quantities may be somet’mes obtained in Gie Native drug shops.

The Government supplies have been obtained from the Andaman Islands.”

Moodeen Sheriff {l.c. 49) writes that in Madras wood-oil is i^ommon in

most large bazars
;
ho describes several forms and gives their prices. A

firm of Galcutta merchants, in a letter dated October 25, 1900, under-

took to supply garjan oil in 40-gallon casks at Rs. 47 per cwt. delivered

in Calcutta. An oflicial correspondence in 1901 resulted in the discovery

that some objection existed in the minds -of European merchants in Ran- objections to

goon to engage in the traflic in kanyin {gargan) oil. One firm reported

that the quality of the oil varies very much, and the price accordingly.

The quotation given by them at that time was Rs. 60 per 100 viss—equal

to about Rs. 20 or £1 6a. 8d. per cwt., but this does not include casks

or drums. The Conservator of Forests in a communication of same date

was of opinion that if an assured demand arose, there would be little Demand

difficulty in procuring local persons willing to supply the oil in Pyinmana
Division, the Ruby Mines Division and Tenasserim Circle. It will thus

be seen that very little of a satisfactory nature can be furnished regarding

the Indian supply of this article. There are four chief centres of pro- centrea oi

duction—Burma, Andaman Islands, West and South India and Chittagong,

The last mentioned, though formerly perhaps the most important, is the

least Valuable at the present day, and therefore it may be said that the

supply, such as it is, comes almost exclusively from Burma and the An-
daman Islands and is exported from the port town of Rangoon chiefly.

The returns in one province appear as lb., in another as mss, in a third

as gallons, so that a combined statement is impossible. Moreover, in

official statistics it is sometimes grouped with “ resin,” at others with

minor forest pupduce. One point only seems indicated, namely that with

the growth of the Chinese wood-oil (Aleurites Fordii, p. 46) a decline

in both the supply and demand of garjan has taken place.

DOLiICHOS, Linn. ; Leguminos.®. A genus of twining herbs
of which there are 20 species, six natives of India and two of economic
value :

—

D. blflopus, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 210 ; Buch.-Ham., Journ.
Mysore, etc., 1807, i., 107-8, 286, 377 ; ii., 105, 198-9, 220, 323 ; iu., Horal?"®®'
240, 296-7, 326, 352, etc.; Roxb., FI. Ind.,' in., 313; Prain, Beng. Plants, gram.
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THE HORSE-GRAM PLANT

i., 391
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 229 ;

Cooke, FI, Pres. Bomb.,

i., 382. Horse-gram, kuUM, kurthi-kalai or kurthi or kurti, kalath, khulti,

holatha, lulat, gahat, horec, bardt, roiong, gdgli, botang, wulawalli, ulava,

hurali, hulga, hulle, papadi, miUhera, simbi, beji mdh, khdrek, pe-ngapi, etc.
;

gudr, sometimes given to this plant, move correctly denotes Cyamopsis
jmoralioides.

Varieties and Races.—According to Baker {FI. Br. Ind., l.c.) there are two
forms of this plant, Jt. nnt/iarum, a sub-erect annual, and u. hijtoruK, a more
or less twining plant. The habitats of those forms are not separately recorded.

He apparently treats of both when he says it occurs on the “ Himalayas to

Ceylon, and Burma, ascending to 3,000 feet m Sikkim, sometimes cultivated.

Distributed everywhere in the tropics of the Old World ” The writer, however,
is of opinion that a mistake may have been made m linking the Himalayan
with the plains plant. Roxburgh refers to two forms, one with grey, the

other with black seeds, both of which ho implies are cultivated in Bengal and
Madras. The groy-seeded plant. f>. hijiui-un. is erect, has twining branches,
and 13 about 2 to 3 foot high. Roxburgh then adds—“ I have never found
it but in a cultivated state ” As already ob.served, there would appear to
lie room for doubt as to whether the grey and the black-seeded forms of

Roxburgh are the two forms of modern writers, or whether both of Roxburgh’s
plants constitiito but cultivated races of one of these forms. In popular works
iifi economic products the liorso-grnm of Madras is viewed as «. iintjturnn, and
under either of those names {n. nni/iofUM or r>. htjtoms) a pulse is described
as grown in almost every distiict ol India, but chieflj m Madras and Bombay.
It 18 a little difficult to boliovo that the plant of tho tropical plains is the same
os that of the temperate Himalaya, but of course this is by no means impossible.
Duthie, however, says that as grown on the Himalaya it is more robust, the
pods larger and broader, and tho seeds grey Molhson {Handbook Ind Agri.,

1901, 111
, 82-4) speaks of two vanotios : one, grown sparingly m the Ahmed-

nagar and Kami districts, has creamy white .seeds
;

the other, cODimonly
cultivated, lias grey variegated seotLs. But that this cultivated pulse should
be regarded as a native of India is abundantly lonfirmed bv the existence of
a Sanskrit nivme

—

Inlattha—from which no doubt many of tho above vernaculars
{kulthi, etc) have been derived.

CULTIVATION,

—

Of the plains it may lie said that this pulse is grown
either as a green manure or as a cattle food and fodder. Mr. Robertson
(Saidapet Farm liepls.) deals with the advantages of using it as a green
manure. Since then, however, the subject of the influence of leguminous
crops on the soil ha.s undergone a complete revolution. Their chief value,

it is now believed, lies in their power to fix the nitrogen in the soil through
the agency of the organisms contained ni their root wart.s. Few Indian
crops are perhaps more valuable iii this respect than the horsa-gram,
especially when grown as a fodder plant, or still more so as a green manure.
The advantages of growing the crop as a source of fodder are extolled
by various writers. Robertson, for example, .“mys that it produces
from 2,000 to 4,000 pounds of fodder in two months, at a cost of about
Rs. 3 per ton, and thrives with a miiiimuin rainfall in very hot weather.
The ease with which it may be cultivated recommends it most highly as a
catch crop for forage purposes, either to be grazed on the land or fed in
the stalls. The plant may be made to grow at almost any season of the
year. It requires but one shower of ram to start its growth, but even if this

be not obtained, the seeds have the power of remaining alive for months
in the soil and of germinating wdieu ram docs fall. After the removal of
the rahi crop it is contended that a highly advantageous course is to
rapidly dress the soil, sow horse-gram, and in a month’s time commence
to use the stems and leaves as fodderi By this means the soil is saved
from becoming baked with the advancing heat of summer, and the roots
left in the soil greatly improve it, even should the cultivator be unable
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Horse-gram
to devote the entire crop as a green manure. The following brief account,

province by province, may be found instructive :

—

Bengal and Assam.—Horse-gram is very little cultivated in the Lower Bengal
Provinces. It is said to be grown to a limited extent in Shahabad, and Assam,

fairly abundantly in Chota Nagpur, both as a grain and a fodder crop,

but not in Lower Bengal. Mukerji {Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 263)

observes that the time for sowing kuUhi for gram is <)c,tober or November, seisorm.

and for fodder June, August and November, threi; times or the same
field. It may be reaped during several months, according to the purpose
for which required, but the general harvest is Deeember-Jamiary The
quantity harvested per acre Mukerji gives as 300 lb. of grain or 5

tons of green fodder per crop. Ranertei (A'/n. -utfack, 1893, 10-1)

discusses its merits as a rabi, while Basu {Aiin. Lohard-ga 1890, 3‘i)

calls it a kharif crop. Speaking of Assam m a subsequent report (Ayri,,

Ledg., 1903, No. 5, 135), he says that kuHhi-mdh is grown to a small J- rteut

in Kamrup and Uarrang. In the Tezpur Sub division it is cultivated

by Nepalese and coolie settlers, and m Upper Assam and Nowgnrg is

unknown. Only one variety is grown. The method of cultivation and
time of sowing and reaping are very iviich as with mdti-mdk. About
5 seers of seed are sown per acre ;

thin seeding is desirable, the object seed,

being to allow the plants to creep and spread over the ground. A good Yield,

crop may yield up to 6 maunds of pulse per acre.

Upper India.—Duthie and Fuller {Field and Garden Crops, pt. lii., 2, Upper
t. Ixxxi.) say that in the United Provinces J). bijioruH is grown mostly India. .

as a rainy-season hill crop, ascending the hills to 7,000 feet. Atkinson

{Himdl. Dist., 343, 460, 696) and Stewart {Pb. Plants, 1869, 68) make
very similar statements. According to Sir J. B Fuller, lAolirhos

bijiortis is grown in the southern districts of the Central Provinces as a seasons,

cold-weather crop, but is of importance only m the Chanda, Bhandara
and Balaghat districts.

Bombay.—Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agri, 1901, iii., 83) observes that Bombay.
kulthi takes the third place among the pulses of the Presidency, and
according to statistical returns occupies over 500,000 acres annually.

The Agricultural Statistics give an average for the five years of over

2,700,000 acres under “ other food grains including pulses.” Briefly

stated, it may be observed that Gujarat and the Konkan are unimportant Area,

sources of supply, but that the Deccan and the Karnatak are fairly

important (especially the districts of Ahmednagar, Satara, Poona, Dhar-
war, Belgauni and Bijapur). The principal cultivation is in the kharif Seasons,

season as a row or mixed crop, subordinate to bd]ri, hemp {ambadi) and
niger seed ; only rarely is it a pure crop. Occasionally, however, it is

grown in the rabi season as a second crop in rice fields. It is very sparingly

cultivated in 'Bombay as a green manure. Of the Deccan, Mollison

says AuftAi participates in the general cultivation given for bd)ri {Pennl-
setum tf/phoideani). The fields in which it is grown are rarely manured
oftener than once in three years. The land is usually'’ prepared by working
a heavy-bladed harrow {rakhar) two or three times in the hot weather,

and again two or three times after rain in June. As a mixed crop it is Miied crop,

sown in July, and may occupy every fourth row. The crop is generally

bullock-hoed twice a year. If sown in July, the crop will be ripe at the

end of October or early in November.
Madras.—The crop is very important in this Presidency. Nicholson Madras.
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{Man, Coimbatore) tells us that it grows on the poorest soils, and with
the minimum of rainfall. Horse-gram land is seldom manured, otherwise
than by casual droppings of cattle : it is usually ploughed, sown,
and the seed covered by a second ploughing; or the seed is simply
scattered broadcast over the natural surface and then ploughed in. As
it requires only one good rain after appearing above ground, it frequently
gives a fair crop when nothing else can live. When the south-west monsoon
rains are too late for kdmhu (bdjra) it is frequently sown as a substitute
in September, but it is also sown largely in November after the first burst
of the north-east monsoons. It is pulled up by the roots, thrown into
heaps, and then trodden out by cattle. The yield is up to 1,200 lb.

Nicholson {l.c., 1898, ii., 176) gives 194,777 acres as the average under
/>. biflortis for the years 1888-93. Mr. H. Goodrich, Collector of
Bellary, says a mixed soil is best suited for the crop. The fields should
be ploughed and harrowed once or twice, but not irrigated nor (generally)
manured. Several other Madras writers, however, give very different
accounts of the requirements of this plant, so that the practice seems
to vary considerably within the Presidency. In the Survey Settlement
Reyort of South Arcot, for example, it is said :

“ The land is ploughed four
or five different times after the month of May, and the gram sown be-
tween the latter part of August and the end of September. It is

gathered in the middle of March.” So again, Moore {Man. Trichinopoly,
72) speaks of it as a precarious crop. In the North Arcot District,
Cox {Man, North Arcot, 1894, ii., 184) gives 48,897 acres as the average
under J), hiflorus for the years 1887-93. Unfortunately, while several
writera mention figures of area for the districts with which they are
familiar, no definite statement of the Presidency as a whole can be
furnished, for the reason that horse-gram does not appear to be sepa-
rately returned. The official figures under “ gram ” for Madras come to
an average (for the five years 1900-5) of almost 150,000 acres. But
under “ other food grains including pulses ” 7,092,389 acres are shown
as the area in 1902-3, though it has since contracted to 5,753,913 in 1904-5.
It is thus fairly certain that “ horse-gram ” must be included under
the latter, and that the former denotes Bengal gram (the true gram)
grown in the Madras Presidency. As indicative of the possible regions
of greatest cultivation of this pulse, it may be here added that Bellary
had in 1902-3 (when the largest area for the period 1900-5 was re-
turned), 822,685

;
Anantapur, 771,267 ; Karnul, 708,877 ; Kistna, 564,757 ;

and Salem, 590,619 acres devoted to the combined Jood crops mentioned
above.

Mysore, Rico {Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 119-20) says the horse-gram
is of two kinds, black and white, sown intermixed. In the east the worst
qualities of soil are generally used, and on the same fields same {Panicum
Cru-H-galll, var, frumentaceiim), hdraka {’/Curcuma longa), and
huchchellu {Guizotia abifssynica) are cultivated, without one crop
injuring the other, or a rotation being even considered beneficial. For
horse-gram plough twice, in the course of a few days, any time in October-
November. Then, after a shower, sow broadcast

; or, if rain does not
fall, steep the seed for three hours in water and plough into the soil. It
requires no manure, and in three months is ripe for harvest. *

FOOD AND FODDER.—The interest in this pulse is mainly as an
article of cattle food, the green stems and leaves being a valued fodder,
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when, grown for that purpose. Although not deemed a superior pulse it

is largely used by the poorer classes, being perhaps the cheapest of pulses, cheapest raise.

The pea is generally soaked for twelve hours, then husked, thus reducing
it to the form of dM or split-peas. The husk obtained is regarded as a
valuable cattle food. The split peas may be reduced to meal, or boiled,

or fried and eaten with rice or other articles of diet. The flour is fairly riour.

extensively employed in the preparation of sweetmeats. In some parts

of the countrythe grain is dry roasted (parched), then sold to the consumers. Parched Gram.

who boil it in the preparation of ddl.

The pea is boiled entire and given when cold as an article of cattle Cattle

food. It is one of the chief pulses so used in Madras and Bombay. Some Pood,

years ago Robertson performed a series of exp^'iiments to t-Sc the

merits of boiled as compared with steeped horse-gram both on draught
cattle and horses. The verdict was in favom: ot the steeped grain. [C/.

Reft. Agri. Deft, and Exf. Farms Mad . 1871, 4-7.] D is most important
that in any attempts that may be made to extend this use to other parts

of the world, the distinction should he clearly observed between the horse-

gram of Madras (the article here dealt with) and the far superior pea
known as Bengal gram (Cicer arietinum, pp. 295-402)—the true gram
of India. It is also extremely important that both these and all the

other peas and beans of India should be recognised as distinct from

the khesdri (Lathyrus sativus, p. 703)—a pulse with an evil reputation evii Repuution.

that has on more than one occasion injured the prospects of a foreign

demand for Indian pulses.

The fodder is either a by-product of the cultivation of the pea (bhusa) e/iasa.

or it is a special crop grown and reaped at successive intervals, the plants

not being allowed to form fruit. For fodder purposes it may even be sown
on the same land two or three times within one year, and the soil is thereby

improved rather than injured, as the pulse both cleans it of weeds and

adds largely to its nitrogenous property.

Chemistry.—With regard to the chemistry of horse-gram. Church

{Food-Grains of Ind., 162) gives the following analysis. In 100 parts,

unhusked ;—water 11 ‘0 ;
albuminoids, 22'5

;
starch, 56’0

;
oil, 1’9

;

fibre, 5'4
; ash, 3'2. The nutrient ratio is 1:2’7, and the nutrient co- Nutrient natio.

efficient 83. [Cf. Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 360.] The seeds are

used medicinally in the Panjdb. Arjun {Bomb. Drugs, 40) says a de- Medicine.

coction of D. uniflos-us is employed by the Natives in certain diseases

of women. \Gf. Kanny Lall Dey, Indig. Drugs, 1896, 118.] The seeds Oii.

are moreover reputed to yield an oil.

Area.—As already explained, the official statistics under which this Area,

pulse should be. recorded are referred to two sections :

—
“ Gram ” and

“ Other food-grains including pulses.” It seems likely that the former

denotes Cicer ^irietinuni and that the latter includes the horse-gram.

In 1905-6 the total area in British India under gram came to 11,024,170

acres, and the others to 28,022,722 acres. The available information

regarding the production of gram will be found under Cicer. It need
only be added that of the area devoted to the “ others,” a fair proportion,

especially in Madras and Bombay, would be the present pulse. The fol-

lowing may be given as an analysis, province by province, of the areas

under “others ” :—6,284,192 acres were in Madras
;
4,451,000 in Bengal

;

4,248,816 in A^a
; 2,417,786 in Oudh ; 4,743,321 in the Central Provinces

;

and 2,576,116 in Bombay. These returns give, therefore, the only possible
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relative indication as to the production of horse-gram, but in Bombay
the actual area was 545,738 acres.

p.E.P., Latalab, Linn; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 209; Koxb., FI, Ind., hi.,

305; Prain, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., Ixvi., pt. ii., 54, 429-30; Prain, Beng.

Plants, i.. 390-]
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 228-9 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., i., 381. The stm, makhan-sim, sem, popat, borboti, gheea-sim,

panch-sim, lablab, urohi, uri, hecJiu, cMmi, katjang, pdvta, wall, vdl, pauti,

vdlpapri, mochai, bih manavare, mutcheh, alsanda, annapa, avare, pe-hya,

pe-bazon, pe-gyi, pe-lun, etc.

Cultivated Forms .—Wild and cultivated throughout India ; it ascends the

Himalaya to 6,000 or 7,000 foot in altitude. De Candolle {Orig. Cult Plants,

346) says its culture dates perhaps from three thousand years, but that he can
And no trace of its being early diffused in China, Western Asia or Egypt Hosie
(Rept. Prov. Sau’ch'nan, China, 1904, 11) says it is called ssu cht lou (four-

seasons bean) because it is cultivated throughout the year. Henry (Peon. Bot.

China, 12) remarks that its Chinese name is pien-tou, and that there are two
varieties, ono with purple, the other with white flowers So also in India there

Two rorms. are two cultivated varieties, though those have not been distinguished in the

Flora British India. Pram defines them as follows •—
Var. Lablab proper

;
pods longer, more tapering at point, seeds with long

axis parallel to the sutures. This is D. Lablab, Linn
,
Sp. PI., 1019; D. lignosus,

Roxb , FI Ind., iii., 30i) (non Linn.)
Var. lignosus (Unn up, non Roxb.)-, pods shorter, more abruptly truncated at

end, seeds with long axis at right angles to the sutures Koxburgh, it will thus
be observed, reversed the incidence of the Linnaean names.

Prain (Journ. As Son , I c 430) remarks that the epithet “ lignosus ” is much
more appropriate wlien applied to “ Lablab ” than when given to the plant to which
Linnaeus assigned it “ Roxburgh identifies with his ‘ Lablab ’ the plant figured

by Rumphuis (Herb Amb , v , t. 136), in an identification that is obviously just ;

Linnaeus gives this very figure as one of the types of his />. Hgnotmu.”
History—Adams (Comment, in Paulus AOgmeta, 1847, in

, 470) observes that
Sorapion, on the authority of Aben Mesuai, describes the properties of a climb-
ing plant which ho culls lebleb. Adams accordingly adds that there is every
reason to suppose tho lebleb of Serapionand Avicenna was ttotlrhoM. De Candolle
(I c. 347) gives, on the other hand, an account of the origin of the word lubia.

He remarks that it possibly comes from the Greek lobos, which means any pro-
jection, like the lobe of the ear, a fruit of the nature of a pod, etc. Asa Gray
(Bcient. Papers, i , 3,')3), reviewing De Candolle, comments that “ the name
(lubia) seems to ho dourly roforablo to the Greek. ft has not been traced
earlier than to Jahia Ebn Serapion—an Arabian physician of the 9th or 10th
century—who.so work ‘ De Simphcibus,’ compiled chiefly from Dioscoridos and
Galon, was translated into Latin m the 15th century ” The word " lobiyd (king
of beans) ” occurs among the list of autumn (kharif) crops known to Akbar, and.
lexicographers would soom to regard the word lubia as of Persian origin. At the
present day, in Upper India, it would appear to be applied to two plants, t'lgum and
itoUrhos Considering tho time these plants come into peason, it sooms probable
that tho lobiyd of the Ain-i-Akhari (Blochmann, transl., 63) was t If/nn Catjang
(p. 1 107). I accordingly restrict tho word lobiyd to that plant

; and, if this be
correct, it is probable that none of the species of MtoUehoa, were known to the
Persian writers of classic times Moreover, no species of nolirhou would seem to
have the properties attributed to the lebleb of the Arab writers^ This reasoning
would accordingly assign to tho species of isoltehou an Indian origin, an opinion

V lid in India confirmed by tho fact that both It. biflorum and X». l^ablnb are met with as wild
species, tho cultivated races of which bear many purely indigenous names. In tho
Taleef Shereef (I c 147) “ Lobeia ”

is mentioned as a common culinary grain.

Bengal. CULTIVATION.—Bengal and Assam.—Lablab is not a regular agricul-

tural crop in any part of India. It is more correctly speaking a garden
plant, and is trained to form arbours over the doorways of village huts.

For example, the Director of Land Records and Agriculture says lhat
different varieties are cultivated all Over Bengal a.s garden vegetables. The
Rev. Dr. A. Campbell tells us of Chota Nagpur that it is largely cultivated
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but that he never found it wild. Basu {Agri. Lohardaga, 79) remarks
that it is sown in July to August. It is allowed to climb on trees or
hedges, and the green pods are procurable in January to March. Mukerji
(Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 263) writes that the time for sowing is July
(the quantity of seed per acre being 5 to 8 lb.) and that the time of harvest-
ing is January and February, the yield being 250 to 400 lb. per acre.

Banerjei (Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 118-9) observe.s that it is planted in Se.ison3

specially prepared holes or pits about the middle of June. The plants
flower 111 November—December and the crop is obtained iii February—
March. Speaking of Assam, it is met with not onlv in the valley proper but
also in the Naga, Garo, Khasia hills and Manipur—each localitv having
distinctive indigenous names for it. About 45 .seers of pods are obtained
from each plant m the year, and the average price is six pice a seer.

United Provinces.

—

Uuthie and Fuller (Field awl Garden Cro-ps, Upper
pt. li., 23) observe that in the.se provinces this pulse is commonly grown India,

along the borders of tall crops and allowed to twine itself on the plants

standing on the margin. Castor-oil is a favourite support It is never

grown as a field crop by itself, as it requires artificial support. l>athio

(FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 229) remarks that it is extensively cultivated

for its pods, which arc harvested in the cold season.

Central Provinces and Berar.—It is often met with as a field crop ivo Forms,

in these provinces. Two forms are seen, one with white, the other with

dark purple flowers. They are usually grown in lines through the fields,

special supports being furnished, or they arc left to crawl and to take such

support as they can from the stubble of the associated crop.

Bombay,—There are several very distinct varieties or races of this Bombay,

pulse met with in Western India. These might be grouped into garden Sovorai Forms,

and field varieties. The former (as with the other provinces) can

be spoken of as late khanf plants, since they come into season about
December to January. Mollison (Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, in., 80)

furnishes an interesting account of this Bombay crop. He says that o,irJeii Crop,

the form known as surti pdpdi is grown e.xtensively in gardens in the

Surat district. The beans are plucked early and eaten like French beans.

The field variety of Surat is a second crop, bitter to taste and called kadva fipm Crop

vdl, but in Southern Gujarat there is still another field form that has

smaller pods and is drilled with rice and tuver (Cajnnits indirns)

during June-July. The principal crop is the rabi, which usually follows

rice. It is sown alone or with castor-oil (the dwarf variety). Vdl is also vssocmteii

grown among other pulses subordinate to juar or bdjri. When the juar crupj.

is reaped, a long stubble, 3 to 4 feet high, is left. This, with the vigorously

growing castorroil and tuver, affords support to the climbing vdl, and
heavy successive crops of green beans may be plucked from November to

March. The most suitable soil for rabi vdl is a heavy black clay retentive soiu

of moisture. When the leaves turn yellow and begin to drop off, the crop

of ripe beans may be gathered. Mollison adds that on good soil and
with careful cultivation 1,300 lb, of pulse and an equal weight of useful Yield of Beaua,.

fodder per acre may be obtained, off the same field from which a crop of

rice has been previously harvested. And this is supplementary to the

supply of green pods that may have been collected as a fresh vegetable in

the early months of growth. The Department of Land Records and
Agriculture, Bombay Presidency, in their Season and Crop Report for

1903-4, gave 94,993 acres as the total area under this crop
;
and for 1905-6,
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52,969 acres, with, in addition, 232 acres in Sind. The chief localities

are usually—in Gujarat, Surat ; in the Deccan, Poona ;
in the Karndtak,

Belgaum and Bijapur
;

in the Konkan, Thana and Koldba.

Madras. Madras and Mysore.—Very little can be said regarding this crop in

Garden Crop. South India except that it is grown in gardens, being sown from June to

August, and reaped from October to March. In the Dictionary will be

found a selection of passages from the Madras District Manuals, and
Mysore. these may be consulted. Rice {Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 112) says it is always

cultivated with rdgi {Kletisine coracanti). When the plant is cut it is

exposed for one day to the sun and then beaten with a stick to separate

the seed. [Cf. Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. Mysore, etc., i., 103; ii., 220,

290, 314, 323, 384.]

Burma. Burma.—Mason {Burma and Its People, 1860, 466, 768) says “ the

Burmese and Karens grow several varieties of one or two species of Lablab,

which occupy the place of kidney beans in Europe.”
rood. FOOD AND FODDER.—It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate

the actual area under a garden crop such as the present. It is grown
all over India more or less, but is comparatively rare in Northern India,

becomes abundant in Central, Western and Southern India, and is ex-

tended through Bengal and Assam to Burma. As already indicated, it is

subatituto for grown as a green vegetable (corresponding very largely with French
French Beans. jjeans and as a ripe pulse ivith the broad bean) and also as a fodder

crop. The ripe pulse is eaten by certain classes only or is employed as a

cattle food. Church {Food-Grams of India, 1886, 161, t. 31) gives the

Nutrient Value, following, deduced from the chemical analyses of the ripe bean Nutrient

ratio 1 : 2‘5, nutrient value 80. The percentage of albuminoids is rather

variable. Leather, m an article on Cyanogenesis in Plants {Agn. Journ.
Poison. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iii., 224), states that he has obtained prussic acid from the

seeds of vdl by simply allowing the crushed seeds to remain a few hours

in cold water. [Of. Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 361 ; 1903, No. 7,

152, 155, 166.]

D.E.P., DURIO ZIBETHINUS, DO. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 351 ; Gamble,
iii., 108. Man. Ind, Titnbs., 1902, 92 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 78. Malvace.®. The
Durian. Durian, duren, duyin. A large tree native of the Malay Peninsula, though

wild and cultivated in Tenasserim.
The earliest European mention of this fruit appears to bo that of'Nieolo

Conti (Ind. in the I5eh Century (od. Hakl. Soc., Major, transl ), 9), and the first

botanical drawing of it would seem to bo that given by Jacobus Bontius,
1G20 (Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind Or., in Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med., 1058, 118),
though a crude representation of tho tree and its fruit was given by Acosta
(Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 231). Garcia do Orta (1503, Coll,, xx.) very cor-
rectly describes tho fruit as agreeable to some, repulsive to others. Linschoten
(Voy. E. Ind. (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1598, ii , 51-3, 68) remarks that no fruit in the
world IB to be compared with it, and Pyrard (Voy. E. Ind. (?>d. Hakl. Soc.),

1601, 11 ., 300) affirms that the Indians “ esteem this fruit to be one of the best
and daintiest in tho Indies.” A similar opinion is given by Mandelslo (Travels,
in Olearius, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 1639, 149), while Herbert (Travels Ind., 1677,
334) mentions it among the fruits of Mangalore.

In size it is 10 inches by 7, has a cream-coloured fleshy aril or pulp enveloping
tho seeds. Tho smell is most offensive, but tho fruit is highly prized, even by
Europeans, when the prejudice against it is once overcome. \Cf. Wallace, Malay
Arch., 57.] Tho plant thrives well m Burma, where it is cultivated both in gardens
in or near the villages and on tho hillsides. The garden cultivation is largely
in tho hands of the Chinese, but the fruit produced is inferior to that from the
hills. It sometimes sells in Moulmein at Bs. 20-30 per 1,000. [Cf. Sept. Settl.
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Operations, Amherst Diet., 1893, 46-7.] It is very successfully grown in Ceylon,

and attempts made to cultivate it near Calcutta, on the Nilgiris and at Madras,
met with little or no success. Herbert’s reference to it in connection with
Malabar may perhaps indicate an early trafflc in the fruit along the western

coast of India, a circumstance that might account for its being described by
Garcia de Orta and other early European explorers. [Cf. Tavernier, Travels

(ed. Ball), 1676, li., 287 : Boym, FL Sin., 1656, O (drawing after Acosta)

;

Alexander Hamilton, New Acc. E. Ind., 1727, li. 81 ; Crawfurd, Journ. to Ava,

1834, li., 219 ; Collingwood, Rambles, etc , 1868, 271 ; Max and Bertha Forrars,

Burma, 1900, 87.]

E
ELJEOCARPUS GANITRUS, Uoxb. ; FL Br. Ind., i., 400 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timba., 113; Tiliace>®. Utrasum Bead Tree, ru-

drdk, rudrdkya, rudra-challu, rudrdksha. A large tree found throughout

various parts of India.

The hard tubercled nuts are cleaned, polished or even stained, then mado
into the rosaries and bracelets worn by Brahmins and Sinyasis, and sold at such
places as Benares, Allahabad and Hardwar. An effort has recently been made
to organise a European trade in buttons and hatpins, etc., made of these nuts.

In a letter from the Deputy Conservator of Forests, Lakhimpur, Assam, to the
Reporter on Economic Products m 1900, the price for a maund of nuts m Di*
brugarh was said to be Rs. 10, and Rs. 12-8-0 landed in Calcutta. Cooke {FI.

Pres. Bomb., 1901, 152) remarks that the stones are imported from Singapore,
where the tree is abundant.

E. serratus, Unn ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 401 ;
jalpai, perinkara, meralu, uttraccham,

etc. A rather small tree, occurring on the North-East Himalaya up to 3,000 feet

in East Bengal, and in the evergreen forests of North Kanara and the west coast
down to Travancote ; also the low country of Ceylon, The fruit is known as “ wild
olives,” the fleshy outer portion of which is eaten in curries by the Natives, and
pickled in oil and salt like olives.

ELETTARIA CARDAMOMUM, Maton d> White, Trans. D.E.P.,

Linn. Soc., 1808, x., 229-55, tt. 4, 5 ; FI. Br, Ind., vi., 251 ; SciTAMiNEi®. iii-. 227-36.

This is often designated The Lesser Cardamom or The Malabar Carda- Cardamom.
MOM, though it perhaps would be more correct to speak of it as The True
Cardamom, the so-called Greater Cardamom of most writers {Amount in
siihulntum, p. 65) being in reality a substitute for the true spice. The
Cardamom is in the Indian vernaculars

—

ddehi, ildyechi or ckoti- (small)

eldchi, illdchi, dechi, vdloda, ddttari, ddkai, eldki chettu, vittula, ydlakki,

yelaki, *panlat, pala, bhdld, ensal, enasal, etc. In Sanskrit it appears to

bear the following names

—

wpakunchika and eld. Hence eld-tari means
the grains or seeds of eld, and ddkai the eld plant or root.

Habitat.—It is a perennial herb, with thick fleshy rhizomes, having erect Distribu-
leafy stems 4 to 8 feet in height, and long much-branched inflorescences tion.

which arise near 'the ground. It is indigenous to West and South India, wiid and
growing in the jich moist forests of the hilly tracts of Kanara, Mysore, Cultivated.

Coorg, Wynaad, Travancore and Madura, It is fairly extensively cultivated,

within the regions indicated, at altitudes of from 500 up to 5,000 feet.

Although there are no botanical specimens in the Kew Herbarium to sup-
port the opinion held by some writers, namely that it is also wild in Burma,
there would seem little doubt that it is cultivated in that province,
•especially in the Bhamo district.

Varieties and Racea—There are apparently two well-marked cultivated Varieties,
plants which it seems must be regarded as deserving of separate recognition as Forma,

at least varieties. In Rees’ Cyc^aedia (1819, xxxix., suppl.), the subject of
miimUaria. is discussed and divided into twa’sections (o) £. varaamomum, the
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Lesser or Malabar Cartiamom, and (6) JB. nmjnr, the Greater Oblong Cardamcm.
The authorities mentioned for the second form can hardly be accepted as de-

finitely denoting any particular plant, but rather one or other of the many
cardamom substitutes Moreover, the so-called form designated

,
major is

spoken of os a native of Java This subject might not have been here mentioned
but for the fact that Schumann (in Engler, Pfianzenr ,

1904, iv. (46), 1269)

describes the Coylon Kiettaria as a distinct species, and cites the above authority
(Smith m Rees, l.c.) Hooker (Trimen, Handbook FL Ceyl., iv., 261) makes
reference to uar major and gives it the Sinhalese name of ensal, the Malabar
plant being rata-ensal But Thwaites tolls us {Enum PI Zeyl., 1861, 318)
that after a careful comparison of growing specimens, ho was satisfied that the
round and long fruited cardamoms of commerce were not obtained from distinct

species. The forms above indicated may therefore be stated thus •

—

Malabar Var. a minor.—Leaves Imenr-Iancoolate (much smaller and narrower than in §),

Cardamom, the under-surface with a more or loss complete coating of short white silky

hairs Inflorescence arising from the very base of the stems and creeping on
tlie surface of tlio ground around the clumps, bracts shorter than the spikelets,

acute Fruits white, sub-globular, angled, somewhat coarsely veined.

This IS the Malabar cardamom of Indian planters, and is admirably figured
and described by Bontius, Rheedo, Sonnerat, Maton and White, and also by
Ludlow. An unpublished plate by Roxburgh shows the creeping inflorescence,

bracts shorter than the flowers and fruits elliptic. It is. therefore, typical of

this plant He gives no drawing of the next form Bontius claims to have been
Thr hasser tho first person to study in Java the living plant and to distinguish the lesser
Curdamom. from the greater cardamom. There are good examples of the present form in

the Kow Herbarium from Kanara, the Wynaail and Ceylon—the last mentioned
being less hairv than the Indian, but said by Tnmon to be “ the Malabar
cardamom of Ceylon planters.” Tho present plant, is, however, the lesser

cardamom
; tho one which follows, being much larger fruited, is very possibly,

in consequence, tho greater cardamom of tho early writers, though as already
stated that name has been frequently assigned to the Nopal cardamom
(.1mo III II 111 sahafatam ),

Mysore Var. /I major, Thwaitea, I c. 318 ; FI. Br Ind
,
251 —Leaves oblong lanceolate

Cardamom, (broader and larger than m minor), usually quite destitute of silky hairs (one
The theater Coylon sample in Kew is sparsely hairy) Inflorescence at first erect, bracts
Cardamom larger (longer) than the spikelets and obtuse or apiculato. Fruit oblong,

fusitorm, minutely veined, twice the length of that of minor.
'rtiis 13 the Mysore cardamom of planters, who speak of two forms of it,

viz uru (cultivated) and kadu (wild) It is a larger, more robust plant than
tho so-called Malabar. In tho Kew Herhavium tliore are, however, examples
of It from Malabar, Palghat, Coylon, Mauritius and the Gold Coast. Thwaites

Wild and Baker say it is indigenous in Ceylon Bontius obseryes that it occurs in
Gultivatod tho woods of Jaya, and he figures it as differing from the lessor cardamom by

having an erect scape, longer pods and iiioro hairy leaves. Some few years ago
a largo cardamom was regularly seen m the European markets and known as

tvjlon “ Ceylon Cardamom.” At the present day the Malabar form is grown ih Ceylon
Cardamo ii

Jjjjg displaceil the former plant. Thus a largo-sized true cardamom has
been a well-known plant for many years, and it would almost seem as if it

had been carried even further afield by cultivation (perhaps because hardier),
than tho smaller and finer spico This, therefore, very possibly may have to
be accepted as tho Greater Cardamom proper.

Origin. Origin.—Whether both those forms oxist as wild plants'and whether they
originated respectively in Malabar and Mysore, as the planters’ names would de-
note, are points which more careful studym the future can aloneWotermine, It has
boon suggested that the Malabar is simply a higher state of cultivation than the
Mysore and Ceylon. The plants are at all events sufficiently distinct to justify
belief that they have been known to the Indian people for many years. It is
significant also that the earliest faithful illustrations (such as the admirable plates
given by Rhoodo) denote in every particular the Malabar, not the Mysore plant.
So far os can be judged, tlio Malabar Cardamom, three centuries ago, differed
in no respect from that of to-day. But no botanist (if Bontius’ somewhat doubtful
figure be disregarded) appears to have illustrated and described tho Mysore
form even down to the present tune. These circumstances are opposed to belief
in the ancestral stock of the Malabar having been the long-fruited Mysore plant.

Kot Cultivated. Lastly, Rheede makes no reference to either having been cultivated in Malabar
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History
during his time ; on the contrary, he says the cardamom is not sown nor planted,
but springs up after the forest is burned down. He then tells us of there being
three forms on the mountains, thirty miles inland from Cochin and Calicut. It Three Forma
will be found below that Garcia de Orta, a century before Rheede’s time, made
practically the same observation except that he regarded the cardamom as cul-

tivated. Rheode describes one of his plants as having round white fruits,

another with longer but loss valuable fruits, and the third pointed fruits, the least

valued of all. It is thus quite possible that the two forms, the small round fruit

and the elongated fruit, wore both known to Bontius, os also to Rheedo. Sonnerat,
a century later, gives two admirable plates, one being undoubtedly the Malabar
cardamom, and he speaks of its fruit as a roimd capsule with three angles or
edges lengthwise, having many parallel norvea and divided within into throe
compartments, each with several black seeds. The Ghats (or coast rnoimtains)
of Malabar take the name, he adds, of “ The Mountains of the Cardamom,

”

from the abundance there of the plant, which grows wild and supplies the car-

damoms of all the Indies. Farther on Sonnerat (Foi/ Inti. Or
, 279) discusses

a greater cardamom (under the luimo of Amornum amjiisHjuhum)- -a plant v jiich ^t.^da^ascar

he says is wild in the island of Madagascar ft grows on inursh^ soils, and its CaiJamora.

cultivation has boon undertaken in Mauritius. J* has a reddish capsule, oval-
oblong, almost triangular. Ho does not describe nor figure it as winged, like the
“ bungah elachi ”—the greater cardainom of tJio Calcutta shops (see p. 65)

—

though it IS doubtless another of the many large frmts of which mu t Im’iiti of

Java, the nutmeg cardamom of the Arabs (Phat macog. Ind., in., 436) and of the
Bombay shops, as also tlie pri< kly cardamom of Tavoy

—

runthtutilvH—are oanfamom
cardamom substitutes that have been all at. times designated Greater Cardamoms. Sutwtitutes.

[Cf, Kew Mua. Guide, ii , 9.]

History.—It is hardly necessary to attempt to furnish a detailed account History,
of the early history of tlie Cardamom Garcia de Orta was the first European
who studied the plant practically in India (1563, Coll., xiii.). He speaks of two (jaroa do Orta’s
kinds

—

major and minor, furnishes an accurate senes of Indian and Ceylon account,

vernacular names, and mentions that the Arabs knew tlie two forms and had
separate names for them. It is highly unlikely that tlie Nepal greater cardamom
was carried to the west coast of India to be traded in by the Arabs at the time
of Garcia’s residence there, and it is certainly not so traded in to-day. Far more
likely IS it, therefore, that he alluded to the large and small frmtod forms of
Mietturla, above described. But there are many surprises for the student of this

subject, in Garcia’s brief account. He says it was cultivated. Both varieties

are found in India, chiefly in Calicut as far as Kananor and other parts of Malabar
and in Java. An especially largo kind, but less aromatic, was produced in Ceylon
and carried to Hormuz and Arabia. Tlus was doubtless tlie var mtijur above
discussed—a plant also said to be indigenous to Ceylon. But it is significant

that Garcia, after apparently a personal study of tho plant and of the fruit, should
have arrived at the emphatic opinion that the eldttari or eldchi of India was
tho cardamom of tho Greeks, wliatover that may have been (see Capsicum, p. 264).

He says that the descriptions given by Galon, Dioscondes and Phny do not
agree with tho Indian cardamom. Bontius, while agreeing that Pliny was wrong,
takes exception, however, to Garcia’s statement that it is cultivated and bears
the fruits on the top like peas. In Java, Bontius says it is produced abundantly
and its fruits are formed, near the ground while the greater cardamom produces
its fruits above. In this view Bontius and Garcia were practically followed by
Clusius and the two Bauhins. Until the appearance of Rhoodo’s account Rheede
(approximately 100 years afterwards), the plant could not, however, be said
to nave been fully known in Europe. It is surprising that errors committed
by Commelin (91. Malab., 1696, 18), Burmann (Thas. Zeyl., 1737, 64) and
Lixmeeus (FI. Zeyl., 1747, 2) should have contmued to disfigure tho literature

of the subject, during tho succooding century or so, until Maton and White esta-

blished the genua xnettariu.
The Bower Manuscript (Hoornle, transl.), 1893-7, 80, 86, etc. ; Januensis,

Liber Serapionis, 1473, 61 ; Ruellius, De Nat. St%rp., 1637, 48 ; Amatus, on Dios-
coridea, 1664, 1^4 ; Baber, Memoirs, 1619 (no mention) ; Ain-i-Akban, 1690
(Blochmanu, transl.), 04; Acosta, Tract, de laa Drogaa, etc., 1678, 383; Lmschoten,
Voy, E. Ind. (od. Hakl, Soc.), 1598, ii., 80-8 ; Clusius, Hiet. Exot. PI., 1606,
186-6; Foster, E.I.G. Letters, 1901, iii., 108; v., 236 ; Jacobus Bontius, Hiat.

Nat. et Med. Ind. Or., 1629, in Piso, Ind. Vtri. re Nat. et Med., 1658, 126-7);
Tavernier, Travels Ind., 1676 (ed. Ball), 1889, i., 184; ii., 12-3; Rheede,
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Hort. Mai., 1686, xi., 11, tt 4-6; Alexander Hamilton, New Acc. E. Ind.,

1727, i., 298-9
; Kumphms, Herb Amh., 1760, v., 162-3 (confused the Malaya

with tho Indian plant) ; Amomum repens, Sonnerat, Vop. Ind. Or., 1782, iii.,

272 et eeq,, t. 136 ; Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. Mysore, etc., 1807, ii., 336-7,
510—12, 538 ;

hi., 225, etc,; Alpinia Cardamomum, Roxb ,
Monandrous Plants

in As. Res., 1810, xi., 365 ; also PL Ind , i., 70-1 ; Milburn, Or. Comm., i
,
276-7

Ludlow, Memo. Cardamom Cult, in Coorg., 1868 ; Ind. For., 1884, x., 287-91
Foster, Ind. For , 1893, xix., 1-5

; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind , 188.5, 786-8
Admin. Repl Coorg., 1889-1904 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trap. Agri., 1892, 196-9 ;

Pharmacog Ind., 1893, iii
, 429-37; Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind, 1899, xi

,

n s , 967—8
; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1899, 482—3 ; Mollison, Agri. hedg., 1900,

No 11, 107-1.3; also Textbook Ind. Agri., in., 202-8; Schumann, m Engler’s
Pflamenr., 1904, iv. (40). 267-9.]

CULTIVATION.—Few recent writers have furnished either so interest-

ing or so detailed accounts of the cardamom cultivation as those written
during the first decade of the 19th century by White for Malabar and
Buchanan-Hamilton for Mysore. It would occupy much space to deal
with the centres of chief production separately, or the variations in method
of cultivation and preparation that prevail. All that can be here at-

tempted is a brief review of the salient points collectively. A fairly deep
rich loamy soil, resting on rock, seems indispensable, and if possible this
should be within undulating land, not too remote from running water.
Shade and a humid atmospheie are essential—it luxuriates in mists and
fogs and cooling sea-breezes. Northern and western exposure.! are in
South India accordingly considered the best. But all these conditions
arc not often conveniently combined, and hence the localities of successful
production are somewhat restricted. Even within Malabar there are
only certain tracts that can be spoken of as specially favourable.

1. Forest Production .

—

The 83^stem described by Rheede still pre-
vails. Small plots of land within the forests (called dd-kandies) where
the wild or acclimatised plant is known to exist are cleared during Feb-
ruary and March. The brushwood is cut down ami burned, and the roots
of powerful weeds torn up so as to free the soil. The shade, if too dense,
is regulated bj' a certain percentage of trees being felled, thus admitting
diffused sunlight

; and, curiously enough (from the most ancient times to
the present day), the disturbance or shaking of the soil, by the fall of
heavy timber on it, is in itself deemed beneficial. At all events, soon
after clearing, cardanioni plants spring up all over the prepared plots

; but
if any reason exists for doubting the abundance of the future crop,,young
plants are deposited in tlie soil at the required distances apart. The plots
are then left alone for a couple of years, and by that tune the cardamom
plants will have eight to ten leaves, and be a foot in height. In the third
year they may be four feet in height. In the following May-June the
ground is again weeded, and by September to November a light crop may
be obtained. In the fourth year weeding is again given, and if the car-
damoms are found growing nearer than six feet apart, a* few are trans-
planted to new positions. A full crop is now obtained, and the plants
may bear for three or four years

;
that is to say, the life of each plantation

is eight or nine years. The seasons in Malabar are a little later than in
Mysore, and according to some reports a full crop may even be obtained
in the third year. It is also believed that above 2,000 feet the cardamoms
grown are of a better quality than below that altitude.

,
Plants may be raised from seed or by division of the rhizome. They may

be prepared m special nurseries In about a year the seedlmgs will be a foot in
length, and are then ready for transplantation. When raised by division of the
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rhizome, it should bo seen that each cutting contains at least three perfect shoots.

Holes a foot deep and six or seven feet apart each way are now dug all over the
specially cleared plot or garden, and the seedlings or sets are deposited within
these, but they must not bo buriod too deeply as they are liable to rot oft. Tho
flowering season 19 April to May. It is a good plan to bank up around the clumps r,uikm« np.

all leaves and rubbish obtainable, since this helps to support and encourage tho
growth of the creeping racemes If at this stage tho flowering branches (racemes)
get submerged, the soil is waslied away, the roots exposed, and tho flowers and
fruits ruined with tho water and mud The fruit should not be allowed to ripen I’ropcr Matn-ity

fully, as tho capsules will then burst and the seeds be lost. I^hey should be col-

lected just as they begin to turn from green to yellow. In August and September Sc.-isons.

they swell, and by the first half of October have usually attainod tho desired
degree of ripening. Tho crop is accordingly gathered in October and November,
and m exceptionally moist weather tho harvest may be protracted iiil o Deceiiiber. Harvest.

A dry day is best for harvest. The scapes or shoots be irmg tho clusters of

fruits are broken oft close to the stems and placed m baskets lined with fresh Treatment.
leaves. At night time they are carried to tho temporary hnt usfrl by tlie men.
After partaking of a meal and often working far into the niglu, tbo men sc parato
carefully tho capsules from the shoots, placing thim os removed into .t pit dug
on purpose in the middle of tho hut In tho morning tho womoii arrive and
carry the produce oft to the homestead, where tho further troatmont is con-
ducted. The fruits are spread out on carefully prepared floors, f jicetmios

covered with ’nats, and are thou exposed to the sun. At night they aro earned
within doors, as also during showers. Four or five days of careful drying and
bleaching in the sun are usually enough, but m rainy weathfT artificial heat Prying,

may bo necessary, though tho fruits suffer very greatly m colour wlion this

course has to be resorted to, and aro in consequenco sometimes bleached with
steam and sulphurous vapour or with rttha nuts (see p. 1179) Tho sun-dried carda-
moms are tho best, and in trade are spoken of as “green cardamoms.” Tlio nrem
capsules are now rubbed by the hand or shaken within mats, in order to brush durJumonn.

off tho pedicels, calyces, particles of dust, etc , then aro winnowed, hand-picked
and assorted accordmg to size, colour and degree of nponess, etc.—for on tho
racemes there must always he a percentage of overripe as also of underripe fruits.

2. Agricultural Production.—Very little of a satisfactory nature lan Agricul-
be learned of the systems pursued or of the extent of agricnltural x>ro- tural

duction in India. Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agri., iii., 262) gives a brief

but instructive account. He there speaks of the crop bt'ing extensively

grown in the betel-palm and pepper gardens of tho Sirsi and Siddapur

Talukas of Kanara. It thrives under the same conditions of soil, etc

but by preference is grown in a cool, very shady garden with soil kept

continuously moist. In Kanara the crop is chiefly rai.siid from seed.

The sowing season is September-October. But the beds reijuire both scci.

shadevand shelter from the sun and rain. If the seeds germinate too

thickly they should be thinned out and the seedlings transplanted into

rice seed-beds, but shaded by a temporary protection of palm-leaves.

When four feet high and fifteen to eighteen months old, they may
be carried to their permanent positions and finally transplanted Fmai

from March tof June, or again from September to October. Pits 18

inches square g.nd 18 inches deep are dug in the same lines as the betel-

palms and intermediate between two trees. Into these pits the car-

damoms are deposited and supplied yearly, in March and April, with leaf-

manure. They come into bearing but do not yield much during the

first year after transplanting. The flowers appear somewhat irregularly Flowering,

in April and May, and the fruits form in June and July. The capsules

are in season in September and October. Each should be severed

from the scape and not plucked. If plucked, the pressure of the fingers Plucking,

may burst the capsule. After being dried in the sun for two or three

days the fruits are hand-rubbed to remove the attached stalk and calyx. Treatment.

A too hot sun or too long exposure to the sun may dry the fruits (capsules)
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too quickly and thus cause them to burst and thereby to be lowered in

value. In a fully stocked betel-nut garden there can be 300 to 400 carda-

Tieid. mom plants to the acre. A well-grown plant may yield up to half a pound
of dry cardamoms. Light showers in April and May are favourable.

Bicarbing. Tho fruits atc dried and bleached in particular ways, according to the

market for which destined. The waters of certain wells arc moreover

supposed to produce particular colours and flavours. The system above
briefly reviewed is that also followed in Mysore—viz. production in betel-

palm plantations. ' '
I

Yield. AREA AND YIELD.—T.udlow obsorv'os that when from one stem four’Iscapes

are thrown out, the crop is regarded ajs full ; if only three, it is a throe-fonrths
crop

;
if two, a half crop

;
if only one, a quarter crop “ One raceme will have

from eight to fourteen branches, and each branch from throe to six pedicels.

When the crop i.s good, tlio branthe.s are close together ,
when bad, the racemes

are long and the branches far apart.” “ P’ruit is occa.sionally borne on the upper
part of tho stem, but this is very rare ” Ho fuithor estimalo.s that a garden of

484 square yard.s m area would give on an average 40 seers of green cardamoms
or 10 soers of dry fruits Tho actual yield, as published, by plantations is

Difletent variously stated, and seems to range so greatly that the difforonees would be best
Uetums. accounted for by supposing that returns of green fruit.s had been contrasted

with dry, or that they denoted diversities m stock rather than of soil or methods
of cultivation. In Mysore 28 lb. are spoken of os tho yield per acre, and in

Ceylon 170 lb
,
altbougli oven as much as 400 lb. have been mentioned. In a

circular issued by the Madras Government in 1903, the yield per acre is recorded
as from 1 1 lb. to 700 lb Omitting tho extremes, tho more important returns given
m that circular wore Dindigal, 931b ; Pulni, 1251b.

,
Kodaikilnal, 2.50 lb.

;
Wynaad,

42 lb. ,
Calicut, 60 lb

j
Uppinangadi, 49 lb ; and ICasaragod, 56 lb. The difference

botwoeu green and dry pods has been ©xprossod as four to live bushels shrinking
to one

Area

:

Madras.

Totals.

Coorg.

Bombaj'.

Mysore and
Travan-
core.

Very littlo can be stated regarding the total area under cardamoms. There
may bo said to bo two Indian areas, viz the Madras and Hoinbay Presidencies.
The former, which is often given the wider sigmfication of South India, may, so
far as cardamoms are concerned, be split up into (a) under British Indian Ad-
ministration, or Madras proper ; (5) the British Administration of Coorg; (c) under
the Native State of Mysore; and (d) under the Native State of Travancore. Such
particulars as are available regarding those areas are disjointed, and often do not
refer to one and tho same year. Cardamoms are of course returned under “ spices
and condiments,” and it is only occasionally that the provincial details for these
are forthcoming The Madras Government published, however, in 1903, a state-
ment of the cardamom area for tho year previous. This showed Madura—

-

(Dindigal, Palm, Periyakulam, and Kodaikdnal)— as possoRsing 3,714 acres with
a yield of 649,281 lb. Malabar—(Chirakkal, Kottayaiii, Kurnmbrandl, Wynaad,
Calicut, and Ernad) —with 1,586 acres and 24,490 lb. yield. South Kanara—
(Cundapur, Uppindngddi, and ICasaragod)—with 1,260 acres and 68,828 lb. yield.
Those give grand totals of 6,660 acres and 742,606 lb. In tho small British Pro-
vince of Coorg there are said to be about 60,000 acres retained for cardamom-
growing, with, in 1902-3, 1,107 acres actually under the’erop and say 50,0001b.
production. Turning now to tho Bombay Presidency : in the official Season and
Crop Report it is stated that tho area in 1903-4 under cardamoms in the Kanora
district came to 3,837 acres, or roughly half the area devoted to it m South India.
If, for tho purpose of comparison, the yield bo accepted as on tl^ same ratio, tho
production of Bombay should be 370,000 lb. In 1006-0 the area had increased
to 4,673 ocres.

The available information regarding Mysore and Travancore outturn is even
mote unsatisfactory than for the British districts. A few years ago the Travan-
core Cardamom Hills Planters’ Association was established, a direct indication
of the industry having in South India (as in Ceylon) passed to some extent into
the hands of European planters. Of 1903 it has been said that 4,000 acres of
cardamoms were owned by European planters. According to Mr. Bourd^llon
there are some 26,000 acres returned in Travancore as the cardamom area.
Doubtless only a small proportion of that is m any one year actually under tho
spice. The produce of the Travancore plantations has been given as 660,000 lb.,

or just a little imdor that of Ceylon, which is obtained from an area of 10,000
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acres. The yield of the Mysore plantations would seem to be about 200,000 lb ,

and the cultivation would appear to be mainly in Kadur district.

The figures given above (if reliance can bo put on them) would show a total

production in all India of close on 2,000,000 lb. per annum But that figure All India,
is mentioned purely and simply as suggestive, and must not be seriously accepted.
In the Annual Review of Forest Administration for British India, issued by tbo
Inspector-General, returns are given of cardamom-production within Forest
Reserves. The volume for 1903-4 shows the value of the cardamoms exported
to have been Rs. 3,37,000 as compared with Rs. 4,10,000 the previous year.

TlfADB.—In the European markets cardamoms are spoken of under Trade,
the terms “ Shorts,” “ Short-longs ” and “ Long longs.” The “ .shorts

”

are from a quarter to nearly half an inch in length, and the “ long-longs
”

an inch and over in length. The “ long-longs ” of modern commerce, it Qradoa.

has been contended above, would seem to be the greater cardamom
of early writers and the produce of the plant designated by planters

the “Mysore or Ceylon cardamom.” They arc finely ribbed, of a pale

colour, and the seeds are grey or almost white, and shrivelled when dry.

The “ shorts ” are the Malabar or Wyiiaad cardamoms, and accepted

as the finest grades, the ripe seeds of which are black.

In most recent reports the statement occurs that overjiroduction has Price,

lowered very seriously the pi ice. It would appear that in many of the

abandoned coffee plantations of Coorg, cardamom and orange cultivation

has been attempted, and with some degree of success. There has all over

the cardamom area been for some years past a steady expansion of pro-

duction, so that no doubt there is some truth m the story of overproduc-

tion. Still, it cannot be exactly said that the limits have been reached

of the world’s demand for this spice, and a fall in price is naturally the first

incentive to increased consumption. The Kxronvs to foreign countries incroa^ed

during the undermentioned years have at all events shown an expansion in

quantity and a shrinkage in price. They were in 1899-1900, 191,120 lb., Foreign
valued at Rs. 3,27,750 ;

m 1902-3, .302,9101b., valued at Rs. 4,1(5,212 ,
in Exports.

1905-6, 295,390 lb., valued at Rs. 2,97,513; and in 1906-7, 202,374 lb.,

valued at Rs. 2,19,172. Of that trallic Bombay and Madras arc the chief

distributing ports. The coastwise returns, moreover, show that Bombay
drew on Madras for its supplies. Of receiving countries the United Kingdom
usually takes the first place, and is followed by Arabia, Aden, Germany,
Turkey-in-Asia, Persia and Egypt. But perhaps the most surprising

feature of the traffic is the fact that India /.i//'i>ft7’.s'cardamom3 very largely Imports,

from Ceylon. Iiv 1903 4 these imports came to 269,132 lb., valued at

Rs. 1,98,710, and in 1905-6 to 435,407 lb., valued at Rs. 2,58,083—as

much ill weight, but Comparatively le.s.s in value than the corresponding

exports. We thus learn that India is itself by far the most important

consuming country for cardamoms in tho world.

ELEUSuAe CORACANA, Uaertn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 294
,
D.E.P..

Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, ii., 10, pi. xxviii.
;

GRAMiNEi®. ni;' 237-41.

It has been established by Sir J. D. Hooker that K, intUra, Gaertn., is
‘

tho wild form of which E. cortteaim is the cultivated state. There would

therefore seem no urgent necessity to discard for the present the time-

honoured name by which this millet has been known to those interested in the

food supply of India. The wild plant is said to occur all over the low country Wild and

and to ascend to altitudes of from 5,000 to 8,000 feet on tho Himalaya. Cultivated.

It is distributed throughout tho tropical regions of the Old World, but only

introduced into the New. As an Indian cultivated plant, however, it
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might 1)0 more correctly spoken of as met with chiefly on the hilly tracts.

With the hill tribes of Southern, Western and Northern India it is an

important article of daily food. It is mentioned in The Bower Manuscript,

of the 8th century, and is the rdpka and ragi of Sanskrit, and known in

almost every vernacular language by names either derived from these or

from what arc possibly even more ancient aboriginal names :

—

marud,

Names. mandud, makra, mandal, mandwa, merwja, ndngli, ndchui, nachiri, ndgh,

kode, kodou, koda, kodra, kayur, kemr, kelvaragu, kutra, kurakan, rotka,

rdgi, rdgulu, tamulelu, tatndulu, hdvto. etc.

Origin. Varieties and Races.—There is perhaps little or no doubt that as a

cultivated crop this originated in India. There are at all events three

or four allied wild species regularly resorted to as articles of food in times

of scarcity and famine. And moreover, of the cultivated plant there are

in India several fairly distinct forms which almost of necessity denote
Forms. antiquity of Cultivation. K. strictu, iioxh., has the spikes quite straight

and more numerous
;

is in consequence a very productive plant. Rox-
burgh, speaking of Rajamundry [FI. Ind., i., 344), describes this as the

pedda (or great) solu ami says it is a later crop than the ordinary ponassa

(or early) solu. He then adds that there is still a third and even more
productive form than either, namely the maddi rnha solu. It requires a

rich soil but gives an inorca.se of 500-fold.

Eatiy and mu'. Other Writers refer similarly to early and late forms of this millet.

Mollison (Textbook Ind. Aqn,., in., 56-60), for examph', observes that in the

Konkan and the Ghats districts the early crop is hahi and the late garvi
;

the former ripens about the end of September or early October, the latter at

end of October or early November. It is therefore a ramy-scason crop, and
is usually sown on laud that is too shallow or too poor for rice or too steep

lor terracing. Rut if the rainfall be well distributed it succeeds even on
Adaptations. day loaius. The variability of the plant may in lact be regarded as a

ihrect consequence of the class of soils on which grown. On stony and
sandy soils the form that approximates most nearly to the wild state

(
E. iudira) can alone be produced, and it is an inferior early crop. Fi om

that to the large and vigorous late forms of richer agricultural regions,

an endless series of adaptations may be chronicled.

Rengal. cultivation.—

B

engal.—Until it is recollected that Bengal has largo tracts
of mountainou.s country it cannot be realised why this province holds the second
position of importance in the cultivation of the present millet. The Bengal
districts of production may be given here in sequence of value :—Darbhanga,

Acicago. Bhagalpur, Hazaribagh, Muzaffarpur, Patna, Gaya, Shahabad, Sarun and
Monghyr have each from 260,000 down to 40,000 acred under the crop. The
normal total acreage under it is about one million acres, and the outturn has

Xield. been put at 10 maunds an acre. Buchanan-Hamilton [Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 1833,
173, 182) describes the method of cultivation as a mixed crop with summer rice
and t’njniiiiN, In connection with Bihar he says it is growp as a summer
crop broadcasted or transplanted, but of Bhagalpur there are two crops, one
gathered m November-December, and the other three months earlier. Basu
(Agrr. Lohardaga, 1890, 63-5 ; also Palamau, 28-9) calls mania an upland

V.iruLics. coroal 'J’licro are two main varieties, an early red Idlkd and a late white
charted, the former is a bhddoi crop which is harvested from August 16 to
November 16, according to the season of sowing, the race of plant grown,

a'ranspi.iiituii. nature of soil, and degree of rainfall. It is usually transplanted and has this
advantage, that harvest can bo deferred to suit tlie convenience of the cijlti-

vator Col. J. J. Wood speaks of the mania as widely and extensively grown
in Chota Nagpur. Banerjei {Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 74-5) remarks that the
mandia is an upland cereal and attains a height of 4 to 6 feet and bears grains
of a reddish colour. The Oelds are prepared m May to July and the plants
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raised in a sood-bed and transplanted with the first good showers. The crop is

ripe in August-September. The oars alone are cut off and the stems left in the
ground to be browsed by the cattle. It will not grow on land that is inundated,
nor even where the water lies for any time. It is essentially a crop of undulating
well-drained soils.

United Provinces.—This millet is unimportant in those provinces. The
normal area under it does not much exceed 200,000 acres. It is, in fact,

within the hill tracts only that it assumes importance Of Allahabad it

is said mania or makra is sown on good soils near the villages sometimes
with judr, more often alono and on manured land The seed is broad-
casted and ploughed in, but it may be transplanted from a nursery Diithio

and Fuller (l.c. 10), on the other hand, say of Jaunsar Bawar that it forms the
chief article of food of the hillmon and is grown on the very poorest soil, often
yielding a crop from more stones and shingle. It is very rarely raised on the
hilly country to the south of these provinces, where its place is taken by kodon.
It grows, however, to a greater or lessor extent all over the provinces, and ir the
more fertile districts its cultivation is often attended with corisidernblo care which
results in a very large weight of produce It suffers much from heav y ram,
so much so that a good year for rice is generally a bad one for mandua. In
Garhwal mandua is sown m April and reaped in October It is often thinned
out from one field and planted in another In Kuinaon it is cultivated both in

ordinary agricultural lands and freshly cleared jungle By October-November
the crop is ripe and the ears are cut off, tied in bundles, and stacked for

some twenty to twenty-five days, when they begin to ferment, and when warm
are spread out and dried, then threshed. In Nopal there are two forms
cultivated, one sown broadcast in May and June, the other raised m seed-

beds and transplanted in June and July Both forms grow and ripen in the
rams. The broadcasted form is reaped in October, then transplantedm November
It IS never, as a rule, sown on land suited for wheat, rice or sugar-cane.

Panjib.—In this proVince KteuMine holds a very subordmateposition among the
foods of the people, since the normal area under it does not exceed 40,000 acres.

Baden-Fowell (Pb. Prod., 1868, 245) says this is principally a hill product, but is

also cultivated in Sialkot and a few other districts In the Memoirs written
by the Emperor Babor occurs a reference to buzeh. a kind of beer consumed by
him on December 28, 1525, in or near the district of Sialkot Mr. W. Cold-
stream, in a communication to tho writer, says the gram of this pulse lasts in

store much better than other grain It is extensively grown m the Simla Hill

States and comes into season m October In the Kangra district it is an important
food crop. In tho Panjdb plains it is most frequently mot with m tho Karniil

district, but chiefly in the KhMar. It is not uncommon in Jhang, especially

m Chmiot. It is valued as a fodder crop, and may be cut two or three times
in the rains.

Bombay and Sind.—Western India having extensive hill tracts, this millet

becomes of considerable value. The normal area under it is about half a million

acres. • Dr. A. Gibson wrote a series of notes on the Agriculture of Western India
(Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. (Corresp. and tielect ), 1845, iv., 54-5), and the re-

marks he makes under this plant are well worthy of careful consideration. The
form MS. mtriola, ho sayij, is mot with in gardens below the Ghats, whore alluvial

soil and stream water aro available, while is. eorarnna is the hill form, a smaller
plant and much less productive. Mollison says that ndgli occupies tho fifth

place among the -Bombay cereals. In Kaira, Alimodabad and Baroda districts

of Gujar&t, heavy crops are produced on highly assessed alluvial soil. Else-

where the cultivation is chiefly confined to the poorer uplands of the Ghats.
It is grown in districts of heavy rainfall, on land too light for rice.

In Gujarat it is sometimes drill-sown, but is usually a mixed crop and
most frequently transplanted. In the uplands of the Konkan and tho Deccan
it is often raised on steep land and is then broadcasted. For this purpose tho

soil is often burned with the brushwood (rob), and the seeds are sown along with
the ashes. The outturn varies so greatly that no general figure can be
quoted. It may range from 700 to 1,600 lb. of gram and 2,000 to 2,400 lb.

of atraw.
Madras, Mysore, and Coorg.—South India is the chief region of rdgi production.

The normal area under it in the British districts comes to close on two million

acres, but in Mysore State alone the area is usually well over two million acres,

so that the total for South India might bo put at 4J million. The British
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districts of greatest imj30rtanco are Salem, Coimbatore, Cuddapah, North Arcot,

South Arcot, Trichinopoly, Anaiitapur and Vizagapatam, m the order enurnerated.

Mysore. The Mysore districts are Mysore, Tamkur, Bangalore, Kolar, Hassan, Chitaldrug

and Kadur As with other economic products so with this millet, Buchanan-
Haimlton (Journ. Mysore, etc , 1807, i , 100-3, 285-0, 297, 369, 375-8, 403 ;

11 , 103-4, 264) is a valuable writer The Deccan Mussulmans, he says,

Varieties. call it ragi, the Tamil people kevir, and the farmers say there are three varieties

—

the cari, kempu, and huluparui. It is, near Seringapatam, customary to sow
all throe kinds in the same field When the rams begin in June the field is drilled

and KiriiHl iiK and sown a,s a mixed crop To appreciate the value of

Buchanan-Hamiliton’s account of this millet, the passages indicated above must
be consulted They have, however, been reviewed and amplified by Lewis Rice

{Mysore Qaz., i , 1897, 107-12, a work which is probably more accessible than
the original). R&gi is by far the most important single food crop of this State,

Dry Soils. especially on dry soils. It supplies the lower ranks of society with their chief

food The total area under food crops is usually 5J-
million acres, of which rdgi

alone occupies fully half.

Very little, however, can be added regarding the South Indian cultivation

of this millet, to the account given m the Dictionary Stuart [Man. N. Arcot,

Four-month 1895, i., 267-8) says it is a favourite four-month crop, the gram being largely

used by the labouring classes. It is not a dainty food, but very nutritious. There
are four varieties. It is grown both on irrigated and imirrigatod land, but most
commonly in that which is commanded by a well When dependent upon rainfall

alone it is sown so as to get the benefit of one or other of the monsoons, that is

from May to June and from October to December. Under wells and tanks it is

sown and reaped throughout the year. Only the oars of rdgt are cut as they ripen,

and, being heaped together for two or thi-ee months, the gram is beaten out with
sticks or trodden underfoot by cattle. It should be kept some months before

being used.

Utihsa- MANCFACTURBS .—Incidental allusion has already been made to some of

tions. the edible preparations of this millet. It has the advantage not only that it may
be left standing on the fields till a convenient time for harvesting, but the grain

I’reservlns irhproves by being stored and may be preserved for many years without either
Quality. being attacked by insects or becoming mouldy 'Ihoso are circumstances of

the greatest possible value, and have justified thi-i millet being accepted as the
most desirable for storage against tunes of scarcity and famine. It is moreover

Faying Crop. ono of the most jiroductive of grains and one which will give a paying crop on
soils from which hardly any other food can be obtained It is essentially, there-
fore, to large tracts ofIndia, the staple food of the poor, and, though not appreciated

Milled. by fastidious tastes, is nevertheless wholesome. The seeds aro milled and the
“ tailings ” (tho bran formed of the seed-coats) constitute an article of food with
the very poor and one which is fairly largely used in tho jails of South India.

Husked Grain. [Of. Agri. Ledg , 1899, No. 4.] Tho huskod grain is rtduccd to fioiir and baked
into cakes or boiled into puddings (about tho consistency of blanc-mango). This
IS often improved by being cooked along with ono-third rice or cholaih flour.

Church (Pood-Orains of Ind , 1886, 89) Li^s given attention to the chemical com-
position of both the grain and the tailings of this millet. Lastly, numerous writers

Beer. allude to a beer and spirit prepared from the gram. Onp of the earliest and most
curious passages on this subject is that given by Baber [Memoirs, 283, 294). This
has already been alluded to, but tho Emperor’s remarks regarding the people of
Sewad, Bajour and the neighbouring countries, who make a pocfiliar kind of buzeh

Kim.. (or hoer)maybehere quoted:—“There is a substance which they call jfcfmcomposed
of the tops of certain herbs and of various drugs. They make it?ound like a loaf,

and then dry and lay it up. This kim is the essence from which the huzeh is made.
Many of the potions composed of it are wonderfully exhilarating, but they are
terribly bitter and ill-tasted. I had thought of taking this buzeh, but, from its

extreme bitterness, was unable to swallow it ; I then took a little mdfun.” Tho
Drinking- Emperor repeatedly refers to his special drinking-parties, held not infrequently
parties. gj^ board pleasure boats, and tho gusto with which he narrates his experiences

might easily enough have originated the English expression “ bousing ”—or
deliberate intoxication with buzeh (beer) Mr. (now Sir Arthur) Wollaston Cells

me that bmah or buza is Turkish, moaning a drink prepared from com, and
that it had been adopted into Persian with the meaning ale or beer. Shaw
[Travels, 1757, 407) says ;

“ Besides the use that is commonly made of barley to
feed their cattle, the Egyptians, after it is dried and parched, make a fermented
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intoxioating liquor of it, called bouzah, the same, probably, with the oinos

hrithinoe of the ancients. This is very copiously drunk by tho lower rank of

people.” (See remarks regarding boza and mura under Cannabis satlva, p. 267).

In tho MarAthA country tho fermented liquor of KieuniHf is called bojah or

bojali, and 100 yoara ago it was perhaps more extensively made than to-day.

Hove (Tours tn Qujarat, etc., 1787, 21) speaks of the adulteration of mowra liquor

with .‘teofUH root. Tho liquor m question may have been tho maruo (Kleuslue),
or of course it might have been rrvahua («««~i«), which Hove in another passage
calls mawra. In Kumaon it is called daru (Bassia, see p. 119). A similar lieer

is made here and there all over the Indian area of Kteunine, and throughout
the Himalaya from Kashmir to Sikkim. It is, however, displaced in Assam and
tho Naga hills by the beer made from (dzu, soo p. 390), ab o more recently
by European Malt Liquors (see pp. 757-8)

Area, Yield and Trade.—The total area for all India devoted to this

crop averages from 5^ to6|^ million acres, of which nearly tivo-thirds are in

South India. It is possible that were returns for Hyderah.iJ. (Deccan) and
other States (not at present obtain. vhle) added to tho returned area, the

grand total would not be far sliort of 7,'X)0,000 a< res. The yield is variously

stated at from 5 to 10 or more m:imuls per acre. If a yield of 100 lb.

be accepted as a safe mean average, expressed to the estimated i< reage

that would show an annual production of 25,000,000 cwt. of edible grain

—a by no means insignificant item in India’s food supply. To South
India, which appro.xirnatcly consumes two-thirds of that amount, it is an

exceedingly important article of diet There is no mention of this millet

in the foreign trade of India, so apparently the produce is entirely consumed
within the country.

Kapok

Total
Produc-
tion.

Seven MiUioa
Acres.

Twenty-live
MilUon Owt.

ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA, Liiidl. : FI. Br. 372;
Firminger, Man. (lard. Ind. (ed Oamoron), 250

;
Rosace;b. The loquat

or Japan Medlar.
oqua .

A tree indigenous in China and Japan : cultivated m Northern and Eastern
India, and, like the htchi and other Chinese plants, is most successfully grown in

Assam. The fruit is much approointod and comes into season about tlie middle
of March, and maybe purchased almost everywhere m India for six weeks or two
months thereafter.

ERIODENDRON ANFRACTUOSUM, J>r. ; FI. Br. Ind., i.,

350; Malvace^. This is the White Silk-cotton Tree, the Kapok Tree “68

of the,Dutch, and in India is the safed simal, senibal, katan, hatian, sham- Kapok.

eula, katsawar, ilavam, hvrwja, pur, kadarni, dud^ mara, pania, etc. Is

a moderate-sized tree fairly plentiful in some parts of Western and Southern

India and Burma, but doubtfully indigenous. Largely planted around

villages and temples, and if a demand arose for it, of suHicieiit importance,

its production might be greatly extended.
History.—Jacobus Bontius (Hist Nat. et Med Ind. Or., m Piso, Ind. TJtri re

Nat. et Med., 16*8, 105) was perhaps the earliest author to figure and describe this

tree. He lived in Batavia in 1629, but it is not quite clear whether his Ahor
Lanigera (which he identifies witli the Gossampines of Pliny (bk. 12, ch. 10,

11) had been seen by him in the Malaya or in India His engraving though
quaint, is unmistakable, but he describes tho tree so minutely that without his

flcpire even, there would be little difficulty in identifying tho plant as Krlmienaron.
The oblong pods produce wool that cannot be carded as it is too short, but through-
out India it is sought for as a material with whicli to stuff couches and cushions

It ^ in passing worthy of remark that Bontius makes no mention of the true

cotton, nor of the red-silk-cotton tree, both of which he must have seen in India

at least. From this silence it may bo inferred that the Abor Lanigera was a
Batavian tree. Rheede (Hort. Mai., 1682, in,, tt. 49-51) gives a sketch of it

not unlike that of Bontius, but his other pictures might be described as quite as
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good Hs many others produced up to two centuries lator. He tolls us that it

occurs everywhere in Malabar and boars fruit in January and February and puts

on fresh leaves in March and April. Hence if it be not indigenous to India it

must have been introduced at a very early date.

Properties and Uses.—From the bark a medicinal Gum is obtained ;
the wood

18 employed as a Tannjno material for leather, and from the bark an inferior

bast Fibhk is Boaiotimos prepared. The seeds yield 28 per cent, of an Oil that

much reseinbles cotton-seed oil, and the cake is found to be a highly beneficial

cattle food, 'i'ho oil is used in Holland as food and in the manufacture of

soap. It dries more rapidly than cotton-seed oil. The Wood is of poor
quality, and is only of uso in the construction of toys. But interest in the

plant may be said to be concontratod in the_^FLOSS or Silk-cotton obtained from
the fruits I’liis is known to commerce as kapok, a Dutch-Malay word derived

apparently from the Sanskrit karpdst just as the most general Indian name for

the tree is hatian, a word derived from the Arabic katan, and thus its names
suggest the similarity of the floss to cotton. Gamble (quoting Trillion) very
properly remarks that the kapok cotton Is obtained, not from the testa of the

seed but from the wall of the capsule. This is perhaps more than a botanical

peculiarity, ami doubtless accounts for some of the characteristics of the floss,

which IS used m nature as a packing material for the seeds, but is not, like cotton,

formed from the seeds themselvos. Kapok is of better quality than the corre-

sponding cotton of Hnmhat as it 13 inoro elastic, and when used for upholstery

18 leas liable to knot Both Bontiua and Rhoede (as already bhown) mention that

the cotton is used in stufling couches and cushions and is held m great esteem
because of its softness. Rumphius (Herb Amb , i

,
lUC, t. 80) tells us that in his

time (1750) the tree was very alnmdant m Java and had boon carried from there

to most of the Malayan islands. He further remarks that althougli the fibre is

too short to spin, it is largely u.sod for filling cushions and has tlie advantage of

not being, like ordinary cotton, easily rolled into balls. During the Colonial

and Indian Kxiiibition of London (1885-0) I showed samples of Indian kapok
and other .silk cottons and urged tho claims of this particular fibre to attention.

It IS only within the past docade or so that tho subject soonis to have attracted
tlio notice of Indian morchants a8 being something more than a curiosity. It

would thus almost soom as if the plant liad boon in India more highly esteemed
over two centuries ago than to-day And it is precisely m upholstery that
the fibre has m Europe come into proininonco Fairly largely exported from
Java In 1898, for o.xarnplo, the tratho came to .51,919 bales, and in 1901 to 74, 123
bales Of tho last-mentioned year’s consignments 45,631 bales went to Holland,
23,192 bales to Australia, and 5,300 bales to the United States The supply
received by Holland ni 1903 wan 51,918 bales. Ceylon would also appear to

have coinmonced to export tliis fibre India exports none, and the local demand
oven is insignificant, fiomimw floss (see p. 168) taking its place.

According to some writers tho increasing demand for this floss in Europe
necessitates belief that it is being used for textile purposes. But it is too fine,

light, smooth and slippery to bo easily spun, unless used as an admixture with
other flosses. It is reputed to be oiiiployed m Bordeaux for the manufacture of
soft non-conducting felts Attempts have unsuccessfully been made to blend
it with tho fur fibre of the coney and hare, in the prodyction of the “ nap ” of
silk hats. The Kapok Supply Company of London announce that they are now
using it very largely m the construction of hfe-belts, lifebuoys, etc., and that it is

regarded as superior to cork or hair since much more buoyant, softer and cheaper.
Life-jackets may be padded with kapok and rendered waterproof by being lined
with waterproof cloth. It is, however, as already mentioned, in upholstery mainly
that kapok has found its most important use It is largely worked up for
cushions, pillows, chairs, bodding, otc., in Holland, Germany, Australia and the
United States, but only to a comparatively small extent m England. For these
purposes its non-hygroscopic character, its softness and resiliency render it

peculiarly suitable It is also less absorlient, less liable to harbour insects, and
can be sterilised by heating at least throe times without being seriously damaged.
With so much to recommend it, tho apathy preserved in India is remarkable ; but
there is this to be said as possibly explanatory, viz. that so far the Indian ^ss
lias fetched less than that of Java. This is by some believed to be due to defee-
tivo methods of collecting, cleaning, packing, pressing, otc. ; by others, and perhaps
with greater reason, as due either to climate or stock of plant grown. Certainly
the opinion advanced by some writers (in the Indian press particularly) that
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kapok is but a Dutch name for the well-known semal cotton—-the floss of Hambuj- tiami versus—is quite erroneous ; the floss of Krtorfcmfi-oit is far superior to that of tloHtbajr,

and the two must never be confused with each other. The best qualities of Java
kapok are said to fetch from 7d. to 9d. per lb

,
the Indian not much more than i>ric<“.

half these sums. The double profit of floss and oil-seed should make the cultiva-
tion of kapok profitable in all hotter moist tracts of India that possess an msiilar
climate. The subject is being vigorously taken up in both the French and
German colonies, and is well worthy of special consideration in India [C'f.

Watt, Select. Rec. Oovt Irid., 1888, 320-39 ; Moodoen Sheriff, Mat Med Mad , 1891,
66 ; Cameron, For. Trees Mysore artdCoorg, 1894, 30-1 ; Morris, Keen Ball., 1896,
204—7 ; also Cantor Lect. m Soc. Arts, 1895, 897 et etq. ; Dodge, Useful Fibre
Plants of the World, 1897, 160 ; Gamble, Man. Ind Timbs , 1902, 91-2 ;

Talbot,
List Trees, etc., 1902, 40; Hannan, Textile, Fibres of Comm., 1902, 71 ;

Cooke,
FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i , 121 ; Wiosner, Die. Rohst. des Pflanzenr , i ,

264—6 ;

Perrot, Prod Bombax et Kapok, in L'Agri Prat des Pays Chuuds, lOO.i, v., pt. i ,

22-39 ; Hanausek, Micro Tech Prod. (Wmtoiiand I!iirh»r, transh), 1907, 68, 368 J

ERYTHRINA, iAini. ; FI. Hr. hid.,
,
18S-90 , Li:humt!JOS.t?. D-E-P-.

A genus of trees with prickly braiicliea, l;i,ige fuiinatc J-foliate stipellate
268-7 .

non-glandular loaves and conspu nous ra< eines of papilionate flowers,

the petals being very uneiptal so that the standard i.s much the largest.

There are. some seven or eight species indigenous to India and widely

cultivated remote from their trulv wild habitals. They are the Coral
Teers (or Mochi-wood trees of Madras), the parijuln of the Sanskrit, and
their generic vernacular name is mnndnr or madar.

E. Indloa, lamS , a nativo of Bengal near the sea, cultivated olsowhoro ; is

the pdlitd-nuxndar, paringa, etc , and may bo recognised by its blackish pricklos

Perhaps this is the species figured and described by Bontius (in Piao, Ind. Vtri

re Nat. et Med , 1658, 135) m 1629. E, Uthosperma, Bhone. i.s a nativo of Burma,
Java and the Philippine Islands A favourite with some of the coffee planters

It has largo broad leaves and is often almost devoid of pricklo.s E. suberosa,
Boxb , 18 a native of the more interior tracts It is eharaomnsod by having a thick

corky bark and is tho pdngrd (or pdngdrd), mandal, mum, etc

These and other spocios have from tho most ancient times boon oniployed m
Indian agriculture as shado-troos and a.s supports for climbing plants. The belief Shado-trooa.

IS universal that theyexercise a beneficial influence on the soil, though tho ex-
planation of this circumstance, like tho omployrnont of clover m Europe, remained
inexplicable till the discovery had been mode of the value of the root tubercles of

these plants m harbouring nitrogon-feeduig hactoria Tho following crops may Mitrottcu

bo mentioned as those specially noted in which those trees aroused— ii-rcfi palm iiv.ition.

(p. 84), loffea (pp. 379, 383), Pepper-vino (p. 899), and Toa (p 228) [Cf. Agri.

Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. 1, 83.]
•f

ERYTHROXYLON, Idini. ; Linf.^. A genus of shrubs or

trees of about fifty species, natives of warm countries, six of which arc

Indian.

E. Coca, Lam. ; Do Candolle, Orig. Cull. Plants, 1881, 135 ; Warden, D.E.P.,

Erythroxylon grown in India, Journ. Agn.-Hort. Soc., 1888, viii., n.s., 127-57
;

270-7.

Hooker, Bot. Mag., 1894, 7334 ; Cat. des PL Econ. pour les Colon., “L'Hort.

Colon.," 1900, 78 ;
Rushy, Drugg. Circ. and Chem. Gaz., Nov. 1900

;

Greenish, Pharmaceut. Journ., 1904, 493-6 ;
Nicholls Textbook Trop. Agri.,

1892, 234-7
; Heuzc, Les PL JridusL, 1895, iv., 251-5

;
Wright, Coca,

1907, 75, 109, etc. This is found in various parts of Soutb America,

but according to De Candolle is indigenous only to Peru an<l Bolivia.

Introduction into India.—Tho Coca plant was introduced into Ceylon from Introduc-
Kew in 1870. At a committee meeting of tho Agri. -Horticultural Society of tion into
Madras in May, 1876, a letter was read from Mr. Joseph Stevenson in which he India,
suggested the propagation of the plant, in view of the probability of its becoming
an important article of commerce. No steps, however, were taken till 1886,
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when, owing to the disoovery of the value of cocaine as an ancnsthetic, the demand
in Europe for the Coca loaf was rapidly increased. About then the Agri.-Horti-

cultural Society of India distributed young plants from their Calcutta Gardens
to the various tea-growing districts, and in the same year the Government of

India addressed the Socrotary of State for India, with a view to ascertain the

method of preparation of the loaf as pursued in South America.

Cultivation.—Various attoiiipts liavo, however, been made to grow 10. t'orn. in

India. Those in the Sikkim (Cinchona plantations) were a failure, but on the slopes

of the Nilgiris and other parts of the Madras Presidency the plants have thriven

much better. The slightest degree of frost appears to ba fatal, and for this reason
cultivation on the higher Himalaya has been abandoned, but at lower altitudes,

from about 100 to 2,000 feet above sea-level, more encouraging results have
been obtained. It is said that m Assam and Sylhet the plant has been grown
satisfactorily. But it is allirmed that several species, besides the one here
specially indicated, are employed as sources of cocaine, in addition to not a few
woll-recognised varieties of the true cocaine plant. Prom the leaves the crystal-

hsable drug is obtained Some of the species contain a large quantity of the drug
not in a crystal! isable form, and in consequence are comparatively valueless.

It is, therefore, essential to obtain the correct plant, and to know whether the
climate and sod of a proposed now plantation favour the formation of crystal-

lisablo cocaine It is usually affirmed that for that purpose a rich and light

soil is required. In other words, the plant is grown most successfully on well-

drained moist loams, rich in humus; hut as it exhausts the land, manurmg
IS necessary after heavy cropping There are said to be two chief varieties, one
with small, the other with largo leaves These may bo raised from cuttmgs,
but if ciiltivatefl to any extent, seedlings should be produced in nurseries and
the young plants put out into the fields when from 8 to 10 inches high. A
writer m the Journal of the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India urges the neces-

sity of a liberal supply of water to aid m germination. High rainfall is essential

for the growth of the plant. In the Andes the only climatic variation is in degrees
of humidity, and it rains more or less every month. The first harvest may be
expected eighteen months after the time of planting, and once successfully
established, the shrubs yield for forty years.

The leaves are ready for gathering when they become rigid and break on
bending Two, throe or even four crops may bo obtained in one year from
strong plants in rich soil. The loaves are picked singly, but caro must be taken
not to pluck loaves nor shoots too young. A dry day should bo chosen for har-
vesting and the picking should not be carried beyond noon, so that the leaves
may bo exposed several hours in the sun to dry. In India various methods of

artificial drying m tea-driers or charcoal chulas have been experimentally tried.

The dried loaves should be put aside for a day or two, and then packed. Tho
best method of packing coca is to seal it up as soon as it is perfectly dry, in air-

tight packages, similar to those used for tea Shipping should take place as
soon as possible, for tho loaves keep in good condition a much longer time in
temperate chniatos than in the tropics. Ho commercial attempt has ^as yet
been made to separate tho alkaloid and its salts in India, though reports have
appeared of the results obtained in tho laboratory with Indian loaf. Hooper
{Jiept. Labor. Ind. Mua. (Indust. Sec.), 1900-1, 20-1), records, for example, the
results of his examination of samples Iroin Assam and the Wynoad. It was
found that tho loaves rapidly deteriorate if kept for any length of time, more
especially if imperfectly packed.

The loaves have the property when masticated of coimnunicating a remark-
able sustaining power, due to their containing cocaine. On tl«8 account they
are chewed by tho Beruv^ian Indian, and are to him what betel pan is to tho Hindu,
kava to tho South Sea Islander, and tobacco to tho rest of mankind. Both the
alkaloid and its salts are stimulant and restorative. Injected hypodermically
or painted externally, they produce local iinsrsthosia, and are much used in
minor operations, particularly in ophthalmic and dental surgery. Its employment
in this form was first recommended by Hr. C Koller of Vienna in 1884, though the
ansesthetic action was known twenty years previously. \Cf. Kew Bull., 1889,
1-13 : 1894, 151-3 : Pharmacog. Ind , 1893, iii., 131-4, app. ; Garsed, Brit-
and Colon. Druggist, 1901, xl., 413 ; Benton, Pharmaceut. Journ., 1903, Ixx.,
390-1, 420-1 ; Garsed, Pharmaceut. Journ

, 1903, Ixxi., 784-91 ; Hooper,
Coca and Cocaine Habit, Lecture in “ Statesman,” Feb. 19, 1904 ; Picket, Veg,
Alkaloids, 1904, 232-7 , White and Humphrey, Pharmacop., 1904, 136-40.]
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Trade and Cocaine Legislation.—The records of the traffic in the drug are verj’

meagre. The world’s supply comes chiefly from South America, but recently
Ceylon has begun to export a small amount. India is thus mainly interested in the
import traffic, and the repressive measures of the Government. The quantity
imported was returned in the official statistics for the first time in 1903, when
it amounted to 1,400 oz , valued at Rs 18,442 In 1004-5 it was 5,431 oz.

(Rs. 69,916), and in 1906-7, 1,771 oz. (Rs 19,999). Hooper has published a
graphic sketch of the growth of the Indian habit of cocaine indulgence This
has also been fully discussed by Dr. K. C. Bose and other writers (Inrl. Med.
Gaz., Oct. 1901 ; March 1903). The Bengal habit seems to have originated
in Bhagalpur, and spread to Calcutta Shortly after it was carried to Bombay
and Rangoon. So rapidly and alarmingly was this new vice being taken
up that the Government of Bengal, with most prai.soworthy '/< al, in which it

was also followed by the other Goveimnonts and Administrntions, adop'ed
repressive measures. In a notification of October 24. 1900, cocaine was in-

cluded in the definition of “ intoxicating <lrug« ” In February 1902 the sale

of the drug without a license became illegal A further enactment of

December 1, 1903, limited the amount that could he hold or sold at one tinio.

In consequence importations tliat would have exceeded ihe limit.s of possession
were seized by tho Customs authorities, and rotiirncd to the countries from
whence procured. It can thus be affirmed that .a wholesome ilieek has boon given
which it is hoped may in time eomplofely repress this most pernicious ut .li lation

of an otherwise valuable medicinal agent.

E. monog'ynum, lioxh., FI. In<1
,

ii., il9; FI. Br. Ind., i., 414;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 53 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 116-7.

The Bastard Sandal or Red (ledar, deraddram, ndt-kd-droddr, sirnpuliccai,

sammanathi, thasadaram, cheinbulichan, benwle, huh. kuruvakumnrn

.

pvadali, kumbulukay, devaddru, ndaviqordnta, gathiri. A shrub or small

tree found in the dry forests of the Deccan, Karnatak and Cevlon.
The wood is said to yield an Oil, used as a preservative for Native boats

It resembles tar, and is known in Ceylon under the name of dummclc. It is

extracted by packing pieces of tho wood in an earthen pot inverted over a
similar pot which is surrounded by fire.

As a Mkpicink, Moodeon Sheriff (Mat. Med Mad, 73) describes the
plant as possessing stomachic, diaphoretic and stimulant diuretic properties.

In several parts of India the leaves and fruits are used as food in times of famine
;

in fact they might almost be said to be regularly eaten as a groon vegetable
It is reported (Ind. For., 1900, xxvi , 019) that during a recent famine in the

Mysore Province tho leaves had boon largely eaten b.y the poorer classes The
time for gathering varies from Juno to Doconibor. They are boiled and mixed
with salt and chillies. Dr. Bidio suggested that “ probably tho loaves contain
some principle like that of K. but specimens analysed by the Govern-
ment Qumologist in Madras were proved to have no nniBSthetio property, but
to possess a bitter tonic principle which might serve to mitigate the pangs
of hunger. [Cf. Cameron, For. Trees. Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 44 ; Biscoo,

Hyderabad Trees, 1895,^6; Ind. Pharmacol., 1896, 55 ]

EUGENIA, TJnn. This genus of Myrtaceve embraces over 7(X)

species, 120 of which are trees met with fairly plentifully in India. A
few (such as <he Clove, the Rose-apple and the Jainan-plum) are of

considerable importance. Most modern botanical writers break up that

vast assemblage of plants into three genera (or sub-genera) under the

names Jeimhona, Ziizyniuiii and Kueiif/eiiiei. The less important

Indian species may be disposed of at once and tho major portion of

the available space devoted to the clove, which although not a native

of Jndia, is nevertheless traded in all over the country so universally

as to make it one of the most important of spices, and one which

the future may see produced very much more largely by Indian

planters.

Trade.

Imports,

“ Intoxicating
linigs.’*

m., 277-8.
Bastard
Sandal.

Oi’

MeJioine.

Famine Food.
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D.E.P.,
iii, 284-6.
Jaman
Plum.

Varieties.

Wme.
Rrandy.

Medinne.

Sillavormfl,

Timber,

Sacred,

E. (Zyzyglum) Jambolana, Lam.; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 499; the

Black plum, .laman-plum, idmbu, jaman, ]dm, -jdmbul, kuda, naval,

nerale, zebri, thahyebyu, etc., and pertn-njara, according to Rheede {HorL

Mai., 1676, V., t. 29).

A Hmall evorgroon troo met with throughout India and Burma, ascending
tho hills to about 0,000 foot la chiefly foimd along river-beds and is specially

cultivated for its I'ruit m gardens (topes) and in avenues There are several

varieties that yield much better flavoured fruit than others, but as a rule it

IS astringent, and only Horvicoablo when cooked in tarts and puddings. In
Goa a wine is prepared from it, and a spirit (jambava) is spoken of, by recent
Sanskrit authors, as distilled from the jarnbti. Sonio years ago brandy was made
at Monghyr from the fermented fruit The piman is extensively used all over India
111 the maniifacluro of vinegar (see jip. 1109 10). Recently attention has been
directed to the Sf.fiis as a cure for Ihnhetes Mellitus (Christy, New. Comm. PI.,

1893, No. S, 77 ;
Pharmacog Ind . li., 25-9) The lasar Silkworm is said to feed

on the leaves of the tree. The Timbkr is fairly durable and is largely employed
for building purposes, for agricultural implements and for well-work, since it

resists the action of water. It gives a good fuel. Tho jdmbu is one of tho
tree.s held in veneration by the Buddhists (Monior Williams, Buddhism, 676), and
18 often planted near Hindu temples because regarded as sacred to Krishna. [Cf.

Baber, Memoirs, 325 ; Garcia do Orta, Coll , xxvni ; Linschoten, Voy. IS.

Ind. (ed. Hakl Soc ), ii , 29 ; Taleef Shereej (Playfair, transl.), 65 ; Buchanan-
Hamilton (Slat -Icc. Diruip, 156), etc

]

D.E.P., E. (Jambosa) Jambos, Linn. ;
FI. Br. Ind., ii., 474. A small

ui., 287-8. free cultivated here and there throughout India, and probably wild in
ose-apple.

Bengal and Assam. The Ro.se-apple, qulah-jaman (i.e. rose-

]dman) and nati-schambu, according to Rhoede (Hort. Mai., i., t. 18).
This fruit 13 met with throughout Northern and Eastern Bengal, Assam.

Manipur, and the Naga hills, and has in those eountrios all the appearance of
having been long acclimatised, if not indigenous Tho Fruit is produced during
the rainy season, and is about tho sr/o of a small apple. By many persons
it IS highly esteemed on account of its delioat© flavour, but is not juicy enough
to be a universal favourite The tree is very ornamental, and is often soon in
gardens even where tlie fruit is not appreciated. [Cf. Boym, FI. Sin., 16.50,

pi F ; Buchaiian-Hamilton, I.e. 196; Bohmson, Disc. Acc. Assam , 1841, 43.]

D.E.P.,
iii., 288.
Malay
Apple.

E. (Jambosa) malaccensis, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 471. Tho
Malay Apple, the kavika tree, malaka jdmrul, and malacca-schambu,
according to Rheede [Ilort. Mul., i., t. 17).

A liandsomo troo, native of tho Malay.i but cultivated in Bengal, South India
and Burma on account of its fruits—winch aro large and juicy, though rather
insipid [Cf. Garcia do Orta, Coll xxvin. ; Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578,
268; Linschoten, Voy. E Ind. (ed. HaJd. Soc.), ii,, 29; Forster, PI. Esc.,
1786, 36 ]

D.E.P.,
ill., 280.
Rai-jaman.

E. (Zyzygrlum) operculata, Boxh. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 498. The
rai-']dman, paiman, ktamoni, junsony, boiia 'jam.

A moderate-sized tree of tho Sub-Ifmialaya from the PanjAb to Assam, Orissa,
N. Cirears, Burma and Ceylon It yields an edible Fruit which ripens toward
the end of tho hot weather. It is a valued tree in reclothing ^he grassy banka
in the sal and mixed forests, especially of North India. The Timber, while not
as good as juman, is employed for building and in the construction of agricul-
tural implements.

D.E.P.,
ii., 202-6.
Clove.

European
Names

Eug^enla oapyophyllata, Tkiinb. (Capyophyllus apoma-
tlcus, Lmn.)

;

Woodville, Med. Bvt., 1810, iii., 538-40, t. 193

;

Smith, Rees’ Cyclop'., 1819, vi.
, Hooker, Bot. Mag., 1827, nn. 2749-50

;

Jambosa caryophyllus, Ndz., Engler and Prantl, Fftanzenfam., 1893, •iii,,

pt. vii., 85.

History.—The name Clove denotes its resemblance to a nail (clavus), hence
ckico (Sp ), clou (Fr.), nelken (Gorm.), and mekhak (Pers.). In later Sanskrit it
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is lavanga. Mr. F. W. Thomas (whom I have had the pleasure of consulting on Earllist Kecord

this subject) tells mo that the earliest occurrence of the name is in the Ramayana ;
Iiiha-

Charaka is the first medical writer who alludes to the clove. But the word
lavanga has passed into most of the moro recent languages of India, and be-
come lawanga, lavtnga, labang, laung, langa, I6ng, raung, etc., thus showing a
common source. Mr. Thomas, commenting on the possibility of lavanga being
a Sanskrit word, says, “ I should think that the chance of its being Malay is .Sojisknt Names
the greatest It has a Malay appearance. ... In Malay bmu/a lavang is tho
term used, hunga moaning gay or variegated, osyieinally a flower. TMvanq by
itself seems to be used for ‘ rnaco.’ ” [Cj. lleinwardt, Rem in den Indiachen
Archipel., 1838, 40C ; Uhlenbeck, Sanakrtl Mlymology ; Jdncyclop, van Neder-
landsche Indie.} But, in addition, the clove bears in South India tho names South Indian
kirdmbu, Icarampu, etc., words which Dymock (Mat Med W Jnd., 18H.5, 328) Names,

suggests may have been the source of tho caryoqihyllon But it is probably
more safe to assume that these South Imlian names wore derived from the
Greek, through tho Arabic karanfal Tho Tamil name for fimm mouiiitn
xeyinnivnui IS lavanga, and Crawfurd {iJtcf ln<l Islands, 18'i6, 21.')) gives that
as the Borneo name for tho clove-bark—a species of Cinnameu In anotlier
passage (101-2) Crawfurd oljserves that laivang is a name used by tho Alalays
for the clove, but brought to their country by the tradors trom India. Another
name for the clove (in tho Malaya), ho says, is gaumcdi, a word which I'rof.

Wilson, it would seem, translated “Cow a marrow” and regarded as of 8,inskrit

origin.

The Clove thus bears no undoubted Indian .iborigmal names, and was
probably not known m India much before tho 6th centuiy. The clove is not
mentioned in tho Periplua (63 a.d ) among commodities earned from India.
There would seem, moreover, no doubt that it is the cnryophyllon of Paulus
Ailgineta (Adams, transl., 1847, 160)--a Greek physician who wrote about the
close of the 0th century A.n

,
and who speaks of tho spico in such terms as to

imply that it was well known. Passing over several centuries, it may be oliserved
that Caspar Bauhin {Pinax Theat. Rot., 1623, 410) was correct when ho pointed
out that Serapion was in error citing Galon Tho account of tho gartofilus given
by Serapion {9th century), Avicenna (10th century), and by other Arabs is

literally transcribed from Paulus.
It IS a well-established fact that tho Chinese traded with Amboyna and India

at a time anterior to any definite knowledge of these countries being possessed
by the inhabitants of Europe. The Arabs also had a direct coimnerco of their Arab Unowlcdgc.

own with India and the Malay Islands. In consequence various commodities
came to be known to tho Indians, Egyptians, Greeks, etc., at earlier dates than
might be otherwise easily accounted for, and moreover were .sometimes spoken of

as Chinese, Indian, Ethiopian, Arabian, etc., m consequence of the nationality of

the traders, rather than the countries of supply. Hence very possibly tho state-

ment of Paulus Algineta (and of most of the early writers) that cloves “ woro
brought from India.” As a matter of fact the clove oven down to llie present day
can hardly be said to bo systematically cultivated anywhere in India. Marco F,.isipm

Polo {Travels, 1290 (od. Yule), ii., 217) speaks of the cloves of Java, but his TravHllrra.

observation, must be interpreted to denote tho extensive traffic that even in

his time had been established, since tho clovo did not then grow in that island.

Barbosa {Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (od. Hakl. Soc ), 184, 210-20) visited

Malabar and the “ spice isles,” and wrote, “ Tho clove grows in tlio islands called

Molucche, and from these it is brought to Malacca and thence to Calicut, a country
of Malabar.” So ‘again, speaking of Pegu, he remarks there is much trade in

cloves and mace and other Chinese goods. Varth6ma {Travels, 1510 (ed.

Hakl. Soc.), 246^ also visited the Moluccas anti gives a detailed description

of the clove. Pigafetta investigated the clove plantations of Molucca in 1.512,

and wrote a full account of the methods of cultivation and manufacture of the

spice. Garcia de Orta, who was in India from about 153.5, and published at Travellers m
Goa in 1663 his Colloguios dos Simples, etc., says {Coll., xxv.) that tho possession

of the Molucca Islands (and thus of the clove and nutmeg trade) was the cause

of the war between the Spanish and tho Portuguese. But it would be absurd
to believe that cloves were not known prior to the discovery of the Moluccas.

The price of cloves is stated in the Ain-i-Akbari, a work written in Agra (1590),

so that they were by then regularly known and traded in all over India (Bloch-

mann, transl., 64), Linschoton gives an exhaustive accoimt of the spice about

the same date, and Pyrard (1601) also described it. In 1603 the East India
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Company were trading in cloves (Birdwood and Foster, E.I.O. First Letter

Book, 36), and a little later we read of the cultivation being rapidly ex-

tended all over the tropica. Kheede does not, however, apparently describe

the plant, so that very possibly it was not being cultivated in India during 1680

—

the date of hia great work—the Uortus Malahuricus. About that time, how-
ever, the spice was an important article of trade with India. Tavernier (Travels

hid, 1676 (ed. Ball), ii., 17), for example, discusses the Dutch monopoly
and the clove traffic of Surat. [Gf. Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1678, 30—4 ;

Thovenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. in . 100.]

x'lTmes"* Rumphius figures and describes the clove plant (Herb. Amb , 1750, ii , 1-5,

t. 1), and gives a long list of its vernacular names. He lived and died in Amboyna
and was, in all probability, familiar with every aspect of the clove plant and
trade. The Chinese, ho says, called it tlicnghio (= sweet-smelling nails) ; the

modern Malay name is tajancke and the old Alalny name bttgulairan

;

in Amboyna
it 18 buhulawan ; m Ternato boholawa, and in Tidora gomodc Filet (Plantkundig
Woordenboek) gives it the name boholawa Crawfurd (l.c. 101) says, “ It is very
difficult to under,stand how tho clove coiikl have come first to bo used as a condi-

ment by foreign nations, considering the wcll-ascertninod fact that it has nov'er

been used as such, and indeed hardly in any other way, by tho inhabitants of the

countries which produce it.” Ho then pro< oods to explain that the earliest

names in tho Moluccas for the clovo aro connected with tho foroignors who came
Chinese Names, to their shores to prociiro tho spice. Tho most Irequont name, ho says, is cangkek,

which has not tho soimd of a native word, but is a corruption of the Chinese
tkeng-hia.. There seems no doubt tho Chinese procured tho clovo from its island

homo for several centuries before it had loacheil Europe. There are records that
point to this traffic as early as 5160 h e Crawfurd, however, mentions none of

tho names given by Rumphius, but if those bo actually the local names of the
tree they have not apparently accompanied tho (dove into tho coinnierco of the
world Littlo astonishment need, however, bo oxpro.ssed at these names not
having accompanied the clove, when it is rocolloctod that it was not regarded
by the inhabitants of the “ spice islands ” as of any value until the Chinese desired
to be supplied with tho “ little sweet-scented nails.” In that circumstance
alone lay tho interest taken by tho peoplo of Moluccas m the plant, and ‘‘ nail

”

or ” clove ” became its name in most countries
Migration Sonnerat (Voy. Nouv. Omn., 1776, 165, tt. 110-20) tells us that he found

the clove being grown m New Ouinoa, and it is well known that in 1770 M. Foivre,
of tho Isle of Bourbon, sent M. Provost to Coram in order to procure live plants
of both tho clovo and the nutmeg. This enterprise was completely successful,
and shortly after tho plants flourished so well in their now homo that seedlings
were sent to Cayenne about 1784, and in on incredibly short tune the plantations
were extended and cloves regularly sent into market of such quality that they
were pronoimcod equal, if not superior to those of tho ” spii'o islands.” Very
shortly after tho date mentioned tho <-lovo was carried to tho West Indies
(Dominica in 1789), in fact throughout the tropical world, and was even culti-

vated by Sir Joseph Banks at l\ew in 1797 It hod been successfully accli-

matised in Zanzibar and Pemba. Migration became imperative, thro-jgh the
short-sighted policy of the Dutch, who sought to secure for themselves an
absolute monopoly in the world’s siqiply. For this purpose they ruthlessly
destroyed the trees in all the islands except those specially set apart by them-
selves for clove-production. Having trampled on the rights of the people.

Retribution. retribution became a natural consequence. It is not much to be wondered at,

therefore, that when m time a more liberal policy prevailed, the now countries of
clove-production had so securely established thour positions that a restoration
or concentration of the traffic in the original home of the clore became an im-
possibility.

Cultiva- Cultivation.—Cloves are the dried unexpandud flower-buds of this

tion. tree. The corolla forms a ball on the top between the four teeth of the
calyx, and the stalk is the immature ovary. They are at first green, then
turn yellow, and finally bright pmk or scarlet. In this last stage they
are ready to be picked. If allowed to remain longer on the tree the
flowers expand, become fertilised, and the stalk of the clove then devhlopa
into a succulent purple-coloured berry containing one or two seeds.

Mother Clove.” This is known technically as the “ mother clove.” These are sown in
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rich mould about 12 inches apart, and the fresher the better, since the

seed when dried soon loses its vitality. They germinate within five

weeks and when 4 feet high are transplanted from the nursery into R.iised in a

their final positions, 20 to 30 feet apart. The soil must be porous, well-

drained, and consist of mould with a fair proportion of sand. The plants

will not thrive on clay nor pure sand, and marshy land is fatal. Even in

the Malaya the clove tree does not luxuriate alike on all the localities on
which grown, and seems to prefer a soil formed from volcanic rock (Craw- Voicanio soii

furd, l.c. 101). In Pemba the soil most suited is a dark loam, having

underneath a layer of dusky yellow earth intermixed with gravel, also a

yellowish or reddish stiff clay {Kew hull., 189.3, 17-20). Although ludi-

genous to islands it does not succeed well v.hen exposed to the direct sea-

breezes. It prefers confined vallej-s, though di-nse overhead shade is Ooniined Vaiieys.

highly injurious. Protection from high winds is essential, and a tree

hedge along the windw’ard side of the plantation is very desirable. But
in place of seed the plant may be raised by layering. Young branches
laid across the ground take root in about six weeks. The 'umng Layering.

plants should be tran.splantcd at the beginning of the rains. Shade is

necessary for the first two or three years, and watering occasionally is Necessary.

advantageous during exceptionally diy weather, both before and after

transplanting. By the end of the thud year the shade should be removed,
and by the sixth the plants will have come into bearing and be in full crop

by the twelfth. By 20 to 25 years they are usually too old to be profitable, Dnnuion,

though they may yield up to 150 years. It is accordingly customary to

renovate certain portions of the estate every 8 years. In the Moluccas the

trees are topped at 8 or 9 feet, so as to secure low plants easy of being

picked. Each tree should give about (i to 7 lb. of dry cloves. The best

course is to hand-pick the clusters of buds, but occasionally they are beaten

off the trees and caught on cloths spread below, or the ground is swept
clean, so as to allow of the cloves being picked up without being injured.

Every third or sixth year a heavy crop is obtained, and now and again

(especially if over-cropped or injured) the trees bear ne.xt to no flowers.

In the spice islands the cloves are sometimes cured by being smoked over Curing,

a shallow wood fire, until they assume a deep brown colour, when the further

drying is accomplished by the sun. Occasionally the buds are scalded in

hot water before being dried. But if bright sunny days prevail artificial

heat may bo dispensed with and the buds sun-dried from first to last. The
crop loses about 60 per cent, in drying.

Nicholls {Textbook Trof. Agri , 1892, 184-9) gives useful particulars

of clove cultivation. A most interesting and instructive account of the

production, manufacture and trade in this spice was also written by Mr.

J. C. Sawer in TJie Produce World (May 1896). Mr. R. N. Lyne of Dunga,
Zanzibar, published a valuable report on the plantations of that island,

now by far the most important single country of production. \Cf. Trop.

Agrist., July IQOl, 11-2
;
Der Tropenpflanzer ; Journ Soc. Ckem. Indust.;

Pharmaceut. Journ. ; Chem. and Drugg. ; Dipl, and Cons. Repts. ; etc.]

Uses.—It is needless to say that the clove, though not held in such Oil.

high esteem as in former times, is still a spice of considerable com-

mercial importance. Oil of Cloves will be found dealt with in great

detail by Gildemeister and Hoffmann {Volatile Oils, 1900, 512-8). It

would appear that it was first distilled in the 16th century. The cloves

of Pemba are those chiefly used for this purpose. Those of Amboyna and
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Reunion are richer in oil, but command, as a spice, too high a price to be

used in distillation. The most expensive clove is that of St. Marie in

Madagascar. Clove-oil is largely employed in perfumery. Its value is

estimated by its eugcno! content, which varies from 76 to 85 per cent.

Trade. Trade.—Zanzibar and Pemba yield four-fifths of the total clove-

Exporte. supply of the world. There is a small EXPORT of Indian-grown cloves

from Madras, a circumstance that points to a certain amount of cultiva-

tion. The traffic is, moreover, an expanding one. In 1899-1900 these

exports .stood at 148 lb.
;

in 1901-2 at 3,829 lb. ; in 1903-4 at 12,598 lb.
;

ill 1904-5 at 25,537 lb. ; m 1905-6 at 11,825 lb.
;
and m 1906-7 at 5,173 lb.

inipoita. As compared with these records, the IMPORTS were 7,815,486 lb., valued

at Rs. 17,63,050, in 1899-I9<X); 6,98.3,582 lb., valued at Rs. 15,,3.3,174, in

1901 -2; 6,659,913 lb., valued at Rs. 17,03,296. in 1903-4
;
8,345,521 lb.,

valued at Rs. 22,01 ,424, m 190.5-6, and 5,062,7821b., valued at Rs. 16,28,355,

in 1906-7. Practically the whole comes from British East Africa, and
IS received by the town of Bombay. Then* is an increasing trade,

from Germany (f Colonies), which supplied 1,100,068 lb. in 1905-6

and 798,851 lb. in 1906-7. The traffic with the Straits Settlements and
China 13 insignificant—under 100,<XX) lb. from each taken by India.

From the imports, however, are drawn the re-exports, viz. 1,000,000 lb.,

the major portion going to the Straits Settlements and China (Hongkong).

India IS thus on(;e more a large emporium for the cheaper grades of

clove, but 111 the opposite direction to its ancient traffic.

EUPHORBIA, Linn. ; FI. Br, Ind., v., 241-66
,
Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 590-1
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 557-8; Pram, Bemj. Plants, in, 923-5.

Euphorbiack 1?. Thns is a genus of herbaceous plants mostly, though a

few assume the condition of useful hedge bushes or even small trees.

There are in India some 53 speeuxs ; 7 or 8 only are of economic value.
The English generic nanio Spurgewort denotes their cliief medicinal property,

hut their groato.st potentiality lies m the utilisation ot their milky sap as a source
of gutta-percha. Tt will lie soon from the brief specific review that follows that
tins subject has engaged spasmodic attention in India for the past century or
more without any practical results havmg been obtained. Hooper (Rept. Labor.
Ind. Mas. (Indust. 8ce.), 1903-0, 28-9) gives tlio results of hi.s examination of the
latex of two species. Thoy yielded largo cpmntitio.i of euphorbium and resin to
boiling alcohol. Manv of the species tire valued as ninriures in the reclamation
of waste lands *

E. antlquorum, Lwn .

—

A small tree of the dry regions of India generally,
is often used as a hedge plant, and best known by the following names :

—

vajri
in Sanskrit, and in tho vernaeulars

—

nara or narae] ,• tekdtd »ij, tidhdra, ahidu.
kalli. bonta kalh, tazaung, pyathat, ote Eryor {New Agc E Ind and Pers ,

1072-81, 10.3) alludes to tho Kiiiffmrttin hedges of the Deccan, which doubtless to
some extent consisted of this species In some parts of Eastern Bengal and
Assam this tree is almost sacred, and is supposed to protect tho gardens around
which planted, and hko k. »»ewiy«n«, Unn

, has tho merit, scf it is thought, of
safeguarding the inhabitants against snake-bite Both are, in fact, sacred to
Manad, tho goddess of serpents

E. neriifolia, Lmn —A small tree wild on rocky situations in the Deccan,
West Coast and Orissa, hut often seen under cultivation, especially in Bengal.
It is tho manad ai], pdta-av], sehurel, thor, riwarung, tmngul, kalli, yelhkalli,
ahazaung. It has a more or loss cylindrical stem (tlio allied form K. HgulaHa,
Roxb

, being four- or five-angled) with stipulnr thorns on numerous tubercles.
Tho Micky Juieu of this as also tho foregoing species is used medicinaliy all

over India ; it is purgative and rubefacient. Is a popular application to warts
and other cutaneous aflections. Internally the j'uice is usually administered
along with other purgatives and aioiiiaties. In tho Indian Forester (1891, xvii.
3.30) Oleadow tolls the results of soiiia experiments he performed to extract the
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POSSIBLE GUTTA-PERCHA
EXCCBCARIA

AOAL.LOCHA
Blinding Tree

rubber contained in ttie present species. His samples wore sent to Europe and UnfaroaraWe

reported on in such terms as to discourage further effort.
Ueport

E. pfiullfera, Lmn —A small herb found throughout the hotter x>®rts of
India from the PanjAb southwards. Is the dudht, dudeh, burake.ru, pusttoa,

gordon, nayeti, etc. Used in the affections of children—bowel and lung com-
plaints. A fluid extract has been employed in asthma and in dysentery (Kept
Gent. Indig. Drug Comm , i

, 154).

E. Royleana, Botsa.—A large shrub common on dry rocky hilKides of the
outer Himalaya from Kiimaon westwards, and also in tho Salt Range It is a
most conspicuous and characteristic plant in tho trimts of country indicated. It.s

ascending fleshy branches (or stems) are tive-anglcd and thi'iny. it is tho
thor, shakar pitan, salt, chula, chhn, aura, tam, auru, aihund etc d’ho milk
contains a large amount of gutta-x>orcha When frish it has a ovcot odour and (mttix-in-rrha.

iloes not blister tho fingers, but it, is mry injurious to tho oios and flavours
anything handled even after the groatost cam may liav> been tiikcii to r Icim
tho fingers. Some few years ago a fiiiily extensive .ones of xpciimunts wcio
conducted with this milk, having m view its ul dhsation .'i a waterpi lolmg
material or as a paint for ships The subject is alluded to becau.se s-ulUcient

evidence was obtained to satisfy belief tliat (without contciupliiting the utili-.af ion Possible

of tho milk as a gutta-pcroha substitiUc .ir tho esluhlishnient of factories beyond IJtilis:ition.

both the moans and the capabilities > t tlio .nhabitaids of the country whoro
K. RnyieauH 13 an abundant and at present useleas j.lant) there might itill be
directions in ahich it might he pos.sihle to convert the limitless supply into a
source of wealth fSoo Gutta-percha, p. 6*27.)

E. Tirucalll, Ima —7'he Milk-hodge or Milk-bush or achund, ahir, sherat
lanka aij, acju, ruvli, nira!, kndu-nerah, ‘jcmudu, ihuvar, ych gnlla, iirnknlh,

aha-shxtung, etc .V small tree with round steins and smooth branches It is

generally behoveil to bo a nafivo of Africa, hut has Ixion for many years com-
pletely iiatiirahsod m India, especially m tho diier tracts of Bengal, tlio Deccan,
South India and tlcylon. He \ no (Tracts. Hiat. and Staf Ind , 1814, 243) discusses
fully the pos.sibility of utilising the milk of this and other Euphorbias Drs
Riddle, Cheek and Falconer devoted much time and attention to the self-same
subject about IS.'iO It was observed th.it after boding, tho milk of this specios
becomes brittle, though whilst warm it is ductile and ol.istic (hhorno
(Ind. For

,
1891), xxv'

, 84-5) has urged tho desirability of tho milk of this and I'nssiblc iTsptul

other siiocies of F.uultorbla being put to some useful purpose He found that Wilk-

nitric acid caused tho separation of tho rubber. Mixed with mud the milk i.s Watcnirooiin!;

emifloyed in North Arcot m tho construction ot the flat roofs of houses It is, m
Ganjam, said to bo used to intoxicate and poison crow.s for tins piirposo a little

18 mixed with boiled rice and given to these birils Tho acrid juice i.s in India
generally, well known as n purgative and counter-irritant (o.spooiHlly m tlio rii.tMtno.

treatment of animals), and it is so very painful when applied to wounds or to tho
oyo that cattle are fully aware of this fact and will not attempt to break down
a hedgo of it (Consult the controversy regarding Angola (Almeidina) Rubber

—

K. rhifimatoltlea versus Tleitrnlil.)

BXCCEOARIA AGALLOOHA, IJmi. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 472; D.E.P.,

Roxb., FI. Ind., iii., 756-7
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Titnhs., 626, Brandi,s, Ind. 306-7.

Trees, 585; Fram, Beng. Plants, ii., 955; Euphorbiacea:. The Blmding
Tree, gangwa, gear, geria, uguru, gnua, phungali, geva, thiUaymaram, Idh,

chilla, tella-chettu, haro, kaduva-pal, tayau, yekm, tella kwiya. Tt may be

tlie taggar wood of Sylhet alluded to under Aquilaria (p. 74). A small

evergreen tree of the coast and tidal forests of botli sides of the Indian

Peninsula, Burma, the Andaman Islands and Ceylon.
The wood contains a milky juice which hardens on exposure to tho air into a Qum.

black caoutchouc-hke substance. The sop which exudes from tho fresh-cut bark
is very acrid, some say poisonous, henco the name Blinding Tree or arbor ex-

caeajf.s (Rumph., Herb. Amb., ii., tt. 79-80). Hooper (Yearbook of Fharmacy, 1899, Rubber

468) gives an account of the chemistry of this latex, which he analysed with
a view to ascertaining its value as a rubber. Tho Timber is useful for general L'uubcr.

carpentry pugioses and for match-making. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 18!);i,

314—6; Ind. For., 1897, xxiii., 150]
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PAGOPYRUM
TATARICUM
Buckwheat

BUCKWHEAT

D.E.P.,
iii, 310-11.

Temperate.

Alpine.

Cultiva-
tion.
Seascns.

Lower ilills

Plains—fi

Vegetable.

Higher llCHcbcs
Gram Crop.

Catch Ciop,

Chief Food-giam

Broad,

Spinach.

F
PAGOPYRUM, flaertn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 54-5

; P0LYGONACE.E.
F. esculentum, Moench, Duthio and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1893, pt.

111 ., 25, t. 83; Rec. Dot. Surv. Ind., i., 33, 40, 219, 262; Woodrow, Card, in Ind.,

1899, 430 ; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 56, 260. This is best known as

Buckwheat or Brank, phaphra, kotu, kuUu, rajgir, doron, ugla, ogal, hares katu,

hres, trumba (tramba), etc. Extensively cultivated on the temperate Himalaya
and lower hills of India, from Afghanistan and Kashmir to Darjeeling, Assam and
Burma There are many cultivated states, some grown for the gram, others as a
vegetable, and these blend imperceptibly into the wild eifin itmi ui , Melssn.

F. tatarlcum. Gaertn , Duthie and Fuller, I c. 26-8, tt. 84, 96. This is the

kaspal, kola trumba (black trumba), chtn, karmabres, ugal, kdthu, trdo rjds, etc.

It is usually known as Black Buckwheat, but as a rule phaphra denotes/’’, esru-
iriitiiiii and ugal, !’. tatiirirtiMn. This form IS cultivated throughout the higher
temperate Himalaya, especially on the western extremity between altitudes of

9,000 and 1.5,000 feet. It is a taller, coarser plant than the other species, having
longer grams (nuts, as they are sometimes called) of a black colour, and with tho
angles rounded olf and keeled towaril tho to]), instead of being sharp. There are

many cultivated forms, ono from Kangra having been treated as a distinct variety
under the name htiiialatrti.

On the lower Himalaya, between 4,(M )0 .and 10,000 feet, /<’. esciileittii m.

i& grown, being .sown in July and reaped in October. In the lower reaches

of its mountainous area it is iisnaUy raised more as a vegetable than a grain.

Indeed in JMoiTliern and Eastern Bengal, Assam and Burma (and even in

the Heccan, the Central Provinee.s and Bihar) it is often met with (on the

plains) as a catch or garden crop, where it is c.xclusivcly used as a vegetable

or fodder. Of the mountains of Assam, Manipur and Burma, it might be
said that a climatic depression exists which admits of plants being grown
two or three thousand feet below their normal habitats. Hence in these

regions the grain-yielding buckwheat becomes an important article of

food at altitudes even below 5,000 feet. In the higher reaches of its area

buckwheat often becomes exceedingly iniportaut, more especially U.

tutif ricu m, which, following the spring barley or wheat, is sown in July
and gives a supplementary crop before the early snowfall puts a stop to

agricultural operations. It is fniquently utilised as a first crop on now
cle.'irances, aiul in tho mo.st alpine tracts sheltmed portions of the gras.sy

slopes are utilised in giving a catch crop one year and left fallow for several

succeeding years. It m.iy also be grown on soils too poor for wheat and
barley. It seems to succeed fairly well 011 rocky soils containing a high
percentage of granitic detiitus, but not 011 clay. Lawrence {Valley of
Kashmir, 1895, 338) informs us that buckwheat (both species) can be
grown late on almost any soil, ami thatm the higher villages F. ttitapicum
( onstitiites almost the onlv food-gram of the people. In the lower valleys,

he adds, irrigation i.s sometimes given. Mukerji urge.s the claims of buck-
wlicat as a catch crop

;
it yields a return in ten weeks after sowing

;

it can be, grown on poor soils and is able to withstand a greater extreme in
heat and cold than can be said of any other known crop.

As a human food buckwheat does not held a high place, since about
20 per cent, of the weight is lost in decortication. The nuts are husked and
ground into flour, which is made into bread or eaten as porridge. The
leaves and shoots are boiled as a spinach. For poultry and horses, how-
ever, the unhiisked nuts are regarded as very superior, while the s^aw
IS more mitritiou.s than that of cereal. F. tutafiviini, var. himulnica,
is a better food tlian F. e.scnleutum, as it is richer in oil and contains less

indigestible fibre.
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SrLPHTON AND LASER
FBRULA
Asafetida

\Cf. Kew. Bull

,

1893, 3; McHutchin, Aaseas. Rept., Kashmir, 1894, li
,
5-14;

Barclay, Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 20. 306-7; Diack, Settl. Kullu, 1898, 8-10;
Watt, Agri., Ledg , 1898, No. 15, 615 ; Thorpo, Diet. Appl. Chem , 1898, i., 388 ;

Church, Food-GraiT\.s of Ind , 1901 (auppl.), 9-10; Bawson, Gardner and Laycook,

Diet. Dyes, etc., 1901, 70 ;
Loach, Food Inspect, and Anal

,

1905, 213, 239-40.]

FERULA, IJnn.; FL Br. Ind., ii., 707-8; Aitchison, Trans. U.E.P.

lAnn. Soc. (2nd. sor.), iii., 67-9. A ^enus of umbelliferous herbs which ^ 328-39.

contains some si.xty species found in Europe, North Africa and Central
Asafetida.

Asia. They grow from perennial root stocks, and some attain annually a

height of from 8 to 10 feet. The,y afford the various forms of Asafetida,

Galbanum, Sambul, etc.

History —The silphion of the early Greek writers was an edible product
derived very possibly from a species of but was not asajetula as accepted

in modern commerce. The laser (laserpiiium) of later writers, on the other

hand, was very possibly the medicinal drug of the present day. Though botani-

callv quite distinct, the edible silphton is strongly suggestive of the edible king
of modern Indian commerce. [Gf. Oersted, Silphtum of the Ancients, in Journ.

Hot., 1873, ii., n.s., 178-9.] Theophrastus (Hist. PL, vi., ch. 3 (od. Scaliger),

1644, 598-9) speaks of two varieties, one coming from the stem, the other from
the root. Dioseoridos mentions two kinds, ono obtained from Cyrone, tlio

other from Asia. Strabo contrasts tho Asiatic gum with that known in Kiirope.

Plautus (220 n.c.) makes freqiient mention of laser, and Galon, A^tiiis, Oribnsms
and Paulus .Egmeta all deal with its medicinal virtue.s. Celsiis gives an in-

teresting description, and Pliny bases his encomium on tho account furnished hv
Dioseoridos, but he lays special stress on the fact that silphion had disappeared
and its place been taken by the much inferior laser of Persia. By .Sanskrit

medical authors the gum is hingu and the plant latuka ; by Arabic writers it is

asa or hiltut, and by Persian anguzan. But so far as can bo learned there is no
classic mention of the distinction between king and hingra. References to the
medicinal uses of the drug (hingu or htmgu) will bo found in The Bower Manu-
script (5th century a.d.) (Hoernle. transh, 1893-7, 81, 85, 86, 180, etc).

Myrepsious was apparently the first writer who combined tho Arab name asa .'rab Writers,

with the descriptive word fetuia, u now name, he tolls us. used by the Italians

Ibn Sina (Avicenna), a Muhammadan, who lived in tho 10th century, mentions
two kinds of asa, viz. tyib (good) and muntin (fetid), while Ali Istakhri, who also

lived about tho same time, states that tho drug was proilncod in tho do.sort be-
tween Seistan and Makran. Tlie geographer Edrisi, who wrote about the middle
of the 12th century, says that asafetida wa-s colloctod largely in Western Afghani-
stan. It is perhaps significant that Marco Polo, who marched (1290) through a Accounta of

groat portion of tho country whore certain grades of this drug are produced, should
make no roferonco to it. Garcia do Orta (1,503, GoH.. vii ; also Ball, Comment., Proc.
Roy Ir Aoad , 1889-91, 393) mentions that it was reported to reach India from
Khorasan through Hormii/., but was also grown in Gujarat, and from Dely,
a land bordering on Khorasan and Chiman Acosta (Tract de las Drogas,
1578, 362) gives many interesting particulars of the drug imported into India.
.Jacobus Bontius {Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind Or , in Piso. Ind Utri re Nat. et Med.,
1658, 41) relates that the plant from which asafetida is nroduced grows in Persia,
between the States-of Lara and Qamaron. Mandelslo (Travels, 1638, in Olearius,
Hist. Muscovy, etc., 84) furnishes a similar account. Bontius also states that by
the Javans and the Malays and other inhabitants of India it is called hin.
Fryer (New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1676, 239) intimates that asafetida is

gathered at a place called Descoon, and says it differs from the stuff the Indians
call king, which comes from tho province of Carmania.

No satisfactory account of the plant yielding asafetida was given till 1712 ''•‘•iktida

(Kiempfer, Amnen. Exot., 637 and pi.). Hovo (Tours in Qujarat, etc., 1866, 133), who bisomtu.

visited Bombay in 1787, describes tho cakes flavoured with asafetida that he was
given to eat. Ho also says there are two kinds

—

hing and hingra. Milbum rung md
(Or. Qomm., 1813, i., 133) gives a description of the commercial drug of his Umgra.

day, and states that it had been in use nearly 1,000 years. But he was in error
when he supposed this to be tho true £isafetida plant. Aitchison, who travelled
in Eastern Persia, Baluchistan and Afghanistan (with tho Afghan Boundary
Delimitation Commission of 1884-6) elucidated this obscure subject very largely,
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PCETIDA
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King.

Clicmistry imd
Medicine.

ASAFETIDA PLANT

Ho found t'ho word kema generic, the asafetida plant being anguza-kema, and
Ammoniacum kandal-kema [Cf. Stapf, Kew Bull., 1907, 375-88 ] Commenting
on this view, the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica (ii , 143) observe, “ It

would appear then that the kind of asafoetida called tyib by the Arabs and their

followers is the drug of Rnropean commerce, the produce of Ferula fiBHdn, Regel,

and not that of fiiHaeea , Boiss , which produces the hing of India.” Holmes
m (ho Pharmaceutical Journal (3rd sor., xix., 21-34, 41-4, 36.5-8), and the various

Museum Catalogues of the Vliamaceutical Society of Croat Britain, has afforded

many useful particulars and focussed the practical results of recent research. A
long account of the philology of the word “ asafootida ” is given by Prof. J

.

Attficld (Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1897, 351-6), who, after consulting Dr. Murray
(editor of the Oxford Dictionary), had come to the conclusion that it should, botli

111 Knglish and Latin, be rendered “ asafetida.” When discussing the hing and
hingra, it seems probable that it would be more correct to assign these to groups
of species rather than to say that they were each the product of one species.

Indeed it woiikl appear that the part of the plant from whence procured, the

season of the year when collected, the methods of preparation and degrees and
materials of adulteration, exercise considerable influence on the quality and
flavour of the resulting drugs. It is, however, convenient to group tho com-
mercial resinous products of Ferula under three chief species :

—

F. alliacea, Boiss. ; Bentley and Tnmeii, Med. PI., 1880, li., 126

;

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 1885, 381. In Khorasan it is called

angusheJi, in Kirnian, zendehuj, while it is also known by the following

nainea

—

hing, anjuddn, vaqdrni, abhushaharu king, kdyam, perun gayam,

inguva, anguza, etc. A herb which grow,s to a height of 2 to d feet. It

IS found wild (is not, at all events, cultivated) in Eastern Persia in tho

neighbourhood of Djendack and Yezd, and in Khorasan near Seharud,

Nisohapur, Meshed, Dehrachtindjan and Kerman. It prefers a stony,

and soil, and is found at an altitude of 7,(X)() feet. This plant is the

chief source of the asafetida used in India and known as king (which
means pure or superior hingra), while that of European commerce is tho

product mostly of F, foetida—hingra.

Tins might bo spoken of as the edible form TheOuM-nusiN is obtained by
wounding the upper part of the root, from which a small quantity of a fine

gum escapes and is collected. The hvmg root is then sliced daily, or every two
or three days, witli tho exudation adheiing to it, till exhausted. Tho whole
mass, consisting of alternate l.xyors of root and guin-rosm, is then packed in a
skin. As found iii tho market, tho rosin consists of a blnckish-brown, brittle

mass of oxtroinoly fetid odour, unadulterated witli earth or gypsum, but always
with slices of tho root. In Bombay it is sometimes adulterated by the addition
of giim-aratiic, and tho choapor sorts contain an undue proportion of root.
Adulteration with sliced potato also takes place.

The resinous mass contains an abuiidunt essential oil which differs from that
of hingra in having a reddish hue, a higher specific gravity, and a stronger
rotatory power An alcoholic tincture is not precipitated by acetate of lead,
nor IS the sulphuric-acid solution fluorescent. From oarliest times the gum has
been held in esteem by Kastem doctors. It is a cariinnativo and antispasinodic,
and taken daily is said to ward off malarial fever It is also recommended as
a vermifuge. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., 1890, li , 141-7

; Kannv Lall Dey, Indig.
Drugs Ind , 1896, 127-8 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl Chem , 1898, in, 273.]

F. foetida, Begel ; Drude, in Eiigler and Prantl, Pflanzenfam., iii.,

231, Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, No. 1, 115; hingra, anguza-kema, kurne-
kema, khora-keina, va^ghayani, hingu, etc. A herb with a circular mass
of foliage, springing annually from a perennial root stock. It grows in
Southern Turkestan, Persia and Afghanistan. This would appear to
have been the Persian plant sent by Dr. Guthrie of Edinburgh, and ^own
in tlic Botanic Gardens therein 1780. \Cf. Phil. Trans., 1785, Ixxv., 36.J

Oum-resln.—This is the European drug of commerce, and is obtained from
Lanstaii in Persia and from Herat in Afghanistan. It is collected in June
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HING AND HINGRA
FERULA

OALBANIFLUA
aalbanum

tlie method pursued beinf? briefly as follows .—The tap-roots are exposed for Collection,

a couple of mchos. A thick slice is cut from the top, from which a quantity of

milk exudes. The root is then protected from the sun by a domed structure,
6 to 8 inches in height, called a khora, formed of twigs and clay and which has an
opening towards the north. Tn five or six weeks’ tune a thick, gummy, reddish
substanco appears in irregular lumps on the exposed substance of the root.

This IS scraped off or removed along with a slice of the root, and placed m a
leather bag It was reported that tlie plants wore sometimes operated upon
more than once during the season 'J'ho gum is next earned to Herat, where it

is deliberately adulterated. [C/ Aitcl iison, P/iarm. Journ am] Truns
,
Dec. 11, A(luUcr,ilii)n.

188(i,] Masson (Journ. Kalat, 1848, 4,'il-:j) speaks of the plant ,is flourishing
in Soistan, the gum being collected as nunhkt Bellow, in his account, says
that after cutting the plant through, above the root, three or four incisions are
made in the stump, and the operation of incision is repeated every three or
four days, so long as sap continues to exude A particular sort is mentioned by
the same writer as being obtained solely from the nodoor leaf-bud in the centre of

the newly sprouting plant This kind is never adulterated, and may bo the fine

quality of the drug known as Khandakurt-fnnif (Pharinacog Tnd., ii., 1,51) The
common form is much adulterated by a kind of rod flay (knvah), by wheat or
barley flour, and by powdered gypsum It is also mixed with slices of the
root. All species of the drug have a powerful, garlic odour, and a bitter acrid
taste. Except Khandahari-htng, this variety of asafotnla is not used in

India.
Maynard and Pram, on the Botany of Baluch-Afghan Boundary Commission

of 1890 (Rcc Dot. Surv. Ind., i , 130-1), furnish iiiterestnig details of the
colloctions of the commercial article on the hills between .Saniuh and Robat
Asafetida, they observe, affects bare rocky hillsides It is the plant, or at least

one of the plants, that people from Kandahar yearly visit the Koh-i-SuItan
to collect. Sir Arthur H. McMtvhon described the collection of the gum from
personal observation The heads are cut down to within one or two inches of

the ground. The cut ends are then covered with a little dry earth in order,
the collectors say, to keep the wind off After twenty hours the people colloct Method of

what has exuded and cut the stalk down another eighth of an inch But the
rnilk is not allowed to dry m the sun ; to obviate this the collectors build
small stone traps, open at one side, over each plant, in order to keep off the
sun’s rays The juico when partly dried is mixed with .some kind of earth,

like fuller’s-earth ; this is merely to increase the weight, and not with any idea
of improving the quality. Doubtlo.ss the procaution.s taken to prevent drying
are mainly with a view to facilitate this subsequent adulteration.

Asafetida consists of resin, gum and essential oil in varying proportions. Medicine,
but the rosin generally amonuts to more than ono-half It is partly soluble m
ether or chloroform. The oil may be separated by distillation It is light-

yollow, with a pungent odour, and if exposed to the air evolves sulphuretted
hydrogen. An alcoholic tincture of the drug is precipitated by acetate of lead,

and a solution in sulphuric acid is fluorescent. Medicinally it la used in Europe
as an’antispasmodic and stimulant (see Vinegar, p. 1110)

According to Bollew, Masson and Aitchison, the Nativ^es of Bokhara employ
tlie leaves as a groen vegetable, while the white underpart of the stern of the full-

grown plant IS considqfod a delicacy when roasted and flavoured with salt and
butter. [C/ Borszczow, Eeriikicprn., 18(50,3-26; Phnrmucog Ind, 1890, ii ,

147-

52; Oard Chron., 1896, 330—1
;
Thorpe, Did. Apjd Chem., 1898, ii., 273 ; Dutt,

Alat. Med Hind., 1900, 17,5-6; White and Humpliroy, Phurmacop., 1904, 82-3;
Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzhehalter, 1906, i., 360-76 ]

•

p. gfalbanlflua, Boiss. c6 Buhse.—This is the chief source of the drug

known as Galbanum
;

hireja, qanda-biroza, hadra-Jeema, harzed. It is a

native of Persia (especially Shiraz and Kirman), from which the gum is

imported into Bombay and re-exported to Egypt and Turkey. Around
Gulran it is reported to be specially common.

aum-resln .—There are three kinds known in commerce : Levant, Persian, Gum-realn.

8i#hd, and Persian Liquid. The first comes from Shiraz, and is known as khassnib,

the second has an odour of turpentine, and the third is the gao-shir or jawdshir. As
met with in India, gao {)ao)-ghir is a yellow or greciush semi-fluid resin, generally
mixed with the stems, flowers and fruits of the plant. It is obtained from the
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stem, which, when injured, yields an orange-yellow gummy fluid. Generally,

however, the galbanum of commerce forms round, agglutinated tears, about the

size of peas, orange-brown outside, yellowish-white or bluish-green inside. The
odour IB not disagreeable like that of asafetida, and the taste is bitter.

Meiiiciae. Galbanum consists essentially of about 05 per cent rosin, 20 per cent, gum,
3 to 7 per cent, volatile oil The oil is obtained by distillation with water or by
extraction with petroleum ether In medicine, galbanum is administered in-

ternally as an expectorant, anil externally it enters into the composition of

plasters. \Cf Cooke, Rept flums. Retina, etc , in Ind , 1874. fiO-l : Bentley and
Trimen, Med. PI , 1880, li , 128 ; Ph/irmacoff. Tnd , ii

,
152-6 ; Thorpe, Diet, Appl.

Chem , 1898, ii., 274 ; Schimmel & Co., Semi- Ann. Rept April-May, 1901,

30 ; Ghem. and Drugy., 1901, lix., 374—5 ; Tschirch, l.o. 346-58 1

F. Narthex, ; Narthex aftafeetida, Falconer, Trans. Linn.

Soc., 1846, XX., pt. i ,
286-91

; Balfour, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edmb.. xxii., pt.

ii
,
261-8, pi 20-1. This plant owes its discovery to Falconer, who found

it in 1838 in Western Tibet on the slopes of the mountains dividing that

country from Ka.shmir. From the plants thus collected seeds were sent

to the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens and thence distributed all over Europe.
Holmes mentions that in a letter Aitchison reports that he had come on
Xnefhe.e at the very locality where he believed Falconer originally found it.

He also says that Sir W. R bawrence, during his official tour through Jammu
and Kashmir in 1893, saw the plant in flower between Aster and twenty miles
north, nea' Doian This plant was at one time accredited as the source of Tibetan
asafetida, but as already mentioned the European drug comes from Persia and
may be accepted as the produce of pettan and the Indian of *' atuneen.

\Cf Rec. Bet. Surv. Ind., i., 40; Holmes, 1 c Aug 1894, 131 ; Kew Bull., March
1895, 67 ; Chem and Drugg., 1901, lix , 374-5.1

Imports. Trade in Asafetida .—The following figures arc returned as the

Trans-frontier imports of asafetida into British India from Afghanistan,

Scistan, etc., for the years 1902-7 :—1902-3, 1,368 cwt., Rs. 1,73,760 ;

1903^, 2,065 cwt., Rs. 2,63,891 ; 1904-5, 2,036 cwt., Rs. 2,58,762 ;

1905-6, 1,106 cwt., Rs. 1,.38,901 ; 1906-7, 1,820 cwt., Rs. 1,69,873.

During the years 1903-4 the Imports by sea were 13,343 cwt., valued at

Rs. 4,89,538 ; and in 1906-7, 6,062 cwt., valued at Rs. 2,42,635. Practi-

cally the whole of the foreignimportscame from Persia and went to Bombay.
Exports. The Exports are returned both as foreign re-exports and as Indian produce.

The latter of course means asafetida brought to India by land routes.

Of the foreign produce, 1,612 cwt. were exported in 190.3-4, valued at
Rs. 5.3,440; and 1,250 cwt., valued at Rs. 39,768, in 1906-7. Practically

the whole went from Bombay. Of the so-callcd Indian produce, 332 cwt.,

valued at R.s. 13,548, were exported in 1903-4, but sank to 51 cwt., valued
at Rs. 2,043, in 1906-7. The export figures should, however, be regarded
as having reference to hingra, while the returns of imports are both hingra
and hing. \Cf. Brit, and Colon. Drugg., 1905, xlvii., 96, 120, 479, 604.]

D.E.P., FICUS, Uuti. ; King, Ann. Boy. Bot. Card. Calc., 1888, i., tt.
ill., 342-62. 1-232

; FI. Br. Ind., v., 494-637
; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 32^-31

;
Gamble,

Man. Ind. Tinibs., 636-51 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, ii., 971-83
; Cooke, FI.

Pres. Bomb., ii., 64.3-55
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 698-610; Urticace..®.

A genus of trees, shrubs or climbers, sometimes epiphytic, which contains
about 600 species. Most are tropical, and, according to Hooker, 112 are
Indian.^They have a milky sap which contains caoutchouc, and F.
e/n.stira is one of the chief sources of the India-rubber of commerce.*

F. bengr&lensls, Linn. ; Woodrow, Man. Gard. in Ind., 1899, 463

;

Ind. Gard., Jan. 4, 1900, 3 ; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., iii., 102 ; 1906, 279. The
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Banyan Tree, tor, bar, hargat, hut, bai, ranket, Jcangji, barelli, wora, hurhu,

haagat, fhagwari, wur, wad, ala, mari, ahlada, gihke mara, peralu, pyi-

nyoung, maha-nv^a, vata, etc. A large tree which throws down numerous
aerial roots from the branches. It is found in the Sub-Himalayan forests

from Peshawar to Assam
;

in the deciduous forests of Bihar, Chota

Nagpur, Orissa, Circars, Central Provinces, Bombay Presidency and South

India
;

less commonly in evergreen forests and in the low country of

Ceylon. It is wild, but doubtfully indigenous, and is also largely planted

throughout India for its shade. Indian Gardening gives an account of

the famous specimen in the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta
;
described also

by Sir George King (1895) in the Guide to these Gardens.

It yields an inferior RunnER. According to Hooper {RepL Labor. Ind. Mua.
(Indust, Sec.), 190C-6, 26), the latex contains only 12‘4 per cent, of caoutchouc
and 82‘2 per cent, rosin. Is omploycdin Lahore m tho oxidation of copper. As J'lbro.

a Medk ine the juice is applied oxtornally for pains and bruises, and used as Medicine,

an anodyne in rheumatism. An infusion of the bark is regarded as a powerful
tome in the treatment of diabetes. The leaves aro heated and used as a poultice

Tho fruits ripon from March to Juno, according to locality, and aro oaten in

times of famine ; it would moreover appear, in addition, that in many parts I'cod

of the country the young tendor shoots and loaves, ns also tho bark, aro eaten
[Aqri. Ledg., 1904, No 4 ]

The twigs and leaves are grazed as Fotiiier by
cattle and elephants. The Wood is of little value, but is durable under water Timber,

and, therefore, utilised for well-curbs If carefully cut and seasoned it can bo
made into furniture, and is sometimes employed for boxes and door-panels. Tho
wood of tho aerial roots is used for tent-polos, cart-yokes and banghy-poles
Tho banyan is one of tho numerous hosts of the Lao insect By tho Hindus it hw.

is regarded as sacrod, and plays a great part in connection with their religious

ceremonies. [Cf I’hny (Holland, transl ), i , 2(50 ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind (ed

Hakl. Soc ), ii., 63-8 ; Pyrard, Vny E. Irul , etc , 1601 (od. Hakl Soc ), ii
, 370,

etc ; Tayernior, Travels Ind. (od Ball), li., 198 ; Fryer, New Acc E. Ind. and Pers ,

107^81, 105; Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Ace. Dinaj

,

163-4; Hobson-Johson
(ed. Crooko), 6.6-7

; Pharmacog. Ind , 1803, iii
, 338 ; Yearbook of Pharmacy

,

1899,
466-7 ; Agri Ledg., 1901. No. 9, 212. 235, 263 ; 1902, No. 1. 53 ;

Joret.'Les PI
dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, li., 291-2 : Workman. Through Town and Jungle, 1904,
39-40 ; Dunstan, Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts. (on latices of F. comosa and F. indica),

July 13, 1905 ; Cunningham, Plagues and Pleasures of Life in Beng
, 1907,

65-86, 339, 358-60.]

* F. Caplca, Linn.; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 136 ;
Woodrow, Card, in Ind.,

1899, 451-3
; Firminger, Man. Gard. Ind. (od. Cameron), 1904, 211-3.

This species is the Edible Fig of Europe, tho Smyrna Fig, also anfir, kimri,

jagu, fagdri, shimai-alti, tiethie, ten. Several varieties are cultivated in

many parts of India, especially in Baluchistan, Afghanistan and Kashmir.
A rich and mouldy sijil is required with a considerable quantity of lime com-

bined with thorough drainage. Tho troos are propagated by cuttings, of one-year-
old wood, planted in shady beds in February. There should be about 10 to 12
feet between each root. As a fertiliser about 60 lb. of well-decayed village sweep-
ings may be applied to each tree after the crop is gathered. The plant begins
to bear Fbuit in the second or third year after transplantation and continues for
twelve to fifteen years. It fruits twice a year. The first season commences in
June-July, but it is not allowed to ripen lest it should injure the second crop,
which commences in January and is by far the most valuable. Figs for drying
should be cut from the tree and carefully placed in trays and boxes. To improve
the colour and softon tho skin, tho figs, before drying, are sometimes exposed
to tho fumes of burning sulphur or are dipped in a hot solution of salt, saltpetre
or lye ; but the former practice gives tho fruit a very unpleasant taste and is

inju'uous to the health of the consumer. The drying ground should be a clean
space outside the orchard whore tho figs may be exposed to the full rays of the
sun. The figs should be turned twice a day at first, and once a day in the later
stages. Drying within six or seven days yields the best quality. So far as India
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is concerned it would appear tliat the most approved variety is that found at

the villago of Khed Sliivapur, 14 luilos south of Poona at an altitude of about

‘2,200 feet, but the fruit of Baluchistan, Afghanistan and Persia is superior to

the Indian As a Medicink, the dried fruit is demulcent, emollient, nutritive

and laxative 1^/. Pharinacog. Ind , 1 803, m ,
34‘2—

, Pisen, Handhny and

Cnrint/ of Ptgs, [in fnd Agrt , Nov 1, 1897, 348; April 1807, 128; Fob 1,

1808, .'>7
,

Diitt, Mat Med Thnd , 1000, 201 ;
Reptx Agn Kxp. SUU. Califorma,

1S04, 1890 8, 1000, 100.3—4, (lypnin Journ, 100.5, li , 76]
F. Cunla, Horn , Tter Hot. Sure Ind, ii , 65, 130; iii

, 103; Agn. Lcdg , 1004,

No 4, 27-8 'I’he kbewnau, dxiinhur, nu, kanhi/a, sang/i kamii, poroh, ye-klui-ong,

•jontm, etc A moderate-sized tree of the Sub-Himalaya ii tract from the Chonab
eastwards ascending to 4,000 feet, Bengal, Orissa, the Circars and Burma,
usually on the banks of streams or in ravines Lac is produced on this tree A
tibro IS obtained from tho bark which is used fortying the raftorsof Native houses

'I'ho fruit iipons about .July to October and is oaten iii India, though Boniewliat

insipid 'I'lie wood is not usoil economically The loaves are rough and soiuo-

tiinos employed m place of sandpaper.

K. elastica., Roxh. ; see India-rubber (pp. 651-5).

F. glomerata, Roxh.; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., li., 139, 188; iii., 103.

The giilar, aroa tue, fogya dumar, dumer, Iowa, dimeri, tchonglay, thoja,

panwa, fcrwnhal, hathar, dadhvri, umbar, ormul, rumadi, alti, motjdi, kulla-

kith, yelha-pan, udumhara, etc. A large tree noticeable from its being

deciduous in the middle of the rainy season. It is found on tho Salt

Range, the outer Himalaya and Sub-Himalayan tract from Kashmir
eastwards , in Assam, on the Khasia hills and in Bengal

; in Burma,
Central, Western and Southern India, and in Ceylon.

It produces a viscid Gum which is made into birdlime
,

Hooper {Rept.

Labor. Ind. Mxie. (Indust, Sec.), 1906-7, 6) mentions that the latex contains only
4'0 per cent, caoutchouc and 94'0 per cent, resin It bears large fruits in profusion,
which ripen all the year rounil, are eaten botli ripo and unripe, and are eon-
Hiderod a useful f unmo Food, being ground to a powder and mixed with flour.

The leaves aio used for cattle and olophaut fodder. The Vi'^ooi) is not durable,
but IS utih-sed for well-framos and for rough purposes, sui h us outhouse doors
and oross-piecos tor carts. [Vf. Phatmacog. Ind,, 1803, in., 338-42

; Duncan,
Dyes and Dyeing, Assam, 1896, 25, Junes, Jungle Prod

, 1807, 8, 11 ;
Dutt,

Mat Mid. Hind., 1900, 321 ; Agn Ledg., 1002, No. 1, 53 ; 1004, No. 4, 28-30.]

F. infeetopia, Roxh.; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 94
,
in, 138, 188, 340, etc.

Tlie pilkhan, ramanjtr, pdkri, hum, pdkar, baswesa, prab, safed kabra.

kangji, pepere, serilh, war, hathar, jangh piph, tiimhal, bassari, jovi,

tsjakela, nyaunggym, kalaha, pJaksha, etc. A large (at first often

epiphytic) tree found in the Sub-Hinialayan tract from the Salt Range
to Sikkim, and thence throughout India, Burma and Ceylon. It is

more commonly planted than wild. There are in .India three varieties.

Tho bark is said to yield a fair Fibwe Tho bark is ono of tho five known as
panchavalkala, or the five barks The young shoots are eaten by the Natives,
and tho loaves make good elephant and cattle fodder Tho Wood is sometimes
Used for charcoal, but not otherwise [Of. Dutt, Mat Med. Hind., 1900, 2,35 ;

Innes, Jungle Prod , 1897, 9.]
•

F. pellg^losa, Lmn.

;

Cameron, For. Trees Mysore and Coorg, 1894,
283-4

;
Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 70, 89, 185, 209, etc. ; Ind. Gard,, March

1899, 87 ;
Woodrow, Gard. in Iml., 1899, 453. Known as the pipal or

peepul, the asvattha of the classics, and by the following, among many
other vernacular names :

—

pipal, ashvatha, aswat, Jiesar, jari, bor-bur,

ah, arasa, rdi, raqi, basri, haspath, nyaunq-baudi, ho, etc. A large* tree

(usually starting as an epiphytic) without aerial roots. It is found in

the Sub-Himalayan forests from the Panjab eastwards
;
Bengal, Orissa
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and the Circars
;
Central India and Upper Burma. la extensively culti-

vated and held sacred both by Hindus and Buddhists.
The bark yields n tenaciou.s milky juiee, which hardens into a suhsfunce

rosonibling Caoutchouc. Hooper (Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. See.), 190.5 C,

25) mentions that a sample examined by him contamoil only 12 5 per cent,

caoutchouc and 84'8 per cent. roam. The stein has also been stated to afford a
resinous OuM, used as sealing-wax and oinployod by artificers to fill up the
cavities of hollow ornaments. In tho Ahmcdubwl dazeltcer (iv'., 24) it is said to

give a wax which is used in staining ivory red, but as this tieo is ono of tho chief

sources of Lac, this gum may simply bo tho ox< rction of tho lac ipi- oet and nrd a
gum at all. Among tho Santals tho milky sap is known as lore. A birdhmo is

prepared from it, called shelim in the Deccan From tl.c bark a Fii uk is extrai'ted.
which was formerly made into paper m Ihii lua and employed in tho manufsetiu’o
of the umbrellas of that province Tho bark is a useful Tin and fields m boiling
water a dyo of a faint reddish-fawn c-olour With other harks it is conveited into
a black Dyk, while tho root boiled m water with iilum givoT ,i pale (>mk on cotton
cloth Tho leaves, bark and tiiiit are all euiploved m Xativ.i AIldicini'. The
small figs as also the bark are used as lamino Fooos, .lud tho twigs and k‘a\ es as
elephant and cattle fodder Tho \V'ooi> is ut ilised for p.u kmg-ca.ses and for fuel,

occasionally also for charcoal. [('/ Rowtr Afanuncript (Hoornle, tran-.! ),

1893-7, 186 ; Duncan, Dyes and Dipan,/. Asitam, 1896. 25 ; fane.s, Jnnq'r Prod .

1897-9; Agri. Ledg , 1902, No 1, 53; 1904. No 4, 31 ; Joret, Les. I'l. dans
L’Antiq, etc , 1904, ii., 293-4.]

FISH AND FISHERIES OF INDIA.—Day, Fn. Br. Ind. {F%sh,

2 vols.) ; Pisces. The information available regaiding the Fish and
Fisheries and the associated industries of India is very extensive and
varied. The apace available here may perhaps accordingly be best utilised

by furnishing as complete an enumeration of the more valuable works, reports

and magazine articles as possible. Thi.s may be referred to (1 )
a citation of

general publications, then followed by (2) a senes assorted provincially

Marco Polo, Travels, 1290 (Fisli in Aden) (od Yule), ii , 377 ; J./iiischoten,

Voy.E Jwd., 1598 (od Htikl Soc ), n., 1 1.-7 , Maiulol.slo. Travels, 1662, m Oloariuh,

Hist. Muscovy, etc., 87 ; Fryer, New .4cc E Ind and Peri
, 1675, 67, 116, 119 ;

Tavernier, Travels Ind. (ed Ball), 1676, i , 7.5 . Teny, Voy E Ind. (ed 1777),

7-11
;
Buchanan-Hamilton, Fishes of the danges, 1822, in iMontgomcry Martin,

Hist. E. Ind {a work that incorporatoa all tho roaiilts of Buclianun-Hauulton’s
survey of tho districts of Bengal, 1807-13), 1838, 3 vols , Crawfurd, ./ourn

to Ava, 1834, ii , 170; Itobinson, Dese. .-Ire As.iam, 1841, 119-23. Cantor,
Fishes of the Bay of Bengal, in Proc Roy .4«. Soc

, 1838, 52 ; Roylo, Production
Isinglass, 1842; Vigno, Travels, 1848, ii . 409; Crawfurd, Diet Ind. Islands,

137-f\; Day, Rept. Fresh Water Fi.iheries of Ind Empire, also Sea Fisheries,

1873; Day, Fishes and Fisheries of Beng , in Huntor, Stat Acc. Beng
,

x.x.,

1-120 ; Thomas, The Rod in Ind , 1897 ; Andor.son, Mandalay and Momein,
1876, 24 ; Anderson, Fisheries Erhib Vat

,

1884 ; Huntor, Fish Curing, in Imp.
daz

,
1885, 1

,
111 ., V., 'bcii , etc ; Bniloy, Bamboo Fishing Rods, Ind. For

, 1887,

xiii., 522; 1888, XIV, 418; 1889, xv
, 92; 1897. xxiii , 148, 207-8; Journ.

Bomb. Nat. Hist, Soc., xii., 194-201, 404- 9, xiii,, 113-20. 355-01 ; also Trawling,
XII, 680-5; Townsend, Deep Sea Fishing, xiv , 372-4; xvi., 318-33; Bassett-
Smith, Poisonepis Fish, xv,, 719-20 ; Simmonds, Waste Prod

, 1876, 120 ; Allen,

Comm. Organic Anal., 1898, iv., 20-73 ; Hobson-Jobson (ed, Cooke), 1903, 120;
Leach, Food Inspect, and Anal

,

Now York, 190.5, 198-9.

Bengal: Buchanan-Hamilton in Montgomory-Martin, I c. Bihar and Patna,
227-9 ; Bhagalpur, 149-62 ; Dinajpur, 76.5-74 ; Purnea, 190-4 ; Rangpur,
584-94; Gorakhpur, 508-11

;
Son, Rept. Agri. Stat. Dacca, 1889, 57-00; Ranorjoi,

Agri. Cuttack, 203. United Pkovinces: daz Bondclkhand, 1874, i, 249-50;
Meerut, 1876, ii., 62-8 ; Etawa, iv., 245-6 ; Oudh, 1878, iii., 99-100 , Gorakhpur,
IfJSl, vi., 318-20 ; Basti, 1881, vi , 579-82 ; Shahjahanpur, 1888, ix., 34-9

;

Himalayan Dist., 1881, xi., 79-81. Panjab: Qaz Muzaffargarh, 1883-4,
30-2 ; Ludhiana, 1884, 17 . Baluchistan : Hughea-Buller MS , New daz.
Bombay and Sind : Qaz. Kaira, 1879, iii., 20-4: Ratnagiri, 1880, x., 99-103;
Thana, 1882, xiii., 54-9; Kanara, 1883, xv , 107-12, 300-14, Kolaha„ 1883,
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xi., 37-9, OS-71. Janjira, xi., 474-82; Kathiawar, 1884, vui., 106-7, 164;

Ahmednagar, 1884, xvii., 41—5 ; Sholapur, 1884, xx , 18—22, 161—6 ; Dharwar,

1884, 42-4; Poona, 188.5, 87-93, 387-93. Centra!, PboviKOBS ; Fuller,

Pithing Instruments, 1883 Mysore: Buchanan-Hamilton, Joum. Mysore,

etc . 1807, lu., 105-6, 342-5. Madras : Sturrock, Man. S. Canara, 1894, 46-8 ;

Tliurston, Sea Fisheries of Malabar and S. Canara, in Madras Mus. Bull.,

1900, No 2. Andaman Islands ; Admin. Repts. Burma; Fenwick, Journ.

Aon -Hort. Soc Ind , 1849, vii , 67 ;
Smeaton, Fishing Implements (reprinted

by Mukharji m Amsterdam Kxhib. Cat

,

1883) ;
Br. Burma Qaz., 1880, i., 641—97,

417-8; Seltl Bns.scin, 1883, 20-2, Gaz Mergui, 1880, 19-28; Henzada, 1886, 7;

Amherst, 1893, 31-7, 39 ; Sagaing, 1903, 29-32; Toungoo, 1901, 25 ;
Kept.

Inland and Sea Fisheries in the Thongwa, Myaungmya and Bassein Dist. and
T^irtlc-banks. Irrawaddy, 1002; Max and Bertha Forrars, Burma, 1900, 89—90;

Nisbet, Burma under Brit. Rule and Before, 1901, i ,
361-2.

The following! are sene of the chief commercial headings under which

p.articnlars regarding fish and lish products may be found in this work ;

—

Beche-de-Mer (p. 122), Fish and Fisheries (tlic present article); Fish-

maws and Shark-fins (p. 542) ; Isinglass and Glue (pp. 542-3, 695) ;

Oils and Fats Animal (pi). 811-4).

Other kindred subjects are ;—Pearls and Pearl Fisheries (p. 557)

;

Shells ; Conch, Chank, Mother-of-Pearl, etc. (pp. 558, 989).

If ma}" be said that while the products afforded by fish are many and
varied, the information available regarding them is fragmentary and un-

satisfactory. The majority of fish are of course cooked and eaten either

fresh or after being salted, sun-dried, smoked, pickled, preserved in oil, etc.,

etc. But unfortunately it is next to impossible to learn actual particulars

of the fisheries and fish-curing industries that could be regarded as of a
practical and commercial value. Much has been published, but either of

a purely scientific cliaractor or of a most discursive nature.

PRODUCTION.—Bengal.—In the trade returns of Bengal, for e.xsmple,

repeated mention is made of exports in dried fish and prawns. It is also

known that a fair business is done m smoked, pickled or otherwise pre-

served mango-fish, htlsa (sable), and begli (cock-np), the last mentioned
being often prepared in the form known as “ tamarind-fish,” but nothing
for certain is known of the source.s of supplv or the centres of manufacture
in Bengal or even in Calcutta. It is recorded that Calcutta obtains fish

from Ooalundo, from East Bengal, from Diamond Harbour, from Mutta
and other localities in South Bengal. Moreover, though repeated efforts

have been made (and indeed are being made) to organise a systematic supply
of sca-fi,sh, the Calcutta market is almost e.xclnsively met by fresh-water
fish. The supply of excellent heyli, procured both direct from the rivers
or from special rearing-tanks, is very great and the quality excellent.
During their re.spectivc seasons both mango-fish and hilsa are plentiful, the
latter caught very largely in the Canges and conveyed by special fish trains
to Calcutta. Tank-reared fish may be spoken of as an important feature of
the Bengal supply. The sale of live fry for the purpose of annually stocking
tanks is accordingly a fairly important special industry. The fry are
caught on the surface of the shallow water near sandbanks in the rivers, and
are carried inland in earthen pots to he sold to the owners of rearing-tanks.

Upper India may be spoken of as entirely dependent on its rivers
for its supply of fish. At one time a great effort was made to convey
sea-fish from Karachi as far inland as Simla, hut the venture vphs
evidently not profitable as it was discontinued. The military stations
of the Panjah, however, tlo in some cases get fresh sea-fish from
Karachi, Near the larger rivers the towns such as Lahore, Delhi, Agra,
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„„th.rn and ea^ter,; province,. T„"E w„had, one of the moat highly prized being the baasa, which when amLed
13 an excellent addition to the breakfast table, and by some the Kitig-fish
—Semiptotas marvMlumli (Day, l.c. i., 281)- or .suw/ari is even more
highly prized.

Bombay and Sind.—Tha trade returns of Bombay frequently make Bombay
mention of hummelo (“Bombay duck”), “tamarind-fish” of various and
qualities, such as seir (white-pomfrct)—the beat quality. Bombay has

Karachi,

an excellent supply of sea-fish, and accordingly fresh-water fish are neaily

as rare in the western capital as sea-fish are in the eastern. Calcutta

visitors to Bombay accordingly much appreciate the poinfret and sole

they receive there, just as the Bombay visitors extol the Calcutta beijU

and mango-fish. Bombay oysters have, as a rule, an evil reputation among
Europeans, but all the same there exist extensive beds for their production

and a by no means unimportant traffic in that slndl-fish. The exports to cvporta.

China of Shark-fins and Fish-maws (see p. filO) are by far the most

important single item in the Bombay foreign trade in fish. Karachi holds,

however, an even more important po.sition in the fish trade of Western

India than Bombay, The oysters of Karachi are regarded as the best m all Oj-stera.

India. The pomfret, sole and other fish procured in Karachi are excellent,

and of a flavour only to be compared with those in the extreme south,

such as at Cocliin and Calicut. A large trade is at the same time

done in shaik-fius and fish-maws from Karachi, as also in Isinglass and

Fish-oil (p. 545). The Persian Gulf traffic in salted and sun-dried fish is

very ancient. Marco Polo (Travels, 1290 (ed Yule), i., 102, also n. 109)

alludes to the people of Hormuz living on dates aiul salt fish. Date and
dry-fish diet is alluded to also by Ibn Batiita.

Madras.—This is perhaps the most iiiqiortaut province in the fish South
trade of India. From ancient historic times the sun-dried, salted and India.

pickled fish of the southern Malabar Coast have nob only permeated over riah Oimii^,

a large part of India but been carried to foreign countries. Difficulties in

the Indian fiscal regulations with salt liave tor some years been loudly pro-

claimed as having restricted if not curtailed that industry, and the subject

has received (and is receiving) the most careful consideration not only of

the local but of the Imperial Goveriimeut. The tamarind-fish of Cochin

is chiefly made from the seir, and the fish-oil—so much extolled over India oa.

—is made mainly from the sardine (sec Oils, pp. 544-5). Under Beche-

de-Mer (pp. 122-3) reference has been made to the Madras traffic in sea-

slugs. Oysters are specially cultivated at several centres, and the supply Liberal supply

is both large and excellent. South India has thus a liberal stock of most
admirable sea-llsh (pomfret, sole, sardine, etc.) of all kinds, and in the

vicinity of its large rivers a supplementary supply of fresh-water fish.

Important fisheries exist, as well as valuable industries in Pearls, Conch,

Chank and Mother-of-Pearl (see p. 567).

Burma.—Speaking of Further India, the trade returns show a con- Burma,
siderable traffic in locally produced sea-slugs, as also in foreign slugs sea-siug^.

imported and to a certain extent again re-exported. There are also

valuable local fisheries and fish-curing centres in Burma. The salting and
preserving of fish have in fact assumed special forms more or less character-

istic. The Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States (ii., pt. i., 433)
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gives, for example, a useful sketch of the fisheries and trade in fish on the

Irrawaddy.
CHIEF INDIAN FISH AND FISHERIES.—The following are some of

the more important aspects of the fish supply of India, of fish products, and

of the special preparation of fish, met with in Indian oominerce ;

—

1. ‘‘BOMBAY DOCK" OR BUMMBLO FISH .—This is the fish—Iturpoaon
iifhei-eitH (Day, I c i , 412), known in tho vernacular as neJuire, humalo, cucah

aawahn, coco ynottah, luh. oto It is common m the seas and estuaries of India,

more especially Bombay It is highly ostoemed as food when eaton immediately
after being caught. Since it rapidly goes bad, it is at once salted and subse-

ipiontly sun-dried, and in that condition alono is known to most people It is tho

relish served with ouriios that boar.s tho name “ Bombay Duck ”—a ((uaint and
ohscuro name that has an analogy m “ Digby chicks ” Boswell (Tour to the

Hebrides, 1773) compares the Bombay ducks to the sun-diiod whitings of

Aberdeonshiro, Known as " Speklmgs ”

River-flsh. 2. FRBSM-WATER fish.—It would occupy much space to mention all tho
fish of this class that might bo regarded as worthy of interest A special feature
of Indian rural life, and one that is capable of considerable improvement, is tho
roaring of fish in tanks, an industry already briefly alluded to Tanks are

necossitios of lifem largo ti acts of country in order to supply water, and that they
are utilised as sources of edible fish is not only natural and economical but essential

to the purity of tho water. A large number of tho Indian fresh-water fish naturally
frequent backwaters of| tho rivers; m other words are not averse to live in

tanks This has led to the traffic already niontionod of catching and selling

live fry with which to stock tanks that are oven remote from tho rivers The
following are some of tho better known nvor-fi.sh, many of which can be reared
in tanks — tii»hnn moitxifitt. (Day, l.c. a , 307), tho Climbing Fish or cot, sennal,

nga-pn, hariinn, etc , these are often carried alive by tho boatmen of the Ganges,
being killed and cooked as required They may bo Kept alive for a long time in

damp earthen pots and thus conveyed to a distance. lUifttim, the Carp . various
sfiecies, especially «. xaenua (Day, l.c. i , 300), the sarana or durhie, and b. tor

Mahanr. (/

0

i, 307), the umfutstr

;

most highly pri7.cd of sport-giving fish and found
111 hill streams noriHuo haitt (I c i, 3.'>2), tho trout of Indian streams.
t'ntiu bin’liHitutil (I e 1 , 287), largely employed for stocking tanks in Bengal,

iliHa. United Provinces and Panjdb. fitipea Hisim (let, 37i>), the sable or htlsa, a
soa-lish that passes up most of the rivers of India and Burma, and is one of the
most important of tlio frosh-water fishes riu-hti (I c. i, 128),
tho bassa of Assam, is found in most of the larger rivers of India M.nhoo (l.c. i ,

250). the Kalban fish several species are common in tho rivers and much used
for stocking tanka, such as />. (I c i., 2.5!)), Panjab, Sind, Kach, Deccan,
otc

,
I.. ffoiiloo (I c. 1 , 201), the cursa, much used in the United Provinces, Bengal,

Ruhti or Hill Orissa, Ganjam and Kistnn. f.. rohita (Ic. i . 262), tho ruhu or rut, an excellent
fish, and accordingly carefully propagated m the tanks of Bengal. Opiiloropimitio
(I c 11 , .360) several species ot tho so-called Walking Fish or Murral, •such as
«. b«rc<f (l.c. 11 ., 361) ;

may be carried in damp vessels for great distances, sold
alive, and cooked as required. «. (I c. ii

, 360) and «. Htrlafuo (l.c. ii.,

363) are excellent for stocking tanks jp«endeiifroi>l»iw tn>ii.ree (l.c. i , 138), Poona
and Deccan Kif« ourfuintiu/ (I r. i., 165), foimd in the Jumna, Ganges and
Irrawaddy, is valuable for its capability of retaining life long subsequent to tho
removal from water.

Shark- 3. FISH-MA tvs AND SHARK-FINS ; ISINQL ASS. —The trade in those articles is

flns. a fairly ancient one Milburn (Or. Comm , 1813, i
, 109, 283) n»akes reference to

them “ Fish-maws,” ho says, “ aro an article of trade from various parts of
China, whore they are much esteemed ” ,So again, “ Shark-fins aro an article
ot trade from tho Arabian and Persian Gulfs and from thence to China ; they
aro esteemed very strengthening by tho Chinese.” “ They are likewise prepared
on tho Malabar and Coromandel Coasts and many of the islands in the Indian
Ocean ” Tho commercial products given as tho title of this paragraph are not,
however, the only products afforded by the group of fish placed in this position.
'I’ho flesh (especially of the young) is often valued as an article of food ; th* fins
aro employed in making jollies and soups, mainly by the Chinese ; the livers afford

Oil. an oil, which when carefully prepared (more especially of certain species) is spoken
of us a useful substitute for cod-livor oil

; and the skin of most species is made into
tho substance known as Shaorken. The group of fish here indicated might be
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defined as the Sliarks, Ray-fish, Skates and Saw-fish On the other hand, fish-

maw, which m a purified form is known under the name of isinglass (or, to be
more accurate, fish isinglass) is a substance usually obtained from a widely
divergent assemblage of fish. It in simply the “ sound ” or ‘‘ uir-bladdor ” and
might bo prepared from almost any fish, though certain spocios aro more highly
valued than others. It may accordingly be dosirablo to refer these to two
sections :

—
(a) Shark-tins .—Day (I c. i , 3) wrote, “ These fish are employed us food, and

portions of them, especially the fins, aro largely exported from the Indian to the
Chinese markets. In China Dr Cantor obsorv'od that the fins wi,ro not exclusively
selected from the sharks

—

SeinrhoUlel—but oijually from tho rays

—

Hntohlel.
Among those examined at Penang were found to be fins taken tioin tho fishes

belonging to the following genera :

—

i'arrhnrltlH. Xunfmi. '-teyottnitia I'rltfiM,

HhlMobatitN, Tryi/nn and vyHohaiiH. (lolatino is ohtamod from the larger
fins, gluo from tho smaller All except the caudal fins aro cut trom the
fish at tho root, so as to leave as little flesh as possible Tho roo* is dipped into
wotted lime [chunarn) and then the fins are dried m tho .sun, anil iccording to
their value they are divided into two kinds- “white” and “ bnu k ” Thi white
consists exclusively of the dorsal fins, winch are on both sido.s <,f a uniform light

colour, and are expected to yield more gelatine than I ho other fins Tho pectoral,

ventral and anal fins pa.s.s under tlie doiioininal ion of “ hbiclc fins”, the colour,

however, vanes from bnff to grey or brown, and most ot them aro of two ilillorent

colours, tho upper surface being dark and tho low'or light The black fins of

course are tho most nuiuorous, .lud supposed to yield a coinparatively small
quantity of gelatine ” In another passage Dav {I c i, .fi) remarks —“Tho
fins of the sharks are removed and drioii m tho sun Strips of tlio flesh are also

salted as food and the livers boilod down for tho oil they <-ont.im
” “ Some form.s

of large sharks, as Wnfcwccivio, w Inch have tho edges of their broad tooth sharp or
coarsoly serrated, cannot be captured by nets, as they at once cut their way out
But nets aro suitable for such .species as possess conical tooth

, those lust may
likewise ho taken by baited hooks attached to cords composed of inanv strunds,

through wliioh tho tooth penetrate hut do not cut ” A curious circumstance
regarding the special nets iisod on tho coast of Karachi mav bo boro iiioni loned.

namely that tlioy arc made very largely of the fibre derived fiom fnlntroi>lM

iiroeera (see p 20(1), a fibre hardly utilised m any other part of India, hut tho

place of which is taken m Eastern India by rhea fibre (see p 157). both fibres

being selected on account of their great stiengtli and durability under water
The following aro the chief Indian fish that afford “Shark-fins ” :— irtubatin

tiHi tniirl (Day, Ic l , 5fi), the Dovil Fish ; nnyartim yari-i-llii ({ r I , 11)4). the
fresh-water shark, tho bunch (tr (junrh; farrhurlnn uculhirnn (I c i , 1

1 ), a shark
of tho coast of Siiid and the Indian Ocean , yuiiyrtinm (l.c. i , 13), one of tho

most ferocious of Indian sliarks; UmiJmi/hx (/

c

i, 17);
{I c 1

, 14), caval sorrah or rainan sorrah , and f. itintisurritH (f c. i, Ifi);

M'rlstin riiM/tIfInhfM [I c. I , 37), the Saw-fish , Plffaylutm tttivi urn (l.C i , 5(i)
;

MthyurhobntUH tiurtflnutouiuH c 1 , 41), tho Alud-.skiito ; K. fUrtliiruHiM (f c 1 ,

40), the ulavi or rnnja
,
Tryyou svitHru (l.c. i , 50), tho Ray ; t. nnruni. (I c i , 53),

the aankush, hankua, and xygtrnn uiniirun (I c. i , 22), tho Hammer-hoaded Shark
(ft) FIsh-maws and Isinglass (soo Isinglass, p. 005) —Vulgarly tho term Isinglass

is sometimes given to Alica. Tho English word is a corruption ot tho Dutch
hmaenblas ( -= sturgeon-bladder) It may bo obtained from many substances, and
according to tho Greeks it was tcethyocoUa or fish-gluo As already explained, tho
finer qualities aro the “sounds ” or “air-bladders” of tish Tho true isinglass

of European coJhmorco is tho sound of the sturgeon (
icJjn-iiwi-), Brazilian

isinglass IB derived from ono or two species of silnrua. and the Indian isingla.ss

from ono or other of tho following fishes -— trlnn nrullruHfriM. huriitn ulrtm,
rtelatuM, /<€lvn rl lift, ynyurn. miun. and mnynr (Day, I C. 1 ., 173-S8) T’hese are
largely prepared and salted on tho Western Const (Karachi), but at the mouths
of tho Ganges there is also a fair and improving triulo-

—

OMtrnyrn Inmth utliltnriM

(l.c. 1 ., 190); SStoItthuM maenlntuH (l.c. ii., 127), t\vo birralli of Orissa
;
o. rubrr

(l.c. li., 128), the larang-gigi (or pechepierre) of Pondicherry
;

J^riattiiouin

yndi'arn (l.c. i., 512), tho gouraka ;
SerraunH tUnmutliua (I c i., 449), the

daniba ; miuuaia ynnyvHen (I C. 1., 145); and the t mbrlmt ruKMelllt (I C. 11.,

110). [Cf. Royle, Prod. lainglaaa ; Day, l.c. (Ftehea) i., 3, 5, 7-03; Hunter,
Imp. Qaz., iii , 434 ]

4. PISH JHANURE.—When procured m excess of demand for human food, largo
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quantities of fish are utilised as manure near the coast towns of India,fvery'muoh
as in some parts of Kurope. Thurston {Bull Mad. Mus., 1900, No. 2., 120—3)

gives much information on the extent to which the sardine is employed as

manure, the supply ranging from 2 to 615 tons a year. Fish manure is not un-

known to tho coffeo planters, and Mollison says that for sugar-cane culture this

manure is much valued. The Malayas consider tho fish lU-hvuvin imuerntrn {l.c.

11 ., 214) as specially suitable as a manure for fruit trees. [C/. Simmonds, Waste
Prod., etc, 155-77; Lohmami, Itcpt Agri Cult. Chem Mysore, 1901-2, 14;
Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agrt , i , 107—8.]

5. MEDICINE.—Tho bile of certain species of fish is believed to be a valuable
medicine, especially that of tho ruhu or rui (J.ahea rohiiii). [Cf. Taleef Shereef,

(Playfair, transl ), 1833, 150 ] Tho briiio of pickled fish is alluded to by Paulus
dilginota (Adams, transl., ni., 81). P’lsh diet is by tho Hindus considered safer

for invalids than tho flesh of other animals. Tho oil prepared from many species

IS used as an efficient substitute for ood-liver oil.

0. NOAPBE {Ngapt).—In an official report issued in 1902 (though not offered

for sale) by tho Government of Burma on tho inland and Sea Fisheries, refer-

ence IS made to tho account of this preparation as given m the Dictionary. The
passage m question was reprinted direct from the description of Tonasserim,
written by H. Fenwick in 1819—presumably an authority on Buriiioso matters of

the date in question Tho recent official publication onumoratos and describes
some eighteen different forms of ngapt, tho particulars given occupying five pages
of closely printed foolscap. It concludes by asking tho question, “ Why does
ngapt smell, it will bo asked ? Because, however carefully the stuff is made, there
must be always a considerable proportion of imcuied flesh, flesh that the salt

cannot roach. This flesh decays and rots, but tho rest is properly cured fish.”

To many persons preserved fish m any form is objectionable. Tho danger
of eating a proportion of rotten uncured flesh, however small, may be suggestive
of poison and doubtless dictated tho appellative “ semi-putrid fish ” used
by Fenwick. The following pas.sage from Nisbot {l.c. i., 301) fairly represents
all that is known regarding the preparation of ngapt. ‘‘ Immediately after being
caught and brought to land the fish are either scaled by hand or liavo the scales
roughly brushed off with a frayed bamboo, and are then thrown into a wooden
trough, the larger being gutted and deprived of head and fins. After being
rubbed with salt they are packed in baskets and pressed down by means of a
board weighted with largo stones. Next morning they are unpacked and again
rubbed with salt, then sprea^lout on thin bamboo mats to dry in tho sun until the
afternoon of tho following day, when tfiey aro packed alternately with layers of
coarse salt in large earthenware jars placed m the shade To retard tho process
of liquefaction of tho salt, the powdered bark of tho ondon tree {lAfntrn
Kphiforii) IS mixed with it; but, during tho three to five weeks this rough
method of pickling is allowed to continue, the oily brino oo/.ing to the top and
evaporating, sometimes becomes so full of maggots before drying up that fresh
supplies of salt have to be added. 3dio scaloloss siluroid mud-fishes are those
most easily treated m this way ” *

“ Greater care is taken in tho preparation of ngathalauk (<'li»j»en itaiastth),
tho htlaa of Indian rivers, which aro simply gutted but not otherwise cleaned,
and then salted and sun-dried before being spread botwoan tliin bamboo mats and
pressed for about throe days. The.so di’iod fish [ngachauk], the daintiest of
Burmese condiments, aro both m preparation and in transport handled separately,
whereas the stinkingly offensive ngapi is sold m bulk, in baskets ‘and sacks. Both
varieties are cooked by roasting or frying when used to flavour tho meal of boiled
rice.” •

“ Along the Tavoy and Mergui coast a finer quality of fish-paste is made with
shrimps and prawns, which are worked up with salt when half-dried in the sun.
As this 18 eaten uncooked, it is termed eetrisa or ‘ raw food.’ The more carefully
prepared paste, made with selected small prawns, is frequently used with curry and
rice as a chutney by Europeans all along the Malay coast, where it is known as
balachong , and of recent years it has competed with caviare as a bonne bouche
in the boulevard restaurants of Pans.” [Of. Mandelslo, Travels, 1639, m Olearius,
Hist. Muscovy, etc., 121 ; Symes, Emb. to Ava., 1796, ii., 371 ; Crawfurd, Jtfurn.
to Ava, 1834, ii., 176 ; Gaz. Upper Burma and Shan States, ii., pt. i. 433.]

7. FISH-OIL may be referred to two sections
(a) Shark, Ray and Skate Oils.—These are sometimes treated separately or

mixed (as procured). In the former case an oil is often prepared from some of the
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species that might be used as a substitute for cod-liver oil. Thus, for example,
Day {l-c. 1., 6) says : “At Calicut, medicinal fish-hver oil of an excellent quality was
formerly manufactured, a small factory for this purpose havmg been constructed

at that station m 1854, and the livers of sharks and saw-iishes were purchased
from the fishermen. The abundance or paucity of these fishes evidently de-

pended to a very great extent upon whether sardines were or were not present, for

those latter forms of <7 are very capricious, sometimes forsaking the coast

for several successive years, and then as suddenly reappearing m countless

millions. JNo livers under 40 lb weight were accepted at the factory, as the
larger ones gave proportionally a greater amount of oil than the smaller ones ;

sometimes livers of a great size were purchased. One weighed 290 lb., and
another from a female saw-fish, 14 feet long, 185 lb.” The fish included m
this paragraph have been enumerated under Flsh-maws and Bhark-flns above.

(b) Other FIsh-olls.—The livers, or the whole fish, of certain species that do
not belong to the above group are known to afford excellent oils. These are
mainly used for illuminating purposes, but some are of superior quality and
may be even employed as articles of food Such oils appear to be made of salt-

water fish, all along the coast of India, and from fresh-water species, along the
channels of the chief rivers. The following are the fish most highly spoken of

as affording oil :

—

Huritim t hoin (l.c. i., 317), the Bitter Carp of the rivers of
India

; vtnitea (l.c, 1 ., 373), the Sardine; 7'. Iilultii (l.c. i., 376), the Sable
or Hilsa; tvnyieepM (l.c, 1., 373), the Malabar Oil Sardhne ; 7',/biuia rtnutnerMiniii

(l.c. 11 ., 211), the Seer or konam; (f.c. i., 262), the ruhu of Indian
rivers ;

sllHtutla ganuetlca (l.c. 1 ., 145), found in the estuaries of India and Burma,
the oil of which is much valued as a incdicmo.

Trade la Oil.—Thurston gives the fullest and most recent account of the Fish-
oil trade of India. The followmg passage may, therefore, bo abstracted from
his most interesting and useful report :

—
“ Hundreds of tons of fish-oil are said

to have been annually exported from Cochin in former years, and I find that
the average export thereof in the five years 1856 to 1861 was 19,630 cwt
The oil trade is, however, reported to be decreasing year by year In some
seasons the sardines arrive off the coast m enormous numbers, or, for several
years consecutively, they may be present only in quantities sufficient for pur-
poses of food. The result of this irregularity is that one very important element
of success m commercial undertakings—regular supply—is wantmg. In some
years large shoals of sardines appear, and suddenly disappear. Contracts for
the supply of oil are made on tho arrival of the fishes, and, in the event of
their (hsappearance, the contractor loses heavily. The Natives of Cochm say
that formerly the sardmes always arrived regularly, and remained tliroughout
the season. And the fishermen’s belief is that they are at the present day
frightened away by the numerous steamers which call at Cocliiii, and retire
in search of a less disturbed spot. In addition to steam-boat trallic, noises in
boats, rmgmg church bells, artillery practice, the erection of lighthouses, gutting
fish at sea, using fish as manure, burning kelp, end the wickedness of the people,
have been charged with being responsible for a falling off of the fish supply.
But, aS Mr. Fryer naively remarks, of these alleged causes, only the last, it is to
be feared, has been, and is likely to be, a permanent factor in the case.”

“ The preparation of the evd-smolhng fish-oil is carried out in large iron
cauldrons, in which the fish are boiled with a little water. The oil, as it exudes,
rises to the surface, is strained through cloth, and stored in barrels. Tho residue
in the cauldrons is preserved, and utilized as manure for cocoanut gardens, paddy
(rice) fields, etc. "A rougher and cheaper process of oil-extraction, by which the
cost of cauldrons and firewood was saved, has practically been put a stop to as
being an offensl^^ trade. This process consisted simply in putting the fishes into
a canoe, and exposing them to tho infiuence of the sun imtil decomposition set
in. The oil then rose to the surface, and was removed with a scoop. By this
crude process a comparatively small quantity of the oil was extracted. A portion
of the manufactured oil is consmned locally by boat-owners for smearing their
boats, so as to preserve the wood and coir ropes (made from the fibre of tho cocoa-
nut husk) with which the timbers are stitched together. But the bulk is exported
to Europe and some Indian ports. The Natives believe that the oil returns from
Europe, masqueradmg in the guise of cod-hver oil.” [Of. Eattern India, i., 229 ;

Buohanan-Hamiltou, MS. pub. byDay in Hunter, Stat. Acc. Beng., xx., 85 ; Japanese
Sardxnt OH, in Journ, Soc. Gkem. Indust., 1887, vi , 372 ; Thurston, Bull. Mad.
Mua,, 1900, No. 2.]
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FISHERIES OF INDIA

8. POISOSS OR INTOXICANTS USED TO KILL P/SH.~The following are the

plants often used in India to kill fish:—Albhuniln hUpulala, and pfocera; Anamlrta
tyocFttiiiM, w & A (the seeds boiled in rice and made into a paste) ;

JBaianiteH

lt»jcbiiFyhlt , Planch, Hnwitifftonia »*neFtnoMa, Bl (seeds mixed With bait) ;
Bnmtiin

btiti/racoti , Roxb (bark used in Sikkim) ;
BerOerl* nrlMtata, DC. (bark) ; Crotn-

Itirin pii iilriilatu. Willd (according to Hoopor, plant used) ;
l>e»'rlw Sent*,

(bark and flowers); tHunpyroH ntuntnna, Roxb (fruits) ;
KiipHovbln TIruettIH,

Linn
, bhiffoca Leticopifx'ttfi. lVi//d , and 1^'. tuicrocarpa, Bl (the barks); Gyno-

caiflhi atlot'fiftt, Bn (the fruit); HfplHocn rpHtt vFtienata, Qaentn. (fruit USod) ;

i.ftMloHipUoH FFlttFvpImlttH, Dctic (bark) ; yMiltctfia PincitUn, Wight (powder of

bark and flowers) ;
Mumiiiira Nxticuosn, Benth (seeds and inner layer of bark);

KitutHa tltttMFfortitH, Lamk (bruised fruits) ;
snpiutn iiiflicuM, Wifld (the seeds

used); Spllautlicn AettiFlIa, Linn (fruits); SlryclinoH Xtur-rointca, Linn,;

1% niHui-n rlMfltlla, Roxb (bark thrown into tanks).
It has been pomted out that many of these contain saponin. All are more

or loss acrid and bitter. It is generally held that the flsh taken by this process
are quite wholesome Tho practice is most reprehensible, since young and old

are killed and more therefore destroyed than can be used. [Hooper, Drugg.
Bull, Nov. 1890.]

9. ROE .—The roes of certain fish are highly prized. They are often specially

prepared and sold by themselves, just as in Europe tho cod-roe is a recognised
marketable article. The fish most generally resorted to for this purpose are
the Gard fish of Malabar (Heutlriinniphiin btijfnniM) {l.c. i., 427), a fish found
plentifully in the seas and tidal rivers of Bombay, Bengal and the Andaman
Islands. So again tho Corsula Mullet ( nuyU rot auht) (i c. ii., 349) or the undala,
coraula, tn-ge-li, nga-aheng, etc., which Amshe says affords a kind of caviar
(caviare), as also the Common Mullet (trugii mtir) (l.c. li

, 348), the kola-kende
or muhlah, yields roes that are much appreciated and are sold sun-dried.

10. SALTED AND DRIED FISH.—In official statistics this subject is dealt with
under the following headings:—“Dry Unsalted Fish,” “Dry Salted Fish,” and
“ Wet Salted Fish ” One of the most startling circumstances of tho trade in

fish IS the fact that India is apparently not able to meet her own demands.
Perhaps no other part of the globe (of a like magnitude) possesses so varied and
e.x tensive a senes of marine and fresh-water edible fish, nor so many forms that
lend themselves readily to artificial production in tanks and ponds. In spite of

every advantage, however, the foreign imports far exceed the exports, thus showing
that from one circumstance and another, India is not self-supporting in the
matter of fish. Whether this proceeds from unskilled methods and imperfect
appliances, or from the want of proper regulations and protective measures, in

the form of a Fisheries Act, or from the restrictions that prevail in the supply
of cheap salt for fish-curing, or from tho climatic and social conditions of the coun-
try and people that are naturally opposed to the development of a fish-curing
industry, are points of a highly controversial nature The late Dr. Francis Day
was of opinion that tho Bengal supply had steadily declined, since the first decade
of the nineteenth century, when Buchanan-Hamilton conducted his survey
of that province and wrote his Ptshes of the Ganges, owing. Day thought, to
the selfish and destructive systems that were allowed to prevail. Be that as it

may, it is certain that the past twenty or thirty years has witnessed the steady
growth of an import trade in fish which has assumed no mean proportions.

The following, arranged in alphabetical sequence of their scientific names, are
tho more important fish sold in salted condition :

—

Adtobatln ttmrinari (l.c. i., 69),
the Devil Fish; Afltm rtrlatnn (l.c. l., 174), A. »»(/»> and a.' saita (l.c. 178-9);
4 'liatorMMUM rhnriiiiiitt (l.c, 386), the Indian Herring; Vhry»o»hfyn br-rdia (l.C,

II. 44), the Grey Porch; flariitn tttuytit' (l.c. l, 116); Pybium gtittatutu
(I c. 11

, 210), Seer or seir ; fyiioytonnttn sp. (l.c, ii., 452), tho Soles known in
South India as mdnthal ;

tcyuuia itnurn (l.c. ii., 188), the dacer karah, Coro-
mandel ;

tJrrren flla itirntOMHtt (I c, 1 , 637), the Udan
;
Marpodon neHerrtto

(I c. 1 ., 412), the Bummelo, already discussed ; M.utjanun argentlmaetilatua
(I c. i., 472), the Red Rock-cod ;

w,. joimgarah (l.c. i., 474), the purruwa
;
uttigit

roi-ntila (l.c. 11 , 349), the Mullet; Printta rnapiftntua (l.c. i. 37), the Saw-fish;
JtliyiirhubntiiH djrtidrnnta (l.c. 1 , 40), the ulavi

; Sacrobranehua foaaiUa
(l.c. 1 ., 126), the Scorpion Fish ; srltrna bleekrri (l.c. li

, 112), the aoh-U ; Sramber
uilrrulrplilolna (l.c. 11 ., 203), the Mackerel or ila

; atromateua vinefeva (l.c, ii.,

198), the Silver Pomfret; *>. ntgrr (I c. ii., 109), the Black Pomfret ; *. atnanmta
(l.c. II, 197), tho White Pomfret; Trarltynolua oratua (l.c. ii., 179), the
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iutili or mukali-parah ; Tflrhlurnm hanmeltt (l.c. li 1341 fha Pnff.'.t,
(l.c. li.. 372), the MwAa.

fish made into nffapt ;
r, „ao„ (U. 53), «ie Rav t

^

Thurston (l.c. 1900, No. 2, 116 et ,eg.) should be cons.'.H J
fnkush

of the Indian methods of fish-curing. The bulk of
1°'’ Particulars

place between September and March.
traffic, he says, takes

11, PISH SCALES. The scales of the mahaoir ittut imki # ^ * i i- i

employed m the manufacture of playing-cards. They are cut mloTrctdat proi!^!
about li inch in diameter, painted and varnished. The centre of the triSlo m
this curious commodity appears to bo Shuliabod. In the Deccan the largo
scales of a carp are used in place of glass for windows The scalos of the Bleak
and the Dace are in Europe employed m the production of a substance known
as Essence d’Orient which is utilised in the manufacture of artificial pearls.

[Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 202-5.]

12. SBA FISH.—So many of the fish that should fall into this position will

be enumerated under other headings that it is hardly nocossary in this place to

do more than mention a few of the more important species :

—

.ttui-riini

(l.c. li., 338), also r.iigtaullM ImuHcum (l.c. i., 394), both called Whitebait by

Europeans in India i
vittt hoh an/Mionci*** (l.c. i., 403), the Milk Eish or Wlvite

Mullet :
vuntoeKHHM iiiucumin (l.c. i., 386), the Indian Herring

;

flnthflntu, file and lOMiglceim (l.c. i., 373—4), Sardines; I’gblinii gnllutittn

(l.c. ii., 210) and cotaiH<?r»o«ll (l.c. ii., 211), «eir ;
CyuogtOHUUH Hngtiu

(l.c. ii.) 454), the Solo of Europeans in India, or kot-aralu, a fish highly

esteemed in the coast towns of India ;
ntiMHitmierta acuta (l.c. i., 399), the

Malabar Sardine ;
liavi>a>lou uehet-cuH (l.c. i., 412), Bombay Duck ;

t.atcM

ralcart/cr *, 440), the Cock-up or natr, the begti ;
tiugii curnuin

(l.c. 11 ., 349) and other species, the Mullet; M^otgueuiuv tndtcuu (I c. n., 105),

the Ro'wball of Vizagapatam, the seli, is one of the chief sources of the “ Eish-

maws ”
;
Scoiuhcr uilci oleiildotUH (l.c. ii., 203), the Mackerel ;

slllago mlhania

(l.c. ii., 224), the Whiting of Europeans in Madras; stroutatcuM ctnvrvuH (l.c. ii.,

198), the Silver and Gray Pomfret ;
s. nigvr (l.c. 199), the Black Pomfret

;

>1 . HtueuHiH (l.c. 197), the White Pomfret; and i peucoiticn rittatua, the Mullet

I’laying-caTfl'^.

Axtificial

Pearls.

(l.c. ii , 26). t ^ V
13. SHAORBBN OR FISM-SKINS. —The rough skins of many species of fash are

used as a kind of sand-paper, and that of certam sharks, rays and skates is made
into the substance known as shagreen. This is a thick skin covered with hard

enamelled papillose scales. After being cured and stained it is employed to

cover boxes, scabbards, sword-handles and other such purposes. In some

respects the shagreen from the ray-fish and certain species of dog-fish is regarded

as superior to that of the shark. In Hunter (Imp. Qaz., x., 252) mention is made
of shagreen manufactures at Nawanagar; also m Milburn (Or. Comm., ii., 611),

Horse-skins. The following afford shagreen :—Priatin cuapidatna (l.c. i., 37),

the Sawfish ;
nuyuchobatua ancylaatomuH (l.c, i., 41), the Mud-skate ;

ti'yyuu

aeyiieu (l.o. i., 60), the Ray ;
Xyga-ua maiieua (l.c. 1., 22), the Hammer-headed

Shark. Hoey (Monog. Trade and Manuf. N.Ind., 1880, 94) describes the process

of makmg horse or asses’ hides into an imitation shagreen known as k%mukht

and kirhvn.

14. snOKBD FISH.—While the art of curing fish by smoking them seems to

have been known to the Natives of India from fairly ancient times, it cannot

be said that it has assumed a position of such importance as in Europe. The
hilsa or Sable, cluyea Hiaha (l.c. i., 376), is the fish most noted as being m India

cured by being smoked. The Mango-fish, I'oiyucutua tutiicaH (l.c. ii., 105), is

a fish that must be eaten immediately after being caught. Accordingly, to

allow of its being carried to a distance it is sometimes smoked. The bassa of the

rivers of Assam, Bengal, Orissa, etc., is also a fish often smoked, but these and
other instances are more a consequence of special demand by the Europeans

than a regular Native industry. The smoke from burning refuse sugar-cane is

that most generally used.

15. SOAP.—Several methods of utilising fish and fish-offal in the production

of soap have been discussed by several writers, but no actual mdustry exists in

India for this purpose. [Cf. Simmonds, Waste Prod., 148.]

16. TAMARIND-FISH.—Fish pickled in a preparation of tamarmds is known m
Indian trade by this name (see p. 1067). The species most frequently treated in this

way are Cybitim guttatum (l.o. ii., 210), the seer orseirOah, and i.ates caieartfer

(l.c. i., 440), the Cock-up or Nair fish, the begti of Bengal. Thurston says :
“ In

Shagreen.

xzmtation.

Smoked
Fish.

Tamarind-
Fish.
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the ordinary method of preparation, the fish is boiled, and, after removal of the

bones, cut in thick slices, highly spiced and loft to soak, packed in a jar. But
the following account of a new and improved process has been sent to me by
Mr Sherman. “ Fish of all sizes can be cured, but, for Colombo market, mackerel

are preferred. The fish are not slit open, but neatly gutted by extracting the

entrails through the gill-opening. They are then carefully washed and packed,

with alternate layeis of salt, in big casks, which are procured locally and sold in

Colombo with tho fish To each maund of the fish about 7 lbs. of tamarind fruit

{gooakapully) are used.” “ Tho casks are stored on end and filled to the full.

The fish IS allowed to soak and pickle for four days, and the brine is then drawn
off until it IS about a foot from tho bottom, and thus leaving enough brine to keep
the whole cask moist when closed. Under this now system 1,658 mds 6 seers

of mackerel, with 37.5 7 mds of salt are used, or 1 8 6 lbs per maund against 1 2 .5 lbs

used in the usual west coast method of curing.”

TRADE IN FISH.— It lias often been urgerl that India is most neglectful

of her food rcsouices in this direction. With a little care the rivei'.-t and
tanks might become very much more important sources of supply, and
indiscriminate and wasteful incthod.s of fishing, both in fresh and sea

water, account largely for the liackwardnc.ss of the trade. It has

accordingly hccii urged that both a Fisheries Department and Fisherie.s

Act are much needed. Repeated efforts have, heori made and voluminous
reports prepared with a view at least to secure for each province a

special Act to protect its lishcrics (see p. 546). The multifarious vested

interests of a vast population of semi-educated people are the c-wuses

for existing defects. It ha.s been said that when the people have come
to appreciate the value of measures to secure and protect their interests,

then will be the time for special legislation, and Jiirther, that without a

proper Act a Fisheries Department would have little justification for its

e.MsteiK'c, On the other hand, tlic claims of the fi.sli-cunng industries

have already been recognised by the organisation of Government fish-

curing yards where cheap salt may be supplied, under regulations that

ensure its being rohtneted to the purpo.se intended, and these have been
placed under the control of the Salt Department. But in tho annual
publication Financial and Commercial Statistics of British India, no
factory or establishment that employs le.ss than 25 persons permanently
IS recogni.sed, hence tho bulk of the fish-curing yards are excluded. Fish-

ciirmg in India, though important in the aggregate, is a domestic rather

than a public concern. Nevertheless, in the publication mentioned, there

were recorded 10 companies in 1901, 1.5 in 1903, and 13 iii 1904, employing
on the average about 1,300 persons annually. These were entirely in the
Madras Fresidency. In 1882 the prohibition against the use of natural
saline earth in the preservation of fish was issued." This of necessity led

to some provision to replace that material and method of fish-curing.

This was met by the Salt Department concerning themselves with the
provision of the fish-curing yards to which reference has been made.
The salt issued to the lish-curers was at first given at 'cost price, but
in consideration of the fact that the saline earths formerly employed
were procured for the cost of collection, the salt was reduced to 6 annas
8 pies per maund (say ^\d. for 80 lb.). It was found, however, that all

forma of salt were not equally serviceable for fish-curing
;
accordingly

for some years complaints were general, and a decline in fish-curing having
occurred, this was pointed to as a direct result of the Government’s efiorts

at protecting its salt interests while at the same time raising the standard of

fish-curing in India. This subject will be found dealt with in some detail

by Thurston. \Bull. Mad. Mus., 1900, No. 2, 147-52.J
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From the reports of the Madras Salt Department wc learn that 136

curing yards had been organised at convenient centres along the west

and east coasts of the Presidency. In 1902-3 the total amount of fish

brought to them to be cured came to 50,374 tons, as against 68,992 tons in Amount cured,

the previous year. The production came to 814,716 maunds of cured fish,

of which it is stated 631,277 maunds were consumed in the Presidency.

Thurston gives the returns of the three most important fish as follows:— Proportion ot

Sardine, 387,300 maunds in 1896, 253 600 maunds in 1897, and only

31,000 maunds in 1898 ; Mackerel for these same years, 253,857, 90,015.

and 401,946 maunds respectively; an<l Heir, 12, .388, 24,32! aiid 8,08«

maunds respectively. It would appear tli.i;, from 60 to 65 per of

the South Indian fish-curing is done m tlie 8ai . Dt oartment 8ul)-jJisnsion

of Calicut (including Malabar and South C.-inara;, such as Call, at, Can.ia-

nore, Mangalore and Malpe, etc. There are set oral other imnerrant
centres such as Chicacolc, Tinuevcily Cocanada, Cliinglcput, Nellore. Nega-
patam, etc. Malpe is interesting a., i.hc centre to which the fishermen of

Ratnagiri and Goa come for the .yv/ fishing season. [Cj. Memo, f'lvared

by Finance avd Commerce Dept hid. on the HiU Dept., Sept. 1894, 42-3.]

The internal traffir' in fish, as ir< most other Indian commodities, can

alone be studied by the perusal of the offi'dal statistics of Foreign and Official

Coasting Trade, b'lsh do not appear in the returns of Rail and River-borne, Statistics.

Traffic, so that very little can be learned of tlic internal transactions. The
following are the headings under which they are recorded :- -(a) Fish-

maws and Shark-fins
; (6) Fish, Dry Unsaltcd

; (c) Fish, Dry Salted ;

(d) Fish, Wet Salted
;
and (e) Fish-oils.

Trade in Fish-maws and Shark-fins (see p. 542).—India imports Imports,

on an average 6^ lakhs of rupees’ worth. The.'^e come from Atlen,

Arabia, Mekran and Sonmiani, Persia and Zanzibar. The highest

record during the six years ending 31st March, 1907, was in the year

1901-2, when the imports stood at 1,797,114 lb., valued at Rs. 6,58,200 ;

of that amount Bombay took 1,755,877 lb., valued at Rs. 6,27,554, atnl

the balance went to Sind, Madras and Burma. The imports during tlio

years 1903-7 have been 1903-4, 1,588,692 lb., Rs. 5,87,444 ;
1904-5,

1,330,3261b., Rs. 5,05,193 ;
1905-6, 1,388,365 lb., Rs. 5,25,-394

;
and 1906-7,

1,215,9721b., valued at Rs. 4,84,465. Practically the entire imports are

re-exported, and from 6 to 14 lakhs of rupees’ worth of Indian produce

exported at the same time. This may approximately be said to represent

on the average a total export traffic of 20 lakhs of rupees in value. Thus, Exports,

taking the year 1903-*4, the foreign shark-fins and fish-maws re-exported

came to 1,878,342 lb., valued at Rs. 14,36,580, and the exports drawn from
Indian supplies came to 481,873 lb., valued at Rs. 5,14,006 ;

and in

1906-7 the re-exports came to 1,350,020 lb., Rs. 11,73,345, and the ex-

ports 565,43516., Rs. 5,13,350. Bombay is of course the chief exporting

province, and exported out of the totals mentioned, in 1903—4, 1,876,074 lb.

foreign shark-fins and fisb-maws and 49,520 lb. Indian
; in 1905-6,

1.336.804 lb. foreign, but no Indian
; but Bombay, however, is by no

means the most important exporting centre for the Indian fish-maws and
shark-fins. In the Indian produce traffic, Burma usually heads the list,

and in 1903-4 exported 281,296 lb., in 1905-6, 243,592 lb.
; being followed

by Madras with 107,582 lb. and 153,614 lb. ; Karachi with 14,923 lb. and
113.804 lb.

;
and lastly Bengal with 28,552 lb. and 14,768 lb. in the two

years mentioned. The most important receiving country is of course
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China (Hongkong) for the re-exported fish-maws and shark-fins, followed

by the Straits for the Indian. It is perhaps a significant circumstance

that the United Kingdom has for some years taken fairly large quantities

and even the United States have obtained supplies of these products
direct from India.

As giving a fuller conception of the Indian production, the following

review of the traffic carried coastwise may be framed. In the year 1903-4
the total coastwise transactions came to 1,236,173 lb., valued at Rs. 6,84, 179,

hut showed a decrease in 190.5-6 to 875,927 lb. Of the amount for 1903-4
Bombay alone took 1,160,667 lb., valued at Rs. 6,29,229. Of these coast-

wise imports two-fifths came from Madras, one-fifth from Sind, the re-

maining two-fifths equally from British ports and non-British ports within
the Presidency of Bombay. The remainder, over and above the Bombay
transactions on total coastwise trade, may be said to be imports taken
in 1903-4 by Burma from Madras and Bengal, viz. 47,057 lb. Practically,

therefore, the coastwise trade in shark-fins and fish-maws is concentrated
in Bombay. It has been fairly constant for some years past, but if any-
thing has manifested a tendency in the foreign imports to decrease and
the Indian produce to expand, a satisfactory state of affairs.

Trade in Fish.—(5) to (d) above may be exhibited as follows :

—

Foreign Imports .—In 1892-3 the imports of fish were valued at
Rs. 28,80,269 (say £193,000). Of that amount the “ Unsalted Dry Fish ”

(see p. 542) came to Rs. 3,55,893, “ Salted Dry Fish ” (see p. 546) to
Rs. 18,08,491, and the “ Wet Salted Fish ” (Ngapi, p. 544) to Rs. 7,15,885.
In the years 1894-7 a serious decline took place in the trailic, due, it

18 believed, to the conditions that then prevailed in Bombay.

YK\a

1900-
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ANALYSIS Oe THE IMPORTS OF FISH INTO INDIA.

CNoapi)

Hs.

4,31,380
.5,34,268

6,03,395
4,38,140
1,59,723
4,36,053
3,86,860

1)RT ITNSALTEIl. Dry Salted

lb Rs. lb.

2,324,HC 1,14,408 15,765,445 17,08,132
4,26.3,821 2,20,133 17,253,310 21,63,6S2
2,fl63,G83 1,79,330 15,0«‘0,55S 19,72,890
4,742,367 2,48,656 11,837,341 15,35,368
2,879,140 1,60,560 16,339,925 20,37,946
4,182,663 1,91,403 18,088,801 20,56,013
3,889,293 2,59,441 14,404,955 18,98,054

WET Baltb;

lb.

10,549,861
13,411,608
16,898,408
10,088,268
11,204,396
10,903,846
8,711,021

Another very significant circumstance in the fish trade of India may
be stated to bo the fact that Bengal practically takes no part in the import
traffic. Burma receives by far the major portion of all the fish imported by
British India

;
and, what is most striking, its supplies come almost entirely

from the Straits Settlements, and are uniformly returned at a much higher
price than the classes of fish that go to the other provinces. Bombay is

the chief receiving province for “ Dry Unsalted Fish ” and Burma for
Salted Dry ” and “ Salted Wet Fish.” The imports cif ” Dry Salted

Fish ” come mainly from the Straits (into Burma) and from Arabia,
Mekran and Sonmiani (into Bombay).

Foreign Exports.—There exists a small re-export of foreign preserved
fish which in 1905-6 came to Rs. 44,584, and in 1906-7, 22,686. But
turning from these unimportant transactions to the traffic in Indian pro-
duced and preserved fish, it may be said that, if anything, the expferts
of Dry Unsalted ” and “ Dry Salted Fish ” from India have shown
a tendency to improve during the past decade. In 1892-3, for example,
they were valued at Rs. 8,97,406 ; in 1903-4 they came to Rs. 17,75,722 ;
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and in 1906-7 to Rs. 15,64,747. The “ Dry Unsalted Fish ” goes usually
in almost equal proportions and value from Bombay and Madras (I'n

1906-7, the Bombay share came to 1,206,665 lb., valued at Rs. 1,20,490

;

and the Madras to 4,162,854 lb., valued at Rs. 2,94,23.5). In the “ Dry
Salted Fish ” trade Madras takes by far the most important position.

Out of the total exports of 1906-7, Madras suppli(!<l fish of this class

to the extent of 9,934,728 lb., valued at Rs. 10,44,465, and these went

almost exclusively to Ceylon.

Coastwise Traffic.—But to attain a fairly comprehensive conception Internal,

of the location and extent of the Indian fisheries, it is necessary to con-

sult the returns of coasting trade. It is unfortunate tliat no particulars

are published of the fish carried by rail and river, as these might

have afforded some data upon which to judge of the transactions in the

more interior tracts. So far as is known, there are no largo fish-curing

centres connected with the fresh-water fish and fishing, so that the coa.st-

wise traffic may be accepted as fairly representing the local trade. The

coastwise transactions are recorded under two headings
—

“ Dry Unsalted
”

and “Dry Salted.” Under each the traffic has fluctuated considerably,

but on the whole forward. During the under-mentioned years the “Dry
Unsalted” has manifested a satisfactory expansion, viz., Rs. 19,85,869 in Dry
1899-1900; Rs. 29,30,971 in 1903-4; and Rs. 25,61,334 in 1905-6

;
while Unsalted

the “ Dry Salted ” have practically remained stationary—Rs. 7,87,774

in 1899-1900
;
Rs. 7,80,301 in 1903-4

; and Rs. 7,50,975 in 190.5-6. By
far the most remarkable features are the immense traffic towards the town
of Bombay in cheap fish, and the fairly large supplies drawn by Rangoon verbis

of highly priced fish. Thus, for example, in 1905-6 Bombay imported

coastwise “ Dry Unsalted Fish ” to the extent of 15,040,751 lb., valued

at Rs. 6,43,159, and Burma 7,219,489 lb., valued at Rs. 18,10,459. The
Bombay town supply was procured from British ports within the Presi-

dency (Rs. 2,92,757) ;
from Kathiawar (Rs. 2,60,698) ;

from Daman
(Rs. 66,044) ; and from “ Other Provinces ” (Rs. 22,660). The Burma
supply was drawn from Bengal (Rs. 6,03,765) ; Madras (Rs. 7,24,770) ;

“ Other Provinces ” (Rs. 1,94,453) ; and from the British ports within

the province of Burma itself (Rs. 3,86,946). Turning now to the subject

of the coastwise traffic in “ Dry Salted Fish,” the total for 1903-4 Dry Salted

came do Rs. 7,80,301, and in 1905-6 to Rs. 7,50,975. But by far the Fish.

most remarkable aspect in this traffic may be said to be the circumstance

that the exports are almost exclusively into Bombay, Madras and Burma,
in equal proportions ’and from their own provincial ports into their

chief towns.

Location of' Fisheries.—It may, in conclusion, be inferred, from
these observations, that the fisheries of India are mainly along the west
coast from Kathiawar to Travancore ; that Burma is the least self-sup-

porting of all the provinces and demands from external sources a superior,

not an inferior quality of fish ; and lastly that Bengal, while it takes very
little share in the export traffic in fish, produces apparently enough for

its own necessities, since it practically imports no fish either from foreign

countries or from other Indian provinces.
(t

FCENICULUM VULOARE, Guertn. ; FI Br. Ind., ii., 695 ;
D-E.P.,

Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 200 ;
iii., 64, 220 ; Duthie and Fuller, Field and 406-7.

Garden Crofs, iii., 43, t. Ixxxii.
; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 394 ;

fennel.
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Ohernistr/.

Mc'licme,

Trado.

D.B.P.,
111., 404

Gum.
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Edible Fiuii

Timber,

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 572-3
;

Firminger, Man. Gard. Ind. (ed.

Cameron), 166 ;
UMBELLiPERiK. The Fennel, saunf, ban saunf, sonp,

mauri, pan-muhori, ban-shopha, variari, badtshep, badtsopu, azpa, badyan,

sohikire, shombu, pedda-pla-kurra, sa-meit, madhwikd. A perennial which

attains a height of 5 to 6 feet, commonly cultivated throughout India, at

all altitudes up to 6,000 feet, and also found wild.

This plant aeoma to be grown only in small patches, on homestead lands,

as a cold-weather crop. Firminger mforras us that it thrives well in Bengal,
and where once grown will come up each cold season afterwards, from self-

sown seed. The seeds should be sown in October on tho plains, and in March
and April on the hills Of the United Provinces. Dnthie and Fuller inti-

mate that fennel is extensively cultivated during the cold season in garden
patches In Bombay, the chief localities are Khandosh and (lujarat, but it is

also grown in the Deccan
Fennel fruit yields about 3 per cent of volatile oil, which consists of

aiifthol or anise camphor and variable proportions of a liquid isomeric with
oil of turpentine. The oil is used in Kuropo in tho manufacture of cordials

and enters into the composition of fennel water, which is known in India as
muhori-ka-arak or arnk budinn. \Cf Thorpe, DirJ Appl Ghem , 1900, iii , 12;
Schimmel & Co

,
Semi-Ann Kept , Oct -Nov 1897, 27->S , Oct -Nov, 1902, 42-3.)

The fruits and oil are stimulant, aiomatic and carminative, used largely

as flavouring agents to moilicines 'Die root is piirgativo and the loaves
diuretic. [Gf Phnrmacog. Jnd , ii , 1890, l‘24-7

;
Dutt, Mat Med. Hind

, 1900,

174; White and Humphrey, Phormacop , 1904, 20.3.)

Tho exports are not very important During the live years ending 190.3-4

they ranged from 3,356 cwt

,

valued nt Rs 29,277, to 14.085 cwt., valued at
Rs. 1,10,370, but ha\ o since declined to 10,971 cwt

,
\ allied at Rs 1,09,735 in

l!)00-7. Ceylon is usually the most important receiving country, though during
1 903-4 and 1904-5 tho United Kingdom took tho largest amounts, viz 5,396 cwt.
and 10,621 cwt., but in 1906 7 took only 522 cwt Outside the British Empire,
Germany is the only country that need be mentioned, fn 1903-4ittook l,424owt.,
and in 1900-7,2,272 cwt. Practically tho whole of the exports go from Bombay.

G
GARCINIA, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., i., 259-70, Roxb., FI. Ind.,

li., 618-30
;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 49-55
;

Cooke, Gums, Resins,

etc., Ind., 1874 ;
GottifebjE. A large genus of evergreen trees of the

tropics, none of the specie.s extending to the Panjab or the United Pro-

vinces, and few even to the North-East Himalayn.. There are thirty-six

species, most of which contain a yellow juice, which generally gives a
more or less useful pigment—the grades of Gamboge.

G. Gambogla, Oesr
,

Talbot, List Trees, etc ,
1902,’ 27 ; Cooke, FI. Pres,

homb , 1903, 1 , 77 ; Brandis, Jnd. Trees, 51. Tho hil<t, aradal, manthulli, pona-
puli, tipag^ mara, dharambe, gliorkpulh, gorakkapuUi, goraka, etc. A small
evergreen troo of tho western coast and Ceylon, ascending to 6,000 feet on the
Nilgins. It 18 said to yield a yollow, very adhesive Gum, \v4iich is valueless
as a pigment because insoluble in water. It is, however, soluble in spirits of
turpentine, and thus forms a beautiful yollow Vahnish. It also gives an Oil
used m medicine The Fbuit is edible and of a pleasant acid taste. It ripens
during tho rainy season The rind of the fruit is employed as a condiment
and eaten with fish as a substitute for tamarind The Wood is grey, sometimes
patched with red, smooth and close-grained. Beddome remarks that it would
bo useful for common furniture. [Madras Weekly Maxi, May 16, 1901.]

G. Cowa, Soxb , Ree Rot. Surv. Ind

,

1893-1902, i , 56 ; 1903, ii., <62 ;

Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 247; Firminger, Man. Oard Ind. (ed. Cameron),
1904, 289 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 52. A tall evergreen tree with a round stem.
It occurs m Bengal, Assam, Chittagong, Burma and the Andaman Islands
In Bengal it is the coxva, and in Burma tho taungthali, ma-dow. It produces
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Mangosteeu
a yellow Gum which ia insoluble in water, but with spirits of turpentine gives Jum.
a beautiful and permanent yellow Vaunish for metallic surfaces. In certain Yellow Varnish,

districts the bark is employed to produce a light-yellow Dye used in colouring Dye.

cloth for the garments of Buddhist monks. Duncan (Dyes and Dyeing, Assam,
1896, 25) mentions that its use in dyeing is unknown in that province. The
Fruit ripens at the beginning of June, and is of the size and form of a small Fruit,

orange. It is acid in taste, but otherwise good, and makes a very fine preserve.
The Wood is not used for any economic purpose. Timber.

Q. heterandra, Wall An evergreen tree of the hills of Burma up to

3,000 feet. It is the ihanattaw or tha-nat-tau, and yields a superior quality of

gamboge sometimes called Arakan [C/. Hanbury Journ. Agrt.-TIort. Soc Ind ^akan

(Proc.), 1869, X., 121.] A sample from Tavoy, when analysed, gave:—resin
76'6 per cent.

;
gum 23 6. [Gamble, l.c 55.]

G. Indlca, Chois. ; Rec. Bot. Surv. Tnd., i., 53, 56 ;
Nairne, Flowerimj Kokam

PI. W. Ind., 1894, 25; Woodrow, Card, in Ind, 1899, 174-5; Cooke, Butter.

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 76 ,
Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, 21 ; Kokarn Butter,

Mangosteeu Oil or Brindonia Tallow Tree, koham, ratnmbi, amsul, hhirand,

katambi, bhirandel, munjal nmra, dhu/jodt-enne, murinahuh, brinddo, etc.

This slender tree with its drooping branches is found m the forests of the
Konkan, Kanara, Coorg and Wynaad, and is often planted, especially in the
southern districts of the Bombay Presidency. It thrices particularly well on
the lower slopes of the Nilgins, and a writer in Indian Gardening (March 16,

1899, 108) recommends its cultivation for tho fruit as a by-product on lower
elevation estates. From tho Seeds of tho fruit a valuable Oie is extracted known Senls.

as kokam butter. It is obtained m one of several ways by boiling, churning. Oil.

or simply pressing the seeds m an ordinary oil-miU. In tho Indian bazars
it ia found in the form of ogg-shapod or oblong lumps, of a whitish colour, at
ordinary temperatures, fii'm, dry and friable, yet greasy to the touch. Examina-
tion of the glycerine under tho microscope proves it to be crystalline. Usually
it contains a considerable amount of impurity, but by filtration it may be ob-
tained perfectly pure, transparent, and of a light-yellow colour. It melts at
98® F. According to Fhtckigor and Hanbury it contains stearic, myristic and
oleic acid. In medicine it is considered nutritive, demulcent, astringent and
emollient. It is also used as a substitute for cod-hver oil, and in the preparation
of ointments. The Fruit, sometimes called the wild rnangosteen, has long been Fruit,

considered an article of food. Garcia de Orta (1663) refers to it under the name
of brindols, and in his note on Linschoten’s account of Indian fruits Paludanus
(1596) calls it hrindoijus and speaks of its sour taste—it is called brindao in

Goa to-day. Woodrow mentions that a statement made by Graham in the
Bombay Courier (Jime 12, 1830), to the effect that it is used at Goa for adul-
terating gh!, had been denied by a writer in The Indian Times. At the present
day the dried fruit is used as a condiment in curries, and in the preparation
of acidulous drinks. A considorablo trade in kokam butter is carried on by
the Goanese. [Cf Pharmacog Ind , 1890, i , 163-7 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat.
Med. Mad, 1891,4.5-6; Andijs, Veg. Fats and Oils, 1897, 216, 218; Waring,
Baz Med. Ind., 1897, 83-4 ;

Wright, An and Veg. Fixed Oils, Fats, etc.., 1903,
299, 353 ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 128, 132 ]

G. Mangfostana, Z/tnn.,- Nairne, i.c. 25; Woodrow, ?.c. 173; Firminger, Mango
Afffln.f7ard.7wd.Jed.Cameron), 1904,289; KewMus. Guide, 1907,21. Mango- steen.

Steen, mangustan, mustah, mengkop, mimbu, youngzalai, manggis. An ever-

green tree of the Malay Peninsula, indigenous to the Molucca Islands. [Kew
Bull., 1898, 26.] Fairly extensively cultivated in Burma (Tenasserim) and
in a few special localities in India, such as the Barlidr gardens, Nilgiri hills.

Though frequent efforts have been made in Bengal and Western India
to grow this tree, it has not been known to fruit successfully. In Ceylon,
Trirfidad and Jamaica better results appear to have been attained. A
warm moist, insular climate seems essential to success. In the open
plains it does not thrive so well as in valleys with light shade. Is liable

to the disease known as^gamboge canker.
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THE MANGOSTEEN FKUIT

Tiold.

Fniit sent to
England.

Preeorred.

’I’annlng

Material*

Gamboge.

Qum-rcsln,

Tapping.

It is propagated by seed, grafting or inlayering, and on rich loamy, well-

drained soils. The treo is commonly said to begin to bear when from 7 to 10

years, or, according to other experience, not until it is 16 to 20 years old. It

may continue to yield thereafter for 60 to 100 years. The fruiting season is

June to September. Rich cultivation is essential, such as manure once a yea^

Care must also be taken in picking the fruit, since until the rind has hardened

it IS delicate—a fall may often bo fatal to any idea of preservation. The yield

has boon variously stated. A writer in Indian Gardening speaks of trees planted

26 by 25 feet yielding 1,000 fruits an acre, with a net profit of £2. A writer in

The Planter, on the other hand, affirms that each tree may give an annual income
of £2 to £6. Gamble observes that accordmg to Heifer one tree may yield 1,000

fruits yearly, valued at Rs. 3 per 100. At Barlidr a treo has boon reported to

have given 1,200 fruits. The fruits are usually strung by a bast fibre, being

tied between the thick, hard, calyx teeth and the fruit ;
bunches thus formed

are hung up to mature. If intended to be transported, these bunches should

be packed in baskets along with wot moss, and dispatched the day they are

plucked. Some years ago a consignment of frosh fruits was sent to London
from the Wo4it Indies, but apparently no trade has as yet been organised.

^

As
an article of food, the fruit is highly esteemed both by Kuropoans and Natives,

and is considered by many persons the most delicious of Eastern fruits. Ships

coming from the Straits bring it to Rangoon and Calcutta, but by the time they
reach the latter port the fruits liave lost their true flavour, and are often very
bitter, through the formation of layers of yellow gamboge between the pips.

A considerable trade is done, however, and the price ranges from Rs. 3 to as

much as Rs. 10 a hundred, according to sonson and quality. Recently an
attempt has lioen made to preserve the mangostecn, and a little more enterprise

might make this an important industry. Traffic m inangosteen is, in fact, very
ancient. Tavernier (Travels Ind., 1676 (od. Ball), ii., 287) speaks of the fruit

as abounding in Siam.
The rind is a powerful tanning material, and an attempt has been made to

utilise the immense quantities available in Burma and the Straits. [Cf. Agri.

Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 14 ] The chemistry of tho rmd was Investigated by Schmidt
in 1855. It contains tannin, resin, and a yellow crystallisable principle, man-

goitiii In medicine the nnd or entire fruit is employed in tho production
of a syrup that is used in chronic diarrhma nnd dysentery, [Cf. Pharmacog.
Ind

, 1 , 107 ; Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1892, 167 ; 1900, 399 ;
Settl. Bepts. Amherst,

1893, 47 : Cult, in Singapore, Agri. Bull. Straits, 1902, i., 373 ;
Nisbet, Burma

under Brit. Buie and Before, 1901, i., 352 , Hawaiian For
, 1905, li., 91 ; Tro-p.

Agrist

,

1906, xxv., 259-60.]

G. Morelia, Desr.

;

Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 27 ;
Cooke, l.c.

77-8; Gamble, l.c. 65; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 63. Indian Gamboge
Tree. Tho vernacular names may be thus grouped :—the tree

—

arsinagurgi

mara, aradal, punar puli, kanlcutake, daramha, tha-men-gvi

:

the ^esin

—

ghdtdghaubd, ausaraherevan, revachinmsird, makki, ireval - chtnip - pal,

sanato-si, ruhhirevdnd, farfiran, etc. An evergreen tree of the forests of

tho Khasia hills, Eastern Bengal, the West Coast and Ceylon. The
Gamboge of European commerce comes from Siam, and is obtained from
It. Ifoubiirt/i, Hook., f. {Keto Mus. Guide, 1907, 20). .

From the Gctm-resin is produced tho gamboge of medicine and the arts.

That substance has been known almost from classic times. Of^uropean writers
it was first mentioned apparently by Clnsius (1605). It is referred to in Chinese
works as far back as the end of tho 1 3tli century. The gum is not collected to
any material extent in the forests of India, and the chief supply comes, therefore,
from Siam. Before tho resin can be gathered, the trees must be some ten years
old. Tapping is carried on during the rainy months, June to October, when the
sap is vigorous, by cutting a spiral line round the trunk from a height of about
ten feet above the ground. Down those grooves tho resin trickles in a viscous
stream into hollow bamboos placed at the base. From these it is decanted»into
smaller bamboos, and left for a month or so to solidify. To remove the gamboge
the bamboo joints are placed over a hot fire, which causes them to crack, when
a round stick of gamboge is obtained from each—the Roll or Pipe Gamboge
of commerce. This method does not seem to be employed in India, where only
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small incisions as a rule are mode, and the resin collected in small tear-drops.
In Ceylon it is procured by cutting hero and there a thin slice ofi the bark and
scraping away the resin which collects on tlie exposed surface. Cake and
Granular Gamboge are thus obtained, but both those are less pure thnii Siam
pipe gamboge. The best commercial samples of the pipo gamboge are of a
rich brown colour externally, dense and brittle, with a coiichoidal fracture of
a reddish-yellow colour, odourless and tasteless at first, then acrid Mixed
with water it forms a yellow emulsion. Hurst (Pmntrrii’ Colours, Oils, etc.,

1901, 461) gives an accoimt of the chemistry. Analy.sis shows it to contain - -
moisture, 2-50 per cent. ; mineral matter, 1 05 ; rosin soluble in ether, 66-05 ;

wax soluble in alcohol, 4-31
; gum, 26 03. Gamboge dissolves in ammonia with

a yellow colour, and this solution produces yellow and red dyes with /.iiic, alumina,
and lime mordants. The average London quotation for Siam g.imbog0 varies
from about £6 10s. to £10 per cwt

In Medicine, gamboge is employed as a hydragogue and drastic cathartic

and anthelmintic. From the sood.s a semi-sohd On. or fat is obtamod, used
as a lamp-oil or a substitute for ghi \Cf. Milburn, Or. Comm . 1813, li., 507 ;

Cooke, Chums, Resins, etc., 1874, 41-4, 46-8 ; Moodoon Sheriff, Mat. Med Mad.,
1891, 43-4 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1890, i ,

168-70 ; Trap. Agnst., 189.5-6,

XV., 216-7, 319 ;
Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1897, 177-8 , 1899, 164-5

;
Livache,

Manuf. Varnishes, Oil Crushing, etc
, 1809, 77-8 ;

Moritz Lewmthal, Ueber tins

Qurrvmigulti, 1900 ;
Chem. and Drugg., 1901, lix , 102 ; Allen, Cornm. Organ Inal ,

1901, ill., pt. i., 461-3 ;
Barry, Legal Med Tml , 1902, i , 532, 558 ; Mitchell,

Animal and Veg. Fats, etc., 1903, 299 ; Blyth, Foods, 1903, 353, 491 ; White
and Humphrey, Pharmacop

, 1901, 543, Tschirch, Die Harze tind die Harze-
behiilier, 1906, n

,
833-60.]

G. Xanthochymus, Hooh

,

/ , Rec Rot Sun Ind., i , 336 ; Talbot, l.c. 27-8 ;

Cooke, l.o. 78 j Pram, Beng. Plants, i , 247 ; Fmmnger, l.c. 290. The dampcl,
tamdl, tepor, manhola, tavir, iwara mernadi, mukki. jandgi, rruxdaw, etc A medium-
sized evergreen tree of E. Himalaya and E Bengal ; from Kanara south, through
Coorg and the Nilgiris ; also in the N Circars, Burma and the Andaman Islands.

A large quantity of an inferior gamboge is obtamod from tho Gum-resin of

this species In Assam it is extensively used as a Dye Tho Phakials of Lak-
himpur also employ the bark to produce a bright yellow Tho mordant used
is the green leaves of Hunt iiIocvh gut tttHflovn (bhomratt). \Cf. Duncan, Dyes
and Dyeing, Assam, 1896, 26,] The Fruit is utilised in medicine either fresh or
dried, and also eaten as a Food. It ripens in January and February, and is some-
times used in place of the tamarind for preparing curry, and this fruit, as also

that of O. pit II lea lata . are used m tho preparation of vinegar (seo p. 1109).

GEM-STONES.—Holland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1898-1903, in

Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. i., 106-9
;
also Imp. Gaz., 1907, iii.,

160-3., Holland states that the most important of the precious and
semi-precious stones of India are amber, jadeite and ruby. “The only
precious and semi-precious stones at present mined in India are the

diamond, ruby, sapphir-e, spinel, tourmaline, garnet, rock-crystal, and tho

various chalcodonic forms of silicon, jadeite and amber ” (see p. 64). The
Pearl, though not a mineral but an animal gem-stone, may be described

here. In the present article, therefore, a classification into Major and
Minor gems i^y be adopted advantageously. Under the heading of

Major Gems will be taken up in alphabetical sequence—Beryl, Diamond,
Pearl, Ruby, Sapphire, Spinel, Topaz and Turquoise

;
under Minor

Gems—Garnet, Jade, Lapis Lazuli, the Quartzose minerals (Rock Crystal,

Agate, Onyx, Jasper, etc.), and Tourmaline.
Total Trade.—The value of the precious stones found annually in

India does not apparently equal the value of the unset stones and pearls

imported. The Imports in 1903-4 amounted in value to Rs. 1,52,16,502,

and in 1906-7 to Rs. 93,38,103, and came chiefly from the United King-
dom, Arabia, France and Persia. The share of Bengal was Rs. 94,62,278
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in 1903- 4. and Rs. 6,05,482 in 1906-7
;

of Bombay, Rs. 55,02,591 in

1903-4, and Rs. 84,49,271 in 1906-7. The balance on the totals of the

Exports. years named went to Burma. In the same years the Exports (Indian

merchandise, including Jade) amounted to Rs. 9,25,257 and Rs. 18,81,608,

and the re-exports to Rs. 92,118 and Rs. 2,57,598.

Aqua-
marine.

D.E.P.,
111 ., 02 -101 .

Diamond.

Produc-
tion.

Three Groups

/. MAJOR OEMS.
1. Beryl.—Ball, Man. Emn. Geol. Ind., 1881, iii., 520-2 ;

Holland,

l.c. 107-8. The sahzd, j)anooa, fastiki kerasi.

Prof. Church vvTito.s mo that boryl includoa not only the rich green emerald,

but also the soa-groen aquamarine as well as the white, and the bluish varieties

of a mineral specie.s, which is a .silicat e of alumina and another earth, now generally

called beryllia.

According to Holland, tho palest varieties are common in the granite peg-

matites of India, but the cryst.als are too fissured for use as gem-stones. The
only places where attempts have been made to excavate pegmatite solely for

its aquamarines aro at Podyur (Pattalni) near Kangayam, Coimbatore district,

and at different places m the T’oda hills in Rajputana [Of. Lmschoton, Voy.

E. Ind, 1598 (ed Hakl Roc), 188.5, ii , 138; Tavornior, Travels, 1676 (ed.

Ball), 1889, ii , 104 ; Milhurn, Or Comm , 1813, li., 288 ; Watt, Mtn. Rev. Ind.,

1894,16; 1895,39 ; 1896, 38. 1897,36-7.]

2. Diamond. —Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, iii., 1-50; Ta-

vernier, Travels, 1676 (ed. Ball), li., 431-64
;

Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1889,

xxii., pt. 1, 1 2; pt. 4, 282 3 ;
1890, xxni., pt. 2, 69-72; pfc. 3, 153-6

;

Holland, l.c. 108 ; also Imp. Gnz., in., 160-1 . Watt-, Mem. Res. Ind.,

1894, 23-i
;
Min. Rev., 1891, 16-7 ; 1895, 39 , 1896, .38-9

; 1897, 37

;

hird, almas, hirdka, etc.

Sources .—India was tho first and for long tho only source of diamonds known
to Kuropoan nations, and most of tho great histone diamonds, the Koh-i-nur,
tho Orloff, tho Pitt, otc , were obtained from that country. Many of tho oarly
Indian explorations by Europeans wore primarily conducted with a view to

learn particulars of the supply of diamonds and otiier precious stones. Refer-
ences to Indian di.sinoncls accordingly occur in tlio writings of most of the early

travellers Marco Polo wrote of them in the 13th century Varthema {Travels,

1510 (ed. Hakl. Soo ), 1863, 107) deals specially with the diamonds of Cambay.
The history of the Koh-i-nur, given by Tavernier ( 1676, I c. 123-7), traces that
gem back to tho time of the Emporor Babor {Memoirs (Lej^den and Erskine,
transl ), 308). .lahangir {Memoirs (Price, transl,), 2-3, 51) gives an account
of the diamonds in tho crown and throno used by him Garcia de Orta, who
was in India m 1503 {Coll

.

xliii. ;
also m Ball, Proc Roy Ir Acad. (3rd. ser.),

1890, 1 , G57-61) mentions various Eastern diamond mines, sueh as that of
“Bisnagor” (Vijayanagar) and tho “Docain” (Deccan) Ball, in lus trasislation

of 'ravernier’s 'I'ravcla, gives full particulars of all tho Indian sources of
diamonds, and tho reader desirous of such details should, therefore, consult
that work (app ,

431- 61). Tovermcr - a diamond piorchant—was the first

European to critically examine tho iliariionds and the Court jewels of India.
Ills work 1 .S, accordingly, highly mstructivo. Fryor {Nc.w Arc. E. Ind. and Pera.,

1675, 188, 212-4) and Thevenot {Travels in Levant, Indoatan,'eto., 1687, pt. in.,

98-100, 104) speak of tho diamonds of Golcoiida, etc. (Golconda mines, consult
Bnll, l.c. 453-6). Milburn {Or. Comm., 1813, ii., 79-81) funushes particulars
for tho giudunce of tho purcha.sor and enumerates tho more important historic
diamonds that had been procuroil from India up to the beginmng of tho 19th
century.

The following accoimt by Holland gives concisely tho chief facts of
the modern production :

—
“ Notwithstanding the reputation (stretching back

even ns far as Ptolemy m tho European, and further in the Hindu, classics)
which India has had as a diamond-producing country, the output of to-day is

very small and comparativ^ely unimportant. The places which, accordiilg to
accounts, have been most productive in tho past form tliree great groups, each
in association with tho old unfossiliforous rocks of probably pre-Cambrian age,
now known as the Purana group, and distinguished locally as the Cuddapah and
Karnul systems in South India, and as the Vindhyan system in the northern
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part of the Peninsula. The southern of the"throe groups of diamond-occurrences Southern,

includes localities, with apparently authentic records, in the districts of Cuddapah,
Bellary, Karnul, Kistna, and Godavari. Loose stones have been picked up
on the surface of the ground, found in deposits of alluvium and in the workings
which have been undertaken in the so-called Banaganpilly stage of the Karnul
series of strata. In the second group of occurrences, in the Mahanadi valley, Mahanadi
the stones have been found in tho alluvium of the Sambalpur and Chanda dis-

tricts, and though strata similar to those ot the Vindhyans and Kuinuls are
known in this area, no diamonds have been found m those older rocks M’lio third
group of occurrcncos occupies a tract some sixty miles long by (cn miles -vide,

with the Vindhyan conglomerates near I’anna as tho centre The diamond- Panua.

mining industry still persists m this area, both in the old congloirieiate of Vin-
dhyan age, and in deposits which, though described as ulliiviiiiu aro possibly
relics of Lanieta (Upper Cretaceous) doposili ”

The diamond, on acemmt of its hardness, has for long been in.ide use of Jmliatrial Usics

for gla.ss-cutting purposes. A rude viiiicty, known n-. Bolt, bus boon chiefly

employed in this way In medic me, iliainood dii^i. is kno.m to be n powtrful
mechamcal poison. |C/. Hedges, Diary, 1(>81- 7, ni , cvxv . w m i , Iloyno, Tiaiis
on Ind., 1814, 92-107 ;

Bermer, Travrh, ItiijO (18, app ,
4o!‘-7l Kmg, Ini Ayri ,

Poison

Nov. 1892 , Madras Weekly Mail, Dec 1.“., 1900, .'lO'J , The Put, Diamond, confer
Walter Fit/.-Patnek, Rept. Hist. MSH ('"mm, 1892; Hroiigli, Mining of Non-
Metall. Min., in Journ. Soc. Arts, Juii. 15, 19(<t, 168 72 J

3. Pearla, Pearl Fisheries and Mother-of-pearl.—Pearls

are found in several mollusc.s which inhabit shallow seas and sandbanks
in both the Old and Now Worlds. The most productive i.s tho so-

called “ Pearl Oyster,” in reality a mussel—Meleaejt iiHi nmiydritifertf,

Lam. Modern classification, however, favours its reduction to Avirtihi

;

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. i.,

117-22.
Pearls.

moti, muttt, mulhu, etc.

Formation.—It is now known that most pearls are formed by tho presence

of some foreign substance, which becomes embedded in the interstices of tho

molluscan mantle and constitutes a source of irritation This irritation causes

the mollusc to deposit nacreous matter in concentric layers until the foreign

particle becomes completely encysted It has been practically established,

chiefly through the investigations of Dr. Lyster Jameson, that tho irritating

substance which induces the pearl-formation is very seldom a sand gram, but
almost always a small parasite, in some cases a simple protozoan, in others one iMnsitic
of tho stages in tho life history of a flat worm Prof Hordman of Liverpool, .VcUon

who was requested to examine tho fishonos m tho Gulf of Mnnar, states in his

report that the majority of the host poarls contained ns tlioir nuclei tho remains
of certain Platyholminthian parasites, which ho identified as tho larval con-

dition of a Cestodo or tape-worm. This costodo passes from the body of tho

pearl oyster into that of a hle-fish and from tho file-fish into some larger animal,
possibly the largo Trygon or ray.

Though pearls originate in tho mantle, they neverthole.ss, when large, fro- I’ormatioii.

quently work their way out and ho loose between it and the shell, or become
attached by subsequent nacreous deposit to the “ inother-of-poarl ” surface of

the latter. In this position a pearl may become so covered up as to form a
hemispherical mass which when cut out forms the “ perle bouton ” of the jewel-

lers. Tho hollow warty pearl, known as “ blister pearl,” is produced by a Blister Tearls

deposit of nacre in order to close an aperture arising from some injury.

Indian F/sher/es.—The pearl fisheries of India have been famous from remote Fisheries

times. Garcia do Orta in 1603 (Coll., xxxv.) mentions tho principal localities

in the Persian Gulf where pearls wero then obtained and says tho pearls were
cleaned and polished with pounded rice and salt. Linschoten in 1598 and
Tavernier in 1676 describe both the Persian and tho Ceylon pearl fisheries. At
the present time the largest pearl fisheries in the East are those of Ceylon, coyion.
for information concerning which the reader should consult tho reports sub-
mitted to the Government of Coyion in 1904 by Prof. Herdman, Mr. J. P. Lewis
and^Mr. Hornell; also Herdraan’s much fuller report published by (he Royal
Society (London, 1903-6, 6 vols.). In 1905 the total amount realised was
Rs. 26,10,621, and the number of oysters fished up 49,250,189. These fisheries

(it is understood) have been recently sold, or rather leased, for £20,000 a year netums.
to a company who are to work them. The only other pearl fishery of importance
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is that of the Mergui di&fcrict, Burma, which forma a considerable source of revenue

to the Burma Government.
Mother-of- MOTHER-OF-PP.ARL (see p. S)«9) IS procuredm connection with tne Beari ana

pearl. Chank fisheries of South India. It is carried all over the country, but curiously

enough is not worked up to the extent that might be anticipated, though a fairly

large trade exists in exporting the shells (Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 206-8).

m

\_Cf. Renaudot, Acc. Ind. and Chinn by Moharn. Trav. in 9th century (Engl,

transl ), 1733, 95-8 ; Marco Polo, 'I'ravels (ed. Yule), 1871, u., 207, 274, etc. ;

Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar, 1516 (ed Hakl. Soc.), 66, 170 ; Lin-

sehoten, Voy E Ind , 1598 (ed Hakl. Soc ), 1885, i., 45; 128 ;
li , 133 ;

Pyrard,

Voy E Ind., etc., 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc ), ii
, 143, 239 ;

Tavernier, Travels, 1676

(ed. Ball), 1889, ii , 107, etc
;
Theveiiot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc,, 1687,

pt. iii., 29, 109 ;
Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, i ,

357-62; Paulus AUgineta (Adams,
Comment ), 1847, ni , 473-4, Burma and Its People (cd Theobald), 1882, i., 127 ;

Thurston, Pearl and Chunk Fisheries, Manor, Madras Qovt. Mus. Bull
,

i , 1894;

Pearl Fishing, Bassein Diet , Agri.Ledg , 1896, No. 36; 1897, No. 1 ; Twynam,
Bept. Ceylon Pearl Fishery, 1900, 1—66 ; Donnan, Insp. Pearl Banks, Trap,

Agrist., 1901, xxi
,

243-.5 ; E. im Thurn, Ceylon Pearl Fishery, Jan. 1904,

xxiii., 443-5
; Feb ,

507-9, etc.

D.E.P.,
Vi., pt. i.,

684^9 .

Ruby.

OricaUl.

4. Ruby.—Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., in., 427, etc
;
Eritz Noetling,

Note on Reft. Naniseka Ruby Mine., Mainglon State, in Rec. Geol. Surv.

Ind., 1891, XXIV., pt. 2 ;
Hoiland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., vi., 584-9; also

Imp. Gaz., in., 161. The lal, manalc, Jeembu, ydkul renidni, etc.

Tlus name is applied by lapidaries and jewellers to two distinct minerals,

the True or Oriental Ruby and the Spinol-ruby (see opposite). The former is a
clear, crystalline form of alumina, coloured by some metallic oxide, chiefly that
of chromium or of iron, while the latter is an aluminate of magnesium. In
hardness the true ruby is inferior only to the diamond, a fact which affords

the simplest tost for distinguishing it from spinel, but it is also denser and
dichroic.

Sources.—Rubios have boon found in certain localities in Southern India,
Ceylon, Afghanistan and Badakhshan, but the chief sources both of the Oriental

Burma. and the spinel ruby are in the mines of Upper Burma. Garcia de Orta (1563,
Coll., xliv. , also in Ball, Proc Roy Ir. Acad. (3rd ser ), 1889-91, i., 665) gives some
account of rubies, but remarks that mider the name of “ ruby ” a great many

Early Records, stonos aro placed Ball, commenting on Garcia, says that definite information
of the occurrence of true rubies m India, ot least tho existence at any time of
regular mines, is wanting. Tavernier makes numerous references to the ruby,
and Ball in his edition of that work (1889, ii. (app. v.), 465-70) takes the op-
portunity to give a full account of tho ruby mines of Upper Burma which should
bo consulted by the reader,

Mininfr. Mining.—At the present day ruby mining m India is confined to the province
of Burma, the most important locality being near Mogok. Here the rubies occur
in a clayey mass, an alteration product of a coarsely granular marble. JWicording
to Mr. Bennot Brough, the methods of mining in Burma are suited to the three
conditions of its occurrence, in tho limestone, in hill detritnl material, and in

tho alluvial deposits in the valleys. The following account is taken from Holland.
“ During tho period under review tho ruby-mining industry in Upper Burma
underwent a now and favourable phase, the mineral having become, next to
petroleum, the most profitable source of revenue among the .Burmese minerals.

Concession. Various loa.se8 wore granted in tho ruby-bearing area near Nanyaseik in the
Myitkyma district, and in the ‘ stone-tract ’ of the Sagyin bills, m Mandalay
district, and the results havo been most profitless ; but the returns for the Mogok
area, whore the Burma Ruby Mines Company is paramount, show that the in-

dustry has entered a most encouraging phase. Tho Company was granted the
right in 1889 to mine for rubies and to levy royalties from persons working by
Native methods, tho lease being renewed in 1896 for fourteen years, at a rent
of Rs. 3,16,000 a year plus a share of the profits. The result being, however.

Production. unsatisfactory from tho shareholders’ point of view, the rent was reduced in
1898 to Rs 2,00,000, the share of the profits being at the same time raisedafrom
20 to 30 per cent. A dividend of 5 per cent, was paid for the first time in
1898, when the value of rubies obtained amounted to £67,960. In 1899 the

Returns. Company obtained rubies to tho value of £00,848, and paid a dividend of 12J per
cent. ; in this year three unusually valuable stones were found, one of 77 carats
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being valued at 4 lakhs of
vn.lii« of fViQ *

rupees (£26,666). In the following year (1900) thevalue of the stones raised increased to £97,326. and the Company paid a dividend

Bt
showed the record output of stones, valued

at £104,476, whilst in 1902 they brought £86,895. In the last year (1903) thecompany s receipts were £98,675, and profits on the year’s working £44,950.”
[C/. Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1866, 168 ,

Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1698 (od. Hakl. Soc.), 1885, i , 80, 97 ; ii
,
138-41,

161—4; Thovenot, 'l^ravels in Levant^ Indostan^ etc , 1687, pt iii., 112, Ovington,
Voy. SuraU , 1689, 201, 686; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 360; ii

,
288-9;

Oldham, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind
, 1893, 45, Mtn. Rev Ind, 1894, 18; 1895, 41 ;

1896, 40—1 ; 1897, 39—40 ;
Repl. Rev. anti Admin., liurma, 1895-6. 98—9 ; Ward

and Judd, Proc. Roy. Soc , 1895, 67, 387-94; Max Bauer, Jahrb f Min , 1896,
li., 197-238; Scott, Oaz. Upper Burma and Shan Slates, 1900, ii

, pt. 1, 213-7 ,

1901, pt. 2, 144, 342, 392 ; Bonnot Brough, Mining of Non-AIetall, Min., in

Journ. Soc. Arts, Jan. 15, 1904, 172-3.]

Oarnet

6. Sapphire.—Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Irul., 1881, iii., 429 ;
Latouche,

Safophire Mines of Kashmir, iii Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1890, xxiii., pt. 2 ;

Middlemiss, Sapphirine-bearing Rock from Vizayapatam, 1904, x.xxi., pt. 2,

38-42
;
Holland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. 1, 109. TliemZam,

kabud, neela-hgmet-kha, ouk thapha-ya, etc.

Sources .—The sappliiro is a transparent variety of corundum or native

alumina, composed of oxide of alumina with traces of other substances to which
its colour 18 due. The colour varies from the palest blue to deep indigo, while

violet, yellow and green varieties are also met with Both dark and light varieties

are described by Garcia do Orta (1563, Coll., xhv.), who says the latter are

called aafira de agua (water sapphire) and that both varieties are found m
“ Cahout, Cananor and in many parts of the kingdom of Bisnager.” Ball (Kov.

of Garcia de Orta, in Proc. Roy Ir Acad , 1889-91 (3rd sor.), i., 664), comment-
ing on this subject, states that he has no definite information as to the former
workings of sapphire deposits in India In recent years the chief source of

sapphire was at Zanskar m Kashmir, but the mmos are now said to bo exhausted.
According to Holland (l.c. 109), the normal blue sapphire and rarer green, yellow
and white varieties are occasionally found in tho ruby-bearing gravels of Burma.
[Cf. Tavernier, Travels, 1676 (ed. Ball), 1889, ii , 102, 455, 470 ; Thevenot, l.c

99 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1896, 60-1 ; Min. Rev. Ind., 1896, 41 ; 1896, 40

;

1897, 40 ;
Bennet Brough, l.c. Jan. 14, 1904, 172.]

6. Spinel.—Ball, l.c, 429-31
; Holland, l.c. 109.

The spinel or Balas ruby differs from the true Oriental ruby by containing

a considerable percentage of magnesia with traces of chromium and iron oxido.

In hardness it is also inferior to the true ruby, of which it is a constant associato

and for which it is frequently mistaken. [C/. Tavernier, l.c. li., 102, 467.

J

7. Topaz.—Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, iii., 530-1.

A fluo-silicate of alumina always containing a little essential water, and
occurring only in metamorphic rocks or m tho veins which traverse those. Of
its occurrence in India there seems no authentic record. [Cf. Linschoten, Voy.
E. Ind., 1698 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1886, i., 80 ; li., 138 ; Tavermer, l.c. li., 129, 449.]

8. Turquoise.—Ball, l.c. 435.

The existence of the true turquoise in India is doubtful. Holland remarks
that its only importance lies in the fact that India is one of the channels by which
thci material procured in Persia and adjoining areas reaches the European and
Eastern markets. The art of manufacturing and colouring imitation turquoise
has become a science with tho traders in those stones Recently a new industry
has arisen in Kashmir in ornamenting metal wares with a layer of false turquoise
embedded over tho surface (Watt, Ind. Art. at Delhi, 1903, 60, 75). [Of. Lm-
schoten, l.o. ii., 141; Tavernier, l.c. ii., 103; Milbiirn, Or. Comm., 1813, ii

,

643 ;
Bennet Brough, Mining Non-Metall. Min., in Journ. Soc. Arts, Jan. 14,

1904» 174.]
11. MINOR OEMS.

9. Garnet.

—

Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, iii., 521-4
;
Holland,

Orig. and Growth of Garnets, etc., in Rec. Geol, Surv. Ind., 1896, xxix., pt. i.,
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Sapphire.

Composition.

Enslimir.

Spinel.

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. iv.,

70.
Topaz.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt.iv.,

204.

Turquoise.

Garnet.
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Jade and Jadeite

Compoaitiou.

Supply.

Workmtja.

Jaipur
Jewellery.

Oriental
GurnctM.

20-30
; also Reo. Min. Prod. Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. i., 108-9. The ydqut,

chunri. meJitab.

Garnets are silicates of alumina, iron, lime, magnesia or similar bases. They
may be grouped in six sections ns alumina-linie, alumina-magnesia, alumina-

iron, alumina-manganese, iroii-limo and hme-ehrome garnets.

Sources.—The garnet is common in various localities in India, those of

Rajputana bemg the most important Soi'no stones from Rajputana are said

to measure a quarter of an inch to .six inches in diameter, and are reputed to be
the VjGst in the world In the Madras I’residency they occur in Vizagapatam,
Godavari, Trichinopoly and Tinnevelly, and aro fairly abundant in Burma.
According to Holland, “The only garnets woiked to any considerable extent

m India occur m the mica .schists of Rajmulial m Jaipur, and near Sarwar in

the adjoining State of Iviahengnrh Returns are not available to show the con-
dition of the industry m Jaipur, but there is still a considerable industry in the

Kirthengarh State, though the yearly estimates are altogether too variable to

permit of a fair average being drawn, varying from about £10,000 to £2,000.”

Cut garnets in the form of nocklacos and other small articles of personal

adornment constitute an important section of the lapidary craft of India
(Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi. 1003, 74-.5). Tho chief centre of the production of

these goods is Jaipur. Tho qualities known are the so-called amethystine or

Oriental garnets, which aro usually cut in the form of pendants for jewellery,

and the moro valuable noble or almandmo garnets

[Cf. Garcia de Orta, 15(53, Coll., xliv ; Milbiini, Ic.ii , 288 ; Min Prod. Ind.
Rev. and Agri. Dept. 1802, 3; Min Rev, 1804, 17; 1895, 39-40; 1896, 39;
1897, 37-8

,
Introd. Chem. and Phy. Study Ind Min., 1895, 81 , Scott, Oaz.

Upper Burma and Shan States, 1901, ii ,
jit n., 230 ;

Bennot Brough, l.c 174-5 ]

D.E.P.,
IV., 636-41 .

Jade,
Jadeite,
Jadestone.

Bqrma.

10. Jade and Jadeite.—Ball. Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., 1881, iii,,

616-8
;

fritz Noetliiig, Rept. Econ. Res. of Amber and Jade Mines Area,

Upper Burma, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1892, xxv., pt. iii.
;

Occurrence

in Upper Burma, 1893, xxvi., pt. i., 26 -30 ,
Bauer, Jadeite from Tammaw,

Upper Burma, 1895, xxvin., pt. in., 91 -.5
;
Holland, l.c. 62-4. The yashm,

sang-t-yashab, sutashi, etc. Under tin' name Jai>k several different minerals

arc included, not always easily distinguishable. True jade or nephrite is

a native silicate of calcium and inagnosium, and may be regarded as a

crypto-crystalline variety of hornblende. J.^deite, commonly confused

with true jade, is a silicate of soda and alumina, is harder and has a higher

specific gravity and greater fusibility than jade. Both jade and jadeite are of

economic importance and are comprised under the general term Jadestone.
Sources.—The chief source of the tumoral is m tipper Burma According

to Holland, some of tlio best material is obtained n» pebbles in tho gravels of tho
LTru river, a tributary of the Chmdwm, but most is obtained by quarrying near
Tammaw, in tho Mogaung Sub-Divisioii of tho Myitkyina district. Thb jadeite
here is enclosed m an eruptive rock closely resembling serpentine which pierces
strata probably of Upper Miocene age No jado (neplirito) of the kmd which
would be regarded as a marketablo mineral is known in India, though a mineral
having tho essential composition and approaching jade m physical characters
18 known m South Mirzapur. Outsido India it may be remarked that in South
Turkestan true jade lias been worked for many centuries.

Mining.—The method of extraction is very primitive. Before the discovery
of the Tammaw mines, the mineral was obtained only in thJl form of boulders
in 'the Uru valley, mixed with other rocks in tho alluvial deposits of the river.
“ The boulders are obtained either by diggmg holes along the bank of the stream
or by diving to its bottom. Tho boulders brought to tho surface are at once
broken, and the jadeite separated from the useless stuff ” (Noetling). In the
Tammaw mines the method employed is to heat the surface of the rock by large
fires, the fall of temperature by night being sufficient to crack the rock. Crow-
bars are then inserted in tho cracks and the big blocks thus obtnmed are broken
by mallets into lumps of convenient size. ''

Manufactures.—Jade is highly valued by the Chinese, and also by certain
classes m India The best is of an intense bright-green colour, but red and pale
pmkiah varieties are also prized. In Burma it is employed chiefly in the manu-
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facture of finger- and oar-rings, bracelets, cliains, etc. The chief seat of the
manufacture of these articles is at Momom. All sort of cups, vessels, tables and
other ornaments are made of it. [Of. Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 73, 476-7.]
Articles of spurious jade are also frequently mot with. The most common of

those in India is the Afghan jade-like serpentine, largely used in Bhera (Shahpur
district) for making hafts of peshqwbz (Afghan knives) and of hunting- or

ordinary table-knives, small boxes, etc.

Trade,—In Upper Burma the export trade in jade-stone is very considerable
Some passes into South-West China by the overland route, but most finds its

way down to Rangoon, whence it is exported to the Straits Settlements and
China. During the six years 1897-1903 the exports averaged 3,911 cwt ,

valued at £44,770, giving an average value per cwt of £11‘4.'>. The exports
in 1906-7, according to the Official returns,wore 2,998 cwt., valued at Rs S,02,270.

[Of. Warry, Bept on Jade Mines at Mogaung, 1888 ; Min. Rev . 1894, 17 • 1896,

40 ; 1896, 39 ; 1897, 38 ; Lawrence, Valley of Ka.ehmir, 1895, 65 , Scot t, Oaz
Upper Burma and Shan States, 1900, ii

,
pt i., 277-89 ; 1901, ii., pt n

,
298 :

Bennet Brough, l.c. 176 ]

11. Lapis Lazuli.- -Ball, l.c. 52!^-30. Tlu' lajward, rajararal. D.E.P.,
A mineral of complex composition, but consisting chiefly of silica, alumina iv., 687.

and lime. It is commonly known ns ultramarine from its blue colour. The Lapis
mineral powdered was largely used in India for house decoration and book- Lazuli,
illumination. [Of. Paultis Aigineta (Adams, transl ), in , 200-1 ; Linschoten, I c

11 , 144 ;
Tavernier, Travels, 1676 (ed Ball), 1889, n , 1.56 ; Milburn, Or Comm.,

1813, i., 138.]

12. Quartzose Minerals.

—

Quartz is the natural silicic anhydride. D.E.P.,

but hydrated silica also exists. This has led to the classilication of the u-. 167-75.

stones of this kind into -crystallised or phanero-crystalline anhydrous ^^^era^s^
quartz, represented by the rock-crystals

;
uncrystallised or crypto-

crystalline anhydrous quartz, including chalcedony, jasper, agate, etc
;

uncrystallised hydrated quartz. The opal is a type of this last group.
(a) Rock-crystal.—Ball, l.c. 002-3 ; Holland, l.c. 107. The btlaur, phatak,

tansala.

Sources.—Rock-crystal is the name given to the transparent varieties of Rock-
crystallised quartz, the different colours which are met with being flue to tho crystal,
presence of small quantities of foreign minerals. These coloured varieties are
known by various names, e g Amethyst, Cairngorm, Rose-quartz, Smoky-
quartz, Milk-quartz, etc , and Holland mako.s the following statement regarding
the occurrence of this gem and its use m India —“ In the Tanjoro district, Madras
Presidency, fragments of rock-crystal aro collected and cut tor rhoap jewellery,

being known as “ Vallum diamonds,” whilst the bi-pyramidal quartz-crystals
found in tlie gypsum of the salt marl near Kalabagh, on the Indus, are to a
certain extent used for making necklaces, and rock-crystal is .similarly used for

cheap jewellery in Kashmir.” In Indian Art at Delhi, 1903 (l.c. 76), it is stated Ko-shmir

that rock-crystals are also ^prgely cut and made into sword and dagger handles,
beads, buckles, necklaces, etc. These are turned out fairly extensively in Jaipur.

‘

The so-called ” rock-crystal ” buckles, etc., of Kashmir are very largely made
of paste diamonds. • [Of. Mandelslo, Travels, in Oleariiis, Hist. Muscovy, etc ,

1662, 83; Tavernier, l.c. i., 389 ; Milbum, Or. Comm., 1813, i, 360- 1 ; Min.
Prod. Ind. Rev. andkAgri. Dept., 1892, 3; Watt, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind, 1894,
18 ; Nicholson, Man. of Coimbatore Dist

,

1898, ii., 160.

(b) Agate and Carnelian.—Ball, l.c. 603-4 ; Watt, Ind. Art

,

l.c. 73-6 ; Holland, Agate and
l.c. 107 ;

yamni, manka, etc. Carnelian.
Agates are concretionary masses or nodules, which occur usually in hollows

or veins in volcanic rocks. When cut across, the sections show layers. Their
composition consists of 70 to 96 per cent, of silica, with varying proportions of
alumina, coloured by oxide of iron or manganese. Various varieties are found,
known $ss Mocha stones, Moss Agates, Bloodstones, Chrysoprase, etc.

Sources.—According to Holland, a considerable trade in agate and the related
forms of silica, called hahik, still exists These are obtamed from the amygda-
loidal flows of the Deccan Trap, chiefly from the State of Rajpipla, where the
main source is a conglomerate near the village of Ratanpur. Here tho right to
colleot hahik is leased for a period of five years at an annual rental. The most
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Trade.

('(dours

Onyx.

Jasper.

Opal.

Cat’s-eye.

important place at which agates are cut is Cambay, but a certain amount of agate'

cutting 18 al.so earned on at Jabbalpur, and other places within range of the

Deccan 'J’rap. They are much used for ornamental and decorative purposes,

being made into brooches, rings, seals, cups, etc. The ancient murrhine vases,

famous from the time of Fhiiy, are supposed to have been made of agates from
llroach and Cambay. While coHoctiiig the pebbles the miners divide them into

tno primary classes—those that are not improved m colour by burning, and
tliuse that are. Of the former there are three chief varieties;—(1) the Onyx,
hnown as niora or bdwtt ghort ; (2) the Oat’s-oye, cheshatYuxddr or dola

; and (3) a
yellow half-clear pebble called rori or lasania. All other stones are baked to

bung out tlioir colour. During the hot season, generally in March and April,

the stones are sproad in tho sun m an open field. Then in May, a trench, two
feet deep by throe wide, is dug round tho field. Tho pebbles are gathered into

earthoii pots, which, with their mouths down and a hole broken m their bottoms,
are sot in a row in the trench. Round the pots, goat or cow-dung cakes are piled,

and the whole kept burning from sunset to sunrise. The pots are then taken
out, the stones o’camined, and tho good ones stowed in bags. About the end of

May tho bags are carried to the Nerbudda and floated to Broach. Here they are

shipped in largo vessels tor Cambay, and offered for sale to tho Camelian dealers.

By ex[iosuro to tho sun lUid fire, among browns the light shades brighten
into white, and tho darker deeiion into chestnut. Of yellows, maize gains a
rosy tint, orange is iiitonsifiod into rod, and an intermediate shade of yellow
bocoinos pinkish purple. Pebbles in which cloudy browns and yellows were at

first ini.\od are now marked by clear bands of white and red The hue ot tho
rod carnolian varies from tho palest flesh to tho deepest blood red. The best

arc of a deop, clear, and oven rod colour, free from cracks, flaws or veins. The
larger and thicker the stone, the more it is esteemed. White carnehans are
Bcan.o Wlieii large, thick, even coloured, and free from flaws, they are valu-
able

,
yellow and variegated stones are worth little. It may be of interest to

add m this comiection that the burning of agates at Cambay is fully described
by Barbosa at the beginning of the 16th century, so that it would appear to

bo a fairly ancient imiustry. And moreover other writers of an even earlier

date allude to the agates of India without spocially indicating their production.
[CV Vurthdma, Travels, 1610 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 107 ; Barbosa, Coasts

E. A/iicaand Malabar (od Hakl. Soc.). 1617, 66-7; Mandelslo, l.c. 1662, 26,

40, 83 ; Tavoriiior, I c. i., 60 ; Milburii, l.c. ii., 497-9 ;
Paulus ^gineta

(Adams Comment ), 1847, tii , 476 ; Campbell, Bomb. Oaz , iii., iv., vii. and
x\ui

, Watt, Bev. M%n. Prod. Ind., 1894, 17, /rwf. Art at Delhi, 1903, 73-4.]
(c) Onyx.—Ball. l.c. 603.
Tho onyx is tho general term for those varieties of agate m which the colours

aro arrangoil m flat horizontal pianos. It is reported to be plentiful in tho crystal
pits in tho Betul district, and to occur near Amerwara in Chhindwara. It was
formerly iii groat repute for cameos, and is employed for various articles of
adornment. [C/ Milburn, l.c. u , 615 ; Watt, Rev. Min. Prod

, i.c.]

(d) Jasper.—Ball, Ic. 503-14; Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1896, xxv., 202.
A quartzose minoral, commonly of a red or yellow colour. The former occurs

among the Cambay stones from the Deccan, and the latter in Tenasserim. A
groen variety is found in Burma, and fine specimens of ribbon jasper are met
with in tho bandur lulls. Bollary [Cf. Garcia de Orta, 1563, Coll., xliv.]

{e) Opal.—The dhiidid pathar.
Compact iincrystalline semi-transparent to opaque hydrated silica. There

are various varieties, of which the most valued is the Noijle Opal, of a milky
white colour, opaloscont and exhibiting a rich play of colour. [Of. Milbum, l.c.

11 , 616 ; Beiiiiet Brough, Mining Non-Metall. Mtn., m Journ. Soc. Arts., Jan.
15, 1604, 174 J ,

(/) Cat’s-eye.—The ehush-maidar, Uismydn or lahsaniya.
A variety of ohalcodomc quartz, presenting a peculiar opalescent reflection,

said to bo due to the presence of asbestos. It is called Cat’s-eye from its re-
semblance to the eye of a cat, hence also the Burmese name kyoung, which has
that meaning [Of Garcia de Orta, 1603, Coll., xhv. ; Linschoten, Voy, E. Ind,,
1698 (ed. Hakl, Soc.), 1885, ii., 141 ; Milbum, l.c. i., 361.]

Tourma- 13. Tourmaline.—Noetling, Tourmaline Mines in Mainglon State,
line. in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1891, xxiv., pt. ii., 125-8; Holland, Rev. Min.

Prod. Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. i., 109.
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A tuindral of very complex and variable composition ooourring in the granitic

and metamorphic rooks of most countries. It is generally black, when it is

teimedfschorl

;

red varieties (rubelhte), dark-blue {wdicoll/te) and white (achroite)

also occur. The red variety is commonest in India, good specimens being of a
deep crimson colour. White specimens have occasionally been found among
the black stones from the Shan States, and green tourmaline has been mentioned
as occurring in the Hazaribagh district of Bengal and in granite dykes in the bed
of the Kauveri, Seringapatam Holland states that various attempts have been
made to work the red variety which occurs in the Ruby district of Upper Burma.
In 1898 an outturn worth £.3/39 was reported, in 1900 worth £1,240, and in

1903, £196, but returns for 1898 and 1902 are not available. \Gf. Milburn, l.c. i..

361—2 ; Introd. Ghem. and Phy. Study Ind. Min , IS.'iO, 82 ; Mtn Rev., 1895, 42

;

1897, 40; Scott, Oaz. Upper. Burma and Shan States, 1900, li., pt. i., 227-30 ;

1901, pt. ii., 392.]

Forms of
Toiinnallne.

GLASS AND GLASSWARE.—Glass is known in India by D.E.P.,

the vernacular names of kanch, kunnadi, addannu, shishah, kizaz. It is lii-, 603-5.

a mixture of silicate of potassium or sodium, or of both, with one or more GHass.

silicates insoluble in water, such as those of the alkaline earths, aluminium,
manganese, iron or lead. The mixture is effected by fusion.

History.—Stein (.4ncten.< Khotan, 1907, 373), in discussing fragments of glass B,irly

picked up at Niya (3rd century), observes, “ Glass was until the middle of the fifth KnoulcOge.

century of our ora known in China only as an import from Ta-Ch’m, the Far West
(Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, 228 et aeq ), and it appears very improbable
that the introduction of glass manufacture could have been delayed so long, if

the making of gloss had been an art practised in Eastern Turkestan when the
latter was imdor Chinese control during earlier centuries It is significant that,
according to the Pet shih, the first makers of gleias in China were traders from the
country of the Great Yulk-chih, i.e. from the Old Indo-Scythian dominion, for

whom the land route through Khotan was a more likely line of communication
than the sea route.”

In India glass is little employed for the purposes it is ordinarily used in other iruUtvn Glass,

countries (windows, bottles, etc.), and the proce.S8 of monufacturo, os carried on
by the Natives, is accordingly very crude and unscientific. The chief materials
employed are carbonate of soda in its crude condition, called reh, and the impure
sands of the rivers with certain special earths, etc. Tho ordinary Native glass is

a coarse, impure, coloured or dirty mass, full of flaws and air bubbles, and suitable
only for the manufacture of beads, coarse bangles and other minor articles. White
glass is sometimes made (or rather re-made) by molting broken gloss or glassware
of European manufacture.

Indian Production.—The chief centres of the glass industry to-day ore tho
Lahore, Karnal, Jholam and Hoshiarpur districts of tho PanjAb ; the Bijnor,
Lucknow and Saharanpur districts. United Provinces ; Ahmednagar, Kaira
and Baroda, Bombay ; Seoni, Central Provinces ; Patna, Bengal

;
lastly the

State of Jaipur and the North Arcot district, Madras. The chief articles

manufactured are bangles (ohuria), beads, crude globes, silvered with mercury Bangles,

or tinfoil, coarse toys,, small bottles, lamp chimneys, etc. Tho only glassware Beads,

in India with any pretension to art is that produced at Patna. The articles Patna
are generally coloured and the shapes very elegant but exceedmgly fragile. U^lasswaro.

The industry is ‘said to be dying out for want of demand. Special mention may
be made of the glass mosaics seen in the palaces of some parts of Rajputana,
the Panj&b aifd Burma. It was to meet this demand that the industry of
blowing gloss globes, silvered inside, sprang into existence. The globes are
broken up into fragments of certain sizes, then set m cement (or in Burma
in lacquer), and in that way constitute tho chief decorative feature of ahish
mahale (looking-glass palaces). The smaller fragments of silvered glass are
also worked up into the embroidered phulkari cloths of the Panj&b. There is

in addition the true mosaic art where coloured glass elaborates a pattern, as
s^n in the palaces of Udaipur.

The influences that operate against the establishment in India of glass works Glass Works,

on a commercial scale are the cheapness of the imported Western products, the
want of enterprise on tho part of capitalists, and tho unfavourable climatic con-
ditions, Recently several praiseworthy efforts to extend the manufacture of
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glass on a scientific basis )mvo iieon made ; of one of the last, an account is given

in The Ttmee of India (Oct. 22, 1903). The greatest difficulty is perhaps the

apparent absence of a suitable sand for fusing purposes, within easy reach of the
trade centres, and of the fuel and other essential materials.

Trade in Glass.

—

The total Imports into India of gla.ss ami glassware

of all kinds, including Government stores, were in 1876-7 valued at

Rs. 29,45,091 ; twenty years later (1896-7) they stood at Rs. 72,25,918.

For the five years ending 1906-7 they were as follows ;— 1902-3,

Rs. 96,15,634 ;
1903-4, Rs. 1,01,17,065 ; 1904-5, Rs. 1,14,21,397 ;

1905-6,

Rs. 1,14,79,658 ; and 1906-7, Rs. 1,22,75,725. The analysis of the com-
mercial returns (1905-6) might be given as follows :— 13,769,052 superficial

feet of sheet and plate gla&s, valued at Rs. 12,44,884; 22,520 cwt. of beads
and false pearls, valued at Rs. 24,02,442 , 65,785 cwt. of bottles, valued
at Rs. 6,50,645; bangles, Rs. 42,78,558 ; lamp-ware, Rs. 6,94,138; other

mi.scellaneous glassware, Rs. 28,43,441 ; Government .stores, Rs. 1,61,677.

The sheet and plate glass came chiefly from llclgmm and the United
Kingdom

;
the beads from Italy, Austria, Germany and the United

Kingdom
;
the bottles from the United Kingdom and Germany

;
bangles

from Austria-Hungary
;

lamp-ware from Germany, Austria-Hungary
and the United Kingdom , and the other waro.s Ironi Austria-Hungary,
the United Kingdom, Belgium and Germany. Bangles and lamp-ware
were returned for the first time m 1905-6. In the .same year the Exports
(Indian produce) amounted to Rs. 98,029. Bombay exported the largest

amount, viz. Rs. 89,177, and the chief market was Persia, followed by
Turkey-in-Asia, Arabia, Ceylon, Aden and the United Kingdom.

[Cf. Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. Mysore, etc , 1807, i., 147-51 ; ni., 369-73 ;

Monographs, Pottery and Glassware -.

—

Halifax, Panjnb, 1890, 23, 24-7; Tow
Skoin-Ko, Burma, 1894, 5, 13; Maconochie, Bombay, 1895, 8-9; Mukharji,
Bengal, 189.5, 10-11 ; Dobbs. U. Prov., 1896, 29-35, 41-4; Tilly, Glass Mosaws
of Burma, 1901 , Agrr Ledg , 1901, No. 13, 410-7, 1902, No. 6, 126; Madras
Weekly Mail, Oct 1, 1903, 365 ; Pioneer Mail, Oct 2, 1903, 24 ; Watt, Ind. Art
at Delhi, 1903, 76, 96-7 ,

Holland, Rec. Geol. Surv Ind
, 1906, xxxii., pt. 1, 109-10.)

GLYCINE SOJA, Itenth., Journ. Linn. Soc., viii., 266 ;
Kew

Reft., 1882, 42-3; Pram, Journ. As. Soc Beng., 1891, Ixvi., 403-4;
Duthie, FI. ZJffer Gang. Plain, 232 ; G. hisfida, Maxim., Duthie and Fuller,

Field and Gard. Crops, 1893, pt. lii., 3, t. 85, Lequminos^. (Following
the suggestion made by Pram, the above name had better be adopted
for the cultivated plant and usstn-irnsis. Regel cfe Maack, lor tha wild,

which = ii. Soja, Sieb. Luce.). The Soy Bean
;
in Indian vernaculars,

hhat, ram, gari-kulay, hendedisom horec, pond di8om,,an-mg-kiyo, tzu-dza,

bhatnas, seta, musa, khajuwa, etc.

A sub-erect or creeping annual native of China, Cochin,-China, Japan
and Java, comparatively recently introduced into India, though recorded
as acclimatised and even seen as an escape from cultivation. It might,
in fact, be described as extensively cultivated, though more as a garden
than a field crop

;
is especially prevalent m Eastern Bengal, Assam (Barpeta

Suh-division), the Khasia hills, Manipur, the Naga hills and Burma. It is

not mfre()uent in tlie plains of India proper, especially m Bust!, Gorakhpur,
Patna and Purnea, etc. In Bombay and Madras, however, the Soy
Bean has apparciiGy hardly passed tlic experimental stage.

Cultivation.—Two chief varieties occur, one called white, the other black.
On the plains it is generally grown by itself as a kharif (autumn) crop. The seeds
are sown from Juno to September, and harvested from November to December.
They should bo placed at a depth not exceeding 1 to mches, and 18 plants
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may bo left, after weeding, to tlio square yard. A peaty soil, or one rich in organic
matter, is preferred A good manure for it is sulphate of potash, but nitrogen
may be supplied with advantage in the form of nitrate of soda, or in the ease of

soils poor in organic matter, in the form of rape or mustard cake In Assam
it is sown with dhu (autumn rice) in April and May. The Ahu crop is removed in Sco-soas.

July and August, and its stnbblo acts as a support for the bean plants, which are

ready for harvest in December and January
Church (Food-Oraina of Ind , 1885, 140-5) gives the following analysis of tho chomatry.

bean —in 100 part.s : water ll'O, albuminoids 55 5, starch mid sugar 26‘0, fat IS 9,

fibre 4 2, and ash 4 (i. Its chemical composition thus places it abo' e other pulses
as on albuminous food. It is eaton in India in tho localities where it is cultivated, i^ood.

idiiefly in the form of dal or satu In Japan it is largely used as a sauce, choose

(natto) or paste, and m China an edible oil is obtained from the sood If cut when
tho pods are fully formed it makes a most nutritious fodder, and the sood-cako, as Fodder,

already stated, is an extremely rich cattle food. \Cf Milburn. Or Comm , 1813,

ii., 519 ; Drug. Bull., Feb. 1890, 113 ; Trop. Agriat , 1893, xiii
, 50 , 1903, xxiii

,

176; King, Trop Agnat , 1897, xvii., 460; Ind. Aqrt , March 1, 1899, 93 ;

Jnd. Card, Fob 9, 1899, 56, Agn. Ledg . 1903, No 5. 137; Konig, Chem
Zusammenaetz der Menach. Nahr., 1903, i., 1484 ; Kew. Mus. Quide, 1907,

No. 1, 65.]

GOLD.—Ball, Man. Scan. Geol. Ind., 1881, ni., 173-2.30, 608-10
;

D.E.P.,

Mallet, Man. Geol. Ind., 1887, iv., 1; Smith, Gold Mtmngin India, in Mining 619-33.

Institute, 1893 ;
Watt, Min. Rev., 1894 to 1897 ; also Mem. lies. Br. Ind.,

1894, 19-20
;

Bosworth-Smith, Rept. Kolar Gold-Field and its Southern

Extension, 1889 ;
Grundy, Repts. Insp. Gold Mines, Mysore Stale, 1894,

1895 ;
Hatch, The Kolar Gold-Field, Quartz-Mimruj and Gold-Recovery, in

Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1901, 1-90 (numerous plates) ; Holland, Rev. Mm.
Prod., in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxti., pt. i., 10, 12, 45-50. Gold has

been known since the most remote clas.sic times of India
,
it is indicated

by the following -vernaculars :

—

sona, ijser, swarna, ptvon, hungdrum, mas,

iMnchana, shwae, run, tibr, zahah, tilln, zir, etc.

Occurrence.—Gold is known to occur throughout India—in the Bengal, Production.

Madras and Bombay Presidencies
; in the Central Provinces, Panjab,

United Provinces, Burma and many of the Native States. The ultimate

derivation is mainly the quartz reefs which traverse the metamorphic
and sub-metamorphic series of rocks, but smaller quantities appear to

exist in certain chloritic schists and quartzites and possibly also in some
forms of gneiss. The only other sources in Peninsular India are the recent

and sub-recent alluvial deposits which rest on the metamorphic and
sub-raetaraorphic rocks. In extra-peninsular regions, gold is met with
in rocks of different periods ; in Ladakh in quartz reefs of carboniferous

age ;
in Kandahdr in’cretaceous formations

; while along the foot of the

Himalaya the tertiary rocks which flank the base of the hills are more or

less auriferous. ’ Holland {l.c. 45) has pointed out that India occupies the india’i

sixth or seven1j> position among the leading gold-producing countries of

the world, but that the total output is nevertheless insignificant, aggre-

gating no more than 3J per cent, of the world’s annual supply. The
following brief abstract of the available information regarding the occur-

rence and production of gold, province by province, may be useful :

—

Bengal.-—Gold is obtained in Orissa, Midnapur, Bankura and in the Province Bengal,
of Chota Nagpur. In recent years attention has been drawn chiefly to the chota Nagpur.
latt#r, where, under tho control of the Geological Department, an extensive
survey for gold has been conducted by several officers whose publications are
mentioned bolow. The area examined covers part of the districts of Manbhum
and Singhbum, with tho tributary States of Gangpur, Bonoi, Udepur and Jashpur.
Commenting on Mr. Maclaren’s flnal report, the Director says that though gold is
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undoubtedly almost umversal in tho country examined, gold-prospecting could
not (with one or two exceptions) be honestly recommended as a reasonable
venture (General Report, 1902—3). The examination found the deposits in the
quartz reefs to be very thin and patchy and tho ore bodies small. “ The recovery
of gold from alluvial deposits,” the report further adds, “ offers no brighter

prospects than that of mining quartz veins.” [Cf. Noetlmg, Sonapei Gold-Field,
in Rec. Oeol Surv. Ind , 1890, xxiil

,
pt. ii, 73-8 ; 1896, xxix

,
pt. i., 2 ;

King and
Pope, Gold, Copper, Lead in Chola Nagpur, 1891 ;

Hatch, Rept. Parhardiah
Quartzites, in Mem. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1901, xxxni., 68-71; Holland, Gen Rept. Geol.

Surv. Ind,, 1901-2 ; 1902-3, 10-4 ; Maclaren, Rec Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1904,
xxxi., pt. li., 59-91 (with map) ]

Assam.—For an account of tho gold of this province the reader should consult
Maclaron’s exhaustive paper on the Auriferous Occurrences of Assam (l.c. 1904,
pt. IV , 206-32, with numerous plates and maps). In a brief notice on that paper,
Holland (Rev. Min Prod., 1905, xxxii., 140) remarks that tho most striking
feature of the gold deposits of the Assam valley is the universal distribution of
tho metal in extremely small percentages throughout the gravel of the river-beds.
This Maclaren holds to be due to two mam causes, the wandering of the Brah-
maputra over the plain and tho wide distribution of the Tipam or Sub-Himalayan
sandstones, which are certainly auriferous in places The next characteristic
feature is the general aggregation of gold at a point the distance of which from
the hills is dependent on the strength of the current and tho form of the gold dust.
This point of general deposition is marked on the Assam rivers by the occurrence of
gravels containing pebbles up to 6 inches in diameter. Above the point indicated
the only deposition is that due to local diminutions m the velocity of the curroiJt,

as on the beaches at the ond of a long pool or on beaches lying parallel with the
stream, and to which the gold is earned by the back oddies, where it is retained in
tho interstices between the largo boulders.

The only gold deposits considered by Maclaren to bo worthy of further pros-
pecting are tho Gun Mara, above the Sadiya and opposite tho Chunpara Stockade

;

the Sibia Mukh on the Dihong river, and the Dorpai pool on the Subansiri river.
The most promising deposit is that on tho Subansiri The gold in general is of
good quality, but tho individual gold grains, except mafewplaces on the Subansiri,
are extremely small and much flattened.

United Proyinces.—Tho production of gold in those provinces is comparatively
unimportant. Tho only districts where it occurs in any quantity are Bijnor,
Nairn Tal and Garhwal, but the estimated production is only about 60 to 80 oz.
])or annum. Tho general method of working is the washing of auriferous sands
found in the bods of certain rivers, most notably Ramganga, Sukhar Sot, Phika
and Khoh in the Nagina Tahsil of the Bijnor district.

Central Provinces.—Gold-bearing sands occur in most parts of these provinces,
but tho output 13 comparatively insigniflcant. The chief localities are Nagpur
Division, e.spocially Bhandara, Balnghat, Chanda, etc [Cf. H. Nunn, Monog.
Gold and Silver- Ware, 5-10] In Central India gold appears to be confined to
the Ajmere-Merwara district. •

Panfa*.—The districts where gold is foimd are Bnnnu, Peshawar, Hazara,
Rawalpindi, Jholum, Kangra, Ambala, Gurgaon, and Hoshiarpur. Tho most
important are tho Jhelum district, where gold to the value of £770 was produced
in 1901, and a fair amount in the Hazara district It is said that recently an
application has boon made to the Panjib Government on behalf of a Syndicate
in British Columbia for the grant of a dredging lease for gold'in the bed of the
Indus. [Cf. Maclagan, Monog. Gold and Silver Works, Pb., 1888-9; Robertson,
Settl Rept. Rawalpindi, 1893, 16 ; Mem Oeol. Surv Ind., 1®97, xxvi., 287 ;

Madras Weekly Mail, Juno 7, 1900. 502 ; Capital, Fob. 4, 1904.]
Kashmir.—Gold-washing is carried on in some villages, chiefly in the Skardu

Tahsil and Kargil Tahsil, Baltistan. In the former, the chief locality is the
sands of the Bashahr river, and in the latter along theleft bank of the Dras-Sooroo
river from Hardas to Maimus, at Shor Alithang near Kharbu, and at Chuskor,
some eight miles from Kargil. The market value of a tola is Rs, 20 and the State
rate Rs. 18. [Cf Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 1876, 409 ; Clarke, Skardu Tahsil
and Kargil Tahsil, 1901, 10 ; Kaye, Note on Assess. Rept. of Kargil Tahsil, feoi,
46 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 62.]

Bombay.—Auriferous rocks occur inthe districts of Dharwar, Belgaum, Kaladgi

,

in the South Marithi country, and in tho province of Kathiawar, but the output
of gold in late years has been very small. Recently, however, promising work
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in reef-mining has been commenced in the Dharwar district under the auspices

of the Dharwar Beefs Company, Ltd.
Madras.—Gold is found in Madura, Coimbatore, Salem, Wynaad, the Nilgins,

Travancoro, Malabar, Kanara, North Arcot and Bollary. In recent years, how-
ever, all the gold produced in the Presidency w'as from the Kangundi mines m
the Kangundi Zemindari of North Arcot. Work was commenced there in 18!)3

and was continued with varying success until 1000, since when working has

ceased. The highest yield was obtained in 1898, viz. 2,854 oz. Prospecting
has recently been carried on at Wynaad and three of the ohl mines were open
during part of 1901, but did not yield any gold. [0/ Hayden and Hatch, Gold-

Fields of the Waindd, Mem. Oeol. Surv Ind., xxxiii
,
pt ii.]

Mysore and Hyderabad.—The gold of Mysore State is solely derived from the
Kolar district, which occupies a small tract of country in the eastern extremity
of the State. Boughly, the field is about ten miles long from north to south, two
miles wide from east to west, and made up of synclinal folds of schistose rocks.

Hatch says that the auriferous lodes of the Kolar gold-fields consist of a senes
of parallel quartz veins which occupy a central position m tho belt of Dharwar
schists. Although there are several parallel veins, it is on the Champion lodo

only that paying mines have been developed. “ Tho attention of Buropean
prospectors was directed to this area by numerous Native workings of unknown
age; and since operations commenced on a large scale, shortly aftor 1880,

the gold extracted, up to the end of 1903, lias reached a value of nonrly 19

millions sterling. During this period five companies have paid £8,250,000 m
dividends, while the Mysore State has received nearly one million as its royalty.

Tho deepest workings, now somewhat more than 3,000 feet below the surface,

show little diminution in the value or width of the auriferous quartz vom During
the past five years the amount of quartz crushed has increased from 337,636 tons

m 1898 to 546,762 tons m 1903, and the valueof gold extracted has increased from
£1,576,000 in 1898 to £2,284,000 m 1903.” [Imp. Gaz , 1907, m.. 14 ] Holland
observes that various improvement schemes, with the object of reducing working
expenses, have been mtroduced in rooont years, one of tho most important
being the provision of electric power from the Kauvori Fulls. The supply com-
menced about the middle of 1902, and has regularly furnished over 4,000 horse

power to the various mining and metallurgical works. In The Madras Weekly Mail
(June 1, 1905, 597) an account is given of a new discovery of gold m Mysore at

Yellahanka, 22 miles north-east of Bangalore, which seems of future importance.
The citation of publications in the opening paragraph practically denotes

those of Madras and Mysore, but there may be added the annual reports of the
various companies, of which, in alphabetical sequence, tho following may bo
quoted ;— I. Balaghat Gold Mining Company , 2 Champion Beef Gold Mining
Company ; 3. Coromandel Gold Mining Company

;
4 Ooregum Gold Mining

Company ; 6. Mysore Beefs Company ; 6. Mysore Gold Mining Company
, 7.

The New Kempinkote Gold Field
; 8 Nine Beefs Company ; 9. Tho Nuaily-

droog Company ; 10. The Oriental Gold Mining Company ; 1 1. the Hoad Block
Gold Mining Company, etc.

In Hyderabad the only quartz mines producing gold are those of Hutli nnd
Wundalli in the Nizam’s Dominions. At tho Wundalli mine 7,822 oz of gold
were recovered in 1899, but the mines were closed in 1900, and tho Hutti mine
was tho only one at work at the end of 1903. In the latter mine tho total

output for 1903 was 3,414 oz.

Burma.—The only reef mine of importance is the Kyonkpazat near Wimtho
in Upper Burmji. Holland tells us that this mine yielded in 1898, 1,120
oz., and maintained and indeed increased its yield until 1902, when 1,984
oz., valued at ^,606, were produced, but in 1903 tho auriferous chute was
worked out and the mine closed. From recent exploration, however, Burma
appears to be very rich in alluvial gold, and in 1903 a license was issued to a
Company to dredge gold in the Irrawaddy above Bhamo. Gold to the value
of Bs. 2,016 was produced, and the result was sufficiently successful to induce
the Company to extend its operations. Tho greater possibilities of dredging on
the Irrawaddy appear to arise from the fact that the waters of the river are
derived from ranges where, even in the cold weather, there is a heavy rainfall.

[Cfa Imp. Gaz., 1907, iii., 141-3.] The Indian Agriculturist (Feb. 1905) gives
the practical results of an interview with Lfc.-Col. Mackenzie Foss, on the
subject of the occurrence of tin and gold in Lower Burma, in which that
gentleman apparently stated that, in his opinion, the district of Mergui was one
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of the richest in alluvial gold in the world [Cf. Nisbet, Burma under Brit. RuXe

and Before, 1901, i.. 347. 307 ; Reo. Qeol. Surv. Ind., 1892, xxv., 129 ;
1893, xxvi.,

7, 48, 163; 1894, xxvii , pt i., 10-11, 117, 122-3.]

C/ses.—Gold is largely employed by the richer classes in India for the purpose

of personal adornment or in the ornamentation of sacred buildings, palaces, etc.

The most important art industries for which it is employed are, therefore, coins,

jewellery, gold-leaf, gold wire and threail (used m the fabrication of cloth of gold

(kmkhabs), braids, lace, etc. Stem {Ancient Kliotan, 1907, 192-4, 210, 224, 381,

496) discusses the gold-digging at Yotkan and mentions the instances whore he

found gold employed by the artists of the sand-ongulfed rums. These date from
the 3rd to the 8th centuries While ho found gold-leaf extensively employed
in the ornamentation of tho idols, statuary, etc , he makes no mention of having
come across an example of fabric with gold wire (thread). He mot with Chinese

and Tibetan brocaded silks, but no examples of the Indian kinhhah.

For tho uses of gold in Mktucine, the render should consult Dutt (Mat. Med,
Hind., 1900, 57-01). [Cf. Ain-i-Akbari (.larrett, transl.), in , 315-G ; Mukharji
Art Manuf. Ind , 1888, 97-144 ; Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903 .—Gold and Silver Plato,

31-42, Gold Brocades (kmkhabs, etc.), 319-38, Gold-wire, 416-8, Gold and Silver

Embroidery, 419-24, Jewellery, 489-93 The following enumeration, province
by province, of the publications that deal with tho Indian industries that employ
gold may bo found useful

.

—Bknqat. Mukerji, Monog. Gold and Silver Work,
1905 Assam: Henniker, Monog., 1905. United PaoviNOES • Hoey, Monog.
Trade and Manuf , 110-3, 157, 184, 194, 196-7

;
Charles, Monog , 1905. Panjab :

Mnclagan, Monog , 1890 Centhai. Puovinces : Nunn, Monog., 1904 Bombay :

Bums, Monog , 1904 Madhas : Havell, llept. Arts and Manuf ,
Qovt. Proc., 1886,

5, 6, 13, 15. Burma ; Max and Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 1900, 107-11.]

TRADE .—If Max Muller and others be correct in identifying

India with the Ophir of Scripture, the present production is possibly only

a tithe of what it has been. According to Napier {Metallurgy of the Bible),

King David derived, through the trade of Ophir, gold to a valuation of

£600,000,000. But another opinion fixes Ophir in West Arabia. Pliny
speaks of Indian gold coming from the country of the Nareae (the Nairs
of Malabar), and thus practically the Mysore mines

“ Within the past few years the net imports of gold have apparently
diminished. Thus the excess of imports over exports during the ten years
ending 1891-2 averaged about 729,900 oz., while during the following ten
years the average did not exceed 442,400. The reduction is mainly due to
two causes. Large imports of gold had been made by banks to be exchanged
for silver, and the accumulation of gold coin having been found incon-
venient by Government—for gold does not circulate freely in the country
—the surplus was shipped by the Government to London, where at the
same time considerable purchases of silver were made for additions, to the
coinage. Secondly, tho Mysore gold-mines now send to Loudon large quan-
tities of gold every year, and this export reduces the net imports shown
in the trade returns. It is probable that on tlie wjiole there was no real
decline in the demand for gold in India, which is in value about half of
that of silver. In 1902-3 the net imports rose to l,417a0(X) oz., and in
the following years to 1,566,237 and 1,516,991 ” {Imf. Gaz. 1907, iii., 292),

Holland {Rev. Min. Prod., l.c 47), commenting on Indian production,
observes, “ For the six years under review the value of gold extracted was
£11,310,038 or 60 per cent, of the total value (£18,687,818) extracted in the
twenty-one years since tho commencement of work under European super-
vision. With the increase in output dividends have also increased, rising
from £739,114 in 1898 to £1,019,347 in 1903, or an increase of 38 per cent.
The total dividends paid during the six years were £4,988,793 or 60<per
cent, of the dividends (£8,287,071) paid since 1882, indicating that dividends
and output have advanced pari passu." [Of. O’Conor, Rev. Trade Ind.,
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1902-3, 28-9, 37-8
; Reft. Beng. Chamber Comm., 1903, 145-51

; 7mp.

Gaz., 1907, iii., 291-2.]

GOSSYPIUM (Cotton); Watt, Wild and Cult. Cotton Plants of D.E.P.,

the World, 1907, 1-406, tt. 1-53. A genus of Malvaok^t:, the species of ^•>1-174.

which are widely distributed on both sides of the equator, and in both otton.

hemispheres. On the north they extend, under cultivation, to Crimea
(45°), and on the south to the latitude of the Cape of Good Hope (34°).

"Few cultivated plants are so didlcult to understand or have been half

so much confused through conflicting ojunions regarding the existing

forms as the cottons. Practically all the botanical names in current use suontme

were founded on cultivated plants, and these changed subsequently, and in

some cases so rapidly that they are now mostly unrecognisable. Instead

of rejecting a nomenclature thus hopcle.s,slv useless, one botanist after

another has given his peculiar views and rea.s,sorted the published names.

The obvious duty of establishing species on the wild forms and grouping
Species,

the cultivated states as near as may be possible under these, has been

absolutely neglected and the literature of the genus become confusion

worse confounded. Useless controversies have engaged attention, such as

whether there are fifty or more species, or only three, or even only one in

the whole world
;
another, whether a single characteristic of supreme value

can be discovered, upon which a classification of the forms might be based.

The early authors divided the cottons into trees and bushes, or into poren- perennuas.

nials and annuals. It has now been establisheil beyond dispute that all

species of (rostif/phiiH under suitable environment are perennials if left

alone, and may in time become large bushes or even small trees. More-

over, when cultivated they readily respond to environment, and when
necessity exists become annuals or otherwise adapt themselves. On dry

stony soils they are usually perennials, on rich loamy soils annuals, more
especially if restrained by cold in the winter months or by a heavy periodic

(monsoonic) rainfall or by infestations of pests. Some writers have placed character of

confidence on the characteristics of the seed as affording a key to classi-

fication. If possessed of a double layer of wool, viz. an under-velvet veiTet or Fu/.a.

or fuzz (as it has been called) and an outer layer or floss (the true wool or

lint), such seeds have been regarded as denoting very different plants

from those with a naked seed, that is to say, not possessed of the under- Naked,

coating (fuzz). This conception originated the classification into nlbinit

(white or fuzzy seeds) and nif/iutin (black or naked seeds). So again the

fact of the seeds being free from each other or attached together into what
has been called a “ cliain ” or “ kidney ” mass, has been accepted as a Kidnejeii &ccd.s

further means of diagnosis. But as opposed to such views it has recently

been shown that certain structural peculiarities have originated in conse-

quence of adaptation to beneficial insects, such as the kelep ant of Guate-

mala, or as protfective measures against enemies. Of this latter kind may protective

very probably be the formation of the floss and of its special and varied

peculiarities. Hence another set of writers have rejected all the distinctions

based on the fruit or seed and have advanced the argument that selection

should primarily bo directedtowards lowering the size andweight of the seed,

and thus increasing the proportion of wool. No structural manifestations

would accordingly be less constant than those based on the seed and floss.

But the colour of the fuzz and floss have been even more frequently utilised colour ot pioss.

as aids in classification than structural characters. The names Nanklny
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and relif/iosmu were at first used to denote a red or JcaMi coloured floss,

and the belief was accepted that all wools of that colour were obtained from

one and the same species. As opposed to that view it may be mentioned

that Fortune {Three Years' Wanderings in China, 1847, 264) says that the

mie wha or yellow cotton of China cannot be separated from the white form,

and that the seed may come up either white or yellow. [Gf. Liotard, Note,

Nanking Cotton in India, 188.3.] As a matter of fact it would now appear

certain that most wild cottons have a red-coloured fuzz or even a red fuzz

and floss : accordingly, under negligent cultivation or as acclimatised

escapes from cultivation, the woolly coating of the seeds, in the majority

of species, may become reddish coloured. Conversely, red-coloured

cottons, if carefully cultivated, invariably lose their colour and become
white. Lastly, still other writers have sought for a classification based

on the shape and degree of hairiness of the leaves and bracteoles or the

shape and colour of the flowers. But, as with most other cultivated plants,

the classification of the forms of OosH>n>iiini is alone possible on the

basis of the wild plants and through an aggregation of all natural character-

istics, including geographic and climatological considerations, and not

upon any arbitrary (single) standard.

In this view it may now be desirable to furnish the practical results

of a special study of the genus fiossf/piHtn (restricting attention as far

as may bo possible to the Indian forms) and to draw up the history of the

available information regarding the cotton industry, with special reference

to the periods of discovery, the stages in cultivation, the improvement of

the plants of commerce, and the progression m industrial knowledge :

—

/. THE HISTORY OF THE COTTON PLANT AND COTTON
INDUSTRIES.

It would not bo far from correct to describe cotton as the central feature of
the world’s modern commerce. Certainly no more remarkable example of a
sudden development exists in the history of economic products than is the case
with cotton The enormous importance of the textile to-day, in the agricultural,
commercial, industrial and social life of the world, renders it difScult to believe
that but little more than two hundred years ago cotton was practically unknown
to the civilised nations of the West. But it is perhaps even still more singular
that n fibre which, for many centuries apparently, had been a staple article of
clothing m India and the East generally, should scarcely find a place in the early
classical literature of these countries. Nearly all the beautiful and useful plants
of India have their properties extolled by the Sanskrit poets, and indeed are
frequently dedicated to the gods, but cotton—the plant above all other^ which
might have been expected to have formed the theme of nature-worship—is

hardly more than incidentally mentioned.
The Sanskrit word kdrpde&-i, often rendered cotton, is connected with the

Grfeek and Latin carpasoa or carbasus, and denoted a fine textile. That name
was also known to the Phoenicians and Hebrews, but whether it originated
in India or was imported there would be hard to say. Mr. F. W, Thomas,
who has kindly permitted me to consult him on this point, informs me
that “ tho earhest mention appears to be in the Asvaldyd^ ^rauta Sutra
(say 800 b.c.), where tho material is contrasted with silk and hemp, a« that
of which was mode the sacred thread of the Brahmans. Probably the word was
thus borrowed from India. The other words tula and picu are later—they
denote the substance.” “ The Sanskrit dictionaries give four names {vadara,
kdrpdsl, tundikeri and aamudrAnld) for the shrub, while the wild kind is called
hharadvdji. They also mention that kdrpdaa and vadara (the material) come
from the fruit of the plant in question, while tho Haraaaarxta (circa 660 a.d.)
twice speaks of the cotton (tula) from the pods of the adlmali tree ” (= agmul,
Botiibfijr iiKttabnrlcuin). In the Inalilutca of Manu injunctions exist that
regulate the operations of the washermen and of the weavers, and these all
point to a social organisation and industrial attainment in which a knowledge
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of cotton is essential, but it is takon for granted rather than expounded or

justified. All this might of course argue antiquity, as it certainly does for the

arts of spinning and weaving, but the word k&rpdsi may have existed for

centuries with a generic rather than a specific signification.

Similarly it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine the earliest

certain references to cotton in the Persian, Arabic and European classics. It is

fairly clear that kutn, katdn or kutun (the Arabic name from which we have
derived the English word cotton) originally denoted flax, not cotton. So also in

Greek, karpaaoa, often rendered cotton, had, as already stated, the still earlier

meaning of flax or simply of a fine textile. But cotton textiles hod been carried

to Europe, and were regularly traded in, long before any definite knowledge
existed there regarding the fibre of which they were made. In fact the Greeks
first learned definitely of the cotton plant through the group of explorers who
visited India along with Alexander the Great and his immediate successors in

Bactriana. Herodotus (450 b.c.) had written of India having wild trees that
bear fleeces as their fruits. But right down to the middle of the 18th century
the wool-bearing trees were divided into those with spinose and those nith
smooth stems. The former wore the silk-cotton trees, of whicli nomha^
Mininbni'lcHtii may be given as the typo, while under the latter many of the

botanical writers included kapok (ki ).

A largo percentage of the earliest authors speak of cotton being used for

quilts and mattresses, but are silent regarding its being spun and woven. Ktesias
wovild appear to have been the first European who observed the spinning and
weaving of the Natives of India, but his description does not necessarily denote
cotton as the fibre. Theophrastus (350 b.o.) gives us the first definite conception
of Indian cotton cultivation. He says {Hist. PI. (ed. Schneider), iv., ch. 4, 132),
“ The trees, from which the Indiana make cloths, have a leaf like that of the

mulberry ; but the whole plant resembles the dog-rose 'J’hey set them m the
plains arranged m rows, so as to look like vinos at a distance.” He then adds
that cotton cultivation may bo seen both in India and Arabia. Indian cotton-
bearing plants set in rows necessarily involves cultivation, but it would bo equally
applicable to the perennial os to tho annual plant. The comparison to the dog-
rose, with its open lax branches, however, brings to mind tho perennial roji of
Gujarat rather than the small compact bush of tho ordinary annual cotton.
(See below, under RoJl, p. 581.)

Pliny tells us that cotton (carbasa) was in Tylos called Goasymptnes. He
does not state whence he derived that information, but curiously enough by
modern botanical writers that word has become the generic name for tho cottons
{tJauMffjiiniii). In the Periplua of the Erythraean Sea (03 a.d.) wo have the first

commercial mention of Indian cottons. The raw cotton, as also the Indian
cotton manufactures, were conveyed by the Arabs from “ Patiala, Ariake and
Barygaza ” (the modern Broach) up the Red Sea to “ Aduh.” The Indika of
Arrian, a work compiled (150 a.d.) from Nearchus, Megasthenos, Strabo and
Eratosthenes, as also other early Greek travellers, was professedly intended to
supersede the inaccurate account of India given by Ktesias. After narrating
the particulars above mentioned, Arrian adds that tho cotton of India is whiter
and brighter than that of any other country. Thus by tho beginning of the
Christian era we have a fairly vivid glimpse of India as a cotton-growing and
cotton-manufacturing country. Stein {Ancient Khotan, 1907, 374, 412, 430, 442,
etc.) mentions that cotton cultivation is very largely pursued around the modern
Khotan, and in ether passages he refers to fragments of cotton garments, etc.,

found in the ruins of the ancient city, which must be accepted as dating from
the 3rd to the StKcentury. These are doubtless the oldest authenticated examples
of the Central Asiatic cotton industry at present known.

The simple reference to a fibre or textile, under such names as kdrpdsi, katdn,
linon, carbaaua or Ooasypion may be of no historic value whatever. It has to
bo shown that the word used had the same signification then as to-day. Many
illustrations might, in fact, be given of tho confusion that prevailed regarding the
separate recomition of the chief textiles of the world, down even to the 17th
century. Li Manchester, for example, a particular texture of goods, woven of
wocJl, was in 1690 sold under the name of “ Manchester Cottons.” In 1664 the
dispute between Sir Martin Noel and the East India Company as to whether
“ Calico wsw linen or no ” became acute, and that controversy shows how very
reluctantly the name ** cotton ” was in England accepted as indicative of a dis-
tinct fibre.
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Quiltiufi-coltous,

First
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There ia, however every reason for believing that the Arabs knew of cotton
and wore cotton garineiits before tho present era. Unhappily no writer can be
discovered who effectually bridges over tho gap between the period of the Periplus
and that of tho physicians who wrote in the 7tli to tho 10th centuries. Serapion,
an Arab medical writer (who lived about 850 ad), quote.s several earlier Arab
authors, among whom Ibn Hanifa, he says (spenlnng of Kolbo), describedthe cotton
as growing there on trees which lived for twenty years but attained their best
bearing condition about the ninth year Benaiidot giv'os a translation of tho
journal of an Arab (.Siilaiinun) who visited China and India in tho 9th century.
Tile oiiginal Arabic IMS boars tho date 1 173, and was translated in 1718 by
Itenaudot, and again m 1815 by Reinaud into French ; but there is an English
edition dated 173A Speaking of the town of Calicut, he says that “ garments
are made in so extraordinary a manner that nowhere else are the like to bo
seen. They are for the most part roimd and woven to that degree of fineness
that they may bo drawn through a ring of middling size.” Sulaiman also makes
special mention of tho fact that tho Chinese, rich and poor, were seen to be dressed
in silk, but ho says nothing of cotton in China. It is one of the many surprises
met with everywhere in tho study of the world’s production and trade in cotton,
that tho plant was not cultivated in China for its fibre until the 13th century.
In the 6th century we road of the Emperor Ou-ti having possessed a robe of cotton
that he held in much o.steem. Towards tho end of the 7th century cotton was
an ornamental shrub m Chinese gardens. Mayer says that it was not until about
1000 A.n. that the plant was fully introduced into Chma, and this view is accepted
by Bretschneider. There was apparently in Chma (as m Europe) much opposition
to the introduction of cotton as a textile

Marco Polo (who travelled through a largo portion of Asia in 1290 a.d.) refers
to the production and manufacture ofcotton m Persia, Kashgar, Yarkand, Khotan,
Gujarat, Cambay, Tehngann, Malabar. Bengal, etc., but is absolutely silent on
these subjects in connection with China Speaking of Gujarat, ho says the cotton
trees are of groat size and attain an ago of twenty years, but he adds, when
of that ago the cotton is only used to ijiiilt or .stuff bods. Referring doubtless to
Mosuhpatam, he says it produces specially fine “ buckrams ” (muslins) and
chintzes. Tho Rev E. Terry, (ihaplain to Sir Thomas Roe’s Embassy to Indiam 1016, speaks of the cotton plants near Surat as growing for three or four
years before being uprooted Tho cotton plant .seen by Rheede in Malabar,
during 1686, he describes as a shrub 10 to 12 feet in height, found growing m
sandy places—he does not say cultivated

Turning now and very briefly to Egypt. Plmy, in his account of Ethiopia,
speaks of the portion that borders on Egypt having cotton plants that afford a
more woolly fibre than is customary and as jjossesHing exceptionally large pods.
Yates {Text, AnHq,, 1843, 334—.*>4), commenting on that passage, observes that
tho plant referred to may have been <. He further says that cotton
w'as not grown in Egypt proper during ancient times. In support of that view
he affirms that the MS. copies of both Phny and Julius Pollux (a century later
than Plmy), that have boon eitoil as upholding an anciont cultivation, l(^vo had
tliat interpretation put upon them through marginal annotations which were
made about the 14th century a d. being taken as jwrts of tho original text. He
accordingly maintains that cotton was litst cultivat.ed in Egypt about tho I3th
or 14th centuries, and m support of that opinion mentions tho fact that the Arab
physician Abdullatiph, who visited Egypt m 1200 a.d

, and published a list
of tho plants ho saw, makes no montion of cotton. Further. Yates points out
that the ancient paintings and sculptures of Egypt, while they show flax cultiva-
tion and purification of the fibre, give not tho slightest indication of cotton. And
this view 18 confirmed by Prosper Alpmus {De PI. Mgyph, 159%, 29), who makes
the significant observation that tho Egyptians in 1592 imported cotton for their
own use from Syria and Cyprus, and only cultivated m thoir gardens, as a curious
and ornarnontal plant, tho winch ho lignrecl and doscribod viz
u. He adds, however, that tlio Arabs make webs of that cotton which
they call sessa. Forskal (FI. JEg. Arab.. 1775, 125) indicates two forms of cotton
mot with by him : G. rubrum, which ho says was known to the Arabs as oth, hadite,
or od')Q,8 (from tho description given, the plant indicated was vory likely to 4^avo
been u. n.-«.occ„,», Unn

) ; while his second species (which ho calls Q. arboreum)
answers fairly closely to e. [Of Adler and Casanowiez, BOtUoal
Antiq.^ m Ann. Kept. Smithaonuin Inst, 1806, 1005.]

It IS thus very remarkable tliat the accounts given by tho earlier authors
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regarding Indian and Egyptian cottona almost all point to perennial, not annual
plants, and so persistently aa to suggest that the annual stock may have been a
subsequent discovery obtained very possibly from Arabia.

In the 9th century Sicily was taken by the Saracens, and according to Abu
Zacaria Ebn el Awam (Banquori, transl., n , ch. 22, 103) they at onco introduced
the cultivation of cotton. From the account given of the methods of cultivation
the plant must have boon the annual stock, now known aa i-. iterbinrntn In
the 10th century the Muhammadans carried the self-samo cotton plant (as I
take it) across the Mediterranean to Spain, and for throe contiirios thereafter
Barcelona had a flourishing cotton industry. There would thus sooiu no doubt
the plant disseminated by the Muhammadans was H herftncpiii«, the species
presently cultivated in the regions indicated. Where they obtained that plant may
bo a matter of uncertainty, but to-day the contro of its area of cultivation might
almost be given aa the northern tracts of Arabia and Mes< ipotainia, wboi e 1

1

stands
every chance of being mJigonous. Thoro is no doubt, howover, that the Levantine
{not the Indian) plant was CIOS0I 3

' associated with the e.trly Saracens : tlioir re-

ligion, their cotton and thoir sugar might bo spoken of as the ti iple agents of their

civilisation. As a cultivated plant, that cotton wtus can lod by thoni to Const Jiiti-

noplo, and very possibly through 'I'lirkoy, Asi.i Minor, .\rinonm, Kurdistan and
Mesopotamia to Persia, if not oven to the frontier of fiidui .So iiLo they 111 timo
may have convoyed it to Egypt, m coniioction with their Baghdad trade, which
on tho conquest of Spam wont otu Aloxaiiilna But before passing awa^ iiom
this subject it m.ay ho added that thoro would seem no doubt a limited culti-

vation of cotton had been established m Criiiioa and South Italy sumo short
time prior to tho European conquests of the Saracens, so tliat it is just po.ssihlo

it may have existed, if it was not indigenous m some of tho i.sliinds of tho Medi-
terranean, prior to the knowledge of its utilisalion as a textile, just as the tea
plant existed in Assam prior to its being brought from China by Gordon and
Fortune. It is not surprising, therefore, that Dioscoridos shoukl make no mention
of cotton. The cultivation of Uvrhnmtttt m time, however, was diffused
throughout the countries bordering both shores of the Mediterranean, and a cotton
trade was established which hold sway for several centuries.

It may perhaps suffice for the purpo.se of this work to indicate very briefly the
chief historic facts in tho rise and present position of tho cotton production and
trade of the Now World and of the cotton manufacturing enterprise of Groat
Britain. The earliest mention of the English cotton trade appears to occur in

a little poetic work entitled The PoltHe of Keeping the Sea. This is given by
Hakluyt in his Voyages, etc. (i , 213), and was apparently originally published in

1430. The merchants of Genoa aro spoken of as carrying silk, pepper, woad
and cotton to England, and as taking back woollen goods. It is thus probable
that at an even earlier date than indicated England procured cotton from tho
Levant, since tho fibre is spoken of as an ordinary commodity. In 1492
Columbus discovered the West Indio.s and America. The Spaniards on their arrival

in the New World found cotton being cultivated and manufactured, from tlio

West Indies to Peru and from Mexico to Brazil In 1498 Vasco da Gama sailed

for India round the Cape of Good Hope. The success of that expedition gave
to Western Europe a direct route to India, and struck a severe blow at tho com-
mercial supremacy of Venice and Genoa. “ Thus previous to the discovery
of America and the West Indies and for some timo afterward.s, England, and
probably all Europe, were supplied with cotton from the Levant ” (Milburn,
Or. Comm., 1813, ii.,. 279-82). Down to tho close of the 16th century England
obtained her cotton (a small demand) from the Levant, and hor supplies of

Indian cotton goodsiiud tho Mediterranean ports. As late as 1641 wo read that
“ the town of Manchester buys cotton-wool in London, that comos first from
Cyprus and Smyrna.” The supply, if any, from tho West Indies must accord-
ingly have been very insignificant. The early historians of Brazil affirm that
a cotton plant was found indigenous there, and that the Natives made use of

it to supply the cotton of their simple needs. In Bahia it must liavo been culti-

vated, however, since De Souza speaks of it (1570-87) os cleaned with tho hoo,
two or three times a year. Pizarro in 1522 found cotton in Peru, and it has
since bften recognised in the ancient tombs of that country. De Vioa is re-

ported to have discovered, in 1636, a wild cotton m To.xas and Louisiana. Thus
then, when first made known to Europe, the American continent, as also tho West
Indies, possessed not only a cotton mdustry but both wild and cultivated cottons,
independent of those of the Old World. But wo know nothing for certain of
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the species of American cottons until approximately two centuries after theif

oriciiial discovery.
. . . _

The first attempt to grow cotton in the United States was in Virgmia. It

was not, however, until the second decade of the 17th century that systematic

cultivation was organised, and then from seed obtained both from the Levant

from the West Indies. It took nearly a hundred years from that date before the

plantations became of national importance, but the seat of the industry gr^ually

shifted south and west. England began to manufacture cotton about 1635, and

coiitiiiuod to draw on the Levant for her supplies of tlie raw fibre. An outcry

against the imports of Indian cotton goods began to bo raised in England. Marc-

graf (who died in 1644) speak-s of the cotton seen by liiin in Brazil as having the

seeds imited together—the condition we now call kidney-cotton. According to

Samuel Wilson, Smyrna and Cyprus seed, by the close of the 17th century, had
been successfully acchinatisod m Carolina.

The 18th century opened with repressive legislation passed by the British

Parliament against Indian calicoes, but witnessed the imports by England and
Scotland of raw cotton amountmg to 1,000,000 lb. Cotton was raised in Georgia

from seed supplied from Chelsea by Philip Miller (the original stock of the green-

seeded plant now known as f.'. In 1782 muslins wore first made in

England, and m that year South American or Brazilian cotton began to be

rogidarly received Two years later u ship which brought eight bags of cotton

from Amoi'ica to Liverpool was seized on tlio ground that so much cotton could

not liavo been produced in the United States. In 1780 the greon-seedod cotton

was m the Statos tlio most largely grown of all kinds, but in that year the black-

soedod or Sea Island cotton was introduced from the Bahamas
Through Patrick Walsh, Pernambuco cotton was successfully introduced

into the United States in 1789 Dr Hove was sent to India to study the Indian
cotton trade and Indian cotton plants, but his iiussion was resented by the East
India Company, and his report was not published for sixty years after his return

to England. Shortly after the date of Hove’s visit the East India Company
commenced, however, a series of experiments with a view to improve the quality

and increase the quantity of cotton produced in India Up to this point England
obtained her supplies of raw cotton from the Levant, India, the West Indies and
South America, the iinest qualities being spoken of as coming from Suinnam and
Cayenne. The century closed with the exports from the United States to England
at 9,532,263 lb. and from India at 729,643 lb.

The 19th century opened with the cotton crop of the United States being
returned as 48,000,000 lb , contributed as follows .—South Carolina, 20 million ;

Georgia, 10 million ; Virginia, 5 million
; North Carolina, 4 million ; and Ten-

nessee, 7 million pounds. The exports from that crop to Great Britam were
20,000,000 lb. Total consumption of raw cotton in Groat Britam came to

54 million pounds, the supply from India being 6i million pounds, or just one-
third of the quantity drawn from the new area—the United States of America.
The first Indian cotton mill was built near Calcutta m 1818, and the first of the
Bombay series in 1851 Improvements in bleaching, dyeing and cylujder print-
ing soon placed British calicoes m a 2io.sition to hold their own against similar
goods from any other part of the world. Resist printmg was intr^uced by Sir
riobert Peel. The Sea Island cotton raised at Hilton Head, South Carolina,
fetched the highest price then known. Mexican (fotton-seed was introduced
into Mississippi by Walter Burling, and by crossmg with the existing plant was
supposed to have improved the quality of tho cotton very greatly. Mention, so
far as I esm discover, has never been made of any of the indigenous cottons of the
Statos (if such existed) havmg been grown by the colomstp. They grew first

Levant cotton, then Miller’s green-soodovl cotton, and finally Sea Island cotton.
Which of these was crossed with Mexican has not been stated, but presumably
tho green-seed, and this hint should bo of value.

Cotton cultivation was systematically prosecuted m Egypt about 1821, and
rapidly obtained a position in quality of staple second only to that of the States,
but there is very little information as to the original stock or of the subsequent
stages m the production of the better races now met with in that country. The
year 1826 witnessed rumous speculation m cotton. From 1829 to 1841 tjje East
India Company made strenuous efforts to improve the Indian staple. Large
sums were spent in tho form of awards, and ten experienced cotton-growers
were procured from the Southern States of America with a view to establish
tho estivation of New Orleans cotton. Exceptmg in Dharwar, failure was the
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only result, and the subject was allowed to drop from public attention.

In 1841 cotton yams wero in Manchester spun up to No. 450*8, and the United
States rapidly obtained a monopoly of the market in raw cotton. In 1860 the

imports into Great Britain were 004 million pounds of raw cotton, and her exports
of manufactured cotton goods were valued at £28,000,000. About this time a
scheme was formulated in England to raise a sum of £20,000,000 to be expended
in India during five years, in measures calculated to forward India as a cotton-
producing country. The outbreak of the Mutiny put an end, however, to these
negotiations. Commenting on the effect of the American Civil War and the
Great Cotton Famine of 18(52-0, Dabney (Tht Cotton Plant, U S. Dept. Agri.
Bull., 1890, No. 33, 14) very truly observes, “ Probably no equally great mdustry
was ever more completely paralysed or had its future placed m greater jeopardy
than cotton-growing in the United States durmg the war of 1801-5.” In 1803
a Cotton Commissioner was appointed for Bombay, and the year followmg for India’s Cotton

Berar and the Central Provinces. Cotton farms wore estabbshod under these OommUsloner.

Commissioners. The Bombay Cotton Frauds Act IX. of 1803 became law, but
it 18 generally believed it did more harm than good and was shortly after re-

pealed. For the ten years ending 1859 Great Britain imported an average of

2,318,676 bales of cotton (each 400 Ib.), and of that amoimt India supplied
405,201 bales. But the ten years ending 1869, which included the troublous

times of the American war, Great Britain imported an average of 2,730,001 bales,

of which India supplied 1,282,172 bales—the record year being 1866, when India
furnished 1,847,759 bales. Thirty years later (1899) Great Britain took 4,065,617

bales, of which India furnished only 77,297 bales , but in 1903 the Indian portion

slightly improved. Groat Britain having taken 203,650 bales of Indian cotton.

The immediate response made by India during the cotton famine shows
her capabilities, but as m the United States, so m India, the demands of her own '

mills had become a controlling factor m the amount available for export. But
the 19th century closed with India, instead of exporting cotton goods, having

become the largest single market for English manufactured cottons—its demands
for British cotton goods hating been just under £20,000,000.

The 20th century may be spoken of as characterised by anew feature, namely, t New
the rise of Continental, American and Indian cotton-manufacturing enterprise Phase,

seriously threatening the supremacy of England in the cotton markets of tlie

world. The Tariff Commission’s Report of Juno 6, 1905, may be said to have
been written with a view to establish this new phase. From that publication

the following may be abstracted :—In 1870-80 tlie annual consumption of

cotton in the United Kingdom exceeded that of the Continent by 2,030,000 cwt.,

and that of the Umtod States by 5,070,000 cwt. ; in the period 1901-4 tlio

annual consumption m the United Kmgdom was 8,020,000 cwt. less than on tho

Continent, and 2,960,000 cwt. loss than in tho United States.

For further particulars of historic interest the reader should consult the

chapter below on Indian Trade in Cotton. [C/. Donnell, Hist. Cotton, 1872 ;

Do Gandolle, Orig. Cult. Plants (Engl, transl ), 402-11 ; Branner, Cotton rn the

Empire of Brazil, in XJ.S. Dept. Agri, Misc. Bull., 1885, No. 8 ; Nasmith, In-

augural Address, delivered 1896 (reprinted), Ind. Text. Journ. ; Handy, Hist,

and Oen. Stat., in Dabney, Cotton Plant, 1890, 17-66 ; also Biblwgraphy of Cotton,

l.c. 423-33 ; Eckardt,*Der Tropenpflanzer (suppl.), Feb. 1906, vii.]

ll. THE CULTIVATED AND WILD COTTONS OF INDIA.
(A) FU7.ZY-SBBOeO COTTONS OF THB OLD WORLD.

G. Stocksll, Mast., FI. Br. Ind., 1874, i., 346
;

Watt, Wild and p.E.P.,

CuU. Cotton Pi. of the World, 1907, 73-7, t. 6 ;
hiraguni hdpas. This very

interesting wild species is found near Karachi, India, and across the

Persian Gulf, on the Dhofar Mountains of South-East Arabia.
There would seem little doubt that the writers who have supposed this to

be the wild condition of ti. lierhareum, Linn, are in error, but not more so than
those who have taken it for a naturalised and degenerate state of some American
species. Moreover, no one would appear to have demonstrated by actual ex-
periment the forms, if any, that have resulted from using «. storkstl in

hybridisation with other species, hence its influence on the Indian cultivated

cottons must be accepted, for the present, as purely imaginary. D E P
G. hepbaoeum, Linn., Sp. PL, 1753, ii., 693 (in part) ; Parlatore, iv., 2^30.

Sp. dei Cot., 1866, 31-6, t. ii. (in part) ; Todaro, Relaz. Cult, dei Cot., Levant
Cotton.
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ff. A—c ;
Aliotta, Riv. Crit. Gen. Goss, 1903, 66-75 (in

part) ;
Watt, l.c. 155-63, tt. 24-l>. Syrian, Levant, Arabian and some

of the Short-staple North American Cottons.
Habitat.—Probably indigenotia to North Arabia and Asia Minor. Not known

to exist as a wild species anywhere. It occurs in the Mediterranean regions
(Sicily, Malta, Greece, Crete, Cyprus, Algiers, Turkey), in Syria, Mesopotamia,
Armenia, Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, in the North-West Frontier Province
of India, and in the northern portions of the cotton area of the United States
of America. It may, m fact, bo described as a warrn-teniporate species, and is

at least one of the plants that yields, or formerly yielded, the so-called “ Short-

Short-staplo staple American Cotton” of commerce. There is every reason for believing that
American. jt was the species first cultivated by Europeans. It wu-s the bushy, cultivated,

annual Ooasyptum or Xylon first mentioned by botanical writers. Moreover (as

already fully shown), tho field plant of the Levant wa.s the first commercial
cotton of Europe, which, at an early date, was carried to the United States
and there largely cultivated some time before the discovery of tho other special
rai'oa that ultimately drove it into a position of secondary importance It was
that discovery, in fact, that gave tho States their supremacy and caused the
area of production to move to tho south and west.

From tho practical standpoint it is essential, therefore, that a clear concep-
tion be obtained of tho plant which m all probability was the species that first

attracted tho attention of European manufacturers. Dr. Roxburgh—one of tho

Indian Kiior. most accurate of botanists—described and prepared an IMS. drawing of an Indian
plant which ho accepted as being itf,-harrutn. Law , but in that opinion
ho was in error, for, if any two cultivated species of can be viewed
as distinct, liefhareittti, Roxb

,

and tJ- tj«n
,
are so. As under-

stood by Roxburgh, the Indian plant embraced Dacca Cotton (trf. iteifiertunt.

Tori ), also the Berar and China Cottons {fJ. \ani,titu, Mei/en). It was apparently
with the object of primarily separating the Indian country cottons from the
Levant plant that Todaro formed his f-. tfiiflitlnitinti. That species was
founded on but one form (0«a. Sp. dt Cot., 1863, No. 12, 47), but subsequently
Todaro fell into the error of grouping several Indian plants with it.

Cultivated Cultivated Forms .—The forms of «. hertmoenut . Linn, that are deemed of
Stocks. greatest value are (a) those suited to cold countries, and (6) those in the United

States that are so much hybridised with himtitiiiu that they are often
accepted as grades of that plant. The large-leaved hairy states of this speoios
require a much warmer climate than tho sub-glabrous (and therefore more)
typical conditions. Some of the recent writers, such as Cook ( U.S. Dept. Agr%.
Bull., laOO, No. 88, 8), would appear, however, to go to an imnecessory extreme
when they affirm, as Cook does, that ” tho Upland typo of cotton was recognised
as a distinct species by Linnicus under the name I’l. /iirxwfum, but many sub-
sequent writers have erroneously confused the Old World species n. herbavruiu,
which 18 not cultivated in tho United States, though often so reported.” It
certainly was very largely cultivated prior to 1732, and for many years there-
after, as the Upland Cotton, and I behove still 8urvive.s, though mostly in a state
of hybridisation with t.'.

GOSSYPJ3
ARBORBSUra
Deo Kapas

131—40, t. iv..

D.E.P.,
iv., 6-7.

Tree
Cotton :

Nurma.

IntKa and
Africa.

G. apboreum, Ltnn., Sji. PL, 1753, li., 693 (cxcl. syn. Rheede) ;

Todaro, Relaz. Cult, dei Got., 1877, 176-80, t. ]a; Aliotjta, Riv. Grit.

Gen. Goss., 1903, 56-66 (iii part)
;
Watt, l.c. 81-91, tt. 7, 8. Tree Cotton

of India and Africa, deo kapds, nurrna, manua, bajwara,* red navsari,
lam kapa.s, etc.

Habitat-—A small tree or largo slirub winch has often been claimed as originally
an African species, but few botanists have discovered it anywhere in what could
be regarded as an indigenous habitat. It has been reported as wild m Upper
Guinea, Abyssinia, and Upper Egypt. [C/. Do Candolle, Orig. Cult. Plants, 405.]
Certainly so far as botanical publications are concerned it was figured and
do.scribed by Alpinus as an Egyptian plant a hundred years before Fluken«t
wrote of it, “ Qoasypium herbaceum maderaspatenae." It is said to bo met with
in gardens (especially near temples) in Egypt, Africa, Arabia, India, but though
much less abundant has also boon found m China, Japan, Java and the
Malaya. Lamarck (quoting Sonnerat, Htst. Voy., x., 460), speaks of it as growing
plentifully m the plains of Macassar. So far as presently known, the arboreous
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Bengal Cotton

form (which may be called the typical condition) can hardly be said to be culti-

vated aa a source of fibre to-day, though according to Indian tradition it is the
cotton that should bo selected in preparing tho Brahmamcal string, and has
often been affirmed was also the cotton specially used by the Egyptian priests

in the construction of their robes Many of the Arab writers speak of its fibre

as spun and woven. Tho classic records of a “ tree-cotton ” carry us many
centuries beyond the first mention of a horbaceoiis field crop, and wiiat is

even more curious still, moat of tho early writers on Indian cottons, such as
Rhoede, Terry, Rumphius, etc , describe and figure “ tree-cottons ” (from
admitted personal knowlodgo), but say absolutely nothing about herbaceous
field cottons.

Cultivated Forms.—I regard this species as embracing several fairly distinct

forms, some of which at least have been assigned independent positions by
certain authors But while in those a natural assemblage of characteristics is

preserved, hardly any one feature is constant Thus, for example, the flowers

may be yellow, the leaves may bo very considerably hairy, and the velvet of the
seeds may be grey or brown. The more arboreous form occurs chiefly (so far

as India is concerned) as an ornamental garden plant When grown ns a Held
crop fJ. o ••boccif 111 may be either an annual or perennial, and in the latter case
18 generally sown in rows, being thus employed to shade more delicate annual
cottons or other plants. Moreover, the agricultural forms are so much modified,
very possibly by hybridisation, that they cannot bo regarded as constituting
varieties—in fact, many of tliem are but climatic sports that lose their properties
on being carried from one region to another. It may be accejited, accordingly,
that in India at least the cultivation of <». nrUnreunt is quite as ancient, if not
more ancient, than that of any other cotton. Some of the Indian races referable

to this species (primarily) may be regarded as liaving derived from «. arhomnn
tho soft silky character of their flosses, while tho length and strength of their

staples have come from tho other ancestral elements. In others a strain from
<j. nrboreiiui would Seem to have been sought on account of the strength thus
imparted to withstand seasonal climatic changes—the plant for the most part
becoming a hardy perennial.

There are many cultivated states of this species found all over India, Egypt
and Africa As already explained, these manifest a constant tendency to throw
back towards the arborescent condition with dark purple flowers, whenever they
are allowed to become perennial or to be naturalised. The following are some
of the more remarkable varieties or cultivated races of this species .

—

Var. sangulnea. Watt, Ic. 91-6, t. 9; (f sar,guineum, Haesk., Cat. Hort.
Bog., 200; Todaro, Relaz. Cult, det Cot , 1877-8, 179, t 1, This form is rarely met
with in India, though frequent in Africa. A rod-flowered herbaceous field cotton
was, however, at one time common in India, and is occasionally still met vnth in
Oudh. Buchanan-Hamilton, who gave special attention to the subject of the Indian
cottons, did not apparently preserve a specimen of *J. arboreum proper in his
herbarium. Sets of his plants are to be seen in the Kew, tho British Museum,
the Wallichian and more es|iecially in the Edinburgh herbaria, and among these
may be discovered admirable samples of a red-flowered herbaceous plant which
botanically is derived almost immediately from fJ. nrboreutn, with possibly
a strain of «. XunMug. Of that plant Buchanan-Hamilton has recorded the
following observation ;

—

No. 1549, G. nigrum, vide Comment, meum in Hort.
Mai. p. prvmam. var. (a) rvbicundum , G tndicum, WiUd., Bp. PI , iii., 803 ?

Colitur lAtque in Ijadia vulgatiseima.” Now if tho plant shown by that specimen
was cultivated everywhere in India and very common in 1808, it must, I fear,
be spoken of as vgry nearly unknown to-day and its place taken by a multitude
of forms of yellow-flowered plants considerably more remote from «. arboreum,
Unn. Of these may be mentioned :

—

Var, nsglecta, Watt, I c. 96-108, tt. 10-12 ; G. neglectum. Tod , Relaz. Cult,
dei Cot., 1877, 169-75; Ctidu Pariti (Alcea Malabarensis), Rheede, Hort. Mai.,
1686, i., 55, t. 31 ; Q. herbaceum, Roxb., FI. Ind., in , 184 ; also Dacca Cotton
MS., plate in Kew ; O. viridescene, Buch.-Ham. MS. ; G. herbaceum. Maxwell
Matters, FI. Br. Ind., i., 346 (in part) ; O, herbaceum, Duthie ds Fuller, Field and
OardMn Crops, 1882, i,, 76—8, t. 18 ; O. arboreum, Engler <k Prantl, Pflanzenfam.,
1896, iii.. No. 6, 62, f. 26 (after Pari) ; O. neglectum, Subbiah, Bull. Dept. Agrt.
U.Prov., 1901, No. 16, 26, t. 1. Bengefl Cotton, belali-, vilayati-Khandesh, kateli,
mathi, jari, etc., etc., and is the okra of American writers.

Habitat.—A large pyramidal bush, chiefly grown aa a field crop. Cultivated

Cultivated
rorrai.

Climatic Sports.

Red-
flowered
Cotton.

Bengal
Cotton.
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Early
Records.

Restricted
Botanical
View.

Races.

Dacca
Cotton.

Garo
Cotton.

Varadi
Cotton.

throughout Bengal, Assam and the United Provinces, less abundant in South
Indiaand Burma, distributed by cultivation to Africa, the West Indies and China.

The names given to tins plant, and the traditions of the people of India regarding

it, suggest its having originated in the drier tracts of the Gangetio basin. Re-
cently it has been carried to all the regions where the perennial cottons (pre-

sumably of fJ. origin) formerly prevailed, and the craving for a short

cheap staple has even seen its attempted cultivation in Gujarat and Kathiawar

—

the liome of what may be characterised as the long-staple cottons of India.

In point of historic sequence, the earliest botanic reference to this plant would
appear to be that in the Hortua Malabaricua ( 1686), thus associatmg it with India,

the headquarters of its present-day cultivation. Rheede speaks of it as a shrub
10 to 12 feet in height, found growing in sandy places. But as if to remove
the possibility of its being supposed to be d. m-borenut, ho carefully describes
the long, narrow segments of its smooth, soft leaves, and then adds that the
flowers are pale yellow with purple claws and the seeds have a white to grey fuzz.

Buchnnan-Hamilton, who wrote a commentary on Rheede’s great work in 1822,

and had himself visited Malabar, observed that so far as ho had seen in that
district, cotton was raised (as Rheede had described it) by the Natives in the
form of small trees planted in cornors of gardens and not in flolds, nor was the
cotton for sale. But Buchanan-Hamilton, unfortunately, had come to the
conclusion that all the cultivated cottons of India were mere races that differ

from each other vastly loss than do the varieties of the cabbage. He thus did
not allow himself to realise that even accepting so restricted a botanical view,
they might still be of great agricultural and commercial value, and therefore
worthy of separate recognition. Accordingly, ho omitted to add that the cotton
of Malabar might be described as a poremiial state of the self-same plant to which
ho had at one time assigned the name G. vindescena. On the other hand, Rox-
burgh, commenting on Rhoodo’s Cudu pantt, observed that ho could not bring
himself to believe that it was d. The fact that it was a small tree
and thus a perennial precluded liim apparently from assigning it its true position
along with the “ Bengal and Dacca Cottons,” to which he most unfortunately
gave the name O, kerbaoeum

The cultivated races of this plant known to exist in India are very numerous
and much diversified as to yield and merit of staple. Perhaps the most significant
feature of the story of this variety is that while to-day it affords the most inferior

grades of Asiatic cottons, at one time it soems to have yielded several superior
staples. Of those may bo mentioned the miich-talked-of Dacca ootton.

Var. assamlcs, watt, l.c. 108-12, t 13 ; Darrah, Note on Cotton tn Assam,
1885 ;

Middleton, Agri. Ledg., 1895, No 8. 19-20
; O. cernuum, Todaro, Oss.

Sp. di Col., 1863, 31 ; Garo Hills Cotton, ktl or borkapah (large cotton), khungi
deva, etc.

This very remarkable cotton might fairly well be described os an extreme
form of aar. iieyieefa. It is raised us an annual crop by the people of the Garo
hills, who use it in the fabrication of a jiecuhar kind of blanket, which is formed
by rows of tufts of the wool placed by hand across the fabric and bound in that
position by the weft being forced home on each such row. Whether this peculiar
textile suggested the selection that has resulted m the production of the Garo hills

long-boll cotton, it is difficult to say. Certain it is that when carried to other parts
of India the plant throws off most of the characteristic •features above indicated
and becomes a largo form of uar neyirrtn, or perhaps rather of uar. ramea,

Var. rosea, Watt, l.c. 112-4, t. 14 ; O roaeum, Tod, Rela^. Cult, dei Cot,
164-8, t. 2 ;

Nurdki Cotton, Middleton, fc. 11 ; O. roaeum, Oammte, Ind. Cot,
1905. The varadi, katil belati, mmari, bangai (Sylhet), and nvgdki (Bengal).

This 13 in reality but an extreme form of d. arbarrum, Linn , uar nt^gtecta .

When shown a typical example of this plant by itself (such as Wight’s No. 213
from Coimbatore) there is little difficulty in admitting it to a varietal position.
But when the study is extended to the cotton fields it is found that the tran-
sition into the ordinary form of uar nvgivrta is so gradual and continuous that
it IS impossible to separate the two In fact, the so-called acclimatised Garo
hills cotton of Nagpur might oven more accurately be described as the present
plant The cultivators of India, being familiar with the normal condition* had
brought to tliem this robust and hardy plant with its small pink-coloured
flowers and large bolls, and they at once gave it distinctive names, such as those
mentioned above It is the most inferior of all Indian cottons, though the most
prolific yioldor.
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The advance of the varadi cotton across India might be said to have been ProiiSo

some few years ago regularly chronicled from district to district and hailed us Low-grade,

a treasure by the advocates of low-grade cottons, while viewed ns a calamity
by others. Middleton says :

“ White-flowered cotton is a dangerous rival to

the finer varieties. By nature it is made to supplant. When brought to a
new district, instead of pining as most exiled cottons do, it develops all its best

properties, grows robust, matures early, is prolific and so wins the favour of

the cultivators ; once established, it begins to degenerate, joins company with
the worst of the native varieties, and forms the mixed growths that constitute the
bulk of the ‘ Bengals '

of commerce.”
It IS most curious that the name mlayati, often given to this as also to other Hybrid

robust races of *). arboreum, car nrgleein, should have begun to be useil in S'nt to India.

Khandesh and Berar about the very time that the record exists of Major Trevor
Clarke having supplied seed of a cross he hot! effected between the Garo hills

cotton and Hinganghat. It is thus fairly certain that one of the first serious
efforts to improve the Indian stock gave to the cotton grower.', of tliat country
their most prolific though most interior staple-yielding plant

G. Nanking”, Meyen, Feise, L836, n., 323 ;
Verb, der Gartenb. der D.E.P.,

Preuss. Stoat., xi., 258, t. 3 ;
Watt, l.c. 114-24, 1. 15 ; G. Capas, Jiumphius, iv., 29.

Herb. Arab., 1750, iv., 33-7, t. 12
;
G. indteum, Iximk., Encycl., 1786, ii.,

134 ;
G. herbaceum, Roxb., FL Ind., 1832, in., 184--5 (var. China Cotton)

;

°

G. herbaceum. Pari., Sp. Cot., 32 (in part) ;
G. Nanking and G. indicum,

Todaro, Relaz. Cult, dei Cot., 147-52, t. lii., f. 1 ;
G. herbaceum, var. kina

rufa, Aliotta, Riv. Cnt. Gen. Goss., 1903, 71. The Siam, Chinese and
Japanese Cottons of commerce.

Habitat,—An annual or perennial bush with delicately formed and often
purple-coloured twigs ; cultivated in Clima, Japan, the Malaya, Siam, Burma,
India, the North-West Himalaya, Persia, Central Asia, Celebes, Upper Egypt
and Africa (doubtfully in Madagascar and Arabia). No person has recorded the
discovery of the wild state of this protean species, and yet its specific character-
istics are so constant with many of the cottons, within a large part of the areas
indicated, that the separation of the assemblage, from fJ. hei-baermn, o. «*•-

boreum, and O. obtuHifoiium

.

not only meets a commercial necessity but coincides
with many historic facts of importance.

Trigault (1615) says that cotton grows m groat abundance but is not in- Early

digenous to China, in fact was introduced (? from Egypt) about four hundred RecorJs.

years before liis time. Danipier (Voyages, 1691) speaks of having seen a
small cotton plant on an island near Formosa. One of the most interesting
of the early writers on Chinese Cotton may bo said to be Barrow (Travels in
China, 1806 (2nd ed ), 550-7, 500). He tells us that the beautiful coloured cotton,
known in commerce by the name of the chief city Nanking, was exported, the
Chmosfe purchasmg in exchange the cheaper white cottons of Bengal and Bombay.
It was, he remarks, planted in rows and grew for three years, thereafter being
uprooted and the fields prepared for other crops. Fortune (T/iree Years' Wander-
ings in China, 1847, 204) explains that the kakhi or Nanking cotton was a mere
sport from the common white cotton of China.

Economically «. XnnMng is, at the present day, doubtless much more Kaces.

valuable than ear, Mattguinea or any of the other «. arboream forms. IMore-
over, some of the Xatiklng senes display characters of far greater interest
than the mere leitgth of the corolla (which Todaro lays stress on), and they might,
in fact, be broken up into several varieties or distinctive races. Thus, for ex-
ample, Bretschneider’s specimen has the seeds black and almost devoid of
an under-velvet—a character which brings to mind tlie naked black-seeded
so-called indigenous cottons of South India (see below), but it is highly probable
that both those may have to bo regarded as indicating hybridisation with
one of the naked-seeded forms. So again, some of the Indian examples of this Hybrids,

species have purple flowers, others yellow with purple blotches, and m still

others the flowers are pale yellow with a purple tmge on the extremities of the
petals. A range of variability such as that can be best accounted for on the
assumption that the assemblage embraces many cultivated races, of which each
very possibly owes its peculiarities largely to hybridisation.

Cultlvatsdl Forms.—It would be rash to affirm (in the present state of know- Varieties.
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ledge) that the special oultivated states to which xanuliiii may be referred

constitute dofimte varieties that can readily and invariably be separated from
each other. 'I’he point of importance is that within certain fairly well defined

areas there are commercially and agriculturally distinctive cottons that would
appear to be states or races of <». xn ttking. A detailed acquaintance with the

cultivated cottons of Egypt, China, Japan, Siam, the Malaya, etc , will in tho
future doubtless suggest varietal or racial groups, m amplification of the Indian
senes here dealt with :

—
Red- Var. rublcunda. Watt, l.c. 120-8, tt. 17, 18; O. rubicunda, Roxb MS. , O. obtusi-

coloured lolium, Burkxll (m part), Mem Dept. Agri. Ind., i.. No. 4. This was formerly a
Cotton. much more important plant than it is to-day. It occurs occasionally here

and there over the hotter parts of India. Hove, who studied the Indian
cottons in tho field during 1787, wrote of Cambay, on November 0, that the
cottons were then in full bloom with scarlet flowers and quite another species

from the yellow-flowered bush grown at Diroll in Broach “ On my journey,”
he continues, “ to Kerwan m Cambay, for the space of sixteen miles, wherever
I cast my eye, I could see nothmg else but cotton plantations. Where tho soil

consisted of a heavy clay those districts were planted with the yellow sort, and
those which consisted of sand, or were situated higher from the adjacent ground,
were planted with tho red species.” He then gives particulars of the method of

Tnming propagation, more especially the pruning of the poronnial plants. Pruning as
Cotton. a system of improving staple is alluded to by many of tho early travellers. At

Dosberah in Broach, Hove was told, the red cotton was known as dyva nerma
capase. One of tho most remarkable features of Hove’s account of the Bombay
cotton cultivation, one hundred and twenty years ago, is the stress ho lays upon
the necessity for free irrigation with yellow-flowered cotton, which m this respect
differs, he adds, materially from the rod.

It IS signiflcant that all the best examples of uar nibirutnin in the Kew,
British Museum and Edinburgh herbaria appear to have boon obtained from
South and West or North-West India Tt might bo described as a hybrid from
<j. or «. obtuaifoUnut, Its place seems to have been taken in Madras
and the Deccan, to a very large extent, and possibly quite recently, by the
yellow-flowered bam and nadam cottons

Hill Var. hlmalayana, Watt, Ic. 124-6, t. 16. A herbaceous annual or biennial

Cotton. yellow-flowered cultivated cotton. This is one of tho chief forms grown along
the Himalaya, and on some of tho lower hills of India proper. It is generally
called bagar or walm cotton. It seems probable th.at the Chinese and Japanese
plant yields a superior staple to any of its Indian representatives ; on this account,
and because the true tJ. Xankhtg has repeatedly boon introduced into India {of.

Roxburgh), it seems desirable to separate the Indian from tho Chinese plant. In
tho Indian form, tho leaves are large and broad, the lobes triangular acuminate,
and tho base very often almost cordate, while the whole plant is frequently very
hairy—a departure from the type that possibly denotes hybridisation with
<V. obttitfi/oUtim.

D.E.P., Var. Nadam, Watt, l.c. 128-31 ; Capas, Rumphnut, Herb Anib , iv., 33-7v 12 ;

iv., 101-2, Middleton, Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 89, 8 ; O. indteum, Uatnmie, Ind. Cottons, 1906, 6,

Coconada P^- I" trade the cotton of this assemblage is often designated “ Coconada,”

Cotton, besides nadam there are several other vernacular names that denote the genes,
such as yerra (red) also patra, burada, etc. They are usually perennial, bushy
plants, with dark-green foliage and deep-red coloured stems. The chief staple
of Burma, the wa-gale, is an annual ; the wa-ni, according to Burkill, is u kakht-
coloured wa-gale , lastly, the wa-gyi is a perennial—they are all three states of
this variety. •

I adopt the name nadam (or yerra) because it is that ascribed by the Natives
of India to one of the most extenusively cultivated representatives of the present
senes of cottons—the nadam (or patra or burada) cottons of South India.
Middleton speaks of it as the roji of Madras, but ho might also have added, or
the bani of Central and Northern India. There i.s, however, a considerable
range within even the nadams. Generally speaking they are the inferior cottons
of the Madras Presidency ; have often flowers pmk in bud and turning reddish
purple with age (hence called yerra cottons) ; they are sown either during‘’the
north-east monsoon (September to November) or during the south-west mon-
soon (from April to June), and occupy tho land from three to five or more years.
They begin to bear in about nine months after sowing, and yield two harvests
in their second year, viz. the one in September and the other in January. They
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are mostly grown on red sandy or stony soils, very rarely on black soils. They
are for the most part perennials, and as such attain a height of 6 to 8 feet

;

they are accordingly largely cultivated as mixed crops, being grown m rows
through the fields or as hedges to protect other crops

Var. Bani, Watt, J.c. 131—4; Middleton, Ic. pi. iii
;
G herbaeeum, var Jethi, ll.B.F.,

Gammie, l.c. 4, pi. iv. This affords the finest and most silky qualities of the iv., 88,129.
cottons known in trade as the Oomraa (.A.mraoti), the Hmganghats, the Hingan-
Nagpurs and Bihars. Under each of these there are usually two grades, ghat
VIZ. the bam and the jari The former grows on the higher and drier soils. Cotton,
especially of the .southern districts

;
gives a fine silky floss but low yield. The

latter is raised on the lower black soils of the northern districts
;
gives an in-

ferior staple of a woolly character but does so very profusely. Jari seems
originally to have been simply a lower cjuality of bam, and jiroducod possibly
by crossing it with war negUeta ; nowadays it is pure tiegirrtit. To the
circumstance of nmil being one of the races of the Chinese cotton plant is due
its silky staple. The description of the shape of the leaves and colour of the
flowers of this special form is almost precisely that given for Xntlain, except that
the leaves in the finest grades of bam are much larger, thinner in texture, more
undulated and much more hairy. The bracteoles are usually \t>ry largo purple
entire, or with a few long pointed teeth

It IS met with over a wide area, bears numerous distinctive names, and
manifests a considerable range m quality of staple It mingles with tlie v«rinfn

cottons of the south and oast, with the Hoji of the west, and with the
laguna cottons of the north. It IS known in Rihar as jelht or dest {deshtla) ;

Local

in Bengal proper it is bhoglla

;

in Herat it has numerous synonyms such Manifestations,

as tidkt, )tidi ; in Hyderabad one of the best forms is that produced at
Bhainsi ; m Southern Kathiawar it seems also to bo known by the names
of Tnathto, tiffina, gangrt, etc. It occurs in Berar, the Central Provinces.
Bihar and the drier traets of Bengal. It is esaentiolly tlie be.st cotton met
with on all the dry soils that have to bo classed as second best in cotton-
production.

Var. Rojl, Watt, I c. 134-7. A perennial, bushy, yellow-flowered, cultivated Koji.
cotton that might be described as specially prevalent in Baroda and Khaira.
It 13 a tall much-branched shrub, often climbing in hedges C to 8 foot vnth
straight ascending branches. When left to grow in the hedgerows rojt becomes
subscandent, the wool shortens and turns rufous-coloured, and the fuzz lengthens
and becomes also red-coloured If allowed to remain in the fields for more than
three or four seasons the wool degenerates in quality and, as stated by the early
authors, is then fit for upholstery purposes only. But Middleton observes. “Rcgi
IS markedly different from the annual cottons and does not seem to hybridise
with them.”

One of the earliest and perhaps the most interesting direct allusions to this Early

cotton is that given by the Rev. E. Terry, who accompanied Sir Thomas Roe’s Records.

Embassy to India (Voy E. Ind., 1G15, 368) Speaking of the neighbourhood of
Surat, he says “ For their Cotton-wooll, they sow seed, and very large quantities
of GroHind m East-India are thus seeded. It grows up like small Rose-bushes
and then puts forth many yellow blossoms. . . , Amongst that Wool they find

seeds to sow again as they have occasion ; but those shrubs bear that Wool three
or four years ere they supplant them. Of this Cotton-wool they make divers
sorts of white Cloth;” This recalls at once the description of Indian cotton
given by Theophrastus (see p. 571).

There is only one perennial cotton with yellow blossoms in Gujarat, and
accordingly it seems safe to assume it was the plant to which Terry referred.

Here, then, we have another mdication that the perennial cottons were once
upon a time more largely cultivated than they are to-day, if we are not justified

in believing that the perennial cottons were the early condition, the annual plant
a later product of greater skill in cultivation. Hove (170 years after Terry’s
time) repeatedly alludes to perennial cotton seen by him—both red and yellow
flowered—but he also gives a full account of the cultivation of the annual plant,
and devotes special attention to what he calls a new method recently introduced.
Thij may possibly point to the extended cultivation of the annual crop. But by
the* date of Hove’s visit the roji cotton had been assigned the secondary
position which it haa since held. Hove’s actual specimens are in the British change in
Museum, and it has to be admitted that they could not be separated botanically Indian

from any corresponding set of more recent date. But he has no sample of what Stock.
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could be called a high-grade kahnami, his nearest approach to that being a speci-

men that might bo described ns the wagrta cotton of to-day.
To conclude this account of the forms of fv. Xanhing, it may have been

observed that I have not attempted to describe the races that might be men-
tioned as examples of each of the great groups, .v«»lrt«i, and Mma-
lagnua. But it IS next to impossible to furnish descriptions that would be
intelligible to persons who have not a personal acquaintance with the living

plants. To the cultivators of India they are, however, often of considerable

value Into one or other of the varieties of «. Xaniilng have to be placed
all the yellow-flowered perennial cottons with thick leathery, broad, five-lobed,

imperfectly cordate leaves, having throe glands and largo ovate acute, thick-

toothed bractooles.

D.B.P.,
iv., 27.
Indian
Wild
Cotton,

Feral
OoiiJiti on.

Indian
liong
Staples.

G. otatuslfollum, Eoxb., FI. Ind., 1832, iii., 183 ;
Todaro, Relaz.

Cult, del Cot., 1877-8, 129-30
;
Watt, l.c. 139-43, tt. 19, 20 ;

G. herhaceum,

AlioUa, Eiv. Crit. Gen. Goss., 1903, 67.
A shrubby very ramous plant with small leaves, having three, more rarely

five, obtuse entire lobes, stipules falcate
; bracteoles entire ;

capsule ovate, cells

3-8eoded ;
seeds free, clothed with firmly adhering short greenish-grey down,

under a small portion of ash-coloured wool. A native of Ceylon, but not culti-

vated. Flowered during the rams and cold season in the Botanic Gardens at
Calcutta, where it was cultivated from seed obtained from Ceylon of a plant
reported to be there wild.

The above, very slightly abbreviated, is Roxburgh’s original accoimt of this

species. The additional information available may be said to consist of a manuscript
coloured drawing made under Roxburgh’s supervision and named by him. the
original of which is in the Calcutta Herbarium, and an exact copy in the Royal
Herbarium, Kew. It is, however, the plant called «. herhnrvnnt by most writers
who have described the cottons of India and Africa, and is the «. hivautum, Linn.
Herb., but not of Linn , Sp. PI. Roxburgh was apparently not aware that it

was a wild plant in Khandesh and Gujarat, nor that it was the type of the most
important cottons of India. Under the name «. herbucentn he described the
plant now accepted as G. nrhoreum, var negiecta, and linked that with e.
xunuing (China and Berar Cottons), but kept all three distinct from «. ohtuai-
foUmu. [No plant that could be supposed to correspond with G. obtvat/olUim
is, however, mentioned in Ltnn, Sp. FI ; in PI Zeyl , in Burmann, Thes. Zeyl.

;

in Rheede, Hort. Mai. ; nor m Rumphius, Herb. Amb
,
etc., etc ] Lastly, Trimen

says there is no indigenous cotton in Ceylon
Habitat.—A distinctly Oriental species, the various manifestations of which

are met with in India, Ceylon, Malay Archipelago, Philippine Islands, Africa and
Upper Egypt I have in India repeatedly collected a GoMagiilnui in a wild or
solf-Bown condition, and was, I believe, the first person definitely to suggest its

identity with «. ohtnmlfoUvm. It occurs, for example, here and there all over
Kathiawar. It is fairly common m the hedges of Gujniat, and was found by me
in Khandesh and m the Deccan. If in all these instances it has to be regarded
as but a survival of former cultivation, there would seem every likeliho<!d that
in some of its known habitats it has existed in the feral condition for a great many
years, perhaps centuries. Further, tho plant is perfectly easily recognised from
all the other Indian cottons, though certam states of G. Xanktng come very
near to it indeed, if such mstuncos are not hybrids between the two species But
the plant does not seem to bo confined to India and Africa. Vidal collected it in
the Island of Ticoo, Philippines, and the label attached to his sjlecimen describes
it as “ wild.” So also Dr. A. B. Meyer found it in the Malay Archipelago.

Cultivated Forms.—To distinguish the cultivated forms ooWectively, of this
species, from those of Africa and other parts of the world, it may be useful to
group them as embraced under a special Indian variety as follows :

—
Var. WIghttana, Watt, l.c. 143-53, tt. 21, 22; O. Wightmnum, Todaro, Oss. Sp.

dei Cot., 1803, 47-51 ; also Relaz Cult, dei Cot., 1877, 141-6 (in part), t. iv.,

ff. 1-9; <?. hirsutum, Linn., Syst. Nat , 1767, ii , 462; also in Herb., non Sp. PI. ;

O. herbaceum, Ltnn., var. obtustfolium, Roxb , Wight, Ic., t. 9; Maxwell T. Masters,
FI. Br. Ind., i., 340 (in part) ; O. herbaceum, AhoUa, m Rtv Crit. Oen. Ooss., 1003,
67 (m part). The so-called Long-staple Cottons of India.

One of the most remarkable features of this plant is the circumstance that
while it is the most valuable of all Indian cottons to-day, it is the one least
understood and last of all to have been described by botanists. It is a cultivated
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annual cotton, with seeds much smaller, more definitely and compactly formed
than in the wild plant, and fuzz very short, usually ashy-f^rey in colour. The
change in the shape and size of the seed is a direct result of selection intended to
ower percentage weight of seed to floss (lint). Varth^ma (Travels (ed. Hakl. Karly

Soc.), 1610, 107) speaks of the cotton of Cambay being much exportecl ; he also

says Bengal cotton is sent to Mecca, and in a footnote mentions the cotton of

Burma. Mandelslo (Travels, in Oleanus, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 1638-40, many
passages) makes frequent mention of the cotton of Gujarat and Agra, but not
in such a way as to allow any opinions being formed regarding the plant that
was then grown. In Milburn’s Oriental Commerce (1813, i , 280) special mention
is made of the Ahmood being at that time the finest grade of Gujarat cotton.

Habitat.—This is cultivated in a belt of country that fringes the west coast
of India from the Rann of Kach through Kathiawar and Gujarat, to the southern
MardthA country and South India

Soils .—The cultivated states of ohlunl/ollmti are exceedmgly dillicult

to classify, since they blond almost imperceptibly from one type to another,
in direct adaptation to smaller and less conspicuous climatic and soil variations
than 18 experienced in the other cotton areas There are m India three main
classes of cotton soils with three corresponding mam groups of cotton plants .— Cotton
(o) Rich block loamy soils, such n.s those of Kathiawar, Gujarat, Khandosh or Areas,
the KamAtak. These are collectively often spoken of as tho “ Black Cotton
Soils.” (6) Mixed red and black stony soils, such as those of tho Deccan, Berar,
the Central Provinces, etc. (c) Alluvial sandy soils such as those m the Ganges
and Indus basins. Within (a) the forms of O. ob/uW/o/iutu are mainly grown ;

(6) of O- Xnuhliig; and (c) of U. nrhomitu. But in each one of those great
cotton areas there may be local modifications both in climate, soil, exposure,
etc., so that a limited cultivation of all throe plants may exist or be possible
in any one province. Speaking generally, however, o. Xaithiua. when met
with on the black cotton soils, is of a superior quality to that soon anywhere
else and «. arhoreum is there very nearly unknown. These soils are too valu-

able to be used for the mfenor grades, and consequently it is within «. obtusi.

foiiHin itself, as a rule, that the adaptations of plant to environment have
taken place. On the red and black stony soils <J. ohtn»ifoiium rapidly de-

generates or becomes hybridised with *•’. xanhing. In the areas of sandy dry
soils «. ottfHiii/aUH$n becomes unknown, and the higher grades there met with
are some of the stocks or hybrids of 6f. xuui.iiMff. It is not to bo wondorod at,

therefore, that in regions so eminently suited for cotton as those possossod of

block cotton soils, every little variation in soil, climate, altitude, marine in-

fluence, etc., etc., should have resulted in the production of special forms adapted,
district by district, if not field by field. The most favoured conditions, and Chief

the localities accordingly of the finest Indian staples, are Surat, Brooch, Ah- txicaiities.

modabad and Kathiawar. But within oven these four districts there are well-

marked minor areas that have apparently directly originated some of tho special

forms of «. ohtutiifoiium that have presently to bo indicated. In 1891, and
again in 1894, I had the pleasure of studying the cottons of Gujarat practically,

on the ItEst occasion in company with Prof. Middleton, now of the Board of Agri-
culture, who was at that time in tho service of His Highness the Maharajah of

Baroda. We marched over the greater part of the province as well as Kathiawar
(when the cottons were in flower), and Middleton’s great personal knowledge of

the country enabled him not only to point out to me tho kaleidoscopic blend-
ings of the plants, but the immediate relationship of these to the variations in

soil. \Cf. Ann. Ript. Ind. Mus. Calc., 1893-4. 2-6.] The rich, deep black soil of

Broach and Navsari is known as the kahnam, and this was observed to yield Kahnam
the finest of all I&dian cottons, accordingly known as tho kahnami or Broach
deshi (= country). The districts south-east of Baroda were seen to produce
a considerably lower grade of kahnami cotton. So also both sides of the Dhadar
river (between Baroda and Broach) were noted to change into a calcareous

loam with the appearance of a distinctive plant known as the goghan. That
particular cotton thus occupies an intermediate zone between the plants of tho
deep black kahnam soil proper and the lighter or shallower soils known as goradu
to th| north and west. On these lighter loamy soils are to be found the kanvi
cottons of Bhavnagar, Falitana, Dhola, Amreli and Junagardh, the ambli (of

Dhollera), and the wagria of Wadhwan, Viramgam, Morvi, North Kathiawar
and Kach.

A similar classification doubtless prevails in the southern MarAthA country.
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The kumpta (coompta) cottons of Dharwar and Belgauin are thelsou^ern

equivalents of the kahnarm cottons of Gujarat. Still farther to the South (in

the Madras Presidency), the uppams of Tinnevelly, Coimbatore, etc., closely

correspond with the goghan cottons, while the tellapatti or jowari-hatH (h^rii^

cottons of Bollary and Karnul m some respects answer to the wagna of North

Gujarat.
Races. The following may be given as the chief cultivated races of this species ;

(A) Pure Races.
(o) Kahnaml the deshi cottons of Broach, Surat, Navsari, Baroda.fetc.

(6) Ooghaii • one of the inferior but profitable cottons of Baroda and Broach.

(c) Lallo the desht cotton of Ahmedabad and Kathiawar—th0__^Dhollera

Cottons.
{d) Kumpta : the characteristic cotton of the southern Mar&th& country

and known in trade as “ Coomptas ”

(c) Uppam the long-staple cotton of South India, found mainly in Tinnevelly

and Coimbatore.
(13) Hybridised Races.

(f) Kanvl : a recently introduced stock that often bears the name of khan-

purl and is probably a hybrid with «. tirboreutn. ear. uef/lectn.

(g) Wagrla; the Common Cotton of North Gujarat, Kathiawar and Kach ;

is probably a hybrid with «. .Xnuhtiiff—hence the breadth of leaf.

(h) Tellapattl: the black-seeded cotton of South India that is often called

jowari-hatti, and which is found in Bollary and Karnul.. There would seem
little doubt that this is a naturally produced hybrid between the uppam and
Bourbon cottons.

(B) NEW-WORLD FORMS {OR, RATHER, INDIAN EXOTIC COTTONS).
Exotic For the purpose of this work it is hardly necessary to deal with every species

Species. and variety simply on the ground that at some time or other it may have been
grown in India, or may even exist ns an acclimatised (wild) plant It is desirable
to confine attention to the forms that can bo said to be regularly cultivated,

and which, therefore, participate in the supply of cotton that finds its way to
market, or which have contributed (by hybridisation) to tlie production of some
of the special races now grown in India Suffice it to soy that every cultivated
cotton of any note in the world has at some time or other been experimentally
grown m India. In all but two cases these have ultimately, however, come to
be regarded as less valuable than the Asiatic stocks ; hence certain forms, being
neglected, have escaped into the neighbouring hedgerows or jungles and thus
survived to this day, under conditions that have occasioned their being mis-
taken for indigenous (wild) plants. It may, therefore, serve the present purpose
if the exotic cottons of India bo discussed under two groat groups :

—
OlBsaiflcatlon. Fuzzy-seeded and Naked-seeded.—As already observed, a classification ex-

clusively based on any one structural peculiarity would of necessity be mis-
leading, more especially if the selected character could bo shown, ns in the present
instance, to be very largely a special adaptation to external and variable con-
ditions. Tile grouping suggested is of value, however, when viewed carefully
in conjunction with the assemblage of other characteristics that may be said
to demarcate the species. It is, moreover, a simple and convenient method of
recognising the more important New World cottons

It may be recollected that the seeds of most wild cottons contain a more
or loss complete coating of hairs, formed, it is behoved, with a view to protection

Selection. from insect enemies Certain developments of that feature may, therefore,
bo regarded as brought into existence primarily as a consequence of definite
adaptations, but by human selection those have been fostered or changed in
accordance with an altogether new purpose, namely the supply of fibre of a
particular length, strength or colour. In some instances, a proportion only of
the coating has been elongated, either naturally or as a direct consequence of
cultivation. Hence it has come about that the coating of hairs may bo referable

Fuzzy and to two layers—an under coating of short hairs (the fuzz), and an outer coating
Naked Seeds. floss). But, on the other hand, the whole of the coating may elongate into

floss, the seeds in such cases being described as “naked,” that is to say, not
possessed of a fuzz. Lastly, the elongation of the floss may not bo const(,nt or
uniform

;
a certain proportion may be shorter than the rest. Want of uniformity

in the length of the staple is a serious defect, hence in selection of stock this
aspect has to be carefully considered But now comes a curious circumstance
and one of great practical interest : seeds possessed of a fuzz have, as a rule,
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thoir floss more securely and firmly bound to the seed-coat than is the case
with naked seeds This has led to two classes of gins, namely saw-gins and NcKossity for
roller-gins, the former being regarded as necessary to tear the firmly bound two Kinda of

fibre from the seed-coat, and the latter sufficient for the naked-seeded cottons
The tearing of the staple is a significant feature that lowers very materially To.uing of

the value of the floss, apart altogether from other considerations. A naked-
seeded readily separable floss is, therefore, a high qualification, and one that
marks great progression in cotton cultivation.

Fuzzy-seeded Cottons of the New World.—Tlie species that fall

into this position are :

—

G. hlpsutum, lAnn., Sp. PL (non Herb, and non Syst. Nat.),

2nd ed., 1763, 975, founded on Miller, Gard. Diet., 7th ed., 1759, n. 4 ,

G. latifolium, Murray, Comm. Soc. Beg. Gott., 1776, vii., 22 5, t. 1 ; Watt,
l.c. 183-200, tt. 29-31. This is possibly a cultivated state of G.piinctntiiin,
Sch. et Than. (G. Jamaieense, Macf.).

A botanical specimen contributed by Philip Miller is preserved m the British
Museum and is, therefore, very possibly the actual type oi the species. Another
specimen of the same plant will be found in the Badminton (7arden herbarium
(also preserved in the British Museum), which was very probably the source
from whence Miller obtained seed. And it is just possible the Badmint"C stock
came from Guadeloupe Island, having been contributed by the brothers Lignon,
mentioned by Tournefort as having sent sood.s of West Indian plants, more
especially from Guadeloupe, to Paris. It is interesting, therefore, to be able

to add that the record exists of seed having been grown in Georgia in 1734, from
a supply furnished by Miller from the Chelsea Physic Garden There is thus
httle doubt that the introduction of the actual stock of the Now Orleans,

Georgian, and many other short-staple American cottons, dates very possibly

from the supply sent out by Miller But to this same plant has to be attributed

the Egyptian (Delta lands) cotton—a plant that existed very possibly m
Upper Egypt long anterior to the modern traffic, the stock of which we know
came very largely from the United States of America. So also the so-called

saw-ginnod Dharwar cottons of recent Indian commerce wore obtained from the
States, though later supplies were procured from Egypt, from belief that they
represented a special and peculiar plant known in trade as “ Egyptian Cotton ”

Some years previous to this historic introduction of the Dharwar stock,

Roxburgh spoke of tlie plant having been only of lato brought into India. He
does not tell us where it came from, but his description occasions no doubt as

to its determination, and he was the first botanist to affirm that the sewls were
free from each other. Interest was being taken in the plant the world over,

however, since towards the close of the I8th century Murray furnished an ad-

mirable picture and description of it, under the name G. lanfolium. During
the past fifty or sixty years the cultivation of this cotton in India has gradually
conceqfirated in the Deccan. It is, of course, also met with in other parts of

India, but success has chiefly attended its acclimatisation in Dharwar and the
neighbouring districts, hence its being known in trade as Saw-ginned Dharwar.

In 1894 I made a tour on foot through certain districts of the Central Pro-
vinces and Berar, in order to study in the field the cottons there cultivated.

In many parts of Nagpur, Wardha, Ellichpur, Amrooti and Akola I found tho
present plant very largely mixed in all tho fields of the so-called higher grade
“ Oomras.” In many cases it would not have been an over-estimate to say that
they contained from 20 to 30 per cent, of «. the balance being
«. KauHlng, uar Bntti, of an inferior stock for the most part. The latter was
a much larger and more prolific yioldor, and tho former was grown, so the cul-

tivators told me, entirely because the mixture was believed to raise the grade
of the staple. Except, therefore, in Dharwar, where it is grown as a pure crop,

the condition mentioned as discovered m tho Central Provinces is characteristic

of the occurrence of the present plant in India as a whole. It has, however,
greatly degenerated, and is often not more than a foot or a foot and a half in
height ; is a coarse, stunted, much-branched, erect, greenish-red, dust-coated
bush, the last-mentioned peculiarity being a consequence of the abundance,
length and strength of the hairs with whicli the shoots, leaf-stalks and veins
are coated. The seeds are always large, ovate, truncated on one extremity
and have a strong dense fuzz, which may be grey or green in colour. The floss

D.E.P.,
IV., 17-8 .

Saw-ginned
Dharwar.

stock.

(jrown iti

(iCorgitt

Cultivatiuii 111

India.

Admixture.

Gouoral
Appearance.
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adheres very firmly, hence necessitating the use of saw-gins, but it is fairly long

and silky.

As met with in India, the plant has degenerated very greatly from the stan-

dard preserved in the United States and in Egypt—has, in fact, approached in

many directions to the specific conditions of tJ. iniiirtntum

,

although I am not
aware of its over having been recorded os mot with as an escape from cultivation.

Had systematic selection of stock been pursued in India, there is little doubt
that a higher standard than exists might have been maintained, if not a pro-

gression secured Of this there can be no doubt, that the Upland Cottons of

America have advanced until the plant that now affords them is no longer ti.

htrmitKui, but a greatly improved stock that botamcally might be described
as a hybrid between tw. and ti. nipj-irnutim.

Heligious Var. religlosa, Watt, I c. 201-4, tt. 32, 33 ; O. religiosum, Linn., Syat.

Cotton. Nat., 1767, ii., 462 (in part) ; O relzgiosum, Linn. Herb ; O tricuspidatum, Lamk.,
Encycl , n., 135 ;

O. eroceutn. Ham., Trans. Linn. Soc , 1822, xiii., 491-4 ; O.

rehgtoaum, Roxh., FI. Ind , 1832, iii., 185-6, but MS. drawing n. 1497 is named
C/ fuacum

This somewhat remarkable plant is mentioned hero mainly in order to allow
of its separation from tii. hranllletine (which by Parlntore and others has boon
incorrectly called tJ- i-eHaloitttni). It is not of much importance commercially
as its separation from <J. hti-Hutum is a matter of great difficulty, and, more-
ov'er, the plant does not appear to be very extensively cultivated. It is best
distinguished from the normal condition of saw-ginned Dharwar cotton by
its trailing habit and more softly hairy condition The lateral shoots are
much elongated and slender and the mtornodes are long, straight and profusely
tomentose. It is not uncommon to find popular writers in India affirming that
the name was given to denote a cotton cultivated by mendicants
or one met with near temples. The name was first used by Linnaeus, and there
18 no proof whatever that his specimen came from India. Moreover, the plant
that m India might deserve the name would be the dec kdpaa or
ram-kdpaa, which is «. arboreuut. Roxburgh was the first botanist who
cniicnliy studied the plant, and he came to the very correct conclusion that it

could “ scarcely be more than a variety of htruutmu ”

Hed G. mlcpooappum. Tod., Hort. Bot. Pan., 1876, i
, 63, t. 14

;
Watt,

Peruvian, l.c. 210-3, t. 36
;
Nigro Cotton, Labat, Nouv. Rel. de I'Afrique Occ., 1728,

iii,, 262-9, t. 261.

A remarkable plant met with now and agam throughout the cotton areas,

more especially in Africa, though the type ivas described from a plant raised
(so Todaro says) from seed procured from Mexico. Its leaves are even more
deeply palnusected—the lobes being almost linear—than is the case with w.
hriiHiHennr. but they are m addition pilose-tomentose, while the seeds are semi-
conglomerated and partially coated with a velvet. One of the most striking

peculiarities of this plant is the immense size of the calyx. By most writers
this has been confused with kidney cotton (fJ. hmitiurnitr), but others call it

tile true Pernambuco cotton of commerce, which they hold to be thus distinct
from the kidney cotton. By still others it is the original stock of the aahmouni
cotton of Egypt, an opinion which I do not accept. Perhaps its best popular
name is Red Peruvian. •

D.B.P.,
iv., 20-1,

Peruvian
and
Egyptian.

G. pepuvlanum, Cav., Diss., 1785-90, 313, t. 168
; G. vitifolium,

Roxb., FI. Ind., iii., 186 ;
? G. religiosum, Pari, (in part, but non Linn.)

;

G. hirsutum. Cook, Weevil Resist. Adapt, of Cot. PI.
; Watt, l.c. 213-26,

tt. 37, 38. U.S. Dept. Agri. PI. Indust. Bull., 1906, No. ^8, 8. Possibly

indigenous to Central and South America ; is the so-called Peruvian
Cotton now met with in most cotton-growing countries, especially West
Africa, where it received numerous distinctive local names, such as owu
of Abbeokuta and uhoko of the Congo ; and most of the races of ordinary
or short-staple Egyptians, such as the Ashmouni, Mit Afifi, Zafiri ^nd
Abassi.

This somewhat obscure species links together O. mexirnttutu and «. braiti-

lietiHe. It has the palmisected foliage of the latter with the blistermg habit
of twigs and fuzz-coated seeds of the former. It is somewhat significant that
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UPLAND AND GEORGIAN COTTONS
GOSSYPIUM

PURPURASCEINS
Bourbon Cotton

all the American and African cultivated cottons that possess seeds more or less

coated with a velvet or fuzz Mie.rirrtni#m and ti?* pem-
rtnnfint) have the leaves more or less pilose, while the forms with sub-glabrous
leaves (e.g. ». /inrpnraMreitH, «. riti/niiutn and <»• bmHiHeime) have the seeds
practically naked ;

that is to say, they do not possess a fuzz.

G. tnexicanum, Tod., Relaz. Cult, dei Cot., 193, tt. vi., xii.. f. 32 ;
Upland

Watt, l.c. 226-44, tt. 39—42. This hybrid species is oiten very difficult

to separate from G. jitirpitrast'eu.t when in foliage. The leaves are
broad, smooth, glabrescent with five to seven radiating veins and lobes ;

peduncles prolonged, pedicels short and llowers small, pale-coloured,
nodding

;
seeds large, with thin ashy fuzz, and copious woolly floss.

Apparently originally procured from Mexico, but so far as known is met
with under cultivation only.

Roxburgh tells us that this was introductxl into India by W Hamilton in Introduction

1804, but subsequently he seems to have confused it with Bo irbou Cotton («.
and gave both plants the botanical name of «. hnvhaaenxe, WiUd ,

since both his MS. drawings (so named) are m reality f- Ho
further apparently alludes to this plant under hirtutiitn as being grey-
seeded. Wight, Spry and many other Indian writers refer to Mexican Cotton
m the Journals of the Agri -Horticultural Society.

It has, however, to be admitted that some uiicertainiy exists as to the plant Mexican Cotton.

Todaro actually meant by the name «. turjclrnmitn. If liis coloured illustra-

tion be accepted arbitrarily as the type, then it has to be confessed that it is

not very plentiful in herbaria. In all the samples seen by me that approach
most closely to that type, the plants either came from Mexico or were raised
from seed procured from that country, as Todaro aflirms was the case with the
plant figured and described by him. But in all the best tracts of America, from Hybrids,

which the finest Upland and Georgian Cottons are procured, the plant there
grown is almost exactly intermediate between the type of Mmatuni and
that of a. ntetficanutn. The leaves are largo and broad in fully-formed con-
ditions, are 6-, sometimes even 7-lobed or only angled In texture they are

smooth, thick, leathery and either very hairy (in forms that approach to

fiutuui) or almost quite glabrous (m those with a closer approximation to

«. In the United States fresh stock has again and again been
imported from Mexico, and the admission made that the previously existing

stocks had been thereby much improved. There would thus soorn little doubt
that the improvement that has been consistently reported ns taking place has
run parallel with an undoubted advancement from the older type of fJ. hii-nutnwn

towards that which' more appropriately should (from the botanical standpoint)

be designated f’>. tii^arlruiimn. But they are one and all hybrids, and the

suggestion may be offered that they have been derived from Cf. hlrn»t»m
os the one stock, and either cj. or «. Wfl/wflnwi (W. hni-o«ffp»i»>e)

the other—the result being the presumed hybrid condition here designated
«. tiirjHrnunm. Of the more famed cottons of this assemblage, the following

may be specially mentioned ns (a) hairy (eg. aff. e. IiIi-wiWhmi) forms f— Special Raots.
“ Allen,” “ Peeler,” ‘‘ Simflower,” “ Todd ” and ” Russell ” Of the (b) glabrous

(aff. V. jnejnlcnnma) " Welborn’s Pet,” “ Willet’s Bed Leaf,” “Parker,”
“Layton’s Improved,” “ Toalo,” “ Shino,” “Simms,” “Berry’s Big Boll,”

“Culpepper,” ^‘Cummings,” “Triumph,” “Gibson,” “Myers” and “Texas
Wool.” Reversions are also recorded, one example of which may be here speci-

ally mentioned, rvimely “ King’s Improved,” which comes closer to »>». i>ii»ic- King’s

tatum than to the bulk of the modern o. merimuntn cottons that to-day improved,

are called by the old, but now hardly accurate name of «. Another
illustration is the tendency for groen-seodod stock {«• type proper)
to produce brown or grey-sooded forms («. mrjriennuui) according as the degree
of cultivation or neglect tends to develop and establish the one or other ancestor

of the present-day much hybridised stock of Upland cottons.

Nfiked-seeded Cottons of the New World.

—

The following, among
other species, may be specially mentioned in this position :

—

G. puppupasoens, Poir., Lamk., Encycl. Meth. Bot. sup-pl., 1811, Bourbon
ii., 369 ;

Watt, l.c. 250-5, t. 44. A cultivated perennial plant of which Cotton.
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THE COTTON PLANT
GOSSYPIUM
barbadbnse:
Sea Island

there arc several distinctive races, derived very possibly from G. fnifense,

Pari., and which constitute the Bourbon and Porto Rico Cottons of

commerce.
The .seeds are not only what is called naked, but the leaves are almost glabrous.

They are perennial plants with strongly angled purplish shoots and leaves ovate
entire or with three lobes on the apex, the laterals arching outwards and the

petioles almost thorny through the growth of glandular worts. They are all

essentially insular plants, hence the greater success attained with them in South
as compared with North India. They seem to be readily hybridised, and in

consequence it is not uncommon for completely fuzzy seeds to appear among
plants raised from the normal condition, viz. the seeds naked, except for a tuft

of rust-coloured fuzz around the beak.

D.E.P.,
iv., 22-3.

Vine-
leaved
Cotton.

Long Stapla,
Egyptian.

W eevil

llesiatent.

D.E.P.,
iv., 18-20.

Sea Island
Cotton.

G. vltifollum, Lamk., Encycl. Meth. Bot., ii., 135 (cxcl. syn. Pluk.

Aim., t. 188, f. 2, added doubtfully by Lamk.) ; Watt, l.c. 255-65, tt. 1,

45; Xylon arboreum, Merian, Surin. Insect., 1679, t. 10; Labat, Nouv.

Voy. aux Isle.s de VAmer., 1724, i., pt. 2, 125-31
;
G. latifolium, Rumphius,

Herb. Amb., 1750, iv., 37, t. xiii. (excl. syn.) ;
G. barbadense, Pari., Sp.

dei Cot., t. lii. (in part) ; G. rehyiosum, Aliotta, Riv. Crit. Gen. Goss., 44
(m part).

The Vmo-loavod Cotton was probably originally a native of Central and
South America, to the Amazon basin and the Lessor Antilles, but early found
under cultivation throughout the cotton area of the world. It is the Egyptian
long staple, Antilles, Piura, Surinam and Cayenne, St. Domingo, Guade-
loupe, Barbados and other cottons. In the early literature of this genus the
greatest possible obscurity prevails regarding <v. bn rbnileuptf. It might, in

fact, without fear of contradiction, be affirmed that there was little or no dis-

tinction between that species and the present plant. As time advanced
the form known as Sea Island Cotton appeared, and to it became restricted,
by most authors, the name ® bnrbailenite. leaving G. vin/bllntn to be ac-

cepted as denotmg the slightly lower-grade cottons of South iVmerica and Egypt
that are classed as “ Long Staples ” It is, in other words, highly likely that
this plant may have been one of the ancestral stocks of «. bnrbmtenae, uar

umfittma—a plant which is perhaps the most recent addition to the prized
races of cotton met with in the world. No one seems to know what was meant
originally by «. bnrbnarnae. It nowhere exists in a wild state, and is ap-
parently nevor cultivated except in the form nowadays called Sea Island, but
which could hardly bo accepted as g. bnrbntivnae. Unn The present plant, on
the other hand, exists in numerous forms. It is the vine-leaved cotton of
most of tho early authors, who repeatedly speak of it as met with wild or
completely acclimatised. The leaves are sub-cordate with mostly only three
asceniling lobes, tho texture often piloso-tomentose below. The bracleoles are
very large, o\'ute rotund, deeply nuricled, slightly united below and often pos-
sessed of tho bractlets described by Cook as weevil-resistmg adaptations
{U.S Dept Agrt. Bureau PI. Indust., 1900, No 88.) iSee.ds black, naked and
quite free from each other.

G. barbadense, Linn., llotl. Upsal., 1748, i., 204; Sp. PI. (1st

c(l.), 1753, ii., 693 ; Pluk., Aim. Bot., 1696, u., 172, q,nd Phyt., t. 188,
f. 1. (excl. all .syn.) ;

Wight, lllusl. Ind. Bot., 1840, i., 57-64, t. 28b; Watt,
l.c. 265-95, tt. 46-8

;
Sea Island Cotton. <-

This embraces all tho higher-grade long-staple cottons. A shrubby perennial
known only in a state of cultivation, and raised usually as an annual. It is

glabrous or nearly so, except on the leaf-stalks and veins and the under-surfaces
of young leaves.

As already suggested, there seems every probability that the early authors
who accepted the name G. barbrntmne did not realise that it meant one and
tho same plant as that designated «. ritifotinut. By cultivation and crifssing,
however, a highly specialised race, known as “ Sea Island,” was produced, to
which by recent authors tho Linnoan name G. bnrbniienae became in time
restricted, though Todaro, and following him some other botanists, preferred to
give tho new stock the name of G. mnrltlmntH, thus leaving ». bnvbaaanae
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SEA ISLAND AND BRAZILIAN
GOSSYPIUM
BRASILIESNSB

Brazilian
as a name for a species presumed by many to e'tist, but known for certain to no
botanical writer. The species founded by Linnieu.s may bo said to turn on a
speeimon still preserved in tho British Museum, and tliat specimen certainly
agrees more closely with «. vitl/ollmn, Lamk

,

than with the modem Sea Island
Cotton of America.

Although repeatedly introduced into India, Sea Island Cotton has, in no
locality, proved a success. It is possible, however, that it might be raised pro-
fitably m tho Andaman and Nicobar Islands and in some parts of Toiiassenra

G. brasillensei Macf., FI. Jam., 1837, i., 72 ; Watt., l.c. 295-31;'),

tt. 49,50; Bambagia, arborea di Pernambuco, Zanoni, Istoria Bot., 1675,

40-4, t. 16 ; G. reliqiosum, Lamk., Cav.. Willd., Pari, and others, non Linn .

;

(t. acuminatum, Roxb., FI. Ind., 1832, iii., 186 and M8, drawing ii. 1598
(wrongly named G. vitifolium), etc., etc.

The Cham, Kidney, Brazilian, Bahia, Pernambuco and (Josta Rich Cottons
of most popular writers, and in Burma it is thembanwa (8hi|)’s cotton) It was
first definitely alluded to by .Tohn Loriiis, who lived in Brazil m 15.) 7, and wrote
a history of that country Sir Walter Klliot, speaking of the plant as known to
him in South India, calls it paidi (gold) pottt and pamidc path (tho wealth-giving),
names that denote tho high expectations that were at. one time entertained
regarding this plant. It was appaionliy the first of the long-stapI> silky

cottons of the New World to attract atteni ion Seeds wore conveyed by
Marcgraf and others, and tho chain condition so well figured by Zanoni
seems to have been accepted as a pocuhanty of all cottons, honco Lobol(1570)
thought 'he improved on the picture.s of u itrffcMi-en»i

,
given thirty years

previou.sly by Fuctisius and Matthiolas, by addmg a kidnoyed mass of ^evon
seeds.

All the nations of the world seem for a (imo to have vied with each other
in the attempt to acclimatise tho Brazilian Cotton, and m each now country to

which taken it obtained tho name of the region from whence immediately con-
voyed ;

accordingly in Burma, and also in the Antilles, it is called “ Siam Cotton,”
and in India “ Ava Cotton,” etc Roxburgh tells us in the MS edition of his

Flora Indica (preserved in Kew) that lie became acquainted with it through seed
sent him from Karukhabad. Mr. H St George Tucker (Member of the Court
of Directors of the 15a.st India Company) observes that Lady Hustings grew it

at Fatteghar, and Roger Hunt, in 1808, addressed the East India Company
on the causes of deterioration of Pernambuco and Surinam Cottons. Thus
we know that prior to Roxburgh’s knowledge of it this plant had been experi-

mentally tried in many parts of India
It is, therefore, perhaps not to bo wondered at that this cotton has got con-

siderably more widely distributed and is moreover more frequently met with m
states of acclimatisation than is the case with any of the other New World entton-s

Its large capsule, compact moss of seeds and tho copious coating of floss naturally
convoyed the impression of great value, and false expectations wore raised, only
to be rudely dispelled by comparisons of yield to acre. Gradually, however, all

interest (or nearly so) in this particular Brazilian Cotton died out with tho appear-
ance first of tho Upland Georgian Cottons, then the Mexican Cottons, and finally

the Sea Island Coltons, dll races that could be raised ns annuals and occupy the
soil for short periods. Tho present species in most countries accordingly fell

into a state of corpplete neglect and either disappeared or survived as an escape
from cultivation and became “ the wild tree cotton ” of most popular writers, tho
properties of whic^ have been the will-o’-the-wisp of nearly each decade for the
past century in the world’s cotton areas.

If I am correct in believing that this plant, however, represents an important
stage in the development of the fine long staples of tho West Indies and the Sea
Islands of America, it is not by any means devoid of interest to persons interested

m the production of new and improved races But as mot with m India to-day
it is of no value whatever, and the expectations recently advanced regarding it

would accordingly seem almost for certain doomed to disappointment, since op-

poseiS to all post experience with the plant. It may be said to have attained

commercial importance within very restricted ureas. In South America—its

indigenous habitat—it is regarded as of special value because of its resistance of

the diseases that prove disastrous to other cottons. In Guatemala, for example,

it is believed to be immune from weevil.

D.E.P.,
IV., 23-5.
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Legislation
deemed
Undesirable,

/. ADULTERATION AND DETERIORATION.—Milhmn {Or. Comm.,
1813, 279-80) urged that it was impossible to be too attentive to the

shipping of perfectly clean cotton. The adulteration and deterioration of

Indian cotton has thus engaged attention for fully a century. St. George
Tucker (to whom reference has been made above) wrote in 1830 a report

On the Supply of Cotton from British India (cf Reports on Cotton,

Silk, and Indigo published by the Company in 1836, 152-75) in order
to account for its depression in price and deterioration in quality. He
gives ten reasons. Royle {Cult, and Comm, of Cotton in Ind., 1851,

551) deals frequently and effectively with this question. “ When the
cotton,” he says, which the Native grows, “ is intended for sale, the ryots

have little enough encouragement to bestow more care, either in growing
or in picking their cotton, for they usually get no better price for a good
and clean, than they do for an indifferent article.” So again, “ Indian
cotton is, however, from the shortness of staple, not well suited for all the
purposes of the English manufacturer

;
but it is much more depreciated

than it need be from the dirty and adulterated state in which it is sent
to market.” Mention has been made that (about the time of the great
cotton famine, 1861-5) notice was forcibly directed to India as a future
country of supply for England. An outcry was shortly after made against
the adulteration and mixing of inferior with superior grade staples. This
led to the passing of the Cotton Frauds Act (IX. of 1863, and the Amend-
ment of 1878, Act VII.).

W. B. Wishart (Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Upper
India) published in 1891 a Note on the Adulteration of Cotton in which he
shows that the subject had agitated the minds of the cotton merchants of
India for many years. He points out that a report issued in 1845, for
example, gave details of the deterioration and decrease in outturn even then
observed. Wishart then remarks .

“ There is now no hona fide market for
our inferior cotton. Native hand-weavers cannot work it ; the Chinese
found out, some years ago, that it did not pa}' them to use it, and now our
Continental customers can and do buy an article that suits them equally
well at a proportionately lower price. There is, therefore, no outlet for
such cottons, and Native growers and buyers have naturally taken to
assisting each other by bulking the inferior and better stuS produced in
each district, the mixture constituting a quality just a little belQw that
which spinners want.”

In August 1891 a conference was held in the office of the Director of
Land Records and Agriculture, Poona, at which proposals were made with
a view to preserve and improve the quality of Indian cotton. In the same
year Sir E. M. James (at that time Commissioner in Sind) drew up a
Memorandum on Cotton, This was widely circulated by the Bombay
Government, and elicited many valuable opinions and reports. The
Chamber of Commerce of Bombay, for example, issued a very powerful
reply, dated November 11, which fully expressed the opinion ultimately
upheld by the Government, namely that while there was much need for
effort at improving the stock, penal legislation was undesirable. Ten
years later (Feb. 1901) the Hon. Mr. Bomanjee Petit (himself a prominent
mill owner) pressed on the attention, both of the Bombay Government and
the Mill Owners’ Association, the serious consequences of the deterioration
of the Indian cotton staple. It has now actually come about that both
China and Japan have begun to produce coarse yarns of their own, and
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OF STOCK
have thus commenced to close two of the most important outlets for Indian

exports. In consequence the necessity to advance has been borne home Necessity to

on the minds of the Indian mill owners. Instead of spinning as their finest

yarns 20’s, they have begun to think of SO’s, but for this purpose they

require to import raw cotton from Egypt, if not even from America. India

no longer possesses a cotton suited for that purpose, and the adulteration

and mixing of the staple have thus very nearly paralysed the industry.

In consequence the outcry for legislation has once more been raised : it

has been urged that a law requiring the locality of production to be stamped Recommenda-

on all bales of cotton would have a highly beneficial result. Others look dBcu^a^ion o£

to the expectations of Sind, irrigated by a system of canals that may locality,

allow of the production of the high-grade Egyptian cottons, as the most
hopeful indication of the future.

Thus history repeats itself, in no commodity of commerce with greater History repeats

regularity than in the theories and practices of cotton growing and cotton

trading. One lesson alone seems to stand out through the past decades

of the steam-power cotton industry of India as unwavering, viz. the

conviction that when the time comes for India to assume once more the

role of a producing and even exporting country in the finer cotton goods,

it must either have improved its staple or discovered a country capable of

meeting its necessities m suitable raw fibre. A low-grade staple such as the

bulk of that grown in India to-day is utterly unsuited for the higher class

machine-made goods, even were it put down at the mills pure and clean at

a price below that procurable by any other power mills in the world. Thus
it has been shown that cheap production is not necessarily economic
production. Expensive labour moans higher intelligence, with compensa-
tion in quality and price. 0. P. Austin (Cotton Trade of the United Stales,

1900, 2608) points out, and with much force, that the low wages of the

Indian cultivator are no real economy, since they prevent cotton culti-

vation on a large scale directed by intelligent supervision. Retrograde Retrosriide

agriculture, such as has characterised the Indian cotton trade for a century
‘'^0'''“=“''''*'®-

past, must in the end fall behind in the race for commercial supremacy.
//, IMPROVEMENT OF STOCK.—The cultivated cottons of the world Vmzy and

have been referred to three great areas—(a) Asia, (b) Africa, and (c) America. seeds.

But it has sometimes been affirmed that the first two can be taken
togethqf and spoken of as the fuzzy-seeded Asiatic and the others as the

naked-seeded American cottons. But it is not the case that all the

fuzzy-seeded species are Asiatic, any more than that all the naked-seeded
are American. Moreover, the seeds of wild cottons have either a firmly

adhering coating of wool or a readily separable floss. But there are both
wild and cultivated cottons that possess both a fuzz and a floss. As
already mentioned. Cook (U.S. Dept. Aqri. Bull., 1906, No. 88) thinks the

•wool maybe a necessity in the protection of the seed from the enemies of

the plant. Certainly in most wild forms, such as U. Stoehsii, and still

more so O. Davidsonii, the wool is so firmly and intricately crumpled
Tip around the seed as to prove a veritable proboscis-proof protection, thus

causing such seeds to be described as naked, the compacted fuzz having
escaped detection. But of purely wild species the following among
othefc possess a short velvety coating around the seed .

—

O. llarkueftsli

(a native of California)
;

O. Valmevli (of Mexico)
;

ii. Sturtii (of

Australia), and G. toinentosam (of the Hawaiian Islands). On the

Tither hand, the following have naked seeds ;

—

G. Kirkii (of Bast Tropical
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Africa), and (i. tnitense (of the Polynesian Islands). In passing it mav
be here added that no Asiatic indigenous cotton has a naked seed, and

further that with the fuzzy-seeded Asiatic forms the bracteoles are united

below, whereas with the American fuzzv-seeded cottons the bracteoles

are free. The appearance, therefore, of these peculiarities in certain

cultivated or long acclimatised plants may safely be regarded as denoting

definite influences and not accidental sports or climatic adaptations.

It has sometimes been upheld, but with little justification, that the

crossing of fuzzy-seeded and naked-seeded cottons (or of Asiatic and
American cottons) was impossible. But there is perhaps no subject on
which greater diversity of opinion exists than in the value or even possi-

bility of hybridisation of the species of fjossi/piinii. One set of writers

affirms that it is difficult, if not impossible, to prevent hybridisation, while

another stoutly upholds the belief that hybridisation is of no practical

value, if they do not indeed go so far as to deny the possibility of its accom-
plishment in nature. A parallel to this diversity (and perhaps a consequent

one) is the degree of acceptance of the species as established by botanists.

Some writers, such as Todaro, think there may he as many as 54 species,

while others, such as Parlatore, reduce them to 7, and Aliotta to 5 species,

with numerous varieties and cultivated races or hybrids under each. Bii-

chanan-Hamilton went further and reduced all to 2 (or perhaps 3) species,

viz. the black (naked) seeded and the white (fuzzy) seeded, with as a third

the red (kakhi) seeded cottons. In fact the controversy regarding the

number of species dates even from before the formation botanically of the

genus (rOSHi/ifiHui, but I venture to think it could never have existed

and cannot exist to-day, when the undoubted wild forms are made the

basis of classification.

The confliction as to hybrids may be exemplified by the writings

of two of the most recent authors. Aliotta {Riv. Crit. Gen.

Goss. 1903) givea an elaborate statement of the races of cultivated

cottons which he thinks have been produced through the cross-breeding

of his five species

—

(r. barbruteuHe, ii, reliffiosutn, G. arhoreutn,
G, hevbaeemn, and G. hirstitum. On the other hand, G. A. Gammie,
Professor of Botany at Poona, Bombay, in his recent report {The Indian
Cottons, 1905) reduces all the Indian cultivated foims to G. obtusifoliuni.

He would, moreover, not appear to regard hybridisation as of ai^y prac-

tical value whatever. He observes that the so-called species and hybrids

are merely cultivated races evolved by time and environment from one
prototype, but he nevertheless adds somewhat paradoxically that they
are capable of being crossed with facility and that their descendants are

fertile.

After many years of careful study of the Indian cottons, both in the field

and the herbarium, I am constrained to join issuo with Alnjtta and writers of
his school in thinking hybridisation has played an important role, though I am
not of course prepared to reduce the ancestral stocks to five forms. Still I am
satisfied that many of the more highly prized cultivated cottons are not species
botanically (though it may be convenient to retain for them specific names), but
are races and natural hybrids (some of the more recent artificial) adapted by
selection to man’s requirements and to environment. I am at one, in fact, with
the army of workers in America who not only say they have produced endless
forms by crossing, but who regard that agency as of the greatest possible
importance. Tracey (Dabney, The Cotton Plant, 1896, 197-224), in dealmg with
the cultivated varieties, remarks, “ Although the plants from a single line of
crosses, ns fertilising Peterkin with Allen, will vary widely, still it is a general
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rule that the character and habit of the future plant will be more like those of

the female parent, while the fruit, the boll and its contents, will be more like

those of the male parent.” So again, “ The tendency of the plant to vary from Tendencies ot

the typical form of any variety will bo back towards its original form rather “lation.

than in any other direction.” From these and such-like considerations is doubt-

less due the affirmation that, from one or two plants specially cultivated ond as

a consequence of careful selection of sports, it might be possible to produce all

the chief types of cultivated cottons. Hence it may be said that with few other

cultivated plants is a more rigid selection of seed necossary than with cotton. Selection.

Moreover, there seems little doubt but that historically it can be shown that
iw. hl-rnuttlUM, mrjclvmiutn, A. vitifniiuut and ^>1. biirbui1enst‘, as known tO

US to-day, are themselves to a large extent hybrid stocks. It does not follow,

however, that all hybrids may be fertile, still less that they can bo invariably
again further hybridised with fresh ancestral influences, according to the fancy
of the operator. To the neglect of this consideration may be duo much of past
failure in hybridisation.

One of the most valuable and interesting papeis on this subject is that Spermatogenesie.

written by Austin Cannon, entitled Spermaloijenests of Hybrid Cotton (in

Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, 1003, xxx , 133-72 )
The cotton hybrid experi-

mented on was produced (so we are told) between Sea Island Cotton (Con-
stellation brand) and Upland Cotton (Klondike brand)

—

u. uarhatieiiNr x
u, ttefhareunt and the hybrids wore found fi-rtile It is. howei er, just possible
that the plant spoken of as tJ- iivybneeiim should have been called «.
or fj. mejrlennutii, for until about 1806 Uplands were by American authors
mostly spoken of under the botanical name that more properly belongs to the
Mediterranean stock. All fuzzy-seeded cottons were often, in tact, regarded as
one and the same species. It follows that to secure uniformity and precision
in the laboratory and in the e.xperiraental farm, the foremost consideration must
be the ascertainment of the species botaiucally that it is intended to investigate.

Until such knowledge has been obtained it would bo preferable to adopt some
arbitrary nomenclature such ns a numerical system, e g. the “ K2 ” of geographers,
rather than to employ a misleading jargon ot botanical names.

As a historic fact in Indian hybridisation it may be mentioned that in 1844 I dian Hjbnds.

Mr. Alex. Bums of Broach crossed o. ahtusttoiium, uar with o
boreuHi. He obtained a plant that had all the good points of both parents.
The leaves were those of nrbofeum, only larger and more hairy, and the flowers
were red with a yellow ring in the throat. This interesting new form, an un-
doubted hybrid, yielded its crop within a period of two months, much as in Broach
deshi, and the floss was very silky. The Bombay Chamber of Commerce expressed
the opinion that the cross was an exceedingly valuable one. No further informa-
tion was, however, published regarding it, and the plant seems to have died out.

The circumstance is mentioned to show that crosses are possible.

Under the orders of the Government of India much has been recently done Improvem0nt of

to discover the soils suited for cotton generally, and many valuable experiments
have been conducted with exotic forms. What would appear the foremost con-
sideration has, however, imtil very recently been almost entirely neglected, namely
the attempt to improve the indigenous or long acclimatised stocks. Royle, for
example, repudiated with some warmth the opinion attributed to him, that
the greatest attention should be given to the cotton of the country {Cult and
Comm, of Cotton in India, 1861, 544-5). For a good few years past I have
uniformly urged, and I repeat that recommendation, namely, to make real

progress it is imperative that an exhaustive and scientific mvestigation should
be conducted—a sort of census taken—of the existing stocks, not only of India
but of the world. "The climatic and other causes which tend to preserve or destroy
good or bad properties have to be thoroughly established The influences of
hybridisation have to bo worked out on a scientific basis by testing the strength
of stram, from this species or that, best suited to environment, the tendencies
of cultivated forms recognised and systematic renewal of stock in each locality
accepted as a solemn obligation.

A few years ago I drew attention to the establishment of steam ginning Bfiect of steam
factoyies, all over India, as having created a new danger, namely degrading ‘^ois.

equalisation of stock. Nowadays the cultivators over a wide area carry the produce
of their fields to these factories : all are mixed together, and seed returned to the
cultivators that in many cases may bo utterly unsuitod to the fields on which it

has to be grown. The specialisation of conturies of natural selection is thus bemg
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rapidly effaced by thi-y now phase of commercial production. It has been found

useless to urge that the cultivators should reserve their own supplies of seed.

They are too poor and too ignorant to do so, ami, moreover, aro only too frequently

in the hands of the monoy-lendors. (See Ginning, pp. Gll-2.)

Lastly another evil lias crept gradually into the cotton traffic of India. England
having adapted her machinery to tho steadily improving staple of the United

States, soon became unable to work up tho short staples of India. But in Ger-

many, Japan and India itself, .special factories were bmlt with the object of

running for the lower-class goods and working up the world’s supplies of short

staple Tho cultivators were accordingly told that they would get no more for

a long than for a short staple In every district there wore both high-class

and low-class staples Tho former gav'e a lower yield, compensated for by a
higher price. Tho new condition naturally dictated the universal substitution

of tho lower grades, and an agricultural degradation in consequence was carried

across the country m a remarkably short space of time that may take a
century to efface An official correspondence dated July, 1903, contains a letter

from one of the most influential European morehants of India, which puts the

present position tersely by n,irrating tho advantages of the belatl or ‘)ari plant

of tho (’ontral Brovmces and Berar •

—

(a) It is an earlier crop, thus enabling tho

cultivator to got a quicker return , (6) it runs accordingly loss risk of injury from
early cold weather

;
(c) it is a hardier plant, less liable to disease or to deteriora-

tion from ram
;

(d) it gives a larger weight outturn of lint
,

(e) it comos into

market cleaner than the other grades
The feature of early ripening is most important. Tho annual cottons of India

have ofton boon spoken of as consisting of two kinds —thoso that take eight

months to ripen, and those that roach maturity in about live months from sowing.

The cottons found on a deep, moisture-retammg, black, loamy soil are of the

first class They are usually grown as pure crops, and the particular race met
with is ofton remarkably uniform Tho cottons of the second class occur on light

soils , they aro produced normally as mixed crops and manifest the greatest

possible variability 'J'he mfiuonco of rainfall, both quantity and season, is of

vital importance Tho vicinity of Bombay town and south of the Konkan,
since it possesses double the rainfall of Broach, grousnext to no cotton, even
although the soil may bo highly suitable. Localities, like much of South India,

that have two rainy seasons possess two widely different cotton crops. It is very
largely in adaptation to tho conditions of soil and climate that certain cottons
owe their superiority or tho opposite Tho substitution, for example, of mferior
for superior grades has boon primarily the result of the demand for that staple,

but tho change has to many cultivators been all the more acceptable that the plant
required was in thoir locality hardier and less risky. Some twenty to thirty

years ago the Central Provinces hud a fair proportion of ham (suporior cotton)
relative to its (or inferior cotton). To-day the crop is mainly 'jarr. The
former could be spun into yarns of 20’s and up even to lO’s ; the latter can rarely
bo used for more than counts up to lO’s The ham cottons wore the' once famed
Ghat cottons, such as tho Hinganghat of commerce The lari has a very short
staple, but is exceedingly hardy and prolific.

As manifesting the present position of cotton and its degeneration, as also

some of the features of the programme of improvement that may be found
imperatively necessary, the following jottings regarding the famed Dacca cotton
may bo usefully sot forth . —In view of the efforts presently being made to de-
velop the industry of cotton cultivation in Bengal, it seems desirable that tho
opinions of tho earliest writers be briefly indicated. Mr. Bebb, Commercial
Resident of Dacca, furnishod a reply to an inquiry made by the East India Com-
pany, and that reply is one of tho earliest accounts of Dacca (in fact of Bengal)
cotton. It is dated 1788, and speaks of the staple as “ the finest cotton m the
world, producing cloth of astoni.shing beauty and fineness.” The plant is said to
have boon an annual, and to hav'e afforded two crops in the year, m April and
again m September. The first was the most esteemed and obtained the highest
price, but was liable to failure from long drought or from violent storms, though
moderate showers were highly beneficial. In the volume of Reports on Cotton,
Silk and Indigo published by tho East India Company in 1836, there is a rjport
written by St. George Tucker in 1829 {Supply of Cotton from British India, 159-60)
in which he discusses the superior cotton of Dacca. He calls it hatrati kupa—
the finest variety perhaps of the Eastern cottons. It is produced only in small
quantity, in the districts north-west of Dacca, and is never exported. Its favourite
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site seems to bo the high banks of the Ganges and its tributaries. The fibre

of the hmrati is extremely fine, silky and strong, but the staple is very short

and the wool adheres most tenaciously to the seed It is admirably calculated

for the manufacture of the muslins and thinner fabrics It is perhaps too costly

a production to enter largely into our manufactures. Tucker then adds that the

bogha kupas is the ordinary cotton staple of Bengal proper.
Roxburgh, who was appointed Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens Dacca Cotton,

of Calcutta in 1793, early gave attention to this special Dacca cotton (Roylo,
Cult, and Comm. Cotton, 24.5). Ho gives, in his Flora Indiea, the points of difference

between the ordinary Bengal and the special Dacca cotton. The plant, he says,

is more erect, has fewer branches, and tho lobes of the loaves more pointed The
whole plant is tinged with red, ovon tho petioles and nerves of tho loaves, and it is

less pubescent. The peduncles of the flowers are longer and the exterior margins
of the petals are tinged with red. Tho staple is longer, much finer, and softer.

Roxburgh’s MS plate of tho plant thus distinguished is in the herbarium of tho
Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta (a copy ol which is in Kew, and has been
reproduced by me in the Wild and Cultivated Cotton Plants of the World, pi 12).

It manifests all tho special peculiarities mentioned, and thus doubtless faithfully

represents tho plant
;
but Roxburgh adds that the p(^ople of Dacca tfiink tho

great difference lies in the spinning and allow little for tho influence of tho soil.

(See remarks on Hand-loom, p. 61(1

)

It has recently been affirmed that the cotton formerly used by the Dacca Mualm Industry,

manufacturers, of the far-famed exceotlingly fine muslins of that city, was de-

rived from tree cottons Further, that the loss of these special crops caused tlie

decadence of the muslin industry Taylor’s account {Topog. and Stal Ducra,

1840) would .seem to give a complete refutation of that statement. Moreover, the
question may be asked, “ Is it or is it not a fact that with an exceedingly short
staple the Dacca manufacturers are still producing (or until very recently were
producing) maslins, which if not up to the old standards, are certainly far finer

than could be manufactured from these staples by any process or machine known
to Europoor America to-day ? Taylor says, “ The material of which the fine Dacca
muslins are made, is entirely the produce of the district. The plant is an annual
one, and attains a height of about five feet. It is described by Roxburgh as a
variety of the «. hevbareain. and is said to differ from the common cotton Differencoa.

plant of Bengal in the following particulars • (1) The branches are more erect

and fewer, and the lobes of the leaves more pointed (2) The whole of the
plant 13 tinged of a reddish colour, even tho petioles and nerves of tho leaves
are less pubescent. (3) Tho peduncles, which support the flowers, are longer
and the exterior margins of the petals are tinged with rod. (4) Tho staple of

the cotton is longer, much finer and softer.” This is the desi or indigenous
cotton of the district, which has been cultivated in tho northern division from
time immemorial.

“ Formerly, when this article was more extensively cultivated than at present,
there were different shades of quality observable in tho staple, which either
cannot, now bo distinguished or have degenerated into one of an inferior degree.
They were known by tho names of Phootee, Nurmah and Bairaite. The cotton
of the present day, it is affirmed by the Natives, is inferior to what it formerly
was. Tho crops are less abundant ; it is said that the fibres, though apparently
equally fine and soft, tire shorter and more firmly adherent to the seed, than
the produce of former years. Tho Dacca cotton, however, notwithstanding tho
deterioration imputed to it, still ranks as an article of finer quality than the
produce of other parts of Bengal or of the western provinces.” . . .

“ Tho seeds. Selection of

which are used ^pr sowing, are carefully picked, and after having been dried m
the sun are preserved in an earthen pot in which oil or ghi has been kept, and
the vessel with its mouth stopped up, so as to exclude the external air, is hung up
to the roof of the hut, and over the spot where the fire is usually kindled. The
high lands are selected for this crop and are ploughed from eight to twelve times
up to September and October when the seeds are sown This is done m parallel
rows, distant about a cubit from each other, and before tho seeds are dropped
into the ground they are moistened with water. Tho cotton plant is liable to
injifry from hail-storms, heavy rain and caterpillars.” . . .

“ Formerly tho
ground for cotton was allowed to he fallow every fourth year, and it appeared
to be owing to the neglect of this circumstance in tho present day, that the
produce is now inferior m quality to that of former times.”

“ The cotton of tho northern division is said to swell less than tho produce
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of other parts of the country. This tendency of the fibre to swell in bleaching

is the criterion by which the weavers judge of its quality, but whether it depends
on any adherent property in the cotton itself, or on the water used in the bleach-

ing IS not known, though there is reason to believe that it is principally owing
to the latter. The thread manufactured at Dumroy, which was reported by
Mr. Bebb, the Commercial Resident, to swell the most, is found by the weavers
at present to be equal to the thread of the best aurungs or to swell the least if

bleached in Dacca, but the reverse, as Mr. Bebb describes it, if the water of

Dumroy be used in the process ”

Lastly, Sen {Repl. Agrt. Slat. Dacca, 1889, 62) also says :
“ The cultivation

is not now done half so carefully as was the case at the time of Dr.
Taylor. The field is prepared by two to four ploughings and as many harrowings.
Furrows are then drawn a cubit apart, and in these furrows cotton seeds previously
moistened with dung-watoraro dropped in thickly. When the plants come out
they are thinned to a distance of a foot from one another.” (See Cultivation

In Bengal, p. 607.)

Improvement, when seriously contemplated, will have to be undertaken,

not at a great central farm for all India, but district by district. The
establishment of seed farms for the supply of specially improved indigenous

stock—a subject I had the pleasure of recommending to the consideration of

the Scientific Board of Advice at their first meeting—is at present earnestly

engaging the attention of the agricultural experts of the Government
of India. It may, therefore, suffice by way of concluding this brief sketch

of the present position and knowledge regarding the possible methods and
results of improvement of cotton stock, to recapitulate the main ideas.

Improvement is possible by (a) Selection of seed, m adaptation to environ-

ment and trade requirements
; (6) Hybridisation, an additional agency

to attain these objects
;

(c) Acclimatisation of prized foreign stocks. All

three methods are in India receiving consideration at present. For many of

the cotton districts, selection from existing stocks seems the most hopeful

method. It may be said, however, that m the discovery of absolutely new
stocks, hybridisation is often of special value.

The Government of India have recently appointed an expert in charge
of cotton experiments. The results so far attained in selection and
crossing are admittedly of a tentative nature, but Gammie’s first report

{Note on the Class. Ind. Cottons and Cross-hreeding Ex'per., Poona Farm,
1901-2) manifests a useful start as accomplished. The endeavours of the
Bombay Government to bring the vast tracts of Sind under Egyrptian

cotton through the supply of cheap canal water, would seem to have given
much promise, and in the public press repeated mention has recently been
made of the high prices realised for the cotton already produced. It

may thus be confidently affirmed that there does not appear to be any
sufficient reason for doubting the success likely to be attained in India
than in other countries with the production of superior cottons. The
only untoward anticipations centre around the willingness or ability of
the Native cultivator to advance with the times. [Cf. it. J. Redding,
Essential Steps in Securing an Early Crop of Cotton, in U.S. Dept. Agri.
Farmer's Bull., 1905, No. 217 ;

Testing Cotton Seed, in Agri. Journ. Ind.,

1906, i., pt. ii., 174 ;
also Sly, Fumigation American Cotton Seed, etc.,

1907, ii., pt. ii., 212.]
II/. CULTIVATION IN INDIA.

1. BOMBAY AND S/ND.—Watt, l.c. 134-7, 139-54. «

Area and Production.—According to the official Agricultural
Statistics, the total area under cotton for 1904-5 in the British dis-

tricts was 3,605,985 acres. The most important localities were Khan-
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desh, 1,201,673 acres ;

Dharwar, 681 ,950 ; Bijapur, 455,864 ;
Ahmedabad,

340,602 ;
Broach, 274,699 ; Sind, 218,050 ;

Belgaum, 183,207 ;
Ahmed-

nagar, 79,626. The area of cotton in the Native States of the Bombay
Presidency is an important factor in the Indian cotton supply. This came
in 1904-5 to 2,670,985 acres. Kathiawar has usually one to two million Kathiawar

acres, and Baroda half a million acres under the crop. The Native States

and British districts together thus show the Bombay Presidency with a

cotton area of 6,176,970 acres in 1904-5. The yield for the same year was

893.000 bales of 400 lb., or 3,189,285 cwt. The estimated area and yield

for the following year were 6,108,900 acres, yielding 1,117,000 bales, in

Bombay (including Native States)
;
and 265,000 acres, yielding 79,000 bales,

in Sind (including Native States), giving totals of 6,373,900 acres and
1.196.000 bales. The Final Memorandum for the year 1906-7 gives a total Areaaud

of 3,995,499 acres for the British districts, including Sind, and of 3,462,854 i90g-T.*^’°°

acres for the Native States, a grand total of 7,458,353 acres. This estimate

is said to be 49 9 per cent, in excess of the average of the preceding ten

years. The estimated yield during the same year is 824,052 bales in the

British districts (including Sind), 1,071,243 bales in the Native States.

The total is thus 1,895,295 bales, an increase of 132*9 per cent, on the

yield of the preceding ten years.

Traffic.—In order to arrive at some tangible conception of the local

and foreign interests in the cotton of this Presidency, it may be useful

to analyse production and supply in the light of the official returns of supply,

trade by rail and river and by sea coastwise, from and into town and
Presidency. The most interesting features are the supplies drawn by the

town from Kathiawar, from the Presidency of Bombay itself, from Berar

and from the Central Provinces. The adjustment arrived at shows the Pre-

sidency in 1905-6 to make a net export of 2,765,696 cwt., and assuming
this to be drawn exclusively from local production (viz. in 1905-6, 1,117,000

bales or 3,989,285 cwt.), a balance of 1,223,589 cwt. would be the net

supply retained by the Presidency. It is not, of course, necessarily the

case that all the actual exports of a tract of country are drawn from its Local

own production : an error exists in all such calculations which is eliminated

by dealing with the whole of India, and for a number of years, not one year.

It is useful, however, to ignore such errors and to analyse the figures as

they stfind. Accordingly, the port town of Bombay is shown to have
imported by (internal transactions) rail and by sea coastwise, 10,583,652

cwt., and to have exported by these routes 261,070 cwt., thus showing
a net import of 10,322,582 cwt., and, adding the foreign imports, viz.

168,838 cwt., a total net supply of 10,481,420 cwt. The foreign exports

(external transaqtions) came to 5,289,691 cwt., and thus there remained
6,191,729 cwt. as the supply for the Bombay town mills, or, adding the Bombay uiiia.

Presidency surplus (viz. 1,223,689 cwt.), 6,415,318 cwt. are shown as

having been available for the Presidency and town of Bombay for the

year in question. The town of Karachi imports by rail and river ap-

proximately the amount which appears in her foreign exports, viz. in

1905-6, 709,267 cwt. In 1905-6 the total imports by rail and river

came to 799,721 cwt., of which the Panj&b supplied 427,485 CAvt., Sind smd.

almost as much, and the balance came from Rajputana and the United
Provinces.

Agricultural Operations.—A full account of the method of cultiva- operatloM.

tion in Bombay is given by Mollison, of which the following may be
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accepted as a summary. The soil of Broach district is deep and retentive

of moisture, and over the greater part the annual rainfall exceeds 35

inches on an average. The crop is sown as soon as possible after the

monsoon sets in, in June or July, but owing to the effect of the heavy

rainfall, two or more sowings may be required before the seeds germinate

satisfactorily. Usually the same field grows cotton every second year,

and in intermediate years the ground may he fallow or grow one of the

ordinary rotation crops. Manure is rarely applied oftencr than once in

three years, and fifteen loads per acre is considered a full average. It

should be thoroughly decayed and applied preferably before the rains.

Soils.

—

The crop thrives best on fairly deep black soil, with a rainfall

of 30 to 40 inches, and it is grown entirely as a dry crop. The most
suitable soil is the so-called “ black cotton soil,” which may be found
in some parts to a depth of live feet or more as m Ahmcdabad, Broach and
Surat ; but cotton also succeeds on much shallower soils.

Rotation.

—

Generally the crop is grown alone, hut where the rainfall

is heavy and the soil retentive as in Broach, rice in the same or in separate

rows is often subordinate to it. Coi'iitntler, Sestimum, gram (Vlcer
arietinina) are sometime.3 sown to fill vacancies. The ro]i cotton of

Kaira, etc., is, on sandy loam soils, always grown as a row crop with ha)ra

{Veiiniiiefnni tifphoideuiii) or pulses. The principal rotation crop

with cotton is 'judr {Sorf/fmm vulyare), but this may be modified
according to district and season. Thus wheat is extensively grown as a

dry rahi crop on the cotton soils of Ahmedabad, lang {Luthyms sativns)
and a mixed crop of luver (Cajnnus indiens) and Sesnmuni as rahi

crops in Broach, etc.

Tillage.—Preparatory tilling begins usually in the hot weather by
collecting and burning the stubble of the previous crop. Two plougbings
and two more harrowings may be required before the seed is sown, but the
amount of preparatory tillage necessary depends on the previous crop.

Seed.

—

The seeds require special preparation for sowing, as they
generally cling together, owing to the lint and fuzz which may still adhere
to them. This is accomplished by mixing them with a thin plaster of

cowdung, mud and water, and rubbing the plastered seed on the close

network of a Native bedstead. The seeds can then be passed through the
seed- bowls and tubes of an ordinary country seed-drill. If sown alone the
seed is drilled in rows 22 to 26 inches apart. About 16 lb. per acre

is the usual seed rate. Two harrows follow one drill to cover the seed
and smooth the surface. If the seedlings are damaged before they produce
true leaves, the crop should be resown, if the season has not too far

advanced.

When the seedlings are about 4 inches high, the crop is ordinarily

intercultured with the bullock hoe and hand-weeded. The weaklings are
then thinned out and the plants left about 18 inches to 2 feet apart, if

in good condition, but if backward or stunted they are left closer together.
The plough is finally passed between the rows in September or October.

Crop .

—

Flowering begins in October-November, and may last till

January if the rains are late and favourable. Picking usually commences
in January and lasts till March or April. The crop is picked at short inter-

vals, as the cultivators are afraid of their fields being robbed at night. The
best time for picking is the morning, as the lint is then clean, owing to the
dew on the foliage.
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Yield and Cost.—According to Mollison, the average outturn of seed

and cotton together in the Presidency varies from about 300 lb. per

acre in the Karndtak to as high as 446 lb. in some well-cultivated fields

in Broach. The proportion of clean to seed cotton is on an average about
one to three. The total cost of cultivation per acre in the Surat district

he estimates at Rs. 21-13 annas.

Modifications on above System.

—

In Surat the average rainfall is Surat

slightly heavier than in Broach, but the soil is not so deep nor so dense,

and there is less risk of seedlings being destroyed by rain. The rotation

crops are mostly kharif, whereas in Broach thev arc rabi. Juar is the
principal rotation crop, always with a subordinate mixture of white tuver.

Rice is never sown with cotton in Suiat.

The principal variation in cultivation in the Karndtak is ilue to the KamAtak.

monsoons—the south-west between June and (Jetober, and the north-

east between October and December. If sowing wore to take plare in

June, as in other districts, the Dhaiwar crop wiiuld ripen in the middle Dharwar.

of the north-cast monsoon and the cotton be damaged by ram. To
prevent this, sowing usually takes place in the latter part of August, and
may be even extended to September The seedlings are not thinned

out to the same extent as in Broach and Surat, but are left comparatively

close together.

In Khandesh two forms of cotton are grown, the one on black and the Khandosh.

other on light soil
;
they generally occupy the same field once in three years.

The light-soil crop ydelds best with heavy rainfall, the black-soil crop

with moderate rainfall. The see<l rate is 10 to 12 lb. per acre and is

sown, if possible, by June. Picking begins in October and is complete

in December. In cotton-picking, care should be taken to avoid floss

which is discoloured and damaged by boll-worm, as such obtains a poorer

price and its presence lowers the average rate obtained.

In selecting seed for next crop, care should be taken to secure bolls seed selection,

from the largest, healthiest and most copiously fruiting plants. Seed

should not be taken from plants on which any of the bolls are affected by
boll-worm. As a further precaution against boll-worm, cotton seed

should, before it is prepared for sowing, be steeped for five minutes washmg tsa

in a i per cent, solution of copper sulphate and then dried in the sun.

Disastrous effects on the cotton crop may be produced by sudden at-

mospheric disturbances. The most trying consequences are due to heavy Atmospheno

rainfall, frequent changes of wind, cloudy weather and frost. An
abstract from Mr. Walton’s History of Cotton in Bombay, detailing the

various diseases caused by these conditions, is given in the Dictionary

(iv., 70).

Exotic Cottons.—Except in the Karndtak, where an American cotton Egyptian,

has been acclimatised, foreign cottons have failed to take any very pro-

minent place. In this conneidion mention may be made of the attempts
of the late Mr. Tata of Bombay to grow Egyptian cotton beyond the

Ghats as a rabi crop in the eight months of drj’ weather that prevail

between the monsoons. The result may be said to have been a failure.

At Poona in 1900 two Egyptian cottons were tried. They had an un-

healthy appearance from the first, many of the bolls dropped before they
were ripe, and both together gave an average outturn of only 401 lb.,

lint and seed, per acre, Irrigation
SIND.—Area and Production.—In the Final Memorandum for 1906-7 Cotton.
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on cotton-growing in India, issued by the Government, the total area in Sind

and its Native States was 245,549 acres. The method of cultivation in

Sind differs considerably from that pursued m Bombay. The rainfall is

excessively small, and the greater part of the cotton is cultivated by
Flooding. irrigation. An unfailing supply of water can be procured from the Indus.

Two methods of cultivation are employed. By the first, frequent watering

is necessary after sowing, and the seed is sown on ridges in holes

18 inches apart, after the surface has been inundated. By the second,

no watering after sowing is required. The only care necessary is to

keep the earth about the stems loose and free from weeds.

Seasons .—In Upper Sind the crop is sown at the end of February or

beginning of March, or sometimes as late as May or even June. Picking

ordinarily takes place in July to August. After picking, cattle are turned

on to the fields to graze, but the roots are left for a second year. Farm-
yard manure is used, about 12 maunds to the bigha. In other parts

of Sind cotton is not cultivated till the canals fill in June, and the crop

Egyptian.

Seasons.

Expectations.

D.E.P.,
IV., 88-90

,

128-32 .

C.Prov. and
Berar.

consequently is not picked till November or December.

Exotic Cottons.—Unlike Bombay, the experiments with Egyptian

cottons would appear to have been successful. In a report on the experi-

ments carried on at Dhoro Ndro, dated August 30, 1904, Mr. F. Fletcher,

then Deputy Director of Agriculture, said of ashmouni and abassi cottons

that they yield a minimum of 1,500 lb. of seed-cotton per acre. The plants

were irrigated every fifteen or twenty days, at the rate of about 380 cubic

metres per acre. In his opinion the experiments so far conducted have
sufficiently demonstrated that on perennially irrigated areas in Sind, the

Egyptian cottons can be grown normally, and would presumably give

even a large yield, but the proper time for sowing would be February or

March, and not, as now practised, June to July. He further holds that over-

irrigation IS often practised on the Jamrds. The report then concludes

that if the whole of Sind were put under perennial irrigation (through a
dam constructed at Bukker) the potentialities of the province for cotton-

growing could not be surpassed even by the United States. Mr. Fletcher’s

experience in Egypt gives an importance to his utterance on the question
of cotton-growing in Sind that carries it to a higher platform than the

sangnine expectations of many previous writers on Indian cotton-growing.

The area under Egyptian cotton at present is 1,500 acres, but ^f Mr.
Fletcher’s expectations are even partially realised the future may witness
a greatly increased interest in this subject, much to the advantage of

India. [Cf. Watt, l.c. 225-6.]

[Cf. Boyle, Cult, and Comm, of Colton in Ind., 1861, 332-464 ; W. B. Cassels,
Cotton in the Bombay Pres , 1862; Ann. Rept. on Cotton, Bomb. Pres , 1880-1 ;

Crop Exper. Bomb Pres, 1890-1900; Exp. Farm Rept. PoonA, 1893-4, 9-10;
1894-6. 14-C; 189.5-0, 18-9: 1896-7, 33; Surat Farm, 1900-1, 12-6;
1902-3, 33 5 ; Exp. Farm Rept, Bomb Pres, 190.3-4, 1-13; Middleton,
Agn. Ledq , 1895, No. 8, 95-100 ; Cottons of Southern Maratha Country, 7 ; Sind
and Persian Cottons, 17-8 ; Text .lourn , Oot. 1897, 1 ; May, 1901, 215-6 ;

Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, ui. 216-24 ; Pioneer Mail, Fob. 1, 1901,
8 ;

Times of Ind , Nov. 9, 1904 ; Sly, Egyptian Cotton in Sind, in Agri. Journ.
Ind., April 1900, i., pt ii., 166-8; P’letcher, Improv of Cottons in Bombay Pres.,
in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1900, i

,
pt. iv., 331-89.]

2. CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR.—Watt, l.c. 131-4.—
and Production.—On an average of the five years ending 1904-5 the
tract under cotton represented 23 60 per cent, of tl^e total cotton area in
British India. In 1904-5 there were 1,492,323 acres in the Central
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Provinces and 3,069,024 acres in Berar. The comparative importance ot
the various districts may he gathered from the returns for the year named ;

Central Provinces—Wardha, 404,405 acres
;
Nagpur, 404,411 ;

Nimar,
298,387 ;

CTiIimdvfara, 113,780
;
Berar—Amraoti, 715,127 ; Akola, 743,268

;

Wun, 478,211
;

Bulddna, 421,768 ;
BAsim, 362,059 ; and Ellichpur,

348,591. The yield for the same year was 472,000 bales, or 1,692,857 cwt.,

in the Central Provinces
;
755,000 bales, or 2,696,428 cwt., in Berar. The

estimated area and yield for the year following were 1,586,000 acres and
347,000 bales in the Central Provinces ; 3,197,900 acres and 483,000 bales

in Berar
;
giving totals of 4,783,900 acres and 830,000 bales. The final fore- Area and

cast for 1906-7 shows the total area for both the Central Provinces and Berar

at 4,852,087 acres, or an increase of 45 per cent, on the decennial average.

The yield for the same year is estimated at 880,984 bales, an increase of

about 8 per cent, on the previous year.

Traffic.—Since 1903-4 the figures of railborne traffic have been rutemai Trade,

returned for the Central Provinces and Berar conjointly, consequently

1903-4 is the last year in which they can he discussed separately. The
Berar railborne traffic in 1903-4 shows a large export and insignificant

import. The net exports in 1903-4 came to 2,049,881 cwt., by far the

major portion going to the town of Bombay, the balance to Bengal Pro-

vince (practically none to Calcutta), Bombay Presidency and the

Central Provinces. A fairly large amount is usually shown exported in

excess of local production indicating possibly a considerable traffic by road

that escapes registration. In the Central Provinces the net export

amounted in 1903-4 to only 846,957 cwt., as compared with 2,049,881 cwt.

in Berar. The difference is due chiefly to the large quantity the Central

Provinces import, viz. 143,822 cwt. in 1903-4, far the largest part of which

comes from Berar, Rajputana and Central India. Almost the whole of

the exports go to the town of Bombay, an insignificant surplus going

to the Presidency of Bombay and to Bengal. In 1905-6 the net exports

from the Central Provinces and Berar together amounted to 4,229,617 cwt.

Agricultural Operations.—Rotatioa.—In Berar, tur {Vajaniis indicus), Assocutod crops

in the proportion of one-tenth, is generally associated with the cotton

crop, but in the villages to the south and above the Ghats, bajra

(Pennisetiini typhoideum) and til {Sestimum indlcum) sometimes
replace jt. Rotation is regarded as absolutely necessary. On light soils,

cotton is usually rotated with juar only {Sinufhuui rulyare), but on the

rich black soils of the plains, cotton, juar and a rabi crop are rotated alter-

nately. A plurality of £rops is generally grown in the third year, separate

parts of the field being devoted to wheat, gram, linseed, or lakh
(
Lathyrns

sativus), and these in their turn are also rotated. Preparatory ploughing

is not carried out every year, as it is considered to impoverish the soil,

unless manure be subsequently applied. The advantages of manure are Manures,

thoroughly understood by the cultivators, but there is great difficulty in

Berar in obtaining a supply. Poudrette is considered best, and cowdung
comes next in order. Green soiling is sometimes, but very rarely, resorted

to. Ploughing generally takes place in December or January, as soon as

the crop of the year is removed. The fields are always cross-ploughed, riougiiiiig.

Harrftwing succeeds ploughing, and in the case of unploughed fields is the

only preparatory operation.

Seed.—Sowing commences with the first fall of rain, in the early

part of June. The seed of the previous year’s crop is always used, and
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is prepared and sown much as in Bombay. Ten pounds of seed are con-

sidered sufficient for an acre of land. Should a period of drought occur

Uaintaii. after sowing, the seed will be destroyed, or if rainfall be excessive it may
rot. In both cases the crop must be resown. From 20 to 25 inches of

rain arc enough provided it falls at timely intervals. Under favourable

conditions the young plant will put forth four or five leaves in a fort'

night, and weeding then becomes necessary. Between the rows, this is

done by the bullock hoe, but on the rows, the weeds are removed by hand.

Bullock hoeing is carried on at intervals of a fortnight till the pods appear.

Crop.—The bolls ripen and open in October, and the cotton is then

ricking. ready for picking. The first generally takes place at the end of October

or beginning of November. If the crop is a good one, three to seven

Cost. pickings can be made, according to the kind of cotton grown. The total

cost of cultivation has been estimated at about Rs. 13 to Rs. 15 per acre.

In the Central Provinces the method of cultivation does not differ

scaaona materially from that in Berar. The soil is prepared for sowing in May to

June
;
the seed is sown in June

;
picking commences in November to

December, and is completed from Frebruary to March.
[C/. Medlicott, Cotton, Handbook for Bengal, 181)2, 25-1-8+

;
Casaels, l.c.

194-227: Ann. Rept. Ind Mna (Indust. Sec.), 1894-5, 23-4; Fuller, Note on
Outturn of Land under Principal Crops, Cent. Prov , 1894, 26-30; Middleton,
Ic , Cottons of Cent. Prov, Berar and Khandesh, 12-3 ,

F. W. Francis, Cot. Cult,

in Berar. (sor. H A.D ), 1898, No. 2 ; R S Joshi, Exper. Cult, of Egypt. Cotton

at Nagpur, Dept. Land Rec and Agri, Cent Prov
,
Btdl 1901, No. 3; Exper, Farm

Repts. Nagpur, 1890-1904 ; Gaskin, Cotton Cult and Trade in Cent. Prov. and
Berar, in Agri. Journ Ind., April 1907, ii

,
pt. ii., 171-92.]

Having devoted so much space to the chief cotton -producing areas

of India, an effort may now be made to abbreviate as far as possible the

accounts that follow of the other provinces to the particulars of chief

importance ;

—

D.E.P., NIZAM’S DOMINIONS.—Area and Production.—Tho authoritative figures for

IV., 132-3. 1903-4, show the area to have been 2,660,713 acres and the yield 982,807 cwt.,

Nizam’s 275,203 bales The largest cotton area is tho Aurangabad Division, which

Dominions 1903-4 grow 1,464,116 acres Then follow Gulbarga, 874,032 acres; Bidar,
232,096 acres; and Warangal, 75.161 acres. Tho forecast for 1905-6 reported an
area of 2,637,000 acres and a yield of 206,000 bales, or 736,714 cwt.

Tho trade returns for 1905-6 show that the net export was 801,144 cwt., or
65,430 cwt. in excess of the estimated outturn The exports went chiefly to tho
town and Presidency of Bombay, and a considerable quantity to the Madras
ports.

p.B.P., 3. RAJPUTANA AND CENTRAL INDIA.—Area and Production,—The
iv., 90-9. area for 1904-5 was 469,000 acres in Rajputana and 846,000 acres in Central
Rajputana India, a total of 1,315,000 acres. The yield for the same year was 1,150,000

cwt., or 322,000 bales. The estimated area and yield for the following year
were 289,(X)0 acres and 61,000 bales in Rajputana ;

9*68,000 acres and
129,000 bales in Central India. The latest statistics (19Q6-7) estimate an
area of 428,000 acres in Rajputana; 1,117,000 acres in Central India

;

with a yield in bales of 176,000 in Rajputana
;
291,000 in Central India,

giving totals of 1,545,000 acres and 467,000 bales.

The netexport trade of Rajputauaand Central Indiaamounted in 1905-6
to 856,934 cwt., and as the estimated outturn in that year was 190,000
bales, or 678,571 cwt., the exports for tho year were considerably in OKcess
of the outturn. The largest share of the exports go to the town of Bombay,
tho United Provinces and the Presidency of Bombay. The Central Pro-
vinces, the Panjilb, and the towns of Calcutta and Karachi also receive
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Madras
considerable quantities. The imports come chiefly from Bengal, the
United Provinces, the Central Provinces and Berar.

agricultural OPERATIONS.-Rotatlan.—The> soils are fertilo though light.
They fall under Middleton’s third class, which yields the Bengals of commerce.
The plant is grown as a mixed crop, usually with til, arhdr {Vajimua it%airun) and
son {Vrotntayia jmirea), etc. The ground 18 prepared by ploughing andmanuring. Manures.
The seed is then sown broadcast m the month of April or June, and the land sowings
immediately after is lightly ploughed and later on again ploughed. Picking Srasons.
commences in October and is completed by the end of the year The cost of Cost,

cultivation has been estimated at Rs. 25 per acre. [Cf. J. Forbes Koyle, I c.

309—29; Medlicott, l.c. 1802, 243—53; Middleton, Rajputana Cotton, I c. 16.]

4. MADIfAS.—Watt, l.c. 128-31, 151.

—

Area and Production.— D E.P.,
Madras ordinarily grows about 14 per cent, of the cotton crop of British iv., 89-108.

India, or 9'2 per cent, of the entire cotton area. In 1904-5 the total was Madras.

2,007,297 acres. The principal districts are usually the following (the

figures denoting the acreages in 1904-5) —Bellary, 408,388
;

Karmil,

268,067 ;
Tinnevelly, 250,521

;
Coimbatore, 2.56,948 ;

Guntur, 210,487
;

Anantapur, 171,051
;
Cuddapah, 127,854. The yield for the same year

was 132,000 bales, or 471,428 cwt. The estimated area and yield for the

following year were 1,634,000 acres and 148,000 bah.s (528,571 cwt.). The
latest available figures for the }'ear ending December 1906 show an esti-

mated area {raiyatwari) of 1,544,000 acres, with a yield for the same period

of 151,000 bales.

Traffic.—The most noteworthy point regarding the trade of Madras
in 1905-6 is the fact that the exports from the Presidency exceeded the

outturn. The net export was 864,947 cwt., or 336,376 cwt. in excess of the

outturn, which was drawn from beyond the Presidency. The Madras ports

had a net import by rail of 932,336 cwt., and by sea coastwise of 10,195 cwt,,

thus giving a total import of 942,531 cwt. The foreign exports came to

800,479 cwt., and this left 142,052 cwt. as the supply of the Madras town mills.

AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS.—Forms ol Plant.—There are two forms of in- Two Crops,

digenous cotton usually grown in Madras, ojie dependmg on the south-west
monsoon, the other on the north-east. The former is sown between May and Seasons.

July, the latter, between September and November. In Tinnevelly both are

sown in the same season, October to November. In the Tamil districts those crops

are known as uppam and nadam. The uppam crop is generally sown on black

cotton soil, the nadam on red or gravelly soils. Theso produce the four com-
mercial forma known as Tmnovellys, Westerns, Coconadas and Salems. Manui-o Manure,

is seldom added, but cowdung or wood-ashes may sometimes be lightly scattered

over the ground ;
and if cattle are not permitted to browse on the fields, the

leaves and twigs of the previous year often remain, and thus very possibly carry

disease from one crop to another. Irrigation is seldom resorted to, and the raiyat imgation.

has to depend for the successful growth of his crops on the periodical rains.

Rotation.—In exceptional cases cotton is grown continuously, but tho general Associated Crops,

practice is to have a rotation. The principal rotation crops are kambii (Pro >ii»

typhoiaeum) and vardgu (I’anlrttm tniUarrnm), sometimes also eholam
{soraHuni vuigai-e) and horse or Bengal gram. If the land is clean, three plough- Ploughmg.

ings before sowing are ordinarily sufficient, but more may bo necessary. The soil

is ploughed in a drier condition than for grain crops.

Seed.—The seed, which has to be prepared as m other provinces, is generally

sown broadcast, and as a rule the same stock is sown over and over again.

The seed rate is about 10 lb. per acre. In some districts, however, it is drill-

sown in parallel lines, alternately with pulse. The seedlings appear between
the third and seventh day. When they are three weeks old tho plantation is

hand-weeded, and the process repeated several times during growth. The Weeding,

plarfts begin to flower about the fourth and to ripen their fruit about the sixth

month of their growth. In some cases this does not take place till the eighth seasons,

month. In Tinnevelly, however, the first blooms appear m the third month
after sowing and the first bolls open in tho fourth month.

Crop ,—The pods, as a rule, are not collected as they ripen, but are allowed
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Insect Pests.

Cost.

D.E.F.,
IV., 147-8 .

Mysore.

Pruiuiig CottoQ.

D.E.P.,
IV., 117-28.

Panjab.

Area and
Prcxlnction ui

l»0G-7.

to remain until the whole crop of the field is ready. The time of harvestint;

varies, .iccordmg to the district and time of sowing, from January to August. The
cotton crop in Madras seems to be specially liable to the attacks of numerous
insects and fungal parasites. An ordinary crop of cotton (in form of seed-cotton)
in Tmnevelly runs from 750 to 900 lb. per acre, while 500 lb. is stated to be a
fair average when all sorts of soil are taken into consideration. The cost of
cultivation vanes considerably in different districts. In Anantapur it has
been estimated at Rs. 2-13-2 per acre; in South Canara at Rs. 14 per acre.

[Cf. Buchanan-Harailton, Journ through Mysore, etc., 1807, li , 157-8, 221-3,
254, 313-4, 320-7, 4.50-1, 545; Royle, I c. 404-537

;

Cassels, l.c. 262-3;
J. Talboys Wheeler, Handbook on Cotton Cult, in Madras Pres., 1862 ; Gribble,
Man. of Cuddapah Dist

,

1875, 201-4 ; Nicholson, Man of Coimbatore, 1887,
232-5

, Cotton tn Madras Pres , Agrt Dept. Mad,, Bull 1890, No. 9 ; S. Iyer,
Rept. on Orowth of Cotton tn Tinnevelly, Aqri Dept. Mad., Bull. 1891, No 19;
Middleton, l.c. 7-9 ; Rept. on Operations Agri. Dept. Mad., 1903-4, 5 ; Madras
Weekly Mail, Sept 8, 1904, 248 ; Nov. 24, 1904 ; Proc. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Mad.,
Apnl-Juno 1905, 28-31, 36-7.]

MYSORE ASD COORO.—Area and Production.—The area under
cotton in 1904-5 was 71,0(X) acres and the yield 17,857 cwt., or 5,000 bales

;

in 1905-6, 76,000 acres with the same yield. The principal districts are
Chitaldrug, Tumkur, Mysore and Shimoga. The final estimate for 1906-7
shows a total of 89,0()0 acres and a yield of 10,000 bales. In 1905-6
Mysore had a net export of 40,287 cwt., or 22,430 cwt. in excess of the
estimated outturn. Almost all went to Bombay Province, while small
quantities found their way to the Province of Madras, the Madras ports
and the town of Bombay. The imports came from the Provinces of
Bombay, Madras, and the town of Bombay,

Cotton is not an important crop, and there is little of an exceptional
character to be recorded regarding either the plant grown or the methods of
cultivation pursued, except that after giving a crop the plants are cut down
close to the ground, and in a month after the succeeding rainy season they
produce a second crop about twice as large as the first. This appears
to be one of the few records in modern times of the pruning of cotton.
Hove records, however, that in Gujarat the red-flowered plant was
regularly pruned during his time (1787). The older writers on cotton
frequently allude to the practice prevailing in the West Indies. \Cf. Watt,
l.c. 94, 259, 286, 309, 322.] It is curious that it should have survived in
Mysore, a country closely connected with one of the once famed red-flowered
cottons. [Cf. Buchanan-Hamilton, Ic. 1807, i., 40, 203, 378-9, 411 ;

lii.,

323-4, 351 ; Lewis Rice, Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 125-6.]
*

5. PANJAs.—Area and Production .

—

Gn an average of the five
years ending 1904-5 the area under cotton in the Pavjab represented about
7-3 per cent, of the total area under cotton in British India. For 1903-4
the Panjab area, including the North-West Frontier an^ Native States,
was 1,747,000 acres and the yield 1,492,857 cwt., or 418,000 bales. The
estimated area for the following year (1905-6) was 2,017,000 acres and
the yield 205,000 bales, or 732,142 cwt. The final forecast for 1906-7
gives the area as 1,408,000 acres m the Panjdb and 61,000 acres in the
North-West Frontier, a total of 1,469,000 acres and yield of 370,000 bales.
The most extensive areas returned for 1904-5 were ;—Lyallpur, 165,849,
acres; Lahore, 142,621; Hissar, 96,862; Rohtak, 95,880 ; ’Gurgaon
92,869

;
Karnal, 75,008 ;

Multan, 70,342
; Gujrdnwdla, 53,488

; Shah^ur,
31,156

;
and Montgomery, 37,474. In the North-West Frontier, Peshawar’

19,658 acres.
’

Tra///c.—The net exports from the Panjdb in 1906-6 amounted to
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568,307 cwt. As the outturn in the same year was 732,142 cwt., it thus
exceeded the net export by 163,835 cwt. The largest quantity goes to
the port town of Karachi, while considerable quantities also are consigned
to the towns of Bombay and Calcutta. The imports come chiefly from
the United Provinces. Delhi is the most important manufacturing centre
in the province.

Soils, nanures, etc.—The soil of the PanjAb is generally well suited to the
cultivation of cotton, if irrigated or subject to inundation All kinds of productive
soils appear equally well adapted. Manure is frequently applied, and irrigation
either by canals or wells is the general rule. In some of the eastern di-stncts

cotton IS raised as an unirngated crop, but nearly always in positions where
the young plants can, if necessary, be watered from a neighbouring tank The
crop 18 generally mixed with others, of which the commonest are til, melons and
pulses. Throughout the eastern districts it is the usual practice to sow
mhlHens in strips along the edge of the cotton fields, or in

alternate rows with the crop. In the Central Panjab certain loguininous crops
(species of MeUlottta, Ti-laoiiellft, etc.) are commonly sown with the cotton,

as an after crop to be used as fodder for well-bullocks.

Seasons, Crop, etc.—The period of sowing varies in different parts of the

province and is largely influenced by the ramfall and the race of plant grown,
as also the altitude of locality. In Gurgaon from March to May it is sown near
wells, or where there are other means of irrigation, and in June to July on rain

lands 08 soon as the first showers break. In Shahpur and other districts sowings
generally go on from the middle of February to the end of March, and in well-

watered lands to April or May. The seed is sovm broadcast at about the rate of

8 to 12 seers to the acre. The crop requires to be weeded and watered several

times during growth. ' Picking takes place about November and December.
The pods do not all ripen at once, and it is necessary to go over the field several

times. Picking ought to be completed before January owing to the danger of

loss from frost. It is dilficult to givo a precise statement ns to the cost of cultiva-

tion. It differs considerably m some districts, and largely depends on the method
of irrigation and the use or not of manure. On land both irrigated and manured,
the highest figures quoted aro in Jalandhar, Rs. 37-13-4 per acre; the lowest
in Jhang, Rs. 10-0-9 per acre [Cf. Royle, Ic. 301-9; Medlicott, l.c 218-28,

233-42; Stewart, Ph. PI, 1809, 22; D^8t. Gaz. Pb , 1890-1902; SM. Kept.

Jallandar, 1892, 123-4 ; Middleton, l.c. 14-5.]

. ffas/fm/r.—Lawrence (Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 340-1) gives the

following account of cotton. It is found all over Kashmir up to certain

elevations. Never less than three ploughings are given before sowing,

and the clods are also pulverised by mallets. The seeds are soaked in

water and mixed with ashes, but beyond this the plant receives no
manure. Sowing takes place at the end of April and in May, and
about 48 seers of seed are sown to the acre. It is cultivated only for

home consumption. The outturn is generally stated to be about two
maunds (164 lb.) per a<;re.

UNITED PROVINCES. - Area and Production.—On an average of

the five years em^ing 1904-5, the cotton crop in these Provinces represents

about 6'6 per cent, of the total cotton area in British India. In 1904-5

the area, including Native States within provincial boundaries, was
1.201.000 acres. In Agra, the districts of Aligarh, 152,407 acres

; Muttra,

146,981 ; Agra, 118,591
;

Bulandshahr, 109,570 ;
Meerut, 76,866

;

Et&wah, 61,090 ; Hamerpur, 52,629 ; Cawnpore, 52,363 ; and Banda,
43,591. In Oudh, the districts of Hardoi, 11,816 ; Unao, 10,776 ;

and
Lucknow, 2,579. The yield for the same year was 1,314,285 cwt., or

368.000 bales. For 1905-6 the total area for the Provinces was 1,372,000

acres and the outturn 394,000 bales, or 1,407,142 cwt., while the final

estimate for 1906-7 gives an area of 1 ,489,0QP acres and a yield of 638,000
bales. In connection with this subject an interesting article by Moreland,

Panjab
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(A<jn. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pfc. i., 37-43) on the conditions determining

the area sown with cotton in the United Provinces should be consulted.

TTncertam •
rosjtion

Low Yield.

KoUtion.

Yield

Cost

Exotic Cottons

D.E.P.,
IV., 133-9 .

Bengal.

Area and
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J90G-7.

Traffic.—The net export trade of the United Provinces amounted in

1905-6 to 1,497,159 cwt., or 90,012 cwt. in excess of the outturn. The
exports went chiefly to the ports of Bombay and Calcutta and to the

Punjab, small quantities also going to Bengal, Kajputana and Central

India. The imports largely came from the Panjiib, Rajputana and

Central India, while smaller quantities also came from the Central

Provinces, Berar and the port of Bombay. The chief manufacturing

centre is Cawnpore.
Salts. Rotation, etc.—Tlie best grade of cotton soils m the Provinces are rich

loams, which are either ilircctly manured or reaji some benefit from manure
applied to a previous crop Cotton is also grown on poor soils such as tho cal-

careous tracts m tho neighbourhood of the great rivors At present cotton
appears to have no definite place m the systems of cropping in vogue, which is

.said to be partly duo to tho uncertain distribution of rainfall and the consequent
uncertain nature of tho crop, partly to tho low yield and tho narrow margin of
profit usually secured. Subbiah (Cult, of Lonqir-ktapled Cottons at Cawnpore
Exper. Station, lilOl, 28) suggests various rotations which those interested should
consult. On tlio hotter classes of soil tho crop is generally grown alone, except
where rows of arhar are sown at intervals of .I to 7 yards, but on poor ground it

is almost invariably associated with four or five subordinate crops, of which
arhar and til are the chief Subbiah recommends particularly in the cultivation
of longer-stapled cottons on irrigable lands, a mixture of cotton and maize in

alternate rows at a distance of 1 J to 2 feet. The seed is sown broadcast generally
about tho middle of Juno and then ploughed in 'Die seo<l rate is about 4 to 0
seers per acre. Irrigation is appliecl only to about ono field in seven Picking
coiiimenccs about tlic Iioginning of October and is m progress from then till the end
of January if not cut short by frost If the plants are allowed to remain after
January and are watered and hoed two or three times, a second gathering even
better in quantity and quality may be obtained in May and June. On tho
richer classes of irrigated land Subbiah gives 140 to 230 lb of clean fibre as an
average outturn per acre for the rainy -wo.ithci crop, and about as much for the
hot-weather crop, giving a total of 280 to bit) lb of fibre. The cost of cultiva-
tion per acre as estimated by Diithie and Fuller amounts to Rs. 22-!), but by
Subbiah at the Cawnpore Station from Fs oi to Rs. 73.

Exotic Cottons.—Subbiah’s report denis mainly with the efforts made at
the Cawnpore Experimental Farm to grow long-stapled American and Egyptian
cotton.s Ah a rule tho American cottons did iiotter than the Egyptian, since it

was found the growing season was too shorMo allow the latter coming to maturity.
It IS, therefore, laid down that in introiliv mg long-stapled cottons, it is essential
that those be chosen which mature in I heir native habitat in about the same
time that tho local country cotton does \Cf Roylo, Cult, and Comm. Cotton
m /ad., 1851, 262-301; Medheott, Ic 103-218,229-32; Exper Farm Repis.
Cawnpore, 1890-1904; Middleton, I c Cottons of United Prov,, 1.3-6, Subbiah,
Cotton Acchm at Cawnpore, m Pioneei .Mail, March 47, 1899, 27 ; Rept Oovt.
Rot. Card Saharanpur, 1904, 3-4 ]

7. BENGAL.—Area and Production.—In the province of Bengal as now
understood, the area under cotton represents only about 0-6 per cent,

of the total area in India. In 1904 -5 the estimated area and yield were
78.000 acres and 20,000 bales (71,428 cwt.)

;
in 1905-6, 73,000 acres and

17.000 bales (60,714 cwt.)
;

while the most recent estimate for 1906-7
forecasts the area at 76,477 acres ('19,947 acres early cotton and 35,530
late) and the yield 16,030 balc.s (6,2;'iO early and 9,780 late), or 57,250 cwt.
The districts with largest areas arc, —Saran, 14,400 acres

; Sambalpur,
11,693 ;

Santal Parganas, 10,700 Smghhhnm, 7,000 ; Manbhum, S'JlOO
;

Darbhanga, 3,792 ;
Cuttack, .3,4tH)

; Muzaffarpur, 3,000, etc.

Traffic.—The trade returns for 1905-6 show that the Province of

Bengal, exclusive of Calcutta, made a net import of 86,224 cwt. The
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Bengal
outturn for the same year was 60,714 cwt., so the total amount available

for local purposes was 146,938 cwt. The town of Calcutta imported by rail lo< tx

and river and by sea (coastwise) 1,063,601 cwt. and exported 90,596, giving

a net import of 973,005. By adding the foreign imports (2,331 cwt.) we get a

total net import of 975,336 cwt. The foreign exports for the same year

were 498,667 cwt., so that the amount available for the Calcutta nulls was
474,769 cwt. Including the supply for the province (146,938 cwt.), a total

of 645,506 cwt. met the local consumption.

Crops, Seasons, etc.—Tliere are gonorally speaking two cotton crops in Twd Crops.

Bengal, the early, sown during the monsoon rains and harvested during the cold
weather, and the late, sown at the clo.so of the rainy season and harvested during
the hot weather. Early cotton la grown chiefly in the Santal I’.ircranas, Saiii-

balpiir, Manbhum, Singhbhum and Angiil , late cotton in Saran, Muzatlarpur
and Darbhnnga.

It is not doomed necessary to detail tho methods of cultivation or other such llihar Cotton

particulars, smee the crop la hardly of suflicient value. In Saraii (tho largest cotton- *

growing district of Bengal) cotton is sown ns a secondary crop, tho seed being
sown broadcasted. The so-called bhadoi cotton of Saran is sown in January
and February and reaped in August ; the bysakhi sown in June and July and
harvested in April. Maxwell-Lefroy {Notes on Cotton %n Bihar, Bull. A<jn Res.

Inatit
,
Pusa, Fob. 1904) mentions three way. by winch cotton cultivation

might bo improved—by drainage, growing with other crops, and sowing at
another time of year. He considers the failure of cotton in Bihar as due
largely to its inability to withstand tho wet season, and tho improvements
he suggests have as their main object the lossomug of the effects of the wet
weather. He advises sowing in August to October instead of June as tho young Change m
plants would not then have to struggle through the long rainy season, and the Si.Taoiis

insect posts, which are worst in June, July and August, would not affect tho crop
seriously. In a note drawn up at tho requo'st of the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal, Molhson (Ind. PI Gaz , March 12, 1904, 34.9) gives an account of recent
experiments iii Bihar, which the render should consult ; also tho efforts made
by Messrs Shaw, Wallace & Co. of Cnlciitta to grow tree cottons m various Tree Cotton,

parts of the province Particulars of those latter experiments have been given by
Sly {Proc. Govt. Ind. Dept Rev. and Agrt., March 1905 ) [Cf. Royle, Cult,

and Comm, of Cotton m India, 1861, 241-62; Grant, Rural lAfe m Bengal,

1860, 187-8 ;
Hunter, Stat. Aco. Beng., 1877, xvi., 105, 342-3 ; Sen, Rept.

Agri. Stat. Dacca, 1889, 51-2, Basil, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. i., 71-3;
11 , 35-7; Banorjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 86-8; Middleton, I o. 9-12, Banorjei,
Monog on Cotton Fabrics Beng., 1898; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1903;
Natural Fert. available for Cotton m Ind., Dept. Rev. and Agri. Proc ,

May
1904; Ind. PL and Card., Dec. 3, 1904; Feb, 18, 1905, 118-9; Capital,

Jan. 14, 1904, 50.]

8. EASTERN BENGAL AND ASSAM.—Area and Production.—The D.E.p.,
area under cotton represents some 0-3 per cent, of the total under cotton iv., 139-46.

in Bntish India. In 1904-5 it was estimated at 50,000 acres and the E. Bengal

yield 17,000 bales (60,?14 cwt.)
;

in 1905-6 at 61,000 acres with the same ssam.

yield
;
while the latest forecast, namely for 1906-7, puts the area at

57,333 acres and the yield at 13,680 bales (48,857 cwt.). The Chitta-

gong hill tracts are there shown to have an area of 26,636 acres
; Garo

hills, 23,000 ; Nowgong, 3,400 ;
Sylhet, 2,060 ;

Khasia and Jaintia hills,

1,000 ;
while smaller areas are recorded in Cachar, Sibsagar, Goalpara,

Jalpaiguii and Kamiup.
[Cf. Montgomery Martin, Hist. Antiq., etc., E. Ind, 1838, iii., 665, 671, 680-8,

694; Hunter, Stat. Acc. Assam, ISIQ, i., 252; ii
, 161, 191, 225-6, 288; Middle-

ton, Assam Cottons, l.c. 18-20 ; Ann. Rept. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Assam, 1901-3,
22 ; Capital, May 19, 1904.]

9. BURMA.—Area and Production.—Burma produces about 0 9 per D.E.P.,

cent, of the total cotton crop of British India. The area for 1904-5 was 14^52.

estimated at 189,000 acres and the yield 139,285 cwt., or 39,000 bales.
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The relative importance of the chief localities in Upper Burma may be

expressed by the returns of the year named :—Myingyan, 65,611 acres
;

Sagaing, 49,575 ; Meiktila, 36,161 ; Lower Chindwin, 13,672 ; and
in Lower Burma, Thayctmyo (Lower Burma portion), 12,275. In the

following year (1905-6) the estimated area and outturn were 183,000 acres

-Area and and the yield 35,000 bales (125,000 cwt.); while for 1906-7 the estimates

1906 -7 .*^™° were 186,000 acres, with the same yield.

Traffic.—The trade returns for 1905-6 show that Burma had a net

export of 39,225 cwt. The outturn for the same year was 125,000 cwt.,

so the net supply available for local consumption was 85,775 cwt. Almost
all the exports went to Calcutta, but small quantities were also sent to

Bombay port and to Pondicherry.

Soils. Crops, Seasoas, etc .—The most suitable areas for cotton are found m the dry
zone of Upper Burma. It is there cultivated on good and medium black cotton

soil but IS also found on inferior soils of a lighter colour. Burkill (in a Report
on Cotton in Burma dated March 25, 1904) states that cotton is grown on
kain land (land periodically flooded by rivers), on taung yaa (forest clearings),

and on ya (high, dry land). On kain land the seed is sown in September after

the floods have left the ground, but such cultivation is now rare. On forest

clearings cotton is also said to be unimportant, as the land is more serviceable

for other crops. The most important, therefore, is the third, viz. cotton grown on
high, dry land.

Eaces of I'lant. Two kinds of cotton are in general cultivation, the annual {wa-gale), which is

sown in April and May and yields from October to December, and a perennial,

(wa-gyt) which is sown at tho same season as the annual but continues on the
fields for three years and yields annually in Febiiiary or March The annual is

most extensively grown JVa-gyt is a common crop in Mmbu and Thayetmyo,
but rare elsewhere Manuring is general, farmyard manure bemg considered

Tidil. best. The yield per acre of soed-cottoii Burkill gives as follows :—on first-class

soil, 73 viss (viss = 3'65 lb ); second-class soil, 42 visa, third-class soil, 32 viss.

In 1901-2 tho average yield per acre of clean cotton for tho whole province
was only 80 lb. ; according to tho figures discussed in the Dictionary (taken from
reports by the Deputy Commissioner of Meiktila), the yield would appear to
average from 125 to 250 visa an aero of seoJ-cottoii [Cf. Browne, Btat. and
Htat. Ann. Thayetmyo, 1873, 87-8; Repi. on Settl. Oper, Meikttla Dial., 1890-8,
7-8; Arnold, Monog. on Cotton Fabrica and Cotton Induat. Burma, 1897, 16-8;
Upper Burma Qaz., 1900, ii , pt. 1, 363 ;

Rept on Rettl. Oper. Myingyan,
1899-1901, 32, 42 ; Mollison, Rept on Colton Cult, in Burma, Aug. 18, 1904;
Rangoon Timea, July 3. 1903 ; Sly, Colton Cult, in Burma, in Agri. Journ.
Ind., 1900, 1 ., pt in., 253—4.]

Cotton IV. SOILS AND MANURES.^As already mentioned, Middleton
Boils.

{Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 8, 117) classifies the Indian cotton soils into three
well-marked sections :—(1) rich black clay soils, such as those of Surat
and Broach, which produce the finest cottons

; (2) soils like those of Kathia-
war, Khandesh, Berar and the Central Provinces, that produce the second-
grade cottons ; and (3) a very large area, too sandy or with too small a
rainfall to ripen the finer cottons—the source of the Bengals of com-
merce. Bombay Presidency has soils and climates of all three grades,

but it is much more favourably placed than other provinces, by having
a larger proportion of both the first and second grade soils.

In his paper on Indian soils. Leather {Agri. Ledg., 1898, No. 2) makes
four main heads :—the Indo-Gangctic alluvium

; black cotton or regur
;

red soils lying on metamorphic formations (in Madras)
; and laterite

soils. Tho first consists generally of a yellow- coloured alluvium, some-
times sandy, sometimes stiff clay. The only rocky particles larger

than sand which this expanse of land contains is the nodular lime-

stone, kankar. (For theory of formation, see p, 711.) Leather
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states that in the samples he examined, the amount of phosphoric acid,

though small, was more than in other Indian sods. The commonest form

of red soil is a sandy clay coloured by iron peroxide. It may be derived

from the rocks in situ or from the same proiliicts of decomposition washed
by rain to lower levels. Laterite soils are simply soils lying on or adjacent

to laterite rocks. The composition of both these classes, according to

Leather’s analyses, varies considerably, but, like other sods of India, both

are deficient m phosphoric acid and nitiogen.

It IS on the black cotton or regur sods that Indian cottons are generally

grown. Typical regur areas are well represented in the Bombay and
Madras Presidencies. The condition indicated may be described as a

highly argillaceous, calcareous clay, very adhcMve when wet, and from

its absorbent nature expanding and again contracting to a reii'arkable

extent. In consequence, during the hot iveather, such sods become
fissured in every direction by huge cracks, which in depth vary greatly.

In some parts, for example at Akola, they have been leported as seen from
40 to 60 feet deep. Underlying the fegur is a bed of yellow-white earth

consisting of clay, lime and sand intimately uiixe<l. It has generally been
supposed that the bla<'k colour is due to an adniixtiirc of organic matter,

but Leather is of opinion that this cannot be the case, but that it must be

due to the presence of some miiierdl substance. He also holds that these

soils are not inorduiately fertile. In the matter of phosphoric acid and
nitrogen they are very poor. The fact that they do produce crops liberally,

he thinks, is due to their power of retaining moisture and to their contrac-

tion, which not only forms deep and wide fissures, but causes the surface

to crumble to a powder, w'hich, getting carried into the larger fissures,

thus brings about a continual inversion of the sod.

As regards the manuring of cotton crops, it has been proved by ex-

periment that cotton responds promptly and profitably to a judicious

fertilisation. The following account is taken from the results of the

experiments carricl out by the United States Department of Agriculture.

It may be stated in the first place that a complete fertiliser is needed for

cotton, i.e. one containing soluble phosphoric acid, potash and nitrogen.

Neither phosphoric acid nor potash give as good results separately as

when combined. The most efiectivc constituent is phosphoric acid,

but nitrogen alone has little or no effect. The best form of nitrogenous

manure 'appears to be cotton-seed meal and nitrate of soda. The pro-

portions of the three constituents in a complete fertiliser should accord-

ingly be approximately, nitrogen 1 part
;
potash 1 part

;
phosphoric acid

3^ parts. The quantity used per acre vanes widely with the nature and
condition of the soil, but the maximum should be an amount yielding

nitrogen 20 lb
;
‘potash 20 lb.

;
phosphoric acid 70 lb. The profit from

manuring cotton is much increased by antecedent proper preparation

of the soil. Farmyard and similar bulky manures are said to be more
efficient as soil- renovators than as specific fertilisers for cotton. The
concentrated fertiliser should be applied in the drill, not broadcasted, at

a depth of not more than 3 inches, and well mixed with the soil.

[Of Voelcker, Improv. Ind. Agri , 1893, 47, etc. , McBryde, Fert. for Cotton,

U.S. i^ept. Agri. Bull 1894, No. 14 ; Anderson, Fert. required by Cotton, etc , Agri.
Exp. Slat., Auburn, Alabama, Bull. May 1894, No 57 ; White, The Manuring of
Cotton, in Dabney, The Cotton Plant, etc., 1896, 169-96; Duggar, Co-oper. Fert.

Exper. with Cotton, Agri. Exper. Stat , Auburn, Alabama, Bull. Feb. 1899, No. 102:
MoUison, Textbook, Ind. Agri., 1901, i., 22-3, 28-31 ;

Francis Watts, Manur-
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V. DISEASES AND PESTS.—While many writers make mention

of a “ deterioration ’’ of the cotton plant as having taken place in India,

remarkably little has been said of the actual diseases of the crop. Com-
pared with tea or coffee, Indian cotton can hardly be said to be affected

with disease further than failure of crops through unfavourable seasons.

Maxwell-Lefroy, Entomologist to the Government of India, has. however,

recently issued some useful and suggestive Notes on Cotton in Bihar

(Bull. Agn. Res. Inst. Push, Feb. 1904) in which he gives brief accounts

of some 14 pests met with in the cotton of that province, of which

3 are at present known in Bihar only and 11 are general to the cotton

tracts of India. He groups these pests under four sections as follows —
(a) Insects attaching the leaves and seen chiefij up to September. —Under

this series he places the following —(1) hairv' caterpillar
; (2) cotton-

leaf caterpillar
, (3) the cotton bud-worm

. (4) .spotted holl-worm

;

(5) the white weevil , and (6) the cotton leaf-hopper, (b) Insects in the

stem: (7) the stem-borer and (8) the stem-weevil, (c) Insects in the

boll: (9) the spotted boll-worm and (10) the pink boll-worm; (11) the

red cotton-bug , and (12) the dusky cotton-bug. (d) Miscellaneous (13)

the mealy bug; and (14) the large blister beetle.

He then concludes with a recommendation to destroy systematically

all traces of the pests as they appear. In August and September a

careful outlook should be kept for boll-worms, and all shoots or bolls

showing signs ot these should be destioyed. More recently Maxwell-
Lefroy has issued a paper entitled The Insect Pests of Cotton in India

(Agri. Journ. Ind., 1900, i., pt. n, 49-01 . also Memous Dept. Agn. Ind.,

1907, 1 ., No. 2). This will be found to furnish fuller details of six of the

more important of the pests, while a further note (The Pests of Introduced

Cottons, 1907, in, pt. iii., 283-5) furnishes a few particulars regarding

the pests to which exotic cottons are liable.

A curious disease often present to a large extent in India is known to

the Natives as gosai or tulsi (the Ociwww -like). The former name (“ the

ascetic”) denotes the nou-fiowering and fruiting of badly affected plants,

and the latter their colour and general appearance seen at a distance.

The leav'es, at first large and exceptionally vigorous, ultimately curl up
and become small, very numerous, and are then seen to be coated with a
woolly formation known as Ermosis—n growth at first supposed to be ot

fungal origin but now definitely ascertained to be caused by a mite (Phu-
toptus f/o.H.Hfipi). This perplexing pest is often very prevalent in

Gujarat, as much as 5 to 10 per cent, of the bushes being thereby
rendered more or less non-productive. It might be dealt with similarly

to the treatment of Erinosis on the vine or other plants, namely by
sulphur or kerosene emulsion. [Cf G. F. Atkinson, Diseases, and L. 0.
Howard, Pests, in Dabney, The Cotton Plant, 1896, 279-350.]

Resistant.—0. F. Cook has written a highly interesting and most sug-
gestive report on Weevil-resisting Adaptations of the Cotton Plant (U.S.
Dept. Agn. Bull., 1906, No. 88), The form specially investigated is the
keJcchi cotton of Guatemala. This he describes as a dwarf annual short-
season variety withnumerous features which,in the absenceof sufficientnum-
bers of keleps (the so-called Guatemalan ant that kills the weevil), affords
material assistance in protecting the crop against the ravages of that pest.
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The plant in question matures very early and is more productive than

might be expected. He classifies the jiroteetive developments into the

following :—(1) those calculated to avoid the weevils by general habits of

growth
; (2) those which exclude the weevils or at least hinder their opera-

tions in the buds and bolls
; (3) those which attract insect enemies such

as the weevil-eating I'efep
;
and (4) those which prevent the development

of the weevil larva) even after the eggs have been laid.

[C/. Publications of U 8 Dept. Agri. —Riley, Cotton-U'orm and BoU-worm
(Entomol.), 1885, 1-381 ; and Bibliography, 38‘2-4 (niiinerou.s plati-.^) , Malloy,
Boll-worm of Cotton, (Entomol.) Bull. 1891, No ‘24; Howard, Inserts that Affect
Cotton PI. {Entomol.), 1897, No 47 ; Smith, WiH Disease of Cotton, ( Veg Pathology)
Bull. 1899, No. 17 ; also Orton, Bull. 1900, No. ‘27, Huntei. The ATerican
Cotton-boll Weevil, Farm Bull 1904, No in'.) ; Qniwnt.mce, The Colton Boll-uorm,
Farm. Bull. 1904, No. 191; Cook, Habits of Kelep or Ouatemnlan Cotton-boll
Weevil Ant, (Entomol

)
Bull 1904, No. 49 ; C 8 Yearbook Dept Arjei.,

1904, 475-88, t. Ixvii. ; Hunter and Hinds, Mexican Cotton Boll ‘red il, ( Bntoi>iol )

Bull. 1904, No. 45 , 1905, No 51 ; Hunter, Controlling Boll weeml in Cotton
8eed and at Q%nnertea, Farmer's Dull. 1904, No 209; aKo C <r ot Pat s Crecn,
Farmer’s Bull. Nos. Hi, 210, Quaint nice anil Hriii-s, The Cotton Boll-worm,
(Entomol.) Bull. 1905 No. 50; I.ewt on- Brain, West Tnei. Bull

.

1904, v., No. 2,

178-94 (Anihrarnose)
; 1905, \i., No. 2, 117-23 iBlack Boll.)

]

VI. CLEANING, GINNING AND BALING, HTC.—The scientific D.E.P.,

officers who accompanied Alexander the Great and his successors to q-’ 163-°-

India described the cleaning, ginning, spinning and weaving of cotton

in such detail that it is matter of great surprise that these operations

took so much time and study to be fully accepted in Europe. There may
be said to have been knowm in Tinlia from time immemorial two forms mdian

of gins, yiz. the foot roller and the ckurku. The former is very little used

nowadays, though specially applicable to some of the tonus ot hard-seeded

cotton. The latter consists of two rollers of wood, or of iron made to

revolve towards each other by hand labour, communieated by a crank or

wheel. The seed-cotton is presented at one side against the rollers, the

lint passes through, and the seed falls down in front. This is improved
by modern contrivances and worked by water power or steam.

The word “ gin ” is an abbreviation of “ engine ” which began to have
the meaning of machinery shortly after the discovery of steam. The use

of that name in India usually denotes the employment of foreign machines
for separating lint from seed. A special gin was, for example, invented by Uodom Gun

Whitney to remove the firmly adhering wool of 11, Itir.stiftitu, and came
to be known as the “ saw-gin ” because it consists of a .series of blunt Sanr-^in.

toothed circular saws made to revolve within the interstices of an iron bed
which forms the base of «, large hopper. The fibre is caught by the teeth

and dragged through, leaving the seed behind. This was, however, found

to injure the cotton and, moreover, was not iiecessarv with the Sea
Island and other cottons, where the lint separates readily. This led to

Macarthy’s gin, now very extensively employed for long- stapled cottons, uacarthy-s Om
In this contrivance the seed-cotton is drawn in by a leather roller

between a metal plate, known as the “doctor,” which is fixed tangentially

to the roller. A blade called the “ beater ” is so adjusted as to strike the

cotton repeatedly and thus cause the seed to fall out.

It* may be said, however, that no modern machine injures the lint and
seed less than the Native churka—its one defect is its slowness, and churua.

therefore inaptitude for dealing with large quantities. To this fact is

due a modern feature, and one of no small importance to the Indian
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cotton trade, namely the establishment all over the country of large

public ginning and pressing mills, each situate in a convenient position

to dram the proiluce of a tract of country within which it often has

a monopoly. Naturally this has not proved an unalloyed blessing,

though it has had some beneficial results. The cultivators hardly any-

where nowadays giii their own cotton, but carry the produce of their

fields to the steam ginning mills. It has already been pointed out that

widely different lints are in consequence inseparably mixed and ginned

together, and moreover the cultivators are given, or purchase, mixed
seed. This, it is believed, has rapidly equalised and lowered the Indian

staple, thus rendering it imperative for the Government to organise some
system of seed culture by which the special evolutions of centuries of

cotton-growing may not he irretrievably lost, before the cultivators have

learned the value of special selection and intelligent interchange of seed.

In the official statistics published by the Government of India for 1906

there is said to have been in 1904, 951 cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing

mills that gave employment to 85,559 persons. Thacker's Directory for

1905 enumerates 73 pressing and 47 ginning mills as those of chief interest.

These figures show the extent to which the ginning and pressing of cotton

have assumed importance.

The necessity for economy in freights was one of the chief argu-

ments that gave birth to cotton presses. But that consideration would
seem to have engaged attention from the very earliest records of raw
xitton being exported from India. The. Kcv. Philips Anderson has shown
that as early as 1684 special presses were sent out from England to Surat.

For many years the pressing and baling of cotton were done almost

exclusively m Bombay : nowadays the pressing is done at the ginning

factories.

[C'f Roylo, Cult and Comm, of Cotton m Ind ,
18.'1, .^37-44; Forbes Watson,

Cotton Oinff and the Cleaning and Quality of Ind Cotton, 1879; Ind. Text.
Jotirn. {scr of art on Ginn by an Indian Engineer), Sept 1897, 300, to June
190- : Brooks, Cotton, etc., 1898, 202-39; Text Mercury, Cotton Oirming in the

United States, June 1903 ; Cottonin W. Africa, L'Agrt Prat, des Pays Chauds, 1904,
in , No 18 ; Dabney, The Cotton Plant, etc , 1890, 300-5

;
Circular regarding

The Lowry Bale in Planters' Compress Comjiany, 181*9]

VII. COTTONSEED: AN ARTICLE OF CATTLE FOOD AND
SOURCE OF OIL.—One of the modern aspects of the Indian traffic in

oil-seeds may be said to be the sudden development of a foreign*demand
for cotton-.seed, mainly in the United Kingdom. In 1898-9 the exports
were returned at 37,000 cwt. ;

iii 1899-19()0 at 43,000 cwt. ; in 1900-1
they suddenly advanced to 225,000 cwt.

;
in 1901-2 they increased ten-

fold, and became 2,036,000 cwt.
;

in 1902—3 they still advanced, viz. to

3,974,000 cwt.
;

in 1904-5 were 2,518,897 cwt.
; m 1905-6, 3,891,339

cwt.; and in 1906-7, were 4,387,534 cwt. Thus, within five years, from being
utterly insignificant the exports of cotton- seed sprang into the second
place in quantity and the fourth in value of all the oil-seeds exported
from India. This has very possibly been a consequence of the discovery
of successful methods of hulling the seed, the decline of the American
supply, or simply the extended use of cotton-seed oil as a material em-
ployed in the preparation of lard and margarine. But it is significant

of India’s consumption of oils and oil materials that even the very
large exports of 1902-3 and subsequent years represent but from
10 to 20 per cent, of the amount available. Mollison (Inspector-General
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of Agriculture) in a paper on cotton oil-seed (Aqri. Ledg., 1903, No. 9),

pointed out that the seed of the United Provinces is best suited for the

oil trade.

oil,—After the cotton (lint) has been retnovorl. the seeds are often subjected Oil.

to a treatment calculated to remove any still adhering particles of floss. The
cleaned seeds are then cut through and decorticated. It is particularly necessary Dncortu nti'd

that this should be done, since the cake after expresmon ot the oil is used as an
article of cattle food, for which it is generallj behoved it would be unfit were the
hulls attached. The quantity of oil usnalK present averages from 20 to 2.5 per
cent of the weight of seed But the process of inaiiiifacture varies according
to the purpose for which the oil is destined The decorticated seeds are subjected
to cold pressure, when from 10 to 12 per cent of oil is obtained I'his is ot a fine

quality, almost devoid of taste, and is accordingly largely used in i ookerv", being Cooking,

specially valued for frying purposes It is often sold in inixtiire with olivo i.il or
IS employed as an adulterant for the cheaper giades of th.it oil. or pui.> cotton- oui-e Oil

seed oil is sold under the name of olive oil It is also eKteuuvcfv utilised in the taiLatitute

production of lard The cake obtaincil from this cold i-xpri ssed seed is next
subjected to a further pressure, bv the hot process. « hen mi extra f upplv ol oil is

obtained up to 10 per cent By other nieihods from 1
' to 20 per cent ol oil is at

once expressed by the hot process, from dei-ortiCHled or undecorticated seed,

and the cake allowed to carry the bal.iiice It is, in tact, genei all v helievo.l that Cake,

the presence of a fair percentage of oil is ossenti.d, otherwise the cake is useless

for cattle food But it should h. here added that erv little cotton-seed is in

India prossed for oil, though valued as a fertiliser

The sp. gr of refined cotton-seed oil varies tiom 0 922 to 0 92-1, its iodine Composition

absorption la from 105 to 109, and its s.ipom fir at ion equivalent ranges from 285
to 294. It has a slight tendency to div. and conge.ds at 32^ to 4.5'^ F By
freezing the oil the glyceryl salts, which are solid at low temperatures, are separated
and constitute cotton-seed stearin, an important ingredient of margarine No
information can be di.scovered legardiiig the extent to which cotton-seed oil is pro-

pared in India A note by Burkill recoids lus having inspected m Buinia a
ginning factory and oil mill owned by Jamal Brothers Tho cake prepared is

exported and the oil refined The husk is used as fuel

Cake.—From fairly ancient record.s regarding tho Indian cotton trade, men- Cake,
tion 18 made of the seeds as a useful by-prodiiot, employed to fatten cattle

It IS said that they do not at first like the soeil hut soon take to it very kindly,

and may be given a daily ration of as much as (i lb In the Nagpur Experimental
Farm, 2 seers of cotton-seed are given daily to bullocks m place of oil-cake

Nevertheless m many parts ot the country the seed i« not valued even up to the
present day ; in fact in India as a whole, the seed can hardly be described as

anywhere used by the Natives in the production of oil The self-same cultivators
who grow the cotton plant will raise special oil-yielding crops, the oil of which
in some respects may be ev'en inferior to that of the cotton-seed which they .Seed often

entirely ijeglect. This may proceed from tho very generally aceepteil belief that neglected,

cotton-seed cake is less wholesome than the whole seed. Mr R W Bingham,
who specially inv'estigated the Indian oil-yieldiiig plants half a century ago,
said that cotton-seed was more used as an artiee of cattle food than as an oil- o.vttle rood,

producing seed, and that tlie seed was considered a better food for working bullocks
than even grain. He then added that he did not think it would pay to e.xport the
seed smee owing to the fibre adhering to it, and perhaps other causes, it is v'ery

liable to heat and ’deteriorate in bulk. The fact that there is to-day a large

and prosperous export trade m Indian cotton-seed shows the often unexpected
turn that discovery or necessity gives to the trade commodities of the world.
In fact, in the Journal of the British Board of Agriculture, Voelcker shows that jjadecortioated
recent results are distinctly m favour of Bombaj imdecorticated cotton cake, Cottoa Oake.

as compared with Egyptian, especially when its lower price is borne in mind
Various machines and processes for removing the fuzz from cotton-seed have

been patented. Some burn off the velvet, others chemically destroy it, and
still others mechanically brush it off. It is no doubt much desired to obtain an
effectifal and cheap removal of the fuzz, but meantime it is interesting to learn
that undecorticated seed-cake finds a market. The chapter on Feedmcr Value of

Cotton-seed by W. Kilgore (in Dabney, The Cotton Plant. 189(1, 385-422) will be
found to give full particulars on this subject. Other publications of interest are
the summary of E>r. T. Thorpe’s views (given in Journ Board Agn , 1898, 205-8).
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Hulls and Waste Stems .—Recently it has been found that the hulls or entire

seeds may be utilised m the nianufacturo of a superior grade of writing paper.

The stubble, after the cattle have devoured all the edible portions of the plants

left on the removal of the lint crop, may bo decorticated and a useful fibre thus
obtained It is staled that .1 tons of stubble give a ton of bark, and that a ton

of bark yields 1,500 lb of clean fibre that can bo even used as a jute substitute.

[Cf Dabney, Z c , Connell and Carson, Steer-feeding, in U.S. Dept. Agri. Exp.
Sec

, 1897-8, ix
, 269, Lindsey, Holland and .Tones, Co*U)n-sced for Milch Cows,

1898—9, X, 679—81, Brooks, Colton, etc, 1898, 309—54; American Cotton Seed
Indust

,
Board of Trade Journ , 1900, 637 ; Mollison, Textbook: Ind., Agri , 1901, i

,

126-8; Mukorji, Handbook Irid , 1901, 288-90; Journ Board Agri., June
1901, viii.. No 1, 41-3 ;

Bloimt and Bloxam, Chem for Engin and Manuf , 232 ;

Mollison, Ojjic. Mem on the Cotton Seed Oil Indust and Estab of Cotton Seed Oil

Mills in Ind , Agn Ledg , 1903. No 9 , Burtis, Cotton Seed Meal as Pigs’ Food,
U S Dept. Agn.^Exper St Repts , 1901-2, xiii

, 583, 881-2 ; 1903-4, xv , 392-3 ;

Egyptian and Tud Cottonseed Cake, Journ Board of Agri., 1904, xi,, No. 5, 289-91;

Rept Exper Farms Canada, 190.5, 176 ;
Gilchrist on Bombay Rough Cotton-

cake, in Board of Trade Journ , 1905, 231 , Fert. and Feeding Value of Sea Island

Cotton Seed, m West Ind Bull

,

1905, v , No. 3, 223-32
, Sly, Cotton Seed-oil

Indust., Agri. Dept. Cent. Prov Bidl., No. 9 ;
Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod,

(Winton and Bnrbei, transl.), 1907, 361-8.]

VHI. THE COTTON FIBRE.—The cotton fibre is a unicellular hair

arising from the fibril layer of the seed-coat. If taken from the seed of a

ripe hut unopened pod, it will be found to be a straight, flattened, hollow

tube, not quite cylindrical but thickest it little below the middle, tapered

abruptly below and more gradually to the apex. With growth, the cell

wall thickens, becomes thinnest along the centre and thickest towards

what may bo. called the margins. In consequence of this unequal
thickening, matuiity is marked bv the thinnest parts shrinking most and
thus causing the cell to become spirally twisted on itself. The cotton

cell may hence be spoken of as a fibril from J to 2 inches in length,

twisted sjnrally. Wu'sner {Die Rohst. ties Rffnnzenr., 19(>:5, ii , 240-1) gives

a senes of measurements to show that the broaile.st section generally

falls a little below the middle. It is a notcwoithv circumstance, and
moreover one of practical importance, that the floss taken from a capsule

always consists of fibr<‘s of various lengths. Allard {U.S. Dept. Agn.
Bureau PI. Indust. Bull., 1907, No. Ill, 13-5) has shown that this is

J’requentiv a con.sequeiice of certain cells separating from the seeds and
umting with other cells, thus producing the apparent though not real greater

length. This discovery may prove of great value. Average Indian floss

docs not come to three-quarters of an inch in length, while some varieties of

Sea Island have a staple two inches long. Evan Leigh {The Science of

Modern Colton Spinning) gives the following ineasurements as repre-

sentative of the, lengths (m.aximuin) of cotton staples •—New Orleans,

ITGinch; Sea Island, LSOinch; Brazilian, 1'31 inch
; Egyptian, l‘52incli;

Indian (indigenous), 102 inch
;
Upland American grown m India, 1’2] inch

;

Sea Lslancl grown in India, 1’65 inch. [Cf. Watt, l.c., 1907, 25-51.]

Structurally, the cotton fibre consists of a wall of almost pure cellulose,

lined bv a delicate layer of protoplasm, which disappears early in the growth
of the fibre as the secondary placed deposits increase and a central core of

endochrome is formed—the colouring material of the cell. The wall
constitutes from oiie-third to two-thirds of the diameter of the cell.

Recently an exceedingly interesting discovery was made by H. de
Mosenthal {Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., March 31, 1904), namely that the
cotton cell-wall consists of two layers, termed the outer and inner, which
are pierced by minute pores, leading into the lumen of the fibre. These
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pores, hitherto unobserved, offer an explanation of the way moisture

penetrates to the interior. Among the ripe flosses of every grade is often

present a certain percentage of quite unripe hairs. These are very thin,

have weak cuticles, and show no twisting
;

they are the cause of much
depreciation, since they cannot be worked up nor dyed in the same manner
as fully formed flosses. In practical work such hairs are known as “ dead DeadOotton.

cotton.” According to Hanausek {Tech. M ihro.tkopie, 1900, 5-8
;

also

Winton and Barber, transl., 1907, 58-68), dead cotton is commonest in

coarser grades (Levantine and Indian) and rarest in Sea Island. [Cf.

Flatters, The Colton Plant, 1906, 59-92.]

The commercial value of cotton is chiefly affected by the length and Commercial

uniformity of the staple. Silkiness. linene.ss, strength, cleanness and
colour are the other important factors. Tables showing the physical

properties of the various staples of commerce are given by Hannan {Text.

Fibres Comm., 1902, 94-6), while Flatters contnlnues micro-photographs
and comparative descriptions of the flo-ises of the following trade samples :

—

Florida, Brown Egyptian, New Orleans, Peruvian Rouirh and Hiiigan-

ghat. As offered for sale, cotton always contains moisture varying from
to 12J per cent, over absolute drvncss. With reganl to the influence

of moisture on spiiiiiiiig, the reader should consult Itobson (Humidihfin
Cotton Sjnnnin(j, 8ept. 17, 1894).

When immersed in a solution of caustic soda, cotton flbre undergoes an Merceriaod.

important change. The cell-walls sw'cll and acquire silkv gloss. Cotton

so treated is known as mercerised. The process was invented and
patented in 1851 by John Mercer, a Lancashire calico-printer. The
swelling of the fibre causes a shrinkage in length, it becomes more
transparent, gams in strength and weight, while its capability for taking

up certain dyes is vastlv increased.

Chemically, the mature fibre consists of almost pure cellulose with Chemistry

about 3 per cent, of other substances. The most important of these are

cotton wax, fatty and pectic acid, endochroinic colouring matter, and
albuminous substances. The fibre is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

fixed and volatile oils or vegetable acids, but soluble in strong alkaline

solutions and is decomposed by concentrated mineral acids. Cuprara-

monia causes a complete disorganisation of the cellulose deposits.
[C7 Royle, I c , 1851, 12“2-6

; Bolley, C'hem Tcchnolo(iie der Spmnfasern,
1867 ; Bcnnci Neisn, Die £aumwollcngpinncrri, etc , 1808, Bowman, Slrncl o/ Cotton
Fibre tn Relat to Tech. Applicat , 1881, also ed UtOS; Hugh Mome, The Cotton
Fibre, it^ Structure, etc , 1890 ;

Morns, Cantor Lrrt Comm. Fibres. Journ Soc
Arts, March-Apnl, 189.5« 6-7 ; McBryde, Chem of Cotton, in Dabney, The
Cotton Plant, etc . 1896, 81-141 ; Hanausek, Mercer nnd Deformation der Baum-
wolle, Vienna, 1897; Thorpe. Diet. Appl. Chem, 1898, i., 613, Cross and
Bevan, Paper Mefking, 1900, 95-0 ; Setnler, Trop Aqnk , 1903, m , 497-502 ;

Hiibner and Pope, Infl. of Reagents on Tensile. Strength of Cotton Yarn, in Journ.
Soc. Chem. Indust., Jan. 31, 1903, xii , 70-9; Clayton Beadle, Fibrous Constit. of

Paper Cotton in Tec/i., June 1904,567-74; July, 60-5, Hield, Mercer, of Cotton,

in Text. Journ., June 15, 1905, 275-6 ; C. B AVilliarns, Cotton Plant, N. Carolina
Dept. Agri. Bull

, 1900, xxvii.. No. 9.]

IX. INDIAN MANUFACTURES.
The cotton manufactures of India may be said to he referable to three Hand-loom

groups :— 1. Indian Hand-loom goods. 2. Indian Power-loom goods. Weavers.

3. Foreign Power-loom goods.

These three have to be clearly borne in mind both in connection with

the present chapter and that on trade. The late Sir James Westland
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said of India, and with some force, that “ weaving is for the most part

the pursuit of the bye-timc of the persons who weave.” That is doubtless

the condition in iiianv parts of the country to-day, but here and there

centres of professional hand-loom weaving still exist where the village

weaver holds an honoured position. He, in fact, turns out a fair portion

of the dresses worn by the more conservativ^e and orthodox members of

the community. Increased prosperity of these hard-working and highly

deserving craftsmen was entertained by some writers as likely to ensue

when the repeal (in 189fi) was announced of the tax on yarn, conjointly

with the imposition of a countervailing duty on power-loom manufactures,

both foreign and Indian. It was thought that all that need further be done,

to restore and uphold the hand-loom indastry, was to teach the Native

weavers the use of the fiv-shuttle and a few other such contrivances.

A century ago or more these very contrivances had in Europe been

found quite useless in the contest with steam, but it was presumed con-

ditions existed in India that raised the possibilitv of hand-loom improve-

ment to a position of supreme importance. Hence it was urged, among
other con.siderations, that “ the hope of the hand-loom industry lies

m the production of gootls of a kind which cannot profitably bo made by
the power-loom, such as those compounded in an intricate fashion or made
in a very complicated pattern. The fact that after a long struggle with the

products of the mills, the hand-loom industrv still survives, may be held

to show that it has vitality to preserve it yet for manv years.” It would
very possiblv be nearer the truth to say that the hope of the hand-loom
weaver lies in the restriction of his operations to lines that are too small to

tempt the competition of the power-loom workei . If may, in fact, be safely

affirmed that there is nothing either too fine in texture oi too complicated

in pattern for the power-loom manufacturer to produce. His advent on
the field is alone restricted by the possibilities of proht. The finest Dacca
muslins and the most intricate Kashmir shawls can bo and have been
produced by inachiiiery cheaper than bv hand labour. But there are

markets eminently suited to the hand-weaver, such as the production
of special mris and lungis of a particular shape and size that the power-
loom producer does not succe.sstully contest.

There is this also in favour of the hand-loom weaver—he can purchase
the very best English spun earn and produce a (|uality of fabric adipittedly

superior to the very best power-loom textiles ordinarily turned out by the

Indian mills. But, let it be repeated, his safety lies in the goods he manu-
factures being of a fancy orspecial nature, meeting.local markets known to

him, rather than in regular commercial articles intended for large markets.
HAND-LOOM INDUSTRY.—It would occupy much .time to review,

however briefly, the chief centres of hand-loom production and the class

of goods turned out. The figures given within brackets, in the enumeration
that follows of the cotton-weaving centres of India, denote the number
of steam-power mills in 1904. The square brackets show the provincial

totals and the round brackets the district totals, while districts without
figures have no power-loom inills.

Factories. The districts most famed are •—Pan-tab [8]—namely, Dera Ismail Khan,
Multan, Shalipur, Kohat, Peshawar, T.ahore (2), Armitsar (1), Delhi (5), Roiitak,
Sialkot, Ludhiana. Gurdaspur, and .lallandhar. Thus 13 districts of the PanjAb
are noted for their cotton manufactures, and three of these po.S8ess power looms
Similarly the Ignited Pkovinces [9]—Benares, Bulandshahr, Sikandrabad,
Azamgarh, Lucknow, Cawnpore (4). Mirzapore (1), Aligarh (1), Agra (3), Fyza-
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toad, Rai Bareli and Rampur. CicsTR^t. Provinoks [7]—Nagpur (2 Uraror,
Bliandara, Burhanpvir, Sauihalpur, Chanda, Hinganghat (2). Jabhalpur (1),

Pulgaon (1), and Raj Nandgaun (1) Bkra.r [2]—Badnern (1). Akoln (1) and
Elhchpur Rajputaxa and Central India [4]—Kota. Gwalior. Indore (1),

Ujjain (1), Ajmir-Merwarn. (1), and Kishengarh (1) Hyderabad [3]

—

Auranga-
bad (1), Hyderabad town (1). and Kulburga (1) Bengal [10]—Calcutta (7),

Howrah (3), Bardwan. Birbhum, Serainpore, Nadia. Murshidabad, Je^i'^oro,

Dinajpur, Rangpnr, Bogra, Dacca, Tippora, Fandpur, Chittagong, Patna
Shahabad, Saran, Slonghyr, Bhagalpur, Cuttack Assam—Sibsagar and Manipur
Bombay [141]—Bombay City (84), Ahmedabad (32), Broach (4), Surat (.3),

Baroda (1), Veraingam (2), Wadhwan (1). Nari.id (1). Julgaon(l), Bhavnagar (1),

Hubh (2), Sholapur (3), Belgaum (2), Dhmwar (1), Bijapnr, Poona (2), Nasik,
Thana Morin (1) Sind

—

Hala, Narapurand Karachi M adkas [ 1 ;]—Madras ton n

(4), Chingleput (Godavaii), Nellore, V'lz.igapatani. Masuhpatam. S.ilem, V't!!!

Arcot (Arm), Coimbatore (1), Bellarj (1), Tanjore. Mmliira (1). Pondicherry (.5),

Tinnevelly (2), Tiitioorm ( 1 ), (Jalu ut ( 1), .mil Ti euco- (1) Mvsoii |2]—Ban
galore (2) and Shimoga. Burma—A domestic industry om

y

Sites tor Factories.—The selection of sites fo; sti'am-power fi ttories Chief

has been governed mainly by three cm suleratioiis '—(I) pro.xiimty to supply
considerations,

of raw cotton
, (2) the existenceof an in<ligenous industry and therefore of

a community of protessiomd weavers who might be drawn u])on for i.ibour
;

and (3) facilities of transport to important markets. As indicated by the

figures in the above enumeration the modem power-loom industry has

followed very much in the path of the ancient hand-loom craft. The fine

muslins of Dacca, Arm, Charideri, Kota, Rohtak. Benares and other locah- rme musUhs.

ties are still being manufactured. Many writers speak of Dacca muslins

as being a product of past ages. So long ago as 1H20 Mr. Walter Hamilton,

one of the Company’s offii lals resident in Daoea. prophesied that with the

decline and fall of the Delhi Court the loss of the fine muslins of Dacca
might be expected, since the demand for these expensive fabrics very

po.ssibly would cease. But at the Delhi Durbar Exhibition of 1903 some
xeniarkably fine muslins of Dacca were sold on behalf of the manufacturers i).icca.

—and these were very nearly as fine as the samples in the Calcutta Museum,
which were procured iii 1884 aud made somewhere about that date.

There is no very ancient sample of these muslins known anywhere, so that

we have little by which to compare the famed ancient textiles with the

modern productions. But the examples presently being turned out

would measure 400’s or 450’s, while English power looms have been known
to produce 600’s. Cotton yarns axe said to be counts of 20’s, 30’s or 400’.s, counts,

when not more than a like number of hanks of 840 yards go to the pound
avoirdupois.

The point of interejst in these Dacca muslins, however, lies in the fact

that the hand spinners of Dacca are producing to-day varns of a fineness

that no machinery in the world could spin from the inferior staple which
they use. Dr. 'taylor wrote, iu 1840, that the Dacca spinners failed to use I'aiied to use

the fine American cottons, and gave as their reason the fact that the English staples

yarn swells on bleaching, while that of Dacca shrinks and becomes finer ^
and stronger. It would thus appear that the European spinner, with all

*

his beautiful machinery, may still have something to learn from the hand
spinner, aud that something might possibly lead to his being able to spin

shorter staples than he at present considers indispensable. This hint seems

worthy of careful investigation (see pp. 594-5, 607).

Special Indian Goods.—The artistic cottons produced in India are

referable to two main heads—long cloths or damasks and muslins, plain

or figured. The patterns are usually woven, not printed. When checked
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they are in North India coniinonly termed Iheses, to the South gabruns

:

when striped they are sus'is. The usual colours are dark red for Hindus,

dark blue for Muhammadans, in both cases interwoven with white. The

dhoti or dhoiar is worn by men and is a piece of plain cloth generally

having a coloured border and measuring about 5 yards in length and

H yards in breadth. It may be made locally or imported. The sari

or woman’s upper g.irnient varies greatly according to the wealth,

position, caste, etc., of the wearer as regards the material, quality or

degree and nature of ornamentation. With liner materials it is usually

a gauze, and is still very largely hand-loom work The sdri is, from an

art point of view, perhaps the most picturesque of all Indian garments.

The chadar or shawl is a sheet usually about three yards long and half

as wide. It is worn by men, but by women of certain castes only.

The pagri or lungi (turban) is a long narrow stiiji of cloth worn by men
round the head or around the waist as a cummer-hand (kamar-band).

Mandelslo (Travels, in Oleanus, Hist. Muscox'u. etc., 1662, 27, 83) discusses

the cotton nianulactiires of Broitschia (Broach) and of the “ comerbants ”

or girdles of silk and fine cotton.

Throughout India certain localities are famed for the quality, design,

etc., of tlieir llieses, gabruns. susis, dholis, sti/ix, chadars, pagris and
lungis, etc. The merchant who may desire to open up a trade in

manufacturing and supplying these special gooils must ascertain the

exact size and shape, the particular quality and lolour in demand in each

locality. The mere fact of offering a superior (piality of goods is no in-

ducement to trade. Ifew commumties in the woild are more conservative

regarding their garments than are the various races and castes of India.

The figured or flowered muslins

—

jamdanis—are by far the most
artistic of the cotton manufactures. These arc literally cotton brocades,

the patterns or flowers being formed bv spools c arryiug special threads
of cotton, silk, wool or gold, that are thrown by hand within the warp and
thus become supplementary to the weft. The centres most famed for

these artistic te.xtiles are Dacca, Santipur, Chittagong, Tanda and Chanderi.

The flowered muslins of Calcutta and Lucknow are needle-embroidered
(chichnn) work.

Mills. STEAM-POWER MILLS : Spinning and Weaving.—The first cotton
founded in India was at Eort Closter (the Bowreah Cotton Mills

Company, Ltd ), near Calcutta. This received its chaiter in 18lS as a
cotton mill, a coffee plantation and a ruin distillery. Some years later

the first of the Bombay series was established, namply the Bombay Spin-
ning and Weaving Company (1851), and ten years later there were a dozen
mills and 338,000 spindles at work. In 1879 the number had increased to
58 nulls and 1,500,000 spindles, giving employment to 39,537 persons;
in 1886-7 there v'ere 90 mills with 16,926 looms and 2,202,602 spindles;
in 1896-7, 155 nulls, 37,303 looms and 3,984,023 spindles

;
and in

1901-2, 194 mills, 41,815 looms and 4,992,249 spindles. Within the
decade ending 1901-2 the number of looms had increased by 69 per cent.,

and of spindles by 52 per cent. The capital invested m the 194 mills has
Capital been published as Rs. 16,01,40,384 plus £650,000 ; in 1904-5 they had still

further expanded, namely to 203 mills with a capital of Rs. 15,97,41*301
plus £1,067,245, and had 47,305 looms and 5,196,432 spindles. In the
Moral and Material Progress of India (1906-6, 176) the following statement
occurs :

—
“ There were at the end of 1905-6 in British India and Native
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States 204 cotton mills containing 52,300 looms and 5,293,800 spindles,

and giving employment on an average to 212,700 persons every day. Of
these, 104 were exclusively spinning mills, eight were exclusively weaving
mills, and in the rest both spinning and weaving were carried on. The
capital invested, including an estimate for ten companies worked by
private proprietors, for which accurate returns are not available, was
£10,690,000 (paid-up capital and debenture loans). The industry is located,

as regards 70 per cent, of the mills, in the Bombay Presidencv, while there

are 19 mills m the territory of Native States and in French possessions in

India.” Between the years 1893 and 1900 the industry was depressed, ooproasioa.

profits being affected by the disturbames in exchange relations with the

Far East which followed the closure of the Indian mints, by over-pro-

duction, by plague, by poor crops, by famine and by the (in-turbanccs in

China. Since 1901 there has, however, been a satislacunv improvement.
The Indian mills give permanent employment to 186,271 weavers, besides

occasional employment to large numbers of cultivators, carters, boatmen,
etc., etc. By way of comparison, it may be stated that in 1904 thei c were

2,077 mills in Great Britain ;
l,2t>l in the United States

;
500 in Italy

;

420 ill France
;

390 in Germaiiv ;
304 in Russia and Poland ; 257 in

Spain
;
203 in India ; 64 in Japan

,
and 22 in Canada—the grand total

of the world, including all others not specified, being 6,014 cotton mills.

Wages of Indian Operatives in the Cotton industry.—It would be im-

possible to furnish an average wage of all the employees in a mill that would
be of any value, since the different classes of labour naturallv command
different wages. Still more impossible would it be to produc e a figure or set

of figures that could be regarded as applicable to the whole of India. The
following returns taken from an actual statement given bv the Government
of India (in the publication known as Prices ami ll'«</es, 1906) are, however,

highly instructive and indicate the average wages (piece-work and monthly Wages,
wage, m Rs.) paid at the Manockjee Petit Mills of Bomba v in January
of each year from 1882 to 1906 —doffer, in 1882 Rs. 5. in 1906 Rs. 6 5 ;

winder, m 1882 Rs. 5 to 7, in 1906 Rs. 6 to 9 ;
rover, in 1882 Rs. 14 to 16, in

1906 Rs. 12 to 15 ;
reeler, in 1882 Rs. 5 to 7, in 1906 Rs, 7'5 to 9 ;

warper, m
1882 Rs. 15 to 17, in 1906 Rs. 12 to 20 ;

weaver, in 1882 Rs. 14 to 20, in 1906

Rs. 12 to.30; jobber, in 1882 Rs. 35 to 45, in 1906 Rs. 30 to 50. These areonly

a f<!W,out of the many, but they are sufficiently representative to show the

wide range of wages earned, and to indicate the immense importance of the

industry to a locality like Bombay that can lay claim to 79,270 men,

28,412 women, 13,59Gyoung persons, and 5,883 children, a total of 127,155,

all earnings wages on the scale indicated (the special cases mentioned),

manifesting the highest, the lowest, and the medium class earners.

TAXATION.—Cotton goods imported into India w'ere for many years Taxation,

subject to a duty of 5 per cent. This tax existed, for example, before

the date of the Mutinj^ and was continued when the East India Company
ceased to exist. It was raised to 10 per cent., then in 1864 reduced

to 7J per cent., and in 1875 to 5 per cent, with lower rates for twfists and
yarns. But, by a Resolution of the House of Commons, 1877, it was ruled

that these duties, being protective, should, as early as possible, be repealed.

Acconbngly, in 1882, the Indian import tariff was practically abolished

and no fresh duties were levied until 1894. In March of that vear import

duties were charged on most articles except cotton goods. The omission

of cotton was vigorously opposed by the Indian manufacturers, and a few
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months later the bill was accordingly amended and certain cotton imports

were excised. The cotton goods and yarns imported into India are

mainly of the finer qualities, whereas those manufactured in India (chiefly

on account of the inferior quality of the local staple) are of the lower

grades. But with the medium-class goods, the foreign supply over-

lapped the local production, and hence, with a view to take away the

protective character of the customs dutv, it was decided to impose an

excise duty of 6 per cent, on the medium qualities of yarn produced in

India. Technically this is expressed by saying that all Indian-produced

yarns above 20’s were taxed. It was soon found, however, that this

endeavour to equalise the burden of taxation on the two great competing

sets of cotton manufacturers (Indian and Foreign) was not a success. In

1896 a further Act was accordingly passed by which cotton yarns were freed

from taxation and a uniform duty of 31 per cent, imposed on all woven
goods imported into India or manufactured by Indian power-loom mills,

the village hand-loom industry being exempted. In 1902. B. J. Padshah
wrote a Memorandum on the Profits of the Cotton Industnj of India and

the Cotton Duties, to which the editor of The Times of India contributed an

Introduction : these papers will richly reward perusal. They may be

accepted as setting forth present Indian commercial opinion. Padshah
hinges the whole of hi.s critical and verv able review on two conceptions

that he endeavouns to disprove, \ iz. “ that the average profits of the Mill

Industry are high ”
;

“ that the Cotton Duties would he really paid by
the consumer of cotton goods and not hv the producer.'’ The net duty
collected on the goods manufactured by the Indian nulls for the four

years 19U1-2 to 1904-5 was, 1901-2, Rs. 17.77,965; 1902-3, Rs. 18,91,010 ;

1903-4, Rs. 20,95,149 ; and 1904-5, Rs. 24,06,976.
[Cf. Buchanan-Haniiiton, Journ M‘isore, etc . 1807. n ,

201-.3
;
Montgomery

Maitm, Hist E Ind., 1838, i . 3‘2H-9. 341-.">l. 3.j3-8. otO-O
;
n r).iS-tV2, '97.3-0;

in , 32“2-4, 327-U , Admin Rtpis Andonuin and Nicobar IslandH, 1886-1004 ,

Mnkbar|i, Art Manitf Ind, 1888, 31.S-31 . Collin. Existint] Aits and Indust
Beng , 1800, 7-8 , Havell on Indian Industnes, the Fly-shuttle , Chatterton, in

Ind Text Journ . ISOO-IOO.") ; Max and Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 1900. .OO-Ol
,

Betti. Bepi Meiktila, 1000, 32-5, J. Stiiirock, Man. S. Oanara Dist , ii ,
145-7 ;

Monographs, Cotton Mnnuf. —Banerjei, Bengal

,

Arnold, Burma
;
Blennerhassett,

Cent Ptov ; Saminon, A.ssnm ; Sdberr.id, United Prov. , Frances Panjoh ;

Enthoven, Bomhag ; Edgar Thurston, Madras ;
numerous articles m the Indian

Press, more especially Ind Text. Journ , Talchorkar, Re€l.s and Reeling in Jndian
Mills, m Ind. Text. Journ., Feh 1901 , Geo Cecil, Cotton Mills in India, in Text.

Mercury, 1901 ; Times of India. 1901-2 . Madras Mad, 1901-2 : Englishman,
1901

; Pioneer, 1902-3 ; Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903. 236-89 , Measurement of
Widths of Piece Goods, Beng. Chamber of Comm Rept

,

1904, 152-03 ; Short Reeding
of Yarns, 399-424 (including Kept of Committee appointed by Government of
India to consider and propose niea'-ures for suppression of fraudulent short-
reeling)

; Combes m Boc. Arts, 1904, hi , 734 . Temple, Text Mercury, 1904 ; Ind.
Agri (many passages) ; Tozer, The Manuf of Great Britain, m Journ. Boc. Arts,
1905 . Imp Gaz, iv., 202-.J ; Repts of Bombay Mill-owners' As.soc. ; Board of
Trade Journ , 1905 , The Textile Recoider. Feb 1.3, 1908, 302 , etc . etc.]

X. INDIAN TRADE IN RAW COTTON AND COTTON MANLI-
FACTURES, BOTH LOCAL AND FOREIGN.

RAW COTTON.—So much has already been said regarding the Indian
Cotton Trade that this account raav be fittingly drawn to a close by a few
short paragraphs devoted to the more important sections under wRich
transactions are ordinarily conducted. The total area (according to the
Final Memorandum of the Commercial Intelligence Department for the
year 1906-7) occupied by cotton was 14,918,000 acres in 1904-5, with
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a crop of 3,826,000 bales
,

in the following year the corresponding figures Production,

were 21,072,000 acres and 3,426,000 bales
;
and tor 1906-7 they arc, esti-

mated at 22,344,000 acres with 4,908,000 bales. These are the actual

returns, as also the estimates for all Imha (British and Native States).

In 1904-5 the yield of the British districts alone came approximately to

3^ million bales, while the exports and mill consumption together came
to 3,390,413 bales. In 1905-6 the Ftnal (iencral Memorandum estimates

the yield in British districts only at about 2,244,000 bales, while the mill

consumption is said to have been 2,025,733 Viales and the e.xports approxi-

mately 2,000,000 bales. Going back to previous years, in 1903-4 the .\rea under

acreage was 18,042,781, the outturn 3,168,113 bales ; the foreign exports

were 7,931,075 cwt. (or 2,220,701 bales), thus leaving a balance (flus

the produce of Native States) of 947,412 bales as .ivailable to meet local

demands. But the scarcity of cotton m Europe, then prevalent, very
possibly created a stronger demand for Indian cotton than can be regarded
as normal. It may, therefore, be ilcMrable to examine the returns of

the year previous. In 1902-3 the crop was 16,581,046 acres, Yielding

3,367,030 bales, and the exports to foreign coumries 1,692,545 bales,

thus lea\ung a balance to meet local demands of 1,674,485 bales, or exactly

one-half the production. At the present dav the hand-loom weavers Hand-^ipmnint;

rarely spin their own yarn, but purch:i.se supplies either of the imported
or of the Indian mill-spun yarn. It may thus be accepted that the balance

of production over the demands of the Indian mills is available for the

foreign markets.

Exports.—During the past seven years the following were the Exports,
exports in cwt«. and rupee values .—1900-1, 3,575,703 cwt. and Rs.

10.12,74 007; 1901-2, 5,7(K).014 cwt. and Rs. 4,42,60,933; 1902-3,

0,044,806 cwt. and Rs. 14.75,71,981 ;
1903-4, 7, 931,075 cwt. and Rs.

24,37,61,464; 1904-5, 5,657,743 cwt. and Rs. 17,43,46,872; 1905-6,

7,399,534 cwt. and Rs. 21,34,15,195; and 1906-7, 7,400,839 cwt. and R.s.

21,94,84,609. These figures thus show an average valuation of clo&e on Total

fifteen crores of rupees ;
and if we assume an equal valuation for the ^^-lue.

share of the crop retained (well under the mark), the total value of the

cotton raised in India would not be far short of thirty crores, or say

£20
,
000 ,000 .

Low Grade,—Reference has already been made to the degeneration Change in
that has taken place in the staple grown m India. The cultivators have Staple,

allowed themselves to be driven into the production of an inferior staple

or they have deliberately selected to grow that class of cotton. If the

manufacturer would pay no more for a long than for a short staple,

the Indian cultivators naturally sought out the plant that could give

them the highest and most profitable yield. It is not surprising,

therefore, that within the past thirty years or so the fine long-stapled

cottons of India—the cottons that at one time were much admired and
found a ready sale in Europe—have gradually disappeared, and that

inferior but highly productive, early ripening and hardy races have taken Low oonnt

their places (or are rapidly doing so). But the change that has come
over the cotton industry may be spoken of as a consequence of various

influences. The Indian mills having at hand an inferior staple, con-

centrated their attention on low-count yams and inferior piece goods.

So successful were they that in a remarkably short time they closed the

Indian doors to imported goods of that class. England, on the other
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hand, went in for long-staple cottons in order to produce high-grade

goods. She found these in the United States, and thus gradually closed

her doors against the short-staple cottons of India. But that inferior

yarns might come to be refu-scd both in India and China seems never

to have been contemplated, yet it may now be aflirnied that the future

prosperity of the Indian cotton industry will turn very largely on whether

or not the Indian cultivator can produce cotton superior and cleaner to

that presently grown. With better-grade cotton it may in all fairness

be said that it can be but a question of time when the Indian mills will

claim a steadily increasing proportion of the .supply of higher-count goods

not only to India but perhaps to the world.

MANUFACTURES.—Local Trade in Yarn.—The PRODUCTION of yarn

by the Indian mills ^British and Native) has progressed steadily, but not

phenomenally. The outturn (including Native States) in 1895-6 came
to 432 million Ih.

;
in 1900-1 it fell to .352 million

;
m 1902-3 rose to 575

million
;
in 1904-5 stood at 578 million , and in 1905-6 at 655 million lb.,

with in addition 25 million lb. produced by the mills located in the Native

States. Of the amount for 1904-5, Bombay Presidency claimed as its share

422 million lb., being followed by Bengal with 38 million, Madras, 30

million, the United Provinces, 27 million, the Panjab, 11 million, and
lastly by the Native States with 221 million lb. Of the total production

in 1904-5 about 110 million lb. in the British districts and 4 million in

the Native States were in higher counts, that is to say, qualities above

20’s. This was about 10 million lb. m e.\( ess of 1903-4, and 43 million

in excess ot 19(X>-1. One of the most significant features of the modern
traffic in Indian cotton manufactures is this increase ot the outturn ot

the higher-count yarn, for which a lair amount of foreign raw cotton is

being imported, and recently an mcrcasing local produttion. In 1904-5,

192,544 cwt. of cotton were obtained ironi the United Kingdom, Germany,
Egypt and the United States, etc., and in 1905-6 this supply stood at

161,476 cwt. The production ot counts in 1904-5 was 51 million lb. in

excess of that of 1899-1900. Attention has been drawn (in the Review of

Trade) to the fact that the imports ot high -count yarns have been almost in

the inverse ratio to the expansion of the exports of Indian-produced yarns

of that class (30’s and over). By wav of contrast with this prosperous
Indian industry, it may be pointed out that the weight of twnst and yarn
imported in 1888-9 was 52i million Ih. , in 1898-9 it stood at 45^ nlillion

;

in 1903-4 at only 28 million; though it rose again in 1905-6 to 45J million lb.

Indian Yarn.—With regard to the hXPORTS of Indian twists and yarns,

in 1876-7 these stood at close on 8 million lb., valued at 36f lakhs of

rupees
;

in 1903-4, at 252J million lb., valued at about 9 crores of

rupees (£6,(XX),000) ; m 1905-6 at 297J million lb., valued at over
12 crores (£8,000,000); and in 1906-7 at 243J million lb., valued at 10 crores

(£6.931,021). Deducting these exports from the above-mentioned total

production of yarn at the Indian mills, in 1903-4 there remained 303|
million lb. flus the foreign impoits of, say, 28 million lb. of yarns, etc., as

the amount to be worked up by the Indian power and hand looms
;
and in

1905-6 about 357 J million lb. flus the foreign imports, viz. 45| million lb.

Piece Goods.—The woven goods produced by the Indian mills oame
to 95 million lb. in 1899-1900; 117 million lb. in llX)2-3; 131 million lb.

in 1903-4; 152 million lb. in 1904-6; and 166 million lb. in 1905-6,
with in addition 7 million lb. turned out by mills in Native States, The
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manufactures are mainly grey unbleached ; to be more exact, an average of
ubout 83 per cent, are of that nature (126 million lb. out of the total 156
in. 1905-6). The proportion of higher-class goods varies in the different
provinces

;
in 190.3-4 Madras showed 64 per cent., the Central Pronnees

28 per cent., an<l Bombay 17 per cent, of their manufactures as white
and coloured goods, hosiery, etc. It seems probable that the grey goods
represent about four yards to the lb. in weight, .so that in 1902-3 approxi-
mately 386 million yards of grev goods were produced by the Indian mills,

435 million in 1903-4, 524 million in 1004-5, and 540 million yards in

1905-6; while approximately 80 million yards of colouied, etc., were
produced in 1902-3, 100 million in 190.3-4, 10.8 million in 1904-5, and
112 million in 1905-6. The goods turned out at the Indian mills are

(fHEY—described as chadars, dhulis (or dhotis), drills, jaconets, madapoUams

,

mulls, printers, .shirtings, sheetings (T-oloths). F7\er '.oons—figured,

coloured or miscellaneous goods and hosiery. Although the home market
is likely for many years to be of primary importance to the Indian

mills, the exports of Indian-woven cotton good.s cannot be called unim-

portant. In 1903-4 the exports were valued at Rs. 1,63,07,618 ;
in

1905-6 at Rs. 2,03,78,124 (= £1,.3.58, .541) ,
and in 1906-7, Rs. 1,77,17,086

(—£1,181,139).
Foreign Trade.—Turning now to the l.MPojtTS from foreign countries

—chiefly Great Britain—a traffic which constitutes nearly two-tilths of

the whole imports taken by India. The trade m yarns, as already in-

dicated, has declined. The piece goods aie riderrod to the following chief

groups ;—Grey or Unbleached ; White or Bleached : and Coloured,

Printed or Dyed. India received m 1903-4, 1,085 million
;

in 1904-5,

1,210 million
;

in 1905-6, 1,348 million
;
and in 1906-7, 1,298 million

yards of o'/iA’l' piece goods. In 1903-4, 466 million
;

in 1904-5, 584 million
;

in 1905-6, 572 million ; and m 1906-7, 494 million yards of white goods.

In 1903-4, 481 million ; in 1904-5, 493 million ; in 1905-6, 541 imlhon ;

and in 1906-7, 524 million yards of coeoHhed and printed cotton goods.

These therefore totalled m 1903-4 to 2,032 million
;
m 1904-5 to 2,288

million; in 1905-6 to 2,463 million ; and in 1906-7, 2,318 million yards ;

and the re-exports from these were m 1903-4, 66 million
;

in 1904-5, 63

million ; in 1905-6, 67 million
;
and m 1906-7. 61 million yards, thus

leaving in 1903-4, 1,966 million yards available for India
; m 1904-5, 2,225

million
;
in 1905-6, 2.396 million ;

and in 1906-7, 2,257 million yards.

Adding together the estimates of grey and coloured goods given above

as the production of the Indian nulls, we obtain the following :—466 mil-

lions yards m 1902-3
;

535 million in 1903-4
;

6.32 million m 1904-5
;

and 648 million_in 1905-6. Deducting from these the exports to foreign

countries, viz. 69 million yards m 1902-3, 75 million in 1903-4, 87 million

in 1904-5, and 91 million in 1905-6, we arrive at 397, 460, 545 and 547

million yards respectively available for India
;
and adding these suras to

the total imports also mentioned above, the grand totals become 2,448,

2,426, 2,833, and 3,016 million yards as the net Indian supplies for the years

in question. This, in a population of 300 millions, allows each person to

get about eight to ten yards per annum. It would thus seem that while

the "Indian mills are spinning very largely for China and other foreign

markets, the looms are far more concerned with the home than any foreign

markets. Hence but for the exports of raw cotton and the existence of

power-loom mills, the Indian area of cotton cultivation would be r-duced
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to about ouc-quartei its present extent. That is to say, one-half the total

production is exported raw and one-quarter in the form of yarn, thus

leaving one-quarter to meet the existing local deinaiids. The great feature

of the future may be said to be the extent to which Indian manufactures

of piece goods may curtail the imports from foreign countries, just as' the

production of yarn has most certainly curtailed imports of yarn from

foreign countries into India.

[Cy Milburn, Or. Comm, ISlU, i , ti79-8'2 ,
Ko\le, Cult, and Comm, of Cotton

in India, 1851, 62-81 . Xledlieott, Cotton Handbook tor Bengal, 1862 ; Beaufort,

Indian Cotton Stat , 1889 , also India's Trade in Cotton Goods and Yarns, m
Indust Quart Jfct>

,
1892 , Bnvoks, Cotton, etc ,

1S9S. 240-354 ; Imp Gaz in . 202-3,

281-2; Rept of the Chamhir of Comm. Bern/, 1903, Austin, Cotton Trade of
the United States and the World's Cotton Supply and Trade, 1900 ; Watkins,
The Comm Cotton Crops, in US. Dept Agri Stat Bull 1904, No. 28; 1905,
No 34, The Cotton Industry, Tariff Comm Rep! , .June 6, 1905]

GRAPHITE ; Ball, Man. Econ. OeoL Ind., in., 50-6
;

Holland,

Mem. Geol. Surv.lnd
, 1900, xxviii., 126 ;

1901, xxx., 174 , Rec. Geol. Surv.

Ind., 1905, xxxii., pt. 1,51. Graphite lonsists almost entirely of pure carbon

with a small proportion of iron. It is known also as Blacklead and Plum-

bago from its appearance, though lead does not enter into its composition.
A full aci'ount of the various localities ulieie graphite has been found in

India 18 given in the Dictionary, but though these aie fairly niiinerous and scattered

over a wide area, it is only in the State of Tiavaiieore that any progress in graphite
mining has Vieen made Prospecting has also been attempted in the Godavari
district, Madras Presidency, and m the Rubv Mines district of Upper Burma
According to Holland, regular returns were not available bt'fore 1901, but for

the period 1901-3 the following records of production in Travancore are avail-

able 1901, 2,490 tons , 1902, ‘4,675 tons ; 1903, 3,394 tons

Grajiliite is used chiefly m the inaniitactuie of pencils, crucibles, grate and
iron-work polish, as a lubricator for machinery, m clectrotypmg, m the facings
of moulds, etc , etc. In India the native mineral appears to be but occasionally

utilised, and then only for polishing pottery.

GREWIA, JAiih. ; FI. Br, Ind., i., 68:3-93
;

Gamble, Man. Ind.

Tinihs., 1902, 108-12 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Ganrj. Flam, 1903, 109-17

; Pram,
Benrj. PI., i., 281-4 ;

Tiliace.e. A genus of plants which contains about
60 species, 12 only being trees, the rest shrubs or climbers. Of these 36

are natives of India.

The species of ».'.•« ir<« are of little economic importance apart from the fact
that the inner bark of most species yields .vFibbe, uschI in tlie manufacture bf ropes
and sometimes of paper. Some have a tough and close-grained wood, recommended
for purposes where elasticity and strength are required. Accordingly the chief

articles manufactured of these woods are bangliy-polps, bows, axe and spear
handles and the like Dr Bidie, in an article m T/ic Pl.'i/i.iac/ GozcMe, 1897 (quoted
in Ind. For., 1897, x.xni , 148), remarks that the wood of throe species, o. opitomitl-

joUff. fi.tiUtefnUti and u. lestita, should make excellent material for fishing-

rods. The fruits of many of the species are edible. The most important are ;

—

astatlea, Linn

,

the phalsa, shukri, dahmni

,

wild in Central and South
India, cultivated elsewhere etastiea. Rayte, the dhdman ; indigenous and
planted from Hazara and the Punjab Salt Range to Sikkim at 3,000 to
6,000 feet. u, opposUlfoUa. Roxb

,

the bird, pastuwanne, etc.; North-West
Himalaya, from the Indus to Nepal, ascending to 6,000 feet. «. UHa-foUa, Vaht

,

the pharsa, khesla, etc. ; Sub-Himalayan tract from the Jumna to Nepal,
ascending to 4,000 feet. ;

Centra) and South India
, Upper Burma

; low country
of Ceylon. es. v^stitn, Walt

,

the dhumun, scalposra, etc. Indigenous in
the Sub-Himalayan tract from Dehra Dun to Assam

; according to Gamble,
common m adl and similar forests. [Cf Bharmacog. Ind., 1890, i

, 238 ; Dodge,
Useful Fibre PI. of the World, 1897, 187 ; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1899, 189;
Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 9, 212 , Firimnger, Man. Card. Ind., 1904, 286.]
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NIGER SEED AND OIL
GUTTA-PERCHA

GUIZOTIA ABYSSINICA, CVm/*. ,* FI. Br. Ind., iii., 308;
Woodrow, Gard. in Ind., 1899, 365 ; Molhson, Handbook Ind. Agrt., 1901,

iii., 101-2
;

Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1902, ii., 91 ; ni., 229 ;
Prain, Beng.

Plants, 1903, i., 614; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1904, li., 66; Composite.
Niger Seed and Oil. The kdld-til, surguja, rdmtU, kernani, khurdsni, ulisi,

mlesulu, huchchellu, gurellu, etc. A native of tropical Africa, but cul-

tivated as an oil-seed here and there in most of the provinces of India.
It is a Ichartf crop, sown from Jiino to August and harvested in November

or December. Rough and I'ocky liiterito or light sandy soil is generally
chosen, and the preparation of the land is very simple. Two ploughings before
sowing are sufficient, and mamiro is not necessary The seed is dnllecl in rows
11 to 13 inches apart, and 4 to (1 lb. per acre is held to be a sufficient seed rate
It IS more commonly grown alone, but is sometimes aLCompanied by a pulse-
crop. In Bengal a considerable portion of land is under this crop, especially in
Chota Nagpur Division, but unfortunatclv the N tin u sccil is returned m the Agricul-
turnl Statistics under the general heading of ‘ Oth€>r ilil Seeds. ' of which there
are usually 500,000 acres, with 150,000 of these in Chota Nagpur The “ (Ithers

’’

are over and above linseed, rape, td, so that a fair ptopoition lunst bo nigei.
In Madras linseed and hi (Se««iui««#) m.- soparatoK returned, but a much larger
area than both those put together is iisuallv devoted to “ Other Oil Seeds ” In
1904-5 the “Others” came to 1,01S.4K3 acres, of wlui h 286,500 are in

South Arcot; 111,594 m .Vnantapur, 92,461 le. Cuddnpah
; 84,810 m Bellary;

71,351 m Karmil, 56,730 in Tuelunopolv, 51,909 m Tanjore
,
and 47,215 in

North Arcot, with lesser areas in the other district- It is impossible to discover
the exact proportions of these areas devoted to iiiger, but they must be cnnsidcr-
ahle In the United Provinces the acreage of “ Other Oil Si'cds ” was in 1904—5,
113,731, and in the Central Provinces tlio coi responding figure was 314,716,
of both of which a certain proportion would have been niger seed Bombay is

the only proviiii-o that appears to give sepnr.tto retuins for the acreage of this
oil seed In 1905-6 (according to the Season and Crop Report) the tot.tl land
used for it.was 169,8611 acres, of which Nasik had 68,940, Poona 22,843 ; Aluned-
nugar 14,764; Satara 16,02<i; Bpapur 7.960, and Ratnagtn 7,147 acres, etc
Rice (Mysore Gaz

, 1897, i
, 123) gives an account of the niger seed in the various

di.stricts of Mysore, which the reader should consult.

When the crop is ripe it is cut near the root and stacked for eight days It
IS then exposed for two or three days in the sun, then tho seed beaten out with a
stick and separated from fragments of the plant by a fan The greater jiart is

sold to the oil-makers for expression ot the oil, the yield of which is about 35 por
cent, of the weight of the seed But the seed dries ipuckly and m Dngland
yields only ,diout 16 gallons of oil per ipiarter of seed, while rape seed yields

20 gallons. The oil is pale yellow or orenge m colour with little odour and sweet
taste, more limpid than rape oil, with a specific gravity of 0 924 to 0’928. In
its drying properties it ranks between cotton and linseed oil For making paints,

lubricating and lighting, this nil is useful, and m many paits of India la employed
in cookery and for anointing the body • it is also frequontlj’' u.scd as an adulterant
for more valuable oils It is said to be Uf-cfiil m cases of fracture and dislocation
of bones among cattle 1'ho oil -cake is highly appreciated in some parts of

the country as a cattle fo»jd. In the Rngli-sh market tho value of tho oil is about
37« per quarter. Tho production of this oil crop has suffered m recent years,

like that of most other oils, through tho remarkable expansion of tho traffic in

kerosene and othfr mineral oils and the by-products of these illummants and
lubricants. [Cf. Basu, Aqri Lotiardaga, 1890, pt. i , 70 , Pharmcog. Ind

, 1891,
11 , 269-71 ; Aqri. Ledg

, 1895, No. 24, 502 ; Hunst, Lubricat. Oils, Fats, etc , 1896,

199; Agri. Ledg, 1890, No. 28, 280; 1899. No. 12. 121, 144; 1901, 364; Settl

Kept. Belul Ihst, Cent. Prov , 1901, 31 ; Wright and Mitchell, Oils, Fats, etc,

1903, 497; Imp Inst. Tech. Repts , 1903, 128 ; Agii Ledg, 1903, No. 7, 171;
Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod (Winton and Barber, tranal.), 375.]

QUTTA-PERCHA.—Since Gutta-percha can hardly be character-

ised as an Indian product, it will be dealt with here very briefly. It is

the commercial name for the inspissated milky sap of several plants of

which nearly all (or at least all the important ones) belong to the natural
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GUTTA-PERCHA
Trade DISCOVERY AND UTILISATION

Different
Qualities

Appearanoo in

Europe

Uses

OxiUiflf's

Imports into

United Kingdom

order Sapotace^. The word “ gutta-percha ” is of Malayan origin : it

signifies the gum or gutta or getah of the tree known as fercha . according

to some writers percha is also the ancient name of Sumatra, so that getah-

perrha would denote the gulta of Sumatra. And the true gum is to-day

almost exclusively a Malayan product. As it reaches the market gutta-

percha is, however, largely' adulterated. There are high- and low-priced

qualities as well as substances that more or less resemble gutta-percha,

but which arc adulterants rather than grades of quttah. The present

article deals with both the pure gutta-peicha and its substitutes.

Gutta-percha first definitely appeared in Europe in 1845, and the

discovery soon thereafter of its varied utilisations caused an immense de-

mand. Dr. W. Montgomerie read a paper on it before the Society of Arts,

London, from which date it became a regular article of trade. It is ex-

tensively employed in coating telegraphic cables, owing to its being a perfect

insulator, while it is able to withstand m a remarkable degree exposure to

varying atmospheric conditions. It keeps good for ten years, it exposed

to the open air : 20 years, if protected in tubes
;
but 20 years, when sub-

merged, have no appreciable effect upon it. Under the action of light,

heat and air it slowly o.xidises, becomes converted into a brittle resin

soluble 111 hot alcohol. Chemically gutta-percha is almost identical with

india-rubber (which see, pp. (147-60). It differs physically, being tough

and inelastic. Since the date gutta-percha was made known to Europe
perhaps no substance has developed more rapidly, and with india-rubber

its uses may be said to be so manv and so important as to make these two
substances perfectly indispensable to commerce.

Trade .—The immense demand has caused an extended inquiry all over

the globe with the view of expanding the area of supply or of discovering

useful substitutes. During the past seven years the imports of the United
Kingdom alone have been —19(X), 126,069 cyt., £1,685,568; 1901,

88,4.38 cwt., £1,382,646 ; 1902, 83,889 cwt., £1,150,902 ; 1903, 46,411 cwt.,

£587,712; 1904, 27,288 cyvt., £288,5.35; 1905, 15,434 cwt., £361,475,

1906, 53,271 cwt., £489,280. Of these quantities the Straits Settlements

supplied tiom one-half to three- fourtlns of the total, but it would seem as

if the supply from the Straits was decreasing while that from Venezuela,

from British Guiana and from tlie Netherlands was expanding. It muse
not, liowcvcr, be forgotten that a fairly large juoportioii of these imports
arc 111 gutta-percha substitutes, cliiefly Bahtu Burn-Murdoch [Ind
For., 1905, xxxn, 309-20) has contributed useful particulars regarding
the extraction, purification, properties, prices and traffic in gutta-percha,
aljso a statement of the e.xpoits Irom Singapore Ifom 1886 to 1903,

[C'f Solly, Ohsen; on the Prep. Caoutchouc, in .fourn. Boy. As Hoc , 1840, ii ,

art g, l)-iy
,
.James ('ollms, Journ <S'oc, Arts, 1885, xxxiii., 784 ; Burck, Orig

Bot. de la Gutta-percha, Ann. Jard Bot Buitz
, 1885, 1-80

, Ferguson, Indta-
tuhher and Uutta-percha, 1887; VXaiu-hon, Prmbnts ties Sapotees, 1888; Jackson,
Comm. Bot. I'.Uh Cent, 1890, 27 : Kew Bull, 1891, 231-9; Cliapel, Le Caout-
chouc et la Gutta-Percha, 1892 ; Hou/.e, Les PI Indust

, 1896, iv,, 285-7 ; Ind.
For , 1894, xx , 225-G ; 1898, xxiv,, 384—5 , ,01)mk, Gutta Percha, Cantor Lect.
(delivered before Soc. Arts), 1897 , Collett, Etudts sur la Gutta-Percha Commer-
ctale, 1902 ; Juinello, Les PI d Caoutchouc et a Gutta, 1898 ; 1903, 445-.523 ;

T.ecornte, Les Arhres d Gutta-Percha, 1899 ; Badebeek, Che KuUurgew. der Deut
Kolon., 1899, 281, etc., etc, Grelot, Orig Bot dca Caoutchoucs et Oulta-Percha.
1899 ;

Ridlej., Gutta Peicha, Ann Bot. Gdns Singapore, 1899 • Sender
Trop. Aqrtk , 1900, in, 724-0 ; Hill, Rept. Pot Admin. Fed. Malay States,
1900 ; Cat. des PI. Econ. pour les Colon , L'Hort. Colon

, 1900, 28-30
; Manson!

Burmese Rubber-yielding PL, in Ind For., 1901, xxvii
, 75-90

, Warburg, Le 's
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PLANTS YIELDING
GUTTA-PERCHA

Supply

PL d Caoutchouc et leur Culture, 1902 ; Etudes Colonuahs, June 1902 ;
Rept.

Oovt. Bot. Odns. Penang, 1902 ; Imp. Inst. Bull

,

1903, No I
;
Romburgh, Les

PI. Caoutchouc et Cutta-percha, 1903 , Bull. Straits and Fed. Malay States, 1903, ii

,

226, 312, 307 ;
Gamble, Qutta Percha Trees of the Malay Peninsula, Kew Bull.,

1907, 109-21
;

Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzbehalter, 1906, ii., 893-988 ;

Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, 138-9.]

A feature of the gutta-percha trade in which India is much interested

is the possibility of some method being discovered by which the milkv
juices of certain abundant plants might be transformed into useful

substitutes. The following may be given as the gutta-percha-yieldmg
plants, as also those that it would seem desirable should in future bo
experimented with as gutta substitutes •—

-

Achras Sapota, Unn
, Sapotack.®. The Sapota or SapoJilla tree Is

largely cultivated in Bengal for its Iruit
, yields tho Mexican Chicle-gum [Cf.

Journ Agri-Hoit Soc I^ , 1844, iii., 147; Jumelle, 7.C., 1903, 521-3.]
Alstonla scholaris, » Br. (see p. 00), Apocynace,e The chativan

,

is believed
to be the source of guttapulei of Singapore. Hooper {Rept. Labor. Iiul. Mus,
1905-0, 29) found the latex to contain 45 1 insol., 41 '8 ro.sin and 13 1 ash. [C/

Manaon, I c 82 ]

Bassla Mottleyana, De Vneae Savotaokas. A tree of Malacca and Borneo
known as the kotian The milk of this tree is regarded as an inferior quality

of gutta-percha Hooper (l.e ,
1905-6, 27) says three samples of tho milk of

Mi. latifoiln from Hoshangabad showed on the average 48’9 gutta, 38'8 resin and
12'3 per cent ash. It was light grey, plastic, but the yiekl per tree small. A
sample from Tinnevelly of ». tougt/aitn afforded 22’6 gutta, 02'7 resin and 14 7

per cent, nsh (see pp. 116-20).
Calotropis glgantea and C. procera, b Br (see pp 205-0), Asclepiade.e

The madar or akanda, abundant bushes all over India, have often been suggested
as copahle of affording a limitless quantity of milky sap. Whether that could
be utilised profitably has not been definitely aficortamod Over the greater part
of the Upper, Western and Central Provinces of India, they cover many thou.sand

square miles of waste land, and tho utilisation of that herbage would be of infinite

value to the people. {Cf. Manson, t c. 87.]

Euphorbia nerlifolla, unn
,
Eupuokbiaueac (see p 530)

E. Royleana, bous. (see p 531).

E. TlrucalU, Unn (soo p 631)
E. trlgona, Haworth—tho katli-mandu. This shrub yields the cement

kattimandu, often spoken of in connection with South India and tho Deccan.
It was specially recommended by Sir Walter Elliot in 1851.

Mimusops kauki, Unn ; FI. Br. Ind

,

in , 549 ; S.VPOTACE.E. Is closely

allied to if distinct from w. tiunitn. Gaertn
,
/—a tree native m Guiana,

Honduras and Brazil which affords a gum that is one of the best substitutes for
gutta-percha (Juinolle, Ic, 1903, 493-517) No effort appears to have been
made tw discover whether any of tho Indian species might similarly be ot value
Other species are *f Kient/l. Linn —the Deccan to Malay Peninsula ,

w. K«jr-

hitrglilfiiia , Wight—South India, and -V. l>r.miiara, Roxb .—Deccan and Ceylon
But Gamble {I c 117) says that iioithor w. M>:innffi nor w. JumAi are in India
known to yield gutta-percha [Cf. Manson, I c. 78.]

Palaquium elllptlcum, Engt , Pflanzenr . IV , 1 , 135, Russia ellipUca, Dalz. ;

Dichopsis ellipticQ, Benth. , FI, Br Ind., iii., 542, Palaquium, Brandis, Ind.
Trees, 424-5, Manson, Ic Tl ;

Jumelle, Ic, 1903 457-85; Sacotace.e.
This IS tho pauchoti, pauchonta, kat illupei, pala illupei, etc A large tree of

the Western Ghats from N. Kanara southwards. It affords an inferior grade of

gutta-percha, w'hich is collected by tapping tho living trees. Gamble adds, “ but
although this substance can be utilised for waterproofing and cement it is not a
complete substitute for the proper article.”

P. Gutta, Burch, in Ann. Jard. Buitz., 188.5, v , 40 ; Dichopsis Gutta, Benth.

& Hook, /., in Gen. PI, ii., 058, Gamble, l.c. 113-21. A tree of tho Straits

Settlements and Malay Archipelago, where it is known as taban merah (in Perak),

niato balam tembaga (or abang) in Siunatra, and is the source of the finer grades of

the gutta-percha of commerce. But there would appear to bo many qualities of

the gutta obtained from this plant, some ot which are apparently the produce
of distinct varieties, others the results of different methods of preparation, and
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still others indicate v-arying degrees of adulteration. For example the iaban

merafi (according to Bum-Murdoch—the most recent writer) is p. obiongifoiiam;

tohan chaicr is i^ninguiutn «ii. .' iabati puteh is r*. puBiuiatum and taban baik is

**. »p. The taban puteh is much inferior to the others. On the other hand, while

I*. obtnugtfaHHm, Burch, IS but a variety of r*. ciHtia, still by certain writers it

is held to be a distmct species and to yield the taban sutra of Perak,
Gamble (Man. Ind. Ttmbs., 446) says, “The method of collection, usually

employed by the Natives of the Malay Peninsula, is very simple but very wasteful.

The tree is felled, and either the bark is stripped oft altogether or rings are cut
at intervals of about a foot The sap that oozes out is then collected, put m a
pot and boiled with a little water, which prevents its hardening afterwards when
exposed to the air. It is then run into moulds. The trees usually chosen are
those of about thirty to thirty-five years old, and each tree gives 2 to 3 lb. of

gutta. Such a system is naturally a wasteful one, and if regularly continued
without any arrangements for reproduction would probably lend to the exhaustion
of the supply, so that it is satisfactory that French exports are said to have dis-

covered that the gutta-percha can be obtained from the leaves without felling

the tree. However this may be, there is little doubt of the value of the product,
and that if it is to he regularly produced the tree must be grown m plantation
and systematically worked ”

P. polyanthum, £"gl , Pflanzenr

,

iv
,

i., 135; Isoruindra polyantha, Kurz ;

Dtschopsts polyantha, Benth. cb Hook
,
Oen PI

,
ii , 658, A moderate-sized

tree of Cachar, Chittagong, Arakan and Pegu This is the lah, sill-kurla,

thainban, etc Kurz says it yields a good quality of gutta-percha and in largo

ouantitv \Cf P. obovatum. King and Gamble, in Hooper, liept. Labor. Ind.
Mua ,

11)0.5-0, 27.]

13 Payena iucida, do , leonandra polyandra. Wight, Ic , t

,

1589 ; FI. Br.
Ind., Ill, 547; Gamble, Man. Ind. Ttmbs , 449, SAroTACE.K. 'Vito dolu-kurta
of Cachar is an oiergreen tree of Assam, Tenasseiiin and the Straits Settlements,
f*. .Vfiingaat. Ctarhc, a troo of Penang and Malacca Both these trees afford gutta-
percha

;
the last mentioned, according to JIamgay, abouiuls in that substance.

P. Leerff, Bunh. Rapport Outta, 1884; also Oin/ Bnt de la Gutta-percha, m
,.4nn. Jaid Bot Ihntz , 1880, v., 56, pi vni. , P. Lceni, Enqln

, Pflanzenr., 1889,
IV

,
pt i , 133, with plate Kurz rightly transferred Kertophorue Lcertt, Haaak ,

to (.Journ *4s Soc. Beng., 1871, xl., 00), hut his Burmo.se plant is appar-
ently a different species from that of Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, Banka and
Aiiiboiiia, to which the name f. it strictly speaking belongs Kurz accord-
ingly would seem to have desired to correct his inwtal e when (in Joum As Soc.

Bcng
,
xlvi , 230) ho subsequently gave tho ISTcrgui plant the name !•. porut-

triniiciirn, Kurr Hooper found that the Burmese plant contains 69 9 per cent,
gutta and 39'6 per cent rosin, f*. r.ccrtt proper yields tho aundek of Perak and
the nmlo balam banngin (or aoendt) of Sumatra—a Irado quality of gutta-percha.
[C/ Jumcllo, I c., 1903, 486-92 ; Hooper, Kept. Labor. Ind. Mue., 1905-6, 27-8 ;

Mason, l.c. 78.]

H
HEMIDESMUS INDICUS, Hr. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 5 ; Prain,

Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 686 ;
Cooke, FI. Prc'i. Bomb., 1904, ii., 146 ;

As-
clki’iadea:. Indian (or country) Sarsaparilla; anantamul (anantvel),

magrabu, sugandi paid, nannari, uparsdra , sdrird (Sanakr.). A climbing
plant of North India, from Banda to Oudh and Sikkim, and southward
to Travancore and Ceylon.

The root has long been employed in Native medicine Garcia de Orta (1563,
Coll., xln ; also m Ball, Proc. Boy Ir. Acad , 1890, 3rd. ser

, i., 666) speaks of a
thorny climber which resembles the pomegranate, from the wood, bark and root
of which a drug is obtained. Ball regards that passage as possibly denoting
itetntiieuinuM. but is it not rather Smiinjr 1 The root is supposed to possess
properties allied to those of sarsaparilla., and from 1864 has been officinal in
the British Pharmacopoeia. It is prescribed usually m the form of syrup and
18 demulcent, alterative and diuretic. Sometimes the whole plant is pounded
and a congee made with rice, or an infusion prepared of the dried leaves. In
Indian commerce anantamul is found in the form of little bundles, which consist
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MUSK MALLOW AND ROZELLE
HIBISCUS
TILIACEUS

of the entire roots of one or more plants, tied up with a portion of the stem.
Anantamul costs 6 to 8 annas per lb., and in Europe appears to sell at 1«. Qd. to

2«. per lb. [Of. Pharmacog. Ind., 1891, li
, 448-9; De Silva, Indtg. Food Prod., Trop.,

Agriat., 1891-2, xi., 620-1; VVaring, Baz tMed., 1897, 72-3, Duttj Mat. Med.
Hind., 1900, 195-6 ; Rept. Cent. Indig. Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 124, 163 , Rec.
Rot. Surv Ind. (many passages) ; White and Humphrey, Pharmacop., 1901, 224 ]

HIBISCUS, Mr flip. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., .334-44
; Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., 1901, h., 104-14
; Dutliie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 87 -93

;

Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 262-9
;
Wicsiier, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii.,

221-2
;
Malvaceae. A genus of herb.s, shrubs or trees, which embraces

about 150 species. Some 33 are indigenous to India and .several others Lava
been introduced, and are now cultivated widely. Many are of consider-

able economic value, one an important vegetable, and another produces

a fibre that is extensively used as a substitute both for hemp and jute.

H. Abelmoschus, hnn , Rec. Hot. iiurv. Ind

,

m , 178 't’he ilusk Mallow,
muahk-ddnd, kalkaatari, kaaturi-hhtndi, hitd kaaiurikd, etc. A herbaceous bush,
common throughout tho hotter pnrt.s of India It yields a fibre which occupies
a high place among those of the jute type Tho seed-s afford an odorous pr nciple
omployed in perfumery as a sub.stituto for musk. In European trade they
are known as nA By the Natives of Northern India they are
employed medicinally Their value vanes from about 4ri. to Is. per lb. [C/
Pharmacog. Ind., 1890, i , 209-10; Agrt. Ledg , 1898, No 6, 29-31 ; 1898, No 15,

505; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri

,

1901, 329-30; Schimrnel & Co, Senit.-

Ann. Rept., Oct. 1902, 0.]

H. flculneus, Lmn . , Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind ,
iii , 28, 178 The ban dhenraa, jangh

bhindi, kapaaiya, dula, etc. A prickly herbaceous annual, indigenous m the
hotter parts of India, from the PanjAb and Bengal to South India and Ceylon.
The stem yields a long, glossy, white and strong fibre, useful for twine and light

cordage.
H. Tosa-sinensh, fmn. ; Woodrow, Man of Card, 1899, 179; Firminger,

Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 651 ; Rcc. Bot. Surv. Ind , ii , 40, 84 , iii , 179.

The Shoe Flower, jdaut, juwa, )oba, jdaavanda, etc. An ornamental shrub,
native of China, but found m most gardens in the plains of India, The bark
yields a fibre. Tho flowers are said to produce a purple dyo, and are also used
in Native medicine. The roots are omployod m Mysore in certain cattle diseases
(Joum. Bomb Nat. Hiet. Soc., 1892-3, vii , 512-6).

H. Sabdarlffa, imn,

,

Woodrow, l.c. 183; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., li , 40, 84;
iii., 28, 179 ;

Firminger, I c. 288. Tho Rozelle or Rod Sorrel of tho West Indies,

meata, patwa, Idl ambdri, kempu, etc. A small elegant shrub, widely cultivated
throughout tho hotter parts of India and Ceylon Tho seeds are sown about the
end of .May, and tho plants put out in tho ground at a distance of 4 feet

from each other. The gathering may be made in November or December in
Bengal, but rather earlier in the upper provinces. It seems to thrive best in

the damp climate of Lower India and cannot bo cultivated on tho hills.

The steins yield a strdng, silky fibre, the Rozelle Hemp of commerce, obtained
by retting the twigs when m flower. The seeds aro used in medicine, and have
demulcent, diuretic and tonic properties. The fruit, or rather fleshy calyx, is a
valuable antiscorbutic, largely eaten in the form of jellies, chutniea and other
preserves. The leaves are oaten as salad and in Native curries. [C/. Pharmacog.
Ind., i., 212; Dodge, Uaeful Fibre Planta of the World, 1897, 196; Imp. Inst. Tech.
Repts., 1903, 90.]

H. tillaceus, Lmn. ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timba , 1902, 87 ; Rec. Bot. Surv.
Ind., li., 177, 246, 247, etc. ; in., 179. The bola, bamd, bclli-pata, chelwa, thinhan,

etc. A small tree or bush of the sea-coast forests and long tidal rivers all round
India, Burma and Ceylon. It yields a fibre of fair quality, which can be readily
separated and does not easily rot under water. In Bengal it is used for making
rougli ropes, in the Sundnbans for cordage, and m Ceylon for mats. Gamble
remarks that it ought to be useful for paper. Manson (Ind. For., 1905, xxxi.,

347-60) gives an account of experiments which have recently been made in

Burma with this fibre as a jute substitute. He considers it would probably
fetch about £12 per ton, if sent to market in the condition that jute usually
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HIBISCUS
CANNABINUS AMBARI OR DECCAN HEMP
Deccan Hemp

appears, though fibre collected in the Toungoo district of Burma and prepared

by Mr. Lo Fevre is said to have realised us much as £35 per ton in England.

Timber. Tlie wood is used only for fuel, and occa.sionally for hut-building (see Mate and

Matting, p. 77()). [C/. Yates, Text. Antiq , 1843, 304-G ; Tevt. Journ., Oct. 1890;

Dodge, I c 197.]

Deccan
Hemp.

Cultivation.

Distribution.

Season,

Fibre.

Kclting

Pioperties,

Ropes ancJ

Cordage

Canvas

Rimlipatam
Jute

H. cannabinus, Ltnn. ; Roxburgh, Trans. Soc. Arts., 1804, 382 ;

1806, 152
;

also Coromandel PI., ii., 190
;
Pec. Pot. Sure. Ind., i., 90, 194 ;

11., 40, 84; in., 179; Sprague, in Kew Bull., 1908. Deccan Hemp,
katioff, amhari hemp, atnhdn, ambadi, pulu, mesta pat, dare Tcudrum, pdlsan,

sheria, pundi, (fogu, sujjddo, etc. A small herhaceoas .shrub, indigenous in

Africa and introduced into India, now cultivated exten.sively for its fibre.

The cultivation, both as a crop and as a hedge plant, is largely carried

on in Bombay (especially the Deccan and Karnatak), the Central Pro-

vinces and Madras. Elsewhere to a much smaller extent—Bengal, chiefly

Chota Nagpur; also here and there m the United Provinces and the Pan-
j/ib. The Bombay statistical returns for 1905-6 show an area of 83,109

acres, with 16 acres in Smd, and an average of about 90,000 acres

annually. Rocky and lateritc soils which are not suitable for jute are

well adapted for the cultivation of ambnn. Tt grows best on the alluvial

soils of North Gujarat, but does akso very well m mciluim black soils. It

is usually grown as a mere sprinkling among other crops, and the tillage

IS the same as that of the crop ivith which it is associated, e.specially

ba-jra and juar. In October-November the plants should be uprooted.

Full-grown plants which have ripened their seed furnish stronger fibre than
if cut while in flower. The small bundles of stalks, when dry, are tied

into large bundles and steeped in water for some ten davs. If the fibre is

separated in the cold weather, longer steeping is required. When removed
the bark and fibre readilv peal oil m .strijis from the root upwards. The
strips are then beaten with a stick and threshed in water till the clean fibre

IS separated. It is bright and glossy, but coar.-e and harsh. The length
is 5 to 10 feet, and the breaking stiain has been vanouslv stated at
115 to 190 lb. Hanausck (Mino. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber,

trails!.), 1907,83) gives interesting particulars ol the microscopic structure

of this fibre.

The Deccan liemp is spoken of as similar to jute, but very much
superior. In India a coarse sackcloth is made from it, though i/,s chief

utilisation is for ropes and cordage. Uoarse canvas is also manufactured
from it, and in Bengal it is employed for all pmpo.se.s lor which jute is

in demand, but being more durable it is used for, fishing-nets and paper
manufacture. Amhari hemp is stated to be worth about 8 lb. per rupee,
but no statistics regarding the extent of the trade are av.ailable.

A few years ago a fibre appeared on the London market under the
name of Bimlipatam jute, which there seems little doubt was Deccan hemp.
Still more recently a new fibre from Rio dc Janeiro has been much ad-
vertised under the name of Canhamo, and this has been shown by Sprague
to be obtained from an allied species, //. radinfiis, Cav. {Fl.“ Br. Ind.,

1., 335). Thus for commercial purposes both the Bimlipatam jute and
the Canhamo hemp may be accepted as possessing the same properties as
the fibre of II. caHiiabitiiis, *

The demand for Bimlipatam jute is stated to be yearly increasing, and
in 1903-4 the exports to London amounted in value to two lakhs of rupees.
On the London market it is worth from £11 to £12 12s. 6rf. per ton.
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Dimstan’s chemical investigations into the properties of this fibre, pub-
lished in the Im.'perial Institute Technical Reports, as also the further

particulars afforded in The Agricultural Ledger, will be found useful and
interesting. Apparently the samples of Biinlipatam jute were found of

lower value than the best Bengal jute. In the subsequent investigations

into this fibre it was found to be prepared on an extensive scale in a factory

at Chittavalsa in Vizagapatam, as also expoitcd from Bengal to some
e.vtent under the name of mesta pot. Comparing a sample of true jute

with an authenticated sample of Deccan hemp and a good average speci-

men of Biinlipatam jute, it was found that the percentage of cellulose mss
nearly the same in all three. The last two weie superior to oidinarv jute

m the smaller loss in merceri.sing and the larger iiu lease in 'vcight on
nitration. The reports therefore (om-ludc that Bimlipia^^ain jute (/ c.

Deccan hemp) i.s deserving of attention.

The seeds yield a clear and limpid oil, and have been sent to England oil.

as an oil-seed. They arc used in I’oona as a cattle food, and the Icavc.s

are eaten as a vegetahle.
ft'/ Jacob Bontius, m Piso, Jml. Vtri re. Xot et Med, It'i.tS, 113; .Milliurn,

Or Comm , 1813, u . 210 ,
Wis.s, tt, Treatue on Ht/np, 23 , Phnrmacog Ind

, i ,

2I3-.5; Ba'.u, Agri LofiarcUiga, 1H70, 73; Kew Bn/I , 1891, 204; 1898 (adil. ser ,

II ), 9, 11 , Text Joiirn
,
Oil 1893. 12-3, Re.pt hid Hemp Drugs Comm, 1894,

I. 80, III, 107; Agn Ledg

,

1890. N<. 11,84-5. No 37. 393, 1903. No 11,

239-44; Dodge, to 192, Mukerji, Handbook Ind Agn, 1901, 304-15: Alolhson,

Te.-ctbook Ind /ti/ri , 1901, in . 227-8 , Imp Inst Tech Repts , 1903,09-71,80-8;
Joret, Lea PI dans L’Anltq, etc, 1904, n , 270; Capital, June 22, 1905, 1142;
July 6. 1905, 8; Ann. Rept Agn Dept (all provinces); Board of Trade .lourn ,

Sept 7, 1905 (the fibre Canlnimo of Rio do Janeiro).

H. esculentus, Linn. ; Rec. Bot. Surr.Ind., li., 84 ; iii., 28, 178. The Lady’s

Edible Hibiscus, Lady’s Fingers; ochro ovolra,oi the West Indies, hhindi,

dhenras (or dhera.<i), rdmlurdi, hendekai, vendaik-laij, youn-padi-si, liiuhsa,
^

etc. A tall herb, cultivated throughout India and naturalised in all

tropical countries. De Candolle regards it as of African origin.

It IS largely cultivated by the Natives of India as a garden crop for vegetibie.

the sake of its fruit. It should be .sown from April to June m nurseries, 3ca.-ons.

and transplanted when about 3 inches high. Weeding should be done
regularlv all through the period of growth to keep the soil loose and open.

As a field crop successful cultivation largely depends on rich manuring cmtivation,

of the soil. Two varieties, an carlv and a late, are grown in Bombay, t«o vanehes.

both being sown in June. The acre rate of seed vanes from 5 to 10 lb.

and the seed is sown at intervals of about a foot, on ridges three feet apart.

The early variety bears fruits from about August to September, while Early and

the late does so from the end of September to November.
In Madras, the early crop is sown in the first week of March and

gathered in the first week of July ; the late crop is sown m the latter part

of July and gathered in towards the cud of December. The yield of Yield,

fruit per acre varies from 5,000 to 6,(XX) lb. The cost of cultivation is

said to average about Rs. 6 per acre, and the profit about Rs. 9. The
bast yields a white fibre which is long, silky, strong and pliant, and Fibre,

composed of fine individual threads. The breaking strain is 79 pounds
dry, and 95 wet. In colour and texture it resembles hemp, and is well

adfepted for making ropes, twine and sacking, while the residual portions cordage and

might be utilised for paper-making. There are no statistics of trade in

ochro fibre : it is apparently sold only as an adulterant of jute or of
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11. t amiabhiiis. Messrs. Ide' & Christie, however, have valued samples

obtained from Cuba at about £18 to £20 per ton, and state that it might

even fetch more with better methods of preparation.

The mucilage from the fruits and seeds is used lu medicine as a

demulcent. The unripe fruit is a favourite vegetable, and the more
mature fruit is sliced, then fried and eaten in curry. In European
cookery its mucilaginous property is taken advantage of in the thickening

of soups, etc.

[Of. Pharmacog. Ind , i, 210-2; Duncan, Dyes and Dyeing in Assam, 1890,

27 , Agri Ledij., 1896, No 28, 270 ; 1898, No 8, 287 ;
Dodge, l.c. 194 ; Imp. Inst.

Journ
,
March 1898, 77 , Kew Bidl., 1898 (add. ser

, ii.), 6 ,
Blackman, Fibres of

the Hawaiian Islands, 1903, 51.]

HIDES, SKINS, LEATHER and the Manufactures
therefrom.—The term "Hides'’ denotes commercially the raw,
dressed or tanned skins of full-grown cows, bullocks, buffaloes and
horses, etc., while “ Skins

”
is applied to those of calves, sheep, goats,

deer and other wild animals. The term "Fur” is used for oinamental
skins, with the hair or wool attached.

It may, perhaps, he us well to dispose at once of the least important group,
namely, the “ Furs ” la iwldition to the skins of Deer and Antelopes, thovo
are returned under “ Furs ” (D E P , in , 458) some 70 dilferent fancy or oriia-

niontal skins that are occasionally met with in trade The following are some
of the more important (mentioned in alphabetical sequence) —Suiin-inrns
JiibatiiH. the Hunting Leopard ,

jtariins. the Leopard or Panther ,

tlui is, the Tiger ,
f'. uueta, the Snow Leopard .

.flnstela tv>o species, the
Martens; ratorlafi ernilnta, tho Ermine or Stout; sc/tmix, the Squirrels;
iKfiicM. tho Foxes

,
and t .•>*««, the Boars , etc It would seem that in India

some of the smaller skins, such a-s dog-.skins, snake and lizard skins, mole-skins,
frog-skins and the like are utterly neglected, a consequence very possibly of

the climate and the defecti\e methods of curing presently piactisod

RAW HIDES AND SKINS.-Supply. -—Under Live Stock (pp. 732-52)

will bo found mention of the chief wild and doine.stic species and races

of animals, the skins of which appear under Hides and Skins. It is

not necessary to enumerate these again, but it mav be useful to state

once more that the live stock of India cannot he far short of a grand
total of 220 millions, of which perhaps 40 per cent, die or are slaughtered

annually. The annual average e.xports to foreign countries at all events
vtere, for the five years ending 1903-4, Hides (law'and tanned) 12J nrillions

;

Skins (raw and tanned) .37 millions, or 23 per cent, of the estimated
total stock. Hut these returns take no cognisaiice of the hides and skins

used up ill India nor of the animals that die or dre killed, but of which
the hules and skins are not preserved.

Total Transactions.—It would not be far from correct to affirm

that India’s local manufactures in skins and leather are as valuable as her
foreign trade in these commodities (raw and manufactured). In 1876-7
the total of the declared values of the imports and exports, taken to-

gether, was Rs. 3,13,77,912 (or say £2,091,860); in 1902-3 the corre-

sponding figure was Rs. 9,27,48,853 (or say £6,183,257)
; and in 1903-4

the total traffic came (less the re-exports) to Rs. 9,71,04,548 (or say
£6,500,000). If the idea of the internal trade being approximately as
valuable as the foreign can be accepted as fairly correct, then during 1903-4
the total turnover of the industries here dealt with (exports plus con-
sumption) would have been close on a valuation of £13,000,000. And
later figures for 1906-7 show a considerable expansion, viz. to a total
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(imports and exports, less re-exports) of Rs. 15,94,66,3911 (or £10,631,093),

and thus of an estimated total traffic of over twenty-one millions

sterling.

Fluctuations.—But there are a few aspects of importance that had
better be here indicated. For example, the trade m hides and skins, as also

the craft in leather manufacture, arc in the hands either of Muhammadans
or of low-caste Hindus. They are, therefore, participated in by a com-
paratively small community. So again the workers m skins, hides and
leather are in Northern India collectively designated chirmfnrosh. Then
there are two main classes of hides and skin.s :

—

kallah (slaughtered),

murdan (dead). The former come from the slaughter-houses of the < ities,

the latter from the country. The chumars (the special caste of skinners)

wander about all over the country, and make it their bii.Niiie.-.s to skin

dead cattle. In sea.sons of scarcity and famine thev rcan a tich harvest,

but it is often affirmed that they are unscrupulous and, when thev do
not obtain a sufficient supply, that they arc not averse to sy.steniatically

poisoning cattle. With them, in fact, cattle-poi.soning is held to be a pro-

fession, and to have attained the position of a high art (see Abrus, p. 1).

Moreover, it is believed that a large proportion of the cattle that perish

in India die from preventable causes, such as neglect, drought and mur-
rain. The loss to the country of a large percentage of its cattle far out-

weighs the total value of the traffic in skins and hides, so that the in-

creasing exports in these articles arc only too frequently the most certain

indication of widespread suffering and loss. The traffic in hides and skins

is accordingly subject to great fluctuations, concomitant with the vicis-

situdes of the seasons. The famine in Western India, during the years

of 1899-1901, caused the traffic to become abnormally high, especially

in untanned hides, but, duo to the war in South Africa, the prices were
at the same time preserved. The exports for each of those years were'

nearly double the normal traffic, but the demand was, nevertheless, brisk.

The difficulty to procure capital—an ever-present cause of obstruction

to all manufacturing enterprise in India—is doubly true of the leather

trades. Religious objection a.ssigns it a position of degradation and
neglect. It became accordingly a monopoly w'ithin a restricted com-
munity, and thus not only suffers from want of capital but from the loss

of invigorating competition and popular interest and favour.

Foreign Trade—The exports to foreign countries from the chief

seaports of India are drawn from the provinces by rail, road and river,

AS also coastwise by sea. These may be analysed as follows :

—

liallborne, etc. — Unfortunately a difficulty is at once presented, viz. the rail-

borne and the coastwise transactions are recorded in cwt. It i.s thus next to

impossible to obtain a factor by wliich to reduce those to numbers of hides as

in the returns of foreign trade, since the goods vary so greatly according to

species of animal, size and condition, nature of curing or tanning pursued,
etc., etc. The figures as they stand are, however, relatiiely of value :—During
1906-7 the railways of India carried 2,517,787 cwt. of hides and skins (raw
and tanned), the bulk being raw. Of that large amount 1,126,302 cwt. were
conveyed to Calcutta and were drawn—from Bengal Province, 350,953 cwt.

;

from the United Provinces, 354,804 cwt
; from the Panjnb, 103,855 cwt.

;

from the Central Provinces and Berar, 57,056 cwt. ;
from Madras, 13,974 cwt .

;

froii! E. Bengal and Assam, 232,036 cwt. ; from Rajputana and Central India,

7,623 cwt.
; and from Bombay, 4,816 cwt. The next most important receiving

cdhtres are the Madras Ports, which, in the year in question, drew 620,856
cwt., namely from the Madras Presidency, 330,512 cwt. ; Mysore, 38,398 cwt. ;

the Nizam’s Territory, 44,951 cwt. ; Bombay, 56,901 cwt.
j

Central Provinces,
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20,705 cwt.
;
Panjali, 19,289 cwt ; and from tlie United Provinces, 5,441

Madras Presidkncy ir tlnrd in importance witli 217.674 cwt
,

derived

chiefly fiom Mysore. 77.677 cwt. ; from its own port towns, (11, 4.14 cwt.

from Bombay (5,.5I8 cwt), from tlie Nizam’s Territory (29,9()H

Bomb.vy Port takes the fourth position with a supply of 119.048 cw’t., derived

chiefly from its own Presidency, 68,823 cwt ; Paiijab, 28,76.1 cwt. ;
United

Province.s, 23.419 cwT. , Central Provinces. 13.272 cwt.; Madras, 5.402 cwl-

Then comes K.vrvc'HI with 139,107 cwt, derived mainly fioiii the Pnnjah,

100,401 cwt . Sind, 37.385 cwt. : and from the United Provinces, 842 cwt

I.astly the P.vn.ia’b with a total supplv of 11.3,973 cwt., donv’cd chiefly

from Rajpiit.iiia and Central India, 32.978 cwt. . and from the United
Provinces, ,'18.782 cwt. Looking at these figures from the point of view of

Kxports, tho Bengal Province supplies 357,794 cut. the Ignited Provinces

464,376 cwt., Madras .368,127 cwt the Panjah 29(i..57(i cwt : Bombay
171,746 cwt.; Mysore 117,866 cwt.; Rajpiitana and Central India 118,613

cwt , Central Provinces and Bcrar 122,774 cwt . the Ni/am's 'Territory

86,183 cwt , Sind 54, .550 cwt , and E. Bengal and \ssnm 234,810 cwt
Thus, so far as the foreign trade is eoncerneil. the supplies conic mainly
from Bengal and the C^nited I’rovinces Cawnpore is tJie tireat emporium
of leather production in India, and tho supplies of hides and skms procured
by the tanneries of that town must be very largely drawn from local supplies,

seeing flint the imports are eoniparativcly unimportant This fact necessarily

raises the United Provinces into tho position ot greatest iniportanee m the
hide trade

Coastwise .—Turning now to (ho coastwise fransactiuiis, it is ascertained
that the total Tviports of raw hides do not normally evrccd 25 to 30 thousand
cwt , valued at 101 lakhs of rupees : of raw Rkms about 1 5 thousand cwt . valued
at 7Jl-'lshsof rupees . and of dressed and tanned hides niid skins about 6 thousand
cwt , valued at 6 lakhs of rupees

Exports.—In the Review of the Trade of India for 1904-5 it is shown
that, according to the declared values, the prices ol hides rose steadily

during the preceding four years, the average price lor 1904-5 being 11’4

per cent, in exreiss of that for tho previoibs vi-ai. The corresponding
price of skins, on the other hand, fell 13 1 pm eent. The number of raw
hides and skins exported colleetivelv came to 31,600,246, valued at Rs.
7,05,35,585—the shares being 8,722,520 liides and 22,883,726 skins. The
value of the raw hides exported from C-alcutta teas 84'6 per cent, of the

total trade. Thev were consigned to the Oontinent mainly, Germany taking

144: lakhs; Italy 66 lakhs; Austria-Hungary 51': lakhs; and Spain 22^
lakhs. This left 23 lakhs consigned to the United Kingdom, and 40i lakhs

to the United States Calcutta also contributes 75 6 per cent, of the total

value of the foreign exports in dried and pickled skins. About the same
percentage (m value) of the foreign exports is usually drawn from India

by the United States. Of the balance, France claimed 294 lakhs, and
the United Kingdom 25| lakhs. The demand ih France seems to be
increasing. The later Renew for 1905-6 states that the price of hides

loiitinued to rise, the average value per cwt. increasing from Rs. 52-4-8
in 1904-5 to Ks. 55-7-0; while that of skins continued to fall, viz. from
Rs. 91-1-6 per cwt. in 1904-5 to Rs. 90-7-1 per cwt. The number of
hides and skin.s e.xportccl in 1906-7 colleetivelv came to 39,806,281

—

the shares being 12,917,227 hides and 26,889,054 skins.

TANNED HIDES AND SKINS.—The most significant feature of the
coastwise returns, abundantly confirmed by most statistical statements
of the Indian trade in hides and skins, may be said to be the, fact

that Madras is by far the most important centre for dressed skins, and
that Burma is the chief coastwise market for them. Recently, however,
Bengal has begun to participate largely in this Burmese supply. After
Burma, Bombay affords the next most important local outlet for Madras
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dressed skins. And this position of importance held by the Madras
Presidenc}’^ in the traffic in dressed and tanned .skins and hides is still

further borne out bv a study of the foreign trade. During 1904-5
Madras furnished 91 per cent, of the dressed hides and 73 per cent, of the

dressed skins, Bombay following with a fair proportion of the balance.

The United States of America have hitherto been the most important
market for Madras dressed .skins. Rut within the past few years an un-
happy new manifestation has appeared, namely a decline in the demand
lor Indian dressed skins. The export traffic in dressed goods has
recently, in fact, fallen back, and the demand lor Bengal raw skins

advanced considerably. Thi.s i.s prcsiinied to Ixs a direct consequence
of the cheaper and more efficient methods of tanning (cspecialh’ that known
as the chronic process) now largelv prai tised in ilio United States. It

points to the urgent necessity for Indian nianiifactiirets to advance with

the times or face the total loss of their trade. The tanner who pur-

sues crude methods and continues to emplov defeitive appliances can no

more hold his own against the cheapi ning jirocess of .=eientific progression

than the hand-loom cotton weaver can stem the tide of steam-power

prosperity.

Exports.—Thcdeclinc in the traffic in tanned hides and .skins, established

within recent vears, calls pointedly for serious consideration. The so-called

tanning of India, given to the hides and skins exporte<l, wa.s, and is at its

best, so imperfect and unsatisfactory that retanning in the countries to

which consigned was essential. But however cnido it may be, the

business is by no means an uiiinipoitant one, nor one for which an

effort should not be. made to save it from complete annihilation. In

1900-1 the exports of tanned hides w-ere valued at Rs. 1,46,80,048, and

of skins at Rs. 3,02,61,805, or collectively Rs. 4,49,41,853 (close on three

million pounds .sterling). The next year, 1901-2, the collective exports

of tanned hides and skins were valued at Rs. 2.65,40,461 ;
in 1902-3

they were Rs. 2,89,81,866 ;
in 1903-4, Rs. 3,09,88.759 ;

m 1904-5,

Rs. 2,85,17,173, or approximately one-half the value of the traffic five years

previously, (’ommenting on this somewhat significant state of affairs,

Mr. J. E. O’Conor wrote, “ Thi.s transference of the trade from tanned

to untanned skins is likely to proceed in an accelerated degree, to

the great loss and detriment of the trade in the, Madras Presidency.

But it must not hastily be concluded that m itself the contraction

of this industry is a subject for regret. If the industry had been

established on a sound economic basis, it would not and could not

have suffered, for all the natural conditions are in its favour, including

cheap and abundant supplies on the spot of skins and tanning substances

and cheap labour. These advantages, hoAvever, were not effectively

utilised, in consequence of the absence of capital, for tanning is essentially

an industry in which the possession of large resources counts for much.”
“ The position, however, may be rectified without difficulty if capital is

forthcoming ; and if it is desired to prove that tanning is a profitable

industry, it may be observed that where it has been undertaken in accord-

ance with sound principle, as in the leading tanning establishments in

Cawnpore and Bombay, it has been an extremely profitable and expanding
business ” (Anglo-Ind. Review, April 1903). The returns for 1905-6

show, however, that in the severe fluctuations to which the traffic is ever

subject, the pendulum has once more begun to swing forward. The ex-
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THE LEATHER INDUSTRIES

ports recorded manifest a great improvement in tanned hides, amounting

to an increase of 63‘7 per cent, in quantity and 87'6 per cent, in value on

the figures for 1904-5. The actual value of the hides exported in 1906-6

amounted to Rs. 1,54,80,070, and of the skins to Rs. 2,11,04,250, giving

a total of Rs. 3,65,84,320; and in 1906-7, hides Rs. 1,72,96,337, and skins

Rs. 2,72,16,204, or Rs. 4,45,12,541.

LEATHER AND LEATHER MANUFACTURES. Internal Industries.

—Although the objection to taking life is held very strongly by

Buddhists and to a less extent by Hindus, it has not seriously opposed

the growth of a trade in leather and leather manufactures. Eroni the

most ancient times in India, furs, skins, and leather have been used, and

apparently to much greater extent than is the case to-day. Speaking of

the frontier of India, Stein {Ancient Khotan, 1907, 345 et seq.) de-

scribes m great detail the ancient records, correspondence, etc., written

on leather and wood, which he discovered during the exploration of the

Niya site, and some of which bear the date of the .3rd centuiy a.d. “ The

finish given,” he says, “ to the leather of these ancient documents indi-

cates extensive practice in the preparation of tiie material.” Leather,

when once jirepared, was thus not objected to by the early Buddhists ot

Khotan, any more than are the leather straps of the .sacred books used by
the orthodox Brahmans of to-day, in Kashmir and India generally. Book-

binding in leather Stem regards as dating back to the Hindu period of

Kashmir, and thus long anterior to the Muhammadan conquest. Many
of the stucco statuary and fresco paintings ot Ancient Khotan show
personages riding on horses and camels, the saddles and trappings of which
differ but little from those in use to-day ; and the riders are often depicted

wearing high boots of black leather richly embroidered in gold and silk.

These circumstances may thus be accepted as indicative of an ancient

knowledge in leather.

It IS not contemplated to deal herein detail v\ith the contrivances and
materials of leather manufacture. The various provincial Governments
of India have recently had prepared a serie.s of publications entitled

Monographs on the Tanning and Working in Leather. These, so far as they

go, are admirable publications, and will be found to afford much useful

information regarding the manufacture and utilisation of leather in India.

Leather.—It may very truly be said that no large industry has q^anged
more rapidly and completely than that of leather. Every axiom of the
craft and even the reputation of leather itself has changed completely, for

artificial leather is now a regular commodity. But speaking figuratively,

India may be said to be many years behind the times. From being an
industry in which time and capital had to be locketl up almost in-

definitely, tanning may now be spoken of as characterised by a
rapidity of production and a turnover hardly equalled by any other
branch of manufacturing enterprise. From being essentially a craft for

manual labour, every stage in the tanning of leather and the preparation
from it of the most artistically finished boots and shoes are accomplished
by complex and intricate machinery. And what is even more significant,

the countries that have responded most energetically to the discoveries
of science and of mechanical skill have usurped or are usurping the lea'ther

trade of the world. Instead of it being now found necessary to retain

hides and skins for a protracted period, subject to the slow action of some
vegetable tanning material, rapid chemical methods (by mineral salts,
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or even aided by electricity) have been called into existence and accepted
with avidity by the trade.

Chrome Proceta .

—

By the chrome process, for example, superior leather

may be produced from the strongest buffalo hides in seven days, from cow-
hide in twenty-four hours, and from sheep and goat skins in six to eight

hours ; and these operations formerly took thirty days, or as much even as
eighteen months. There are two methods of chrome tanning, viz. by one
or by two vats. After the required submersion the hides or skins are re-

moved from the drums and piled up on a table for twenty-four hours, so

as to allow the tanning liquors to drain off slowly, the while completit g
the tanning process. After this the felts .ire well washed in several changes
of water and are then put into a solution of borax and water to neutralise

any trace of acid. The neutralisation of the ac.d is a point 11' at aeniands
careful consideration. After further washing the leather is now ready
to be dyed or fat liquored, according to the purpose lor which intended.

A point of great inonient is the ci"''.iimstaucc that once dried, chrome
leather can never again be sufficienti', wetteil to allow of treatment, so
that the complete preparation for its final purpose must be under tj.ken

almost immediately the hides or skius are taken from the vats. The half

process pursued by many Mailras tanners it would seem mav have to be

abandoned if they propose in the future to adopt chrome tanning. But the

new process is neither expensive nor difficult, and with such improvements
accomplished it is not difficult to understand why salted hides and skins

are preferred to the more expensive half-tanned goods of Indian former

trade. While the discoveries liere briefly indicated and others too numerous
to mention have proved of supreme moment to the leather trade of the

rest of the world, the Native tanners of India have stood still and seen

their interests being frittered away. Protracted immersion has for many
years past been admitted as impossible in India. The superiority of

European leather over that of India was accordingly freely acknowledged

as a direct consequence of that circum.stance. But now that scientific and
effectual rapid methods liav'c* been designed and freely accepted m other

countries, India alone stands aloof and .speculates as to the obligation of

Government to aid a decaying industry. With the few European manu-
facturers alone have the discoveries of the past twenty years .assumed the

position of guiding and controlling influences in internal reform and
commercial advancement.

Imports of Leather.-

—

But in spite of general backwardness the

leather produced by soi^e of the tanneries, especially those under European
management, is in certain respects fully equal to the best imported article,

and for rough wear the boots turned out by the Cawnpore factories are

even superior (especially when the price is taken into consideration) to

the corresponding imported goods. This view would seem to be supported

by the fact that the imports of unwrought leather do not appear to be

advancing at a rate commensurate with those of manufactured leathern

goods. Thus the imports in 1900-1 stood at Rs. 5,55,911 ;
in 1901-2 at

Rs. 4,18,348; in 1902-3 at Rs. 6,61,480 ; in 1903-4 at Rs. 3,81,192;

in 1904-5 at Rs. 3,72,167 ;
in 1905-6 at Rs. 4,24,596 ; and in 1906-7,

Rs. 5*04,407. If to these figures be added the value of the imports of

saddlery and other goods (except boots and shoes), the grand totals

became in 1903-4, Rs. 26,19,633 ;
in 1905-6, Rs. 30,60,820; and in

1906-7, Rs. 32,58,681.

Electricity.
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Indian Tanneries.—Turning now to the statistics of tanneries in

India, it may be said that m 1893 there were 44 tanneries that gave em-

ployment to 3,804 persons. Steadily these would appear to have increased

until in 1902-3 it was ascertained that there were 202 tanneries and 6,200

emjiloyees. Of these tanneries, however, 183 were small concerns located

in the Madras Presidency and concerned chiefly in the dressing of skins.

In 1903 -4 and subsequent years all the smaller works (those that gave em-

ployment to ie.ss than 25 persons) were excluded from consideration, and

43 tanneries were retnrned giving employment to 7,907 persons. In 1904-5

35 were returned, employing 5,981 persons. Of these 32 were in Madras

(e.xcluding the .small skin-cuniig works). The tanneries of North India

are six in number located in Cawnporc ; lour in Calcutta ;
three in Bombay

;

and one in Rajputana. The Cawnporc tanneries are by far the most

important in all India. They produce superior leather, which is conveyed

across the country and worked up by the local boot and shoe makers,

saddlers, etc. The Cawnporc factories also turn out very superior boots

and shoes, leather trunks, saddleiy, etc., for which a large and growing

market o.xists.

Indigenous Methods .—But here and there, in every town and village of

India, skins may be seen tanned by certain clas.se.s of jieople. It is no

uncommon sight to And the skins of animals tilled with tanning materials

and left suspended from the boughs of trees or from the beams of the

verandahs of the dwelling hou.ses, until the desired change has been accom-

plished in the skin. In other instances crude vats, each containing one

or two skins, may be discovered near the leather workers’ houses. The
provincial monographs will be found to contain highly instructive

photographs, not onlv of such vats, but also descriptive details of many of

the methods and contrivances of leather-curing practised in India. The
tanned skins and hides produced in India b\ the indigenous tanneries

are traded in all over the country and used up be the village workers

But the distinctly inferior nature of the leather so used may be illustrated

by the fact that the articles produced rarelv letch much more than one-

fourth the values of the corresponding article,s made ot imported or

Cawnporc (European factory) leather. So again, Indian leather, owing
to its low textile strength, is unsuited for belting puiposesor any necessity

where strength is essential.

Tannings MaterJais.—India possesses an e.vtensive series of very ex-

cellent tanning materials such as jiods and bark (see pp. G-7)
,

CuTCH (see pp. 9-13) ;
Indian Humach (see p^ 913) , the Tanner’s

Cassia (see pp. 289-90); the Manoroves (see pp. 98, 293); MyROBALANs
(see pp. 1073-6)

;
and many others. Bv these and such-hke materials and by

various methods and contrivances, hides and skins are extensively cured,

tanned and curried and the leather worked up, in response to an immense
though purely local demand. [('/. Agri. Ledij., 1896, No. 9 ,

Hooper, Bept.

on Tanning Extracts, pub. by Inspoi tor-General of Forests, Feb. 1898 ;

Tanning-Producing Substances, Assist. Agn. Chemist to Govt, of India,

1901
;
Hooper, Ind. Tanning Materials, in Agn Ledg., 1902, No. 1, also

numerous analyses in the Annual Reports of the Indian Museum
(Economic) Laboratory.] '

Concluding Observations.—In technical works it is said there are

three chief methods of tanning — (1) with infusion of bark or other

vegetable materials
; (2) with mineral salts

, (3) with tanning oils. After
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being tanned the skins are subjected to further treatment and are finally

spoken of as “ dressed.”

Hides are tanned principally for sole, belting and harness leather
; Various

calf-skins for uppers of boots (light leather) and bookbinding
;
sheepskins Qualities,

afford a varietv ot leathers
;
goat skins are glove skins, although lamb

skins and deer skins afford good substitutes in glove-making. The thickest

sole leathers are made from the cattle of the less cultivated countries, since

artificial protection seems to tend to render the skin thinner. The cattle

of the River Plate are the chief source of the heavy hides or butts. Castra-

tion gives a more uniform hide, and these are mucli preferred. Hides of

diseased animals are nearly always inferior, and moreover dangerous, as

there would seem reason for believing that anthrax may be conveyed by inthux.

imperfectly cured hides. Similarly the shec], most nrizcd and im st care-

fully produced as fleece-yiclders afford \ery infenor skin.. Tildes ma\'
be preserved bv being salted on the fleshy side or b) ftemg simply passed
through a solution of arsenic and dneil in the shade riii.-^ is tlio modern
practice in India, e.speciallv at the yards of the large and important shippers.

BOOT AND SHOE TRADE .— 'I’ho «if t)(»ot.s anti blioos liave foi Boots and
yoara been iiicreaHing rapidlv In lH8Ci-7 tbe sop],' v wns v alnnd at Ka. 11, 31,258 , Shoesm 1903-4 at Rs. J7,93,249

.
m 190.7 0 at Rs 34,45,418, and l'JOO-7. Rs. 29,08,093.

‘

One of the most signilioaat features of this trade is tlie expansion of American
supply, vvlncli even in India lias begun W ho felt The Indian market is thus
one of growing importance, and this circumstance manifests the possihihties of
the local industry, .alreadv well orguntsed Every village and town has its t,(» .ii

shoemakers In the cities whole streets are often devoted to thorn, and one I’leduetum

of the most surprising features of tho trade is tho very largo number of China-
men engaged m it. Native shoes are often elaborately embroidered and even
jewelled The places most famed for artistic shoos and leather work generally evntres ot

aro m Renovi.—

C

uttack, I'atna and SSaran In the United J’rovinces

—

rro4 otioa

Rainpur, Lucknow, Agra, .lluiusi .ind Saharanpur. In the P.vnj.4b—

K

ohat,
Rawalpindi, Peshawar, Dora Ghazi Khan and Hoshiarpur In tho Centkai,
Pkovincks—

C

handa In Ra-Jputana—

J

aipur and Bikanir. Iii Bombav—Surat,

Ahmedabad, Poona, Ratnagiri and Hyderabad (Sind). In South India—

R

aichnr,

Salem, Tiichmopoly, Madras and ^Iysore Those are the ehiot centres in the

Native trade, but, as already said, Cawnpore stands out pro-cmmently as tho c.iMiuiore.

commercial centre of the modern trade (European stylo) in hoots, shoes, saddlery,
trunks, etc Lastly, it may he added that for the past ton years or so India has
begun to export hoots and shoes. In 1898-9 this traffic wa.s valued at R.s.3,52,027

;

in 1902-3 at Rs 10,.59,052 ;
iii 190.5-0 at Rs 4,88,640 ;

and in 1900-7, Rs 4,08,491

Those exports go from C.ilcutta and Roiiihaj' and are con.sigiiod mainly to

Natal, Cape Colony, Mauritius and Egypt, with smaller quantities to England,
Russia, ^tc Indian (or, to ho more correct, Cawnporo) ammunition boots aro

now well know'll in trade
Artistic Manufactures.—Belts, powder-flasks, saddlery, saddle-cloths, etc., etc., Art Manu-

aro extensively produced {jll over the country, and in some cases the goods turned factory,
out are of superior quality and highly artistic. Tho Prontier Belts ” of Pesha- i.'ronticr

war, Bannu, Kohat and Quetta are w'ell known and in much demand ov'er a Belts
"

largo portion of India l^ambar leather is aloo richly oinbroidored, and m the form llmbroulereii

of sheets, table-cloths, etc., is extensively used The localities best known for s^bocts.

the production of these are Goj'akhpur m Oudh and Chanda m tho Central Pro-
vinces. In the Karnul district of MiKlras leather mats aro quaintly painted,

and in many parts of Rajpiitana and Bombay leather is admirably stamped and stimpeil

engraved in bookbinding. The most noted centres for this art are Alwar and tc.itliir

Ahmedabad. In Gujarat .an industry has long existed m carving rhinoceros-

hide shields. In some cases, instead of being carved the hide is so cured as to

become almost transparent and of a pale amber colour [Cf. Ind Art at Delhi,

1903, ,199-205 ; Hoey, Monog. Trade and Mantif N. Ind., 1880, 90—5; Blount and
Bloxam, Chem. for Engtn. and Manuf., 1900, 367-95; Perkin, Yellow Colouring
Matter in Tan. Mat., Chem. Soc , 1900, 423-32 , Monographs :—Grant, Leather

Indust. Pb., 1891-2; Martin, Tanning and Working tn Leather, Bombay, 1903;
Walton, U. Prov., 1903 ;

Hadi, Dyes and Dyeing in U. Prov., 1896, 58-01

;
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D.E.P.,
iv., 266-
Conessi
Bark.

Medicine.

Oil

Wood

D.E.P.,
IV., 273
Barley.

Varieties.

Chandra, Beng

,

1904 ; Trench, G. Prov

,

1904 ;
Chatterton, Madras, 1904J;

Colston, Burma, 1904 : .Tosef Jottmar, Practice and Theory of Leather Manuf.
(Phelan anel Hall, transl ), Jan 1905; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895,379;
Journ. Chem Indust (nnmeroiia articles), 1896, xv., to 190.5, xxiv. ; Board of

Trade Journ., Oct. 1905; ArkM, Journ. Agri Dept Victoria, 1902, i., 196-9;
Leather Trades Review, Boot and Shoe Journ. ; Textile Journ , 1898, 84 ;

also 1902;

Hide and Leather Tech Journ., since 1903 (these and other such technical publica-

tions have been consulted).]

HOLARRHENA ANTIDYSENTERICA, «>///.; FI. Br.
®- Ind., iii., 644

;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Ttmbs., 484-5 : Prain, Beng. PL,

11., 674 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1904, ii., 133. Apocynace^.
Kurchi or Conessi Bark, kara, kurra, kuda, karchi, kuar, kogar, kachri,

dhowda. dowla, vepali, jiala, lettok kyi, etc., etc. A small deciduous tree,

found tlirouoliout India and Burma, ascending the lower Himalaya to

3..

5(X) feet, and to a similar altitude on the hills of South India. It is an

a.ssociate of sal (S/ioreti ftdmstn) in Northern and Central India, and of

eng fiihemitafiis) in Burma.
Both bark and seed of thi.s plant are among the most important Medicines

of the Hindu Materia Medica, Garcia do Orta, who wrote m 1563 (Coll., xxviii
;

reprinted, in Clusius, Hist Kxot PI

,

1605, 227-8 , also in Ball, Proe. Roy. Ir.

Acad, (scr .3), i
, 412), spiaiks of this as being called by the Portuguese herba

Mnlaharica owing to its groat merit in tho treatment of dysentery having been
made Known through tho people of Malab.ar In The Bower Manuscript (Hoernlo,

transl ) repeated mention is made of the drug (tutaja or vatsnka, the bark, and
kahnga, the soods), as also of ruci orhUa tinrina (kutuka, rohmi, kntukarohini,

etc ), both of which seem to be regarded as lia\ mg very similar properties.

The preparation, generally in tho form of a solid or li(|ind extract or of a decoction,

IS astringent, anti-dysentoric and anthelmintic. Th bark of an allied plant,

n rli/litlti tliirtorla (see pp 1131-2), has been contused with and substituted

for tho true kurchi, and thus led to tho latter basing fallen somewhat into dis-

repute. Tho bark of tfrlfihtln may bo distinguished from true conossi bark
by Its darker coliiur and by its not exfoliating m imtches Tho seeds yield a
fixed Oil, and among tho Suntals tho wood ash is used m dyeing. The Wood
IS white and soft, with on average weight of 38 to 40 lb. per cubic foot It is

largely used for carving, especially m Saharanpur and Bijnor districts ; m
Assmn (or furniture

,
m South India for turnery [Cf Buchanan-Hamilton,

Slat Acc Dina] , 1833, 151 ; Pharniacog. Ind , ii . 391-8 ; Woodrow, Oard in
Ind, 1899. 382; Dutt, Mat. Med Hind, 1900, 10'2-5

; Yearbook of Pharmacy,
1897, 152; 1900, 399, Rept Cent Indig. Drugs. Comm, 1901, i., 2, 8-9, 11,

71-2, 142-3, -4;/r( Ledg
, 1901, No 9, 346; ItlO'i, No. 5, 110; Barry, Legal

Med Ind., 1902, 449 ]

HORDEUM VULGARE. Uiiii. ; FI Br. Ind., mi.: 371-2:
Duthie and Puller, Field and Garden Crops, 1882, i., 9-12, t. ii.

; Kornicke,

Die Saatgerste, in Zeitschrilt fiir das Gesammte Brailwesen, 1882, v., 113-28,

et seq.
,

l)e Candolle, Orig. Cull. Plants, 1884, 3()7-70
;
Duthie, Fodd. Grass.

N. Ind., 1888, 69-70
;
Lermer and Holzner, Beitrdge tur Kenntnis der

Gerste, 1888 ;
Lisboa, Bomb. Grasses, etc., 1896, 135-7

;
Prain, Beng.

Plants, 1903, ii., 1231 ; Gramineje. Barley, fav, suj, nos, tosa, yurh,

thanzatt, satu, barVi-arisi, yava, etc.

Habitat.—An annual grass producing many stems from a single grain,

and becoming 2 to 3 feet long. It occurs throughout .the temperate and
extra-tropical regions of the globe, and in India is met with from the
plains to altitudes of 14,000 feet above the sea -level. .

There are several well-marked varieties, of which the most important
are •

—

vat. («) hexastirhon, Aitchs. ; var. (fi) distichou, Linn . ;
and var.

(y) tuidtiiHf Ard. Jle.casfichoii, or six-rowed barley, is that which is
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most commonly cultivated in India. The only variety hitherto found
wild is distivJiun, which seems to be indigenous to Western Temperate
Asia.

History.—Barley is amongst the most ancient of cultivated plants, but as n,.rlT

its forms rosomble each other very closely m thoir properties and seem to have K;iowii ii«c

had, in all languages, common names, it is not oa-sy to ascertain which variety
js referred to by the early writers. Proofs in abundance exist that one or other
of the forms has Vioen cultivated since the remotest times. Acconlmg to Brot-
schnoider, barley is one of the hvo cereals sown by the Kniporor Shen-nimg of Chinese

China, who reigned about 11700 b.c. 'I'hoophrastus was acquainted with several
forms of barley, and it was an important article of food in the time of Solomon
(b.c. 1015). The variety hr.rnHttrhnu has been found in tho eaihest Bgyptian r,s>yptun.

monuments, as also m tho remains of tho later dwellings of Switzerland and of

Savoy The six-rowed barley is represented on tho medals of Alotapontes—
a town m South Italy— of date tith century n Tho oldest known Indi.in (or

rather Central A.siatic) samples of hai ley are those lollected by Stein at Rara-
dong (Anc^ent Khotati, 1!)()7, 448). 'I'lio ruins in (piestion liafi been engulfed Khohm
by sand about the close of tho 8th century A ij. Tho vaiiety most frequently
met with m India is also lu-jumtirlinii. Tinlra is calleil “ tlie god wlio ripens rnJr.ijju .

barley,” and as still manifosting ancient Knowledge it may ho added that tlie gram
is employed in tho ccromomos attending tho birlh, m.irnagi> and death, as also

certain sacrificial rites This idea is also homo out by I ho anf iq uity of the Sanskrit Names
name yava {yavaka), which in tho earliest times wics a general term for corn or grain,

but which with tune became restricted to wliat must liavo been at least a very
important grain— barley ;

beiico have come the modern vernaculars—jati, jaii,

Indrajau, jawa, etc. Tho gram is also closely as.sociated with the Indian Muham-
madans. In tho Atn-i-Akban the crop is said to have boon one of the most
important in Afghanistan and Kashmir, a largo part of tho rovonue m thoso
countries having been obtained from barloy by exacting tho usual two out of

every ten kherwars produced.

CULTIVATION.

—

Barley is a rabi crop, sown in October or November, Cultiva-
and reaped in March or April. In Bombay it is generally grown alone, occa- tion.

sionally with a sprinkling of rape or mustard, but in many parts it is often

mixed with wheat, gram, peas or lentils, while rape, Indian inu.stard and
linseed are commonly sown as bordenngs. The .soils on which it thrives soiia.

best are light and sandy, and, as a rule, not highly manured. The number
of PLOUGHINGS before sowing varies, but four would be a fair average, eioughmg.

The SEBD-RATn runs from about 80 to 120 lb. per acre. It is sown by Seed-rato.

plough-furrows, the surface of the ground being subsequently levelled

and beds for irrigation formed. Irrigation, however, may not be neees- imgation.

sary, and in districts which enjoy a tolerable certainty of ram it is but
rarely fesorted to. Little weeding is required, the crop being left very weeding,

much to itself till March-April, when it is reaped like wheat, tied up in

sheaves, and stacked near the homesteads to dry. The preparation for

the market is the same' as that for wheat. The total dost of growing an cewt of

acre is variously stated : Mukerji puts it at only Rs. 18-8
;

iluthic and
Fuller, Rs. 20-12

;
and Mollison gives for Gujarat, Rs. 51-8 I). Hu.skleiss

barley from Saharanpur is described in the Kew Bulletin (1888, 271-3).

Areas under the Crop.

—

^Froin the Agricultural Statistics of British Area.
India, it appears that in recent years far the largest quantity of this cereal

is grown in the United Provinces and in Bengal. The Panjdb, North-West
Frontier, Ajmer-Merwara, Bombay, the Central Provinces, Sind and
Madias follow in the order given. The total area under barley in British

India for the year 1905-6 was 7,326,755 acres. Similarly, in the Native
States, the area in the same year is said to have been 418,463 acres, chiefly

in Jaipur, Alwar, Bharatpur and Gwalior.
Bengal.

—

The Cultivation of barley is mostly restricted to the central Bengal.
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U. Prov.

C. Prov
and Borar.

Rajputana.

Panjab and
N.-W.
Frontier.

Kashmir.

and northern diatricta. It ia more especially met with in South Bihar,

where it forms one of the cheapest of foods. In North Bihar (Bhagalpur)

it is of less importance. The cultivation of barley diminishes south and
east, and is practically not grown in Bengal proper nor in Orissa. Though,

in recent years Bengal stands second as regards the total area under this

crop, within the province it is comparatively unimportant, the percentage

of the normal area under barley having amounted in 1904-5 to only 2‘50.

The total barley area in that year was 1,514,700 acres, and the yield

494,243 tons
;
hence if an average be assumed, these figures would show

6 4 cwt. per acre. In 1906-7 the area was 1,411,100 acres. The chief

localities arc usually Patna, Bhagalpur, and Chota Nagpur. [Cf. Mukerji,

Handbook Ind. Agn., 1901, 245-7 ; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, ii., 32-3
;

Hanerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 78-9
;
Rept. Admin. Beng., 1903, 15 ;

Ind.

Planters' Gaz., Sept. 19, 1903 ; Oct. 10, 1903.]

United Prov/nces.—These proviuces stand first in British India as

regards the total area under barley and the annual output. In 1905-6

it amounted to 4,127,936 acres, of which Agra contributed 3,137,104

and Oudh 990,832. The largest areas wore in the Gorakhpur, Benares,

Lucknow and Allahabad Ilivisions. Duthie and Fuller estimated the

average outturn of unmixed barley at 16 )naunds per acre if irrigated, 8 to

11 maunds if unirrigated. [C/. Cawnpore Exper. Farm Rept. JDist. Gaz.,

U. Prov. (many passages).]

Central Provinces and Berar.—The total area for 1905-6 in these pro*

vinccs would appear to have been 11,608 acres, and the chief districts

Jabbalpur, Damoh, Bilaspur and Chanda. Of Berar, 94 acres have
been returned as under this crop.

Kajputana.—The crop IS apparently an important one, especially in

Ajincr-Merwara, where, during the ten years ending 1899-1900, it is

returned as having occupied 16T per cent, of the average cultivated area.

1 67 . Rajputana Gaz., Ajmer-Merwara, 1904, i., 46.] But of the whole
province, in 1904-5, mention is made of a total area of 38,728 acres. In
irrigated land it yields an average of about 7 ’34 cwt. per acre, but in

dry crop land the average outturn is given as only 1’46 cwt.

Paniab and North-West Frontier.—The system of cultivation is VCry
similar to that in Bombay and the United Provinces, but the practice of
topping an over-leafy crop is said to be common

;
the crop is generally

grown unmixed. The total area for 1905-6 was 1,205,678 acres in the
PanjAb and 315,272 acres in the North-West Frontier. The most im-
portant localities are usually Ferozpur, Hissar, Qurgdon in the Panjab

;

Peshawar, Hazara and Bannu in the North-West Frontier. [Cf. Mont-
gomery, Barley Cult. Pb., in Select. Ree. Finance Comm.^ Office, 1885, No.
29

;
Rept. Govt. Agri.-Hort. Gard. lAihore

;
Dist. Gaz. Pb. (many passages).]

Kashmir.—According to Lawrence (Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 341),
barley is the most important spring crop, if area alone be considered. It

is not, however, of good quality, and no pains are taken in its cultiva-

tion. In the higher villages, at an elevation of 7,000 feet, there is a peculiar

variety known as grim, or Tibet barley. The grain is naked like wheat,
and it is said that if cultivated at a lower level it takes on the type of

ordinary barley. It is sown in May and June, ripens in August and
September. Barley gives on an average 8J maunds per acre

;
grim, about

4 maunds. [Cf. Assess. Repts. Baltistan

:

—Kaye, Skardu Tahsil, 1901, 8-9

;

Clarke, Kargil Tahsil, 1901, 19, 23
; also Skardu Tahsil, 1901, 20-3.1
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MILLING AND MALTING vuloarb

Cultivation

Bombay Barley is not extensively grown in Bombay. In 1905-6 Bombay.

the total area was only 23,103 acres. In that year Ahmedabad grew

11,330 acres; Kaira 3,448; Satara 4,807; Sholapur 1,284; and Panch
Mahals 463. It is generally grown alone, occasionally with a sprinkling

of rape or mustard. In parts of Gujarat wheat and barley are grown
mixed. As in other provinces, it is a light-soil crop, the sandy loams of

Kaira and Ahmedabad district being particularly suitable. Mollison

remarks that 1,500 to 1,800 lb. of grain per acre and about a ton of straw

are considered a full average yield. [Cf. Mollison, Handbook Ind. Aijri.,

1901, 44-9.]

Madras.—Barley is a very unimportant crop. For the year 1905-6 Madras,
the total area in the Presidency amounted to only 3,280 acu'es, all in the

Nilgiris. In Mysore the total in 1905-6 was 1,338 acres.

Milling or Preparing.

—

The process of cleaning barley for food Milling,

purposes is generally carried out by pounding in wooden mortars and fooj.

winnowing, or by beating with a flat board. The grain is tlicn ground
into coarse meal from which alone, or mixed with the meal of wheat or Mixed \mLU

gram, chapatlis are made and baked
;
or a gruel or pasty mass is made,

to which salt is added and the preparation eaten with garlic, onions or

chillies. In either of these forma it is a staple article of food among the

poorer classes. The grain, thus roughly cleaned and ground, is richer in

albuminoids than the more carefully prepared culinary barley of Europe

;

but at the same time it is more difficult to digest, and is thus partly un-

suited for the dietary of dyspeptics or invalids.

In various parts of India barley is now largely employed in the pre- Beer,

paration of beer or spirituous liquor, and the use of barley in Europe for

malting and brewing is well known (see Malt Liquors, p. 759 ;
Vinegar,

p. 1109). Mollison gives an account of the qualities which give barley a
special value for these purposes. It is also largely used as a horse and foiM.t.

cattle fodder. In some parts of India the crop is cut two or three times

when quite young, without marked injury to the final yield of grain.

The straw even of ripe barley makes a fairly good fodder when cut

up as hhusa, but is inferior to that of wheat. The grain is a good feed

both for horses and cattle, either given alone or mixed with gram.
Properties and Uses.—The chemical composition of ordinary husked Ohonii^try,

Indian barley is given by Church as follows :—in 100 parts : water 12-5,

albuminoids 11'5, starch 70'0, fat 1’3, fibre 2’6, ash2’l. The nutrient

ratio is here 1 : 6'3 and the nutrient value 84’5. In medicine, barley is MeJicme.

demulcent and easily digested, and is much used in the dietary of the

sick. Malt extract has become extremely popular both as a nutritive Malt Extract,

and demulcent, and as a means for rendering other medicines palatable.

Trade.—Official trade statistics show the following as the EXPORTS Trade,

from British India in the six years ending March 31, 1907 :— 1901-2, 54,648
cwt., valued at Rs. 1,80,180 ; 1902-3, 63,872 cwt., valued at Rs. 2,27,937 ;

1903-4, 113,120 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,66,421 ; 1904-5, 376,548 cwt., valued
at Rs. 12,68,154 ; 1905-6, 92,810 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,12,548 ; and 1906-7,

406,067 cwt., valued at Rs. 12,51,753. There was thus a steady increase

till 19p4-6, but a sudden decrease in 1905-6. In 1904-5 (the record year)

Bombay exported the largest share, viz. 231,037 cwt. (though in the previous

year it exported only 26,883 cwt.) ; Sind 86,070 cwt.
; and Bengal 59,307.

The relative shares of the exporting centres are, however, subject to

great variation. During the same period the IMPORTS were :—1900-1,
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88,523 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,59,845 ;
1901-2, 14,495 cwt., valued at

Rs. 69,757 ;
1902-3, G28 cwt., valued at Re. 2,718 ;

1903-4, 21,792

cwt., valued at Rs. 86,505 ;
1904—5, 7,220 cwt., valued at Rs. 28,239 ;

1905-6, 26,948 cwt., valued at Rs. 92,487 ; 1906-7, 32,339 cwt., valued at

Rs. 1,09,070.

Prices.—The average wholesale price per 10 mauiids during 1905 varied

in Bengal from Rs. 17*67 iii Muzaffarpur to Rs. 19*01, in Patna ;
in the

United Provinces from Rs. 17*6 in Meerut to Rs. 22*47 in Fyzabad
;

in

the Panjiib from Rs. 14*53 in Amritsar to Rs. 20*37 in Delhi.

[C/. Marco I’olo, Travels (oil. Yiilo), 1871, i , 150, 1.5.3
;
Fryor, New Acc. lU. Inti,

and I'ers. (od. 1098), 119, Moororoft, Travels, 1820, i
,
‘204, ‘208, ‘270; 1824, ii., 384;

llonthnin, 7?cii. of Tanjiom-Tozzelli, a\ Jouni. Hurt. Soc , 185.5, ix , 13.5; Mason,
Hurma and Its I'eojde (od l'l‘hei>l>ald), 1883, ii , 90 ,

CImicli, Food-drains of Ind ,

1880, 99-10‘2; Kew Hall, 18S.S, ‘271-3; Vharmncoq Ind, 1893, iii., 015-8;

Agn J^edg
,

189‘2, No. 1-3; 1893, No 1‘2, 54; 1899, No. 7,49; 1901. No.

4, 47; No. 10. 304 5 ,
No I.*!, 441, 190‘2, No 5, 111); 1903. No. 7, 1.50,

150, l7l-‘2; 1901. No. 0, 47, Ind. (laid. Doc ‘22. 1898, 5,54 ; Thorpo, Ihct.

Afipl. Vhein , 1898, i, 490-500; ColliiiH, Aijri (dlieni
,

1898, 13, ‘2‘2
;

Diit.!.,

Mat. Med. Hind
, 1900, ‘209-70, 3‘24 , A VV. and M W Hlyth, Food ('ompos.

ami Anal, 1903, 143 .5, 171-2 ; Jorot. Les l‘l dans J/Antiq , etc, 1904, ii ,

244, 313, Loiuli, Food Inspect and Anal, 1905, ‘21.1, 221, 233, Hanansok,
Micro. Tech Find (Wiidon and Harbor, trails! ), 1907, 319 52 ]

p.B.P., HORNS, ANTLERS, AND HORN-WORK.—Blanford, Fa.

Horn^and'
Ri"- (Mammalia) 1888 -91 (respective pages of species below). IIokns

Horn- ANTtEBS are largely utilied in the mannfacturcs of the world, and

work. in their crude state arc fairly c.vtcn.sively e.vjioited from India. The
traflic is mainly in the hands of the dealers in Hides and Skins.

Tlio following aiumtils will bo found fully iUkcursihI nndor Live Stock (pp. 732-
49), and, as tlioy are tlie chief sources of the horns ot Indian commerce, that
article should be consulted :— (utUvuM (/.c. 483-93), the broods of the Ox;
#1. haimiiiN, tlio wild and domosticatod HuiTalo , n. yt niinn iis, the Yak ;

n. /von-
tiiiis, the gayal

;
Ml. yaitviiM, the Bison

,
and it soiniaieiiM, the Banting or

BiirinoHe Wild Bull, fapva (l.c 501-8), tho various breeds of Goat ; wf/n-
the Baluchistan, otc.. Wild Goat ; M’ /airnaeri

.

tliu Markhor; Hibirlen,
tlio Jbox. mmcIn (I o. 493-601), domostie. Sheep; <». hoagimiif, the Tibetan
Gloat Sboop

;
«. italtitmi, tho bharul

;

«. pah. tlie Great Sheep of tho I’aiuir.s ;

and «. rlgiiel, the koch or Wild Slioop of tho .Salt Jlange. La.st]y, a small
group of transitional animals such a.s iiemifraytts it-tniairtts (Ic 508-12),
tho lehr of tho Wo.storn Himalaya, Mt. iti/loei mr., tho Nilgiri Wild Goat.
\eiiiorlianlnM baballnuH {I c. 61*2- 6), tho Himalayan Goat-antolopo

;

li-eiislM, tho Burinoso Goat-niitolope. i riiias gatai [I c. 610-7), tlio goral
of tho N.W. Himalaya, or Himalayan Chamois. Tho itoHciapUus tvago-
raiiulas (I c. 518-9), or mlgai or Blue Bull. iiiiaarleorntM {l.c.

519-21), tho Four-horned Antolope. .ttiiiinpc ci-rrh-npva {l.c. 521-4), tho Black
Buck. iJatflla iMoiiicffl (/ c. 520-8), tho Indian Gazollo, etc., etc. To that list of
BoviDiE—Oxen, Sheep, Goats and Antelopes—has to ho added tho Door, such
as VeriailtiN tiiiitiljar (l.c. 532-4), the Barking Door e erras (I c. 634-51),
tho Spotted Door; caNiiHiIrlunnu. tho Ka.shTiiii Stag; ifnratteell, tho
lxmisi,m/ha

;
eiin, tho Manipur Deer or thamrng of Burni.i

;
r. porelniis, the

Hog-door; unlralnr. the Sambar Or Kusa Deer. And itliinucevos mUeoruls
(l.c. 472-4), tlio groat Ono-horiied Khinocei’os, otc

, otc Such then may be given
as an enumeration of animals from which, m India and its mountainous frontiers,
horns and antlers are obtained. Commercially, however, tho horns might
almost be said to be derived from the domesticated oxen—all tho others bemg
special or fancy articles, m which there is but a hinitod traffic.

Classification.—Horns may be grouped as follows ;— *

I. Those that consist of bone and winch possess no true horny matter
in their structure.

(a) True bone, such as antlers of deer.
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(b) Epiphyses or separate pieces of bone covered by skin, such as in

the horns of the giraffe.

II. Horns that more or less consist of true horny matter.

(c) Bone tipped by horn, such as in the horns of the prong-horned

antelope.

)Li (d) Bone covered or sheathed by true horn, such as in the ox.

1^ j,

(e) True horn throughout, sucli as the nasal horn of the rhinoceros,

t True horny matter is formed by a modification of the epidermal tissue

(the superficial layers of skin) and consists of an albuminoid material

called keralin, a substance identical with the chiei constituent of wool.

Horns of the first group arc largely exporte<l from India fo England,
under the name of deer-horn. The antlers chiefly traded m are those

of the spotted deer (.30 inches and under) and the sdmhar flO inches

and under). They are extensively einploved in Europe as bone handles

for cutlery, umbrellas, sticks, etc. The second group are valued on ac-

count of the special properties of kerahn
;
it is elastic., flexible and tough,

and readily softens under heat and allows of the substance being moulded
and welded as desired. Long, straight buiTalo-horii is valued as a sub-

stitute for whalebone, and on this account fetches a higher price than
curved horn. Accordingly, Ihc tips are cut off and sold separately. The
horns of sheep and goats are winter and more transparent than those of

other animals, and are, therefore, most valued for eoinb-inaking, while

certain buffalo-horns are in demand for ornamental work. Bcrhajis

one-fifth of the horns imported into England arc used up in the comb
trade, a small proportion being utilised for fancy work, such as shoe-horns,

scoops, drinking-cups and the like. The .solid tips, as also the hoofs of

cattle (which consist largely of keratm), are made into buttons. The long,

straight horns are cut into strips softened in a solution of bi-carbonate

of soda
;
the strips being allowed to sweat, are then bevelled and pressed

together, when they unite into the strips that are employed in place of

whalebone. In Jaipur and elsewhere m India long straight horns have
similarly been used from ancient times in the manufacture of bows and
arrows.

Trade In Horns and //ornniea/.-“The L'A'PO/fT.S of horn of all kinds

from India were 71,894 cwt., valued at Rs. 12,80,051, in 1870-7
;
a decade

later the quantity had been reduced by nearly one half, but the value

remained the same
;

a decade still later the exports were 59,804 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 16,7.3,211. The tradio is one that fluctuates e.vtremely

according to climatic vonditions. In times of scarcity and famine the

exports increase and the horns decline in value, while in times of plenty

the quantity decreases and the value increases. During 1901-2 the

exports were 62,944 cwt. and Rs. 13,35,7.59 ;
in 1902-3, 71,396 cwt. and

Rs. 17,05,267 ;
in 1903-4, 48,405 cwt. and Rs. 12,05,798 ;

1904-5, 61,582

cwt. and Rs. 13,72,375 ; 1905-6, 73,521 cwt. and R.s. 17,49,944 ;
and in

1906-7, 78,771 cwt. and Rs. 16,91,532. Usually .about 50 per cent, of

the trade goes from Bombay, and approximately a similar proportion

of the total is consigned to the United Kiiigdom^—the shares taken in

1899-1900 having been 45,660 cwt.
; in 1903-4, 25,718 cwt.

;
and in

1906-7, 26,678 cwt. France is the next most important receiving country,

having taken in 1899-1900, 25,590 cwt.
; in 1903-4, 13,226 cwt.

;
and in

1906-7, 32,887 cwt. The share contributed by Calcutta is ordinarily

little over half that of Bombay. The imports drawn by India from foreign
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countries (by sea) are unimportant, in 1903-4 having been only 363 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 75,041 ;
and in 1906-6, 316 cwt., valued at Rs. 69,318.

The examination of the returns of trade carried by rail and river

reveals the fact that the chief provinces of supply are Bombay, the

United Provinces, Central Provinces, the Panjab, Bengal and Madras.

Official retimns of the trade of England and Continental countries

distinguish as a rule the traffic in deer horns frotn that in buffalo, and

judged from these it would appear that India is one of the chief countries

from which the former are obtained. Indian trade statistics do not separate

the two, so that the returns reviewed above are for all grades collectively.

Indian Industries.—The chief forms of horn used in the Indian craft

(kangi-sdz) are buffalo and bison horn, since there are religious objections

to the use of cow-horn. A cup made of rhinoceros-horn is much prized

by Hindus, but it is too scarce a material to be generally used. Buffalo-

horn is by far the most largely employed in India of all horns, but it is

the least beautiful. It is made into cups, tumblers, combs, musical instru-

ments, work-boxes, powder-flasks, bows and arrows, hukka mouth-picccs,

scent-bottles, snuff-boxes, sword, dagger and knife handles, and many
other such articles. The centres of the trade are Cuttack, Monghyr,
Satkhira (Khulna), Hughli and Seramporc in Bengal, where combs,

brooches, necklaces, snake bangles and the like are made. Rajputana,

Jaipur and Kota arc famed for their horn works. Rajkotc combs, Baroda
spoons, Kathiawar knife-handles, Surat and Ahmedabad veneered boxes
and Baroda animal toys of horn arc all well known. In Mysore, um-
brella-handles, powder-boxes and buttons are made of buffalo-horn, and
often richly inlaid with ivory and copper. But it is in Vizagapatam
that horn veneered work may be said to have assumed the condition of

high-class ware. In Ratnagiri and SavantvacU a fair trade is done in

bison-horn work. Aitkcn (Agri. Ledg., 1897, Ko. 10) wrote a most
interesting account of the industry in the former locality. Perhaps
the most instructive feature of that publication may be said to be the
method of softening the horn. It is coated with cocoanut-oil and heated
before a fire until it becomes sufficiently soft to allow of its being pulled

out and moulded into the desired shape.
[Of. Royle, Prod. Pes Ind , 4; Lewin, Wtld Pacc,i S E. Jnd , 300; Muklmrji,

Art Manuf. Ind, 148-9, 279—81; ltornyth. Highlands C. Prov., i.,, 27^-9;
llooy, Monof/, Prade and Manuf. N. Ind, 130-1

;
Binlwood, Ind. Art., ii., 218 ;

Ind. Art. at'Delhi, 1903, 194-8.]

D.E.P.,
IV., 3H-5.
Penny-
wort.

Mulujiie,

HYDROCOTYLE ASIATICA, Liun. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 669 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 562 ;
Duthie, FI. Ufper Ggng. Plain, 1903,

390-1
;
Umbkli.ifeb;e, The Asiatic Penny-wort, brahmi, brdhmaman-

duki, Iholluri, larivana, valldrai, mandukaparni. A small herbaceous
jilant, found throughout India from the Himalaya to Ceylon at altitudes
up to 2,(X)0 feet.

'Pho inodicinal proportios of this plant wore known to Ran.sknt writers of
\ery remote times, and the early European writers on Indian Materia Medica
wore also acquainted with the plant. The parts generally employed are the
leaves, dried by exposure to the air and ground to a powder. The powdei; is of
a pale green colour and exhales a slight characteristic aroma. It is an alterative,
tonic and a local stimulant, said to bo efficacious both as an internal and ex-
ternal remedy in ulcerations, eczema, leprosy and other cutaneous affections.
Tho chemistry of the leaves was first investigated by Lepine in 1866, who found
they contain^ oily and resinous constituents, with mucilaginous princi{fies and
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SOURCES BOTANICALLY
INDIA-RUBBER

CAOUTCHOUC

tannin, to which collectively he gave the name of vellai-fr, a word derived from the
Tamil name of the plant. [(7/. Christy, New. Comm. PL, 1878-88, 68—62 ; Phar-
macog. Ind., ii., 107-10 ; Waring, Baz, Med. of Ind.. 1897, 76-6 ; Pharm. Journ.,
July 1, 1899, Ixiii., 16-7 ; Dutt, Mai. Med. Hind., 1900, 176 ; Rept. Gent. Indig.
Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 14, 62, 148, 179.]

I

INDIA-RUBBER, CAOUTCHOUC OR GUM ELASTIC.
—Caoutchouc, like gutta-percha, is a vegetable inspissated milk or latex.

In both cases the substance consists of a hydroiarbon, forming rorpnscie-

like bodies floating in a fluid. Gutta-percha becomes soft and plastic in

hot water and may be moulded into any d.-siied siiape, which it preserves

on cooling. Caoutchouc, on the other hand, is not snftcncu Viy beat, is

impervious to water, alcohol and most acids, etc., ard letains its elasticity

for a considerable period. Gutta-pereba is cliicfly obtained from trees

that belong to the Sapotace^, wlule caoutchouc is derived from certain

plants which have boon placed in three widely different natural orders.

These are Fiinfimiiet, Utmeoruia, hamhdphid and U'illnmfhheia

of Apocynaceac
;
Castilfoa and Fit ns of TJrticace^, and Jfeveei and

Mfniihot of Eupuorbiacea?. The plants that afford gutta-percha and
india-rubber thus manifest no definite botanical affinity, e.xcept that they

are mostly natives of tropical countries. In the plant tissue caoutchouc

circulates within certain anastomosing vessels which are distributed

throughout the middle, or more rarely the inner layer of bark. [Cf.

Locomte, Journ. d'Agn. Trap., 1903, xvii., 375.J A far larger number of

plants possess milk (and even a caoutchouc-yielding latex) than those

generally viewed as the sources of india-rubber. The term caoutchouc

is sometimes used synonymously for india-rubber, but it more correctly

denotes the pure hydrocarbon isolated from the other materials with

which it forms the impure rubber of commerce. Caoutchouc is highly

elastic, lighter than water, has neither taste nor smell, is fusible at about
248'^ F. and inflammable at higher temperatures.

Methods of Agglutination.—When the bark of plants containing rubber

is cut, the milk exudes, and in time hardens on exposure to the air. This

agglutination may bo hastened by adding salt water, alum or acetic acid

to the milk
;
but these, more especially salt, increase one of its defects,

viz. the hygroscopic property by which it becomes moist and sticky, and
in consequence they .injure it commercially. A favourite but wasteful

method is to allow the milk to flow into holes in the ground and to bo

left there till jthc water, etc., has drained off. Boiling the milk is the

system followed in Lagos, while in the Amazon valley the smoke of a

smouldering fire, combined with moderate heat, is the system almost

universally pursued with Para rubber. In a few cases the milk is simply

allowed to dry as it trickles down the stem. This gives the Scrap Rubber
of Ceara and a good deal of that of Assam and Penang. The alum (or

Penang) process was recognised as being useful for Assam, where the

hiynid atmosphere operates against the drying of the rubber. Dr. C. 0.

Weber, in a series of articles contributed to The India-rubber and Gutta-

percha Trades Journal in 1902, also 1904, has stated the facts regarding

coagulation briefly as follows :

—

1. That the so-called coagulation of rubber by acids or alkalis is
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erroneous in that it is only the albumen which is coagulated by these

substances, and not the india-rubber itself.

2. That the albumcii contained in latex is very harmful in many
respects, and that it ought to he as far as possible eliminated from the milk
before attempting to agglutinate the rubber.

.3, The method he recommends for coagulation is briefly as follows :

—

First mix the latex with water, at least five times its volume. In cases

where the latex is thick, actual boiling water may he used with advantage.
In this state it can be easily strained to remove impurities. After this,

add formaldehyde in the proportion of 8 oz. to a petroleum barrel ; stir

well and let it stand for twenty-four hours, when the rubber will collect on
the top and can be lifted out in one mass. In order to remove any traces

of albumen that may be suspended, the rubber should next be cut into
.strips and subjected to a thorough washing upon an ordinary rubber
washing-machine. [Cf. Weber, Chem,. India-Rubber, 1902.]

But the use of formaldehyde does not seem to have been the success
that Weber anticipated, though his recommendation for cleanliness

and repeated washing has been iiniver.sally accepted. Biflen (Annals of
Botany, 1898, xii., 105-71) suggested the use of a centrifugal separator.
The milk is mixed with 50 per cent, of water, and set revolving for a
time. It IS then found that the rubber floats on the top in a thick mass.
The albuminoids, etc., and all the adulterants are found below. It has
iio.xt to be ailmitted that by many recent writers fhe value of centrifugal
force has been denied, and special machinery patented m which the merit
claimed is that they do not inyolve centrifugal action.

Indian Phnting and Gardening (March 29, 19(X)) published a letter

from Faber that gives particulars of a method of e.vtracting caoutchouc
from dry bark, said to have been discovered by a French chemist, M. G.
Deiss. This process consist.s in keeping slices of bark and roots soaked
in dilute sulphuric acid while being heated. Tlie woody portions become
decomposed and can then he washed out, thus leaving the rubber in a
pure state. For other methods of extracting india-rubber by solvents or
meclianieal proce.sses the reader should consult Gerber’s article on that
subject. [G/. Joitrn. Soc. Ghem. Indust., 1902, 414-5; Kew Bull, 1898,
177-81

;
Mathieu, Agri. Bull. Straits and Fed. Mai. States, 1903, li., 18-21 •

1905, iv., 22.3-4.

Composition of Rubber.—India-rubber may lie said to consist chemi-
cally of two substances— an elastic material, ou which its merit depends,
and a viscid resinous substance readily oxidisablo,’ to which it owes its
depreciation. Hence the greater the percentage of resin the less the value
of the sample. The property of the elastic substance also Varies, and in a
marked degree, between that obtained from one genus of plants and that
of another, so that every gradation exists from the non-olastic hydrocarbon
known as gutta-percha (which see, pp. 625-8) to the finest gum elastic.
Caoutchouc yields by dry distillation a mixture of simpler hydrocarbons,
called oil of caoutchouc or caouMwiinn, which forms an excellent solvent for
caoutchouc and other resins.

History.—During the second voynge of Columbus it was noticed that the
mliabitfints 9! Hispaniola (Hayti) played with balls made from the gum of a
tree In 1770 Priestly recommended tho use of that substance for the purpose
of erasing pencil markings, hence the name “ rubber.” Tho article was new to
Europe, and the proposed utilisation of it excited some interest. It was not,
howover.^until 1820 that tho beginning of the modem industry can be traced!
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Three years later Mackintosh created the waterproofing trade by dissolving WatDrprooang.
rubber m naphtha. Nelson Goodyear in 1839 vulcanised it, and this rapidly
led to the production of ebonite Rubber and its products may now be spoken Ebomte.

of as indispensable to the domestic life and to manufacturing and engineering
enterprises of the entire human race. J. G. Baker wrote in 1886 (Qard. Chron.,
XXV., 363) an interesting article on the production of this all-important substance. Moaern I’hascs.

Part of the supply, ho then wrote, como.s from South Ambhica, shipped from
Para and Carthagena, part from Bikhha Lkone, Mor.nmbirpio and Madagascar,
and the roinaiiidor from tropical Asm. After exhibiting the botanical and
geographical supplies. Baker dealt with the future, and what he then urged
regarding cultivation has proved the keynote to present successes. So in the
same way Sir George King, while reporting the introduction of t.tinilolphln into
the Botanic Gardens of Calcutta, observed that the exotic rubbers “ with the
exception of I'vm-ii are either very large ticoa or climbers: and although it may Tree-, and

pay well to collect rubber from them in their native forests, where they have ttlimbors.

grown to maturity without coat to the collector, it is qiiib a diiTorent matter when
their planting and protection have to be paid for, and their coiiung to maturity
has to bo awaited for years.” That opinion has since bw'n somewhat rnoditieil,

though, so far as the interests of the Kiiropcan planters (who are at rno.st teriipoiary

residents in the tropics) are concerned, nut materiiilly The plantations o.stabhshod
by the Govorniiient of India have, howovi r, begun to prove of considerable value,

as have also soino of those inailo by private enterprise. Indeed, the expciionco
of the past few years would seem to show that perhap.s greater success may
attend private enterjinse in this direction than was currently behoved a few
years ago.

Conditions of Success.—The whole question of rubber proiliictioii Success,

seems to turn on the cultivation of (|uiek-}ielilu)g .species, on superior Oon'ht'ons.

methods of causing and scouring the How of milk, and on the high prices

prevailing for carefully prepared rubber. The production of caoutchouc

by the spontaneous change of the hydrocarbon isoprene is not at present ^oprcnc.

of practical importance. Many of the oxuhsed-oil products now being

manufactured manifest not a few of the properties of rubber and seem
destinetl to relieve the strain for supplies of the natural article, but they

have all one serious defect, namely they possess no elasticity. Accordingly,

the fear of over-production of natural rubber, most writers think, is at

present infinitesimal. [(Jf. Ind. For., 1898, xxiv., 187 ;
Kew Bull., 1899, 27 ;

Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1902, xxi., 56 ; 1904, xxiii., 556.]

Modern Demand.

—

The growth of modern demand for rubber may be Demand,
manifested by the following : the exports from the Amazon valley alone in

1864 came to close on eight million pounds, and thirty years later (1904)

they came to sixty-seven million pounds, a quantity that represents the.

systematic tapping of twenty million trees, and which fetched over thirteen Twenty MiUion

million pounds steihng (sec p. 660). In India, Ceylon and the Federated

Malay States rubber cifltivation is being vigorously prosecuted, and the

future seems destined to sec a still further expansion in these coiintiies.

Asiatic Production.—In Ceylon during 1905 there are believed to have Ceylon,

been 40,000 acres devoted to Jferea and to a lesser extent to CitstiUoa

rubber trees. The plantations are mostly within the valleys, but some
extend up to an altitude of 2,000 to 2,500 feet. It seems an accepted

axiom that the higher Itevea is planted, the slower it will grow and
the less the yield. Costilloa ceases to be profitable in Ceylon at

altitudes above 1,500 feet. It has recently been urged, regarding

Ceylon, that it might pay to extend plantations of these rubbers into

tracts that have to be systematically irrigated. Speaking of South India,

Mr. Proudlock, Curator of the Government Gardens on the Nilgiri hills,

made an interesting discovery, viz. that CastiUoa trees three or four Castiiioa.

years old, in the Barliar plantation (2,400 feet), yielded a somewhat
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gummy substance destitute of the properties of true rubber. Fifteen

months later these self-same trees yielded a better quality of rubber

;

hence he concludes that the change from yielding a gummy substance

to yielding a true rubber coincides with, or closely follows the period

when the species first begins to produce ripe seed. In Travancore much
interest has been taken by His Highness’s Government in the allocation

of suitable tracts within the valleys of the State for rubber plantations.

Commercial Rubbers.—The rubbers of commerce are (a) the biscuit

and bottle rubbers of South America, such as the Para (the most impor-

tant) which comes from Brazil, Venezuela, and recently from Ceylon and

the Straits, (b) Castilloa, such as the Central American rubbers, of which

there are certain grades :—Nicaragua, West Indian, Honduras, Mexican,

Guatemala, Panama and Peruvian. These appear in Blocks, Shekts or

Scraps, (c) The true Ceara is a dry rubber, very clastic, and free from

stickiness
;

it coagulates in tears forming scrap, (d) Pernambuco and

Mangaboira arc coagulated with salt and are accordingly “ wet ” rubbers,

(e) Numerous trade forms of African rubber, such as Gambia, Sierra

Leone, Lagos, Gold Coast, Congo (ball), Calabar, Cameroon, Batanga,

Liberian, etc. (/) Mozambique (ball). Sausage (liver), Madagascar (good

and fine, also black), (q) Asiatic, such as Assam, Rangoon, mostly scrap

rubbers formed into cakes, slabs or loaves, (h) Javan, Bornean, New
Guinea, etc., rubbers (see Gutta-percha, p. 626).

[Cf. Thomas Bolas, Jndia-rubher and Outkt-pcrcha Indust, (six lectures), in

Joum. Soc. Arts, 1880, 753-813 ; India-rubber and Outta-perchn Indust., m Ind.

For , 1898, xxiv,, 111-9; Rubber, m Queensland Agri Journ , 1899, v , 410, etc. ;

Morns, Sources of Comm. Rubber, Cantor Lect. in .lourn Soc Arts, July 1898,

745-90; Sadebeck, Die Kulturqcw der Deut. Kolon , 1899, 2(58-81; Wiosner,
Die Rohst des Pflanzenr., 1900, i., 35(5-89 : Semler, 7Vop , 1900, ii.,

592-724 ; Nisbet, Burma under Brit Rule and Before, 1901, i , 439 ; li., 87 ;

Beiheftc zum Tropenpfl., 1905, vi , 74 ; .lourn Soc. Chern Indust

,

1882, i , to 1905,

xxxu, ; Kew Bull (add eor , vii ), 1900 ; Tschiroh, Die Harze und die Harzbehulter,

1906, li, 989-93
; Herbert Wright, Rubber Cidt in Brit Smpirc, 1007 ; Hemsley,

Kew Bull , 1907, 153-6 ; The Ceylon Rubber Exhibition, m Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907,

11 ,
pt i

,
73-80 ]

D.E.P.,
iv ,

364-5.
Castilloa.

Tt^o ronns.

Indian
Ezporionce.

The following, in alphabetical sequence of their scientific names, may
bo given as a brief statement of the india-rubber yielding plants of the

world in which India is presently interested :

—

Castilloa elastlca, Ceru , Hemsley, Ic 1,50; UnTicvc’E.E. Central i^norienn,
Panama and Nicaragua Rubber. Torqiieinada was the first to mention the
rubber of Mexico. He gave it the name of uU. I.oiig years after, Cross success-
fully introduced tlio plant to the Old World. In 1870 he conveyed live plants
to Kew Gardens, and from that supply the plants tha* first reached Ceylon and
finally India were distributed by Sir William Thiselton-Dyer. Willis and Wright
{Handbook Veg Econ. Prod. Ceylon, 1901, 41-5) give many useful particulars
regarding the experience gamed m that country. Mr. W. S. Todd subsequently
was successful in having convoyed from Mexico and San Salvador seeds which
ho germinated in Burma and ultimately sent supplies to Samoa, a fact of some
interest, since the seeds of this species are behoved to lose thoir vitality very
rapidly. But thoro aro two species of vustiumi that yield rubber, and compara-
tive studios have not as yet established which is the more preferable for special
cultivation. The Indian and Ceylon plant is ehiefly r. rinwNrn, the Mexican
species, and Tumi, that of British Honduras and Costa Rica. This is the
tunu rubber or el hule macho (the mule-rubber), but is not the mule-rubber of
Brazil. •

Manson {Ind. For., 1901, xxvii , 75-96) furnishes much useful information
regarding the India-rubber plants of India. Of this species he remarks that it

is cultivated in Mergui under wrong conditions, namely on swampy gound. Ho
recommends that it should be tried in Tenasserim on hillsides with a western
aspect. The plant has been fairly successfully grown on the hills of South India,
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Assam
as, for example, near Calicut and Malabar, aa also on the Nilgiri hills (Barliar).
Speaking of experience gained in Bangalor, Cameron {Rept. Oovt. Bot. Oard.,
1902-3, app. ii. and iii.) says this plant is intermediate between Para and
Ceara, requiring neither the tropical humidity of the former nor the open and
comparatively dry conditions of the latter. It la, in fact, a tree for the coffee
zone. He accordingly recommends it for the moist regions of tho hills, and
Ceara for tho plateau of Mysore. [Of. Morris, Cantor Loot. l.c. 761-5 ;

Circ. Roy. Bot. Oard. Ceylon, 1898, ser. i., 96-104; 1903, 125-9
;
Cook, Journ.

Agri.-Hort. Roc. Ind., 1904, .30-43; Bull Imp Inut., 1903, I CO-7 ; 1904, .32-8,
Trap. Agrist, 1905, xxv., 160-5, 199-200; Board of Trade Journ., 1905, 134—5 ;

Tschirch, l.c. 1008-9 ; WrigVit, Rubber Cult, in Brit. Empire, 1907, 20-1
;
Horbnrt

Wright, Cocoa, 1907, 78-9 ; Rubber Exper. in Bomb , in Jo irn Ind , 1907,
ii., pt. L, 81 ; KewBull, 1907, 103.

Chonemorpha macTophylla, 6. Dan Apocvna.ck.35. A large chmlnng shrub mot D.B.P.,
with in North and East Bengal and tho moist t’-opical foiosti of India poneralJy iv., 843,
from Kuinaon to Travancoro. Reeominondod lus wortliy of irial is a now sonreo 362,
of rubber, but from experience gamed at Buitonzorf; tho siifijc'.ij doos not seem
encouraging. [C/. Kew Bui!

,

1896, 186 ; Manson, I 4 , Bull. Imp. Irust

,

1904, 100.]

Cryptostegla grandlflora, /?. flv. , Ascni'.i mdace.®. An extensive clnnbor, fairly D.E.P.,
common on tho western and soutliern tracts of India, and is stated to liiive 11., 826

;

been repeatedly cultivated with a now to tho ntihs.itnm of both if . 'iiilky iv., 844.
sap and bonntiful tihro So long ago as 189) tho rubber prepared from it

was reported on in England aw “ liardly equal to Ceara rubber from Brazil,
although its general quahtios aro very encouraging.” \Cf, R E.J’., Comm
Circ, 1898, No. 2; Ind. For, 1898, xxiv., 429; Dunstan, Offic. Repts , \\W.\-\-,

Wright, I c 28.]

^dysanthera mierantha, /i oc . Oamlilo, Man. Ind. Timbs., 488; Apocy-
NACE.®. A large climbing shrub common in the Darjeeling Himalaya at 3.000 to

5,000 feet, also in Assam, Sylhot, tho KhR.sia lulls and Burma. In Burma it is

known as nwedo.
Recently a sample of tho milk of this plant was furnislied by tho Conservator

of Forests, Tenassorim, Burma, to the Reporter on Economic Products to the
Government of India, with a view to obtain particulars as to the value of tlie

caoutchouc and suggestions for a method of coagulation to bo adopted with
the milk. It was ultimately examineil by Dunstan, who gave the analysis as
caoutchouc 84-1 per cent., rosm 11 5 per cent, and insoluble matter 4 4 per
cent., with ash 1'3 per cent. Tho rubber was pronounced of a good quality.

Further analysis will be necessary, tho report continues, before tho above results

can be accepted as representative, but if furnished m quality corresponding
with the sample analysed, it would bo readily saleable.

Flous elastica, Eoxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 508-9
;

King, Ann. D.B.P.,

Bot. Gard. Calc., 1888, i., pt. i., 45, t. 54 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., iii.,360

;

641-3; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 603; Manson, Z.c. (reprinted as Comm. GVc., iv.,344~60.

1901, No. 4, 6) ; Hooper, Reft. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1903-4, j-ublmr.
26; Reinliorz, Agri. Ledg., 1904, No. 4; Bald, Cult, of Ficus elastica,

1906
;
Coventry in tlxe.Forest Bull. Ind., 11)06, No. 4 ;

Mann, Assam Rubber

and its Commercial Prospects, in Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. iv., 390-8 ; Kew
Mus. Guide, 19Q7, No. 1, 195; Urticacea:. The India-rubber Fig, Indian

Caoutchouc Tree, the bor, attah bor, kagiri ranket, lesu, yok bawadi,

nyaung kyet paung, etc. The Karet rubber of West Java—a name which K,iret Rubber.

Manson points out may have been derived from tho Burmese kayet {kyet).

A gigantic tree having its leaves and shoots perfectly glabrous, and
which usually sends down from its branches numerous aerial roots. It

frequently germinates naturally from droppings of birds, and is conse-

quently often at first epiphytic. When under these circumstances it oium

chances to become attached to another tree it grows slowly for the first
^

six to ten years, and when its roots have reached the ground it usually kills

the foster plant. It then grows more rapidly and becomes an immense
and very lofty tree (from 100 to 200 feet in height). It is met with on
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the outer Himalaya from Nepal eastward to Assam, the Khasia hills and
Burma, being especially plentiful in the Hukoiig valley. It usually occurs

in altitudes from 1,000 up to 3,000 or sometimes as much as 5,000 feet.

It is now largely cultivated both as a shade or ornamental tree and as a

source of rubber. For the latter purpose plantations were established in

Java as early as 1872, and in Assam in 1874.
INDIA-RUBBER PLANTATIONS.—Ftovo. the Assam Forest Depart-

ment Reports of 1897-8 it ntay be learned that 88 acres were planted
with this fig in Kulsi during 1873-7, and that in 1898 there were 2,411
trees on that plot having an average height of 87 feet 8 inches and mean
girth of central bole of feet; further that iu 1878, 13 acres were
planted, and the trees were in 1898, 81 feet in height and 9 feet in

girth
;

that 25^ acres wore planted in 1883, and the trees on this

extension were, when reported on, 67 feet in height and 5 feet in

girth
;
and lastly that in 1884 there was a still further addition, made of

.3.3| more acres, the trees of which were found in 1898 to be 55 feet high
and 4^ feet in girth. In the report for 1904-5 {Protj. Pept. For. Admin.
Assam, 9) it is stated that “ 56^ acres were exploited, 4,100 trees tapped
and 2,5.50 lb. of rubber obtained. The yield of rubber varied from 62J
lb. per acre in the plantation of 1878 to 30J lb. per acre in Block II. of
the plantation of 1883.” “The cost of tapping was Rs. 672or annas 4,

7)ics 3 per lb.
;
and of the rubber obtained, 1,488 lb. wore sold for

Rs. 4,020 -G, or Rs. 2-11-3 per lb.; 3 lb. were kept as a sample and
1,059 lb. sent to London for sale.”

In the Cliarduar plantation there were in 1898, 1,700 acres under this

fig. Experimental tappings were made in 1890 7 and 1897-8. These
gave for 21 trees 46 and 48 lb. of rubber respectively, t c. 2’ 19 and 2’29 lb.

per tree. The rulibcr produced was in England valued at 2s. 3d. to 2s. 9d.
per lb. In the report for 1904--5 it is said that “m the Charduar and
Bamoni IIill plantations, Darrang Division, 367 J acres were worked, 7,103
trees tapped, and 9,817| lb. of rubber obtained. The yield of rubber
varied from nearly 37 lb. per acre in compartment 3 to lb. per acre
in compartment 11 of Cliarduar. In Bamoni Hill plantation only 5 lb.

jicr acre were yielded, but this is accounted for by tapjung being confined
to small suppres.sed trees.” Home (Ind. For., 1899, xxv., 70) estimates
the annual yearly outturn from these Government jilantationa at 8J)00 lb.

of rubber, which at 2s. 8f7, would give a gross return of Rs. 16,000 or a
net return of Rs. 10,400, or say 9 per cent, on the capital cost of the
])lantations. But does this estimate include tho cost of nianagcnicnt,
rent and interest ? riantations on a much smaller scale have been
attempted in Madras and Mysore.

PROPAGATION.—According to Claud Bald, " the prime requiromonts for
raising this rubl)er aro two ; liigh, or woll-draiiiod land, and a hot steamy climato.”
Fruit IS produced from Marcli to October, but according to Bald, the best seed
)s obtained in tho hottest months. May, .luno and July. When colloctcd tho
fruits or tigs aro dried m the sun ami mixed with powdered charcoal to preserve
them. 'I'hoy arc about tho size of pen-s, and at the time of sowing are broken
up, and tho hooil thus sown mixed with portions of tlio ibsintegratod fruit Light,
sandy loam is most suitable for seod-lMKls and tho host time for sowing would
appear to bo during tho rains, viz from Juno to Sojitembor; but in some of the
(lovornment experiments the sowings aro made in January and others m October.
Bald recommends sowing in seed pan.s or boxes covered with glass. Tho seed
is lightly scattered over tho surface of tho ground, and germinates about three
months later. But the drainage of the bods must lie perfect, and the ground
allowed to become neither very wet nor very dry, and at tho same time tho plants
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must be shaded from tho sun for some time. When 2 to 3 inches high, th >

seedlings should be transplanted to a properly dug nursery-bed, well raised and
drained. They should then be planted m lines about one foot apart. When
1 to 2 feet high, they may be put out m their permanent positions, but it is pre-
ferable to retain them in tho nursery till they are 10 to 12 feet high, so as to
prevent them being oaten by animals. In artilicial planting it is found thiit

rubber grows best on mounds. In tho KiiLsi plantation of Assam, linos are out
through the forest 20 foot wide and 60 feet apart from centre to centre. On
those linos 16-foot stakes are put up 2.'> foot apart. Hound each stake a mound
IS thrown up, 4 feet high, on which the rubber seedlings are planted In tho
Charduar plantation tho lines aro 100 foot apart and the trees planted .60 foot

apart, but tho clearod linos of 20 feet were toiuid insiiHiciont and so wore widened
to 40 feet, thus effectually chocking drip ami alfnrdiiig tho light noi ossary tor lull

growth. Tho trees may also bo propagabd from cuttings, wliicli iniist bo fiom
young fleshy shoots obtained by jiollarding several biaiichc. of an old tree and
allowing them to send out shoots 'I’he best tune to lake entlmgs s May .uid

Juno. Both 111 Sikkim and Assam the opiphytic tondoncy of *^be plant ha.s been
simulated by tying soodlmgs or cuttings giowmg in b.kskois on to trec^ and
allowing them to become attached to .ind to kill tho tu-os m the w.ty ulio.idv

iiientionod. Gaiiiblo givos a full account of thc’> mo'hods ol ])ropagation jnirsiiod

in various plantations which tho reader Jioiild consult, as ul.sc^ tho pamphlets by
Bald and Coventry.

INDIAN CAOU rCtlOUC.--yitM' of tho India ruhhor procured from India has
boon collected Irom wild trees m tho natnial forests. It is colleetocl by tho hill

tribes in tracts beyond tho British frontier, and sold to tho pcoplo of tlio plains

in tho form of balls that ha\ o to bo c.vrcfnlly ex.uninod for stones or mud placed
in tho contro. Tho Uovornmont plantations liavo recent ly begun, however, to

contribute a supenoc rubber, tho proportion of which is likely to ho yearly in-

creased. Tho latex is collected during tho clry months Eight obhqiio cuts are

made on tho main stem, sloping downwards and at a littlo distance from each
other. Tlio best tool for making these incisions is said to ho a carpontecr’s gongo
worked with a .small mallet Tlio.so mci.sions should not bo doop, as tlio milK is

socrotod just below tho outer bark, and tho lowest should bo about 4 foevt from tho

ground. Below tho incisions pots or knliites aro tiod round tho Iroo ono under-
noath tho othor, which are Ic'ft attached for tho day Tlio tri'Os should bo tapped
only once in three years. If tapped yearly they aro liable to die. A few spoonfuls

of a watery solution of alum arc usually put in each vcsscd of milk, after it has

been puritiod of oxtranoems matter. The niilk coagulates and tho rubber is ex-

posed to air on sticks and ullovvod to dram for a week In a iiioiitli it is rciulv

for the market. Tho yield fruni cnicli tree in tho Assam plantations at tho present

day 18 upproximatoly 8 oz per annum, and tlio average ago of tho troos is

about 20 years ; but according to some w i iters, tho troos may bo lapiiod at 1 4 years

E. 8. Carr’s remarks (I?id For ,
.Tuiio 190.6, xxxi., 33.6—7) regarding method of

tapping pursued in Assam and tho coagulation of tho rubber should prove m-
strucUve to those mtorestod m tlio subject, and an article by Mann {The Tapping

of Assam Rubber, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, n
,
pt in., 277-9) should also bo

consulted.

TmiHiiLinting

ripi[>hytic

'rt-iulciif y.

Indian
Caout-
chouc.

Mctliod
of Collcc tion.

\hini in

Recent Publications.—Mann {I c. 393) reviews in a forcible manner tho opinions aovprnmj,'

and conclusions arrived at by Bald, Coventry and Eardley-Wilmot (m the most ti'ictors.

recent publications mentioned above on tho subject of Indian f'lr its eliiMttra),

He writes, “ The factors which will dotornnno the prai'tical success of Assam
rubber may perhaps bo set out as follows .

—

(1) “ Tho initial or capital cost of forming a rubber plantation and bringing

it into bearing.

(2)
“ The ago at which tho trees will commence to yield.

(3)
“ Tho yield wliich may bo expected per tree and per acre.

(4)
“ Tho cost of working a bearing plantation, collocting tbo rubber, and

placing it on the market.

, (6)
“ The value per pound of the rubber produced,

t" ^(6)
“ The permanency of the plantation.”

6-' Mann endeavours to obtain from the publications in his hands an answer to

each and every one of these issues, or to show whore and in what way availablo

particulars are wanting. His object is, from first to last, to ascertain if experience

and knowledge obtained m North-East India justify extended cultivation by pnvute

p rivate enterprise, and the form which it should assume. As he confesses, his Enterprise.
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conclusions are disappointing. He continues, “ The prospects are so doubtful,

and even if successful so poor as compared with the culture of Para or Castilloa

rubber m Coylon, the Malay States, or even South India, that one is inclined

to consider any large extension of the culture of h'lruM eianttru in North-East

India as out of the question. And I must say that this impression has been very

strongly confirmed by almost all that 1 have seen in these districts, if the Assam
rnbbor is to bo cultivated as a separate indu.stry. On tho present evidence the

length of tune which it is necessary to wait for returns, the smallness of the returns

vvIk'ii they are obtained, tho doubt as to tho market fifteen or twenty years hence,

would seem to make investment m Assam rubber culture, as a separate venture,

a very doubtful speculation in North-East India at any rate I do not see how,
at the rate of outturn obtained now at Tezpur, more than Bs. 1C to Rs. 18 per
acre profit could be obtained per annum ; and oven if this were multiplied by four
it would hardly bo attractive enough to induce an inv'ostor to wait over twenty
years for the rosull:. In fact, tho only possibility of M» >i« ehivtlvn culture would
seem to bo as a by-product to tea culture, on land now waste and unsuitable for

tea. In this case, tho growth of Assam rubber may afford a means of turning
land to profitable account which would otherwise only remain useless to its owners,
ft may bo that future discoveries with rogaid to improved methods of tapping,
new niothods of growth, moans of tapping tho plants annually without injury,

or of growing a larger number of healthy hoavily-yioldmg plants on the same area,

may alter the opiiiioii above expressed. But as it stands, and with the data
before us in tho two pamphlets under review, I feel that no other conclusion is

possible than that Assam rubber culture can only continue as a dependent of

another larger and more profitable industry, and then can only occupy tho
inferior land.”

Chemistry.—A representative sample of l!)0lI-4 rubber from tho Charduar
rubber plantation was submitted to analysis m tho Scientific and Technical
Hopartment of the Imperial Institute, and gave tho following results •—The rubber
was of a reddish-brown colour, but showed here and there small white patches.
It was highly elastic and tenacious, dry, clean and free from stickiness. It was
completely soluble in chloroform, carbon disulphide and benzene, and partially
in other. Tho analysis was as follows:—caoutchouc 76 07 per cent., resm 19’2,

albuminoid matter 1 6, dirt and insoluble matter 1-7, moisture 0 9, ash in
dirt O' 5. A high percentage of resin appears characteristic of rubber from the
Charduar plantation. No precise data are available to show how tho composition
of rubber varies with the age of tho tree or locality from which produced. A
.s|3oouuon of Assam rubber oxammod by Hooper gave tho following :—resin
12'(i.5, caoutchouc 85-95, water 1 0 and iiimcral matter 0'40, whilo a sample of
Aiulaman rubber (from this tree) gave resiii 4 87, caoutchouc 07'00, water 27'57
and mineral matter 0'50 per cent. There is thus a wide diversity in com-
position which it scorns essential should lie explained.

Trade.—The imports into India across its land frontier, more especially

into Assam, are considerable. Diu'ing the year 1901-2 these came t« 1,470
cwt., valued at Rs. 1,65,656 ;

in 1902-3, 733 cwt., valued at Rs. 65,912 ;

in 1903-4, 1,601 cwt,, valued at Rs. 1,66,629
;
in 1904-5, 3,083 cwt., valued

at Rs. 3,50,773 ;
in 1905-6, 2,587 cwt., valued at>Rs. 3,66,413

;
and in

1906-7, 2,330 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,03,191. Of these amounts a very large

proportion usually comes from the Naga and Mishmi hills. Recently the
Government plantations have begun to contribute to the annual supply

Exports. something like 3,000 lb. The exports from India to foreign countries in
caoutchouc (mostly the produce of eltistica) were in 1903-4, 1,792 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 3,47,196, and in 1906-7, 4,489 cwt., valued at Ra. 11,18,487 ;

but the traffic fluctuates very greatly, especially the supply drawn from
Burma, for in 1899-1900 the foreign exports were returned at 8,169 cwt.,
valued at Rs. 15,80,729. These foreign exports are usually drawn fi[om
Bengal (including Assam) and Burma, and are consigned chiefly to the
United Kingdom and the United States. In a report furnished by the
Director of the Imperial Institute (Feh. 3, 1905) the value of the Charduar

Erica Bcaiised. rubber is Stated to have been 3s. 8d. per lb. on the London market. For
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insulating purposes, however, the value of this rubber is stated to be only
3s. 3ci. per lb., owing to the large quantity of resin which it usually contains.

\Cf. Mann, Kept, on Caoutchmic Tree in Durrunr/ Diet

,

in Journ. Agri.-
Hort. Soc. Ind. (Select.), ns., 1869, i., 71-81 ; For. Admin, Rept. Beng., Assam,
Burma (many passages during past ten to fifteen years) ; Ind. For., 1890, xvi.,
47.8-4; 1893, XIX., 346-52 ; 1897, xxiii., 240-1,420-1; 1898, xxiv . 206-9 ;

1899, XXV ,
03-4

; 1000, xxvi , .569-85 ; Kew Bull , 1891, 97-100 : 1892, 68, 70 ;

1896, 171-4 : 1898, 177-81, 312 ; Morris, Oant. Lect., Ic. 1898, 785-9 ; Thomson,
Rept. on Hukong Valley and Upper Mamkong Basin, 189.5, 10-7 ; R K P., Comm.
Oirc., 1896, Nos. 3, 12; 1897, No. 1; 1898, Nos 5, 10; 1899, No. 2; 1900,
Nos. 8, 11, 12; 1901, Nos 1, 4; Caz Upper Burma, 1900, n

,
pt. 1, 325— .85 ;

Ribbentrop, For. in Brit. Ind, 1900, 198-221
; Nisbnt, Burvui under Brit. Rule

and Before, 1901, ii
, 77 ; Mukorji, Handbook Ind. Agn , 1901, 488 9 ; Imp Ind.

Tech. Repts., 1903, 145-57 ; Jumello, Les FI a Caout , etc , 1903, I I, 13, 17, etc.
;

Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1904, xxiii , 1154; Rev de.i Cult Colon, 1004, xiv ,

246 ; Tschirch, Die Harze unddie Harzbehaller, 1906. li , 1010 2 ;
Wiight, Cocoa,

1907, 80 ; Wright, Rubber Cult, in Brit ICmpire, li(07, 27-8 J

Funtumia elastica, Stapf

.

Avoovnacii:.*!. Tins is the ire ..r hagiis Rubber LagOS
plant, which previously was kiuiwii a-s Kirkxia itustlci It is Ixniig oxpeii- Rnllbor,
mentally grown on the Nilgiri hills, etc [C/ Morns, (.'nut. Lect ,

I r. IH'r-l ,
Kew

Bull., 1895, 241-7; 1899, 29-35; -dgri Jinll Straits and Fed. lilal States.. 1903,

ix
,
136-8; Bull Imp. Inst, 1903, 160-3, Johnson and T'hisoltoii-Dyei , Rubber

Repts. of Bold Coast and Sierra Leone, Col. Hcpls. AIisc , 1904, No. 28 ; Wright,
Cocoa, 1907, 79 ;

Kew Bull., 1907, 187 ]

Hancornla speclosa, Gomez

,

Ai’ocynauka’. This yields the Mangabeira or D.E.P.,
Pernambuco Rubber of eominorce—exported from Brazil (Kew Alus. Cuide, IV., 366-72.
1907, 148). Para or

Hevaa faraslUensis, Muii Arg . Homsley, Kew Bull., 1907, 154; Euphor- Hevea
BIACE.®. The Para Rudbek Tree. This and one or two allied specie.s occur Rubber,
in the forests of Central and Northern Brazil, and in the forests of Para from
the mouths of the Amazons, south and west. They dll yield rubber. The region
indicated has a climate remarkable for its uniformity of temperature, 87° F.

midday and 74° ¥, at night, the mean being 81° F. and the highest record 96° F,

The rainfall occurs principally m January to Juno, the maximum being in April,

when It reaches 15 inches. It is a very healthy region with a remarkably
fertile and continuously moist soil. The trees grow rapidly and attain some 30
foot m three years.

By far the best rubber is obtained from the species of this genus. In
fact, where Mteren can be profitably grown it will never pay to cultivate any
other rubber plant. The rubber afforded is stronger and possesses a much higher
breaking strain tlian that of any other plant, its tenacity bemg duo, so it is thought,
to the method of coagulation. Once established, ueera requires but httio care,

and rough weeding will suffice. It is, however, liable to several pests, more Protection

especially canker, and has to be protected from browsing animals (deer, etc.) Necessary,

when IIP the young plantation stage. The trees may be tapped when about six Sii-year-old

years old, but they come into full bearing in eight to ten years. Success is closely '-Tappings,

connected with the methods of tapping and curing pursued ; absolute cleanliness

is mdispensable. The bark of the trees about to bo tapped should be first Method of

cleaned and the V-shaped cuts on the perpendicular central channel made with Tapping,

decision and thoroughly cleansed before the milk begins to flow. Dust, sand and
other impurities greatly lower the value of the rubber, since they can with diffi-

culty be subsequently removed. Deliberate adulteration once proved will

permanently ruin a plantation or source of supply.

INDIAN ACCLIMATISATION.—This rubber tree has boon successfully culti- Indian
vated in Mergui and Tavoy. It has also been fully acclimatised in the south- Produc-
west districts of Ceylon, where so much attention has been paid to the pre- tion.
paration of the rubber that it has actually fetched a higher price than that

from the indigenous home of the plant ; but while, owing to its purity, it is

valuable for waterproofing, it seems to lack the tensile strength of the rubber
of Para.

Burma.—In the Dictionary will be found a brief review (an abstract from Hlstoiy.

Thiselton-Dyer’s report) of the historic facts regarding the introduction of

this plant into Asia from seed germinated at Kew. The first endeavours
in Burma date from a small consignment of plants sent to Mergui by Sir
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Gteorgo King in 1877. A second consignment was obtained in 1879 from Ceylon.

In 1884 some of the better established plants began to seed, and an acclima-

tised stock of seedlings was thereby obtained. Manson, ni his Short History

of the Mcrgm Rubber Plantatwns of that Province, lias carried the record to the

present date. In May 1900 sanction was accorded for the gradual formation

of a plantation of 10, 000 acres of Mcrco trees. Tins was to bo located, 5,000

acres in the Sandawut reserve and a similar area on King Island. The work
was started in 1901 by 46 acres being pliintetl out, 12 by 12 foot. By 1901,

b.^ilS acres had been planted, nnd the operations have since been \ igorously

prosecuted, annual extensions taking place according to tlio si'lieme sanctioned.

The purpose in view has been to demonstrate the comuieriiiil pos.sibilities of this

rubber cultivation in Mergiii Alreatly 929 lb. of rubber have been produced,
and the miraerios, according to the last report, contained (100,000 plants, with an
addition of 100,000 self-sown seedlings in the original eviiciiiiiental garden. In
tlio Annual Report Forest Administration of the Tendsici im Circle (1904-6,
;il-.3), W. F. L 'rottenhain, Conserv'ator of Forests, gi\os the results of a
further year’s efforts The total auiuiint of <lry iiibbor collected during 1904-.5

was 1,450 lb
,
of which 54 lb 6 oz. were collected during the rains The cost of

collection came to about 11 annas per lb The area was iiiteridod to have been
extended by 1,250 acres, but owing (o an outbreak of cliolera only 818 6.5 acres
wore added to tho plantation Of that expansion 796 87 acres wore in Mcrgiii,

and 81 78 acres on King Island. Tho conservator of tho Northern Circle (I c. 52)
says that tieren has not prov'od a huccoss in tho K.itha Division. Hooper [Rapt.

Labor. InJ. Mus. (Indust See ). 1906-7, 6) mentions the result ot examination of

a sample taken from a whitc-aiit’s nest {Tevtnrs I'lie rubber was of great
excellence, the rosin having apparently boon e.xtiacti d bj the ants.

Thus, then, it may fairly bo said that Brandis, wlio early foretold success
for Tonasscrim Para-rubbor cultivation, has Ixsai .diiindantly contirrned, and
tho tiituro seems destined to see largo developments .\lready private enterprise
IS engaged in tho business, and doubtlo.ss wlion the possilulities in this direction
of its torost property have been fully established, (lovormnont may withdraw.
(Ind. For., Sept. 1905, xxxi , 330-4). For methods of propagation and systems
of tapping tho trees, consult the teehriieal piiblu ations, more especially tho
circulars issued by tho Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon.

South India .—A good deal of interest has lecently been taken in the possi-
bility of Travancore and oven of Mysore becoimug hopeful localities for Para-
rubber cultivation It IS said by planters and otlii'rs that thousands of acros of
heavy forest-land, below 1,000 feet in altitude, exist that posse.ss rich soils and a
liberal rainfall, eminently suited for rubber, bill winch at pro.sont are valueless
because not put to any purpose. Some progri'-s has, howovor, been made, but
taking .South India as a whole. Paia rubber has not so far been the iincpialifiod

Muceoss anticipated A writer in the Madrai Mml (March and April, 1905)
.seems to take a hopeful view, howovor, and the subject has by no moans boon
abandoned.

Bengal and Assam ,—Considerable etfoits have brain made to organise Para-
rubbor plantations in Northern anil Fastern liiiha, but with little oncoiiragpineiit
so far. The trees have been planted out. m Kuisoong, Jalpaiguri nnd Buxa, but
tho reports of the Forest Department cannot bo .said to be favourable. [Cf,
Mann, Cull, of Para Rubber in North-Fast lad

,
in, Ayri. Journ. Ind., 1907,

II
,
pt. HI., 273-6.]
[Cf Robert Cross, Rept. Investu/

,

1877, reprinted in Ind. For., 1879, iv.,

5-20
; Notes on same, l.c. 1882, viii , 62 5 , Temple, The Rubber Industry in

Amazonas State, Dipl, and Cons. Repts. Rnizil, Misc
, 1900, 530 ; Ayri. Bull. Straits

and Fed Malay States, 1903, ii., 99-105 , Wilhs, Circ. Roy. Rot. Card. Ceylon, 1898,
No. 4,23-30; 1899, 105-68; Kew Bull

.

1898, 241-77 ; Morns, Cant. Lect., l.c.

750-60
;
Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agrt., 1901, 485-9

; Stanley Au’den, Rept. Fed.
Malay Slates, 1903 ;

Agri. Bull. Straits and Fed Malay States, 1903, ii., 1-4,
44-8

; Thiselton-Dyer, Ten-year-old Trees, 70-1
;

Rodrigues, The Heveas or
Senngueiras, 12-6, 67-61 ; Pears, On Picparalwn of Crude Rubber, 1904, m.,
119-20, 159; De Jndische Mercuur, 1904, 309-10, 327-9, 330, 439-40; Agri.
Bull. Straits and Fed. Mai. States, 1904, ni , 311-9, 339-88, 406, 412-8, 441-2;
Hawaiian For. and Agri., 1904, 290-1 ; 'Prop. Agrist., 1905, 446-8 ; Johnson, Cult,
and Preparation of Para Rtdiber

;

Tromp do Hans, Results of Exper. Tappings
of Hevea Brasiliensis, in Cult. Econ. Card. Tjikeumenh, 1900-4, transl. in
Agri. Bull. Straits and Fed. Mai. States, Aug. 1906, iv.

;
Bull. Imp. Ififf.
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1904, ii., No. 3, 187-91 : Agri. Bull. Strmta and Fed. Mai. States, 1905, 1-3,

71-7, 226-30; Cook, GuU. Cent. Am. Rubber Tree, U.S. Dept. Agri. Bull, No.
iQi^West Ind. Bull., 1906, v.. No. 3, 210-6; Trap. Agrist., 1906, xxv., 216-21,
305-36 ; Wright and Bruce, Para Rubber in Ceylon, Agrt. Journ. Roy. Bot. Card.
Ceylon, 1906, lii., 66-86 ;

JJttliaation of Para Rubber Seed-oil and Cake, in Bull.

Imp. Inst., 1903, 166-9; 1904, 22-3 ; Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzbehalter,

1906, 993-1006 ; Butler, Disease of Rubber Trees, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906,
i., pt. iii., 260-1 ; Sly, Rubber Exper. in Bomb., 1906, i., pt. iv,, 416-6 ; Rubber
Exper. in Bomb., 1907, li., pt. i., 80, 86-92; Wright, Cocoa, 1907, 77-8 ; Wright,
Rubber Cult, in Brit. Empire, 1907, 18-9.

Landolphls Kirkll, Dyer, and L. owariensls—Bast and West African Rubbers
; D.B.P.,

Apocynaob.®. a genus of climbing plants, met with m Africa, of which several iv., 372-4.
species afford rubber. To Sir John Kirk is due the honour of having first directed African
attention to these plants. Sir George King, in the Annual Report of the Royal Rubber.
Botanic Gardens of Calcutta for 1880-1, reported the germination of seeds obtained
through Kirk. The plants unfortunately, however, subsequently died. At the
Nilambur plantation of the Nilgiri hills, further efforts were inaiie to acclimatise
this plant. About the same time thirty-four plants were reported as doing well

in South Malabar. In the report of the Government Botanic Gardens, Bangalore introduction

(1897-8), it is spoken of as growing like a weed. In the Report for 1902-3, la'll®-

Cameron wrote ;
“ Much nonsense has been written lately concerning a new rubber

E
lant jMudoliihla THallanH found on the French Congo.” . . .

“ The latov of this

ttle shrub, which is only half a foot high, is chia/ly stored m the root.” “ The
African genus rMnaoipuin promises to be a large one, and doubtless all the spocies
may bo found to contain latex. We have one or two species on trial which grow
well. But as climbing plants they are not, inmy opimon, very suitable for rubber-
farming in this country.” Manson {l.c. 8) observes that the Landolphias have
recently been tried in Mergui and in tho Rangoon Division of Pegu Circle. [Cf. Ind.
For., 1882, vii., 233-7 ; 1897, xxiii., 01-3 ; 1900, xxvi., 129-34, 313-30 ; Annals
of Botany, 1900, xiv., 203 ; Christy, New Comm. PI., No. 1, 8-10, and plate ;

No. 6, 6^6; Kew. Bull, 1899, 35-9; Morns, Conf. Lect., l.c. 1808, 773-0,
779-82 ; Sadebeck, Die Kultergew. der Deut. Kolon., etc., 1899, 270-7 and plates ;

Rev. des Cult. Colon., Feb., 1900, 121 ; 1901. 218 ; 1902, 75 ; Bull Econ. Madag ,

1902, 143, 146-6, 2M ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repta., 1903, 1,52-4
; Jurnelle, Lea Pi.

d Caout. et d Outta, 1903, 284-352 ; Agri. Journ. Natal, 1903, 25 ;
Bull. Imp. Inst.,

1903, 68-71, 168-9; 1904, 94-5; suppl
, 95-6, 105-6, 153-6; 1905, 221-2;

BvU. Imp. Inst., 1906, iii, 14-8; De Indische Mercuur, June 1904; Tschirch,
l.c. ii., 1013-4.]

Hanlhot Glazlovil, Uull Arg. , Euphorbiace.«. Ceara Rubber, Scrap Rubber, D.E.P.,
Manicoba Rubber. Cross described the tracts in Brazil where ho found this iv., 374-8.
plant as possessing a dry arid climate for a considerable part of tho year. The Ceara
rainy season, he says, begins in November and continues till May or June, Rubber,
though there are occasionally almost rainless years ; the temperature ranges
from 82“ to 90“ F., and tho altitude is about 200 feet above the level of the
sea. C^ara is a coMt town in lat. 4“ S.

In the early experiments at acclimatisation of rubber trees in India (1876
and subsequently) it was ewoertained that while Ceylon had better be treated
as the centre of the experiments with Uevea and vastiitoa rubbers, Calcutta
might with advantage be made the depot for Ceara. Sir George Kmg accor-
ingly wrote, in the Annual Report of the Royal Botanic Gardens of Calcutta for

1880-1, that the jCeara rubber trees continue to grow vigorously, and a few
are now beginning to yield seed. In the same year, in the Annual Report Soatb India

of the Botanic Cardens, Nilgiri Hills (Barliar), it is said that the Ceara trees are
now completely established. Lawson, for example, wrote that Ceara trees “ grow
very rapidly, and to all appearance thrive well ; but I have been wholly unable
to extract rubber from them in anything like a paymg quantity, and every one
else hitherto has also failed.” In the report for 1890-1 the record is m^e of
eight tree* having been tapped for rubber. In the Report of the Conservator of
Forests, Madras (1891-2) it is stated that in North Malabar this rubber tree

grow^ like a weed and . some of the trees are 46 feet high. In 1895-6, 309
trees were tapped in South Malabar and gave an average of 1 oz. per tree of

dry riibber, valued in England at 1«. Od. to Is. 9d. per pound. Mr. R. L. Proud-
look, in 1898, tapped a tree eighteen years old in the Barliar garden, and by a
single tapping obtained 2f oz. of diy rubber. Ceara, he adds, is quite at
home and will grow almost anywhere on the Nilgiris up to 4,000 feet in al-
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titude. Mention is often made of a fairly extensive cultivation in South Coim-

batore. Cameron (Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens, Bangalore) h^
repeatedly reported on this rubber. Experiments were commenced with it

as early as 1879. After enumerating the production and distribution of seed

from the gardens during the past twenty-five years, he adds that Ceara

rubber is now tolerably common in many parts of the Province. In a report

published in the Mysore Gazette, April 1904, ho further gives useful particulars of

planting, propagation and tapping of the trees. In the Forest Dept. Reports

oj Burma mention is made of successful acclimatisation in Mergui. In 1896 a
valuation of 2s. a pound for the rubber was obtained.

Expenenoe It 18 hardly nocossary to deal with other reports since enough has already been
furni.shed to give a fairly satisfactory conception of the efforts made and results

attained m India. But it may be useful to conclude with the following as in-

dicating the opinions hold by experienced scientific authorities in Europe :—The
Kew Bulletin summsunseis the results obtained somewhat as follows :— 1. The plant
IS readily propagated by seed or cuttings. Seeds are abundantly produced in

almost every part of tho world where tlie plant has been introduced. Sowing
m the permanent po.sition is universally adopted m Brazil. 2. The Ceara rubber
])lant 18 very hardy, a fast grower, free from insect and fimgoid attacks, requires

little or no attention when once established, and thrives in poor, dry, rocky
soils unauited to almost any other crop. Largo plantations only are likely

to prove romuncrative. 3. It produces a good class of rubber, second only to

the best Para. The yield is small per tree, but a return is obtained earlier than
from any other species. Under skilful treatment the trees may be tapped twice
yearly, and last in a productive state for fifteen to twenty years. 4. In spite,

therefore, of the apparent want of success in Ceylon and other countries, tho
increasing iinportaiico of rubber suggests a reconsideration of the merits of this

mtoresting plant.

Starcli-yieklins Both in India and Burma mention is made of tho fact that the large starch-
Tatci-B. yielding tuberous roots of this tree have been discovered by the wild pigs,

and considerable damage done by them in seeking out and devouring
the tubers. This tact suggests the possibility of these starch-yielding tubers
becoming an additional source of revenue, should an extended cultivation take
place. \_Cf. Cross, Ind. For., 1879, iv., 27-45

;
Notes Ceara Rubber in Ind.

For., 1882, viii., 68-01
; 1897, xxiii., 456-8 ; 1898, xxiv., 460-1 ; Proc. Madras

Board Rev , Oct. 1894, No 712; Nov. 1897, No. 914. 1899, No. 618; Aug.
1904, No 906; Morns, Cant. Lect., l.c. 1898, 765-70; Kew Bull., 1898,
1-15; REP, Comm. Circ , 1897, No. 8; 1901, No 4; Rept. Bot. Oard. Ntl-
yirt mils, 1902, 8 ; 1902-3, 9-12; 1903-4, 5-8 ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903,
147-8 ; Tsclurch, I c. 1906, ii., 1006-7 ; Rubber Exper. in Bombay, in Agri.
Jouin. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. i., 80-1 ; Wright, Rubber Cult, in Brit. Empire, 1907,
21-2 ; Wright, Cocoa, 1907, 79.]

D.E.F., Paramerla glandullfera, Benth.

,

Apocvnaoe.®. The Talaing Milk Creeper. A
iv. 301. largo climbing evergreen shrub of the borders of tidal forests on the sea coasts

of 'J’onassorim and tho Andaman Islands. It is known as talatngzok in Jlurma.
It would appear to have sometimes been confused with miloughheln ediifia.

The milk is obtained by a somewhat destructive method of cutting the stem
into short lengths, and allowing the milk to drain into vessels containing water
at a temperature of 104° to 122° K. On agitation tlie milk coagulates. The

rropagntloi. plant may be propagated by cuttings with great facility. The yield seems to

yield. be remarkably high and the rubber of fair quality, perhaps equal to that of
HeiiK eiiiHitea. Hooper (Rept. T/dbor. Ind. Mits. (Indiist Sec )* 1906—7, 6) gives
the analyses of three samples examined. They contained 92'39, 95'1 and 96"7
per cent, of caoutchouc. A sample from the Andaman Islands he found (l.c.

1906-6, 25) contained 92 5 per cent, of caoutchouc. 6 4 per cent, resin and
1 '0 per cent ash. In spite, therefore, of all that has been said to tlie con-
trary, this source of rubber seems worthy of more careful consideration than
has as yet boon meted out to it, and it seems probable that some cheaper

Method of and more economical process of collection might be devised than that practised
Collection. tit present, while the cost may be brought within .permissible commercial

limits. •

In this connection it may bo added that the percentage of ash is eui important
factor in determining the values of rubbers. The following average returns
may, therefore, be of interest :—Para rubber, 1 to 2'6 per cent, ash ; Ceararubber,
2 to 3 per cent, ash

;
Assam rubber, 4 to 6 per cent, ash ; Parameria rubber,
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0'4 per cent, ash in dry rubbers. [C/. Wright, Rubber CvlL in Brit, Empire,
1907, 28.]

Rhynchodla Walllchll, Benth ; Apocynaob^. A lofty evergreen climber of
the Sikkim Himalaya at altitudes of 2,600 feet, also met with in Assam, Sylliot

and Burma. Attention has recently been directed to this plant as a now source
of rubber by Mr. Hearsey of the Forest Service, Burma. A sample of the rubber
wa& furnished in August 1903 by the Reporter on Kconomic Products to Piof.
W. R. Dunstan for examination. The report, dated May lOO-l. shows tlia

rubber to contain 89 0 per cent, caoutchouc, 6-7 per cent, rosin, 4 3 per cent,
dirt, and 0'51 per cent, ash (included m the dirt). It is thus of good quality,
but about 1'5 per cent, of the caoutchouc was insoluble in the usual solvents.
The brokers’ report on the sample was to the effect that, at present prices, it

v'aination
would realise 3». 6d. per lb. Dunstan then adds that if supplied of siiiiilai

quality to the sample examined, it would always sell readily.

Saplum blglandulOSUni, Muell . KtlPROaBTAOE.B. Yields C'nlumbian Scrap or
Virgen Rubber from British Cluiana and also Bolivian Rubber. |C/. Kew Mus.
Ouide, 1907, 189.]

Urceola elastloa, Roxb., and U. esculenta, Benth. (Chamn lehw Leeulenta, A J)(’ )

;

d.e.P.
Apooynackje. These climbing shrubs yield caoutchouc of good quality Tho 36i-3.
former occurs in Malacca and Penang .ind tho latter in Burma; common nil

’

over Pegu and met with in Martaban and Tavoy. It is linewn as Lyetpamuj
(Burma) and tophet (Karon).

This rubber appears to have been first described by Dr. Thomson in 1858,
subsequently by Ma.son (1800), and m 1874 Strettoll wrote a special illustrated

pamphlet on the subject (The Caoutchotio obtained from Chavamieeia ceeulentn).

Sir W. T T’hiselton-Dyer, as in the case of all the other rubber-yielding plants,

contributed largely towards tho development of our knowledge of the present
species. Tho Forest Administration Reports of Burma contain, almost yearly,
numerous brief roforenoes to it and its rubber. In 1807-8, for example, mention Burm-i Supply.

is made of 2,342 plants being in the Palon and Kimpadi Plantations of Rangoon,
which wore started in 1874. Perkin (Oirc R B.O. Ceylon, 1899, 162) observes
that “ the latox from the thm stems, such as bear the leaves or have recently
slied them, forms a sticky substance when moulded between the finger and
thumb. The plant resembles suinttiioa in this respect. Tho latex both from
the pith and the cortex of the young stem is sticky, hence it looks as if the true
caoutchouc is only formed in the secondary bast.” Manson (l.c., roprintod as
Comm. Circ., 1901, No. 4, 12) gives many useful particulars.

In the Proceedings of the Government of India (Forests, .Jimo 1904, No. 5,

18-9) a collection of official communications has boon brought together,
extending from May 1903 to January 1004, that gives tho most recent ex-
perience and results in tapping the t’rrrala plants in the special plantations iicmuIU

of this species. They can hardly be regarded as conclusive, though highly
instructive. On March 21-5, 1900, 469 creepers were tapped, each with
thirteen cuts, and the yield came to 11 454 Ib., which was not weighed till

April 20y 1903. This cost Rs. 29, or Rs. 2'63 per pound. The second tapping
took place on December 14-24, 1900, of 508 creepers, each receiving 30 cuts
and yielding 9'863 lb. of rubber, which was weight on January 26, 1901, and
estimated to have cost Rs. 51 -4 or Rs. 6 20 per lb. Tho writer of the report
accordingly comes to the *“ conclusion that the cost of collection of the rubber
of Chavannesia is prohibitive, and that no profitable industry can over be
developed in conn^tion with it.” But as if to show that the experimonts con- ludinenous

ducted and the conclusions drawn from those cannot be regarded as final, he tToiliiction.

adds that in the Mon Valley m Minbu district tho monopoly of collecting rubber
from Chavannesia is sold annually by auction for Rs 250. It is thus clear

that better results can be and are obtained than in the special plantation of

this plant near Rangoon. Subsequent experiments soom to show that tho
tappings mentioned are not necessarily conclusive of what can bo done at the
plantation.

Dunstan, reporting in May 1903 on samples of this rubber, fiirnishod Vahmtldn

to hiyi for that purpose, observes that this plant yields “ a rubber which
promises to be of some commercial importance, especially if it can bo for-

warded in large consignments of the quality represented by the sample now
reported on.” Tho analysis showed caoutchouc 81-8 per cent., resin 7-5 por
cent., dirt 10'7 per cent., and ash (included in dirt) 1'8 per cent., calculated on
dry rubber. The commercial experts consulted compared tho rubber with
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Tonquin, and gave its valuation at 2s. to 2s. Id. per lb. Dunstan then adds,
“ This materitu is evidently deserving of further attention.” The Affrieultural

Ledger (1903, No. 10) gives the results of additional chemical mvestigations

conducted by Leather, as also a note by Mr. 8. Carr, Deputy Conservator of

Forests, in which the methods of collection of the latex are described.

Subsequent samples were forwarded to the Imperial Institute for examination.

It was reported that three contained so high a percentage of resin as to throw
doubts on their being correctly determined botanically. The others showed a
high percentage of good caoutchouc, and were valued in 1904 at from 3s.

to is. a lb. [Cf. Morris, Cant. Lect., l.e., 1898, 792 ;
Bidl. Imp. Inst., Sept.

29, 1904, 166-9 ; Wright, Rubber Cult, in Brit. Empire, 1907, 28-9.]

WlUottghbela edulis, Raxb ; Apooynaceje. The thitchanknwe, possibly also

tulaingno of Burma, and the lati-am of Bengal, is on immense climber met
with in the forests ol Assam, Sylhet, Cachar, Chittagong, Pegu, and Martaban.
It yields a large edible fruit, which from a general resemblance to the mango
has suggested the name “ climbing mango.” At one time high expectations

were entertained regarding rubber. It has since transpired that
much of the rubber in question will have to be transferred to other genera,

and that so far as the Indian species is concerned (•». eitutlK), it must be no
longer considered as a caoutchouc-yielding plant. Recent investigations con-
ducted by Dunstan have shown, for example, that the very high percentage
of resin (in some samples 84'6 per cent, with only 10-8 per cent, caoutchouc)
necessarily exclude it from consideration as a rubber. [Cf. Wright, l.e. 29.]

Trade in India-rubber and Caoutchouc Manufactures.—Such
particulars (p. 664) as can be procured regarding the production

of caoutchouc in India have been given. It remains to exhibit very

briefly the traffic in rubber manufactures. There are no local (Indian)

manufactures, so that the supplies of goods are drawn exclusively

from foreign countries. In 1876-7 the imports of raw caoutchouc and
of india-rubber manufactures collectively were valued at Rs. 1,27,769

;

twenty-five years later (1900-1) they came to Rs. 6,05,694; in 1903-4 to

Rs. 7,03,003 ; in 1905-6 to Rs. 7,78,906 ; and in 1906--7, Rs. 10,04,782.

It may be here added that the imports into Great Britain during 1902
came to 419,375 cwt., valued at £5,180,262, and in 1906, 607,077 cwt.,

valued at £9,966,620. Of the last-mentioned amount Brazil alone con-

tributed 263,918 cwt., and the total from British Possessions was 90,463
cwt. The exports equal about one-half the supply (330,252 cwt. in 1906)

—

the country which takes the largest amount being the United States

(126,969 cwt. in 1906).

INDIGOFERA (INDIGO), the Dye-yleldlnef Species.—

A

genus of LeguminosjE which comprises some 300 species, distributed

throughout the tropical and warm temperate regitms of the globe—India
having about 40. Western India may be described as the headquarters
of the species, so far as India is concerned, 25 (thus fully half) being peculiar
to that Presidency. On the other hand, on the eastern side of India (the

provinces of Bengal, Assam and Burma) there is a marked decrease in
the number of species but a visible increase in the prevalence of those that
are met with. It is possible, moreover, that many more species afford
indigo than those specially cultivated for the dye. Accordingly, culti-

vation of richer dye-yielding stocks has been urged as one of the most
rational methods of improvement. \Cf. Watt, Anal. Trade and Cpmm.
of Ind., Madras, 1899, 4.] This is of supreme moment in the crisis that
has overtaken the industry. Prain and Baker {Notes on Indigofera,
Joum. Bot., 1902, xl,, 60-7, 136-44) have furnished a very instructive
paper, which has already proved of the greatest practical value. So also
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Leake {The Localization of the Indigo-producing Substance in Indigo-yielding

Plants, Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1^6, xxix., pts. 1-3
;
Annals of Botany,

1906, xix., 297-310) has devot^ much attention to the selection of stock,

and the practical results to be attained thereby. Space cannot be afforded

here to do more than review very briefly the salient features of these and

other special studies. This will be attempted while following the usual

rule of treatment in alphabetical sequence of scientific names :

—

Indlg^fera Anil, Unn Mant. PL, 1771, 272; Prain and Baker, l.e. 137-40.

This South American species is grown in Burma, Eastern Indo-China and Southern
China, but never, so far as we now imderstand, in India proper. Moreover,
there would appear to bo three very distinct varieties (or perhaps more correctly

distinct species, closely allied to jr. Anti) that have to be dealt with in this position.

These are :

—

(o) I. tmxlllensls, H B.k. I. tinctoria, var. oligophylla, DC An American
species and very common plant. It apparently was the form chiefly cultivated

in the West Indies during Sloane’e time, and is the wild indigo of West Indian
writers, (/j) I. Anil, Unn, uar polyphylU, DC., I. suffruHcosa, Mtller, Card. Diet.,

1768 (ed. viii.). No. 2. This is the cultivateil plant

—

-Xivhqvihtl pilzahac of

Hernandez (Nona. PI. Hist., 1661, 108), the wild form of which is the I. xiintlmnin,
Lunan (non Unn.). (y) I. Anil, Linn

,
uar OfthocarpS, DC

I. argentsa. Bum. (non Lmn ), FI. Ind., 1768, 171, an Indian plant that is quite
distinct from r. urttminta. though often confused with it.

I. arrecta, BocM. (Schimp., Herb. Abyss. PL, n. 1923, non Bcnth), in Natal-Java.
Richard, FL Abyss, \., 184. The Natal-Java Indigo. This is the well-known
degendeg (dek indig) of Abyssinia and the chief indigo-producing species of Africa

outside the area occupied by /. nrHcutata. It is now largely cultivated in Java
imder the name of Natal Indigo. Of Java, Prain (in a letter to Barber) says,
” In the beginning only i. tUirtoria, probably introduced from India or Ceylon,
was grown. This, however, towards the end of the seventeenth century, was
replaced by l. aumntrnnn, which held its ground for a considerable time. In
the West Indies and Brazil the cultivation began with r. which was
imported as ‘ Brazil Indigo.’ Later on, however, this plant was displaced by
a native species w. tmortiieuata. which soon was supplanted by another and better
native species, M. .4Mti. This species, r. 4«<i, has spread all over the world
and is even now the most widely grown of the dye-yieldmg mdigoes ; when it

reached Java it displaced r. anmatmita. In the West Indies s. Auii finally nbtory.

met with a formidable rival in i. and in course of time the latter, Discorery.

being recognised as a superior kind, was adopted in Java to the exclusion of i. .4 all. Superior Stock.

More recently in Java r. a^tntinmiefntn has been found to be less valuable than
t. nrrerfa . and the latter has practically taken its place. The historical aspect
of the subject therefore indicates the advisability of at least giving a triEd to
r. arrrrta in Madras. It does not, of course, follow that the plant will thrive,

but if it does, it seems clear that it is the best species to grow. In Bihar, whoro
it has been carefully tried, there are objections to the plant which it is hoped may
be overcome ; but in Lower Bengal it thrives much better than z. ttumatrami.
The advantages of the plant are twofold. It gives much more leaf, being
a much larger plant, and it is stated by those interested in the preparation of
indigo to give a higher percentage of dye from the same weight of leaf.”

The objections to which Prain refers have been ably dealt with by Leake.
The plant was found to germinate so imperfectly as to render its cultivation un-
profitable . It has the same defect as clover, namely, the seed-coat is very hard
(Bloxam and Leake, Acc. Research Work in Indigo, 1905, 33). What is, therefore,
required is a machine that will scratch the seed-coat and thus facilitate germma-
tion. Recently in the public press of India it has become customary to read of
“ Natal-Java seed scarified and ready for sowing” (see p. 071). Bergtheil (Ann. Scarified Seed.
Rept. Imp. Dept. Agri,, app., 1904-6) observes that the Java plant contains more
potential colouring matter than do any of the plants ordinarily cultivated in
Bihar. Mr. H. A. Bailey, who visited Java in 1899 on behalf of the Indigo Im-
provements S3mdioate, was apparently the first person who pointedly directed
the attention of Indian planters to this stock. F. M. Coventry furnishes returns Parceatogei

which would seem to justify the opinion that the Java plant shows an increase of Improvenieat.

35 per cent, in the amount of green plant cut per acre and of 45 per cent. Increase
in vat produce, over the ordinary plant of the United Provinces.
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Egyptian. I. artlcuUita, Oouan, Illuat., 1773, 49. This is I. argentca, Linn., Mant. PL,

11., 273, non Burm. ; 1. apicata, Forah. ; 1. cmrulea, Roxh. Is the plant which

yields inuch of the indigo of Arabia and Egypt, still sometimes met with in

Western India and as far to the east as Bandelkhand and the Kistna highlands.

Was formerly the species most largely grown in the Bombay Presidency, but
nowadays is only occasionally seen under cultivation in Kajputana and Sind.

Pram says that in the time of Roxburgh and Hamilton (1803-14) the Egyptian
indigo still survived ns an Indian species (probably escaped from cultivation) in

ISiliar, blit now it seems to have quite disappeared from that region.

I. longeracemosa, Bowm, Herb.; Batllon,in Bull. Soc. Linn. Paris, 1883, pt.

1 ., 39!) ; Proin and Baker, l.c. 144. In the letter by Prain, to which reference

bus already boon made, there occurs the following passage:
—“In Madagascar and

Zanzibar there is a species

—

a. louffeiuiretnntiu

,

very distinct both from jr. tine-

tnrin and from i. Humatrattn—that is valued by the people of those islands

beyond all the other species they grow, and they grow the following :

—

(a) and
chiefly W. .Inl/, (6) less often l. tlttctorin, (c) occasionally r. Mumutranei, and (d),

in the highlands of Madagascar, I. nrrretn." Prain then adds that as long ago as

187.5-0, Col. Beddome found this very species both in Travancore and Tinnevelly,

and subsequently it was found by Lawson in Travancore.
Forms of 1. tinctorla, Unn., Sp. PL, 1753, 751. Pram and Baker establish two chief

Tinctoria. varieties of this species with several very distinct cultivated states under
these, some of which may have to be viewed as worthy of distinct specific

positions The followmg abstract may be regarded as sotting forth the salient

points :
—

(a) oar macrooarpa, OC Tlio special forms of this are:—
The Wild PijAnt, apparently unknown to Linnaeus or Do Candolle. It was

found in Nubia by Kotschy m 1841, and specimens which agree with it in every
essential have also been found in Central India. Regarded as a distinct species

its name would be r. itcruil. Vatke [Cf. Duthie, FL Upper Gang. Plain, i., 255.]

Madras Stock The Southekn On Madkas AND Ceylon cultivated stock. This is the
plant dealt with by LinnaBUS in his Flora Zeylanica, and by Burmann in his Flora
indtea. This particular form would thus appear to have been early cultivated in

Southern India, though recently it has very possibly boon completely displaced
by r. Nuttinti ana “ It was and still is the a. Hncforin of the cultivators m the
Dutch Indies, whore, however, the species is not now much in favour. Specimens
of this form, evidently feral after escape, have been communicated from many
places both within and beyond the limits of the area where it now is, or formerly
lias been in cultivation.” Prain and Baker, from wjiom the above has been
derived, add that they have seen specimens of thi.s paiticular plant from the
Philippino Islands; from North Queensland ; from, the Laccadives, where it is

<lcscribod as forming thickets that cover a great portion of Kodamum Island ;

finally from Merwara in Rajputana, where it is not, and probably never has
been cultivated. It is a wild plant in Merwara, growing by the sides of ravines,
and bears the vernacular name of jinjini.

Northern Slock. The NORTHERN CuLTiVATBD FoBM.—This is largely in use in Northesn India
from Bihar and Tirhut westward by north to the Panjab, where its area meets
that in which some form of i.nrg^ntvn is grown, and southward to the Circars,
whore a. tlnetoi-ia occurs. This, throughout the area specified, is the plant
known as nil, and is the form to which the name a. tihrtorin is applied. “ It
IS not exactly what Linnseiis meant by M. Hnrtorin : it is, however, precisely
what Goertner intended by a. numatrann, and what Lamarck has figured as
a. ineiica, but not the same thing as the old M. iuilira of Miller, which is

M. iiicNtita, L ” (Prain and Baker, Lc. 66). In the Annual Report of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, for 1901-2, it is observed that while the Dutch held
yio.ssession of Malabar this indigo plant, “ apparently derived from the Eastern
Malaya, eaino into use there.” Pram (in the letter above mentioned) observes:
“ About that time, 1686, there was cultivated in Malabar a different plant, t.

Hutiintraiin, which seenis to have been introduced a little later (whether from
Malabar or directly from the Malaya cannot be tracod) into Bengal, where prior
to its introduction, indigo was not grown at all. This plant, which generally
passes under the name of r. tiuptorta, although it is not precisely the same as
the true plant of that name, has now spread gradually westward and has driven
out almost completely the cultivation of the Egyptian indigo.” “ But what has
happened in Northern India has also happened more recently m Madras.” “ This
IS all the more remarkable, because in all the older collections, such as those of
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Wight, Stocks, Law and G. Thomson, I. Htimnlntnn was reported only from
MnJabar and theKonkan, tho Coromandel plantbemg always t. Uiipiurtn proper.”
It is also the form of f. tiurtorln that was introduced from the Kast into

tho West IiuhoB, and is the w. tliirtorln of Lunan. If, therefore, it bo deemed
necessary to give this plant a separate name and to remove it from being
one of the cultivated states of i. tlurtm-ln, Lmn , thon it will have to bo
called r. mtttuitfanu , Oaertn In aildition to India it also occurs in tropical

Africa and Formosa. It may be distingiii.shod from the southern form by
its leaflets, which are larger and ovatc-ohlong or oblong, instead of obovate
or suborbicular. The pods are also (in /. uttuttilfttuti) shorter, thicker, and
blunter at the apex, and are usually more numerous and slraighter than
in the Madras form (Duthie, I c. 255). Leake has devoted much careful

study to the cultivated races of this plant in relation to tomperatuie and
rainfall. His conclusions regarding tho seed supply will ricldy repay careful
perusal.

(/3) nar. brachycarpa, oc. This form has boon sent from Guntonmla, Central
America, Peru, etc. It is apparently not met with in India.

Other Indigo-yJetdtng Plants. - Tha Indif^o ot modern counneroe is

thus obtained from one or other of I he species of ! ntlinufmi discussed

above. But species of Indigofera are distributed throughout the tropical

regions of the globe (both in the Old and Ni'W Worlds) with Africa as their

headquarters. And in addition to the fndigoferas several widely different

plants yield the self-same substance chemically. Hence, for many
ages, the dye prepared from these has borne a synonymous name in most
tongues, and to such an extent has this been the case that it is im-
possible to say for certain whether the nild of the classic authors of India

denoted the self-same plant which yields the dye of that name in modern
commerce. Tho word nild simply means dark-blue colour, and is practi-

cally synonymous with kdla (black). It is often used adjectivally, such

as in nilgao (tho blue bull), nilopala (the blue .stone or lapis-lazuli),

nilamani (the sapphire) and nllufar (the blue water-lily). Nila carries,

too, tho abstract “ darkness,” and only becomes a substantive to denote

the dye-yielding species of Indigofera at a comparatively recent date.

Ami comes from the Arabic al-nil through the Portuguese, and should

have been written annil.

Tho woad of the early European authors {Imttis fitieforia) is grown
to-day in Centra Asia and has been so for ages past—a region where no
species of Indigofera has been known to bo grown (or possibly could bo

growni as a source of indigo. The Sanskrit people may accordingly have
first made acquaintance with the indigo of Indigofera in India itself, and
it is just possible that their nild may have originally been the woad, which
with the ancient Britons was used, like the indigo of the American
Indians, to dye the skin and hair. Complex and difficult though tho

art of dyeing vyith Indigo may be, it is thus more intimately associated

with the early human race than any other known dye or pigment.

And in India it would appear that a far larger number of plants arc

regularly resorted to as sources of this <lye than is the case with almost

any other country in the world. In addition to Isafis met with on the

north- west alpine tracts and Afghanistan, mention has, for example, to

be made of the rum of Assam and Central China {Strobilrnithes flneci-

difoUtia, p. 1061) ;
of the ryom (Marsdenia tinrtoria, p. 774), found

in the north-eastern tracts, a plant closely allied to the original indigo

plant of Java ;
of an indigo plant {Tephronin purpurea) well known

in Bombay and Rajputana and closely allied to one of the indigoes of the

Niger and Egypt; of the Nerium or pala indigoes {Wriffhtia tinctoria,
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p. 1131) of South India, the plant which would appear to have been used prior

to the introduction of the species of Indigofera
;
of the indigoes of Burma

(such as Gymnemn tinyeuK)-, oiGochm-Ch\na.{SpUanthes tinctoria)\

and of North China and Siberia (Polyt/omiin tinetorlmn). These and

many others are plants which have been, or are being, used as sources of

this particular dye in some parts of India. Is it to bo wondered at,

therefore, that the early records of the industry leave on the mind of the

student the suspicion that the plant used in early times was, in all pro-

bability, not always the indigo of to-day 1 Not only has the modern
industry shifted from Agra and Gujarat to Bengal, but the plant grown

has been changed completely. [Cf. Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904,

ii., 271, 345-6.]

It may serve a useful purpose to quote in some detail and in

sequence of date a few of the more instructive accounts of the indigo

industry of India. It is thus contemplated to concentrate attention

on the Indian issues, and if po.s.sible to exemplify from past historic

records and scientific experience the directions of pos.sible economy and
improvement.

Historic Records of InAigo.—Pertplus of the Erythrcean Sea (80 a.d.)

(McCrmdlo, transl., 17, 109) speaks of indigo as exported from Barbarikon,
a Skythian town on the Indus and the port for the metropolis—Minnageir.

Marco Polo (1298) gives a grotesque, though acciunte, account of the Native
indigo industry as seen by him at Coilum (Qiiilon). “It is made of a certain

herb which is gathered, and (after the roots have been removed) is put into great
vessels upon which they pour water and then leave it till the whole of the plant is

decomposed. They then put this liquid m the sun, which is tremendously hot
there, so that it boils and coagulates, and becomes such os we see it. (They then
divide it into pieces of four ounces each, and in that form it is exported to our
parts).” Athanasius Nikitin (1468) (a Russian traveller) speaks of Kanbat (Cam-
bay) where the mdigo grows. Vasco da Gama (1408), Varth6ma (1603), and
Barbosa (1616), who all visited Gujarat and the west coast of Bombay, make no
mention of indigo, from which circumstance it may be inferred to have been a
comparatively imimportant industry. Garcia de Orta (1663), however, gives a
short uccoimt of its cultivation and manufacture in Western India. He calls it

tho Ami of the Arabs and Turks, the gAli and ml of Gujarat, and remarks that
it is tested for purity by burning, when there should be no sand in the residue,
and by being so light that it may float on water. Acosta (Tract, de las Drogas,
1678, 406) describes the Anil of Gujarat. Barrett (1684) mentions indigo from
Zindi and Cambaia. It is not apparently referred to m Baber’s Memoirs, 1619-
26, and is but mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbart, 1690 (Gladwin, transl., 11.^28, 41),
as produced at Agra. Linschoten (Voy. E. Irld., 1698, i., 61-2; ii., 91) speaks of
“ Anml ” or indigo as it “groweth only in Cambaia and is there prepared and made
ready, and from thence carried throughout the whole world.” So again, he says,
"Anml or indigo by the Guserates is called gali, by*others nil', it is a costly
colour and much caryed and trafiqued into Portingall: it groweth in India in
tho kingdom of Cambaia : the hearbe is very like rosemary,, and is sowed like
other hearbes, and when the season serveth is pulled ond dryed and then made
wette and beaten, and so certain dayes after dryed againe and then prepared.” (In
passing it may be here pointed out that the passage just quoted implies that at
the time Linschoten wrote, the dry-leaf process was pursued in QujMat.)

Francois Pyrard (Voy.E. Ind. (ed. Hold. Soc.), 1601-10, ii., 360, etc.) repeats
the aocoimt given by Lmschoten. In The First Letter Book of the East India
Company, 1606-6, Birdwood and Foster quote a letter of instructions to pur-
chase Indioo of Lahar (Lahore), Serchis (Sarkhej, 6 miles S.W. of Ahmedabad)
and Belondri (? Ballabi, a village 20 miles from Bhavonagar). -Finch (Tt^a/oels

in India, in Purchas' Pilgri/mes, 1607, i., 429) affords the first definite conception
of the indigo industry of India, or rather of Agra and Fatehpur Sikri, and
from him perhaps dates tho conception of the plant being an Indigofera '.

—

“ The herb Nill, groweth in form not much unlike Gives or Cich-pease, having a
small leafe like that of Sena, but shorter and broader, and set on a very short
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foot-stalke, the branches hard and of a woodie substance like unto broome. It
usually groweth not above a yard high, and with a stalke at the biggest (which
is at the third yeare) not much exceeding a man’s thumbe. The seed is included
in a small round codde about an inch long, resembling F’cenigrcecum, save that it

is more blunt at both ends, as if it had boon cut off with a knife. It carryeth a
small flower like that of Heart’s-ease, the seed is ripe in November, and then
gathered. The herb once sowne dureth three years, being cut every year in Grows for Three
August and September after the raines. That of one yeero is tender and thereof ^eara.

is made Notee, which is a weighty reddish NtU sinking in water, not come to his

perfection : that of the second yeore is rich, and called Oyeree, very light and of a
perfect violet colour, swimming on the water : in the third yoere the herb is de-
clining and this Nill is called Catteld, being a weightie blackish Nill, the worst
of the three. This herbe being cut the month aforesaid, is cast mto a long cistern,

where it is pressed down with many stones, and then filled with water till it be
covered, which so romaineth" for certain dayes. till the substance of the herbe be
gone into the water. Then they let the water forth mto another round cistern
in the midst of which is another small cistern or center: this water being thus
drawn forth, they labour with great staves, like batter or white starch, and then Besting tlie

let it settle, scumming off the clear water on the toppe : then labouring it ofresh. Liquid,

and let it settle again, drawing forth the clear water, doing this oft, till nothing
but a thick stubstance remains : which they take forth and spread on cloth, to

dry in the sunne : and being a little hardened, they take it in their h.inds and
making small balls, lay them on the sand to drj (for any other thing would drmk Balls dried In the

up the colour), this is the cause of the sandy foot. So if rain fall, it loseth his

colour and glosso and is called Aliad. Some deceitfully will take of the herbe
of all three crops, and steepo them altogether, hard to be discerned, very knavishly

.

Four things are required in Ntll : a pure grame, a violet colour, his glosse in the
Sunne, and that it be dry and light, so that swimming in the water, or burning
in the fire, it cast forth a pure light violet vapour, leaving a few ashes.”

Sir Thomas Roe [Embassy to the Court of the Great Mogul, 1616, i., 270) speaks
of the rise in price of Agra indigo and of the sales being effected under churls {or Boe’s Account,

fardles). The churl of Biana indigo has been computed os being equal to six

maunds. Of the same year, Foster (E.I.O. Letters, iv., 241) records the following
curious passage;

—
“ Indigo is made thus. In the prime June they sow it, which

the rains bring up about the prime September : this they cut and it is called

Newly, and is a good sort. Next year it sprouts again in the prime August,
which they cut and is the best indigo, called Jerry. Two months after it sprouts
again, which they cut and thereof they make the worst sort ; and afterwards
they let it grow to seed and sow again. Being cut, they steep it 24 hours in a
cistern of water ; then they draw it into another cistern, where men beat it six oil mixed with

hours forcibly with their hands till it become blue, mixing therewith a little oil ;
indigo,

then, having stood another day, they draw off the water and there resteth settled

at the bottom pure indigo (which some to falsify mix with dirt and sand) ; which
they dry by degrees, first in cloths till the water be sunk from it and it be curdled ;

afterivarda they dry it in round gobbets.”
Here we have a distinct reference to the indigo plant having been grown for

two or three years without being uprooted or re-sown. H. A. Bailey of Etawah
describes the system that exists to-day in Shahabad, which in some respects

resembles the old methoU {E.I.C., l.c. iv., 366). This system has long since been
abandoned in the indigo districts proper, the change possibly denoting new stock,

when that systenj wm unnecessary. The “ Newly ” crop is doubtless the ” Notee ” •• iv«u>(y ” and

of Finch, both words being probably derived from naudhd (the young plant); "/erry" Crops,

and “ Jerry ” being the “ Gyeree" of Finch, both words doubtless being deriv^
from jari, which would mean “sproutmg from the root” (jar). With the change
in the system of cultivation both these terms have become disused and forgotten.

Mandeldo (2Va«efe, inOlearina, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 1638, 83-4) gives a most curious
account of the cultivation and manufacture of indigo in Gujarat (Ahmeda-
bad) which (as with Linschoten’s account above) involves acceptance of belief

that the method of manufacture pursued was that known as the Dry-leaf. His Dry-Ionf.

deapription of-the flower being like that of a thistle was either a mistake (the plant

being confused by Mandelslo with Carthamus) or the plant used at that time was
not Ivdigofera. The former seems th6 more plausible explanation. The passage Mandelsio’s

may be usefully quoted in full :
—

“ The best indico in the world comes from about
Amadabath from a village called Chirchees, whencejit 'derives the name. The
herb of whjoh they^make it is like that of ydlow Parsnip, but^shorter, 'and''more
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bitter, sprouting forth into branches hke a Reed, and growing in kind years,

BIX or seven foot higii : the Flower is hke that of a thistle, and the seed like that

of Fenu-greek. It is sown in June and cut in November and December. It is

sown but onco in three years, anil the first year the leaves are cut off within a
foot of the ground. The stalks are taken away, and the leaves are set adrying

in the Sun, and that done, they are set asoaking, for four or five dayos, in a stone-

trough, containing about six or seven foot water, which is over and anon stirred,

till such time as the water hath suckt out the colour and virtue of the herb.

That iloiie, they let out the water into another trough, whore they suffer it to

settle for one night. The next day, all the water is taken away, and what is loft

in the bottom of the trough is strained through a coarse cloath, and is set adrying
in the Sun. And this is tlie best Indico ; but the country people adulterate it,

by mixing therewith a certain earth of the same colour. And whereas tlie good-
ness of this Drug is discovered by its lightness, they have the cimning to put a
little Oyle into it, to make it swim upon the water.”

“ The second year, the stalk wliich was loft the year before shoots forth

other leaves, but they are not so good as those of the first. Yet is this proforretl

before Oyngey, that is, wild Indico. It is also the second year that they suffer

some part of it to grow up to seed. That of the third year is not good,
and consequently not sought after by foreign Merchants, but is employed
by the inhabitants of the country in the dyeing of tlioir Cloaths. The best
Indico is almost of a violet colour, and hath somewhat of its smell, when
burned. The Indoathana call it Ami

;

and after it hath been in the ground
three years, they suffer the Land to lye fallow for one year ere they sow it

again.”
Terry says of Gujarat in 1622, “ The indico we bring thence is good, and

a rich commodity. It is there made of leaves not bigger than those of our
Gooseberry bushes, and the shrubs that bear those leaves are about their bigness.

These leaves they slip off from the small branches of tliose bushes, which grow
with round and full heads without prickles. The leaves thus stripped off,

are laid m groat heaps together certain days till they have been in a hot
sweat ; then aro they removed and put into very great and deep Vessels fill’d

with sufficient quantity of water to steep them in, where they leave their blue
tincture with their substance ; this done, the water is drained out into other
exceedingly broml, but very shallow Vessels or Vats, made of Plaister (like to that
wo call Plaister of Paris) which will keep m all the Liquor till the hot Sun in short
time extracts the moisture from it ; and then what roniams m the bottome, is a
Cream about one quarter of an inch thick, which suddenly becomes hard and dry,
and that is our Indxco, the best sort whereof comes from Biana, near unto Agra,
and a coarser sort is made at Cirkeese, not far from Amadamaz ; about which two
places, are a very great number of those shrubs planted, which bear those leaves.”
Could the plant have been Iruhgofera ? The passage is taken from Petro Della
Valle (Travels (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 1666, 367). Francis Bernier (Travels, 1656, 283)
makes mention of the Anti or Indico of Delhi. Tavernier (Travels, 1670
(ed. Ball), n., 8-12) of all the early European authors gives perhaps the
most detailed and accurate account. He discusses the production in Gujarat
(Sharkoj, Alimedabad, Surat, and Broach), of Golconda, of Agra (Biana, Indoua
and Corsa) and of Bengal. He then adds that the Dutch Company convey the
Bengal dye to Masulipatam, and that the Bengal and«Gujarat indigoes can be
purchased at 30 per cent, leas than that of Agra. The reference to a Bengal
indigo at the date in question is certainly remarkable. His account is too lengthy
for quotation, but it will richly repay perusal. He describes 'the steeping vats,
the use of oil, and the drymg in the sun discussed by other travellers. Hove
(Tours in Gujerat, etc., 1787, 107-8) gives full particulars of several planta-
tions visited by him. The plant, he says, was usually sown in the beginning
of the rains and suffered to grow for two seasons. The &8t crop is cut at the end
of the rams and the last about March or April. So late sis 1820 we read of indigo
planting having existed in Gujarat, and a number of unused pits near old villages
and among the buried cities of the Satpuda mountains bear silent testimony to
the former important industry of indigo manufacture. Rheede (Hort. Mai., 1678,
i., 101*2, t. 64 ; IX., t. 30) gives a brief account of the indigo industry of the
Malabar coast and furmshoa two pictures, which thus leave no doubt that the
plant or plants to which he alludes were species of Indigo/era. Sir W. Hedges,
during his agency of Bengal, wrote a diary, 1681, which deals with his tours
of inspection through Hughli, Mftlda, Dacca, Balaeore, etc., and discusses the
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articles of merchaiidiso there met with. It is noteworthy that he makes no
mention of Indigo. We are thus led to believe the cultivation and manufacture
of indigo, which in time became one of the most important of Bengal mdustnes,
could not have existed in the districts visited by Hedges. But we learn it was
established in Tirhut originally by the Dutch, for wo road of their having owned
the Singia concern in 1791. It would seem, however, from Tavernier’s allusion
to Bengal indigo that a Native industry had existed a little earlier. But shortly
after Hedges’ report a change was effected, owing to a Roeolution of the Directors
of tlio Hast India Company. Eiiropoan planters wore brought from the West
Indies to Bengal to undertake the cultivation of mdigo. In 1790 indigo factories

were accordingly established m Jossore. Hardly, liowever, had tlie industry
boon thus organised wlion it was rumixl, for we read in Sir W. W. Hunter’s
Imperial Gazetteer of India that “English indigo planters have forsaken the

districts of Hughli, the 24-Pargana8, Dacca Fairdpur, Kangpur, and Pabna,
now dotted with the sites of riiinod old factories.” The industry had thus been
established and ruined in Bengal.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to continue this series of quotations luucli

further by supplying a correspondingly dotailo<l selection rogrinhiig Africa, Egypt,
the West Indies, America, etc Tlie following niay, however, iie of value to

porsona interested in the history of indigo manufacturo —
Rochefort {Hist. Nat. et Mor. des Isles Antilles, 1C58, 98) speaks of the mdigo

being produced from a plant which rises only about a foot and a halt frip n the Account,

ground. It has small leaves of a light green ixilour which turn yellow. The
flower is reddish. It grows from seed. Its odour is very disagrooablo, unlike the
Madagascar species, which has small flowers of a whitish-purple colour and a
pleasant smell. Pomet {Htst. Gen. des Drag., 1094, 161-6; also Engl. od. with pomefa Acoouut

annot. from Lemert and Tournefort, 1712, 89-91) gives a brief description and an
engraving of the plant, and these leave no doubt that it was an Indigofera. It is

sown, he tells us, by the Americans m holes a foot distant, and in two months’ tune
the plant will be ready to cut, and if loft for three months will yield both flower and
soed. “ Indigo is a meal or flour,” he observes, “ mode by moans of water and oil- oiivo Oil.

olive out of the leaves of the anil or indigo plant ; for there is a difference betwixt
that made of the leaves and of the small branches. The choicest of the former
sort is that which bears the surname of Serquisso {Sarkhej).” They cut the said

herb with a sickle when the loaves begin to fall upon touching them ; and after

they have stnpt them from the branches, they put them into sufficient quantity
of water, which is in a vessel called the steeping Vat, then letting them infuse Uao ol V ,ita.

thirty-six hours ; after which they turn the cock in order to let the water run off,

which is tinged of a green colour, inclining toward blue, into a vessel of the nature Cluirulug

of a churn, which is worked by the labour of several men, by means of a Roullor Contnvanco.

or Turner of Wood ; the ends of which run pomted, and are hooped with iron ;

this they work " till the said water abounds with a lather, then they cast mto it

a little oil-olive ; to wit, one Pound into such a Quantity of the Liquor os will

yield seventy pounds of indigo, which is the quantity now sold in a barrel ; and
08 soon as the said oil is thrown in, the Lather separates mto two parts so that

you may observe a Quantity curdled as milk is when ready to break ; they

then cease churning and let it stand to settle, which when it has done some time,

they open the Pipe or Cock of the Churn, in order to let the water clear off, that

the meal which is subsided may remain behind at the Bottom of the Vessel hko
clay or Lees of Wine. Having decanted it thus, they put it mto straining Bags straining,

of Linnen to separate what water was left, then they convey it to the Chests or

Boxes that are shallow to dry it, and being dried, it is what we call Indigo.”

Pomet furnishes (plate 36) an admirable picture of an mdigo factory which shows
tho water tank, the steeping vat, beating vat and evaporating vat. The mechanical
contrivance for churning or beating the liquid is also shown, but the author

makes no reference in the text to his plate, and it would appear accordingly to

have been copied from some still earlier author. Pere Labat {Voy. aux Isles de r*ro babat’a

L’Amerique, 1724, i., 90-9, t. 90) gives a long and interesting account of the mdigo ^tcoount.

industry which was translated into English by Philip Miller and given in his

Gardner's Dictionary (1st ed., 1731) under the name Anil, from the belief,

{^parently, that it was fully representative of the industry as a whole. But
Labat deals very nearly exclusively with the indigo of Martinique, and his

description, like that of Pomet, is more characteristic of the Antilles and
the West Indies than of India proper. In two months’ time, says Labat,

the flrst crop of cuttings can be taken, and if the rain continues, subsequent
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cuttings may be made every six weeks, and the plants continue to bear for

two years. ... ,

Browne {Hist. Jam., 1789, 302-6) describes two forms—the wild indigo and the

Guatimala indigo. Ho views the wild as only the survival of a still earlier cultiva-

tion, the buildings of which often “ remain very perfect to this day.” Bro-vme gives

interesting particulars of the “best engine ” seen by him for beating ; this was in

design much the same as some of the contrivances patented m India a century later.

He is one of the first authors to mention the use of heat in drying the indigo.

“ The Magma or mud ” is by some put into a cauldron and heated over a gentle

fire, but not so far as to boil, and is then emptied into little “ ozenbrLck” bags to

dram ; by others it is not heated, but immediately put into the like bags to drain.

Edwards British Westind., 1793, li., 280-8) speaks of three species of indigo,

viz. the wild, the Guatimala, and the French. Of these the “ French surpasses

the Guatimala in quantity but yields to it in fineness of grain and beauty of colour.”

Lunan (Hort. Jam., 1814, i , 419—26) gives a most instructive account both
of the plant grown and the method of manufacture pursued in Jamaica, but
quotes very largely from both Browne and Edwards. The plants are regularly

laid in the steeper with the stalks upwards, which, he says, hastens the fermenta-
tion. None of these West Indian writers, let it be specially noted, speak of the

dry-loaf process—the whole plant is carried at once to the steepmg vats. After

being beaten by various contrivances a little clear lime-water is gradually lot in

to augment and precipitate the fascula. Too largo a quantity of lime would
render the indigo hard and of a greyish colour. The fmcula is placed in bags and
allowed to drain; these are then placed within a press and the remainder of the
water squeeze*! out. Tho dye is next removed from the bags, placed on a table,

c'lit into square cakes and dried in the shade —the sun being regarded as hurtful.

The East India Company published in 1836 a senes of reports and letters

regarding the indigo industry, the preface to which records (what may have been
inferred from the above senes of quotations) tho migration from and return again
to India of the industry. That work will bo found of the greatest possible in-

terest, and should bo consulted for historic details. Mr. Minden Wilson has
written in the Indian Planters' Gazette a series of graphic historic sketches of

the introduction of Indigo in Bihar. From these it would appear that Mr.
Grand, the husband of the lady who subsequently married Prince Talleyrand,
was one of the founders of the industry. Wilson gives the dates of several
concerns—Contai was opened out about 1778 and Singia in 1791 ;

but the
lost mentioned, as already stated, originally belonged to the Dutch East India
Company. These are representative, the Tirhut industry having been mainly
established between 1778 and 1800. The Court of Directors of the East India
Company sustained severe losses, however, by their endeavours to re-establish
the Indian industry, though they obtained the satisfaction of knowing that
they had been successful. In time they accordingly threw the traffio open to
all, and hoped that their servants might find in indigo “ a mode of remitting
their fortunes to Europe which would be legal, advantageous and adequate.”
For twenty-two years (from 1780 to 1802) the Company directly supported
tho indigo mdustry and placed India once more in 'the foremost rank among the
indigo-producing countries of the world. They, however, continued to make
purchases of indigo for the purpose of remittances, and to ensure the supply
they even made advances to the special factories that Hail contracted to sell their
produce to the Company. About this time also it was recognised that the in-
dustry could not be regarded as successfully established in Bpngal so long as it

was exclusively held by the Anglo-Indian community. It was accordingly ar-
ranged that purchases should be made from, and advances given to, factories
owned by Natives provided the security was “ sufficiently respectable and the
quality fit for the European market.”

But the story of the indigo industry is more entertaining historically and more
pathetically instructive than that of almost any other Indian agricultural or
industrial substance. The main facts may, therefore, be here briefly recapitu-
lated :—There is abimdant evidence in support of the belief that when Europeans
first began to purchase and export the dye from India, it waa procured froip tho
Western presidency and shipped for the most part from Surat. It was carried
by the Portuguese to Lisbon and sold by them to the dyers of Holland. It was
the desire to secure a more certain supply of dye-stuff that led to the formation,
in 1631, of the Dutch East India Company, and shortly after to the overthrow
of the Portuguese supremacy in the East. The success of the Dutch merchants
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Moused tho jealousy of Europe. The woad growers and merchants of Germany, ProtecUon of
Franco and Fngland wero threatened with ruin, and to protect them nearly every Woad.
country passed edicts rendering the importation or use of indigo a criminal offence
punishaole by death.

In 1608 England learned the art of indigo-dyeing, and in the reign of Queen indigo and
Elizabeth its use was permitted along with woad. Curiously enough this mixing Woad.

of woad with indigo survives to the present day, and to meet this demand a small
amount of the woad is grown here and there over Europe, and oven in England.
The opposition to indigo was, however, so strong that it was again, on the pretext England and
of being poisonous, prohibited, and in 1660 Charles II. had to procure dyers from Indigo.

Belgium to once more teach the English the art of usmg the dye. As already
shown, the effect of the persistent export of the dye from India, conducted by
the East India Company, had the effect of stimulating tlie Spanish, French, Portu colonial
guese ^d English colonists to make strenuous efforts to produce the dye m many Competition,
countries outside India. And so successful were they that for a time they ruined
the ancient Indian traffic. But Maepherson (Hi.if. /Jarop Co'.itm in i., 1812, 260)
speaks of the East India Company having voluntarily given uj' the importation of
indigo into England “ in order to avoid a competition with t ho British Colonists in
the West Indies and the southern provinces ofNorth Amenta About the year 1747 Cultivation In
most of the planters m the West Indies, pm ticiilarly in Jamaico., gave up the culti- West Indiea

vation of indigo in consequence of the high duty imposed upon it ”
;

“ the planters
“tbandoued.

of Carolina and Georgia were never able to brmg their nidigo to a quality equal
to that of Guatimala or St. Domingo.” But political difficulties occurred with
America and France, and at the same time sugar an<t coffee had proved even more
profitable in the West Indies than indigo. The impetus was thus given for a Re-estnbllsh-

re-establishment of the Indian traffic, and, as one of the many surprises of the ment In India,

industry, the province of Bengal was selected for this revival. It had no sooner
been orgamsed, however, than troubles next arose in Bengal itself through mis- Troubles

understandings between the planters, their cultivators, and the Government, In Ben^.
which may be said to have culminated in Lord Macaulay’s famous Memorandum
of 1837. This led to another migration of the mdustry from Lower and Eastern Migration to

Bengal to Tirhut and the United Provinces. Here the troubles of the industry Tirhut.

did not end, for, just as indigo had ruined “ the Waid Herm,” so the researches
of the chemical laboratories of Germany threatened the very existence of any Obemical

natural vegetable dye. They first killed tho maddar dye of Europe, then the Disi’overy.

safflower, the lac and the al dyes of India, and are now advancing rapidly with
synthetic indigo, intent on the complete annihilation of the natural dye. Opinions
differ on many aspects of the present vicissitude ; meantime the exports from
India have seriously declmed, and salvation admittedly lies m the path of cheaper
production both in cultivation and manufacture. These issues ore being vigor-

ously feiced and some progress has been accomplished, but the future of the

industry can scarcely help being described as of great uncertainty. The issue

is not the advantage of new regulations of land tenure, but one exclusively of

natural versus synthetic indigo.

IMRROVEMENT OF STOCK.—Sir Edward Law (formerly Finance Improve-

Minister of India), in a letter to The Pioneer in December 1905, refers to ment.

his views regarding the future of the indigo industry ;
—

“ It would appear

to be assumed,” he says, “ that because unfortunately the production of

indigo continues to fall off, my belief in the possibility of recovery of the

industry is a mistaken one. In my last budget speech in March 1904, I

enumerated the following improvements as necessary to effect a reduction i'lnance.

in the cost price of indigo and thereby secure a profit to growers and

manufacturers :— (1) that the plantations should be placed’ on a sound

financial basis, and cease to remain in a position where requirements for

cash in seasons of dear money could only be satisfied by transferring profits

from the pockets of the planters to those of the money-lenders ; (2) economy Economy,

in management
; (3) selection of seed and propagation of the qualities stock,

yielding the highest percentage of indigotin and best suited to local con-

ditions of climate and soil
; (4) rotation of crops to obtain good profits KotaUon.

from the land when not under indigo, and thereby reduce the cost of culti-

vation of the plant
; (5) chemical improvements in manufacture.” “ When Manufacture.
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it can be stated that all the improvements I indicated as necessary have

been carefully and persistently tried, and that still natural indigo cannot

be made to pay, I shall with great regret have to admit that I have been

wrong.”
There would seem no doubt that each one of the conditions of improve-

ment indicated by Sir Edward are of vital importance ;
and what is more

to the point, hardly any of them have been successfully and completely

investigated. A considerable advance would appear to have been attained

recently by Bloxam, in his chemical studies of the dye. Leake com-

menced research into the races of the plant grown and the localisation

of the dye within the plant tissue, but his studies were brought to a sudden

termination, when on the threshold of possible practical results, through

the severance of his connection with the Indigo Planters’ Association.

It is understood that a start has also been made by the new research station

under the direction of the Inspector-General of Agriculture, from which

much may indeed be expected in the future. The planters themselves,

in their anxiety for alternative crops to be grown on the land when not

under indigo, are concerned with an issue of great practical value.

Leake has obligingly furnished for this work a review of his

own results and those of other workers in the path of indigo-plant

improvement, the passages from which will be indicated by quotation

marks.
Present Position of the Industry.—“ It may be affirmed that the

methods employed for the production of the dye are very crude. The
fluctuations in the daily outturn are very large, and all attempts to con-

trol the yield have so far proved unavailing, if not prejudicial. This is

only one way of confessing our ignorance of the steps of the process. So
long as the planting community enjoyed a practical monopoly this in-

ability to control was of little moment. A fall in the quantity of dye
produced implied a corresponding rise in price. With the introduction

of the synthetic; product a short yield no longer meant enhanced price, and
this fact, associated with a scries of bad seasons, has reduced the margin of

[irofit to a vanishing point. If natural indigo is to compete successfully

with its synthetic rival, there is no longer room for the losses which the

fluctuations above noticed necessarily involve. A study of the manufac-
ture of indigo reveals how little at present is known of the chemical and
bacterial changes involved. Until these have been worked out, little can
be hoped for from improvements in the methods pursued. One fact

alone is evident, namely that only a fraction of the latent dye-formmg
power is developed.

“ For the present, therefore, the planters must look elsewhere to find

relief from the severe competition of the synthetic product. The two lines

that suggest themselves and which are, to a small extent, receiving atten-

tion, are the introduction of supplementary crops and the increase in the
yield of plant per acre (cultivation) a.s opposeil to the increase m the yield

of dye per unit of plant (manufacture). The first of these falls outside the
province of this article. The second falls naturally under two heads (1)

improvement of the present plant /. snmutrana by seed control, ^tc.
;

(2) introduction of other and richer stocks.
“ (1) For the same reason that the mdhai (indigo manufacture) cannot

profitably be altered at the present time, it is also impossible to progress
in any process of selection of stock, and, as long as it remains impossible
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dye-yielding capacity of the plant, this must remain so.
This, however, does not afEord the sole possibility for improvement. The
migration of the cultivation of /. Huiuatvnna has already been noted.
With this migration has arisen a complete separation of the seed-producing
districts, and at the present time it is no exaggeration to say that a planter
does not know from what district his seed comes. Investigation has shown
that the seed-producing area can be separated into two main divisions,
each characterised by, a very distinct type of plant. The first of these
areas includes the Western Panjib and Indus valley, and the plant here
is stunted, flowers early, and possesses a very marked and haractc'ristic
alternate arrangement of the branches and leaves. The second area i,i-

cludes the Eastern Panjdb and the Unite*! Proviii<-es. in which the plant
is tall, bushy, and flowers late. Comparing these •

Western Area.
!

Fnsfern Arc^n.

Yield of plant per acre 90 ni'tnnda ( 140 inannda
Loaf percentage. . . . <52 -6 54 -4

Yield of leaf per acre . . 00 82

“ Since the leaf is the main dyo-yiohling part of the plant, it is obvious

tliat large benefits are likely to be derived from a limitation of the seed-

producing area.

(2)
“ For some years attempts liave been made to introduce other species

of IntUuofern
\
aud that species which has yielded the most promising

results is 1. arrecta, Ilochsl. It must be borne in mind, however, that

Java indigo does not fetch the price of good Bengal indigo, although the

percentage of indigotin is very high in the former, and that this may mean
a specific inferiority in the dye obtained from I. arreetd.

“ A difficulty in obtaining a goo<l germination has alone chcckeil the

general cultivation of this plant. The defect has, however, been traced

to the large percentage—between 90 and 96— of ‘hard’ seed. With the

introduction of a seed-treating machine this difficulty has been removed
and I. arreetd will probably bo extensively cultivated ” (Leake) (see

p. 661).

The Localisation of the Indigo-producing Substances In Indigo-

yleldlng,Plants.—The following is a brief abstract of the contents of the

paper on this subject :
—

“ Some attempts have been made to trace the func-

tion and place of the indigo-yielding substance in the plant metabolism.

For instance, Molisch tentatively ascribes to it a position among the anabolic

products, and attempts to establish a direct relation between its formation

and the chloroplasts. His arguments are largely based upon the localisa-

tion of indigo when precipitated within the tissues. He traces a relationship

between the chloroplasts and the grains of indigo thus precipitated. This

relationship is difficult to uphold, as the present writer has endeavoured

to show. The substance may be found in such tissues as pith, xyleni-

parencliyma, phloem, fibrous cortical tissue, epidermis and in embryonic

tissue, even in the embryo sac. In chlorophyll-bearing tissues, it is difficult

to trace any relationship between the chloroplasts and the precipitated

grains of indigo. By this method of localisation it is impossible to bring

conclusive evidence to prove the absence of a relation between the indigo-

yielding substance and the chloroplasts. To establish such a relation othpr

lines of investigation will have to be resorted to ” (Leake).
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\Cf. Schunck, Formation of Indigo Blue., Phil. Mag., 1886, x., 74; xv., 127;

Qoppert, Bot. Zeit., 1871, xxix.. No. 24, 399; Mtiller-Thurgan, X<ondU!. yonro,,

1880, ix., 167-66; Molisch, Sitzb. der Kais. Akad. Wias. Wien., 1893, i., ciii., 269;

Z^itachr. des Allgem. beaterr. Apoth-Vereinea, 1893, xlvii., 623; Sitzb. der Ka^
Akad. Wiaa. Wien, 1898, i., cvii., 747 : Sitzb. der Kaia. Akad. Wiaa. Wten, 1899,

1., cviii., 479 ; BerichU der Dent. Bot. Geaell., 1899, xvu., 288 ;
Br6audat, Comptea

Bendua, 1898, cxxvii., 769; Beijerinck, Proc. Roy. Acad. Sc. Amsterdam,, 1899,

11 ., 120; 1900, li., 495; iii., 101; Hazowinkel, Proc. Roy. Acad. Sc ,
Amaterdarn,

1900, ii., 612 ; Plowright, Joum. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1901, xxvi., 1 ;
Bergtheil,

Journ. Uhem. Soc. Trana., 1904, Ixxxv., 877 ; Bloxam and Leake (with the

assistance of Finlow), Ac£.. Research Work in Indigo (Calc , The Bengal Secretariat

Book Depot, 1905); Mollison, Indigo Seed Select., Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, ii.,

pt, iii., 296-7.]
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CULTIVATION.
Area and Production.—Perhaps one of the most surprising features of

indigo cultivation is the variation of the period of occupation of the soil.

In some localities the crop is obtained in three months from time of sowing,

and from this as a minimum up to as much as eighteen months every

possible period is manifested. Speaking generally it may be said that

the system of taking several cuttings a year and allowing the plant to

occupy the soil for two or even three years seems to have been dis-

continued—possibly as a consequence of the change that has taken place

in the stock now chiefly grown. In the upper provinces, especially where
irrigation prevails, indigo occupies the soil in annual rotation with wheat
or rice, and is regarded as a catch crop that greatly improves the soil.

So much is this the case that indigo has often been recommended as a green

manure to be grown temporarily and ploughed into the soil. But in Lower
Bengal, on the other hand, the spring-sown crop calls for attention at the

very time of the principal rice sowings, and it is therefore an unpopular
crop with many cultivators. But a far more serious difficulty has arisen

in the production of artificial indigo. The seriousness of this aspect may
be at once exemplified by the figures of area and yield. In 1892-3 the

area in all India was 1,218,766 acres and the yield 179,056 cwt.
;
in 1894-6

the corresponding figures were 1,688,042 acres and 237,494 cwt. ; in 1896-7,

1,608,901 acres and 168,673 cwt. ; in 1898-9, 1,010,318 acres and 139,320

cwt.
; in 1900-1, 990,375 acres and 148,029 cwt.

;
in 1902-3, 645,611 acres

and 79,207 cwt. ;
in 1904-5 the area was 473,757 acres and the outturn

56,200 cwt. Thus in twelve years the area under the crop and the yield

decreased to one-third their former magnitude. The most recent forecasts

indicate that the area decreased still further in 1905-6, viz. to 683,600 acres

with a yield of 46,600 cwt., but the estimated area for 1906-7, namely
462,800 acres, has shown a slight improvement in yield of dye—69,700 cwt.

Land Tenure.—“ It is impossible, in the space at disposal, to do more
than touch upon the system of land tenure. There are commonly three
systems throughout the indigo district of Bihar at present under European
control.- In the first of these the planter is the absolute possessor of the
land, known as zerat lands. In the second, as the result of the lease by
the zamindars to the planters of certain villages, the factory claims some
portion—usually two to three cottas per bigha—of the highlands for the
cultivation of indigo. The portion assigned for indigo is usually changed
every two or three years. In both these cases the cultivation is effected by
labour hired by the factory. In the third, the raiyat, under no compulsion,
puts a portion of his land into indigo and sells to the factory the plant

—

either on a valuation of the standing crop or measurement of the amount cut.
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“ The area inwhich the cultivation of indigo reaches thehighest develop-

ment is Northern Bihar, the chief districts of which are Champaran,
Muzaflarpur, Darbhanga and Saran. In these districts the concerns are

entirely under European management. In other areas the specialisation

in the methods of cultivation and manufacture is not carried to the same
extent. It will be sufficient, therefore, to refer in detail to this area alone,

and in the case of other areas to draw attention merely to the points of

divergence ”
(Leake).

BENGAL.—Area and Production. - In 1904-5 the total area under D.E.P.,
the crop, according to the Agricultural Statistics, amounted to 223,100 iv., 400-6.

acres, and the outturn to 24,300 cwt. Cidtivation reaches its highest

development in Northern Bihar, the chief districts of which are Champaran,
which in 1904-5 had 84,000 acres ; Muzaffarjiur, ‘h>,(XX) acres

,
Darbhanga, ^ireos.

32,900 acres
;
and Saran, 18,000 acres. The final force.ist for Bengal m

1906 estimates the total area as 137,800 acres and the yield as 1,323,400

lb. (11,816 cwt.). By way of coefrast it may he added that the area

devoted to the crop in Bengal during 1894-5 was 629,100 acres, which
yielded 104,485 cwt. of dye.

Bihar.—“ As cultivation is at present practised, indigo forms a ‘ 16-

anna ’ crop. Preparation ot the land commences at the end of the rams
early in October, as soon a.s the land is cleared of the previous crop. It is

thoroughly ploughed and finally levelled bv the application of the choki

or hanghar—a log of wood with the lower surface fiat or hollowed, drawn
by two or four bullocks. Usually the land is again ploughed and levelled

or ‘ compacted ’ after a few days—a process which may be repeated as

many as four times. In the intervals between *the ploughing, gangs of I'lougi'mg-

coolies with short sticks are sent over the land. These men collect the

stumps of the previous crop, weeds and such like matter, thus clearing the

land, and at the same time use their short sticks to break down any clods.
“ The whole of this process is aimed at reducing the surface soil to a

state of fine division which will admit a further compacting to be readily

effected. It is clear, therefore, that the extent to which the land is alter-

nately ploughed and ‘ choki-ed ’ will depend on the nature of the surface

soil. In the high, light (sumbe) lands a relatively small number of plough-

ings will be sufficient
;
while in the low-lying clay (mattyar) lands, a greater

number will be required before a sufficiently fine texture is obtained. When
the soil is reduced to a sufficiently fine state of division, the plough is no
longer used and the choki is only applied at intervals—two or three times

a month until the timo.of sowing.
“ The reasons for the adoption of these somewhat intricate processes

will become plain when certain peculiarities of the soil and climate of these

districts are explained.
“ Indigo is sown at the commencement of the hot weather—late Feb- Seasons,

ruary or early March. Since the end of the previous rains—early October

—

only an inappreciable amount of rain has fallen, for in these districts

the average total rainfall from November to May, inclusive, is under three

inches. The planter, therefore, is entirely dependent on the moisture

retained by the soil from the previous rains, both for the germination of

the Seed and for the support of the young plant until the break of the raina Eaia.

in June. It will be readily understood that, with the temperatures and
low atmospheric humidity which prevail at the time of sowing, the surface

soil would soon lose all moisture unless this be constantly replenished by
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a supply from the deeper layers. Throughout the area the soil consists

of an extremely fine alluvial deposit which extends down to and below the

water-level—20 feet approximately. It is this unusual condition which

makes a rapid capillary movement of water possible. Unless, then, the

superficial four or five inches which have been disturbed by the plough are

compacted to an extent which will allow the capillary rise of water to take

place with a degree of rapidity sufficient to keep pace with the evaporation

of moisture caused by the sun’s heat, germination and subsequent growth

of the plant will he impossible. It is to produce the necessary degree of

compactness in the superficial soil that the above processes are adopted.
“ Throughout this period—November to February inclusive—the lands

are kept scrupulously ‘ clean ’ by constant weeding. Sowing, as already

stated, usually commences in late February or early March. The exact

date IS dependent chiefly on the temperature, and it is the usual custom
to wait till a night temperature of 60° is recorded. Once sowing is com-
menced, it IS carried on with the utmost speed possible. Under the most
favourable conditions the increasing day temperature will soon deprive

the superficial soil of its moisture, and it is necessary—if the plant is to

survive—that it shall have developed a sufficient length of root to be no
longer dependent on such moisture. The seed is sown by means of

drills, each drawn by two bullocks. Briefly, they consist of a trough,

containing the seed, into which small wooden wheels dip. When the

drill is in motion these rotate and pick up three to four seeds by means
of shallow holes cut at regular intervals in their circumference. The seeds

arc thus carried forward and dropped down a slot, by which they are

guided into a shallow filrrow formed by a share situated in front of the

slot. Each drill has six shares, corresponding to six wheels sot at regular

intervals, and thus sows six lines. As soon as the seed is sown a light

choki is passed over the field and the seed is thus brought into intimate

contact with the moist soil at a depth of about one inch from the surface.
“ At the present time 8, 12 and even 20 seers (40 lb.) are sown per bigAa

(seven-eighths acre). There is no doubt that this is excessive, and it is

difficult to understand how the practice has arisen. It is quite possible,

with good seed, to obtain a yield in no way inferior to that normally

obtained when using only four seers (8 lb.) per bigha. During the hot
weather, growth is slow, but with the break of the rains this rapidly in-

creases. The commencement of cutting depends to a large extent upon
the date at which the rains break, but usually takes place about the middle
of June. The low-lying crops are first cut, both because the more abundant
moisture has given greater growth and because delay in cutting causes
considerable risk of loss from sudden flooding. Two crops are normally
obtained except when the plant is growing in the river-bed, where the rise

of the river renders only one possible. These two cuttings are known
respectively as the morhun and Jehunti cuttings. The crop is entirely hand-
cut, and the cut plant is loaded into bullock carts and dispatched to the
factory with the least delay possible. Immediately after the morhun
crop is cut the land is ploughed. This, without damaging the crop, renders
the surface open and uneven, and subsequent rain is retained in greater

abundance. After the second cutting the land is ploughed and sown "with

a rabi crop or prepared, as before, to receive indigo in the following

season. On arrival at the factory the carts are weighed, and the weight
of plant 13 obtained approximately by difference.”
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Lower Bengal.—“ The chief crop of indigo in Lower Bengal is Bengal,
obtained from the annually inundated tracts of land. The seed is usually

sown broadcast upon the muddy banks left by the retreating water during

the early part of October. In the case of the higher lands only is the

plough used and the land, to a certain extent, prepared. The crop is

cut in the following June and July ” (Leake).

In the districts of Bihar south of the Ganges, Patna, Gaya and Shaha- Two crops,

bad, the system of cultivation is closely allied to that pursued in the United

Provinces. The soil is non-retentive of moisture, and the sowings are

carried on chiefly during the rainy season in July, August, and September.

The early rainy-season sowings are called asarhi, and the crop from these

is cut m September and October. The later .sowings continue to grow
throughout the year and are reaped in July and August, when the crop is

known as Ichunti, but that name is also applied to the second year’s crop

from the early sowings.
[C/. Montgomery Martin, Hist. E. Ind., 1838, ii., 886-9; in., 248-57 ; Taylor,

Topog. and Stat. Dacca, 1840, 132, 136-6; Westland, Rept. Diet, of Jesaore,

1874, 13.6-6, 197, 211, app. in., vii.-vm. ; McCann, Dyes and Tans Bang., 1883,

93-126
;

Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, 1885, 243-4 ; Reid, Cult, and Manuf.
of Indigo, 1887,74-80, 103-14; Banerjei, dgrrt. Ciritocfc, 1893, 105-6; Voelcker,

Improv. Ind. Agri., 1893, 257-65 ; Rawson, Cult, and Manuf. of Indigo in

Bang., in Planters' Oaz., July 29, 1899, 155-6; Aug. 5, 189; Ang. 12, 219-20;
Aug. 19, 262; Imp. Inst. Journ., Aug. 1899, 208; Rawson, Gardner & Laycock,
Diet. Dyes, Mordants, etc., 1901, 172 ; Mukorji, Handbook hid. Agri., 1901, 411-6

;

Admin. Rept. Bang., 1901-2, 27-9 ; Java Indtgo, in Agn. Journ. Ind., 1906, i.,

pt. ii., 170; Germination of Java Indigo in Bihar, m Agn. Journ. Ind,, 1906, i.,

pt. iii., 262-3.]

UNITED PROVINCES.—Area and Production.—Tha area in 1904-5 D.E.P.,

was 107,516 acres : 98,695 acres m Agra and 8,821 in Oudh, The estimated iv., 400-9.

outturn was 8,000 cwt. These figures show a great contraction on those

of the previous year. The chief districts m Agra are ordinarily Aligarh,

Azamgarh, Balandshahr, Etah, Cawnpore, Mainpuri
; and in Oudh, Fyza-

bad. The final forecast for 1906-7 shows a still larger reduction to Areas.

40,374 acres : viz. 34,809 in Agra and 5,565 in Oudh. This represents a

decrea.se of 75'2 per cent, on the average area of the years 1900-4, and
of 83-5 on the average for 1895-1904.

Commenting on these provinces, Leake says, “ In the districts forming seed supply,

the west of the United Provinces and the east of the Panjdb, the cultiva-

tion ot indigo for dye is practically extinct. The plant is, however, still

^rown to supply seed to Bihar. The seed is sown broadcast after the land

has been irrigated and ploughed during March and April, and in those

districts where dye is iflanufactured the plant is ready to be cut in August,
but is left in the ground till December if seed is required. The process of

dye manufacture, where practised, is essentially similar to that of Bihar.”

According to Duthie and Fuller (Field and Garden Crops, 1882, i., 43-50,

t. xii.) it may be sown either in spring or at the commencement of the rains.

In the first case it is called jamowa or chaiti, in the second asarhi, Jamowa Two Crops,

indigo is ready to cut in August, asarhi a month later. Land under jamowa
is as a rule ploughed up immediately the crop is cut ; asarhi indigo is left

in the ground till the following rains, when it springs up again and yields

a Ichunti rop. Generally it is sown alone, though occasionally mixed Mued cropj.

with judr (Sorghum vulgnre) or arhar (Ctijonas intlicits), and is

••surrounded with a border of castor or san (hemp). A loam is prepared

;

but where copious irrigation is possible, much of the cultivation is on the
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lightest possible sand. Four ploughings are held advisable, though fre-

quently in canal-irrigated districts the land receives only one. For "jamowa

indigo the ground must be watered before ploughing, while the asarhi

fields arc not ploughed till softened by the rains. The crop must be kept

free of weeds, and two weedings at least are required. The cost of culti-

vating an acre of janwwa indigo, to be cut in August and followed by a

rabt crop, is estimated at Rs. 16-7a.
[67. Atkinson, Qaz. U. Prov, 1875, li., pt. i., 37S-9, 423-4, 472-6; 1876,

lii., pt. 11., 236, 307-10. 463 , 1876. iv., pt. i., 93-4. 251 ; Wright, Mem. Agrt.

Caitmpore, 1877, 28-30 ; Buck, Dyes and Tans, 1878, 1-12, 9-94 ,
Reid, Cult, and

Manuf. of hidigo, 1887, 81-9, 116-21 ; Dist. Qaz. U. Prov.-, Settl. Repta.'\

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR.—Area and Production.^
Only 110 acres were reported in 1904-5 as under indigo, these being in the

districts of Buldana, Ho.shangabad, Narsinghpur and Chanda. In Akola

the seed is sown about the middle of the rainy season or latter half of July,

and the plant is readv for u.so in October or November, when the fiowers

begin to form. [Cf. Sulo, Monoq. Dyes and Dijeimi, Berar, 1896, 2.
J

PANJAB.—Area and Production.—The estimated area m 1904-5

was 53,000 acres, and the yield 9,900 cwt. The large interest in seed

cultivation accounts apparently for the disproportion of yield to acreage.

The most important districts are Multan, Muzaffargarh, Dera Ghazi

Khan and Rohtak. The final forecast for 1906-7 estimates the area at

62,300 acres, as against 67,500 in 1904-5. This total is shown to be
19‘3 per cent, below the decennial average. The recent effort by the

planters themselves to produce specially improved new seed could have
had no other consequence than to disturb and possibly curtail the

demand for Native seed. The following are the returns of seed pro-

duction in the Paiij4b for the past four years —1904, 1,673,800 seers;

1905, 1,785,000 seers
;
1906, 3,227,600 seers; and 1907, 1,248,900 seers.

“ The easterly districts of the Panjab should be considered in conjunction

with the United Provinces. In the west, however, in Multan, Dera Ghazi
Khan and Muzaffargarh, the methods are very primitive, and the market
supplied is the purely Native trade across the north-west frontier. The
plant 18 sown on irrigation, and hence the date of sowing depends on that

of the opening of the canals—usually during May. By September the
crop is ready to be cut, after which the plant ma}' be ploughed up or left

for a second, and, sometimes, even a third, year.” “ Lands subject to river

inundation are considered unsuitcd, inotherwords, aprejudice exists against

over-inundation. The land is prepared during the cold season after the
winter rains, and sowing takes place from March f to May 15. The field

is first flooded and the seeds scattered broadcast on the water. Irrigation

is given every third day till the plants are about a foot Jiigh, then every
eight or ten days ” (Leake). [Cf. Morris, Cult, and Manuf. Indigo in
Mooltan, Gaz. Mooltan Dist., 1883-4, app. a, 161-6

;
Panjdh, Dist. Gaz.]

RAJPUTANA AND CENTRAL INDIA.—Small quantities are grown
in Ajmir and in the Native States of Jaipur, Marwar, Gwalior and Tonk.
In Ajmir the seed is sown broadcast in the month of June or as soon as
the rains set in. When the young plants are above ground the grass is

weeded out by a process of liand-hoeing. Reaping commences about
October. *

BOMBAY AND SIND.—Area end Production.—The late Mr. E. 0.
Ozanne, then Director of Agriculture, Bombay, wrote in his Annual Report
(1885-6, 36-7) that—“ In the 16th and 17th centuries, indigo, partly of
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local growth and partly brought from Upper India, was one of the chief

exports of Gujarat. Towards the close <if the 18th century (1777) the

cultivation, chiefly for local use, would seem to have been on a very

considerable scale. But in the early part of the present century it

again fell off and in 1827 had almost altogether ceased. At that time,

prices were high and the demand was strong.” The attempt then made
to resuscitate the industry, however, failed, and indigo has never again

become a product of any importance.” In an offiiial letter oi date 1881),

Ozanne, however, speaks of the indigo cultivation of Bombay having
been 4,182 acres. In 1904-5 there were onlv 806 acres under the crop.

The following account of the cultivation in ’.Vestern India is an abbrevia-

tion from Mollison (Textbook Ind. Atjri

.

ni., 279-83). The best crops

are grown on gorddu soil (deep sandy loam) In Gie 1 'eccan, mcdnmi
black soils of fair depth are deemed most suitable. The crop is giown m
the kkdrif (rainy) season. “ Thoroiu-li tillage and a liberal application of

manure are necessary. Well-rotted ic.amire in a dressing of twenty cart-

loads per acre should be given in May. The plough and harrow ^l.ould

be used after the first fall of ram to prepare a clean, smooth seed-bed.

The crop is either .sown alone or with subordinate row^s of cotton. One row
of cotton may alternate with two of indigo. When sown alone, the rate

IS 12 to 15 lb. seed per acre. The seed should be drilled if po3.sible in June

in row's 18 inches or less apart and the drill should be worked near the

surface, so that the seed is not buried too deeply. The crop should, after

the seedlings are well up, ho intercultured two or three times with the

bullock hoe and be once hand-weeded with the weeding-hook (khurpa).

The first cut is ready m Septeinber-October. With favourable late rain,

a second cut may afterwards be obtained without irrigation.”

The area in 1904-5 was m Smd 5,621 acres, chiefly located in Hydera-
bad, 3,985 acres, and Sukkur, 1,404 acres. After the land has been weeded
and moistened during the inundation season in May and June, it is ploughed

two or three times and the seed sown broadcast. When the plants have
germinated, they are watered once a week, and this is continued till Sep-

tember, when the crop is ready to be reaped. A second year’s crop is raised

after cutting by frequently watering the old plants. [C/. N. B. Beyts,

Gujarat Agri., 1878, 44.]

MADRAS.—Area and Produciion.—The area under cultivation in

1904-5 was 126,300 acres, and the outturn 16,700 ewt. The principal

districts are ordinarily Cuddapah, which in 1904-5 had 32,149 acres
;

South Arcot, 28,784 ;
N^llore, 14,618 ; North Arcot, 7,352 ;

Karnul,7,056 ;

Anantapur, 6,098 ; and Kistna, 3,208. The forecast for 1906-6 shows
an estimated area of 212,300 acres and an outturn of 1,896 tons. Com-
menting on this result, the Board of Revenue m their final report for 1906-7

show that this area is 86 per cent, more than in 1905-6, but 1 per cent, less

than the average of the five previous years and 25 per cent, less than the

ten previous years. Indigo appears to be cultivated under very diverse

conditions throughout the Presidency. “ Returns show that somewhere
in the district sowing is normally being accomplished in every month of

the yjear. This, no doubt, is due to the more even distribution of tempera-
ture and rainfall throughout the year ” (Leake).

In Cuddapah, the chief indigo district, the land is ploughed and manured
after it has been moistened by rain. This takes place in April if the rain is

sufficiently heavy
;
if not, in July or August. The ground is then allowed
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to remain till the next heavy showers, when the seed is sown in rows.
^

In

about a month weeding commences. On dry lands the crop is entirely

dependent on rainfall. The first cutting is taken three or four months

after sowing, and a second and third at intervals of three months after the

first. After the third cutting, the plant is allowed to seed.

Wet cultivation is also carried on in the neighbourhood of tanks or

wells. Near wells with a certain supply of water, cultivation is commenced
in March or April. If the soil is loose, the seed is sown without any previous

ploughing
;
otherwise, in the vicinity of tanks, the land is watered, ploughed,

and smoothed by a roller. It is then manured, watered again, and the

.seed sown when the land has dried. After germination, the crop is regu-

larly watered at intervals varying from a week to twenty days. Weeding

commences a month after sowing, and the first cutting takes place m three

or four months, the second three months later. \Cf. Shortt, Man. Ind. Agri,,

1885, 98-136
; Mem. 07i Prog. Madras Pres., 1893, 69-71

;
Cox, Man.

North Arcot Dist., 1895, i., 273-4.]

BURMA AND ASS/lAf.—Area and Production.—Indigo is cultivated

to a very limited extent in Burma. In 1904-5 there were 424 acres in

Upper and 68 in Low'er Burma. In Upper Burma cultivation is confined

to the districts of Pakokku, Lower and Upper Chindwin and Sagaing,

and in Lower Burma to Thayetmyo. The gravest susihcion, however,

should be entertained in accepting the published figures of area as being

Indiyofera. The description given by Mr. H. G. A. Leveson, m a
note on the dyes of the Southern Shan States, at all events, leaves little

or no doubt that much of the indigo of that country is derived from
Strohiianthes. In Chindwin there are reported to be two crops, the

wet- and the dry-weather. The wet-weather crop is sown in June and
collected in July and August; the dry is sown in October and col-

lected in December and January. An indigo plant is also said to

flourish at high elevations in the Shan States. It is remarked that
when cultivated in the lower valleys it is generally under the shade
of trees, and when grown on the hills, plots of ground are selected

at the bottom of steep valleys. Brackish soil is regarded as the most
suitable, and the ground is not manured. It is not grown from seed, but
at the beginning of the rains the shrub is cut to the ground, the lower
part of the stalk thrown away, and the upper part with the young leaves
planted. Two or three pluckings are considered a fair average yield,

though a well-grown plant may afford as many as five. Most of these
statements, it may be inferred, denote Ntrohda.nthes.

Turning now to Assam, the cultivation of indigo may be said to be
practically non-existent. The greater part of the indigo dye of the province
is the produce of Strobilanthea Jtaeridifolius, and not of Itidlf/ofera.
In many respects Assam and Upper Burma show a closer approximation
to the conditions of South and Central China than to those of India.
Accordingly Assam, in the matter of this particular indigo-yielding plant,
may be spoken of as the most western portion of the area of StroM-
lanthes ^accidifoUtis, a plant that is from there diffused east and north
throughout the greater part of China and becomes one of the most iijipor-

tant sources of the dye in that vast empire. [Cf. Leveson, Dyes and Dyeing
in Southern Sha7i States, 1896, 2-5

,
Duncan, Dyes and Dyeing in Assam,

1896, 28, 29
;
Parlett, Pefi. Settl. Oper. Sagaing Dist., 1903, 15.]

Manures.—Generally speaking the only manure given in indigo cultiva-
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tion is the refuse of the indigo plant termed seet, procured from the factory.

Artificial manures have made little headway, and even with the simpler

fertilisers, such as lime, gypsum and nitre, there is uncertainty as to their

efficacy. In this connection attention should be given to the results

obtained by Mr. C. Rawson, summarised in his final report to the Bihar

Indigo Planters’ Association, published in 1904. As a rule indigo soils

were found deficient in available phosphoric acid, and responded remunera-
tively to treatment with superphosphate, bonemeal or other phosphatic

manures. Nitrogenous manures were generally found useful when applied

along with phosphates. Dr. Hancock, working at Dalsing Serai unrler

Mr. Bernard Coventry in 1901 (Rept. Indigo Improv. Syndicate, 1901),

arrived at the same conclusions. The value as manure of the refuse plant

(see/) was also investigated by Rawson, with the result tlmt he came
to believe that in many cases it was as valuable a.; thi; indigo produced
by the factory. Mr. W. Popplewell Bloxam next took up the inquiry into

the subject of indigo improvement by scientific manuring. In his report

to the Government of Bengal, 1905, on the work carried out by Leake and
himself at Dalsing Serai (in 1903-4), he summarises his experiments and
results. The chief feature of these may be characterised as the supply of

various carbonaceous materials to indigo soils with the view of ascer-

taining their effect on the growth of the nodule bacteria. The period of

Bloxam’s experiments was, however, too short to allow of any very definite

conclusions. \Cf. Voelcker, Improv. Ind. Agn., 1893, 106, 1 12, 259, 260-1
;

Rept. Cawnpore Exper. Farm
;

Bergtheil, Aco. Sc. Invest, on Ind%go, in

Rept. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Beng., 1905, vii.-ix.]

Dangers to the Crop .
—

“ Under favourable conditions the young
plant will appear above the surface on the seventh to the tenth day, from
which time onwards it is exposed to many vicissitudes. It is no uncommon
occurrence to find the destruction of the crop to be caused by a shower of

rain. It has already been explained that the young plant is dependent
on what may be termed ‘ bottom ’ moisture for its early growth, and
on the condition of the soil which makes this available. The ‘ com-
pacting ’ of the surface soil leaves a loose, dry layer on the surface which
acts to a certain degree as a check on evaporation. The effect of rain is

to do away with this dry layer and to establish a complete capillary system
to the absolute surface. The ultimate result is a rapid decrease in the

moisture of the superficial soil, which may ultimately be reduced to below
the limit at which life can be supported. Under these circumstances

the crust must be broken even at the cost of destro3dng half the crop.

This is usually effected by the use of a light rake, or, in the case of a very
light crust, by brushwood drawn over the surface. A prolonged spell of

hot west winds, such as are common during April-May, in spite of the

precautions taken to conserve the moisture, reduces this to below the

needful minimum, and in this way the greater part of the crop may be lost.”
“ As regards pests little can be said. The larvaj of numerous Lepidop-

TEBA feed on the indigo plant, but in only one case are the ravages sufficient

to cause serious damage. Under favourable conditions the larvte of

Afirt\tls segetis appear shortly after the young plant has broken through
the soil, and before what is known as the ‘ 7-leaf ’ stage is reached. Plants

attacked will be entirely stripped of their leaves, and a second sowing may
be necessary. In bad seasons this may also happen, and necessitate a

third sowing. It seems probable that the ravages of this pest are only
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serious in those lands which have been sown in indigo for several years in

succession, and that a reasonable system of rotation would reduce the

injury to a negligible quantity.”
“ Of other insect pests which assume dangerous proportions, there is

Aphides. an Aphis and a Thrlps, but little or nothing is known of the life histories

of either. They both attack the young plant, rendering it stunted, and

the latter, by destroying the mesophyll of the cotyledons and first foliage

leaves, may kill the entire plant ” (Leake). \Cf. Lefroy, Caterpillar

Pests of Indigo in Bihar, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iv.,

338-50.]

Yield. Outturn and Yield.—“ Owing to the numerous variations in the exact

area denoted by the term higha, and to the confusion consequent thereon,

it is almost, if not quite, impossible to determine with any degree of cer-

tainty from the published returns what is a normal yield of plant and dye.

Under these circumstance.? it seems boat to give the returns for a particular

concern for which the figures are available and which, being situated in

the centre of the indigo districts of Bihar, may fairly be taken as normal.

The period from which the averages are derived covers a term of eleven years,

plants bo the viz. from 1892-1903. This shows an average of 80 maunds of plants per

acre for the tnorhun cutting, and 35 maunds of plants per acre for the khunti

Dye to the Acre, cutting, while the dye manifests an average of 16 lb. per acre for the year,

in the proportion of 11 lb. for the morhun and 5 lb. for the khunti cutting.

The fluctuations are, however, very wide, e.g. for plant per acre 168 to

48 maunds, and for dye, 25 lb. to 7 J lb ” (Leake).

MANUFACTURE.
Manufac-
ture ;

Wet
Process.

Site ol Factory.

Water Supply.

Steeping Vahi.

Beating Vat9«

WET PROCESS,—“ For the manufacture of dye from the plant, the

wet process is now almost invariably adopted. Briefly this consists in the

extraction from the plant of the dye-yi elding principle by steeping in

water, and the precipitation, from the extract so obtained, of indigo by
exposure to air—oxidation. As the amount of plant which must be daily

steeped comes to some humlreds of cartloads, there are certain essentials

which must be considered in choosing a site lor a factory. Chief among
these is an abundant supply of water

;
and a factory will never, therefore,

be found at a distance from a stream or large lake, from which water can
be pumped into a large tank

—

khazanah—placed at the highest point of

the factory. From this tank channels conduct water to the steepipg vats,

a row of brick and ccment-linod basins, usually about 20 feet square and
4 to 5 feet deep, and about 15 in number. Below these, and corresponding
with them in number, are a second row of slightly shallower vats called the
beating vats.

“ The plant, on arrival at the factory, is loaded into the steeping vats
and, as soon as each vat is full, is battened down by means of beams at-

tached to pegs set in the sides of the vat. Water is now run in until the
plant is just submerged, and steeping is allowed to proceed for a period
varying from 12 to 14 hours. The liquor, which has by this time become
yellowish green and almost fluorescent, is now run off into the lower, or
beating vat.

“ Beating is effected in various ways, the sole object being to obtain
as thorough an oxidation as possible. In the more primitive method 10
to 12 coolies enter the vat and proceed to beat the liquor with short sticks
to one end of which flat discs of wood are attached. The process is com-
plete after about 1^ hours’ continuous beating. With the introduction
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of machinery the hand beating has been to a certain extent replaced by iiaouinery.

wheel beating. Where this is employed, there is a .single beating vat
which runs the length of the range of vats and is divided along its length

by one or two walls, the number depending on whether one or two boating
wheels are employed. These walls stop short of the two ends of the vat
and are simply employed to give direction to the circulation sot up by
the wheels. The wheels themselves consist of small flat discs of wood
attached to the ends of a number of spokes radiating from thi axle. By
this method beating is complete in about one hour. More r..-cently the

beating has been replaced by blowing a mixture ot air and ste.im through Bbwm-.

the liquor
; and, later still, in 1902, this pro' ess. modified so as to blow

ammonia through the liquor, was introduced bv Rav, on. Nc’thcr jf these .immr.nti

latter processes have, however, been univcr.'^allv adopted, I’ui the whi ol

beating is still most commonly craplovcd.
“ After beating is complete, the l’>|uor is ailowca to .taiid until the

precipitated indigo—the mal—ha.s settded, leaving a dear, red, supernatant J/ai.

liquor. This ^ tnaila pnni' is drained oft" and the residual ‘ wfil' is

pumped into boilers where it is mixed with dean water and boiled, either iioiimg.

by the direct action of heat oi by injecting steam. The boiling and sub-

sequent stages in the manufac:ture take place within the factory building,

when the boiling is complete, the contents of the boilers are run on to the
' table.' Thi.s oousiats of a heavy canvas sheet which has been previously

wetted and spread on a support of split bamboo. The cloth acts as a Fiit«rmg.

filter, allowing the clear water to dram off and retaining the indigo as a

thick paste which is now transferred to the press. This is a square Pressing,

wooden box, the walls and bottom of which are perforated by numerous
holes. The interior is lined with damp cloth and the mdl is then poured
in to a depth of 8 or 9 inches. The lid, which fits the interior accurately,

is then put on and screwed home by means of a screw worked by a long

lever. This is turned at intervals during 5 to 6 hours, in which time the

mdl will be pressed into a hard cake 3 to inches thick. The sides cutting mto

of the press are now removed and the cake is transferred to a table where
‘‘

it is out by wire into cubes of about 3 inches. These are removed and

placed on open shelves to dry in an airy room. The air admis-sion is so

regulated that slow drying is effected. This is essential if cracking and Drying,

subsequent breakage of the cakes are to be avoided. During the process

of drying, the cake becomes covered with a dense growth of mould. Before

packing this is brushed off by coolies. The final stage consists m packing Packing

the dried and cleaned cakes into specially constructed cases which are

weighed and forwarded to Calcutta for disposal ” (Leake).

DRY PROCESS.—The wet method just described by Leake is that

which is almost universally employed, though m Madras the dry-leaf Process,

process is still pursued to a limited extent. From the historic chapter

given above it will be seen, moreover, that during the first century of the

industry as fostered by the East India Company, the dry process was Kariy

apparently universally adopted. It was even upheld that to that fact

was attributable the high merit of the Indian as compared with other

indigoes—the stems and twigs used in the wet vat system detracted, so it

wa^ then believed, very greatly from the merit of the dye. During the

second century, when the industry had been conveyed from the West
Indies back to India, or rather to Bengal, the wet process was alone that

employed. It is significant that throughout all this rise and fall of the
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Method European industry in India, the Natives should have quietly continued

their own methods of manufacture, oblivious of or indifferent to the numer-

ous patent processes and appliances brought out by their European rivals.

Di-y Leaf. By tho dry method the bundles of freshly cut plant, instead of being con-

veyed directly to the factory, are dried and the leaves separated from the

stem by beating. When kept dry the leaves turn in the course of a few

steeping. weeks from green to a blue-grey colour. They are then subjected to

steeping and fermentation, when the mdican present in the plant splits

through hydrolysis into mdigotm and mdiglucm. The fine green liquor

thus obtained is then drawn off to the beating vat, where the matured

indigo is precipitated and subsequently concentrated by boiling and com-

Adaitcration. presscd into cakcs ana dried in the usual way. But for the adulteration so

largely resorted to by the Native manufacturers, it seems fairly certain the

dry-system mdigo would be fully as valuable as the wet, and in some
respects have distinct advantages. This is exemplified by the fact that it

is preferred even in localities where the difficulty of drying becomes serious.

For a small manufacturer it has the great advantage of being attended to

at the mo.st convenient time.

Chemical The rationale of inLligo manufacture may be briefly and pointedly
Changes. told. Fermentation and hydrolysis of the mdican found m the steeping

vat takes place. The mdigotm produced is reduced by the mdiglucm to

fiydrmdigotm (indigo white), and this dissolves in the alkaline liquor.

Through the beating that follows tho hydnndigotm is reoxidised, and m-
digotin precipitated—being insoluble in the alkabne liquid. The yield is

about 0‘2 per cent, of the weight of the plant. The acldition of ammonia
to the vat is frequently practised, with the result that the yield is largely

increased, as the formation of ammonia by the fermentative breaking
down of tho indi{.o is thus hindered. The indigo oVdaitied in this manner
vanes greatly m quality. Its content of mdigoiin ranges from 20 to 90
per cent., the average being 40 to 50 per cent. The remainder consists of

ash, 6 to 20 per cent.
;
water, 2 to 8 per (;ent. ;

mdirubm. 2 to 4 per cent

,

and various amounts of indigo-brown, indigo-gluten, and carbohydrates.
The value of the blue depends on its content of mdigotm and mdirubm

[Cf. Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Engin. and Manuf., 320.] It is believed
the presence of mdirubm gives the more pleasing result of the natural as
compared with the .synthetic dye.

^

Mr. W. Popplewell Bloxam (who has devoted much attention to the
study of the chemistry of indigo) read a highly ins-lructive and valuable
paper before the Society of Chemical Industry ('jTorkshire Section) on
August 15, 1906, and still more recently a further paper before the London
Section on November 30, 1907. The last mentioned is written by Bloxam
ill collaboration with Dr. R. Gaunt and Mr. F. Thomas, and is specially

indigo^^
described as an analysis of indigo and of the dried leaves of 1. arrertn ani
I. Sumatrana. It is, therefore, desirable that readers anxious for infor-
mation of the nature indicated should consult the papers mentioned. But
it may be useful to give here the few concluding remarks in the first, since
these seem to give an indication of the direction and purport of Bloxam’s
investigations .

—

I’urport. “ From those results, it will be seen that if the percentage of indigotin
contained m the whole plant (ordinary Indian varieties) be taken, as seems
reasonable, at 0'6 per cent., then from consideration of the weights of
plant steeped and the indigotin recovered in the finished cake, the highest
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efficiency attained does not reach 60 per cent, of the totalindigotin obtainable,
whilst the average efficiency of the ‘ mahai ’ is 25 per cent., falling thence
to 12’6 per cent, (cake No. 2). The attention of the Government of

India will be called to this wasteful method of manufacture, with a
view to the long-needed improvements being introduced to India without
delay.” Concluding the second paper, Bloxani and his collaborators ob-

serve :
—

“ Being now in the possession of some 150 grms. of crystallised

indican, we are undertaking a scientific study of its quantitative ci inversion,

by various methods, into indigotin—with (he view ot improving the process

of manufacture at present in use in India. The results of our experi

ments all tend to show that considerable inprovemeid remains (•> be
made in the efficiency of the indigo in-m'dac ’ire, ac I pi int to the

fact that the efficiency of the process is far lower thuu js , urrentlv

stated.” Bloxam submitted his final Riporl of Iht. Ntscmch Wor^ uu

Indigo to the Government of India in iy08.

[Cf. Buchanan-Hainilton, Slat. Acr Jhtia)., 1833, 307- 14 : Montgomery
Martin, Hist. E. India, 1838, ii., 980-00 , 1 ,eid. Cult, and Manuf. of Indigo, '887,

65-73, 74-80; Nioholla, Trap Agri
, 1892, 256-9 Bruiges Leo, Man. af l.vUgo,

1892; Journ. Soc Chern Induct. April 30, 1S94, xiii
, 382; Oct. 31, 941;

Feb. 28, 1901, xx., 116-7, March 31, 166-7, Sept 30, 886.’ May 15,

1902, xxi.j 607 ; Rept. on Coventry's Ir.digo, 189.5, 1897, 1898 ; Cave, Kept, on
Patent Silicate Process of indigo Manuf., 1901 ; Uuwson, Gardner and Laycoek,
Diet. Dyes, Mordants, etc., 1901, 174-80, Perkin, Condition of Indigo Indust.,
Nature, Nov. 1, 1900, Ixiii., 7-9, Nov. 29, 111-2; Jan. 24, 1901 ;

Breaiidat,
Gontnb d L’Etudr Je la Pahricat. de VIndtgo, m Bull. Econ. L’lndo-Chine, .July

1903, 11. s , VI.]

SYNTHETIC INDIOO,—It would be impossible to deal here with
the discovery and production of synthetic mdigo. As a matter of

historic interest it may bo mentioned that Perkin w’as (m 1856) the
original discoverer of the coal-tar dyes, but, like Green’s discoveiies still

later, they were not fully appreciated until they had reached the Nether-

lands and German laboratories. Hence for a good many years past the

artificial dyes have proved formidable rivals to the natural colours, and
even in the case of indigo have begun to curtail the world’s demand for the

Indian article. Already the exports from India have been reduced very

seriously. Germany, for example, has practically ceased to import vegetable

indigo, and her exports of the artificial products to all countries were last

year valued at 25,000,000 marks (£1,250,020). This is remarkable, seeing

that tfie first commercial manufacture was only made in 1897. According

to a report issued by the Badische Aniiin and Soda-Fabrik Company, their

profits were in 1903, £583,787, and in 1904, £544,936. Thus it would

appear probable that large sums have been realised from the sale of artificial

indigo. The imjiorts of synthetic indigo are mainly from the Netherlands.

These came to 14,691 cwt., valued at £143,613 in 1902 ;
17,752 cwt. in

1903 ; 19,468 cwt. in 1904 ; 32,246 cwt. in 1905 ;
and 39,042 cwt., valued

at £147,325 in 1906.

TRADE IN INDiaO.—li\ a dispatch dated 1792, the Board of

Directors congratulated the Indian Government that, as the British im-

ports of Bengal indigo increased, those from the Spanish and French

colonies declined, while at the same time a large export trade from Great

Britain to the Continent had been established. That re-export trade

amounted in 1790 to close on one million pounds of the dye. Such a

brilliant result, when contrasted with the depression that has been cast

over the industry, within the past few years, is highly significant. But
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with the detailed statement of former transactions, given in the

Dictionary, it may suffice to review here, and very briefly, the returns of the

past few years —
SzportB. Exports.—The bulk of the factory-made indigo is exported. India

uses up only the most inferior grades of the dye. The returns of foreign

trade thus very nearly express the total production. The year 1894-5
Eecord Tear. showcd the highest production credited to the Indian industry, viz.

237,494 cwt., produced from 1,688,042 acres. Up to that point the pros-

perity was almost phenomenal—a century of advancement, in spite of

numerous local upheavals. But the year following the first commercial

production of synthetic indigo the crash came, and from that time

there has been nothing hut continuous curtailments. From 1894-5

down to 1906-7 the record is, in fact, a very melancholy one. The
exports in 1894-5 were 166,308 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,74,59,153, and in

1895-6 they were 187,337 cwt., valued at Rs. 5,35,45,112. But the twelvtf

Decline. yoars following show a continuou.s decline, until in 1906-7 the e.xports

were only 30,102 cwt., valued at Rs. 70,04,773. Commenting on this

subject, J. A. Robertson {Rev. Trade Ind., 1904-5, 28-9), at that time

Director-General of Statistics in India, wrote :

“ The unremunerative

level to which prices have been forced down by competition of synthetic

indigo has reduced the indigo plantations of Bengal to !c.ss than half the

area they occupied ten years ago, and over the whole of India the reduction

in that period was 66 per cent. Planters in Bengal arc strengthening their

position by cultivating other crops in addition to mdigo, and they can

carry on a conte.st for supremacy with synthetic indigo for many years.”
“ The season of 1904 gave a very poor jaeld, the defieiency compared with

the previous year being estimated in the official reports at 31 per cent, in

Bengal and 46 per cent, for the whole crop. The total exports of 1904-5

are less by 18'4 per cent, in (quantity, and 22’4 per cent, in value, than
the exports of the previous year. The fall in the average price was thus

4 per cent., and in Calcutta the fall was more marked in the better kinds
than in the ordinary qualities.”

oreat Bntain’s TuTiiing iiow to the countiics which have drawn on India for their
bbtu'C ^ _

supplies of indigo, Great Britain formerly headed the list. The exports
from India to Great Britain in 1875-6 came to 72,194 cwt.

;
in 1883-6 to

64,204 cwt.
;

in 1896-6 to 66,215 cwt.
;
and in 1898-9 (the year after the

production of synthetic indigo) they dropped to 30,973 cwt.
;

since which
date they have steadily declined until in 1904-5 thev were only 10,743 cwt.

;

United .stat€3. in 1905-6, 7,749 cwt. ;
and in 1906-7, 7,942 cwt. "Lhe record of the United

States IS somewhat similar, though on a smaller scale. In 1875-6 the
share taken by the States came to 4,089 cwt.

;
ten vears, later it became

20,737 cwt., and from then a decline has been ob.scrved until in 1905-6
Kgypt. ' the amount taken was only 1,530 cwt., and in 1906-7, 1,258 cwt. Egypt,

on the other hand, has preserved a fairly constant market, but it has to be
explained that Egypt takes mamly Madras dry-leaf indigo. In 1875-6
it drew 577 cwt.

;
in 1886-6, 11,601 cwt. ; in 1895-6, 13,995 cwt.

;
in

1903-4, 15,375 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 9,702 cwt. ; and in 1906-7, 9,195 cwt. With

most Continental countries the decline in the demand for Indian indigo has
been most marked. Germany took in 1895-6, 16,929 cwt.

;
in 1903-4, only

1,776 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 487 cwt. ;

and in 1906—7, 523 cwt. France procured
in 1895-6, 21,011 cwt.

;
in 1903-4, 1,975 cwt.

; in 1905-6, 970 cwt.
;
and

ill 1906-7, 541 cwt. Japan, which for several years had been one of the
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chief markets, almost ceased to import in 1904-5. This, it is believed,

was largely a consequence of
“
the differential taxation which took effect

from April 1, 1903 and imposed an extra tax, equal to 1-55 pence per lb.,

on Indian indigo, which both Java plant indigo and German synthetic

indigo escaped, placing an insupportable burden on the trade
;
but now

that Indian indigo has been treated on the most-favoured nation basis bv
the Convention with Japan, which came into force on March J >, 1905,

there may be some revival of the trade, trerman svnthetic indigo has,

however, now acquired such a dominant iio-^ition, and its higher piTccn+age

of colouring matter still retains for it such advantage liy reason of the

duty being charged bv weight, that India will li- d it litpi iilt to ir over

lost ground ” (Robertson, Lc. 29). Tin- e^p,J^ts uoin ln.lia to .Fapnn in

1906-7 were l,800cwt. [C/. Reft. Bciuj Clru,il>er o! (onm., 1903-4,

1G3-8.]

Internal Trade.—Turning now to 'i.c share.s taken by the provinces Internal
of India. In 1885-6 the total cxpoit.-. were 132,495 cwt., of which the Trade.

Bengal share was 76,109 and the Madras 45,828. Ten years later (18^0 6)

the total cxpoits were 187,337, of which the Bengal share was 111,714
and the Madras 62,425 c.wt.

;
in 1903-4, 6(),4I0, of which Bengal furnished

29,858 and Madras 24,414 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 31 186, of which Bengal sup-

plied 19,062 and Madras 7,756 cwt.
;
and in 1906-7, 35,102, of which Bengal

contributed 19,309 and Madras 11,159 cwt. The exports across the land
frontier ate not very important. In 1904-5 they came to 4,873 cwt.,
valued at Rs. 4,70,203

;
in 1905-6 to 5,276 cwt., valued at Rs. 5,26,431 ;

and in 1906-7 to 3,518 cwt., valued at Rs, 3,47,341. The most important
receiving countries arc Seistan and Dir, Swat and Bajaur. Formerly a
large trade was done in exporting mdigo-dycd goods from India. The only
survival of this is the export of blue cloth from Pondicherry to French
China—a survival due, apparently, to the French protectionist enactments Enaetments.

in favour of her colonies.

Imports.—A startling peculiarity of the present phase of the Indian Imports,
traffic in indigo may be said to exist in the circumstance that a small supply
of the dye is annually drawn from the Straits, from the United Kingdom,
Belgium and Japan. There is no mention of synthentic indigo being

imported, and the small foreign supply may be to some extent returns of

Indian „indigo. The imports in 1905-6 were 1,244 cwt., valued at

Rs. 1,12,243 ;
and in 1906-7, 2,392 cwt. and Rs. 97,152.

INSECTS (INSECTA); Fa. Br.lnd.; Hampson (Moths), i.-iv.,

Bingham, Wasfs avd Bees (Hymenoptera), i.-ii.
;
Distant, Bugs (Rhyn- '

chota), i.
; Watt, Products Derived from Animal Kingdom (Insects), 64-6

;

Maxwell-Lefroy, Economic Entomology, in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc.,

XV., 432-44
: also Locusts in India, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt.

ill., 238-45, tt. xiv-xx.
With the exception of the silkworms, the bees, the cochineal, the lac and Bcoaomlo Value

the gall-forming insects, very few others can be regarded as of economic value.

Unfortunately a very large number of insects force attention through the depre-

dations they effect on crops, stores of food, industrial materials, manufactiu-es,

woodwork, etc. Maxwell-Lefroy has set forth in a lucid manner the difficulties

that beset the entomologist in India who may have entrusted to him the investiga-

tion and solution of the peats of the fields and forests or the discovery of beneficial rests

insects. The insects have to be identified and in many cases scientifically named,
then their life-histories worked out, before practical suggestions aro possible.

Throughout the present publication the effort has been made to record the results
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hitherto attained under the names of the products concerned, such as Corohorum

(Jute), t'nntfiiin (Tea), etc. But m addition, the following special articles deal

with insect economic products :

—

Bees', Bees’-wax, Dammar and Honey (see pp. 123-9).

Coccus Cacti, Cochineal (pp. 347-9).

Silk (pp. 992-1013).
Tachardla Lacca (pp. 1053-0).

Besides these, however, there are a few other insects that have attracted

attention. Perhaps the most important is the Locust. This often proves so

destructive that strenuous efforts become necessary to restrain it. In order

to aid in their identification, Maxwell-Lefroy has recently published an in-

teresting account of the hfe-histories, with full-page illustrations, of the two
locusts known to India, viz the Bombay Locust and the North-West Locust. [The
following papers have appeared m The Agricultural Ledger :—Gunther and Cotes,

lined Locusts as jood for Cage and Game Sirda, 1893, No. 2 ;
The Automatic

Locust Catcher, 1895, No. 15 ; Stewart Stockman, A Plague of Orasshoppers in

the G. Prov., 1903, No. 3, 66-85 ; Maxwell-Lefroy, Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind , 1906, i..

No. 1, 1907, 125 ] Sly (.d^rj. Journ. Ind., lu, pt. ii., 208) gives a brief

forecast of a report shortly to appear on the results attained in India with the

locust parasitic fungus.
The wing-cases of the beetle rlttatn are largely employed

for ornamental purposes iii India, and are especially worked up in articles of

dress produced in Madras and Hyderabiul, or are used in khas-khas fans, etc.

[C/. Mukharji, Art Manuf. Ind., 309, 313, 380; Watt, Ind Art at Delhi, 1903,

161, 198, 408.]

IPOMCEA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 196-215; Pram, Beng. Plants,

1903, 11 ., 731-7; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1905, ii., 241-52; CoN-
VOLVULACE.®, A genus of herbs, rarely shruls, twining, prostrate, or

less often sub-ercct.

I. aquatloa, > Ree.Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 121, 185, 243 ; lii., 81. The kalmi-
sdk, ndri, ganthian, ndlichi baji, sarkarei valli, etc. An aquatic species common
throughout India but especially abundant on the surface of tanks in Bengal.
The young shoots, leaves and roots are universally oaten as a vegetable, and the
plant IS for that purpose often semi-cultivated. The juice is believed to have
emetic properties and to be useful in opium poisonmg, [Gf Pharmacog. Ind., ii.,

540 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 302.]
I. digltata, Lmn

,
Talbot, last Trees, etc , 1902, 251. The bilaikand, hhui-kohala,

matta-pal-tiga, etc. A large climbing perennial cultivated on account of its

pink to purple flowers and its tuberous roots, used in Native medicine (seep 1120).

[Cf. The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 96; Pharmacog. Ind.,
11 ., 534-6 ; Dutt, l.c. 323.]

I. hederacea, Jooq
,

liec. Bot. Surv. Ind , Hi., 2ii The ml-kalmi, baunra, bildl,

kodt, kiilti-ddnd, kdkkatdn-virai, etc. An annual hairy twiner, cultivated in
India, but also found wild. The seeds known as kdld-ddna and mirchai are
purgative and resemble jalap m their action. They were made officinal in the
Pharmacopoeia India in 1868. The market rate is about 4 annas per lb. Hooper
(Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Induet Sec.), 1905-6, 32-3) says that the seeds contam
8 '06 per cent, of resin resembling connohuUnp, but in addition are rich in albu-
minous substances and contain 14-02 per cent of a nauseous fat—a disadvantage
in internal administration. [<7/. Pharmacog. Ind., ii., 530-4; Henry, Econ. Bot.
China, 1893, 49 ; Firminger, Man Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 476.]

I. Pupga, Hayne. Jalap. A climber, native of the Mexican Andes,
at altitudes from 5,000 to 8,()()0 feet above the sea. In its native habitat
rain falls almost daily, and it flourishes best in shady woods with a deep
rich humus sod.

In India it is cultivated on Dodabetta in the Nilgiri hills, and in, the North-
Western Himalaya at Mussourio. The crop is an exhausting one. Fortnerly
the plant was grown among the cinchona trees, but this system has been abandoned,
since while the jalap flourished the cinchona was injured. Plantsmay be obtained
from cuttings sot under shade in a moist, sandy soil, but for cultivation on a
large scale the smaller tuberous roots may preferably be used. These are placed
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one foot apart and at a depth of about six inches within trenches filled with farm-
yard manure. As the plants grow, stakes require to bo fixed for them to climb
on, A return may be expected in the third year, and every third year there-
after. In Ootacamund it has been found that an acre of jalap yields .5,000 lb.
of green tubers, or say 1,000 lb. of powder. The drying process is a difficult one,
as there is frequently considerable loss through mouldmess and fermentation.
It is said this may be prevented by cutting the tubercles in slices

Medicinally, jalap is well known as a hydragogue purgative, its action being
due to certain resinous principles. The selling price has been given at about
2«. 3ci. per oz. [Of. Nicholls, Textbook Trap Agn, , 1892, 237-40 ; Hooper,
Effect of Phoaphatic Man. on Growth of Jalap (Reprint from Pharm. Journ.),
1896

;
Kew Bull., 1897, 302 ;

Brit. Pharmacop
, 1898, 105 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl.

Chem., 1900, iii., 349; Pharm. Soc. Mua Repl , 1895-1902, G2-3
;
Phnrm.

Journ., 1904, Ixxii., 284-6.]

L Turpethum (see Operculina Turpethum, p. 822).

I. Batatas, Lamk.

;

DutViie and Fuller, Field and Harden Crops, Sweet
1893, iii., 12, tt. 87-8

;
Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., ii., 41, 120, 185; lii., 80, 215. I’otato.

Sweet Potato, mita-dlu, ranga-dlu, chine dlu, shcticarkand, vallikildngu, etc.

Habitat.—Presumably a native of America, but is extensively cultivated in
India. Two forma are met with, one with red, the other with white tubers.

Evidence points to its having apparently reached the Pacific Islands in prehistoric

times, and to a cultivation in China in the second or third century of our era.

Asa Gray (Scient. Papers, 1889, i , 317-20), reviewing the account given in De
Candolle’s Origin of Cultivated Plants, gives full particulars of the literary evidence
in favour of an American origin. The first mention of the plant appears to bo
by Peter Martyr, who in the 9th book of his 2nd Decade (written about 1514),

gives Batatce among the fruits of the province of Uraba, Darien, and in his

3rd Decade names them among the plants growing in Honduras when Columbus
landed in 1502. Other early Spanish travellers, e.g. Cieca de Leon, Jean de
Lery, etc., also refer to the finding of sweet potatoes in Peru and Brazil. Clusius,

moreover (Bar. Sttrp. Hist., 1576, li., 297-9), states pointedly that they grow
wild in the New World and adjoining islands, whence brought to Spam. Nothing
very definite can be learned of its introduction into India. The plant is figured

and described by Eheede (Hort. Mai., 1088, vii., 96, t. 50) and by Rumphius
{Herb. Amh., 1750, v., 370, t. 130). Carey (As. Res., 1808, x., 18) discusses the
method of cultivation pursued in Dinajpur, and Roxburgh [FI. Ind., i., 483)
speaks of the red sort as cultivated all over the warmer parts of Asia.

Cultivation,—The area under the sweet potato in India cannot be Cultiva-

definitely ascertained. It is grown all over the country from the Panjab, tion.

the United Provinces, Kajputana, Uentral India, the Central Provinces,

Bengal, Assam, Bombay, Madras and Burma. In Bengal it is more
important in the eastern tracts, such as Bogra and Bhagalpur, than in the

western and central divisions. Taking India as a whole, it is planted

from August to November and reaped from December to May, the varia- Seasons,

tions being a consequence of local climatic conditions and methods of

propagation. A full account of its production in Bombay is given by
Molliaon (Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, iii., 193-7), of which the following

summary may be accepted as true of India generally. The best soil is a
light friable one, well prepared by deep tillage. The crop does not
thrive unless the land be naturally dry. It is generally grown during the

cold season and under irrigation, but on light, dry land a rain crop may be
produced. The land is prepared during the monsoon by frequent plough-

ings, and in September farmyard manure at the rate of thirty cart-loads

per acre is given. Before planting, irrigation beds are formed of various

sizes-according to local circumstances.

Planting usually takes place in October-November. The crop is Propagation,

propagated by cuttings from fairly mature portions of the stem, each

-with three nodes or leaf-buds. Two nodes are placed underground, 2
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to 3 inches deep, while the other node is left free. The cuttings are

usually placed along ridges, though sometimes in flat beds. The ridges are
about 18 inches apart and the cuttings are deposited one foot apart
on each side of the ridge, half-way between the crest and the bottom of the
furrow. Cross furrows are also drawn which form channels for irrigation.

Weeding should be attended to and the crop watered every eight or twelve
days. Care must also be taken to prevent the plants rooting at the nodes,
for otherwise small tubers of no value will be formed at the points of

attachment and these will deduct from the growth of the large tubers at
the main root.

Yield.—If planted in October-November the crop should be ripe in

April and the tubers lifted at once, else much damage will be done by
rats and white ants. The vines or hauhus are reaped before the tubers
are dug. A good crop may yield six tons per acre, worth about Rs. 300.
The cost of cultivation m the Surat district Mollisoii gives as Rs. 134.

Sugar and Alcohol.—The sweet potato contains more dry starchy
and sugary matter than the ordinary potato, but less nitrogenous substance.
Analysis shows it to possess about 10 to 20 per cent, of sugar and about
16'05 per cent, of starch. It is said to be an excellent source of alcohol,

100 kilos of tubers yielding about 12 to 13 litres of absolute alcohol.

Recently it has been largely cultivateil in some parts of the world as a
source of sugar. By the Natives of India it is commonly used as food,
cither cooked in curry or boiled, roasted or fried.

[Cy. Piso, Dc Med. Brazil. 1648, 94; Hernanrlez Nova PI. Hist., 1661, 299 ;

Forstor, PI. Eac , 1786, 56-0 , Benthom, Rev. of Taryioni-Tozzetti, m Journ.
Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 141-2 ; Do Candolle, Oriy Cult Plants, 1884, 57-8

; Basn,
Agrt. Lohardaga, 18<)0, pt. i., 78 ; Nicholls, I c 288-i)0 , Duggar, Sweet Potato
Cult , etc., U.S. Dtpt Agn Bull., 1895, No. 26 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1898,
i

, 292 ; Woodrow, Card, in Ind , 1899, 391 ; Der Tropenpflanzer, 1902, vi
,
285-

96 : Mollison, Amer. Sweet Potatos for Ind., in Ind Planting and Qard
, Oct. 30,

1902 , Sweet Potato Sugar in Formosa, Aug. I, 1903
,
West Ind. Bull., 1901, n ,

No. 4, 293-302 ; 1902, iii , No. 3, 206-11 ; v.. No. 1, 5-6, 25-6, No. 3, 281-6 ;

Firmuiger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 478.]

IRON AND IRON MANUFACTURES.—Ball, Man. Econ.
Geol. Ind., iii., 335-420

;
Watt, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1894-7

;
Mahon,

liept. Manuf. of Iron and Steel in India, 1899
;
Holland, Rev. Min. Prod

Ind., 1898-1903, 11-2, 51-2.

PRODUCTION.—Iron is commonly said to exist in nature in two great
classes of workable Ore—

(

1) Carbonates and clay ironstone, and (2)
Oxides, like hematite and magnetite. The Cai^bonates consist essen-
tially of two kinds

; (a) those in which the salt is crystalline and little

admixed with earthy matter, and (fc) those m which a ^larger or smaller
amount of clay is intimately intermixed with the ferrous* carbonate. The
former is spaihic iron ore and the latter argillaceous ore or clay ironstone.
Clay ironstone exists in large deposits in many coal measures and is then
known as black-band. The Oxides may be spoken of as of three kinds
(a) anhydrous ferric oxide

;
(b) hydrated ferric oxide

;
and (c) a mixture

of ferrous and ferric oxides such as the magnetic oxide of iron. Hughes
Buller has recently sent from Baluchistan a natural mineral known as
kkaghal or lagh, which is employed as a dye. This has been ascertained
to be an impure sulphate of iron. “ The most abundant iron ores are
the minerals magnetite and hematite which occur in numerous places
with quartz, making quartz iron-ore .schists which are generally members
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of the Dharwar and other Archrean schist series. The most conspicuous uoet Abundant,

examples of this class occur in the Salem district and the Sandur State

in the Bellary district of the Madras Presidency, and in the Chanda, Raipur,

and Jubbulpore Districts of the Central Provinces. The chief ore now
used at the Barakar iron-works for the manufacture of pig-iron is clay

ironstone, containing 45 to 48 per cent, of iron, and occurring as nodules

in shaly formation separating the Barakar and Ranigaiij stages of the

Ddmuda series in Bengal ” (/mp. Gaz., 1907, iii., 145-6).

Notwithstanding the fact that rich deposits of one or other of these

various iron ores exist here and there all over India, and have, from the

most ancient times, been worked up in a desultory manner by the Natives,

still there has been but one successful attempt on European lines and by SuMessM

modern appliances. Indeed some of the recent investigations co’iducted in
" '

India would seem to establish belief that few of the important supplies of

ore are of sufficiently high merit to defray the cost of carriage to Europe
(or even to Indian centres of fuel .supply) and leave a margin of profit.

The opinion would thus appear to have been borne home that the

expansion of India’s iron production must, for the present, bo looked for :Proiiinit,y,to

in the immediate vicinity of fuel supplies.
^

South India.—Some few years ago many persons urged that if it paid Soutli

to convey Spanish ore to England to be there made into “ pig ” which in

the ordinary course of trade was profitably carried even to India, it must
of necessity pay to convey the rich ores of Madras to the coal mines of

India to be there worked up m competition with the imported foreign

metal (Watt, Mem. Res. Ind., 1894). It was also even upheld that the

time might soon arrive when England would have to look to Salem for

its supplies of magnetic ore. In his presidential address to the Iron and MagDotio ore.

Steel Institute (of May 189.'3), for example, Mr. W. Richards suggested

that Indian ores could and should be substituted for Spanish. And still

further it was loudly proclaimed that with some co-operative organisation

of the Forest Department, South India might easily supply charcoal in charcoal,

such abundance and at such a price as to admit of production of iron after

the fashion pursued in Styria and certain districts of America. These

and other such opinions led to various technical investigations and reports

on the part of experts employed both by private individuals and by
Goverivnent. The Secretary of State for India, for example, submitted
the then available information to Mr. Jeremiah Head, formerly President .Tereiiuah Head’s

of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, for favour of his views, the

result being a most valuable contribution dated May 2, 1896. This is

concluded as follows :

—
“ I regret to have to say that in my opinion it is

not at present practicable to conduct an iron industry at or near Salem
upon the methods pursued in Styria and certain districts of America where
charcoal is employed.” It was perhaps but natural that with a subject

which had not passed from the stage of personal opinion to that of ascer-

tained results, some at least of Head’s statements would be challenged. His
final conclusion, in fact, has by no means been universally accepted m India,

and the accuracy of the information on which he based his calculations of

cost of production of iron, as also the supply of crude ore for direct export natn called

to Europe, has been called into question. The Board of Revenue, Madras,
for example, observed that “ If it can be shown that Mr, Head’s estimate Kevenuo.^

can be safely reduced to Rs. 50 per ton f.o.b., as the Board beheves that it

can be, and freight can be obtained at 15s. per ton, the estimate taken by
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Mr. Head (at page 18 of hi.s report), it will be possible to deliver Kanjamalai

pig-iron in England for £3 15s. lOd. per ton, being 5s. 2d. below the

minimum value of imported Swedish pig, £1 4s. lid. below the maximum,
and 12s. 3d. below the average. The same iron could also compete still more

favourably with Swedish pig imported into Madras, Calcutta and Ceylon.”

Test In 1898 a consignment of Kanjamalai Salem ore was sent to England to
Consignment. tested along with Indian coke supplied for that purpose. The experiment

was conducted by Me.ssra. Bolckow, Vaughan & Co. at Middlesborough,

with the result that it was found to contain only 40 per cent, magnetic

iron—m fact, that it was not worth exporting. This led to an acri-

monious correspondence in the public press, in which it was affirmed that

the sample sent was not .selected ore but an average of the whole rock,

and thus contained much that ordinarily would never be convoyed from

the mine to the smelting furnace. It was urged that the results of previous

investigations (such as those conducted by Dunstan, Imf. Inst. Tech. Repts.,

12-22) showed a much higher average merit. Six samples examined gave
56‘95 average, with the highest 70*06 and the lowest 3G‘ 14 per cent, of iron.

The Porto Novo Iron Company, founded by Mr. Josiah Marshal Heath,

was the earliest and perhap.s the most persistently worked concern in

India. It was founded in 1830, changed hands more than once, and was
finallv dissolved and its privileges surrendered to Government in 1874.

Eor thirty years a large quantity of iron was manufactured, and failure.

Major Mahon’s as Major R. H. Mahon says, was not due to lack of iron ore or its quality,
Ovmioii. inexperience, defective machinery, and want of capital. He is,

moreover, strongly of opinion that all existing difficulties will be overcome
and iron production from the South Indian supplies made an industry of

the greatest possible value. Persons interested in this subject should

therefore procure Mahon’s admirable report. It would thus seem that

the whole subject needs to be even still further investigated before it

can he regarded as satisfactorily disposed of one way or the other.

C. Prov. Central Provinces and Orissa.—Hardly le.ss satisfactory are the
results of the inquiry made regarding the iron supplies of the Central
Provinces. The report of investigations conducted by Mr. E. P. Martin
and Prof. Henry Louis (on behalf of the Right Hon. Sir E. Cassel) will be
found in The Agricultural Ledger. Speaking of the Jabbalpur district,

Agana Supply, morc especially the Agaria ridge, these distinguished investigators say
“ the entire district undoubtedly contains considerable quantities of

ferruginous material, but the latter is nowhere concentrated into what
may be called a workable ore deposit showing tho essential characters of

steadiness and persistence which are indispensable in a deposit that is to
form the basis of an important industry.” The conclusion arrived at may
be said to be that considerable though the iron resources of the district

’

are, they are not such as would warrant the erection of iron and steel

works with any prospect of commercial succes.s. In the Mayurbhanj State,

Ohonda Supply, in Raipur and in the Chanda districts, Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. of Bombay
organised prospecting operations on a large scale and employed Mr. C. P.

Perin and Mr. C. M. Weld as their experts. As a result it has been decided
to erect iron and steel works near Kalimati on the Bengal-Nagpur Raijway
with the intention of using the Mayurbhanj ore in conjunction with fuel

from the Jherria Coal Field. It may thus fairly well be assumed that
this new departure marks an era m the metal industries of India.

A Company known as the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Ltd., was
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floated at Bombay in July 1907 with a capital of 2^ lakhs of rupees. Since

then Government have sanctioned the construction of a broad-gauge

railway from Kalimati (the site selected for the works) to the ore-fields

of Mayurbhanj State, a distance of about 45 miles. Coal lands have

been purchased by the company in the Jherria field ; limestone quarries

secured near Katni
;
manganese ore is being opened up in Salaghat

;

designs for the works have been accepted and progress made m clearing

the site for the erection of the blast furnaces which are expected to com-

mence operations about the end of 1910.

Bengal.—It has, however, to be admitted that so far as actual results Bengal,

are concerned, the ore utilised in India is very nearly confined to that

worked up by the Bengal Iron and Steel Company in its works at Barakar.

In the Review of Mineral Production, Holland gives the ore raised

in Bengal during 1898 to 1903, which shows for the six years an annual

average output of 57,678 tons valued at £8,338, ami a value jjor ton of

2'89s. Up to the present time, he observes, the Barakar Iron and

Steel Company has manufactured pig-iron only, of which two blast furnaces iMg-iron.

have turned out 35,000 tons of pig-iroii a vear. Since then a third blast Pumaces.

furnace has been added and an unsuccessful attempt made to manufacture

basic steel. The history of past adversity and present prosperity of the

Barakar works is the story of the failure of unskilled impersonal enterprise

contrasted with skilled individual energy when combined with capital

and commercial acumen. Their subsequent production was 65,115 tons

in 1904
;
97,698 tons in 1905

;
and 69,397 tons in 1906.

FOUNDRIES AND INDUSTRIES.—Iron and Brass Foundries are not Foundries,

separately returned, so that they have to be dealt with conjointly. They
are scattered all over the country, but with the exception of the Barakar

Iron and Steel Company, the railway and engineering workshops and
foundries of Calcutta, Bombay, and certain other large towns, few are of

any importance. In 1903 there were 78 foundries m all India giving employ-

ment to 22,568 persons, and m 1904, 89 employing 24,256 persons. Three rorsons

years previously the corresponding figures were 70 and 17,980, so that

there has been a considerable expansion ; but these returns take, of course,

no cognisance of the village blacksmith nor the workers in brass and copper.

In the Records of the Geological Survey of India (1906, xx.xiii., pt. i., 12-3)

it is stated that the value of Bengal ore works out to an average of Rs. 2-4a. fost.

(35.) per ton. For the rest of India, the ore being of a higher quality

and raised at places often distant from the railways as well as the ports,

a higher average prevtiils, say Rs. 4. The returns for 1904 show 71,608

tons of ore used, valued at £12,617. In the Central Provinces there were
441 small direct-process furnaces at work. [Cf. Moral and Mat. Prog.

Ind., 1905-6, 115.]

Local Manufactures.—The exports and re-exports are not of Local

sufficient importance to necessitate separate treatment. A feature of

great potentiality that bids fair to foster local manufacturing enterprise,

is the decision of the Indian Railway Board to place Indian engineering

firms m a position to tender publicly for a portion of the annual require-

ment of stock. The tenders are to be confined for the present to the

supply of frames and bodies only, the requisite wheels, axles, springs

and draw-bars to complete wagons being indented for from England
as heretofore. Subject to the material being satisfactory, iron and steel

of Indian manufacture should be used whenever possible.
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Indigenous Industries.—There would seem to be “ no doubt that

the existing manufacture of wrought iron by a direct process was

widespread in the country before the date of the most ancient historic

records, while the manufacture of the ancient wootz anticipated by many

centuries the cementation process, developed in Europe, for the

manufacture of the finest qualities of steel.” “ The Native iron-

smelting industry has been practically stamped out by cheap imported

iron and steel within range of the railways, but it still persists in the

more remote parts of the Peninsula and in some parts of the Central

Provinces has shown signs of slight improvement” (Imp. fruz., 1907,

lii., 145). According to Mr. Syed Ah Belgrami, the Nizam’s Dominions

furnished the material from which the famous Damascus blades of the

Middle Ages were made. To this day Hyderabad is noted for its

swords and daggers. Holland observes that so far as official returns

are concerned, the Central Provinces show the highest production

of iron, VIZ. from 2,400 to 4,8(X) tons ;
but there is also a sensible

industry surviving in Bijawar, Panna and Orchha amongst the Central

Indian States, as well as in Mysore and in some parts of the Madras
Presidency. ” Steel is made, both in the form of ingots by the

carburisation of wrought-iron in crucibles, and, on a much smaller scale,

by the decarbunsation of cast-iron shot in a small open hearth.”

The antiquity of the Indian knowledge in iron may be judged of from the

famous pillar at the Kutab near Delhi
;
from the numerous e.xamples that

exist of wrought iron
;
from the hammered and perforated door panels both

in iron and brass to be seen at the ancient palaces and tombs; and from the

superb collections of arms perserved by the princes and nobles. Burma has

for many years been known to have attained high proficiency in wrought
iron. Near the Arakan pagoda of Mandalay numerous workshops exist for

the production of the iron tkees or the umbrellas placed as weather-cocks

on the pagodas of Burma. At the pagodas, balustrades in iron are also

frequently used, and this demand has given birth to a fairly large

import trade in very inferior cast-iron imitations of 6ne old Burmese
designs in wrought iron. Of Western India, Baroda is noted for its

wrought-iron balustrades. The engraving and carving of iron and steel

was some years ago an important industry in India, and Kanara, Madura,
Malabar, Vizagapatam and Mysore were famous for their works ^f this

class. The art is still practised at Udaipur, Jaipur, and Jodhpur.
Hyderabad, Deccan, and Kach are famed for their arms; and the gold and
silver damascened soft-steel wares such as armour, swords, shields, caskets,

etc. (kojlgart work) of Sialkot, Serhoi, Jaipur, are traded in all over
India and largely exported. The decline of the Sikh powen and the modern
change in the methods and materials of warfare struck, however, a deadly
blow at the damascening art, and a serious decline both in the amount
and quality of the work has for years past been manifest (Ind. Art at

Delhi, 1903, 14-45, 460-2).

TRADE.—Imports.—It is difficult to give anything like an accurate
conception of the total traffic in iron. The local production is but
imperfectly known

;
an error must therefore always exist. A large

number of articles that are partly constructed of iron are sure to be re-

turned under other headings, but the figures under hardware and cutlery,
iron, steel, machinery, railway plant, rolling stock, locomotives, etc.

(Merchandise and Government Stores), give some idea of the vast magni-
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tude of the traffic. The Imports shown under these headings were
collectively in 1899-1900 valued at Rs. 13,34, 14:,503 ;

in 1901-2 at

Rs. 15,11,06,431 ; in 1903-4, Rs. 19,58,09,778 ;
in 1904-5, Rs. 20,30,66,366 ;

in 1905-6, Rs. 23,01,10,532
;
andm 1906-7, Rs. 26,86,49,605 (£17,909,973).

Thus the traffic is by no means unimportant, but it may be useful to direct

attention to certain items of it that more especially may be called Iron.

The imports of Cast-pig were in 1899-1900, 263,563 cwt., valued at

Rs. 7,95,040 ;
in 1901-2, 291,422 cwt., valimd at Rs. 8,73,347 ; in 1903 -4,

531,953 cwt., valued at Rs. 13,84,888 ;
in 1905-6, 636,163 cwt., valued

at Rs. 16,17,966 ;
and in 1906-7, 667,285 cwt , valued at Rs. 18,43,167

Practically the whole of these impoirs came from the United Kingdom,
the only other country of importance being Aden. Of Har-iron, the

imports were in 1899-1900, 499,678 cwt., Rs. 30 07,121 ;
in 1901-2,

855,106 cwt., Rs. 49,67,024; in 1903-4. 6.50,409 cwl., Rs. 35,74.266 ;

in 1905-6, 781,360 cwt., Rs. 39,89,004 , and in 1906-7, 606,604 cwt.,

Rs. 35,18,998. Under the heading of Bteel-hahs the imports were in

1899-1900, 500,676 cwt., valued at Rs. 33,21,024
;
m 1901-2, 974,038

cwt., Rs. 54,93,840 ;
in 1903-4, 1,115,933 cwt., Rs. 59,49,191 ;

in 1905-6,

1,963,574 cwt., Rs. 95,42,895
;
and m 1906-7, 1,402,762 cwt., Rs. 74,92,013.

In the iron and steel bar traffic Belgium has practically usurped the

United Kingdom and for some years past poured into the country large

quantities of cheap stuff that has found a ready and expanding market.

Of Pipes and Tubes in 1899-1900 the imports wore 257,118 cwt.,

Rs. 25,32,277 ; in 1901-2, 322,520 cwt., Rs. 29,40,404 ; 1903-4, 821,783 cwt.,

Rs. 57,81,098; 1905-6, 514,060 cwt., Rs. 38,19,850 ; and in 1906-7, 668,539

cwt., Rs. 51,17,286. In this traffic the British manufacturer more than
holds his own, the only important competitor being the United States. Of
Sheets and Plates (all kinds) the imports in 1899-1900 were 1,104,289

cwt., valued at Rs. 1,04,42,871 ;
in 1901-2, 1,298,985 cwt., Rs. 1,22,15,307 ;

in 1903-4, 1,636,592 cwt., Rs. 1,45,60,655 ; in 1905-6, 1,783,999 cwt.,

Rs. 1,59,41,040 ;
and in 1906-7, 2,190,764 cwt., Rs. 2,20,45,396. The

supplies come mainly from the United Kingdom, the only other country

of importance being Belgium, the trade from which would appear to be
declining.

These illustrations may be accepted as fairly representative of all

the special headings of the iron trade proper. Space cannot be afforded

to indicate the traffic in the manufactures that are only partially made
of iron, such as machinery, railway plant, etc. It may have been ob-

served that a steady rjse is taking place in the imports. Even the figures

exemplified are sufficient to show that there is room for a large iron manu-
facturing industry

;
and when this is established, the production of rails,

rolling stock and machinery would soon follow in the wake of the furnace

and the foundry.

[C/. Bbnqai. : Montgomery Martin, Hist E. Ind

,

1807-13, ii., 175-6,
190-3, 261-7 ; Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 14 ; Kept. Chief Inspect, of Mines in
Ind., 1902, 27-8 ; Reo. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1904, xxxi., 108-70 ; 1906, xxxm., 12-3.

Central Provinces : Agri, Ledg., 1898, No 17 ; 1900, No. 14 ; Martin and Louis,
Native Methods of Smelting and Manufacturing Iron in Jabbalpur, in Agri.
Ledg., 1904, No. 3. United Provinces : Sowerby, Rept. Surv. Iron Dept,
in ihe Bhabur, in Sel. Rec. Oovt. Ind., 1855, No. xvii. ; Hoey, Monog. Trade
and Manuf. N. Ind., 1880, 30; Oaz. N.-W. Prov., 1882, x., 260-70. Panjab :

Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 62-3, 372 ; Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1895, xxviii.,

106. Central India and Rajputana : Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1904, xxxi., 8-9.
Bombay : Rept. on Sample from Chota Udepur State, Imp. Inst. Bull., July 1903.
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ISCHiSJMUlVI
ANOUSTIFOUUM THE BABOI PAPER-GRASS
Baboi

Bai^uchistan ; Chrome-Iron, in Rept. Qeol. Surv. Ind., 1902-3, xciv., 67 ;

Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, 23, 32, 36. Madras : Heyne, Tracts on Jnd., 1814,

189-97, 218-26, 358-64 ; Holland, Iron tn S. Dist. Madras, Imp. Inst. Handbook,

1892, No 8 , also Iron Ores and Iron Indust, of the Dzst. of Salem, in Rec. Oeol.

Surv. Ind, 1892, xxv., 135-69; Foote, Mem. Qeol. Surv. Ind, 1895, xxv., 191;

Jeremiah Head, Rept. Salem Ores and the Practicability of Conducting an Iron

Indust, in that Dist

,

1896 ;
Dunstnn, Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 12-22.

Burma Boee, Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1893, xxvi., 161-3, Stirling, in Oaz. Burma.
UrrER Burma : Oaz., 1900, ii., 299-300.]

DJB.P..
iv., 620-32

;

vi., pt. 1 .,

108.

Mats.

IdeutiflcatioQ.

Paper Material

Supply.

Cultivation.

Tlold.

Cost.

Bengal.

ISCH.®MUM ANGUSTIFOL.IUM, Harh. : FI. Br. Ind., vii.,

129 ;
Kew Bull., 1888, 157-60 and t.

;
Geamine.®. The baboi, bhabar,

bhubt, bhaib, babni, sabai, haggar, ban-kush, bankas, som, moya, bachkron, etc.

A perennial grass plentiful in drier tracts of India, from Chota Nagpur
and Rajtnahal to Nepal and Garhwal, also throughout the plains north-

ward, VIZ. in the Central Provinces, Central India and Rajputana to the

Panjab, Kashmir and Afghanistan, ascending to altitudes of 7,000 feet.

The grass, from the most ancient times, has, in the localities where it

abounds, been extensively used for making ropes, string and mats (see

p. 776), and utilised in the construction of rope bridges, and to some extent

takes the place of jute in agricultural saclang.
Bhabar la often associated with the sedge Kfloithoriim eouiosuui (D E.P ,

iii., 266), and the two doubtless are sometimes used mixed together, but for

many years it was incorrectly supposed that bhabar was tcrtopitortiut. Sir D.
Brandis was the brat to recognise that Roylo, Wallich and others were in error

in overlooking the grass /««•/«wmioM as the most important, if not the true

bhabar. Stewart (Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind,, 1863, xiii., 293), while acknow-
ledging his indebtedness for this correction, expressed the opinion that the

grass should, in the future, play an important part as a paper material—he was
thus apparently the first to suggest that use for the grass. Duthie led to a true
identification botanieally, and Sir George King pioneered the trade as a paper
material (see pp 86.5-8) In the Annual Report for the Botanic Gardens of

Calcutta for 1893-4, he tells us that he had sent home, in 1873, samples of the
grass to a paper-maker in Scotland, who reported favourably on it, and again
m 1877 had furmshed the late Mr. Roiitlodgo, through the India Office, with
a consignment for experiment in Sunderland Iin cbiigations were also made
m India from 1882, the first by Mr. Deveria, and finally by the Bally Mills Com-
pany, Ltd , and others, until the grass became firmly established os a paper
material.

The Kew Bulletin and the Indian Forester have devoted much attention to
this subject for some years past, and the Annual Administration Reports of
the Forest Department have recorded the measures taken to foster and extend
production. [Of. Gamble, Ind. For., 1893, app , xix

;
Fischer, Ind. For*, Nov.

1903, XXIX., 616.] The grass has thus been systematically placed before the
public. It has, in consequence, become an assurod paper material, restricted
alone by the msulficiency of the supply. The attempt has accordmgly been
mavle to cultivate the plant m localities more accessible to the paper-mills,
thereby lowering the rumously heavy freight charges. More or loss successful
experiments of this kind have been conducted iii Poona, Mysore, Hyderabad
Deccan and in Hyderabad Sind. Systematic cultivation has also been under-
taken in Manbhiun, Birbhum and Mursludabad. In Poona it has been an-
nounced that the yield is 24 cwt. of dry grass per acre It was, however, ascer-
tained that when grown on soils of a better class than in its wild habitat or under
wanner and moister conditions, it tends to flower too profusely, and this lowers
its value as a paper material. A consignment sent m 1898 from Poona to London,
by Woodrow, was accompanied with the statement that it could be delivered
on board ship at Bombay at Rs. 40 por ton.

As marking the progress made, the following jottings, taken from official
and other publications, may be here given In the Bengal Forest Department
Report for 1895-6, we read that the gra-ss had been fairly extensively plantedm Sahibganj, and that the produce sold readily at 12 to 14 annas a maund,
and fetched at the mills Rs. 1-4 to Bs. 1-7, the railway freight being not over
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3 annas 5 pies a maund. Mr. Wild, while Conservator of Forests in Bengal
devoted much attention to the supply of paper materials to the Calcutta
mills, and among other subjects took up the study of bhabar. Ho then wrote,
“ When it is understood that the Calcutta mills turn out 3G0 tons of paper a
week, or an equivalent of, say, 500,000 maunds a year, there is room foi wood
pulp as well as grass. It is behoved that a consignment of 200 tons of pulp left
Calcutta for Glasgow in 1896, at £4 2«. per ton. If the cost could be reduced to
£3 10s. per ton—and there seems no reason why it slioukl not—it would, it is

thought, compete with esparto. Surprise has been expressed that the planting com-
munitym India does not pay attention to the cultivation of grasses, etc , for paper-
making. There is evidently profit m it, and what is more, witli the output of
paper mills increasing every year, the ilemand, for some time to como, will be
expansive.”

In Miirshidabad, accoriling to Mr. B. (!. Bose, Assistant Director of Agriculture,
Bengal, it is now planted in clumps along tho borders of mulberry field.4. ‘‘ Two
cuttings are taken in the year, one in September and tho othor m Marrli. With
irrigation throe or four crops can bo had. This is at any rate tao experience m
Poona The March crop is cut after tho grass has flowered, and yields very
inferior fibre. No steps are taken to ronio\e the flower stalks, nf> doubt owing
to the cost of picking them out. The September crop does not flow or, and yields

tho best fibre. The people look upon (he formation of (he flower stalks as a
necessary evil, which they have no means of checking.” The Calcutta mills

draw their supplies froiti^ Sahibganj, Chota Nagpur and Nepal (tho Torai),

tlie last mentioned having, in recent years, contributed fairly largely. The
Report issued by tho United Provinces and Oiulh for 1898-9 affirmed the
annual production to bo 200,000 maunds. The cutting m these provinces is said

to commence at the end of October. That supply is very largely made use of m
cordage.

ISINGLASS, GELATINE, GLUE AND GELOSE.—There
arc commonly said to be five classes of Cements •

—

(a) Calcareous

(pp. 713-4)
; (6) Gelatinous (animal, p. 543) ;

(c) Ghxtinous (vegetable, p.

293) ;
(d) Resinoas (see Tachardia lacca, p. 1063) ;

and (e) Mixed Materials,

non-resinous. With the first mentioned lime is essential, and they are

collectively designated Mortars. Gelatine is prepared from animal flesh,

bones, skins, hoofs and horns. It is a purer article than glue, which is

made, as a rule, from the parings of hides and the refuse of tho tan-yard

generally. A mixture of glue and shellac is often used in India, the lac

peventing the penetration of moisture, which softens and renders ordinary

glue often useless. There is no chemical diiierence between gelatine,

glue and isinglass. The purer transparent forms are used for culinary

purposes. Fish-glue made from fish-bones is largely employed in India,

and may be had all over the country, but no information exists as to

the centres of production or the methods of manufacture. Edible Swallows’

Nests may be. de.scribed as Indian gelatine (see Birds, p. 138). Gelose is

prepared from several Algjf., designated in India as agar-cujar, and in Euro-

pean commerce "as China Moss. The best-known example is Gvacifaria
UcheuoUles {D.E.P.. iv., 174—5). Numerous glutinous cements and
pastes are in use in India, the commonest of all being made with tho water
obtained on boiling rice. [Cf. Glue ;

—

Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf.
N. Ind., 176-7

;
Notter and Firth, Theory arid Practice of Hygiene, 1896,

808; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1904, xxiii., 1189-92
;
Isinglass Day,

Sea Fish and Fisheries of Ind. and Burma, app. cxl.-cxlv.]

IVORY AND THE MANUFACTURES THEREFROM
Birdwood, Ind. Art. Indust., 1880, ii., 218 ;

Mukharji, Art Manuf. Ind.,

1888, 148-50
;
Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 170-93.
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THE ELEPHANT

ELEPHANT.—No account of Ivory would be complete without some mention

of the Ei.ei’HANT. In tho Dictionary will be found a fairly detailed account

of the Indian species From tho most ancient classic tunes this sagacious

and most useful animal has been known, and the methods of capturing and

taming it can hardly have been changed materially for tho past two thousand

years. The Hindu god Oancsha (son of Siva) is represented with an elephant s

head on the body of a man In the Rig Veda the elephant is the animal

with a hand, and in the Atharvan he is the mightiest of animals In the wars

of the Ramayana and tho Mahahharala, elephant corps were employed and
Indra’s Vaban is the elephant Airavat. According to Monier Williams {Buddhism,

23-4, 84, 525), tho elephant is with tho Buddhists the most sacred of animals.

Among European writers, Megasthenes (300 B.t'.), Strabo (25 b.c.), Arrian

(Indika, 150 .id, od McCrindle, 213) and yElian (250 a.d ) give full par-

ticulars regarding the manner of hunting and capturing the elephant, the degree

of its domestication mid its use m warfare. Strabo (xv., 1, 41-3, 704-7) gives a
chapter on the kheddaha that might bo rend as an abridgment of Sanderson’s

corresponding chapter m Thirteen Years Among the Wild Beasts of India. The
African elephant appears to have similarly been tamed, and the Carthaginians

employed them as fighting animals. Tho inscription at Adule (recorded by
Cosmos, 546 A.u.) alludes to this special use [Cf. Vincent, Periplus, app., 56.]

During tho ascendency of tho Roman Empire, elephants became quite common
in Europe ; tint they ultimately disappeared, and for several centuries seem
to have been altogether forgotten, and what is most significant, the African
elephant, since the fall of Carthage, has hardly since been in such a complete
state of domestication

Passing over a gap of several centuries, little is said even of the Indian ele-

phant, till Abd-or-Rnyzak {Narr of Journ. tv Ind., 1442, in India in I5th Century,
(Major, transl.), 27, 30) described the elephants owned by the King of Vijayanagar
near Bcllary, and the method of capturing and taming them then prevalent.
Nicolo Conti, speaking of Ava (Travels in the East, in India in 15th Century,
11-2, 37), alludes to tho white elephant owned by the king. Athanasius Nikitiu
(Travels in India in \5th Century, 12) discusses the elephants seen by him.
Varthenia (Travels, 1510 (ed. Hakl. Soc ), 125-31) gives a most graphio account
of the city of Vijayanagar and vivifies tho ruined elephant stables, which in

their desolation ai e to-day objects of special inspection by the curious. Garcia
do Orta published at Goa the first edition of tho Colloquies (1563, xxi.), and
in that work we are given the Arabic name fil, the Deccan name ati, the Kan-
arese aceti, tho Malabar aue, and tho Ethiopian ytembo. Mention is made of the
large amount of African ivory annually imported into Cambay, and of the ex-
istence of wild elephants in Orissa, Bengal, Patna, Pegu, Martaban, Ceylon and
Siam. This is followed by Acosta (Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 417-48), who
gives for the time when produced two admirable plates showng the wild and
tame elephant with its war howdah In the Voyage of Linschoten, some
additional usoful facts are told of Indian elephants Baber (Memoirs, 1525
(Leyden and Erskino, transl.), 316-6) enumerates and briefly describes the
animals and plants seen by him in India which he regarded as peculmi^ to that
rountry, and assigns tho first place to tho elephant, which he speaks of as abun-
dant in parts of the coimtry where, during the memory of livmg man, no wild
elephants have been known. Abul P'azl (Atn-i-Afc6art, J590 (Blochmann, transl.),

117, etc.) details tho particulars of the Emperor’s elephant stables, and of the
roaring of that animal under domestication. Barbosa (Coasts East Africa and
Malabar (od. Hakl. Soc ), 167-8) furnishes an account of h6w elephants were
caught in Ceylon and exported to India Subsequent to the dates mentioned,
many European authors have contributed to the stock of present-day knowledge
regarding this most useful animal. [Cf. Pyrard, Voy. E. Ind

, etc., 1601 (ed.
Hakl. Soc.), 11 ., 343-6 ;

Chisms, Hist. Ejcol. PL, 1605, 166, 260; Terry, Voy. E.
Ind., 1622 (ed. 1777), 134 (gives a long and most interesting account of the
domestication and uses of the elephant m India), Mandelslo, Travels, 1662, in
Olenrius, Hist. Muscovy, etc , 61 , Tavernier, Travels Ind., 1676, li., 101, 317 ;

Tlievenot, Tiavcls in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. iii., 45 ; Ovmgton, Voy.
Suratt, 1689, 191-4; Fryer, iVeie Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1072-81, 36, 96,»211;
Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 03 ; etc., etc For recent works consult citation given
m the D.E.P., in., 208-9; also Joum. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1895-7, x., 133-5 ;

The Elephant in Burma, 1897-8, xi., 322-6, 335 ; 1903, xiv., 161-6 ; Jardine,
Elephant Shooting, xiv., 100-2 ; Blanford, Ea. Br. Ind. (Mammalia), 463-7.]
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Distribution.—The elephant frequents the forest-clad portions of

India and Ceylon from about Dehra Dun in the north along the foot of

the Himalaya to Assam, Chittagong, Burma, Siam and Cochin-China,

also in the forests of the Deccan, the Western Ghats, Mysore and South
India. As a rule the elephant does not ascend much above 5,000 feet, but in

Manipur and the Naga hills (Japvo) it has been met with at close on 8,000

feet. The chief centres of capture are in Assam (Garo hills more especially),

in Mysore and Ceylon. It is generally affirmed that while all the Indian

elephants constitute but one species—apart from that of Africa—there

are several very distinct races such as those of Nepal, Assam, Burma and
Mysore. The Nepal animal is small and especially adapted for life m a
hilly country

;
the Shan elephant is tall, massive and handsome, but like

the Ceylon race is often tuskless. Those of Burma and Chittagong are

small and well suited for hilly countries, while the Assam animal is large

and massive, hence better adapted for hunting purposes. The Natives

classify the recognised races into kumenah, the royal or princely, the

thoroughbred
;

• mirga, a tightly built an<l long-legged, arched-backed

animal, suggestive of the deer mirga ; and dwasdla, the intermcduite of

the two former and the ordinary domestic oi working elephant, the mirga

being used in quick marching.
In India the animal is caught purely and simply for domestic purposes

and is never (as in Africa) ruthlessly destroyed on account of its ivory.

It is now captured exclusively by the kheddah system, and never by the

cruel methods in pits, etc., formerly pursued. But there seem indica-

tions that, far from being exterminated, the Indian elephant is increasing

in a higher ratio than the captures, and that the time may come when
it may be necessary to keep the multiplication under control, so as to

protect the cultivation of the tracts adjacent to the forests.

The chief Indian mart where elephants are offered for sale appears to

be Sonepoor, near Patna, the mela there held being some time in October

or November. An elephant costs about £40 to capture, and may be sold

for £150. A full-grown elephant will weigh from 3 to 3^ tons, and stand

from 7^ to feet at the shoulders. It is an adult at twenty-five years

(but a calf may be obtained at thirteen to sixteen years), and its full age is

120 years. The only pace of the elephant is the walk, capable of being

increased to a fast shuffle of about fifteen miles an hour, but for short

distances only
;

it can neither trot, canter nor gallop. It cannot jump,
can never have all four feet off the ground at one time, and hence a trench

7 feet wide is to it impassable, though the step of a full-grown animal is

6^ feet. The elephant will eat 600 to 700 lb. of green fodder, but is usually

under-fed, getting 250 to 400 lb., and is fed mainly on leaves and
boughs of trees. Most of its ailments proceed from unsuitable or

insufficient food.

IVORY {ELEPHANT’S TOOF//).—Mention has been made of the

fact that the Ceylon elephant has frequently no tusks. In India a tusk-

less male is called a mukna. The tusks of the Asiatic animal are con-

siderably less valuable than the African. As a rule, the nearer the equator,

the larger, finer and more expensive the ivory
;
but there are in addition

many local manifestations. African ivory is closer in grain and not so

liable to turn yellow nor to warp and split as the Indian
;
moreover, the

ivory of the east coast of Africa is superior to that of the west. By
“ dead ivory ” is meant ivory that has been found on the ground or
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INDIAN USES AND TRADE

stored for a considerable time, until it has lost the oil or gelatine that

gives elasticity to “ green ivory.” All the finer and more expensive ivory

carvings arc, as a rule, done on the best African ivory
;
and even in inlaying,

the hair lines are invariably in the bluish-white African article, the larger

patches being in the dull chalky Indian quality. For the miscroscopic

structure of ivory, consult Hanausek (Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and

Barber, transl.), 1907, 422-8).

Perhaps one of the oldest samples of Indian ivory on record is that

mentioned by Stein (Ancient Khotan, 1907, 209, 222, pi. xlviii). This was

found in the Khotan oasis and dates from about the 8th century. As a

curiosity, it may be mentioned thatm the armouries of the Indian princes a

large number of daggers will be found, the hafts of which are made of fossil

or of walrus n'ories. Some of these weapons have often histories that carry

them back for one or more centuries
; hence the traffic in conveving these

special forms of ivory from Siberia or even from Greenland to India, mostly

by tedious land routes, mii-st have existed long anterior to the present

methods and channels of commerce. For the mioioscopic appearances of

the various fossil and other ivories, confer with Hanausek (l.c. 426-9).

Centres of Ivory Carving, etc.—There are four localities in India

and one in Biumia that may he spoken of as specially noted for their

artistic ivories. These are Delhi iii the Pan]&h, Murshidabad in Bengal,

Mysore and Travancore in Madras, and Moulinein in Burma. Here and
there all over the country ivory carving and ivory turnery are met with,

but the five localities named produce by far the best work. The chief

artistic workers in India are Hindus.

Ivory Turnery, though less artistic, is even more widespread than

carving : in fact, most towns have a few workers of this class. Small
articles are made by them, such as bracclots (bangles), chessmen, antimony
boxes, etc, etc. Some of the better known loi-alities are Agra. Alwar,

Bikanir, Jodhpur (more especially Pali), Amritsar, Ludhiana, Patiala,

Tippera, Tirupati, Godavari, etc. With the Sikh the use of a comb is

almost a religious observance. It is no wonder, therefore, that in Amritsar

and other towns of tho Panjdb, ivory corahs of great beauty are to he had.

Here and there fabulous sums are expended on special chairs, howdaks
and thrones made of ivory, or rather veneered with ivory ; so also in the

purchase of mats and fans woven by threads cut from the tusk. Ivory
mats arc often made at Delhi, Bharatpur, Murshidabad, Tippera, letc.

Ivory Inlaying.—In many parts of India wood is inlaid with ivory,

but there are three locabties that are specially noted for the superiority

of this class of work. These are Mysore in So’uth India, Hoshiarpur
in the Panjah, and Monghyr in Bengal. Bone is sometimes used as an
inferior substitute for ivory in inlaying.

Trade In Ivory.

—

The -h’.XJ’OHl’s of Ivory (raw and manufactured)
from India appear to have been declining for some years past. In 1876-7
they were valued at Rs. 55,582 ;

in 1886-7 at Rs. 48,311; in 1896-7
at Rs. 60,501 ; but for the years 1901--7 have been Rs. 27,740 in

1901-2
;

Rs. 27,827 in 1902-3 ; Rs. 26,795 in 1903-4
; Rs. 26,956 in

1904-5
;
Rs. 44,655 in 1906-6

;
and Rs. 49,583 in 1906-7. The imports,

on the other hand, seem to fluctuate very greatly, but on the vdiole

the supply of raw ivory seems to he declining and manufactures in-

creasing. Thus the raw and manufactured ivory imported in 1876-7 were
valued at Rs. 24,55,637 (raw accounting for Rs. 24,15,614) ; in 1886-7
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JATROPHA
MACHLA-KA-DANT curcas

Physic Nut
the figures were Rs. 28,81,190 raw and Rs. 1,46,762 manufactured

;
ten

years later (1896-7) the total of both kinds was only Rs. 23,19,229 ; and
in 1903-4 the figures returned were raw ivory Rs. 18,20,766 and manu-
factured Rs. 2,35,809 ;

in 1905-6, raw Rs. 14,52,379, and manufactured
Rs. 2,41,699

;
and in 1906-7, raw Rs. 12,71,754, and manufactured

Rs. 2,24,984.

Thus India is by no means self-supporting in the matter of ivory, Vmt,
as shown above, it has for several centuries procured large supplies from
Africa. In Indian commerce ivory is spoken of as “ elephant’s tooth,”
but a second substance is called “ fish tooth.” This is of a dirty oily p,sh Tooth,

yellow colour, with the texture looking as if crystallised into p.itches. The
significance of being called m every language of India by the same name
is suggestive of a foreign origin. It is, as already explained, highb- valued
for sword and dagger hafts, and is more extensively so Uocd than oidmaiy
ivory. It would appear to be mainly if not entirely the so-called lossil

ivory of Siberia—the ivory of the mamnioth—a substand that has lain

for countless ages in the frostbound drifts of Liakoff and New Siberia.

It IS also ]ust possible that a fair proportion of the machld-hi-dant of India

18 hippopotamus or even walrus ivory, the laf ter, along with fossil ivorv,

having found its way to India across the land frontier. In fact, from the

antiquity of the daggers, etc, with fish-tooth hafts, it seems highly probable

that the traffic in the commodity mentioned was a very ancient one—alone

destroyed by the growth of fire-arms.

[Cf. MonograpftJi, Ivory Carving —Dutt, Bengal, 1901 ;
Stubbs, U. Prov.,

1900; Ellis, F6., 1900; Jiurna, Bombay, 1900; Donald, Atssam, 1900, Thurston,
Madras, 1901 ; Pratt, Burma, 1901, Maskell, Cantor Lect on Ivory, in Journ
Soc. Arts, Nov. 2, 1900, Iiv., 1127-42 et seq. , Journ Ind. Art (many passages) ]

JATROPHA, lAnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 382-4 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. D.E.P.,

Timbs., 1902, 612-3
;
Talbot, List. Trees, etc., 1902, 309-10

;
Prain, Beng, iv-. 545-0.

Plants, 1903, ii., 941; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 576; Euphorbiace/e.

A genus of woody plants, chiefly natives of America, Four species are

indigenous to India and three others naturalised or cultivated.
J. Curcas, Imn , Rec. Bot. Burv. Ind., ni., 101, 275. The Physic Nut, bag-

herenda,*safed arand, rattanjot, magalicranda, kcMt-amunak, thinbaw-kyetsu, otc.

An evergreen shrub, indigenous to America, but cultivated in most parts of India.

Garcia de Orta (1503, Coll., xviii.) describes certain seeds which he calls

curcas, but it is perhaps doubtfid if he refers to the seeds of the present species.

{Cf, Ball, Rev. of Garcia de Orta in Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad., sor. 3, 1889-91, i , 405.]

Heyne regards the milk of this plant as possessing “the exclusive property ”

of ” oxydatmg silver.” When dried in the sun the juice forms a reddish bi’own, juice,

brittle substance like shellac or kino, and is also stated to dye linen black. The
seeds yield about 30 per cent, of a pale yellow oil, incorrectly known as Croton
Oil, which 18 used for burning, in medicine as a purgative and emetic, and ns an ou.

application in cutaneous diseases It has also been recommended as a substitute

for olive oil, in dressing of woollen cloths, and as a good drymg oil. Numerous
cases of poisoning are on record through eating the entire seed, though used by the Seed.

Natives as a purgative. Gamble states that m Madras the fruit is sometimes
collected and sold, and m Assam the leaves are occasionally used to feed the eri Leaves,

silkwerm, when other leaves are not available. [Cf. Heyne, Tracts on Ind.,

1814, 242, 246 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1893, iii., 274 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trop. Agrt.,

1892, 206; Henry, Econ. Bot. China, 1893, 61; Kirtikar, Poison. PI. Bomb.,
1896, i., 69 ; Waring, Bazar Med., 1897, 124-6 ; Woodrow, Qard. in Ind., 1899,

442; Firminger, Man. Oard. Ind. (ed. Camoron), 1904, 417.]
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LAGENARIA
VULGARIS the walnut
Settle Gourd

J. glandulUera, Hoxb ; lAl-hherenda, undarhihi, addalai, dundigapu, etc. A
small shrub common throughout the hotter damp tracts of India, often grown as

nya. a hedge Reputed to produce a green dye. The seeds afford a light yellow

fluid oil, which has for long boon used as an external application in rheumatism

Medicine. and paralytic affections, luit is seldom administered internally, though spoken

of as a purgative. [G/. Pharmacog. Ind , 1892, iii., 272-3.]

D.E.P.,
iv., 549-52.
Walnut.

Timber

Burra.

Dye.

Medicine.

I'ood.

Oil.

JUGLANS REGIA, Unn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 595 ;
Gamble, Man.

Ind. Timbs., 662-3; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 619-20; Juglandea:. The
Walnut Tree, akkrot, dkhor, kabskmg, kol, dun, ughz, thitcJia, etc. A large

deciduous tree of the Himalayan forests from Afghanistan to Bhutan

at 3,000 to 10,000 feet, and the hills ol Upper Burma
;
also cultivated on

the Himalaya, the Khasia hills, and occasionally in gardens on other

temperate tracts.

The utilisation of tlie walnut and, accordingly, its cultivation in India date
from very remote times. Its chief value lies m its timber. The most important
use of the wood is for gunstocks, and as the European supply is becoming ex-

hausted, Gamble points out that it is a matter for serious consideration whether
the tree should not be more extensively and systematically cultivated in India.

In Kashmir and throughout the Panjab it is used for ornamental carvmg, turnery
and fancy work. The average weight is about 44 lb. per cubic foot. The huge
warts or “ burrs ” growing on the stem are also exceedingly valuable, the wood
of which 18 prized by cabinet-makers for veneer work. It is said that a good
burr may be valued at about 20a. per cubic foot. These burrs have at times
been largely exported from Kashmir to France, and Lawrence (Valley of Kash-
mir, 1895, 352-4) mentions that m one year countless numbers of trees were
destroyed by cutting out the burrs, for which a large demand then existed.

The bark is employed aa a Dyb and MEntciNE and is exported to the plains, where
it IS used for cloaiimg the teeth. The fruit, which ripens in July to September,
IS an important article of food m Kashmir and tho North-West Himalaya generally
and is largely exported to the plains. The kernel yields a good description of
oil, while the rind is employed for tanning and dyeing Lastly, the twigs and
leaves are utilised as Fodder. [Of. Moororoft, Travels Himal., 1841, il.,

145-50
; Bentham, Rev. of 'Targioni-Tozzetti in Joarn. Horl. Soc., 1856, ix., 160 ;

De Candolle, Orfgr. Cult. Plants, 1884, 425-7 ; Ind, For. 1892, xviii., 383-5; 1896,
xxii., 48 ; Henry, Econ. Bot. China, 1893, 48 ; Agri Leilg., 1902, No. 1, 54 ;

For. Admin. Repla.'\

D.E.P.,
iv., 580-1.

Calabash.

I'rult

Oil Bottle

LAGENARIA VULGARIS, FI. Br. Ind., ii., 613;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1883, li., 48-9, t'. xlviii

;

Dufchie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 365-6; Gooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i.,

546-7
;
Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 519 ; CucuBniTACBiE. The kaddu,

lauki, tumri, kodu, tikta Idu, tumba, irdo, kunddnuga, etc. A climbing plant
found wild in India, the Moluccas and Abyssinia. As a result of cultivation

the fruit assumes many different forms, the best known of which are the
Pilgrim’s Gourd, the Bottle Gourd, the Trumpet Gourd, and the Calabash.

This plant is extensively grown in many parts of India for its Faurr and
succeeds best on heavily manured soil. Sowing may take place as early as
February or as late as July, but for rainy-season crops two sowings are made,
the first in April, the second in June. It is best to sow the seed where the plants
are to grow, and about six feet should ho left between each. The cultivated
forms are all eaten both by Europeans and Natives. By the former, the fruit is

boiled when young and used ns a vegetable marrow , by the latter it is sliced and
cooked m curry, or the pulp is eaten with vinegar or mixed with nee. The dried
shell of the bottle-shaped gourd is used by the Natives for holding water or as
oil bottles, while the small wild form, tumri, is used for making the stringed
instrument, the silar, and the wind mstrument, hin. The seeds yield a clear
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JARUL TIMBER
LARD

AND TALLOW

limpid Oil which is medicinal. The pulp of both the wild and the cultivated ou.
forms, as also the leaves, are purgative. \Cf Asa Gray, Sctent. Papers, 1889, i.,

330-2; Basil, Atp-i. Lohxirdaga, 1890, pt. 1, 78-9; Pharmacog. Ind., u., 67-8;
Gollan, Ind. Veg. Qard., 1892, 116 ; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 115 ; Woodrow,
Card, tn Ind., 1899, 331 ; i’lrminger, Man. Card. Ind. (eil. Cameron), 1904, 168—9.]

LAGRRSTRCEMIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 575-8
; Gamble, D.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 371-6
;

Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 176-6
;
Cooke, iv., 681-4.

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 512-4
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 337-40
;
Lyth-

racba:. a genus of trees or shrubs containing 18 species-- natives of

South-East Asia. Burma may be spoken of as the centre of the genus.
L. Flos-Reglns, Reti ; Rec Bot Sure. Imi

,
in., 213. The larul, njhnr, taman,

kadali, adamboe, etkvnwt, pyinma, etc. “ The chief tiinbor-troe of Assam,
Eastern Bengal and Chittagong, and ono of the most important trees of Burma ”

It also occurs m Chota Nagpur, the Cirears and the west coast fiom the South
Konkan southwards. It is commonly cultivated as an avenue tree. Is chiefly

found along river-banks and on low swampy ground, but occurs only sporadically.

No special care is taken to propagati' the plant It is ready to be felled

when thirty to fifty years of age. The timber is used for shipbuildmg, boats Timber,
and canoes , for construction of carts, etc It bos also been employed for gun-
carriages and was recommended for gunstocks, but the report on the experiments
so far made has been unfavourable In South India it is used for building and
in Ceylon for casks. It is said to bo very durable under water, but to decay
soon when under ground Hope (Jarut Timber, Ind. For , 1885, xi., 373-6),
however, condemns the wood as not being durable and as being too readily

attacked by white ants, but Gamble remarks that it is not quite certain the
wood Hope refers to was m reality that of this tree. The average weight
vanes from about 40 to 45 lb. per cubic foot. A report is given by Unwin
(in Imp. Inst Tech Repts., 292-3; also m Agrt. Ledg., 1897, No. 9, 181-3) on
various mechanical tests made on a block of this timber. He gives the
following results:—weight, 41-77 lb. per cubic foot, resistance to shearing
along the fibres, 832-4 lb. per sq. inch . coefficiont of transverse strength, 5 22
tons per sq. inch , coefficient of elasticity, 544-1 tons per sq. inch , crushing
strength, 2 762 tons per sq. inch.

There appears to be no trade in this timber carried on in the provinces of Trade.

India, except Assam. Of the Garo hills it is said that all the timber removed
18 exported to Bengal, and that the price of a standing tree is Rs. 6. In Cachar
about 20,000 cubic feet are exportoil yearly to various places in tho Sylhet
district, and the price averages Rs. 1-2 per cubic foot. [Cf. Unwin, in Ind.
For., 1898, xxiv., 89-91 ; Woodrow, Card tn Ind., 1899, 318 ; Agri. Ledg., 1902,
No. 1, 43.]

L. parviflora, RoxS ; Duthie, Ef Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 353; Rec. Bot Surv.

Ind., 1904, 111 ., 59 TheftdWt, sida, dhaura,nana, bonddra, chenangi, tsambelai, zaung
bale, etc.' A large deciduous tree common almost all over India, except in very dry
regions. It is of considerable economic importance since tho timber is in demand Timber,

for general purposes such as house-posts, beams and rafters, door and window
frames, agricultural implements, carts and boats. It also yields a good charcoal
The average weight is about 53 lb per cubic foot. Tho bark has been employed
in tanning and as a black colouring agent. It also yields a fibre used in Chota Fibre.

Nagpur for ropes, find tho gum is said to be sweet and edible. Tho tree is ono oum.
of those on which the tasar silkworm is roared.

LARD AND TALLOW.—The rendered fat of the pig forms the d.E.P.,
valuable commercial product Lard. A similar substance prepared from iv., 264,

cattle and sheep is Tallow (see Live Stock, p. 754 ;
also Oils, pp. 813-4, 819).

Space cannot be afforded to deal with these substances separately. Speaking 459Z0O
of lard, the best is the so-called Leaf Lard. This is derived from the fat Lard,
surrounding the kidneys, and from the flaky layers below the skin. In

European trade two other qualities are prepared from the softer and more
fusible parts of the fat, and are known as second and third quality lard.

Lard.—The following information regarding the manufacture in Calcutta
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AND TALLOW CALCUTTA TRADE IN LARD

Two Kinds
of Pigs*

Itf^ndenng
liouse.

Prepiiration.

Durability.

Best Quality
(Cooking;,

Second (Oil)

Third (Soap).

Oil

Ointmcnte

Tallow.

Pondering.

Soap.

Candlcjs.

is communicated by Mr. 1. H. Burkill, from information derived from

Mr. S. Francis, superintendent of the pig slaughterhouse, Calcutta.

Formerly lard was made by three large firms and several small houses,

but lard-rendenng is now carried on by a few small Native concerns only,

and these arc situated round the municipal pig slaughterhouse. With the

ibsappearance of large and responsible firms, the quality of the lard has

degenerated. The manufacture goes on all the year, but the beginning of the

hot weather is the busiest season, because then most pigs are brought in.

Two kinds of pig are slaughtered ; one, bred m Calcutta, is called the
“ China-pig ”

;
the other, driven in from the villages of Bengal, is called the

“ country pig.” The former is white, the latter black. The animals are

slaughtered in the early hours of the morning and lard-rendering begins in

the forenoon. The rendering house consists of a small room and a larger

godown, where the lard is cooled and stored. The rendering is done in an iron

pan about two feet across and eight inches deep, placed over a slow fire.

Scraps of fat of all shapes, but none weighing more than three or four ounces,

are washed in water for about two hours and then heaped up in the pan to

above the level of the rim. When the lard is thoroughly melted it is

poured out of the pan through a double thickness of cotton-muslin into

an earthenware vessel, where it stands to set. Several times a day during

sotting it is stirred gently for about half an hour. The time taken in

setting varies with the nature of the animal from which the fat has been
obtained. Lard from the “ China pig ” takes about two days to set, that

from the “ country pig ” a much less time, and the lard is of better quality.

Lard thus manufactured will keep for about two months only, but formerly

for a much longer time—a circumstance due apparently to the fact that

fat of the freshest and best quality is not always used.

The best quality of lard is much used in cooking and in preparing

ointments, etc., the second in the manufacture of lard oil, the third as a

low-grade oil in soap-making. The oil is manufactured by exposing the

lard in woollen bags between wickerwork to a pressure of about ten cwt. a

square inch in the cold for about eighteen hours. The oleine thus obtained
IS puie, colourless and limpid. It is employed as an adulterant for olive

oil in France, and for sperm oil in the Eastern States of America. It is

also esteemed as a lubricant and is used for illuminating. In Medicine,
lard has long held the principal place as a medium for the exhibition

of other substances, as ointments, etc. As an external application it

possesses emollient properties, and is extensively employed m external

inflammations, bruises, sprains, and in various skin eruptions.

Tallow, as already stated, is prepared from beef or mutton and goat
fat, or a mixture of these. It is a harder and less fusible fat than lard.

The rendered tallow is refined by boiling with water
;
is often bleached by

means of nitnc acid, and employed as a lubricant and for soap and candle
making. When intended to make moulded tallow-candles, the finest

mutton suet can alone be used, but for “ dips
”
the refuse from the moulded

candles or the cheapest tallow (a mixture of all animal fats) may be em-
ployed. Hoey {Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind., 174) speaks of the candle-
makers of Lucknow using charbi (fat), but though he deals most mimitely
with the industries of that city, he makes no reference to the lard and
tallow manufactures. So again, speaking of soap manufactures, he states

that charbi (bullock and buffalo fat and tel, either castor or linseed) is

employed.
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BOMBAY TRADE IN TALLOW
L.ATHYRUS

SATIVUS
Chickling Vetch

Trade in Lard and Tallow.—The foreign traffic in Labd appears to Trade :

be declining. The kxports in 1876-7 were valued at Rs. 3,22,825 ;
in Lard.

1886-7, Rs. 1,93,823
;

in 1896-7, Rs. 67,900 ;
and for the past five years

they have been 1902-3, Rs. 52,810
;

1903-4, Rs. 30,526 ;
1904-5,

Rs. 15,600 ;
1905-6, Rs. 18,750 ; and 1906-7, Rs. 15,747. Corresponding

mth this change in the traffic, the imports may be said to manifest an imports,

expansion : in 1899 they were valued at Rs. 26,952
;

in 1900-1 at Rs.

47,068 ;
and for the past five years have been .—1902-3, Rs. 61,462; 1903-4,

Rs. 70,610 ;
1904-5, Rs. 55,454 ;

1905-6, Rs. 59,536; and 1906-7, Rs. 92,370.

The traffic in Tallow corresponding to the lard just given was as follows : Tallow.

—EXPORTS were in 1876-7 valued at Rs. 31,231
;

1886-7, Rs. 54,097 ;

n^orta.

1896-7, Rs. 95,574 ;
and during the five years ending 1906-7 were valued

at Rs. 1,70,721, Rs. 2,17,828, Rs. 1,-30,999, Rs. 1,11,255, and Rs. 80,404.

Thus it may be said this export traffic is, on the whole, an expansion. The
IMPORTS in 1876-7 were valued at Rs. 62,671, and for the past seven impocu.

years have been 1900-1, Rs. 3,46,-570; 1901-2, Rs. .5,51,976 ,
1902-3,

Rs. 3,84,402; 190.3-4, Rs. 5,93,127 ,
1901-5, R.s. 6,80,054 ;

190.5-6,

Rs. 8,16,705 ; and 1906-7, Rs. 9,14,834.

Nearly the whole of the Lard exported from India goes from Bengal Bengal,
to Mauritius. Formerly a fair amount was consigned to Reunion and to

the Straits Settlements, but for some years past both these countries

have discontinued their demands. India, as shown above, imports lard,

and by far the major supply comes from the Straits, and recently from
China (Hongkong), but Burma may be described as the receiving province. Burma Demand.

Of the total imports m 1903-4, viz. 316,111 lb, (the largest quantity for

the past five years), valued at Rs. 70,610, Burma alone took 303,727 lb.,

valued at Rs. 65,203. The returns of the coastwise traffic do not show
lard separately from “ Other Provisions,” so that it is not possible to

discover to what extent Bengal or the other provinces of India are com-
peting with the Straits for a share in the Burmese market.

Speaking of the traffic in Tallow, it is curious that while Bengal is

the province moat concerned in lard, the tallow traffic is concentrated

chiefly in Bombay. The foreign Exports in 1906-7 were 4,135 cwt., Bombay,
valued at Rs. 80,404, of which Bombay exported 3,517 cwt., valued at

Rs. 69,601. Of the receiving countries, Arabia seems to manifest the
most c&nstant demand, taking 2,260 cwt. out of the total. Imports.—

A

curious feature of the tallow traffic may now be mentioned, namely
that Bombay, followed by Burma, takes by far the largest share of

the foreign supply. During 1906-7 India imported tallow to the extent Large importa.

of 36,837 cwt., valued at Rs. 9,14,834, and of these amounts Bombay
took 23,325 cwt.', Burma 6,433 cwt. The countries of supply were the

United Kingdom, 19,604 cwt., and Belgium, 6,288 cwt. There is no
mention of re-exports, so that India would appear to be by no means
self-supporting in its lard and tallow supplies. [C/. Hurst, Lubric. Otis,

Fats, etc., 1896, 180
;

also Soaps, 1898, 119-20 ; Blyth, Food Compos,
and Anal., 1903, 310-6

; Leach, Food Inspect, and Anal., 1905, 451-6).]

LATHYRUS SATIVUS, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 179-80; D.E.P.,

Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1883, ii., 15, t. 32 ;
Church, ]y-».

Food-Grains of Ind., 132, t. 24 ;
Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., i., 41, 151

;
ii., 48, -yetch

96 ; iii., 192 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 260 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., 1903, i,, 360 ; Leguminos^. The Chickling-Vetch, khesdri, latri,
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LATHYRUS
SATIVUS THE CHICKLING-VETCH

Cultiva-
tion.

Dry Rabi Crop

Chief Areas.

Tillage.

Soils.

Season

Seed.

Cost.

Fodder.

Food.

Paralysis
*

and
Latliyrism.

teora, tiura, ckurdl, lakh (or Zac), lakhori, Idrig, etc. An annual herb which,

according to De Candolle, is indigenous to the region that extends from

the Caucasus to Northern India.

Cultivation and Area, etc.—This vetch is cultivated throughout

India as a cold-weather crop, and has the reputation of germinating on
land too dry for other raM crops. To this fact is largely due its value

agriculturally. It can take the place of other crops when the October

rain has failed, and as an article of food it is remarkably cheap. Statistics

of actual cultivation are not available for the whole of India, so that a
complete statement of the total area cannot be furnished. The following

particulars of a few provinces are, however, instructive. In 1904-5 the

Central Provinces had an area of 363,504 acres, chiefly in Nagpur
(163,632 acres) and Chhattisgarh (152,046 acres) districts. Berar appears

to have had 14,408 acres. Bombay (excluding Sind) 18,656 acres, mainly

in Broach. Sind by itself had 232,070 acres, chiefly m Larkhana district

(142,014 acres). The United Provinces do not appear to have published

the area recently, but some few years ago the acreage devoted to the crop

was said to have been 66,100 acres. No returns of any kind are available

for Bengal, Assam, Burma, the PanjAb, Rajputana and Central India,

nor Madras. There is no evidence, however, that these provinces materi-

ally affect the total Indian production. The two chief areas are the

Central Provinces and Sind.

Tillage and Yield.—To give some conception of the methods of culti-

vation, yield, etc., of this pulse, the admirable account given by Mollison

(Textbook Ind. Agn., 1901, ii., 29 ;
in., 78-80) may he here drawn upon.

Ldng, he says, is almost invariably grown alone, though a slight admixture
may be found in gram (deer nrletinum) fields. It thnves best on deep,

retentive, black soils. In the Deccan it is chiefly a second crop in rice-

fields, but in Gujarat it is the sole crop of the year. In Broach it is gener-

ally raised on low-lying fields liable to be flooded by heavy rain, all fields

which become waterlogged and too wet for cotton being commonly sown
with Idng. Tillage operations begin by ploughing after the first fall of

rain. If the rams are unfavourable for cotton, the field is kept for Idng

and repeatedly harrowed during July, August and September. No manure
18 applied, but the ground is carefully prepared, since Idng grown on clean

ground is a good preparation for cotton in the succeeding year. ‘Sowing
takes place in September or early in October, and the seed-rate varies

from 35 to 40 lb. per acre. The seed is dropped in the plough furrows
in rows about a foot apart, and the surface levelled and pressed imme-
diately after. No weeding is required, and the crop ripens in February
about four and a half months after sowing. It is reaped before it is

fully ripe, formed into small heaps in the field, and allowed to dry for

a week. When dry it is threshed out under the feet of bullocks and
winnowed in the ordinary way. The cost of cultivation is stated to be
Rs. 13-12 per acre. In a well-grown crop the weight of pulse almost equals
the weight of fodder. From full average crops in Broach, Mollison found
the outturn of pulse to vary from 925 lb. to 1,068 lb. per acre, and of fodder
from 1,220 lb. to 1,405 lb. Lang is cultivated chiefly as a Foddei^ but
as it is cheap and easily grown, it is considerably used as Food by the
poorer classes, principally m the form of bread, ddl, or porridge.

Evil Reputation .—Much interest has been, for a century or more, spasmodically
directed to this pulse, on account of its evil reputation of causing paralysis
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of the lower extremities, when eaten continuously for any length of time. But
it might be said that the whole family of LKGtTMrNOS.®, much as we use them, are

in some respects a suspicious family. A few years ago I gave attention to this

particular pulse, and in consequence placed before the members of the Medical
Congress of Calcutta (1894) the results of my mquiry. I then pointed out that
it exists m two sizes, the smaller form being known m Chhattisgarh as I6,kh6r%

Distinct
and the larger in Nagpur and Bhandara as lakh The former is sown earlier than Kaces.

the latter. Its seeds arc broadcasted over tho flooded nce-tields (towards the
close of the rains), while the latter is sown on rich black, dry soils, on land
prdmarily devoted to wheat. Tho opinion soemod universal that while the
lakhori or rioe-fleld cultivation yielded a harmless sooil, tho lakh or wheat-field

crop was very dangerous There would appear to be no botanical character-
istics to account for this remarkable difference.

Speaking on the dangerous property of this pulse. Major A. Buchanan, I.M.S
,

who has given tho subject much careful study (Ixithynam Rept., 1004, 25), says,

“Continued growth of rice-land teora on rice land has produced a different race. R,ce. and
At any rate it is easy as a rule to distinguish a heap of Uikh from a heap of lakhori, Whcat-Iand

but there might be a difficulty in distinguishing single seeds of the two kinds. Crops

The wheat-land teora or lakh is as a rule larger.” " The weights of a hundred
seeds of lakh varied between 246 and 110 grains, tho weights of lakhort varied
between 108 and 77 grams. Tho colour of the wheat-land teora is darker than
the colour of the rice-land teora. The latter is called tho yellow latrt m Azam-
garh.” In that district the people consider that the yellow hitri isnon-poisonous,
and tho people of Bhandara have for many years lield the same opinion. For
our present purpose it may, therefore, sulfice to thus indicate the two crops met
with in India.

Properties of the Pulse.—Sir J. B. Fuller, while Commissioner of Jabbalpur, cooking oiid
suggested that the greater care taken by the people of Chhattisgarh m cooking Toxic AcUori.

this grain might account for thoir partial iminunity from toxic action. The
grain, he explamed, is in Baipur commonly parched before being groimd, and
the husk of the grain is, moreover, separate and not eaten. This causes a
loss of 25 per cent, in the weight—a loss which those in poverty are naturally
averse to sustaining. The flour thus prepared is next baked into cakes (chapaltia),

-pjour
or boiled with buttermilk into a paste known as mahera. This suggestion let! cakes
to the supposition that the poison might consist of some volatile substance
expelled by the dry heat, or that it resided in the husk. Mr. Cleveland sug-
gested that tiura loses its poisonous qualities when eaten along with mahua (tho
flowers of itunma inti/oiin). So also many years ago Dr. Kmloch Kirk pointed
out that rice to bo completely wholesome must be kept for some time. The

influence of A
best rices are three years old. Rice under-kept boils thick and becomes gummy,

°

and is not wholesome. Hence it has been argued that tho age of the lakh gram
may similarly have somethmg to say to its poisonous property.

The following chemical analysis of tho pulse is given by Church (l.c , suppl.,

13) :—water ll’l, albuminoids 24'4, starch, otc. 55’3, oil 1 0, fibre 5-4, ash 2-8. co^i^tion
The nutriBnt ratio is here 1 : 2-3 and the nutrient value 82.

Latbyrism.—Mention has already been made of tho fact that it has for lung Special
been Itnown that a form of paralysis, to which the name Lathyrism has been Characteristics,

applied, is believed to result when this pulse is eaten continuously for some
length of time. One peculiarity of the disease (in men) is that it affects adult
males chiefly (1 m 10). Another, that it is the lower extremities that become
paralysed. But similar results are produced when the pulse is given to horses,
cattle, pigs. Investigations have been conducted at the Imperial Institute with
a view to ascertain the nature of the poison, but the results so far attained have
been entirely negative. The poisonous property, we are assured, is not due
(as has been supposed) to a volatile alkaloid that might be dissipated by superior
methods of coomng, nor to any ordinary chemical poison. Dunstun has very
properly pointed out that it is by no means certain that the seeds sent to Europe
for examination were actually those of the poisonous sort. But it may have

poigo^ ngj
been inferred from the observations already mode that wo have no simple method Proved,

by which to ascertain when the seeds are or are not poisonous, and can but
procure supplies from localities where the paralysis mentioned prevails. In no
instance does the poison exist m such abundance as to give immediate mdication
of its presence. It is only after protracted consumption that the paralysis
appears. In fact there wordd even seem grounds for suspecting that the plant
may only be intermittently poisonous, so that no particular race or crop could be
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pointed out as the poisonous eood. The subject has been approached at the

instance of the Imperial Institute from another point of view, namely investigi^

tions to ascertain if the pulse possesses a poisonous fungal parasite that could

account for the toxic action. Prof. Porcivnl, of the Wye Agricultural College,

failed to discover any such fungus.
Recently the disease has been very prevalent in the Central Provinces, and

a cen.su8 showed that tlie niiinlx'r of people more or less paralysed was over

7,000. In view of this fact Major Buchanan was put on special duty to inquire

into the cause of the spread of lathynsrn, and to endeavour to find means for

its prevention. The results of his investigations are embodied in a bulky report

(to which reference lias already been made). He gives the following general

summary ;
—

“ It has been shown that lathyrism is due to the consumption of

ifathfifiiit ; that the disouse, when it occurs in big epidemics, follows famine or
scarcity ; that it is chiefly confined to wheat-growing areas ; that failure in

wlieat 18 iin important factor in the causation ,
that the disease is chiefly found

among the poor, and that debt is an important factor m tho causation. Under
certain circumstances fyiitUyt-uH is a good article of diet, and it is only when the
proportion reaches or exceeds one-half of tho whole ration that paralysis is likely

to occur.” On the other hand. Dr. A. O. Hondley [Brit. Med. Journ., 1903, n ,

707-9), after discussing fully this subject, arrives at the conclusion that
“ whdst it may possibly cause paralysis by itself, ordinarily only
predisposes to it, tliat it makes the subject ready or ripe for tho attack of
paralysis, hut that exposure to severe wet and cold is required actually to excite
tho sudden seizure.” “ Tho attack occurs after an unusually thorough wotting
whilst ploughing, watching crojis at night or other field work that orthnonly falls

to mail’s lot and not woman’s.”
Trade.—No particulars can be furnished of the trade in this pulse.

It is known to be occa.sionally exported. Some few years ago a sample
of what was called “ mutar, or Indian (Irey Peas ” was shown to me by a

Glasgow corn-merchant. I pointed out tliat while this pulse was oc-

sionally called mattar, the true nmltar of India was the Grey or Field Pea.

It is, therefore, most important that the present pulse should not be con-

fused with the grey pea of India, whnli is as harmless and useful as the grey

pea of Europe. The wedge-shaped pea of the present plant, flattened on
two sides and marbled on the surface, should easily be distinguishable from
all file peas or pulses of India, o.vcept perhaps gram (Virer arietinnin

)

;

but while gram is somewhat triangular in section it is prominently tapered

below into a beak, and is devoid of the marbling of LiOthifftis.

\Gf. Kinloch Kirk, iii Ann. Med. Be , 1870, vii,, 144-62 , Pharmacog. Ind., i.,

490-1, Baiierjoi, Agri, Cuttack, 1893, 81 , Voelckor, Poison. Legum. Seed in
Jwl. Peas, Analyst, March 7, 1894, 102-7 ; Hughes, Feeding Exper.^with Ind.
Peas, Aug. 1895, 109-73; Ind. Mus Ann. Itept., 1894-5, 30-7 ; Ind. Med. Caz.,

1898, xxxiii., 147 ; 1899, xxxiv., 05 , Barclay, Agri., Ledg , 1895, No. 20, 381-2 ;

lint. Med. Journ., 1890, i., 1487-8; ii., 614; 1903, i., 213; Agri. Ledg., 1901,
No. 10, 366 6 ; Dunstaii, Imp. Inst Tech. Repts., 1903, 234.]

D.E.P.,
iv., 607-
802.
Henna.

Cultiva-
tion.

LAWSONIA ALBA, Lam.; FI. Br. Ind., ii.,.57.3; Talbot, List.

Trees, etc., 1902, 175 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 371 ; Cooke, FI. Pres.
Bomb., 1903, i., 511 ;

Dnthie, FI. Up-per Gang. Plain, 1903, 362
; Prain,

Beng. PI., 1903, i., 502 ; Lythracea:. Tho Henna Plant, camphire,
mehruli, shudi, manghati, mortlhondi, henne, dan, etc. A deciduous shrub
wild in Baluchistan and on tlie Coromandel coast

; doubtfully so in

Central India and the Deccan.
Cultivated throughout India on account of its Leaves, which yield the

‘‘ henna,” dye and also as a garden hedge plant. The soil is repeatedly ploughed
and heavily manured, and the seed is soaked in water for twenty-five days before
sowing, which takes place in April and May. The plot of land where the seeds
are to be sown is formed into bods and kept flooded for some days. The seed is
scattered on the water and sinks with it into the ground. For three days water
is given both night and morning; after that only once a day till the plants
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appear above ground, when they are watered every alternate day. When about
2 feet high they ore ready for transplanting in July and August. About 6 inches Transplanting,

are nipped from tlie centre shoot, and the young plants are then put singly into
holes one foot apart. They are watered daily till they have recovered the shock
of transplanting, and the fields are weeded once a month. No crop is reaped the Cropping
first year, but afterwards two crops a year are obtained, one in April-May, the Se.ison.

other in October-Noveinber, for many years on end. At each cutting about
9 inches are taken from the top shoots, and an acre yields about 20 inaunds of
dry leaves a year.

The Dye is obtained from the leaves : these are dried, sifted, a little sarson Dye.
oil added, then reduced to a powder. This powder may bo purcliasod at all

the cosmetic and dye shops in the larger towns of India, and may be seen in small
sacks alongside of the imported aniline ilyes. It is occasionally used in ilycmg
cloth, but its principal value in India is as an article of the toilet, for staining Cosmetic

the finger-nails, hands and feet a dull orange colour, also for dyeing the hair
into a blight rod colour, what is often but a lirst Htapre ui ilia prodiu l ion of black
by the action of indigo on the original ro<l. The iiso of hnmn us a cosmetic dates
from very ancient timos, and is imivoraal among Muhamm.ulaii women, and to

a greater or lessor extent among Hindus also. The .^cods yield an On. about Oil.

which little IS known, and the flowers aio oiiiployeil in perfumery and embalming.
[Of. Phmmiuog. Irui., 1891, ii , 41 4, (laz. Shtthpur Dist. Pb

, 1897, 172-3 ,

Woodrow, Gard in fnd , 1899, 319; Kiriiiuiger, Man Card fnd. (cil f amcriin),

1904, .5ti.'>
]

LEAD and its Salts and Manufactures.- Ball, Man. Econ. D.E.P.,

Geol. Ind., 1881, hi., 281-.311
;
King and Pope, GoUl, Copper, Lead in ®02-6.

Vhota Nagpur, 1891, 95-9, 156, 169-69; Rec. Geol Surv. Ind., 1904,

Xxxi., pt. 1, 46-7
;
Holland, Rev. Mzn. Prod. Ind., in Rec. Geol Surv. Ind.,

1905, xxxii., pt. 1, 110. This metal bears among other names the follow-

ing :

—

sisa, bundi, surb, ikam, iemaetam, khai-pok, etc. It rarely onuui-s

anywhere in the native state, and is never found in that condition in India.

Its commonest ore is the Sulphide or Galena, surma, an-jana. Other com-
mon ores and salts are ;—Red Oxide of Lead, sandhur, se/gapu, temamera,

Esan/f, etc. ;
Litharge, murdasaru], marudar singhie ; Carbonate of Lead,

.safedet, vullay, sibaydu, etc.
;
Chromate of Lead, peon-mlayti

(
= English

peori, see p. 766).
Mining.—Although lead ores have been worked to some extwit m ancient Mining,

times, at the present day lead-iiimmg in India is practically m a dormant condi-

tion. Holland makes the following statement with regard to it :
—

“ Oiilcna alone,

or with blende and other sulphide ores, is known in various parts of India and
Burma, and has been worked in various places for lead or lead and silver, under
past Native rulers ; but the mining of lead-ores has long been extinct, anti tho
only recent attempt calhng for special mention is that now being made to

develop the deposits near Pang Yung m the Northern Shan States formerly
worked by the Chinese, who left behind large heaps of slag reported to bo
amenable to profitable treatment by modem motallurgical processes for the
extraction of silver.”

Maautactarest.—The metal is comparatively little employed by the Natives Manu-
of India, owing to its scarceness. It is, however, occasionally used m tho inanu- faotures.
facture of certain wares and alloys, as for example in Hyderabad and Lucknow, uses,

where it is a component of the alloy of which Bidri ware is mode (Watt, Ind.
Art at Delhi, 1903, 47). Both the red oxide of load and the carbonate or white
lead are commonly utilised as pigments, e.g. in lac turnery (Watt, l.c. 211-2,

231), in Afridi waxcloth {Agn. Ledg., 1901, No. 12, 400 et seq.). Red oxide is

largely employed for religious purposes by the Hindus, who mark their idols

and their money with it. All married Hindu women employ it as a pamt
to ^ve a circular spot on the forehead. In Medicine, the monoxide or litharge, Mediojne,

the carbonate, acetate, sub-acetate, nitrate and iodide are all ofiicmal in the
Indian Pharmacopoeia. All these salts, except the acetate, are applied externally
only, as sedative and cooling astringents, in various skin diseases The acetate
is similarly used, but is also admimstered internally.

Trade.—The IsiFOBTS of lead from foreign countries are very considerable ; Imports.
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in 190&-7, 102,465 cwt., valued at Rs. 15,82,650. In addition. Government
imported 12,301 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,58,840. The greater part of these imports

came from the Unit^ Kingdom. But it has to be pointed out that the chief

Sheet Lead for market is the supply of the tea industry with the sheet lead required for lining

Tea Chests. tea chests, which is admitted free of duty. This came in 1906-6 to 82, 166 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 11,23,738, and in 1906-7, 67,307 cwt.. valued at Rs. 8,76,730,

and was consigned from the Umted Kingdom almost entirely to Bengal. In

the year 1906-7 the chief sources of supply for lead of all kinds were as follows :

—

United Kingdom, 76,230 cwt. ;
Australia, 16,001 , Franco, 4,139 ; Belgium, 2,090;

Ceylon, 2,804. The share of the Presidencies and Provinces in the imports
wore .—-Bengal, 72,648 cwt. ;

Bombay, 10,772 ; Madras, 0,197 ; Sind, 4,918 ;

Burma, 3,493.

Rxporto Export trade in Indian merchandise is a negligible quantity, but a fair

re-export trade exists. Thus in 1906-7 it amounted to 6,293 cwt., valued
at Rs. 46,402. The bulk of this re-export traffic goes from Bombay, chiefly to

tlie United Kingilom, Arabia, Persia and Turkoy-m-Asia. \Cf. Tavernier,

Travels (ed. Ball), 1889, ii., 281, 284 ; Masson, Journ to Kalat, 1843, 462
Mxnerals, Offic. Correspond. Rev. and Agri. Dept. Govt. Ind. l^Proc.), Dec. 1892
Rev. Mtn. Prod Ind., 1893, 14 ; 1894, 21-2 ; 1896, 40 ; 1896, 47 ; 1897, 46-7
Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1899, li., 407-9, 411 -36, 436-8, etc. ;

Dutt, Mat
Med. Hind., 1900, 72-5 ; Scott, Qaz. Upper Burma and Shan States, 1900, ii.

pt. 1, 301-4 ; Rawson, Gardner and Laycock, Diet. Dyes, Mordants, etc., 1901
211-4 ; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1904, xxni., 338 9, o‘24-6, 935, 1000, 1102-3
1906, XXIV., 28, .ISa, 487 -8

; 1906, xxv., 32 ]

D.E.P.,
iv., 621-6 .

Lentil.

Cultiva-
tion.

Bengal.

RotsUon.

Seasons.

Cost.

Assam.

Snasons,

Crop.

U. Prov.
Area.

LENS ESCULENTA, Moetuh. : Duthie, FI. U'pper Gang.

Plain, 1903, 257 ;
Praia, Beng. PL, 1903, i., 367

;
Ervum Lens, Duthie

& FuUer, Field and Garden Crops, 1883, ii., 13, t. x-vx.
;

FI. Br. Ind.,

li., 179
;
LEGUMih)OS.;E. The Lentil, masur, channnttgi, mohr, chanching,

kerze, adah, misurpurpur, misur-pappu, etc. A valuable pulse, grown
.as a winter crop all over India. According to De Candolle, it is a

native of western temperate Asia, Greece and Italy, and has long been
cultivated in Egypt, whence it was conveyed to India. As an article of

food it has been known from the most ancient times.

Cultivation.—At the present day the lentil is cultivated in all parts

of India, especially in the Central Provinces, Madras and United Provinces.

The following is a brief summary of the area under cultivation and the

methods pursued in those provinces about which trustworthy information

can bo obtained.
Bengal.—Separate returns for this pulse are not recorded, hence an estimate

of the area under cultivation cannot bo given. It thrives beat on a cla^ soil,

since m light soils the plants wither away. In rotation following paddy (rice),

the land receives three or four ploughings and the seed of the lentil is then sown
October to December at the rate of about 5 seers per bigha (= one-third acre).
In some parts of the country it is mixed with barley. Harvesting takes place
from the middle of February to the middle of April ; the crop yields about 8
maunds per acre. The cost of cultivation has been estimated, at Rs. 2-10 per
acre. [Cf. Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. li., 34; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack
1893, 83.]

Assam.—Cultivation is chiefly confined to the chaparis of Kamrup, Nowgong
and Mangaldai. In Upper Assam it is cultivated to a small extent in the Majuli.
Tlie crop prefers a light, loamy soil and an open situation, and generally follows
a broadcasted dhu (rice) crop, and is sown in mixture with mustard. Sowing
takes place within the first fortnight of November. The seed rate is 12 lb.
per acre, if sown with mustard, but if sown alone, about 60 per cent, more
seed 18 required. Harvesting takes place in March and April, and the usual
yield is about 2 to 4 maunds per acre. [Cf. Agri. Dept. Assam Bull., 1902
No. 9, 11.]

United Provinces.—The area under masur is not separately recorded, but in
1904-5 peas and masur together occupied an area of 2,056,879 acres, dis-
tributed thus 1,437,152 acres in Agra, 618,727 acres in Oudh. According
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to Duthie and Fuller, cultivation ia most extensive in the damper parts of these

provinces. It is sown in all kinds of soil, but chiefly in low-lying land. Gener-
ally it follows early rice, being often sown while the rice stalks are standing, and
is allowed to grow up amongst them. The seed rate varies with the condition
of the ground, but is commonly about one maund per acre. The outturn from
unirrigated land varies from 6| to 8 maunds per acre, but with irrigation may
reach 10 to 12 maunds.

Central Provinces and Bcrar.—In 1004—5 the area under the crop was in

the Central Provinces, 231,750 acres, chiefly in the Chhattisgarh, Jabbalpur and
Nerbudda Divisions, and in Berar, 13,167 acres. It is generally sown on the
best black soil.

PanJ^b.—No statistics of area are available. In the Jhang district, which
is typical of the province as a whole, it is a sailaha or inundation crop. New
alluvial soils or light lands, not good enough for wheat, are selected. The land
is ploughed once or twice and the seed is sown broailcaat, 30 to 45 lb per aero,

from December to January. The crop is ripe in March to April. [Cf. Qaz.
Panjdb Diat.l

Bombay.—In 1904-5 the area was 9,791 acres, chiefly in N&sik (5,097 acresl

and Belgaum (2,918 acres). Maaur is always an unimgated rahi crop, and
generally is grown alone. In Poona it is the sole crop of the year, and ia rotated

with dry-crop wheat. The soil is mixed black, but only of moderate depth. In
September and Octboer the land is repeatedly ploughed, and in October the seed
is drilled in rows a foot apart at the rate of 20 to 25 lb. per acre. The crop
ripens in three and a half months, and a good outturn is about 300 lb per acre.

\_Gf. Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, hi., 89-90.]

Food.—In India it is eaten as Ml, flavoured with various aromatics

and condiments, also as a component part of the dish called kickri, and
is considered the most nutritious of the pulses. The young pod is also

eaten as a vegetable, and the dry loaves and stalks are greatly prized as

fodder. In Europe this pulse meal, mixed with barley flour or other

cereal and common salt, is sold as an invalid food under the name
Ervalenta or Revat.enta. Leather {Ind. Food-Grains and Fodders,

Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 366) gives the following chemical analysis:

—

moisture 8*03 per cent., oil 1’06, albuminoids 23 '0, soluble carbohydrates

61'14, woody fibre 2'42, soluble mineral matter 3’54, sand and silica 0’81,

total nitrogen 3'94, albuminoid nitrogen 3’68. As a Medicine, lentils

have long had the reputation of being useful in cases of constipation and
other intestinal affections.

[Gf. Bentham, Pee. o/ Targioni-Tozzetti, inJourn. Hort. Soc., 1856, ix., 139; De
Candolle, Orfg. Cuh. Plants, 1884, 321 ; Vhuich, Food-Grains of Ind., 188G, 138-9 ;

Asa Gray, Scient. Papers, 1889, i., 347 ; Kanny Lull Doy, Indig. Drugs of Ind .

1896, 174-5 ; Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1898, 77.]

LIME, MARBLE, CHALK, etc., op Calcium and its Salts
and Manufactupes.

—

Although LLne (Calcium) does not exist in a
pure state, in the form of the carbonate it constitutes a by no means
insignificant portion of the earth’s crust, e.g. limestone rocks. Linip-
hvrn inf/ is the operation of driving off carbonic acid from the carbonate
with the production of the oxide of calcium or OuirhUme. This readily

absorbs water and becomes Slitketl TAineor hydrate of lime {Agri. Ledg.,

1902, No. 5, 137-47). The subject may, therefore, be dealt with under
two great sections—Calcium Capbonate and Calcium Sulphate.

LIMB, CAi^BONATE OF—This is known in India by an exten-
sive series of vernacular names that denote the conditions (quick-

lime, slaked lime, etc.) and the sources (limestone, marble, chalk, shells,

etc,). The most general name is perhaps the Hindustani chund, a word
which in the various languages of India assumes numerous forms, such
as chundh, chun, chdno, chundk, chundmbu, ckurna, shunnambu, sunnam,
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sunna, hunna, hunu, etc. Its most general name in Sanskrit would ap-

pear to be sanJcha-bhasma, but certain writers give also churnd (= a

“ powder ”), sudha, kapardaka-bhasma, sukti-bhasma, etc. Its Arabic names

appear to be kils and ahu and its Persian nurkah and ahak. Chalk is

very generally known as khari-matti or kharya-mitti. Unslaked or

Quicklime is kali-ka-chuna or simply kali or kahi, often also called

ahak
;
Limestone is kalai-ka-paUar ; Shell Lime is sipi-ka-chuna

;
the

lime from Limestone Lime being Imtlal-ka-chuna ;
Marble is marmar ;

Fossil Corals are sang-i-yahada.

The word chundm, by modern usage, generally denotes, however, the

beautiful plaster or cement characteristic of many localities of India,

more especially in the south (see below in the paragraph devoted to Mortar

and Cements, p. 71.3). One of the earliest European writers to use the

word chuna appears to be Garcia de Orta (a.d. 1563), although fifty years

prcAuously the Italian traveller Varthema describes the people around

Calicut as eating betel leaves along with a certain lime made from oyster

shells, which they call “ cionama.'

Sources.—There may, in India, be said to be three great groujis of

rocks or materials that afford lime, as follows

—

(a) Umestone, noiomite. iHiiioUte, etc. {Imp. Gaz., iii, 148-50).—Hardly
any known geological formation in India is wholly without limestone

in some form, although many of the examples are exceedingly im-

pure and scarcely worthy of the name. Mr. R. L. Sevenoakes, in

the Journal of the Queen Vtdoria Indian Memorial Fund (No. 2, 26-31)

(a publication here utilised freely), describes some twenty different kinds

of Ornamental Building Stones. Some Indian ornamental stones are

of nearly equal merit to the marbles specialised b(dow, and still others

gradually decline until they have to be characterised as at most only good
building limestones. The limestones procurable in many parts of Bombay
and Sind, for example, are admirable building stones, though marble
nowhere exists in that Presidency. The Porbandar imliohte (foraminiferal

limestones) has been conveyed from Kathiawar to Bombay and even to

Calcutta, and is employed in the construction of some of the more im-

portant of the recent buildings of these cities. In South India it may be
said that crystalline limestones occur in Trichinopoly and Coimbatore, but
of very inferior quality

;
good building limestones are found in Cuddapah,

Karnul and Guntur, and marbles at Palnad. In the Central Provinces
there are numerous examples of limestones and admirable building stones,

such as those of Wardha, Nagpur, of the Vindhyan formation, such as the
limestones of Katni

;
and in the United Provinces the crystalline lime-

stone of Mirzapur, which occurs in the metamorphic rocks of that district.

In variou.s localities of the Panjab good limestones and even marbles are
found. Ijastly a reference is essential to the limestones of Lakhimpur and
of the Khasia and Jaintia hills of Assam.

The most important sources of limestone and lime may thus be grouped
commercially :

—

“ 1. Sa tna in Rewah and at Katni, in the Jabbalpur district. From
both localities lime of excellent quality is carried as far as Calcutta (Q24
and 685 miles distant), and constitutes a largo proportion of the lime used in
that city. 2. S it.

/

yAr.—Along the southern foot of the Khasia and Jaintia
hills there is an inexhaustible supply of nummulitic limestone, which
formerly supphed the whole of the demand of Calcutta and Lower Bengal,
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and still does so to a large extent. The returns of 1904 show a supply
of 123,108 tons of lime, valued at £9,496. 3. Rhotasgarh.—The lower

Vindhyan limestone near Rhotaagarh is quarried to a small extent, and
exported down the Son in boats

;
it was largely used in the works of the

Son Canal. Good lime is made from the deposits at Bisra, in the Singhhum
district, and has recently begun to arrive in Calcutta in increasing quantity.

4. Himalaya—Along the foot of the Himalaya, boulders of limestone
are collected and burnt in large quantities every yeai ; the slaked lime is

exported on camels and supplies a large portion of the Panjiib and the

United Provinces. 6. Andaman—There is a band of cream-coloured
marble near Port Blair which may prove of economic iinportaiice, es it is

about the same distance from Calcutt.i as Kat ii, and tin; Inno i.s of pt|'ially

good quality. 6. Other Ldi'AijriiN -vh re bm.stoi e is known are

numerous, but at present of merely local imrior^^ance, or m mi l cases of

no value whatever. A fidl list of them a.s far a« tlmy arc knoivn will bo

found in the Manual of the Geology of India (1881 lii., 449 rt seq.).”

(b) Lime, Concretionary or Kankar, Imp. Goz., l.C 23 — Mcdlicott ex-

plained the formation of this sulistancc as due to the evaporat- m of

the ground waior, containing in solution more or less of carbonate of lime,

produced in the slow process of soil-formation by the general decom-
position of rock particles. Its production is, however, very much a matter
of climate, i.e. alternating penod.s of extreme moisture and dryness. In
the vast majority of cases a layer of kankar (a word which means simply
nodular stone) will he found to underlie lisar soils. This circumstance has

been purposely only incidentally alluded to in the passages that deal with
rHi efflorescence (p. 52), because, although doubtless formed by the same
physical processes, rek and lime have not been shown to be dependent
on each other. Reh efflorescence may occur without any formation of

kankar, and conversely kankar may exist within tiie soil without any
evidence of reh efflorescence or even of an abnormal deposition of

soluble alkalis.

Kankar is the chief source of lime in Upper India, and it yields an
excellent and somewhat hydraulic cement. Holland {Rev. Min. Prod.,

l.C. 1898-1903, 102) speaks of kankar and latcrite a.s “ about the most
valuable assets in building material possc.sacd by the country.” James
Cleghorn (Ind. and East. Engin., June 1898, 356-7) givas the results

of his ‘study of this substance ami of its practical utilisation as mortar.

Very often the nodules of kankar are so abundant, at certain depths below
the surface of the ground, that they become consolidated into blocks.

Such blocks when obtainable are largely employed for building purposes,

and were so used extensively in the Ganges Canal Works. Kankar,
broken and hammered while water is poured over, is the material mainly
used for road-making in the greater part of India. This circumstance

gives at once a vivid conception of the abundance and extensive distri-

bution of the substance. Kankar has been tried as a flu.x for iron on
several occasions, but with very indifferent results. Its composition is

too variable and its liability to adulteration too great to admit of its

use, except where limestones are not available. “ Large quantities of

lime are made in various parts of India from highly calcareous surface

soil.” “ This lime when mixed with proper proportions of sand
makes most excellent mortar.” {Kept. Chief Insp. of Mines in Ind.,

1904, 4.)

Rhotaagarh.

Vii'id man

rjO'3al r'Uiipiics.

Kankar.

Valuable A.s3et.

Road-making.

Mortar.
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(c) Lime, Shell and Cora/.— All ovei India shells are burned for lime.

Away in the interior of the country, wherever annual inundation occurs,

a marvellous crop of exceptionally large land shells furnishes an abundant

supply for most local necessities. In the Murshidabad district, for

example, the following shells are so employed :— Unio nturfflnnlii*, U.

ffarit/rns and AtNjinlfaria t/fohos/t. On the coast tracts of India

and Burma, immense beds of marine shells and of raised coral reefs are met

with (see p. 989). Holland {l.c. 1901, 21) says that “ the returns of various

districts in Burma show a production of 67,461 tons valued at £11,852.

These deposits, wherever met with, arc regularly utilised as sources of

lime, and in South India have mainly given birth to the prosperous in-

dustry of Portland Cement manufacture—an industry that is likely to

be very shortly organi.sed near the mouth of the Ganges, where rich beds

of marine shells are abundant, and may be used to supplement the Sylhet

limestones. Hooper (Rept. Labor. Irid. Mus. (Iiidust. Sec.), 1904-5, 32)

observes that while the proportion of lime in limestone and Icankar is

variable that of sheila preserves a uniform high average. A sample of

stone-lime examined contained 65-3, while a specimen of shell-lime gave

comparatively 96 ‘9 calcium carbonate.

Industrial Uses of Lime, Limestone and /WarA/e.—Lime is univer-

sally pre.sent in the ash of all plants. As a manure, therefore, it plays

an important part, especially for soils rich in organic matter. [Cf. Trap,

Agrist., 1906, xxvi., 70-6, 180-8.] It hastens decomposition of both
animal and vegetable matter. In the form of chloride of lime (bleaching

powder) it was at one time largely utilised as a disinfectant, but has been
considerably displaced by more effectual and less objectionable substances

such as carbolic acid. Asa bleaching reagent chloride of lime is extensively

employed, such, for example, as in the raising of metallic colours, in dis-

charging Turkey reds, and in calico-printing, etc. In India lime is made
into a resist paste with ordinary gum-arabic, and in that form is utilised by
the calico-printer. Lime, in some form, is in fact very generally used in the

dyeing and tanning industries. It is, for example, nearly universally em-
ployed by the Native manufacturers of indigo. \Cf. Monographs, Dyes
and Dyeing :—Assam, 4 ;

U. Prov., 84 ;
Bombay, 24, .30, 34, 37 ; Madras, 4.]

Along with sugar it is added to the dyer’s indigo vat in order to assist in
the production of white indigo. Calcium carbonate is employed as an oil

paint for indoor work, and as a water colour ini.xed with gelatine.* The
Afridi waxcloth workers (see Carthamus, p. 282) add lime to their roghan
to reduce its liquid condition and make it dry re.adily. The tanner utilises

it to remove the hair from hides. {Of. Monographs, Tanning and Working
in Leather •.— V. Prou., 7, 9 ;

Madras, 12, 30-4; Bombay, 16; Bengal,
10-11

;
C. Prov., 68.] Lime was formerly of the greatest importance to

both the soap and the candle makers (in the saponification of the fats),

though in Europe to-day they mostly purchase a prepared alkali. Lastly,
limestone is necessary as a flux in iron-smelting. [Cf. Blount and Bloxam,
Chem. for Engin. and Manuf., 262 ;

Alder Wright, Oils, Fats, Wages, etc.]

Food and Medicine .

—

As an article of (what might be called) food,
it is largely used by the people of India. In other words, it is an essential

ingredient in the preparation known as pdn. The lime obtained ffom
shells is objected to, however, for that purpose, by certain Hindus, on the
ground that it is derived from animals. It is used in the defecation of the
saccharine juices (see pp. 929, 954). The coagulation of the nitro-
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genoua matter by boiling is less perfectly accomplished in the case of

beet than of cane juice. The addition of slaked lime accordingly greatly

facilitates that result by the formation of insoluble lime compounds.
For MEDICINAL purposes, lime enjoys a well-recognised position, more Medicine,

especially as the basis of the mild antacid known as “ lime water.”

\Cf. Waring, Baz. Med., 1897, 90-4
;

Barry, Legal Med., 1902, 389,

451.]

Mortar and Cements .

—

By far the most important use of lime is as D.E.P.,

mortar—a cement which consists of lime, sand and water (see pp. 292-3,

695). If lime be mixed with water, a paste is formed that will rapidly

harden or “ set,” as it is called. When dry it will, however, be found to
crack and crumble to pieces. To prevent this it is mixed with sand (or in san.i and
India with the fine powder made from brick known as svrkht] To obviate
a too rapid evaporation of water from the mortar, it is custoiuaij, to moisten
the stones or bricks, when a much more durable cement is the result. If

mortar be properly prepared, a thin layer is found sufficient to bind

together the materials with which it is mi.xcd.

Stein (Ancient Khotan, 1907) describes the stucco used in pla.stcring Ancient stucco,

the surfaces of walls made of wood, mud, and (sun-dried) bricks in buildings

uncovered by him from the sand with which they had been engulfed during

the 3rd to the 8th centuries. The stuccoed surfaces were found to have
been frescoed very elaborately and beautifully, and in many cases statues

made of mud were found to have been coated -with stucco and subsequently

painted. In a further paragraph reference will again be made to Stein’s

discoveries in connection with plaster of Paris (see p. 718). It would thus

seem fairlycertain that anadvanced knowledge existed in Eastern Turkestan

of certain uses of lime long before that material came into use as a cement
in stone and brick construction. The oldest constructive buildings in

India, such as the Chulikyan temples of the Deccan, have the stones so Ancient xompics.

fitted into each other or are of stich massive blocks that they have re-

mained in their positions for centuries without cement of any kind having

been used. It seems thus fairly certain that the use of cement in house-

building was subsequent to the date of the temples named. [Cf. Papers

Relat. to Magnesia Cement, Mad. Govt., 1826-37 ;
Butler, Port. Cement,

1899.]

Thqre are commonly said to be the following classes of cements :— Classiflca-

(a) calcareous
;

(h) gelatinous ; (c) glutinous
; (d) resinous

;
(e) mixed

materials but non-resinous. The first mentioned are those with which

the present article is more immediately concerned, such, for example,

as the mortar already indicated. A hydraulic cement, or Portland cement
as it is called, is in other words a cement which has the property of setting

under water. This is obtainable from certain limestones that naturally

contain from 10 to 25 per cent, of alumina, magnesia and silica, or may
be artificially manufactured by mixing 65 to 80 parts of chalk or other

pure lime with 20 to 35 parts of river mud or clay and a little oxide of

iron, say 3 to 14 per cent. These ingredients are thoroughly mixed in

water, dried slowly, calcined, and then reduced to a powder. In India,

Portland cement is at present mainly manufactured in the Madras Madras.

Presidency, and more recently works have been started in Bengal,

but in other provinces it is occasionally prepared, and chiefly from
argillaceous kankar to which a certain proportion of fat limestone is

added. But it is a striking peculiarity of these hydraulic cements that
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their adhesive power is diminished by mixture with sand. When used

as a stucco the sand employed must be perfectly free from loam, and the

surface must not he painted over (if that be so desired) until the cement

has been thoroughly dry for some months.
It may further be added that if Portland cements have more than

4 per cent. ?nagne.sia they rapidly decompose when kept under water.

A cement with a basis of white magnesia m plaiie of clay is sometimes

known as “ White Mortar.” There are large deposits of magnesite and

of magnesium limestones (dolomites), especially near Salem in South

India, and these it is understood have recently been taken advantage of

by the Madras Portland Cement Company in the preparation of a cheap,

easily applied and rapidly drying plaster that takes a fine polish. In the

public press it is not uncommon to read the certificates of “ Arbuthnot’s

Portland Cement ” as being “ equal to the best-known brands of English

Portland Cement.” Mr. C. S. Middlemiss wrote in 1896 a most mtercsting

report on the magnesite areas of the Chalk Hills near Salem [Ayri.

Ledg., 1896, No. 15). Papers written by James Cleghorn [Ind. and East.

Engin., May 1894, 320-1
; 1898, li., 210-11

;
in., 32-3

;
iv., 28, etc.) will

also be found to contain much useful information regarding magnesian

cements. \Cf. Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Engin. and Manuj., 1900,

132-42
;
Mtn. Indmt. in V.E.A., 1900, 75. 82

;
Gilmore, Ihjdr, Cements,

1-334, etc.]

Chunam—Incidental mention has already been made of the fact that

an admirable polishing and exceedingly strong cement (sometimes spoken
of as chunam) is made in several parts of India. There are various methods
of preparing this substance, but these all practically agree in the cir-

cumstance that some saccharine substance is combined with the lime

as well as powdered marble, plaster of Pans or steatite. The sugar

most commonly employed for this purpose is the yuggerij obtained from
the cocoanut palm. The milk of that palm is also mixed with lime in

the preparation of a very superior whitewash. It is believed that the

sugar promotes the solubility of the lime, thus allowing of a finer and
more complete state of division.

A special art of some parts of India, as, foi example, in Bikamr,
coiisi.sts in carving cemented surfaces into rich floral designs that

may be subsequently gilded or painted. \Cf. Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903,

95-6.]

Cement Materials.

—

Lime or some of its salts (such as plaster of Paris) is

largely employed in combination with glutinous and resinous materials in

the formation of cements. The rice-water is in India commonly mixed
with a certain percentage of pure lime in the preparation of a strong
l ement which is employed to join the various parts of musical instruments
in place of glue. Instead of rice, the dough of fine flour may he kneaded
in water until gluten only remains. To this should then be added a
small quantity of pure lime. The cement thus prepared is largely used
for all forms of woodwork, ami has the special merit of resisting damp.
It 18 generally known by the name suji. Lac combined with borax
forms a convenient cement to be used where exposure to water or
moisture is unavoidable. Cutlers’ cement consists of rosin, bees’^ax
and brickdust and plaster of Paris, or simply rosin and plaster of

Paris. Dr. Fleming, in his Account of the Salt Bnnge, says the Natives
use plaster of Paris, mixed with pure lime, to produce their finest
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qualities of shining marble- like chundm. It is also largely employed as

a whitewash.
For the materials employed along with lime in the formation of special cements,

cements, the reader is referred above (pp. 292-3) and to the respective

positions in this work of the articles there indicated.
Marble .—The best-known marbles are those of the Aravalli series, Marble,

which include the quarries of Jodhpur (Makrana), of Tonkra in Kishengarh,
of Kharwar in Ajmir, as well as of Raialo in Jaipur, all in Rajputana, Kajpnun.i

and of Jabbalpur in the Central Provinces. Within a radius of eight miles
around Makrana there are something like 100 quarries, but of these only
15 are at present worked. They vary in depth from 30 to 75 feet, and
follow the vein. The marble is excavated bv blasting, and is then cut

into the required size by steel saws. It is hauled to the surface on wooden
rollers, and by manual labour. The qualitv of the stone is generally

better according to the depth it is worked, hut owing to the ciudc

appliances used for hoisting to the suiface, deep mines are impossible.

The dust and fragments produced during mining operations at Makrana
are burnt into lime, and thi.s quality is much appreciated for the liner i/ime.

kinds of plastering. [C/. Journ. Queen Vtct. Ind. Mem. Fund, March
1904, 19-25.]

Colours—The v/hite marbles of Raialo are highly valued for filagree White
screens (jdff), of which numerous fine e.vamplos exist .at Abu, Agra, Marbles.

Ahmcdabad, Delhi, etf. The yellow marble of Jaisalmir (kJiattu) is a ypiiow iiarDio

pure yellow, not white and yellow veined. It is used in the tomb
of Ghayas Beg and his wife at Agra, ami i.s so abundant as to be locally

worked up as an ordinary building stone. The black marble found at Black

Bainslana is carved into statues and toys. The black material in the

inlaid work of the Taj and other Mughal buildings is a calcareous shale

found in the lower Viridhyan series at Chitor. The handsome, mottled, Mottled,

green marble of Motipura in Baroda State, as also the grey and pink orcy .md cmk.

marbles of Narwar in Kishcngarli State, arc much admired and largely

used for ornamental purposes. The onyx-marble of Nurpur and Shahpur, ony.x-iii,irbic.

Panjab, is famous. This is a cream-coloured rock streaked cloud-like with

purple, hence its name badal (cloud). An exquisitely beautiful variety of

onyx-marble is found near Jhuli in Baluchistan, too remote from civilisa-

tion to Admit of its utilisation. The marbles and bmes of Narnaul in

Patiala State are also well known. [Cf. llec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1906, xxxiii.,

59-60.] It is commonly believed that the reason why the marble used in

the Taj and other buildings has remained for three hundred years without

getting tarnished is due to its coarseness ol grain and chemical purity. A Course orma.

coarsely crystalline dolomite marble occurs near Mirganj, 11 miles west of

Jabbalpur, but it includes numerous crystals of tremolite, and its use for

tombstones at Jabbalpur shows that it is of inferior quality as a marble
stone when exposed to the weather. In Burma the beautiful semi-trans- Burma,

parent white marble so extensively employed for the figures of Gautama
is obtained chiefly from the Tsygen hills in the Madeya Sub-division of

the Mandalay district and near Sagaing.
U^es .—Marble is thus in extensive demand for the decoration of uses of Marble,

sumptuous dwelling-houses, palaces, temples and mosques, and in the

construction of idols, ornaments, toys, etc. A highly instructive account
of its uses in the buildings of Agra will be found in the (Agra Gazetteer

1884, vii,, 684-716, 728-35). In the Ain-i-Ahhari mention is made
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of the skill of the Indian stone-carvers, but not of the art of stone inlaying.

Both arts were, however, greatly improved during the time of Akbar s

son and grandson. The use of marble became, in fact, the dominant

feature of the new school of architecture that assumed such stupendous

proportions with the Mughal rulers of India. Perhaps one of the most

pleasing and at the same time surprising features of that great school

of Indian architecture might be said to be the marvellous filigree screens

{foli work), in sandstone or marble, that take the place of the glass windows
of European buildings. Keene (Stone Indust, of Agra) gives a very ac-

curate and impressive account of the screens at Fatchpur Sikri (constructed

1581 A.D.). “ The outer screens,” he says, “ are so minutely pierced

that they actually look like lace at a distance, and illuminate the mortuary

chamber with a solemn half-light which resembles nothing else that I have

seen.” In Agra a. fairly extensive industry exists in the preparation of

screens, tables, fancy boxes, picture frames, plates, vases, etc., as also

models of the Taj and other ancient monuments. These are mostly

done in white marble, inlaid with agate, carbuncle, carnelian, chalce-

dony, jade, jasper, lapis-lazuli, topaz, turquoise, bloodstones, garnets,

rubies, sapphires, etc. This art is supposed to have sprung into per-

fection with the tomb of Itmad-u-Daula and the Taj (a.d. 1627-1658),

and to have almost immediately thereafter gradually declined until at

the begiiuiing of the 19th century it had practically disappeared. It is

said to have been revived by Dr. J. Murray about fifty years later. It

has flourished ever since, the goods produi^ed in Agra being carried for

sale by the traders in Indian art wares all over India.

[Cf. Marble in Architecture atul Art —Birdwood, Ind Art Ind., 1880, ii.,

209-19; Joum. Ind. Art and Indust, 1885, i.. 61, Mukharji, Art Manuf. Ind.,

1888, 36-9, 48-6(1, 266-6; Lane-Poolo, Saracenic Art. 1886, 47-122; Kipling,
Journ. Ind. Art and Indust, 1888, ii , 62; Indust. Arts (pub. by Council of

Education), 1888, 211-20 ; Maurice Mandson, L’Art Indicn, 1898, 32-60, 97-119 ;

Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 64-8, 71-9, Hankin, Journ. Soc. Arts, 1904-5,
liii., 461-77.]

UMB SULPHATE: GYPSUM, Plaster of Paris.—This is the

hydrous calcium sulphate generally known as Gypsum
; when in a fine

grained condition, Alabaster
;
and when in transparent crystals. Sele-

nite. On being calcined it parts with some of its water and then con-
stitutes Plaster OF Paris. The powder thus iiroduccd on the addition of

water gradually sets, and as it does so expands slightly. It is this property
that has made plaster of Paris so exceedingly valuable for making casts

and moulds. In India sulphate of lime is known by an extensive series of

names such as kulnar, kurpura-silasU, kdrsi, sang-i jerdhat, surma safed,

makol, jnah, etc. Plaster of Paris is generally known aa gack.

Occurrence.—In the Madras Presidency it has been met with abun-
dantly, but in an impure form, in the cretaceous rocks of Trichinopoly.
Masses of gypsum and crystals of .selenite are occasionally found in the
clays of Chinglcput. In Nollore, crystals of greater purity than those
found near Madras have been recorded as fairly prevalent. In Bombay,
selenite occurs in the marine deposits near the city, also in Kathiawar
and in some parts of the Deccan. Very excellent gypsum is found in

Kach. In Sind, deposits frequently 8 to 4 feet thick occur near the" top
of the Gaj beds of the Kirthar range. The Mud Gorge, on the Harnai
route to (Quetta, owes its intractable character to the circumstance that
much sulphate of lime is there present, and very largely in the anhydrite
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condition. This absorbs -water and thereby expands 33 per cent. The
adjacent materials are in consequence continuously displaced, and the
Mud Gorge may, therefore, be said to be in a state of constant
change.

In Rajputana, at Nagor in Jodhpur, a bed of gypsum probably not
less than 6 feet thick has been worked to some extent. A similar occur-

rence is worked at Jamsar in Bikanir State. While excavating a well at

Falod, gypsum of a very pure kind was found, but at too great a depth to

be of much value. In the Panjdb (Bannu district) the mineral occurs in

Kalabagh and in Khasor, but is not utilised. The Kohat distiict contains

gypsum in great abundance. Ball says “ it might be obtained by open
quarrying in any quantity, but is not worked.” The Salt Range possesses

g3q)sum in enormous quantity, associated with rock salt. The Spiti Valley

has gypsum of a snowy whiteness. In the United Provint es deposits of

gypsum have been reported as met with in Dehra Dun, Kumaon, and
Garhwal. Middlemiss [Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1889, xxii., pt. 2) gives a

full account of the gypsum of Nehal Nuddi in Kumaon. \Cf. Hayden,

Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., xxxvi., pt. 1, pi. 16.] The Pioneer (.July 27, 1888)

announced that gypsum had been found at a locality some 19 miles distant

from Haldwani, a station on the Rohilkhand and Kumaon Railway. In

Burma gypsum has been found, but not in sufficient quantity to be of much
commercial importance.

Industrial and Agricultural Uses.—For a great many years gypsum
has been regarded as a manure of exceptional merit, especially for legu-

minous crops and for certain soils. It has recently been found to vastly

increase the yield of indigo, so that a large demand seems likely to arise

for it. The reader should consult the observations already made (p. 53)

regarding the use of this salt as a neutralising agent, or rather one which

so modifies the physical conditions of the soil as to bring it into a cultur-

able state. Of manures that contain gypsum mention may be made of
“ superphosphate,” which is a mixture of calcium sulphate with an acid

phosphate of lime—the essential manurial constituent. It is prepared by
the treatment of phosphatic minerals with sulphuiic acid (Mukerji,

Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 669-71).

The next most important use for gypsum is the numerous methods
of utilising plaster of Paris. In 1852 Dr. Buist drew attention to the

interesting fact that the Natives of Sind had, from ancient times, been

in the habit of casting lattices and openwork screens to be used

within houses to allow of free circulation of air. The Marwaris very

cleverly make what might bo called stained-glass windows by taking

two lattice screens, made of plaster of Paris, of identical pattern, and
placing between these fragments of coloured glass so arranged as to bring

out the desired colour in design. The screens are then firmly fastened

together and the pieces of glass secured in their positions by a thin

layer of liquid plaster being run over the lattice upon which the glasses

have been arranged before pressing home (on the top) the second layer

of lattice. In many parts of Rajputana and of the Panjdb the walls

and ceilings of palaces are richly ornamented, in arabesque design, with

glass. These are silvered behind or backed with plated metal discs or

with coloured tinfoil, or they are painted on the surface and embedded
singly or collectively in wooden frames, within a plaster, which consists

mainly, if not entirely, of plaster of Paris. This work might be described
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as a kind of mosaic, and from the fact of pieces of glass {shishah) being used,

has come to be spoken of as sAisA-mosaic. The famous Shish-mahal

(the Palace of Glass) at Agra, the Shish-mahal at Lahore, and the Shish-

mahal m the ruined city of Amber (near Jaipur) are perhaps the best

examples of this class of work. Mr. L. Kipling very truly says, “ The effect

of the shtsh or mirror mosaic, though brilliant, narrowly escapes the

charge of vulgarity,” so that it is not much to be regretted that the art

may be said to be hardly practised at the present day. [Cf- Plaster of

Pans work in Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 95-6.]

While it would thus seem that certain uses of plaster of Paris have

been well known to the Natives of India for a considerable period at all

events, a knowledge in the art of casting figures, ornaments and toys in

that material is of comparatively recent date, and originated with the

modern Schools of Art. While that is so, it is surprising to learn

from Stein (Ancient Khotan, 2+4, etc.) that the whole of the stucco

work discovered by him consisted very largely of plaster of Paris.

Moreover, he tells us that the figures, idols, etc., had in many instances

been moulded and elaborations ai-.coinplished in the form of extra

figures, etc., by a process of appliquL Grooves had been made on
the plaster background to allow ot the attachment of these extra

mouldings, which were finally fused into their positions by liquid plaster.

Since plaster of Pans moulding is quite modern in India proper, th-

ancient people of Khotan must have either discovered that art spontanee

ously or learned of it through their dealings with other than Indian-

races (see p. 713). So late as 188.5, while engaged supervising the

preparation of life-sized statues or models of ethnological subjects

that were required for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1 experienced

the greatest po.ssible difficulty in inducing the Knshnagar modellers

to substitute plast t of Paris for clay. I procured a supply of gypsum
from the Salt Range, had it fired in Calcutta, and found that it

yielded a most excellent modelling plaster, and at a cheaper rate than
I ( ould purchase the imported article, which alone had been previously

procurable in Calcutta. But my clay-modellers struck work, and I

had to import others from laicknow, and thus successfully tlireaten them
with dismissal, before I could induce the Krishnagar men to resume
operations. I mention this circumstance as showing the qualiliy of the
Indian plaster of Paris and its recent use in castings.

Alabaster, where met with, is laz-gely utilised in the manufacture of

ornaments and toys. The dark-green form procured from Garhwal
is regularly made into elegant cups and saucers and even large bowls
that are much admired by the richer Native gentlemen of Northern
India. The same material, drawn from various sources, is to some
extent utilised by the stone-carvers in Agra and other centres of that
industry. [C/. Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Engin. and Manuf.,
1900, 131-2.]

TRADE IN LIME, MARBLE, ETC.—With a country that possesses
so many rich deposits of lime anil marble, it is surprising to read of the large
foreign imports that regularly take place. In the Calcutta press may be
seen, almost daily, advertisements of dealers prepared to supply the
“ Best Italian Carrara Marbles ” and “ Best Belgian Jet Black Marbles

”

(Journ. Soc. Arts, 1901). So again, it is not uncommon to find mention
of the coloured marbles of Montarrenti, Montalcino and Caldana, which
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are unrivalled in Italy for the beauty of their tints. It is well to remember
that many of the columns, altars and floors of the Tuscan cathedrals,

which are the admiration of the world, were constructed of these marbles.

Mention is also frequently made in the Indian press of the Greek
marbles, especially those of the Pentilikon quarries near Athens, and
from the famous quarries in Thessaly, from which the genuine

“Verde Antico ” marbles were obtained. Many of the marbles met
with in Indian household ornamentatioi\ have been dci-ived from
European quarries.

The official returns of foreign trade adopt two headings, under whi'di
lime, marble, etc., arc included. These are “Stone end Marble,” and
“Building Materials,” .such as “Cement” and “ Ch.alk ” and “ Lime.”
The IMPORTS of Stone and Marble have ranged Iroin 2(H,“fr) to c.wt.

during the five years 1902 7, or a valuation of Irom 2| to 11 lakh.s of rupees.

The chief item in point of bulk is stone from Arabia and Mauritius, used for

road-making in Calcutta
;
and in point of value, marble from ftaly to

the extent of an average of 2| lakhs of rupees for each of the years

named. Turning now to the ('halk and Lime. The ijuaiitity imported is

annually about 30,000 to 50,000 cwt., valued at about Its. 30,000 to 30,000,

and comes almost exclusively from the United Kingdom and is received

mainly by Bengal. The Exports from India have never exceeded 53,000

cwt., or a valuation of just under one lakh of rupees. These consignments

go mostly from Madras to Ceylon. Of the Cements a very different

story has to be told. The totals (during 1902-7) have ranged from

646,356 cwt. in 1902-3 to 1,788,428 in 1905-6, valued at from 13J to 32

lakhs of rupees. In 1906-7 the imports were 1,714,506 cwt., valued at

Rs. 30,87,484. Eully three-quarters of the supply comes from the United
Kingdom, and the balance mainly from Belgium, France and Germany.
Bengal takes very nearly half the imports : the remainder goes to Bombay,
Burma, Madras and Sind in the order named. Of the internal traffic in

Stone and Lime very little can be learned. The rail and riverborne

returns of minerals show a steady progression from an import of 6,733,264

cwt. in 1902-3 to 12,744,352 cwt. in 1905 6, with 12,149,239 cwt. in

1906-7. Taking the last year the chief receiving centres for Marble and
Stone were :—Madras Ports, 3,443,282 cwt. (chiefly from Madras Presi-

dency)
;

Calcutta, 2,040,834 cwt. (from Bengal) ;
and the United Pro-

vinces, 569,874 cwt. (from Rajputana and Central India). Chalk and
Lime ;—Calcutta, 1,606,523 cwt. (from Assam, Eastern Bengal, Raj-

putana and Central India, Central Provinces and Calcutta)
;

and the

United Provinces, 244,421 cwt. (from the Central Provinces and Nizam’s

Territory). Lastly, Others—a total of 66,986 cwt. Thus Assam and
Madras are the chief sources of the lime traded in over India, but Bombay
and Burma seem to be entirely self-supporting, as there are practically

no records of interchanges from or to these provinces.

LINUM USITATISSIMUM, Sf. PL, 1st od., 1753,

277 ;
Mathiolus, New Kreutterb., 1563, 130 with plate ; also E'pitome (ed.,

Camerarius), 1586, 200-1 with plate ; also C. Bauhiti, Ofera, 1598,

333—4 with plates; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1598, i., 80; Greaves, Pyra-

midogr., 1646 ;
Celsius, Hierobotanicon, etc., 1747, ii., 283-312

;
Jones,

Select. Ind. PL, in As. Res., 1795, iv., 270-1 ; Sprengel, Hist. Rei. Herb.,

1808, 11 ;
Diet, des Sciences Nat., 1823, xxvi., 479-93

; Billerbeck, FI.
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Classica, 1824, 85 ; Yates, Text. Antiq., 1843, 252-91, 383-8
;
Daubeny,

Lect. Roman Husbandry, 1867, 117-8
;
Bentham, Rev. on Targioni-Tozzetti,

in Journ. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 148 ; Royle, Fibrous PI. Ind., 1856, 136-

232 ; Heer, Die Pflanzen der Pfahlb., 1865, 35 ;
also Ueber den Flocks

und die FlachskuUur, 1872 ;
De Candolle, Orig. CuU. PL, 119-30 ;

Liotard,

Cult. Flax Ind., Select. Rec. Govt, of Ind., 1871-9, 1-36 ;
FI. Br. Ind., i.,

410 ;
The Wealth of Ind., 1897, 100-6

;
Hehn, Kulturpfl. und Ilaust.,

1894, 160-86
;

670 ;
Rcnouard, tlludes sur le Culture du Linum. ;

Voeicker, Improv. Ind. Aqri., 1893, 284 -6
;

Watt, Stat. Atlas Ind.,

1896, 27 ;
Dodge, Flax Culture in Europe and America, U.S. Dept. Agri.

Rept., 1898, No. 10 ;
Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 272-4

;
Mollison,

Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, ni., 94-8 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr.,

1903, ii., 276-99
;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, 154-6
;

Prain, Beng.

PL, 1903, i., 288-9
;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, li., 40-2

;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 122-3; Bull. Imp. Inst, in Board

of Trade Journ. suppL, Dec. 1903, 188-200 (reviews papers pub. by
Dept, of Agri. and Tech. Instruct, in Ireland, 1902, li., 636 et seq.

;

1903, iii., 663 et seq.)
;
Line.®.

The above, out of the library of books that might be cited as dealing

more or less fully with the subject of Linum, (Linseed and Flax), maybe
consulted by the reader desirous of botanical, historical and industrial

details. The names given to these products in Europe and Asia are so

extensive and varied that only those of most frequent use can be here

mentioned ;—linseed, linum, letn, lin, lino, linu
;

flax, vlas, flachs, etc.

;

alsi, alshi, alish, tisi, chikna, pesu, bijri, keun, zujhir, javasa, atasi, alashi,

tnasina, mushina, auma, ksumd, umd ziggar, kalian, zaghu, pischta, etc., etc.

Species and Races.—The Linseed and Flax Plant is cultivated through-

out the plains of India, and up to altitudes of 6,000 feet above the sea.

According to De Candolle (followed by most other botanical writers),

it is indigenous to certain localities situate between the Persian Gulf

and the Caspian and Black Seas. A consensus of opinion also favours

belief that originally the perennial flax ( Linum an ffusftfolium) was the

plant that in Europe was first cultivated for its fibre—a plant that is

wild south of the Alps ; and further that its displacement from popular
favour took place about the close of the Stone Age of European history.

There is no evidence of L. umjustifolium ever having becli met
with in India either wild or cultivated. It would seem highly likely (as

recently pointed out to me by Mr. J. R. Drummond) that the economic in-

formation recorded in the Dictionary under L. stHrtiim may be incorrect

—the plant intended to be denoted as cultivated in Afghanistan having
very possibly been one of the numerous races of the ordinary linseed.

That being so, the only truly wild JJuum within the Indian area, at all

related to the oil-yielding /.. usitu.fissimum, is Jj. tterenue, Linn.—

a

species found in Western Tibet at altitudes of 9,000 to 13,000 feet. This
is reputed to have been occasionally seen under a crude cultivation, the
seeds being valued on account of the oil they contain.

Thus we are left completely in the dark, not only as to when and
where the substitution of L. u.si,tutls.<timuni for L. angustifoliuni
took place in Europe, but as to the origin of the stock that now affords

the linseed of Indian commerce. .According to some writers L. usita-
tissimum, the modem flax-yielding plant of Europe, was derived from
India.
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History.—While the classic records of India c.crtamly do make mention of

atdai, umd, kaumd, etc., etc., no account, either of the oil-seed or of the fibre,

is such as to remove all possible doubt that linseed and flax were undoubtodlv
indicated, but it can bo said that greater certainty prevails regarding the oil

than the fibre. In the InaliUiiea of Mann (bk. ii., 41) wo road that the garments T{c«t'ictions

of students should consist of skins above and of fabiics of hemp, flax (ksitma) upsiist the

or yftpol below. So again (bk. v., 121), a man who knows the law is likened
to ^rifled linen cloth {kaumd). Lastly a IJrahrnin, if ho bo compelled to make
his living as a trader (bk. x , 87), must not sell dyed cloth or garments of hemp,
flax (kaumd) and wool. Thus there would seem no doubt that the word kaumd
IS of frequent occurrence, and that it denoted a fibre which was purified (bleached,

doubtless). Kalidasa speaks of the white colour of the cloth. But w^hether

kaumd originally denoted linen or silk, or rhea, or i'aiotrotUu, or some such fibre,

but not necee.sarily linen, eeerna a doubtful question Most comiuentators have,
however, accepted the name kaumd, ivs linen, and often wnth an atinespherc of

such assurance ns to convey the impression that there was no doubt, and could
be no doubt, as to its determination. Rut if that view be correct it is, to say
the least of it, curious that to-day the only use of the plant, known to the people

of India, 13 as a source of linseed and linseed oil, not of fibre (kaumd) or gaimcnts i.insccif Oil.

of the same In fact, it is the all but universal belief that the linseed plant will

not yield fibre of sufficient merit to repay the e\|)ense of its separation and
purification. Are we to suppose, then, that sun e classic times a complete revo-

lution has m India taken place, and that cultivation a.s a .source of oil seed is

comparatively modern—a consequence possibly of the Muhammadan conquests of

India, if not of Kuropean commerce ! Or is the other explanation more accept-

able, namely that the passages above iiidii ated refer to an entirely different plant
(possibly cotton) or denote experience obtained and opinions held prior to the

invasion of India, and, therefore, iirior to any knowledge of the plant as a source
of oil ? Mr. F W Thomas (Librarian to tho India Office) draws my attention to

tho fact that in Suaruia (800 u c ) alaal oil is spoken of a? having a slight smell .ttoif versus

of flesh; of its being used like that of hemp and sosamum for poultioes; and of A'sumd.

Its being pungent, light, penetrating and laxative These are characters tliat

would seem to denote linseed, so that the aUiai of Sanskrit authors stands a belter
chance of having boon linsoed than the iitiui or kaumd of being flax. Butt
(Mat. Med. Hind., 1000, 202) simply gives, m an appendix to his work, the name
ataai as tho Sanskrit of t.luinii , niaama, its Hengah , and ti.vi, its Hindustani

,

so that it may be inferred to have been a drug, iii tho opiiuon of tho Sanskrit
authors, that was unworthy of special eonsideiation

Tho oil IS occasionally mentioned, liowever, m tlio Ain-i-Akhan and m a Linseed
few other such publications, but on tho other hand all the early Kuropean travel- Oil.
lers in India whoso ovidonco is goiiorally rogardod a« of value liistorieally, are
singularly silent regarding both hnsood uml flax Klioedo, Kumphms and
Burmann make no mention of any .species of /.<«>»»< Tlie Last Jndia t'om-
pany’s Records, as published by Ihrdwood and Foster (Fkivt LcUct Book, Not imsitioaed

ItiUO to 101!)), the subsequent six volumes of Letters Received hi/ The Ra.it l y Ji I

India (Jompam/, as also the still more recent work. The Enqlish Factories in
India, 1018-21, prepared by Foster, do not coutmii any references to linsecil

or flax. Milburn (Or. Comm., 18l:{), who deals with nil the articles traded
in between England and the East liuhos, China and .lapaii of that date, makes
not the slightest allusion to linseed or flax, though lio deals with sosamum
castor and other oils and oil-seeds ns exportoil from India. Next to nothing
of a historic chafactor can, therefore, bo rccordoil of tho early production
and trade in linseed. The only point at all eonclusivo is that tho Muham-
madans seem more closely connocteil with the origin of the traffic than tho
Hindus.

Buchanan-Hamilton (Stat Acc. Dina/, (written subsequent to 1807), 174) nai1i,in,iii-

enumerates “ Flax or Linseed, moaina ” among his agricultural crops ot Bengal,
but makes no observations regarding it. Neither in his Journey through Mysore,
etc., 1807, nor in his Account of the Kingdom of Nepal (1819) does ho refer to
either flax or linsood. Ainslie (1820) says there was then a good deal of flax
being cultivated in Upper India, especially in Bengal, tor making oil, he then
adds,-

—
“ of late years it has also become an object in the lower provinces.”

Carey (Aa. lies., 1808, x., 15) was apparently one of the first authors who wrote carey’a
definitely regarding Indian linseed. He says that the oil is mixed with mustard Account,

to such an extent that it is
‘‘ unfit ” for painting or the other useful purposes
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to whicli it is applied in Europe. Of flax he says the Natives know nothing of

its use to make thread. In 1826 Thornton brought out the second edition oi

Afilbum’s Ortenial Co7nmerce, in which work it is stated that
^

flax is ve^ ge^r-

ally cultivated in Bengal and Bihar for the oil which is obtained from the seeds,

the stalks being rejected as useless.” [Cf. Rawlinson, Hist, Ancient Egypt,

1S81, i, 02-3.]

Thus then from the observations already made, it may be inferred tl^t the

study of the production and utilisation of HnitafiMMimitnt resolves itsMTinto

two Hocfions, Flax and Linsoed. These cannot of course be ©xliaustiyeJy dealt

witii, but 1 shall diapofao ot Flax (to India infinitely the lesser important
protluct) first of all, and in a very few words.

Iliatorlo

Experiments.

Proccedine?,
l^oord of

Rcyenue.

Arab Plax-
dressers.

Roxburgh.

Cheap Binders.

Cabell Crop.

Clim&to.

Reaping

Are Both Crops
Possible ?

Official

Investigations.

FLAX ASD LINEN.—The possibility of combining the production of

linseed with the supply of flax has been spasmodically raised in India

every now and again during the past hundred years or so. An important

series of experiments and investigations were in consequence conducted

in 1790 to 1810 ; another in 1840 ; and still a third in 1872, the object

being not so much to ascertain whether a profitable combined seed and
fibre industry could be organised, as to ascertain whether flax could

become a commerc ial product of India at all. In the Proceedings of

the Honourable the Hast India Convpany, preserved in the records of

the Board of Revenue, Bengal, of date 1805-7, are many interesting

details of the early experiments. Six Arab flax -dressers were sent from
Bassora to Bengal, but failed to produce good fibre from the plants raised

from the seed specially imported from Bassora. Roxburgh, in 1801,

and again in 1806, gave accounts of the experiments he had conducted at

the Company’s Hemp Farm near Calcutta. An army of writers, down
to Royle’a time, may be said to have recorded their theories or narrated

their experiments. On each occasion of special investigation, the results

obtained were not deemed encouraging. But more recently still a new
phase has arisen that may in the future assume some importance. The
demand for cheap cordage, to be used as binders,” has suggested the

possibility that the stems of the linsecd-yielding plants (while they doubt-
less do not contain fibre of sufficient merit and abundance to justify being
elaborately separated, cleaned, and placed on the market as Indian flax)

may still by' a simple method of preparation afford a cordage fibre that,

as a catch crop, might undersell even jute. At present the sterns of the
linseed plant are not used in any way, and if they could be turned into a
profitable by-product a great boon would doubtless be conferred on the
Indian cultivators. •

Vesque {Traite de Hot. Agri. et Indust., 1885, 495) very properly
observes that climate exercises a considerable influence on the qualities

of fibre or seed produced. In warm countries the fibre is least abundant,
but the seed crop profuse. He then adds that the seeds obtained from
a fibre crop may be useful for oil, but they are imperfectly formed and
can never be used for reproduction. Conversely, if the seeds be fully

developed, the fibre is all but riimed. If the combination crop of flax

and linseed be in India seriously contemplated in the future, the plants
would have to be sickled close to the ground or pulled up by the root,

the seeds being thrashed out and the stems subsequently treated for their

fibre. But the question of all others that naturally arises is this—can
the same plant yield both products profitably ? Would it not be preferable
to grow separate crops ?

Extensive experiments would very possibly have to be conducted by
the various Governments of India in order to ascertain the conditions
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tieceSsaJy for a combination crop. It would have to be discovered whether

a stock could be evolved a little richer in fibre than that presently

grown, but which would still yield a fait crop of seed. The class of

soils suited, the seasons of sowing, the methods of cultivation, and the

period at which the harvest should be made, etc., etc., are some of the

issues of importance that the Indian cultivators could not be trusted to

investigate and solve for themselves. Then the methods and appliances

required for separation of the fibre would have to be demonstrated, and
above all, the final conclusion made abundantly clear, namely that the

proposed departures from the time-honoured usages, in linseed cultiva

tion, were in the raiyats’ best interests, and that the vastly increased cost

of seed to acre, the now expenditure m fibre-extracting appliances and
the extra labour involved, could all be justified by the much greater

returns obtained.

In testing these and many other such aspects of the propo' cd new
departure, the experience gained in the past (v'cry nearly futile) experi-

ments would have to bo carefully borne m mind and the shortcomings

guarded against. These results will be found in the Dictionary (v
,
10-3.'j)

and it will be seen that the idea of utilising the fibre of the linseed plant

is by no means new, but that several persons have unsuccessfully tried

to obtain a useful fibre from it. For example, we read that some years

ago the late Mr. Savi of Mohesgunge in Eastern Bengal found the stems

of linseed too thin and woody to afford fibre. In Assam the Director of

Agriculture, we are told, made some experiments in 1901 to ascertain if

flax could be produced in that province. The plants grew well enough
but wore laid by heavy rain, and when taken up the fibre was found to

be rotten. The following year better results were obtained, but the want
of proper machinery, to separate the fibre, resulted in a report that denoted

imperfect work rather than defective crop. In the report for 1904 it

is stated that as the sowings had been made in spring, the crop had
to ripen in July during the middle of the rains. It was accordingly

contemplated to try an autumn sowing, notwithstanding the risk of

frost. The report adds, “ By sowing the crop in autumn it may
grow and ripen in dry weather and escape the baneful influenc-' of the

monsoon rains.”

Recent Experiments.—It may now be stated that the Bihar Planters’

Assocnation have recently taken interest in the possibility of flax-growing

being usefully resorted to by the indigo planters as a supplementary crop.

At a meeting of the Dundee Chamber of Commerce (Sept. 20, 1904) this

subject was alluded to with much interest, and a reference made to a

committee having obtained an audience of His Majesty’s Secretary of State,

with the express object of urging this matter as specially worthy of the

attention of the Government of India. The samples procured from Bihar

were pronounced such as to suit a large portion of the trade. It would
thus seem that within the past few years the question of flax-production

alone, as well as of flax and linseed combined, have been once more
engaging the attention of many persons, and it may be said that it will

be a fortunate circumstance if a solution of the problem be at last found

and a new and prosperous industry given to India, in continuation of

the already long list of those that owe their existence or development

to British commercial enterprise. It must never be forgotten, however,

that linseed is at beat a risky crop, and one that is resorted to by the

I'oatitres to be
Tested.

UQBUcces.sful
Experlmeate.

Bengal.
Assam.

Mac) finery.

Baneful
Influence.

Bihar.

Dandee
Chiunbor of
Commerce

More Hopeful.
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Recent Results,
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Fricpfl

Rcaliflcd,

Profit,

Two
l’roMein«,

Paper
Material.

FTlmustiM^
Cl op.

Food Value.

Fodder.

raiyat for rent-paying purposes, but only when necessity occurs and

favourable conditions are likely to prevail.

Since the above was penned there has come to hand a report of the

experiments recently conducted in Bihar, written by Bernard Coventry

(Atjri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. iii., 192-200). It would appear that a few

indigo concerns have experimented with flax during the past four years,

and Coventry’s remarks arc apparently the result of experience gained.

The following extract may be accepted as conveving the chief facts :

—

“ There is as much fibre in the plant grown in India as at home, namely,

about 20 per cent, of lined straw. The average yield of retted and

dried straw at Uoonah from sowing at the rate of 2 raaunds of

seed, was 40 maunds per acre, and the percentage of fibre obtained

from the straw was 15 per cent., or 6 maunds of fibre per acre. This

should have given 11 maunds of good fibre and 11 maunds of tow, that,

IS to say, the proportion of good fibre to tow should have been as

three to one, but in point of fact it was only half good fibre and half

tow.” “ The flax from the first year’s expe.nmeiits fetched £30 a ton,

the second yi'av £35, and this year it is expected to fetch £40 a ton,

owing to its better quality. The price of tow was about £10 a ton. The
cost of production, including cultivation, seed, manufacture, shipping,

insurance, and other outlay expenditure, amounts to Rs. 62 per acre.

Taking the 6 maunds of fibre to have sold at £2r) a ton including tow,

equal to say Rs. 13 per maund, we have a gross return of Rs. 78 per acre

and a profit of Rs. 16.”

Coventry contends accordingly that the c.ultivation of the plant ha.s

been accomplished successfully, but concludes his report almost in the

words used by Dr. Jameson in 1869, viz., “ All that is required to market
a useful crop in India are some good instructors to show how the fibre

IS to be prepared and fitted for the market, and good seed and machinery.”
Lastly, Clovciitry, like mo.st other writers on this subject, adds, “ Them
are two separate but closely eouneeted problems for investigation • first,

the possibility of establishing a new industry for the growth of flax as a

fibre crop for the production ot high-grade fibre alone
;

second, the po.ssi-

bility of introducing a system whereby fibre, probably of a lower quality,

could be produced m combination with the (‘.\isting largo cidtivation of

linseed for oil-sccds.” Students of this subject will find the information
funiisheil by Haiiausek {Micro. Tech. Prod. (VViiiton and Barber, transl.),

1907, 73-7) highly instructive. They should also consult the recent

results by Finlow {De/pt. E. Bcng. and Assam, 1906-7, app. li.).

It has been often urged that, even if the separation of a fibre should
prove unremunerative, the stems might become of great value to the

paper-maker. But the crop is well known to bo an exhausting one, and
on that account is often barred by inanv leases, hence au effort should
be made to overcome tJie,se objections by improvements in manuring.
Fowls are known to fatten very rapidly if allowed to stray over linseed

fields, ami a certain percentage of linsced-eake is the world over recognised
as one of the very best food materials tor prolonging and improving the
milk of cows, e.spocially when butter manufacture is an important con-
sideration. It has, in fact, been remarked that along the foot of the lower
North-West Himalaya, linseed is at t.imca sown mainly as a cattle food
for milch buffaloes —the oil being only a secondary consideration. In this

connection, however, attention may be drawn to a brief note by Leather
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{Cyanogenesis in Plants, in Agri. Journ. Ind., i., jjt. iii., 225) on a poisonous

property at times possessed by the linseed plant. Ho mentions a ease

where cattle ate some immature linseed as fodder with the result that

fifty-two died in a few hours. A .specimen of the plant sent for examination

contained a cyanogenetio glucosidc, and yielded prussic acid when crushed

in water.

LINSEBD AND LINSEED OIL. —The seed obtained from the culti-

vated L. nsitatissimum is known as Lin.skkd, the oil expressed there-

from is Linskkd-oil, and the cake Li.mskkd-cake.

The object being to promote flowering, not to produce long, straight,

fibre-yielding stems, the seed is sown much thinner than is generally the

case with European flax. The result of this special cultivation has been to

tlcvelop several well-marked Races, all of which possess one characteristic

—

a much-branched stem. There are two readily recognised kinds, namely
a white-seeded and a red-seeded, and of each of these at least two grades

with either “ bold ” or “ small ” lorms of the seed. The latter may be only

a condition of defective cultivation or immaturity of crop, but commer-
cially the bold seed is the form of greatest value. The subject of the

cultivated races of linseed is, however, too imperfectly understood to allow

of more being at present said regarding them than that many distinct

forms exi.st. It would, therefore, be the most obvious course to pursue,

in any attempt at new developments of the linseed traffic, to improve
the stock by careful selection in the direction desireil, rather than to at-

tempt the aiiclimatisation of exotic stocks. It is well known that the

quality and yield of oil varies greatly in the seed of one country as

compared with that of another. The white-seeded form has u.sually

white coloured flowers, the brown-seeded blue flowers. Moreover, the

white seed has a thinner shell, and contains nearly 2 per cent, more oil

than is the case with the red, These facts have led to many inquiries

as to the white-seeded plant being grown separately and the seed

sent into the market pure. The demand for such pure seed has never,

however, been so large and constant, nor the hopes of increased price

sufficiently encouraging, to tempt producers to give the attention to the
subject that would be nece.ssary. Moreover, it is said that the quality

indicated is not constant. In other words, under altered conditions, the
white-seeded plant may produce red seed and thus frustrate the produc-
tion of a pure crop. [Cf. Leather, Effect of Change of Climate on Amount
of Oil in Linseed, m Agn. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iv., 413-4.]

Area under Linseed.—Very often linseed is grown as a mixed crop,

being sown along with other oil-seeds and the two reaped together and
used in the production of well-known blends of oils. At other times
linseed constitutes lines through or borders to other crops, so that the

greatest difficulty often prevails in determining the actual area under the

crop. This is more especially the case in the United Provinces. But
when grown mixed, the crop is all but universally intended for home
markets, the crop grown for export being usually pure.

To the Natives of India a drying oil is of no consequence since they do
not require an oil with that property, hence the frequent admixture with

mustard-oil seed, which greatly reduces the value of the produce from
the standpoint of a drying oil. But such admixture is more often than
not accidental, through produce being purchased that was not intended

for the foreign market, Voelcker (Improv. Ind. Agri., 1893, 285) discusses
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the adulteration or admixture of linseed and says that it is usually pur-

chased in Bombay on a basis of 94 per cent, purity, and elsewhere on a

basis of 96. It is, therefore, hardly to the interest of the shipper to get

absolutely pure seed, since nothing more is paid for it in Europe than that

adulterated to the extent named. Voelcker adds that an attempt was

made some years ago to buy upon the basis of “ absolute purity,” but this

proved a dead letter, since there was no demand in the home market for

pure linseed.

During the past fifteen years the crop has fluctuated very greatly.

Thus in 1891-2 it was 3,211,000 acres pure and 545,000 acres mixed ;
in

1895-6 it was 2,954,093 pure and 660,000 mixed
;
in 1899-1900, 1,648,903

pure and 409,000 mixed ; in 1903-4, 3,609,079 pure and 692,000 mixed

;

in 1904-6, 3,747,400 pure and 647,000 mixed; in 1905-6, 2,700,400 pure

and 667,000 mixed, while the Final Memorandum issued by the Com-
mercial Intelligence Department estimates the area for 1906-7 as

3,028,200 pure and 633,000 mixed. Analysing the returns for the year

1905-6, by way of illustration of the distribution of production, wo
learn that Assam had 66,709; Eastern Bengal 103,000 ; Bengal 726,500;

Agra 185,034 ;
Oudh 60,880 ; Bombay 139,623 ;

Central Provinces

812,068
;

Berar 96,703 acres, the balance on the total area being in

Madras, Panj4.b, Rajputana and Central India, and lastly Burma. The
highest of all the unimportant areas is usually Madras, which in 1905-6

had 21,099 acres
;
and Sind the lowest, with 3 acres under the crop.

PRODUCTION.—It may now be useful to devote a few pages to a

series of notes on the linseed of the chief areas of Indian production :

—

1. BBNOAL (Including Eastern Bengat),

—

As already indicated, Bengal, of all the
provinces of India, has usually the largest extent of land under this crop, though
in the year specially dealt with it had less than the Central Provinces. The
districts of Bengal that had in 1905-6 the greatest acreage of linseed were
Darbhanga, 138,600 ; Gaya, 80,000 ; Nadia, 49,000 ; Saran, 72,000; Champarun,
06,300 ; Muzaffarpur, 41,200 ; Jessore, 29,900 ; Murshidabad, 29,100 ; Bardwan,
22,600 ; Noakhali, 22,000 ; and Backerganj, 20,000 acres. It is thus a crop that
may be spoken of as produced most abundantly within the indigo districts. At
all events it is mainly grown, so far as Bengal is concerned, in Tirhut and Bihar.
Mukerji (Handbook Ind Agri., 272-4) says it is believed to love well-drained heavy,
loamy soils, especially if rich in lime, such as those often under mustard or txl crops.
It requires more or less the same soil, m fact, as wheat and gram. The land
should bo prepared in September, and thorough and deep ploughing is desuable.
Before tlie close of the monsoons the sowings are usually completed. The seed
rate has been given as 8 to 12 lb. to the acre. If sown late, irrigation may be
necessary, but when the plant is in flower rainfall is injurious. The crop is

harvested by the end of February or the beginning of March and the seed ex-
tracted by flailing. Six to eight inaunds of seed (say 600 to 700 lb.) is the average
produce per aero. The straw is useless as fodder, and indeed it is even said
that green plants eaten by cattle have been known to prove fatal. The seed
is hold to yield one-fourth of its weight of oil. The cake is regarded more
valuable as food for milch cows than either rai or tori cakes, though the butter is
said to be softer than that obtained where mustard- or cotton-seed cake has been
given to the cows. Basu speaks of the straw of linseed being reduced to bhuaa
and given to cattle in mixtures with the bhusa of wheat, barley, gram, lentils,
etc. It 18 considered as heating, and therefore seldom given to animals by itself.

The crop is sometimes barren and thus becomes a dead loss to the cultivators.
Trade In Bengal (see p. 728).—In the Annual Report on the Maritime Trade

of Bengal ( 1904-5, 24) it is stat^ that “ the quantity shipped rose by 26-7 per cent,
and was the highest on record, the year 1898-9 coming next, but the value ad-
vanced by 6 '6 per cent. only. In May, 1903, the price of linseed in Calcutta was
Rs. 6-0-6 per maund ; while in May, 1904, it was Rs. 3-10. The world’s pro-
duction in the year 1904 was enormous and in April the home price fell to 29«. per
quarter, a figure not approached since July, 1896, when the price was 28«. 6d.
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00,047 cwt.” “ In the United Provinces the outturn of pure Imsoed .oJm-’tho
year was 20'3 per cent, better than the season Ijoforo, and in Hongal the improvo-
ment was 5'7 per cent., or 41‘4 per cent, aliove the ton years’ avi-ruge.” [Cj.
Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. ii., 35 ; Banorjei, Agrt. Cuttack, 1893, 89 ]

2. CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR.—Judged of by the area devoted to tlie

crop, these provinces are undoubtedly the second most important centres of produc-
tion, and are usually just under the Bengal area. In 1905-6 the Central Provinces
had 812,068 acres devoted to linseed and Berar had 96,703, or close on a millif)n

acres between them. A slight increase of these areas would have to bo mado
to cover the mixed cultivations of linseed and wheat or Imseed and gram, etc,

,

which expressed as pure linseed usually represents a cultivation of say .30,000

acres. The districts enumerated in sequence of linsood acreage were in the
Central Provincea :—Raipur, 181,699; Bilaspur, 109,993; Nagpur, 66,980;
Wardha, 61,212; Bhandara, 68,950; Chanda, 82,6.33; Jnbbalpur, 43.913;
Balaghat, 28,358 ; Saugor, 23,970 ; and Dainoh, 22,082. In Berar —Wun,
46,129; Buldona, 19,663; Akola, 15,097; and Amrooti, 11,317. The balance
in both instances on the total areas given is made up by districts with smaller

acreages than those shown.
Sir J. B. Fuller, in a Report on the Outturn of Crops (1894, 20-2), furnishes

many useful particulars regarding linsood. “Thirty years ago,” he says, “the
production of linseed was relatively very small It is now one of tho principal

of agricultural resources of the Provincea, and crop statistics indicate that tho
area is still extending. But there is reason to believe that the land rapidly
becomes linsoed-sick, when it requires a long period of rotation.” “ By far tho

most important producing tracts are the Nagpur and Chattisgarh plains. In
the former it is almost entirely a single crop. In tho latter it is of most im-
portance as an after crop, though its growth as a single crop is by no means
insignifloant.” “ The crop would be exceedingly profitable wore it not very
precarious. In a good year it gives a larger return than wheat with a far smaller
outlay on seed and cultivation. But the plants are very sensitive to damp when
in flower, and a few days’ cloudy weather at this time will prevent the seed from
setting and bring a promising crop to a disappointmg harvest. Rust also causes
great damage.” The late Dr. Barclay {Agri. Ledg

,

1895, No. 20, 267-70,
361-2) devoted much attention to the study of that fungal parasite. Whilo
by no means conflned to the Central Provinces and Berar, it has been specially

studied in connection with these provinces, and a reference to the available in-

formation may therefore bo given in this place.

The methods of cultivation and all other details are precisely similar m the
Central Provinces to those already described under Bengal and Bombay, and
need not* therefore be here repeated. Subsequent years to those discussed by
Sir James Fuller have manifested an even greater expansion, though severe
fliictuatiens and heavy losses through failure of crops were also recorded.
About 5 per cent, of the total cropped area in the Central Provinces is ordi-

narily under linseed. It cannot be grown more frequently than once in five or
six years but it has this advantage, that when wheat and gram give bad returns,
linseed, in such 8e<(Sons, is usually successful, and thus may save tho cultivator’s

position. When cotton or juar fail, the land may be suddenly thrown under
linseed and a good crop obtained. When grown as a sole crop, linseed is ordi-

narily sown earlier than wheat, and this is sometimes in its favour. But a large
part of the linseed produced is sown as a second crop following rice, and is thus
much later. An early cessation of the monsoon would thus injuriously affect

the late crop.

Trade In Central Provincea.—The bulk of the production in these provinces
is conveyed by train to Bombay, but a fair amount is imported from Rajputnna
and Central India.

3, UNITED PROVINCES.—The two provinces of Agraand Oudh viewed together
undoubtedly take tho third position in the Indian production of linseed. During
1906-6 the area in the former came to 185,034 acres and in the latter to 60,880
acres, or a total of 246,914 acres. And to indicate the distribution the follow-
ing figures of the district areas may be recorded. In Agra Province •
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Gorakhpiir, 60,331: Basti. 22,144; Allahabad, 8,803 ;
Mirzapur, 22,681;

Hamirpur, 40,959 ; Banda, 2,457 ; Jalaun, 6,379 ;
all other districts with

lesser areas. In Oudh Province:—Gonda, 33,175 ; Bahraich, 17,120; Sitapur,

3,007 ; and IChori, 2,299 ; all others much smaller areas.

The sjstoni of cultivation pursued in these provinces, and the results ob-

tained, have been so fully dealt with in the Field and Garden Crops and in the

Pietionary^ that it is hardly desirable to republish a general statement. The
remarks that follow may therefore be reganled as useful particulars gleaned
from various sources with a view to supplement what has already been said.

In tlie Gazetteer for Bareilly, linseed is doscribod as one of the minor staples
that 18 always sown hroadca.st, and nearly always .is the second (dosahi) crop
of the year. Of Moradnbad it is said that when the rice is cut, advantage is

taken of any iiioisturo left m the soil to scratch the ground hastily with the
plough and tlirow' a mixture of gram, linseed and barley into it and loavm these
to take their ehanco Tliese arc, howover, rather exceptional than typical districts

in linseed production ISir \V. H Moreland, the Director of .'Agriculture, in liis

aiiiuial forecasts and final reporls of the linseed and rape crops of these pro-
viricp,s lia.s for some yeans past fiimishod a mosi useful rei iovv of the facts of
interest and value Ju llie report for 1903-4, lie observes that lin.seed is gener-
allv' .sown after the autumn crop. Excessive moisture at the sowing season
would appear to be injurious, hut ram m Deremlier snd .faniiary is necessary,
and it delaved till Eobriiarv the crop is not niucli benefited.

trade nlth the United Provinces.—The expoits shown in the rail and river-
borne traiJic of these provine.'rs go almost exclusively to th(> port of Calcutta.
I hese, in fact, constitute about onc-tliird of the total C'alcutta supply, the re-
maining two-t turds coming almo.st entirely Irom Beng.il The total amount
of linseod sliowii in the returns of internal trade of India eaino m 1904-5 to
12,051,507 cwt ,

irf which Calcutta took 6,915,008 and Bombay 4,561,058 cwt.
Hence the two towns namerl dram practically the onlire amount of linseed
that IS annually jiroduced and m the proportions shown But in 190C—7 the
quantity produced foil to 4.869,773, of which Calcutta took 2,600,604 and Bombay
1.930,053 cwt.

4 BOMliAY AND SIND,—Tn the Western Presulem > linseed can hardly be
regarded as a vorv important crop It, in fact, has Infherto held the fourth,
if not the fifth, position among the Indian provinecb, with, m 1904-5, 623,968,
nnd in 1 UO.'j -(i, 139,623 That area was distributed as follows in 1905-6:
I'la.sik, •24,115, Bipipur, J4.062 . Khnndesh, ll>.3:l3, Sholnpur, 21,727;
Dliaiwar, 14,013. and Ahrm-dnagar, 12,615, all otturs with less than 6,000
acres But tlie figures for the years 1903 4 and 1904-5 were in nearly every
mstunee ^double what might bo called the ni'Tiiial area m the districts
named The total for the Presidencj . in other words, showed in 1903-4 an
expansion on the area during 1902-3 ot 108 per cent , and on that of five years
previously ot 149. Mollisori {Textbook hid Aijri

, iii , 91-8) furnishes an account
of a practical nature regarvling this crop in \Vc.sterii India The following may
ho given ns an abstract of liia views:— Uheu giown for Imwved (as m’lndia),
the seed rate i6 much lower than when grown (as m Europe) for fibre. In
India, a mature crop stands 18 to 24 inches high '[’he stems rise from the
ground somo distance, and then branch freely A linseed eiop in flower is,
during Dcceniber-January, a notieoahie feature of the black-soil districts!
particularly in Khandesh—the common variety witli a rich mahogany-brown
coloured seed

,
but a cremny-wbito variety is sparingly grown in the Bombay

Presidency, and to n conshlemblo extent m the Central Provinces. The dry
crop rahi nrea.s under linseed, wheat, gram and piar are more or less inter-
changeable. depending on the character of the monsoon season, and particularly
on the late rainfall.

^

Erom the district areas given above, it will be seen that the Bombay linseed
supply comes mainly from the Deccan and Karmitak. very little being grown
in (hijarat and none at all in the Konkari. It is raised in the rahi season only
and on deep moisture-holding black soil, nnd on such land is rotated chiefly
with wheat, gram or salllower, ami sometimes rahi juar. The best linseed
soil 18 probably the deep blaek-soil belt on each side of the Tapti in Khandesh
Linseevl is the sole crop of its year The tillage should be completed by the
end of September, and the seed drilled in October at the rate of 10 to 12 lb to
the acre, m rows a foot apart. But the land should be so thoroughly harrowed
that weeding may not bo necessary, since intorciilture is usually harmful. The
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crop is in good seasons ripe by February, and is reaped with a sickle near the ground
or uprooted. It is then earned to the threshing-floor and dried, when the seeds
readily separate, and are winnowed in the usual way. A full crop may bo 500 ll>.

to the acre, but it is precarious, and often may yield much less. Linseed may
therefore, be considered a delicate crop, whicli in favourable seasons only is

grown with particular success
Trade In Homhay.—The port town of Bombay drains its supplies from the SnrpHcs

Nizam’s Territory, Bombay, the Central Provim es and Berar, Rnj|>utana and from.

Central India, the United Provinco.s of Agra and Oudh ihe Pnn|ab, and Madras
In the returns of traffic carried by r»ul and river, it i.s shown thnr the town of

Bombay received in 1004-5, 4,5(il,058 cwl , in 100,5 (>, 2,.5H(i,4!)4 cwt. ; and in

1000—7, 1,930,0.5;! cwt. Tho most inipoiPoit coritriljoting single centre is the Chief Centre.

Nizam’s Territory From these supplies aic. of < mu’se, drawn the Bombav
e.xports to foreign cniintrios, and it is thus ins'ri’i five to rjoio thni one-half
comes from the Nizam’s Ternloiy - a icgmn .c. % d.lTor it fi.cii th.it from
which Calcutta drama its supplies.

5. PANJAB .—Since tho time that Budcn-Powell wrote loa Punjab Piodiicts Panjab.
(i

,
497-.500, 522-5) and Stewart pulilehcd his Piiniab Plunli-, ,a considerable

expansion of tho area of linsoorl socin-, !> have taken place. Still, the total area
in 1005-0 wna only 31,293 acres, tho bull being -n Kangra, 12,6.S0 acres , (iurdas- Chief

pur, 4,039; Sialkot, 3,924, Ambala, l,.h7,5, Boshiarpiir, 1,927 . (lujrat, 1,579, bistncta.

and Jheliim, I 309 fii Kashmir there is al.so a fair area, the plant being
cultivated up to about 9,000 tecL above the sea (Lawrence, Asseaa. Hept

, 1890,
18). The imports into tho Panjah of Imseed obtained from Kashmir is an im- K.ishiiiir.

portantitem m the Trnns-fiontier trade, and one of increasing value. In 1898-9,
these imports wore 20,423 ewt . valuoil at Rs 88,952 , m 1901 2, they had be-
come 223,942 cwt., valued at Rs 1,5,52.993 , and m 1903-4 stood at ,50, .502 cwt ,

valued nt Rs. 3,35,136 , but in 1909-7 fi'll to 9.083 cwt., R.s 41,189. In 18C0-.3
a company earned out fairly extensive experiments at Sialkot in order to as-

certain if flax could be there produced ; they were apparently nnsuccessfiil,

for the plant presently grown in that disliiet is entirely for linseed lii Kangra Kanyra.

the soei! is thrown among the stubble after cutting the nee and springs up
without any special cultivation ; it is thus a second or supplementary
crop.

6 HYDERABAD, CENTRAL INDIA AND RAJPVTANA .—It is unfortunate that Hyderabad,
particulars cannot lie ascertained regarding tho production in tho Native State.s,

since one or two of those, more espei-ially Hyderabad, are important centres
of production The only sort of conception that can bo obtained regarding
this, is by a study of the railhorne traffic During tho year 1904-5 tlie Nizam's
Territory exported 1,220,202 cwt., and in 1!>06- 7, 8.50,037 cwt , Rajpntaria and
Central India, 961,400 and 182, 170 cwt. in the same years, these amounts,
going to Bombay, constituted fully onc-half of tho Bombay supply.

7. MADRAS, /lSS/t4f AND BURMA .— These provinces take so small a share Madras,
in the Indian Imseed traffic that they can be neglected without serious con-
soijuencos. The reports from tho province of Rnstern Bengal and Assam were
in 1904-6, 8,5,740 cwt., and in 1909 -7 only 45,893 cwt. ; of Madras still less,

namely 50,171 and 31,209 cwt.

INDIAN TRADE IN LINSEED AND LINSEED OIL.—In the pro-

vincial parajrraphs above, mention will be found to have been made of

the extent of Cultivation and tho supply of linseed obtained from the

chief producing provinces. It is not necessary to repeat these state-

ments, but a good starting-point in a study of the total linseed trade

of India is naturally to be bad in the figures of Forrign Traoe.

British out to Indian Cultivators.—Foreign Exports.

—

Royle in- First

forms us that the first mention of the Exporis of linseed from India Exports,

occurs in 1832, when 3 cwt. were recorded. The very next year the
ivli'^actions

exports were 1,583 cwt.
;
m 1839, 120,922 cwt.

; and m 1850,

660 452 cwt. In 1860-1 the exports from India were 650,700 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 1,25,57,790 ;
in 1880-1, 5,997,172 cwt., valued at

Rs. 3,69,81,265 ;
in 1900-1, 6,060,189 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,45,60,096 ; in

J903-4, 8,616,366 cwt., valued at Rs. 6,74,41,762 ; and in 1904-5 they
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attained their highest record, namely 11,182,009 cwt., valued at

Rs. 6,32,87,256, but sank in 1905-6 to 5,788,860 cwt., valued at

Rs. 4,11,55,398, and in 1906-7 still further to 4,378,826 cwt., valued

at Rs. 3,25,98,678. The linseed consumed in India represents only

about 5 per cent, of the production, hence it is not far from correct

when it is affirmed that the traffic as known to us to-day is entirely

a consequence of the British administration—a gift to the agriculture

of India which covers an area of land, profitably utilised, of approxi-

mately four million acres, and gives a production of half a million tons of

oil-seeds, which represents a contribution to the earnings of the farmers

of three and a half million pounds sterling. Moreover, it is a crop

that may bo used as a safety-valve, and be increased or decreased accord-

ing to the owner’s advantage. In other words, land is thereby profitably

cultivated, in excess of ordinary food necessities, which may be thrown
under food crops as occasion arises. But for these very reasons, the traffic

is subject to the greatest possible variations. Production depends greatly

on local necessities of food, the prices ruling in Europe for linseed, and
the relative values of linseed and cotton for the time being. The Argentine

Republic has within recent years become India’s most formidable rival.

Out of the total exports in 1904-5, India’s record year (total 11,182,009

cwt.), 3,885,776 cwt. were consigned to Great Britain
,

2,746,965 cwt.

to Germany
; 1,889,846 cwt, to France

; 1,173,647 cwt. to Holland
;
and

673,874 cwt. to Italy.

Linseed, like wheat, is very readily influenced by the vicissitudes of

bad seasons, caused either by drought or blight. But so important a

position has the Indian supply secured in the markets of the world, that

when the quantity decreases the price, as a rule, rises, thus compensating
the producer. But perhaps the most instructive lesson to bo leamod
from the study of the areas of production of linseed, in relation to the

returns of foreign exports, is the circumstance that while linseed holds
the third position in area, the value and quantity of the seed exported
from India are usually very nearly the values and quantities of all the other

oil-seeds taken together. And from this standpoint alone, therefore, is

derived a fairly tangible conception of the consumption of oils and oil-

seeds within India itself, and full confirmation obtained of the statement
already made that linseed is grown primarily for the purpose of exjiort

:

it is a rent-paying crop.

Internal Trade.—The returns published officially regarding the move-
ments of linseed by road, rail and river afford the only really definite

conception of production and sale that can be learned. The traffic regis-

tered as carried by these routes during the five years ending 1906-7 were,
1902-3, 5,922,967 cwt.

; 1903-4, 8,884,004 cwt. ; 1904-5, 12,051,507 cwt. •

1905-6, .5,278,659 cwt.; and 1906-7, 4,859,773 cwt. Analysing the
record year (1904-5), the total shown under foreign exports (disregarding
for the moment the traffic in the oil) came to 11,182,009 cwt., or say half
a million cwt. less than the deliveries registered by the railways at the port
towns—and that surplus may, therefore, be taken as the amount used up
by the local mills or carried forward into next year’s stock. A certain
discrepancy has, however, to be accepted, due to imperfections in the
returns and unavoidable duplications. Still, it can fairly be said that the
figures compiled by one department (Railways) provide the exact quantity
shown by another (Foreign Exports), and a third line of reasoning' might
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be used to confirm both, namely the area of cultivation expressed to the

accepted average yield. Viewed from any and every standpoiiU, wo

learn that the linseed of India is grown purely and simply in obodieuce

to a foreign demand. As already mentioned, the exports from Calcutta osIm.iu

are drawn from the province of Bengal (two-thirds) and from the United

Provinces (the remainder) ;
Assam and the Central Provinr,e8 contributing

between them only about 120,000 ewt., out of a total Calcutta supple of

close on 7,000,000 cwt. The exports from Bombay, on the other haiul, iioniij.iv

are drawn from the Nizam’s Territory, Rajputana and Central India, the

Central Provinces and Berar, and lastly the Bombay Presidency itself,

and in the order named. Of the producing provinces (judged of from

the railway returns), Bengal heads the list, and is followed by the United

Provinces (a good second)
; by the Nizam’s Territory (an indifferent

third) ; by the Central Provinces and Berar (a very poor fourth) ;
then

Rajputana and Central India
;
Bombay

; next Assam
;

and, last of all,

Madras. Karachi exports a small amount of Panjab linseed. Seeing KaracJii

that the Central Provinces have so large an area under the crop, their

position as fouith in exports is a little difficult to understand. The e.x-

planation is perhaps that the area is shown larger than it should be owing
to mixed cultivation being estimated as pure.

Linseed OH and OH Mills.—It cannot be ascertained how many of oil and
the 99 oil mills, reported to be at work in India, are concerned in the Oil Mills,

linseed traffic proper. Only one appears to deal exclusively in linseed,

namely the Gourepore Company, Ltd., near Calcutta. Their oils and
oilcakes are noted all over India. The mill, moreover, produces both
boiled and unboiled oils. The exports of linseed oil from India are not Exports,

very important, nor do they appear to be increasing
;

in fact, judged
of by the returns from 1899-1900 to 1906-7, they have, if anything,

been decreasing. In 1899-1900 they were 248,479 gallons, valued at

Rs. 4,20,167 ;
in 1903-4, 137,952 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,61,654 ;

in

1905-6, 186,682 gallons, valued at Rs. 4,57,983 ;
and in 1906-7, 114,205

gallons, valued at Rs. 2,18,926. Nearly the whole of these exports go
from Bengal, and thus to a large extent doubtless embrace the Gourepore
Company’s transactions. It is also noteworthy that the major portion To Australia,

goes to Australia and New Zealand. As already mentioned (p. 726) Oilcake,

the cake is valued as an article of cattle food when not adulterated with
mustard (seo pp. 184, 770, 817).

(Cy. Hurst, Lvbricanta, Oils, eta., 1896, 166; Artdes, Veget.OxleanA Fata, 1897,
39 ; Livache and McIntosh, Monu/. of Varni9hea,0xls, etc., 1809, 226-46, 261-302;
Allen, Comm. Anal., 1899, 12, 94; Percival, Comm. Bol., 1900, 163; A. Watt,
Art of Soap-makms, 1901, 28, 130 ; Blyth, Food Compos, and Anal., 1903, 284-6 ;

Wright and Mitchell, Oils, Fats, Waxes, etc., 1903, 39, 178 ; Sabin, Ind. and
Art Tech, of Paints and Varnishes, 1906, 39-66.]

LIVE STOCK OF INDIA.—This very large and important sub-
ject may be discussed under the following sections : Oxen and Buffaloes

;

Sheep and Goats
;
Horses, Donkeys, Mules, Camels ; and Pigs.

An analysis of the returns of Live Stock in India during 1905-6 mani-
fests the existence of approximately 198 million head of cattle (cows,
bulls, bullocks, buffaloes, sheep, goats, horses, mules, donkeys, camels, etc.).

The actual figures are 30 million bulls and bullocks, 22 million cows ;

13 million buffaloes ; 26 million young stock; 18 million sheep; 25
million goats

; 2J million horses, donkeys, mules ; and 393,308 camels. The
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live stock of Bengal is not recorded, but, since its population is twice

that of Madras, it may be assumed to possess double the returned

live stock of all sorts met with in the Southern Presidency, viz.

61 million. This gives the 198 millions (above mentioned) as the total

live stock, in place of the officinal figure of 1.37 millions (exclusive of Bengal).

But to that total has also to be added the 15 nidhons .shown as owned by
the Native States. In fact 30 millions would not over-state the live stock

of these States, making a graiul total for India of over 228 million

cattle of all kinds.

Some such estimate scsmis essential to allow of comparison with the

trade returns, which include Bengal and the Native States. Thus, for

(‘xaniple, the term hides ” may be taken to mean undressed skins of

full-grown bovine animals, and “skins” those of calves, slice}) and
goats. For the five gears ending 1903 4 the average number of hides

(raw and dressed) ex])orted from India came to 12,1 millions, and of skins

.37 millions
;
these collectively would, therefore, show 2.3 per cent, on the

estimated total live stock of all India for the jii-riod in (|Ue.stion. But the

expoits bs' Iheinselves take no cognisance of the, numbers of hides and
skins used iiji by the indigenous leather industries of India itsell, nor of

the nunibi'i.s of amnials that die or are killed and the skins, for various

reasons, cntirelv lost. Were a figure to be given for the annual death-

rate (from all cau3c.s) of the cattle, sheep and goats of India, it is probable

that it would be .something nearer 70 to 80 lather than the 50 millions

indicated by the returns of foreign trade specially dealt with above. For
further particulars see the article Hides and Skins (pp. 632-9).

/. THE OXEN, BUFFALOES, ETC., OF INDIA.
The following is a list of the chief Bovine animals of India that fall

into this group

—

Bos Indicus, Linn
,

Blanford, Fa. Hr. Irvl. (Mannnalia), 483-4
; Mollison,

Textbook Ind. Atjn.. in, (i3-139 , Meagher and Vaughan, Dauy Farming
%n In/lia, 1!KI4, 41-7. The Zetiu or Humped 0\, bail, gai, (jau, dhur (cattle),

dhur danger (horned ootflo), dudhar (inileh eow), etc

'the liulinn aniiiud differs from the tamo ox of Kuropo and North Asia m
structure, general coloration, voice and habit Its origin is unknown, but ac-
eording to Blyth it was probably African. No ancestral form has as yot been
discovered smong tlie Indian fossil fiovines Hiuupcci cattle have, however,
often been reported to have run wild in India All the hioeds of the Indian ox
are hold sacred by the Hindus and are, therchao, neither killed nor their flesh

eaten by a largo portion of the jiooplo On the otlier hand, the tending on cattle
IS rcgaidod as a highly honourable position, and henco also milk, butter, cheese,
etc , are largoly consumed by all classes of the community. Bolow will bo found a
line! sketch of some of the leading broods of oxen

B. bubalus, Lmn , Blanford, I c. 491-3 , MoDison, l.c. ii., 140 55 : Meagher
and Vaughan, Ic. 47-51, 56 ; Note on Export of Jinffaloa to Auatraha, Rev. and
Agri. Dept Ind

,
1.S85. The Buffalo, arna, rnang, mama, bhama, htr biar, gera

criirni, moh, mloi, misip, %roi, kyivai, puna, karbo, eto.

Tniue buffaloes are found all over the plains and lower hills of India. They
are repeatedly nientionod in the Inalitutea of Manu (xi., 69), so that they have
been known from tfie earliest historic times They are aemi-aqimtic animals,
and accordingly most abundant m humid localities. Are large, massive,
and clumsy creaf ares, with exceptionally short thick logs and conspicuous hoofs.
Tho horns iiro thick, flat, ciirvoil or straight, and marked with rings indi-
cative of ago. Tho muzzle is large, remarkably square, and the head carried
very low. A truly wild buffalo is fairly abundant in India (except in the
Southern and Western Provmces), espeeially in low-lymg swampy land
covered with tall grass. Few domestic animals liave, in tact, changed less
than the buffalo. While it will not breed with tho ox, the tamo buffalo-cow
will pair readily with the wild buffalo-bull, the stock being thereby improved,
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They are powerful draught animals, and the milk is exceptionally rich m
butter-fat.

B. grunniens, Linn., Blanford, l.c. 490; Turner, Aec. Enib, to Tibet, 1800, Yak.
18(1, t. X. (from a picture belonging to Warren Hastings) ; Vigne, Travels, ttc ,

1842, ii., 277 ; Hoffmeister, Travels in Cont. Ind , 1848, 362, 374 The Yak oi

Grunting Ox, dong, hrong-dong, ban-chowr (the wild)
.
yak, pegu, c?i<>ur-gau,

kotaas (the domestic animal).
In its wild state it inhabits the coldest and most desol.ito tracts of the ujidAlpui!

Himalaya—being found at a greater elevation then any other mammal It is Spcues

dark brown, almost black, with the exception ol the muzzle, head and neck,
which are often grey. In domestication it Ijecoines smaller and s ariablo in Puitip-.hi ation

colour, being often pure white or piebald Mention s made of 'ho qatas or
‘‘ Tibetan yak ” in the Atn-i-Akhari (1.590, .l.irrett, transl

,
in

,
121' It is lce[)t

by the Tibetans and various other tribes that inhabit the higher regions, oi, ac-

count of its being a sure-footed pack inimnl. 'I’be flesh is said to bo mb, piicy

and delicately flavoured. The milk is ixi-cpti. iiia'.ly r.h ( onsmcrahly richer
than that of the cow), and much of the lood ot the people < 011 ^ 1^,.-, ( 1 i urd either
fresh or dried and powdered itJ,o a kind of meal. 'I’hc w.iitt t.uls Lonstitiito 'he
chowris (fly-flaps) sold all o\cr India. The liair is wo\ci, into 1 loth and topes. Chumu
In fact the wealth of the people of Kasl< 1 m T'lhel consists in their flocks 01 yaks
The horns are made into cups and othei ibjccts of demistiL use and ornament.
Hut the yak breeds frooly with domc.slie c.vttle One v.aa sent to Enghiud by Kvliruls

Warren Hastings, which lived tor some years uml hcciimc Uio .sue of many c-ross-

bred calves, only one of which h\ed and was suc< cssfiilly 1 rossed by an Indian
bull. A cross is common on the North-West Himalaya an<l is known as the dhzo,
zobo, etc. , it is fertile and m some localities prefeired to the pure yak

Other Species.—Three other aiiiiiials belonging to this genuH may be bore men-
tioned, but, as scarcely of economt<‘ value, need only lie exhibited very briefly —

(o) B. frontalis. Lamb , Blanford, I c 487-9 , the Mithan or Gay-iil of A.ssain, Mxthan,
Manipur, Naga hills, Chittagong and Burma. Said to be partly domesticated
by the Kukis.

(6) B. gaurus. Ham
,
Blanford, I c. 484-7 , the Oaur or Indian Bison of the hilly Bison,

forests of the Indian I’eiiinsula, Assam. Burma an<l the Malay I'emnsula, as-

cending to altitudes of about (>,000 feet. It has occasionally been tameil by the
people on the lull tracts botwocii Aasam niul Burma, but lias never, strictly

speaking, been domesticated. The horns .ire in great demand for ornamental
work. (See Horn, p. 646.)

(c) B. sondaicus, Muller & Schley . Blanford, I c. 489-90, The B,lilting. Banting,
found in Burma and the Malay Peninsula, Borneo, .lava and Pah. ft has
been more or less domesticated in Java and perhaps olsowhero.

CATTLE AND CATTLE-BREEDINO.—ln Europe cattle, may be Cattle-

said to be reared for milk and meat, but in India their chief value breeding,

is as beasts of burden. Horses are all but unknown in Indian

agriculture, the bullock being very nearly exclusively used for tillage

and transport. Occasionally camels are so employed and buffaloes are

highly valued for their milk, though they are too slow to be much in

demand for agricultural operations.

There are many breeds of indigenous cattle. Nearly all the pure Pure
stocks are of one colour—white or grey. In areas where little attention Breeds,

is paid to the subject, mixed colours or piebald cattle are not infrequent.

Except in the north-east of Madras, all Indian cattle are horned. The
hump is prominent, and more highly developeil in some breeds.

Bullocks which are suited for slow and heavy work have usually uoavy woiktrs.

massive heads, long pendulous cars, thick short, necks, coarse leg-boncs,

big feet, much loose skin on the neck, dewlap and sheath, and no particular

droop in the hind quarters. Those best suited for quick work have Quirk workcrsi.

clean heads, fiery tempers, short erect ears, thin necks, compact rounded
bodies, small hard feet, a very decided droop in the hind ijuarters, and
little or no loose skin on the nock, dewlap and sheath. Indian oxen, it

may thus be observed, are distinguished collectively from the breeds of
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Europe by the hump on the shoulders, by the deep undulating dewlap,

and by the short grunt in place of the ringing bellow of the European

ox (Imf. Gaz., iii., 77-89). Many European travellers in India

allude to the “ hump ” as a special feature of the provisions (beef)

procurable in India. Thus Terry {Voy. E. Ind., 1622 (ed. 1777),

89-90) says the “ beeves ” differ from ours in being smaller and in

having “ each of them a great bunch of grisly flesh which grows upon the

meeting of their shoulders.” He then adds that the flesh is very sweet

and tender.

There are few subjects in which India is so very backward as those

of Cattle-breeding and Dairy Farming, hence the available literature

is comparatively insignificant and defective when judged of in the

light of their importance. This is the more surprising since, with a large

proportion of the people of India, the cow is the most sacred of all

animals. In the Ain-i-Akhari (1690) special mention is made of the

veneration in which it is held. Linschoten {Voy. E. Ind., 1598, i., 257,

300), Bernier {Travels, 1666-68, in (Constable, Or. Misc., i., 326-7), Tavernier

{Travels Ind., 1676 (ed. Ball), ii., 217), and many otlier European travellers

ill India, dwell on the sacred character of the Indian cow. It might
naturally, therefore, have been expected that the cow, and some at least

of the products it affords, would have existed in even a higher or more
fully developed condition than is the case in most other countries.

While there are certain Indian breeds of cattle that compare favourably
with those of other parts of the world, most are inferior in size and strength

as well as in quantity of meat and milk which they provide. The breeds

vary directly with the soil, climate and food of the countnes in which they
live. For example, in deltaic tracts the oxen are inferior but the buffaloes

superior. Me.agher and Vaughan very rightly observe :

—
“ The great

variations in the Indian climate largely affect the milk yield of cattle

imported from foreign districts. Hansi-Hissar cows will not prove as

satisfactory say in Jabbalpur, as they will in Delhi or Meerut, and this

should be borne m mind before condemning the Hansi-Hissar breed. It

appears to be a fact that the further they travel east or south (i.c. the

damper the climate becomes), the more certain is the decrease in the
yield.” Climate, soil and available food in fact influence so rapidly the
breeds of cattle that it becomes undesirable to extend schemes of im-
provement very much beyond selection from existing stock within each
area.' Indeed for the plains of Lower India, crosses of foreign strains,

more especially from Europe, have proved highly unsatisfactory. The
chief difficulty is to overcome the opposition that exists in transferring,

without loss of special merit, the stocks even of one part of India to another.
If the intention be to improve, as heavy draught animals, the breeds of the
Panjdb, Gujarat and Mysore afford ample material ; if the desire he for

swiftness, the trotting bullocks of the Central Provinces and of South
India {gaims) are unsurpassed anywhere : and, if milch-cows be sought,
there are several famed breeds, such as the Nellore or Ongole and the
Gir of Kathiawar and the Hansi-Hissar of the Panjab. In the Ain-i-
Akhari (Blochmann, traiisl., 149) special mention is made of the Gujarat
breed of cattle and of the small swift-footed gainis. This is curiously
confirmed by Ralph Fitch (in Purchas’ Pilgrimes, 1625, ii., 1733), who, while
telling of his visit to the Emperor Akbar in 1586, specially mentions the
carved and gilded carts of Agra and Fatehpur drawn by “ two little bulls
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about the bignesse of our great Dogs in England.” \Cf. Tavernier,U 44; Terry, i.c.U4-5,\&7.^
s S L/

But, excepting at the homesteads of the wealthy or at the experimental uo Hindu
farms owned by Government, special selection of stock or the rearing
of healthy, well-formed hulls for service purposes is practically unknown
from one end of India to the other. The story told by Abul Fazl of the Akbar’a

Cow Stalls ” kept by the Emperor Akbar reads more like a proclamation
of the pageant of the all-wise and good Emperor than a statement of his
efforts towards the improvement of the cattle of India. The Amrit Malial
breed is said to have been introduced into Mysore and specially developed

' ^

by Haider Ali for military purposes. But history tells of no Hindu Prince
who devoted anything like the attention Akbar bestowed on this most
important subject.

Indian agriculture has for centuries been and is to-day essentially Tro.iiuonai

a peasant industry. It is in the hands of persons who have the traditional

knowledge of their ancestors to giudc them, but absolutely no capital

beyond that absorbed in dady iiece.ssities. Each person, as a rule, keeps Bull Nfigimu-j.

but two or three cows, and cannot afford to keep a bull. And more-

over, since the male offspring are not generally emasculated until

they are three years old, the cows are served by immature and as often

as not diseased, degenerated or otherwise undesirable males. Improve-

ment of the breed under these conditions is naturally very difficult. For

some years past, however, the Government of India have recognised the

obligation of initiating a reform, and with this in view have had superior

bulls reared at special farms (such as those of Hissar, Charodi, Pusa, etc.)

and presented to districts where it was desired to improve the local breed

of cattle. Voelcker alludes approvingly to this action, and urges that the

satisfactory results attained should be pushed forward until the reinote.st

corners of the Empire have been reached. So also the Government have

aided very greatly by encouraging local fairs and cattle shows, by awarding

special prizes on the verdict of high expert officials who have been deputed

to visit the shows for that purpose. But it is well known that half-bred crosses,

cattle contract rinderpest and other common diseases in a most virulent

form and rarely recover under treatment, while many indigenous breeds

are comparatively immune. This has accordingly led to belief that the

best results are likely to be obtained by breeding strictly witliin carefully

selecfed and special local stocks, not promiscuous inter-breeding of all

races.

(A) Chief Breeds of Indian Buffaloes.—The breeds of buffaloes have Breeds of
not as yet been critically studied. Until this has been done, little more Buffaloes,

can be accomplished here than to indicate those most frequently spoken Early European

of. Terry gives a curious reference
{
Voy. E. Ind., 1622 (abrid. ed. Havers),

1666, 369) to “ a very large beast having a smooth thick skin without hair

called a buffalo which gives good milk
; the flesh of them is like beef but

neither so toothsome nor wholesome.”
In rice-growing tracts buffaloes are extensively used for tillage and

cartage work. But although they thrive well in wet climates, the best

breeds are met with in localities of moderate rainfall and under the con-

ditions best suited for cattle-breeding. But buffaloes must have access to

water, and require to be bathed once or twice a day if they are to be kept
in health. It is also customary to clip off their sparse coat of hair once or

twice a year. Buffaloes vary in colour, but the majority have black, shining ooiour.
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skins. Some have white markings and a few are grey, light dun or white.

Their lowing differs from that of kine and they have no hump. Most

writers allude to the fact that it is difficult to get a good buffalo-bull, owing

to its being less valuable than the buffalo-cow. The bulls are not often

reared, but are either purposely starved or killed. They attain maturity

at years and are used for stud purposes for not more than 7 or 8 years.

“ It is just as essential whem starting a dairy, to get a good bull as to get

good cows, for many authorities now bold that it is from the sire, and
not so much from the <lam, that a heifer inherits her milking powers.”

Middleton, who has kindly perused this review of Indian information,

observes that the milking properties may be transmitted by either

sex equally, but in England bulls are usually more carefully bred than cows
and may so transmit properties with greater certainty.

Considerable commercial interest is taken in the shape of the buffalo-

horn, the straight forms being of greater value than the curved. From
the standpoint of the dany farm, the bri'etls with curved horns are ap-

parently the most highly appreciated. The following are mentioned by
authors as the characteristics by which the, clind breeds of buffaloes may
be classified —those with horns approaching a circle (the sph-oerrus of

Hodgson), and those with the horns long, straight, the tips only arching

forward (the imici-ot erutt of Hodgson).
1 Delhi —The breeds of the Uiutod l’ro\'inLe.s, tlio I’anjab and Sind are often

collectively designated “ Delhi Hiiffal<>o.s.” T’ho hoi ns are short, thick at the base,

sharply angled, and rise from the head iii a bai Uvard and upward course, then
heeomo eornpletoly ctirlod up like the horns of n ram According to Meagher
and Vaughan (l.c 47-8) the best biiffidocs of this kinil are the iniirrah, procured
m Hansi-Hissar, Rohtak, Jhind and Nabha The name given to them is deriv'ed

from rrntrna (-- to turn), and is an allusion to the foim of the liorns They are
sometimes also called Icundt, and eross-bioeds wilh this and the inferior village

bufTalo (with straight horns) are called dogla [i’oase, Agn. Ledg., 18')5, No. 22,

408 , Hadi, Agn Ledg., 1895, No. 12, 200-8
]

2. Surat and Deccan —The buffaloes of Surat and t ho Decean are very different,

f’hey both have what are calloil straight hoi ns That is to say, m the Surat
animal they extend along the sido of the neck, (hen turn up near the shoulder
with an inward graeefiil curve, and in the Deccan brood are even straighter, and
oxteiid backwards to the shoiilders before bcLoming arelieil

3. Jafferabad —In tlie Jafferubad (Kathiawar) buffalo the horn is vory
inas.sive and coar.so. It is flat and broad below, developed at lirst downwards
and backwards, then curved forwards, lluis forming three-quarters of a
circle, placed on cither sitle of the head Hut there is still another peeijharity.

The frontal bone becomes greatly dovclojied until it causes the horns to appear
united aiTo.ss the forehead. This is avery laige, clumsy animal with imiisually

long logs and largo spreading feet.

4 Dun-coloured Buffaloes —Hero and there all over India, more especially
m hilly districts, remote from swampy country, a dun-coloiuod buffalo is met
with that seems vory distinct from tho other broods This lias by zoologists
boon regarded as possibly a distinct \ariety, and has rcceic'od the name of
« bKOnfuN, rnr. /titrnn. Mcnghcr and Vaughan say these dun or brown
InilTaloos generally start well but end badly They are not as a rule heavy milkers
for any length of time

a Burma and Assam—Varthema {Travels, 1010 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 200-1)
speaks of the breeds of Tenassenm as very “ misshapen.” Many subsequent
writers have incidentally mentioned tlio buffaloes of Burma, but no one apparently
has studied them comparatively with tho breeds of India. Evans {Agri. Ledg,,
180.5, No. 10, l(i.^-72 ; 1890, No. 10) gives, however, many particulars of the
Burmese breeds. They would seem to have long, so-called straight horns, like

those of Surat. They give very little milk. The buffaloes of Assam have been
discussed in some detail by Darrah {Agn. Ledg., 1894, No. 14). He tells us
that though the stock is regularly imported from Bengal, the animals soon
improve on the rich pastures of the Brahmaputra valley.
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(JB) Chief Breeds of Indian Cattle.—^Very little strictly speaking oi a

scientific nature has as yet been published on this subject. Wallace and
Voelcker have each given the results of their rapid tours of inspection

through India, and numerous local writers have extolled the merits of

certain breeds with which they were familiar. No one has as yet critically

and comparatively examined all the breeds of India. Little more, there-

fore, can be here attempted than to amplify the particulars of the cheif

breeds (given in the Dictionary) in the light of the additional information
brought out by the various writers in The Agricultural Ledger, and by
Mollison m his Handbook and by Majors Meagher and Vaughan in their

Dairy Farming in India, etc.

1. Gujarat—These are the indigenous cattle of tlie plains, Ahinedabad, Kaira Qujarat.
and Baroda, also the hilly countries of Palanpur and Deesii, where .i large breed
of very superior animals exists. They are, m fin't, llie finest icttlo of India for

general agricultural purposes. In tho more southern poirions of tho prosunce,
however, a mixed and inferior breed occurs wliu h in niaiiv respect.s resembles
the Deceani cattle. The larger and -uperior race is in colour Irom white to Draught Cattle.

bluish-grey, the head, neck and limbs often being of a darker tint than the body.
The horns are somewhat bowed and curve outwards as they leave the skull, then
upwards, and lastly inwards. The animals arc tall and somewhat leggy, but
very powerful, and for draught purposes, ospeciallv when crossed with Mysore,
are very valuable. [Cf. Ovington, Voy. to .Suratt, 10K9, 2o3-o, 273-85.]

2. Olr or Kathiawar —This breed is specially noted for its inilk-giving powers. Qir.
It is extensively reared in herds in tVie (tir forests and hills of South Kathiawar Milch Goto
They are coloured animals, often speckled or “ roan,” in various shades of red
and brown. The long, pendent lop-ears and short (.rumpled horns are .striking

peculiarities. In Bombay they are generally called " t^urtis," because brought
via Surat.

3. Sind and Aden —This small-sized animal is powerful though lazy, but Bind,
the cows are remarkably good milkers. The horns are short, thick, blunt-pointed,
and project outwards and upwards. The best are bred within a radius of 30 or

40 miles from Karachi, and chiefly on the lower hills, where good grazing is to be
had The breed may, however, be met with through Ritipiitana and the Southern
Panjdb. [Mollison, The Montgomery and Sind Breeds oj Cattle, in Ayri. Journ.
Ind., 1907, ii., pt. in., 252-6 ]

4. Deccan, Khandesb and Southern Maratha Country — It cannot be said that Deccan,
the regions indicated have de\ eloped any very special breeds of their own. Large
portions of the country are subject to periodical scarcity and occasional famine,
and the animals have become hardeiieil and thus acquired their chief character-

istic. The dewlap is inconspicuous, the forehead narrow and the muzzle largo,

while the horns spring in an upward direction, then bow abruptly outwards and
ultimately inwards. The uow.s are poor milkers, and tho bullock.s, though small,

are exDIemely active and have great powers of endurance, if not given too heavy
a task. They are accordingly much used in light carts or as trotting bullocks. Trotting
So long ago as 1503, Vertomannus (in Hakl. Voy., 1811, iv., 577), speaking of the Bullocks.

Deccan, said, “ It hath innumerable kyno of shynyng yelowe.”
5. Mysore and Coorg —The cattle of this region are celebrated both for Mysore,

their swiftness and for their spirit and powers of endurance. If cattle-breeding

could anywhere iti India be viewed as having attained the position of a recog-
nised prmciple of agriculture, to Mysore w’ould have to be assigned that honour.
Two (descriptions exist side by side, each servmg its own particular purpose.
The first and by far the most numerous is the nadudana of the villages. This
IS the agricultural stock and main source of the dairy produce of the State. The Agricultural.

second is the doddadana or big cattle. This embraces the followmg special breeds :

—Amrit Mahal, Hallikar, Chittaldriig, Mahadeswara, Betta, etc. The first

mentioned—the Royal Amrit Mahal—is the most highly prized, but is neither
the largest nor the most powerful. These splendid animals are capable of per-
forming quick journeys of long distances with a hght and moderate load. They Active and
are large and powerful animals, chiefly kept by the well-to-do. The finer breeds Powerful,

are pure coloured, the inferior often mottled. There is no extra dev-elopment of the
dewlap to interfere with their trottmg action. Their eyes are deep-set, the fore-

head bulges above the eyes and slopes backward. The ears are short and pointed,
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and the horns, whicli spring close together, take a backward sweep, gradually
diverge, and near the extremity curve gracefully upwards and forwards. They
are all, even the nadudana breeds, powerful draught cattle hut poor milkers.

[Cf. Buchannn-Hannlton, Journ. Mysore, etc., 1807, i. (many passages) ; Krist-

namangar and Pease, Cattle of Mysore, m Agrt. Ledg., 1895, No. 24 ;
Kristna-

sanuengar. Diseases of Mysore Cattle, Agri. Ledg., 1896, No 28.]

G. Madras, Nellore, Kistna (Ongole), etc.. Cattle —The Ongole breed of cattle

IS reared chieflj in the districts of Nellore and Kistna. From early tunes it has
enjoyed a well-earned reputation of being one of the best milking breeds of India
Most writers agree, however, m saymg that they degenerate rapidly when removed
to other localities. The v-alleys of the Kistna and its tributaries have a rich,

soft, deep black soil, and naturally therefore the cattle of such a country are not
well suited for hard roads, unless carefully and regularly shod. They are col-

lectively heavily built animals, docile and of a mild and gentle disposition

—

essential qualities tor nnlch-eattle—but sluggish in action. The head is erect on
a short, stout neck. Tho h.irns are short and stumpy, somewhat rosemblmg those
of Sind cattle, and longer in the cows than in the bulls. They give to tho head a
curious and cliaracferistic appearance, tlie bulging forehead forniiiig a very
obtuse angle The prevailing and true colour is white witJi grey or black points,
and frequently the bulls are black about the neck and shouldeis—broken colours
indicate impurity In point of siie they are inlenoi to the Crujnrat and Nagar
cattle Other JIadras breeds are the Alanihadi of Salom and Coimbatore , the
Baragiir of the lulls of Comibatoro . tho Kangayani of Madura , the Palikolani
(Jellicut) cattle of Mailurn , the small Tnehengodi cattle ot Salem ; the artifici-

ally spotted cuttle of Tanjore
; and the Pungannr cattle of NortKArcot. [CV Pease,

in Agn. Ledg
, 189.1, No 7; Sabba Bno, in Agn Ledg , 1896, No 12 ; Holmes,

Hair-markings on Horses and Cattle. Dept. Land He< and Agn Mad. Bull., 1900,
No. 42 , also Notes on Cattle of Madras Pres , Bull. No 44 . Gunn, The Nellore
Breed of Cattle, in Agn Journ Ind., 1906, i., pt. in

,
237-42.]

7 Burma.—Very little has been written regnidmg ilio cattle of Burma, so that
it IS not po.ssihlo to a.ssort them with the Indian breeds Rvd is tho dommant
colour The horns, when not interfered with, take an upward and forward direc-
tion and grow to a length of 10 to 18 inches Tlio neck is short and powerful and
the dewlap not iiuich developed. The Burmans .irc most considerate of their
cattle, noser overworking them, and grooming thorn raicfiilly on the close of the
day’s tusk The animals are also well-fod, co tJiat they are naturally much
suiiorior to the imported cattle from India But ns milk-producers the Burman
cow-.s occupy a ver\ low place, owing to tho piejudice entertained by the Burmans
against the u.so of milk. [Cf. Frost^ Note on Cattle of Burma, 1889 ; also Quart.
Journ Vet Sc Ind

, 1890. Kvans. in A'/n Ledg, ISO."), No. 10, Bept. lien
Admin

, 1889-90, 47-8 , Settl Repts (inanj
)

. also Dept. Agri Ann. Repts., etc.]
8 Bengal and Assam —The ordinary village cattle of these provinces might

practically be spoken of as the most mfeiioi m India. They are small over-
worked and halt-starved animals of which little more can be said than that they
are suited to the climatic conditions and soils of tlic countries in which they live.
In certain localities, such as Bihar and Tirluit, lonsiderably hotter breeds exist,
most probably a consequence of theeontimi.il importation'and crossing of fresh
stock In Gaya, for example, it is not iincommoii to find an animal supposed
to have been derived originally by riossuig the Indian cow with an English' short-hom ” bull imported in 18.'57 “ Bili.ir is overrun with pols (bulls dedi-
lated to tlie gods). These aie very fat, and comparatively useless for stock
purpn.ses, but do much harm in e.itmg and tiainpling the growing crops.”
[Cf Buchiuian-Hainilton, Stat. Ace Dina/

, 221-8, also m Montgomery Martin,
Hist., etc (many passages) ; Banerjei. BaaA-i pore CVos«-5rcd Ca«fe, in Agn Ledg.’,
1895, No. 25 ; Darrnh, Cattle of Assam. Agn. Ledg., 1894, No. 14 , Mukerji, Bengal
Cattle, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 578-93 , Imp. Oaz., iii., 77-89.]

9. Central Provinces —The stock is often very mixed. In Nimar, red and
brown coloured animals prevail, and m other districts white predominate. The
Nunar is, howev'er, generally held to he tho beat breed. It is a medium-sized
animal. Mollison says that it iua.v he recognised b.y two peculiarities in the
colour of the skin and shape of the hoi ns They are red or brown mottled, but
the red is always light, sometunes almost yellowish, and the white markings
ore never pure white. The horns are thick at the base, blunt, flattened and curled
over the head like those of the Delhi huffalo. They are chiefly valued for agri-
cultural work and ns draught bullocks The Arvi cattle of these provinces closely
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resemble those of Nellore. The bullocks are strong, but not active. \Cf. Repts. Land
Rev. Settl. (many districts) ; Trydell, in Agri. Ledg

,

1808, No 18 ; Ann Repts
Dept. Agri. ; Exper. Farm Repts., etc.]

10. United Provinces of Agra and Ondh —Throughout Oudh, the ndnpdrd TJ. Prov.
bre^ ranks high. But there is a sub-breed known as the nsia, which is smaller
in sRe, more leggy and quicker tempered than the nnnpdrd. The horns in both Nanpxra
are elegant, thick below, and tapermg to a fine point. One iniportnnt feature
IS a slight but distinct depression on the forehead which makes it easy to distin-

guish the Bahraich from the Doab and Mathura (the kosi) cattle The cow.s of Knst

Kosi and Chhata are celebrated for their milking qualities, and the imllooks have
the reputation of being good draught animals (see No. 13 below). The breeds of
Kheri are, however, far superior to those of Bahraich, and mm h resemble tiic

Malvi of Central India and Rnjpntana. Tn f.ict Kheri occupies the most p'O-
minent position amongst all the districts of Oudh, being tamed lor its so-called
parchar cattle, sometimes spoken of as banga. White is considered the best Bandar.

colour and black the worst. The bullocksaio f ist Aialk.<ra. Iiav'e ; highly irrit ihle
temper, but possess great powers of ciidiiiance Other breci!-- oi. y be named :—Bhur, Khatrigarh, Majhra-Singaht&nd Dh.iuKthra [Cl Say vid Mohaiiiim d Hadi
Bahraich and Kheri Cattle, in -Ig'ri Ledg

, ISO.!, No 1C, ul.-.o JVfatliKrd, No. I!),

Leather, Barabanki Cattle, Agii Lidi, . 189.5, No IT; .dim Repts Ciml Vet.

Dept., 1902, 2, et seq. ; Prov Gaz., 1903-4 (many district accounts).]

11. Fanjab.
—“It may safely be said that the best milch-cows i Upper Panjab.

India are obtained from the Hansi-Hissar d strict, and they are commonly
termed Hansi cows." W'lth the.se word-, Meagher and Vaughan open their nausii

chapters on the “ Best Milking Breeds.” Speaking of the Harnana cattle. Pease
describes the region m wdiich they are produced as “ the green country which
comprises about •292 villages of the Hiasar district chiefly in the Hissar
and Hansi Tahsils and the greater part of the Rohtak district.” The region
in question has a good soil, passing into clay-loam in one direction and into

sand m the other. The average rainfall is 1(1 inches, and the climate, theretore,

IS dry and well suited to cattle But the increase of cultiyation within recent
years has curtailed the pasture lands and lessened the interest in cuttle-rearmg.
Still the country indicated produces a large surplus ot cattle regularly e.xported,

as also a very important supply of ghi traded in all over India. The Hansi- ahi

Hissar cattle are luiiform in colour ; broken colours are seldom, if ever, met
with. The skm is usually dark coloured and tlie hair white or grey, but
darker at the shoulders and neck, and on the flanks sometimes almost black
or blue. Red-coloured examples are rare and usually inferior. The horns are

short, set wide apart and arch outwariis, upwards and then inwards, but
only slightly forwards. Meagher and V’aughan, while apparently accepting
the Hansi as the best breed for Upper India, give several illustrations of the
Sanhiwal sub-breed, which would appear to be frequently broken coloured

—

red or mixed colours—white being rare. According to many writers, th.e Mont-
gomery cattle are powerful rivals of the Hansi for the claim of first position as a
milk-yielding stock. They are small, shapely and short-legged animals with
exceptionally long tails. The Director ot Agriculture, m July 190.3, drew up a
statement of the breeds of cattle in the Paiijab, in which he adds to the above the
Kuchi or Chenab breed ; the cattle of the Jliang district , the Dera Ghazi Khan KuoUi

breeds ; the Dhanni cattle of the Salt Range . and the 3Iaja cattle of the up- nuamu
lands between the Sutlej and the Ravi. [Cl Pease, Cattle of Harnana and Birsa, M.ija

Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 22 ,
Meagher and Vbuighan, Dairy Farming in India, 41-59 ,

Repts. Civil Vet. Dept., 18915-1900.]

12. Rajputana, Central India, Berar and Hyderabad.—The animals of a large Rajputana.
portion of the tracts of country indicated naturally approximate very closely

to the Hansi breed already briefly indicated. The characteristic cattle of Baj-
putana and Central India are invariably pure white, though grey or silver-grey

specimens are occasionally seen, but broken and mixed colours are unknown.
As m other large areas, there may be said to be two sub-races—a large animal
specially selected and used by the well-to-do a.s trottmg or fast walking animals, Trottins

and the ordinary village or agricultural breed. Mollison calls these collectively village Ureeds.

Malvi (or Malwi) cattle, and Major Kemp speaks of the high-class animal as the Malm.
Nagore (or Nagar) and the agricultural the Rinda (small) breed. It would seem
that throughout the country indicated local names are often given which, like
“ Nagore,” originated from the name ot a village or locality specially noted for

4he superiority of its cattle. Mollison observes that “ the head is short, the eyes
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are dark, prominent and have a docile appearance. The ears are short with little

or no tendency to droop. The horns are very characteristic. They are moder-

ately thick at the base, of fair length and are sharply pointed and invariably

spring in n forward and upward direction from the head with a graceful outward

bend.” Prof. Wallace describes the horns as resembling two arcs of a

set on the crest of the head with the concavity mwards. They are much prized

as heavy draught animals, and are accordingly frequently seen all over Central

and Western India. They are very strong, but not swift ; bemg reared on stony

grountl, have hard feet and do not require shoeing even when worked on
metalled roads (Col. Gerard). They are very largely bred in the territories of

H.H. the Maharaja Holkar and H H. the .Afaharaja Sindia and the cows are

often not milked at all, and in consequence when used as milch-cows are a
verv inferior stock.

The Khillari cattle of the Satpura hills (m Holkar’steiritory extending to North
Khandesh), according to Mollison, wore derived origmally from Mysore and should
be spoken of as the Ainrit Mahal breed. Molhson adds, ” The fact that

Khillari are now bred true to a particular type in a district where Malvi cattle

are also extensn-ely reared is a clear mdication that the breeders know the ad-
vantage of keepmg a good strain as pure as possible.” Air. Ah Abdoola describee
four breeds, met with in H.H. the Nizam's Dominions, that take their names after

the towns in which reared. Commenting on these, V^et. Major W. R. Hagger
observes that from the description of the prevailing colours “ some seem to have
a, strong strain of Alysore in them, some show a Deccam cross, while others seem
to resemble the Malwi breed.” [Cf Kemp, Powlett, Reynolds, Hendley and Hagger,
m Agri 1900, No. 21 . Gerard and Abdoola, m Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 22;
Gaz. Bajputana {Ajmtr), 1904, i., A., 49-50.]

13. Hill Cattle—The cattle seen on the higher cultivated Himalaya or©
small sturdy animals with short, thick legs. They are admirably suited to the
regions m which found, and are very active and wild. They are mostly
black in colour, though occasionally dun or mottled examples are met with.

They are well protected from the seventy of tho winter by a thick, shaggy coat.
The hump and dewlap are hardly if at all present, and, as pointed out by Walker,
they much resemble the Kerry-Dexter cattle of Great Britain and Ireland. The
cattle of the lower tracts, being annually taken to the grazing lands of the Bhaber
country, liave been crossed with the breeds of the adjacent plains. In the higher
tracts the pure hill breeds are met with, and those are spoken of by names de-
nutmg regions or special sub-breeds. The males are used for ploughing, but
their working qualities are poor and many refuse to work at all, while the cows
are poor milkers. In a further paragraph will be found particulars of the traffic

from Nepal to tho plains of India m live stock. [Gf. Walker, Kumaon Cattie, in

Agri Ledg , 1899, No. 7 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 358-60.]
]The following enumeration of publications, in sequence of date, may be found

useful —Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. iu., 51-2
;

Buchanan-Hamilton, J'ourti. to Mysore, 1807, i., 164-6; ii., 14, 277, 382; also Hist.
E. Ind., 11 . ,

891-7 ; Baden-Powell, Pl>. Prod., 1868, i., 151 ; AVallace, India in 1887 :

Voelcker, Improv Ind. Agri., 1893, 198-216 , Exp. Farm Kept., Poona, 1893, 11-4
;

1895
,
21-5

; 1896, 20-5 ; Agri. Ledg. :—Leather, Farm-yard Manure, 1894,
No. 3 ,

Alolhson, Management of Dairy Cattle in Ind., 1895, No. 6 ; Leather,
Ind. Manures, 1897, No. 8 ; Walker, Measurement of Cattle, 1899, No. 8. Subbiah,
The Housing of Cattle and Conserving of Manure, U. Prov. Bull., 1901, No. 14 ;

Btat. Atlas of Ind., 1895, 33-4 (2 maps). Dairy Cows, in U.S. pept. Agri. Bull.,
1000, No. 68 , Feeding Exp. with Iktiry Cows, in U.S. Dept. Agri. Bull., 1901,
No. 114, Formation of Beef and Dairy Cows, in U.S. Dept. Agri. Bull., 1902,
No. 143 ; Bted. of Individual Cows, Vmv. Illinois. Bull., 1903, No. 85 ; Pierre
and Monteil, Le Bnsuj au Soudan, in L’Agri. Prat, des Pays Chauds, 1905, v., pt.
I.

, 364-77 ]

CATTLE FOOD AND FODDER.—There may be said to be two
conditions of cattle-rearing in India—(a) village or agricultural, and (b)

prairie or nomadic. The latter consists of large herds fed on fertile non-
cultivated lands, the former small herds or solitary animals reared at the
homesteads, thus mostly on cultivated lands. It is generally said, more-
over, that the advances of cultivation are rapidly curtailing the areas of
nomadic production and thereby cutting off the sources of supply of
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superior breeds. Hay-making is not practised by the Indian cultivators,

and the surplus of naturally produced grass is thus left to waste. More-
over, the cost and difficulty of transport preclude the equalisation of

supplies, hence in seasons of drought the greatest hardships have to be

endured, and the first indication of famine is the increasing death-rate

of the cattle. For example, during the famine years of 1899-1900 some-
thing like 70 to 80 per cent, of the cattle perished in certain districts of

Bombay, notwithstanding the large imports of fodder made by Grovcrn-

ment, forthe railways were unable to cope with the burden thrown on their

resources in conveying food and fodder to the famine-stricken districts

It has sometimes been uphold that cattle represent the laiyats’ capital.

They certainly provide the labour for ploughing and carting, as well as

very largely supply the manure and fuel used bv their oirners. In return

the animals get what they can pick up (after the crops are off the fields',

and what they can discover on the waysides and waste lands. Neverthe-
less they often become the cultivator’s greatest source of poverty and
danger. They increase beyond the needs of the neigbbourhopd. an I thus

rapidly change the character of the vegetation ; noxious weeds sur\ ive

and nutritious plants are gradually exterminated. Thus are the village

cattle themselves not only depraved and starved, but the natural fertility

and humidity of the soil lowered to such an extent that any untoward
climatic disturbance only too frequentlv means famine. Of few localities

can it be said that special food or fodder is grown for the cattle, but where
this is done, as, for example, the cultivation of the cluster-bean, opsin

pmvulioideH (p. 449), and of fodder crops of SoffjhutH vnhjare (of

which the races known as sundhia, dudhia, nilva, etc., may be mentioneil,

p. 1039) in Gujarat and Jhang, etc., etc., the superiority of the cattle in

these regions has been frequently attributed to that circumstance. It is of

course customary to give rich foods (including several kinds of oil-cake) to

milch-cows and to bullocks in daily work. Mollison reviews the opinions

that prevail in India regarding linseed, til, niger, safflower, ground-nut,

cocoanut, and cotton-seed cake. [Cf. Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1897, No. 8.]

It is somewhat remarkable, but true, that a very large percentage of the

draught bullocks of India are fed e.xclusively on dry food. It is of

course very generally believed that green food is not suited to working
cattle. • This is, however, a very different question from that of the

conditions of life and the food-stuffs essential to systematic breeding,

where the improvement of stock is a distinct feature. The contrast

between the bullocks belonging to the European planters in Tirhut and those

of the Bihar peasants, or between the bullocks owned by the Burmaus
and those possessed by the Hindustani residents in Burma, abundantly
exemplify the difference between carefully reared and properly tended
cattle and those brought up under a system of indifference and neglect.

In the Dictionary will be found a complete enumeration of the trees,

shrubs, herbs and grasses known to be of value as cattle food and fodder.

Excellent pasturage exists in most provinces, especially on the lower hills

and great Himalayan range. Open stretches of grass-land (maidans) often

extend from the upper limits of the forests towards the snow-line. On
these uplands vast herds of sheep and goats are to be found, the latter

affording the much prized pashm wool (hair). But on the lower Himalaya
the cattle are largely fed on the leaves of four species of oak and a few
other trees. The grass that exists abundantly in these tracts is as a rule

Haj-making.
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Cattle
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cut and dried as hay in order to be exported to the plains. The extent

to which leaves are utilised as cattle fodder is a speciality of India.

In the deltaic tracts and rice lands generally, the cattle are miserably

poor. Grazing lands are limited, or totally wanting, and the only fodder

available m any quantity is nee straw, which provides scant nourish-

ment. Moreover, it may be said that little or no concentrated food is

given even to the work cattle in busy seasons. In peninsular India, good
grass is not found where the average annual rainfall much exceeds 40'

inches. In some parts of that vast area, therefore, the cattle are exten-

sively fed hv hand on the produce of arable tracts (Imp. Gaz., iii., 86).

The grazing lands of India and the grazing rights of the people are highly

controversial questions. Voelcker (Improv. Ind. Agri., 169-97) discusses

these very freely, and his views have on the whole been upheld by subse-

quent experience. But the almost complete absence of special fields of

cattle food is perhaps the aspect of Indian farming that stiikes the visitor

as most significant. The possession of iriiinense herds, reared on waste
lands, accounts very largely for the (jhi, which is so much traded in all

over India ; but one of the surest signs of the devastation caused through
failuie of the rains is the sudden rise in the exports from India of cheap
hides—a melancholy conseciuence of the starvation of these unprovided-
for herds.

[C/ Benson, Ind. Fodder (r’raeeee, in Aqn Ledg , 1802, No. 1 . Watt, Oroicnd-nut
ax Cattle Food and Fodder, 1803, No. 15, 87 ci seg. , Leatlier, ^iilage-makmg
tn I?ulia, I e

, 1894, No 2 ; Feeding Exper.. New Yo.ic Agri Exper. Station Bull.,
1807. No. 141 ; Wood, in .Journ. Board Agri. 1890, vj . 31 1-32 . Walker, Measure-
ment of Cattle, Agri Ledg,, 1890, No 8, Leather, Food-t-irain^ and Fodders of
India, I c., 1001, No. 10 , Mollison, Textbook Ind Agri, . 1001, ii

, 11-41, 48-52
;

Mnkern, Handbook Ind. Agn , 032-42 , Meagher and Vaughan, Hairy Farming-
in Ind

, 1004, 1-14 ; Settl. Repts., especially those of Burma, deal fully with
the fodder supplies and grazing rights.]

DISEASES OP CATTLE,—The Agricultural Ledgers enumerated
below contain many valuable papers on the diseases of cattle. The mow
serious and special diseases are briefly —

1. Rinderpest—the bossonto, gute, kalawah, pitch mow, peya, kyauk-
pauk, etc. 2. Anthrax—the golafulu, gutherewan, gob, suth, odro, thalo-
rtnova, daungthan, etc. 3. Foot and Mouth Disease—the khurat, aosha,
khurpakka, mohona, mupaung, sha-na-kwalnn, etc. And 4. Riearo-
pneuntonia the phipri, asok-yaw-ga, etc. In a special Veterinary Series
of I'he Agricultural Ledger have been published numerous papers on the
above and other diseases which the reader, desirous of such information,
should consult. Two papers may, however, be specially indicated,
namely. Dr. K. Mcleod’s Measures, Legal and Sanitary, adopted by
European Countries to oppose the introduction and spread of cattle
plague (1896, No. 20), and Prof. Koch’s Method of Immunising Cattle
against Rinderpest and the Resolution of Government of India on the
same, together with the Opinions of Indian Veterinary Authorities
(1898, No. 5). But for practical dairying operations, particulars of all
the ordinary ailments of cattle will be found in the chapter on diseases
of honied cattle and their treatment given by Meagher and Vaughan,
in their work on Dairy Farming m India (1904, 113-143, 147), These
authors conclude with the following recommendations, strict attention to
which they consider calculated to avert serious loss and inconvenience :

“ (a) Proximity of grazing grounds to the cattle-yard, enabling the
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cattle to go out and back without possible contact with outside cattle or

their tracks
;

(f>) Complete separation between the dry stock and cattle in

milk
;

(c) Frequent inspection of all home cattle, and immediate isolation

of animals from any disorder, however simple ; and the prompt disinfection

of all ropes, standings, troughs, etc.
;

(d) Perfect sanitation in and about
the cattle-yard, standings, stalls, etc.

,
(e) Tramway lines lor the con-

veyance of grain, fodder, etc., to the cattle-yard and the rigid exclusion of

all outside draught-cattle bringing in these supplies
; (/) The allotment

to sick cattle of special attendants, \vho must not be permitted to ap-

proach the healthy animals, or associate with the staff working in the
cattle-yard;

(7 )
The best and most wholesome hnlde., grain, > ake, etc.,

only fed to the cattle
;
and (/ij Complete .scgi.-g.ation at a" gicit a d'stance

as possible from the infected enclosure , .mi, as < alves ire the principal

medium, not more than sixteen lalves should be housed together."’

Poiaoning.—Among the iinpor'.int causes of rattle-death has un- criminal

fortunately to be given criminal pmsoi'ing. The chaniara are the chief

criminals, and their method of iiccomphslong their iiefariou.s purpose is

by the use of the sui (see Abrus, p. 1).

[Cf. Voelcker, /mproy. /arf Agri , 1H93, 2I3-.'>, Pease, (’attle Plague, in Agri.
Ledg., 1896, No. 8 ;

also Knstnasamiengar, CaUh Disease o] Mysore, 1896, No. 28.]

//. THE aOATS AND SHEEP OF INDIA.
In addition to the oxen (discus.sc<l above) the family of the Bovio.®

includes the goats and the sheep :

—

THE WILD GOATS.—The following are the species recognised by
zoologists .

—

Capra esgagrus, Smehs Blanford, Fa. lir. Ind. (Mammalia), 502-3

;

Masson, Journ to Kalat, 1843, 445-6 ; the pasang (male), boi (female), horz,

kayik, thar, sair, sarah, chunk, etc. A wild goat foiuid throughout Asia Mmor
Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan and Sind.

This remarkably interesting goat inhabits barren ri'cky hills in herds of

varying numbers, but always keeps much to the cliffs ami crags Cnpt. Hatton,
who, while Resident at Kandahar, devoted much careful study to tryngrus
in domestication, and cross-bred it with the common goat, arrived at an emphatic
opinion, opposed to that advanced by Hodgson and otbers, namely, that the

Persian and Afghan goats at all events were not derived from <ew«»»rn«. Tho
late Dr. Blanford, the most recent author, however, says “ there can be no doubt
that t\ irgagrnii is one of the species, and probably the principal from which
tame goats are derived.” The flesh of this wild goat is highly prized. The
skins Rre valued as water and flour bags. The horns are carried by mendicants,
and truinpetmg horns are made of them. The bezoar-stones are found in the

stomach (see Bezoar, p. 131).

C. falooneri, Hugel
, Blanford, l.c. 605-8, Vigne, Travels, etc., 1842, 11.,

279 ; the markhor (snake-eater), rdche (the groat horn), tush-ra (water goat),

rezkuh, rush, pachim, etc.

A magmficent animal which inhabits the Himalayan tracts west of the Beas
to Kashmir, Ladakh, Baltistan, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, etc. It frequents high
ranges, especially where concealment is afforded by shrubs or broken rocks, and
is then met with in large herds. There are several well-marked local varieties

that differ from each other mainly m the length, shape and degree of twistmg
and curving of the horns. It is much sought after by sportsmen, and is said to

be in appearance by far the grandest of all the wild goats. Has repeatedly
been bred in confinement and crossed with the domestic goat. It 13 generally

believed, m fact, that some of the races of domestic goats with spiral horns have
descended from this species. There are two important points that should be
borne in mind : the direction of the spiral of the horns is outwards, not inwards
(as in most domestic goats), and the markhor does not possess the under-fur or

pashm (pam) of the eilpine domestic breeds.

C. slbirioa, Meyer

,

Blanford, l.c. 503-5 ; the Himalayan Ibex, the skin or
sakin, dabmo or danmo, kail, tangrol, buz, sktu, etc.
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This ibex may be said, so far as India is concerned, to extend from the eastern

limits of the last-mentioned species east to Nepal. On the north of the Himalaya,

however, it is very plentiful and passes considerably to west of its more strictly

speaking Indian area, so that in Oentral Asia it can be spoken of us distributed

from the Altai to the Hmiala3.a It frequents the most precipitous cliffs at

elevations clo>-e to the limits of perpetual snow. Is able to withstand the

extreme cold through its possessing a thick under-fur (panhm or pam) This

interestmg animal is, in fart, much sought after on account of its under-fur,

which in Kashmir is called aaali tua ShawLs, stoekingfl and gloves are lined

w ith it and the wool is also woven into the remarkably fine cloth railed tuai or

into the famous ibex shawls Cooper speaks of two specially fine quahtie.s of

pashm, a white and a grey, tioth obtained in Tibet fiom a small .species of wild

goat called thoah. It is said that no wool is so rich or so soft. The hair or upper-

coating, on the other hand, is made into ropes or woven into coarse cloth

—

pattu—
and used for coats, tents, etc. In Ladakh large numbers of this goat are annually

killed m winter, when fotced to descend into the \allej's In consequence a
fairly extensive supply of wild paahm is regulurlv obtainable No one has, how-
ever, recorded the existence of the ibex m domestication, nor of its having been
crossed with the tame goat.s. Still it is sometimes upheld that the paahm-
yielduig domestic goats ot the alpiiio tracts must have been deriv'ed from this

or some closely allied extinct species.

BREEDS OF DOMESTIC GOATS.—Very little is known of the

origin of the Indian domestic goats. As just stated, tt'ffoffrus is

believed to have given an important strain to a large percentage of the

breeds. C. folcottetu is viewed as having similarly contributed in build-

ing up the peculiarities of some of the breerls with spiral horns. Fossil

remains of a closely allied goat have been found in the rocks of the Siwahks
and of possibly another species in Tibet. Crosses between the \vild goat

of Western Sind and Quetta with the marlihor have not only been pro-

duced but found naturally and shot by sportsmen. The powers of en-

durance possessi'd by these animals may be inferred from the circumstance

that V. ivffaf/fiin is found near the sea-level in Sind and Baluchistan

and at 13,000 feet in Persia. According to Henderson, I', sibivica bears

so strong a resemblance to certain breeds of tame goats, met with on
the alpine Himalaya and Tibet, that it may be safely assumed to have
given to these their undercoat of 'pashm.

Thu.s, then, the authors whose opinions are of most value admit the

possibility of the Asiatic goats having been derived from more than one
species, and the advisability of such a conclusion (apart from the diversified

form, stature, colour, habits, etc., of the tame races) receives countenance
from the admitted exi.stence of fertile hybrids between the wild species

themselves, as also between the.se and the domestic animals. The pro-

gression in characteristics from the typical village goat of the plains and
the dugu goat of the lower Himalaya to the Alpine pa.sAw-yielding animal
may, therefore, mark the stages of adaptation and crossing of different

species, w'ith the nearer approach in the extremes to the specific types.
If there be any plausibility in this suggestion, the difficulty w'hich the early
writers foresaw lu any attempt to breed the true pashm goat on the southern
slopes of the Himalaya would at once assume a distinct position. Lawrence
{Valley of Kashmir, 361), speaking on this subject, says, “ An attempt waa
made to introduce the shawi-goat into Kashmir, but it failed, as the climate
is not sufficiently severe to induce the undergrowth of wool which nature
provides in Tarfan for the protection of goats and other animals from the
keen winds of that country.” It would thus seem certain that the closer

the effort at improvement is kept within special areas and with existing

stocks the better. To cross the pashm goats with the non-pashm breeds
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of Angora blood, as has been suggested, would obviously be to court failure. Angora Ooat

It might, however, be possible to cross the alpine breeds of Sind, Balu-

chistan and Hazara with the Angora goat, if foreign blood be considered

essential.

Many years ago the proposal was made to establish sheep and goat

runs on the southern slopes of the Himalaya with a view to improve and ot wool,

extend the Indian supplies of wool and hair. This has never been definitelv

tried, though much has been written on the grovnng necessitv for better

and more certain supplies of these staples. Falconer seemed to think

that the pashm goat might be acclimati-.ed on the southern slopes of fh.; southern

Himalaya, but it must not be forgotten that the down of the ibe.v and of

the pashm domesticated goat seems to be directly the lesuF of ‘he drier

and ever so much colder nature of the northern as coinp i’cl 'vvitli die

southern slopes. Indeed the pashm goat may be sa d to actually ex;sr at

Spiti, and according to Hodgson the tkdpu is the a,celiinai!sedform ot the
Tibetan chdngrd. If this be so, the goat, even if successfullv reared on a

more extended scale than at present on the southern slopes, wonlo pro-

bably yield a far inferior pashm than the northern stock, if indeed it did

not degenerate into a form of the pa<-yielding (not pashm) goat. It mav,
however, bo safely said that for present European i ommerce a pashm
goat is not an indispensable necessity of success.

Speaking of the plains, sheep and goats are most successfully reared pmasOoata.

in areas that receive a moderate rainfall. Upland well-drained soils with

aparso jungle growth and a considerable variety of herbage are necessary.

In peninsular India the shepherds possess large flocks, with which they

wander from place to place when arable land is usually clear of crops.

The sheep and goats graze during the day and are folded at night on laud

where it is desired to obtain the manure of their droppings. This is paid

for by the cultivators whose lands are thus benefited. Goats are valued

for their meat and milk, and on the Himalaya for their hair.

\Cf. Boyle, Prod Res. Ind., 1840, 161-72, Wallace, India in 1887, 147;
Voelcker, Improv Ind. Agri., 212-3 ; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agn , ii ,

.59-62 ;

Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 593-4; Watt, Provisional List Animal Prod , 1902,

77 : Aitken, Sheep-Feeding, Journ. Board Agri., Sept. 1901, vui., 1.5.5-64.]

CHIEF BREEDS.—With the exception of Mr. B. H. Hodgson's valuable paper on Breeds,
the sheep and goats of the Himalaya and Tibet, and of Capt. T. Hutton’s paper
on the |heep and goats of Afghanistan, the subject has never been sy.steiaati-

cally treated, and little can be added to the particulars given already m the
Dictionary. I am, therefore, unable to do more than mention by name some
of the better known breeds of Indian goats :

—

1. South Indian Qoat.—Tliese are gaunt in appearance and badly proportioned, south lacUa.

but hardy and active and can exist on almost any kind of vegetation
2. North Indian Goat.—A much finer ammal than that found in the south. Xorth India.

The ears are large and perfectly pendent. This is possibly the jamnapnri of

Hodgson. [Cf. THoey, Monog. Trade and Maniif. N. Ind., 1880, 90, 105-6 ; Pun,
Monag. Woollen Fabrics U. Prov., 1898, 2-3 ; Note on Indig. Sheep and Qoata

of the Pb. in Land Rec. and Agri., 1903.]
3. Surat and Gujarat Goats.

—

These are small short-legged animals that are Gujarat,

much valued as milkers.
4. Nepal Goat.

—

The best-known breed ; has long flapping ears and rounded Nepal.

iKise.

5. Bengal Goat.

—

This is smaller even than the Madras animal, and is usually Bengal,

^ite black and destitute of horns. Hodgson identifies it with the dugii of the
Himalaya. [C/. Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1880, i., 92 ; ii., 44-5 ; Banerjei, Monog.
Woollen Fab. Beng., 1899, 1-3, 35-6.]

6. The HiU Goats of the Deccan, Sind, Bajputana and Baluchistan —The hair 3111.

of these animals is more abundant and woolly than the plains goat, and the horns
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are often large but only exceptionally spiral. These are the hair-yielding species,

of India.
,,

7. Syrian Goat.—Hybrids of this breed, commonly designated “Aden goats,

are well known in India, whither they are imported by the Arab traders and
passed off under the names Angora or Kashmir. They have long, flapping,

pendent ears and slender lunbs. Their horns are usually erect and spiral.

8. Himalayan Goats —Hodgson’s paper {Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 1847, xyi.,

pt. 2, 1003-12), as already stated, practically gives all mfoniiation regarding

those kntiwn to exist. He refers them to the following special breeds :

—

(o) Chdrujrd—the common iloiiiestic goat of Tibet, which hardly deviates

from the wild goat (<’. tegafft-Hn) except in the large and pendent ears.

Hutton, on the other hand, holds that so far as the I’ersian and Afghan goats

are concerned, they couhl not be regarded as derived from the wild goat just

named
(b) Chdpu or Chydpti—the goat of the Sub-Himalaya (especially the Cis-

Himalaya) It i.s much smaller than the ehdngra and has long hau- and fine

sub-fleece.

(c) Sinai or Singdl— an inhabitant of the more northern parts of the Sub-
Hiitialnya from Kumaon to Nopal, where it is probably indigenous. The surcoat
and fine sub-fleece, though inferior to those of the chdngrd and chydpu, are yet

capable of tiemg applied to the manufacture of ropes, blankets, serges, etc. It is

less patient of change than the chdngrd or chydpu, but the mutton is good,

especially that of the kids.

(d) Dugu—a goat of the t’entral Suh-Hiinalaya and lower warmer tracts. It

18 characterised by the alisence of the long hair and the nearly ns frequent absence-

of the interdigital pits of the other breeds. The male is much larger than the
female, and often almost shaggy There is no sub-fleece, the hair is coarse and
next to useless [Cf. Barnes and Lyall, Scttl Bept. Kangra, 1889, 38-43; Dmk,
Sctll. Rept. Kangra, 1898, 3(5-(>3 , Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 1875, 288;
Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 3ti0-4.]

THE WILD SHEEP.—It has, however, been known from the most
ancient times that Wild sheep and goats exi.st in India. ^Elian (compiling

from Megastheiu's, 300 b.c.) speaks of the wild .sheep and goats on the

mountains of India. If considerable uncertainty exists as to the origin of

the Indian goats, a far greater obscurity enshroud-s the sheep. The struc-

tural difference between the members of the genus Capra

—

the goats

—

and that of Ovi.s—the sheep—is very small indeed, and one species

—

OtuB nahut-a—K practically intermediate. The origin of the Indian
tame sheep is unknown. Continuing the e.xample, above, the following

are the wild species :

—

Ovis hodgsoni, (0. Annnon, Hors
) ; Blanfnrd, Fa Br, Irul. (Mam-

malia), 494-5
, the Great Sheep ef Tibet, the nyan, nyand, hyan, mar, etb. Thia

miiginficant sheep, probably the largest of the genus, does not usually occur on
the Indian side of the Himalaya. It is the shyest and wildest of all animals, and
IS very hard to kill. It has never been domesticated, but wild hybrids between
it and o. fignri have been shot.

O. nataura, Gmy

,

Blanford, I c. 499-501 , the Bharat or Blue Wild Sheep,
the bharal, bharut, na, wa, ncrvati, nao, etc. This sheep is meb with in the alpine
tracts (between the limits of forest and snow) from Bhutan to Ladakh and Western
Tibet.

O. poll, Bhjth
, Blanford, Ic. 490—7 ; the Great Sheep of the Pamirs : Marco

Polo’s sheep : is the kuchkdr, ras, rush, kul]a, arkar, etc. This remarkable sheep
only comes within the Indian area at Hunza, north of Gilgit. [Cf. Marco Polo,.
Travels (Yule, transl ), i., 163-9.]

0. vlgnel, Biyth
,

Blanford, l.c, 497-9 ; the Ural or Sha—the Bearded
Sheep, known to tlie. Natives as the kuch. koch, guch, gad, mish, sha, ural, uriar,
etc. It is the wild sheep of the Salt Range in the Panjdb and of the Suliman
Range of Hazara and Afghanistan, etc. The varieties most generally recog-
nised are the ural, which occurs between 800 and 5,000 feet, and that called the-
sha at much higher altitudes—10,000 to 14,000 feet.

It has been bred freely with tame sheep, and wild hybrids (as already noted]
between it and O. hotigsoui have been shot. If, therefore, any of the preceding
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animals have contributed to the breeds of Indian sheep, o. vignei seems to have
done so. It apparently affords a small proportion of the paehm known as thosh,

and from the lachrymal sinus a thick gummy substance is obtained that is much
valued in greasing metal locks. Mr. Drummond informs me that pure or half-

breed dumbos have been crossed with this wild sheep and that the progeny exhibit,

while young, an under-fleece similar to -pashm. But according to local belief this

cross is only attained if dumbo stock be employed.

Breeds ot Domestic Sheep .

—

Sheep are met with throughout the Oomesuo sheep,

plains and lower hills of India and up the Himalaya to the sub-arctic zones.

The breeds of Indian sheep are quite as extensive, and diversified as those

of Europe. Some are tropical, thriving in swampy regions or on irv,

arid tracts, others warm temperate, still others temperate or even arctic.

There has, however, been even less of an aathoritii.tivp character written

of the Indian sheep than of the goats. Most writers ha’m discussed the
Patna, Dumba, Meywar, Madras, Mysore, etc., bree<lo without having con-
sidered it necessary to detail their i hat actenstic features Shortt {Manual
of Indian Cattle and Sheep), if his illastrations I'an be viewed seriously,

would seem to establish for South India <‘eitain w’ell-marked bree(h>, and South-indian

doubtless extensive diversities exist among Ihe sheep of other provinces.
But, speaking generally, it may be said ot perhaps more than half

the breeds found on the plains of India, that they aSord a kind of Hair ratber than

hair rather than a wool. They are reared chiefly on account of mutton,
their fleece, like the hair of the village goat, being, comparatively
speaking, valueless.

But although many of the sheep of India yield a fleece of hair rather woouy sheep,

than of wool, certain breeds give fairly goal wool. Of this class may be
mentioned the black-headed sheep of Coimbatore, the woolly sheep of

Mysore, the sheep of large portions of the Deccan, of Rajputaiia, of the

Panjdb, and, in Bengal and the United Provinces, the so-called Patna
sheep. Although there are possibly several very distinct breeds of large

fat-tailed sheep (all designated dumba), these should be classed as wool- sheep,

yielding breeds. They have been crossed with the Patna, the Merino
and other imported sheep, and apparently with satisfactory results,

though the improvement effected cannot be said to have been lasting.

Some of the fine wools imported from Afghanistan and Persia are obtained

from breeds of dumba sheep, and this fact having been ascertained

many .years ago, effort was put forth to secure stock for breeding

purposes. So far the result, however, has been unsatisfactory, for

when conveyed to the moister tracts of India, the fat tail has proved Fat lui.

a source of danger. It is liable to disease, so that unless a breed could

be produced, in the natural habitat of this aiiiuial, that would preserve

its merit as a • wool-producer during successive crosses in which it was
gradually developed into a condition suitable to the plains of India gener-

ally, it is not likely to be of much value to future breeders. It may, in

fact, be said in conclusion that, so far as past experience goes, the breeds ciuef wooi-

of most value, as Indian stock for improvement are the Coimbatore, Sheep.

Mysore, Rajputana and Patna. But it may be added that perhaps the

majority of persons who have given this subject anything like careful con-

sideration seem to incline to the view that except in certain tracts, there is

very little hope of India as a whole becoming of much greater moment than

at present as a country of wool-supply. Interest is far more keenly di-

rected towards facilitating importation from the mountainous countries

bordering on India, than in any material improvement of the wools of the
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plains. [Cy. Orrah, Wool of Baluch. and the Introd. of Merino Sheep and

Angora Goats, March 1890.]
Tlie following may be mentioned as the better known breeds of sheep in

India .

—

1. Rajputana (Meywar) Sheep.—These are the finest and largest sheep in

India. They are sometimes called Delhi-Hansi or Tuttyghar sheep. They have
poor wool, but the mutton is largo though somewhat coarse. \Cf. Ann. Rept.

Ctvil Fef. D&pt., 1893-4, 14-C ]

2. Bengal and Fatna Sheep.—The former is very inferior but the latter one of

the best breeds in India. They yield good wool and fatten readily. In 1836

an effort ivas made to improve the Patna sheep by crossing them with Southdown
rams. So also a similar effort was made with Bhagalpur .sheep.

3. Madras Sheep -—The best are those of Chingleput, Kistna, Godavari,

Ganjam, Arcot, Salem, Tnchmopoly, Tanjore, Madura and Tinnev'elly. They
are coated with a coarse brovra. wool or hair of little value. An experiment was
for some years prosecuted at Heraganhalh to improve these sheep by crossing

them with Merino rams imported from Australia. This was abandoned in 1863.

4. Nellore Sheep.—A large breed, examples of which have been known to

scale 80 to 100 lb. They are tall, leggy, and white or light brown in colour

5. Coimbatore Sheep —This is known as the kurumba breed. It is a wool-pro-

ducing animal, small in size, the prevailing colours being black with white heads.

They fatten well, and the mutton of gram-fed animals is rich and well-tasted

6. Mysore —This is a woolly breed. The prevailing colour is light to a
very dark grey or black. It furnishes the best fighting rams of the plains.

[C/. Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. Mysore, etc., 1807, i., 119-21 : ii ,
276-8

;
iii.,

354-5]
7 Bombay Sheep —Dr Hove, m 1787. speaks of the sheep m the Deccan as

being the finest he had seen in India ami as having superior wool. So long ago as

1835 Col. Jervis conducted extensive experiments w.th a view to improving the

Bombay sheep. Subsequently Col. Pottinger, Sir A. Biirnes and others brought
sheep from Kabul, the districts of the Upper Indus, Persia, the Cape of Good
Hope and England. A farm was established at Ahmeduagar, and for some years
vigorous experunonts at stock improvement were prosecuted This was reported
on by Sir George Arthur in 1843, who recommended that fresh Merino rams
should be continuously imported for some years to come. The subject seems,
however, to have been suddenly forgotten and the farm abandoned, for nothmg
of any importance was subsequently published regarding it. Mollison {Textbook
Ind. Agn

, ii , 59) says nothing of these experiments nor of the fate of the farm.
He offers, however, many useful and practical suggestions based chiefly on
experience gained m Bombay. Sheep and goats, he says, are most successfully

bred m districts with moderate or light rainfall and light, naturally well-dramed
soils Neither sheep nor goats thrive during the monsoon in heavy-soil districts.

In the breeding districts large flocks do not thrive unless they are cnntmuously
grazed on clean ground. Large flocks of sheep and goats are brought imthefair
season by professional shepherds from Kathiawar into the plains of Northern
Gujarat, and also from the upland comparatively dry waste grazing lands oast and
north of Khandesh, to the black-soil tract.s and arable plams of the Deccan. A
few. goats among the sheep are decidedly advantageous. They lead the flock and
keep the sheep moving and thus grazmg \Cf. Morgan, Sheep-Breeding in the

Deccan, in Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 18.]

8. Nepal Sbeep.—Of these there are two kinds—the village ghorpalla and the
forest ran baria. The last is a small and almost semi-wild ammal that lives in

large flocks on the wooded hill slopes.

9. Kashmir Sheep.—Lawrence ( Valley of Kashmir, 360-4) gives many m-
terestmg particulars regarding the sheep and wool of Kashmir, but says nothing
of the breeds met with except that some are as good as the Southdowns. Mr.
Drummond informs me that in Kashmir it is the custom to wash the sheep in
the river before being shorn, a circumstance that would pomt to the wool bemg
valued more highly than is commonly believed. Baldrey (Agri. Joum, Ind,.,

1900, i., pt. 111 ., 201-4) urges the “ Benefits of Sheep-dippmg ” in India.
10. Himalayan and Tibetan Sheep—Hodgson mentions some five breeds with,

imder some of these, several sub-breeds. Space cannot be afforded to do much
more than enumerate the principal examples of these by name .

—

(a) Hiimd of Western and H&luk of Eastern Tibet A tall, graceful animal,
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tlie universal beast of burden on the higher snowy ranges—is docile and sure-
footed. Hodgson compares this with the great wild sheep («. iinttyMont). It

cannot endure the rank pasture or high temperature of the Sub-Himalaya.
Mutton and fleece are both excellent.

(6) Silingia or Sthtig sheep or Peluk of the Eastern Himalaya. According Sihng.

to Hodgson, the Silmg country corresponds to the Serica regio of the classics.

The animal is smaller than the hnnid. In colour it is white tinged with fawn.
(c) Bdrual or Barwal is a Cis-Himalayau breed and the ordmary sheep of the Barial

Cachar or northern regions of the Sub-Himalaya between the Jiimla and the
Kirant. Hodgson, m fact, says this breed practically extends from Kumaon to

Sikkim. It IS the great fightmg ram of the hill tribes. It is remarkable for its

massive horns entirely covermg the top of the head. The flesh and the fleece are
both abundant but coarse. By far the largest number of the rdhrta or coarse Ckiarse Blankets,

blankets and serges manufactured m these hills, and which are extensively ex-
ported therefrom, are made of bdniaJwool. Coarse as this wool is, it is, however,
superior to the wool of the plains.

(d) Cdgia—Tins is the characteristic breed of the central region of the Sub- Cagia.

Himalaya. It is reared rather by householders than shepherds, anil for its flesh

rather than its wool. It is a hantlsome animal, but its head is too large, though
the legs are short.

(e) The Ttrat Sheep. This is practically identical with the sheep of the plains.

It may m conclusion be pomted out that Hodgson’s Trans-Hnnalayan sheep
(the hunid and the sihngia) are, like his Trans-Himalayan goats (chdngrd and
chdpu), far superior to his Cis-Hunalayan breeds. If, therefore, India cannot
acclimatise and dev-elop new breeds on the southern slopes of the Himalaya,
attention should be given to mcreased facilities of transport and more friendly improved
intercourse with the Trans-frontier tribes for increased supplies of superior Transport,

wool.
11. Hira and Dumba Sheep.—Some at least of the breed are natives of Duniba.

Afghanistan and Persia, and others of Africa. They are frequently imported
mto India, and are large sheep characterised by the immense development of
masses of fat placed on either side of the tail, forming stores of nourishment
which are drawn upon durmg the wmter months, when fodder is scanty.
Hutton tells us that in some parts of the country the tail grows, m fact, to such a
size that a small wheeled carriage has often to be constructed to carry its weight. Tad Carnage.

Hodgson calls them puchia (tailed) sheep The wool is of good quality, and on
that account they have often been crossed with Indian plains sheep. Mollison
says dumba sheep have proved exceptionally suitable for crossing with the Deecam
stock. The wool of these half-breeds, like that of the pure dumba, is of fine

quality and long. The mutton is said to be coarse, though the tail is sometimes
spoken of as of great value.

jElian {De Nat. Hist. Anitn., 250 a.»., iv
, 32) speaks of the tails of the Indian

sheep reachmg to their feet and as being cut open by the shepherds, the tallow
removed, and the tails sewn up again. Marco Polo, in the 13th century, and
Varth^noa, in the 16th, describe the dumba or Ethiopian sheep as seen by them on Eth'opiao.
the east coast of Africa. Marco Polo says the tail often weighs 30 lb., but Var-
th6ma puts it at a lower figure, 15 to 16 lb. Terry (Foy. E. Ind., 1622 (ed. 1777),
90) observes that “ their sheep differ from ours by their great fleshy bob-tails
which severed from their bodies are very pionderous. Their wool is generally
coarse but their flesh is not so.” There would thus seem no doubt that this
particular sheep has existed in India from fairly remote times. The head and
neck are quite black and the body otherwise white. In the Cairo Museum,
among the ornaments found in the mummy-pits, there is a little figure of one of
these sheep, so that it may safely be said they have been known from ancient
times and beyond the limits of India. [Cf. Cordemoy, Le Prod. Colon. d’Origine
Animale, Paris, 1903, 126-38.]

III. HORSES, ASSES, AND MULES OF INDIA.
The horse has been a domesticated animal since prehistoric times. D.E.P.,

iElian, compiling doubtless from Megasthenes, 300 b.c. {De Nat. Hist. 289-00.

Anim., xvi., 2-22), says, “ In India there are herds of wild horses and also

of wild asses.” No aboriginal or truly wild horse is known to exist to-day,
’

though wild representatives of the ass are well known. [C/. Blanford,
Fa. Br. Ind. (Mammalia), 470-1.] There seems, however, little doubt that
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THE HORSES, ASSES AND MULES

all the existing races and breeds of horses have descended from one common
stock, which Darwin believed was dun-coloured and more or less striped.

In Neolithic times a wild horse would appear to have existed in Europe,

but the animals of the present time have probably not been developed

from these, but from animals which it is well known were imported from

Asia into Greece and Italy. But even these Asiatic ancestors were doubt-

less only a consequence of a still earlier long-continued selection from a

stock or stocks that to some extent may be indicated by the fossil

remains discovered. The artificial selection conducted by man has

been toward specific purposes. The English thoroughbred may be men-

tioned as the final manifestation in speed
;

the English draught-horse in

working capacity ; and the Shetland pony in sure-footedness and suita-

bility for mountainous regions. What may be true of England can be

shown as equally applicable to all eountiies wherever the horse has been

appreciated in agricultural, industrial and political life. The most ancient

histories and traditions of India point to a specialisation in warfare. iElian

describes the King’s stables
,
the use of the bit and bridle in making the

horses move at a measured pace
;
the breaking in of the animals by forcing

them to gallop round and round in a ring
;
and when on the march, we are

told the war chariots were drawn by oxen and the horses led on a halter

so that their legs might not be galleil nor their spirits damped by drawing
the chariot to the battle-field. None of tlie early writers would seem to

make even the most distant allusion to the Indian horse being used for

agricultural purposes or for transport ; adaptation, therefore, to riding

and swiftness were the directions of early Hindu influence on the horse.

The establishment of the rule of peace under British supremacy of neces-

sity meant the oveithrow of martial power and the loss of the races ot

fiery chargers that doubtlc.'»s previously exi.sted in India.

Principal Indian Breeds.—There .seems at all events little doubt that

the Native breeds of horses have diminished and deteriorated since the

establishment of Britush rule in India. The suppression of the predatory
system lessened the demand, and the superior Lakhi and Cutch breeds
which for centuiies had been famous became almost, if not altogether,

extinct. It is probable also that the requirements of modern warfare

for larger and more powerful animals than India naturally produced, led

to a system of artificial breeding, iii which size was the object mainly
aimed at, an object that might easily have resulted in the deterioration of

the original small, hardy and swift breeds and the production of badly
formed and weedy animals. Within recent years the Government of India
have adopted, in the Civil Veterinary Department, a policy of .supplying

specially selected stallions to each important centre. These have been
chosen in consideration of the most hopeful directions of ’improvement of

existing stock, and their services are placed at the disposal of horse-
breeders free of charge, provided the marcs have been examined, approved
and branded, by a representative of the Department. According to uni-
versal repute this has had a most beneficial effect. The following are some
of the better known indigenous breeds —

1. Kathiawar and Kajputana.—The Clnefs in these States still continue to
give attention to horse-breeding and many of them keep up very large stables,
m which the most careful selection is ob.served, Tlie original breed—known as
the Kathi—was noted for its great powers of endurance. The peculiarities of the
animal are that it is generally under-sizod and srnall-boned and has a distinctive
mark, a black cross down the batk and black bars on the legs, the colour of the
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coat varying in every shade of dun. It is supposed to possess a strong strain
•of Arab blood, an opinion supported by the known frequent intercourse between
the two countries. The mares are most esteemed, as the horses are noted screamers.
The Bhavnagar and Palitana Princes take the greatest possible interest iti the
preservation and improvement of this peculiar and special breed.

2. Bombay.—Tlie horses of Kach and Smd do not materially differ from Kacii.

those of Kathiawar. They are usually a little over fourteen hands, are well made,
spirited, showy in action, with clean limbs, good bone, tliin long neck, laige head,
outstandmg ram-hke brow, and small ears Their great defect is their bad
temper. But there may he said to be three other types iii the Presidency in the lIdic.iUii

hardy Maratha pony, the little Gujarati, and the Bimtlnidi of the Deccan The Bimthadi

last mentioned is one of the best breeds m India.
3. Wazirl and Baluchi.—A fine breed ot lianly ana active ammals. T1 ey Baliictn.

have good shoulders, very deep and moderately broiid cliests and aiigulai droop
ing quarters, very broad across the hips Thev make excellent troopers on
account of their speed and enduraiite, and, <*ross«dwith \rabp and thoroughbred
English horses, become good cavalr> remounl'.

4. Panjab.—There are many special races, sui h ns those re.irc l about R ,'val- rinj.lln

pindi, Jhelam, Giijrat, Gugaira and Laliore In the Sikii tmn s the gieiitist

care was bestowed on them, and stallion- fi-im Knthiuwiir Kach, Baluchistan ami
Afghanistan were regularly imported and u-ed to luiprovc the -toek. The a\ erage
Fanj4bi country-bred to-day is small, biu po-se-ses great powers ot endu i u e
It used to be a by no means uncommon occurrence to hear or an ekka pony
dragging a cart anil three passengers from Simla t-, Kalka, thus covering 5S
miles in one day, without, as the .saying goes, “ turning a hair ” This is repre-
sentative of the hnrdv httlo animals found on the plains adjoining the North-
West Himalaya In former tunes the Sikh oa\alr> were horsed from Dhaivni, uiiaam u discs

north of the Salt Range, and even now huge numbers ot remounts are dtavvn from
that country.

&. Burma and Manipur—The ponies of Burma, which are small, hardy and Burma ami

exceedingly tradable, are .said tn bo all iinpoitatioiis from the Shan vSt.itcs and ilampun.

Manipur. Their characteristic pace is an unbroken run. in which the shoulders
seem to roll from side to side. The pure Manipur is generally con.sidered the

best of all Indian ponie.s It is well under thirteen hands, is mostly dun-coloured,

and 18 possessed of wonderful powers of endurance and w eight-cai r> mg capabilities.

6. Himalayan Ponies —The O'hunt or Khiind breed is met with m Lahonl and HimaiiyaB.

Spiti, and is employed almost entirely for .saddle ptupose.s. It is never over ahum
tw'elve hands, is strongly built, exceptionally .surefooted and hardy, but is often

very hard-mouthed and stubborn A .similar nmnial is the Bhiitia pony, which Bbatii.

often attains a height of fourteen hands, A larger and more valualile breed is

that known a.s the Yarkand pony. It much resembles the Yi'ibu of Afghanistan; r'.uu.

has a short round bodvg deep chest, full quarters, and thick limbs—a miniature
English cart-horse. It is an admirable paek-hoisc, and mured to heavy loads

It moves at about five miles an hour, and if allowed to preserve that jiaco

has great powers of endurnnee. Cto.sely allied is the pack and riding pony of

Baltistaji and Kashmir.
7. Asses and Mules.—The ass exists m all parts of India and is largely used Asses and

as a beast of burden, eepeeially by the dhobis or washermen, potters, tinkers, etc. Mules.
As a rule it is badly cared for, its only redeeming feature being its cheapness
In Kathiawar there is a specially good breed of donkey .s, ot which the Halar or u:.Uir

.Ihalavad white variety is specially dc.scrving ot notice. The people of the

interior Himalaya have also a peculiar breed—a very small black animal with ftimalayju.

long shaggy hair. This they bring with them when they come dow n in the winter

months to seek work at Simla and other outer hill stations. Mules seeiu to Mules,

have been known from the most ancient tunes in India. .Elian says that the

mares are otten covered by the wild asse-s, red-coloured mules being the

result. These are v'ery fleet and impatient of the v’oke They are caught with
foot-traps, and when only two years old may be tamed and domesticated.

They are then taken to the King of Persia. Blanford gives full particulars of

the Asiatic Wild Ass. It is found throughout Central and Western Asia, a few wudAsx
being occasionally seen in Baluchistan, the Panjab frontier, and even east ot the

Indus in Bikanir and the Rann of Kach.
For many years past the Government of India have made strenuous efforts iioakcya.

to improve the breed of the plains donkeys, and to secure the rearmg of a good
quality of mules. They have accordingly supplied donkey stallions and offered
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rewards and prizes for good mules. The Natives of India have, in many localities,

a seirn-rehgious objection to breeding mules. [C/. Ain-i-AUbari, 1600 (Bloch-

inann, transl.), 132, 152; Linschoten, Voy. B. Ind., 1698, i., 64; Terry, Voy.

E. Ind , 1622 (ed. 1777), 132-4 ; Barbosa, CoMts E. Africa and Malabar (ed.

Hakl. Soc.), 49, 76-7, 89-90. Mandelslo, Travels Ind., 1662, 35, 86 ;

Ovmgton, Voy Suratt, 1689, 2.53; Tavernier, Travels Ind (ed. Ball.), L,

102, 28.3 : 11 , 263 ; Hove. Tours in Guiarat, etc , 1787, 6.3, 67 ;
Montgomery

Martin, Hist E. Ind., in, 425; Honigberger, Thirty- five Years in E. Ind., i., 72;

Wilsim, Cutch Horses, in Journ. Hoy As. Hoc
, vii , 141 ;

Macgregor, Journ. to

Khorasan, 1876, 292-4: Wallace, India in 1887, 127. 141 ; Hoey, Monog. Trade
and Manuf E. Ind., 58, 102, Voelcker, /mpiw. Ind Agn., 211-2; Lawrence,
Valley of Kashmir, Agn. Ledg., Ko. 19; ]894,No.l2; 1896,No.3;
Govt, of Ind i?c'so?i<<ion, 1896 ; Journ. Nat. Hist. Calc., vii , 469; .4nn. Repts,

Ctv. Vet. Dept, in Ind. since 189.5-6, Ewart, The Renycuik Exper., 1899;
Molhson, Textbook Ind. Agn., 1901, ii , 10-1, 41-8 ; Pierre and Monteil, Le
Cheval au Soudan, m L'Agn. Prat des Pays Chauds, 1905, v

,
pt. i., 126-39.]

IV. THE DOMESTICATED PIQS AND WILD BOARS OF INDIA.

Pig or Hog IS the name applied to different animals of the family SuiD.®,

the only representative in India of the sub-division of the Ungulates known
as Suina. Blanford enumerates the follotving species :

—

Sus crlstatus, wanner

.

Blanford, Fa. Br. Ind. (Mammalia), 560-2 ;
Indian

Wild Boak. .lur, bad janivar, varaha, paddi, dukkar, pandi handi, tan-wet, etc.

This 18 the oiilj species of any interest or importance economically. It is found
throughout India, from the sea-level to an altitude of about 12,000 feet, wherever
there is sufficient shelter, either of long grass, low jungle or forest When
abundant it does great damage to crops The tame pig of India is probably
derived from the wild animal, and in some places is said to breed with the latter.

Several races of domesticated pigs are met uith m India, where religious and
caste beliefs allow of their being kept. In the article on I>ard (pp. 701-2) it

will be seen that two chief classes of pigs are spoken of, namely the “ China
pig ” and •' the Country pig.”

S. andanjanensis, Btyth , Blanford, l.c 602-3. Tlie Andaman Fig. A small
animal, some 20 inches high, occurring in the forests of the Andaman Islands.

S. salvanlus, hodgs , Blanford, I c. 563 The Pigmy Hog. In the forests

at the base of the Himalaya in Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. Its habits are very
similar to those of #>. rriKiatnu. It is found chiefly in high jungle grass,

in herds of five to twenty. They are rarely seen, as they leave the forests at night
only, but may be traced to their lairs by the mud coatings of the lower vegetation
left behind them. In Manipur I found this species to form coverings over their

lairs by breaking and throwing down the spiny bamboo.
The pig affords various economic products, the chief of which are

Bristles, Lard, Meat (Pork, Ham, etc.) and Skin. Lard is separately dealt

with under that heading (pp. 701-3). Pig-skin forms, when tanned, a leather

which is principally valued for saddleri'. That of the wild boar fs much
thicker than that of the domesticated animal, and consequently offers

more difficulty in the process of tanning and preparation. It is also

used m the manufacture of many small articles of leather-ware, such as

purses, eoverings of pocket-books, etc.

Bristles are employed chiefly m the manufacture of hrushes, and the
export trade in bristles and other brush fibres in recent years is very
considerable. For the period 1900-7, the following were the Exports
of bristles and fibres for broom and brush manufacture :—1900-1, 49,682
cwt., valued at Ks. 14,93,685 ; 1901-2, 48,488 cwt.. Rs. 13,65,600

;
1902-3,

70,917 cwt., Rs. 15,79,002 ; 1903-4, 83,258 cwt., Rs, 20,76,331 ; 1904^,
81,290 cwt., Rs. 18,39,854 ; 1905-6, 93,873 cwt., Rs. 21,51,028 ;

1906-7,
88,158 cwt., Rs. 17,68,930. Of the total for 1905-6, Madras exported 89,978
cwt. and Bengal 3,604 cwt., and the countries to which the largest quantities

went were—the United Kingdom, 30,485 cwt.
;
Germany, 27,874 cwt.

;

Belgium, 24,463, civt.
;

Ceylon, 5,636 cwt. The Imports are compara-
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tively insignificant, averaging for 1900-7 about 450 cwt. In 1904-5 they
reached 1,099 cwt., valued at Rs. 29,856 ; in 1905-6, 697 cwt., Rs. 17,462

;

and in 1906-7, 599 cwt., Rs. 25,219. Mostly from the United Kingdom
and Germany.

Of Bacon and Ham India annually imports large quantities, and the

exports are small. The Imports for 1900-7 were as follows :—1900-1,
1,144,716 lb., valued at Rs. 7,61,782 ; 1901-2, 1,136,959 lb., Rs. 7,47,09.3 ;

1902-3, 1,231,934 lb., Rs. 8,16,613 ;
1903 4, 1,267,724 lb., Rs. 8,16,223;

1904-5, 1,373,474 lb., Rs. 8,09,678 ; 1905-6, 1,600,898 1b. Rs. 9,40,140;
1906-7, 1,487,729 lb., Rs. 9,52,715. Almost the whole conies from
the United Kingdom, viz. 1,575,838 lb. in 1905 -6, while small quantities

are drawn from Hongkong, Australia, the .Straits Settlements, Germany,
and Sweden. The Exports of Iniliun hams amounte-l m 1904-5 to

672 lb., valued at Rs. 150, and m 1906-7 to 259 lb . valued at Rs. 150.

The re-exports in 1904-5 were 7,323 lb., valued at Rs. 4,358, but in 1906-7
only 537 lb. Thus, adding togetbin- .all the available returns of the products
derived from the pig, the c.xport& in 190.5-6 were Rs. 21,69,778 ir.d the

imports Rs. 10,17,138
;
and in 1906-7, experts Rs. 17,84,827 and imports

Rs. 10,70,304. The decline in the exports of lard and increase in the

imports point to a serious defect, and the large demand for foreign ham
and bacon is significant. There are thus great possibilities in the future.

TRADE IN INDIAN LIVE STOCK.
Of the estimated number of animals of all sorts (220 million m 1904-5),

about 23 pet cent, are annually e.\ported in the form of hides and skins.

But India imports and exports live stock, and by sea as well as across

her land frontiers. Hence the returns under these headings have to be

taken into account. It may be desirable to set forth the Trans-frontier

trade before exhibiting the foreign. In the ollicial statistics the imports

are referred to the following groups—(«) Horses, Pomes, Mules
. (5)

Cattle
: (c) Sheep and Goats : and {d) Other Kinds. The totals for the

vear 1904-5 were 665,024 animals, valued at Rs. 74,74,928 ;
for 1905-6,

685,732 animals, Rs. 65,30,041 ;
for 1906-7, 714,368 animals, Rs. 70,12,607.

The most important are the cattle, 105,726, valued at Rs. 44,04,266 in

1906-7 : the sheep and goats, 166,6,53, valued at Rs. 6,12,062 : and other

kinds of animals 434,704, valued at Rs. 13,14,543. The cliief countries of

supply»of cattle are Nepal, North Siam, and the Southern Shan States.

For sheep and goats, Northern and Eastern Afghanistan, Nepal and
Kashmir. Of the other kinds, Nepal, South Siam and North Siam. The
Trans-frontier exports from British India are le.ss important and need
hardly be reviewed. The totals in 1906-7 were 92,644 animals, valued at

Rs. 11,78,866. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the trade re-

corded as carried by rail and river is the fact that Bengal is the chief

exporting province and the United Provinces the principal importing area.

The next most important receiving centres are Calcutta and Bombay.
Turning now to the transactions by sea, the Imports are most valu-

able under the heading of horses. The total imports in 1903-4 were
valued at Rs. 53,62,833, of which Rs. 52,48,590 represented the horses

brought mostly from Australia into Bombay and Calcutta
;

in 1904-5,

Rs, 59,27,625 (horses, Rs. 55,47,939) ; in 1905-6, Rs. 49,41,452 (horses,

Rs. 46,76,055) ; in 1906-7, Rs. 46,65,792 (horses, Rs. 44,88,933). Of
the Exports it may be said the position is reversed, the traffic in horses

being the least important. The total for 1903-4 was returned at
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Rs. 22,27.523, of whicli Rs. 21,23,214 represented cattle, sheep and goats,

etc.
;

1904-5, Rs. 19,40,129 (Rs. 18,98,380 cattle, sheep, etc.) ;
1905-6,

Rs. 19,33,828 (Rs. 19,07,228 cattle, sheep, etc.)
;
and 1906-7, Rs. 22,63,176

(Rs. 22,21,416 cattle, sheep, etc. The horses go mainly from Bengal and

Bombay to Ceylon and Mauritius, and of the others Madras practically

conducts the entire trade, sending the anunals to Ceylon and the Straits

Settlements.

CATTLE FOOD AND FODDER. - Exports.—It is somewhat sur-

prising to discover in the published returns of the foreign trade of

India, a heading “Fodder, Bran, and Cattle Food, including Hay and

Straw.” This is referred to three groups, as follows—Oil-cake : Rice

bran . Other sorts. The total exports under these three headings were

m 1900-1 valued at Rs. 70,13,826, in 1902-3, Rs. 85,73,627 ;
in 1904-5,

Rs. 97,21,116
;
in 1905-6, Rs. 1,18,15,434 ;

and in 1906-7 at Rs. 93,99,644

(£626,642). Of the large amount for 1905-6, Rs. 51,99,194 represented

the value of oil-cake, and Rs. 55,41,825 that of rice bran. Practically the

whole of the Rice Bran goes from Burma and the Oil-cake very largely

from Madras, with a lair amount from Calcutta and the balance, very

nearly, from Bombay. Fully a third of these articles of cattle food is

consigned to the United Kingdom ,
another third to Ceylon, the Straits

Settlements and Germany m approximatelv equal quantities. The balance

goes to Java, the Philippines and East Africa, followed by France, Aden,
Hongkong, Belgium, etc.

Prices of Beef and Mutton.—Particulars are given m Prices and Wages
in India (1904) of beef and mutton m certain localities of Western India

since 1855. During that time they have practically remained stationary :

if anything, cheapened. Taking the average of the quinquennial period

1871-5 as a stamlard, the price m the Presidency for beef was ‘26 rupee

a seer (= 2 lb.)
;

in Sind T7
,
m Rajputana and Central India ‘16. For

MUTTON, Bombay ‘31
,
Sind -18

;
Central India and Rajputana *21. Taking

these as 100, beef in Bombay was (in 1903) 80
;
in Sind 118, and in Central

India and Rajputana 50 ; mutton similarly was 100 (during 1871-6) in

Bombay, and in 1903 it was 97 ;
in Sind 144, and in Central India and

Rajputana 95. These results arc doubtless fairly expressive of India as a
whole; but no other returns are available, so that particulars of the other
provinces cannot be furnished.

For trade in Lard and Tallow, see the separate article (pp. 701-3)
;

Hides and Skins (pp 632-40)
,
and Oils (pp. 813-4, 819).

[Cy. InslUuUs o] Manu, ii., 41 , v., 8; viu
, 298 , xi., 139 ; Varthuma, Travels

(ed.Hakl. Soc ). l.'jlO, 87, 200; Atn-i-Akhan, 1590 (Blochmann, transl.), i., 63;
(Jarrell, tiansi

) ii,, 3.50 , Liii.sohoten, Voy. E. Ind , 1,598, i., 25 ; n., 10 , Fryer, .ATew
Ace.E. lnd ond Ptrs , 1676, in., 1 1 8, etc , etc. , Ainshe, Mat. Med., i., 150, 184, 221,
423-0, Moorcroft, Travels, i., 58-9, Koyle, Prod. lies. Ind., 161 ; Baden-Powell,
Pb ]\[anu/., 49 ,

Lewin, Wild Races S E. Ind., 1870, 261 ; Ind. For., x., 339 ;

XV
, 27 , Season and Crop Repts.]

L.UFFA, Car. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 614-6; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang.
Plain, 1903, 367 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 531-3

; Prain, Beng.
Plants, 1903, i., 519-20

; Cucukbitace.e. A genus of climbing plants,
native of the warmer regions of the Old World and one indigenous iu
America. Four or five are wild in India.

L. acutangula, Roxb
, Duthie and Fuller, F%eld and Garden Crops, 1883, ii., 60, t.

Ixii , liec. Bot Sary. /nd., iii , 61, 216. The laroi {torai),jhingd, satpatiya, shirdld,
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plkunkai, etc. A little branched climber, met with in North-West India,
Sikkim, Aasam and Eastern Bengal.

Is cultivated in most parts of India for its fruit. Rich soil should be selected,
and the seed sown from March to Juno m lines 5 feet apart. When the young
plants are about 4 inches high, supports are required. Until the rams begm, the
first sowings have to be regularly watered. The fruit is highly esteemed by
Natives and eaten either in curries or dressed with clarified butter When fully

developed it is about a foot long, but if allowed to grow longer than 4 inches it

rapidly deteriorates. The seeds possess emetic and purgative properties and
also yield an oil. The fibrous texture of the fruit forms, like that of r,. teauntiaca,
a cheap and efficient flesh-brush. [Cf. Oollan, Ind Veg. dani

, 1892, 117-8;
Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 117-8, Woodrow, Card, in Ind

,

1899, 333-4,
Firminger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 1(58.]

Var. amara ; L amara, Roxh. ; Prain, Ic., Rec Rot. Surv Ind, iii., 210,
karui-taroi, ghoeha-latd, tita-]hingd, runturai, kadu-airola, adavi-btra, etc. Met
with all over India, especially on the western side. The fruit is laigoly used in

Native medicine The juice of the loosted fruit is applied to the temples to cure
lieadache, and the ripe seeds are generally said to ho a sure and safe emetic.

[C/. Pharmacog. Ind., 1891, ii, 80-1.]

L. segyptlaca, MiII , Duthio and Fuller, Ir 01, t Ixiii; Rec. Rot. Surv Ind., iii ,

(30, 216. Tlie ghta-laroi, dhundul, hhol. liaaada, dilpasand, ghoadli, gutti btrn, etc

A large climber common everywhere and often cultivated, especially in lh<j plain.-i

The fruit is edible, and when dried forms a strvictureof mtorlacmg fibres, used as

a flesh-brush in the Turkish bath or as u substitute for the bath sponge, and has
more recently boon made into boot-socks The seeds are emetic and cathartic

and yield an oil. (C/, Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 229 , Wood-
row, l.c. 333-4.]

L. echlnata, fioxb., bindaal, janthori, kukad-vel, etc. A small clunber, native
of Gujarat, Sind and Bengal (I’urneah and Dacca). The fruits ripen in the cold
weather and are medicmal, as is also the stem. It is a bitter tonic and powerful
diuretic. \Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., 1891, ii., 81-6, Sen, Orig. Res. in Treatment

of Trap. Diseases, 1902, 95-8.]

M
MALACHRA CAPITATA, Uuu . ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 329; Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 99
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 84 ;

Malvacbje. The kan {ban)-bkendi.

An erect annual, native of West Tropical Africa and of Tropical America ,

introduced into India and now plentiful throughout the hotter damp tracts

from the United Provinces to the Karnatak. It yields an excellent fibre, 8
to 9 feet long, which experts have decided is little if at all inferior to jute. 1

1

was at one time hoped that Bombay through the cultivation of this plant might
secure a good and profitable substitute for Bengal Jute. These expectations
have never been realised, but the plant in some parts of the Presidency has
become so abundant as to be often viewed as indigenous. [Cf. Offic. Correspond,
on Exper. Cult, in Romb., 1878-82 ; Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 6, 30 , Dodge, Useful
Fibre Plants of the World, 233 ; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1899, 184 , Imp. Inst
Tech. Repts., 19P3, 69.]

MALLOTUS PHILIPPINENSIS, Mtiell. Arg.; FI. Br. Ind.,

V., 442 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 619-20

; Talbot, List Trees, etc.,

1902, 316 ;
Hooper, Agri. Ledg., 1905, No. 4 ;

also Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus.
(Indust. Sec.), 1905-6, 30, 33-4

;
Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., in., 101

;
Brandis,

Ind. Trees, 1906, 590
;
Euphorbiace^. The kamela, kamala, kambild, ruin,

rori, sinduri, shendri, pdnag, tung, gangai, roUi, puroa, kapli, kumkuma,
kurku, tawthidin, etc. A small tree, usually with a buttressed trunk,

occurring along the foot of the Himalaya from Kashmir eastwards (rising

to 4,500 feet in altitude)
;
also in Bengal, Central, Western and Southern

India
;
Burma ; the Andaman Islands and Ceylon.
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PHILIPPIMBNSIS THE KAMELA DYE

Dye.

Collection.

Adulteration.

Bengal.

Season.

Supply.

U. Prov.
Abundance.

Panjab
rnce*i.

Bombay.

Madras.
Production

Burma.

Indian
Methods.

Mulberry Silk

Tasar Silk.

Dye.—The most important product of this tree is the kamela powder—

a

Dyk formed of the red glands found on the surface of the capsule. It is used

chiefly for imparting to silk a bright orange or flame colour. A full account of

the history of this dye is given m the Dictionary. In collecting the powder, the

ripe fruits are placed in a cloth or sack, and beaten until the glandular pubescence

18 removed. In some districts the fruits are simply rubbed between the palms
of the hands, or are kneaded with the feet on the ground. The powder thus

obtained is then sifted to free it from the fruits and broken pieces, and in this

condition it is ready for market. Through careless collection or fraudulent

admixture, the commercial article, however, is often met with in a very impure
state, and this may partly account for its neglect by the Native dyers and the

decrease in its consumption.
The following abstract of the available information regarding the chief

localities and collecting areas may be given here :

—

Bengat.—The tree is fairly abimdant m the forests of Pun and Singhbhum,
but is scarce in other localities. In the Puri Division it is said to occur in abun-
dance m the southern tracts. It grows wild in the forests, but attains greatest

perfection in open situations. Flowers and fruits heavily on lands leased to

the Khonds, who clear away all other tree growth, and carefully prune the trees

every year. In the thick forests it bears few flowers and fruits. The flowering
season is m December, and the fruits mature in January to February. The
fruit of the Bengal plant is larger than that of the United Provinces, and
doubtless yields a more abundant and better colouring matter. The dye was
formerly procurable in large quantities from Raman Lall Das of Elam bazar,
Birbhurn, at Rs. 13 to 14 per inaund.

United Provinces —Occurs in great quantity throughout the Kumaon, Garhwal,
and Ganges Sub -Himalayan Forest DiMsions. It grows wild, for the most
part associated with sal (shuren rohuntn). Is common in the Dun; in a few
places might be said to form almost the principal tree met with. In spite of
its prevalence, there is now, however, no trade in the dye, which could be
landed at a railway station for Rs. 10 to Rs. 12 per 100 lb.

Pcinjab —Very abundant m the Nurpur forests, Kangra. About 30 maunds
are annually exported from Nurpur, where it is sold at the rate of 4 seers per
rupee. The cost of 100 lb would thus be Rs. 12-8, or, delivered at the nearest
station, Patankot, would come to Rs. 16. At Amritsar it is said to fetch Rs. 20
a rnaimd Kamela is imported into Rawalpindi from the Iloshiarpur district at
the latter price. The tree grows in abiuidance m the Simla forests, but the
dye IS not gathered.

Bombay —The Belgaum district is the principal collecting ground for Western
India. About 4,000 lb. are sold locally o\ory year at 4 to 6 annas per lb. The
price of 100 lb. delivered at Belgamn railway station is Rs. 12-8

Madras —Widely distributed m the Ganisur taluk of the Ganjam district,

the annual output varying from 30,000 to 35,000 lb. The cost pnee at Madras,
mcludmg transport and delivery, is Rs. 20 to Rs. 40 per 100 lb. In Madras City
there is no local demand for kamela, and the dye from Ganjam is all shipped to
England and the Contment.

Burma —More common m Upper than in Lower Burma. The dye collected
IS estimated to cost at least double what it does m North India There
do not appear to be any regular market rates, but the prepared powder can
be obtained in the jungles at Rs. 5 per viss

Indian Methods at Dyeing.—Hooper gives the following , account of the
method of dyeing pursued in Belgaum ;

—
“ Two lb. of silk and 1 lb of carbonate

of soda are placed in a vessel of water and boiled for a short time. As soon
as the silk softens, it is removed. In the same water are then placed 20 tolas of
kamela powder, 24 tolas of jinyih (Sesainum) ofl, J lb. of alum, 1 lb. of carbonate
of soda (in addition to the 1 lb. previously used). This mixture is boiled for
a quarter of an hour, and then the silk is replaced in the vessel and taken out
after another quarter of an hour’s boiling. The colour is deep yellow.” In the
Central Provinces, in dyeing taaar silk, tlie powder is first mixed with the ash
of the myrobalan [Termlnaiia Arjuna) and then put m water and allowed to
stand till the sediment subsides. The water is then decanted into another
vessel in which is placed finely powdered lodh (Sympioeoa raeemoma) bark. The
tasar silk is next soaked for six hours m the preparation

; then taken out and
dried, put back in the fluid, dried and aeain submerged till the fabric obtains
the desired shade.
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Medicine ,

—

Kamela is used as an anthelmintic for the expulsion of tape- Medicine,
worm, but its utilisation is said to bo almost obsolete, and in 1898 it was
omitted from the British Pharmacopoeia. The seeds yield 6'83 per cent, of a
bland oil. According to Gamble, the wood is of little use as timber, but is Ou
valued as a Fuel. The bark has been reported to be used for Tanninq leather. Timber,

but Prof. Hummel of Leeds found only C-5 per cent, of tannm in a sample
submitted to him for examination. [Cf. The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle,

transl.), 1893-7, 103, 186 ; Pharmacog. Ind., in,, 296-300, Lawrence, Valley

of Kashmir, 1895, 68 ; Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing •—Fawcett. Bomb., 1896,

31 ; Haider, Madras, 1896, 8 ; Russell, C. Prov , 1896, 19-20 ; Hadi, U. Prov.,

1896, 80 ; Sule, Berar, 1806, 6 , Hummel and Perkin, Tinctorial Prop, of Ind.

Dye-stuffs ; Perkin, Glass, of Ind Dye-stuffs, in Imp. Inst. Journ., March 1897

;

Perkin, Colouring Matter of Cotton Flowers and Note on Bottlerin, contriVi from
Res. Lab. Dyeing Dept. Yorkshire, Col 1807 : AduUcrat. of Kamala, Journ.
Soc. Chem. Indust., June 30, 1000, xix.. No. 6. Dut t, Afal. Med. Hind, 1900,

232-3; Imp. Inst. Journ., 1900, vi , 209; Kept. Cent Indig Drugs Comm,
1901, 1 ., 120 : Agri Lcdg., 1002, No. 1, 52 ; 1905, No. 4 ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Kepts.,

1903, 216-7, app. 213-5 , Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, ii., 348.]

MALT LIQUORS and Indian Brewing.

—

The manufacture of D.E.P.,

BKER embrace.^ two distinct operations— and Buhivimi. v., 134-40.

In the time of Herodotu.s (450 b.c., bk. ii., ch. 77) there was no separate

name for beer
;
he accordingly speaks of the Egyptians as making wine

from barley. Dioscondes, Galen and others condemn beer as prejudicial

to the head and nerves.

History—The Hindus, as well as most of the aboriginal tribes of India, have Beer,
been acquainted with both distilled and fermented beverages from very ancient Fermented
times. But it is curious that while full particulars exist regarding the more Gram,

advanced art, nz. that of distillation, the rationale of malting as a distinct

stage in the production of fermented beverages does not appear to have been
understpod. Indeed it has been contended tliat, even in England, malting as
a separate operation was not known until the time of Henry VIII., when the use
of hops was also discovered. A fermented but non-distilled liquor may be said Diacovery

to have been prepared all over India, the materials varying according to the Hops,

region or people, but in no instance has maltmg as a distmct and necessary stage
been recorded. And what is perhaps even more striking, a fermented beverage
made from grain would seem, so far as India is concerned, to have been more
closely associated with the Mongolian than with the Aryan races. With the Asioclaboa

latter branch of the human family sweet liquids, such as honey and water, cane- ^tb

juice and water, or the sap of various palms, were fermented into beverages
that would more closely correspond with the ancient mead of England or tlie

ales subsequently m favour, tlian with the beer of modern trade. It would Ale.
be thu^ easy to understand why the art of malting was not known, since
unnecessary, indeed almost impossible, under these circumstances. Tlie most
general Indian name for fermented sweet liquors is possibly tdri, though Fermented
sendhi is sometuiies used almost synonymously, while pachwai (or handia and Sweet Liquors.

mania) denote malted and fermented beverages made from gram, mostly rice,

though barley and millet are also utilised (see p. 840).
The English word “ beer ” came through the Anglo-Saxon beor and the German Beer.

bier—words which indicate the gram used m the fabrication of the bever-
age. The Asiatic word which in meaning most closely approaches “ beer

”

seems to be buzah or buza, a Turkish word adopted into Persian and ultimately Butah.
into many languages m India and Africa. It is, however, the name more used
by the well-informed, pachwai being the every-day word for beer or malted
hquor made from grain. Shaw {Travels, etc., 1767, 407) speaks of the Egyptians
making a fermented and intoxicatmg liquor, known as bouzah, from barley.
Moorcroft {Travels, 1819-26, i., 162), while describing Ladakh, says that
the inhabitants make " a sort of beer called buza from barley, the grain of
which is parched and ground, and the flour mixed with rice which has
been softened by steeping in water. The powder of the root of some bitter
and aromatic plant that grows higher up in the mountains is added to the mixture,
and the whole is put into a press to squeeze out the water, and dried. When
required for use a piece of the dry cake is thrown mto a vessel of water, and m
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Tibetan Chang.

K\in

Bata.

Naga Dzu

Ferments.

the course of three or four days fermentation takes place and the liquor is ready

for drinkmg.” In another passage, Mooreroft remarks, “The Tibetans never

drink plain water if they can avoid it. The wealthier drink grape-juice and
water, or sherbets , the poorer, a beverage called huza by the Kashmiris, and
chang hy the Tibetans, which is made from barley. The grain is boiled until it

is soft, and then dried ; to about 10 lb. of this softened grain, throe oimces of

the dough used for wheaten cakes, but dried and pounded, are added, and the

mixture is put into a bag and kept in a warm place until it ferments, which it

does usually in two or three days. Equal measures of the prepared barley and
colfl water are put together in an earthen vessel. After standing for two days
the fluid IS strained off ; a similar quantity of water is again added, and treated

in the same manner, and the beverage is the liquor called chang.” “ The grains

remaining after infusion are dried, and ground into flour.” The above passages
bring to mind the account of buzeh as given by the Emperor Baber in his Memoirs
(1525, 283, 294), spoakmg of Sowoil and Bajour (practically the same country),

and thus three hundred years before Moorcroft’s time The passage has already

been quoted under Eleualne (p. 520), and there would seem little doubt that the
substance called him, which was “ round like a loaf,” was the softened gram
(whether barley or mariui), with its forinent and bitter flavouring ingredient,

taken from the cloth m which squeezed to depriv'e it of its moisture,
and thus compressed into what might easily be described as a sort of loaf.

Aitchison (FI. Lahul, Journ. Linn. Soc , 1859, x., 7(5) says that “ from barley,

as well as from rice ('drat, ’ ' dai') a kind of beer is made, called chung.” In
making chang, a ferment is used, called pab, imported from Ladakh m the form
of dry yeast. “ The Lahulces admit their ignorance as to its nature and their

non-ability to make chung without it.” In the Hemp Drugs Commission’s
Report (1894. i., 157) mention is made of a liquid preparation used in Sholapur,
Bombay, under the namefio^o, which consists of a gruel made of •)udr (Sorghum,
p. 1049) flavoured with hemp and a little Nux vomica

The practice of making buta or beer from barley is thus quite as ancient
in India, very possibly, as in Europe. In passing it may be added that the
groat conquering Emperor Baber tolls ua he did not like “ buzeh ” because of its

bitter flavour—the Indian objection to-vlay to European beer. (See Cannabis
sativa, p. 257.)

Under Colx (p. 390) particulars will be found of the Naga hills beer, known
ns dzu. This is, undoubtedly, a fermented beverage made either from coix
or nee or both mixed, the one fermenteil and the other not. Grain is placed
in a large wooden trough and hot water poured over it. It is then left to malt,
and, when this stage is complete, n further quantity of boiling water is added.
In three days’ time the liquor is in prime condition, and by the fourth or fifth

day it becomes intoxicating. It has already been pointed out that the dispersion
of COIX gram over India and Burma accompanied the Mongolian invaders, and
further that the name kasi or kasai or some obvious derivative from that word was
conveyed to remote countries and into diverse tongues.

Ferments.—Bergtheii (The Study of FermenfMion as Applied to

Agriculture, in Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. i., 68-75
;
pt. iii., 230-6) reviews

some of the more interesting modern opinions regarding Fermentation.
Among all races and in every age, he says, we find a knowledge of some
means for the production of alcohol, all fundamentally depending on
the fermentation of sugar. In many instances the initial action is the
conversion of starch into sugar by an enzyme action,—the “ malting ”

of barley. The grains are placed under conditions favourable for ger-

mination, and when the production of a soluble, easily assimilable food
for the infant plant has been accomplished, the grains are killed. The
further stage, namely, the fermentation of the sugary fluid into alcohol,

is ordinarily accomplished by a fungus, known as yeast. “ In Western
countries,” writes Bergtheii, “ yeasts and their actions have been care-
fully studied, and pure cultures of special yeasts, which have been found
most suitable for the production of the particular type of fermentation
desired, are deliberately introduced and their growth most carefully
regulated and guarded ;

in other cases, such as those we are familiar with
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in India, wild yeasts are allowed to gam access from the air and grow
in the liquid to be fermented, but under all circumstances a yeast or
closely allied organism is necessary to the process.”

From the facts already briefly reviewed, it may be inferred that this

art of fermentation is fairly understood in India. In most Excise Reports

of Bengal mention is made of a ferment known as hakhar—a compound Bnkhar.

prepared from the roots and leaves of several plants (names unknown,
but innocuous) (see Spirits, p. 1047). In most cases the yeast used is (,on-

veyed from one brew to another. The bakers of the lower provinces of

India, for example, regularly purchase their supply from the palmwine
[tcm) manufacturers. In Upper India nuinerous ferments aie known.
For example, while travelling in Kullu and Ladakh my attention was
drawn to the ferments employed by the people in these countries. I

found that in Kullu the brewers of sur (grain beer) sent, jUst as Moorcroft

tells us, up country for the root of a herb which the}' omjiloved in brewing.

In Kullu this isknown as and seems tolir a species of Lif/iisfiriiiti. Mathoaan

The root is reduced to powder and mixed with damp barley dour Fer-

mentation 18 soon set up, and the mixture is then bake<l into cates and
dried. These are sold under the name dheh, and are said to preserve

the fermentative germ for an almost indefinite period, and may be used

either by the baker or the brewer as desired. In Ladakh I was unable

to discover the plant employed, but the cakes are there known by the

name paps (see above, pab). [Cf. Ann. Rept. Ind. Mus., 1894-5, 35.]

In Manipur I discovered that the powdered stems of a leguminous

plant (possibly a species of MU/eftia) were employed as the fermenting

material, and Mr. C. H, Clarke says that in the Khaaia hills the people

procure fermentation from the dowering spikes of a Bh uncosporn,

[Cf. D.E.P., v., 131-6; Lawrence, VciUcy of Kashmir, 1895, 82.]

Hops and Substitutes.—On more than one occa.sion the effort has D.E.P.,

been made to cultivate hops, {llnnnilns Ijnim/iis) in India, but wuth iv, 302-7;

indifferent results. The amount required by the brewers in India is

annually imported. Hooper (/?ept. L«/wr. /mf. (Iiulast. Sec.), 1906-7,

12) gives the results of his chemical examination of a sample of hops

grown in Kashmir. By way of comparison, he exhibits the amounts of inJu-in Orown.

resin (ascertained by Coez’s benzol method) in certain trade samples :

—

Californian, 21'0
;
East Kent, 18'7

; Kent, 17'8
; Bohemian, 15'6

;
North

French, 14'8
; Kashmir, 13'2

; and other Indian samples, 12'9. Thus
Kashmir is not far behind French hops.

By the Indian makers of liquors, various substances are used as sub-

stitutes for hops, the most general being the distiller’s bark (see Acacia

leucophloea, p. ,15), but in this connection it may be of interest to

invite attention to the suggestion that the soma of the ancient classical Soma.

writers may have been the astringent stems of Epheilra {D.E.P., iii.,

247-51) employed in place of hops, and not as itself the source of the

liquor of which so much has been written.

BarIey.~A\l forms of barley (p. 643) arc not equally suitable for Barley,

brewing any more than all forms of coix are suited (see p. 396). The best

Indian barley comes from Northern India (United Provinces and South
Panj&b). Plumpness of grain and uniformity m weight are desirable. Special

The finest Indian samples weigh 66 lb. per bushel. The grain must also

be bright ‘in colour and not “ steely ”—the condition of most of the

samples from the plains. But above all, it must be living and capable
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of active frerminatioii dining malting, and must not have germinated

before reaching the brewery. Damaged grain will rot during malting,

and thus lower very greatlv the value of the material. [Vf. D.E.P., v., 128.]

The grain must be thoroughly screened and winnowed before it is

placed in the steeping-vats. It is now conveyed to the malting-fioor,

where it softens and germinates. Simultaneous and uniform malting

IS essential. When malting is completed, the grain is again screened to

remove the rootlets, then crushed, infused with water and hops added.

The infusion is next fermented, and shortly after the liquor is ready
for bottling and casking.

Indian Indigenous Brewing.—No one has liitherto attempted to produce a
definite statement of the art of browing and of the beverages produced for tlie

wholejof India. In tho Excise Reports issued annually by tho various Provincial
Indian Boor. Go\’errunent.s, brief pnragraph.s now and again deal with what appear to be

beverages akin to beer and ale. As already explained, pachwai is made from
fermentod gram, mo.stly rice ; it is tbus a form of beer, but when distilled it

becomes a kind of spirit or whisky, and in that ca.so is I'lilled phahka or madira.
On the other hand, toddy or tfiri (palm juice) fermented, but not distilled,

Indian .tie. corresponds very closely with the theoretic definition of ale, and when distilled

becomes tho spirit generally called aral;. Rut palm juice is often drunk without
being feniiontod, and is then spoken of as “ sweet tan ” For this purpose the
law requires that a private person tapping his own trees must wash tho interior

of tho eolloctmg vessels with lime-water so as to prevent fermentation taking
place. iSiimlarly a sweet drink or fermented ale is often prepared from mahua
flowers.

PaehKax, In the Excise Reports for both Bengal and Assam, pachwai and tan are
mentioned. (vSee Oryza (Rovonuo), p. 810 ) The licenses granted for home-brewing
of pachwai are explained : these are issued (mostly to hill tribes) without limit as
to quantity, but at a fi.xed annual fee. The beverage cannot, however, be sold

In the Central Provinces the revenue from tan consists of license fees paid for

the right to manufacture and to vend. But pachwai and sagda are m these
provinces spoken of a.s “ Native Beer.” [Cf. Hooper, Rept Labor, hid. Mus.
(Indust Sec ), 1903-4, 3.5 ] In the reports of tlie United Provinces reference is

given to tart (the juice of to se.ndht (tho juice of murnijr), to boza, a fer-

mented liquor made from rice, and to darbahra, a fermented beverage from
various herbs (not known). Of Madras, mention is made of both sweet and fer-

mented “ toddy ” oolloctod from the cocoaniit. sago, palmyra and date palms, also

from a palm not previously recorded as affording the jiiice, namely the dadasal
or dadscl (irenun ff'lifhili). Of Bombay toddy, it is said the revenue in
1903-4 came to Rs. 15,52,000. This was raised both by a tree tax and a vendor’s
license. Tho chief trees tapped are the date palm, the brab {l•nlmyrn) and the
cocoanut The total number of trees tapped in 1903-4 was 231,245. Unlike
Madras, tree-tapping for sweet toddy is not permitted, as fermentation is said to be
set up immediately tho juice i.s drawn from the stem. In a special experiment
separately reported, thirty-two brab trees yielded in Salsette during the month—
February 16 to March 15, 1904—a total of 176 gallons of toddy. The Burmese
reports speak of “ fermented ” liquors under two headings—(a) other than
tan, and (6) tan. The consumption of fresh tari is allowed without being
subject to a tax, and the owners of trees may sell the juice obtained from
their trees to professional tan makers without paying any fees. Of the non-farf
beverages, mention is made of kaung, seinye, hlawza and seye. 'These are said to

Teast be manufactured from rice, fermentation being procured by yeast. It would seem
that a mistake may ha\e been made regarding both the gram and the ferment.
Coix 13 certainly largely employed by tho hill tribes, but the ferment need not
be yeast as understood in Europe. (See Bassia, pp. 118-9 ; Borassua, pp. 170-1

;

Caryota, p. 286; Cocos, pp. 301-2 ; Phoenix, p. 886; Setnjfla, p. 988; Spirits, p. 1047.)
Anelo-lmiians European Beer.—Turning now to Indian beer brewed after the European

method. In tho writings of the early European visitors to that country, frequent
mention is made of “beer ’’ or of “country ale,” but whether these were malted
beers or merely the various sweet-liquor beverages already indicated, under the
name toddy or tan, it would be difficult to say. The English word “toddy”
comes, of course, from the Indian tari, and was originally, and in India is to-day,
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the fermented sap of the tar palm. Friar Jordanus (1328 a.d.) speaks of the tree

that gives all the year round a white liquor, pleasant to drink, which tree is

called tari, Sidi Ah Reis refers to the wine obtained in Gnjnrat from the t-ari

tree. On the other hand, Mandelslo (Travels, in Olearius, Hist. Muscovy,
etc. (Davies, transl,), 14; also Hohson-Jobson (ed. Crooke), 738 mentions that
the captain of the ship in which he journeyed to Surat had excellent good sack,
English beer, French wines, arak, and that they prepared from the latter good
punch (palepunzen). Ovington (Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 238, 39.5) says “no Malt
drink is made m India”, and again, “ Europe Wines and English Beer,” though
expensive, were “ yet purchased and drank with pleasure ” Tavernier (Travels,

1676 (ed. Ball), ii., .368) tells us that the President gave him a large cask of
'

‘ English beer ” to take with hiiii t o Batavia, where none could be had. Birdwootl
and Foster (IS.I.C. First Letter Rook (Introduction), xxi ) describe the “ Po< k
Ale ” in use in the 17th century. It consisted of a bruised cock (the oliler the
better) with 3 lb. of raisins, mace, cloves, etc , two quarts of .sack and ten gallons

of ale, the whole being left to ripen ns with other ales. Punch was another
special Indian preparation, and “ milk punch” has siirviv'od to the present day

—

the last of a long list of Anglo-Indian preparations— a sort of home-brewed or

concocted liquor. [For further particulars see the articles on Opium, pp. 845-61,

Tobacco, p. 796, and Spirits, pp. 1043-8.]

Indian Breweries.

—

Within recent yoar.s “ Country Beer ” has tonic

to mean beer brewed in India after the European sy.stein. The first

European brewery in India was staited in 1825 by a Mr. Henry Bohle at

Meerut and Mussourio, liut in time the busmesa was taken over by Mr.

John Mackinnon. It wa.s not, liowever, until 1870 that the eiiterpnse

became successful. In the meantime, between 1850 and 1860, .several

breweries were started on lull stations. The olficial statistics of the

larger establishments .show that in 1880 there were seventeen breweries in

India producing 1,974,578 gallons of beer made after the European system ;

in 18W, 22 breweries producing 5,192,572 gallons
;

in 1900, 26 breweries

producing 4,947,841 gallons
;
and m 1904 there were 27 breweries pro-

ducing 6,219,761 gallons, of which the Commissariat Department purchased

2,839,177 gallons, or a little under half the production. These figures

abundantly demonstrate the rapidity with which brewing had de-

veloped, and its present position. The breweries and shares of production

in 1904-5 are as follows .—PanJab, 8 breweries and 2.233,955 gallons
,

United Provinces, 6, and 1,451,796 gallons
; Madras, 4, and 416,852 gallons

;

Mysore, 3, and 700,281 gallons ; Bombay, 1, and 558,767 gallons ; Balu-

chistan (Quetta),!, and 338,580 gallons; Burma (Mandalay), 1, and
306,396 gallons

;
Central Provinces (Jabbalpur), 1, and 130,194 gallons

;

Bengal (Soiiada), 1, and 82,940 gallons.

Consumption of country-brewed (English) beer and ale by the Natives
of India is not important, though in some provinces it is more extensive

than in others. In Madras these beverages are fairly popular, especiall}'

in the hill districts, and in the Paiijdb inentiou is made in the Excise

Reports of the demand being on the increase.

External Trade Returns.—The rise and fall in the popularity of

imported ale, beer and porter may be said to mark the steady progress

of European opinion against the use of strong drinks, and of large

quantities of liquors of any kind in tropical countries. The first

importation of beer from London recorded in modern commerce may
he said to have been consigned from Hodgson’s brewery in 1816. This

•was ultimately known as “ Hodgson’s Pale Ale.” By 1825 the beers made
by Bass, Allsopp, Ind and Smith, etc., had found their way to India.

It is within the recollection of those still living that a guest was supplied
with a basket of four or six bottles of beer and was supposed somehow
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to get through that supply during the repast. For many years this practice

has died out, and the demand been steaddy made for a higher grade, lighter

beer. This was first met by the Indian brewers. But m time there ap-

peared on the Indian markets not only new firms with light ales and beers,

but all the older ones had to respond to the popular desire, and in conse-

quence of this keen competition the Indian breweries lost temporarily

some portion of the position they had attained.

Imports.—To contrast with the Indian production, already given,

the iollowing figures of the import trade may now be recorded. In 1900-1

India received of ale, beer and porter, 3,226,.534 gallons, valued at

Rs. 46,82,648 ; in 1902-3, 3,820,938 gallons, valued at Rs. 01,66,378
;

and in 1904-.0, 4,607,5.30 gallons, valued at Rs. 60,41,973 (£402,798), or

say, on an average, two-thirds the quantity brewed in India. In sub-

sequent year.s the imports were :—1905-6, 5,002,448 gallons, valued at

Rs. 62,95,616; and in 1906-7, 4,916,294 gallons, valued at Rs. 60,27,011.

Of these foreign iinports by far the major portion comes from the United

Kingdom. Out of the totals mentioned, tor example, the United King-

dom supplied in 1900-1, 3,014,064 gallons
,

in 1902-3, 3,581,544 gallons;

and in 1906-7, 4,506,145 gallons, the only other important country being

Germany, with an average of over 2(.K),000 gallons for each of the past

five years. The receiving ports are Bombay—the chief emporium for

the largo military towns of Northern India—followed by Burma, Bengal,

Sind and Madras, m the order of importance named. It seems, however,

that some of the beers imported from England may be of German origin,

though it is perfectly true that Pilsener and Lager are now merely trade

names for certain qualities of light beers, and tlo not necessarily denote

German manufaiture.
[C/. Bntterahall, Food Adidl and Its Deter! . 1887, 1.32-56 ; Southby, Practical

Brewing, 1895 ; Allen, Comm. Organ Anal

,

1898, 80-5 : O’Gorman, Malt Liquors
of Ind., m Iwl Med Oaz , 1899, 200-.3 : Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Bngtn.
and Manuf., 1900, 189-208 ; Blyth, Foods, Their Compos, and Anal., 1903,
410-1, 408-40; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust, (numerous passages).]

MANGANESE ;
Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., hi., 326-32

;
Bose,

Manganese-iron and Ores of Jahhalpur, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1888, xxi.,

pt. 3, 71-89
;

1889, xxii., pt. 4, 216-26
, 1904, xxxi., pt. 1, 47-8

;
pt. 4,

235-6; Holland, Rev. Min. Prod., in Rec Geol. Sure. Ind., 1905, ^xxii.,

pt. 1, 13, 55-63
; 1906, xxxiii., pt. 2, 94-100

;
Fermor, Trans. Min. Geol.

Inst. Ind
, 1906, i., 69-131. In India the commonest ores are psthmelane,

a complex maiiganate ;
braumte. a se.squioxide and silicate combined

;

and pyrolusite, or the black peroxide. The peroxide has the following

naine.s, fcolsn-ka-pathar, tngant, mjiu, tddali kalu, etc.

Production .

—

In 1906 India took the first place among the manganese-
producing countries of the world. In 1903 the output was 171,806 tons;
in 1904, 150,297 tons ;

and in 1905, 253,896 tons. The most important
deposits occur m the Central Provinces, Madras, Central India and Mysore,
In 1905 the production of the Central Provinces was 159,950 tons;
in Madras, 63,695 ; and in Central India, 30,251. Investigations into the
manganese-ore deposits of India were started in 1903-4 by the Geological
Survey, and a summary of the results is given by Fermor. It has been
shown that the deposits can he classified into (a) braunite, psilomelane
and pyrolusite, associated with and derived from manganese-bearing
silicates in the Archaean schists and gneisses. Examples occur in Ndrukot
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in Bombay
; Jhdbua in Central India

;
Balagbdt, Bhandara, Chhindwdra

and Nagpur in the Central Provinces
;
Ganjam and Vizagapatam in

Madras. (6) Pstlomelane and 'pyrolusite, in part superficially formed on
outcrops of rocks of Dbarwar age, with which the ores are also embedded.
These occur in Singhbhum in Bengal ; Dharwar and Panch Mahals in
Bombay

;
Jabbalpur in the Central Provinces

; Sandur hills in Madras.
(c) Psilomelane and pyrolusite, associated with or contained in laterite.
These occur in Belgaum and Satara in Bombay

; Jabbalpur in the Central
Provinces.

CMet Centres.—Panch Mahals in Bombay; .fhabua yi Central India,
Bdlaghdt, Bhanddra, Chhindwara and Nagpur in the Central Provinces

;

Vizagapatam and the Sandur hills m Madras
;

and Shimoga district,

Mysore, are the localities in which ccoiioniically important, deposits are

located and worked.
Uses.—The uses to which the ores of manganese are, put are somewhat Uses,

varied. The peroxide is extensively employed in glass-making, to destroy

the green colour. The same oxide is used in porcelain painting and glazing

for the fine brown colour it yields, while violet colours aie got from the

carbonate {Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 22). The ores arc now mainly em-
ployed in the manufacture of ferro-inanganese tor use in the manufacture '•’en-o-

of mild steel. For use in steel-making, manganese ores should not contain

more than 0'26 per cent, phosphorus, nor more than 10 per cent, silica.

Under conditions laid down by the Carnegie Steel Company, ores con-

taining less than 40 per cent, manganese and more than 0'27 per cent,

phosphorus or 12 pet cent, silica may be rejected at the option of the

buyer. Holland deplores the e.xports, since “ the whole industry is at

present equivalent to a heavy loss to the country.” The ore exported is

worth perhaps Rs. 30 a ton, whereas Iiiilia gets merely the margin left after ui ^ share m
paying the heavy freight charges, and possibly Rs. 15 a ton can be regarded

as the profit divided between the railways, the miners and the owners. He
then concludes :

“ If a flourishing steel-manufacturing industry existed

in the country, much of the manganese would be retained in India, and
the lower-grade ores would be economically developed. As it is, our

manganese-ore is being exported to the three great steel-producing countries

—England, United States and Germany.”
Trade.—As regards foreign trade, the Exports have in recent years Trade,

shown a considerable increase, especially m 1905-6. In 1900-1, they

amounted to 2,613,394 cwt., valued at Rs. 12,51,639 ;
in 1904-5, to

3,618,909 cwt., valued at Rs. 24,07,681 ; and in 1906-7, 9,859,855 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 70,88,280. The largest quantity goes to the United King- Exports

dom, viz. in 1906-7, 4,392,130 cwt. Then follow the United States,

2,786,400 cwt.
;
Belgium, 1,971,614 cwt.

;
France, 669,710 cwt.

;
Holland,

40,000 cwt. In the same year the share of Bombay in the exports was
7,010,863 cwt.

; Madras, 2,1.30,701 cwt. ; Bengal, 718,291 cwt. Tables

showing the variation in the price of manganese ore at the United Kingdom
ports since 1890 are given by Holland. In 1903 the price for ore carrying

over 50 per cent, of the metal, delivered at United Kingdom ports or at

New York, ranged between 9 and 10 pence per unit, or in other words,

an ore containing 52 per cent, manganese would be valued at 39 shillings

a ton. These prices have considerably risen since, and during 1906 reached

16 pence per unit, the higher rates having greatly stimulated production

in India.
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V., 146-57.
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[Cf. Rev Min. Prod. Ind., 1893, 12 ; 1894, 22 ; 1895, 46-7 ;
1896, 47-9 ;

1897, 47-8 ; Jeremiah Head in Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., 1890, No. ii. ;
The

Mm. Indust
, 1897, vi . 470-1 : 1899, viii., 424 ; 1901, x., 445 ;

Rept. Chief Inspect,

of Mines, Ind. ; Levache, Manuf. of Varnishes, etc. (McIntosh, transl.), 1899,

309-13 , Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1899, li., 498-500, etc.]

MANGIFERA INDICA, Xihjj. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 13; Talbot,

List Trees, etc., 1902, 113; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 211-3;

Dutbie, FI. U'p'per Gang. Plain, 1903, 189 ;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

1903, i., 273-4
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 206 ;
Anacardiace^. The

Mango Tree, am, ult, 'jegachu, qharidm, Isaralpang, rnarlcn. maivashi,

mad, mangas, mdmadi, mavtna, ihayet, etc. A large evergreen tree of the

Tropical Himalaya, at 1,000 to 3.000 leet, from Kuinaon to Bhutan,

the Khasia hills, Burma, Ou<lh, lower hills of Bihar, and in the Western

Peninsula from Khandesb southwards. Aicording to De Candolle it

IS a native of the south of Asia or of the Malay Archipelago.
The mango has lieen known and cultivated all over India from a very remote

epoch. It IS closely connected with Sanskrit mythology, and finds a place in

old Hindu tales and folklore. Mention is made of it by Friar Jordanus, who
wrote about 1328, and by most of the early Indian travellers. Varthema in

1510 describes it under the name of arnba, and Baber, m 1526, speaks of the
excellence of the fruit. Again Carcia de Orta, in 1563, writes that tho.se of

Hormuz are so good, when in season, that no other fruit can be sold ; he then
describes the various kinds known.

Cultivation .—Mangoes can be grown from seed, hut it is the general

belief that seedlings rarely produce fruit equal to the parents, and tlie

usual method of propagation is by marching. According to Maries,

the best place to plant the mango is on a raised, well-drained piece of

land with a good depth of soil. The nature of the soil does not appear
to interfere much with the growth of the tree. In Bengal it succeeds

equally well on a rich, deep river deposit, on clayey or on sandy soil
; and

in Gwalior, Manes wrote that fine trees were grown on kankar, i.e. soil

with a large proportion of lime nodules.

Inarching.

—

The “ stoiies ” are usually sown at the time the fruit is

in season, and the plants raised from them are potted to be grafted by
marching with desirable plants. This is accomplished during the settiiig-

in of the rains in the second year of the growth of the seedling. At the

close of the rains the union is usually complete. The essential points iii

this method of grafting are to bring the cambium of the stock aiicl scion

together before the graft is completely severed, the parts being hound
together so as to exclude air and water and keep the plants healthy
during a short growing season. Care should be taken that the scion be
of the same thickness as the stock.

Planting Out.

—

The best season for planting out the young grafts is

the monsoon. The following is a brief account of the method recom-
mended by Woodrow {The Mango, Cult, and Varieties, 1904, 11). Having
selected the plot of ground, holes should be dug about 3 feet in di-

mension. The centre of the holes should be about 20 feet distant from
each other. About 20 lb. of fresh bone manure should be placed in the
bottom of each. The soil on the margin should then be drawn in to a
depth of about 9 inches, and the surface soil, mixed with manure,
placed on the top. The holes are now ready to receive the grafts.

The soil that is left over is put round the margin as a ridge, or thala,

to form a dam which causes the water given to the young graft to sink
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Cultivation
near the root. Firm stakes and shade are desirable during the following
six months, and the intervening land may be cultivated with moderately
irrigated and richly manured crops till the trees have attained flowering
size. In five years the plants should be fit to bear a considerable (pantity
of fruit. When fruiting age is attained, there is no necessity for irrigation Fruiting A.ge

from the time the rain ceases in September till the young fruits appear
J

Seasoru

thereafter, irrigation about once in fifteen days is desirable while the
fruits are increasing in size, but may bo discontinued when ripening ap-
proaches. The surface soil should be kept in a loose, friable state to
cause the water to pass downwards. The general flowering season is Fiowonng and
from January to March, and ripening from May to August, but varieties
flower and ripen at all seasons.

Fruit.—The cultivated kinds of mango are very nuTn<‘rous, but the Fruit,
reader need only be referred to the list given by Manes in the Dictionary,

and to the accounts by Firminger {Man. Gard. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904,

256-61) and by Woodrow {l.c. 25-32) An interesting paper by Maries in

the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society may also be corsu’ted.

The two principal localities m India where the finest fruits are said to Best LocaiiUe."

be produced are Mazagon at Bombay and Makla in Bengal. On the

other hand, the fruit ripens so badly and is so much diseased m Assam
that it is hardly ever seen to be cultivated, except as a shade-tree.

Maxwell-Lefroy gives an account of the Mango Weevil [Agri. Journ, Mungo w«eva.

Ind., 1 ., pt. 11 ., 164-5) which is so very destructive to the fruit.

Besides being eaten as a ripe fruit, numerous preparations are made
of it. When green it is cut into slices, and, after extraction of the stone,

is put into curries, or made into pickles with other ingredients or into

preserves and jellies. When young and green it is boiled, strained,

mixed with milk and sugar, and thus prepared as the custard known as

mango-phul, or dried and made into the Native ambehur. When very

young it may be cut into small pieces and eaten in salad. So again, Pres,er>es and

the ripe fruit is used in curries and salads, and the expressed ]uice when
spread on plates and allow'cd to dry is formed into the thin cakes known
as amhsath. Attempts to bring the fresh mango on the London market,

at a paying price, have hitherto been unsuccessful, but if it could be

conveyed cheaply to England, a trade that would rival the fruit of the

West Indies might be immediately anticipated. In times of famine the

kernels are eaten. Preserves, chutiiies and pickles made from mango
fruit are largely exported to England and elsewhere. In Medicink, the MeUicme

ripe fruit is considered invigorating, fattening, laxative and diuretic,

but the fibrous rind, as well as the unripe fruit, are astringent and
acid.

Timber.—According to Gamble, the Wood is used for planking. Timber,
door and window-frames, in Calcutta for packing-cases, and in Bihar

for opium and indigo boxes. Canoes and masula boats are also made of

it, and in Dehra Dun and some other tea districts it is in large demand
for tea-boxes. Hooper {Kept. Labor. Ind. Mus (Indust. Sec.), 1906-7, 8)

says that samples of the resinous substance procured from the tree were
found to contain 79 per cent, of resin and 15 per cent. gum. Some .samples oum.

also contained an insoluble gum like tragacanth. The bark and leaves

yield a yellow Dye of which little use is made
;
one of the curiosities of uye.

the industrial uses of the tree is the peori (or Indian yellow) made from
the urine of cattle fed on the leaves. (See Coal Tar Byes, pp. 345, 707.)
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THE CASSAVA PLANT

\Cf. Vartheina, Travels, 1510 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 159 ,
Baber, Memoirs, 1626

(Leyden and Erskine, transl ), 324 ; Garcia de Orta, 1503, Coll., xxxiv. ; Acosta,

Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 317 ;
Linachoten, Voy. E. Ind , 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.),

ii., 23-6
;

Pyrard, Voy. E Ind . etc., 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc ), li., 367 ;
.Jacobus

Bontius, Hist Nat. et Med. Ind Or., in Piso, Ind. Utri. Re Nat. et Med., 1629, 95

;

Terry, Voy. E. Ind., 1655 (ed 1777), 91 , Boyni, El. Sin., 1656, H. ;
Mandelslo,

Travels, 1662, in Oloarms, Hist Muscovy, etc., 148 ;
Fryer, New Acc E. Ind.

and Pcrs , 1675, 182: Crawfurd, Journ. to Ava, 1834. li , 218-9; Pharmacog.

Ind , I , 381-5 , Moodoen Sheriff. Mat Med. Mad., 1891. 120-2; Nicholls, Text-

book Trap. Aqn., 1892, 85 , Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1899, 239 ; Manes, Ind.

Mangos, m .Journ Roy. Hort Soc., 1901-2, xxvi., 755-70; Joret, Les PI. dans

L'Anltq , etc., 1904, n., 286-7 ]

D.E.P.,
V., 157 .
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MANIHOT UTILISSIMA, rohh ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 239 ;
Gamble,

Man. Ind. Tmihs
,
.589

,
Pr.ain, Betuj. Plants, 190.3, ii., 940

;
M. palmate,

MuelL; Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, 187 ;
EuPHORBiAciCrE. Cassava, Tapioca,

Manioc, Mandiocca, mnraouVi, mmachini, simla-ahi, simul-alu, pulu pinan

myouk, etc. According to De Oatidolle, this is a native of America, but

cultivated for so long that the wild parent is no longer recognisable.

At the present day there are many mdely different races. Some
botani.st.s, moreover, regard A/, itetlititiftt a.s a separate species, others

only as a variety of M. ittilis.siina, from which it differs chiefly in the

absence of the acrid taste and poisonous principle of the latter. On
this account Af. pahueitet is known as the sw’eet, while the other form

is the bitter cassava (see p. 444).

Cassava is cultivated in most of the provinces of India, and in view of the

fact tliat it is a drought-resnsting plant, requiring only about 14 to 10 inches

ot rain per annum, there has been considerable discussion as to whether its culti-

vation should not bo more widely extended, in view of its value in times of famme.
The soil should lie rich and liglit. Propagation is earned on by cuttings from
the stem, 4 to 8 inches long, wliicdi are half buried in the soil at an angle of 45°

and placed in rows 4 feet apart. Planting can be done during the whole year,

but the best time is at the close of the cold season. Irrigation is employed in

some paits, chiefly about Pondicherry and Travancore, but hardly elsewhere.
During the first two months the young plants require a moderate supply of

water After tiie crop is planted, no special cultivation is necessary except to

keep the soil free from weeds
The time the crop takes to mature depends on the particular race grown.

Most require about twelve months, though some only six and others as many
as eigliteen. The yield per iwro is very variously stated. In all cases it is large,

running from about 2,500 lb. to as much as 30,000 lb or more lAgri. Ledg.,

1904, No 10, 144-5). *

From the roots, various preparations are made. The preliminary operations
are the same. The roots are scraped, carefully waslied, and then reduced to
pulp by being passed through rollers. Subsequent stages vary according
to the product required, the most important of wlucli are couac, cassava
meal, Brazilian arrowroot and tapioca. Couac is a coarse meal obtained from
the pulp by expressing the juice and then pounding and di'ying the remaining
particles. Cassava meal is simply couac of a greater degree of fineness. Brazihan
arrowroot is the starch washed out of the root, and tapioca is the same slightly
parched. In Ciiddalore and Pondicherry the roots are sold after having been
part boiled {Agri Ledg., Ic

, 125). The juice of the tubers of the bitter variety
can be converted by boiling into a valuable product widely known as cassareep.
It is a wonderful antiseptic, will preserve fresh meat for considerable periods,
and IS also the chief ingredient in many sauces.

It was formerly supposed that the root consisted chiefly of starch with a
varying quantity of prussic acid, which latter in the case of the “ sweet ” cassava
was confined to the bark, but in the “ bitter ” occurred throughout the root.

To this prussic acid the numerous coses of cassava-poisoning which have at various
times occurred were said to be due. Leather, however {Cyanogenesis in Plante,
Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iii., 223-4), states that anumber of varieties were
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examined by him at Poona m January 1904, and that none were found to contain
any prussic acid as such, but that all manifested a cyanogenetic glucoside “ as-
sociated with an enzyme which has the property of causing the splitting up of
the glucoside, and the consequent formation of prussic acid ” In exemplification
of this he gives particulars regarding the glucoside dhurrin in the leaves of Cianoqenctio
the ludr (sovghnm vtilynt-e,' Bee p. 1040) and of the glucoside in the present Cilu<o3ide

plant. I was able,” ho adds, “ to establish three facts : firstly, none of the
varieties contained any prussic acid as such ; secondly, all the varieties, irrespec-
tive of the colour of the petiole or other botanical features, contained a cyano-
genetic glucoside, which varied much in amount , thtrdly, this ghicosido is as-
sociated with an enzyme which has tho property of causing the splitting up of
the glucoside, and the consequent formation of prussic acid A-‘ in the case ut rrussic AciJ.
jwdr loaves, it is only necessary to crush tapioca root with water in ordei to
bring about this change. Tlie amount of prussic acid varied \ery much ; from
some roots I'S grainsof prussic acid per pound of root was obtained, tiom others
only one-tenth as mucli.” “ Roiling tho root is i(uite suflicient not only to
destroy the enzyme, but also t,o allow the ghicoaidc to ]ia»8 out iiitij the
water, for the root splits up freely.” Diinstaii and Ileiiry (Pofi, Prop lieans

of Phaseolus lunatus, in Journ Hoard Agrt., 190H, xiv., 730) aio of opinion
that the application of enough heat to clc-itroy the ai tuity of the enzyme present
should render such food material harinlcs.s. (See Phaseolus lunatus, p. 8Sti,) In
Medicine tapioca has the same properties and uses as starch. Ilanausek (Micro. Mn<Ii ine

Tech. Prod. (Winton and Rarliur, transl ), 1907. 45) gives interesting details

of his microscopical examinations of tho gram. [(’/ Shortt, Man. Ind Agri
,

1885, 307-10 , Nicholls, Textbook Trap Agn., 1892, 274-8 . Pharmacoq. Ind., in.,

203-5, npp. ; Sawyer, Tapioca Cult, in Travaneore, m Proc and Journ. Agrt.-

Hort. iS'oc. Iitd., April to June. 1897, xi ,
666-74 ; Agn. Ledg., 1897, No. 4 ,

1900, No. 15 , 1904, No. 10 , W. Australian Settlers' Guide, and Farmers' Hand-
book, 1897, in., 456 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem , 1898, i., 446-7 , 1899, u

,
503 ;

1900, in., 781 ; Woodrow, Oard m /nd , 1899, 442-3, M.\\kev]\, Handbook Ind. Agn ,

1901, 468-77 : Cassava Poisoning, in Imp Dept. Agn. W. Ind., 1002, No. 7

(Leaflet Series); Bull Dept Agri. Jamaica, 1903, i., 35-8: Board of Trade Journ.
Bull. Imp. Inst,, May 1903 ; Tracy, Cassava, U S. Dept Agri Bull

, 1903, 167.]

MANURES AND FERTILISERS.—Tho most general ver- d.E.P.,

nacular names in India for manures are khad, khau, pdus, khadar, v., 167-77

sar or sarra, kallar, etc.
;

pdusa, Sansk. ; and zibl, Arab. Manures.

Speaking of India as a whole, it may be said that systematic manuring
is almost entirely neglected by the Natives. From the most ancient

times they have been accustomed to observe a casual system of manuring,

namely the collection of such substances as arc inexpensive and easily

obtainable. Moreover, by the very general employment of dried

cow-dKiig as fuel and the utter neglect, through insufficient litter, to Coir-iiuna

conserve cattle urine, they have been deprived of the most important

source of all fertilisers and the one readiest to hand, namely farm-yard

manure. Caste prejudices, moreover, have to a great extent forbidden c»ste.

the employment of many manures such as bone, animal refuse, night-

soil, etc. Still,' here and there the value of manure is fully understood

(as, for example, in some parts of the Western Presidency)
;
and in the

treatment of special crops (such as sugar-cane) manuring is regularly su^ar-ca.ic.

practised. But neither example nor precept have, as yet, succeeded in

arousing the average Native cultivator to a sense of tlie benefits likely

to accrue from an extended use of manure beyond that pursued by his

ancestors. But in all fairness it must be added that in the majority of

cases this apathy proceeds far less from ignorance than from inability to inabsitj.

purchase soil-fertilisers. The most urgent necessity of agricultural

progression in India is, therefore, a system of fuel and fodder reserves i'uei and Fodder

calculated to release the supply of farm-yard manure fox its more legitimate

purpose, that of a soil-fertiliser.
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Voelcker (/mprov. Ind. Agri., 131) has very properly said : “Whilst

a few soils, such as those of silt-renewed tracts, the black cotton-soil, and

newly reclaimed or virgin land, may not require manure, it may be said

of the greater part of India that the necessity for using manure is enor-

mous, and the supply of it is notoriously inadequate. Water and manure

are interdependent, and, just as the former has been, and is still being

provided for, so must attention be given to the supply of manure. These

two factors, water and manure, constitute the raiyat's great needs, and in

their supply consists, very largely, the Improvement of Indian Agriculture.”

In dealing with Manures and Fertilisers it may be convenient to assort

them under three main groups, namely Animal, Vegetable and Mineral

Manures .

—

/. Animal Manures.—These may be referred to the following (o)

Farm-yard Manure ;
(b) Town Refuse and Night-soil (Poudrette)

;
(c)

Bones
;
and (d) Guano.

Farm.yard Alanure .—It would be impossible to review here the very large

amount of interesting new information that has accumulated during the past
decade or so regarding Indian farm-yard manure and its uses. The chief con-
tributors m this direction have been Benson, Leather, Lehmann, Mehta and
Molhson. Leather, m his Final Report, points to the fact that throughout
the greater part of Gujarat, farm-yard manure is extensively utilised as a
manure, not as a fuel, and with much skill and mtelhgonco is stored in specially

prepared pits Benson deals with a somewhat similar state of affairs in Coim-
batore and Salem. But what is more to the point, the people who do so find

no difficulty in growing for themselves, in the form of hedges and otherwise, the
fuel that they require for domestic purpo.sos. and thus disprove the oft-affirmed

opinion that, having no other fuel, the people of India are driven to burn their

manure. In many parts of India even the surplus cow-dung—the proportion
that 18 not required for fuel—is rarely appreciated to the full extent ns manure.
It 18 all too often thrown into waste hollows or on the roadsides or on the bank
of the village tank, in most cases becoming a source of danger m place of an
advantage. Very rarely indeed is any effort made to preserve and utilise the
cattle urine. This is a most unfortunate state of affairs seeing that it has been
shown in Europe and America most conclusively that farm-yard manure is,

perhaps, the best and certainly tho most economical of all manures. It contains
all tho constituents of plant food , is a most valuable and convenient source of

nitric acid , its nitrification is molt active at tho very period of greatest growth ,

as a manure it is less liable to bo washed out ot the soil than most artificial nitro-

genons fertilisers ; it permanently enriches tho sod
, and acts under all climates,

on all soils and with all crops.

Leather says that Indian experiments show that when an application of
t) tons to tho acre is given, an increase ot 300 to 400 lb. of wheat may be the
result. After ascertaining that such an allow'ance wxiuld not be beyond the
capabilities of the cultivator, he adds, '' consequently these experiments really
illustrato what the value of the cattle manure w in terms of food -grains.” More-
over ho confirms tho opinion, advanced originally by Voelcker, that “ Indian
dung IS not poorer than English.” [Cf Leather, A''ote on. Vahie of Ind. Cattle-

dung, in Nagpur Exp. Farm Kept
,
Annex F, 1803-4, 1-10 , ^con. Util, of Cow-

dung and Rdb in Bomb., in Ind. For
, 1880, xii

,
541-5 , Benson, Care and Manag.

Farm Man in South India, Bull. 1894, No 31 , Watt and Mann, The Pests and
Blights of the Tea Plant, 130-4; Cluuston, Cattle Manure, in Agrt. Journ. Ind.,
1907, n

,
pt. 111 ., 201-9.]

Town Refuse, JVIght-sotl and Sewage.—Tho question of the disposal of
night-soil and its utilisation for manunal purposes is one which has been,
of late years, earnestly considered throughout India by all Governments
and Mumcipahties In large towns night-soil and street refuse are removed at
the expense of tho local authorities, but the question arises as to its disposal.
The most general practice is to trench it into fields and by its means to
reclaim waste land. For this purpose, in some cases deep, in others shallow
trenches are employed. Leather remarks, “ It is at Allahabad Grass Farm
that I have found the most perfect methods employed. The night-soil is
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here usually trenched, but instead of the trenches being narrow and deep, about
1 foot by 1 foot, they are really shallow beds, about 14 by 6 feet and only
3 inches deep. A cart-load of night-soil is thrown on, and the excavated 3
inches of earth put back upon it. I have several times, when at Allahabad,
dug up these “ beds ” in which the mght-soil had been placed only a few
days previously, and found no objectionable odour.” “ In deeper trenches the
decomposition takes naturally longer, but at Meerut I found that a fortmght
had been ample for the purpose.” In the shallow system the manure is dis-

tributed over a larger area, and thus more usefully ; with deep trenching as
much as 200 tons per acre may bo given in the year, whereas one-tenth or
one-twentieth would have been ample. In many inetances a kind of snow-
plough is run over the ground and shallow furrows thus excavated, into which
liqueiied night-soil is run.

Of the manufacture of poudrette it may be said there are many advantages,
and disadvantages. Of the latter, the chief is the fact that the atmosphere of
the locality in which the pits are located becomes almost uninhabitable. Still,

the poudrette, when prepared, may be carried t,o groat distances and thus utilised

over a wide area. The increasing demand for the poudrette of certain towns is

indicated by the continuous mcrease m the price at which it is disposed of. Ir,

fact it may be said that the mght-soi' of many cities has become a source of

revenue, so that much progress has takm place. All that is necessary is to extend
the demand from the viciruty of the i ities to that of the villages, in order to

secure a much-needed sanitary rofoim and great agricultural advance. \Cf.

Buck, ISmploy. City Refuse for Aqri. Purposes at FaruLhabad, 1872 ;
Moreland,

Vse of Town Drainage as Manure, m U. Prov. Bull
, 1901, No. 18 , .4nn. Rept.

on Working of Sewage Farm, Manjiri, 1902-3 , Leather and Mollison, Agri.
Value of City Sewage xn India, m Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 2 , Joshi, The Util, of

Night Soil as Man., O. Prov. Bull., 1901, No. 6.]

Bones (see p. 169).

Quano and Allied Manures.—The excrement of fowls, pigeons, wild birds

and bats, etc., may be said to be all forms of the substance known as Guano.
It is one of the most highly prized animal nianuros m Europoan countries, and
owes its value to the readily soluble ammonia, phosphates, potash and soda
that it contains. A small amount of this substance is annually imported into

India, and it has been ascertained to be of special value m protecting sugar-cane
cuttmgs from bemg attacked by white-ants. Mollison says it is one of the best
manures for wheat, 2 to 3 cwt. an acre being sutticiont It acts rapidly and is

expended almost entirely on the crop to which applied.

Indian guano is not unknown. It is procured from the caves in Karnul and
of the Andamem and Nicobar Islands. The former is possibly mainly tlio produce
of bats, and the latter of the edible swallows (see Birds, p. 138). The imports
during the past five years have averaged 2 tons, valued at Ks. 700. [Cf. Encycl
Brit., 1880, xi., 233 et seq. ; Spons, Encycl., 1882, i., S.'iS ; ii., 12.’i8 ; Journ. Soc
Chem. Indust., 1887, vi., 228 ; 1888, vn., 84 ct seq. ; 1899, xviii., 213 et seq. ;

Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1899, ii., 604 et seq. ; U.S. Yearbook, Dept. Agri., 1899,

274 et %eq. ; Board of Trade Journ., 1901, xxxiii., 72 et seq. ; 1902, xxxix., 201-2.]

Pish Manures, (see pp. 543—4).

II. Vegetable Manures.—Many vegetable substances, such as boughs

and leaves of bushes and trees, ituligo refuse, wood-ashes, weeds of every

description (green, dry and burnt), oil-cakcs, tank deposits consisting

largely of aqualiic weeds, etc.,—these and such like are, when obtainable,

fairly extensively used as manure here and there all over India. They
are usually thrown on the surface of the land and ploughed or hoed into

the soil in a fresh state, where they only too frequently become a nidus

for insect pests and fungal blights. Except by market gardeners and
by tea and coffee planters, pits or heaps are rarely resorted to for the

storage and maturation of vegetable manures, and as often as not the

stuff casually secured is thrown on the field at the wrong season, and
thus becomes next to useless. The following arc the chief manures of

this class :

—

Oreen Manuring and the AssimiJatloa of hlitrogen,

—

As with the clover in

Europe bo with several leguminous crops in India, their value as alternating
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crops or as green manure was appreciated for centuries before their exact action

was understood. The chief crops of this nature are Cajanus (see pp. 197-8),

Cicer (see p. 298), Crotalarla (p. 433), Bolicbos (p. C04), Indlgofera (pp. 672, 679),

Fhaseolus (pp. 226, 879), and Vigna (see p. 1107). It is significant that all these, and
a good few others that might be mentioned, belong, like clover, to the special

sub-order of leguminous plants that have been shown to possess in the
strongest degree the power of producing on their roots, warts that harbour
bjuderial organisms that have the power of fixing the free nitrogen of the

air and thus enriching the sod. Unless, therefore, leguminous crops have
been grown so extensively as to render some other plant a desirable rotation,

it IS preferable in green manuring to select a leguminous crop for that purpose.
In that way the advantages of green soiling as well as the supply of nitrogen to

the soil may bo sociirod. A green manure should, m fact, be a plant that de-

velops rapidly ;
should give the largest volume of green vegetation ; should

be as deep-rooting as possible, thus opening up the soil to a fair depth ; should
be sufficiently hardy as to flourish under what might bo called unfavourable
conditions; should occupy the soil and the atmosphere at a season when the

crop it 13 designed to assist is either not on the soil or not growing vigorously

at the time : should roturn more to the land than it has removed ; should
serve to retain manurial eonstitiionts that might otherwise be washed out :

and lastly, should easily rot when hoed into the ground. [C/. Gilbert, Fixation

of Free, Nitrogen, Lect. dehv. at Cirencester, July 1890; Lawes and Gilbert,

Sources Nitrogen of Legum. Crops, 1892 , Warrington, Six Lect. on Rothamsted
Exper. Stat., etc., U.S. Dept Agri. Bull., 1802, No. 8; Frankland, The Chem.
and Bacteriology of Ferment. Indust., in Journ. Soc. Arts, 1893 ; Agri. Ledg., 1893,

No. 20, 141-3 ; 1894, No. 7, 189-200 ; 1897, No. 8, 173-5 ; Nitrogen and Forest

Crops, in Ind. For , 1897, xxni., 439-.'>2 : Green Manuring, in Journ. Board of

Agri., 1897, 1-10 ; Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen of Legum. PL, West Ind.
Bull., 1900, 1 ., 396-401 ; Mollisoii, Teitbook Ind. Agri., 1901, i., 106-7 , Allen,

Legum. PI. for Green Manuring, U S Dept. Agri Farmer's Bull., 1894, No. 16 ;

Watt and Mann, Pests and Blights, etc., 1903, 134- 17 : Nitrogenous and Nematode
PL, Ctre. Agri. Journ. Roy. Bot. Gnrd. Ceylon, 1904, No. 18, 273-7 ; Wright,
Soil Bacteria inRelationto Agri., in Trop. Agrisl., 1906,xxiv., llC-9 ; Green Man-
ures, Circ. Agri. Journ. Roy. Bot Gard Ceylon, 1905, ui., 181-98 ; Woods, In-
oculation of Soil with Nitrogen—Fixing Bacteria, in U.S. Dept. Agri. Bureau. PL
Indust. Bxdl

, 1905, No. 72.]
Burning or Ribing and Jamming.—Burning of weeds in heaps collected

all over the fields is less commonly soon m India than in Europe. Aboriginal
tribes are fond of cutting down the trees and brushwood and firing these on the
sui'faeo of tho soil—a process of both clearing now land and manuring it with
vegetable ash. This is known as jamming. A civilised modification of this

IS pursued in Western (and to some extent also in Southern) India. Seed-
beds or even whole fields are inumired by what is called rdib. This consists in

burning the surface soil by moans of layers of dried manure, leaves, branches
and weeds. After the burning lias ceased, the sod and ashes are ploughed in,

and thus mixed together. The reader will find much useful information re-
garding tho production of rdb soil m Mollison (Textbook Ind Agri., i

, 83-5).
Top-dresslag of Soil by silt from canals and streams or by the soil from

dried-uj) tanks, bhils, etc , is a subject that has attracted much attention re-
cently. To the tea-planter a dressing of “ peat bhil soil ” has been proved in
some cases profitable, but it is feared soil of comparatively little value has, in
many cases, been used in top-dressings, with the result that the cost has far
exceeded the value. Much, therefore, depends on the quality of the bhil soil
available. What may bo called peaty soil is formed by tho decay of many genera-
tions of rank-growing plants, especially if the decomposition has been accom-
plished under water. Soil of that nature is most valuable, and has with great
lulvantage been used in many tea estates. [Cf. Pests and Blights, l.c. 122-30.]
For many other crops silt deposits ha\e been highly commended. For ex-
ample, of this nature may be mentioned the special cultivation of ground-nuts
in South India, manured with tank-soil (see p. 79). [Cf. with Leather, Agri.
Ledg., 1897, No. 8, 172-3 , SiU of Rivers as Manure, in Journ. Board Agri.
1897, iv., 351.]

Oil-seed Cake —The Indian cultivators fully recognise the value of oil-

seed cake or tho refuse of such, both m feeding cattle and as manures of
great value. The edible sorts of od-cake, such as Linseed (see p. 731), Rape and
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Mustard (p. 184), Safflower (p. 283), Til (p. 986), Cotton (p. 613), Earth-nut (p. 82)
and Cocoanut (p. 360) are much favoured as cattle foods, while the others that
may be classed as non-edible are largely used as manure, the most important of
this latter class being Castor-oil (see p. 622) ; but Poppy (p. 860) and Mahua
(p. 120) may be added. With highly profitable crops, such os sugar-cane, many
of the edible cakes are occasionally employed as manures. Mollison points

out that the cultivators in this respect often act agaimst thoir own interests,

since the castor cake very often fetches a higher price than some of the edible
cakes which they refuse to use as manure. The advantage to India of tho
oil-seeds being expressed in the country, instead of being exported, has been
repeatedly urged (Voelcker, l.c. 104). Profitable labour would be .secured for

many persons and a larger percentage of cake retained and to a greater extent
than at present, very possibly, returned to the sod. The Annual HeportH of

tho various Agricultural Departments and Kxperimontal Farms of India have
for many years past abundantly demonstrated tho value of Iho cakes as special

manures. [C/. Leather, l.c. 107-62; Mollison. l.c. 122 33 , Lehmann, Cemw.
Ferhl.. in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. li., 123 6; also ico art'cle Oils anJ Oil-

seeds, p. SIS .]

Special Plants as Manures.—Adhatoda (see p 2!i)' helpful vegetation (see

pp. 54, 113-4). Plants with milky sap, such as Calotropis (pp. 53, 206) and
Euphorbia fp. 530), are specially proferrt'd ; tho refuse of Indigo (-lect, see p. 679) .

and many other such substances are valued as manures and often resorted
to by the cultiv-ators. The reputation of .tiihuloitu, both as a manure and a
poison to destructive organisms that appear in the flooded rice-fields, is specially

worthy of attention.

///. Mineral /Manures.—-Though several very valuable manures of

this kind e.xist plentifully in many jiarts of India, their value and uses

are liardly anywhere appreciated. Some of these have already been

BO fully dealt with in other positions in this work that all that nei>d be
necessary is to furnish oioss references :

—

Lime.—(See p. 712), As a rule lime is present in such abundance in tho
agricultural tracts as scarcely to require its eiddition as a manure.

Qypsum,—(See p. 717).
Ammoalacal Liquors and Ammonium Sulphate as Manures.—(Soo pp. 48. 346.)

Sir John Lawes has pointed out that the objection to sulphate of am-
inoiua and all other “ highly nitrogenous ” manures, is that “ they uso iiyi certain
natural ingredients in the soil, which when exhausted cause tho plant to fail.”

In a further communication he condemned sulphate of ammonia, because it

removes lime from tho soils. Where the percentage of lime is naturally low,
us for example in the tea lands as a whole, it should not be used, or only m ex-

ceptional cases. All artificial manures have the further objection that iii countnos
subject to heavy rains, soluble manures are very readily washed out of the soil,

so that their action is often only temporary ; a fall of ram of only a very few
inches j^nay aufiice to remove them entirely. For crops that occupy tho soil

for brief periods only, such as wheat and barley, if given in combination witli

potash either present in tho soil or added as an ingredient of the special manures,
these chemical nitrogenous fertilisers may be of special value. [Journ. Soc.

Chem. Indust., 1899, xviii., 486; Mollison, l.c. 117-8; Watt and Mann, l.c.

154-6.]
Nitrates.—^The^ nitrates of potash and soda are both largely employed as

manures. In a crude sort of fashion the Native cultivators of India liere and
there show that they are aware of the value of crude saltpetre as a manure by
the value they place on surface soil collected near the homestead. Certain
localities, as for example Bihar, have been noted from time immemorial for

the large stores of saltpetre found naturally in the soil, and such localities have
accordingly been fam^ centres for the production of the salt. Saltpetre is

specially valued as a manure with tobacco, sugar-cane, and garden crops gener-
ally (see Saltpetre, p. 974). [Cf. Mollison, l.c. 119-21 ; Leather, Calcium
^itrate and Nitric Acid, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. li., 209-10.]

Potash Manures; Pearl Ash, Kalalt, etc,—-Saltpetre is valued not only as
a source of nitrogen, but on account of its poteish. Continuous cultivation and
removal of crops must, therefore, greidually lower the stores of this all-important
material. With the return to the soil of decomposed vegetable matter or of
plant ashes, the potash is to some extent restored. But sooner or later it must
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be added as manure if fertility is to be preserved. To the Natives of India

E
otashmay be said to bo summe<l up in Pearl Ash (see p. 49). Plant ashes nave

een for centuries valued for high-class cultivation. The subject is closely

akin to rahing and jamming (see above, p. 770). The value of wood-aslws

as manure will be found discussed in many Indian pubhcations, such as the

Indian Forester (1879, iv., 284-5). Rice husk, almost worthless as a cattle

food, is of great value as a manure, because of the high percentage of potash

it contains. So also the refuse skimmmgs, in the process of sugar manufacture,

are much valued, and indigo refuse is also rich in potash. Recently, however,
certain natural minerals have como into the market as special potash-yielding

manures. Of this nature is kaimt, which contains 13 to 14 per cent, of potash.

When calcined it is greatly improved, and maybe given at from 2 to 4 cwt. to the

acre. It is useful on light lands rather than on clay soils. Large beds of this

substance have been discovered in Germany.
Phosphates and Phasphattc JHanures, Basic Slajf, etc.—The phosphoric acid

required by plants is one of the soil ingredients liable to bo exhausted by con-

tinuous cropping, and must be supplied m the form of manure. It is on this

account that pastures are liable to got worn out. The principal manures of

this class are bones, superphosphates and reduced phosphates. Space cannot
be afforded to revert to the subject of bones and the special preparations made
from them (see p. 169). But it may be hero observed that large fossilific deposits

have been foiuid m many countries rich in phosphates. Holland {Rev. Mtn. Prod.,

in Rec. Qeol. Sarv. Ind., 1906, xxxii., 112-4) says of India, “One regretful fea-

ture ” ..." is the absence, in a country where agriculture is such a prominent
industry, of any phosphatic deposits of value, and a further circumstance to bo
regretted 18 the continued export ofphosphates in the form of bones, duo primarily
to the fact that, bemg without means for tho manufacture of cheap sulphuric acid,

superphosphates are not made in tho coimtry, and the little that is used is im-
ported from Europe.” “ Amongst the phosphat ic deposits of India, the principal

and perhaps the only one worth considering is the deposit of piiosphatic nodules
of the aeptanan kind, occurring m the cretaceous beds of tho Porambulur taluk,

Tnchinopoly district, Madras Presidency. Dr. H. Warth, in 1893, estimated
that to a depth of 200 feet the beds contained phosphates to the amount of
about 8 million tons, but the nodules are distributed irregularly tlirough clay,
varying, m the different deep excavations made, between 27 and 47 lb. per 100
cubic foot, and lu some shallow diggmgs 70 lb. per 100 cubic feet. Analyses
of these nodules show them to contain from 56 to 59 per cent, of phosphate,
and about 16 per cent, of carbonate of lime, with considerable variations in
iliHoront nodules. The alumina and oxide of iron vary between 4 and 8 per
cent.” Two attempts made to utilise those deposits have proved futile, and
it 18 behoved there is no present prospect of mining for export. [Of Hooper,
Effects of Phos. Man. xn Jalap Cult., Phann.Journ., July 1896 , Sly, Min. Fertil.

xn Ind., Agri. Jourxi. Ind., 1906, i
,
pt. iij., 243—6, Leather, Mem Dept Agri

Irul , 1907, 1 (Chom. sor ), 45 57.]

Basic Slag-, a by-product in tho manufacture of steel, and until recently a
waste product, came into use as a phosphate and lime manure. It is ground
to a fine powder, and in soil moisture is at once dissolved and rapidly absorbed
by tho roots. As it contains much iron it is not suited for soils already rich
in that substance. [Cf. Hughes, Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1901, xx., 325 et seq. ;

Hooper, Agri. Ledg., 1898, No. 20.]

Indian Manure Works.

—

It would, perhaps, be invidious to attempt
an enumeration of the bone-mills of India (further than has already been
given, p. 169), since these by no means represent all the manure works,
nor the firms that trade in indigenous and imported manures.

Trade.—The traffic in manures is not an extensive one, and, when
hones are eliminated, is hardly worth mentioning. The total exports
in 1904 5 were valued at Rs. 43,77,841, of which Rs. 37,51,480 were
bones, and in 1906-7 at Rs. 1,01,54,892, of which Rs. 55,45,241 were
bones. But one point is w'orthy of consideration, viz. while the exports
of raw bones have been declimng steadily for some years past, the exports
under the heading of Others (excluding oil-cakes) have been steadily
increasing. In 1900-1 the expoits ol hones were valued at Rs. 58,41,916,
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and the Others at Rs. 71,503 ;
five years later (1904 5) the Others

had expanded to Rs. 6,26,361. It is believed this increased traffic may, Exportoof.

to some extent, represent the expansion in the manufacture of special
jf^urea

manures, the surplus, not required for India, being exported. Lastly,

this increase in the exports of manures from India has been chiefly

from Madras and Burma. The imports of foreign manures are so un- imports.

important as scarcely to deserve notice. In 1904-5 they were valued at

Rs. 60,980, and in 1906-7 at Rs. 55,105, and came almost exclusively

from the United Kingdom.
[C7/. Buchanan-Hamilton, Topo^. Staf., etc , Eaut Ind. (o<l. Montgornory Martin)

(many passages) ; Nicholls, 2’extbook Tro/). Agri., 1S!>2, 49-81 ; Voolckor. Improv.
Ind. Agri., 1393, 03-134 ; Somerville, Journ. Board Agri., Sept. 1897, iv.,

145-61 ; Leather, Indian Manures, Agri. L-'dg , 1804, No. 3 ; IS').',, No. 18 ;

1897, No. 8, 1-38 ; 1903, No. 2 ; also Final Jtept. Agri. Chen, . 1897, cli. iii.,

49-59 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1899, ii., .504-11
; Ishiitt, Barnyard Manure,

U.S. Dept. Agri. Bull., 1808, No 31 ; Woodrow, Gard. in Ind , 30-9, suppl 7-10 ;

Ind. For., xvi., 112-9 ; Mollisori, Texthook Ind. Agri
, 1901, i., 83-133 , Mukerji,

Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 502-09, Wheeler and Hartwell, Conditions Determ.
Poison. Action of Chlorides, .4yri. Exp. Stat. Rhode Island, 1903, 287-30 1

,
W.itt

and Mann, Peats and Blights of the. Tea Plant, 1903, 119-84 , Kobort.s, Comm.
Fcrtil , Agri. Exper. titat. Calif. Bull., 1905, No. 171, 1-30; also Bull. 1904, No.
159, 1-30; Proc. Board Agri. Ind., 1900, 13-4, 117-20. Exper. Farm. Repts.
(all Prov. for past decntle) ; Comm. FertiL, extensive series Repts., etc., issued
by the U.S. Dept. Agri. from 1903 ; Dept. Land Rcr. and Agri Madras, Bull.

No. 31.]

MARANTA ARUNDINACEA, L/iiit. ; Pram, Reng. Plants, D.E.P.,

1903, ii., 1047-8
;

SoiTAMiNEi^:. West Indian Arrowroot, tikkar, tnrktl, v., 180-4.

ararut, kuaha ne.’thasteh, kuva mavu, tavaksha, pen-bwa, etc. A native of 'Arrowroot.

Tropical America and of the West Indies, cultivated m India. It yields

the genuine or West Indian Arrowroot, so called to distinguish it from
East Indian, the produce of {Ini-rniiKi ane/n.'tftfofitt (see p. 444), with

which it is often confused.

Cultivation.—The cultivation of this rhizome is briefly as follows :—Drills are Cultiva-
made about 3 or 4 inches deep and 2 feet apart. On these the roots are planted tiou.
ill May, at a distance of a foot and a half apart, and covered over by earth.

As the plants grow, they should bo earthed up in the same way as potatoes.
They require good, rich soil and plenty of water, which should, however, bo SolLi.

withheld for a month or two previous to gathering the crop ( Firminger, Man.
Oard. *Ind. (cd. Cameron), 143-4). Of Cuttack, Banorjoi states that it grows
well on rather sandy soil, and of Bombay, Woodrow remarks that as regards
soil it IS by no means fastidious, “ fine sand at Nariad and loam and clay-loam
at Poona being equally suitable provided heavily manured and irrigated.”

Flowering takes place in August, and in January or February the crop may bo Seasons.

taken up. The maturity of the rhizomes may bo ascertained by the falling

down of the leaves. In digging up the crop it is impossible not to leave bohmd propagation.

small portions of the rhizomes, and from these fresh plants sprmg, so that it is

often ^flflcult to eradicate the plant from sods on which it has been once grown.
The smaller rhizomes and the pomted ends of the larger ones, on which the “ eyes

”

are situated, should be kept for fresh planting According to Woodrow, the
produce in green tubers is generally 6 to 7 tons per acre, though over 12 tons Yield,

have been produced at Poona. According to Nicholls the rhizomes contain

20 per cent, or even more of starch, and m Natal as much as a ton of arrowroot
has been made from the rhizomes derived from an acre. It is generally said

that cultivation should not bo attempted in localities remote from a liberal

supply of water, since irrigation may not only bo required by the crop, but water
is essential in the manufacture of the arrowroot.

Manufacture.—The method of preparing tho arrowroot is simple. The rhizomes Prepara-
after being well washed are scraped with a knife to remove the rind, and at the tion.
same time diseased or imperfectlyformed portions are picked out and thrownaway.
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The rhizomes are then pounded to pulp in a mortar or reduced to that condition

on a grater. The pulp is then thrown into a vessel of water, which becomes

turbid or milky while a portion of the pulp remains suspended as a fibrous mass.

This fibrous portion is lifted out, rinsed, pounded once more and again thrown

into water, lifted out a second time, rinsed, and then thrown away. The milky-

lookmg fluid thus obtained from these several washings is now strained through

a coarse cloth to roriiovo any particles of the fibre and other impurities, the

liquid being thus passed into another vessel, and when the sediment has settled,

the water is gently poured off and clean water added, This is again stirred up
and strained through a fine cloth, and, on settling, the water is once more care-

fully and gently drained away. The sediment that remains now consists of

pure arrowroot, and is dried on sheets of paper by exposure to the sun, and
packed ready for the market. It is a tasteless and colourless powder, which might
be spoken of as consisting of pure starch granules. [C/. Hanausok, Micro. Tech.

Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 43-4.]
The gomnne West Indian arrowroot may be readily distinguished from East

Indian by its pure white colour and by its swelling in boiling water. [Cf. Milburn,
Or. Comm., 1813, ii , 207; De Candolle, Orig. Cult. Plants, 1882, 81-2 ; Mason,
Burma and Its People (ed. Theobald), 1883, ii., 209 ; Nicholls, Textbook Trop.
Agri., 1892, 278-83 ; St. Vincent Arrowroot, Kew Bull., 1893, 191 ; also Bermuda
Arrowroot, 1898, .50; Manuf. of Arrowroot in Ceylon, Trop. Agrist., Feb. 1, 1895,

xiv , 5.57 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 235; Semler, Trop.
Agrik., 1900, li., 747-66; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1903, 480-1

;
A. W. and

M. W. Blyth, Foods, etc., 1903, 141, 144-5; Agri. Ledg., 1904, No. 10, 135;

L Agri. Prat, des Pays Chauds, 1904, ui., 757-8.]

MARSDENIA, Br. ; Ft. lir. Ind., iv., 34-7
;
Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timhs., 1902, 492-3
; Pram, Bentj. Plants, 1903, li., 696-6

;
Cooke, FL

Pres. Bomb., 1904, ii., 165-7
;
Asclepiadackai.

M. Roylei, Wight murkula, pathor, tar, veri, kurang, kharchu, shengori, etc.

A climbing shrub of the Hunalaya, from Sikkim westwards, ascending to alti-

tudes of 7,000 foot. It yields a fibre from which fishmg-nots, Imes and strong ropes
are manufactured.

M. tenaclssima, Wight a Am , Rajmahal Hemp, tongus, )iti (chiti), babal

jak, etc. A climbing shrub of the Sub-Hinialayan tracts from the Jumna to

Nopal and extending South to Oudh, Bihar and Chota Nagpur , Chittagong
and Upper Burma.

The bark of the stem yields a valunblo P'ibkk, which was said by Royle to

bo the second beat in India. By the hill tribes it is used chiefly for bow-strings
and netting. The fibre was examined in 1886 by Cross and Bevan, who reported
that it was of excellent quality and in point of fineness and durability ranked
next to rhea. More recently a sample was sent to the Imperial Institute for

examination. It was found to contain little or no lignocolluloso, anif to be
exceptionnily resi.stont to the action of alkalis. The remarkable quality of the
fibre was also shown by the iimisually high percentage of colhilose and by the
large increase of weight on nitration. The length of the ultimate fibre was
found to bo 10 to 30 mm. Spocimona were also submitted to leading firms of
fibre brokers for commercial valuation. One reported that the. fibre, though
short, was of great strength, and another that it was very strong, but harsh.
The sample, of a length of 12 to 16 inches, was valued at £16 to £18 per ton, but
it was stilted if fibre 30 to 35 inches long could be sent, its value would probably
bo £35 to £40 per ton. In view of these facts the question arises whether experi-
ments in cultivating the plant might not be undertaken, and whether the fibre
could he successfully treated by machinery. \Cf. Royle, Fibrous PI. Ind.,
1856, 304 5 ;

Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 235-6 ; Dunstan,
Rept. on Marsdcnia tenaciasima. Imp. Inst., July 9, 1903 ; Agri. Ledg., 1904,
No. 8.]

M. tlnctoria, /? Br.
,
ryom,riyong,kali lara,mai-nwai, etc. A large climbing shrub

of the Sikkirn Himalaya, Assam, the Khasia hills, Northern Burma and the
Circars. This species also yields a fibre, but is more especially interesting on
account of the mdigo Dye yielded by the leaves. At the beginnmg of last cen-
tury Roxburgh recommended its cultivation, but nothing appears to have been
done, nor has the value of the dye boon commercially test^. (See Indigo, p. 663.)
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MATS AND MATTING MATERIALS; Long, Induj. PI.

Beng. (gives list of mats and matting materials); Bast Mattings, in Journ.

Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1857, ix., 10 ;
also 1859, x., 342 ; Birdwood, Indust.

Arts Ind., 1880, ii., 223-4, 298 ; Mukharji, Art Manuj. Ind., 1888, 307-14
;

Journ. Ind. Art and Indust., 1890, in., 31 ;
Gee, Monog. Fibrous Mat.

Pb., 1891, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, etc.
;
Japanese Floor Mattirujs, in Journ. Soc.

Arts., 1892, 919 ;
Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 447.

For information regarding woven mats, the reader should consult

Carpets and Rugs (pp. 271-6), and for the chief matting materials, the

list below. The most famous of the so-called mats are the grass-mats—
(a) of Palghat on the Malabar Coast of Tinncvelly, and Ganjam m South
India

;
(b) of Midapur and Calcutta in Bengal

;
(c) the sitalpati mats

of Eastern Bengal and Assam (Sylhet)
;

(d) the coir mats of South
India and Bengal; (c) the mun) mats of Allahabad, Agra and Delhi

in North India
; (/) the date and other palm-leaf mats used all over

India, more especially in Western and Southern India—in Bombay
known as shaelu mats

;
and lastly, (g) ivory mats, woven from strips

of ivory so fine that they resemble the strands of sitalpati (sec Ivory,

p. 698).

Mats or rather screens (tatties) made of the sweetly scented khas-hhas

are hung in front of doors, etc., to afford shade and to cool, by evapora-

tion, the air which passes through their moistened texture. Bamboo mats

are manufactured here and there all over India, and m Bengal more especi-

ally darnid mats (those constructed of reeds, sec Phragmites below) are all but

universally used in house-construction. The traffic in darmd mats must,

therefore, be very great, and give employment to a far larger number of

persons than can be learned from published statistics. In some of the jails

aloe-fibre mats are produced and find a fair market, while cane mats are not

uncommon. These are formed by selected canes being placed parallel to

each other and bound in position by cross-tics. They are exceptionally

strong, and specially valued in public offices where there is much traffic.

The following arc the chief matting materials of India :

—

Agave (see p. 43). In the Panjab, the fibre of two species is a good deal
used m jails for making darts, mats and ropos. It is beautifully white and takes
dye much better than oven munj {ftaccharttui), but it is neither so strong nor
so duaable. The plant is a slow grower and liable to exhaustion. [Gee, l.c. 4.]

Arundlnarla racemosa, Munro (see Bambusa, p. 99).

Bambusa Tulda, sojrb (see Bambusa, p. 101).

Calamus—Canes and Rattans (see pp. 202-4).
CUnogyne dichotoma, Sahsb ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 2ii8 ; Agri. Ledg., 1896, No.

41 ; Nisbot, Burma under Brit. Rule and Before, 1901, i
,
38.3 ; Scitamine.*. The

sitalpati, multtd.^6,ta, murta, thin, godunika, bhndra, otc. A woody shrub of
Eastern Bengal, Assam, Burma and the Malay Pomnsula. It thrives on moist
ground, which need not be specially prepared, and it can be reproduced by cuttings
as well as by transplantation of shoots.

From the stems are prepared the famous sitalpati or “ cool mats.” For
the manufacture of the finest mats, the murta should bo cut when one year old.

The split stems as prepared are about 4 feet long, one-twentieth of an inch wide,
and as thin as paper. The average size of the mats, when finished, is about
that of an ordinary double bod. Owing to their coolness they are much used
during the hot weather, both by Europeans and by Natives, being placed beneath
the bedding sheets. As a historic fact of some interest it may be here mentioned
that formerly the mam corridor of the East India House in Leadenhall Street,
London, is said to have been lined with this matting. The quality is judged by
glossiness, smoothness and fineness of texture, and it is said that over the
smoothest even a serpent cannot glide. The price varies from Rs. 2 for the
common sort to as much as Rs. 100 for the best qualities. The chief producing
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Panama Fibre.

Coir.

Calcutta
Mats.
D.E.F.,
iv., 207-8.

D.E.P.,
IV., 662.

D.E.P.,
V., 317.
Waziri
Mats.

naakcta.

D.E.P.,
V., 430.

Qolpatta.

Thatch.

Rice.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

4-0.
Screw-pine.

districts are Fivridpiir, Bakarganj, Tippera and Chittagong in Eastern Bengal,

Sylhet and Cachar in Assam, and Henzada in Burma. The industry is almost

entirely confined to women. It has been suggested more than once that this

fibre would make an excellent substitute for the Panama fibre in hat manu-
facture. The plant also yields a pith, which is discarded by the sitaVpati makers,

but which might well be employed as a paper material if procurable in sufficient

quantity. [Of. O. W., in Capital, April 26, 1901.]

Cocos nucifera, Unn (see p. 366).

Corypha umbraculifera, Unn (see p. 429).

Crotalarla Juncea, luw (see pp. 436-6).

Cyperus tegetum, Roxb etc (see pp. 467-8).

Hedychlum spicatum, Ham , the aU-ruli, kapurkachri, sheduri, etc. The
leaves of this plant are made into the sloepmg-mats employed by the hill tribes,

whore the plant is at all plentiful.

Hibiscus tiliaceus, Lmn ; a large and abimdant bush and affords a fibre

obtainable by a process much loss tedious than with most other fibre-yielding

plants—a fibre which would appear well adapted for the manufacture of mats,
ropes, and possibly also paper. In the Panjab it is occasionally employed in

the construction of charpaia, sides of carts, seats of bullock-waggons and mats.

In New Caledonia and Tahiti it is made into fishing-nets (see p. 629).

Ischsemum angustifollum, Hacii (see pp. 694, 865).

Juncus eilusus, Lmn , FI. Br. Ind , vi., 392. This common European rush
is found in the Sikkim Himalaya and Khasia hills from 6,000 to 10,000 feet.

r. i/iniiniin. Ehrh Boitr
,
which is not unlike the former species, though stiffer

and darker, is met with in the Western Himalaya, Nilgiri hills and Ceylon.
Tlio European plant is in considerable vogue for the manufacture of baskets,
mats and chair-seats, and it is suggested that similar uses might be found for

ono or both species in India, whore they arc at present entirely neglected.

Meiocanna bambusoides, Trm (see Bambusa, p. 103).

Nannorhops Ritcbieana, h Wimtii
, FI. Hr. Ind., vi., 429 ; Gamble, Man.

Ind. Timba., 733 ; Pat,me.®. TIio mazri, pathn, kilu, pfit, etc. Usually astemloss
shrub, but occasionally develops a stem 10 to 14 feet long. It is met with in
Sind ond the Western PanjAb as well os in tho Kuram Valley and in Baluchistan,
many acres of country about Hamai being covered with it, and ascending the
lulls to 6,600 feet above the sea.

In former times it was common all over KohAt, but railway construction has
led to an increased export to tho Cie-lndus districts, and the more easily available
mazri supplies have been exhausted. In 1882 measures were taken to protect
the palm. Tho groon leaves are beaten out with a mallet, and tho fibre obtained
is used for matting, fans, baskets, hats, sandals, nets, etc. Waziri baskets
and mats procured at Bannu are famous all over the Western Panjab. Rope
18 also made from the stems and loaf-stalks, though apparently it is not very
strong. Tho leaf-bud, young inflorosconce and fruit are eaten, and the leaves
regarded as a purgative modicmo for cattle. The seeds are made into rosaries
and exported from Baluchistan (Gwadur) to Mecca. The price of mazri matting
in Peshawar is about Rs. 8 per 100 sq yards, and its popularity appears to be
increasing

Nlpa frutlcsns, Wurmb
, FI. Br. Ind., vi., 424 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

729 , Palme,®. The gulga, golphal (fruit), golpatta (loaves), dani, etc.
; a large

creeping gregarious palm of the Sundnbans, Chitfagong, Burma and the An-
damansl Tho old fruits aro large, the interior bemg hard like ivory, but trans-
parent ; they are carried to the sea and floated to great distances. The leaf-
stalks are used to help in floating aundri logs in the Sundribans, also as fishing-
floats. Tho leaves are very largely employed for thatching and in making mats.
In the Straits Settlements they are used for covering cigarettes. Toddy is

obtained from tho spatho (os Linschoten observed in 1608), and the young fruit
is edible. Gamble states that the trade in golpatta leaves in the Sundribans
amounts yearly to about 135,000 tons, valued at nearly Rs. 60,000.

Oryza

—

Rico Straw (see p. 826). In Kullu and Hazara, mats called mandri
and phindi, as also string, are mad© of rice-straw.

Pandanus, the screw-pines, might be described as a genus of palm-like
evergreen trees or shrubs, often scandent and possessed of copious and strong
aerial roots. They are met with in the moist tropical regions, chiefly Moscarene
and Malayan. Hooker {FI, Br. Ind., vi., 483—7) describes some seven Indian
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species, and mentions many other obscure forms. The only species of economic

value may be said to be :

—

P. odoratisslmus, Linn /. (P. fasicularia, Lam.)

;

the keura, kea, ketuki,

keori, mtigalik, thalay, talai, kaida, satthapu, etc. Common qn the sandy coasts

of South India, Burma and the Andamans. It forms dense impenetrable thickets

in the tidal forests, and is extensively grown as a hedge plant. It is also

specially cultivated in gardens in South India on account of the fragrance of

its spikes of flowers. Those, tied up within the few adjacent leaves, are sold

in the market towns, and may be seen in shops and at the', railway stations.

The women wear the fresh flowers in their hair and use them as offerings at the

temples. From them is also prepared keura, perhaps the most characteristic and
most widely used perfume of India. The soft florol leaves and pulp of the fruit

are also eaten. The leaves afford an excellent fibre which is employed f-r

nets, sacks, brushes, mats, etc. [Of. Marco Polo, Travels (ed. Yule), ii ,
2r> i

;

Clusius, Ananas silvestris, Exot. PI., 1605, 286; Ain-i-Akbari, (Jarrett, transl ),

ii., 126; Forster, PL Esc., 1786, 38-41 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 141 ;

Rept. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm., i., 150.]

Phoenix, several species (see pp. 884-5) ; also Basket- and Wicker-work (p. 115).

Phragmltes ; of the reeds proper there are two species, i*.

(dtla or ddmbu), met with in the marshes and on the margins of lakes in North-
West India up to altitude 10,000 feet, and m*. narkn (nala, nal, nar, sur, kaing,

karka, etc.), found in the swamps of the rnoro tropical India.

The former is employed on the Dal Lake of Kashmir ns the radhs that con-
stitute the foimdation of embankments and floating islands. The culms of

both species are extensively utilised all over India in the construction of chairs

(morhas) and baskets ; they are also largely used for lutes and the tubes of

smoking-pipes (hukahs) Split open they aro made into mats, and thus con-
stitute one at least of the sources of the darma mats of Bengal. Those are pro-
duced cheaply and in great abundance, being universally employed in house-
construction. They are also utilised ns lining (dunnage) of ships to protect

and isolate cargoes, and they might with advantage be used to line the

inside of iron roofing. The flowering stalks are beaten out and afford a useful

rope-fibre. [Of Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 116; For. Admin. Repts. ; Rec. Bot. Surv.
Ind., ii., 166, 240, 247, 360.1

Pseudostachyum (see Bamhoo, p. 104).

Saccharum arundlnaceum, Retz (soo pp. 929-30).

Tachardla lacca, Kerr ; for mats made of lac, confer with account given by
Birdwood (Indust. Arts Ind., 1880, ii., 22.3-4). A thread of lac is wound around a
stick, and, after drying, is drawn off and broken mto sections of three or four
turns each. These are then linked together into mots of all sorts of variegated
colours.

Typha ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 488. There aro tliree species of Reed Mace,
Elephant Grass or Cat’s toil Bullrush, between which, for the present purpose,
it is hardly necessary to draw distinctions since their properties and uses
are practically identical. These aro known as t. nuaimiatn. the lukh of
Upper India ; t. the pater, hoglA, bora, dib, pun, rdmabdna, etc. ;

and T. T.rtjrinnniii
,
the pitz of Kashmir.

The culms, ns also the leaves of all three forms, ore extensively used in making
sieves, thatching hpts and house-boats, and in the manufacture of mats, ropes and
baskets. In Sind they are also employed in the construction of crude boats
called tirbo, also floats and buoys to support swimmers. They are much valued
for their long roots, which bind loose soils and embankments. The pollen is

regularly collected, and on the Indus forms a fairly important article of food,
being baked into cakes. Bhaduri (Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1902-3,
27) liM given the results of his chemical analysis of this article of food. It
contains carbohydrate, 44'50; albuminoid, 19'76 ; cellulose, 17‘80 ; oil, 2'70;
the balance ash and water. The young shoots and tender roots are also eaten,
and the lower succulent parts of the fruiting spike, soaked in oU, are used as a
torch, whilst the down of the ripe fruit is mixed with mortar as a binding material.

The rushes are split and woven into coarse mats for covering boats and for
making walls or partitions of houses. The leaves also find a purpose in the
construction of soft matting as, for example, in KuUu, Kumaon, Sind and else-

where. In the Panjdb, Typtui is generally adopted as a matting material when
mazrx (Xatmorhops) is not available. [Of. Ain-i-Akbari (Jarrett, transl.), ii., 123 ;
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Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 31 ; Goe, Monog. Fibrous Mat. Fb., 18!)1, ,

Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 319 ;
etc., etc.]

Klias-kliaB, Vetlverla zlzanloldes, stapf; the khas-khas (see p. 1106).

Trade. Trade and Commerce.—The statistics of mats and matting); given in

the annual official returns of trade exclude Coir Manufactiucs, and it

IS not shown to what extent they include mats or rugs other than grass-

lixporte. mats. The Exports to foreign countries during the years 1899-11)00

to l9()fi-7 showed no great fluctuation in quantity but a reinarkablc

undulation in value, due perhaps to the demand for cheap goods in

one year being supplanted by more expensive articles in the next.

The highest recorded value was Rs. 2,41,887 in 1900-1. In 190.1-4

the amount stood at Rs. 58,754 ; in 1905-6 was only Rs. 27,267 ;
and

in 1906-7, Rs. 47,617. Madras has more than half the trade in quantity

but realises less in value than Bombay. The re-exports were at their

highest value in 1903-4 (Rs. 20,234), and represented chiefly trade from
Imports. Bombay to East Africa, Turkey-in-Asia and Persia. Of the Imports

a largo share should probably appear as Carpets and Rugs, as, for example,

the supply (56 per cent.) that comes from Mekran and Sonmiani. Other

considcrahlo contributors are China (Hongkong) and the Straits Settle-

ments. The highest value in the years mentioneil (1899-1907) was
reached in 1904 -5 (Rs. 2,94,182), and of that Rs. 1,52,782 and Rs. 49,473

wore taken by Bombay and Sind.

Coir. As regards Coir Manufactures (excluding rope and presumably
including some proportion of articles other than matting) the trade is

almost entirely concentrated in Madras, which in 1903-4 exported to

foreign countries some 473,281 cwt., valued at Rs. 46,78,050, chiefly to

the United Kingdom and Germany, the tot.-!! foreign trade of all provinces
having been 483,355 cwt., valued at Rs. 17,90,110. In 1906-7 the ex-

ports from Madras were 552,703 cwt., valued at Rs. 55,24,154, and the

total foreign trade 5.59,329 cwt., valued at Rs. 56,00,268. At the same
lime the Madras Pre.sidency contributed to Bengal and Bombay a fairly

large quantity, namely Rs. 9,00,000 worth. (See also Cocos nucifera,

p. 362.)
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MEDICAGO SATIVA, Li/iu. ; FI. Hr. Ind., li., 90 ;
Prain,

Beruj. Plants, 1903, i,, 414 ;
IiVIGUmino.s/E. IjUterne, Purple Tjucerne, or

Alfalfa, vilagli-ijawulk, hoi, spaslu, scbisl, yurushta, heda, mkiyti-hullu,

etc.

According to Do Cundollo, the plant is a native of wostorn tomporato Asm, and
m found apparently wild in Afghanistan and Baluchistan. Stein {Ancient Khotan,
1907, 130) speaks of it as extensively cultivated in Khotan and used as fodder.
Tt IS now largely grown m many parts of Jndia and affords excellent forage
for horses and cattle, if given in moderation. At least two varieties are culti-

vated, tfie Ivandahar and the Persian or Arabian. The latter is the crop
ordinarily mot with.

Cultivation.—In the Poona district, according to Mollison, the best time
for sowing is either early in the rams or between October and December ; in
the north of India, from the middle of October to the middle of November.
The price ef seed ranges from Rs. 0-14 to Rs. 1-8 per lb. The usual Native
method of sowing is broadcasting on a clean, well-prepared bod, but by this
method the field gets foul by deep-rooted grasses and other weeds, and the lucerne
fails when it ought to be in full vigour. A good method of cultivation is as
follows :—The field should be well ploughed and brought into a thoroughly friable,

smooth, clean condition during the rains. In September, 30 cart-loads per
acre of well-decayed farm-yard manure should he given. The manure must
be evenly spread and mixed thoroughly with the soil. Ridges ore then formed
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MELANORRHCEA
BURMESE VARNISH TREE Usitata

LacquerWare
22 to 28 inches apart, on which the seeds are sown (10 lb. per acre) in a groove
along the top, and covered by not more than 1 J inches of soil. Frequent waterings
are necessary during the first fortnight. On medium soil, lucerne grown in tho
above manner requires water every eighth day m the cold season, every sixth
day in the hot weather, and oftener if the soil bo light. Water should also be
given during breaks in tho monsoon. It requires liberal top-dressing at short
intervals. At least 6 tons of well-rotted farm-yard manure should be applied
every third time the crop is cut.

The principal object of the ridge- and-furrow system is to keep the field clean,
since the furrows can easily be weeded each tune the crop is cut by using an
ordinary bullock-hoe. A crop will be well established m six months, and should Crop,
l^t for years, yielding at least ton cuts per annum. In 1893-4 the i.est results
obtained on the Poona Farm were as follows-—outturn per acre, 31,816 lb. ;

value per rupee, 1 20 lb. ; cost of cultivation per acre, Rs. 85-3-8
; value ot pro-

duce per acre, Rs. 266—2—0. \Cf. Bentham, Rev. of To.Tgiom-Tozzctti. in Journ.
Ifori. Soc., 1855,ix., 139; Do Candolle, Om/. (Vt.Pfania. 1884, 102, BuiVo, Primer
on Cult. Lucerne, in Meerut Press, 1891 ; Voelcker, fmprov Trui Agrt., 1893,
193, 202, 240 ; Duthie and Fuller, Field aud Garden Crops, in., 61 ; Molhsoii,
Agri. Ledg., 1893, No. 18 ; 1894, No .5 ;

I.i‘.ithor, Food Grains anil Fodders, in
Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 7, 166, 174 , Smith, Lucerne, U.G. Dept. Agri. Farmer's
Bull., 1895, No. 31 ; Moreland, Note on Cult. Luceme, in Dept. Land Rec and
Agri. U. Prov. Bull., 1897, No. 6; Cawnporo, Erper Farm Repis. ; Joutu.
Board Agri., Sept. 1897, iv., 218-21; .luno, 1899, vi., 30-44; 1901, vii., 485-8;
Molhson, Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 229-33.]

MELANORRHCEA USITATA, Wall., Pi. As. Par., i., 9-12,

tt. 11, 12; FI. Br. Ind., li., 25 ;
Watt, Kew Bull., 1906, 137-47

;
also

Ind. Art at Delhi, 1908, 218-24
;

ANAt'ARPiACR.F. A large di'Ciduous

tree of the open forests of Manipur, Burma and Siam, rare in dry forests.

It is generally known as Thk Burmese Varnish Trek, and by the following

vernacular names, thitsi, kheu, sulhan, kiahong, etc. (Sec Semecarpus,

p. 981.)
In addition to affording a useful Timbeh, it yields a natural Varnish of

groat interest and value, and one w'hich may be charocterisoii as having originated

several distinct industrial and art conceptions peculiar to the Burmese, Shuns
and Siamese. In Maymyo tho preparation of tho crude black varmsh may
be spoken of as tho chief forest industry, but it is also largely extracted in tho

Monghong State. In fact, wherever the tree aboimds the varnish is oolloctod.

In such tracts it is rare to find a tree that has not boon tapped. It is ex-
ported mainly from the Northern and Soiithorn Forest Circles of Burma. To
obtam the varnish, V-shapod incisions, 9 inches long and 5 itichos opart at tho
base, arj cut on tho bark of tho trees, tho apex pointing down. The tungno
of bark within those scars is then slightly lifted up and a sjiocinlly prepared
jomt of bamboo driven in horizontally immodiatoly below tho apex of tho
mcision. Tho sap which exudes from tho inner bark drams into the bamboo
receiver. This is emptied at tho end of ton days, when tho How ot varmsh
is observed to become scanty. A second cut is made along each side of the
contamed tongue . of bark, which is also again raised up slightly and tho
bamboo receiver placed more convoniontly to tho now scarification. After
this has yielded all the varnish that seems likely, a new incision is made
a little higher up. It would appear that young trees yield better than fully

formed ones. By tho tapping process tho trees become much distorted,

and it is no unusual occurrence to find some that manifest 50 to 60 suc-
cessive scarifications. One man, it has boon estimated, can look after and
collect the varnish from 1,200 trees, provided they are not too much sent-

tered. He can scarify and collect from about 200 trees a day. Tho best
season for working is from July to October, and one man may collect from
146 to 182 lb. in one season. In 1904-5, 38,622 vies, and in 1905-0, 36,382
viss, were collected under license and permit. [C/. Ann. Rept. For. Admin.,
1904-6, 66.]

Thitsi is largely utilised in its liquid state as a natural varnish, and has the
great merit of preserving woodwork. Thickened by sawdust, cow-dung ashes,
or bone-ashes to a plastic condition, it is employed ais a Cement and body
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MELIA
Azadiracfita THE NEEM OR MARGOSA TREE
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material or moulding subBtance. It may be coloured with lamp-black, gold-leaf,

vermilion (not red load), orpiment, indigo, etc., and applied with a brush or by
the hand direct, or to objects revolving on the tuming-lathe. When painted

on cloth or paper the form used is very thm and pure, but on drying the articles

are foimd to have been rendered waterproof. As a cement it is largely em-
ployed in the Burmese glass mosaics, but by far its best-known property is in

the manufacture of the so-called Burmese lacquer ware, of which there are four

types and centres of production—Pagan ; Prome ;
Mandalay ; and Manipur

leather varnish.

MELIA, Liim.; FI. Br. Ind.,\., •, Gumhlc, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

1902, 143-6; Talbot, List Trees, tie., 72-4; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

1902, 1 ., 205-6, Praiti, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 313 4 ,
Dutliie, FI. Upper

(lanrj. Plain, 1903, 150-1
; Brandis, Jnd. Trees, 1906, 140 ;

Mkliace;e.

A genus of trees eoinprising five species, natives of India and the Malay
Archipelago.

M. Azadlrachta, Lmn
, M. itultca, Braruha, For. FI

,

67 ; Azadirachta indica,

Jmaicu, in Mem. Mua Htst. Nat. Paris, 1830, 19, 221. The Noem or Margosa
Tree, nim, agaa, limba, kohnmba, v6pa, taruka, bcvina, thin, kamdkd, etc. A
largo tree ; according to Gamble, probably wild in the forests of the Kam&tak
ami parts of the Deccan, and perhaps also m the drier, inland parts of Burma;
elsewliere cultivated.

It IS of considerable economic importance. From the bark there exudes
a bright arnhor-colourad Gum, which is collected in small tears or fragments.
This IS said to constitute ». portion of the commercial “ gum gattie,” and of
“ East Imha gum.” It is considerably esteemed medicinally as a stimulant.
From the seeds a fixed acrid, bitter Oil is extracted, of a deep yellow colour
and disagreeable flavour. As an antholmintic and ontiseptio it is in much
demand, and is largely used by the poorer clns.ses for burning, but said to

smoke badly. The barks of trees are often painted witli it to protect them from
insect posts. By the women of Sind it is applied as a hair wash. The chemistry
of this oil was fully investigated by the late Dr. Warden, and a detailed account
of his results is given in the Dictionary. Nim oil-cake is regarded as a useful
fertiliser. In addition to the gum and oil, the bark, young fruits, seeds, leaves,

floweis and sap have all medicinal properties assigned to them or are spoken
ot 03 edible. The leaves are utilised to preserve books, papers, cloths, etc.,

from ravages of insects They are said, moreover, to bo useful in keeping away
iiiosquitoe.s. Hooper (Rept. Labor. Ind. Mua (Tndust. Sec.), 1903-4, 30-1) records
the results of hw investigations. Fresh leaves were distilled in water. It was
found that a distinct allyl- or onion-smollmg compound was present in the dis-

tillate. The powdered loaf, when burnt, gave off an odour found to prove fatal

to insects. Tho extract of the leaves was intensely bitter and contained evidence
of an alkaloid. •

Tho sap or nim Toudv is yielded by the tree either spontaneou.sly or is ex-
tracted artificially. In the former case, a clear and oolourless liquid flows in
a tliin stream or continuous drojipings from two, three or more parts of tho
plant simultaneously for several weeks on end. Artificially it is obtamed by
exposing a liealthy-looking root, cutting it through, and placing a vessel beneath
to receive tho exuding liquor, which is a refrigorent, nutrient and alterative
tonic. The Wood is durable, has an average weight of 50 to 62 lb. per cubic
foot. Its chief use is for cart-construction, slup-building, agricultural imple-
ments, and in South India for furniture. Tho twigs are largely used as tooth-
brushes. [Cf. Garcia de Orta, 1503, CoU., xl. ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.),

170 ; Jacob Breynius, Icon. Rar. PI

.

1739, I.*!, t. i. ; Bnchanan-Hamilton, Stat.
Acc Dina/)

, 183.3, 164 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat Med. Mad., 1891, 100—6
; Baner-

]oi, Agri. Cuttack, 189.3. 185, 187, 201 ; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1899, 69, 233 ;

Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 290-7 ; Watt and Mann, Peats and Blights
of the Tea Plant, 1903, 411 ; Cunningham, Plaguea arvl Pleasures of Life in Bengal,
1907, 102.]

M. Azedarach, Linn , Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1894, i , 70, 148, 196 ; ii., 62 ; iii,,

186. The Persian Lilac of Indian writers. Bastard Cedar or Bead Tree, drek,
bakain, deikna, ghord nim, thamaga, chain, maha-limbo, malai, vembu, hivu, ta-
ma-ka, etc, A deciduous tree doubtfully indigenous m the Sub-Himalayan tract
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SUPPLY OF MICA

though commonly met with up to 6,000 feet in altitude, and frequently culti-
vated in India and Burma.

Like the nim, this species also yields a brown adhesive Gum and the seeds
afford a fixed oil ; but these are not important. It has long been used m medicine
by the Arabs and Persians, but the Hindus seem to have neglected it in favour
of nim. The stone from the fruit is employed all over India as a bead, being
perforated and strung into necklaces, rosaries, etc., and is supposed to act as a
charm against disease. According to most writers, the wood is liable to warp
and split, but Gamble states that the samples used at the Imperial Forest School
for Museum cases and furniture behaved well. It is handsomely marked and
takes an excellent polish. [C/. Taleef Shereef, I c. 39, 102 ; Paulus jEgineta
(Adams, Comment.), 1847, lii., 449-50 ; Bentham, Rev. of Tarqiom-Tozzetti,
Journ. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 177 : Moodeen Sheriff, l.c. 99-100 . Banerjei,
l.c. 185, 196 ; Woodrow, l.c. 233 ; Firminger, Man. Oord. Ind. (ed Camoroii),
1904, 635; Der Tropenpflanzer, Oct. 1904, No. 10, 678-80 ]

M. COmposlta, Willd. , M dubia, Hie.rn (non Vav.), in Ff. Pr. Ind ,
i

,
545.

The eisur, kadu-khajur, hrnbarta, dingkntlomj, mallay veinbu, fit-ru, i ti .\ large
deciduous tree of tho Sikkim Himalaya, up to 6,000 feet; Khasia hills ,

hills

of Western Ghats in South India and west coast foreshs from tho Konkaii soiitli

Gamble states that tho wood will probabK bo found useful for tea-boxes and
similar purposes, and that it should bo eultivutod on account of its rayud growth.
In Ceylon, the outriggers of native boats arc made of it.

MICA ; Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., lii., 524 ; Holland, Mica De-

posits Ind., in Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1902, xxxiv., pt. 2 ;
Phosphatic

Mica-Pendotites tn Lower Gondwana Rocks, Beng., m Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

1894, xxvii., pt. 4, 129-46
;

also Rev. Min. Prod., in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

1906, xxxii,, pt. 1, 14, 63-9
; 1907, xxxvi., 76. The group of minerals

known collectively under the name Mica have several characteristics in

common, which vary with the combining ratios of the bases and the

silica of which they are composed. The light-coloured micas generally

belong to the kind known as muscovite, the black to biotite
;

other

varieties are lepidolite and lepidomelane. It has the following vernacular

names :~abrak, appracam, kokabdlarz, va-jrdbhra (black mica), etc.

Sources .—Though mica is one of tho most widely ilistribulod minerals m India,
its occurrence in plates of sufilcicnt si^e to be of commoreial value is limited to a
few tracts. Holland (Mem. Geol, l.c.) gives a full account of the geogiaplncal
distribution of tho known mica-liearmg aroas of India. Tho most important
localities occur m the provinces of Bengal, Madras, Bombay and Burma, but m
another publication (Rev. Mtn. Prod., l.c.) he states that Bengal and Madra.s
are tha only provinces in which tho nuca-ininmg mdustry can be viewed as
established and important. In the official returns. Financial and Commercial
Statistics, published by tho Government of India, particulars are given of factories

or works that employ 26 persons or over. Under “ Mica Mines ” (on that
standard) there were in 1901, 17 mines employing 6,668 persons , in 1902, 16

mines employing 7,242 iiersona ; in 1903, 18 mines, employing 6,276 persons ;

and in 1904, 45 tninos, ernploymg 0,559 persons. Including all grades of mica
mines, there were 9,165 persons employed on the average during the three years
ending 1903, of which 6,694 were in Bengal and 2,471 in Madras. In 1905, 15,244,
and in 1906, 15,723 daily workers were recorded at the mica mines.

Outturn.—As regards tho outturn, Holland obsorvos that the published returns
grossly understate both the quantity and value, since they are below the figures

usually quoted for the exports. “ As tho only mica on which royalty is charged
is that raised on Government land, and as many mica miners have mines in both
Zenundari and Government land, there are obvious reasons for understating
the production ; and, besides this fact, the fiourishmg industry of stealing mica
diminishes the returns for production without affecting the export figures. A
considerable quantity of mica of the poorer grades is consumed in the country for

ornamental and decorative purposes, and a small quantity of the larger sheets
is used for painting pictures on, in various parts of the country. As far as the
figures for quantity are concerned, therefore, the exports cannot bo accepted as
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an approximate expression of the production ; but as regards value, the export

returns may bo accepted as a closer approacli to tho figures which should express

production.”
.

Uses.—Tho uses of mica depend on its peculiar combination of qualities, viz.

its highly perfect cloavugo , its trnnsparency to light, together with a comparative

opacity to radiant heat-rays ; its low power of conducting electricity ;
its chemi-

cal stability ; the great flexibility of its folia, combined with a high elastic limit

ntid con.soquent power to resist violent shocks or sudden changes of temperature,

it may be substituted for glass in lanterns, doors of furnaces, windows, as a

glazing material for pictures, for backing of mirrors, etc. By far the largest

ipiantity of .sheet mica, however, is used for electrical purposes, for covering

jiortiona of dynamos and other electrical inachmos For similar uses, thin films

have lately heeii used for making tho so-called Micanite, in which films of mica
aro mado to adhere to ono another by a highly insulating cement According
to Holland, fhn mvontion of micanite has created a new opening for tho use of

tlio smaller grades of mica, formerly rejected as waste In India itself mica is

<'hinfly employed for docorativo and ornamental purpose.s, e g. in ornamenting
temploa, palaces, and many of tho baimors, robo.s, etc,, employed in ceremonies

In fine fragments eras powder it is also used for ornamenting pottery and fancy

cloths, especiallv tho Afridi wav-cloth (see Carthaniiis, p 282), Finally, it is

used to .a considerable extent in Native medicine, and eicn more naturally and
successfully as a miimire ,

Trade.—For the years 1897-8 to 1002 .1, it is stated that tho mica Exports
averaged 19,178 cwt with an annual value of £77,013, or £4 0.') per cwt. A
tublo IS fiirni.shed by Holland that shows tho relatiio contnbni ions of the mica-
oxporting provinces Tho two chief, Beng.T,! and Madra-s, during tho years under
review (1807-190.3) contributed to tho avorngo total as follows —Bengal, 12,282

cwt , valued at £.12,272 , Madras, (>,872 cwt , valued at £25,241. Of these exports
tlio LTiiited Kingdom took tho largest share, amounting on the average to 14,843
cwt

,
valued at £50,799, or 77‘4 per cent, of tho total quantity and 73' 2 per cent,

of tho total value. Much of this, however, ns .sold m the United Kingdom for

transmission to the Continent and America The United States come next, 15'.5

per cent of the average total quantity and 20'
1 per cent of the total value.

The mica sent to America, it la atatod, brought a higher price, as only tho better
qualities could face the heavy import duty imposed liy the Dingley Tariff m 1897
Tunimg to tho iinnunl statement of the Ttade and Navigation of British India
with foreign countries for tho year ending March 1907, we learn that the following
wore tlio actual exports from India during tho past live years:— 1901-2, 16,298
cwt., valued at Rs. 10,.50,511 , 1902-3, 20,412 cwt, valued at Rs. 13,13,909;
1903-4, 21,048 cwt, vahieil at Rs. 12,94,453, 1901 .5, 19,575 cwt., valued at
Rs, 14,68,980; 190.5-fl, 31, .554 cwt., valued at Rs. 23,94,413, and 1900-7, 51,426
cwt., valued at Rs 38,24,988

\Cf. Watt, Rev. Min. Rrod.. 1893, 23-4 ; 1894, 22 3 , 1895, 47-8 ; 1890, 49-.50:

Handbooks Imp. Inst., 1893, No. 19 ; Repts. of Chief Inspector of Mines ; Morvyn
iSuiith, Mica Mining, in Beng Trans, of Instil, of Mining and Metall., 1898 ;

Rept.
on Rendee and Jhirkce Mira Prop., Hazaribagh Dist., Chota Nagpur, 189Ji ; Min.
Indust , 1898, vi., 478-81 ; 1899, vii., 509-10 ; 1901, ix., 472 ; 1902, x., 468 ;

1903, XI., 468 , Diitt, Mat. Med. Hiiid., 1900, 76-80 : Dunstan, in Agri. Ledg.,

1900, Nos. 2, 24 ; Mica Deposits of Ind., Bull. Imp. Inst., No. 1 Board of Trade
.Tourn

,
enppl.. May 21, 1903, xlix.-I. ; Imp. hut. Tech. Repts., 1903, 27-34 ;

Watt, Ind Art at Delhi, 1903, 211, 231-2.]

D.E.P., MORINDA, Limt. : FI. Br. Ind., iii., 155-8; Watt, Agri. Ledg.,

V., 200-76. 1895, No. 9 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 422 ; Talbot, List Trees, etc,,

A1 Dye. 1902, 19G
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 672-3

; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,
1903, i., 613-5

; Duthie, FI. Up-per Gang, Plain, 1905, i,, pt. 2, 426-7
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 392 ; RuBiACEi®. A genus of erect or climbing
shrubs or trees which comprises about 40 species, all tropical. Of these
seven are natives of India.

M. angustlfolla, Soxb , Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind,, i., 248, 347. The ddru haridrd, asugach,
chenung, ban hardi, ytyo, etc. An evergreen bush of the Eastern Himalaya
ascending the hills to 6,000 feet m altitude ; Assam ; Eastern Bengal to Tenas-
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MORIMDA
THE AL OR ACH DYE citrifolia

^ Deccan
The young roots (more especially the root-bark) yield a good yellow Dye, J)vq

which is used fairly extensively by the Natives of Eastern Bengal and Darjeeling,
j, Bengal

a>lso by tliosG in Assam, and to a small ©xtont in Burma. In Darjeeling and. the
Garo hills, McCann writes that the dye is prepared by pounding tho bark of the
root and boiling it m water, then straining and boiling over again till the required
consistency is obtained. In dyeing cotton yarn or cloth, certain ingredients that
act as mordants or acids to brighten tho colour aro used along with the inorinda
extract, or other dyes arc employed along with it, to produce brilliant reds.
Diinoan {Dyes and Dyexmj %n Assam, 189C, 35) gives full particulars of tho system
of dyeing with Iflofitida angitMHfulhi that prevails in As.suni Chips of the bark Assam,
of letehu {Uaccatireti mittltln) and the loaves of (he lodh. {‘^umplorntt xglrnta,
p. 1063), by most writers said to lie tho chief monlants employed. [Cl Mason,
Burma and. Its People (ed. Theobald), 1883, ii., 422.]

M. cltrKolla, Linn , M. tinctoria, Roxb , Watt. Agn Ledg , 189.5, No. 0, 2 plates Togari
A plant often called tho Indian ‘‘Mulberry,” oi Togari VVi-od of Madras, dl, dch, 'W'ood.
bdrtund%, surangi, nina, niinn, sira, madd), nyah-gyi, etc A small tree or l.irgo

bush formerly widely cultivated throughout India, but withm the past few v('ar8

the industry has been entirely ruined and (he cultivation practnally iibandonod.
Cultivation,—The cultivation of tiMiUmin has been disconl imicd, or nearly so, Cultlva-

since the introduction ot aniline ilyea. In many districts where it was tormorly tion.
a profitable industry, as m the Central Provinces and Beiai, it has for snvcrul influence ot

years been practically discontinuod. A full account of tho methoils ot cultivation Aniline,

and position of the industry i.s given in tho Agnr.idtural Ledger {/.c. 137-9). It n
there stated that the crop was fortiierly very profitable One of tho most striking

features was the cuoumstance that from a perennial trc.>, which may attain a
height of 30 to 50 foot, a biennial fiehl-crop luul been produced that rarely rroduetion and
exceeded a height of 2 feet, though it flowered and fruited freely. Bienmal.

Tho soil was prepared as for other crops. It wa.s ploughed thic'o times, cleared

of weeds, and sown m Juno. Tho seed was procured from previous fiold-crops Sowing

and put through a process of special preparation. This was Die choti-al, and was chon-ul,

tho crop exclusively grown in certain lucahtios, such as tho Anjangaon neighbour-
hood. In other villages a crop known as moH-al was also grown, tho seed for Mott-al.

which was obtained from troo.s which grow near by, and not from tho previous
field-stock. Tho fruits wore collected, piled in a heap till they turned black and tho
pulp softened. This was accomplished m three or four days. After separating
tho seeds by breaking tlio fruit on stones or by tho mogra (mallet), the soorls

were piled together for fifteen day.s. To remove the remainder of tho pulp the
seeils were placed in baskets and sunk in tho river and finally spread out to dry.

About 40 lb. wore drill-sown to the acre Tho moti-al often llowerod and fruited Rcwions.

tho first year, and would continue to do so during tho second or oven third. At
tho village of Anjangaon, the choli-al crop was usually gathered in tho thinl year
and dug up somewhere in November to January. Sandy soils were best suited, Roils,

black soils being too haril for the roots to penetrate. Tlio Anjangaon cultivators

considered tho throe-year-old crop to be tho best. Alter tlio roots were dug up
and separated from the stems, they were cut into small pieces, apreail out to dry,

and in c^glit to twelve days were ready for market. Tho al crop was followed
by cotton, which in its turn was followed again by al.

Dye .—A full account of the Native methods of utilising the dyo is given in Dye.
tho Dictionary. Tho reader should also consult the Agricultural Ledger (I c.

141-4), where it will be foimd an account of the process in tlondal, Kathiawar,
has been contributed by Mr. M. J. Bharwada. A widespread opinion prevails

among Natives thqjt textiles dyed with al aro protected agBm.st the depredations rrotcclion Irom
of white ants ; and if this were so, it wouKl bo a powerful argument in favour White Anta.

of its extonded use, instead of its discontinuance, but the matter has never been
scientifically confirmed. Some years ago the dye was thoroughly investigated by
Prof. Hummel and Mr. Perkin of tho Yorkshire Uollego, Leeits. They found that
the root does not dye in its original condition, but that either tho glucosides must Metiioil ot

first be hydrolysed or that certain acid substances must be removed. The former Dyeing

is effected by boiling with acids or alkalis, or by fermentation. The process of re-

moving the acids consists in washing the powdered root throe times, two hours each
time, with water. The last steeping may occupy twenty hours. The dye-bath is

then charged with the washed root and PS per cent, of its weight of sodium car- Sodium
bonate or 1 per cent, of chalk. The temperature is gradually raised to the boiling- Carbonate,

point and the colours cleared with boiling soap solution. [Gf. Forster, PI. Esc.,

1786, 41; Rumphius, Herb, Amb., 1743, lii., 169; Hunter, Morinda and Its
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MORUS
alba horse-radish tree
White Mulberry

VsM, As. Res., 1796, iv., 36-44; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 276 ; Bennet ,

Wanderings m N.-S. Wales.iete., 1834, ii., 219 ;
Mason, l.c. li., 422 ;

F/Mrr^og.

Ind., 1891, 11., 226 ; Hummel and Perkin, Tinct. Prop. Ind. Dye
Soc. Chem. Indust., 1894, ; Al Dyeing in O. Prov., in Agri. Ledg., ’

also Joshi, Al Dye, 1897, No. 20 ; Russell, Monog. on Dyeing C. Prov., 1896, 3-8 ;

Duncan, l.e. 36; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 209-11.]

M. umbellatft, Unn. ,• nuna, mdlughudu, rnaddi chckhe. A common climbing

shrub of South India and the mountain.^ of tho Eastern ponmsiila through Assam
to Burma, Ceylon, and the Malay Peninsula ; ascending tlie hills to altitudes of

Javan 4,000 feet. It yields tho dye known as mang-kudu, winch is employed in Java
lied Dye. tQ give tho red shades to batick calicoes In India this dye is used only to a very

small e.xtent. [C/. Hummel and Perkin, Col. and other Prin. contained in Mang-
kondu (contrib. from Cloth-workers’ Res. Lab., Yorkshire College) ; Imp. Inst,

Tech. Repts., 1903, 217-8, app.]

D.E.P..
V., 276-9 .

Horse-
radish.

Gum

Hen Oil.

Perfumery.

Pob-herb.

D.E.P.,
V., 270-84.

Mulberry.

WUte.

Fruit Edible.

MORINGA PTERYGOSPERMA, (Utertn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii.,

46 ;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 118-9

;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

1902, 224-6
;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 192-3 ;
Cooke, FI.

Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 282
;
Moringe.®. The Horse-radish Tcec, sajuna

(or sajina), shdjnah, sun'/na, munigha, muruja arak, saragvo, sekto, muna-

gdcha jhdda, musing, murungai, ddndalon bin, etc. A tree wild in the Sub-

Himalayari tracts from the Chenab to Oudh but very commonly cultivated

near homesteads, especially m Bengal and Assam.
It yields a Gum which is white when it exudi s but turns gradually to a ma-

hogany colour. It belongs to tho tragacivnth or hog-gum senes, but owing to its

dark colour is of no European commercial value. From the seeds a clear, limpid,

almost colourless Oil is easily extracted by pressuio. Both this oil and that

from yt, aptcra, Juss

,

are cominorc-inlly termed Ben Oil, and are highly valued
03 lubricants by watch-makers. Tho oil is, however, tut seldom mode in India
and docs not form on article of export. Owing to its power of absorbmg and
rotaming odours, it is fairly largely omployod by perfumers. The tree flowers in

February and produces long, whip-like boons in March and April. Leaves,
flowers, pods and even twigs are all cooked as pot-horbs. The immature pod
is used in making tho drum-stick curry of Europeans. 'I'lie pod is also made
into pickles, and the root has long been known as an ohicient sidistitute for

horse-radish. [Cf. Paulas JKginrta (Adams, transl.), ni., 65 ; The Bower
Manuscript (Hoemle, transl.), 1893-7, 81, 103, 108, Acosta, Tract, de las

Drogas, 1678, 343 , Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, ii., t99
,

Buchaiian-Hoimlton,
Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 1833, 168 , Moodeen Shorift, Mat. Med. Mad., 1891, 131-2 ;

Banorjei, .dgri. Cuttack, 1893, 198 . Dhargalkar, Treat, of Jaundice with Root
Bark, Ind. Pharmacol., Sept. 1, 1896, 37-40 ; Waring, Baz.. Med. Ind., 1897,
98-7; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 117-9.]

MORUS, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., v., 491-3; Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 1902, 634-6 ; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 324 ; Prain, Beng. Plants,

1903, ii., 967-8
; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 612 ; UftTiCACEiE. A genus

of trees or shrubs. Three species are said to be natives of India, of which
the best known is M. hulica. The economic information regarding

each species cannot be accurately separated, as all possess very similar

properties.

M. alba, Unn , the White Mulberry, tut, tiil, chinni, eatur, uppu nute, etc. A
small deciduous tree indigenous in Northern and Western Asia ; cultivated in
Northern India and Trans-Indus country up to 1 1,000 feet. It is the chief mul-
berry used for silk-production m the Ponj&b and Kasliiiiir. The fruit is edible,
and there are many varieties according to locality. It flowers in February and
the fruit ripens in May and Juno. Tlie wood weighs from 38 to 56 lb. per cubic
foot (Gamble), and is enmloyed for building, m making boats, furmture and agri-
cultural implements. [Vf. Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzetti, m Journ. Hort.
Soc., 1856, ix., 170-1 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 243 ;

Hosie, Rept. on Prod, of Ssu'ch'uan, China, 1904, No. 5, 17, 60, 66.]
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THE MULBERRY
MOSCHUS

mOSqHlFBRUS
Musk-deer

M. Indlca, Unn , tut, num, chhota kimbu, mekrap, aingtok, karan, jo kul, amhor, Himalayan.

kambili-puch, hippal-nerali, posa, oto. A moderate-sized deciduous tree of the
Lower Himalaya and Sub-Himalayan tract from Kashmir to Sikkim, ascending
the hills to 7,000 feet ; Shan hills of Burma at 4,000 foot

;
cultivated elsewhere

in Northern India and the Nilgiris for purposes of sericulture.

In the silk districts of India projior, tho mulberry is roared on what is Bush versus

called the bush system, not the tree system that prevails, for the most part, in "I’™®-

Europe. It can apparently bo giown on any description of high and well-drained
land, but it is said to do better on loam than on stiff clay or on sandy soil. Deep
cultivation is absolutely necessary, and in some parts of tho country, as, for

example, in Bogra in Eastern Bengal, where tho mulberry is attempted on land
annually inundated, tho method prevails of raising tho land in iidges. Soil is

dug out from tho sides and tlirown on tho top of tho iidges, the .esult being Bievatod Soil,

tho formation of bands of land {upon which (ho nndbeiry is raised) 3 to 6 feet
wide and 3 to 4 feet above the rice-growmg intervening strips. Ihe follow-
ing 18 the system pursued in the Barilwan dislrnt of Bengal, which may bo
accepted as representative of that wluch jirevails ihrough the chief districts

of Indian mulberry silk-production. When tho nuns aie o\er, the land is dug
to a depth of about 18 inches, from Septemtior lf> to Novembor 15. Tho bold Seasons,

is then ploughed twice, levelled and wel' viatorod. ITopagatiou takes place Propagation,

from November 15 to December 16, and n made by eulling.s set in holes 18
inches apart, each hole being 18 inches m diametor and fi inches deep. W/r-n
an exhausted crop is cut down, the plants are divnhxl mto piocos b mches long,

the tops and all thin, dry stems b< mg rejoiied Th-/ cuttings are then tied Preservation oi

mto bundles. A pit is excavated near a tank, and tho bnmlles of cuttings are Cuttings,

sunk m mud at tho bottom, to Ihe depth of a ti'w iiuhcs. They are kept m that
condition for about a month, and watered till the buds have put forth shoots
about 2 inches long. When tins hajipens, tliov are taken out of tlio mud, planted
horizontally m the fields, as above <loseribed, one to three in each hole, covered
with earth, and watered once a week till they take loot. When the plants are
about a cubit high, the whole field is flooded, but when they are 2 to 3 cubits
high, irrigation is necessary only once every li or 2 months. In February- irrigation.

March the plants are fit for Icaf-plucking After the May plucking the field Loof-plu^Jong.

should bo hood, and at tho end of Juno arul beginning of July weeds should be
smothered by turning up tho soil. Before tho coimnciicement of leaf-plucking

in the second year, the field is top-dressed with pond mud, about 400 niaimds
per bigfia. Tho plants aro thus treated once every 3 years and are kept
up for 10 or 12 years, when they are cut down to the ground. By lioeing and
manuring, however, new jilanls spring from the stools, and thc.so may be kept
growing for a further period of 5 years, when a now bold is regarded as
necessary.

Tlie fruit is edible, and employed in Knshmir iii tho ilistillation of spirit
;

Fruit and

fruit, bark and root are all medicinal. The wood is very similar to that of Spint.

in. alba, and is used in Assam for boat oars and furniture. Stem mentions that Timber,

he found a saddle made of mulberry-wood in ruins explored by him iii Khotan,
of the third century (see Paper, p. 863). [O'/. Marco Polo, Travels (ed. Yule), i., 378 ,

Buchanan-Hamilton, Slat. Acc. Dstvaj., 1833, 210-4
;

Roxburgh, Repts. on
GulHvation in Manuj. Cotton-wool, Raw Silk, etc., E.I G. (od. 1830), 00 e( seq. , also

Wallich, 130 et scq.
, Kew Bull., 1889, 27 ; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895,

82 ; Ind. For., Aug. 1896, xxi., 287-9 , Max and Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 1900, 99 ,

Woodrow, Qard. Ind., 1903, 78 , Firnimger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron),
1904, 211 ; Butler, Mulberry Disease in Kashmir, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907,
ii., pt. i., 97-8 ; Stem, Ancient Khotan, 1907, 130, 332 ]

MOSCHUS MOSCHIFERUS, Linn.

;

Blanford, Fa. Br. Ind.

(Mammalia), 662-3
; Cervida:. The Musk-deer, kastura, mushk, raos,

rous, la-lawa, nb-jo, hena, mussuck-naba, etc.

A sohtary animal, more than two being seldom found together. It frequents
wooded slopes, often very steep. Is very active and sure-footed and pro-

gresses by a series of bounds. Is by no means shy, where it has not been much
hunted. Is of nocturnal habit and not much larger than a greyhound. Of all

ruminants it is reported to eat the least, and although no connection can be
traced between the nature of the food and the production, of musk, those
reared in forest-clad mountains are better than those met with in open
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MUSA
Plantain |

Biatributioa

Folliolp.

Yield.

Price,

Trade
QuiJiLus.

drain Musk.

Trade.

Ton(]iiin

Substitutes.

P.E.P.,
V., 280-807 .

Banana.

THE MUSK-DEER

rocky country. Occurs on tho Himalaya west to Oilgit and east to Sikkirr^

usually at altitudes of S.OOO to 12,000 feet, and is also met with m Tibet and

Central Asia as far a.s Siberia Tho rutting season is in January, the period ot

gestation about 160 days, a single young one being usually produced.
... .

Musk IS the. contents of tho nbdominal gland —tho prieputial follicle. Within

IS a soirotion that look.s hko coagulated blood, lias a greu.sy touch and a strong

pciictiatiiig odour. Tt is only dovidopod in tho rutting season, and as sohl is a

hrowii, soft mass possessed of tho well-known odour An ounce is about tho

average produce of oiio animal. Cooil iiiul pure pods fetch from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15

according to si/e, but they are often much adiiltcTiitod with blood and other

in.itcrail. Musk-deer are snared nr .shot to si*cLiro tho “ musk-pods,” but the

tiosli IS said to be woll-llavoiirod and not at all tainted, as might have been ex-

pected, with tho ponotrating odour of tho musk. Tho males smell of it, but the

teinalos never do so.

There are recognised m trade three chief grades, viz
,

(
I ) tho Cabardien or

Russian musk ; (2) Assam musk (which includes all grades of Indian musk) ,

and (3) Tonqym or Climeso Musk. Tho Assam and 'Pibetaii musks reach Riiropo

vii'i Calcutta When di led vvitlim the follicle, it hcais the name of ‘‘ Musk-pods
when sciaped out and sold m granular form it is called “ Cram Musk ” It is

shipped 111 bags cm losed m wooden or lui-luii'd chests that contain about 200
pods In the Dutionary will be found an mtcri'sting note on the Rasludir Musk,
contributed liv Mr fl C. Mmiken Tho Himalayan Musk has been known trom
ancient (iiiic.s and Baber in 15H> refers t« it, but within the past decade or so
tho deiunml tor tho Indian article seems to havo boon doohmng.

The following were the exports to foreign countries —Iii 1899-1900, 611 oz.,

valued at Rs 11,900 . m 1000-1, 647 oz , valued at Rs 18,873 , in 1901-2, 309
oz

,
\ allied at Rs. 13,320 , m 1902- 3, 44 oz., valued at Rs 1 ,500 , m 1903-4, 53 oz.,

valued at Rs 2,425, in 1904-5, exports ml, in 1905-6, 223 oz , valued at Rs.
11,180. and in 1906-7, 668 oz ,

viihioil at Rs 14,500 Capital (Oct 20, 1904)
gicos an mstiuctive account of tho trallic in this substance and exhibits tho
othcial statistics of imports into Bengal freiii 'I'lbet and Bhutan for 16 yeais
linin' to that date Tho Bhutan had preserved a moan valuation of Bs. 15,000,
whilo tho Tibetan had fluctuated from a valuation of Rs. 3,343 to Rs. 1,27,144.
"

'I’lio ofHcinl valuation of the Tibetan musk last >oar was Rs. 40 per oz. and
that ot Bhutan Rs. 32 Tho pi ice of the 'renepun musk m England has been as
high as 1 1!)«. an oz and as low as 4.5#. Ten years ago the price was from 90». to
9.5.S the oz The latest quotations m the London market for genume grain
musk ot good cpiahty is 72s bd to 75.s per ounce.” [Cf, Marco Polo,
Tinvels (ed. Yule), n , 35 ,

Baber, Memoirs (Leyden and Erskine, transl ),

.‘ll.’t , Barbosa, Coasts K Afrtranael Mahtbai (eel. Hakl Soc.), 186-7; Terry, Vvy.
K hill, 1655 (od. 1777), 109. Tavcimer, Travels (Ball, transl.), ii., 14.3-6,

258-60. Lmschoten, Voy. E hid (ed Hakl Soo.), ii., 94-5; Pyrard, Voy. E.
hid , 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii , 359, Fryer, New Acc E. Ind andPers., 212 , Boym,
Fl Sin., Z . Birdwood and Foster, E I C. First Letter Book, 131, 25.5, 261, 287,
428, etc.

, Milburn, Or. Comm , ii , 513-4 , As. Res , 1832, xvn , 15 , Kirkpatrick,
Knii/dorn of Nepaul, 131 ; Hottineister, Travels Cont Ind. (Engl, transl), 323;
Brandt and Hatzeb., Med Zool

,

1829, i , 41-5, t. 7 : Paulas Mgineta (Adams,
Comment ), 1847, in ,

468-70, Rockhill, Monc/ofta and Tibet, 71 ; Cordemoy, Le
Prod Colon d'Orii/. Animale, 1903, 3(i2- 5 , Fulton, Notes on Mammalia of Chitral,
inJourn Bomb. Nat. Mist. Soc., 1903, xiv

, 760 ; Waddell, Lhasa and Its Mysteries,
190.5, 483

]

Musk Substitutes —Tho term ” Musk ” is m common usage applied in com-
pound names to a number ol products of both animal and vegetable character,
possessed morn or less of the scent of the true perfuihe. Amongst these may be
mentioned the musk-rat (or shrew), the musk-plant {mmnluH inosohatnii)

,

and tho Abe!tnosvUns of India (fflbfucn# Ab^lwowtms). The last mentioned is

tho only siihstitute that lias so tar attracted seriou.s attention, but the experi-
iiionts in its cultivation on a commercial scale cannot be regarded as having
proved successful.

MUSA, Linn. ; Fl. Br Ind., vi., 201-3
; Rheede, Hort. Mai.,

i., 17, tt. 12-4
;
Ruinphius, Herb. Amb., v., 130, t. 60

;
Hughes, Hist.

Barbados, 1750, 184, t. 16 ; Roxburgh, Coromandel PL, t. 276 ;
Kurz,

Jonrn. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1867, xiv., 295-301; n.s. 1878, v., 112-68;
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MUSA
THE SPECIES OF BANANA sapihintum

Banana
Baker, Ann. BoL, 1893, vii., 189-222

;
KewBull, 1894, 229-314; Gamble,

Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 723 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 1050 ;

Firminger, Man. Gard. Ind. {ed. Cameron), 1904, 204-9
;
Schumann in

Engler, Pflanzenr., iv. (45), 13-28
; Scitamine^.

A genus of tree-likc herbs with thick stems largely composed of the

convolute leaf-sheaths. It contains some 40 species, several of which

arc often considered as mere cultivated varieties.

M. sa.pientum, Linn.\ The Banana, kela, kach-kula, kantah kela, muz,
vazhai'p, pazham, anati, anti, bale, vasha, i/a kJiaimj, i!tc. A perennial herb.

8 to 15 feet in height, indigenous in the hills of Bihar, the Easteiu Ifimalav a

and the mountains of \ssam, Manipur and Burma, ascending to 4,000

feet
;

cultivated throughout India and the tropics. By some write rs the

Plantain is considered a distinct species, and placed under the nnine wantam
M, jififfiflisiftcn, but by most authorities it is simply a cidti\^ated variety Kanuna

of M. .sajtietifimK According to huniaun, both should be placed

under M. pnvadishtru.
J. G. Baker, iii the Flora of Brdmh InJui, gives ten different fonns Cultivated

of this plant. The more importaiit ot these fioin the Indian standpoint Forms,

arc

M. Dacca, Horan
,
Prod. Mono;/. Soil , 1862, 41 Distinguished by the Dacea.

palo green leaves and stem, white pruinose below, the petiole having a bread
red border and the fruit being palo yellow, (’anieron luids that the tip and stout
stalk remain of a bright green, while the fruit is still firm on the- biiiieli when fully

npo. Cuinoion also suggests that this is the Daccto or Daccoe-Martaban;
is doubtless tho dhakkai ileseribeil by Liotard us abundant ni Kastern Bengal.

M. Champa, Hort. Stern and inid-nl) of tho loaf red, fiuit palo straw- Chamiia •

coloured, about 6 inches long. Cameron makes two forms. These are tho Cakutu..

Champa—tho finest of all tho plantains, but not fit to bo eaten till it van bo
removed from the buni'h witliout tho slightest effort . and tlio Chini-Champa,
which differs only from the preceding in being much smaller (in fact, not much
larger than the thumb). These two are tho plantains most generally seen m
Calcutta.

M. slkklmensls, Xurr A wild form.
M. paradlslaCB, Ltnn Fruit largo, long and firm—tho field plant of India goner- rtiiituin.

ally i 18 eaten only after liaving been cooked. This is the plantain of Cameron,
while M. itneca and .V. Citaiuiia above, with the Bombay red fruit below, wouhl
be the Bananas of India. Under tins form should lio included the kuntela and
kach-kela, the large coarse fruits oaten by the poorer classos throughout India.

M. CQrnlCUlata {Rumphius), Kurr, a form closely rosoniblmg it, parailinlitrn, and
its representative to a large extent in Western and Southern India.

M. textiUs, Nee (see below).

M. arakanensls, Rlpley In the Flora of British India this is simply inon- Arakan.

tinned as a fibre-yielding form, but Capt. Ripley sent to the Agn. -Horticultural

Society of India (in 1857) 19 forms of Arakan plantains, each po.ssessmg special

properties of its ojvn, some having red, others pale yellow, and still others tliill

white fruits. The one which ho specially designated .v. nraNnHennis yields,

he says, both a fine fruit and a useful fibre. One of these .\rakan plantains

—

the Royal Plantain—he further observes, bears fruits 1.5 inches long. 'I’liemost

characteristic plantain of Burma much resembles tho Bombay red plantain,

which Cameron calls :

—

M. rubra, Firminger (non Wall.)

;

Baker, Ann. Bot., vii., 221; ram-kekt Red or Bombay,

or Red Plantain. This is a remarkably fine fruit; in flavour and buttery con
sistency recalls the Dacca plantain. Tho plant is unmistakable at a glance, as

it has the stem and leaf-stalks and mid -ribs of a ilull red colour, as also the flowers.

The fruit is about 7 inches long and rather thin, is at first of a very dark red
colour, but ripens into a yellowish red. Though not very common in India a.s

a whole, it is the characteristic bettor-class plantain of Bombay. Hence the
plantains of Calcutta and Bombay are widely different, both in appearance and
flavour.
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sapibjntAjm the BANANA PLANT
Plantain
Name History.—The name “ Banana ” is very seldom used by the English in India,
“ Banana." though it is universal in the fruit-shops of England. In India all kinds are indis-

criininately called plantains. But neither name would appear to bo originally

Indian. The plant grew in Piilestino before the Crusades. Garcia de Orta, lODo

[Coll., xxii.), says the word came from Guinea, and that the Arabs call these

figs
” “ Musa ” or “ Ainusa,” nainos which of course come from the Sanskrit

mocha The origin of the namo “ Plantain ” is perhaps even more obscure. In

‘Plantain.’ Hobaoii-Johson it is said that according to Oviedo (l.'iKi), “it or rather platano

appeals to have been the namo under winch the fniit was first carried to

the W. Indies.” But acc,>rding to Oviodo the plant was improperly so

called, as it was ijuito another thing from tho platanus described by Pliny.

Early medimval travellers generally call tho fruit either “ Fig of Paradise
”

or “ Fig of India,” and in the West Indies to-duy the cominon small plantains

are called figs. Ligon (Hist. Barbados, 1057, 80-2) is perhaps the fii’st author
who attempted to describe and figure the two plants, calling them by the names
of banana and plantain. [C/. Jorot, Les PI. dans UAntiq.,etc., 1904, ii., 301-2.]

Cultiva-
tion.

OardeuB.

Kacli-kcla.

first Crop.

Propagation.

Seasons.

Pendent
ludorescence.

Kemoval of
Stem.

Cultivation .

—

The plantain is cultivated very nearly throughout India,

except in the extreme north-west and from sea-level up to 5,000 or 6,000

feet in altitude. In certain localities large gardens (of many acres) are

planted almo.st exclusively with the fiiut, and the produce is systematically

sent to Cah utta, Bombay and other large towns. More frequently it is

cultivated merely iu small patches around the homesteads and for home
consumption. Throughout the plains of India the plantain is extensively

produced, especially along the banks of rivers, canals and tanks. Many
distinct races exist and these may be grouped under two heads, those

grown for their ripe and tho.se for their half-npe fruits
;
the latter

being used as green vegetables. The vegetable forms are known by the

general name of kach-hela and are raised on inferior lands as field crops.

The fruit forms require more careful cultivation and on garden soils. Kach-
kela plantains will grow on almost any soil except stiff clay and barren

sand, but both field and garden varieties do best on newly raised earth, as,

for example, on emhankmeuts. On laying out a garden it is customary to

excavate a tank and to plant as a first crop, on tlie now soil spread on tho

surface around, a quantity of plantains.

Propagation is entirely by rooted cuttings or portions secured from old

stools. These may be deposited in holes made within fields of standing dus

paddy, kachu {('oloctt.'iiti ttntiquoftitn), betjan {Solan u in Melotif/etiu)

or tiirineric {(itii-raina (onf/a). The pits or holes are ordinarily 12 to 15 feet

apart and the transplanting is usually made in the rainy season (beginning

of June to end of July). The pits should bo about a cubit deep and manured
with cow-dung. When the secondary crop is off the field (April 15 to

June 15) the ground is ploughed two or three times. The plantains begin
to bear friut one year after setting, and the ground is then usually devoted
to the plantain crop alone. When a sufiicient bunch of* fruit has set, the

pendent extremity of the inflorescence, with its remaining flowers and con-

spicuous bracts, should be cut away, so that all the available nourishment
may go to the formation of fruit. No clump should at one time have
more than three suckers at the base. Extra suckers that appear must he
removed in June or July and transplanted into fresh ground. When the
bunch of fruit has ripened and been cut off, the stem should be severed at
the base, so as to make room for the other fruiting stems of the stool. The
cost of cultivating 100 trees has been estimated at Rs. 12-12 annas, and
from 300 to 600 bunches of fruit may be obtained, which fetch about
Rs. 150 per acre per annum.

Of the Madras Presidency it is stated that plantains are grown chiefly
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PLANTAIN FIBRE s^ibntum

cfultivation

on wet lands. The land is thoroughly ploughed and the shoots planted
in pits, almost any month, hut more especially during the monsoons.
Cameron {For. Trees Mysore and Coorg, etc., .323) suggests that planting
should be made every two months so as to keep up a succession of fruiting.

Irrigation is effected by flooding the soil, and after the water has soaked in Flooding,

for a day, the superfluous water is run off through drains. The land is

then hoed once a month, and three month.s after planting a surface dressing Duration

is given of wild indigo and dung. Hoeing is stopped as soon as the flowers

appear, but begins again after gathering the crop. The plants last three

to four years.

Food and Fodder.—Plantains, after mangoes, are the commonest and Food,
most highly prized of all Indian Fruits, while the coarser kinds constitute

one of the staple articles of diet in many parts of India and the Malay
Peninsula, being mostly cooked before being eaten. It has been
proved that the produce from one acre will support a much greater Value,

number of people than a similar area under any otlier crop, and the im-
mense yield may he preserved for an indeflnite period by drying the fruit

and preparing meal from it. Plaiitam meal is made by stripping off Meat,

the husk, slicing the core, drying it m the sun and then reducing it

to a powder and finally sifting. It is calculated that the fresh core

will give 40 per cent, of meal, and that an acre of average quality will

yield over a ton. [Cf. Bhaduri, Ttep. iMhor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.),

1902-3, 26.]

In the Kew Bulletin of 1894 will be found a complete review of the

available information regarding the production and trade in the bananas
and plantains of the world. The recent demand has given the West Indies Weet indies,

a new and profitable industry. There seems no very good reason why
India should not participate in the supply of the finer bananas.

Besides the fruit, other parts of the plant arc used as food. The flower- Flowers, Edible,

heads of many kinds are cooked, generally in curries, and the inner portion

of the stem, called tlior, is also edible. The shoots and tops of young plants

arc occasionally used as a vegetable, and are given as fodder to sheep and Fodder,

cattle. The outer sheaths arc valued as elephant-fodder, and the root-

stock is said to be given to cattle to increase the quantity of milk. [Cf.

Kept. Labor. Ind. Mus., 1900-1, 24.]

Indftstrlal Uses.—For long the Fibre of the plantain has been used by Fibre,

the Natives of India for cordage purposes, mats and coarse paper. It early

attracted attention from the fact that it so closely resembled Manila hemp,
(the product of iff. tejrtilis), though it is not so strong as the latter and
can never hope to compote with it in the European markets. The special

Arakanform might, however, prove a useful substitute for the true Manila
hemp, and is worthy of special attention. Moreover, vast numbers of the

common plantain stems are available for extraction of the fibre, and as at

present these are simply thrown away, efforts have been made in recent

years to encourage the extraction of the fibre as an additional source of

profit. The rapidly increasing demand for cheap string to be used as cheap string.

“ binders ” should render this suggestion of interest to both the cultivators

of the fruit and the cordage manufacturers. The subject of the wild species

of Musa as sources of fibre has aroused some attention, and it seems
possible that this idea may come to be of value, especially in some portions

of Burma. The chief difficulty in the utilisation of plantain stems as

sources of fibre or as paper materials is the expense of collecting and carting Taper Matjria).
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to the factory. Profitable results are only likely to be attained with largo

plantations.

In Mkuicine, the unripe fruit is considered cooling and astringent.

The young leaves are used as a dressing for blisters, hums, etc. The root

and stem arc reputed to be tonic, antiscorbutic and useful in blood dis-

orders and venereal disease.

\Cf. Babor, Mrtnoirs, 1.519 (Loyden and Erskino, transl.), 324 ;
Acosta,

Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 73-7 , Prosper Alpinus, De PI. Mgyptt., 1593, 33 ;

Linsohoten, Verg. E. Ind., 1.598 (od. Hakl. Soc.), u., 40 ,
I’yrard, Voy. E. Ind.

(od Hakl. Soc.j, 1601, ii , 364, etc.
; Piso, De Med. Eras., 1649, 75 ; Terry, Voy.

E. Ind., 1655 (od 1777), 91 ; Boym, FI. Fin., 1050, B. ,
Mandolslo, Travels,

in Oloanus, Hist Muscovy, etc., 1662, 138 ; Herbert, Travels, 1677, 333 ;

Hunting, Phytoqraphta Cunosa, 1696-1702, 2, IT. 4, 5 ;
Labat, Nouv. Voy. aux

Isles de VAmenque, 1724, i., pt. 1, 219 ; (Musa Ensete) Bruce, Travels in Africa,

1790, V., 36-41
,

iluchanan-Haniilton, Stat. Acc Dtnaj
, 1833, 190-1 ;

Paulus
..Egineta (Adams, Cominont.), 1847, in , 465-G ,

Roylo, Fibrous PI. Ind
,
1855,

61-90
;
Asa Gray, Sc. Papers, i , 1889, 344; Sen, Kept. Agri Stat Dacca, 1889,

39-40, Nicbolls, Textbook Trap. Agri., 1892, 159, Banerjei. Agri. Cuttack, 1893,

119, Phartnacoq. Ind, 1893, ui
,
44.3-9: Cox, Man. N. Arcot, 1895, i., 266-7

;

Duncan, Motion. Dyes and Dyeing in Assam, 1896, 36 : Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants

of the Work), 1897. 24.5-7
; Kew Bull., 1898 (add ser n ), 97-105 . Woodrow, Gnrd.

m Ind
, 1899, 485-6, 489 , Foreman, Philippine Islands, 1899, 323-6 ;

Ind.

For., Feb 1900. xxvi., 90; Mukerji, Handbook Ind Agri, 1901, 334-5; Basu
Cult, of PI in Assam Valley, Agri. Dept Assam Bull

,

1901, No 7 , West Ind.
Bull., 1901, u., No 4,26.5-70; 1904, v., No. 1,53-61, 1905, vi., No. 2, 99- 103;
Veneatrauian Aiyiir, Plant Fibre Indust., 1902 ;

IVoudlock, Machines for
Extract, of PI Fibre, in Dept. iMrul Rec and Agri Mad. Bull., 1902, ii.. No 47 ;

Ind A grist., March 1906, xxvi , 140-2 , Dneberg, Banana-flour, in Trop. Agrist.,

1006, XXVI., 140-2.1

M, textllls, Nee : FI. Br. Ind.,v\., 263; Manila Hemp. A native of

tile Phdippiiie Islands and experimentally cultivated in India for its fibre,

o.specially in the Andaman Islands and in the Arakan hills. By the

Natives of the Philippines both plant and fibre are called Abaca.
It 19 aaid that the plant thrives test on soils fargely composed of decayed

vegetable matter Hilly land, about 200 to 500 feet elevation, is considered more
suitable than low-lymg land. The Manila hemp plantations are situated whore
there IS a rich volcanic sod and where the climate is hot and humid with a heavy
rainfall Plantations are usually ostabhsliod by moans of suckers put out when
about 3 foot high and placed 8 to 9 feet apart The land is cleaned of woods twice
a year anil the fir.st crop is reaped at the end of the second year after planting,
though a full crop i.s not obtained till the fourth year. The stems are ready to
be Iroatcdfor fibre ju.st before the trees begin to flower, when thoyare cut about a
foot from the ground and the loaves removed. Each stem is then stripped into
its component layers (or leaf-sheaths). In other words, each leof-shoath is nmially
cut lengthwise into three strips about 3 inches wide. The outer leaf-sheaths
eentam a eonnsor and stronger fibre than the inner, while the fibre from near the
middle is of a fine silky texture.

Tn preparing the fibre, each strip is taken by band and “drawn between a
blunt knife and a smooth board attached to a light frame. This process removes
watery particles and pulp. The fibre is then dried in the sun and packed m bales
lor shipiMont. The chief characteristics of the fibre are its great strength and
extreme lightness. Hence it is eminently suited for rope-making. The waste
materials and worn-out ropes afford the much-prized Manila-papor. The im-
portance of the Manila fibre in the commerce of the world may be judged of
from the fact tliat in official 8tHti.stics it is stated the annual production comes to
close on 1,000,000 bales, which go to the United States and Great Britain in about
c((iial proportions. In the trade returns of Great Britain, the Philippine and
T.adrone Islands are shown to have supplied hemp on an average (1902—6) of
over 50,000 tons, valued at fully iiiilhons of pounds sterling. It is stated
that Manila rules the market of white fibres and that it has ranged from £14 to
£60 a ton, the average price being from £26 to £30 a ton.

[Cf. Boyle, l.c. 64-9 ; Mason, Burma and Its People (ed. Tlieobald), 1883,
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THE NUTMEG TREE
MYRISTICA

PpAORANS
Nutmeg and Mace

ii., 204 ; Ketv Bull., 1887, 1-3 ; 189r», 208 ; 1808, 15-8 , Morns, Cantor Lc.ct.

in Journ. Soc. Arts, Oct. 1895, 912 ; Dodgo, Useful Fibre Plants of the World,
1897, 248 , Woodrow, Card, in Ind , 1899, 489 , Keinorv, L'Abaca aux Philip-
pines, Bull. Econ. L’lndo-Uhme, July 1903, vi. (ns.), Philippine Bureau of
Agri. Farmer's Bull , 1904, No 12, 9—29 , Repts. on Admin. Andaman and
Nicobar Islamis ; Hatiaiisok, Micro Tech. Prod. (Wintoii and Barber, transl ),

1907, 94-C].

MYRISTICA, iJtttt. ; FI. Br. IruL, v., 102-14
;

Kinu in Ann.
Roy. Bot. Card. Calc., 1891, iii., pb. 3 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902,

654-7; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, n., 891-5, Hooper. Agri. Lrdq., 1907,

No 3 ;
MyristtcaC'Ete. A genus o[ cverirreen aromatic trees. According

to Sir George King, 22 species are indigenou.s to India and one cultivated.

M. canarlca, Bedd
,
Talbot, List Trees, etc , 1(55 ,

rininblo, Man. Ind Timbs
,

566 ;
tlio pindi. This is discussed by Hooper (Repi Labor Ind Mas. (Indutt.

Sec), 1906-7, 9) under the name' pundi-kai. The 'Ci ds are in.ulo into candles
and they contain lialf their neijrht of fat, v. Inch iiiolls nt. 39' t ’ It saponifies n ith

groat facility, yielding 92 per cent, of cryst.iilino acids, loeltmg nt 41° t’ The fat

consists largely of myristicin. In another report {l.r. I !>03-4, .11) Hooper i cfci s

to the juice of .W. f/tbbomi. Hoot,
, f A T, which he dosirihcs as the .A -. un

nutmeg. The ferment of the thud ho speak of as i .'soinlilmg that of kino.

M. malabarlca, Laml
, Icdnae/i, shola vengai, p<dhiri. .t largo tree of the western

coast from the Konkan southwards in evergreen foiosts Like the previous
species, the seed yields a jellonisli oil vvhen bruised or boiled It is used
medicinally and for illumination (Hooper, Ir, 190<i 7, 9). Tho fruit appears
to have been used for adulterating tho nutmegs and tiiaeo of W. frai/i-aus.

The wood 13 moderately hard and used in building. [Cf Pharmacog. Ind , 1893,

iii., 107.]

M. fragrans, Houtt.

,

Nutmeg, and Mace ,
jaiphal (nutmeg), jali, jatri (mace). A

bushy, ev'ergreen tree, native of the Moluccas. Cultivated in India but not to

a great extent. It has succeeded host nt the Botanic Clarden ot Bnrliynr, in the

Conoor Valley at tho eastern side rif tho Nilgin hills. The fiuit yields the valu-

able spices “ nutmeg ” and “ mace,” tho former being tho hard ruminated al-

bumen and the latter tho aril (lavanga, .see p 313)

Cultivation.—According to Nirholls (Textbook Trap Agri, 1892, 178 81), the

best soil for the nutmeg-treo is a deep, rich loam, with good drainage. It will

not thrive on sandy soils, and stagnant water about tho roots soon kills it. Tho
climate must be hot and moist with an annual rainfall of 60 to 70 inches I’lants

are raised from fresh seeds, sown in nursery bods, shelteied from sun and wind.
They require to be watered every day in ilrv weather When 2 to 3 feet high
they are transplanted at distances of 25 to 30 feet apart I’he young trees must
bo shaded and well watered, and tho land constantly weeded. Should dry weather
come, the ground around the stems is improved by being iiiulchod with straw,

leaves or stable litter. All parasitic or opipyhtic plants on stem or branches
should bo at once removed. When the trees flower tho sexos must be doterinmod
and about one male left to every eight or ton females. The males should bo on
tho windward side, so that pollen may be carried to tho female plants. Tho trees

commence to bear about the seventh year, and tho produce increases till about
tho fifteenth.

Manufactures.—The fruit is picked up ©very morning after it has fallen from
the tree. From 1,500 to 2,000 nuts should be obtained from each tree m full

bearing. The mace is stripped off and the nuts dried m shods in trays raised

above smouldering fires. When dry the shells aro broken with mallets, and the
nuts rubbed with lime to prevent attack from worms and then packed m tight

cases for export. The mace, after being stripped off, is spread on mats or trays

to dry, when it turns yellowish brown and becomes the mace of commerce.
Oil,—Nutmeg yields an essential and a fixed oil, while mace also con-

tains a peculiar essential oil The fixed Oin, “ nutmeg butter,” is obtained by
expression, the powdered nuts being steamed and pressed while hot. It occurs
in blocks of a yellow colour. Tho essential oil is obtained by distillation, and is

white in colour, with the odour of nutmeg. Tho essential oils of both nutmeg
and mace are largely used in perfumery. •
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NARDOSTACHYS
JATAMAJJSI THE SPIKENARD

In Medicine, nnttnej^ la an aromatic stimulant, carminative, and in large

doses narcotic. The widespread use of both nutmeg and mace in European
cookory is well known.

Trade.—As regards trade, the Exports of Indian merchandise for the six years

1901-7 wore as follows:—In 1901—2'. 170 lb., valued at Rs. 106; in 1902-3,

.1, 287 lb., valued at R,a 2,983 ; in 1903-4, 2,696 lb , valued at Rs. 1,169 ; in

1904-5, 6,086 lb
,
valued at Rs. 2,586 : m 1905-6, 560 lb., valued at Rs 194 ;

and in 1906-7, 793 lb., valued at R.s. 691.

The Imports for thosarno years wore as follows :—In 1901-2, 689,2961b., valued

at Rs 2,54,259; in 1902 626,871 lb, valued at Rs 2,32,325; in 1903-4,

671,118 lb., valued at Rs 2,17,870 ; in 1904-5, 854,818 lb
,
valued at Rs. 3,10,071:

in 1905-6, 671,445 lb., valued at Rs 2.15,137 ; and in 1906-7, 715,018 lb., valued
at Rs. 2,28,4.53. Almost the whole of the imports come from the Straits Sottle-

nicnts, viz, m 1900- 7, 706,366 lb ITiere is, moreover, a Re-export trade,

which shows the following returns:—In 1901-2, 19,130 lb., valued at Rs 7,940;

in 1902-3, 69,976 lb., valued at Rs 44,549; m 1903-4, 16,060 lb., valued at

Rs 9,667 , in 1904 6, 21,677 lb., valued at Rs. 10,026 ; m 1906-6, 15,217 lb.,

valued at Rs. 8,392 ; and in 1900-7. 21,287 lb ,
valued at Rs. 10,542. The

United Kingdom receives tho largest share of the re-exports, while British East
Africa, Aden, Turkey-in-Asia, and in some years France and Egypt, also take
considerable (piantil les.

{Of. Varthiirna, Travels, 1.510 (od Hakl Soc ), 241, 243 ; Oarcia de Orta, 1563,

Coll
,
xxxii

; Acosta, Tract, de las Droejas, 1578, 30 ; lanschoten, Voy. E. Ind.,

1698 (ed. IlakI Soc.}, ii., 84-6 , Pyrard, Voy. E. Ind., etc . 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc.),

li., 107, KiO, 357 ; Mandelslo, Travels, in Olearius, Hist. Muscovy, etc
, 1638, 160 ;

Piso, Ma')t Arom., m Piso, Ind. Utri re Nat et Med., 1658, 173-5 ; Tavernier,
Travels, 1070 (od. Ball), ii., 14, 18 ; W. Hodges, Diary, 1681 (od. Hakl. Soc.), li.,

cccxxx.
;
Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Tndostnn, etc.. 1687, pt iii., 109 ; Ovington,

Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 225 ; Milhurn, Or. Comm , 1813, ii
, 393 : Panins AEyineta

(Adams, Comment ), 1847, iii., 436-8 ; Collmgwood, Ra nh, of a Nat., 1868, 261-
6: Pharmacog. Ind., 1893, in., 192-6, Schneider, Cornpar. Study of True and
Wild Mace, in Journ. Pharmacol., March 1891 : Heuz6, Les PI. Indust., 1894, in.,

303-9; Hooper, in Agri. Ledg., 1900, No 5, Dutt, Mai Med. Htnd., 1900, 224,

300; Repl. Cent. Indtg. Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 121, 127.]

N
B.E.P., NARDOSTACHYS JATAMANSI, DC. ; FI. Br. Ind., iii.,

V., 338-41. 211 ;
Valertanace.4!;. Spikenard, jatamdnsi, hdlu-char, helzh-kurphus.

Spikenard, haswa, pamfe, mdst, hhuU-jatt, bala-charea, etc. A perennial herb of the
alpine Himalaya, which extends eastwards from Garhwal and ascends
to 17,000 feet in Sikkim.

Pertumo. Through the researches of Sir W. Jones [As. Res., 1790, ii., 405 -17) this per-
fume was first identiHed with tho spikenard of the ancients. In The Bower
Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.) numerous references are made to mamsi and nalada,
which tho translator regards ns the present plant. The manuscript in question
dates from tho 8th century and was found at Kucha in Klwtan. Garcia de
Orta (Coll., 1.) gives an account of the spikenard, but as he speaks of it as procured
from Mandu, Chitor and parts of Bengal bordering the Ganges, it seems likely
that ho confused with y’ardosfiirhi/s. The drug consists 'of a
portion of the rhizome, about os thick as tho little finger, surmounted by a
bundle of reddish-brown fibres, the remains of tho radical leaves. It is aromatic

KaaeutliU Oil. and bitter, and yields on distillation an essential oil. In India it is largely used
as an aromatic adjunct in tho projiaration of medicinal oils, and is popularly
believed to increase the growth and blackness of tho hair. [Cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist.,
bk. xii., ch. xii. (Holland, transl.), 364: Paulus /Egineta (Adams transl.), hi , 264

;

Amatus, Comment, on Dioscorides, 1668, 12-6 ; Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas,
1578, 173-81 ; Celsius, Hierobot., 1747, ii., 1-11 ; Roxburgh, As. Res., 1796, iv.,

433-6 ; Lambert, Oenus Cinchona, etc., 1821, 177-80 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair,
transl.), 1833, 67 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1891, ii., 233-8; Dutt, Mat. Med, Bind,,
1900, 180-1.]

Kedicine.
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Ef-exportfl.
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THE LITCHI FRXnT
NICOTIANA

^ABACUM

NEPHELIUM L.IT-CHI, Vamh. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 687; Gamble,
Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 197 ; Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 109 ;

Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 268 ; Sapindacb^. The Litchi, litchi, lichi,

kyetmauk. A handsome everfi^reen tree, introduced from South China
and now largely cultivated in Northern India for its delicious Fruit.

The tree grows well in all parts of India, but in the north-west is apt to bo
killed by cold. It prefers a damp climate and abundance of water. The finest

quality of fruit has hitherto been produced in Bengal and Assam, more especially
the latter province, but fine fruit is also obtainable in Lucknow and in Saharan-
piir. It may bo propagated by seed, but the surest way to obtain good fnut is

to propagate by gutl, about the end of May For this mcthoil of propagation the
reader should consult an article by Masters {A(/ri -Horl .S’oe. Trans., 1839, iii., 2 ;

vi., 18) quoted bv Firminger {I r. 99). The {inti made in May will be ready for
removing and potting off by the commencement of the cold weather, and may be
planted out in the following rainy season The fruit is iioarlv round, iiliunt an
inch and a half in diameter. The edible )>ortion is the seini-transparcnt pulp or
aril which covers the seed. The Chinese dry the fruit, which thus becomes
blackish, and m this state it may bo seen in London fruit shops, but it is incom-
parable with the fresh fruit. [Of. Boym. F! Sin . Ififiti, I) , Sonn^rat, Vog aux
/adfS, 1782, ill., 2o.5- 8 , Brotschnoidcr, //i.st Kurop But. Dtsc. in, CTiiaii (quoting
Mendoza, 158/5), 1898, 11 and (quoting 'J'rigaiilt, 1(11.5) 10-1; Woodrow, Gttid m,
Ind, 1903, 238; I'lrnungor, Man. Onrd Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 205.]

NICOTIANA, Lftot. ; Lobcl, Hist. Stirp., 1576, 316; Everart,

Be Herba Panacea, 1587 ;
Casper Bauhin, Pinax, Theat. Bot., 1623, 169 ;

Parkinson, Parad., 1629, 363-4
; Gcrarde, Herb., 1636, 357-61

;
Simon

Paulli,^ Commenf. de Abusu Tabaci, etc., 1665 ; Tourn., Inst, rei Herb., 1719,

i., 117 ;
Miller, Gard. Diet

,

1st ed., 1731
;
Tiedemann, Gesch. des Tabak,

etc., 1864 ;
Koning, Her Tabak, etc., 1900 ;’ Comes, Monog. du genre

Nicotiana, 1899 ;
also Della Razze dei Tabacchi, etc., 1905 ;

Prain, Bemj.

Plants, ii., 751-2; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., li., 276; Kissling, Handbtich der

Tabak, etc., 1905 ;
Anastasia, Le Varietd Ttpiche della Nicotiana Tabacum,

1906 ;
Solanacea:.

Prof. Comes of Naples has described some 41 species of Nicotiana.
The majority are natives of the New World, though a few arc met with

in the Philippine Islands, Australia and New Caledonia, etc. Only two,

or perhaps three, can be regarded as affording the commercial products

Tobacco and Snuff, but under each of these Comes has assorted numerous
varieties and races, some of which possess special properties, and would

seem to constitute the trade (|uaUtics famed throughout the world. The
following are some of the chief forms, and the countries with which these

are mainly associated :

—

N. Tatoaeum, Ltnn.\ FI. Br. Ind., iv., 245; Comes, Monog., l.c. 7-19;

also Della Razze, etc., 1-222
; Sadebcck, Kulturgew. der Devi. Kolon.,

1899, 206; Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, 613. A native of tropical

America, which Comes views as embracing some six varieties as follows :
—

Var. fruticosa, ftooh /, But Mag., 187(5, t. (5207 ; Comos, l.c. tt. i., iii.

The narrow-leaved Shrubby Tobacco. A native of Mexico and Brazil. Appears
to be the plant described by some of tho older authors—c g. the herba sanrta

minor of Lobel, and tho Nicotiana minor angmtifohum of Banliin. According
to Comes, the following are some of tho races of this plant—Corabobo, China,

Nopal, Doniaku, Singapore and the South Indian.

Var. lanclfolla, Com?,?, l.c. tt. i , iv ; Heuze, Fes PI. Indust., 1896, iv., 18.

A native of South America. In India it would appear to be occasionally culti-

vated on the hills, as for example in Kashmir, Nilgiri hills, ete., and in the Philip-

pine Islands (Manilla). Comes mentions, as races of this pleuit, Domingo, Kentucky
Burley, Cattaro, etc.

D.E.P.,
V., 340-8 .
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NICOTIANA
RUSTICA

I SPECIES AND VARIETIES OF TOBACCO
Species and Varieties

Virginian
ilroad-loaf.

Havana and
^lunilla,

Bcngul,

Var. Tlrglnica, Comes, l.i. tt. i, V.; also Della Razze, etc., 121-6; Anastasia,

l.c. 106—16 Tins, Comes tliinks, came originally from the region of the Orinoco

and was introduced by the English colonists into Virginia, where, under cultiva-

tion, it gave origin to some of the most highly valued forin.s of tobacco usually

grouped under palo and dark-coloured leaf. Among this may bo mentioned Big

Orinoco, or Virginia Broad-loaf, Yellow Orinoco, Blue I’ryor, Yellow Mammoth
Goldon-loaf, otc.

Var. braslllensls, comes, l.c. tt. I., vi. ; also Della Razze, etc., 79-119 ;
Anastasia,

I c 101-5. This IS the Broad-lcavcd Tobacco, known in Brazil by the name petum
or petun. A native of Brazil, Guinea, Venezuela and Bolivia. According to Comes
was introduced into Franco by Thevot in 1566, and thence to Europe generally.

Is the stock from which the so-called indigenous tobacco of Europe has been de-

rived, and IS valuerl on account of the thickness of the leaf rendering it suitable

for the manufacture of snuff. The following special races may be mentioned :

—

Brazil, Bahia, Paraguay, Pernambuco, Florida, Maryland, Ohio, etc.

Var. havanensls. Comes, 1 c. tt. i., vu. ; also Della Razze,, etc , 153-97

;

Anastasia, I c. 97-105. Imligeiious to the valleys of Mexico. It was convoyed
thence by the Spaniards to the island of Cuba, is the plant most highly valued as

Havana tobacco, and known by many trade names such as Havana Soed-leaf,

Cuban Soed-leaf, etc. This plant is accordingly most largely selected for the
improvement of other stocks, and it would appear to bo the chief source of the
so-called Java and Sumatra tobaccoes. The following are some of the chief

races mentioned by Comes :—Seed-leaf, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Mary-
land, Wilson’s Hybrid, Zimmor’s Spanish, Mexican, Manilla, Deh-Tabak, etc. [Cj.

Shamol, Imp. Tab. by Breeding and Selection, etc., in U.S. Yearbook, 1904, 435—
52 ; 1906, 387-404.]

Var. macrophylla, 5c/iran/f. . Comes, f.c. tt. i., vni.
; also Della Razze, etc., 199-

22; N Tabaeum, var. purpurea. Anastasia, l.c. 1906, 43-96. A native of Mexico
and introduced into may countries—India, Persia, Egypt, Porto Rico, Peru, etc.

This appears to yield much of the Maryland tobaccoos of coinmorco. Tho
flowers are usually of a deep purple colour and the leaves exceptionally largo.

The following aro some of tho special races mentioned by Comes :—Cuban,
Vannas, Venezuela, Makala, Salomiki, Argos, etc.

D.E.P.,
V., 362.

Turkish.

Snuff
Tobftcco.

N. pustloa, Linn.; Heuze, Les PI. Indmt., 1895, iv,, 19; Sadcbei^k,

l.c. 220
;
Wicaner, l.c. 614. This is the Ntcoliana minor of some of tho

older authors, and is at once distinguished by its being a smaller plant

with almost orbicular-stalkcd, leathery leaves and pale-greenish white

flowers, with the limb of corolla imperfectly developed. It is commonly
known as Turkish or Ea.st Indian Tobacco. Comes regards it as a native

of Mexico and Texas. In the former it is known as picietl or pycietl, and
he is of opinion that this was the plant introduced into France by Jean
Nicot (after whom the genus was subsequently named). It was culrtvated

in America before the arrival of Columbus. Comes places under it the
following varieties :

—

Var. texana, comes, l.c. tt. n., ix A native of Mexico and tho plant
seen by Nicot under cultivation m Portugal in 1560, the seed of which was sent
to Queen Catherine of Modicis. <

Var. jamalcensls, comes, l.c. tt n , x. A form met with under cultiva-
tion in Jamaica, Guatemala and Mexico, but doubtfully distinct from' the pre-
ceding.

Var. brasilia, SeSranS
,
Comes, / c. tt. li , xi. Habitat, Brazil. This

18 tile tobacco whicli tho Brazilians call furno-crespo. It is often used in the
mainifactiire of snuff.

Var. aslatica, SchranS.
,

Comes, l.c. tt. 11 ., xii. Tins 18 the 80-callo<l
Syrian tobacco, but is also grown in Arabia, Persia and Abyssinia. It came,
liowo\er, from America and is sometimes designated as the common or English
tobacco, and when made into snuff is held to be superior to most other grades,
though in many trade samples it has been flavoured with aromatic iierbs.

Var. humllis, SchranS , Comes, I c. tt. 11 ., xiii. Extensively cultivated
for the manufacture of snuff, and in Germany is regarded as superior to the
product of car. brasiHa.
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COMMERCIAL CLASSIFICATION plumbaciinipolia

Species and Varieties
Var. SCabra, Comes, l.r. tt. ii., xiv. A native of South America. Hardly

ever used commercially because of its disagieeable odour.

N. alata, Lk. et 0. ; N. persica, Lindl., Bot. Reg., 1833, xix., t. 1592

;

Riach, Sheeraz Tobacco, Trans. Hort. Soc., 1835, i., 205-7. A native of

Brazil and cultivated in gardens in Europe, Persia, etc. At one time it was
thought that this plant was the source of Ihe tumbeki of Persia. In the Tumbeu.

Kew Bulletin (1891, 77-84) full particulars will be found, the final con-
clusion of which appears to be that the merits of the tumbeki leaf, like that
of most other special tohaccoes, proceed from the climate and soil,

together with the methods of cultivation and curing, more than from
specific differences. Comes seems, however, to think that .V. alatu is

the source of the Persian leaf, while the numerous waters quote<l in the
Kew Bulletin regard it as derived from the onhn.iry .V. 'raJmrujtt.

N. plumbag^lnlfolla., Vw.; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 216: Comes, l.c. 15.

This is believed to be a native of Mexico and the West Indies. In India it

has become completely naturali.scd, especially on sandy islands within the

rivers and in damp situations by the roadsides. It does not appear to be
put to any economic purpose. It is not mentioned in Roxburgh’s Flora

Indica, consequently its introduction may date subseipient to 1832.

To conclude this brief statement of the species, varieties and races of

tobacco, it may be pointed out that Shamol and Cobey {Varities of Tab.,

1905-6, U.S. Dept. Agri., Bureau PL Indust., No. 91) give the following

classification according to uses •—
1. Cigar-wrapper Tohaccoes—Sumatra, Connecticut, Havana and

Connecticut Broad-leaf, etc.

2. Cigar-filler Tohaccoes— Cuban, Zimmer’s Spanish, Little Dutch, etc.

3. Pipe Tohaccoes—North Carolina, Bright Yellow, Maryland Smoking,

etc.

4. Plug Tohaccoes—White Burley, Orinoco, Yellow Mammoth, Virginia

Blue Pryor, White Stem, etc.

Tobacco breeding, Shamel and Cobey have shown {U.S. Dept. .4gri.,

Bureau PI. Indust., 1907, No. 96) is of necessity a subject of the greatest

possible interest and value.
History.—Tlio practice of tobacco-siuokinp whs unknown in Europe and Asia

prior to the discovery of America in 1492. Tt has since been ascertained that the
knowledge of the properties of tobacco was very ancient and widespread in the
American Continent and Islands. Some difference of opinion prevails as to the
locality where tobacco-smoking was first witnesaeiT by Columbus and his asso-

ciates. By some authorities Cuba is mentioned, by others San Salvador. Tho
plant and the habit of smoking were found by Cortes in the very heart of Mexico.
The Spaniards witnessed tobacco-chewing in 1602 on the coast of South America.
Monardes published, m 1517, an account of tobacco m which he says that it was
known to the Indians (American) by tho name picietl. In 1518 Fernando Cortez
occupied tho island of Tobago, and foimd tho plant being there cultivated.
About the same time the prepared leaves were brought by Oviedo from San
Domingo to Spain. In 1631 the Spaniards commenced the cultivation of tobacco
in San Domingo, employing for the purpose African slave labour. Oviedo de-
scribed a smoking-pipe (Hist Gen. de las Indias, 1535). In 1539 Hernandez
brought seed to Europe. Jean Nicot, French Ambassuilor; saw the plant culti-

vated in Portugal, and in 1500 sent seed of it to Catherine of Medicis, from which
circumstance the genus obtained its botanical name. In the same year tobacco
was conveyed to England by Thomas Hanot ; Sir Francis Drake and, subsequently
(1670-84), Sir Walter Raleigh and others made tobacco-smoking popular m
England, and about the same time cultivation was started in Virginia. In 1596
Ben Jonson, in his Every Man in his Humour, represented the arguraeota for
and against tobacco.

Indubtrial

Ur.ideb.

Antiquity of
A nipnctin

Knowledge.
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chewing,
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Baber (Conqueror and Emperor of India) wrote hia Memoirs with special

reference to 1619—25, and while describing all the useful and interesting animals
and plants found by him in India, makes no mention of tobacco. So also a
little later (1563) Garcia de Orta published in Goa his histone work on the
drugs of India, but tnakos no mention of tobacco. Tho first direct reference to
it, m connection with India, centres around certain Portuguese missionaries at
tho Court of the Groat Mughal. Doubtless to the Portuguese is due the credit of
having conveyed both the plant and tho knowledge of its properties to India and
China It is said m tho Dara-ahtkohi that they had conveyed it to the Deccan
ns early as 1508. Asad Beg, of date 1605 (Elliot, Hist. Ind., 1876, vi., 105-7),
says of Bijapur that he found some tobacco and, “ never having seen the like in
India I brought some with me and prepared a handsome pipe of jewel work.”
these ho presented to the Emperor Akbar, who attempted to smoke, until he
was forbidden by his physician. It would thus seem to have boon known in tho
Deccan for nearly a century before it was carried to the rest of India. On
tho other hand. Comes allirms that the sood cultivated in India in 1606 had been
brought from Brazil. In 1610 tobacco was grown in Ceylon, and m tiiat saTiie
year it was introduced into 'I'lirkoy (Goergo Sandys, Jomney, 66). In 1614
Ploris produced a sketch of a Hindu wom.an of Masiilijjalam smoking tobacco.
By 1617 smoking had, in tact, become so general m India that tho Emperor
.Jali.angir forhadc tho practice, as also had Shah Abbas of Persia (Elliot, l.r,

V., 851). Foster, in Ins work The English Factories in [mini (1906, 64, 92,
109), quntes various letters and invoices of date 1619 which spoak of tobacco
being sent from India to Rod Soa ports. Mandolslo (Travels, 1638, in Oloarius,
Hiat.^ Muscovy, etc., 1662, 74) speaks of tho Parsis of Gujarat living peaceably
and ” snatammg themselves out of tho advantage they make of the tobacco-plant
and the terry they get out of tho palms.” Cultivation m Gujarat m 1638 is
spoken of as successful. In 1645 the plant was earned to tlolconda. Edward
Terry (Voy E. Ind., 1655, 90), speaking of Surat, says that ” tlie tobacco which
grows there is doubtless m tho plant as good as in any ether place of tho world,
hut they know not how to cure and order it, like thoso in the West Indies.”
B'ryor (New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers , 1672-81, 223, etc.) says, " The Persians smoke
tobacco in their most solemn as-soiublies, and for this purpose are provided with
spittmg-pots or pigdans." Tavernier (Travels in Ind. (ed Ball), 1676, ii., 23) tells
us that he found tobac. o grown abundantly at Burhanpur, and adds, “ In certain
years I have known the people to neglect saving it because they hod too much,
and they allowed half the crop to decay.” Ovmgton ( Poy. to Suratt, 1689. 428)
speaks of tho people of Muscat abhorring tobacco and burning all that is brought
to thoir city. Strachan (in Phil. Trans., 1702, xxni

, 1134, (abnd. ed.) iv., 667),
gives an account of tho cultivation and niaiiufuctiiro of tobacco m Covlon. He
speaks of two forms, one much stronger than tho other. The Eahar-i-Ajam,
1760 (Blochmann, Ind. Antiq , i., 164), speaks of tobacco coming from Europe
to the Dakhim anil thoncxi to Gppor India during the reign of Akbnr Shah a
fact already mdicatod. Col Kyd (in his letter in 1786 to the Court of Directors,
proposing tho formation of tho Botanic Gardens, Calcutta) mentioned the im-
provement of tobacco as one of tho subjects that might engage attention. Mac-
phorson (Hist. Europ. Comm, with Ind, 1812) makes only a passing allusion to
tho tobacco trade of India with France, and Milbiirn (Or. Comm., 1813) does not
oven mention tho name of the '* wood.” It is thus a fact beyond dispute that
tobacco, loss than a hundred years ago, was an article of comparative unimport-
ance m India, whereas to-day its use is all but universal—-men, women, and even
children smoke—and, moreover, tho export traffic has become of the greatest
importance to the country. The Sikhs, Wahabis and certain Hindus are, however,
prohibited the use of tobacco, though allowed indulgence m hemp and opium to*
any extent. As in other parts of tho world, so in India, tobacco passed through
a period of persecution, but its ultimate complete distribution over India isone of the numerous examples of tho avidity with which advantageous now
crops or new appliances have been absorbed into the agriculture and social
customs and even literature of tho people of India.

..

a matter of every-day knowledge that Kmg James I. issued his famous
tounterblaste ” m 1603, and raised tho tax to 6«. lOd. on the pound. King

Charles, m 1630, prohibited the cultivation m England and Ireland, where it
seems, accordmg to Maopherson, great quantities were still raised. In 1633 theKing issued a proclamation to regulate the vendors of tobacco in cities and towns.Pope Urban VIII. prohibited smoking in church, By an Act of 1663 pujtivatiori
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BENGAL SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION Cultivation

Bengal
in England was again prohibited, and in 1670 Charles II. passed stiU a further
Act, by which imports intended for Ireland had, in the first mstance, to bo
conveyed to England. In 1709 the net consumption of tobacco in England canio
to 1 1,260,669 lb. In 1731 Virginia and Maryland were regarded os most valuable Cultivation
acquisitions to Britain because, among other considerations, of the tobacco they m Virsimu,
jiroducetl. An interesting account of the cultivation of tobacco in Virginia ni
1676 IS given by Mr. I’Iioium Glover in a papei delivered to the Royal Society
{Phil. Trans,, June 20, 1676, .ni , 623, {abnd. cd

)
ii ,

301— repriutod, Oxford,
1904). By a special Act of George III. (17S0) tobacco cultivation in Ireland was Crohibilioii mj
allowed, but not in England nor Scotland ; and, lastly, in 1830 William IV,
prohibited the Irish cultivation.

Prior to the separation of the United States, the British supply of toliaceo
came aliuost entirely from Virginia. During the reign ol Queen Anno the aimii.il
revenue from tobacco was only about £2.50,000 In 190.3 the net I'uports (tbat Revenue,
is to say, imports less exports) were valued at £3,136,228, or i total weight of
76,916,769 lb., and the traffic gave a revenue of over 12J i.iillion po uids otorling.

CULTIVATION.
Area.—The crop occupied in 1905 -fi. 1,018,506 acre.s in British distiicts Cultiva-

and 24,284 acres in the Native St:it< for whidi returns are available,
But since several important States fun ish no returns, it may be accepted
as a safe estimate to put the total tobacco .irea ol India at 1,100,000
acres. It would, moreover, seem fairly certain t1i.it it has not expanded indmnarea
materially during the past fen years. Of the total, Bengal (including
Eastern Bengal and Assam), has fully one-half

;
Madras a little over

130,000 acres
;
Burma, Bombay, the United Provinces and the Panj4b

have each about 60,000 acres.

As a rule there are three distinct persons concerned in the tobacco interesui

trade. In Rangpur (of Bengal) the cultivators sell the leaf on the field ’aj^c^^uvatore.

to up-country traders and curers

—

dalals, as thoy’are called—who own
large curing-sheds, at certain convenient intervals, through the chief

tobacco-producing localities. The curers next sell it to Burmese dealers,

who come and supervise the leaf as it is being cured ;
they then pack and

dispatch it themselves. These three classes are fairly general througliout

Bengal, the chief tobacco-growing province of India. Tobacco with

the Natives of India is either used up in the crude form or is worked
into a paste with several ingredients (to be detailed later on), and in that

form smoked. The more elaborate curing of higher-grade leaf is pursued cumig for

over a comparatively limited area, and to meet the demands of the

European rather tlian the Native population. Bengal, the chief growing

province, takes practically no share in the higher-grade manufacture. Native

The crudely manufactured leaf (in trade returned as “ unmanufactured
tobacco ”) is exported to Burma or to foreign countries, and in these is

worked up into special grades of smoking-tobacco, cigars, etc. In South
India (and witiiin comparatively recent years) a new trade has arisen in

the manufacture of cigars for the European consumer, both within India

and throughout the East generally. Indian cigars have, moreover, found
their way to Europe, and the traffic in them is yearly increasing. In

the whole of India there are nominally, say, 25 curing farms and Indian cunnK-

factories that give employment to 2,150 persons, but this must be regarded

as over and above the large number of persons already indicated as con-

cerned in the cultivation and crude manufacture of the Native article.

[C/. Heuz6, Les PI. Indust., 1895, iv., 24-42.]

Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam.—Tobacco is grown for local Bengal,

consumption in almost every district, more especially in Rangpur, Jal- chief Diatricta.

paiguri, Kuch Bihar, Darbhanga, Purnea, the 24-Parganas, Nadia,
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Chittagong, Sylhet and Kamrup, etc. In some of these districts it is,

moreover, largely grown for trade and export. In 1905-6 the total area

under tobacco m the two provinces of Bengal was 535,525 acres, more
than half that of all India, and in Assam 4,911 acres. The districts of

Raiigpur and Jalpaiguri and the Native State of Kuch Bihar contain the

largest areas. In 1904-5 the area in Rangpur was 181,100 acres and in

.Jalpaiguri 119,300 acres. Two species, Tnbaciivi and A. rustlca,

are grown. The former is generally called desi, and the latter vilayati

(foreign). Vilayatt is largely cultivated in Purneah and neighbourhood.

So little attention ha.s been paiil by writers on this subject that it is said

no cultivated races of vilayali are known, but that the desv has many
such, the most important of which is known as hinyli, produced in parts

of Nadia aud«Iessore.

One of the most .striking features of Rangpur is the extent of tobacco

cultivation [Ayri. Led(j., 1898, No. 15, 508). Both A. Tnhnrinn and
jV. i-iistirH are grown, wherever the soil is a rich, sandy loam with water
only a few foot below the surface. Shallow wells are dug all over the to-

bacco-fields, and during certain stages in growth hand irrigation is daily

pursued. The water is thrown from the wells so as not merely to supply

moisture to the roots but to wash the dust off the leaves. The agricultural

system pursued is of a very high order, and it is not to be wondered at

that tobacco should prove so valuable and remunerative a crop, in a

country prc-omiiieutly the tobacco area of India. The railway to Jatrapur
cuts the district practically in two. In the one half, the northern, with

its rich sandy loam, A. Tahtirmti is cultivated
;
and in the other, the

southern, with its lower, damper soil, A. rustlca prevails But wherever
the red -clay soil appears, tobacco cultivation at oncc! disappears. In

Rangpur and Kuch ihhar it is no unusual occurrence to find a single leaf

of A. Tahacaia measuring 3 to 4 feet in length.

The following account of cultivation has been derived mainly from
Mukerji and Roy. The crop reijuires a good soil and heavy manuring.
The best kind is a well-drained friable, sandy loam, not too rich in organic

matter, hut rich in mineral salts, especially those of potassium. It may
be grown after jute or Indian corn, but often forms the only crop of the

year. If properly manured, it can be grown three or four years on the
same ground. The seeds arc sown in seed-beds in August or Sept(*mber,

and the seedlings transplanted a month later. The soil of the seed-bed is

dug and mainired with cow-dung and ashes until raised about 6 inches.

After the soil has been well pulverised the seed is sown thin and lightly

covered with earth. About half an ounce is required to produce plants
for one acre.

When the seedlings are about 3 inches high they are fit for trans-
plantation, which takes place from the end of September to the middle of
November. The soil must previously be prepared by eight or ten plough-
ings. Deep cultivation and thorough pulverisation are important, and a
liberal manure of rotted cow-dung and ashes is necessary. The seedlings
arc planted in the evening 3 feet apart. They must be carefully
watered the first few days, and irrigation is necessary afterwards at inter-
vals of ten to twenty days. In Rangpur and Jalpaiguri a hand-plough
is repeatedly drawn along and across the fields until about the time that
the fiower-buds appear. Where artificial irrigation is required, regular
hoeing is necessary.
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Cultivation
Cniteff Provinces

Before tlie plants begin to flower, their buds and lower leaves should
be stripped off, and they should be pruned so that only eight or ten leaves rrunimr.

are left to each plant. To prevent bleeding, finely powdered earth is

sprinkled over the broken parts immediately after pruning. When the

leaves begin to turn yellow with brown spots and have a gummy feeling,

they are considered mature and ready to cut. The beat time for harvesting Maturity,

is morning, as soon as the dew is off the plants. It is better to cut whole

plants than to gather the leaves singly, and they should be allowed to lie,

for some time in the sun before they are conveyed to the drying and
fermenting house.

[Cf. O’Conor, Tobacco in Ind., Pari. Paper (c. 982), 1874, 171-83; Repts.

Internal Trade, Beng., 1870-7, 85-8, 149. 1879-80. 103-4; 1881 2. 88 9

,

Sen, Rept. Agri. Slat. Dacca, 1889, 44-5 , Mukerji, Handbook Ind Agn , 1901,

417-28; Admin. Rept. Beng., 1901-2, 2.5-0, 43, Mukerji, CtiU. of Tobacco in

Beng., in Proc. Board Agri., Piiea, Jan. 1900, 92-0 ,
Coventry, b'lilt in Bihar,

98—9; Roy, Crops of Beng, 1900, 121—3.5; Rents. Dept. [Mnd Rec. and Agn,
Beng. ; Exper. Farm Repts., Sibpur.]

United Provinces.—The crop is not an iinpoitant one, and its culti- U. Prov.

vation appears to have been practically stationary for some years. In

1905-6 the total area in Agra was 82,904 acres, and in Oudli 14,5G6 acres.

The districts with the largest area are ordinarily Farukhabad, Aligarh,

Balandshahr and Meerut. In no district does the area under tobacco ex-

ceed 1 per cent, of the cultivation. Moreland {Proc. Board A(fri.,l.c. 113) Cultivation,

gives a concise account of tobacco cultivation. It is grown (1) in heavily

manured land close to villages
; (2) on the sites of old towns whore the soil

and well-water are rich in nitrates
; (3) rarely in virgin soil in forest tracts.

The seed is sown 111 nurseries and the young plants put out at different

times of the year, from Julv to February, and harvested from February So,^^oll-i.

to April. According to Duthie and Fuller {Field and Garden Crops, pt. 1 .,

69-74, tt. xvi-xvii.) the seasons of sowing may be groupiul into Wo
: (1)

sown ill July and August, planted out in October, cut in February
; (2)

sown in November, planted in February, cut in April and May. Tobacco
grown in the former season is known as suwani, that grown in the latter as

asdrhi. The rotations are various. Where nitrates abound, the crop iiotuMon.

may be grown for several years successively on the same land, and where
poudrettc is available, the commonest rotation is maize, potato, tobacco,
all within the year. In preparing the sccd-bed the ground is first dug a
foot (feep and then completely pulverised. Usually from 10 to 30 tons
per acre of eow-dung, sheep-dung or poudrettc are worked thoroughly
into the soil. Crude saltpetre earth may be applied as a top-dressing

where the available water is not salt.

After transplanting, the land is kept loose and free from weeds, and
all flower-buds and lateral branches or shoots from Icaf-a.xils removed Piuiung.

as soon as formed. The plants are usually hand-watered after trans-

planting, and later, water is run on to the fields as required. From fifteen

to twenty waterings are usually necessary. When ripe, the leaves are Harvest,

stripped from the plant, or the whole plant is cut down. The crop is dried

in the sun and then stacked under cover. After a period which varies in

different localities, the crop is carried home for fermentation.

The cost of cultivating an acre of sdwani tobacco is estimated by Uuthie cost,

and Fuller at Rs. 46-7a. \Cf. Sir E. C, Buck, Note on Tobacco Cull, and
Curing, U. Prov., 1787 ; Nevill, Dist. Gaz. U. Prov.\

Central Provinces and Berar.—The area under tobacco in 190&-6 C. Prov.
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was 12,194 acres in the Central Provinces, and 14,220 acres in Oudh. The

districts with largest areas are usually Raipur 1,105 acres, Bilaspur

995, and Chanda 1,023 acres, in the Central Provinces ;
Amraoti 5,331

acres, Buldana 3,602, Wuii 2,374, and Ellichpur 1,178 acres in Berar.

The plant is cultivated in patches near the villages, and the whole produce

is consumed locally. The seasons of sowing and reaping vary. In Narsing-

pur the crop is harvested in October ;
in other districts the steins are cut

usually in February and March.
Rajputana and Central India.—In these provinces cultivation is almost

confined to the Native States of Gwalior, Jaipur, Bharatpur and Tonk,

which in 1905-6 grew respectively 3,590 acres, 2,563 acres, 1,072 acres,

and 147 acres. A description by Dr. R. H. Irvine of the famous Bhilsa

tobacco, grown in Gwalior, is quoted in the Dictionary. According to

O’Coiior, tobacco ni Central India is raised on high, well-ploughed

lands. A second crop is frequently taken from the stems left after the

first crop has been gathered.

PanJab and North-West Frontier.—The area m 1905-6 was 67,694

acres in the Panjab and 9,666 acres in the North-West Frontier. In the

Panjab the districts with largest areas are usually Jalandhar, 3,756 acres,

Sialkot 4,100 acres, Lahore 4,521 acres, Gujrat 3,137 acres, Amritsar

2,890 acres, Gujrdnwala 3, 165 acres, Jhang 2,708 acres
,
in the North-West

Frontier, Peshawar 8,513 acres. The soils generally preferred are garden

and manured lands near the villages. Alluvial lands are not considered

suitable
;

in three cases only—namely, parts of the Sialkot, Ludhiana
and Rawalpindi districts—^are alluvial tracts selected. Irrigation is

practised, the plots being watered about once in every four days, and
extensive manuring is necessary. Night-soil, sheep- and goat-dung, stable

litter and cow-dung, are used, and an admixture of saltpetre is found
beneficial. The sowing season in most distiicts is October and November,
but may in some places continue till December and January (Shahpur,

Multan, Dera Ghazi Khan) and February (Peshawar, Amritear, Rawal-
pindi). Transplanting takes place from January to March, and cutting

during May, June and July. The plant is cut to the roots and no second
crop taken. [Cf. Purser, Settl. Reft. Jalandhar, 1892, 127-8

;
Dist. Gaz.

Pb. ; Exfer. Farm Reft. Lyallfur, 1901-2, 20 ;
Renouf, Tobacco m Pb., in

Proc. Board Agn., Pusa, Jan. 1906, 115 6.]

Kashmir.—According to Sir W. Lawrence {Valley of Kashmir, 1895,
345-6) tobacco is cultivated in many parts of Kashmir, but chiefly in and
around Srinagar and the smaller towns. Cultivation is almost entirely

in the hands of the gardener class. The plant yielding the best produce
grows in Srinagar, and is known as brewan (

.Y. Tahttni m, var. latirifolin).

Another species, chilasi (N, mslirn), has been introduced from the
Panjdb. It is sown in April and picked about the end of August. It

requires very rich soil and is irrigated by the dip-wells of the country.
The consumption of tobacco in Kashmir is almost entirely in the form of

snufl.

Bombay and Sind.—The area in 1905-6 was 64,539 acres in Bombay
and 9,048 acres in Sind. The districts with the largest areas are Belgaum
22,856 acres, Kaira 21,276 acres, Satara 4,215 acres, Ahmadabad 3,187 acres,

Khandesh 4,364 acres. Broach 2,685 acres, and Hyderabad 4,847 acres.

Mollison gives a very full account of the methods pursued. The best kind
is grown on deep alluvial lands near the Krishna. Throughout the Kaira
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Bombay
district and the adjoining Baroda Territory, where cultivation is extensive,

wells with salt water are common, and the water is used for irrigating the Sait water,

tobacco, often with remarkable manurial effects. Wells of special value

occur in the neighbourhood of Nadiad (Kaira district) and Pettdd (Baroda

Territory). For details regarding the mammal value of these salt wells,

consult Leather {Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 14). A. free-working and satisfactorily

drained soil is best. On such land in Gujarat mild-tlavoured tobacco of soiis.

good quality can be grown. A stronger tobacco with large, coarse leaves

groAvs best on medium clay loams, irrigated with sweet water or salt and
sweet combined. In Gujarat, tobacco is rarely rotated ivith other crops, Hotataon.

and it is claimed that the longer the soil is under the crop, the better the

produce.

The seed-beds should be prepared on elevated ground ami under tree- seed-beda.

shade. In villages which grow a large area of tobacco, a piece of ground
IS usually set apart as a common nursery. The bed should be carefully

prepared. The burning on the surface (before, the rams set in) of refuse. Robing.

straw, brushivood or cow-dung improves the me( hanical condition, the

ashes manure the soil, and the heat kills weeds and insects. After bui'iiiug Manures.

{robing), goat manure should be well mixed with the soil, and a fine tilth

obtained by hand-tligging. The seed (mixed with ashes or fine sand) is

sown in July, one ounce to one hundred sijuare feet of seed-bed. The beds seagona.

require protection from heavy rain, and should at first be lightly watered

by hand. Weeds must be removed and the seedlings thinned out. The
seedlings are ready for transplantation when they have four leaves and are Trantpiantation.

3 or 4 inches high. As soon as possible after the harvesting of the

previous crop the stems and roots should be grubbed up and burned. The
field is ploughed soon after the monsoon has set in, and again frequently

between June and August. Twenty-five to thirty cart-loads per acre of

well-rotted farm-yard manure should be appheil, after the field has been Manure,

ploughed several times. A better practice is to fold sheep on the fields

intended for tobacco. The mud from village tanks is also considered good, surfaee

Before planting the young seedlings, the field is levelled with the samdr,

then lined and cross-lined with the gisle. A seedling is planted carefully

at each angle made by the intersecting lines, and a cloudy afternoon is Lmea.

usually chosen. Frequent watering is required. As soon as the young
plants'have made a fair start hoeing should begin, and when the flower-

buds begin to open they should be removed, and with them two to four Pruning,

of the youngest leaves. About ten to fourteen leaves should be left on
each plant. The removal of the flower-buds is followed by the appearance
of bide branches known as “ suckers,” and these also should be regularly

removed. *

On a stiff clay loam soil (besar), tobacco is a dry crop, but as a rule in irrigated

Gujarat it is irrigated more or less according to the kind of tobacco to be
manufactured. Irrigation ordinarily begins early in November. Twenty
days after the first watering a second is given, and afterwards others at in-

tervals of twelve to sixteen days until the leaves are ripe, usually about the
middle of February. In Gujarat the leaves are left on the plant till they seasons,

are decidedly yellow. Sometimes the whole plant is cut doivn, but the
usual method is to strip off the leaves one by one from the stalk with a Harvest,

small bent sickle.

[C/. Beyta, Qujarat Agri., 187C, d.'i-S , Voelekcr, Improv. IiuL Agn., 1893,
272-4 ; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, in ,

230-45 , Exper. Form Repte.
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Poona, Nadidd, etc. , Fletcher, Cult. Tobacco in Bomb., in Proc. Board Agri.,

Ptisa, 1906, 116
] too /(KQ

Madras .

—

The area under the crop amounted in 1905-6 to 132,458

acres. The districts with the largest areas are usually Guntur 41,798

acres, Coimbatore 26,884 acres, Godavari 8,143 acres, Vizagapatam 5,037

acres, Madura 8,296 acres, Karnul 6,664 acres, etc. The crop is grown

in all districts, though on the Nilgiris and the west coast the area is small.

Benson (Proc. Board Agri., Pusa, 82-92) gives a very full account of

tobacco cultivation in the various districts. In Kistna the crop is grown

chiefly in the upland taluks on ordinary black cotton soil. The seed-beds

are usually located near shallow pools in which the monsoon rains stand.

Thev are well ploughed and manured. After the first ploughing cattle

.are penned on the plots, and they are again ploughed once or twice. Village

manure, consisting of ashes, earth and dried cow-dung, is then applied

at the rate of 50 to 60 loads per acre. After two or three more ploughings

the seed is sown broadcast, at the rate of one local seer to 18 cents of land,

and pressed m by the hand. At first, watering is frequent, three or four

times a dav. After twenty days, watering is reduced to once a day, and
all unhealthy leaves are picked off daily.

In about two and a half months, when the plants are 8 to 9 inches

high, they ate tnniined and lateral shoots, if any, removed, and fifteen days

later are pulled up and made into bundles for planting. The preparation

of the land for the crop commences about July. Before this, village

manure and tank silt are applied, and cattle, ^heep or goats penned on
it after the first ploughing The land is ploughed seven to ten times, then

twice with the gorru, and afterwards marked off into sipiarcs. The young
plants aie placed in holes filled with water at the corner of the squares, and
the earth gathered round them. They are watered for two days in the morn-
ing, then for two days in the evening, but are afterwards left to themselves.

The crop is topped wdien 2^ feet high and suckercd twenty days later, and
about ten days later still is ready for hanv.st, in February or March. No
second growth occurs, and the stems are cut dowm and used for fuel.

In cultivating tobacco for the manufarture of snuff, the crop is never
irrigated from wells, but the plants are grown by the aid of rain alone.

Again, if the tobacco is for chewing, watering is withheld four or five dav's

before harve.st. The chief centres for .snuff tobacco are Trichaugode,

Rasipurain and Uttankarai taluks in Salem district.

[Of. Srhiffmayer, Tobacco and Itr Cult , Saidapet Expvr. Farm, 1878 , Plant-
ing ami Manuf of Tobacco in Southern Ind

,
Madras, 1880 ; Sliortt, Man. Ind

Agn
, 188.5, 14-5 ; Papers on Tobacco Parasite, “ Bodu ’ or Orobanche Nicotiana,

Agri. Dept. Mad. Bull., 1889, No. 2. Came, Cult, and Curing of Tobacco in
Madura, Agn. Dept. Mad. Bull

,

1889-90, No 4 ; Rose, Memo, on Mad.
Tobacco. 1890 , Benson, Cult, and Caring of Tobacco in Dindigi'U, Madura, Dept.
Agn. Mad Bull, 1905, in., No. 53, Ann. Repts. Trade and Navigation Mad.,
Introd . 1892, para 29; 1894, II, 1898. 18.]

Mysore and Coorg.

—

The area m Mysore in 1905-6 was 14,263 acres,

chiefly in Mysore, Tumkur, Chitaldrug and Kolar. The crop is grown
on land where rdg'i and similar grains are cultivated, a crop of which
must intervene between every two of tobacco. The seed is sown in June
or July, and the seed-bed.s are prepared near wells or other sources
of water supply. The seeds arc sown mixed with dung, and after being
pressed down with the hand and watered they are covered with mats or
the leaves of the date palm. The seedlings are transplanted into fields

prepared previously by frequent ploughings and manured by cattle and
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Burma
sheep. They are placed in holes 18 inches apart and filled in with a mixture
of red earth, sand and dung. About a month and a half after being set

out they are topped, six or seven leaves only being allowed to remain, and pnining.

the suckers are removed. They are ripe in November and January and
cut down to within 4 or 6 inches of the ground. The stems are then
split lengthwise, each portion carrving three or four leaves. [Of. Rice,

Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 126-8.]

Burma.—The total area in 190.'i-6 amounted to 19,205 acr s in Lowei Burma.
Burma, 26,560 acres in Upper Burma. In Lower Burma the largest areas

occur in Henzada, 12,849 acres
;
Thayetmvo, 6,627 acres

;
Tharawadi, 5.601

acres
;
Prome, .3,772 acres ; and Kyaiik])yu, 3,525 acres in Upper Burma,

Pakokku, 5,530 acres
;
Mandalay, 4,393 acres M'nbu 2,64-6 acj ‘s; S.iitainE',

4,156 acres; and Myingyan, 3,944 acres.

Mackenna (Setll. Re.pl. Henznda. 1901, 5o-l) stajcs that the bulk of

the crop is grown on low lands annualiv flooded A high-land xiortiou of

the holding isploughed during July to August, and about the end of August .ScasoM

to the middle of September .seed is sou n in nurseries. In four or five v eks

the seedlings wdl be 3 or 4 inches abov'e ground and are ready for trans-

plantation in October to November or early m December. The ground is

previously prepared bv numerous ploughings. and the plants are placed in

furrows 3 feet apait at a distance of 3 feet from each other. The ground
miLSt be kept free of weeds, and about a month after transplanting the Transpianuni-

small leaves are lernoved till only six to ten are left. About March to Harvest

April plucking commences, and is continued till the rains break. On poor

soil tobacco should be planted every three or four years only in the same
place, but in good soil annual plantings inav go on lor twenty or twentv-

five years. The e.xpense of cultivation is calculated at an average of

Rs. 40 per acre, and the total value of the outturn at Rs. 113’25 per acre, outturn

\Ci. Dist. Settl. Repts Burma , Nisbet, Burma under Brit Rule ami Before,

1901, 1., 387-8 ; Scott, Gaz. Upper Burma and Shan States, 1901 (many passages)
,

Proc. Board Agn., Pusa, 1000,109-12 ; Repts Dept Land Rec. and .igri., Burma ]

DISEASES OF THE TOBACCO PLANT.—Howard (17.S. Yearbook, Diseases.

Agri. Dept., 1898) gives useful particulars regarding the insect pests. So also

various publications furnish details regarding Ceylon (Trop. Agrisl.. xxv.,

825
;
xxvi., 130). Delacroix {Recherckes sur Quelques Maladies du Tahac

en France, Paris, 1906) has published a full account of the most recent

researches and has described the symptoms and methods of treatment of

several diseases. He deals fully, for example, with the Canker, caused

by a bacterium which he has named ftarilliis evritf/inonits; with Collar

Rot (Pourriture du Collet) and Pith Rot (Pourriture de la Moelle), also

due to bacterial organisms hitherto undescribed ;
with Foot Rot (Pour-

riture du Pied) due to Fusitriutu tabarirorum, Delacroix
;
with Mosaic

Disease (La Nielle or Mosaique) ;
and with White Spot Disease (Maladie

des Taches blanches), etc. So far as at present known, most of these

blights do not seem to have appeared on the Indian tobacco plant.

Of the blights of tobacco, the best known are the broom rapes, Oro- Broom Rape.

btiHche indica and O. nirotieinw, common in most of the tobacco dis-

tricts, especially in Bengal, Madras and Gujarat. Mollison states that in

Gujarat a bad attack may sometimes destroy a quarter of the crop. The
only practicable direct means of lessening its severity is the prevention

of the parasite from forming seed. Another serious disease, in some
districts, is the tobacco mildew, caused by the conoidal stage of
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Erffniphe ('irliorareoriitu, DC. Butler [Proc. Board Agri., Pwo, 1^6,

82) remarks that it is probably the grey mildew which attacks the 1®^®®

in the Azamgarh district of the United Provinces, known as ka^i. -the

same authority states that no remedy has been proved to be efficacious.

“ The application of sulphur either in form of ‘ flowers of sulphur dusted

on, or as potassium sulphide sprayed on, is efficacious in checking many

mildews, but might interfere with the curing processes and be difficult

to remove from the leaves.” At Pusa a leaf-spot disease, due to Cereo-

.spora JtficihofKkii, Sacc. <& Syd., is said to be common, but its effects are

not very serious.

Maxivell-Lefroy enumerates the eonimon insect pests of the tobacco

plant in India under the following live heads :

—

1. Grasshoppers attacking newly transplanted seedlings. Clean

culture and thorough tillage are the best preventatives. The only direct

remedy is to dip the seedlings m standard lead arseniate mixture as they
are planted.

2. Surface caterpillars, i.e. those living in the soil, hiding by day and
emerging by night to feed on young plants. Search reveals their burrows,

where they can be found and destroyed. The alternative methods are

to poison the young plants or to put down baits of poisoned chaff.

3. The stem caterpillar, attacking young plants. These live in the stem
and cause gall-like swellings. Plants up to a foot high are principally

attacked. The cultivator’s method of cutting open the gall by a longi-

tudinal incision is probably the best.

4. Leaf-eating caterpillars. When these appear on young plants,

spraying the leaves with poison is a sound remedy. On old plants, the
caterpillars must be picked off by the hand.

5. In Tirhut a cricket (probably the common burrowing liraoh i/tt-ypeH

Stoll.) is reported to injure the leaves by corning out at

night and eating holes in them. Where they are not abimdant they can
be dug out, which is best done during August and September.

In seriously infested localities the most satisfactory treatment is to grow
a crop such as lucerne and thoroughly poison it, thus poisoning off the
crickets. In the United States of America flocks of turkeys are reared

on the tobacco farms with a view to exterminating the caterpillars that
do so much injury to the crop. [Cf. Proc. Board Agri., Pusaf 1906,

88, 94, 110-1, 113-4; Delacroix, Sur une Malndte du Taboo, le

“ Chancre ” ou “ Anthracnose” m Comples Bendus, 1903, cxxxvii., 464 ,

also La Roudle blanche du Tabac, etc., 1905, exh, 678; Maxwell-Lefroy,
Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind., 1907, i.. No. 2, 11.3-262.]

MANUFACTURE.
Withering.—The leaves are considered mature when the texture

becomes granulated and of a dark green colour with yellowish blotches.
The lower leaves ripen first, the others in succession upwards. According
to one system the leaves are cut off singly or in pairs (with a connecting
portion of the stem), or the stem with its entire senes of leaves is severed
at once. The first stage in manufacturing is the withering of the leaf.

This IS usually accomplished by cutting down the plants or leaves and
spreading these out on the ground, thus exposing them to the action of the
sun for a few minutes or hours. They are then carried to the drying-
house. But if rain falls during the withering, the plants or leaves must as
rapidly as possible be carried to the drying-house and the reaping dis-
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continued. The withering-house may be constructed of any design or withering-

material providing free circulation of air. In the interior a framework
of uprights and cross-rails has to be arranged, across which the sticks with
withered leaf or withered plants suspended are placed and retained until
the drying is complete. For the first two or three davs the sticks with
their suspended leaves are removed a foot apart and retained in that
position until the mid-ribs are completelydried. which may take from fifteen
to thirty days, according to the nature of the weather prevalent. In some
parts of the country the first drying is accomplished by the leaves being
spread on the floor over a layer of dry straw. Rapid drying produces
yellow or almost green leaves, and slow drvmg darkens the colour.

Drying and Fermenting.

—

When quite dry, the leaves (or stems with Drying,
attached leaves) are taken down, usually assorted and, at the same time,
separated from the stems and placed in heaps or stacks to lerment or sweat.
For this purpose they are flattened out carefully, the stems or leaf-st ilks
being placed inwards and the tips of the leaves outwards. It is prefer-
able to select a damp day to commence this operation. In the Kangpiir
houses, the floors being usually mud, the stacks of leaf are placed on hoMrd-
ing. Great care is taken that the leaves be spread out perfectly flat, and
as a rule a selection is made of the finer leaf to be used for wrapper.s. from
the coarser to be used as fillers. For this purpose it is accoriUngly
customary to make two stacks, one of high-class, the other of low-class stacking,

leaf. The stacks of leaf may be as mui'h as 2 to (5 feet in height and the
top is usually covered with a doth or sheet of basket-work over which a
weight is placed. It is customary on the second or third day to pull down
two stacks of the same quality simultaneously, and to construct new
stacks, taking leaf alternately from the one and the other, observing
the while that the leaf in the centre of the first stacks may be in the
exterior of the new ones. A week later the stacks are similarly pulled
down and remade, and this may be continued time after time for a month
or six weeks—in other words, until all the heat of fermentation has dis-

appeared. In this way uniform and continuous fermentation is ensured.
Bundiing and Bating.—The leaves are then tied into bundles of 25 Baling ii

or 30, a useless leaf being employed in tying each such bundle. Great India,
skill is required in this operation, since the leaves must be left perfectly
flat, the bundles being almost fan-shaped. In this condition they are baled,
the broom-like ends projecting outwards.

It may be as well to contrast this (which may be taken as the system oid system,

pursued in 1902 when personally inspected by me in Rangpur) with that
given by Buchanan-Hamilton as observed in Dinajpur (the adjoining
district) during. 1809-11. The tobacco, he says, is “fit for cutting in
March and April. Each stem contains from 6 to 8 leaves, which in a good
soil are 18 inches long, and in a poor are only half the length. The stem
is cut, and the plants are allow^ to lie three days on the ground. The
leaves are then separated, and are tied in handfuls, which are hung in the
open air until dry. The handfuls are made into balls, by laying them
together in two rows, with their roots outward. The parcels are sur-
rounded with straw, are tied very tightly, and the bale is then complete.”

Whitney and Floyd {Groivth of Tobacco Industry, U.S. Yearhool-, Agn. American

Deft., 1899, 429-40) show the bundles or “ hands ” as produced in Maryland
and Virginia, also the forms adopted with the “ Cigarette and Manufac-
turing Tobaccos,” “ Connecticut Cigar-wrapper Leaf,” the “ Ohio Limmer
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Floyd, World's Exhih. Leaf Tobacco at Pans Expos. 1900, m U.S, Yearbook,

Agn. Dept., 1900, 157-66; McNessand Mathewson, Dark Fire-cured Tobacco

of Virginia, etc., U.S. Yearbook, Agn. Dept., 1905, 219-30.] Much depends,

apparently, on the care in handling and the skill in making up the bundles.

There would accordingly seem every pro.spect of limitless expansions of the

Indian tobacco trade, through the simple bestowal of greater care in the

manufacture and in the methods of bundling and hantlling the leaf. Al-

though the past century has witnessed a great advance there is still much
room for improvement. Any one who will take the trouble to inspect the

chief tobacco area of India will readily discover that the fault is not so

much the climate, soil and plant, as the defective methods of curing that

consign the Bengal tobacco to the humble position it usually occupies in

the markets of the world.

Changes occurring during Manufacture.—Dr. Harold H. Mann, in a
communication with which I have been favoured, discusses the modern
opinions on this subject —“ It has been repeatedly pointed out by writers

on this subject that dry Xicofiaun Tubuciun leaf is not tobacco. Dela-

croix {Bull. Sclent. Pharm., Feb. 1905, No. 2) remarks, for example, that

the quantity of albuminoids present in the normal leaf gives a disagreeable

odour to the smoke that recalls that of burning wool or horn. The fer-

mentation which the leaf undergoes during manufacture is, in fact, essential

to the preparation of tobacco, and if not earned out properly, the finest

leaf may be rendered entirely worthle.ss. Many theories have been held at

various times as to the nature and cause of the great changes which take

place, and it has been successively believed that thev were due simply to

the oxidising action of the atmosphere at the high temperature which
was produced (100° to 120° F.), (Scldoesnig, Nessler)

;
that definite mi-

crobes or bacteria were the necessary agents in producing the flavour of

tobacco (Suchsland, Koning, Vernhoutj, and even that each class of

tobacco had its own special bacterium
;
and that such changes as occur

are principally, if not entirely, due to the presence and action of oxidising

enzymes or unorganised ferments (Loew). It is now .almost universally

recognised that oxidising enzymes arc the principal agents in producing
the development of the colour and aroma characteiistic of prepared
tobacco leaf.

“ These enzymes, which were first isolated and examined by Oscar
Loew ill America, appear to be at least three in number. The first of

these (oxidase) is an exceedingly active ferment, but very susceptible to
noxious influences, being destroyed by heating to the very moderate
temperature of 150° F. ; the second (peroxulase) is not nearly so active,

but IS more resistant, and is only destroyed at 190 ’ F. , the third (ccUalase)

18 of a different character, more resistant than either, but the part it takes
ill the processes of manufacture is not yet understood. The processes of
curing (drying) and sweating (fermentation) of the tobacco leaf are ac-
I'oinpanied by a destruction of these enzymes present in the leaves

;
the

oxidase and peroxidase generally survive the curing process but the former
of these finally disappears in the sweating (fermentation), leaving the more
resistant peroxidase.

“ The changes induced by these feimeiits are very considerable. During
the drying (curing) of the leaves, the starch is transformed, and the greater
part of the sugar which results disappears. The albuminoids decrease
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in amount : the tannin also decreases, and it seems probable that this

decrease may be the principal cause in the change of the colour of the leaf.

In the sweating or fermentation which follows, the last traces of sugar

disappear
;

nicotine decreases in quantity and there is a corresponding
increase in the amides resulting from its decomposition. The leaf becomes
more alkaline, and further progressive changes take place in the colour
and aroma. A slow after fermentation then takes place, during which the
colour and aroma giadually become ripene<l. During or after sweating
the tobacco is often sprinkled in America with a so-called ‘ petuning ’ Petuning.

liquid, the composition of which is kept secret, but whose principal function
seems to be to increase the alkalinity of the leaf and so hasten the changes
already described.”

Improved Methods of Manufacture.—In .some of the exp( nments improvement*,

conducted by the Agricultural Depaitinent of the United St.ites. it has
been shown that during fermentation ceitain mideurable changes take
place together with the disappeaiance of a large amount of nicotine. Ac-
cordingly the system of fermenting in stacks has been condemned and the

substitution of closed fermentation tanks recommended. This Amen'’an
system, however, is not sufficiently used as vet to justify its being re-

commended for India. A small quantity of already fermented tobacco is

placed along with the new' leaf in order to start the fei mentation.

Enough has been said to indicate the tran.dtional stage of modern imiia’a Future

research into tobacco manufacture and the complete lack of knowledge
that prevails in India. It is no matter for surprise, therefore, that the

Government of India should have deemed a tobacco e.xpert imperatively

necessary. Rapid and satisfactory though the progress has been in

certain directions of the Indian trade, skilled supervision and definite

research locally conducted seems almost certain to effect improvements
calculated to place India in the foremost ranks of the tobacco-producing

countries of the world.

NATIVE AND EUROPEAN MANUFACTURED TOBACCOES.—With Manufac-
the Natives of India crudely cured tobacco-leaf is usually reduced to a tures.

powder, damped, mixed with gur (pp. 952, 1109), also various flavouring ML^ed with

ingredients, and thus made into large cakes. In this form it is sold to the

consumer. The pipe orebnarily used is a hollow vessel or cocoanut shell

partially filled with water. From this vessel arise two tubes—one the

mouthpiece, the other the attachment for the actual pipe, the chilum, or

vessel containing the tobacco. The smoke is thus drawn through water water Pipe,

before reaching the mouth. The tobacco is ignited with a live coal or

burning cake of specially prepared charcoal.

The crudely, prepared leaf is simply rolled between the hands, com-
pressed into a conveniently sized ball, and placed within the chilam.

But with many of the hill tribes a crude pipe is used that hardly differs ciadePipe*.

from that employed in Europe—the boll being made from a short joint of

a bamboo and the stem a common reed. Indeed in many cases the pipe

may be constructed, for each smoke, of soft mud placed on a stone, the boll

having a small opening at the bottom against which the lips are pressed

in smoking. It is only of South India and Burma that it can be said that

smoking cigars has become so general that it can be described as a wide- cigira.

spread habit. But within recent years great progress has been made in

local cigar manufacture, and steadily the practice of cigar-smoldng seems

to be gaining ground with the better classes of Natives all over the country.
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And it is customary to read in the public press of the rapidity with which

the habit of cigarette-smoking has invaded the social lite of the various

races and peoples of India.

Indian Cigars.—One of the first persons who realised the possibilities

of an Indian cigar trade was Capt. E. A. Campbell, who, in 1876, started

a company at Dindigal to improve the well-known “ Trichy ” of former

times. Two years later, however, the company was wound up and little

progress made till about 1881, when it was discovered that by importing

wrappers from Java anil Sumatra a cigar could be turned out that would

please the eye of the consumer better than that constructed throughout

of Indian leaf. This discovery gave at once the impetus that was needed

to bring the excellent cigais of South India to the favourable notice of

the world at large, A tai tory inspected by me in 1903 was found to give

employment in all its departments to fully a thousand persons—men,

women and children. It was ascertained that the usual rate for an
expert worker was to produce 400 to 800 cigars a day. according to skill,

thus earning from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 a month m wages.

But it IS perhaps one of the most remarkable features of the tobacco

traffic that no attempt has been made by Europeans to organise a

tobacco-manufacturing establishment either within the great producing

area of Bengal itself or m Burma, where the Bengal leaf is worked up

and again returned iti the form of the cigars foi which Burma has been

so long famous.

Industrial, Chemical, etc. —It would be beyond the scope of this work

to discuss all the side issues and technical inve.stigations. The Pharmaco-

gtaphia Indica (ii., 632-43) will be found to set forth the salient features of

most of these side is.sue8. The Keiv Bulletiii (Feb. 1896, 49-55) fui'iiishes

details regarding tbe natural sugar present in tobacco. Many publications

have dealt with tobacco puce—a substance prepared in France and sold

by all the licensed veiidois. It is claimed to be fiee from all matter
susceptible of fermentation and to contain no resinous substance, but a

higher percentage of lucotiue than would be the case with an infusion of

the leaf. Tobacco juice is largely u.sed as an insecticide. Espin pub-
lished in the Bulletin of the Botanical Department of Trinidad for 1900

a highly instructive account of tobacco cultivation, manufacture and
trade. This was followed up by a most instructive little book issued by
Sir D. Morns, Imperial (Joninussionei of Agriculture for the West 'Indies,

entitled The Cultivation and Curing of Tobacco (1905). The Tropical

Agriculturist (Oct. 1905, 595 ;
Jan. 1906, 819-26, etc.) contains papers of

great interest on the cultivation and manufacture of tobacco in Ceylon.
[C/. Heuze, Lee PI Induat

,

189.'>, iv'., 43-90 ; Arthur Wigham, Enghah-grown
Tobacco ; K)s.sling, Ckcm. Anal, of Tobacco , Jenkins. Effects Of Pert.

; Whitney
and Means, Changes in Perm. Cigar Leaf. U.S. Dept Agri., 1899, No. 60;
Haase. Tobacco Free or Paitly Free fioni Nicotine . Pjetet and Rotschy, New
Alkaloids of Tobacco , Juhii.s Molir and others. Deli Tobacco of Batavia, Tobacco
under Shade, etc., etc. (numerous papers) : Koning, Der Tabak, Kultur und
Biologie, 1900. Loew, The New Enzyme in Cured Tobacco—Catalase; Schweiz,
The Chern. of Tobacco Smoke, Thorpe and Holmes, The Paraffins of Tobacoo
Leaf ; G. E. Williams, Nicotine, Its Use and Value in Horticult. ; Delacroix,
Fermentation du tabac, in Bull. Sc. Pkarm., 1906, 84-93, etc., etc.]

TRADE IN INDIAN TOBACCO—During the opening decade of the
19th century India was not known to the commerce of the world as a
tobacco-producing country. By 1825, how'ever, we read of Masulipatam
in South India producing very superior tobacco, and that snuS was
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about that time also sent from India to England. In 1833 was published

Buchanan-Hamilton’s account of Dinajpur (which was possibly written

about 1809 to 1811). He speaks of tobacco cultivation much as if it had
been even then a well-known crop (see p. 805). It was apparently not
fermented at all—simply dried leaf.

Exports.—By 1866-7 the Exports of tobacco from India were valued
at Rs. 5,61,836, of which only Rs. 7,088 worth were consigned to the
United Kingdom. But there is no mention of cigars in these early trade
returns

;
and what is more curious stdl, Bombay was by far the mo.st im-

portant source of the Indian supply. Ten years later (1876-7) the exports
were rendered under three headings —Unmanufactured Tobacfo,
10,508,720 lb., valued at Rs. 7,51,375 ;

Cigars, 190,1.36 lb., valued at

Rs. 1,17,445 ; and Other Manufactured Tobaicoes, 205,0.33 lb., valued at

Rs. 22,578. Ten years still later (1886-7) the ex^iorts svere •- -Untuanu-
factured, 9,868,834 lb., valued at Rs. 9. .57, 156 ,

Cigars, 27.3.209 lb., valuecl

at Rs. 2,11,391 ; and Other Sorts, 193,906 ib., valued at Rs. 27,036. Again,

ten years still later (1896-7), the exports were Unmanutactured
11,257,582 lb., valued at Rs. 11,38,204 ;

C'lgars, 557,816 lb., valui'ii at

Rs. 6,37,812 ;
ar.d Other Sorts, 273,872 lb., valued at Rs. 37.318. For the

most recent years (taking values only) the follomng were the exports —
— 1900-1. 1 1901-2.

I

1903 4. 190.5-6. 1906-7.

Unmanufactured
C'lgars

Other Sorts

Rs 6,48.102
1

Rs 8,64,2.54

1
Rs 36,74.5 ,

17,86,132

i

16,40,427
42,440

12,86,241

7,72,799
37,639

14,07,241
8,80,903

.52.293

20,40.623
9,97.489
48.866

Total .

.

Rs 15,49, 101 34,68,999 20,96,670
1

23,40,437 30,9.5.978

The cheap tobaccoes returned under “ Other Sorts ” are Native pre-

parations consigned to the Maldives, the Straits, Ceylon and .\rabia.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the foreign traffic is the growdh of

the supply of cigars. The exports of this class expanded from a valuation

of Rs. 1,17,445 in 1876-7 (when first separately returned) to Rs. 16,40,427

in 1901-2, and Rs. 9,97,489 in 1906-7. And it is significant that, m what
might be called normal years, these exports go mainly to the United

Kingdom and the Straits Settlements. The years 1901-2 and 1902-3

were ^normal, since in these years very large consignments were made to

Cape Colony and Natal—doubtless to meet the demands of the British

soldiers. Further, it may be added that the bulk of the cigars exported

from India go from Madras and Burma.
Of the unmanufactured tobacco, Bombay exports by far the large.st

quantity (on an average about one-half the total). And what is

remarkable, the receiving countries are Aden, the Straits Settlements,

China (Hongkong) and Holland, the last-mentioned ha\’ing for some
time steadily increased its demands for the v'ery cheapest of the Indian

unmanufactured tobaccoes. No Indian unmanufactured tobacco would

appear to go to the United Kingdom. Bengal, the chief producing pro-

vince, exports to foreign countries, as a rule, only about half the quantity

supplied by Bombay. But the explanation of this circumstance is perhaps

to be had in the fact that by the coastwise traffic Bengal is shown to

export to Burma unmanufactured tobacco (in 1905-6) to the value of

Rs. ^7,68,296. The importance of Burma to the Indian grower is made
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still more evident when it is added that at the same time Madras con-

tributed to Burma unmanufactureil tobacco to the value of Rs. 14,72,433.

Thus Burma is to the Indian grower of unmanufactured tobacco a very

much more important market than the rest of the world collectively.^

Imports.—Turning now to the Import Traffic, a similar expansion

may be said to be observable. In 1876-7 the traffic under all classes waa
valued at Rs. 9,56,880. Ten vears later (1886-7) at Rs. 49,53,486 ;

the

following decade (1896-7) at Rs. 26,30,258 ;
in 1904-5 at Rs. 55,62,850;

in 1905-6 at Rs. 66,08,807 ; and in 1906-7 at Rs. 69,33,377. The most
noteworthy feature of this trade is the growth of the demand for foreign

cigarettes. The year 1900-1 was that in which the returns of cigarettes

were made apart from cigars. They were then returned as 1,165,399 lb.,

valued at Rs. 17,03,968 ; while in 1904-5 they were 2,518,659 lb., valued

at Rs. 35,08,187 ;
in 1905-6, 3,119,071 lb., valued at Rs. 44,97,699 ;

and
in 1906-7, 2,912,841 lb., valued at Rs. 45,97,364. On the other hand, if

an opinion can be formed of a traffic for so limited a period as six years,

the imports of cigars would seem to have manifested nothing like the

interest taken in the cigarettes. In 1900-1 the imports of cigars were

60,1.57 lb., valued at Rs. 2,34,209 ;
m 1904-0 tbev were 118,020 lb., valued

at Rs. 3.75,958 ; in 190.5-6, 101,293 lb., valued at Rs. 3,49,136 ;
and in

1906-7, 111,.586 lb., valued at R.s 4,03,330. This state of affairs may be

a dire< t consecpience of the continuous improvement that for some years

past has been maintained in the Indian-made cigar.

Of the imports of cigarettes in 19(K>-1 (1,165,399 lb.), 610,980 lb. came
from the United Kingdom and 362,700 lb. from the United States, while

887,882 lb. of these imports were taken by Bengal. Of the supply
tor 1906-7 (2.912,841 Ib.l, 1,818,057 lb. came from the United Kingdom
and 782,596 lb. from the Unitc'd States. The supply from the Straits

Settlements seems to fluctuate very greatly, but for the past two years

has declined seriously. In 1903-4 the inipoits came to 177,294 lb., but
in 1905-6 were 19,228 lb., and m 1906- 7, 15,053 lb. China (Treaty)

Ports hayp similarly given indications of a contraction : in 1903-4, 203,1.34

lb.
;
in 1905-6, 163,661 lb.

;
and iii 1906-7, 112,528 lb. Bengal continued

to hold the supremacy as the reccuving province, since out of the total

it took in 1906-7, 1,75.5,8.52 lb.
,
Burma and Bombay following with

respectively 438,723 and .309,385 lb. Robertson {Rev. Trade^ Ind.,

1904-5, 11) reinaiks • The cigarette imports have thus in five years
increased 106 per cent., and the cpiantity imported last year represents
840 million cigarettes. The average value per pound was Rs. 1-4-5
Biitish, Rs. 1-1-2 American, Rs. 6-9-1 Egyptian, and those from the
East, 15 annas 9 pies, the value per 1,000 being roughly three times
the value per pound. Noel-Patoii {Rev. Trade Ittd., 1905-6, 15) shows
the cjuantity to have further increased by 23'8 per cent, on that for
1904-5 :

“ The average value per lb. from each of the sources was :

—

Biitish, Rs. 1-8-10; American, Rs. 1-1-6
; Egyptian, Rs. 6-4-3

;
and

Eastern 13 annas.”

Speaking of the modern cigarette trade, J. E. O’Conor {Atiglo-lnd. Rev.,
April 1903) observed :

“ Within the last three or four years, however,
a singular modification of popular taste has been witnessed, one which
would hardly have been believed possible in such a country and amongst
such a people. Some enterjinsing firms in Europe thought they saw an
opening m India for the Native consumption of American tobacco in
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Cigarettes in supersession of the hookah (or water-pipe) still commonly
used by the people. Acting on this idea they imported cigarettes in

increasing quantity at rates bringing them within the reach of the masses,
and in a very short time the arrangements made for bringing the cigarettes
within easy reach of the consumer had a very manifest effect. At the
present moment the value of the cigarettes imported is about £150,000 a
year, and allowing for the proportion of better class cigarettes imported for
Europeans it is clear that the trade is already extensive. As yet, more-
over, it is practically confined to a few large towns, and is only beginning.
To say that it may increase tenfold is to use mo.st moderate language.
Why should the supply of these things be allowed to come from abroad 1 ”

Of the cigar trade in 1900-1 (60,157 lb.), 18,29.5 lb. came from Belgium
;

11,654 lb. from the Philippines
;

7 60.5 lb. from the Straits Settlements;
5,307 lb, from the United Kingdom

,
and 1,777 lb. from China—Hong-

kong. In 1906-7 (111,586 lb.), .38,420 lb. <'ame from Belgium; 28,448 lb.

from China—Hongkong
; 21,759 lb. Irom Holland

;
5,650 lb. from the

United Kingdom; 2,992 lb. from the Straits Settlements; and 450 lb.

from Natal, the supply having greatly <lecreased.

NIGELLA SATIVA, Lt»n,. ; Pram, Beoq. Plants, 1903, i., 194.

RANUNCULACEyE. The Small Fennel or Black Cumin, kdldjira, kalonp,

mugrela, karun-shiragam, nalla-plakra, kanpruji, samon-ne, etc. A native

of Southern Europe, but extensively cultivated in India for its seeds.

These contain two kinds of Oil, one dark-coloured, frHgrnnt and volatile,

the other clear, nearly colourless, and of about the consistency of castor oil.

Medicinally they are regarded a.s aromatic, carinmatn e, stomachic and
digestive. By the Natives they are tnueh used in curries, in vinegar (p 1110),

and other dishes, and are frequently sprinkled over the aurfaee of bread along
with sesamum seed [C/ Pharm-acog. Ind , i , 28-9, Agri. Le(hi., 189.5, No. 10,

108, 171 , 1890, No. 28, 271 , 1899, No. 12, 1.50 . 'fhoipe. Diet Appl Chem , 1899,

11 ., 397 . Gildoiiieister and Hotfiuann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 352 . Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hmd., 1900, 102-3. (For the true Cumin, seepp. 442-3, black Caraway, p 2S3.)]

OILS, OIL-SEEDS, FATS, ETC., AND PERFUMERY.—
The Qils and Fats may be classified by many systems depending

upon their chemical, physical and industrial properties and uses. Or

they may be grouped according as they are derived from the animal,

vegetable or mineral kingdoms. Some aie spoken of as fi.xed, others

as essential, edible, medicinal, drying, non-drying, etc., or again as illu-

minants, lubricants or as suitable for candlc-makmg, soap-making or

perfumery. Blount and Bloxain {Chem. for Engin. and Manuf., etc., 1900,

ii., 223) observe that fats, tallow.s, wa.xes, etc., are chemically of the same
nature as the substances popularly designated oils. They are character-

ised by their unctuousness, by their insolubility in water, and by their

solubility in ether, benzene, carbon bisulphide, and by their leaving a

greasy stain on paper, which does not disappear by evaporation. Chemi-

cally they are ethereal salts of fatty acids, the alcohol radicle of the salt

being glycerine (glyceryl), except in certain waxes where radicles of higher

alcohols occur. Popularly, however, fats are viewed as distinct from oils,

but it serves no good purpose to separate them.
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To the Natives of India Oils might be described as chiefly of interest

as articles of diet or as illuminants. They are but rarely employed as

lubricants. The painting of woodwork is a luxury of the wealthy. With

the peasant, the ornamentation of the implements of his trade or the

materials of his pastime are coloured, when coloured at all, on the turning-

lathe and by means of lac. The dyers and leather-workers, however, all

use oil, and hav'e done so from the remotest antiquity. One of the most

important Indian uses of oil, and one comparatively unknown in Europe,

is the anointment of the person with mustard or rape and a few other

sweet oils. The use of soap as a personal detergent cannot be said to be

more than a luxury, and indeed, to the mass of the people, an unknown
luxury. Crude soap is, however, largely manufactured and sold in every

village to be employed bj the washermen and dyers.

Candles were never very extensively used by the Natives of India, but

the modern demand for kerosene oil and the cheap Grerman lamps, specially

designed for service with mineral oils, has largely supplanted the candles

of former times. In fact the great popularity of kerosene and other

mineral oils, within recent years, has doubtless curtailed the cultivation

and manufacture of most of the minor oils, more especially those intended

as illuminants and lubricants. It is a matter of twenty-five to thirty years

ago, at most, since every European resident in India, and all the wealthier

Natives, employed either castor or cocoanut oil exclusively for house

illumination. The subsequent introduction of refined kerosene from
America drove these completely out of use, and that too within a remark-

ably short time, just as electricity seems destined to displace kerosene and
gas. The introduction of less pure though cheaper Russian oil and the

invention of cheap lamps (already mentioned) may be said to have marked
the still greater displacement of vegetable illuminating oils. Kerosene
has, in fact, effected a revolution in the domestic economy of the people of

India that is marked by an increasing demand for luxury and convenience,

one of the many expressions of prospeiity that come direct from the

peasantry. The present article will be made, as far as possible, to exclude

Petroleum (p. 875), though in some instances this may be impossible (e.^.

caudles) when the returns <lo not separate the mineral oils and their

manufactures from the corresponding vegetable and animal products.

The following are the chief sources of the vegetable and animal Oils
and Fats of India, in the sequence of their scientific or trade names •

—

Arachis — the Earth-nut (see pp. 76, 80-3); Bassia — the Mahw
(p. 120) ;

Brassica— Mustard and Rape (pp. 183-6) ;
Butter (pp. •175-8)

;

Camellia—Tea-seed ;
Camphor (p. 217) ;

Cannabis—Hemp (pp. 256-7)
;

Carthamus — Safflower (pp. 281-3); Cocos — Cocoanut (Kopra) (pp.
357-60); Dipterocarpus {Enrj) (pp. 501-2); Fish-oil (pp- 511-5); Garcinia

—

Kokum Butter (p. 553) ;
Ghi—Clarified Butter (pp. 178-82)

;
Gossypium

—

Cotton-seed (pp. 612-3) ; Guizotia—Niger-seed (p. 625) ;
Juglans—Walnut

(p. 700) ;
Lard and Tallow (pp. 701-3)

;
Linum—Linseed (pp. 72.5-31)

;

Moringa—TBen Oil, (p. 781) ; Papaver—Poppy-seed (p. 860) ; Bicinus—Castor^ (p. 922) ;
Sesamum—Td or Giiigelly (pp. 986-7)

; and Wax
(B^)7pp. 125-7).

There are many others that of course might be mentioned, but
the above are representative of the Fats and Oils of commercial
importance. In passing, reference may be given to Bomlmx (see

p. 168); Cochlospermintt (Jonsi/pinm, DC., the White Silk-cotton Tree
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(Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mtis. (Indust. Sec.). 1906-7, 9) ;
Helianthus

antniHH, Linn., Sunflower (Hooper, Agri. L^g., 1907, No. 1) ;
and to

Olea miHpidata, IFaZ/.,the Indian Olive, which in Kohat fruits abundantly
(Hooper, l.c. 1904-5, 25). In the present article it is proposed to give in

one place a brief sketch of the oil interests of India collectively (exclusive

of petroleum and its derivatives), (’ollective treatment is necessary, not
only to link together kindred information but to exhibit the returns of

oils and fats (given in trade statistics as “ Others ”1, which by any other
treatment would be omitted from this work.

[C/. Huret, Lubricating Oils, Fats, etc., 1896, 115—210; Lawrence, Valley of
Kashmir, 340; Andes, Vegetable Fats and Oils. 1897, 11-62; Aqt% Ledg , 1899,
No. 12 ; Dunstan, imp. Inst Tech. Repts, 1903, 123-4.'> ; Wnglit and Mitolioll, Otis,
Fats, Waxes and their Manuf., 1903 , iiiiTRt, Painters' Colour^, Oili and. Varnishes,
1901,359-95; Lewkowitsch, Oils and CaMler Lt-o/ So< Ails. 1904, 79.'i. 809
819 ; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust. (many artn-Ies): Oils and Fats m Trap. Aqrist

,

XXVI., 125-6
, Leather, Mem Dept. Aqn Ind , 1907, i. (t'hoin .".ei ), No 2 ]

FOREIGN TRADE IN OIL-SEEDS, OILS, FATS, ETC.
The official returns here discussed may be viewed as sepaiatcd into two

great groups—Imports and Exports. Under each of these sections

may be formed, such as Fixed and Essential, with .sub-sections. Vegetable

and Animal, and under these again still further groupings, according as

the substances are ratv or manufactured. Taking the first vear for which

fairly complete returns exist (1876-7), then twenty years later (1896-7)

and the most recent years (1905-7), the folloiving statement may be ac-

cepted as exhibiting the values of the more interesting transactions in the

combined traffic :

—

Imports from Foreign Countries.

(A) Fixed.

(a) Vegetable.
1. Oil-seeds . .

2. Oils

1870-7.
'

1896-7. 1905-6. 1906-7.

Rs.
1,37,191

2,41,930

Rs.
7,06.575

31,73,292

Rs.
2,95,548

14,40.805

Rs.
3.76,009

26,33,724

(b) Animal
3. Oils

4. Butter
5. Ghi
6. TaUow
7. Lard
8. Wax (excl. Candles)

10,664
S5.38.3

2,76,395
62,671

1,48.410

2,19,761
3.01,443
4,28,432
1,99,157

7,093

4,62,361
3,12,510
1,70.483
8,16,705
69,636
13,634

5,70,655
2,66,636
2,13,861
9,14,834
92,370
24,876

(C) MANtTTACTtrRBS.

9. Candles (incl. Paraffin) . .

10. Soap .
. ^

11. Oil and Wax Cloth, etc.

8,92,918
3,32,791
17,620

10,99.75)
11,70,670
2,99,150

8,67,983
31,90,890
6,96,606

7,32,438
32,28,166
6,20,305

(B) Essential.

12. Oil-seeds .

.

13. Oils

14. Perfumery

58.986
40,363

4,18,851

1,44,407
1,15,661

2,14,570

1,22,978
1,82,501

2,88,964

1,69,306
2,03,506
2,61,299

Grand Totals .

.

27,24,179
£181,612

79,79,962
£531,998

88,30,554
£588,703

1,03,07,974
£687,198

It will thus be seen that while for approximately the past thirty

years the imports have increased threefold, during the past eight or nine

years they have manifested a tendency to decrease. Prior to 1906-7 the

highest year on record was 1901-2, when the total of the above articles came
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to Rs. 94,66,769 (or £631,118). The most signiBcant feature of the returns

is the expansion of the demand for soap, nainelv from a valuation

3,32,791 m 1876-7 to Rs. 31,90,890 in 1905-6 and Rs. 32,28,156 m 1906-7.

The growth of this traffic has been continuous, notwithstanding the

fact that within the period dealt with India has made rapid progress as

a soap-manufacturing country. So also the expansion of the demand

for the goods treated under Oil and Wax Cloth is certainly remarkable,

seeing that the textile used tor linoleum is jute, winch is specially

manufactured in Calcutta and sent to Europe and America to be

subjected to its final tran.sformation into the goods which reappear

under the imports indicated. The decline of the imports of ghi and the

enhancement of those of butter and tallow are also ivorthy of note, the

more so since the consumption of foreign candles has practically remained

stationary for the past thirty years.

Exports to Foreign Countries.

It may now be useful to set forth in a parallel series of quotations the

exports from India of the Oil-seeds, Oils, and Manufactures therefrom :

—

1

(A) Fixed i

(o) Vegetable.

1870-7 1 890-7 1905-6. 1906-7.

Rs. Rs
1

Rs Rs.

1. Oil-seeds . . . . i
.5,28.90 873 7,95,41,000 !

10,40,17,449 12,82,97,037

2. Oils . . .

. 1

28,ot,997 47.90,437
i

53.99,476 40,77,307

3. Oil-cake . . .

. j

— 19,17,673
/61,99,194

\ 16,99,180
/ 35,89,740

1
140,09,381

4. Dregs of Oil 0,70,935 1,79,515 1

(fur manure)
'< —

(6) Animal
5. Oils 03,088

1

1,091
1

6,543 * 23,171

6. Ghi 3,.57,2.)0 15,00,990 29,38,771 22,05,443

7. Lard 3,22,825 07.900 18,750 15,747

8. Tallow .11,234 95,574 1 1,11,255 80,404

0 Wax (other than
Candles) — 2,76,190 ! 7,31,320 5/JG,009

(c) Manufactuuiss
1

10. Soap
1

3,72,059 01,200
i

10.867 0,68H

{B) Essential, 1

11. Oil-seods 2,94,307 5,75,801
1

20,74,818 19,20,257

12. Oils 1,80,1.30 2,32,001 1 7,11.318 8 12,740

13. Perfumery (Mu.sk) 1,17,2.50 19,255
i

11,180 14,500

,, Others 1,04,371 82,795
j

1,49,039 1,51,441

Grand Totals
|

5,83,25,385 8,93,51,082
1

12,30,79,705 14,04,59,871

1

£3,221,092 £5,950,778
j

£8,205,317 £0,763,091
1

Thus m approximately thirty years the exports under the above-men-

tioned article.s have increased from a valuation of 3J to 9^ million

pounds sterling. But to obtain a full conception of the importance

of Indian foreign transactions in oils and oil manufactures, it is

necessary to add the imports to the exports, when it is seen that the

total traffic has expanded from a valuation in 1876-7 of 3J million to

over lOJ million pounds in 1906-7.

Perhaps the most important feature in these returns is the steady

progression of the oil-seed traffic, which in 1876-7 stood at a valuation of

£3,526,458 and in 1904-5 had expanded to £9,499,961, but contracted to

£6,934,496 in 1905-6, and became £8,653,135 in 1906-7. And when the

details of these exports are looked into it is found that the traffic in cotton-
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seed has expanded during the past five years from a valuation of £36,999
in 1900-1 to £110,840 m 1904-5, £681,173 in 1905-6, and £866,043 in
1906-7, That is to say it has expanded from being utterly insignificant
until now it holds the second place in quantity and the fourth in value of
all the oil-seeds. The bulk of cotton-seed exports go from Bombay to the
United Kingdom. Although less in value, relatively, the expansion of the
traffic in oils, in gJii and essential-oil seeds is no less interesting and
valuable.

INTERNAL TRADE.
But splendid though these results are, they show verv po-sibly little

more than two-thirds of the actual value to the eoiiiitry, the remaining
third representing the consumption of raw material or ot the local manu-
factures therefrom. But while it is easy enough, from persona’ aiquaint-
ance with the country, to hazard opinions that may he tound tanly accurate
it is often by no means possible to 8ub.stantiate such by ac tual statistual

returns. It has been found the only s.itisfactory course in dealing with
the above (foreign transactions) to take the declared values at the ports,

since in some cases the quantities may be in gallons, in others in cwt. or

in yards. On referring to the official returns ot internal trade, as mani-
fested by the rad-borne traffic, the quantities onh' are given, and these are

expressed in cwt. No relation can, therefore, be worked out between the

railway goods traffic and the valuations ot the exports and imports recorded

at the customs houses. Still, as they stand, the railway returns are in-

structive. Some ot the more important materials and movi'inents. as

learned from a study of these returns, mav b- here Imefiy reviewed. So

also, in the same way, a study of the transactions by sea coastwise gives

additional particulars of the luter-provmcial exchanges and of loial con-

sumption. These transactions are given m cwt.. so that a compatisoii

with the railway returns is possible, but not with the foreign transactions

nor for years later than 1905-6.

OIL-SEEDS.—In the Agricultural Statistics the following are the head,

ings usually accepted, and under which alone areas of production are

recorded—Linseed, Til, Rape and Mustard, and Others. In the returns

of Foreign Trade a more conipreheiisivi; series is given, namely Cotton,

Castor, Earth-nut, Linseed, Mahua {‘‘ Mowa ” or “ Mowra ”), Mu.stard,

Poppy„ Rape, Til, and Others. Lastly, in the published returns of rail-

borne traffic vve find a third grouping, namely Linseed, Rape and

Mustard, Til, and All Kinds collectively, the last heading including

the three separate kinds as well as the Others of Agricultural and

Trade Statistics. With the exception of linseed and til, no analysis

of the returns ot oil-seeds is possible that would approximately exhibit

the relations of production to consumption.

Area.—The majority of the oil-seeds and oil-yieldiiig materials enu-

merated in the opening paragraphs above are, however, regular agricul-

tural crops, and accordingly appear in official statistics in some position

or other. A few, such as the cocoanut, the mahua, the walnut, etc., are,

however, trees, and can hardly be classed as regular agricultural crops.

Another series afiord oil-yielding seeds as a supplementary crop, such, for

example, as cotton, hemp, safflower, poppy, tea, etc. The others in

Agricultural Statistics would, therefore, not include these by-product oils,

but would consist of the minor oil-seeds proper, such as earth-nut, iiiger

and castor. To the areas returned as oil-seeds would, therefore, have to be
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added some portions of the acreages returned under cotton, hemp, poppy,

etc., and an estimate made for the areas of the oil-yieldmg trees, before a
full conception could be obtained of the total area of India normally

concerned in its oil traffic. But taking the statistics of the oil-seeds as

published, the area devoted to these crops would seem to have expanded
considerably within the past few years. In 1899-1900 the total came to

10,327,641 acres in the British Provinces alone, in 1903-4 it had expanded
to 14,54.5.966 aeres, in 1904-5 stood at 13,518,768 acres, and in 1905-6

was 12,.501,253, with, say, another million acres in the Native States.

But to that vast area would, as just explained, have to be added some
portion of the land devoted to cotton (which for the years 1904-7 has

averaged 21 million acres), as also the area under all the other plants

enumerated above that, like cotton, afford oil-seeds as by-products.

Of the more important oil-seeds it may be said that til or jinjtli (Sega-
mil in i lilt icii III) IS the most abundant and most widely cultivated of all.

It occupied, according to the Agricultural Statistics, over 4 million acres

in 1904-5, distributed chiefly in Burma, the Central Provinces, Madras
and Bombay (including Kathiawar and Baroda). Then come rape and
mustard with almost 3j million acre.s, mostly in Bengal and the Panjab.

Lastly, linseed, a good third, with some 3 million acres, very largely in

Bengal, the United Provinces and the Central Provinces. The final reports

issued by the Commercial Intelligence Department estimate the areas for

1906-7 under these crops as follows :—rape and mustard, 4,196,500 acres

(pure) and 2,210,000 acres (mixed) ; sesamum. 3,863,100 (pure) and
775,000 (mixed)

;
linseed, 3,028,200 acres (pure) and 663,000 acres (mixed)

;

but in the case of sesamum the area for Burma is not included. Linseed is

the rent-paying oil-seed crop, only about 6 per cent, of the annual average
outturn being retained in the country. The other two crops, til and mus-
tard and rape, are very much more largely consumed locally, and are accord-

ingly not so immediately influenced by the fluctuations of the foreign

markets. But a disturbing element in estimates of area and production
occurs, as already partially indicated, in the very large export trade in

cocoanut oil, and in the material (kopra) from which that oil is expressed,

tlirough the fact that no area of production can be given for these products.

Moreover, kopra (or dried cocoanut kernel) is exported, to some extent at
least, as an article of food. It is at all events not treated as an oilseed in

any of the official returns, though it affords an important oil.

Traffic.—Turning now to the official publications that furnish infor-

mation regarding the internal trade, we learn from the returns of rail-

borne goods that the most important receiving province is ordinarily

Bengal (an average of over 1,100,000 cwt. for the years 1902-7, drawn
chiefly from the United Provinces and Calcutta). Next the Paiij^b, with
an average of about 1,000,000 cwt. for the same penod), depends upon
the United Provinces almost exclusively for its external supplies, which,
moreover, are chiefly classed as Other Oil-seeds. Then comes Madras
with an average of about 400,000 cwt. Lastly, Bombay imported during
the same period an average of about 400,000 cwt. of oil-seeds of all kinds,
chiefly from the Nizam’s Territory and Mysore. But the internal transac-
tions of the provinces (the stnctly local trade) is normally only million
<;wt. (for example, 3,478,180 cwt. in 1904-5 and 3,307,669 cwt. in 1905-6),
while the receipts of the port towns came in 1904-5 to 30,890,818 cwt.,
in 1905-6 to 18,075,155 cwt., and in 1906-7 to 20,804,457 cwt. This is
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the supply that meets the foreign exports. It is drawn of course from the

provinces, but is consigned direct to the ports, hence does not appear in Provinoiai

the inter-provincial transactions. Calcutta and Bombay practically

divide the traffic between them. Bombay in 1904-5 (the year with the

largest imports during the past five years) took 13,986,721 cwt., of which
4 million came from the Central Provinces and Berar, 3^ million from the

United Provinces, 2J million from the Presidency of Bombay, 1^ million

from Rajputana and Central India, and 2^ million cwt. from the Nizam’s
Dominions.

The traffic with Calcutta, on the other hand, amounted in the same
year to 11,165,255 cwt., of which 6^ millions came from the province of

Bengal, 4 from the United Provinces, and the balance from the Central
Provinces, Rajputana and Central India. The figures for 1904-6, however,
were exceptionally high, and in the succeeding years were respectively—
Bombay, in 1905-6, 7,289,797 cwt., and in 1906-7, 8,655,004 cwt.; and Bonib»y.

Calcutta, 6,228,115 cwt. and 6,420,501 cwt. Of the other port towns
that participate in the foreign trade in oil-seeds it is hardly necessary to

go into such details since the amounts are so very much smaller. Karachi, Karachi,

in 1904-5, drew 2,870,669 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 1,826,105 cwt.

;
and in 1906-7,

2,972,222 cwt. almost entirely from the Panjdb, while Madras took in

1904-5, 2,868,273 cwt.
;
in 1905-0, 2,731,138 cwt.

;
and in 1906-7, 2,866,730

cwt. in the same years from its own Presidency and the Nizam’s Territory.

Turning now to the returns of coastwise trade. The oil-seed traffic coastwiiie.

in 1904-6 came to 1,294,166 cwt., valued at Rs. 79,23,631 (or £528,236),

and in 1905-6 to 1,552,904 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,12,35,391 (£749,026). The
most significant feature may be laid to be that the chief oil-seed of these

returns is sesamum (til), 431,386 cwt. having been exchanged inter-

provincially in 1905-6. Of this, Burma took 316,372 cwt., the bulk being Burma,

derived from Madras. The traffic in castor is also worthy of special

comment. Of the total 220,419 cwt. exchanged, 143,429 cwt, were taken

by Bengal, the major portion being derived from Madras. The next most
important item is the supply of castor drawn by Bombay, which in the

year in question came to 51,756 cwt.

OILS.—It has already been pointed out that the Exports in oils have Oils,

manifested a considerable expansion, namely, in the case of fixed oils, Foreign Export*,

from a valuation of £190,333 in 1876-7 to £359,965 in 1905-6, and in 1906-7,

£311,820
;
and in essential oils from £12,008 in 1876-7 to £47,421 in 1905-6,

and in 1906-7, £54,183. But by far the most important vegetable oil

(exported from India) is that of the cocoanut. The total exports of that Ooooanut.

oil during the years 1902-7 have ranged from about one to three and a
quarter million gallons, or, say, a valuation of from 14 to 49 lakhs of rupees

(£85,952 to £325,439). The supply goes almost exclusively from Maffiras,

and is consigned in three nearly equal portions to the United Kingdom,
Germany and the United States—the only other country of importance

being Belgium. The exports of linseed oil go almost entirely from Ben- Linseed,

gal, and to a very large extent represent directly the operations of the

Gourepur and other oil-mills in the neighbourhood of Calcutta. The
exports are consigned chiefly to Australia and New Zealand (see p. 731).

The internal traffic in oils (as manifested by the rail-borne transactions)

is also interesting. Excluding kerosene, the total exports in 1906-7 came
to 1,712,165 cwt. The most important is mustard and rape (726,506 cwt.),

followed by “others” (638,489 cwt.); then by cocoanut (199,272 cwt.)
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and by castor (147,898 cwt.). Of the traffic in mustard and rape the most
significant feature may be said to be the large exports to Eastern Bengal

and Assam and to Bengal proper from Calcutta. This is the direct mani-

festation of the oil-mills within the city, which in the year in question drew
2,363,389 cwt. of mustard and rape seed chiefly from the United Provinces
to be used up in the manufacture of oil. The most significant feature of

the coastwise transactions is the very large trade done in cocoanut
oil. The total traffic coastwise in 1904-5 came to 8,730,737 gallons,

valued at Rs. 1,25,84,419 (£838,961). Of that amount fully half was cocoa-
nut exported from Madras into Bombay and Bengal (each taking approxi-
mately 2 million gallons), and Burma 770,000 gallons. So in 1905-6, the
total traffic was 10,008,074 gallons, valued at Rs. 1,53,73,114, the exports
of cocoanut being 4,612,490 gallons, valued at Rs. 70,62,430.

OIL-CAKB (Poonac ).

—

Incidental reference has been made to the
objection to exporting oil-seed, instead of expressing the oil in this country
and retaining the cake. But it may be contended that the present traffic

is perhaps not quite so unsatisfactory as it might at first sight be supposed.
In the present state of Indian agriculture oil-cake is less in demand than
in Europe, and accordingly it may be more profitable to export the seed
than were the oil expressed and dependence placed on the Indian markets
for the disposal of the cake. As against that contention it may be urged
that the surplus cake might be exported as a regular commercial article.

India is at present, in fact, doing a fairly large trade in exporting oil-cake.
In 1877-8 these exports were valued at Rs. 4,30,399 ; in 1901-2 at Rs.
29,84,230

;
in 1902-3, Rs. 34,22,616 ; m 1903-4, Rs. 39,18,460 ;

in 1904-5,
Rs. 43,08,621

;
in 1905-6, Rs. 51,99,194 ;

and in 1906-7, Rs. 35,89,740.
In 1905-6 a new item, consisting of oil-cake for manure, valued at Rs.
16,99,186, appeared, and in 1906-7 this became Rs. 40,09,381. [C/. Mollison,
Agri. Ledg., 1899, No. 12.]

The present traffic in oil-cake is comparatively unimportant. The
total amount carried by the railways came to 1,864,415 cwt. in 1904-5;
2,182,405 cwt. in 1905-6; and 2,008,579 cwt. in 1906-7. Calcutta and
Madras (the seats of the oil industry of India) are necessarily most concerned
in the exports. Calcutta supplied 810,158 cwt., and Madras 637,946 cwt.
The Calcutta supply went chiefly to the province of Bengal, and the
Madras to its own port towns. The exports coastwise were in 1904-6
returned at 220,000 cwt. and in 1905-6, 112,005 cwt., the bulk being
consigned from Madras to Bombay.

0//-/n/y/s.-—The fact that India exports so large a quantity of oil-

seeds and again imports a considerable amount of vegetable oils, has often
been commented on as one of the directions of future reform. The loss
to India through this circumstance may be said to be twofold :—(a) the
loss of lucrative employment

; (5) the loss of oil-cake that should more
largely than at present be retained in India. Still it cannot be said that
no progress has been made by India. In 1895 there were 163 oil-mills
that gave employment to 3,368 persons, and in 1900 these had expanded
to 212 mills and 5,084 employees. Recently the data of official returns
have been changed : only mills that employ 25 or more persona are re-
corded. This has had the result of making a serious reduction in the
number of oil-mills supposed to be at work. In 1903 there were by the
new system 109 mills, 11 being worked by steam, with the total
number of persons employed 4,986; 'and in 1904, 112 mills and 6,200
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persons. The suburbs of Calcutta literally teem with private castor- oil J^torou.

mills. As manifesting their importance, it may be explained that while

Calcutta exports a large amount of castor oil, practically no castor-seed

leaves Bengal to foreign countries. Exports of castor-oil seed are made
mainly from Bombay.

A detailed enumeration of the oil-mills of India would dispel the errone-

ous opinion that India is doing nothing in the direction of meeting its home
markets for oils. A distinct advance has been made and is being main-
tained in every corner of the Empire.

CANDLE'AND SOAP MAKING.—These are modern industries that

are rapidly becoming of considerable importance. A striking evidence of

the prosperity of the Burma candle trade may be had from the existence

of an export trade in candles.

Candle^making In India.—Except in the new industry of manufacture Candles,
of candles from the mineral wax and paraffin that has recently assumed PamOia.

considerable proportions both in Rangoon and Calcutta, India cannot be

said to possess candle works of any great importance. Here and there

all over the country the batli-saz still plies his craft of “ tallow dip ” making,
but very few of these workers form candles by moulding. In Lahore and
Bombay, candles are crudely moulded, and from tune immemorial the art

of rolling wax candles has been known and practised. One or two soap wai.

works have given attention to candle-making, but, as a rule, they employ
mineral wax, and their candles have accordingly to be considered along

with petroleum. (See Lime, p. 712.)

While India, as a whole, is very far behind other countries in the pro-

duction of candles, the demand for these articles is very considerable. Indian

Imports ;—The United Kingdom and Belgium are the sources of supply, imports,

and the provinces that receive these are, in sequence of demand^—first

Madras, next Bombay, then Bengal, and lastly Burma. The imports have
fluctuated between 8 and 1 2 lakhs of rupees in value each year during the past

twenty-five to thirty years. It may be here added that Burma has, however,

begun recently to export candles, and these are of course entirely mineral.

The Exports were in 1900-1 valued at Rs. 15,157 ; in 1901-2, at Rs. 49,703 ;
Exporia.

in 1902-3, at Rs. 4,41,863; in 1903-4, at Rs. 9,05.521 ;
in 1904-6, at

Rs. 9,48,166 ;
in 1906-6 at Rs. 16,63,646 (in which year the share of Burma

was R§. 16,37,755) ;
and in 1906-7, Rs. 14,20,943. This traffic is mainly

with China, the Straits Settlements, Ceylon, Australia and New Zealand,

and is thus a new feature of India’s manufacturing enterprise. (Sec Cocos,

p. 359 ;
Rhus, p. 914.)

Soap.—As already observed, to the Natives of India as a whole, soap is Soap,

not of much importance, and soap substitutes (natural earths or vegetable

materials), as a rule, take its place. Still, the art of soap-making has been

known and practised from a remote antiquity, the impure article produced

being used by the washermen and dyers. Trade statistics show, however,
-that India’s demands on foreign countries for soap are very considerable

and yearly expanding. In 1876-7 the Imports were valued at Rs. 3,32,791 ;

imports,

in 1901-2 at Rs. 17,61,427, or an annual average expansion of 17 per

cent.
;
in 1902-3 a still greater expansion, the imports having been then

valued at Rs. 22,67,801 ;
in 1903-4 they became Rs. 26,56,673 ;

in 1904-5,

Rs. 27,23,705 ; in 1906-6, Rs. 31,90,890 ; and in 1906-7, Rs. 32,28,156, Distribution.

Almost one-half the total imports are, as a rule, taken by Bombay, one-

^quarter by Bengal, and of the remaining quarter about one-half goes to
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Burma. At the same time India exports soap, though the traffic is not

extensive nor very prosperous. [Cf. A. Watt, Art of Soap-Making, 1901 ;

see also -fflgle Uarmelos (p. 27) ;
Agave (p. 35) ;

Alkalis (p. 49) ;
Cinna-

momum (p. 313) ;
Cocos nucifera (p. 359) ;

Fish (p. 647) ;
Pinus (p. 890)

;

Rosa (p. 926) ;
Sesamum (p. 986).]

ESSENTIAL OILS AND PERFUMERY.—This classification is con-

venient rather than logical. The separation between perfumes, cosmetics

and condiments is often extremely difficult and even sometimes undesir-

able. Though most of the articles indicated may yield oils chemically,

they are often used without having their oils extracted from'them, just as

sesamum seeds are eaten in certain Native sweetmeats, where they serve a
purpose similar to the raisins and caraways in European cakes.

The Imports of essential oils, essential seeds and of perfumery are of

far less consequence than the exports. In 1901-2 the combined imports

were valued at Rs. 5,11,456 ;
in 1902-3 at Rs. 4,96,622

;
in 1903-4 at

Rs. 6,56,617; in 1904-5 at Rs. 5,88,633 ; in 1905-6 at Rs. 6,94,433 ;

and in 1906-7, Rs. 6,34,111. The Exports were valued in 1901-2 at

Rs. 22,44,404 ;
in 1902-3 at Rs. 20,66,970 ;

in 1903-4 at Rs. 20,71,940 ;

in 1904- 5 at Rs. 23,50,385 ; in 1905-6 at Rs. 29,46,855
;
and in 1906-7,

Rs. 28,98,944. It is interesting also to observe that the exports of essential

seeds have been steadily improving for some years. In 1876-7 they stood
at Rs. 29,437 ;

in 1901-2 at Rs. 14,58,241
;

in 1902-3 at Rs. 11,83,190
;

in 1903-4 at Rs. 12,32,950; in 1904-5 at Rs. 16,09,137 ;
in 1905-6 at

Rs. 20,74,818
;
and in 1906-7 at Rs. 19,20,257. The chief seeds exported

under this heading are Caraway (p. 284) ;
Ajwan (p. 285) ;

Coriander

(p. 427) ;
Cumin (p. 443) ;

Fennel (p. 652) ;
Niger {Nigella, p. 811) ;

Aniseed
(Pimpinella, p. 887) ;

Fenugreek (Trtgonella, p. 1081) ; and the like.

Perfumery is one of the most ancient and honourable of Indian
crafts, and one which attains greatest importance at the present day in

Northern India. It is perhaps hardly necessary to go further back than
to the Ain-i-Akbari (Blochmann, transl, 73-89,. etc.), where we read that
the great Emperor encouraged and fostered the art of preparation of per-
fumes and scented oils. This gives the suggestion of the two methods of

separating perfumes having been known from very ancient times, namely
enfleurage and distillation. One of the earliest and most instructive

accounts of the former, as far as India is concerned, was written,by Dr.
Jackson of Ghazipur, in a letter to the editor of the Asiatic Journal of

Calcutta for June 1839 (in Edinb. New Phil, Journ., 1840, xxix., 198-9).
The following describes the method pursued in the preparation of jasmine.
“ The Natives never make use of distillation, but extract the essence by
causing it to be absorbed by some of the purest oleaginous seeds, and then
expressing these in a common mill, when the oil given out has all the
scent of the flower which has been made use of.” Dr. Jackson gives
particulars of the operation—layers of sesamum seed (see p. 986) “ wetted

”

in water alternating with layers of jasmine flowers are covered over with
a eloth and left for twelve to eighteen hours. It may be added that,
according to modern European experience, jasmine is one of the perfume-
yielding products that must be treated by enfleurage, as it does not yield
its perfume in water-distillation.

Turning now to the distillation process, Hoey {Monog. Tradeand Manuf.
N. Ind., 107-8) gives an interesting account of thegandhi or Uarfarosh and
his art and trade. He buys flowers from the mails (gardeners) and manu-
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factures from these, by distillation, their respective perfumes. Into the Saniiai-wood.

still is placed the zdmm or mdwa of all itar, viz. sandal itar, manufactured
at Kanauj. The flowers are thrown into the cauldron on the fire and
their perfume comes off in steam and passes through the worm into the

copper bhapka, and there combines with the sandal itar. On cooling, the Attar oj Roses,

perfume is separated from the water by skimming the surface. In some
localities, in place of sandal, lemon-grass is used as an adjunct, especially

in the production of attar of roses.

Jaunpore and Ghazipur might be described as the chief manufacturing chiei Perfumes,

localities, Delhi, Amritsar and Lahore the distributing centres, and
Bombay the emporium of foreign transactions. The following are some
of the more important ingredients and materials m Indian perfumery :—
Cassie (Acacia Farnesiana, p. 14) ;

Bael (JEgJe Marmelos, p. 27) ;
Galangal

(p. 60) ;
Himalayan Dhup (Jurinea) ; Altingia (p. 61) ;

Aquilaria (p. 72) ;

Arachis (p. 82) ;
Cinnamomum (pp. 315-6) ; Citrus (p. 327) ; Lemon, Rusa,

Citronella Oils, etc. (pp. 451-62); Jasminum (motiya, juhi, and cham-
beli

) ;
Miohelia (champa) ;

Mimusops (maulsari)
;
Lawsonia (henna, p. 707)

;

Ilang-ilang (Cananga
) ;

Eeura (Pandanns, pp. 188, 777) ;
Musk (p. 786) ;

the Spikenard (p. 792) ;
Patchouli (Pogostemon, p. 904) ;

Rose Attar
(p. 926) ; Sandal-wood (p. 977) ;

Kut (p. 980) ; Sesamum (p. 986) ;
Vetiveria

(p. 1106). [C/. Sawer, Odorography, 1892 ; Scient. American, Cycl. Receipts,

1899, 383-5
; Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900 ;

Hooper,
The Perfumes of the Moghuls, in Calc. Rev., Oct. 1904.]

OLDENLANDIA UMBELLATA, /Ann. ; Fl.Br.lnd., iii., 66; D.E.P.,

Prain, Beng. Plants, i.,659
;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 590; Rubiace^. ^81-S.

Chay-root or Indian Madder, chirval, surbuli, halhenyok, saya, etc. A Chay-root.

common biennial, met with from Orissa and Bengal southward to Ceylon,
also in North Burma.

The root-bark, with alum as a mordant, gives a beautiful rod Dye, formerly ®y«-
much employed in Madras for dyeing handkerchiefs (the bandana handkerchiefs
formerly famed). Though met with in Hengal, it is not used for dyeing in that
provmce. It is somewhat extensively cultivated in sandy situations on the Cultivated.

Coromandel Coast, as at Nellore and Masulipatam. Previous to sowing, tho land
is manured, generally by penning cattle or sheep, and thereafter thoroughly
ploughed. The seeds are sown in August, on the ground having been well Scaaous.
moistened. After sowing it is again watered, and the process repeated three
times daily till the young shoots appear, when water need then be given Irrigatloo.
less frequently. Cow-dung should be mixed with the water once a day for
the first fifteen days. Rxtensive watering is the chief feature of the culti-
vation, but weeding has also to be constantly performed. The expense of
cultivating an acre is naturally heavy (estimated at Rs, 28-7a.) compared with
the returns. ,

Only the bark of the root contains the dye. Tho Natives consider the roots Root-bark,
of the wild plant best, and prefer to make their collections at the end of the
second, year’s growth. In dyeing, the Hindus use an aqueous solution of tho
colouring matter, obtained by pounding tho root in water. The fabric is steeped
several times in this solution, then boiled for two hours m a similar solution and
finally washed with clean water and dried. Various attempts have been made
to introduce the dye into Europe, but these have been unsuccessful, duo prob-
ably to the fact that the root rapidly deteriorates when stored in damp situations. Deterioration.
The tinctorial properties of the dye-stuff have been investigated by Hummel
and Perkin. [Of. Alexander Hamilton, New Acc. E. Ind., 1727, i., 370 ; Milburn,
Or. Comm., 1813, i., 277 ; Heyne, Tracts on Jnd., 1814, 209 ; Pkarmacog. Ind ,

^91, 11 ., 199 ; Hummel and Perkin, m Proc. Chem. Soc., 1893, 201 ; 1896, 160

;

Holder, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, Madras, 1898, 2 ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts.,
1903, 207-9 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, li , 349.]
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D.B.P.,
iv., 408-6.
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Medicine.

Two Forms

D.E.P.,
V., 490-2.
Prickly
Pear.

Katuralised
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Food.

Foddot.

Hedgea.

Fibre.

THE PRICKLY PEAR

OPHRCULINA TURPETHUM, Manso ; Prain, Beng. Plants,

1903, ii., 731 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1905, ii., pt. ii., 210 ;
Ipomoea

Turpethum, FI. Br. Ind., iv., 212 ;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 251 ;

Bee. Bot. Surv. Ind., 1904, iii., 81. Convolvulace.®. Turpeth Root or

Indian Jalap, msoth, icon, tohri, chita bdnsa, nisottar, tikuri, shivadai, etc.

Found throughout India, ascending the hills to altitudes of 3,000 feet ;

occasionally cultivated as an ornamental plant.

Tlio root (also root-bark), known ns Irivrit, has been used ns a purgative,

by Native practitioners, from time immemorial. Varthema {Travels, 1510,

(ed. Hakl. Soc.), 106-7) mentions it by the name of turhidi among the spices

of Cambay, and Garcia de Orta (1663, Coll., hv. ; also in Ball, Proc. Roy.

Ir. Acad., 1889-91, 3rd ser., i., 677) gives an account of the plant and the

uses made of it. Two varieties have been described by most writers, aveta

or white, and krishna or olack. The white is preferred, as the black is con-

sidered too drastic. As sold in the bazArs, Turpeth consists of the root and
stem of the plant cut into portions of about one-half to two inches in length.

The market rate is about A to 1 anna per lb. [Cf. Forster, PI. Esc., 1786, 77 ;

Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i , 293; Paulua AUgineta (Adams, Comment.), 1847,

111., 445-0 , Pharmaooy. Ind., 1891, ii., 627-30 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
1900, 203-4.]

OPUNTIA, Mill. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 657
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Tirribs.,

1902, 382-3
;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 180

;
Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903,

1., 531
;

Cactea:. Several species have been introduced into India and
are now quite naturalised. In many portions of the hotter regions, such
as in Madras, Bengal, the United Provinces and the Panjdb, they have
overrun immense tracts of country, and their eradication has in some cases

become a serious problem. For their connection with the Cochineal
insect, see Coocos cacti (p. 348).

0. Dillenll, Haw. The Prickly Pear, ndg-phand, pheni-mama, aamar, zhor-

hatheylo, ndga-dali, chappal, aha soung, lit wa, etc. This is the only species
described m the Flora of British India It is indigenous in America, but natural-
ised all over India from Bengal and Madras to the PanjAb, and found on the
Himalaya up to 6,000 feet in altitude. The fruit is edible, and can be employed
in the distillation of alcohol. The jointed, juicy, leaf-like stems, when deprived of
their spines, have generally been considered a useful Catti,b Food, especially
in times of famine. Mr. P. B. Mehta, however, in a report on pnckly-pear feeding
experiments earned on at the Poona and Surat Farms, gives a poor estimate of
its feeding value. He states that the experiments conclusively prove that the
prickly pear has hardly any value os a gattle food. A sample analyped by
Leather gave the following result :—water, 16’90 per cent ; organic matter,
60-64

; ash, 22-40. Hooper furnishes the following composition of the fruit from
Nellore examined by him :—carbohydrates 41-89

; fibr^ 32-00
; albuminoids 6-26

;

fat 3 63 ; water 6 67 , and ash 10-56
;

(Rept. Labor. Ind. Mua. (Indust. See.),
1904-6, 30).

In India the plant is much used to form Ividges about fields and for fences
round homesteads. Gamble states that the chief interest in Optiutia, to the
Forest Ofllcer, has been in the hope tliat it would assist in the reproduction of
forest trees, by protecting the young seedlings from cattle. A coarse Fibre
can be obtained from it, which might prove useful as a paper material. [Cf.
Mason, Burma and ita People (ed. Theobald), 1883, ii., 441 ; De Candolle, Orig.
Cult. Plants, 1884, 274 ; Asa Gray, Scient. Papera, 1889, i., 312 ; Kew Bull., 1888,
165-73 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1890, ii., 99 ; The Scrub Exterminator, Agri. Dept.
Madras Bull., 1891, 23, Voelcker, Improv. Ind. Agri

, 1893, 193-4; Bourne,
Rept. on Deslruct. of Prickly Pear by Cochineal. Insect, Offic. Qovt. of Madras
Rev., Aug. 6, 1897 ; Dodge, Vaeful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 253 ; Maiden,
Study of Prickly Pears Naturalised in New S. Wales, Dept. Agri. Sydney, Misc.,
1898, 263 ; Woodrow, Card in Ind., 1899, 336-7 ; Mehta, Prickly Pear and
Aloe as Cattle Fodder during Scarcity, in Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Bomb. Bull,,
1903, No. 22.]
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ORYZ^

Rice

ORYZA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 92-4
;
Matthiolus, Comm, on D.E.P.,

Dioscorides, 1565, i., 401-3, and t.
;
Rumphius, Herb. Amb., v., 196- 48a-6B4.

201
; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1882, i., 15-20, t. iv. ;

E,ice-

Duthie, Fodd. Grass. N. Ind., 1888, 20 ;
Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 1896,

37-8
; Heuze, Les PI. Aliment, dea Pays Chauda, 1899, 14-116

;
Semler,

Trap. Agrih., 1903, iii., 1-48; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 1184;
Gramine^.

While botanical writers have described some twenty species of the
genus Ot't/za, Bentham and Hooker {Gen. PL, hi., pt. ii., 1117) say that
scarcely five of these can be easily distinguished and even these are very nistribuUon.

generally viewed as varieties of but one .species, O. satiiui, TAnn. The
chief forms are met with in the East Indies, though some are indigenous
to Australia and most have been widely cultivated from ancient times in

the warmer regions of both hemispheres.
Species and Varieties.

—

There may be said to be four fairly easily

recognised forms of Oryza in India
Oryza coarctata. Soxb , FI. ind., n,, 20(5 ; O. tritiandca, Onffilha, Notula PI. Indus

Aaiat., 1861, pt. in., 8 ; Icon., t. 142 ; Tram, l.c. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 93. Tr is Valley
known as nanoi (Indus valley), nalaaba (in Burma) ; maniklal (the plant), and "Wild Rice.
barirdhan (the gram) in Patuakhali, Dacca.

In this grase the margins of the leaves are epinoso-serrate. It frequents the
margins of rivers and is essentially an aquatic plant. Griffith hod grave doubts
as to the propriety of treating it as a species of nryxa, and suggested the genus
Svier0jth.yiiunt

.

Roxburgh gives the delta of the Ganges as its habitat, and
says it was first discovered there by Buchanan-Hamilton in 1766. Ho then
adds that he had failed to find that the plant was put to any economic use or

to discover an Asiatic name for it.

In 1895 Mr. J. E. O’C’onor (at that time Director-General of Statistics) pro- Reducovery.

posed to liave all the articles of official returns that appeared under “ Others ”

investigated. He undertook to have specimens sent to me for determination.
Almost the first, under edible substances, that came to hand was a cereal from
Karachi. This was stated to be a wild grain collected from the swampy margms
of the Indus and carried all over India to be eaten by the Hindus during certain

ceremonial occasions. At first sight it looked like a form of wheat, but Sir Goorgo
King and Lieut. -Col. D. Pram, who kindly examined it with mo, suggested that it

most probably would prove a form of rice. Botanical specimens came to hand
in June 1895, and were at once seen to be the long-lost species o. tonrrtata, Roxb.,

which, because of its resemblance to wheat, had also b^n called O. frifiroiaeit. Dlatubution.

Through subsequent investigations this interesting plant was found prevalent

in the Indus valley ; nowhere in the river basins of South India j occasional in

the Sundribans (Saugor Island) and the lower Gangetic basin ; and common
near Khaton and Moulmein in Burma. It seems probable, however, that the Simulates Wheat.
resemblance of the grass to wheat may have originated the belief that wheat
was indigenous to the Indus basm. Thus, for example, De Candolle {Orig.

Cult. Plants, 366) while discussing the origin of wheat, observes that “ Strabo (ed.

1707, ii., 1017), born 60 b.c., says that, according to Aristobulus, a grain very
similar to wheat grew wild upon the banks of the Indus on the 25th parallel of

latitude.” And it is certainly remarkable that until the discoveries briefly

narrated above, the wild rice of the Indus should have remained unknown to the
botanical world while it was actually being traded in all over India.

Samples of the nanoi rice were sent to Church {Food-Orains of India, suppl., chemistry.

1907, 5) for chemical examination, and the result showed that it is by no means
an unwholesome article of food, though the edible portion, relatively to the husk
and fibre, is exceptionally low. The nutrient ratio was found to be 1 : 7' 6, while
the nutrient value worked out at 84‘9

O. granulata, Nees. A species found on dry soils at altitudes up to .3,000 "Wild Hill
feet. Specimens have been collected from Sikkim, Assam, Burma, Bengal Rice.
(Parisnath and BAjmahAl hills), Malabar and Courtallum. It is perennial with
almost woody root-stock and thin, round, firm, branching stems. The surface
of the inner glume, though glabrous, is rendered woolly-looking through the
presence of irregular roundish granulations.
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V., 612-0.

THE RICE PLANT

0. lattfoUa, Desv.. Joum. Bot., 1813, i., 77 ; O. offiicinalia, WaU. A taU,

sparsely branched species with very broad multi-nerved leaves and profuse (almost

umbellately) branched panicles: surface of inner glume composed of parallel

bands of squarish corrugations. The area of distribution, from the records

collection, may be given as from Sikkim and the Khasia hills, Assam (Gowhawy),

to Burma (Pegu and Arakan). It is in Akyab known as dfaung-soba, and in

Mergui as natsaba.

O. satlva, Linn. The Cultivated Rice, dhan, chdval, uri, sdthi,

munji, shall, garri, ddngar, bhatta, tandula, arishi, nellu, biyam, aJeki, saba,

etc. Cultivated throughout India, but often met with also wild (or at all

events feral) wherever marshy land occurs in tropical regions. The chief

area of the Indian wild forms may be given as from Madras and Orissa to

Bengal, Chittagong, Arakan and Cochin-China. Roxburgh was so satisfied

that the wild stock was the parent of the cultivated that he described

it alone, and gave only a few of the chief features of the cultivated forms

known to him. Though the task of separating the wild and cultivated

states into varieties or races is by no means easy, the wild forms examined

by me may be here briefly indicated :

—

V^. a ruflpogon. This seerna to correspond to .the plant of that nanie

described by Griflich. No specimen of Griffith’s plant is known to exist, but it

is probably the source of the rod-colouted rices of India.

Var. y fatua ;
Prain, Benq Plantn, ii., 1184. This is apparently the plant that I

distinguished in the DicHonary as bruga lentil n. Under this come by far the
major portion of the submerged rices. It is the type most commonly spoken of,

moreover, as “ Wild Bice,” bemg found on the margins of tanks (jhtlt) or fre-

quently deeply submerged fieldsm Bengal, Madras and Burma. Its most general
name is un or jhara, but from Madras have come samples under the names
nirvari or nivarn, and from Burma daung-»aha, daik-aaba, nat-aaba and pago-
ahwe hmat, names often also given to o. intifoUa. Wild rice is met with both
bearded and beardless, as also red, white or almost black in colour. In fact,

the grains of the wild and cultivated plants cannot be distinguished except per-
haps by the cultivators, who in this matter seem (o possess an mtuitive know-
ledgo. C. B. Clarke said, “ I do not know how, m the young state, the cultivator
tells the uri from the aman. I cannot.”

V»r. 7 plena. This is given by Prain to include the “ Double Rices.” A
cultivated rice exists in Chittagong with from 2 to 7 ovaries.

Var. 3 abuensls. Probably the most temperate form of wild *>. tHtUra as yet
collected. It is a much smaller plant than the prevalent wild form {fi), and may
be the source of many of the best qualities of awnless chotan dman or rowa rices
of Bengal and of the superior qualities of Upper India, Madras and the hills

generally. This is probably the plant of which there was a good deal, written
some short time ago under the name of “ Hill Rice.”

The names thus suggested for the above four forms of wild O. tmth-a are purely
provisional, since the classification by no means provides a place for all the
distinctive forms of the cultivated plant. Roxburgh adopted what is perhaps
the most convenient classification of the latter, viz. a s.vstem based on their
peculiarities of cultivation, the early and the lale rices. He ,speciali8es sixteen
forms. The lale ricos are the “ great crop.” Of these, he mentions eight all of
which are awnless and afford, when cleaned, white grains. Of early rices, four
are awned and yield red or coloured grains : one is awned but yields a white
grain, while three are awnless and afford white grams. Of the late rices, four
have coloured and four white husks ; of the early, six have coloured husks, two
are white or pale. The general conclusion to be drawn from an analysis of
Roxburgh’s cultivated rices shows that the progression in value is from the
awned to the awnless forms, and from the coloured to the colourless.

History.—Writers are agreed that the earliest mention of rice cultivation is
connected with China, where, according to Stanislas Julien, a ceremony was
established in 2800 b o. by Emperor Chin-nimg, in which the sowing of five kinds
of gram, one bemg rice, is the chief observance. This, together with the well-
known adaptability of large portions of China to rice cultivation, led De Candolle
to presume the plant may have been a native of that country. He does not,
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• History
however, restriot its wild habitat to China, but admits it has been found both in China.

Xndia and Australia under such conditions as to allow of httle doubt that it is

native to these countries as well. De Candolle simply affirms that rice cultivation
in India, though subsequent to that of China, has been a valued crop since the India,

classic period. It is pointed out in the Dictionary that in spite of the tempta-
tion to derive the Arabic {al-ruiz, aruzz, uruzz, wiz, etc.), Greek {6pv(a) and
Suropean names (rice, riso, riz, etc.) from the Tamil artai, modern pliilologists are
agreed that they cannot be so derived, but come from the old Persian word
virinzi or virinza, the modem equivalent of which is biritij. Sir C J. Lyall ‘^aoskrit Nione.

states (D.E.P., l.c. 518) that trtn'nzi is exactly the equivalent u should expect
of the Sanskrit word for rice, wtW, and the names pom < to the ( newiient' e twn
branches .of the Aryan race dwelt together and devok pod die reap dive p>oculi-

orities of their languages from a rommon or nngm.il tongue Tho J’ersiaiis tlid Pets a.

not borrow the cultivation of rice from tho Indians ,
t' < plant ovistod in the

region where the two races dwelt together before tl.on ri“-pectivu migi itions. In
other words, there is no evidence to show that it:> cultivitioi. m Sonfhem Asia
was not so ancient as to have allowed of its diffusion into the Aryan home at a
period prior to the division of that branch >, the human family. The chief ob-
jection to this hypothesis, viis. the absence o' any pointed allusion to so valuable
a plant in the earliest Vedas, is not serious, siuco a p.istoral pooplo, like tho early

Aryan invaders, may not have appreciated it.s importanco tiU they settled do^ u

and took to agricultural pursuits. Perhaps the olde.-t actual samples of rice are Oldest iamples.

those collected by Stein at Kara-dor g (Anoient Khotan, 1 D07, 448). These would
appear to have been engulfed by sand about tho close of the 8th century. Then,
approximately m tho same part of Eastern Turkestan, was found The Bower
Manuscript (Hoernle, transl

, 128-4), believed to date from about the 5th
century. In that work frequent mention is rnad-A of ‘‘ fried paddy” in the pro-
duction of a drug used in the cure of couglis.

It may be repeated, ho'wover, that tho chief wild habitat of the plant Wild Habitat,

to-day is roughly from Southern India to Cochin-China—we have no record
of its existence as a wild plant in Turkestan or anywhere in Central Asia.
But in passing, it may be added that the habitat of the wild plant in India
coincides with the region through which the Dravidian invaders passed till they
culminated in the Tamd civilisation. Cultivation appears, in fact, to have
spread eastwards to Chma perhaps three thousand years before the Christian era,

and, at perhaps a slightly more recent date, westwards and northwards through-
out India to Persia, Central Asia, Arabia, and ultimately to Egypt and Europe.
An early record of the exports of rice from India is the passage in the Eryihrcean Exported from

Sea (ed. McCrindle, 113). This may be put at 60 A.D., and refers to Gujarat. [Cf, India.

Acc. Ind. and China by Moh. Trav. in 9th Cent. (Renaudot, transl.), 1733, 13 ;

Vertomennus, Travels, 1603, in Hakl. Voy., iv,, 1811, 577 ; Ain-i-Akbari, 1590,

(Jarrett, transl.), ii., 121, 360; Pyrard, Voy. E. Ind., 1601 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), i.,

326-7, etc.
; Jahangir, Memoirs (Price, transl.), 1829, 98 ; Mandelslo, Voy. E. Ind.,

in Olearius, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 1662, 62, 80 ; Fryer, New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers.,

1676, *119; Tavernier, Travels (od. Ball), 1676, i., 282, 391, etc.; Herbert,
Travels, 1677, 310 and t. : Alexander Hamilton, New Acc. E. Ind., 1688-1723,
i., 161 ; Ovington, Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 397 ; Symes, Emb. to Ava, 1800, ii., 307 ;

Turner, Emb. to Thibet, 1800, 24-6 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, li.,

242-314.]
PKOPBRTIBS AND USBS.—The grain of rice is one of the chief articles of

human food throughout India, while in many parts (e.g. Manipur) it was in 1882
one of tho chief foods given to horses and even to cattle, and throughout India the

straw of the better qualities is invariably collected, cut into small pieces and
given to cattle, along with several flavouring liquid preparations, oil-cake or

grain, designated the currie stuffs. The chaff and waste obtamed in winnowmg
and huskmg also constitute important articles of human and cattle Food. But Food and

husking is a troublesome process. In India a large part of tho rice sold in shops Fodder,

and exported to Europe as an article of human food has been prepared by being
first half boiled, then dried in the sun, and finally husked by the ordinary pestle

and mortar. Such rioe is, in trade, termed “ par-boiled.” Husking without
boiling is a tedious process when done by hand. In Yarkand there is a mechani-
cal contrivance for husking rice in which water is the motive power. In the Hosklng.

plains of India, rice is frequently husked by the same appliance as is used in

pounding bricks. A pestle suspended from the end of a beam, worked by the
foot, is made to fall with considerable force on the grain. A woman, standing at
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' the further end of the heavy beam, alternately rests and removes her weight from
its extremity, thus causing the pestle to rise, then fall on the rice, while a second
person attends to the gram, swoepmg it into a little mound under the stroke of

the pestle.
Medicinal Xhe preparations of rice made in India are very numerous. Dutt {Mat,
Preparations. Med, Hind., 1900, 268-9) gives the vernacular names of various medicinal ones

and their properties. Their use in brewing and distilling is, in India, almost
Spirits. universal. Spikits from rice {aura) are alluded to by Linschoten as having been

largely consumed in Southern and Western India three hundred years ago, while
sura is frequently mentioned in Inatttutea of Manu—a work written (the earlier

portions of it, at least) soma fifteen hundred years ago. At the present day a kind
of beer {pachwai) made from rice is extensively consumed. [Cf. Ray, Hindu Method
of Manuf. Spirit from Rice, in Joum. Aa. Soc. Beng., n.s., 1906, ii.. No. 4, 1 29-42.]

Vinegar. See Malt Liquors (pp. 757, 760), Spirits (pp. 1043, 1045, 1046), and Vinegar (p. 1111).

The properties and uses of rice are, in fact, extremely varied, and to the people
of India an infinity of forms, many of which have each some special merit. A

Dye. Dye is made from the husk, and the straw (even the stubble and roots) may be
KUible Gram. used in paper-making (For B4skets, see p. 116; Mats, p. 776.) As on edible

gram there may bo said to be three chief grades—the finer qualities or table

(Patna) nee ; the lower grades suitable for distillation or for the manufacture of
starch (Blount and Bloxam, Cfhem. for Engm. and Manuf., 1900, 186). The rices

of Burma are employed lor distillation (and for that purpose very largely go to
Starcli. Holland and Germany) and for conversion into starch (mamly to Hngland). They

are thick, coarse, highly glutinous rices, and when boiled assume a heavy, some-
what repulsive appearance to persons not accustomed to them. Such glutinous

Cement. rices are, however, much prized m the manufacture of Cements. A special Indian
cement is made from the water in which rice has been boiled, mixed with a small
quantity of pure lime (see p. 293). Black Burmese rice (Kew. Bull., 1892, 232-4)
may be spoken of as on exceptionally glutinous grain.

Chemistry. Leather {Agri. Ltdg., 1903, No 7, 175-8) gives the following chemical analysis
of rice : Vndecorticated (fine sorts) :—moisture, 12’66 per cent, j oil, 2'14

;
albu-

minoids, 6'36
; soluble carbohydrates, 66'29

;
woody fibre, 7’84

; soluble
mineral matter, 1'39; sand and silica, 4’44 ; total nitrogen, 1‘09; albuminoid
nitrogen, POl. Decorticated (fine sorts) :—moisture, 12'25 per cent. ; oil, *92 ;

albuminoids, 0'45
; soluble carbohydrates, 78'83

;
woody fibre, '21 ; soluble

mineral matter, '82: sand and silica, 'SI ; total mtrogen, 1’19; albuminoid
nitrogen, 1'03. Further analyses of coarser kinds of rice, rice liusks, bran and
straw, will be found in the same article. Following up these results. Hooper
(Rept. Labor. Ind. Mua. (Indust. Sec.), 1906-7, 11) gives particulars of the com-
parative nutritive value and glutinosity of some of the chief kinds of rice. Certain
forms were found to he more nutritious than previous analyses would indicate,
Hanausek {Micro. Tech Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 42) gives
interesting particulars of nce-grains as seen under the microscope. [Cf. Church,
Food-Grains of Ind., 1886, 66 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897,
264 ; Browne, Prop, and Util, of Rice Oil in Louisiana, Planter and Sugar Manu-
facturer, 1906, xxxiv., 362-3 ; Excise Admin. Repts. Beng., Burma, etc.] •

CULTIVATION.
Tropical Rice “ is essentially a crop of damp tropical or semi-tropical climates.
A^ricul- The finest varieties and the largest yields are produced in tracts which,

during the growing season, afford a moderate degree of sunshine and a
damp, warm atmosphere. Rice is therefore the staple crop of all areas
of heavy and assured rainfall ; but good crops are produced in districts

which receive moderate or even light rain, when this can be assisted by
sufficient irrigation.”

“ Rice is sown in three ways—broadcast, by drill and by transplanta-
tion from a seed-bed where it has been broadcast sown. As a rule, the
first method is practised on inferior soils, or where labour is scarce. Rice
IS drilled in some districts of Bombay, but this system is not common.
The third method is much more usual than the others and is less risky.

Broadcast or drilled rice requires 80 to 120 lb. of seed per acre, while the
seed-rate of the transplanted crop varies from 30 to 80 lb, per acre.”
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“ The peld in difEerent tracta, from different soils, and from different

methods of cultivation varies very greatly. In good soil an average trans-

planted crop yields probably about 2,400 lb. of paddy per acre in a favour-

able season. Broadcast and drilled rice yield much less ” (Imp. Gaz.

Ind., 1905, iii., 26-9).

In recent agricultural statistics it is shown that the net area cropped

in British India amounted, in 1905-6, to 207,683,741 acres. Of this,

73,400,522 acres were found to be under rice. In the Native States in

the same year the net area cropped amounted to 12,015,009 acres, and the

area under rice to 717,767 acres. Thus, out of a total area of 219,698,750

acres under crops, rice occupied 74,118,289 acres, or over one-third. But
so large a percentage averaged for the whole of India is misleading. Rice

is almost concentrated into Bengal. In fact, with the exception of Madras

and Burma it is in the other provinces of India unimportant relatively. In

the Agricultural Statistics (published by the Government of India) two sets

of figures are given, viz. (a) the surveyed areas from which we obtain the

total rice area of 73,400,622 acres
;

(b) estimates of area and yield framed

by the local authorities (township officers, etc.). In the case of Burma,
the local estimates are usually considerably below the surveyed areas (in

fact, they do not deal with the whole of the province), but these estimates

are instructive. The following are the figures (estimated) of the four chief

rice areas for 1905-6 :—Bengal, 26,150,600 acres
;
Eastern Bengal and

Assam, 15,960,200 acres ; Madras, 6,604,400 acres
;

Burma, 6,713,400

acres
;

giving a total of 54,428,600 acres and a yield of 433,138,300 cwt.,

and in 1906-7 a total of 64,521,600 acres and 430,258,000 cwt. In the

case of Burma the surveyed area was 9,283,801 acres. The Final General

Memorandum, issued by the Commercial Intelligence Department, esti-

mates the total area in the four chief centres of production as having been in

1905-6, 54,428,600 acres, and the yield as 375,198,300 cwt. of cleaned rice
;

and in 1906-7, 54,535,400 acres and 368,334,000 cwt.

Bengal {excluding Eastern Bengal and Assam).—Ana.—The normal
area cultivated with rice in the province of Bengal (according to the

Season and Crop Report for 1905-6) has been estimated at 26,308,800 acres,

and as the total area in Bengal under cultivation in that year amounted to

45,287,000 acres, it is thus seen that rice comprised over 58 per cent, of

the actjial cropped area of the province. The Final General Memorandum
for 1906-7 stated the estimated area in Bengal as 24,506,200 acres, and the

yield as 195,461,600 cwt. of cleaned rice. This represented 34-8 per cent,

of the rice area of British India. The Season and Crop Report for 1906-7
gives the normal area as 25,919,600 acres, which would consist of 21,301,700
acres of winter rice and 4,617,900 acres of autumn rice. The forecast of

the winter rice alone for 1905-6 shows a total of 20,043,400 acres, which
represented 28'5 per cent, of the total area under this particular crop in

British India. The corresponding estimate for 1906-7 was 19,845,300
acres of winter rice. The chief districts in 1905-6 were :—Midnapur,
1,366,300 acres

; Ranchi, 1,240,900 acres ; Gaya, 1,161,600 acres
;
Sha-

habad, 1,132,000 acres
;

Darbhanga, 961,400 acres
;

Cuttack, 952,200
acres

;
Hazaribagh, 9M,400 acres

;
Manbhum, 929,100 acres

;
and

Bardwan, 807,700 acres.

Eastern Bengal and Assam.—Area.—The Commercial Intelligence

Department, Government of India, gives the extent of rice cultivation

in 1906-7 (summer, autumn and winter crops together) as having been
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THE RICE PLANT

16,105,800 acres as compared with 15,960,200 acres in. the previous year.

The total yield came to 122,476,700 cwt. This represents 23 per cent, of

the total rice crop of India. The forecast of the winter rice for 190^6
shows 12,226,200 acres, which represented 17’2 per cent, of the winter rice

for the whole of British India. The chief districts were as follows ;—Bakar-

ganj, 1,436,900 acres ;
Dinajpur, 1,160,000 acres

;
Maimensingh, 1,130,000

acres
;

Sylhet, 1,098,400 acres ; Rangpur, 837,900 acres ;
Rajshahi,

636,900 acres ; and Tippera, 614,300 acres.

/faces Cultivated.—There are innumerable varieties of rice familiar to

cultivators under various names, and possessing particular properties

which make their cultivation suitable to particular localities. In the two

provinces of Bengal, they may all be referred to three primary classes,

according to the land on which they are grown, the season of year

when reaped, and the period taken in coming to maturity. Thus :

—

(1) The dman (or winter rice) crop, sown on low lands in May or June
and reaped in December or January. This is by far the most important

crop. (2) The dua or bhadoi (in official statistics designated as autumn
rice), or early rice crop, sown in April or May on comparatively high land

and reaped in August or September. (3) The boro (or summer rice) crop,

sown in swamps in January or February and reaped in April or May.
An important feature of the Bengal rice crop is the fact that a large

portion of the area bears two or more crops a year, a circumstance that

has led to the expression of a “ vertical ” as compared with a “ horizontal
”

area. In fact, it has been pointeil out that a proprietor of an estate with a

fairly mixed soil might have three, four, or even five harvests of rice

every twelve months :—(i) du$, from July to August
; (2) chotan dman.

from October to November
; (3) boran dman, from December to January

;

(4) boro, from April to May; and (5) raida, from September to October.

It has also been said that in many parts of Bengal two crops are all but
universal, hence it may be inferred how misleading a hard-and-fast per-

centage of rice area may be to the total cropped area. In the Indian

Museum will be found a collection of rices made m 1872 and for some years

subsequently. The collection finally brought together came to something
like 5,000 forms. These are probably not all distinct, but even if halved,

the number would still be sufficiently significant of the vast antiquity of

the cultivation. A remarkable fact is that the dus, dman, and bo%o rices

of one district are often so different from those of another, that if inter-

changed the one may not grow on the fields where the other has flourished

for centuries. Here the European farmer is confronted with a problem
scarcely known to scientific agriculture ; for the rice-cultivator of India
will detect the one from the other with a perfectly marvellous degree
of certainty. In Burma a few forms only constitute the chief crop,

and to these the milling apparatus now in use have been adapted,
and to such an extent that it is believed the Burma machinery would be
quite unsuited to Bengal, and, further, that milling in Bengal on the
European method would be impossible, unless a particular rice could be
guaranteed in sufficient quantity to justify the preparation of the required
special machinery.

A. C. Sen gives an instructive account of the methods of cultivation in
the Dacca district, and as that is more or less applicable to the whole of
Bengal, as well as to Eastern Bengal and Assam, it may serve the purposes
of this work better than a series of abstracts of the varying methods
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in many districts. He divides the crops into three groups, subdividing
each again into two sections. These are (1) dman, (a) long-stemmed and
(b) transplanted

•, (2) dus, (a) ordinary and {b) lepi
; (3) boro, (o) ordinary

and (b) iepi.

A. -Long-stemmed dman is extensively grown in Dacca. Low Aman.
lands, the sides oi jhils, and low plains on which 5 to 15 feet of water
accumulate during the rains, are selected. The soil best suited is a
stiff clay, deposited on the bottom and edges of jhils. At harvest-
time only the ears with about IJ feet of the straw are removed. The
remainder of the straw is generally gathered in licaps and burnt, and
immediately after the field is ploughed, generally in December. It is .sc-aaons.

again ploughed once or twice and left exposed till March-April, when
the larger clods are broken. One or two more ploughings and harrowings
are given, and the field is ready for sowing m April-May. About 1-5 seers

of seed are broadcasted over a higha of land. In moist low-lying places,

sowing takes place a month or even two months earlier, in Ft?bruary-

March. Harvest is from 15th November to 15th January. When the

seeds have germinated the field is rolled twice with the ladder, and
when the plants are 6 to 6 inches high the soil is loosened by the rake.

After this the only operation till harvest is a weeding, whieh may be
dispensed with. The yield per higha varies from 3 to 12 maunds.

Transplanted aman is grown on two different classes of land, in the Soiu.

upper reaches of the valleys of the Madhapur jungle and in the compara-
tively high land and old dearahs of the Brahmaputra and its branches.

The paddy in the Madhapur valley is a special variety, known as shaUan
;

the transplanted paddy of other places goes by the general name of rowa.

Seedlings are prepared in a nursery close to the rayiat’s homestead, or Nursery,

in a corner of the field. The nursery is ploughed four or five times in

April-May, and the next month, when a little rain-water has collected

on it, the surface is levelled and plastered. Meanwhile the necessary

quantity of seed (6 seers for every higha) is soaked in an earthen

pot, drained, and kept covered with mats till it germinates
;
then it is

sown broadcast so thickly that the grains overlap. When the

seedlings are 12 to 18 inches high, they are fit for transplantation. In

the case of jungle valleys, the first thing done before transplanting is to

repair .the embankments thrown across for collecting water. The field is

prepared by ploughing in the mud two or three times. The seedlings are

transplanted at the end of July about half a cubit apart either way, putting

in three to four plants in the same place. The crop is harvested in Harvest.

November-Decemher. In the case of dearah land, two ploughings are

given in the dry field, as soon as the previous crop, generally khesari, is

taken off. On such lands two rain-crops are sometimes grown in the same Rotation,

field in the same season. As early as possible the field is sown with jute

or atis paddy. The jute or the paddy is harvested in July-August
;
then

the field is ploughed and transplanted with the dman crop.

Auii.—This land of paddy is grown (1) on the high grounds of the Aus.

Madhapur jungle, where sufficient water cannot he collected for the

cultivation of shal paddy
; (2) on the comparatively high and sandy

dearah lands. Aus paddy cannot be grown on land on which more than

2 feet of water accumulates during the early part of the rains. The
land on which dua paddy grows is light and easily workable. It generally

bears two crops in the year

—

dus paddy or jute during the rains and one iiotaUoo.
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of the pulses or mustard during the cold weather. As soon as the rahi

crop IS off tho field, it is ploughed and harrowed as rapidly as possible.

Preparation must be hastened, especially on char lands, for here a lato

crop is sure to be lost by the rise of the rivers. Sowing time, therefore,

varies. In the chars of Meghna, it may be sown as early as the middle of

February ; in the highlands of North Manikgunge it may be delayed till

the middle of April. As soon as the plants appear the field is rolled with

the ladder, and a week after harrowed with the rake. After this it

must be carefully weeded. Harvest extends from the middle of July to

the middle of August.
Boro.—The places in Dacca where this class of paddy is most extensively

grown are (1) the sides of the 'jhils and streams of the Madhapur jungle
;

(2) the chars and edges of the Meghna and its branches
; (3) in some

of tbe chars of the Padma. The soil best suited is a mixture of clay and
vegetable matter. As soon as the rains are over, a plot, from which the

inundation water has just receded, is chosen for a nursery, aquatic passes,

etc., are removed, and the place worked into a soft mud. The seed is made
to germinate and then sown broadcast. Thirty seers of paddy sown on

a quarter bigha of land give seedlings sufficient for transplanting two
bighas. The time for sowing is usually about the middle of October, and
for transplanting, December-January. No tillage is generally needed for

boro paddy. The harvest time is Apnl-May and the yield per bigha

6 to 12 maunds.
In some of the islands of the Padma, large areas of land may be seen on

the same level with the water at low tide covered by a soft and deep mud.
The raiyats have discovered a method of cultivating paddy on these known
as lepi. All that is done is to sow the seed broadcast and plaster (lepa)

the mud over it. Before sowing the seed, it receives the same treatment

as described above for boro and roim paddy. [Cf. C. B. Clarke, Kew Bull,,

1888, 284:-91
;

Sen, Rept. Agri. Slot. Dacca, 1889, 28-33
;

Cult, and Prep,

of Ricein Beng.,Journ. Agri.-IIort.Soc.Ind., 1890, viii., 397-405
;
B&sn, Agrt.

Lohardaga, 1890, pt. 1, 54-63
; 1890, pt. 2, 26-8

;
Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack,

1893, 64-74 ; Admin. Rept. Beng., 1901-2, 12-4
;
Roy, Crops of Beng., 1906,

1-29
,
Maxwcll-Lefroy, Rice Bug, Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind., 1908, ii., 1-13.]

Assam.—By way of affording a comparison with the particulars already

given regarding Bengal as a whole, the following brief statement .of the

Assam Valley may be furnished. Darrah [Ann. Rept., 1887-8) discussed

the Assam rices under two sections which practically correspond with
the chief Bengal crops, viz. early or summer, and late or winter rices.

He subdivided these into the two great sections of the province, the
Brahmaputra valley—Assam—and the Surma valley—Sylhet and Cachar.
Of the rices of the Brahmaputra valley, he enumerates three

—

soli,

ahu, bao. Salt is the general term applied to all transplanted rice grown
on land lower than that required for ahu and higher than needed for bao.

It is sown about May and June, transplanted in July and August, and
reaped in December and January. Ahu is the name given to the numerous
kinds of rice which grow on high lands, require little rain, and are sown
from March to June and reaped June to September. It is usually sown
broadcast, but sometimes transplanted. Bao comprises the varieties

grown on the lowest land which will support rice. It is sown in March—
April, cut in November-December. When transplanted, the operation
is performed in July and August. Of the Sylhet or Surma valley, there are
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low-land and high-land dus, murali, sdtl, low-land and high-land dman,
halaria and sdil bura. High-land dua is sown in the higher parts of Sylhet
usually broadcast but occasionally transplanted. It is put down in March
and April, harvested in August-September. Low-land dus is grown in

the lower parts of the district, but is never transplanted. It is sown in

January-Pebruary, cut in May-June. Murah is generally sown on
lower land than in the case of dus of the high-land form, but on higher

than the low-land. It is put down in February-March and cut in

June-July. Sdil is always transplanted
;
sown in April—May, trans-

planted July-August, and reaped November to January. It is grown
on land almost as high as dua land. Aman, like dua, is referred to two
sections, according as grown on high or low ground. In the higher

parts it is transplanted like sdtl, but sown and gathered about a month
earlier than that crop. In the lower parts of the district one variety is

always sown broadcast, viz. the long-stemmed kind. Kataria is a form

of dman sown in April-May, transplanted in May-June. and reapeil

in October-November. Sdtl bura is grown on the very lowest land and
is generally irrigated

;
sown in October-November, transplanted in

December-January, and cut in April-May. The lands used are those

portions of the haors, or large natural depressions in Sylhet, which are left

dry by the receding of the water in the cold weather.

The Cachar rices enumerated are dumai, murali, asra and sdtl. Dumai
comprises the Cachar rices which correspond with the forms of dus

sown broadcast on high-lands in April-May, never transplanted, and
reaped in July-August. Murali is sown in March-April, some-

times transplanted about May and reaped in June-July. Asra is

sown in March and April on low-lying lands, never transplanted, and
reaped in December. Sdtl is practically the same as the sdil of the

Brahmaputra valley and the sail of Sylhet. [C/. Sen, Final Reft. Settl.,

Jaintia Parganas, 1892-7, 8-9
;

Banerjei, Final Reft. Settl., Cachar Dial.,

1894-9, 65, 111.]

United Provinces.—The area in 1905-6 was 7,078,563 acres; 4,252,528

acres in Agra, and 2,826,035 acres in Oudh. In Agra the largest areas

occur in Gorakhpur, 976,423 acres ; Basti, 700,314 acres
;
Allahabad,

286,503 acres ; and Azamgarh, 277,401 acres. In Oudh : Gonda, 565,895

acres; Bahraich, 236,399 acres; Sultanpur, 277,039 acres; and Barabanki,

262,225 acres
;
etc.

Methods of CifK/va//oji.—Duthie and Fuller give a full and comprehen-

sive account of the cultivation in these provinces ;
the races are very

numerous, strongly marked, and may be assorted under three groups;—(1)

those with a tall habit of growth, with the ear protruded from the sheath,

feathery and drooping, and with thin usually yellow-husked grain
; (2)

those with a shorter habit of growth and stouter stems, with the ear not

ao prominent and carried more erect than that of the preceding, and with

thick yellow or red-husked grain
; (3) those with short, strong stem, ear

partially enclosed in the sheath and grain-husk, dark-coloured or black.

The first are most highly prized, the commonest being known as naha,

bdnamatti, bansfhal and jhtlma. Of the second, seondhi and sumhdra are

the principal, while sathi is the most important of the third. Munji is a

term of varying meaning, denoting in some places high-class rice, in others

being merely a term for rice sown broadcast. Another classification is

into transplanted from seed-beds or sown broadcast. As a rule, the finer
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varieties, falling under the first two classes named above, are raised in seed-

beds and planted out, while the coarser kinds are broadcasted.

Seasons. Rice is sown in all months from January to July, and harvested from

May to November. The seasons in which the greater portion is grown are

June to August for broadcast rice, and June to November for trans-

planted. Broadcasted rice is sown mostly on the break of the monsoon
and IS ready for cutting in August (bhMoi) or September (kudr), and

jiiiadoi. hence often known as bhadoi and kudri. A certain quantity is also sown
two months before the monsoon rain can be expected, and in this case

there are two methods of cultivation. Either the rice germination is pro-

moted and its growth stimulated by frequent and copious irrigation till

the rains break, or, taking advantage of a fall of rain in April and May, the

ground is ploughed up and sown, but the seed allowed to lie unirrigated,

and the young plants should not come up before the advent of the rain

jarhan. induces germination. Nearly the whole of the transplanted rice {jarhan)

is sown in seed-beds at the beginning of the rains, planted out after a fort-

night or three weeks, and cut in aghan or November, hence also called

aghani. A small portion, boron, jethi or hot-weather rice, is sown in January,

planted out in February, and cut in May. This is only practised in slimy

soils, along the edges of tanks or beds of rivers, which are planted with rice

as the water becomes shallow from evaporation,
sub-uimaiaya. Much of the rice land in the Sub-Himalayan districts is prepared by

being dug over by the mattock during the cold and hot weather months
when the soil has been softened by a fall of rain. For land not dug in this

way the number of ploughmgs varies according as the crop is to be sown
broadcast or planted out, two or three in the first case, four or six in the

sooj second. For sowing, the soil must be thoroughly moist. If sown broad-

cast, 40 seers to the acre are held sufficient. If seedlings are to be raised

m a nursery, the seed is sown more thickly. If the crop is to be trans-

planted, the nursery should be about one-twelfth the size of the field. The
seedlings are taken up when about a foot high and planted in regular rows
at distances of about 6 inches, 2 to 6 seedlings being planted together.

For rice grown in the hot-weather months, frequent irrigation is necessary,

Seasons. Eico sowii at the commencement of the rains and cut in August or September
under ordinary circumstances needs no watering, but the transplanted
varieties, which are not ripe till November, require two or three waterings
when the rams cease. At least one weeding is given to broadcast rice.

Planted nee in Cawnpore is said to be more frequently weeded than
broadcast, but in Allahabad it requires no weeding at all. When ripe,

the crop is cut with sickles in the same way as wheat or barley. [Cf.
Dist. Setil. Repts., U. Prov.

;

Ncvill, Dibt. Gaz. U, Prov.
; Diet. Repts.

quoted in Dictionary, v., 606-12.]

C. Prov. Central Provinces and Berar,—The area in 1905-6 amounted in the
Areas. Central Provinces to 4,178,430 acres. The largest areas occur in Eaipur,

1,264,198 acres; Bilaspur, 1,006,941 acres; Bhaiidara, 433,186 acres;
Balaghat, 254,029 acres ; and Chanda, 221,465 acres. Of the area under
rice in 1904-5, it has been stated that 712,824 acres consisted of trans-
planted rice (302,794 irrigated and 410,030 unirrigated) and 4,193,046
acres of broadcasted rice {305,492 acres irrigated and 3,887,663 acres
unirrigated). In Berar, the total area in 1906-6 amounted to 28,467
acres, almost entirely xmirrigated.

sous. Metboda ot Cultivation.—Fuller (Note in Outturn of Land under Principal
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Crops in C. Prov., 1894, 10) states that the rice-growing areas fall into

three tracts. The first lies m the north, and comprises the southern

portion of the Damoh district, the Jabbalpur district and part of Mandla.

Rice is here grown from seed, sown broadcast, and the crop is rarely irri-

gated. In black-soil fields it is generally grown as a catch crop before

wheat. On lighter land it forms the only crop of the year. The second

tract may be described as the Wainganga valley from its origin in the Seoni

district to its termination in Chanda, and includes the southern portion of

Seoni, the low country of Balaghat below the hills, and the eastern portion

of Bhandara and Chanda, with isolated patches at the northern and southern

extremities of the Nagpur district. In these localities most of the crop is

grown from transplanted seedlings, and a large proportion is irrigated from

tanks. The third tract consists of the plain of Chattisgarh and the Sam-
balpur district, forming the valleys of the Seonath ami Mahanadi rivers.

The common method of cultivation in Chattisgarh is to sow thickly broad-

cast and then to plough up the seedlings when they have made some progress,

leaving the land a mass of mud, weeds and rice plants, from which a pro-

portion of the latter make good growth. This process is known as hmsi

in Raipur and Bilaspur, and as bilura in Sanibalpur. Transplantation

of rice is almost unknown in Chattisgarh proper, i.e. in the Raipur and
Bilaspur districts, and though tanks are numerous, the whole of the crop

is practically unirrigated. [Cf. Dist. Seitl. Repts., C. Prov. ;
Rept. Operat.

Dept. Agri., C. Prov., 1894-5, 15 ; Craddock, Rept. Land Rev. Settl., Nagpur,

1899, 61-2
;
Rept. Dept. Larid Rec. and Agn., C. Prov., 1902-3, 10-11.]

PanjAb and Norib-West Frontier.—The area in the Panjdb in

1905-6 was 493,062 acres, and in the North-West Frontier 29,647 acres.

The largest areas in the former were :—Kangra, 96,938 acres
; Gur-

dispur, 52,361 acres
;
Sialkot, 38,151 acres

;
Amritsar, 33,217 acres

;
Dera

Ghazi Khan, 32,152 acres, etc.
;

in the latter :—Hazara, 12,793 acres
;

Peshawar, 12,053 acres.

Methods ot Cultivation.—-III the Upper Kaiigra valleys, where abundance
of water, high temperature and a peculiar soil which favours its growth,
are found m combination, rice is the staple product. It is also grown in

the irrigated parts of Dehra and Nurpur. Coarser kinds are grown with-
out irrigation in the more elevated parts of the district. There are upwards
of 60 .cultivated forms, of which the most esteemed are hegami, bdsmati,

jhinwa, nakanda, kamddh, and rangari. Each has its special locality, e.g.

Rihlii is famous for its begami, Palam for its hasmali. Of the coarser kinds,

the best known are halhon and kolhena ; of the inferior unirrigated rices,

rora, kaluna, dhdkar. Where irrigation is possible, rice is not sown till

June. In districts dependent on rain, the seed is sown as early as April.

Harvest takes place in October.

There are three methods of cultivation. By the first, bdtar, the seed is

sown broadcast in its natural state and is the universal method on un-
irrigated land. In the second, mach or lunga, the seed is first steeped in

water, forced under warm grass to germinate and then thrown into the soil,

which has been previously flooded. By the third, ur, the young rice,

about a month old, is planted out by hand at stated intervals in a well-

flooded field. The growth of weeds in the rice-fields is rapid, and to check
them the crop, weeds and all, are ploughed up. This practice is called

holdna, and only the weeds suffer, as the rice springs up again more luxuriant

than before.
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, THE RICE PLANT

In the Karnal districts, rices are divided into two well-defined classes

—fine, known by the name of 2^n, and coarse, of which the principal

sorts are munji and sdnthi. Of ziri, the principal varieties are ramah

and ramjamani. Sunkar and ansari are coarser and grown chiefly

there is fear of too much water. Rice is grown only on stiu soil, ihe

seed-beds are ploughed four or five times and carefully prepared, manure

is spread on them, and the seed sown broadcast. More manure is then

spread over the seeds and the whole watered. Four days after they are

again watered, and after the fifth or sixth day they must be kept wet

till ready to plant out. The nce-field is ploughed twice, and such manure
given as can be spared. It is then flushed with 3 inches of water, and, if

there are weeds, a plough is driven about under water. When the plough

has worked the mud to a fine pulp, operators take the seedlings (pod) in

handfuls (yuti) and plant them one by one m the water. The field is weeded
once at least and must at first be kept under water, but not more than
about 6 inches deep. When the ears begin to form, the ground must be

kept well wetted, but not too slushy. Reaping must be done diiectly

the gram is iipe.

Coarse iice is of two kinds, mentioned above, viz. munjt and sdnthi.

The former is sown in spots liable to be flooded, since it cannot be diowmed,
the straw lengthening as the water deepens. The peculiarity of the latter

(sdnthi) IS that it ripens within an extiaoidmanlv short time from sowing.

It requires but little water, if the sod is thoroughly moist, after the shoots

arc once up. Both kinds are sown in their final positions. After two
or three ploughmgs, cattle arc sent into the water to walk about and
stir up the mud or a plough is w'orked under w'ater. The seed is sown
broadcast. No iiiamire is used nor is the crop irrigated. [C/. Ph. Dtst.

Gaz.
;

Ph. Scttl. Pepts.]

Kashmir,—Lawrence
{
Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 32(i-36) gives a full and

interesting account of rice cultivation. Thu varieties grown are very

numerous but may bo roughly divided into two classes, the white and the

red, the latter being the more alpine form. As a food, the white is more
esteemed, and the best are the hdsmati and the kanyun. Though of

good quality, the white is less popular from the cultivatoi’s point ol

view, since it is a more delicate plant and sulfeis more from changes of

temperature and from the chill of snow-w.iter. If the cultivatsr can
obtain water and manure, he will continue to grow nee. and no rotation

takes place. Wliere, however, water is uiicei tarn, the rice land is allowed
a fallow, and m some ca.ses may be followed by cotton, maize, w'heat,

barley and mdh (pulse).

There are two systems pursued . either the nee is sow^i broadcast, or

first sown in a nursery and then planted out Results show that the broad-
cast system gives the best outturn per acre. Prepaiatory cultivation
coiiimeiices in March, when the fields arc hard and .stiff. Where the
soil IS dry ploughed, cultivation is known as tao ; where wet, as kenalu.

Previous to ploughing, all the village litter and farm-yard manure are
l arried to the fields and ploughed in, or heaped in a place through which
the irrigation duct passes, and so reach the fields as hqmd manure.
In June and July the labour of weeding the rice begins. The process

is known by the name of khushdba, and consists in weeding the
crop, placing the rice plants in their proper places, and kneading
and pressing the soft mud round the green seedlings. Only experts can
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perform this work successfully and detect the counterfeit grasses.

Under the nursery system two khushdbax are sufficient, while four are

essential in broadcast sowing. Sometimes when the rice is 2 feet

high the whole crop is ploughed up {sale). When the rice has bloomed,
and the grain begun to form, the water is run off the fields, but a short

time before harvest a final watering is given to swell the ears. Haivcst
takes place in the months of September and October. fC’/. Dtsf. Assess.

Repls. Kashmir.]
Bombay and Sind.—In 190.5-6 the total area was 1.512,261 acres

in Bombay; 1,013,902 acres in Smd. The largest .ireas in tlu Presidency
occur in the Konkan —Thaiia, .304,872 aires, Kolaba, 248,067 acres,

Kanara, 185,873 acres; and in the Karnatak, Dharwar, 143,606 acres

;

Belgaum, 207,571 acres. Of Sind, the following may be mentioned '

—

Ldrkhana, 336,019 acres; Hyderabad, 215,297 acres, Karaclii, 189,273

acres; Thar and Parkar, 134,192 acres.

Methods at Cultivation .

—

Molliaoii tells US that nee is principally a kharif

cropdependent on natural rainfall. In the Southern Collei torates, especially

in Kanara, rabi rice, known as vainqan, which ripens in the hot weather, is

grown. This rice is generally irrigated, usually by channel water drawn
from a nullah or natural spring. As a rule the crop is grown on the

same land year after year without rotation. This is the case m the Konkan.
e.vcept m years of favourable late rainfall, when a second crop of vdl, gram,

castor, wheat, or of mixed vdl and castor or mixeil gram and castor may
be preferred. This second crop, however, is more common in the tank
irrigated rice-beds of Northern (rujarat and elsewhere than in the Konkan
rice-fields. In the southern tdlukas of the Surat district it is common to

grow a crop of sugar-cane once in four years or at longer intervals, and the

same practice prevails in the laterite soils of Belgaum, Dharwar and the

above-Ghat parts of Kanara. In the Belgaum and Dharwar rice-beds a

sprinkling of ')mr is sown with the rice. In Broach, in deep, black soil

and in the tdlukas, where the average rainfall exceeds 40 inches, rice is

sown subordinate to cotton. Elsewhere in Gujarat, where the land is not

true rice land and the produce uncertain, kodra and rice, with a sprinkling

of tuver, are a common mixed crop.

The best soils are clays or clay loams with a substratum of other porous
material. Embankments are formed, and the surface of the beds made
level. Many fields on and under the Ghats are never manured, but the seed-

beds invariably are, either by burning rdb material thereon or by direct

application of manure. The rice-beds of Gujarat and those of the flat

bottom-lands of the Konkan and elsewhere are regularly manured. In
Gujarat tank-mud, 40 loads per acre, is a favourite application, and the

practice of green manuring is also common. Castor cake may also be
given as a top-dressing to supplement ordinary manure. Fish manure
IS similarly employed m the southern tdlukas of Surat and parts of

the Konkan. In Kanara and the forest tracts of Dharwar, leaves and
twigs of certain forest trees are used as a green manure. Rice is sown
broadcast, drilled, or broadcast in a seed-bed and thence transplanted. The
first is seldom adopted except in the case of rice grown on marshy situa-

tions reclaimed from the sea. The second plan is very common in the

western tdlukas of Belgaum and Dharwar and above the Ghdts in Kanara
and in unembanked fields in Gujarat. The third method is most suitable

in fields which are embanked and where the rainfall is over 80 inches, or
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where deficient rainfall can easily be supplemented by irrigation. Broad-

casted or drilled rice requires a higher seed-rate than the transplanted^

VIZ. about 120 lb. per acre ; the seed-rate of the transplanted varies

per acre from 25 or 30 lb. to 90 or 100 lb. In the Koukan, Molhson esti-

mates a full yield under favourable circumstances at less than 4,000 lb.

per acre. A full average from transplanted rice ranges from 2,800 to 3,200

lb. of grain per acre, while broadcasted or drilled yields on an average

1,800 lb. per acre. The cost of cultivation is estimated at Rs. 52-16a. per

acre. [C/. Crop. Exper. Bomb. Pres.
;

Molhson, Textbook Ind. Agri.,

1901, 111,, 32-44.J
Madras .—The total area in 1905-6 was 7,561,611 acres, and distributed

thu,s .— 111 Tanjore, 1,074,152 acres; Malabar, 831,545 acres; Kistna,

611.664 acres; South Arcot, 555,574 acres; South Kanara, 630,402 acres;

Madura, 376,302 acres; Trichiiiopoly, 203,967 acres, etc. The Final
General Memorandum for 1906-7 estimates the area for the year at.

6,934,900 acres with a yield of 50,395,700 cwt., or 10-5 per cent, of the

total rice area of British India.

Methods ot Cuithation.—In Malabar the crop is sometimes sown broad-

cast, but usually transplanted. There are several crops in the year, the

principal of which are the kanny, sown in April -May and cut in August-
September, and the makaram crop, sown m September-October,

and reaped in January-February. These are the principal rice harvests,

but there are intermediate crops in some places
,
and a third, known as

poonja, sown in February and reaped in April-May. The greater

portion of the land, however, bears only one crop.

In South Kanara, rice is the staple crop. The land is classified, according

to its capacity for irrigation, into byle, or rich wet land
;
majal, or middling

wet land ;
and beltu, or land watered only by rainfall. On byle land of the

best quality three nee crops can be raised in the year
; on the best majal,

two crops
;
while beltu land produces only one crop. The earliest nee

crop of the season, on whatever laml it may be grown, is termed zenelu or
carty. The seed is usually sown m nurseries, highly manured, and the
plants transplanted. In almost two months' time the crop comes to ear,

and in about twenty-one days more is ready for reaping.

In Tanjore, nee is raised almost entirely by artificial irrigation. There
are two chief kinds, viz. kar and puhanam, each including minor varieties.

In all cases of irrigated cultivation, transplantation is the rule. A few
coarser sorts, grown in some places beyond the delta of the Kauveri,
and on lain-fed land, are sown broadcast. Kar is planted in June and
reaped in October ;

pisftanam in Julv-August and reaped in January-
February. In the Madura district, rice is stated to be ^rown on almost
every description of soil, the only essential being a constant supply of

water. The seed may be sown broadcast, but the rule is to sow in nurseries.

Sometimes the young plants raised in the nursery are transplanted to a
•second nursery, and afterwards carried to the field. As a rule, ploughing
IS done ni June or July, after the early rams have softened the ground,
and the seed is sown in nursene.s at the end of July or beginning of August.
After thnty days the seedlings are fit for transplanting, and in January
may be harvested. When re-transplanting takes place, the young plants
are suffered to remain m the second nursery about 35 days. Weeding is

done about a month alter sowing or transplanting. During the whole,
time the plants are in the ground they must stand in about 2 inches of water,
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which must not be allowed to stagnate. In lands well supplied with

water, as soon as the January crop is reaped, preparations are made for

* second crop (mdsi kodei) raised in the same way as the first, but which
comes to maturity about May. If the season he unpropitious during

January-February, the second sowing will be in March, April or May
and the reaping in July or August. The secoml crop is then called ndi-

kodei. Sometimes there may be three crops of nee raised in siicces.sion

in a period of 13 or 11 montVis. [Of. Sturrock. Man. S. Canara. 1894, i.,

21, 199-204
;
Cox, Man. N. Arcot, 1895, i., 160-2 ; Francis, Gaz. Anantapur,

1906, 39 ; A Root Parasite, of Paddy in Malabar, in Aqrx. Journ. Ind., 1906,

i., pt. ii., 169.]

Mysore and Coorg.—The only av^ailahle figures are for 1903—1, when Mysore,
the area in Mysore was 792,754 acres, and Coorg, 79,763 ai les. Thi> Largest areas

areas in Mysore State occur m Shunoga. which grew 244,758 ai i >s . Mysore,

117,749 acres; Hassan, 103,639 acres
; Kadur, 97,905 acres, etc.

Methods of CuitivsHon.—In Mysore the bara hntta or punaji seed is Races

sown dry in the fields
;

the mole batta. germinated seed, in fields reduced

to a puddle
;
and the ndti, seedlings tran.splanted from a nursery .ifter

having attained a foot in height. Rice (Mysore Gaz.) fully describes these

methods. There are two crops, the ham (rainy season) and the karu Rainy
(hot weather). In the first, dry-seed cultivation is managed as Season,

follows :—from February to Mav, plough twice a month, having previous Seasons,

to the first ploughing softened the soil with water. After the fourth

ploughing the field must be manured with dung, and after the fifth, watered

by rain or from the canal. Three days later, the seed is sown broadcast

and covered by the sixth ploughing. Any rain that falls the first 30 days

after sowing must be allowed to run off, but should there have been no
rain, the field must be kept inundated till the crop is ripe. It there have
been occasional showers, inundation should not commence till the 45th

day. Weeding and loosening the soil about the roots of the young plants weeding,

and placing them at proper distances must be done three times, first on the

45th or 50th day
;

secondly, 20 days later ; and thirdly, 15 days after

the second weeding. These periods refer to crops that require 7 months Seven Moathn’

to ripen. Rice which ripens in 54 months must be inundated on the bait

20th day : and the weedmgs are on the 20th, 30th and 40th days, itontha’ Crop.

By the sprouted-seed method, ploughing takes place in June-July.
During* this time the field is inundated, ploughed four times, and at each
ploughing turned over twice in two directions which cross each other

at right angles. About the middle of July the field is manured, again Manure,

ploughed, and the mud smoothed by foot. All water except 1 inch is

let off, and the jgerminated seed sown broadcast. For 24 days the field

must have some water every other day, and thereafter, till ripe, be
constantly inundated.

In the method of transplanting rice, two distinctions are made, one Transplanting,

called bara-vdgi or dry plants, the other nirdqi or wet plants. Low land

is required for both. In bara-vdgi the ground is worked in the same preparation,

way as for the dry-seed crop. In May it is manured and the seed sown
thickly and ploughed in. If no rain falls till the 8th day it is watered,

and again on the 22nd. From the 45th till the 6()th day, the plants con-

tinue to be removed. The field must be inundated for five days before season.^,

plucking up the seedlings for transplantation. The ground in which the

dry seedlings are to be ripened is ploughed four times in the course of
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eight weeks commencing about 15th May, and all the while inundated.

The manure is given before the fourth ploughing. The mud is then smoothed

and the seedlings transplanted into it, about 3 to 5 being stuck toget er

111 the mnd at about a .span distant from the next chmip. The water is

let off for a day, but afterwards the field is constantly inundated till

the gram is ripe. In niragt, the ground is ploughed three times in h ebruary—

March while it is dry. About the middle of May the field is inundated, a,nd

m the course of 15 days ploughed four times. After the fourth ploughing

the mud 13 smoothed, the seed .sown thickly and dung sprinkled over

the surface, and the water let off. On the 3rd, 6th and 9th days water

IS again given, but must not stagnate. After the 12tli day, inundation

IS commenced, and continueil till the seedlings are fit for removal 30 days

after sowing The cultivation of the field into which the seedlings are

transplanted is exactly the .same as for dry seedlings. Various pulses

are sown in the fields that are to ripen the tran.splanted crop, and are

cut down immediately before ploughing for nee commences.

Kdr {qt haru) crops (hot weather) are divided into three kinds according

to the time of sowing. When the faim is properly stocked, the seed is sown
at the most favourable sea.son, and is called kumba kdr

; hut if there be a

want of hands or of cattle, part of the seed is sown earlier and part later

than in the proper season. When sown too early it is called tula kdr
;
when

too late, meshn Idr. The three methods of cultivation described above

for the ham crop, viz. by dry seed, germinated seed, and transplantation,

are found here also, except that in the ease of Inla Mr no dry seed is ever

sown.

In Coorg there is annually but one nee crop, except in a few valleys

in the north. The rice cultivated throughout (’oorg and in general use

IS the large-grained dodda-5a«a. A finer kind is the small rice sanna-hatta,

and a reil variety the khan. For parched nee the kakime is the kind used.

The seed is sown in a luirserv, and m 20 or 30 days the seedlings are ready

for transplanting, which takes place in July and August, regulated by
the monsoon. The crop is cut in November or December. [Cf. Rice,

My.^ore Gaz.. 1897, i., 131-44, 217-8 , n., 317-8, 328, 563-4.]

Burma.—The area in 1905-6 was 9,283,801 acres. The districts of

importance are, iii Upper Burma.—Shewbo, 365,107 acres: Yamethin,
225,170 acres; Upper Chiiidwiii, 160,783 acres; and Kathu, 159,596 acres.

In Lower Burma:—Hantliawaddy, 1.114,359 acres; Thongwa, 543,840
acres ; Pegu, 778,372 acres ; Akvab, 599,880 acres

;
Thaton, 563,973 acres

;

Bassciu, 536,720 acres
;
and Myaungmya, 518,508 acres. The crop is

divided into three main classes : kaukkyi or late-rain paddy
;
kaukyin or

early-rain paddy ; and mnyin or drv-wcather paddy. Kyukkyi is said to
occupy the largest area, viz. in 1904-5, 8,833,716 acres

; kaukyin next with
332,117 acres; then maym with 99,631 acres. The Fmnl General Memo-
randum of tile Commereial Iiitelligeiiee Department estimates the area in

1906-7 at 6.988,500 acres. The yield was given as 96 percent, of normal,
and the surplus available for export was 2,374,000 tons cargo rice, equiva-

lent to 40,237,000 cwt. cleaned rice.

Methods of CuU/var/on.—The iiio.st fertile land, where the largest amount
and the best quality is grown, is lound in the delta of the Irrawaddy.
There are five methods of raising the crop, practised in dififerent

parts of the country .—(1) On the ordinary swamp land in low-lying
plains where the rainfall is sufficient

; (2) on level land from which the
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rain-water runs off too quickly and irrigation has to be resorted to
; (3)

on land near the river-bank which is submerged and cannot be planted
till after the highest rise

; (4) in hill clearings ; (5) a hot-weather crop
obtained by irrigation either by means of dams or by water-wheels.

For the first three methods, ploughing commences in June, when the seasons,

rains have softened the soil and rendered the use of the plough possible.

Meantime nurseries have been prepared on higher ground and seed sown
broadcast. By July or August the fields for the first two classes and the
plants in the nursery are ready and the young plants are thbbled in, two
together at intervals. In the case of riparian lands, the plants cannot
be put out till about September; the harvest begins in Novfmbcr and is

over by January. The hot-weather crop is planted m Jannarv-March,
and is reaped about three mouths afterwards. Tlie water necessary

is usually obtained by throwing a dam across a stream, but at Meng-doon
in the Thayct district a self-acting wheel is used.

In cultivating rice in liill-clearings, a site is first selected, thickly Hill
covered with bamboos and forest, which is all felled m April. After two Cultiva-

months’ drying, the fallen trees and scrub are set on fire, the ashes fertilising tion.

the ground. After the first fall of rain, the surface is slightly broken
with a hoe, the ashes mixed with the soil, and the seed, usually rice and
cotton or sesamum ^nd cotton, sown broadcast. The rice and sesamum
are reaped in September or October, and the cotton bolls picked in

December to April. After this the hill-clearing is abandoned. [Cf. Dist.

Seitl. Oper. Repts. ;
Upper Burma Gaz., 1900, ii., pt. 1, 337-41

;
Max and

Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 190f', 48-56
; Nisbet, Burma under Brit. Rule

and Before, 1901, i., 330-43.]

MANUFACTURE.
Mills and Milling.—An important feature of the Indian lice trade is Mills,

the rise and present position of the Burma power-nulls. These mills had
their origin in the very high cost of labour m that province and the dis-

inclination of the Burman agriculturist to undertake anv work he can
avoid. In Bengal the rice crop is as a rule husked by the growers ;

in

Burma it is conveyed to the market as paddy. It thus soon became
evident that if rice was to become an important article of export, it must
be husked at Rangoon. This gave rise to the important rice-milhng Local HuaUng.

industry of Burma. But these mills were for a long time greatly handi-

capped by the cost of coal imported from England. Moreover, the ques-

tion of the disposal of the husk became a serious one. The discovery soon
followed that the husk, previously wasted, might be utilised as the fuel cviei.

to drive the mills. The husk is accordingly conveyed by special con-

trivances to tl^e furnaces and there consumed, while a stream of water
flowing below carries of! the ash. By these and other inventions so

great economies were effected that it soon became evident that not only
was a great export trade possible, but that it would no longer pay to carry
rice m husk to be milled at localities remote from the areas of production. Rice in Hnsk.

To the skill and energy of the European inventors and owners of these
mills, therefore, is due the credit of this great and prosperous industry.

According to the Financial and Commercial Statistics, there were Number of Mills.

127 rice mills in India in 1904 employing 17,814 persons (mostly Madras
coolies). The industry, however, is of importance only in Burma, which
had of the above totals 114 mills and 17,016 employees. .According
to the statistical tables, the remainder were distributed as follows :

—
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Panjab 1 mill, with 3.3 employees ; Bombay 1 mill, with 80 employees ,

Madras 11 mills, with 685 employees.

Revenue Duty.

—

In the Imperial Gazetteer (iv., 257-8) it is stated

that the “ revenue derived from rice and millet beer amounted in

1902-3 to about 6 lakhs in Bengal and 11 lakhs in Burma; elsewhere

it is inconsiderable. In Bengal, pachimt brewed from rice or millet is

consumcil by aboriginal tribes, and by the lower orders in general, m
certain districts. It is valued both as a stimulant and as food. The

bulk of the revenue which it yields is derived from licenses for manu-

facture and retail sale, which are put up to annual auction, the number
and sites of the shops having been previously fixed. Licenses for the

home-brewing of pachwai for domestic purposes are granted in certain

districts to the headmen of villages inhabited by aboriginal races, on
payment of a fixed fee for each household. In Burma the Native beer

IS brewed from rice. When con.sumed by certain hill tribes, mostly in

Upper Burma, it is exempted from taxation, otherwise the excise system

is similar to that in Bengal. It is almost as easy to brew this beer as to

make a pot of tea, and as the main ingredient is a staple article of food,

it is almost impossible to check private manufacture.” In the Moral and
Material Progress of India the excise revenue from fermented local

liquors, amounted in 1905-6 to £113,234 in Bengal.and to £151,402 in

Burma (see pp. 757, 760). The preparation of vinegar from lice is

almost peculiar to Burma (see p. 1111). As regards Customs Revenue,
rice and rice flour are the onlj’" articles on the export tariff schedule, the

duty on which is levied at the rate of 3 annas per maund of 82f lb.

The revenue thus obtained during the years 1900-6 amounted to the

following sums •—In 1900-1, Rs. 84,89,433 ;
1901-2, Rs. 90.87,957 ;

1902-3, Rs. 1,26,06,624
;
1903-4. Rs. 1,20,31,363

;
1904-5, Rs. 1,31,75,772;

1905-6, Rs. 1,15,11,257 (£767,417). The increase in recent years is

doubtless to some extent the direct expression of the economies effected

by the Burma milling industry.

It was said some time ago that India held a practical monopoly of

the world’s supply of rice and accordingly was justified in placing an
export duty on the quantities sent to foreign countries. The duty above
mentioned was first imposed in 1875, when oil, rice, indigo and lac were
subjected to an c.xport duty. In 1880 the duties on the other articles

were remitted, and that on rice alone retained. But the exports of rice

from the Southern States of America, from Madagascar, from Cochin-China,

from Siam, from Japan, etc., have given a new conception of the trade.

In fact, it might almo.st be said that but for the economies effected by
Burmese milling, the exports would have by now been Ipst to India.

TRADE.
The foreign rice trade of India may be said to be very ancient. So

long age as 1503 Vertoniamius {Travels, in Hahl. Voy., 1811, iv., 577)
made special mention of the exports from Mangalore. In present-day
traffic almost the entire supplies of the cereal sent to foreign countries are
drawn from Burma. It is employed as food, for distillation, and in the
manufacture of starch. “ Formerly the bulk of the rice exported from
Burma consisted of ‘ cargo ’ rice, of which five-sixths was unhusked
(or ‘ paddy ’) and only one-sixth husked. Gradually, with the extension
of rice-mills, the proportion of cargo rice has diminished, this description
being replaced by husked and cleaned rice, to the great advantage of the
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trade. For the husk is used as fuel in the mills, the bran lying between

the husk and the grain is exported at a good profit for pig-feeding, and a

saving in freight is thus effected.” “ Rice is exported to every quarter o

the globe, not more than about half of the total exports being consuine

in Europe. Large quantities are sent to the Straits and Ceylon, to ot er

parts of Asia, to East Africa, to the West Indies and South Anrnrica.

Indian rice penetrates to every region to which the Indian or Cmnese

coolie finds his way. It is to be noted that other countries, such as Siam,

•Cochin-China and Java, are already competing with India in these marlmts.

Again, “ The rice trade is conducted under conditions as regards the effects

of the seasons which are unknown in other parts of India, for as yet no

failure of the monsoon in Lower Burma has been recorded. The fluctua-

tions of the export trade from Burma depend, however, upon conditions

in other parts of India, since bad seasons cause the diversion to India o

rice which would ordinarily be exported to foreign markets (Imp. haz

1907, iii., 284-5). Burma has thus very properly been described as tne

granary of India, and it plays an important part in .securing the balaiK'e

of food supplies of the East generally.

Simple of Burmese Commerce.— importance of the nee crop may

be seen by the fact that the Exports often constitute the highest valued

commodity and have often disputed the first position with raw cotton Thus

m 1904-5 the Rice exqmrts (all kinds) were valued Ks. -

Wheat. Rs. 18,59,82,302 ;
Cotton (raw). Ka-

li,96,56,462 ;
Opium, Rs. 10,62.34,442 ;

Hides and bkiiis, ’

Tea, Rs. 8,46,54,867 ;
Coffee, Rs. 1,66,09.757; and Indigo, '

But in 1906-7 these positions were seriously changed
:
jute headed tiie

list, followed by cotton, then rice, hides, tea, opium, wheat, cofiee and

indigo. Other raw products and partially manufactured products might be

added to the above enumeration, but enough has been said to show the

great importance of the rice traffic-the exports m that cereal being the

staple of Burmese commerce.
v, , i

Interna!.—

T

\\q total recorded internal trade transactions bv ^d

and river amounted in 1906-7 to 35,038,390 cwt.. of which 8,039,211 cwt.

consisted of unhusked rice (paddy) and 26,999,179 cwt of husked rice^

The chief exporting centres were Bengal, 10,364,281 cwt.; •“ ’

cwt.; E. Bengal' and Assam, 1.228,575 cwt.; Smd, 2.90o,8l6 cwt.;

BombS,y port, 949,010 cwt.
;
Calcutta, 6,755.8-56 cwt. ;

and Madras ports,

916,575 cwt. The chief imports were Calcutta. 9.470,405 cwt. ;
Benga ,

3,733,778 cwt.
;
Madras ports, 3,128.178 cwt., Bombay, 1.7o4,bW cwt.;

Madras, 1,195,222 cwt. ;
United Provinces, 460,072 cwt.

;

Karachi,

2,631,258 cwt.
, .

, .

The total coastwise external traffic by sea m the same year amountea

to 19,582,791 cwt. (5,085,681 cwt. uiihusked and 14,497,110 cwt.

husked). Of this Burma exported 16,259,498 cwt. ;
Bombay, 800,618 c . ,

Bengal, 309,708 cwt.
;
Madras, 463,487 cwt. ;

bind, 1.^84 08o cwt.

The chief importing centres by coast were Bombay, 3,700.193 cwt. ,

Madras, 5,132,772 cwt., and Bengal 5,848.337 cwt.

Foreign.—The export.s of husked nee during the ^e „„

were as follows —1902-3, 47,033,137 cwt., valued at Rs

1903-4, 44,441,186 cwt., valued at Rs. 18,95,42,429 ;
1904-5, 48,873,297

cwt., valued at Rs. 19,47,22,505 ;
1905-6, 42,211,869 cwt valued at

Kb. 18,41,06,407 ;
and 1906-7, 38,054,054 cwt., valued at Rs. 18,32,55, -w-i.
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THE RICE PLANT

In addition to this, a oonsidorable quantity of unlnisked rice (rice in

or pa«ldy, amounting in 1906-7 to 655,132 cwt., valued at Rs. 19,98,886,

and smaller quantities of rice-flour, viz. in 1906-7, 6,165 cwt., valued

at Rs. 41,484, are anmiallv exported. Robertson (Rev. Trade hid.,

1904-5, 23-4) .states that both in regard to quantity anrl value the trade

of 1904-5 was the largest known, ami that the average price was 7 per cent»

lower than m 1903-4. The bulk of the, exports of husked rice is always

from Burma, which, out of the totals above mentioned, contributed

as follows 1902-3, 36,791,543 cwt.
;

1903-4, 33,346,351 ;
1904-5,.

37,514,518, 1905-6, 31,067,895; and 1906-7, 28,105,443 cwt. Bengal

comes second with, in 190.5-6, 8,955,237, and in 1906-7, 4,736,786 cvvt.

Mailras in 1905-6 supplied 1,.5(K),945, and in 1906-7, 3,333,774 cwt. Sind

111 190.5-6 gave 303,354 and in 1906-7, 1,344,529 c,wt. Lastly, Bombay
ill 190.5-6 furni.slied .584,4 10 and m 1906-7, 533,443 cwt. According tO'

Robertson, unhii.skcd rice goes entirelv to Cevlon, except as a constitu-

ent of busked rice to prevent its heating. Of cleaned rice the princi-

pal destinations west of Suez are Ocimanv, which, in 1905-6, took.

4.968.851 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,97, 42,006
;

United Kingdom, 3,473,883

cwt.. valued at Rs. 1.48,95,095 ; Holland, 2,513,425 cwt., v'alued at

Rs. «9,00,902 ; Austria-Hungarv, 2,442,032 cwt., valued at Rs. 87,55,678-

Of the Eastern section of the trade, the most remarkable feature is the

development m the e.xport to .Japan, which amounted in 1904-5 tO'

9,277,239 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,52,13,937, an increase of 32 per cent, over the

qiiantitv for 190.3-4, though it fell m 1905-6 to 6,593,531 cwt. .After Japan
111 1905-6 comes Cevlon with 5,976,582 cwt., valued at Rs. 3,21,23,634 ;

then the Straits Settlements with 5,028,694 cwt., valued at Rs. 2,05,89,495.

The Imports into British India do not amount to much, viz. in 1905-6,

965 cwt. unhusked rice, valued at Rs. 3,263, and 7.230 cwt. husked rice,

valued at Rs. 40,018, the bulk of which comes from the Straits Settle-

ments.

Of the trade by land (Trans-frontier) the latest available figures are

for 1906-7. In that vear the qu.rutitv of husked nee e.xportEd amounted
to 69,0.50 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,31,739. and uuhusked rice to 29,682 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 1,64,542. The Trans-lrontier import trade is considerable.

In the vear under review, imports of husked rice amounted to 1,173,025

cwt., valueil at Rs. 76.08,888, and of unhusked nee to 1,349,532 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 49,84,420. Aliuo.st the whole of this, husked and un-husked,
comes from Nepal, viz., m 1906-7, the former, 945,640 cwt., and the latter,

1.215.852 cwt.

PANICUM, Lhm.; FI. Br. hi'J., vn., 26-60; Praui, Bern/. Plants,

190.3, 11 ., 1174-80 , (Ikamixe.t:. One ot the largest genera of grasses. Of
the Indian species seveial are much valued as foclders, owing to their

abundant Yield of gram—Millet.

P. antidotale, fleU- . Dutlue, FoJd. Grass. N. Iml

,

J888, 4; Lisboa, Bomb.
Grass., 1890, 2'i, t 9 The yiijiam, tayo-yundh, gamur. ghnram, malt, etc. A tall
coarse plant, abundant on the plums of J^^o^thern India, and extending to
Baluchistan and Afghanistan

P. colonum, Lmn , Duthie, 7 c 4, Lisboa, 7 c. H, t. 7 The sawdnk, shama,
sivaen borrur. wuiidu. An annual, abundant throughout the plains, ascending
to moderate elp\ ations on the Himalaya. In parts of the Panjab it is culti-
vated for its gram It is generally considered one of the best Foddbb. grassea
m India. [C/. Church, Food-Grains of Ind., 1880, 50.]
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P. Crus-galll, Ltnn
; rnr. jrumeutnrenHi, Trimen; Prain, l.c. 1177; P. fru- Poor-man’s

mentuceum, Pojcb. ; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1882, n., 3-4, Millet,
t. XXIV. ; Duthie, Fodd. Grass, N Ind., 8 ; Lisboa, l.c. 11. The shamula, shama,
same, sanwa, jhungara, mandira, banti, chamalu, etc. A tufted annual, extensively
cultivated as a rainy-season crop over the greater part of India and on the
Himalaya up to 0,500 feet. In The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.. 151)
mention is made of “ gruel made of spdmaka,” and this has been regarded as
denoting the present 'millet. The MS. in question was found at Kucha near
Khotan, and is of the 8th century

This is the quickest- growing of all the millets, and in some localities can. be six Weeks’ Crop,
harvested within six weeks of being sown It thrives best on light sandy soil.

Banerjei t^Agri. Cuttack, 1803, 7ft) says it often follows kangii (xic-tiii'ni Itallca).
The soil IS ploughed twice, and the seed sown broadcast in the middle of May to
the middle of Jone In about a month and a half the hind is thormighlv weeded.
Rain la required till about the middle of August, wlien the crop is cut. t)i *>'’^8003 .

the United Provinces, Diithio and Fuller state that it is sown at the commence-
ment of the rainy season and a spring crop u-^ually fellows it The seed is

sown at the rato of 10 lb to tVio acre, and the voung plants reqmro at least two
weedings. In the drier regions of the Doiib it is treqiiently giown as a sub-
ordinate crop with judr (soralumt •ttifftin') The vield vHr)c.s from 8 to 10 Ya-lJ.

maunds gram to the acre. In Bombay li e area ilevoted to it m was
43,58ft acres Mollison (Textbook Ind Ayi > , 1001, 111 , 01) st.ites that the land
IS prepared ns for bdjia r;/j</<«i>fc>ti«). The seed is drilled with

a four-coultered plough in .Juiie-Jtily at the rate of ft to 8 lb to (he acre. The
rows are about 12 inches apart, amt the plants should be thinned out where the

seed IS sown too thickly The crop is wowled and mtercultured with the bullock-

hoe a.s with hdjra It ripens in September-Oetober. In the Deccan it is usually

grown on poor, light upland soil where the rainfall is moderately heavy, and on
such land a yield of 400 to 500 lb. gram and 1,500 lb. straw is a full average crop.

The gram is consumed chiefly by the poorer classes, with whom it has the Pood,
special merit of ripening early It is eaten boded in milk or is parched. Leather

(Ayri Ledg
, 1901, No. 10, 368; 1903, No. 7. 150, 178) gives the following Chemistry,

analysis •—moisture, 7 72, oil, 4 39 ,
albumiiicuds, 7 06 , .soluble carbohydrates,

07 5(1, woody fibre, 7'44 ; soluble mineral matter, 1 70; sand and silica, 4 l.’l ,

total nitrogen, 118, albuminoid mtn.gon, 1 13 In the Madras Presidency and
111 Mysore the straw is much usefl as a cattle Foiuirk, and in the Meerut district Fodder,
it IS sometimes grown as a fodder crop [('/. Tlw Bower Manuscript (Hoernle,

transl.), 1893-7, 137. Church, Ic 49, Busu, Agri Tjohnrdaga, 1890, pt. ii., 29,
Rice, Mysore Gaz., 1897. 1 , 114-0, Miikerji, Ham/tool, 2nd., Agri , 1901, 259 ]

P. maximum, Jacq
,
Pram, Beng Flants, 11 , 1179; P. jtimentorum, Pers. ,

Duthie, l.c. 9, Lisboa, l.c. 18—22 Guinea Grass, iiini gawal, gcneo-ptdlu, gini Guinea
hntlu, nauka-thau-hau, etc tal! perennial native of .Africa, and now cultivated Grass,
m India.

Is best propagated by root cuttings A sandy soil is most suitable. After I’lsnting.

the ground has been prepared in the ordinary way, the roots shoukl bo planted
out 2 foot apart on the flat, at the coiiunencoinent of the rains, care being taken
to arrange them so as to form linos at right angles m brdh directions. If planted
at any other time, the field should be imiiidatod with water immediately after

planting. When the crop is established the rows should he ridged up in the Juration

direction of the slope. Subsequently, according to Mollison, Guinea Grass
can hardly get too much water or manure, but the water must not be allowed
to stagnate. The best manure is well-rotted farm-yard, and it should be ap- Manure,

plied in dressings of at least 5 tons per arre every fourth time the crop is cut.

Crops are cut about eight times in the year, and plantations should be renewed
every three years. Of the Poona and Surat Farms, Mollison says that it has
been known to give outturns of 20,000 to 35,000 lb. per acre according to season Vipld.

[Cf Dept. Land Bee. and Agri. U. Pron. Bull

,

1897, No ft; Mollison, l.c. 233-ft ;

Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 368, 1903, No. 7, 150, 170]

P. millaceum, Linn.; Duthie ami Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, ii., Ccimmon
1-2, t. xxni.; Duthie, Fodd. Grass. ,l.r. 9; Lisboa, l.c. 16. Common Millet, billot.

chena (or ehens), chin phikai, sawan-chailica, anne, sdlan, tzedze, wadi, ran,

Icatakanai, var&ju, hih baragu, etc. Thi.s gra.ss i.s supposed to have been
introduced from Egypt or Arabia. It is grown m various parts of the
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country up to 10,000 feet on the Himalaya, but novrhere to any great

extent. Stem [Ancient Khotan, 376) says he found at the Niya site (3rd

century) some ancient straw among which the husk of tins species had

been recognised by the authorities of Kew.
Bengal.—Roy (Crops of Beng., 1906, 58-60) states that this millet

does best on a heavy loam and luxuriates on newly formed char lands.

The land is ploughed after the 15th December, up to January or even

to 15th February, and harrowed two to four times after each ploughing.

By the time of the 6fth or sixth ploughing the clods are broken with

the hammer and the seed sown broadcast about the 15th February,

at the rate of 5 seers to the acre, then ploughed in; but to cover

the seed, the land is again harrowed. When the plants are 6 inches

high, the field is weeded if necessary. The crop is harvested about the

15th March to the 16th May. The average yield is about 2i maunds
pel acre, valued at Rs. 48.

United Provinces.

—

It is grown as a hot-weather crop, irrigated from
wells. Sown m March at the rate of 10 lb. to the acre, and ripens

towards the end of May. Yield, six to eight maunds of grain per acre.

In Bandelkliand there are two varieties, phikai and rah. The former is

sown a little earlier than the latter, and yields a heavier outturn.

Bombay.—The area under this crop and under 1\ mUiave are

returned together. They are generally distinguished by the names of

van and sdva respectively. In 1905-6 they occupied 231,948 acres in

Bombay and 2,140 acres in Sind, and are said to take the sixth place

among the cereals of Bombay. Their cultivation is almost limited to the

Konkan and the Ghat parts of Na.sik, Poona, Satara, Belgaum and Dh4r-
war. In these districts P. mifiareum is a kharif crop, depending on
natural rainfall, and is never irrigated. According to Mollisoii, it is raised

like ndgh {Eiensnte rorarana) from rdbed seedlings transplanted.

When the seedlings are glowing, the field is ploughed three or four times
during the first three weeks of the rams. About 1 lb. of seed per guntha
(ouc-fortieth acre) is sown broadcast on the seed-bed. It is grown without
manure, and is commonly hand-weeded once m August. If transplanted
early in July, the late varieties of the crop ripen towards the end of October.
A full average crop on good varkas land [i.e. upland soils of the Konkan)
will yield 700 to 750 lb. grain per acre, worth 40 to 45 lb. per rupee. In
Gujarat the crop grown is known a.s rheno, and according to Mollison is

agriculturally very different from the crop of the Konkan and Ghdt dis-

tricts. It is grown in garden lauds as a hot-weather irrigated crop. When
ginger or other garden crop is removed in December-January, the land
IS ploughed several tunes and beds formed for irrigatiog. The seed is

sown broadcast, 10 lb. per acre, and lightly covered. Light irrigation
is given as required, and the crop is hand-weeded once. If sown at the
end of January it comes into flower m March and is fully ripe m April.
A good crop yields about 2 tons straw and 1,000 to 1,200 lb. grain per
acre.

Uses.—The grain is considered digestible and nutritious, and in many
places IS eaten whole, being cooked like rice. In Bihar, when boiled
and patched, it is called marha,manhra or mdr. Prepared with milk and
sugar it is a favourite food at marriage ceremonies. Near Simla it is

sometimes used as bread in the form of chapatties, called chinatti (pan-
cakes). Leather gives the following average analysis of three samples
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PAPAVBR
THE LITTLE MILLET somnipbrum

OPIUM
of grain :—moisture, 8‘84 per cent.

; oil, 4‘57
; albuminoids, 8'04

;
soluble chemistry,

carbohydrates, 65‘20
; woody fibre, 7‘39

; soluble mineral matter, 2*16
;

sand and silica, 3'79
; total nitrogen, 1‘36

; albuminoid nitrogen, 1‘29.

[Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 7, 179.]

In the green state it affords excellent Fodder for cattle and horses, Eodder.
and in parts of the Panjab is sometimes grown for this purpose only.
The dry straw, called pral or prdh in the Montgomery district, is some-
times given to cattle.

[Cf. Church, l.c. 42 ; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga. 1890, pt ii
, 33 Banerjei,

Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 76-6; Lawrence. Valley of Kashmir, 189.5, 337-.8 ; Rice,
Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 117 ; Mukerji, A/onrfboofc Ind. Agri., 1901, 259; Mollison,
l.c. lu

, 61-4; Crop Exper., Bomb. Pres.-, Joret, Les PI. dans L’Antiq., etc ,

1904, 11., 246.]

P. mlliape, Lamk.

;

Duthie, l.c. 10; Lisboa, / . . 17 ;
Little Millet Little

kungu, kutki, gotidula, mujhri, chika, warm, smm, shmnai, nr.Ua-sfiama, Millet,

etc. One of the minor millets, smaller in all its parts than the forinei.

Of Bengal, Roy (Crops of Bengal, 62) states that this millet is largely Bengal,
cultivated m the Lower Province. No manure is used, and it may be

followed in rotation by a rahi crop. The land is ploughed and harrowed
from January to March and the seed sown from March to May, at the season?,

rate of 18 seers per acre. No further operations are necessary till August

or September, when the crop is cut and threshed like dus paddy. The
yield is stated to be 24 maund.s per acre. In the United Provinces its Yield,

cultivation is confined chiefly to the southern hilly districts. It is sown
in June and reaped in October, forming, together with kodon (I*a.sjjaln>n

scrohicalataiii), the crop generally taken from the poorest land in

the village. In Bombay, the de.scription from Mollison given under Bombay.
P. mifiaceuin applies equallv to the present crop.

[C7/. Church, I c., 44 j Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. i., 66 ;
pt. ii., 29-30 ;

Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 269; Mollison, Ic. in., 61-4; Crop Exper.
Bomb. Pres. ; Leather, Agn. Ledg , 1901, No. 10, 369 ; Hanausek, Micro. Tech.

Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 362-3.]

PAPAVER AND OPIUM ; Papaverace^. Opium is an in-

spissated juice obtained by scratching the unripe capsules of Pajtaver
somnifevum, Linn., and allowing the milky sap, which exudes there-

from, to dry spontaneously. There may be said to be two chief kinds

of opium, that used for medicine (produced chiefly in Asia Minor), and
that smoked, eaten, etc. (grown in India and China).

History.—Various species of poppy are mentioned by the early Greek writers

(Homer, etc.) as ornamental garden plants or as attractive-looking weeds of

the Helds ; the merits of the seed as an article of food and as affording oil were
extolled before the discovery had been made of the somniferous property of the
capsules, and certainly long anterior to the recogmtion of the value of the milky
sap The capsules, stems and leaves were employed by the Greeks in the pre-

paration of an extract called mecontum (cf. Hippocrates, Theophrastus, etc.),

which was employed as a soporific drug and used in the fabrication of a soothing
beverage exactly correspondmg to the post of the Panjab to-day and the kukncir
of Akbar’s time. Lastly came the discovery of the more potent nature of the
inspissated sap, the opion of the Greeks, a word that may be spoken of as the
diminutive of dxiis—the juice. Faparer mntiit/rruui was grown in Asia Minor
for its capsules, which the Arabs carried all over the East, even to China, so-me-

time before the Greek discovery of the value of the juice.

The discovery of opium began to attract attention about the 3rd century b.c.

Theophrastus was acquainted with it, and describes the method of obtainmg it

by scratching the green pods. Virgil (Georg., iv., 645) speaks of the letheon
vutue of the plant. Pliny pays special attention to the medicmal value of
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opion, while Dloscondes narrates with the minutest detail the process of

extractmg and manufacturing the drug, and is careful to distinguish it from

the older preparation mecomum. In hi^ time the drug woul<l seem to have come

mainly from Asia Minor. Indeed, during the Roman Empire, as also the early

Middle Ages, the only sort of opium known was that of Asia Minor. And even

m the 13th century Suiion Januensis (physician to Pope Nicholas IV
)
spoke of

Opium, thebaicum.
But if the Greeks discovered the potent juice—opium—the Arabs were chiefly

concerned m disseminatmg the knowledge of the plant and its uses The Arab
medical writers from about the 9th to 12tli centuries give a full account of it

derived almost exclusively from Dioacorides and Galen. That the follovv'ers of

the faith of Islam proclaimed the properties of opium to the people ot Indi.i

and China there can be no doubt, since the Sanskrit and all the vernacular names
111 use to-day are clearly traceable to the Semitic corruption ot opo8 or opion

into afyun. Thus the Hindi afiin points to aftjun as the transitional stage from
opion. In the same way the Arabs carried the poppy capsules and opiimi to China,

hence the name ya-pien, also a-fou-yong, m the Chinese language. Previous

to the Tang dynasty the opunu poppv w’as apparently not known to the Cluriese

According to one w-riter the Sanskrit name is ahiphenn. and. explained as

meaning “snake venom,” would thus not bedeiived Irom the Greek, but it

is more often written ahipana, a word vihich most autliois speak ot as being

quite modern and derived directly from the Arabic Sir George Bir<l«ood

{E I C. First Letter Book, hv ), for example, says, “ It does not occur anywhere
until it appeals in a Sanskrit dictionary published in Calcutta about seventy

yeans ago ” Mr. R. M. Dane {Hist. Mem , in Rept Roy Coiti/ii on Opium, vu ,

npp., 28-(i3) says that evidence w.is placed before the Commission to the effect

that it IS mentioned in the Bhaoaprakasha and other A.yur-V’edic medical
works supposed to have been written not less tliau 800 years ago Ho then
adds that the history of the production and ii.se ot opium in India betoie the
coinmoneemeut of tho ICth century is, however, ohscive

On the other hand, Grieison (Bihar Peasant Life) gives a complete vocubu-
Iniy of words for tho plant, its varietio.s, every part ot it. as also eveiy product
it affords and every feature and stage m its cultivation and nmnnfactuve Still

tliere can be no possible doubt that the poppy eiiltiv atioii ot Bihar does not date
fiiither hack than a couple of centuries or so. While that view is doubtless
correct, and extreme caution is iiece.ssaiy, still tlieio are words, .such as post

or past (already mentioned), that seem quite uncoiiiiected with Greek
literature, and which indicate, as lias been suggested, a more ancient knowledge
ot the |ilant than m its special sup—opium The word post usually' denotes
the capsules, and in South India it bei omc.s postaka-tol. Diitt tolls u.s that
m San.sknt the poppy' capsules are kkalhas and the seeds khastiki, but
that there is no classical nniiie for ojiuim Tlie seeds are kashl.ash m India
generally, and m South India gashngashn So also in Clima there are names
tor the poppy that carry the knowledge of the plant back to the 7th century
Di Edkms (Hist. Notes on, the Poppy in China, in Rept Roy Coihm on
Opium, 1894, 1 , apj) ,

146-.'>8) pomt.s out that m the lOtli centiirv the Emperor
Sung T’lu-tsu directed the first great medical work to be w'ritten . m tliat, the
names given to the poppy are minang (

= millet vessel) and ying-su (= lar-millet)
Both names of necessity denote tho poppyf capsule and its seeds, and invoK'e
most probably a knowledge m their respei live properties prior to the discovery ot
opium. Su Sung compiled tho .second gieat medical work (w'hich 'appealed m 1057
AD), and it IS there stated that “ the iiopjiy is found everywhere. Many persons
cultivate it as an ornamental flower There are two kinds, one with red flowers
and another with white.” This, therefore, implied that though the name that
nowadays denotes opium had not come into use, the two forms ot the opium-
yielding plant were well known m Cliiii.i at the period mentioned. Lin Hung.
Ill the 12th century, alludes to the milk from poppy heads. A poem written
during tho Sung dynasty speaks of the poppy fields resembling snow. Thus
there con be no doubt the opium poppy was extensively cultivated m China
long anterior to the importation ot India opium. Wang Shih, m the 13th
continy, speaks of the prepared ding as simply magical in the treatment of
dysentery.

At the beginning of the 16th century the opium imports into Chma from
India had not only been fully established, but the cultivation of the poppy plant

from India, and the manufacture of opium at Maiwa had become regular mdustries, thus
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fully two centuries prior to the conquest of Bengal by Cliv'e. And tiiere can be no
manner of doubt that prior to the British, the Portuguese controlled the Chinese
opium exports from India. It is significant that while Baber (MeDioirs, 1519,
334) makes no mention of opium in connection with his discussion of the revenue
of Bihar, his grandson, the great Emperor Akliar, on the subjection of Malwa
and Cambay, found the opium traffic a distinctive and important feature of these
new dominions Moreover, Abul Fazl specially mentions Fatehpur, Allahabad,
Ghazipur, Lahore, etc., as concerned in poppy culture, and lays stress on the
excellence of the crop in Malwa. Sir J. B Lyall (Hi<t bketch in Rept. Roy Comm,
on Optnm, vii., app., 5-28) says that it seems ceitain the Muyhal monopoly began Mughal
a little later than Akbar’s time He, moreo\cr, came t<> tlie C' nclusi >n that Muncijoly.

it probably was confined to Bihar. The right .iianufactiire and sell the drug ^oh r State’s

was finally placed by the Muhammadans under diiert supci v ision : it was fanned Jtonopuiy

out, and land devoted to this cultivation subjected lo a highci’ tux than that
for other produce. But as tjeanng on the probab'e d itc ol tl e State ii' mopL'lv,
it may be mentioned that in the AfVraM-.dfiwndi w leerii of the sv -t -n s m ta.yiiig

and the revenue realised from opiiim by tlio Lit\ <v liimadnbai! tlie time
of Sultan Muzoffar and other Gujarat kings, b, fore the ov rtlno v ot the dvoaity
by Akbar in 1573 y.D

The antiquity of the opium traffic may be judged ot by th<‘ fact tlu.t Giovanni
da Empoli (in 151 1) mentions that Alboqiii ipi" had i ipturede'ght “ Giizzarate

’

ships that contained, iiniong other mcrcbandise, “a//ina, tor .so thev call opot
tcbaico." In 1516 B irhn.sa tells ns that this drug -.ras among the articles brought fiarly Arab
to Malacca by the Arab and Gentile merchants to exchange for the cargoes of ir^de

the Chinese junks. He also informs us that opium was carried from Arabia
to Calicut, ami from C<iinbay to ('nheut, tlie .Cralnau being one-third higher
priced than that of Cnmliay Garcia de Orta, m 1503, published a full account Esrly indism
of the Indian habit ot c.xting opium, and Fiodctike speaks of going (1508) to Xrsvellere

Cambay, yvhere he pnrrha.sed sixty parcels ot opium Shortly atter, .A.cnsta
(Tract, de las Droyas, etc . 1578, 408) ind Linsi'hoten (1598) ainphticd \ei,v greatly
the particulars made knomi by Garcia regarding the Indian habit of eating
opium. Bocarro (1044) laid stress on the importance ot the throe great products
of Cambay, viz. opuiiii, indigo and cotton Thevenot (Travels in Levant, Indo-
stan, etc., 1087, pt. ii., 97) mentions tbe use of opium in Persia In the Tuzuk, refer-

ence is made to the Governor of Bihar being much given to kuknar (opmin-hemp),
and his consequent neglect of his duties. If this can be accepted as denoting
a Bihar cultivation, it would be the earliest known The first direct mention of BiUar

Patna opium appears to bo giv'en by Ralpli Fitch, an Englishman who travelled

m the East from 1683-91 a d., and v^ho vusited Agra, Benares, Patna (Patenaw)

He describes tlie last town very correctly “as a very long and great towrie,’’

which hod a large trade in cotton, sugar and opium The Abb'^ Raynal (Hist

Philosoph. des deux lades, 1770, a work translated into English m 1777, i , 424)

says that “ Patna is the most celebrated place m the world for the cultumtiim

of opium. Besides what is carried into the inland paits tlieio are annually

3,000 td 4,000 chests exported, each weighing 300 lb ” Alexander Hamilton.

(New Acc. E Ind., 1727, i , 315 ,
ii , 22) speaks of the chiefs of Calicut vending

from 500 to 1,000 chests of Bengal opium yearly, up in the inland countries

where it is very much used. Mr. J. F. Finlay (Rept. Roy Comm, on Opium, ii , Eitibllshment o£

371—99) furnishes particulars of the proposals to abolish the Government mono- Prusost System

poly. He gives the early history and fixes tlie present arrangements as dating

from 1797.
‘

Thus then the opium monopoly was a direct legacy from the Muhammadan A Legacy to tbe

rulers of India and from the early Portuguese traders, that had to bo assumed KritiaU

by the British shortly after the battle of Plassey (1757). Mention, for ex-

ample, is repeatedly made of the traffic having expanded so inordinately as

to have forced the East India Company to assume its control and supervision m
1781. But prior even to the advent of the Portuguese, the Chinese had become Establishmcut o£

possessed of a full knowledge of the drug. Wang Hsi (who died in 1488 A.n.) Chinese

apeaks of opium being obtained from Arabia and being the produce of a poppy t’roduoUon

with red flowers. He died thus ten year.s before the arrival in India of Vasco

da Gama, and not only describes the use of opium, but the methods pursued

in the cultivation of the poppy and the extraction of the narcotic. There can,

therefore, be no sort of doubt that the cultivation of the poppy plant, as a source

of opium, was fully established in China by the middle of the 15th century.

The prohibition against foreigners trading with China, issued in 1523, w'as a
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conoequenco of Japanese raids, but its immediate effect was to lessen the supply
of ff)reigii npiuii], and in consequence regulations were issued, with the view
to irnj)rove and extend Chincso home production.

Dr. Edkms, from whom most of the above historic facts regarding China
have been derived, says tliat towards the end of the Ming dynasty the legitimate

practice of taking opium medicinally was destined soon to change mto that of

smoking it. The new phase, he affirms, was intimately associated with the
introduction of tobacco-smoking from the Philippine Islands. Tobacco reached
China about 1(120 a.d,, or just about the time that King James I. published in

England his Counterbhtgt to Tobacco, and the last of the Ming Emperors pro-
hibited the smoking of tobacco. But the habit nevertheless spread rapidly,

and unfortunately various substances came to be mixed with the tobacco, such
as opium, arsenic and the like. These were for some years used as flavourmg
ingredients, but in time they became the chief materials smoked. It may
thus truly be said that tobacco was a lesser evil than the early Chmese reformers
supposed, while opium-smoking proved a far greater danger than they feared.

The Emperor Ch’cng Tsung is much to be respected for his strong moral convic-

tions. He made great efforts to cope with tlie evil of narcotic indulgence, but
in vain. According to Brctschncider, opiiim-smoking is a Chinese invention and
quite modern. Nothmg, he adds, proves that the Chinese smoked opium before

the middle of tlie 18th century. Dr. Edkms regards the connivance of the
Chmese authorities {durmg 1729-96), from the highest to the lowest, as having
served to render repressive measures futile, both against local production and
foreign importation. Opium-smoking originated, moreover, in a lawless locality,

at a great distance from Peking, and (as observed by Holmes) “ while the Court
at Peking was endeavourmg to suppress the foreign trade in opium, from 1796
to 1840, it did not or eould not put a stop to the home cultivation of the drug,

smee a Chinese Censor in 1830 represented to the tlirone, that the poppy was
grown over one-half of the province of Chekeang, and in 1836 another (Cho
Tsun) statetl that the annu.vl proiluction of opium in ''^unnan could not be less

than several thousand piculs” (Encycl. Bnt.)

This state of affairs cutmmated, and naturally so, in a conflict of interests

as represented by local production on the one hand (an item of provincial revenue)
and foreign importation on tlie other (an item of Imperial revenue). While the
British and Indian Governments were in treaty with the Emperor of Chma, with
regard to the enforcement of such restrictions on the foreign traffic as the Im-
perial Oiivernment of China deemed desirable, the provincial authorities of

China, as represented by the Commissioner Lin Tse-hsu, demonstrated their
desire for the complete discontinuance of the foreign supply by destroying
£2,000,000 worth of opium, the property of British traders. Had the Chines©
Government taken the course open to it, and that, too, without arbitrary injury
to a trade of large proportions (the growth of several centuries), namely to
impose a gradually increasmg taxation on unported opium ; had it exercised
also the power, which it should have possessed il it did not do so, of restricting

or prohibitmg the cultivation of the poppy within its own territory, littte would
have been heard of the perplexmg Opium Question of the present day.

By the middle of the 18tli century Bihar had become the province in which
opium of the best quality and greatest quantity was produced. In the anarchy
of the period, the Government monopoly had fallen mto abeyance. The system
under which, in tlie early part of the century, business in opimn was conducted,
in that part of India, is described by Ram Chand Pandit. Tii the first year of
the British monopoly he was one of the joint contractors of the opium provision
There was, he tells us, a body of Native merchants, then resident at Patna,
known as the opium-dealers, who made advances to the cultivators and received
m return the opium produced, took it to thoir houses, and made it up m the form
required by the exporters After the growers had delivered as much as liquidated
the advances received, they ilisposed of the surplus as they thought fit, and the
price rose accordmgly. In October, the opium bemg prepared m the required
form, the merchants used first to offer it for sale to the Dutch, having previously
agreed among themselves as to the rate they would accept. A dealer owning,
say, 500 maimds would dispose of 200 to the Dutch. After such preliminary
sales, the dealers would then go to the English merchants and offer a further
quantity, at a higher rate, and finally they would go to the French and dispose
of some more at a still higher rate. Thereafter, say m November, the Dutch
would make a second contract with the opium merchants, but at a higheir price
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than their first agreement, and usually by this time the pykar^ or small traders,

who had picked up here and there odd parcels, brought their much adulterated

article to market and thus lowered the price ot the closing sales. The usual Prices Paid.

price averaged from lOt) to 150 rupees per maund, but might rise to Rs. 200 or,

during the wars among the Europeans, would fall to rumoirs rates—Rs. 70toRs75.
With such a state of affairs it can be no matter for surprise that corruption Corniption

became universal with the growers, the trailers, and the exporters, nor that Uiiacrsil.

misunderstandings shouhl have threatened both internal and external peace
and thus rendered imperative some system ot supervision An end, as it was
thought, was put to all disputes in 1773 by the Governor of Bengal, Warren Warren

Hastings, assuming supreme control, on behalf of tho East India Company, an
agreement having been entered into to supply the Danes, Dutch and French
with fixed amounts annually From 1773 to 1797, in virtue of this new ar-

rangement, the right to the exclusive manufacture of opnnn, on account of the Right to

Company, was sold annually in the first instance, but from 1781. by four-year Manufieture.

contracts, on private bargain In 1785 tho contracts were opened to public
competition and assigned to tho highest bidder Definite stipulations were
theneeforward exacted from the contraetors with a view to protecting tho culti-

v'ators from being compelled to grow the poppy , tor securing to them freoilorn

from vexatious imposts and ensuring a lair piico foi their prodneo Tlie culti- roi.itioii ot

vators, on the other hand, wore made li ihle to penalties for keeping back tho OJltivatori

opium produced, and to a deduction of /lattn (assessed hv arbitrators) upon opium
adulterated. Dealing in opium contiury to tho conditions of tho rno ionoly
was made eriminal by whomever conducted But m spite of all tho regulations
that could be framed, the system ot fariiimg becniuo oppressive. Cultivators
were often compelled by tho contractors to grow tho poppy wlion they had no
desire to do so. Tho contention was adv'.tncod that tho contractors must have
nn assured production, and hence, they said, once land came under opium, it had
throughout the period of contrai t to continue to produco it. If the owner or

cultivator of opium land ohjccted, he should, they said, bo compellod to vacate
it and allow some one willing to grow poppy to be placed m charge. Instances
of such high-haniiodnoss and abuse became so rife and flagrant that tho Board rtigli-

of Directors were forced to seek some other plan of operation than that of farming k nulo Inevs

out the right to produce a drug of such potency
It had been early resolved by the Company that the piofits of opium traffic State

should be credited to Revemio, not to Commerce Tho country, and not the Monopoly,
shareholders, thus participated m the profits. The vosteil interests of the Indian
people were thus early recognised as deiuanding efficient control. Ram Chand
Pandit, who could contrast the free-trade system, in which ho had, in fact, partici-

pated, with the subsequent contract system and its griovancoa, bribery, corrup-
tion and dishonest ti eights, etc, iidmittoil that the carrying on of tho opium
traffic as a State monopoly was tho best mode " us well for tho raiyal a.s for the
preservation of tho quality and the good of tho country at large.” After dis-

cussing the many recommendations of tho now system, viz. constant market,
liberal advances, freedom from all compulsion, etc., ho added that the niiyals

shoulcf be punished whenever detected cither delivering ailiiltcratod juice or

disposing of the produce other than to the Company, and that after receqit into

warehouse it should be iniido up with the greatest caro so that its good quality

might redound to tho honour of the agent. It will thus bo seen that in tho growth
of the present Indian opium traffic, freo troile was tried and found wanting :

that the contract system proved defective and pernicious : lieiioo that direct

control was hailed by the people of India us a greatly'needed and much valued
reform.

The Government of India, m a Dispatch issued during the Marquis ot Ripon’s liiamn

administration, stated their case fully. One pas.sago from that dispatch gives j^ovemraont

the key-note to the whole controversy—“ The economic objections to the manner
in which opium revenue is raised, whether in Bengal or Bombay, may bo ad-
mitted to be considerable. In the former cose, the Governmont itself engages
m private trade, a course which is open to obvious objections. In the second,
a very heavy export duty is imposed. In both cases the course adopted inter-

feres with and restricts the free production of the trado in opium. It cannot
be doubted that it would be highly profitable to any private trader to pay for

crude opium a very much higher sum than is paid now by tho Government to

the cultivators of Bengal. If, therefore, supposing such a thing to be possible,

no restrictions were placed upon* the cultivation of the poppy, and if, at tho
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same time, tlio export duty were taken off, it is certain that an immense stimulus

would he given to the production of opium, and that China would be flooded

with the Indian drug. Thus, in direct proportion to the removal o'f the economic
objections, the moral objections would be intensified in degree.” ” If, there-

fore, the policy is to be not merely theoretical, but is to be productive of some
piactical good, it must aim, not only at the disconnection of the Indian Govern-
ment with the opium trade, but at the total suppression of the trade itself.”

China produces locally the major portion (some writers say mne-tenths) of

the opium it consumes. The province of Yunnan, where opium mdulgence is

carried to the greatest extent, is self-supporting m the matter of opium, that

IS to say, it exports opium but imports none. Tint Yunnan does not stand alone

Mr A Hosie, Consul-General, says that with the province of Ssu’ch’uan (Report,

1904) the greater profit ot opium as a crop has driv'en wheat very largely from
the list of sniplus products exported from the province. Out of a population of

4S millions, nearly 3 millions are opium smokers. The locally produced article

is gradually displacing the importetl, and the province even now exports to other

parts of Cliina 20,00t> piculs of opium a year There would thus seem no manner
of doubt that tlio exclusion of Indian opium from China would not affect ma-
terially the mdulgence of the peoples concerned. The earnest words of the Hon
the Maharaja Bahadur of Hurbhanga should he rend by all persons interested

in this subject (Repl. Hoy Comm, on Opium, 1895, vn ,
suppl.) and its bearings

on India and the Indian people. Somo few years ago the export of Yunnan
opium into Ufiper Burma was a souice of much annoyance that led to special

regulations. Col. Manifold has published a viv'id account of the effects of opiuni-
smoking in Yunnan.

The Royal Commission on opium showed tliat the trade was simply legalised

by the Treaty of Tientsin (1858). I’nor to then the traffic was irregular,

and disturbances wore almost of constant occurrence that greatly interfered

witli ordinary trade. In the instructions given by the British Government to

Lord Elgin there occurs the following —“There would be obvious advantages
in placing tlio trade (opium) upon a legal footing by tho imposition of a duty
instead ot its being carried on m tho present irregular manner.” The Treaty of

Tientsin was to regulate general cominercial relations between China and Great
Britain, and opium was only a side issue Mr. H. N. Lay [Rept. Roy. Comm
on Opium, 1., 84), in tact, says that in framing the Treaty, opium was not so much
as mentioned, cither by tho Chinese or tho British Commissioners The tertn.s

of the Treaty are such that tho duty by constitutional methods might be in-

creased indeflnifely or tlie imports prohibited. By the authorities subsequently
appointed to fiame regulations bascil on the Treaty, opium was of thoir own
free will accepted by the Chinese ns a foreign drug, that might be imported and
upon winch a duty was to bo levied (I c. app , 137).

Sir James Eeigusson, in u debate m the House of Commons (April 10, 1891),
remarked, “ Tho Chinese at any time may terminate the Treaty on giving twelve
months’ notice, and to protect themselves they may increase tho duty to any
extent they please nr they may oxcliido it altogether ” Sir Joseph Beasq, com-
menting on that view (Ic. 4), uriu'nded tho interpretation of the Treaty by
saj ing that while the Convention of Cheofon might bo i-ocast every tw'elvo months,
tho Treaty of Tientsin could only be modified every ten years. Tho Convention
of Cheefoo simply consolidated tho Itkin (provincial) taxes on imported opium
into one common Imperial import duly, thus doing awny with a .source of much
trouble and oonfliction. This was of great advantage to the Imperial Govern-
ment, no doubt, and eheeked materially the smuggling of foreign opium through
the country (I c app , 137). A duty levieil on imports was, in other words, a
simpler and more effective tax than fiscal duties on the drug bomg carried
avro.ss provincial boundaries.

CULTIVATION AND AREA OF INDIAN PRODUCTION.
There can be no doubt that much still remains to he done in selecting

stock, toward tho production of desired qualities of the drug. In Bengal
(Patna and Benares agencies) the plant chiefly grown is one or other
of the many wlntc-flowcred races, especially that with a pale-coloured
capsule {sdfed dhern). In Malwa, on the other hand, the poppy most
frequently seen has purple flowers. In the Himalaya a parti-coloured
form is occasionally met with.^'No one, subsequent to Scott {Manual of
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Opium Husbandry, 1877), appears to have given the subject serious at-

tention, and ±he merits of the opium of India have become an accepted

axiom, without the endeavour having been made to trace out how
much depends on climate, soil, stock of plant, system of agriculture

or purity of manufacture. Even when cultivated side by side in the

garden, Scott noted that the various races which he found in the

hands of the cultivators, or which he was able to select and perpetuate,

yielded materially different results in quantity and quality of the drug.

Nevertheless it is freely admitted that the highly valued medicinal form
of opium obtained from Asia Minor is the produce of a special variety riant oi

known to botanists as f/lahi a. At present we possess no evidence Asia Minor,

as to whether that particular plant exists m India or could even be culti-

vated there. While the opium used mediemally m Europe is obtained

to-day, as it appears to have been centuries ago, from Asia Minor, the

opium used medicinally in India is the Indian grown .ind speciallv ])re- MedicmU

pared drug obtained from var. alha. While in tna'>v respects the rropcrtie-,

chemical nature of the two would seem ividcK different Indian medical

men claim that, given in the .vinie dose.s, the Indian is m no wav
inferior to the European. [Cf. Henze, Les PI. Indus! ,

180,5, iv., 91-105,

357-60; Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, 13.]

Area and Yield.—In modern language, ' Bengal Opium ” means Area,
opium manufactured at the factories ol Patna and Ohazipur, and there- Bengal,

fore grown in the provinces of Bengal, Agra and Oudh. Then again,
“ Malwa Opium” means opium grown in Central India, Rajputaiia anil Maiwa.

certain other Native States, The lornicr class of opium is exported from
Calcutta anil the latter from Bomhay. The area devoted to Bengal opium
is accuiatelv known

;
that devoted to Malwa can be ascertained only

approximately, namely by estimates based on the annual exports to

foreign countries. In the former, the cultivation is directly controlled by control

Government—a State monopoly; in the latter, by export duties only.

During the years 1872 to 1892 the area under the poppy m the British Areas m
districts (Bengal opium) averaged 515,000 acres. The following were Satr^ta

the areas returned officially as devoteil to the crop for the five years ending

1901-2 .—British dnstnets, in 1897-8. 592,232 acres
,
m 1898-9, 602,975 ;

in 1899-1900, 640,263
,
in 1900-1, 621,891 ;

in 1901-2, 607,418. Since

1902 the net area in the Gaiige.s valley, c.xcluding areas on winch the crop

was sown hut failed, has been — 1902-3, 582,807 acres , 1903-4, 642,831
;

1904-5, 587,140 ; 1905-6, 654,928. In 1906-7 it is stated that the

Government of India have decided to reduce the aiea to about 562,500

acres. [C/. Moral and Mat. Prog. Ind., 1905-6, 75.] In the Native States Native states,

for which agnuultural returns are available, the average has been about

70,000 acres. Of the British districts, approximately 200,000 acres are

in Bengal, the same in Agra, and a little less in Oudh. The cultivation

beyond these provinces is insignificant, and can be described ns a con- concLs,sion3 to

cession practically to ancient usage or aboriginal tribes. In the Paiijah,

Ajmir-Merwara and Upper Burma, for example, there have been on an

average about 6,000 to 7,000 acres between them uiidei the crop, mostly in

the hill districts (Karnal, Ambala, Kangra, Shahpur, etc.). Of the Malwa
production, the Native States of Gwalior, 36,378 acres : Tonk, 9,733 acres

,

Kotah, 31,166 acres
;
and Jaipur, 3,077 acres, are the published returns for

1904-5. Others, such as Baroda, Indore, etc., do not furnish particulars.

Production and Profit.—The cultivator of opium, in the monopoly Production.
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districts, is licensed and money advances made to him (if he so desires)

to enable him to prepare the land for the crop in accordance with the

somewhat expensive system recommended. As the advances on opium
are made at the very time the rent has to be paid, they are much valued,

and the profits may pay the rent of the entire holding. The cultivator

is next required to deliver the whole produce at a fixed price to the

Government local agents, by whom it is dispatched to the factories.

The fields are surveyed when under the crop and a fairly accurate fore-

cast of production obtained as a check on ileliveries.

The price paid had for some years been fixed at Rs. 5 per two pounds,

but it was raised recently to Rs. 6. Still, at the former figure the value to

the Bengal and United Provinces cultivators may be judged of by the fact

that the average payments for some years have exceeded £1,500,(XX), and
occasionally as much as £2,000,000. The opium is specially prepared both

for the home and foreign markets m accordance with long-established

custom at the Government factories. The foreign supply is sold by
public auction at monthly sales which take place at Calcutta ; but, in order

to check speculation and steady prices, the exact amount to be offered at

each sale is previously notified for twelve months. The amount to be

manufactured each year is also determined beforehand, the area necessary

for the production fixed, and permits issued accordingly. The opium
used up in India is technically designated “ Excise Opium,” that which

is cxporteil being called “Provision Opium.” In 1888 and some time sub-

sequently, the estimate of required production was 57,000 chests of pro-

vision opium per annum. In 1896 the standard was reduced to 64,000

chests ; and at present it is 48,000 chests. The excise opium fluctuates

considerably
;
during the past thirty yeais the minimum has been 2,243

chests, and the maximum 5,554 chests. This represents the total Indian

consumption, less the supplies produced within the Native States.

Most of the Native States assimilate their internal opium arrange-

ments to those prevalent m the British districts, and, moreover, make
strenuous efforts to prevent contrabainl dealings. Still, there must be a
considerable personal traffic from the Native States into British territory.

Were greater restrictions placed on the production and supply within

British territory than presently prevail, illicit traffic would assume political

importance and become a danger of no ordinary magnitude. now
administered, the Native, States levy heavy dues on opium exported from
their territories for the China market, and such opium, moreover, pays to
the Indian Treasury a transit duty which in 1894 was £43| per chest
of 140 lb., in 1896 became £40, and m 1897 £33^ per chest. The
decline stated in the exports of Malwa opium is attributed to Chinese
production directly competing, and sueressfully so, with all inferior grades,

none but the finest and purest Bengal opium finding a steady market. Thus
at every stage the Government directly controls production and manu-
facture. There can be no doubt that with a commodity that bears such
heavy taxation, an infinitely higher price could easily be paid to the
cultivator than the amount actually received from Government, were the
traffic free from all restraints and regulations. Here the first check is

given by the prevention of the profits of production becoming an incentive
to illicit traffic. The yield per acre mav be put at from 6 to 8 seers, so that
the profits of the cultivators are not materially greater than with other
crops. It has been pointed out that the consumption locally of Govern-
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ment opium is much lower in opium-growing than in non-opium-growing Bengal

districts—a rarcumstance explained on the supposition that the cultivators

always retain a portion of their produce for their own consumption and
that of their friends. This deduction has therefore seemed to justify the

belief that an average yield of 9 seers (18 lb.) to the acre would Yield to Acre.

perhaps be more like that actually attained in good seasons. Mr. W. B.

Johnson of Patna, who wrote an account of the cultivation of the poppy,
given as an appendix to Sir W. O’Shaiighncssy’s Bengal Dispensaturij

(1841, app., 749), puts, however, the yield still higher, viz. 15 seers per
bigha, and the total value of the crop at Rs. 80. The great advantages of

the crop are advances made free of interest
;
the wells or other permanent

improvements that become possible
; an absolutely certain market

;
no

fear of sudden changes in price or demand and prompt payment for produce
;

while in times of scarcity and famine it is an invaluable source of imoitie.

Cultivation In Bengal and the United Provinces.—The opium vear Bengal,
is considered to commence in September. It is customary to follow poppy
after Indian corn or other khanf crops, the soil being at once taken in hand
after the removal of the corn. It is ploughed at an interval of evi i ten
days till the middle of October, when the sowing commences and may be ,«e,i‘!ons.

extended to the middle of November. Land iii the immediate vicinity

of the village or homestead is selected for the crop on account of its being
higher, usually more richly manured and more easily superyised. It

requires a rich dark, sandy loam. The soil is often specially manured soiis.

to the limits of the cultivator’s resources—frequently 150 to 200 maunds
of farm-yard manure. Penning sheep and goats on the field is re- Manure

garded as one of the most satisfactory methods. Nitrate of potash is

highly commended as a mineral manure. When top-dressed to the

extent desired or possible, it is next partitioned off into oblong plots 6 or

8 by 4 feet for convenience of weeding and irrigation. The seed is usuallv

specially selected from extra large or highly productive capsules. The selection ami

advantage of the exchange of seed is also fully recognised, and the seed
from certain localities is regarded as specially good. Still, there are no
e.xpert seed-producers, and much therefore depend,s on the integrity of the

person with whom the exchange is made.

The day the seed is sown the land is well watered, and the next the sonmg

clods on the surface are carefully broken. Six pounds are considered
sufficient for a Hgha of land (3,025 .sq. yards). The seed is often soaked
in water the night before sowing, and for this purpose some cultivators

use a liquid manure. About a week after the plants shoot up, and
when about 6 inches high the plots are weeded and thinned. Vigorous weiiding

plants only ar^ retained, and in the final condition these should not be
closer than 7 to 8 inches each way.

Irrigation commences as soon as the plants appear, and resowing made imyation.

in places where failure seems indicated. At regular intervals right up to

the maturing of the fruit, flooding of the plots must be continued, but care

has to be taken that the plants are never submerged or kept in stagnant
water. Where subsoil moisture exists, watering may be delayed until

December, and with certain soils may not be necessary at all.

Flowering and Collection.

—

The plants take from 75 to 80 days until full Collection,

flowering can be said to have been attained. The petals, which are four

in number, are removed the third day after expansion. These are carefully

preserved and are the “ Flower Leaves ” of the casing employed with the
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provision ophiin. Some eight or ten days after the removal of the petals

the capsules are ripe. The earliest collection of opium in Bengal is, there-

fore, about the end of January, and may be continued to the middle of

March. In the United Provinces the seasons are a little later, flowering

not being general till March and collection of the drug extended well into
April, and in the hills till June. After the poppv is off the soil the land is

usually left fallow till the succeeding kJianf and is then sown with other
crops, or in rare instances is highly manured and sown again with poppy.
\Cf. Baden-Powell, Pb. Prod., 1868, i., 295-7

;
Stewart, Ph. Plants, 1869,

10
;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 1883, ii., 64-8

; Basu,
Agri. Loharda/ja, 1890, ii., 41-2

; R.E.P., Rev., Offic. Corresp. on Opium,
1896

; Mukerji, Handbook Ind. Agn., 1901, 441-5; Shahpur Gaz., 168-70 ;

Excise Admin. Repts.']

Malwa, Panjab, etc.—Of Malwa, for example, it has been said a
mild climate, plentiful irrigation, rich .soil and diligent husbandry are
indispensable. The black cotton soils from which annual crops of wheat
may be obtained without any manure are useless for poppy unless richly
fertihsetl. In Baroda, poppy follows a crop of The following
are the centres of production of Malwa opium •—In Central India—
Indore, Gwalior. Bhopal, Bandelkhand, Baghelkhand, Malwa and Bhopa-
war : in Rajputnna—Mewar, Jaipur, Haraoti and Tonk, Eastern Rajpu-
tana States, Kotah, Alwar, Bikauir and Western Rajputana States. An
interesting account of Opium in Malwa was prepared by Mr. H. Hastings
in 1895. Shahpur is the chief opium-growing district in the PanjAb, the
supplies going mainly to the chief Sikh centres of Lahore and Amritsar.
[Cy. Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agn., 1901, ni., 245-7.]

EXTRACTION AND MANUFACTURE OF OPIUM.
The cultivation of the poppy yiehls several distinct and paying sub-

stances. There are (1) the inspis-sated sap of the green capsules—crude
opium

; (2) the moisture and soluble substances that drain from the
opium, known as pasema; (3) the poppy petals: (4) the “trash” or
powder prepared from the leaves, dried stems, etc.

; (5) the capsules
;

and (6) the oil-seed. The first named three substances are those alone
with which the Opium Department are concerned, and these, therefore,
have to be dealt with here in some detail.

1. Crude Opium.—The green capsules are scratched in the afternoon
with an instrument called the nasktar. This consists of four sharp blades
tied together with cotton, passed between the blades so as to keep them one-
thirtieth of an inch apart and allow of seratchings being made to a certain
depth through the wall of the eap.sule and no farther. It is important
that the wall of the capsule be never completely severed, but at the same
time a purely superficial scratching is useless. The exact degree of pene-
tration to ensure the best possible flow of milk requires great skill. The
padding of cotton between the blades is intended to assist in this matter,
since the blades can but cut up to that point when drawn at a certain angle.
The incisions are usually made from below upwards, more or less per-
pendicularly. By modern usage this is done in the afternoon, but according
to Johnson, “in the hottest part of the day, the juice as it exudes in the
night may be protected by the pellicle formed in the day

; the wound
ought to be diagonal to prevent the juice from falling off in the night when
the dews are heavy.”

Each capsule is usually lanced in this manner three or four times at
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intervals of two or three days, hut sometimes a single scratching may
exhaust the drug, while occasionally an extra fine capsule may afford eight Vanations in

or even ten discharges. The opium from early sowings is thin but
plentiful, and that from later sowings scanty but of a high consistence.

The field is usually divided into certain portions, each taken in hand
and scratched in one day, the others in succession and rotation until the
entire crop has been collected. This ensures regular and systematic
scratching which would not be attained by promiscuous work.

The drug formed is collected in the early morning on the day following coii«tion.

the scratching. The juice adhering to the incisions is scraped off with
a small trowel-shaped scoop of thin iron called the setuah. On the scoop
being filled the drug is transferred to a metal or earthen vessel and con-

veyed to the farmer’s house for further manipulation. It is stored in an stoiage.

earthen pan tilted to one side so as to allow the liquid panev’a to drain from
the more solid extract. In Benares the standard of good-quality >'iude standard

opium is 70 per cent, opium, .30 per cent, fluid. The pa.'x wa is decanted
from time to time into another vessel, and the opium turned over as

occasion arises to facilitate the draining off of the pnsewa. In the Bengal

agency the standard is a little higher, viz. 75 per cent, opium, and to

obtain this condition the opium is dried by being placed on a cloth tied over

the mouth of an earthen pot. The required further draining away of the

pasewa takes place, but as the cloth gets impregnated with opium it comes
to possess a money value, and is purchased at the factory under the name of

haffd {kapha). The average yield for each scarification is about 10 grains, Kagi

and a healthy plant after five to eight scratchmgs may yield 7 5 grains in all.

2. Paaewa.—This IS the dark coffee-coloured fluid (as mentioned above) Pasewa.
that drains from the crude opium in the process of drying. The chief

purpose in removing this substance is to prevent the physical depreciation

which its presence effects on the drug, viz. it turns it black and makes it

liquid. Pasewa, however, consists of the most soluble of the opium prin-

ciples dissolved in dew or moisture absorbed from the atmospheie. It has

a peculiar smell, is strongly acid, and contains mecomc acid, resin, morphia

and narcotine. It is less abundant during westerly winds or m the absence

of dews at night.

3. Leaves {Petals).—As already mentioned, the flowering season is Leaves.
Janucyy to March. But here again considerable skill is required, since

if plucked off before they are ripe, the capsule afterwards contains much
less opium than if the petals be allowed to fully mature. The hand is

made to gently encircle the base of the flower, then drawn upwards, when,

if properly matured, the petals will come away naturally. A day is selected Diy weather.

for collection of petals when they are not moist, as otherwise they would

get discoloured. The petals are then made into what is tcchmcallv called

“ leaves.” For this purpose an earthen plate is placed over a slow fire,

and over it is spread a handful of petals. These are then covered over

with a damp cloth and pad until the steam from the cloth causes the petals stcammg.

to adhere together. The thin cake thus formed is turned over and the

damp pressure repeated to ensure the union of the petals on both surfaces.

When fresh they have a pleasant aroma, said to be imparted to the opium Aroma,

for which they are subsequently employed as the packing material. There

are various grades or qualities of these petal cakes recognised and sold,

separately packed in specially prepared baskets. These realise Rs. 10,

Rs. 7 and Rs. 5 a maund according to quality.
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“Trash.” 4. "Trash."—This IS the pounded poppy stalks and leaves. It is em-

ployed in packing; opium. *

Lewa. 5. Lcwa .—This is the paste used in consolidating the “ leaves ’* in

the formation of the casing employed with provision opium. It is formed

of all the inferior opium anrl pasewa.
Oil. 6. Seed and OH.—The be.st seed is obtained from capsules that have

not been lanced. They yiekl a sweet edible oil absolutely devoid, of course,

of anv trace ot opium, though in preparing the excise opium it is the sweet

oil employed to prevent the opium adhering to the paper in which it is

packed.

Malwa. Malwa Manufacture.—The systems of collection pursued in other parts

of India differ almost whollv in the number of blades formed into the

na«htar, the direction of the incisions, the method of collection and drying,

iduitcration The work of adulteration begins with the act of scraping off the drug from

the capsules. It hone.stly done, the pure extract alone is removed ; but if

adulteration be desired, a poition of the superficial tissue of the capsule

may be carried away with the drug. In Malwa the system prevails of

depositing the collection of crude drug (known as chick) into a vessel con-

Linsomi Oil taming linseed oil, in the proportion ol one of chick to two of oil. This is

justified from the de.sirc to prevent evaporation. It is in reality a mode of

adulteration, and the dealers refuse to purchase any opium that is thinner

Vicki than half-dried glue. One acre of land well cultivated yields 70 to 100 lb.

of chick which fetches 3 to 6 rupees a pound, so that the total crop will

realise from 200 to fi(K) rupees to the acre.

Ti' itm'nt*
t^*'*^*’*'® place the oil -adulterated drug in double bags .suspended

" ' “*
from the ceiling of a close and dark room, to allow of the excess oil draining

off. In a month’s time all the oil that can be separated is drained away.

By .Tune or July the opium is removed from the bags and thrown into

large vats, where it is worked up until it attains a iinilorrn colour and con-

Biii'«. sistence. It is now iiiade into balls of 8 to 10 oz. each, which are

thrown into baskets lull of a chaff prepared from the, dried poppy
capsules. It is then spreail out on a floor covered with the “trash” or

powder of the poppv leave.s and .stems, and there it remains until it has

dried sulliciontlv to allow ot packing, when about 150 of the cakes go
Export SCTson. to cach ihcst. It IS ready for the e.xport market by October or

November. •

Bengal Bengal Manufacture.^lt may now be desirable to describe the stages
Export Qf inaiiipulation pursued at the Government factories in contrast with that
pium.

mentioned above with the Malwa drug. The opium, as purchased from
the cultivators, is fir.st tested for piiritv and quality. It is then stored in

Parity large wooden boxe.s capable of containing 10 cwt. Whilst thus stored
it deepens in colour by exposure to air and light. From this is taken the
quantitv that is dailv to be manufactured. This is sampled, assorted,

Rpppitodl^ kneaded up together and thrown into boxes, ceitain ones being again
A^^aycii assayed The opium is next placed in troughs and kneaded and thoroughlv

nii.xed bv men wading kiiee-ileep in it. When uniformity by these various
stages of separating, sampling, mixing and kneading has been attained, it is

next day made up in cakes. For this purpose the “ leaves ” required, having
been weigheil out and damped over-night, are given to each operator along
with a supplv of leira. The leaves, leica and opium required for each cake
are accuratelv weigheil out. The operator, taking a brass cup in his hand,
places the leaves within it layer upon layer, moistened with the letva, until
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he thus builds up the shul (a structure half an inch thick). The cake of ErcaamgsueiioE

opium, brought direct from the scales, is now inserted within, and leaf

after leaf moistened in the lewa is inserted until the space around the cake
18 filled up. The layers of leaves are now brought up over the opium and
compacted together until the finished cake looks like a Dutch cheese in
size and shape. It is now removed from the cup and rolled in a fine powder
of “trash.” It is then placed in earthen cups of the size to hold it com-
fortably, and carried out to be dried through expo.sure to the sun. In Dried

this position it is retained for three days, the cakes, or balls rathei,

being occasionally turned round. The weight of an average cake is about
4 lb. oz., but of that fully half consists of the shnl that .suiroiinds it.

Excise opium (known as Abkari opium) is mspis.sated by direct exposure Excise
to the sun until it attains the standard of 90 per cent . when its consistence Opium,
resembles wax. It is then moulded into square bricks wei^bmg about
2 lb. These are wrapped in oiled Nepal paper and packed iii boxes fiir-

nished with compartments for the bricks.

REVENUE AND TRADE IN OPIUM.
Consumption In India.—The exci.se systems of the local Cfovernnients Excise

are framed in accordance with the Opium Act of 1878. To review even Systems,

briefly the various enactments and methods of fi.scal administration that

prevail m the various provinces of India would, however, occupy many
pages. For a concise statement, mention may be made of the Moral and
Material Progress arid Condition of India (1903, 171-6). Briefly, the con- uonsumptio.n

sumption of opium is highest in the damp malarial tracts of India, where
its use is universally believed to be beneficial. It is nowhere consumed
to an extent to occasion anxiety

;
m fact, the use of opium by the people

of India, as a rule, is distinctly moderate, excess being very exceptional

and condemned by popular opinion. No physical or moral degradation

can be regarded as occasioned by the Indian habit, at all comparable with

the use of alcohol in Europe. The mean consumption expressed to head t.-. Head of

of population in British India (including the high rate prevalent m Assam)
comes to 38 grains per head per annum, and if Assam be excluded it is

under 30 grains. [Gf. Pajiers relating to Consumption of Opium in Brit.

Burma, Rangoon Press, 1881.]

In India, opium is eaten, drunk or smoked, opium-smoking being MaUai.

by no means uncommon. Madak is the special Indian preparation

smoked by the lower classes. Vhandu is a smoking mixture made after ckanau.

the Chinese method, and in India is used mainly by the Chinese. Opium
is, as already remarked, almost a necessity of life with certain communi-
ties, and so much faith do the people place in the drug that they by no

means infrequently give it to their horses when an exceptionally heavy
task has to he performed. Moreover, with the people of India the danger

of accumulative action or the establishment of a craving does not seem

to exist. A very large number of persons take a daily allowance Daily

throughout life, and never show any tendency to increase the amount
consumed. And some of the strongest and most healthy communities,

such as the Sikhs, have to be placed in this category.

Internal TrafUc.—The returns of traffic by the railways were, in 1904-5, Internal

127,509 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 130,412 cwt.

;
and in 1906-7, 144,255 cwt. The Trade,

distribution from the provinces of production to those of consumption

and to the ports of export were in 1906-7 as follows :—United Provinces,

69,574 cwt. ;
of which 54,057 cwt. went to Calcutta, 13,830 cwt. to Bengal, oi rruductiou.
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1,416 cwt. to the Central Provinces and Berar, and 271 cwt. to the PanjAb.

The next important centre is Bengal, which exported 50,171 cwt., mainlj
to Calcutta. Then come Rajputana and Central India, which exported

18,500 cwt., mainly to Bombay town
;
and lastly the Bombay Presidency

exported 2,983 cwt. to Bombay town, and these two items of Bombay
town supply constitute the Malwa opium of commerce.

Revenue. Opium Revenue.—The following statement of the opium revenue
for five years may be instructive :

—

— 1901-2. 1902- .3.

j

1903-4. 1904-6.
1

1905-6.

Receipts :

—

^ £
1 £

1
£ £

1

^
1. Sales (Bengal) i 4,1.50,290 3,062,600

;

4,678,371 5,079,541 4,703,674
2, Duty (Bombay)

j

542,083 661,033 871,383 749,125 1 669,400
3. Sales to local Ooveni-
ments 159,049 174,805 180,291 1 192.833 196,806

4. Total 4.852,022 4,498,438 5,736,045 6,021,499 6,468,780
6. Loss Expenditure .

.

1,008,690 1,048,483
1

2,225.744
j

1,967.086 1,892,441

6. Net Opium Cus-
toms Revenue

'

1

7. Adii Provincial Ex-
cise Revenue on 3 .

.

652,429 735,207
I

913,00()*!
1

991,000*' 910,243

8. Grand Total 3,895,761
1
3,585,162 1 4,423,301 5,045,414 ! 4,486,582

• Approximates.

The excise revenue on opium is composed of duty and vend fees. The
former vanes with local conditions, being highest where smuggling is most
difficult. The average per seer in Assam is Rs. 28’5

;
in Bengal, Rs. 20'5

;

in Central Provimes, Rs. 13'5
,

in Madias and Bombay, Rs. 10; in the

United Pioviiices, Rs. 8 8 ; and m the Panpib, Rs. 3’6. Adding vend
fees the average ranges from Rs. 34 9 in Assam to Rs. 1 1’5 in the PanjUb.

Foreign Foreign Sales.—The number of chests of Bimgal opium sold (Fin.
Sales. Comm. Stat. Br. Ind., 1906, 56), and the average prices realised during

the SIX years 1897-8 to 1903-4, ivere as fo]]ow.s —

Year.
i aNumber of Chests

j

of Bengal.
Price obtained per
Chest of Bengal.

[

Number of Chests
of Malwa.

1897-1898 39,4.50 Rs. 1,023 18,664
1890-1900 41,700 Rs. 11,221 25,822
1900-1901 45.300 Rs. 11,361 26,007
1901-1902 1 48.000 Rs. 1,297 17,686
1902-1903 : 48,000

1

Ks. ]1,144 20,345
1903-1904

;
48,000 i

Rs 1,460 . 26,737

The actual exports from Calcutta and Bombay were :

—

Exported to

From
Calcutta.

I

1

Other
.. China. , Straits. Countries.

1

Total.

Year. Chests. Chests. Chests.
1

Chests.
1898-1899 24,284 1 14,577 2,308 41,169
1899-1900 24,547 1 15,592 2,288 42,427
1900-1901 25,068 i 16,779 3,147 44,094
1901-1902 29,558 15,114 3,390 48,062
1902-1903 30,65.5

1

14,722 2,777 48,154
1903-1904 29,705

,

14,078 4,436 48,218
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Other
I

Exported to *
. . . . China Straits. Countries,

j

Total.

Year Chests
j

Chests. Chests. Chests.

f 1898-1899 25,940 Nil 19 26,959
1899-1900 24,908 „ 14 24,923

From J
1900-1901 24,095 „ 19 24.714

Bombay] 1901-1902 17,509 „ 32 17,541

1902-

1903 19,3.56 „ 21 19,377

1903-

1904 25,341 ., 78 25,419

In confirmation of the.se official returns of sales and expoifs, attention .vctuai Exports

may now be directed to the commercial tran.sactions as recorded in the

Sea-borne Trade and Navigation .

—

— Number
of Chests. Cwfc. Rs. Year.

Bengal
Bombay

48,164
19,377

70,023
24,219

6.50.75.005

2,60.93,749 1 1902-3

Bengal
Bombay

48,218
2.5,419

70,720
31,774

7,04,07,908
3,42,93,730 j

1903-4

Bengal
Bombay

47,865
19,006

70,091
23,753

7,58, .32,005

3,04,02,377 ]
1904-5

Bengal
Bombay

48,833
14,103

71,620
17.627

7,02,34,387
2,44,83,280 1 190.5-0

Bengal
Bombay

53,588
12,086

78,595
15,854

7,40,31,410
1,90,47,814

j-
1900-7

Canton is the chief market for the Indian opium. According to the imports by

Consul-General’s Report for 1905, 75 per cent, of the drug there used

comes from India. The annual average imports by Canton are about

12.000 chests, or, say, about one-fourth of the total Chinese imports. But
it is ascertained that about an equal quantity of local opium is smuggled

into Canton vid Pose and the West River from Ssu’ch’uan, Yunnan and
Kweichow provinces. The Chinese drug is 40 per cent, lower priced than competition of

the Inijian, and can thus easily sustain all the risks incuired. According Chinese opium,

to Hosie {Opium Trade of China, in Pharm.Journ., Nov. 10, 1906, 512-3),

the average import of foreign opium into China for the ten years ending

1904 was 52,127 piculs, and in the previous decade 72,298 piculs, so that

for the twenty years since 1885 the average annual decline has exceeded Decline of

1.000 piculs. The import in 1905 was 51,890 piculs, or 2,876 piculs less

than in 1904, That decline, says Hosie, is due not to a decrease in opium-

smoking, but to an increased consumption of the Native drug. The
greatest decline occurs in Northern China, where the import has fallen

from 1,735 piculs in 1895 to 690 piculs m 1905. In Central China, the

decrease in 1905 was 3,740 piculs as compared with 1904. In Southern
China, on the other hand, the figures show an apparent increase. In

1895 the imports amounted to 18,708 piculs, in 1905 to 25,209 piculs.

It is stated, however, that these figures must not be taken to indicate an
increase in consumption of the drug by the people. They are due chiefly

to the fact that with the final absorption of the Native Customs in 1901

the carrying trade for opium passed to steamers and entered and paid
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duty at the maritime customs. The imports, in short, are believed to have

remained stationary, and that there has only been a transfer from the

Native to the Maritime Customs.

The Persian prodiietioii of opium and traffic with China is seemingly

assuming considerable proportions. It is grown m the central provinces

and carried via Bokhara, Khokaii and Kashgar, and also, more recently,

by sea. The Kerman.shah opium is in consequence being frequently

alluded to in Consular Reports. The shipments in 1895 were 2,440 chests,

and in 190.3 they had become 4,859 chests. While often much adulterated,

Persian opium has a good name in Hongkong.
Poppy Seed and OU.—Buchanau-Hainilton (Journ. Mysore, etc.,

1807, 1., 295-6) observes: “The poppy {Papaver aomniferum) is

plentifully cultivated both for making opium and on account of the seed,

which IS miieh used in the sweet cakes that are eaten by the higher

ranks of the Native.s.” The seeds form a valuable article of food in the

districts where poppy cultivation occurs. They have no intoxicating

properties, but are better flavoured and richer in oil when taken from
capsules that have not been tapped. The seeds are exported from the

distiicts of production all over India, and are extensively employed by
the sweetmeat makers or in the manufacture of certain curries. The oil

obtained from the seeds is largely used for culinary purposes, the lowest

grades being employed for lubrication or burning. The cake is said to

be a wholesome food often resorted to by the poor, and is remarkably
sweet and nutritious, and accordingly is greedily eaten by cattle. In India

the oil IS e.xpressed by the cold process, the yield being about 30 per cent.

In France three stages are observed — Ist, cold expre.ssion—a very
superior oil used for table purposes and in the manufacture of very high-

class paints
; 2nd

,
cold c-xpression—a lower-grade edible oil used also for

paints and in illumination ; and 3rd, hot expression—a much inferior oil

to either of the others used chiefly in soap-making. The oil is rendered

perfectly colourle.s.s by exposure to the sun. It is accordingly peculiarly

smtable for mixing with paints
;

with white lead, for example, it forms
a paint that does not readily tarnish. The price of the oil is the chief

reason of its not being more extensively used in paint-making, as it is

moreover a good (lr\nng oil. It is largely used by artists. Mixed with
strong sulphuric acid, the rise in temperature is from 88° to 90° C. It

takes about 19 per cent, of caustic potash to saponify it, and absorbs
about 134 to 137 per cent, iodine.

Leather (Agri. Ledy., 1903, No. 7, 153, 180), in an article on Indian
food-grams, gives the chemical eoniposition of the poppy seed, in which
he shows it to contain 48-95 of oil, 4 07 moisture, 17‘75 albuminoids,
16-99 soluble carbohydrates, 5-09 woody fibre, 6-85 soluble mineral
matter, 0-30 sand, 2-97 total nitrogen, and 2‘84 albuminoid nitrogen.

Price .

—

The average wholesale price does not appear to have changed
materially for some years past. In Benares, for example, it was Rs. 47 21
per ten niaunds, and in 1904 it stood at Rs. 35-6 for the same quantity.
In Oudli, similarly, it was Rs. 45-57 in 1897, and Rs. 37-78 in 1904. In
Ajmir it was Rs. 66-57 m 1897, and Rs. 66-56 in 1904. In Lahore. Rs.
56-08 in 1897, and Rs. 53 01 m 1904. These are fairly representative
quotations—the price is higher in non-producing than in producing
centres.

Trade In Seed and OU.—Perhaps the most significant feature of the foreign
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trade in poppy seed (though an unimportant one relatively) is the fact
that India iMPCtaxs this seed. The supply comes mainly from Persia, but
during the five years 1901-6 has steadily declined from 3,858 cwt. in 1901-2
to 151 cwt. in 1905-6, nearly the whole quantity being taken by Bombay.
In 1906-7 there was a slight increase on the previous year to 195 cwt.

The Exports are very considerable —In 1900-1 they were 802,186 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 68,65,266 ;
in 1901-5 they had expanded to 1,362,599 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 78,43,018
;
though in 1906-7 they declined to 802,615 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 65,77,231. The price seems to fluctuate very greatly, for

while the quantity exported in 1902-3 was only 966,220 cwt., it realised

Rs. 82,45,096. These exports go very largely to France, Belgium and
Germany, only a very insignificant quantity to Great Britain. During
1906-7, out of the total indicated, the following were the shares taken :

—

France, 387,252 cwt.
;
Belgium, 326,038 cwt.

;
Germany, 88,260 cwt.

,
and

the United Kingdom, 2 cwt. ,
all other countries the balance of the total.

The shares supplied by the cliief e.xporting provmce.s were Bombay,
526,262 cwt., and Bengal, 276,348 cwt. No figures are available for the

exports of poppy-oil. The cake is chiefly employed as manure (see p. 771 ).

PAPER AND PAPER MATERIALS.—The word paper is

derived from papyms, the name of the Egyptian reed which afforded

the material chiefly used to write upon m the cla-ssic times of Europe. On
this subject Prof. E. Rapson of Cambridge writes me— “ There is no
ancient paper (in our sense of the word) in Egypt. When people speak
of Egyptian paper they mean papyrus.”

In other parts of the world various substances have similarly been em-
ployed as paper substitutes

;
for example, in classic India and Central Asia,

more especially with the Sanskrit people, the birch-bark (bhujpatlra) was,

and to this day is still used for mo.st of the purposes of paper (see p. 131).

But in the moist climate of the plains of India, birch manuscripts would
of necessity be very perishable, hence as a rule they are hardly more than

300 years old. As they exist they are copies of copies of copies. In

Chinese Turkestan, however, manuscripts of the 3rd or 4th centuries

A.D. have been found. On the plains of India, and from fairly ancient

times, the leaves of certain palms have been employed for writing on.

The oldpst of all known Indian manuscripts are the palm-leaves found

in Nepal, which belong to the 9th century A.i). The leaves most

largely used are those of ('orypUa tunhrtwufif'eru (ola, see p. 429) and
Jioiuissiis tirtbullifer (see p. 170). While being written upon, the

specially prepared strips of leaf arc held m the left hand and the

words scratched .on the surface with a sharp style, the scratchings

being sometimes loaded with pigment. In Assam the aboriginal tribes

have for several centuries past used the inner bark of AyuUnriu
Ayallocha (see p. 73) as a natural writing material, a substance that

not inaptly compares with the thin boards of beech-wood (the material

upon which the Teutons first wrote, and from which have come the words

hece, hoc, huche, book). It has been said that the ancient history of China

was written on finely prepared strips of bamboo, and that these were

destroyed during one of the dynastic wars. It is often, in fact, affirmed

that bamboo as a writing material is even more ancient than the papyrus.

History.—Stein (Ancient Kfioian, 1907, 345) furnishes much interesting informa-

tion regarding the official documents, letters, etc., found by him during his excava-
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tions of the Niya and otlier sitea. These MSS. consist, for the most part, of

two sets: (a) those written m Khotan State itself, and (6) those m China. The
materials used are specially prepared strips of wood (presumoa by Stein to be

mini), the older ones being in imitation of bamboo slips ;
next, neatly

folded pages of leather
; and various kinds ot paper , also, more rarely, birch-

bark. Bamboo slips, accordmg to Chavannes [Lea hvrea Chinois avant I in-

vention du papier, in Aa. Journ., 1905, 5-75), viere used m Chma before the

discovery of paper m 105 a.d. [Cf. Rajmal, Hint Phil, et Poht , 1782, ui.,

14fi.] In fact, wood had come mto use to displace bamboo, but was in-

variably cut' to the size and shape of the older bamboo stationery. The
Chinose wooden letters discovered by Stem boar out completely the tradition

of the early Chmese letters. Why paper should not have reached Khotan
until at least a century and a half after its discovery in Chma is hard to

say. Whatever the cause may have been, wood was undoubtedly continued as

the stationery of distant Khotan till the latter halt of the 3rd century. More-
over, the early wooden letters found at Khotan are of two kmds : long, narrow
and pointed (kilamudraa), and rectangulai tablets (hkitakas), both being neatly

tied up and furnished with seals. The pointed wooden letters were apparently

of purely local manufacture, hence deal witli local affairs, reports, official orders.

The Chinese bainboo-like letters were not pointed nor furnished with seals,

but they also convey official orders, and it has been established that they
date from the Han epoch ; ;m tact, one bears the actual date of 265 A D ,

and
IS coimectcd with the Wu-ti Emperor, the founder of the Western dynasty ot

China. While the imperial control of China was thus placed on the Khotan
admmistration, it is quite clear that local sell-government was to a large extent

retained.

The letters on paper are all of a later date than those on wood. One picked
up at Endere (Stein, l.c. 426) ha-s bi'en examined by Prof. .J. Wiesner and de-

termined as made of bark, and iienco it is surmised the letter m ijuestion

caitio from Tibet. Moreover, it was asiertained to date from early m the 8th
century, and was noted to have had the surface sized and dressed with iice-

wator in order to render it suited for writing purposes. It may thus bo regarded
as marking an important advance in the knowledge of paper-making accom-
plished by the people of Tibet. In passing, it may be added that the further

advance of sizing with gluten was not made until the 14th century. So again
It may be added that a {Iressiiig with noe-water was and still is the universal
practice m the manufacture of the once famed Kashmir paper, an article greatly

in demand some centuries ago for making copies of the Koran. Sir Walter
Lawrence points out, moreover, that this dressing allowed of passages being
reailily obliterated with water, and was thus objectionable

Another paper mentioned by Stem (l.c. 307-8) dates from 718 a.d , mid
has boon found to be written in Judopo-Persian. Tins is, in fact, the oldest actual

example of that language known. It was written apparently )jy a Jew resident

in Persia, and was addressed to a Khotan official. Wiesner, who apparently
examined the paper of this document also, has not determined the material
used—except that it was different both from the Tibetan letter and from the
numerous other examples of paper presumed to bo of Khotan manufacture.
Stem, coiiiinentuig on tho absence of j).ijier from nil the older rums explored h\
hull, adds, “ The fact lUsolf must bo considered as certain, for rich though the
ruins explored by me at tho Niya nvor site were m rubbish remains of all kinds,
not one of them yielded the smallest scrap of paper. This total absence of records
on paper is all the more curious in view of the political connection with China,
which did not cease, as our Chinese documents plainly prove, even after tho
close of tho Han dynasty. Kor can it be attributed to tho possible want of tho
paper-mulberry troo (Hrmfunnnttin j»f/<i/r-f/ei-n), from the bark of which the
modern paper of Khotan is cxteiisixoly manufactured, seomg that the alterna-
tive use ot rags, hemp and other substances was known m China from tho very
time of the first invention of paper (105 a.d.).” The MS. found at Danddn
Uiliq (8t)i century) has been identified as very possibly of Khotan manufacture,
and so also those found at Kucha, winch, though a little earlier (5th century),
are also regarded os made of fibre But us opposed to tlie idea
of an ancient local mdustiy m papor-inakmg, theie are two circumstances that
seem worthy ot mention in this place —

(a) None of the botanists who iia\e collected plants in Turkestan, Mongolia,
Yarkhand, Gilgit, Ladakh, Kashmir, .Afghanistan, etc., appear to have seen Brotta.
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«ouetin, while locally made paper is sometimes spoken of as procured from other
indigenous plants, such as a species of ni-Mtuoiiiitm.

(b) The material of the Bower, Macartney and Godfrey Manuscripts was
found by Wicsnor [Denkschr. Akad. Wisa. Wten. Math.-Nat., 1902, Ixxii., 1-50)
to be usually a mixture of fibres m which Ha-umerta (ramie) and Mt,-oii>»,ouetla
(paper-mulberry) were the duel These MSS., being tor the most part m
Sanskrit, were not likely to have boon written m China, while the presence of
ramie fibres m their fabrication precludes all idea of basing been made m
Khotan or anywhere in East Turkestan

Wiesner, reviewing the mtormation to hand regarding the paper-mulberry
tree, says that m Japan the fibre has been used for the manufacture of paper
since the 6th century of our era, but oailior still m China. The Chinese use
the young shoots ot the hntnboo in paper-making. [G/. Karabacek, Das Arabischc
Papier, 29 ] Prof. Giles (in a letter to Wiesner) remarks :

“ The earliest
paper (m China) was made from tow, old linen, fiahing-nets, etc. Modern paper
18 made from bamboo fibre, the bark of the and nee
straw. 1 can find no record of different papers ar diffen nt periods. It is ex-
pressly stated that m Ssu’ch’uan hemp was used for making jiapnv, m Fukhien
bamboo, in the north mulberry bark, in Kiangsu rattan, or the sea coast liclieu,

in Chahkiang husk ot gram, m Central Ctiina silk and in Hupeh UfmiHsoncfni
impyriiv-rn, vide the Pen tsoa kang mu, or Materia Mcdica." The MSS. dis-

covered by Stem at Khotan thus prove that paper manuf.icture was very
possibly known and practised m Per.sia. Central A.sia, Tibet and China m.my
centuries before the art was known in Europe.

There is no very certain knowledge when the art of paper-making came to

India, it IS not mentioned by any tru.stworthy writer until the 14th or 1.5th

century. Recently it has been aftirmod in the Indian public (ires.s that paper-

making was practised at Sialkot ti20 years ago. Marco Polo, towards the close

of the 13th century, was one of the earlie.st authors who made known the fact

that the Chinese issui d jiaper money, the paper being prepared from the bark
of the mulberry. [Cf. Travels (ed. Ylile), i., 378.] Kublai Khan had paper-
money made m Pokm about 1260 \ D , and thus about the tune when paper,

as we now understand it, was first made known m Europe Polo, therefore,

expresses no astonishment at the material paper, but simply at the fact of its

bemg accepted in place of gold an<l silver .lohn Ray {Hist. PI , 1688, ii., 1302)

mentions that the art of paper-nmkmg was introduced into Germany from Galicia

in ] 470 A D , and he gives a de.scription w Inch is intoro.sting from the fact of its

being supposed to have been new and instructive at the time when penned,

Nicolo Conti, who visited India m the early part of the 1.5th century, says,

“The inhabitants of Cambay alone use paper , all other Indians write on leaves

of trees, of which they make very beautiful books. But they do not wTite as we,

or the Jews do, from left to right or right to loft, but perpendicularly, carrying

the line from the top to the bottom of the page” (Winter .Jones, transl. : also in

ed. Hakl. Soc., 1857, 31). A little later Abd-or-Razzak, Ambassador from
Shah Rukh, visited India in 1442 a d , and, like Nicolo Conti, went to Bidjanagar
(Vijnumagar), the capital then, as he says, of the mightiest kingdom on earth.

To-day that great city is a vast iiiin, no part oi it inhabited, and palaces and
public biuldings that were m process of oreetiou are left as if the stone-workers

had but gone for their midda^v meal
“ The writing of this people, says Abd-er-Razrak, is of two kinds : in one

they write thoir letters with a kalam of iron upon a leaf of the Indian nut (the

f'oooa-nut tree).” " Those characters have no colour and the writing lasts but
a short time. In the second kind of writing they blacken a white surface ; they
then take a soft stone, which they cut like a kalam and which they use to form
the letters ; this stone loaves on the black surface a white colour, which lasts a
very long time, and this kind of writing is held m high estimation.”

It is customary to read that paper-making was introduced into Hindustan
from Kashmir in the 16th century about the time of tho Emperor Akbar. Law-
rence (Valley of Kashmir, 379) tells us that Kashmir was once famous for its

paper, which was m much request in India. It was made from rags and hemp
fibre sized with rice-water. He then adds that it is believed tho art was intro-

duced from Samarkand. It is often said the Arabs learned the art on the capture
of that city and thence in due time earned it to Spam. So also Gibbon mentions
that the knowledge of paper-making from linen rags was diffused from Samar-
kand, and Cassire is of opmion that it reached Mecca in tho year 710 a.d. It is,
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however, highly likely that Nopal was possessed of the same knowledge, and
that both States may have derived their skill from Tibet or China; and it is

certain (from Nicolo Conti and others) that paper was used in India at least a
century prior to Akbar's time. Pietro della Valle (Travels, etc., 1623 (ed. Hakl.

Soc.), 11 ., 291) speaks of books lieing wr.tten on palm-leaves at Mangalore, “not
on paper,” and Thevenot (Travels in Levant, Iruloatan, etc., 1687, pt. iii., 90)
also mentions that palm-leaves were used by the Malabars as a writing material.

But Ovington (Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 249), less than a century after Akbar’s time,

giv'es so vivid a picture of the merchant’s account books that it is difficult to

realise that he is speaking of fully two centuries ago. “ The paper-books,” he
says, “ in vulgar use among the Inhabitants of India, on which they write, are
long Schrowls of Paper, sometinies Ten Foot in length, and a Foot broad, sewed
together at the upper end, as many long Sheets us the occasion of the Writing
requires The Pen they write with is the ancient Calamus or Reed, about the
thickness of a large Cooso Quill. And some of their Standishes are made long
and square and above an Inch broad and of sufficient length to contain both
Pens, and a place for ink.” He then dosenhes the manner of writing obliquely

and down the long pages in such a fasliion as to explain Nicolo Conti’s statement
of the Indians writing from the top to the bottom of the page. Ovington ex-
pressly says that tho Invlian writing is not like the Chinese, in straight lines down-
wards, but “ from the uppermost corner of the left to the lowermost corner of

the right.” Tho long page of the books, however, was doubtless the idea that
inspired Nicolo Conti. But Ovington goes on to say that tho paper used m
India “ by its Nhekness and Smoothness appeals shining, winch is of ordinary
use

,
hut that which they write upon, either to the Emperor or Persons of con-

sequence IS gilt all over the surface, as our.s i.s on the Edges.”
Ironside puhhahod in 1774 (Phil Trans., Ixiv

, 99 ; abndg, ed , xm., 506)
an interesting account of the Indian paper manufacture practised in his day.
Tlio material was san hemp (<vot«l«i9rt ju»ioe«), but tor papor-nmking “old
ropes, clothes and nets, niiKle from tho san plant ” were preferred to fresh fibre,

picsuinably because of their clienpnes.s These san rags were cut up into small
pieces, macerated in water for a few days (generally five), washed in the river

m a basket, and thrown into a jar of water lodged m the ground
,

the water
being strongly impregnated with a hxivmm of “ sedyi-mutti” (crude carbonate of
soda) SIX parts, and quicklime seven parts. “ After remaining in this state eight
or ton days, they are again washed, and while wet broken into fibres, by a stamp-
ing lever, and then exposed to the sun, on a clean terrace, built for this purpose ;

after whith they are again stooped in a fresh lixivium as before. When they
have undergone three operations ol I Ins kind tliey are fit for making coarse brown
pajier ; after seven or eight operations, they are prepared for making paper of a
tolerable whitcnosa ” Tho pulp thus produced is taken up on a fine-wire frame
just as m the English inunnor.

Nisbet (Burma under Bnt Rule and Before, 1901, i, 380) says the Native
manufacture is now confined mainly to ” tho preparation of parabaik or paper-
slates used at tho monustcrics. and of unibrellus. “ The inner fibre of soft bamboo
•shoots or the bark of tho muhlairvj or papci -niullierry (nruimsoneNn jiHiA/rl/vm)
being pounded into a pulp with water, and half its weight of hmo being then
added, it is boiled with water until nothing but the pulp is loft. This is pounded
and spread thinly over a i-oar.sc cotton muslin framework, and allowed to dry
in tho sun. it now tonus a rough grey parchment, about a cubit in breadth,
winch is folded up in altenuitiiig folds of about nine inches wide. When coated
With finely powdered charcoal dust mixed in glutinous rice-water it is ready
for being written upon with pencils of steatite or soap-stone.” The use of paper
m the manufacture of Burmese umbrellas is an important branch of the local
industry, but unfortunately the artistic indigenous paper umbrella is rapidly
being displaced by the cheap European article, and the making of the special
umbrella paper is accordingly rapidly becoming a thing of the past The Burmese
system of writing on hlack-coloiired pastoboardslpai-cjhavilrjrocnllsAbd-er-Razzak’s
story of the people of the now lost empire of Vijaianagar (see above), who wrote
on black surfaces with a soft stone. Tho supposed close aifimty of the Telegu
people to certain of the Burmeso races gives an interest to this curious circum-
stance that it might nototherwise be supposed to possess In Japan, paper-making
is very ancient and the plant chiefly used is (as in Burma) the paper-mulberry.
Tlie reader will find Rein’s account of Japanese paper-making most instructive
(Indast. of Japan, 1889, 393—419).
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Paper Manufacture.—The Native art of paper-making in India to-day

is very much Uke that of glass-blowing : it consists in re-making waste

paper. In a country teeming with fibres, it is surprising that the question

of a good paper material has not been satisfactorily determined. And
this theme seems to be constantly revived by residents in Europe who
overlook the immense size of India. A few hundred miles are of little

concern in most questions, but with paper-making transit freights soon

kill the prospects of supplies. Then again the cost of land near the centres

of trade where paper mills are usually built, precludes the special cultivation

of paper stuffs. Moreover, as paper fibre, like esparto, must be fit for almost

immediate immersion in the vats, paper-making can never pay the cost

of separation and preparation, however simple and inexpensive. No
fibre known to commerce can compete with jute in point of cheapness,

yet the paper-makers can afford to purchase jute waste and jute ciitting.s

only, so that but for the demand for an altogether different purpose the

paper-maker could never procure jute at all.

The two most important paper grasses in India are (
lurlitenimn,

p. 694) and munj (Sacc/iurutu, pp. 929-.30). These are now being largely

used by the Indian steam-power paper mills, the supply at a remunerative

price being the chief obstacle to their further utilisation. It has been

demonstrated that bamboo (pp. 108-10) affoids an excellent paper, but

practical difficulties exist such as the cost of the chemicals required, and

the fact that the wholesale removal of the young shoots, which alone are

serviceable, injures the stock. It accordingly has to be added that, at

present, the most valuable paper materials in India after bhabar and munj
are old rags, waste gunny bags, w^aste jute and san ropes, old paper, etc.

Whatever may be the source of the cellulose, it has to be reduced

to pulp, and in most cases bleached. If rags are used, a preliminary

dusting is essential. The material is then boiled with alkalis
;

in the

case of grasses, such as esparto, a 10-per-cent, solution of caustic soda

under a pressure of 10 to 60 lb. of steam is required. The pulp thus

obtained is then washed to free it from the residuary alkalis, thoroughly

pulped mechanically, then loaded with the mineral sizing material

and coloured as desired. This is known as the magma, and to convert

it into paper a fine wire cloth is passed through the trough containing

liquefied pulp, when a film of the required thickness is made to adhere

and is removed. This is then compressed by being passed between rollers

and, if so desired, is sized with gelatine, and lastly dried off by being passed

betweenjjheated rollers or colanders.

[Cf. Morris, Cantor Lect., Soc. Arts, 1895 ; Cross and Bevan, Textbook of
Paper-making, 19Q0 ;

Blount and Bloxnin, Chem. for Engin. and Manuf., 1900,
344-7 ; Julius Habner, Cantor Lect., 1902-3 ; Chem. Appl. to Arts and Manuf.,
vii., 613-42; Clayton Beadle, Chapters on Paper-making, 1904, i. ; 1906, li. ;

Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 92-4 ; Stuhl-
mann, Hedfa-Oras Oder Esparto fur Deutsch-Ostafrika, Der Pfianzer, 1 907, No. 16-7.]

Paper Mills.—The first works for the manufacture of paper organised

in England date from 1588, and these were established at Dartford in

Kent by a German jeweller, John Spielman, who was knighted by Queen
Elizabeth. A century previously similar works had been erected m
Spain. So late as 1690 coarse brown paper only was made in England,

the supplies of the finer white papers being obtained from France and
Holland. The war with France occasioned such a rise in duty that a

stimulus was given for the improvement of home production. But an
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Act of Parliament had to be passed before the desired improvement

became possible. The first white paper made in England was produced

by a Mr. James Whatman of Maidstone. Soon, however, England made

rapid progress, but so late even as 1801 English paper was entirely hand-

made.
The first occasion on which cotton was used in England was in the

manufacture of paper. Cotton paper superseded the more expensive

parchment of previous dates. Mention is made of cotton paper m 1102

(Macpherson, Ann. Comm., 1805, i., 315 (many passages)). It is often

affirmed that linen paper appeared before that from cotton, but there is

no very satisfactory proof of that opinion, though it is quite likely that

the discovery of pulping fibrous materials may have led to the use of linen

and cotton almost simultaneously. \Cf. Yates, Text. Antiq., app. A.,

383-8.] One of the earliest detailed accounts of the Native methods of

paper-making in India is perhaps that given by Buchanan-Hamilton
(Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 272-3), the material used being jute. Prior to 1840

India obtained a large share of its paper supplies from China. About that

date interest was aroused m the subject, and both Hindu and Muham-
madan factories for hand-made papers were established all over the

country. During Sir Charles Wood’s tenure of the office of Secretary of

State for India, an order was issued for the purchase of all the supplies

required by the Government of India in Great Britain, and this threw

hack very seriously the growing Indian production.

It is not very certain when paper mills were established in India.

The expression “ Seramporc Paper ” is used all over India for a par-

ticular class of Native-made white paper. Mr. D. M. Traill wrote, some
years ago, an interesting account of paper-making in which he reviews

briefly some of the historic facts, especially the chief grades of paper and
firms concerned in their production (Ind. For., 1891, xvii., 322-30). He
there tells us that the capital engaged in the paper trade is nearly fifty

million pounds, of which three-fourths represent plant and one-fourth

working capital. He then concludes with a brief notice of the Indian
mills, in which he refers to the fact that a paper mill in Serampore was
the pioneer, and adds, “ we well recollect seeing the silent and rusty

machinery as far back as 1864.”
“ There are eight paper mills in operation—three in the Bombay

Presidency, four in Bengal, and one at Lucknow. Of the eight, two are

private concerns in the Bombay Presidency, one of which has stated
the capital invested. So far as information is obtainable, the total capital

invested amounts to Rs. 67,33,000 (of which Rs. 57,63,000 are paid up),

besides Rs. 11,07,650 debentures, and shows a decrease 'of 6 lakhs, com-
pared with 1902, owing to the reconstitution of the Imperial Paper Mill

at Kankinara as a branch of the Titagarh Paper Mills Company, Ltd.
Most of the white and blue foolscap and much of the blotting paper, note-
paper, and envelopes used in the Government offices are now obtained
from the Indian mills. The total quantity of paper made in 1904 was
46 million pounds, and its reported value Rs. 61,49,446. The mills employ
4,266 persoms. The capital employed has been doubled in twenty years
since 1886, and the production and number of persons employed have
increased about fourfold. Two of the larger mills in Bengal have paid
no dividends for five years, as they have been unable to compete success-
fully with the cheap wood-pulp paper of attractive appearance which is
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PA.PER
FOREIGN SUPPLY Trade

largely imported from Europe ” {Fin. and Comm. Stat. Br. Ind., 1906,

lix.). •

Trade.—internal.—The total transactions by rail and river in paper Trade,
and pasteboard amounted in 1906-7 to 467,356 cwt. The chief exporting internal,

centres were the Province of Bengal, 214,137 cwt. ; Bombay sea-port,

87,116 cwt. ;
Calcutta, 61,121 cwt. ;

Madras ports, 31,630 cwt.
;

the

United Provinces, 26,109 cwt. The chief importing centres were Calcutta,

160,162 cwt.
;
the Panjdb, 80,559 cwt.

;
United Provinces, 40,530 cwt.

,

Bombay, 37,916 cwt.
;

Bengal, 21,936 owt. By coast, the returns are

given in rupee values. In 1906-7 the exports were valued at Rs. 1 1 ,69,758

and the imports at Rs. 9,05,237. Bengal exported paper to the value

of Rs. 11,56,510; while Madras imported to the value of Rs. 6,60,297,

Bombay, Rs. 2,09,866, and Burma, Rs. 20,121.

External.

—

The EXPORTS from In<ba of manufactnie<l paper amount Bxtemai

to little. For the period 1900-7 the total value of manufactured papers

of all sorts, including pasteboard, was as follows ;—1900 -1, Rs. 78,227 ;

1901-2, Rs. 53,658 ; 1902-3, Rs. 42,903 ; 1903-4, Rs. 26,781 ;
1904-5,

Rs. 28,350 ;
1905-6, Rs. 13,703 ; 1906-7, Rs. 6,607. In 1906 7 the

total was made up thus :—printing paper, Rs. 5,883 ;
writing paper and

envelopes, Rs. 167
;

other kinds, Rs. 607
;

pasteboard, Rs. 50. Almost

the whole of the printing paper, writing paper and pasteboard go from

Bengal, and ordinarily of other sorts also, but in 1904-5 Bombay supplied

the largest share of writing paper. During the same period the export Raga Exported.

of rags and other materials for paper manufacture showed the following

returns :—1900-1, 21,683 cwt., valued at Rs. 70,833 ; 1901-2, 26,321 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 67,840 ;
1902-3, 13,431 cwt., valued at Rs. 46,490

;
1903-4,

9,077 cwt., valued at Rs. 34,706
;
1904-5, 10,248 cwt., valued at Rs. 29,543 ;

1906-6, 19,831 cwt., valued at Rs. 83,870 ;
and 1906-7, 12,681 cwt., valued

at Rs. 67,412. India also re-exports quantities of manufactured paper,

and in 1906-7 these were valued at R3.76,614.

The Imports of paper, on the other hand, are large, and in late Imports,

years show a slight increase. For the period 1900-7 they were valued

as follows 1900-1, Rs. 45,29,996 ; 1901-2, Rs. 52,71,634 ;
1902-3,

Rs. 62,48,058 ;
1903-4, Rs. 62,18,396 ; 1904-5, Rs. 64,37,288 ;

1905-6,

Rs. 70,48,978 ;
and in 1906-7, Rs. 80,11,105. In 1906-7 the total was

made •up thus :—printing paper, Rs. 28,33,632 ;
writing paper and en-

velopes, Rs. 22,66,714 ; other kinds of paper, Rs. 25,75,366 ;
paste-

board, Rs. 3,36,393. The largest quantities come from the United King- whence

dom, and in 1906-7 these were valued at Rs. 44,06,312 ;
from Germany,

Rs. 15,82,445 ;
Austria-Hungary, Rs. 7,04,525 ; and Belgium, Rs. 6,66,638.

In the same ydar the imports of rags and paper materials were valued at

Rs. 86,173.

As showing the value of esparto grsiss as a paper-making material. Esparto Grass,

it may be mentioned that Messrs. Ide & Christie, in their monthly circular

of September 16, 1907, show that for the years ending August the im-

ports received by Great Britain of that grass were in 1905, 198,608 tons
;

in 1906, 186,242 tons
;
and in 1907, 192,809 tons. Needless to say, India

imports no esparto. The British supply is mainly Spanish, Algerian,

Tunisian and Tripoli, and the prices shown range from £3 2s. 6d. to

£6 2s. 6d. per ton.

Paper Materials.

—

As already set forth, the chief considerations in Materials,

the selection of paper materials are cost at the mill and constancy of
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PASPALUM
SCROBICULATUM PAPER AND PAPER MATERIALS

Felted Fabric

Wood

Chief Indian
Materials

supply. The chief materials are accordingly rags of linen or cotton;

esparto, munj and bhahar grasses ;
flax in the form of spinners waste

,

hemp in the form of fragments of used rope ;
wood ;

straw ;
]ute waste

and old paper remade. Hanausek (Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and

Barber, transl.), 1907, 100-2) gives the following paper fibres :—linen

rags, hemp, cotton rags, jute, straw, esparto, maize, judr, wood, etc.

Paper (as may have been inferred from the brief account of manufacture

given above) is literally a felted fabric composed of vegetable cellulose

fibrils. When the fibrils, of which it is proposed to be made, are cemented

together as in wood, they must be liberated and the raw material thus

reduced to the condition known as “half stuff,” and finally “pulp.” In

this condition, when floated out in water, allowed to settle over a frame

aiul the water drained away, the felting of the fibrils takes place and paper

IS formed. Obviously, therefore, the less bulky the raw material the

cheaper its transport to the mill. From this point of view, the advantages

are entirely on the side of wood
;

it is compact, can be transported easily,

more especially if a waterway connects the forest with the null, and
requires no expensive storage. But the pulp obtained from wood is of

a very different nature from that of cotton rags, so that the purpose for

which the paper is to be used comes in as a governing factor in the selection

of the crude material.

The following are some of the chief materials used in the manufacture
of paper in India

Helicteres Isora.

Hibiscus cannabiaus.

Ischeemum angustifolium.

Musa sp.

Opuntia Billenii.

Phoenix paludosa.
Saccharum arandinaoeum.
Sansevieria zeylanica.

Adausonia digitata.

Agave sp.

Antiaris toxicaria.

Bambusese.
Broussonetia papyrifera.

Corchorus sp.

Crotalaria juncea.

Daphne cannabina.
Edgeworthia Gardneri.

Several of these will be found discussed m their respective places in

this work ; for the others the reader is referred to the Dictionary (vi.,

pt. i., 107-9). The chief ones are Isrhivnunn and Savcharmn, but with

the Native paper-makers of tho plains of India, the san hemp (fjrota-

/(whi) and the hemp-leaved IfthisrnK are the most important, and on
the hills, Itapluie and Kiiffeirin’tJiHi afford the so-called Nepal paper.
8ir W. Thiselton-Dyer (Kew Bull., 1888, 81-4) was instrumental in drawing
attention to the fact that in Siam the bark of the tree Stre.bluH asper
is employed in the fabrication of Native paper. The tree is plentiful in

many parts of India. (See Alkaline Earths (pp. 55-6, 58) ;
Acacia

Jacquemontii (p. 15) ;
Agave (p. 43) ; Aquilaria (pp. 73-4)

;
Alpinia

(p. 60) ;
Caryota (p. 286).)

D.B.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

111-4.

Kodo
Millet.

Area.

PASPALUM SCROBICULATUM, TAnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii.,

10-11
; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Gard. Crops, 1883, li., 8, t. xxvii.

;

Duthie, Fodd. Grass. N. Ind., 1888, 1 ; Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 1896, 3,

and t.
;
Gramine.^;. The hodo, kodon, kodam, kodra, kodod dhan, janhe,

hank, pakodi, menya, kiraruga, etc. An erect annual grass, native of

India, extensively cultivated during the rainy season.
Area.—Returns under this crop are available only for Bombay, where in

1 905-6 there were 204,022 acres, chiefly in Gujarat, KatnAgiri, the Uplands of the
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PENNISETUM
THE KODO MILLET tvphoidbum

Bulniah Millet
Konkan and the Gliat parts of the Deccan. In the Central Provinces the area
occupied is believed to be greater than in any other part of India, but it is not
returned separately. Together with kutki (Panieum tuiiiare) it occupied, in

1904-6, an area of 2,039,346 acres. In the same year in the United Provinces,
fattpatiim and other small millets covered 1,939,763 acres. In Field and
Garden Crops it is stated to bo grown more extensively than any other millet in the
United Provinces, and over a large portion of these provinces it is the favourite
crop for inferior outlying lands. This is chiefly on account of the readiness with
which it grows on the poorest of soils, not on account of the quality of the gram, poor Soil.

Sowing takes place at the commencement of the rams, at the rate of 12 to 20 lb. Seasons

seed to the acre, and the crop is cut in October. It is either grown alone or (m
the Do&b) mixed with cotton, and in the Benares Division with dal (fti/tinns).

Careful weeding is required to secure a good outturn, which is estimated at 10 to

12 maunds per acre.

Cultivation.—Of Bombay, Mollison {Textbook Ind. Aqri , 1901, in , 64—7) Cultiva
observes that the crop is important m the gorddu soils of the Kaira di‘^iiict and tion.
similar alluvial soils m Baroda. It is never grown alone m Gujarat, the usual
mixture being tuver {Vnjattiin iiuiivum), tal ••••«>< imiieutn), and amlyddi uottUon.

(ambdri) {iilblHvon r-onnn binitM) If properly manured, the mixture may
be grown year after year in the same field. In low-lying damp fields rice Mixed Oropa.

and kodra are growm together, the mixture being known as vagadu. In pre-

paratory tillage the bladed harrow (karab) la used to loosen tho surface soil and
prepare a friable, shallow seed-bed. Tho seed is furrowed with the throo-coultered
drill (tarfin), and the seed is mixed before sowing in about the following propor-
tions :— 12 lb. kodra : 2 lb. luver

, | to Ib. tal ; I lb. ambddi. After sowing,
the field is levelled, and the crop should subsequently lie weeded once in about Weodmi'.

a month or six weeks and bullock-hoed two or three times. It is ripe early in

October, and reaped with a siolrle, tied into bundles, and threshed by bullocks

in the usual way. Mollison gives tho outturn of a good Kaira crop as follows :
—

kodra (12 lb, seed), 985 lb. gram per aero, 1,304 Ib straw; tuver (4 Ib. seed), 265
lb. grain per acre, 232 lb. straw : to/ (f lb. seed), 130 lb gram per acre. The cost Cost,

of cultivation he estimates at Rs. 23 per acre.

Though usetl as Food by a largo number of people in India, the gram cannot be Pc od.
considered a wholesome article of diet, and m some seasons contains a poisonous
narcotic pnnciplo. In Gujarat the poisonous and non-poisonous gram are known Poisonous and

in the bazars as mttha and mina respectively. Damp cloudy weather towards
harvest time, a damp season and damp soil are said to produce poisonous kodra.

Leather (Agri. Lcdg., 1901, No. 10, 370 ; 1903, No. 7, 151, 180) gives the following
analysis of tho gram:—moisture, 8 01 , oil, 3 3C , albuminoids, 5’81

; soluble

carbohydrates 70'06 ; woody fibre, 8'47 ; soluble mineral inattor, 1’34
; sand and

silica, 2‘95
; total nitrogen, I 00; albuminoid nitrogen. ‘93. [C/. Churcli, Food-

Crams of Ind., 1886, 39-40 ; Basil, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. 2, 29 ; Pharrnacog.
Ind., 1893, ill., 619-20

;
Bice, Mysore Caz., 1897, i

,
117-8, Mukerji, Handbook

Ind. Agri., 1901, 30-1, 259 ,
Standen, Rept. Land Rev. Sclll. Betul, C. Prov.,

1901 ;* Crop Exper
,
Bomb.]

PENNISETUM TYPHOIDEUM, llir/i. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 82 - D.E.P.,

9; Duthie, Fodd. Gras.s. N. Ind., 1888, 18; Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 1896,

34, and t.
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, in, 1169 ; Penicillana sficata, Wtlld.,

Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, i., 30-2, t. vii. ; Gramine^.
The Bulrush, Cumboo or Spiked Millet, bdjra, lahra, kasa-jonar, jondhariya,

lendha, Icamhu, gantelu, sajja-lii, sajje, mattari, etc. A tall erect grass,

5 to 6 feet high, probably of African origin.

CULTIVATION.

—

Though grown to a less extent than judr {Sorffhniu Cultiva-

riilffnre), its cultivation is geographically very similar and comprises ex- tion.

tensive tracts in Northern, Western and Southern India. The following

were, the acreages in British India during the three years ending 1905-6 •

—

14,137,482 in 1903-4; 10,369,765 in 1904-5; and 11,630,710 in 1905-6.

In the Native States :— 1,382,473 in 1903-4
; 1,306,446 in 1904-5

;
and

893,949 in 1906-6.

Bengal,—This crop may be described as unimportant, the area fluctu- Bengal.
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THE bXjRA millet

Seasons.

Yield.

U. Prov.
Areas.

Seasons.

Mixed
Cultivation

Cost.

Yield.

C. Prov.

Uativo
States.

Seasons.

Yield,

Panjab.

Areas.

Yield.

Important Crop.

ating between 30,000and 60,000 acres. According to Mukerji [HandbooJcInd,

Agri., 1901, 269) it is grown on poor, free, dry, sandy soil. VKlage refuse is

sometimes used as manure,but no irrigation is required. Itis sown at the end

of July at a rate of 6 to 10 Ib. seedper acre. Harvesting takes placein October

andNovember, andtheoutturn of grain amounts tofrom 300to 6001b. per acre.

United Provinces.

—

The area in 1905-6 amounted to 1,792,526 acres

in Agra and 372,848 in Oudh. In Agra the largest areas occur in Budaun,

200,643 acres ; Agra, 166,787 acres ;
Moradabad, 166,014 acres

;
Etah,

113,936 acres; Allahabad, 96,903 acres; Shahjah^npur, 99,049 acres;

Bareli, 87,746 acres. In Oudh, Hardoi, 130,771 acres ;
Unao, 69,738 acres ;

Sitapur, 47,884 acres
;
Lucknow, 36,588, acres, etc. According to Duthie

and Fuller it is a kharif crop, sown a little later and reaped a little earlier

than ludr ;
is accordingly a useful substitute when sowing has been delayed

through floods or failure of the rains until judr is impossible. It is rarely

sown alone, but generally mixed with the same minor crops as are grown
with jtidr, except that mung {P/taseolus radiatns, Linn.) is usually re-

placed by moth (P. aconitifoUtis). It generally occupies poor, light

soil, and requires less rainfall than It is never manured and rarely

irrigated. The land is ploughed one to four times and the seed (mixed

with that of the subordinate crops) sown at the rate of to 3 seers per

acre. There should be at least one weeding. The grain ripens towards

November, when the heads are cut off and carried to the threshing-floor.

The cost of cultivation is estimated at Rs. 9-8a. per acre, and the outturn

varies in different localities from about 6^ maunds of grain to 7 maunds,
and the outturn of dry fodder about 30 maunds. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1895,

No. 17,233 ; Nevill, List. Gaz. U. Prov . ; Cawnpore Exper. Farm Repts.]

Central Provinces and Berar.

—

The area in 1905-6 was 40,608 acres

in the Central Provinces and 55,188 acres in Berar. In the former
Nimar, 22,146 acres, and Narsinghpur, 11,470 acres, and in the latter

cultivation is almo.st entirely in Buldana with 46,080 acres.

Rajputana and Central India .

—

^The crop is grown largely in the
Native states, especially in Alwar, where in 1905-6 the area was 221,604
acres ;

Bharatpur, 193,465 acres
; Gwalior, 184,426 acres ; Marwar, 165,692

acres ; Jaipur, 79,093 acres ; Mysore, 39,944 acres. In Ajmir-Merwara the
area was 32,043 acres. The crop is sown at the same season as barley
(Junc-July), and on dry lands only. The average yield is stated to bo
1-73 cwt. per acre. [Cf. Watson, Rajputana Dist. Gaz., 1904, i., A., 46, 56.]

PanJab and North-West Frontier.

—

Bdjra is largely grown in the
districts of the Panjdb, and in the dry elevated tracts south of Rawalpindi
it constitutes the principal kharif crop. In 1906-6 the area was 829,269
acres. The largest shares are as follows :—Jhelum, 108,684 lacres

; GujrAt,
103,624 acres

;
Rawalpindi, 94,766 acres

;
Attock, 68,367 acres

; Gurgdon,
66,091 acres

;
Hissar, 64,346 acres

; Shdhpur, 55,746 acres ; Delhi, 21,016
acres ; Rohtak, 13,219 acres. In the North-West Frontier the area was
71,355 acres, mainly in Kohdt. During the year under review the area
seriously declined. In the districts of Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgdon, Delhi
and Kanidl it fell from 1,135,674 in 1904-5 to 169,116 acres in 1906-6.
The average yield for the year 1901-2 was 407 lb. per acre in the Panjdb,
402 lb. in the North-West Frontier. In Deta Ghdzi Khan it is the most
important crop after wheat, and in the Rawalpindi district is the staple
of the autumn harvest. It thrives everywhere in the plains at the
base of the Salt Range, and in untoward years is usefully replaced by til
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THE SPIKED MILLET typhoidbum

Cultivation

{Sesamum indicum) or some of the pulses. In the Karndl district it

thrives best on a sandy soil, and is thinly sown after the first rainfall,

mixed with the seed of some small pulse. In Kohat it is sown between
April and August, and is the principal hharif crop on the harani (i.e. Seasons,

unirrigated) lands of the district. The crop is generally cut in October.

In the Baiinu district it is largely grown on the stifEer thal soils. It is

sown at the rate of 2 to 5 seers per acre from the middle of March to

end of July. The first-sown crops ripen about the middle of August,

and ears are plucked as they ripen till early in December. [Gf. Dist. Gaz.

Panjdb ; Settl. Re'pts. Panjdb.]
Bombay and Sind.—The area in 190-5-6 was 4,.‘154,437 acres m Bombay Bombay,

and 867,406 acres in Sind. In Bombay the largest areas were .—Ahmad- Aroas.

nagar, 904,590 acres; Nasik, 808,469 acres; Pi>ona, 681,418 acres:

Khandesh, 583,686 acres
;
Satara, 366,940 acres

,
Bijapur, .34().560 acres ;

Kaira, 218,159 acres. In Sind, Thar and Parkar, with 406,033 acres, and
Hyderabad with 338,221 acres, arc the chief localities.

Mollison says it is entirely a ram crop, occupying the lighter descrip- soiis.

tion of soils iu all districts of moderate rainfall. The crop does best when
the climate is moderately dry and when the monsoon comes in downpours,

with plenty of sunshine between the showers. Except in parts of Khandesh
it is always a mixed crop, and as such may be grown continuously on the

same land. But rotation is also frequent. In the lighter soils of Khandesh Rotation

it is considered a good preparation for varddi cotton. In the sandy soils

of Kaira, Ahraadabad, etc., it is rotated with kodra {rasjxtltiin set obi- mixoI

eulatunt), sundhm (Sorf/hutn bieofoe), jvdr (Sot f/liinti vulgnee), etc. cultivation.

In the light soils of the Deccan it is rotated with judr, niger-seed, etc. In

the Deccan the subordinate crops with bd-jra {= bdjn in Bombay) are,

separate rows of tur {Cojoniis iitdieits) and a sprinkling of udid

{P/tasertfus Mnnsfo, Linn.), math (/’. tteonitifolius), kuUhi {DolicJios

bifl.orus), ambddi (ffibisetis raitnabiitus), etc. In Gujarat the most
common subordinate mixture is perennial rozi cotton in rows and math in

amongst the bajri, but two or more of the following may also form sub-

ordinate crops, viz. tnag (^Pbaseoftts nul'Kitns, Linn), chola {Pif/ua,

Cdtjarif/), guvdr, tur or tuver {(Jdjmttts indiens), sesamum and shena

{Hibiscus caunabiniis).

In.Gujarat the land should be ploughed two or three times after the riougiiiiip!.

first fall of rain, then left for some time. The field should again be ploughed

shortly before sowing. Sowing takes place between 1st and 15th of July.

The seed-rate mixture recommended is as follows •

—

bajri, 6 lb. per acre ;

guvdr, 1 lb.
;
math, 1 lb.

;
mag, J lb. ; sesamum, ^ lb. ;

ambddi or sheria,

J lb.
;

tuver, l'^ to 2 lb. All are mixed together before sowing, except

tuver, which is sown separately in every fourth row. The seed is drilled unii Sown,

in rows about 16 inches apart, and the surface then levelled. When the

seedlings are about 6 inches high, the crop is bullock-hoed and hand-

weeded, and again when 2 feet high. A crop sown in early July will be Seasons

ripe the beginning of October. It is reaped with a sickle close to the

ground, left lying in the field for several days, and then stacked.

Mollison gives the following outturn (grain, seed or by-product) from Yieu.

a well-managed field in the Kaira district :

—

bajri, 900 lb.
;
math, 120 lb. ;

guvdr, 80 lb.
; sesamum, 60 lb. ; sheria, fibre. The cost of cultivation he Cost

estimates at Rs. 26-la. per acre. [C/. Crop. Exper. Bomb. Pres.
;
Mollison,

Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, iii., 18-23.]
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Madras.
Areas.

Soils*

Mixed
CultiTation.

Seasons.

Burma.

Pood.

Br«ad.

Podder.

D.B.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

167-80 .

Petroleum.

THE BAJRA MILLET

Madras and Mysore.—The total area in 1905-6 was 3,004,7 17 acres

in Madras and 39,944 acres in Mysore. In Madras the largest areas occur

in Coimbatore, 580,299 acres
;
Salem, 376,257 acres ,

Cuddapah, 341,311

acres; South Aroot, 276,284 acres ; Guntur, 255,511 acres
;
Trichinopoly,

173,721 acres; North Arcot, 133,643 acres; Madura, 164,194, etc. In

Mysore, Chitaldrug had 33,448 acres.

In the Godavari district it is grown on regada, lanka and sandy soils.

The ground is manured in March by penning cattle or sheep on it, and in

May it is ploughed twice every six days for three weeks. The ground,

both then and at the time of sowing, should be moist. The seed, which

should be the previous year’s produce, is sown in June, 4 seers to the acre.

In Coimbatore it is cultivated on dry lands, except black. It is often

grown as a nii.xed crop with cotton, castor-oil, pulses, etc. The land is

ploughed in April, during the heavy rains, after having been manured.

In July-August it is again ploughed, and the seed, mixed with various

pulses, is sown broadcast, with ddl or beans in rows a few feet apart.

After six weeks the crop is intcrploughcd and occasionally weeded. In

November-December it is reaped by cutting oil the ears as they ripen.

The pulses are gathered gradually up to February, when the kamhu stalks,

beans, etc., are all pulled up together, leaving the cotton and castor only.

Burma.—In 1905-6 the area was 74,802 acres, all in Upper Burma,
and chiefly in Myirigyan, 42,958 acres, and Magwe, 26,526 acres.

Diseases.—An interesting account of the disease known as

Sclerospora f/rtfiiiiniroia is given by Butler in the Memoirs of the

Department of Agriculture, India (1907, ii.. No. 1). As Butler points out,

however, it is not usually of sufficient intensity to attract much attention.

[Cf. Maxwell’Lcfroy, Mem. Dept Agri. Ind., 1908, ii
, 9.]

FOOD AND FODDER.—The grain is used chiefly by the lower classes

of Natives, and in many parts of India is their staple Food. The flour,

made into cakes or bread with butter milk, is considered more nutritious

than rice. In Khandesh it is often eaten with butter and various condi-

ments. The following is the analysis published by Leather (Agri. Ledg.,

1901, No. 10, 370
; 1903, No. 7, 151, 154, 181) :—moisture, 8’77 per cent.

;

oil, 5’33
;

albuminoids, 9’52
;

soluble carbohydrates 73'62
;

woody
fibre, '78

;
soluble mineral matter, 173 ;

sand and silica, '35
;

total

nitrogen, 1'61
;
albuminoid nitrogen, 1’51. *

In the Panjab, bdjra is occasionally grown for Foddkr and in un-
favourable seasons may be given to cattle in the green condition, especially

if the crop has proved a failure. The stalks, after the grain has ripened,

are more or less utilised in all the provinces where available. In the
Karndl district it is said that in some of the higher villages the stalks,

called ddndar, are even stacked and preserved until required, when they
are chopped up and given to cattle along with green fodder. Bdjra straw
is much more generally employed as a cattle fodder in the Madras
Presidency than in most other provinces. [Cf. Church, Food-Grains of

Ind., 1886, 56-9.]

PERFUMERY (see Oils, p. 820).

PETROLEUM ; Ball, in Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., iii., 124-54
;
Fritz

Noetling, Occur, of Petrol, in Burma, in Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1897, xxvii.,

pt. 2 ;
Holland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii.,
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MINERAL OIL
PETROLEUM

Occurrence

pt. 1, 69-77; 1906, xxxiii.,pt. 1, 15; 1907, xxxvi.,pt. 2, 77. Th^mitti-kd-tel,

kola salajit, rmnak tanah, manyenney, manii-tayilam, ye-nd, etc. Petroleum,
otherwise known as mineral or rock oil or naphtha, is essentially a mixture
of hydrocarbons of the paraffin and olefine series. It occurs stored in loose-

textured conglomerates and sandstones, in which its distribution is similar

to that of water in porous strata, being retained by impervious beds of clay.

It may exude through any accidental fissure at the surface of the earth
and thus form natural oil-springs, but is chiefly obtained by boring through
the impervious covering strata into the oil-sands below, from which the
oil may be raised by pumping

;
or it sometimes “ gushes ” out by pressure

of the associated gaseous hydrocarbons. As to its origin, various theories
have been advanced, such as that it is derived from the action of water on
strongly heated iron carbide contained in the interior of the earth and
that it has been formed by the decomposition of the reir.-mis of animal
matter at a high temperature or in contact with saline deposits, and the

subsequent resolution of the more permanent fatty constituents into

hydrocarbons and free carbon dioxide. Ball remarked on this subject,
“ There can be little doubt that the formation of petroleum is intimalely,

though obscurely, connected with the presence of salt, otherwise it would
be difficult to account for the simultaneous occurrence of petroleum and
brine-springs, which have been observed in India, as well as in Pemnsyl-

vania and Virginia.”

Although much progress has been made in developing the petroleum
resources of India, at the present day, according to Holland, these afford

little more than IJ per cent, of the world’s .supply. The chief sources are

the United States and Russia, which together produce about 90 per cent.

[Cf. Redwood, A Treatise on Petroleum, 1906, for an account of the chief

occurrences and a full bibliography.] The following figures show the

huge increase in the Indian production within recent years :—1890,

4,132,287 gallons; 1895, 13,003,748 gallons; 1900, 37,729,211 gallons;

1904, 118,491,382 gallons
; 1906, 140,553,122 gallons. The traffic of 1906

on 1905 represents an expansion of 22’6 per cent.—mainly in the new
Singu field, of which it is believed a large portion is still held in reserve.

OCCURRENCE.—According to Holland, petroleum in India is confined

to the two systems of folded rocks at either extremity of the Himalaya

—

(1) the Iranian on the west, including the Panjdb and Baluchistan, and
continued beyond British limits to Persia, and (2) the Arakan system on
the east, including Assam and Burma, and continued to the oil-fields of

Sumatra, Java and Borneo. In both areas the oil is associated with

tertiary strata.

PanJab and United Provinces.—The districts from which oil has

been reported are Shahpur, Jhelum, Bannu, Kohat, Rawalpindi, Hazfira

and Kumaon. The output, however, is small, ranging between 1,000 to

2,000 gallons a year. In 1^3 it amounted to 1,793 gallons, and in 1906

stood at 871 gallons.

Baluchistan,—The early efforts made to develop the oil resources in

different parts of Baluchistan have been described in the Dictionary. The
most prominent of these are near Khotan in the Marri hills and Moghal
Kot in the Shirdni country, where springs examined in 1891 were found
to yield oil of a high quality. Holland says that the oil-spring in the

neighbourhood of Moghal Kot affords a good illustration of the way in

which a country, well endowed with the conditions necessary for the
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production of petroleum, may lose its resources by destruction of the

natural reservoirs. “ The Moghal Kot oil-bearing beds form a very open

anticlinal fold, whose axis pitches to E.N.E., and if the dome possessed the

necessary plastic, impervious envelope, the oil rising up from below would

have become concentrated in the porous beds which form the saddle, but

for the fact that along this line the rocks are more easily eroded by surface

water, and the anticline thus forms the gorge of a river by which the rooks

have been opened to permit the waste of oil for an indefinite time
”

(Holland).

[Cf. Holland, Min. Oil from Sulitnan Hills , also Okllinm, Rept. on Oil LooaHty
near Moghal Kot, in Rec. Qeol. Surv. Ind., 1891, xxiv. pt. 2, 83-97 ; De La
Toucho, Rept. on Oil Springs at Moghal Kot, in Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., 1892, xxv.,

pt. 4, 171-80; also Rept. Exper. Boring at Sukkur, 1895, xx\'iu., pt. 2, 66-8;
Progress of Petrol. Operat. in Baluchistan, Oovt. Publicat. Simfa, June 13, 1892.]

Assam.—In 1865 the springs in the Assam oil-fields were visited by
Medheott, who stated that, though the discharge was small, they were

the most promising he had seen. In 1867 a Calcutta firm obtained per-

mission to prospect and struck a promising oil-spring at a depth of 118 feet

near Makum, but nothing more was done till 1883, and very little develop-

ment occurred in the following sixteen years. These oil-fields were first

systematically reported on by Mallet {Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1876, xii.,

.356), and were again examined by Mr. R. A. Townsend, Superintendent

Petroleum Works, Baluchistan. According to Mallet, the oil-springs may
bo classified for commercial or leasing purposes into the following districts

—(1) those of the Tipam Hill, north of the Dihing
; (2) those of the range

between the Dihing and Disang
; (3) those of the Makum coal-field, south

of the Dihing between the Dirack and Tirap rivers
; (4) those to the east

of the Tirap. The chief locality is that of the Makum coal-field, the best

wells being at Digboi. In 1899 the Assam Oil Company was formed with

a nominal capital of £310,000 (Holland, Eev. Min. Prod. Ind., l.c. 75).

The result was that the output rose from 623,372 gallons in 1899 to

1,756,759 gallons in 1902; 2,585,920 gallons in 1904; and 2,733,110

gallons in 1906.

Holland observes that “ the belt of tertiary rocks extending from the

north-eastern corner of As.sam for about 180 miles south and west shows
frequent signs of oil, nearly always in association with coal and sometimes
associated with brine-springs and gas-jets. The scries of earth-fejids in

which this corner of Assam occurs stretches southwards to Cachar, where
oil-springs are also known, through the little-known Lushai hills into

Arakan, and in the same system of parallel folds occur the oil-fields of the

Arakan coast on one side of the Yoma, and those of the Irrawaddy valley

on the other.” [Cf. Repts. of Assam Oil Coy., Ltd., 1900-3.]

Burma.—Holland furnishes the following brief account of the areas of

Burma that are actually worked at the present day. “ The most pro-

ductive oil-fields of Burma are those on the eastern side of the Arakan
Yoma, in the Irrawaddy valley, forming a belt stretching from the Magwe
district, in which the well-known field of Yenangyaung occurs, through
Myingyan, in which Singu occurs, across the Irrawaddy into Pakokku, where
Yenangyat is situated. Oil is, however, known further south in Minbu,
Thayetmyo and Prome, and further north m the Chindwin valley, but
these areas have not so far been thoroughly prospected, and the great
development which has recently taken place has been the direct outcome
of work in the three fields, Yenangyaung, Yenangyat, and Singu.”
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“ Yenangyaung, the best known and most developed of the fields, still Tenangraong.

holds the lead as producer. The oil in this area has been worked by Native

wells on both sides of the dome for well over one hundred years, and before

1886 the annual yield was generally over two million gallons, but soon
after systematic drilling was introduced in the central Kodaung tract in

1887, the output gradually rose to over 10 million gallons in 1894, and last TieW.

year, 1903, reached a record of 56,920,662 gallons.” In 1904 the output
of Yenangyaung was 73,428,960 gallons, and in 1906, 85,648,749 gallons.

“ Yenangyat yielded very small supplies of petroleum before 1891, Tenangjat.

when drilling was started by the Burma Oil Company. The expansion

was slow until 1894, when 324,086 gallons were produced, but rose rapidly TieW.

to 6,036,088 gallons in 1898, to 22,665,518 in 1903.” It has since, however,

dropped to about 18| million gallons a year.
“ Singu has suddenly come into prominence. Petroleum was first singu.

struck by the Burma Oil Company in this area on October 30, 1901, and
arrangements were then made to provide tanks for its reception. Pro-

duction did not consequently begin till 1902, when onlv 174,880 gallons Yield,

were turned out, with the opening of the new wells, but the output jumped
up to 5,617,.381 gallons in 1903 ; 23,677,460 gallons in 1901 ; and 37,541,177

gallons in 1905. The crude oil first obtained had a specific gravity of

0'8247 and flash-point under 40° F., in consequence of which primary stills

were erected on the field to remove the light naphthas before transport to

the Rangoon refineries.”
“ Besides the Upper Burma oil-fields, the islands off the Arakan coasts, Arakan.

noted for their mud volcanoes, have also been known for many years to

contain oil deposits of uncertain value. The chief operations have been
carried on in the Eastern Barongo Island near Akyab and on Ramri Island

in the Kyaukphyu district. During the past six years the average output
of the former area has been 42,926 gallons, whilst in Kyaukphyu the output
in the same period has averaged about 100,000 gallons, with a distinct

tendency to decline,” but the output from these islands is now rapidly

diminishing.

The total production of oil in Burma in 1905 amounted to 142,063,846 Total Pro-

gallons. The output of the various oil-fields w'as as follows :—Akyab, duction.

53,466 gallons
;
Kyaukphyu, 60,647 ;

Yenangyaung, Magwe, 86,648,749 ;

Singu, Mpngyan, 37,541,177 ;
Yenangyat, Pakokku, 18,759,818.

[Of, Fritz Noetling, Rept. Petrol, Indust. Upper Burma, 1892 ; Upper Burma
Oaz,, 1900, ii., pt. I, 249-77 : 1901, ii., pt. 2, 300, 400-1 ; Max and Bertha
Ferrara, Burma, 1900, 129 ; Nisbet, Burma urider Brit. Rule and Before, 1901,
i., 392-6 ; Rept. Rangoon Chamber of Comm., 1901, 52 ; 1902, 98 ; Petrol. Indust,
in Burma, in The Empress, Aug. 1903, 1-8.]

Properties and Uses.—For particulars regarding the introduction and Uses,
expansion of the demand for kerosene oil for illuminating purposes in India,

the reader is referred to the particulars given under Oils (see p. 812).

The following information on the composition and uses of petroleum is

abstracted mainly from the account published by Mr. Edmond O’Neill

{Develop, of Petrol. Indust., 1901). Chemically considered, petroleum is a

liquid of varying composition. The colour ranges from clear water, white properties,

through shades of yellow, amber, and brown to black. Its viscosity varies

from great mobility to a thick tar-like mass, and its specific gravity from
0‘771 to 1*020. The refractive index and coefficient of expansion are high

and the specific heat is low, but both vary in oil from different places.

Oils from the same locality usually resemble one another, but not always.
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Grade OU as
Fuel.

Kerosene.

Benzene.

Paraffin.

Purilication,

RecrysUlllBation.

Legisla-
tion.

flashing-point.

Apparatus Used.

Crude petroleum is used to a very slight extent otherwise than as a

fuel, a mixture for insecticides and for coarse lubrication. ' A quantity is

also used in gas-making. For other purposes it must be refined, and this

is effected by distillation. The crude oil is made up of a number of pro-

ducts of different boiling-points, some gaseous, some liquid, some solid.

On boiling the oil and condensing the vapours, first the gaseous, then the

liquid, and then the solid pass over, leaving a non-volatile residue. These

distillates and the residue are themselves made up of a number of different

bodies that may to a certain extent be separated. The most valuable of

these is the illuminating oil, known also as Kerosene, coal oil, burning

naphtha and by various other names. The portions of the distillate

boiling at lower temperatures than the illuminating oils are also of com-

mercial value. They are known as gasolenes, rhigolencs, ligroines, ben-

zenes, petroleum spirits, etc. Their principal use is as solvents for fats,

oils, varnishes, paints, and as fuel for gas engines, gas machines, ice-

making machines, and other purposes. The higher boiling portions of the

distillate are employed chiefly as lubricants. Still higher boiling portions

that condense to solids and semi-solids are known as vaselines and
paraffins.

Simple distillation is not sufficient to prepare the above substances,

•so that they can be satisfactorily used. They must be purified. This

usually consists in distilling, washing with acid (mostly sulphuric), alkali

(usually soda or ammonia), and water. Sometimes the distillates are

sprayed through air to remove malodorous constituents. Some of the

oils are bleached cither by the sun or by chemical reagents, or they may
be filtered through charcoal or bone-black. In the case of solids, re-

crystallisation is ordinarily resorted to, i.e. the body, such as paraffin, is

dissolved in some of the low-boiling constituents, usually naphtha, and
the solution cooled in ice and salt. The paraffin thus crystallises out.

[Anal, of Petrol

,

in Bee. Oeol Surv. Ind., 1891, xxiv. pt 4, 251 ; Engler, Chem.
Qual. of Petrol, from Burma, 1894, xxvii., pt.. 2, 49-54

;
Hurst, Soap Making,

1898, 66-7 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem.. 1900, in , 111 -20. j

Tests and Legislative Measures.

—

The term “ Flashing-point ” is

technically employed to designate the temperature at which any sample
of petroleum or its products begins to give off sensible quantities of in-

flammable vapour. To prevent accidents it was enacted by the American
Petroleum Act, and by the British Petroleum Act of 1871 ,

that no petroleum
oil should be used for burning in lamps which gave off inflammable vapours
at any temperature below 100'^ F. (38° C.) when tested in an open cup
described in the schedule of the Act. The increase in the consumption of

the article, however, between 1871 and 1877 necessitateddhe adoption of

a system of testing less liable to vary. The question was referred to the
late Prof. Sir F. Abel, who proposed the use of a closed vessel to be
heated in hot water, with a standard flashing-point of 73° F., equivalent to
100° on the open-cup system. This proposal was eventually adopted as
the basis of the English Petroleum Act of 1879. The law under which
petroleum is tested in India is Act XII. (1886), in which the testing

apparatus prescribed is an improved form of Abel’s. Several other modifi-
cations, based on the special conditions attendant on the application of the
test in a warm climate, have also been incorporated in the schedule of the
Act. As changes of pressure influence the flash-point, a table showing the
corrections to be applied for variations in barometric pressure is also
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appended. Dangerous petroleum is defined as petroleum having a flash- Dongerona

point below 78° F., but a consignment guaranteed uniform is not to be
® ™

considered dangerous if it has an average flash-point of 73° and no

sample flashes below 70° F.

Revenue.—In 1888 an import duty of half an anna a gallon was levied Revenue,

by the Government of India on petroleum, and in 1899-90 the revenue

obtained amounted to Rs. 1,62,392. In 1894-5 this tax was doubled, as

part of the means adopted to reduce the large deficit which then existed.

The revenue from petroleum in that year was Rs. 3,17,995. Since 1894

the tax has remained at 1 anna per gallon, and the revenue thus obtained one Anna per

during the five years 1900-6 amounted to the following figures •— 1900-1,

Rs. 49,29,432 ;
1901-2, Rs. 53,05,104 ;

1902-3, Rs. 53,79,857 ;
1903-4,

Rs. 43,99,912 ;
1904-5, Rs. 45,88,289 ;

1905-6, Rs. 36,64,723 £244,314).

TRADE. Internal.—The movements within India itself arc instructive;. Trade—
Thus the total recorded Exports of internal trade transactions by Internal,

rail and river in 1904-5 amounted to 4,366,522 cwt.
;
in 1905-6, 4,458,544 By Rad and

cwt.
;
and in 1906-7, 6,194,699 cwt. Of that amount Bengal exported

2,592,687 cwt.
;
Bombay port, 1,531,394 cwt. ;

Madras ports, 983,133

cwt. The chief importing provinces were Eastern Bengal and Assam,

1,294,710 cwt.
;
Madras, 892,290 cwt.

;
United Provinces, 851,335 cwt.

;

Bombay, 678,944, cwt.
;

Calcutta, 642,135 cwt. ;
Central Provinces and

Berar, 587,547 cwt. The total coastwise transactions may be represented By sea

by the following quotations :

—

Imports, 1901-2, 17.187,223 gallons, valued ooaatwiae.

at Rs. 70,97,587 ;
in 1903-4, 40,469,364 gallons, valued at Rs. 1,62,72,273 ;

and in 1906-7, 66,065,365 gallons, valued at Rs. 2,40,54,01 1 . Of Exports,
Burma supplied in 1906-7, 58,572,648 gallons, and Bengal, 1,231,537

gallons. Of that supply Bengal took 33,074,834 gallons
;

Bombay,
9,226,720 gallons

;
Sind, 2,428,796 gallons ; and Madras, 8,896,029

gallons. But in addition to Indian petroleum, foreign oil is carried along

the coast. In 1901-2 this came to 6,069,534 gallons, and by 1906-7 had
decreased to 2,304,032 gallons, the major portion being from Bombay to

Madras, Kathiawar and Goa.

The Trans-frontier export trade in petroleum shows in recent years By Land Routes

a steady increase. In 1TO4-5 the figures were 160,559 cwt., valued at

Rs. 10,65,506; 1905-6, 180,748 cwt., valued at Rs. 11,15,212; 1906-7,

178,533 cwt., valued at Rs. 1 1,81,921. The largest quantities go to Nepal,
viz., in 1906-7, 100,938 cwt., while considerable quantities are also conveyed
to the Shan States and Kashmir. The imports during the same period are
unimportant, amounting in 1906-7 to only 66 cwt.

External (Foreign) Exports.—The foreign Export trade in petroleum External
has sprung into eminence within the last two or three years. The Exports,
following are the exports of kerosene and paraffin wax for the period Exports oi

1900-7 :—1900-1, 258,762 gallons kerosene, valued at Rs. 1,29,376, and
37,943 cwt. wax, valued at Rs. 7,94,551 ; 1901-2, 16 gallons kerosene,

valued at Rs. 8, and 54,097 cwt. wax, valued at Rs. 9,45,443
; 1902-3,

2,085 gallons kerosene, valued at Rs. 1,050, and 56,464 cwt. wax, valued at
Rs. 10,43,149 ; 1903-4, 913,908 gallons kerosene, valued at Rs. 4,27,692,

and 43,894 cwt. wax, valued at Rs. 8,13,128 ; 1904-5, 4,076,139 gallons
kerosene, valued at Rs. 19,99,413, and 54,707 cwt. wax, valued at Rs.
11,13,777 ;

1906-6, 1,766,666 gallons kerosene, valued at Rs. 8,83,151,
and 66,796 cwt. wax, valued at Rs. 11,58,394 ; and in 1906-7, 24,684
gallons kerosene, valued at Rs. 10,928, and 60,208 cwt. wax, valued at
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Rs. 12,42,601. Exports of mineral oils, other than kerosene, amounted

in 1904-5 to 164,253 gallons ; 1905-6, 12,962 gallons ;
and r906-7, 881,462

gallons. India also re-exports large quantities, amounting in 1904-6 to

2,097,472 gallons
;

1905-6, 1,161,012 gallons
;

and in 1906-7, 486,676

gallons.

Imports.

—

The Imports of mineral oils are large and important. Acconi-

iiig to Holland, during the years 1897-1903 they averaged nearly 85J million

gallons, valued at £2,314,801. Of the two great producing countries,

Russia and the United States, which during the years in question supplied

between them about 93'5 per cent, of the imported foreign oil, Russia has

been gradually increasing its predominance over the States. “ In 1897-8

Russia contributed 58-1 per cent, of the imports and the States 29'7, but

in 1901-2 the former had secured 85-5 and the latter only 9'5 per cent, of

the Indian custom, though a slight reversal occurred in 1902-3 ” (Holland).

In the Imperial Gazetteer of India (iii., 139) later particulars are given.

Of the imports, it is said of the foreign oil that “ about 75 per cent.,

amounting to 64 million gallons a year, comes from Russia, and 19 per

cent, from the United States, while large quantities are now being obtained

from the productive fields in the Dutc.h East Indies.”

In the Review of the Trade of India (1905-6, 15-6) the total value of all

mineral oils imported in that year into India is stated to have been Rs.

222-9 lakhs, or 32 per cent, less than in 1904-5. Of this total, Rs. 178-3

lakhs, or just 80 per cent., had reference to kerosene. During the years

1900-6 the imports of kerosene {omitting last three figures) are quoted

as follows ;—1900-1, 72,602 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,10,34 ;
1901-2,

91,467 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,61,57 ; 1902-3, 81,461 gallons, valued at

Rs. 3,14,61 ;
1903-4, 71,559 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,07,68 ;

1904-5,

76,190 gallons, valued at Rs. 2,97,56 ; 1905-6, 50,949 gallons, valued at

Rs. 1,78,32. During the same period, it is interesting to note that the

exports from Burma {omitting last three figures) rose from 8,269 gallons,

valued at Rs. 33,53, in 1900-1 to 47,160 gallons, valued at Rs. 1,62,34,

in 1905-6, and that while in 1905-6 the imports of foreign kerosene

declined by 33 per cent, in quantity and 40 per cent, in value on the

imports of the previous year, the exports from Burma to India are

stated to have increased by 10 per cent, in both respects.

Analysing the figures of supply, we learn that Russia gave td India

{omitting last three figures) in 1901-2, 84,478 gallons, and in 1905-6,

7,617 gallons ; the United States, 6,768 and 22,332 ;
the Straits Settle-

ments, 1,023 and 10,391 ;
and Sumatra, nil and 5,401 gallons. As a

parallel to these records, it may be here added that Burma supplied India
in 1901-2 with 13,463 gallons, and in 1905-6 with 47,160 gallons. It is

also stated that “ case oil ” is giving place to “ bulk oil ” importation, and
that “ more than half of the above decline in total imports is to be traced
to the falling ofi of 11^ million gallons in arrivals of case oil from Russia
alone, this being due to the destruction and anarchy that prevailed in the
Russian oil region.”

Prices.-—The following average prices in Calcutta, during 1906-6, of

various classes of kerosene are quoted in the Review {l.c. 16) :—American,
Chester, per case, Rs. 4-2-9 : Russian, Rising Sun, per case, Rs. 3-10-6

;

Anchor, per case, Rs. 3-6-8
;
Ram, per case, 3-9-7 : Burma, Victoria, per

2 tins, Rs. 2-11-5
; Gold Mohar, per 2 tins, Rs. 2-14-6 : Borneo, Cobra,

per 2 tins, Rs. 2-11-9 ; Sumatra, Silver Light, per 2 tins, Rs. 2-11-9 :
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Sumatra, Silver Light, per case, Rs. 4-13-8. The prices of American
Chester Oil, ttio standard illuminant, are shown to have been very steady
for the last ten years. In 1896-7 the average price per case was Rs. 4-3-3,
and in 1906-6, Rs. 4-2-9.

PEUCEDANUM GRAVEOLENS, lient/i.
; FI. Br. Ind. ii., D.E.P.,

709; Cooke, FI. Pres, Bomb., 1903, i., 570; Duthie, FI. Ufper Ganq.
Plain, 1903, 396 ;

Plain, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 540; UMBi!:r.LiFKR.®. The '

Dill or Sowa, sowd, sulpha, baluntshep, samyeit, etc., (Sansk
)

misreyd,

satapushpa.
A glabrous herb found throughout tropical and sub-tropical India, and often Vegetable and

cultivated for use as a Vkoktable and for its Esskntiai. On.. The fruit yields

on distillation with water 3 to 4 per cent, of an essential oil, which has well-known
MEDICINAI, properties and is also employed for perfuming soap. Both fruit and Medicine,

leaves are used to impart a flavour to curries. [Cf. The Bower Manuscript
(Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 170, Pharmacog. Trul., n , 128 9; in, app , 1.59;

Woodrow, Oard. in Ind., 1903, 344.]

PHASEOLUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 200 4 , Cooke, FL Pres. Kidney
Bomb., 1902, 374-9

;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 223-7 ; Pram, Beans.

Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 385-8; Leouminos.®. A genus of twining plants,

usually herbaceous, of which some 15 species are. indigenous to India.

P, aoonltlfolius, Jacq. ; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, D.E.P.,

1882, i., 41-2, t. XI. The Aconite-leaved Kidney Bean, moth (math), bhnngga, vi., pt. i.,

banmudga khen, bir mung, malti-kalai, tulka-pyre, kuncuma-pesalu, madki,

etc. A perennial or annual herb, found throughout India from the Himalaya leaved,
to Ceylon, ascending the hills to 4,000 feet m altitude, especially in the

north-west.

Generally cultivated in the plains as a hot-weather crop (June-July) seasona.

and reaped in autumn (kharif, October-November), and specially suited to

dry, light sandy soils and for green-manuring (Watt, Pests and Blights of

the Tea Plant, 1898, 175, 177). In some localities it is an important crop, as

in the United Provinces, where in 1904-5, together with urd (P, Mnni/o, Area.

Linn.), mung
(
I*, radintus, Linn.), and lobia ( liyiia Gatjanff), it occupied

an area of 1,062,783 acres
;
and in Bombay (including Sind), \\lierc it alone

occupied in 1905-6, 299,701 acres. Of the United Provinces, Duthie and
Fullei’state that it grows on the worst land that can be made to bear a crop.

It is sometimes sown alone, but more often in millet fields, especially of the

spiked or bulrush millet (bdjra). Its cultivation is very haphazard. Two
or three ploughings are held suflficient, and the seed is sown broadcast at

the rate of 4 seers to the acre. The highest outturn winch could be taken vidd.

as an average Is 8 maunds to the acre with rather less than double that

amount of fodder. Of Bombay, Mollison (Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, iii.,

85-6) states that this pulse is fourth in importance, and is grown to a

considerable extent in all districts except the Konkan. It is rarely sown
alone, and is a common subordinate crop with bdjra. The best outturn is Mixed

obtained on the deep alluvium sands or sandy loams of Ahmadabad and CuitiTation.

Kaira. Heavy rain is harmful, and it is most successfully grown with a

well-distributed rainfall of about 30 inches. It ripens after the bdjra

and is reaped in November-Decembor. A fair yield in an average season

may be 120 lb. pulse per acre from a seed-rate of 1^ lb. with the value of

the pulse at 40 to 46 lb. per rupee.

The beans are used to a considerable extent in certain parts of India, vegetabi*.
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especially in Bombay, as a Vegetable. The pulse is split and eaten as

ddl
, also cooked in various ways. It is considered a useful medicinal

diet in cases of flatulence, and as a food in fever. The whole plant is

a valuable Fodder and is frequently grown, cither alone or mixed with

some millet, for this purpose exclusively. [C/. Church, Food-Grains of

Ind., 1886, 152 ;
Leather, Agri. Lcdg., 1903, No. 7, 152, 156, 181.]

P. iunatus, Linn. ; Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, 68. Lima or Duffln

Bean, kursumbulle-puihe, bunbur-butti, tik-hit-zim, kerow-simbi, kataridabooa

mah, udadyaweli, pegyi, etc. A tall biennial, with long scimitar-shaped

pods and large seeds of variable colour. According to De Candolle, this

is a native of Brazil. In India it is very generally cultivated, especially

ill Assam, Burma, Bengal, the United Provinces, the Panjab, etc.

According to Firminger {Man. Qard. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 180), the seed should

be sown in the plains during October (or just when the rains are over) and in rows
about 4 inches apart ; on the hills the sowing season is from March to June.

The ripe seeds of the best kinds are pure ivory-white, and, when cooked in a
similar way to haricot or broad beans, are used as a Vegetadle and said to have
the flavour of roasted chestnuts. Duthie says the yoimg pods are sliced and
cooked like French beans.

Interest has recently boon aroused in this bean owing to the poisonous pro-

perties which the species sometinios exhibits. A report was issued by Dunatan
on its chemical composition (Proc. Roy. Soc., 1903, 72, 286 ;

also Agn. Ledg.,

1906, No. 2). Tho first specimens examined came from Mauritius, where the

plant 18 raised in a practically wild state and used as a green manure. Chemical
exanunation showed tho presence of a cyanogeiiolic glucoside {phascolunatin)

and an enzyme. When these two wore brought into intimate contact, the

glucoside was decomposed by the enzyme, yielding, amongst other substances,

about 0'04 to 0'09 per cent, by weight of prussic acid, the largest quantity being

found in seeds with dark, purple-coloured testa, and the smallest m seeds with
almost white testa. In partially or wholly cultivated forms, the testa is either

pink with a few purt>li8h spots, pale cream-coloured or even white. Dunstan
states that these are undoubtedly less poisonous than the almost wild type grown
in Mauritius. While tlie Mauritius beans wore being investigated there were
imported into England from India quantities of beans described as Rangoon,
Burma or Paigya beans, which were mtemled to be used in preparing food-stufis

for cattle. Plants were grown from some of them, and identified as f*. tuiiatim.

[Of. Bull. Imp. Inst., 1903, i., 16, 115]. Subsequently authentic samples of the
beans were procured from Pakokku district, Burma, and these were foimd to

contain O'OOO per cent, of prussic acid, a quantity quite sufficient to render them
undesirable for consumption, at any rate in tho raw state. Dunstan concludes
by advising the cultivators of this particular bean to grow perfectly whitq forms
rather than coloured varieties. Leather (Agn. Joum. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iii., 224),
in a paper on Cyanogeneats in Plants, alludes to the poisonous property. “ I

have obtained prussic acid,” he says, “from Rangoon beans (i^iiaseoitim

tuna tun) and vdU (MtaHeiioH labiaft) by Simply allowing the crushed seeds to remain
m cold water for a few hours” (see p. 767). More recently, Dunstan and Henry
(Journ. Board Agri., 1908, xiv , 722-31) have given additional, particulars and
reviewed the results obtained by other investigators. They then conclude that
“ it is undesirable that any further definite advice should be given to discontinue
the use of Rangoon beans, since m spite of tho fact that both the rod and white
varieties have now been shown to yield prussic acid, there is at present no evidence
that this is formed in quantity sufficient to be injurious, and although these
beans have been used as a feeding stuff now for some years, no poisomng cases
have been traced to them so far as is knovm. At the same time, since tho beans
yield prussic acid in varying quantity, it is clearly not permissible to recommend
them for use as a feeding material. All that can fairly be done at the moment
is to place the facts on record.” [Of. Church, Food-Grains of Ind., 1886, 166.]

P. Mung^o, Linn., Mant., 101 ;
Prain, in Journ. ^s. Soc. Beng., 1898,

Ixvi., 423 ; var. Roxburghii, Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 387 ;
P. Mungo, var.

radiatus, FI. Br. Ind., ii., 203 (in part); Duthie and Fuller, Field and, Garden
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PHASBOL.US
HIGHLY PRIZED PULSE ^

munoo
Cultivation

Crops, 1882, i., 39-40, t. x. The urud (or urd), dord, tircorai-kalai, mash-

kiUdi, ramra,‘ udid, adad, patchay-pyre, mtnu-mulu, hasaru, etc. There
has been some confusion regarding the nomenclature of 1*. Mungo and
the species which follows—/*. radiatuH,—due chiefly to Roxburgh having
transposed the original Linnean names. I*. Mungo, Linn., is the present

plant, vdid or urd
;
while P. rndtatua, Linn., is the plant known in the

vernacular as mung. There are two varieties of udid, one with large black

seeds, the other with smaller greenish seeds, and these correspond very
possibly with P, Mungo proper and the variety lioa burghli.

Area.—Urd is the most highly prized of the pulses of this genus, and is

largely cultivated in India, sometimes even in green manuring (see p. 225).

Unfortunately the crop area is not uniformly and continuously lecordcd,

80 that only isolated quotations can be cited. In Bombay (including

Sind) it occupied in 1905-6, 223,281 acres, but it would appeal that either

the wrong scientific names have been used iii the oflicial publications of

Bombay (and in Mollison’s Textbook huL Agri.) for this and the next pulse,

or that the names mag, mung and udid have the opposite significations in

Bombay to those prevalent in the rest of India. In the Punjab in ]‘n)l-5

mung and masAtogether occupied 443,307 .u‘rcs,ari<l in I !)0C-7, 563,364 acres.

According to Uuthie and Fuller, udid is grown commonly as a subordi-

nate crop with millet or cotton, but more often by itself. Sowing takes

place at the commencement of the rains, and the crop ripens, one variety

in August and September, another in October and November. When
grown alone it is sown broadcast at the rate of 4 to 6 seers per acre.

It prefers the heavier classes of sod, and is thus unlike mung, which

prefers lighter soil. In this respect, it will be seen, Mollison holds a

slightly different opinion, since he believes that both beans prefer heavy
soils. Its average outturn when grown alone is about 5 maunds gram per

acre with three times this weight of straw. In Bombay, Mollison states

that udid is grown generally subordinate to jwdr (Sorg/iunt rulgare) or

other cereals. It is a very important crop in the black soils of Khandesh,

and is grown fairly exten.sively in Nasik, Satara, Belgaum, Thana, and
Ahmadabad. Of the total area during 1905-6, Khandesh had 106,870

;

Satara 33,673; Nasik 22,200; and Belgaum 14,689 acres. The total rabi

crop came to 2,809 acres, of which 1,482 acres were in Kanara and 731

acres in Kolaba. It is raised mostly as a rain crop, subordinate to judr,

but to a small extent alone in the kharif season, and over a considerable

area in the rabi, chiefly as a second crop after rice.

Uses.

—

The green pods are eaten as a vegetable and the ripe grain is

the most esteemed of all pulses in India. It is boded and eaten whole or

after being split, in the form of ddl. Parched and ground to flour it is

made into balls with spice, or is eaten in the form of a sort of porridge or

baked into bread—it is the chief constituent of the wafer biscuit known in

Bombay as pdpad. In the Panjdb it is used in the form of two preparations

known as hari and sepa. Both are prepared by soaking the seed for a couple

of days in slightly warm water, then crushing to a pulp, drying and mixing
with ghi or buttermilk. Both the grain and the straw are valuable as horse

and cattle Food. Medicinally this pulse is highly valued by the Hindus
[Cf. Sen, Rept. Agri. Slat. Dacca, 1889, 48 ; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893,

79-80; The Bower Manuscript (Hoemle, transl.), 1803-7, 187 : Panjdh Diat. Oaz. ;

Rice, Mysore Oaz., 1897, i., 120-1 ; Basu, Cult, of Pulse Crops in Assam Valley,

in Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 6, 127-31 ;
Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 7, 162, 156,

182 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L’Antiq., etc., 1904, iL, 248.]

VarioUea.

Aren

Muted
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P. padiatus, Linn., Sp. PI., 1753, 725 ;
Prain, in Journ. As. Soc.

Beng., 1898, Ixvi., 422 ;
F. Mungo, FI. Br. Ind., ii., 203 (in part)

;
Duthie

and Fuller, l.c. 37-8, t. ix. Green Gram, mung, mag, pessara,

kheruya, bulat, ghora muga, chhirtn, pucha-payaru, wvihulu, etc. This

pulse IS a native of India and is met with both wild and cultivated

throughout the plains, ascending to 6,000 feet in the outer ranges of the

Noith-West Himalaya. There are three varieties, charactensed by having

green, yellow and black seeds. The confusion in nomenclature has

already been explained under /*• Mniif/o.

Area.—Mung is cultivated all over the Peninsula, though no estimate

can be given of the total production. In Bombay, where it is returned

separately (Season and Crop Reports), it is the fifth pulse in value,

and occupied in 1905-6, 189,942 acres, and in Sind 32,690 acres.

The most important centres arc Dharwdr, Ahmadnagar, Khandesh
and Bijapur. In Berar it would appear there were in 1904-5, 29,306

acres under it. The method of cultivation is essentially the same as

for urd. Duthie and Fuller state that it is almost invariably a

subordinate crop in fields of millet or cotton. It is, therefore, a

kharif crop, sown at the commencement of the rains and reaped in

October. Cultivation is the same as for cotton or millet. If sown alone,

the seed-rate is about 12 seers to the acre. It is reaped about a fortnight

before the millet crop, and threshed out by bullocks in the usual way.
Its chief cultivation is the kharif, but in Dhdrwdr, Koldba and

Kanara it is grown in the rabi season as a second crop after rice. It

is then sown alone, subordinate to judr and other cereals. It does

best on good, deep soil of fairly dense consistency, and with a well-

distributed rainfall of 30 to 35 inches. When grown after rice in

the rahi season, cultivation is the same as for vdl (I>oUehoH Lablah),
though the seed-rate is rather less (15 to 20 lb. per acre) and the preparatory

tillage more careful. In the Deccan this pulse is sometimes sown alone

in the kharif season as a catch crop before sugar-cane and other irrigated

crops, which are planted in the rohl season (Mollison). The preparations

made from mung are the same as those described for urd.

[Cf. Son, Rept. Agri. Stat. Dacca, 1889, 48 ; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890,
j., 08 ; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 79 ; Rioe, Mysore Oaz., 1897, i., 121 ;

Diitt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 149-51 ; Leather, Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 371 ;

1903, No. 7, 152, 165, 183 ; Basu, Cult, of Pulse Crops in Assam, AgriT Ledg.,

1903, No. 5, 131-2.]

Date
Palms.

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. i.,

100-206.

Edible
Date.
Habitat.

PHffiNIX, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., vi., 424-8
;
Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 1902, 730-2
; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 1095-6

;
Brandis, Ind.

Trees, 1906, 644r-6
;

PAUMEiE. A genus of palms which comprises some
seven or eight species, all of which yield more or loss edible fruits and are

important from an economic point of view.

P. daotylifera, Linn. The Edible Date
;
tree -- kha'jur, kasser, mach,

karmah, pind chirdi, tar, perila, swonpalwon, etc.
;
fruit = khurma, chuhdra,

kukydn, pind, chirwi, jarikha, tamara, pench-chankay, somblon-zi, etc. ;

sindhi, seindi, sendri are names for this tree that denote its origin from Sind.
A tall tree, often 100 to 120 feet, producing, when young, ofishoots or
“ suckers ” at the base of the stem. According to De Candolle, it has
existed from prehistoric times in the warm-dry zone which extends from
Senegal to the Indus basin, principally between the parallels 15° and 20°.
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PHCBNIX
IN SIND AND THE PANJAB dactyi<ifkra

Cultivation

CULTIVATION.—In India it is cultivated and self-sown in Sind

and the Southern Panjdb, particularly near Multan, MuzafEargarh, the

Sind Sagar Doab, and in the Trans-Indus territory. Near Dera Ghdzi

Khdn the trees are numerous, on a strip of country 10 to 12 miles long

from north to south. A few are planted in the Eastern Panjab, at Saharan-

pur, in the Ganges Doab, and in Bandelkhand. It is also grown in the

Deccan and Gujarat. In recent years, through Government agency,

plantations have been started in various places, e.g. in Sind. The chief

difficulty in cultivating the tree is to secure the e.xacfc climatic conditions

necessary for success. \Cf. Sly, Exper. tn Cult, of Dates, in .igri. Journ.

Ind., 1906, i., pt. iii., 256-7.]

Climate. —Fletcher {Agri. Ledg., 1906, No. 1) gives a full account Climate,
of the conditions under which successful cultivation is carried on in other

countries. The relative low humidity and rainfall in typical date-growing

regions is a marked feature. Ram at the time of flowering spoils the pollen,

and during the ripening season causes fermentation of the fruit. The
former, in all regions of successful production, is March to May, and
the latter, August to November. Where the best dates are produced,

more than half the total yearly rainfall occurs between November and namioii.

March, thus before flowering commences. On an average, rainfall during

the flowering and fruiting season should not exceed 5 inches.

In addition to this amount of rainfall, irrigation is absolutely e.ssential, imgauon.

for if there be sufficient rainfall to dispense with irrigation, it will be too

great to allow the flowers to pollinate and the fruit to set fully and ripen

well. The requirements as to temperature are peculiar. In a dormant Temperature,

condition, it can withstand temperature as low as 20® F., but an extremely
high temperature is necessary to enable it to ripen its fruit. Neither

flowers nor fruits are formed unless the mean temperature rises above
64‘5° F., and for the best and latest varieties {e.g. the Deglet Noor, Ayata, Rsoea.

Algeria) the mean temperature for the fruiting season (May to October)

should be above 84® F., and for one month at least above 94° F.

Soils.—The physical character of the soil, sand, loam or heavy clay Soils,

appears to have little influence on growth and productivity, except that

perhaps on light loam and sandy soils it comes to maturity and flowers

and fruits earlier than on heavy soils. It is also peculiar in its indifference

to the quantity of alkali in the soil. Investigations on the soil of xikaii.

Algerian palm-bearing tracts have shown that though it can grow in soils

with 3 to 4 per cent, their weight of alkali, it does not fruit unless the roots

reach a stratum where the alkali is below 1 per cent., and does not yield

abundantly unless there are layers with less than 0 6 per cent. [Cf. Swingle,

Date Palm and Its Util, in 5. IF. States, Bureau PI. Irulust., U.S. Dept.

Agri. Bull., 1904, No. 53.] The alkali in question consists of chlorides

and sulphates of sodium and magnesium.
Propsif«</o/i.-*-Propagation may take place by seeds or offshoots. Propaga-

The latter method is the best, for if seeds are sown, half the seedlings turn tion.

out males, and, moreover, female seedlings seldom produce fruit equal to

that of the stock. The offshoots are borne at the base of the stem of ofMioot

trees from 6 to 16 years old. These are removed from the parent when
from 3 to 6 years old. The largo leaves are cut away, leaving only the root-

less stump of the offshoot, with its bud protected by leaf-stalk and young
leaves. For India, April to September is probably the best time for re- Season

moval of the suckers. They should be planted out in rows 25 feet apart
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with similar intervals between the rows. Holes 3 feet deep and
broad are made. Half of the excavated earth is mixed Vith its own
volume of farm-yard manure, with 4 to 6 lb. of oil-cake, and filled in, the

oSshoot being set in the centre of the hole. Care should be taken not to

cover the central bud and young leaves with earth. These should be
retained a few inches above the level of the ground, and a circular

trench, a foot in width, dug round for irrigation. Transplanted shoots

should be watered every day the first month, twice a week the second
month, and then every month for a year. For the first year, also, they
should be protectiid from November to March by wrapping them in

straw or matting.

Watering.—After planting out the offshoot, its chief requirements are

irrigation and pollination. No general rule can be given with regard to

the amount of water required. This depends on local conditions
;
and

further, the palm needs more water during certain seasons of the year than
others, (hmerally, at the time of flowering (February-Maroh) little or
no wate.T should be given

; from May till the fruit ripens (September),
water shoidd be given liberally.

Maturity.

—

The age at wliich palms commence to flower varies with
the character of climate and soil, and the amount of water given. Eight
years from the date of sowing may be stated as the age at which appreciable
quantities of fruit begin to be produced. The male inflorescence consists

of a stout stalk with a large number of slender branches to which the
flowers are attached, the whole enclosed in a sheath, which is at first closed

but later splits open. The inflorescence is cut from the tree generally
immediately before but sometimes after the splitting of the sheath. One
or two of the slender branches bear sufficient pollen for a whole female
inflorescence

;
and as a male inflorescence bears over 100 branches, one

suffices to pollinate 50 or 100 female inflorescences, according as one or

two branches are used for each. The female inflorescences are also borne
within sheaths, at first closed, later open. When they open, one or two
branches of the male inflorescence are inserted among its branches. About
three months after pollination, two of the three fruits produced by each
fertilised flower fall off, leaving only one to ripen. At this time also (the
beginning of June) some of the clusters of fruit should be removed from
the tree to increase the supply of food to the rem.iinder. About 10 to 12
clusters are usually allowed to remain. The period of ripening varies
from June to October, according to variety and locality.

USES.-—"nie tree yields a Gum (hukm chil), used mbdicinauly in the Panj&b.
In that province, mats, fans, baskets and ropes are made from the leaves, known
^ bhutrdf paCira. khushab, Woodrow [Notes on Journ. from i'oona to NagotnOf
in Rec. Bot. Surv, Ind., i., 94) states that a species of (identified as
-f*. robuHia, Hook

, f ) grows on the Western Ghats, Poona, known locally as ahatlu,
and is the source of the so-called date-matting made m the district. The petioles
(ehhari) make excellent light walking-sticks, and split up they furnish material
for crates and baskets. The fibrous network which forma the sheathing base
of the petioles, called kabdl, khajurka bokla or khajurmHn'/, is used for pack-saddles

fibre separate from it for cordage. In the Panj&b the bunch
of fruit stalks, buhdrd, is made into brooms.

Prom the fresh spathes (called tara] is obtained by distillation tom-water, a
strong but agreeable perfume, which is highly valued by Arabs and Persians but
does not seem to be prepared in India. The date forms a large part of the food-
supply of the coimtries where it grows plentifully. Even in the PanjAb and Sind
it IS largely utilised. In Multan the hard and unripe date is called gandord ;when it turns yellow, dokd ; when one side becomes soft, dang ; when quite ripe,
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THE DATE-SUGAR PALM
PHCENIX

SYLVKSTRIS
• Trade

pmd. Find dates may be ripened on the tree, van di pind, or ripened after gather-
ing, pind luni. Dates which have shrivelled on the tree are known as kuk or QuAhtiee.

kukan. In Siitd the fruit, when ripe, is designated khurma, and ohuwarar when
plucked before ripe. In Muzaffargarh the most esteemed kind is called chirni.

This is split down the middle and dried in the sun. The second best is called

pind, and is eaten as it comes from the tree. The least esteemed, bugri, is

boiled in oil and water. The terminal bunch or heart of young leaves (gdchi)

is preserved when a tree is cut down, and eaten as a vegetable and made
into ourry. Like i*. xi/li’cxfejs, this species also yields a saccharine juice, from
which SuoAB and a fermented drink may be prepared ; but it is comparatively Sugar,

little usodfor this purpose, as when of goodquality it is too valuable to be subjected
to that treatment. Tho hard kernels of the fruit are ground into Food for f amols, Vodder.

goats, sheep and horses. The green date, khamdl, is also given to sheep and cattle.

The roasted kernels have been used as a substitute for coffee. Tho wood is light

and fairly durable, and is used in Multan and Sind as Vieams for supporting roofs

in Native architecture, and also for water-channels, bridges and other purposes.

TRADE. -Exports.—The exports of Indian dati s are nof as vet ini- Trade,
portant

;
they have averaged about I,'10 ewt

,

v.alued at Rs. 1,2 lit, during Eiporta.

the four years ending 1904 5, but in 1905 6 were onlv 111 ewt.. valued at

Rs. 364, and in 1906-7, 14 ewt., valued at Rs. 2.54. The re-exports,

during the same period, were as follows ;—1900-1, 34,444 ewt
,
valued at

Rs. 1,69,263; 1901-2, 27,632 ewt., valued at Rs. 1,41,939; 1902-3,

47,041 ewt., valued at Rs. 2,13,455 ;
1903-4, 25,330 ewt., valued at

Rs. 1,27,277; 1904-5, 22,260 ewt., valued at Rs. 1,24,684; 1905-6,

23,542 ewt., valued at Rs. 1,31,373, and in 1906-7, 27,945 ewt., valued at

Rs. 1,69,639.

Imports.—The foreign supplies, on the other hand, are large and im- imports,

portant ;
in 1900-1 they came to 871,272 ewt., valued at Rs. 41,94,972 ;

1901-2, 901,006 ewt., valued at Rs. 42,11,091 ; 1902-3, 663,390 ewt.,

valued at Rs. 31,43,967 ;
1903-4, 725,003 ewt., valued at Rs. 36,27,590 ;

1904-5, 812,284 ewt., valued at Rs. 40,96,034 ;
1905--6, 867,229 ewt.,

valued at Rs. 44,87,709
;

and in 1906-7, 814,781 ewt., valued at

Rs. 48,37,461. The largest quantities come usually from Turkey-in- supply.

Asia, viz. 479,200 ewt. in 1906-7 ; Arabia, 238,101 ewt.
; and Persia,

73,863 ewt., and are received chiefly by Bombay and Sind, which took

as their shares 562,335 ewt. and 205,571 ewt. respectively.

[Cf. The Bower Manuscript (HoernJe, transl.), 1893-7, 121 : Baber, Memoirs
(Leyden and Erskine, transl ), .326 , Purclias’ Pilgrimes, 1626, v., 664-.5, 707-8 ;

Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 74, 137 ; Ligon, Hist. Barbados, 16.57, 72 ;

Ovingtpn, Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 423 ; Thovenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan,

etc., 1687, iii., 94; Fryer, New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers. (od. 1698), 225; Milburn,

Or. Comm., 1813, i., 100 ;
Bonavia, Future of Date Palm in hid., 1885 ;

Reid, Cult, of Date Palms in Canal Plant., Pb Irrigat. Branch Papers, Jan.

1894, No. 1 ; Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897. 260-1
;
Kew Bull

.

1898, 46-50 ; Fairchild, Persian Oulf Dates, and Their Introd. into America, U.S.

Dept. Agri. Bull., 1903, No. 64 ; Cunmnghum, Plagues and Pleasures of Life in

Beng., 1907, 348, 350, etc.]

P. sylvestpis, Roxb. The Wild Date or Date-sugar Palm, sendhi, D.E.P.,

Jeejur, salma, boichand, kharak, sandoleka-nar, itehumjiannay, ita, ickal, ete.
; 20q^16^

’

findakharjura, kharjura (Sansk.). A tree 30 to 40 feet high, distinguished Date,
from the former by the absence of root suckers. It is indigenous in many
parts of India, being most abundant in Bengal, Bihar, on the Coromandel

Coast and in Gujarat.

Like the former, this species yields a Gum, and the leaves, petioles, oum.

flowering spathes, etc., are variously utilised for purposes similar to those

indicated above. The reader will find these detailed in the article Baskets Basket^ ami

and Woker Work (pp, U5, 188). The tree flowers at the beginning of
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THE EMBLIC MYROBALAN

the hot weather and produces an inferior yellowish or reddish fruit,

which is eaten by the poorer classes.

In many localities, however, especially in Jessoro and other districts

of Bengal, this species is of considerable importance as a source of food-

supply, owing to the extensive use of its sap in making Sugar. The

Government of India (Resolution dated March 20, 1889) mention that

it had been ascertained after a careful inquiry that there were 168,262

acres under cultivation of this palm connected with the sugar supply.

A full account of the process of tapping the trees and of the manufacture

of sugar from the crude sap is given in the Report on the District of Jessore,

1874, by the late Sir James Westland. Tapping ordinarily commences
in November, and the largest supply of juice is obtained during December
and January. An average amount of 5 seers of juice per night may be

got from a good tree. The juice is boiled down into a dark brown, half

viscid mass, called gur. About 7 to 10 seers of juice are required to pro-

duce 1 seer of gur. The tapping season lasts 4^ months or 67 nights.

Thus at 5 seers a night, 335 seers of juice are obtained, or about 40 seers

or 1 maund of gur per tree, worth, say, Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-4a. After the juice

is boiled down into gur, it is then sold to the sugar-refiners and by them
is manufactured in various ways into different grades of sugar. The
best known is termed dhulua, a soft, moist, powdery sugar, used largely

in the manufacture of Native sweetmeats. A purer, granular and more
expensive sugar than dhulua is called pucka. The waste molasses, col-

lected during the preparation of sugar, is called chitiya gur ; this is boiled

down into a black, sticky treacle, which is largely utilised for mixing with

the tobacco for the Native hookah and also for making cheap Native

sweets. A small proportion of the juice, instead of being used in the

above way, is consumed as a drink, either unfermented or fermented,

under the name of tari, or is converted into vinegar (see Spirits, p. 1046;

Vinegar, p. 1109).
In recent years an interoating endeavour has been made to promote the

manufacture of palm-sugar in the Central Provinces. A company hoe been
formed under the name of the Khandwa Sugar Manufacturing Company. Full
details regarding this will be found in a pamphlet (pub. 1901) by Mr. Haridas
Chatterji, Managing Director, and in a report on the result of the first year’s
operations. [Cf. Kanjilal, Date Sugar Indust. of Beng., in Ind. For., 1892, xviii.,

451-7 ; Pliarmacog. Ind., 1893, iii., 520 ; Kept. Land Rec. and Agri. Beng., 1895,
19 20; Woodrow, Gard. in Ind., 1899, 526; Mukerji, Handbook Ind Agri.,

1001, 372-84 ; Cliatterji, Rept. on Ftrst Year's Operat. of Date-Sugar Manuf. and
Agn,, Morad (near Indore), Cent. Ind., 1903-4 ; Joret, Les PI. dans L’Antiq.,

1904, ii., 336.]

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

217-24.

Embllc
Myrobalan.

Q-om.

Dye and Tan.

PHYLLANTHUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 285-305
; Talbot,

List Trees, etc., 1902, 299-301
; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 598-601

;

Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 93.3-6
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees., 1906, 669-72

;

Euphorbiace^. a very large genus of herbs, trees or shrubs. Three
only are of economic importance.

P. Embllca, Unn. The Embhc Myrobalan, aonld, dmlaki, daula, gondhona,
aid thanda, meral, suom, nelle, usir, avalkati, hhoza amah, toppi, usereki, shabju,
etc. A moderate-sized deciduous tree, found almost throughout India and
Burma, ascending the hills to 4,000 feet, chiefly in dry deciduous forests (Gamble).

It yields a Gum of which httle is known. Fruit, bark and leaves are em-
ployed in Dyking and Tanning. Hooper (Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 52-3) states
that the dried pulpy portion of the immature fruit affords as much os 35 per
cent, tannic acid, but in a ripe state only traces are found. The leaves are
regarded by the Bengal fhamars os one of the beet tans, and are said bym
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Hummel to contain 18 per cent, tannic acid. The bark is employed for tanning
in Travancore. An extract prepared at Dehra Dun from bark supplied from
the Central Provinces yielded 28'2 per cent, of tannm. As a dye, the fruit gives
a blackish grey, if used alone, but is generally mixed with salts of iron or the
barks of others trees to produce a black. Bark and leaves give the same colours
as the fruit. Duncan {Monog. Dyea atui Dyeing in Assam, 1896, 40-1) mentions
that in the Jorhat Division of the Sibsagar district, tho barks of three trees, viz.
TermlnaHn f'hebiilft, Kitgenin Janihalnna, S*NiHtt9n> iiitif/nra , are used along
with that of FiiyiiautimM to produce a black colour.

Tho fresh juice is used with that of tho other myrobalans as a roohng, re-
frigerant sherbet and as a flavouring ingredient in vinegar (see p 1 109) , while tho
fresh ripe fruits are largely employed as astringent and laxative medicines. The
fruit IS also eaten by Natives and made into preserves An mterestnig use of tho
fruit pulp in the manufacture of pottery has been published by Huoper (Journ.
As. Soc. Beng., 1906, n.s., ii., 65). This was originally made known in 1896 by
Mr. James Martin in a letter from Baipur, in tho Central Provinces. The fruit is

boiled, Martin says, in water till it becomes soft, then pounded ; .ind after the
stones are removed, the pulp is beaten and worked up into a dark-orown sticky
mass. The manufacturer now takes an earthen ve.ssel and plasters it over with
a thick layer of tho pulp. It is then set aside to dry, and w’hen quito hard, the
pot inside is broken and tho pieces removed. These curious pots are sold in the
district at from 4 to 8 annas each, and are much sought after, as they are durable
and ornamented by coloured seeds {rati) sunk in the fabric in elaboration of a
pattern. I may add that publication of this curious iliscovery waa delayed
pending the investigation of its possible adaptation as a waterproofing material
or for other purposes which it seemed likely to fulfil. According to Gamble,
the Wood makes good polos and is useful for agricultural implements, building

and furniture. It is durable under water, and can bo used for well-work [C/.

Baber, Memoirs (Leyden and Erskine, transi.), 326; Bontius, Hist. Nat. et Med.
Ind. Or., in Piso, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med., 1029, 109-10; Basu, Agri. Lohar-
daga, 1890, i., 133; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 190, 199; Monographs,
Dyes and Dyeing :—Banerjei, Bengal, 1896, 30 : Hadi, U. Prov , 1896, 82 ;

Russell, Cent, Prov., 1896, 18 ; Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 3, 28 ; 1900, No. 11, 109 ;

1901, No. 3, 34 ; No. 13, 461 ; Monographs, Tanning and Working in Leather .

—

Martin, Bombay, 1903, 7 ; Chandra, 1904, 6 ; Trench, Cent Prov., 1904, 8 ; Jorot,

Les PI. dans L'Antiq., 1904, ii., 297.]

P. Nlrurl, Linn.
,

jardmld, bhdin-dn-valdh, sada-hazurmani, niruri, kizhkdy-

neUi, nela-usirika, mi-ziphtyu, etc. A small herb found throughout the hotter

parte of India from the Panjdb ea-stwards to As«ani, and south to Travancore,
Malacca and Ceylon, ascending the hills to 3,000 feet. Tho whole plant is con-

sidered a useful diuretic, and is much employed in Native medicine. [Cf. Phar-
macog. Ind., lii., 266.]

P. retIculatuSi Pair
,

panjoli, mdkhi, buin-owla, kabonan, kamohi, pavana,
datwan, pilldnji, nalla-purugudu, etc. A largo, often senndent siinib, common
througfhout tropical India, Burma and Ceylon, especially on low, moist ground.
Leaves, bark and juice are all used in Native medicine, while the root is said

to bo employed in Madras to produce a red dye. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., iii., 264-5.]

Anise

Modieine.

Vulp aa an
Industrial
Material.

Pots.

Timber

PIMPlNELLiA ANISUM, TAnn. ; Umbellifer,®:. The Anise,

saunf, aadnf, (tnisun, muhun, ervados, sewa, burn-shep, sombu, kuppi,

dodda-jirage, jeramanis, sa-mung-sa-ba, etc. An annual herb, native

of Egypt, Crete, Cyprus and many islands of the Greek Archipelago
;

introduced from Persia into Northern India, where it is cultivated by
the Muhammadans.

An odorous principle is obtained by distilling tho fruit, tho product being
the “ oil of aniseed ” of commerce. Arak badidn, or water of anise, is a favourite

perfume in India. Anise as a medicine and spice is mentioned in many of the

early classical writings. The Indian trade in it is not large, the exports in 1904-6
having amounted to 1,041 cwt., valued at Rs. 11,162, and in 1906-7 to 990 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 11,862. This ordinarily goes chiefly to the Straits Settlements
and Ceylon, but in 1906-6 the United Kingdom took 1,613 cwt. The European
market is supplied chiefly by Russia, Germany, Scandinavia, etc. For a full

of the history of the oil and of its properties, the reader ehould consult

m

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. i.,
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Anise.

Oil of Anifieed.
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THE PINE TEEBS OF INDIA

Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oils, 1900, 658-03. [C’f. Tavernier, Travels,

1676 (ed. Ball), ii , 20 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 101 ;
Banerjei, Agrt.

Cuttack, 1893, 104-5 ; Thorpe, Dirt. Appl. Ghem , 1898, :., 173 ;
SMiimmel & Co.,

Semi-Ann. Rept., 1905, 11—2; April-May, 1906, 70.]

PINUS, hinn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 651-3
;

Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 1902, 703-10; Maxwell T. Masters, iti Journ. Linn. Soc., 1901-4,

XXXV., 560-669; Conifer,«. A genus of coniferous trees of great

economic value. Five speeioh are indigenous in India.

P. excelsa, wait The Indian Blue or Five-leaved Pine. The chlki, kail.

Urn, tongschi, lam.ihing, raisalla, byana, ydrt, kaiar, tser, biAr, keiiri, partal, sam,
limanza, etc A largo evergreen tree of the temperate Himalaya at 6,000 to

12,500 feet, extending westward to Kafiristan and Afghanistan ; eastward,
except for gaps in Central and North-West Kumaon and Sikkim, to Bhutan
(Gamble).

The wood is highly resinous and affords TuaPBNTiNE and Tab. Tapping is

done by vertical cuts as m the long-leaved pino. The trees are tapped for

about tlireo years, then allowed three years’ rest, after which tapping can recom-
mence on another aide. The more highly resinous parts of tho wood are much
employed for torches, which are known as mnahdl m Hindustani and PanjAbi,

jagni in Pushtu. The resinous cones are valuable for lighting fires. In certain

dry winter seasons, the leaves and twigs become covered with a copious, sweet
exudation. The “ Marina ” thus found is collected and eaten by the Natives.

Gambia states that tho Wood is good, and very largely used in construction
throughout the Western Himalaya, and that it is also exported to the plains.

For planking, doors, windows and fiirnitiue it is better than deodar {Cedritm

r.tbani, liar, nemiara) as it 13 less brittle, liiis iiot the oil, which in the deodar
absorbs dirt, while it is free from strong scont. In Kangra and Kullu it is said

to be used for tea-boxos. [C/. Thurston, Ream and 2 urpentine from Ind. Pines,

Imp. Inst. Handbook, 1893, 7-19 ; Ind. For., 1893, xix., 367, 407 : 1894, xx.,

92-4 ; 1897, xxiii , 282-9 ; 1900, x.wi., 497-503 ; 1905, xxxi . 369-72 ; Law-
rence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 80 , Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 14, 98 ; For. Working
Flans and Admin. Repta. Pb. and U. Prov.]

P. Geiardlana, Wall Tho Noosia or Fdiblo I’lne. gunober, rhi, newr,
kannuchi, ahangti, ronecha, chirf, prita, galboga ; soocls chilgorza, neoza, zan-
ghdz. A moderate-sized evergreen tree of the inner, dry and arid North-West
Himalaya, generally between 6,000 and 10,000 feet , mountains of Northern
Afghanistan and Kafiristan , also Hariab district at 7,000 to 11,000 feet (Gamble).

Tho chief product of this species is the alniond-like seed, contained in the
cones. Tho cones ripen in October, are plucked before they open, and heated
to make tho scales expand. The seeds are then removed, and are largely eaten
by the Natives and stored for winter use. In Kiiniiwar, they are said to
form a staple food with the inhabitants. They are also exported to the plains,

from the hills of tho Panjab, and largo quantities are imported annually into
India from Afghanistan. The wood is hard, durable and very resinous, but
rarely utilised since the tree is so highly valued for its seeds. [Cf. Pharmacog.
Ind., 1893, 111 ., 379-80 , Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 14, 96-7.]

P. Khasya, Royte The dmgsa, tinyu, taru. A large evergreen tree of the
Khosia hills, hills of tho Lushai coimtry of Chittagong, Shan hills and hiUs of
Martaban in Burma at 3,000 to 7,000 feet.

*

The resin of this species is perhaps the most valuable obtainable from
any species of the genus. Samples were reported on by Armstrong {Irtvp.

Inst. Tech. Repta., 1903, 167-9). The crude turpentine, which is a grey, thick,
pasty mass, furmshos by distillation witli steam about 13 per cent, of its weight
of oil. On a former occasion Armstrong obtained from a sample of P. Jihaaya
17 per cent, of oil. The original turpentine and the distilled oil have a slight
but agreeable odour, loss pronounced than that of French turpentine. Chemical
examination also proved that the oil of r*. Khaaya is strictly comparable to
French oil of turpentine, and Armstrong states that in his opinion the oil is of
the highest quality and will be found to serve every purpose for which oil of
turpentine (French or American) is used. Samples submitted to a London firm
of brokers {Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 14, 102) were valued at £4 to £6 per ton for
the crude turpentine, and at £24 per ton for the refined spirit, while the resin
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Manufacture
obtained was valued at £5 to £6 per ton in London. At present, however, it

appears that the area of forest is too small to make the industry of much im-
portance in Assam, while in Burma the distance from the rivers and coasts of
the chief forests precludes its profitable extraction at the figures quoted. \Gf.
Thurston, /.c. 19—22 ; Scott, Gaz. Upper Hurma and Shan States, 1900, i., pt. 2,
317-8; 1900, u, pt. 1, 318-9; Max and Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 1900, 116;
Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzbehdlter, 1906, i., 694-5 ]

P. Merkusil, Jungh & de Vnese The tinyu, htenru. A large evergreen tree of the
hill forests of the Shan States, Martaban and Tenasserim, at 500 to 3, .500 feet.

The resin of this species was exarnmotl by Armstrong at the same time as
that of J*. KHnsya. The crude turpentine is more fluid and clearer and yields
nearly 19 per cent, of oil. The two oils clo.sely resemble each other in all respects,
and correspond exactly in their properties to Freneli oil of turpentine. [Of.
Thurston, l.c. 22-3 , .4!7ri. Ledg., I c.]

P. long^lfolia, Roxh. LoMjf-loaviMl or Three-Ii'axcd Pino salla, D.E.P.,

chir, dhup, qniet, teadoiig, kolan, sapin, nashl/ir, ranzuru. gi>la, thansn ; 242^7"
oleo-resin = gandabiroza, cMr-Ica-qond , koto, etc A ]aT;re, more or lo.ss T.nng-
dcciduous tree of the Outer Himalaya and Siwahk Range, also valleys of leaved
the principal Himalayan rivers at ],5<Ki to 7,500 feet

;
extending we.st to Pine.

Afghanistan and east to Bhutan.

Resin.—This species is the chief tree tapped for resin. Tapping Resin,

in a systematic manner was commenced in .launsar, but has now ex-

tended both to the Panjib on the west and to the forests of Knmaon on
the east. Gamble states that in 1888-9 about 9,600 trees were tapped

in Jaunsar, each giving about lb. of re.sin. The total yield of the year yield,

was over 1,000 maiinds rosin, which produced at the Forest School Factory,

Dehra Dun, about 900 maunda of Colophony and 1,710 gallons of Tur- Ooiophony and

PENTINE, which sold for nearly Rs. 9,000. There are two methods of

tapping the trees, Native and European. The system employed by Method of

the hillmen of Kuinaon and Garhwal is to cut a niche into the trunk about
.3 feet from the ground, the bottom of which is hollowed out. The resin

is collected as the niche fills, sometimes every second or third day, usually

between the fourth and fifth days. The niche has to bo deepened and
lengthened from time to time, and the same niche may bo useil for two
or even three years. By the European method an incision about 1 foot

long, 4 inches wide and 2 deep at the base, not including the bark, is cut

into the tree, and a curved incision about inches long is made just

below, that, into which a piece of zinc is inserted so as to form a lip from

which the resin may flow into a pot suspended beneath. The cuts are

renewed about twice a month. Of the manufacture of turpentine and
colophony from the crude resin a full account is given by Birbal {Ind.

For., 1900, xxvi., 497-503).

At the present day the Government are the only producers of resin Sources of

and turpentine in India, and the supplies come through the Conservators

of Forests in the PanjAb, Central Circle, School Circle, United Provinces,

Dehra Dun. [Cf. Proc. Dept. Rev. and Agri., May 1905, Nos. 12-3.]

In 1901-2 the outturn of resin, colophony and turpentine was as follows :

—

In the Panjdb [For. Admin. Rept. Pb., 1901-2, 15), 63,188 trees were

tapped, and yielded 495,850 lb. resin, 256,824 lb. colophony, 7,081 gallons

turpentine ;
in Naini Tal [For. Admin. Rept. U. Prov., Cent. Circ., 1901-2,

14), 38,632 trees, yielding 222,300 Ib. resin, 88,888 lb. colophony,

2,204 gallons turpentine
;

in Dehra Dun [For. Admin. Rept. U. Prov.,

School Circ., 1901-2, 8), 14,420 trees, yielding 135,500 lb. resin, 103,976 lb.

polophony, 2,693 gallons turpentine. In 1903 turpentine was sold by the
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THE CUBEBS AND LONG PEPPER

Conservator, Central Circle, United Provinces, at Kathgodam railway

station, for Rs. 2-4-0 per gallon, and colophony, at Qawnpore, for

Rs. 4-8-0 to Rs. 4-12-0 (10 to 11 annas represents carriage to Cawn-

pore) per maund of 82 lb. The average price in the Panjdh Circle

was Rs. 6-14-0 per maund at Amritsar for crude resin, Rs. 1-14-0 per

gallon at Amritsar for turpentine, Rs. 3-3-3 per maund at Calcutta and

Amritsar for colophony. The colophony is sold chiefly for soap manu-

facture, and the turpentine is in great demand for various industries,

but chiefly in railway workshops. Indian resin is softer than ordinary

trade samples ; to overcome this defect it has been recommended to heat

the resin more completely during distillation {Bhaduri Beft., Ijobor.

Ind. Mus., 1902-3, 22-3
;

also Hooper, l.c., 1903-4, 26).

The roots of felled trees are also utilised in the manufacture of Tar,

which in Jaunsar has for some years been systematically prepared in

closed masonry kilns. The tar is boiled down into pitch and exported

to the plains for sale. The needles were found on distillation to yield

only 0‘1 per cent, of the essential oil. They contained a large proportion

of resin, and their fibre was found unsuitable for paper-making. The
leaves yield no nitrogen and less mineral matter than straw. They,

however, constitute a good litter for stables and cattle-sheds (Hooper,

l.c., 1904-5, 26 ;
1905-6, 31).

Trade.—The foreign Imports- of India in resin, during 1904-5,

amounted to 49,003 cwt,, valued at Rs. 2,98,073 ;
in 1905-6 to 64,602

cwt., valued at Rs, 5,61,279 ;
and in 1906-7, 96,486 cwt., valued at

Rs. 8,82,060. In recent years the United Kingdom has been the chief

source of supply, and in 1906-7 contributed 66,203 cwt., followed by the

United States, 16,416 cwt., and then by Germany, 12,895 cwt. The
Exports in 1904-5 amounted to 1,918 cwt., valued at Rs. 37,515, and in

1906-7, 60 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,815.

[Cf. Ind. For., 1891. xviL, 23-8, 157-61; 1892, xviii., 261-2; 1893, xix.,

407-11: 1894, XX., 4-5 ; 1895, xxi., 279; 1896, xxn , 72-4, 146; 1899, xxv.,

43; 1904, xxx., 308-11; 1905, xxxj., 5, 425-34; Pharmacoq Ind, 1893, iii.,

378-9 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1900, iii , 15, 805-10 ; Proc. Oovt. of Ind.,
Dept. llev. and Agri. (Forests), Oct. 1903, (A) Nos. 6, 7 ; May 1906, Nos. 6, 6,

J2-3; Juno 1905, No. 28; For. Admin. Repts. Pfi. and V. Prov.\ For. Working
Plans, Pb. and U. Prov. ; Schimmel & Co., Semi-Ann. Repts.

; Tschirch, Die
Harze und die Harzbehtilter, 1906, i., 694.]

D.I3.P.,

vi., pt. i.,

266-60.

Chaba.

Cubebs.

Essential OU.

PIPER, Linn, ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 78 97 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs.,

1902, 554 ;
Prain, Bcng. Plants, 1903. ii., 892-3

;
Pipeeace^. A large

genus of shrubs, rarely herbs or trees, some 45 of which are natives of, or
naturalised in, India. Several are of great economic interest and value.

P. Chaba, Hunter, A». Res , 1807, ix. 391 2 ; chdb, chavi, kanlcala

;

wood and
roots = ehaikath. A native of the Moluccas, cultivated in India for its fruit,

the chaba of Indian Medicine. The wood and root are used in Bengal for
Dyeing and give a pale brown on cotton if used alone, but mixed with hakam
(rvewniiiiiiiw MtijtjKiit), a brownish-red. [O/. The Bower Manuscript (Hoemle
transl.), 1893-7, 81, 94, etc. ; Pharmacog Ind., iii., 176 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind

'

1900, 244, 296.]

P. Cubeba, Unn , f ; Cubebs, kabdh-chlni, timmue, luit-marz, h/imsi-mire,
tada-miri, dumJd-mirchi, val-meUaghu, chalavamiriydlu, bdla menasu, komunkus
ainban-karawa, etc. A native of Java and the Moluccas, cultivated to a emal!
extent in India, and the fruit imported. It yields an unimportant gum-resin.
The fruit, known as cubebs, has been used in European Medicine from the
Middle Ages, and yields a thick, colourless essential Oil, with an aromatic
odour and flavour of camphor and popperroint. \Cf, Acosta, Tract, de laa Drogae,
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1678, 113 : Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc), ii., 130; Pharmaoog.
Ind., iii., 180 Gildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Otis, 1900, 322.]

P. longum, Unn Long Pepper, pipulmul, pipal, ralli, filfil dardz, tippih. Long
yippali, lada, mulagu, peik-khyen, etc. A perennial ahrub, native of the hotter Peppei.
porta of India from Nepal eastwards to Assam, the Khasia hills and Bengal,
weatwarda to Bombay, and southwards to Travancore, Ceylon and Malacca. As
manifesting antiquity of knowledge, it may bo mentioned that the Sanskrit name
pippali was originally given to this plant, and only within comparatively recent
times had been transferred to black pepper. Long pepper is mentioned by
Plmy (Holland, transl., bk. xii., ch.7), and is referred tom the PeripZus (Ist century).

Long pepper is cultivated in Bengal and South India, and is the pepper chiefly rropab-ation.
export^ from Calcutta. It is propagated by suckers and requires a rich, high,
dry soil. The suckers are transplanted after the periodical rains sot in, at a
distance of 5 feet from each other. Each bigha is said to produce 2 msunds or
pepper the first year, 4 maunds the second, 6 niaunds the third, after which
the roots are grubbed up, dried and sold Tho plants require no irrigation,
but at the commencement of the hot season the roots are carefully I'overod ivith

Straw to preserve them from the heat. Badishes, barlov, or bnnjals (soinmnn Mixed
Melonaeua) are usually cultivated m the space between the plants. The fruit Caltlvation.

is gathered when green in January, and is preserved by drymg in the sun. The Saasons.

dried unripe fruit and the root have long been used in Mbdicive. [Cf. Pharma- Fruit
cog. Ivd., iii., 176 ; The Bower Manusertpt, I.c. 78, 80, 88, etc. ; Oildemeisti r ,\nd Knot
HoSmaim, Volatile Oils, 1900, 322; Dutt, I.c. 243-4.]

P. Betle, Linn.

;

Hunter, As. Res., 1807, ix., 390-1 . Bot. Mag., 1832, T).E.P.,

3132. The Betle, pan, tdmbuh, tambula, vilyadele, vidccha-pdna, ndgurvel,

veltilai, ndgamlh, vdedele, Mnyoe, etc A perennial dicecious creeper,
’

probably native of Java
;

cultivated for the sake of its leaves in the

hotter parts of India and Ceylon.
History—According to Hobson-Jobson (ed. Crooko, 89) the word betle is the Pin.

Malayan vettila, i.e. veru-ila, which means “ simple or mere leaf ” and comes to

us thiough the Portuguese betre and betle. The Natives of India and the Indo-
Chinese countries have from remote times been m tho habit of chewing tho leaf,

generally mixed with areca-nut, lime, and catechu in the case of the poorer classes,

with cardamoms, nutmegs, camphor, etc , in that of tho rich. Marco Polo (ed.

Yule, ii., 306, 311), m the 13th century, writes that the people of India have a habit

of keeping m the mouth “a certain leaf called Tembul,” and adds that the richer

classes and the King have these leaves prepared with camphor and other nromatic
spices, as well as quicklime. In 1442 Abd-er-Razznk, m the narrative of his journeys

in the East, thus describes the method of eating it. “ They bruise a portion of

faufel (Aroca), otherwise called eipari, and jiut it in tho mouth. Moistening a leaf

of the betel, together with a grain of chalk, they rub the one on tho other, and roll

them in the month. They thus take as many os four leaves of betel at a tirno,

and chew them. Sometimes they add camphor to it, and sometimos they spit

out the saliva, which becomes of a red colour.” Garcia de Orta (CoU., x.), writing

in 1663, corroborates these facts, stating that tho Indians are in the habit of

keeping the nail of the right thumb pointed and sharp, in order to remove tho

midrib of the leaf. Many of the other early travellers refer in similar terms to

the practice of chewing the 6e<fe-Ieaf
.

[Cf. Narrative of Journ. of Abd-er-Razzak,

1442, in Ind. iti the 16<A Century (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 32 ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ivd.,

1698 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii., 62-8, etc. ; Pyrard, Voy. E. Ind., 1601 (ed. Hakl.

Soo.), ii., 362-3 ; Bernier, Travels, 1666, in Constable, Or. Mtsc., i., 13-4

;

Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 73 ; Mandelslo, Travels,

in Oleorius, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 1602, 42 ; Fryor, New Acc. E. Ind. and
Pers., 1672-81, 40 ; Diary of W. Hedges, 1681-7 (od. Yule), ii., cccxxxi. ;

Hamilton, New Aco. E. Ind., 1727, i., 304 Joret, Les. PI. dans L'Antiq., etc.,

1904, ii., 261.]

CULTIVATION.—The cultivation of betcl-lcaf is attended with many Cultiva-

difficulties ;
it requires a constant temperature, a fairly uniform degree tion.

of moisture, and much attention on the part of the cultivator. The plant

is propagated by cuttings or sets grown under shade, and in many parts of By cuttings,

within specially constructetl hougc§ pf grass, reeds or mats haying la ?*ii-iio«8«b.
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flat grass roofs so designed as to atlmit of a diffused light. The plants are

grown in parallel rows that allow spaces for the owner to pass between,

but nothing more. In other cases, the vines are cultivated under the

shade of trees, very often the areca-nut palm or other trees specially grown

for the purpose, and planted in the form of a compact garden surrounded

by a protecting hedge. Pan-leaf is hardly ever grown by the consumer,

but is regarded as a special cultivation that requires e:^ert knowledge.

The methods pursued vary considerably in different localities, and may be

best considered under the names of the provinces in which the leaf is

chiefly produced
;
hut unfortunately statistics are not available for all

provinces, and only for certain years of those that are returned.

Bengal.—As far as ran be estimated, the area under the betel-vine in

1904-.h exceeded 4.S,000 acre.s. The greatest possible confusion has

existed regarding the varieties and races met with in this province.

The commercial value of one foiin of paw-leaf is so infinitely greater

than another that the comparison between them (in point of price)

is as great as that between the produce of the very poorest and the

very fine.st vineyards. A uniform rate of rental for land yielding so

entirely different products would obviously be unjust.

The following information regarding the methods of cultivation is

abstracted mainly from Mukerji and Hoy. There are three main varieties

—desht, extensively cultivated in Central and Southern Bengal
;

gach,

cultivated in North Bengal
;
and sanchi, cultivated to a smaller extent all

over the country. According to the former writer, the finest pan is

grown at Bantul, half-way between Ulubaria and Midnapur, on a light

loam slightly reddish in o,olour. Ordinarily a black, friable clay loam,

containing a large proportion of organic matter, and situated above inun-

dation-level, is chosen for the crop. After selecting the site, shrubs

and trees growing on it are uprooted or burned down and a trench is dug
round, the earth obtained being spread over the surface of the garden.

Before planting the betel-vines, a roofing is manufactured for the purpose
of securing shade, evenness of temperature aud security from high winds.

Rows of bamboo or other stakes are planted, 4f cubits remaining above
ground. Over these are placed dhaincha or jute-stalks and sometimes a

thatch of wZw-gra.ss. The, garden is fenced round with the same materials.

Each row of cuttings is planted between two lines of stakes, with inl^ervals

of 6 inches between the cuttings. Cuttings are taken from plants two years

old or more. These are ma<lc of lengths 12 to 18 inches, each with five or six

joints, two of which are buried in the earth, while the portions left above
ground are made to recline on the surface. They arc then covered with
date-leaves and watered morning and evening till they strike root and put
forth buds. Planting time is May to November. Occasionally cuttings

are first planted in nurseries, and, when rooted and have sent forth new
leaves and buds, are transplanted. As the plants go on increasing in
length, one or two jute-stalks are stuck in the ground close to each, the
upper ends reaching the roof, and the betel plants are tied to them by ulu-

straw. When the plants reach the roof they are bent downwards, a
portion is made to rest on the ground and is covered with a little earth,
while the bud end is again bent upwards and tied to another support.
This process is repeated about three times a year, and every time a few
leaves are plucked away at the points where bending takes place. Pond-
mud and other kinds of well dried and pulverised earth are placed between
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the lines and used to earth up the plants. Each time earthing-up takes
place, dried and pulverised pond-mud, cow-dung, and oil-cake are used
as manure.

If planting is done in July-August, plucking commences in October—
November, but if planting be done in October-November, plucking takes
place in May-.June. Two pluckings are maile each month. Two to four

leaves arc got on each occasion, and in the lains four to six leaves a plant.

The plants are in full bearing for some live years, at the end of which time
the garden or haro) requires to be thoroughly overhauled. Mnkerji givc's

the outturn from one acre as about 80 lakhs of leaves per annum, and the

total cost per acre for a period of three years as Us. 1,422. Taking 3,000

leaves per rupee as the average price of fan, Mukcrji estimates the outturn
of leaves at Ks. 2,500.

\Cf. Hasu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. 1, 83; Bunerjei, Agri Cuttack, 1893,
96-9 ; Chaudhury, Note, on Ptper Betel in Backerguiuje, No'. 1898 ;

Mukerji,
Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 429-33 ;

R«y, drops of TStngal. lOOtl, 170 4.]

United Provinces.—H. R. Nevill st.ites that (he plant thrives best on
a stiff soil, retentive of moisture, and says the site selectcf! for the garden

IS generally an elevated spot with a good slope Ihe land is ploughed,

levelled and thoroughly cleaned, and then enclo.sed with stakes and brush-

wood and covered with a roof of sentha-gmss. Shallow trenches arc next

scooped out, 2 feet wide by 5 or 6 inches deep and 5 feet apart, which are

filled with water
,
and when the soil is saturated, planting commences.

Full-grown plants, stripped of their leaves, are cut down close to the root

and divided into three or four portions, which are laid horizontally in the

trenches and covered with earth. In a few days sprouts appear at each

knot. Planting goes on from February to April, and each row is watered

two or three times a day. Stripping the leaves begins about the middle of

June and is continued regularly for about a year, after whiish the plant is

exhausted and is used for stocking a fresh plantation while the old garden

is allowed to rest for a year or two. The leaf is sold in bundles of 200

called dholis, the price varying according to age and quality. \Vf. Duthie

and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, pt. iii., 51-3, tt. 91, 1a; Nevill,

Dist. Gaz. U. Prov., 1904, xlvii., 36-7.)

Central Provinces.—In the Central Provinces one of the forms most
highly prized and sent very largely to Calcutta is known as the kafurL In

the Settlement Report of Wardha the method of cultivation is fully de-

scribed. The leaf is cultivated by a class of people called hurehs, and the

garden is known as hureja or pan-ha-tanda. The pou-gardens are gener-

ally held by a cultivating brotherhood, forming an independent section

in the village and paying rent to the landowner through the head of their

body. A portion of the village land is recognised as belonging to this

caste. The garden is enclosed on all sides with bamboo and mat coverings.

The vines are planted in ridges, varying in length with the area of the

enclosure, and the ridges are divided into a certain number of units of

length, called lam, which are portioned off among the brotherhood.

The plants require constant care, and much water and manure are also

essential. In two years they cease to bear leaves of any marketable

value, and new gardens are then made. The first year of cultivation is called

wotuk, the second korwa, the produce of the latter being more esteemed

and more sought after than that of the first year. At the end of the second

year the ground is allowed to remain fallow for periods of two or three

years.
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In Niradr the method presents several interesting features. A garden
once established is said to yield steadily for ten or twelve years. The
ground is similarly prepared to that in Wardha, but trees are grown to

afford shade, such as the saora {Sesbdnla mgyptica). The plantation

is also surrounded by poles of fdnqrd (Ertfthinna indica), to which
bamboo mats are attached. After the saora trees die down, they are
replaced by poles of the sahi (Boxivelfia nerfufa). Meantime plantains
have been set all over the garden, at intervals of 10 or 12 feet, for

purposes of shade. No matting is used overhc'ad or for partitions. Every
year, after the leaves have been gathered, the creeper is coiled down at
the root till only some 3 feet are left above ground. A fresh root is thus
struck, and the old coil is next year cut away. The crop is irrigated at
all seasons except during the rams, and at the commencement of each
hot season (March) the plants are pruned, manure is applied to the roots,

and fresh caith piled round them. Before the ten or twelve years are
over, the garden soil thus increases in depth by about 2 feet. After that
time the garden is removed, hemp is sown to clean the land, and alternate
fallows and irrigated spring crops with liberal manure follow for some
years to render the land again fit for fan. [CJf. Reft. Land Rev. Settl.,

Nagpur, C. Prov., 1899, 68-75.]
Bombay.

—

The, area under the crop in 1904-5 was returned as 3,958
acres, of which 1,343 acres were in Dharwar, 518 acres in Poona, 390 acres
in Belgaum, 380 acres in Kanara, 372 acres in Satara, etc., and in the
following year (1905-6) the total area was 4,043 acres. The system of
cultivation differs in no essential particulars from the method followed in
otlicr localities. In Dharwar, pan is the most important garden crop.
The shoots are planted in the open, trained on quick-growing trees, an
acre of land containing upwards of 2,000 plants, and the crop lasts only
four to seven years. The vines arc then dug up, the leaves of the trees on
which they were trained arc used for vegetable manure, and the wood for
fuel. The garden is deeply dug all over, allowed to lie fallow for one year,
and afterwards planted with sugar-cane. After the sugar-cane, it enjoys
another year of fallow, when betel plantations are again laid out.

In Poona, betel is also an important garden crop. It is grown on light
red soils, requires much manure and constant watering, and if well cared
for may last fifteen to twenty years. The garden generally covers about
an acre, the vines are trained on various trees, planted in rows and pol-
larded, and the whole garden is sheltered by high hedges or grass screens
or mats. Every year in March, April or May the upper half of the vine is

cut, while the lower half is coiled up and buried under fresh red earth and
manure.

In Kanara the plant is described as cultivated in gardens on mango-
trees. The leaves are picked three years after planting the young shoots,
and the yield is estimated at 100 to 2(X) leaves from a full-grown vine
every fortnight. An acre of spice-garden containing 500 plants is said
to produce some 40,000 leaves annually, worth Rs. 20 and costing Rs. 8
to grow.

Madras and Mysore.

—

The plant is widely distributed in the Pre-
sidency, being found chiefly in the moister regions. Cox (Man. N. Arcot,
1895, i., 265-6) fully desenbes the method of cultivation, which differs
in no essential particulars from the methods already described. It is a
three-year crop, grown on land capable of incessant irrigation. The
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plants begin to yield when nine or ten months old, and continue to yield

for two or ev&n three years. The leaves are tied in bundles of 400 each,

and the usual price of such a bundle is an anna. An acre in two years

produces 5,000 to 7,500 of these bundles, worth Rs. 300 to 500.

In Mysore the cultivation is thus described by Rice {Mysore Gaz.,

1897, i., 160-2) :—A black soil is required, and the plant thrives best
in low ground where it can have a supply of water from a reservoir.

In the east {e.g. Chaitra or Vaisakha), the ground is trenched over 1

cubit deep and surrounded with a mud wall, within which a hedge,
chiefly of Kvphorbiu Tiritcnlli, is planted. It there is not plenty
of rain, it must be regularly watered for six months. The garden is

then dug and formed into beds with a space of 20 feet between them
and the hedge. By an elaborate system of channels for supplying and
draining off water, the garden is divided into blocks. In the centre of

each, a row of small holes is formed, 1 cubit distant from one another,

and in December-January into each hole are put two cuttings of the

betel-vine, each 2 cubits long. The middle of each catting is pushed
down and slightly covered with earth, while the four ends project and
form an equal number of young plants, which for eighteen months are

allowed to climb on dry sticks. For the first week after planting they
must be watered twice a day, for another week once a day, and till the

end of the second month once in three days. A small drill is then made
across each division of the beds, and between every two holes in each, in

which seeds of a-gase {Seshania grandiflot'a), nugge {Morhiffd jtfet'f/-

ifospermo), etc., are planted. The young betel-vines must have some
manure, and for four months require to be watered once in three days.

Afterwards all the channels are filled with water once in four days. When
a year and a half old, the plants are removed from the sticks. Two cubits

of each next the root are buried in the earth and the remainder, conducted

close to the root of one of the young trees, is allowed to support itself on
the stem. At the end of two years, 2 cubits more of each plant are

buried, and afterwards this is repeated once a year. At the end of the

fourth year the cultivator begins to gather the leaves, and continues to

obtain a constant supply for six or seven years.

In the west, the betel-vine is grown with the arcca-palm. When
the arefca plantation is fifteen years old, in the month following the vernal

equinox a hole is dug near every tree, one cubit deep and one and a half

wide. After the earth has been exposed for a month, it is returned to the

hole and left for another month. A little earth is then taken out, the

surface smoothed and the ends of five cuttings of betel-vine buried in it.

For a month they are watered once every two days, and shaded with

leaves which are afterwards removed, and the earth in the holes stirred with

a stick. In the first year, the waterings are repeated every day, and the

whole must be hoed once a month and manure given to each plant. In

the second year, the vines are tied to the palms, and the garden hoed and
manured once in two months, but watered only in the hot season. At
the end of the second year, the vines begin to produce saleable leaves. In

the third year and every 3mar after, the part of the vines without leaves

next the root is buried. Once in six months the garden must be hoed and

manured, and watered every other day during the hot weather. \Cf.

Sturrock, Man. S. Canara, 1894, i., 206-7.]

Burma.—No statistics are available regarding the extent of pan
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cultivation. The following . account from the Sagaing district is

given by Parlett (Kept. Settl. Operat. Sagaing, ^1903, 130-1).* Small plots

planted with betel-vines are found in most Sagaing gardens. At

Tada-u, where land is devoted solely to raising betel, a site is chosen

usually under tamarind-trees, and occasionally a few plantains or

other trees are grown for .shade. The gardens arc divided into blocks,

some 30 feet square, and the plants .sot in rows about 2 feet apart in each

direction, connected by small water-channels. Between every six or

eight rows is a pathway (yin-gwe) about 3 feet wide. The vines are always

irrigated from wells and in the hot season arc watered alternate days : in

the early rams at intervals of two, and in the cold weather, of three days.

While rains are continuous, irrigation ceases. A top-dressing of leaf-

mould every year is said to improve the yield. Leaves may be gathered

within a year after planting, but plucking is often deferred to the second

year, and the third to fifth years are best. After the sixth year the vines

are often cut down. In Sagaing old or weakly vines are cut down from

year to year and replaced by new slips, and the same ground is occupied by
the vinery for twenty years or more. In Tada-u the garden is worked as

long as it IS remunerative
;

then the vines are cut down and the land

fallowed for two years. Each block is usually plucked once a month or

once in two months, always before 9 a.m., as plucking in the heat of the

day exhausts the vine. The average price of young plants is Rs.l5 per

1 ,000 ;
of the leaves, Rs. 25 per 100 viss. The average mortgage price

works out to Rs. 226 per acre, and the annual rent to Rs. 100 per acre.

The ground-rent per acre averages Rs.ll3 for the life of the vine—five

years—or about Rs. 22 a year. It is estimated that 1,000 vines yield an
average annual profit of Rs. 35, i.e. Rs. 350 per acre. [Cf. Upper Burma
Gaz., 1900, n., 344.]

TRADE IS pAS-LBAF.—The habit of chewing this substance is very

wide.sproad, especially in the towns and cities, the supplies being often drawn
from great distances. The Central Provinces send a large portion of their

produce to Calcutta on the one side, and Bombay on the other. Neither

in the official returns of trade by rail and river, nor by sea coastwise, is

there any mention of pd»-leaf, so that no information exists as to the

extent or direction of the internal movements. There are no foreign

transactions.

P. nigrum, Lmn. ; Hunter, As. Hes., 1807, ix., 383-90
;

Bot. Mag.,
1832, 3139

;
The Black and White Pepper

;
gulmtrch, filfilgird, habush,

vellajung, murichung, spot, inartz, ddru-garm, min, kdldmari, choca, mtldgu,

mirydla tige, memisu, lada, sa yo mai, etc. A climber, usually dioecious,

wild in the forests of Travancore and Malabar, and cultivated in the
hot, damp localities of Southern India.

CULTIVATION.—Pepper was one of the most important articles of

early Indo-European trade, and has been extensively cultivated on the
western coast of South India from very early times. Vincent {Periplus,

etc., 1800, app., 42) speaks of it as grown in Malabar. It has accordingly
been specially cultivated there since at least the 6th century. But a
much earlier knowledge is shown by the frequent mention of pepper by
the Sanskrit medical writers. It was also known to the Greeks from
the time of Theophrastes onwards. Though cultivated from remote times
in Sumatra, the Straits, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula generally, Malabar
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has always been considered to produce the best pepper. The provinces

where peppenis most extensively grown to-day are Madras and Bombay.

Hanausek [Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 374)

states that pepper is adulterated with ground olivestones.

Bengal.—Pepper is cultivated to a limited extent only in the northern Bengal,

parts of Jessore. Elsewhere in Bengal it grows wild during the rainy

season. “ The creeper is planted in the beginning of the rains, and as it

grows in the shade the seeds of the stout dhunecha hemp plants are

sown near it to afford shelter as they grow.” [Cf. Admin. Eept. Beng.,

1901-2, 17.]

Assam.—Basu [Agri. T^edg., 1898, No. 7) give.s a full account of the Assam,

cultivation of black pepper in Assam. The crop, it would appear, is

not cultivated appreciably in any particular part. A little, however,

is found in Sylhet and on the southern slopes of the Khasia hills.

It is usually grown to meet home requirements, and what is left over

is sold. Like the betel-vine, it is commonly raised on betel-nut palms
[Areca Catechu), while the mango, jack, and other garden trees are

occasionally utilised. It is propagated cither from suckers, which spring Propagation,

from underground roots, or from shoots from the ste.m. When shoots are

used, they are bent down into the ground to strike root before they are

severed from the mother-plant. The young plants arc generally uprooted

at the beginning of the rains, and planted at the foot of the trees on Seasons

which they are to grow—as a rule one plant only is placed along side

of each tree, and at first it has to be carefully tied to its support.

Like the betel-vino, it requires liberal manure
;
cow-dung and household Manure,

refuse are used and applied at the end of the rains and at intervals through
the cold weather. This is simply heaped round the base of the tree on
which the vine climbs

;
and to keep the moisture in the manure-heap,

pieces of the leaf-sheaths of the plantain-tree arc laid over the top and
renewed from time to time. The plantation must be hoed and cleaned

once a year at the close of the monsoon rains, and in May the manure-
heaps are levelled down and spread over the ground. The vino begins to

bear in from three to five years after planting, and continues for at least Orop

twenty years. It flowers in May and the bernes are plucked in December,
when just beginning to ripen.

If mteiided for the cultivator’s use, the berries are boiled in water for preparation tor

a few minutes to soften the husk, which is then removed by rubbing over
a bamboo basket. If intended for the market, they are simply dried

in the sun after boiling and allowed to retain the husk, which assumes
a black colour. The highest outturn that can be obtained from a single Yinid.

vine is said tq be about 3 seers of dry cured pepper, and the average
yield about 1 seer for each vino in a plantation. The retail price for price.

Assam black pepper varies from 10 annas to a rupee per seer, and the

wholesale price from Rs. 17 to Rs. 20 per maund. [Cf. Basu, Cult. Black
Pepper Assamj in Agri. Dept. Assam Bull., 1898, No. 4.]

Bombay.—The area under the crop in 1904-5 amounted to 6,736 acres, Bombay,
and in 1905-6 to 7,483 acres, practically the whole of which was in Kanara. Area.

The following information is mainly abstracted from Mollison (Agri. Ledg.,

1900, No. 3 ; 1901, No. 3). The plant is propagated by layerings or from Propagation,

cuttings. When the betel-palms are seven or eight years old, pepper is

planted at the bottom of the stems. A long, healthy shoot from an
established plant is layered in the leaf-mould surrounding the palm on
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which it is intended to climb. When it has taken root it is severed from

the parent plant and trained on its living support. Two oi; three shoots

are sometimes layered to one palm. The best months for propagating

are June and July. The main vine should divide freely into subordinate

branche.s so tliat a number of shoots can be trained to ascend. They are

secured to the stem by bands stripped from the sheaths of fallen leaves of

the betel-palm. Heavy applications of good manure are given annually

for three years after planting. Subsequently the pepper participates in

the general cultivation given to the betel, and an application of manure
is made to both crops every second year. The manure is heaped over the

bared roots of the betel-trees and pepper-plants in a circle round the stem.

The best manure is made from green leaves and twigs plucked in the

monsoon, used as litter in cattle-byres, and thence removed to a manure
pit every day or second day, together with the dung and urine of the

cattle. This manure is sufficiently decayed by the following March, and is

applied m that mouth or in April. A plantation is in bearing three or

four years after it is started, and if the old vines as they get worn out are

at once replaced by new layers, the plantation will keep in vigorous growth
for a long period. Flowers appear in July and August and the berries

are ripe m March. The vines, in full bearing, give in a good season

about 1,000 clusters, which should yield about 7 seers of dried pepper

(1 Bombay seer = 7 lb.).

Ordinarily the bunches are plucked when the berries are green

or changing colour. The berries are then sorted out, the ripe ones

separated, .soaked in water for seven or eight days, or heaped till the pulp
ferments. They arc then rubbed or trampled underfoot till the pulp is

rubbed off the “ stone ” which furnishes the white pepper of commerce.
But that article is prepared, to a small extent only, in Kaiiara. The chief

product is black pepper, which is gob from unsorted berries. These are

heaped for about four days till such as arc green get soft and change colour,

and the pulp of all is more or less squashed. They are then spread out
and dried. The akin and part of the pulp adhere as a dark, wrinkled
covering to the stones, and the pepper is black in appearance. White
popper IS worth Rs. 10 to 11 per maund, and black Rs. 7 to 8 per maund.
[Of. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Bombay Bull., 1900, No, 20, 13-5.]

Madras and Mysore.—In certain respects it might almost be said that

we know very little more regarding the pepper industry of South 'India

than was understood in the first and second decades of the 16th century.

Varth6ma (Travels, 1510 (cd. Hakl. Soc.), 1863, 157) will be found to give

a vivid picture of the plantations in and around Calicut:—“It is like a
vine climbing on trees ; from each of the branches are produced five to
eight clusters of berries, a little longer than a man’s finger

;
they are like

raisins but more regularly arranged, and are as green as unripe grapes ;

they gather them in October and November, and lay them in the sun on
mats, when they turn black as they are seen among us, without doing
anything else to them. And you must know that these people neither
prune nor hoe this tree which produces the pepper.’’ So also Barbosa,
in the beginning of the 16th century (Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (ed.

Hakl. Soc.), 1866, 219), gives a detailed account of the plant, and of the
tiade in pepper from Calicut shortly after the arrival of the Portuguese
in India. The spicc had to pay an export duty to the King of Calicut
and was shipped vid Cambay to Persia, Aden, Mecca, Cairo and Alexandria,
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thence to Portugal. Mandelslo {Travels, in Olearius, Hist. Muscovy, etc.,

1662, 93, 11*1) gives certain particulars of the pepper cultivation of the
“ Cuncam or Decam.” Ho states that the traffic goes vid Surat.

According to modern writers the method of cultivation presently pur-

sued is very simple. Cuttings are put down during the rams in June-July,
in rich soil, not subject to excessive moisture, and liberally manured, not

with cow-dung as in Bengal and Assam, but with leaf-mould. The trees

selected as supports are mostly those which have a rough or prickly bark,

such as the jack-tree, the murukku (madar, p. 523), etc. The vines may
grow to 20 or 30 feet, or even higher—they are never pruned. All suckers

are removed and the ground around kept clear of weeds. In three yi-ars

the vine begins to bear. From the thml to the seventh year the plant

improves. After that it remains in good condition for three or four years,

and then deteriorates for about the same period, when it is c.ut down and
new shoots planted. The fruit is gathered as soon as »he berries at the

base of the spike begin to change colour. [Of. Kew Bull., 1895, 178-80.]

In April of 1905 a Government farm, under the .superintendence of

Mr. C. A. Barber, Government Botanist (lor the scientific study of the

•cultivation of pepper), was started at Talliparamba near Telhcherry, which

may be spoken of as the centre of the South Indian (indeed of the Indian)

pepper production. A very large amount of work has already been

Accomplished, of which Barber has published as yet only a brief note

(Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. ii., 163-4). “ Any one,” ho observes, “ at all

conversant with a plantation of black pepper, will have noted the great

variation in the bearing power of different vines.” This is a consequence

•of some plants bearing wholly male (staminate) flowers, others only female

(pistillate) flowers, while still a third posse.ss both stamens and pistils, but
the former so sparsely as to lessen fertility. “ In choosing vines for pro-

pagation, it will, therefore, be necessary to first determine whether the

plant is fully provided with stamens.” “ It may be taken as a rule that

any vine, if fully provided with stamens, will give a good crop, while any
vine not so provided will be capricious in its behaviour, being dependent

on its neighbours for the swelling of its bernes.”

Barber {Varieties Cult. Pepper, in Dept. Agri. Mad. Bull., 1906, iii..

No. 56, 126-32, tt, 1-3) says that there are ” three mam types of good
vines»frecly provided with stamens, the BalamcoUa, Kallivalh and Cheria-

kodi. Each of these has variations in all directions.”

Balamcotta.—This is all round the best pepper, is widely distributed,

and apparently the mam Telhcherry variety. The leaves are the largest

of all.. Its general colour is light green, and when full grown is twice as

long as broad* oval to ovate, broadest at the middle and one side fre-

quently broader than the other. Flowering branches, drooping. Spikes

long, usually up to six inches, and the individual flowers distant. It is a

strong-growing plant, flushing all over at tho same time, and a heavy
bearer.

Kallivalli.—This has the reputation of being a heavy bearer, but the

flushing is irregular. The leaves are fairly constant, but vary in width
According to age. In general colour they are dark green, and the veins

much more deeply impressed, almost corrugated, than in balamcotta.

Flowering branches stand out stiffly and joints close together. Spikes

.-shorter than in balamcotta and frequently seen branched ; sometimes, in

fact, the spikes appear^itassel-like. The flowers are also a good deal closer
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THE PEPPER PLANT

together, and though abundantly supplied with stamens, yet the plant

may be spoken of as less fixed as a type.
'

Cheriakodi.—This name is given to a well-marked variety, small in

all its parts—a dwarf form, under 15 feet in height. The leaves are not

large and the spikes are small and crow'ded with small berries. The

leaves are arranged uniformly over one another like the tiles of a house,

almost vertically downwards, and thus hiding a large number of spikes.

Under each of these main forms there are several recognisable races as

well as two well-marked junqle, 'pep’pers that have found their way into

estates. These arc characterised by dark-green leaves, very large berries,

and an immense growth on tall forest-trees, and usually hairy spikes.

Diseases and Pests.—Until quite recently very little had been pub-

lished on these subjects. Butler {Agri. Journ. Ind., i., pt. i., 30-6) gives

an instructive account of the Pepper Wilt. He suspects this disease first

appeared in the Wynaad district of Malabar about 1900. By 1904 he

found alarm general. The disease had produced a vast amount of damage
in three or four years. “ Its possibilities in this direction,” says Butler,

“ are evident from the fact that over four thousand acres of pepper culti-

vation arc in the hands of Europeans in South Wynaad, and perhaps five

times as many are grown by Natives. A far greater amount is grown in

the coast districts of Malabar, but it is impossible to estimate how much
this may be.” He then describes the appearance of the diseased

plants. The leaves first droop, the production of leaf is discontinued, the

stems of the vine separate from the support or standard owing to the decay
of the clinging roots, the leaves turn yellow and fall off, and lastly the

whole vine withers. A similar disease appeared in Cochin-China and Java
about the same time as in India, and was attributed by Prof. W. Zim-
mermaim and Dr. van Breda do Haan to the parasitic worm Heteroelera
ratUriroln—the common root eelworm. Doubt was thrown by Barber
and others on the possibility of the cclw'orm being the sole cause, and
Butler, in the paper above indicated, has shown that the primary cause

IS a Nectria fungus closely allied to, if not identical with that discussed

under arhar, Cajauns indirns (see p. 198). Butler concludes that a
critical study of the varieties and races of the pepper-vine with a view
to discover or produce a wilt-proof form, is the only satisfactory method
of dealing with the disease. *-

[Cf Garcia do Ortn, Coll , xlvi ; also m Ball, Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad , 3rd ser., i.,

fi71
,
Acosta, Tract, de las Droyas, 1678, 19-29 ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind., 1698

(ed. HakI Soc ), n., 68, 72-6 ; Boym, El. Sin., 1656, Q ; Bontms, Hist. Nat.
et Med Ind Or., 1629, in Piao, Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med., 1658, 103 : Thevenot,
Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt iii., 88; Li;;on, Hist. Barbados, 1657,
79 , Alexander Hamilton, New Acc E. Ind., 1727, i., 298, 301 r Bennett, tVan-
derings in N.-S. Wales, 1834, n., 180 ; Rejit. Ind. Hemp Drugs Comm., iv., 59,
260; Nicholls, Textbook Trop. Agri., 1892, 200-3; The Bower Manuscript
(Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 78, 8.5, etc ; Ind. Agrist., Oct. 2, 1906, xxx., 311-2 ;

Trop. Agnst , Oct. 1905, xxv., 503-4.]

TRADE.—The trade in pepper is perhaps the oldest, and during the
Middle Ages was the most important branch of commerce between Europe
and the East. In the early days, the Malabar Coast had a practical
monopoly of the trade. Gradually, however, more and more pepper was
cultivated in, and exported from, the Malay Archipelago, and localities

farther east, till, as early as the beginning of the 19th century, the Indian
production had shrunk into relative insignificance. The following gives a
brief summary of the conditions of the trade.
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TRADE IN PEPPER
PISTACIA
Sakrasingi

Internal.—The total registered transactions carried by rail and river latemai.

during 1904.-5 were 14,745,644 lb.; 1905-6, 15,203,216 lb.; 1906-7,

14,531,776 lb. Calcutta port and the province of Bengal are usually the
chief IMPORTING centres, being followed in this respect by the Panjdh.
In the last-mentioned year, Calcutta town took 2,686,768 lb.

;
Bengal

province, 2,217,376 lb.
;
and the Panjab, 1,500,128 lb. Of the exporting

centres, Calcutta again heads the list, having given 4,752,384 lb.
,
Madras

Presidency, 3,654,448 lb.
;
Bombay port, 2,727,088 lb.

; Madras ports,

1,454,096 lb.
;
and Karachi, 1,272,320 lb. The Calcutta and Bombay

supplies are derived by rail and river as well as by sea coastwise. The
chief exporting centres are Madras and Bombay, and natin illy so, since

they are the provinces of production. The Ma<lras supply is, howev'cr,

drained very largely from Travancorc, and is consigned direct to Calcutta

or Bombay
; so also the production of the M.adras Pri'sidcncy (so far as

returns of coasting trade show) is consigned almost entirely to Calcutta

and Bombay. During the five years ending 1905-6 the imports averaged

16 million lb., of which Calcutta and Bombay poi ts each took 6J million lb.

External.—The total E.xports of Indi.rn pepper during the period Estemai.

1900-

7 were as follows .—1900-1, 8,280,372 lb., valued at Rs. 28,91,835;

1901-

2, 13,589,172 lb., valued at Rs. 48,01,5.54 ; 1902-3, 9,310,166 1b.,

valued at Rs. 32,76,476 ;
1903-4, 14,348,983 lb . valued at Rs. 50,71,641

;

1904-5, 10,113,416 lb., valued at Rs. 35,46,209 ;
1905-6, 17,889,994 lb.,

valued at Rs. 61,07,357
;

and in 1906-7, 9,499,089 lb., valued at

Rs. 33,01,237. The chief exporting provinces are Madras and Bombay, Madras roru.

which in 1906-7 exported respectively 7,722,866 lb. an<l 1,682,468 lb. The
countries to which the exports chiefly go are Italy, which in 1906-7 itaiy.

took 2,263,912 lb, ;
Germany, 1,813,756 lb.

;
United States, 1,034,040 lb.

,

Great Britain, 757,31 1 lb. ;
Turkey-in-Asia, 719,.50l lb.

;
Aden, 363,899 lb. ;

France, 338,758 lb.; Belgium, 112,000 lb., etc. The re-exports of foreign

merchandise are unimportant— 10,227 lb. in 1906-7. The Imports of

pepper into India come almost entirely from the Straits Settlements, straits

which, in 1906-7, imported 990,564 lb. out of a total of 1,061,826 lb.

The other countries from which India imports pepper are chiefly Ceylon

and East Africa.

PISTACIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 13 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. D.B.P.,

Timbs., 1902, 210-1
; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, i., pt. 1, 187 ;

vi., pt. i.,

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 199-200
;
Anacardiace.e. A genus of trees

268-76.

containing some six species, of which two only are natives of India.

Several others occur in Afghanistan and Baluchistan and yield valuable

articles of trade sent largely to India, besides some of the species being

there occasionally cultivated.
P. Khlnjuk, Stocks, in Hook., KewJourn. Bot

,

iv., 143 ; Duthie, l.c. 187 ; i*. integer-

rima, Stewart, Gamble, l.c 210. The North-West Himalayan form (Inteffei-rlmn)
kdkra, drek, gurgu, tdnhdri, etc,

;
galls = kdkrasingi, dushiapuchallu

;
the Baluchistan

form (Khainjauk) itshgai or buzgai, etc. A deciduous tree of theSuliman and Salt
Ranges; outer Western Himalaya, up to 6,500 feet, extending east to Kumaon ;

chiefly on dry slopes and in river valleys.
The hard, rugose, hollow galls, which form m October, are used to a small Oalls.

extent for dyeing and tanning, and have long held a place in the Hindu Materia
Medica. They contain 75 per cent, tannic acid and give a blue-black colour with
ferric chloride. The leaves are lopped for fodder for butlaloea and camels. The Fodder,
wood is used for furniture, carvings and ornamental work. According to Gamble, Timber,
it IS generally sold in the hill bazdrs, particularly at Simla, m the form of thick,
short planks. [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., i., 374-7 ; The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle,
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D.E.P.,
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THE PISTACHIO NUT

transl.), 1893-7, 119, 124 j
Sale, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing,

Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1. 21 , Tschirch, Die Harze und die Harzbehalier, 1000,

i., 474-5.]'
. . ,

,

,

P. Lentfscus, Linn. The Mastic Tree or Mastiche : rosin — rutni waw/ct,

Tcundur-rnmi, arah, etc. An evergreen shrub of the 3ioditerranean region, winch

yields the mastic of Chios, imported into India.

The resin (rriastic) occiir.s in small, irregular yellowish tears, brittle and of a

vitreous fracture, but soft and ductile when chewed. It has been known in

medicine and the arts from the earliest periods. It is used as a masticatory by
people of high rank in India to preserve the teeth and sweeten the breath, and also

in the preparation of a perfume. [O/. Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, i., 139 ;
Moodeen

Sheriff, Mat. Med Mad, 1891, 114-6; Holmes, Cat. Hanh. Herb. Pharmaceut.
Soc. Mas. Rept

,

1892, 29 ; Kew Bull., 1897, 421-2 ; 1898, 190-1 ; 1903, 19-22 ;

Ind. For., 1898, xxiv., 480-1 ; Tschirch, l.c. 468-74.] i

P. mutlca, Fisch & Mey , Lace and Hemsloy, in Ind. For., 1891, xvui., 449-50 ;

Pram, Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind , i , 130 ; P. Terebinthus, Linn., var. mutica, Aitch dk

Hcmsley, Trans. Linn. 8oc., iii., ser. 2, 47. The gwan, khaniak; resm — mastiki,

knnzad, ivanjad, shtlm, etc. In the Dictionary this species is treated as the Asian
representative of i™. Tcreblnihtm, the plant which yields the Chian or Cyprus
turpentine, but it is now regarded ns a distinct species. It occurs commonly in

Baluchistan. The rosin resembles that of J*. l.entlaeuH and is used in the East as
a substitute for that substance It boars the samo vernacular names, and is con-
sidered almost identical with that of p. vet-u. The leaves are very generally
affected by a horse-shoo shaped gall, which extends round the margin and gets
the name of qoah-wdra (ear-lobe) from its peculiar shape According to

Aitchison the Natives regard tho galls ns of no use, but value liighly the leaves
for dyeing and tanning purposes

P. Terebinthus, Linn The 9'crobiritli Tree A tree or shrub, common on tho
islands and shores of tho Mediterranean. It yields a resin (Chian Turpentine),
the terebinth of the ancients, produced chiefly m the island of Scio, where it is

collected from incisions made in tho stem and branches. [Of. Holmes, l.c. 29 ,

Tschirch, I c i 482-3 . Kew Bull , 1903, 19-20 ; Kew Mus. Guide, 1907, No. 1, 54.]

P. vera, Linn The Pistachio Nut ; tree and nut = pista , galls = bdz-ghanj
;

gurn-rcsiri = kunjad, v'anjad, kandur, shilm, etc. A small tree, forming forests
at 3,000 feet and upwards, in Syria, Damascus, Mesopotamia, Terek, Orfa, the
Badghis and Khoros in , extensively cultivated in Syria, Palestine and Persia.

It yields a rosin similar to luustic. Tho loaves are frequently affected by galls,

irregularly spheroid in shape, borne on a short stalk and usually growing from
the surface of the leaf. Those, with the pericarp of the fruit and the unfertilised
ovaries, are used locally for dyeing silk, and are exported to Persia, Turkestan
and India. The fruit, known as the pistachio nut, is oval-shaped and varies
in size with the amount of cultivation tho tree lias received They are exported
m large quantities from Afghanistan to India, Persia and Turkestan. In India
the nut is a common article of food among tho well-to-do cla.s.so8, being fried with
a little butter and salt and brought to the table hot. The nut is also a frqquent
ingredient of confectionery ami ice-cream. It contains about 60 per cent, of
a fatty oil which is occasionally extracted for use in medicine. [C/. Aitchison,
Notes on Prod, of W. Afghanistan and N.F. Persia, 1890, l.’SO-O

; Pharmacog.
Ind

, I , 379-81 ; Holmes, I c. 30 ; Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 21 ; Firminger,
Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron), 1904, 262.]

PISUM, Dintt. : FI. Br.Ind., ii., 181
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, i., 368-9 ;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, i., 261-2
; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

1903, 1 ., 409
;
Leguminos.1?. This genus comprises the grey or field pea

and the common garden pea, both largely cultivated throughout India.
P. arvense, Linn

, Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, ii., 17-8,
t. xxxii. B. Tho Grey or Field Pea, mattar, mattar rewari, kulon, keiao, koram,
kuldwan, karain, ghdle, etc. According to De Candolle, this pea is wild in Italy.
It IS extensively cultivated in many parts of India, during the cold weather, in
tho same way as J*. sailvtitn, under which details of the method will be given.
It produces a small, round, compressed, greenish and marbled seed, generally
eaten os ddl by tho natives. It must be carefully distinguished from khesdri ddl
(L^niHyrus aatiiiiH, p. 703), which it somewhat resembles. The straw is a valued
Fodder.
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THE GARDEN PEA
PISUM

SATIVUM
Cultivation

P. sativum, Lmn ; Duthie and Fuller, l.c. ii., 17-8, t. xxxii. A. The Garden
Pea, bara-mattar, bahtahna, kuda, ehdnma, ahandU, kalon, ahsa, sen, khandu,
Idr-kdna, pattanie, gundusani-ghelu, pai, etc. A more robust plant than the
former, compared with which it is more valuable and prolific though a less hardy
crop. It is not known anywhere eia a wild plant, and is regarded by some eia

merely a variety or sub-species of l*. afvenn^.
The field and garden peas are generally considered together by writers on Bombay.

Indian crops, and the methods of cultivation explained as applying equally to
both. In all parts of the country the pea is a rabi crop. According to Woodrow
(Qard, in Ind.y 1903, 263—6), the varieties of the white form may bo sown at any Seasons,

time between May and January, if the rainfall is not over 40 inches. A rich,
deeply cultivated soil that has been heavily manured for a previous crop and
contains at least 6 per cent, lime is necessary for a gooil outturn. The area in
Bombay for 1905-6 was 15,636 acres. As a field crop peas are sown m moist
land in October or November, and receive, as a rule, no manure or irrigation.
The crop is reaped at the end of February and March Leaves and stalks are
much valued as fodder, under the name of hedim Jo Cuttack, Bengal, Banorjei Bengal.
(Agrz. Cuttack, 1893, 83) states that peas grow well on loose sandj soil after

maize. The maize crop is removed about the middle of August, and the land
ploughed twice or thrice between 16th August and 16th September. By the 15th j-iofaghini; and
September the land is manured with < ow-diing at the rate of twenty-five Manuring

cartloads to an acre, and then laid out in ridges and furrows at intervals of one
foot. The seed is sown by' hand, at the bottom of the furrows, then covered Solving.

over, and the field watered every evening till the plants appear, six or eight days
afterwards. Watering is continued for two months more, at intervals of about
six days About a fortnight after sowing, bamboo twigs aro fixed into tho
ground for tho plants to climb on. Wooding is necessary once a month.
Flowering commences about the 15th October, and the pods begin to form m tho Crop,

middle of November. By the middle of February tho pods are dry and ready
for harvesting. In the United Provinces, Duthio and Fuller write that both species -q Prov.
of pea are largely grown in certain districts. They are not returned as a separate
crop, but together with maaur (i-ca» rmeuienta, p. 708) occupied in 1904-5 an area Area

of 2,056,879 acres. They are sown from the end of September to the middle of

October, and reaped in March. In the western and central districts peas aro seasons
most commonly grown as a second crop after indigo or nee. As a rule they
are sown on very heavy soil, which rocoivos littlo if any preparation and is rarely

manured. The seed is sown broadcast at the rate of 1^^ to 1 maund per acre, and
ploughed in. In the Oudh and Benares Division the crop i.s watered once ; in

other localities it is not always irrigated. The cost of production per acre is oost.

estimated at Rs. 12-13a. for tho coarse kind with no irrigation, Rs. 17-13a. for

the fine kind, assuming that two waterings are given and the land is of higher
rent. For the year ending 1902 the average outturn of peas for tho province Outturn,

was calculated at 1,160 lb. per aero irrigated, and 600 lb. per acre umrrigated.
Cultivation in tho Central Provinces closely resembles that in tho United Prov.
Provinces, but the crop is never irrigated. Tho area in 1904-5 wos 247,770
acres ; in Borar, 10,267 acres. In the PanjAb, peas are cultivated as a field crop pg^ntaTj,
almost entirely for fodder. Seed is sown on aatldb lands in October and No- ^

vomber after a couple of ploughings. It may be sown broadcast on tho same sort

of soil, if too moist to plough. Tho seed-rate is 20 to 30 soers per acre. The
crop is pulled, not reaped, in April, and the yield is 3 to 8 maunds seed per acre. Season,

Uses.—The ^een pods are collected in many localities while the plant is Food,

growing, and are either cooked and eaten like French beans, or the yoimg seed

is extracted and eaten in the same way as by Europeans. The roasted green
pods are known in the PanjAb under tho name of dddhridn and dtnidn. The ripe

seed 18 also used whole, split as ddl, or ground and made into bread. In Burma
peas aro employed in the preparation of vinogarfp. 1111). The green plant and
also the “ straw ” are extensively used and valued as Foudkr, more especially Fodder,

in the PanjAb and Bombay where they are regarded as equal to hay. [Cf. De
Candolle, Orig. Cult. Pkmta, 1882, 327-8 ; Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzetti,

in Journ. Hort. Soc., 1856, ix., 138 ; Asa Gray, Scient. Papera, 1889, i., 347

;

Leather, in Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 10, 372-3; 1903, No. 7, 152, 166, 184-6;
Imp. Inat. Te,ch. Repta., 1903, 236 ; Firininger, Man. Card. Ind. (ed. Cameron),
1904, 172-5 ; Joret, Lea PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, ii , 249 ; Lock, Plant
Breeding, Peaa, Circ. and Agri. Journ. Roy. Bot. Qard. Ceylon, Jan. 1905, ii., pt. 3,

No. 27 ; Roy, Cropa of Bang., 1906, 64.]
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POOOSTEMON
HBVNBANUS INDIAN PATCHOULI

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

290-300 .

American
Mandrake.

Besin.

Prepara-
tion.

Action.

Value,

Dya,

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. i.,

307-9.

Indian
Patchouli.

Perfume.

PODOPHYLLUM EMODI, Wall. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 112-3
;

Berberide/E. May Apple, Duck’s Foot, American Mandrake, pdpra,

bhavan-bakra, ban-kakri, chimydka, ivan-wdngan, etc. A small, erect,

herbaceous plant, met with in the higher rich and shady temperate forests

from Sikkira to Simla, Kashmir, Hazara, Tibet, the Kuram Valley and
Afghanistan.

Is closely allied to the American species J*. peitatum, the source of the resin

of l•o^lophyllunl of the British Pharmacopoeia. The resinous constituent,

known ns podophyllln, was first prepared from the Indian root from specimens
collected by me at Kullu and sent to the late Dr. Dymock at Bombay in 1888.

The process adopted was that recommended in the British Pharmacopoeia, which
consists in exhausting the drug by percolation with alcohol, concentrating the
percolate and precipitating the resin by adding water. Podophylhn thus ob-
tained IS an amorphous powder of a bright brown-yellow colour, if procured
from the American species, but much lighter in colour, if from the Indian.
Tho active portion

—

podophyllotoxin—consists of an amorphous prmciple soluble in

alcohol, and isolated from a chloroformio extract of the root. Although the
chermstry of tlio American spocios has been fully investigated, little had been
done in that direction with tho Indian plant till a few years ago, when specimens
were sent by the Reporter on Economic Products to the Imperial Institute for

examination. At the same time the therapeutic and physiological action of the
Indian drug were investigated by Dr. H. G. Mackenzie and Mr. W. Dixon of
St. Thomas’ Hospital. The results of these inquiries proved that the chemical
constituents of both tho American and Indian drugs were identical and that
the podophylhn prepared from the Indian species is as valuable a purgative as

that obtained from r. peitatiim. Bhadim (Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus., 1902-3, 28)
foimd the Indian rosinoid prepared at the Calcutta Medical Stores to contain
35 7 podophyllotoxin. The Indian drug, moreover, was found to furnish u
larger proportion of podophyllin than tho American, and to be consequently
of greater value as a source of tho resin. It is thus highly desirable that a regular
trade in the Native drug should bo established. The commercial value of podo-
phylhn 18 subject to considerable fluctuation, but is generally stated to vary
from 7s. Od. to 10s. a pound in wholesale quantities. The root also contains
a valuable dye-stulf, quercetin, which is easy to isolate. Dun.stan states that
the separation of the dye os a by-product of the manufacture of podophylhn
would probably repay tho Indian producer. [Cf. Pharmacotj. Ind

,
i , 69-70 ;

111 ., app., 99-101 , Henry, Boon. Rot. China, 1893, 25 ; Lawrence, Valley of
Kashmir, 1895, 75, 85 ; Edgar Millard, Note on Ind. and Amer Resins of Podo-
pyhllum, in Pharm. Journ, March 26, 1898, vi., 304-6

; Dunstan and Henry,
Chem. Investtg, of Ind. and Amer. Podophyllum, in Trans Chem. Roc

,
April

1898 ; Mackenzie and Dixon, Phsiol. Action and Therap. Prop, of Podophyllum,
in Edtnb. Med. Journ., 1898 , Dunstan, in Ind. For , 1898, xxiv., 321-2 ; Imp.
Inst. Ann. Rept., 1898-9, 22, 28, 41 ; Rept. Proc, Cent. Indig, Drugs. Comm.,
1901, 1 ., 46, 62, 72-4 ; 211-8, 273-5, etc. ; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 170;
White and Humpliroy, Pharmacop., 1904, 5.57-8, 661 ]

POGOSTEMON HEYNEANUS, Benth. ; in Wall., PI. As.
Ear., 1., 31 ;

P. Patchouli, Hook., /., FI. Br. Ind., iv., 633 ; LAbiata:.
Indian Patchouli, pehoh, 'pachoU, packdpdt, panel, mali, pachpanadi,
poko nilam, etc. A plant found both wild and cultivated in Western and
Central India from Bombay and Berar southwards, and said to be the
chief source of the Indian patchouli. The plant which affords the greater

part of the patchouli perfume of European commerce is, however, P.
stuice, Tenore (considered by Hooker a variety of P. Patchouli),
which does not appear to be met with in India at all, but to be a cultivated

form of P. Cablin, Benth., a native of the Philippines. \Cf. Kew Bull.,

1908, 81.]
Genuine patchouli {i e. auave) is cultivated chiefly in the Straits Settle-

ments and Penang. The patchouli of Assam is obtained from Microteena oymosa,
Pratn, In the Central Provinces and Berar I found j*. Jteyneanus growing
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in the &ete2-leaf houses and sold apparently by the owners to the perfume manu-
facturers. This may be, at least partly, the patchmili of Bombay. Gilde-
meister and Hoffmann, at all events, speak of the drug being shipped from both
Calcutta and Bombay, but of poor quality. From the differences in chemical
composition they suspect that tlie Calcutta herb is the Assam plant (.w. eymomi).
The Bombay plant, as suggested, may bo derived from the pon-houso cultivation,
but in that case the supply must be very limited indeed. On the Girnar hills,

Kathiawar, I was shown a plant (i* stfobitauthFn ijcioovphalun, Benth
)
the

large sticky and sweetly scented buds of which were being collected to be sent
to Bombay as a perfume (? patchouli substitute).

The following is the method of patchouli cultivation pursued in the Straits.

The soil most suitable is a stiff clay with a small percentage of silica. The land
IS trenched, the plants deposited in rows, 2 feet apart (during the wet season),

and carefully shaded till the first crop is obtained. Two other crops arc secured
at intervals of six months, after which tho plants are dug up and the land
retrenched and manured. Tho crop is gathered by cutting down all but one
stalk on each root, and placed to dry m the .sun during tho day and undr r cover
at night. The dried stems are then made up into bales and oold .Vdiilteratio.-i

with the leaves of Tuku (Odinutn Lwn, uar jtilosii) or with those of
perpulut {Vfena lohntn) is said to be common The oil is prepared by passing
steam through the leaves in n largo cupper < ylinder and condensing the distillate

One pikul {133J lb.) of the raw material yields from to 30 nz. of the oil, and
if free from the heavier stalks, about double that amount. The oil is *cry
largely used m European perfumery. [6'/. Sawer. Odorograpin/, 1802, 203-308 ;

Kew Bull., 1897, 06 ,
Oildemeister and Hoffmann, Volatile Oile, 1000, 056-8

j

Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem

,

1000, lu., 123, Schiinmel & Co., Semi-Ann. Rejtl.,

Oct.-Nov. 1905, 62, April-May 1900, 49-50]

PRUNUS, TAnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 312-7 ; Gamble, Man. Ind.,

Timbs., 1902, 311-5; Rosacea). A genus which contains some 21

species within the Indian limits, including the almond, peach, apricot,

plum and cherry.

P. Amygdalus, stokes. The Almond, bdddm, btldtt-baddm, vddam-kottai, bddam-
vittulu, etc. A moderate-sized tree, indigenous m Western Asia and occasionally
cultivated in Kashmir and the PanjAb.

There are two varieties, bitter and sweet, but these cannot be distinguished

botanically. Tho almond yields a Gum, the baddm or Hog-tragucanth, which is

exported from Persia to Bombay and re-exported to Europe, while from the
fruit are obtained two Oins, an essential and a fixed. The fixed oil is procured
by expression from the seeds of both varieties. It is clear, yellow, with an
agreeable flavour and is much used by perfumers, thoiign frequently adulterated
with gingelly, poppy or mustard oils. The essential oil is got from the bitter

variety and is known as " oil of hitter almonds,’" but according to Gildeineister

and HSffmann, “ only a very small amount of the bitter-alinond oil of commerce
is prepared from bitter almonds. For tho manufacture of the oil, tho seeds of

the apricot (l*. nrnienlaea) serve almost exclusively, and the oil tlius prepared
does not appear to differ in any respect from the oil obtained from bitter

almonds.” It is produced by submitting bittor-ahnond or apricot cake, left

after eitpression of the fixed oil, to distillation with water, alone or mixed with
salt. MBDiciNifiiLY the almond has been used in Europe for many centuries,

but is little esteemed in India. The kernels of tho sweet variety are largely used
in dessert and confectionery. [C/. Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzetti, m Journ.
Hort. Soc., 1866, ix., 162 ; Pharmacog. Ind., i., 503-7, Gildeineister and Hoffmann,
Volatile Oils, 1900, 436-42.]

P. armeniaca, Lmn. The Apricot, Mishmus, or “ Moon of the Faitliful,”

chuari, zardalu, khubani, paling, kushm-dru, galdam, tser, oherkush, hdri, shiran,
mandata, nakhter, etc. A moderate-sized deciduous tree, cultivated in the
Western Himalaya, hardly ever ripening its fruit on the eastern section. Rox-
burgh and De Candolle, however, consider China itsonginal home. Stein (Ancient
Khotan, 1907, 131, 337, etc.) says that the labourers employed by bun, m his

excavations, identiflod the wood found in the houses, as also in the remains of
orchards, as being the ‘unik (the apricot)—a plant with which they were fully

conversant. This would fix its cultivation in ancient Khotan as at least prior
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to the closing decades of the 8th century—the date at which the last of the eariea

of cities was abandoned and enveloped in sand. .

The apricot yields a Gum similar to tragacanth, known commercially m
Cherry-gum. A clear Oil, is extracted from the seed and used in buimng, cook-

ing, and for the hair. As already explained, from the cake is obtained the bittor-

almond oil of commerce. The seeds are brought from Asia Minor into Europe
us “ peach kernels.” The fruit ripens from May to September, according to

elevation. In the North-West Himalaya dried apricot forms a considerable

portion of the Food of the people, but the fruit is also eaten fresh. By Europeans

it IS largely employed in this state for making jam, and when dried for cooking.

The dried fruit is also an important article of trade, being brought to the plains

of India from Afghanistan and the neighbouring hills. The emporium of this

trade is Leh, where, according to a writer in Capital (Oct. 19, 1905), about 300
rnaunds are imported annually from Baltistan or Little Tibet. The same writer

states that m the Afghanistan khuhanis tlie trade is m tlie hands of Kabulis, who
retail the moist stonelcss fruits in the Calcutta market at 8 annas to 1 rupee per
seer, and the dried fruit at about Rs 1-8 per soer. Gamble states that the wood is

liandsome and used m the PanjAb for various purposes, while in Lahoul and Upper
Kunawar it is the chief firewood \Gf. Hoffmeister, Travels in Ind,, 1848,
392-3, 404; Bentham, l.c. 163, Smythies, m Agri. Ledg., 1894, No. 16, 6-6, 46-6;
Ind. For , 1896, xxi., 70-2 ; Ind. Card., May 18, 1899, 206 ; Gildemeistor and
Hoffmann, I c. 437 ; Firininger, l.c. 246 ; Sly, Fruit in the N. W. Front. Prov.,

in Agri. Journ. Ind., i
, pt. in., 208-9 ]

P. Csrasus, Linn. Tho Sour or Dwarf Cherry, alu-biilu, gilds, olchi, jera-

aayna, etc According to De Candolle, this is a native of the region stretching
from the Caspian Sea to Western Anatolia, In India it is cultivated in the
PanjAb Himalaya and North-Wost Provinces, up to 8,000 feet. It yields a Gum
suiiilar to tragacanth. In Europe tho kernel is used for flavouring several

lujiiours and the fruit for making preserves, while tho wood is valued by cabinet,
musical instrument anil pipe makers. [Of. Bentham, I c. 160 ; Smythies, in
Agri. Ledg., I o, 42, 46-64 , Firmmger, I o 246-7.

J

P. communis, HuSs , var. Insltltia. The Plum, alucha : fruit = alu, khdrd, alu-
bukhdra, alecha, hhotiya baddm, olchi, er, gardalu, luni, alpogddd-pazham, etc.

A moderate-sized tree, cultivated (or indigenous) m the Western Himalaya from
Garhwal to Kashmir, at 5,000 to 7,000 teet. It yields a yellow Gum of little

value, which sornewliat resembles gum-arabic. An On, prepared from the kernels,
the ” Plum-oil of Europe, is used for illuminating purposes. The ripe fruit is

eaten by all classes and is much ostoemod. In a dried condition, a variety, the
Bokhara plum, is imported m quantities from Afghanistan, and is much used
as an article of diet. It also forms an ingredient of a common chutni. The true
plum {ear itomcnttca) is cultivated to a Small extent in the plains of Northern
India, but tho fruit is inferior to that produced on the hills. Gamble states
that the wood is smooth to work and is used m Kashmir for the framework
of the so-called papier-iiiach6 boxes. [Cf. Bentham, l.c. 161 ; Smythies,
m Agri. Ledg , l.c. 42, 46 ; Woodrow, Card, in Ind., 1903, 306 ; Firmmger,
Ic 245-6.]

P. Podus, Linn The Bird Cherry, famana, likh-ar-u, hlo sa, hlot-kiing,

bombaksing, zamb-chide, pdras, kdlakdt, gidar-ddk, hart, zum, etc. A moderate-
sized deciduous tree of the Himalaya from tho Indus and Kuram Valley to Sikkim,
at 6,000 to 10,000 feet (Gamble). It yields an inferior Gum and n poisonous
On,, winch may bo used mbuicinat.uy The fruit is eaten by the Natives and
tho loaves form an excellent cattle Fodder. The wood is occasionally used
for making railings, agricultural implements and spoons.

P. persica, Stohea The Peach and Nectai ino, aru, takpo, rek, sunnu, chimndnH,
hem beimi, mandata, shaftalu, ghwareshtai, etc. A small tree, native of China,
cultivated all over India, especially on the eastern side, and often found running
wild. Tho tieo flowers, according to elevation, from January to May, and
tlio fruit ripens botweon May and October For the method of propagation
tho reader should consult Smythies and Firmmger. Like other species of
1‘rnintH, it yields small quantities of unimportant Gum. From the kernels
an On, is obtained, used by the Natives of the North-West Himalaya for
cookery, illuminating purposes, and as a dressing for the hair. [Cf. Garcia
do Orta, 1563, Coll., xlvi, ; Bentham, I c. 163; Smythies, in Agri. Ledg.,
Ic. 17-8, 42, 46; Woodrow, Card, m Ind., 1903, 303-6: Firminger, l.c.

242-4.]
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P, Puddum, Roxb. Wild Himalayan Cherry, paddam, kongki, puya, chamiari. Wild
amalguch, padma-kaeta, etc. A inoderate-aized (in Sikkim a large) deciduous Himalayan
tree, wild in the Himalaya from the Indus to Assam, between 2,600 and 7,000 Cherry,
feet ; Khasia hills ; hills of Upper Burma ; often cultivated. It yields an
abundant Gum, which is not made use of, and the kernels contain an Oil similar Cxu™

to that of bitter almonds. The fruit is littlo eaten by Natives, but is sold in Oil

quantities to Europeans for the manufacture of hill cherry brandy According cherrj' Brandy,
to Kanjilal, the stones are made into rosaries and necklaces by fakirs The
wood 18 used in the PanjAb Himalaya for walking-sticks (made of saplings, or Wood
root-suckers), and in Darjeeling is worked up into furniture. [C/. TAo Bower
Manuscript (Hoemle, transl.), T893-7, 102, 104, etc ]

PSIDIUM GUYAVA, Unit. ; FI. Br. Irui
,

ii., 468 ;
Talbot D.E.P.,

List Trees, etc., 1902, 166; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 355, vi., pt. i.,

Train, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 487 ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 190.1, i , 498 ,

MyrtacE/?5. The Guava, amrut, 'peyara, madbur am arnnk, y iya, anjir.

zard, perala, jdmbd, guava, setjapu, corn, sebe, pela mdlakd Ling, etc A
small evergreen tree, introduccil from America and iiow cultivated and
found semi-wild all over India.

It 18 grown solely for its fruit. According to 'Firmingor, the best qualities Cultivation

are produced in Allahabad and its neighbourhood. Young plants are cirdy Fruit

raised from seed during the rams, but propagation by layers is usually resorted
to, and rooted suckers may also be taken from the base of the mam stem. It

requires no particular cultivation anti thrives in any soil. I'ho tree blossoms
during the hot season and continues to do so and to bear fruit to the end of the Seasons

cold season. The finest fruit, however, is .said to bo obtained when tho general

bearing season is over. There are two varieties, one known as the Pear Guava, vancLies.

tho other as the Apple Guava, but they aro so alike that they can scarcely be
distinguished till cut open. The fruit is eaten by all classes, but by Europeans
IS generally preferred stewed or m tho form of jelly or of the well-known
“Guava cheese.” According to Gamble, tho wood is made into spear-handles “Guuva Cheese.’

and special instruments. In Vellore, North Arcot, it is said to be used for lac- Wood

turnery. In Assam, the leaves and bark are employed m Dykino, and in Dyeing.

Bengal and the United Provinces are occasionally employed in Tanninq.
[Of. Merian, Insect Surinam, 1705, tt. 19, 57 , Pharmacoij. Ind , 1891, ii., 30-2

;

Duncan, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, Assam, 1896, 41 , Agri. Ledg
, 1901, No. 9,

346 ; 1902, No. 1, 43 ;
Firrnmger, Man. Oard. Ind., 1904, 235-6.]

PTEROCARPUS, Linn, ; FI. Br. Ind., 238 -9
; Pram, m Journ. D.E.P.,

.i4s. iSoc. Beng., 1898, Ixvi., 123-4
;

also in Ind. For. 1900, xxvi., app.
;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 257-62
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, i.,

411-2 ;• Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 239-40
;
Leguminos,®. A genu.s of

great economic importance, including the trees which yield Gum-kino,

Red Sanders, Andaman Redwood and Padouk.
P. dalbergloldes, Roxb, ; P. indicus. FI. Br. Ind., ii., 238 (in part) Andaman Padouk.

Redwood ov- padouk, chalanga-dd of tho Andamans. A largo tree sparingly cul- And'iraan

tivated fn Bengal and Southern India. It has frequently been confused with
the next species, a Burman plant also known by the name of padouk.

In the Andaman Islands this “ is the principal timber tree and its wood has

of recent years obtained a good place in tho markets of Europe and America limber.

08 a handsome wood for furniture, parquet floors, railway carnages, door-frames
and balustrades, etc. In India it has long been in use as a gun-carriage wood,
and stores are kept in the arsenals of Calcutta, Madras and the Kidderpore
Dockyards ” (Gamble). Recently it has been successfully employed in England
in panelling, and in America in tho building of Pullman cars. \Cf. For. Admin.
Repts. Andaman Islands. ; Todd, Rept. Explor. N. Andamans, 1905 ; Anderson,
Rept. Explor. N. Andamans, 1905; Gilbert Rogers, Rept. Dept. Conservator of

For., Andaman Islands. ; Ind. For., 1906, xxxi , 511-7: also Todd, 1900, xxxii.,

681-7.]

P. Indicus, Willd. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 238 (m part) A deciduous tree believed

to be indigenous in the Malay Pemnsula and Archipelago ; cultivated in Moul-
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mein, Amherst and Tavoy. This is the species hitherto supposed to be the

source or a source of the wood known generally as padouk of Burma, and with

which the previous species, aatbergioldeit, was, till Pram studied these trees,

commonly confused. The circumstances that led up to this are fully discussed

by him {Ind. For., l.c. 6). It seems certain that the name padouk is not applied

to P. indietiH, and possibly that p. itullrus is not an indigonous species anywhere
m Burma. [C/. Greshoff, in Nutt. Ind. PL, in Kolon, Mus ,

Amsterdam, Extra

BuK, 18<J(i, 107.]

P. macrooarpUS, Kurz Burma padouk or simply padouk. A deciduous tree

of the eng anil upper mixed forests of Burma
,

Shan, Chin and Karen hills of

Upper Burma, Pegu and Martaban. According to Pram, this species alone is

entitled to the name Burma padouk. Gamble states that the wood is harder and
heavier than that of J*. dniberfflotaeii, but, though a fino handsome wood, is

probably not used outside Burma.
P. Marsupium, /foira

,
Hooper, m Ai/rf. Ledg , IDOI.No. 11. The Indian Kino

Tree, bija, bijasal, piaadl, hilun, mtirga, pedei, radat bera, dhorbeula, bibla,

hurii, houne, dsan, vengat, pedegu, peddagt, benga, kannthagara, etc. , the gum =
hira-dokhi, ndl-ka-darnmul-akhvatn, kdndiimiruga-mrraiiam, vennap pasha, etc.

A largo deciduous tree of Central and South India and Ceylon, extending
northwards as far as the hills of Bihar, Binda and the Kumaon Terai.

This species yields the gum-kino of European Materia Medtca To E. M. Holmes
is due the credit of having originated tlio modern interest taken in Indian ktno.

Ill a letter, September 23, 1895, ho drew my attention to the high prices then
ruling in Europe for the extract. He recommended that the Indian production
should be investigated and an improved supply cautiously introduced. In con-
sequence an inquiry was instituted all over India, and the information thus
brought together was published by Hooper The manufacture of kino from
the jiiico of p. juarsu/fium is conducteil in the district of North Malabar.
The beat season for collecting is the dry weather during February and March,
when the trees are in blossom. The right to tap the trees is put up to auction.
In other cases, the tapping is conducted by rangers under the supervision
of the district forest ofl'icers. The following is the method of collecting
adopted a few years ago by Mr. J. G. F. Mar.shall, the District Forest Officer.

A longitudinal cut is made with an axe or knife (macha kallt) through the
bark of the tree down to the cambium, about IJ feet long, and side cuts
are made to load into this. A bamboo tube is then fixed at the bottom of
the mam incision to catch the juice. In about twenty-four hours tho flow of
gum ceases and tho bamboo is taken down. When several of these bamboo
tubes are nearly full, they are cairied to headquarters and emptied into a large
cauldron and boiled. During tho boiling, tho impurities which rise to the surface
arc skimmed off. When sufficiently concentrated it is exposed to tho sun in
shallow vessels till liry enough to crumble to pieces. It is then weighed and
packed away in boxes. Another method, more recently adopted in North
Malabar, is to dry the juice in shallow trays m the shade. The trays are arranged
on tiers or shelves m a shelter constructed of bamboo, and tho dust oxciuded by
muslin-covored doors. The gum is poureil into the trays in layers about one-
eighth of an inch thick, and takes about seven or eight days to dry, producing
a dark ruby kino of great purity. Marshall found the yield to bo about lb.
of juice per tree, equivalent to J lb of the dried gum, ready for medicinal
purposes. Tho yield of dry kino from the liquid exudation depends on^the con-
sistence at tlie time of collection, but is usually 60 per cent. E. White has recently
pointed out that tho peculiar insolubility of Malabar kino m alcoholic and aqueous
solutions 13 due to the action of an enzyme. From this Hooper infers that
commercial kino is improv'od by boiling before evaporation to dryness (Kept.
Labor. Ind. Mus , 190.3-4, 31).

In North Malabar alone, it is stated that about 2,000 pounds of Jdno can be
procured annually, at the price of 3 to 4 annas a pound, but there is scarcely any
demand for the article in India except by the Medical Store Departments of Cal-
cutta, Madras and Bombay. In addition to its medicinal use it is said that
kino 18 also employed at a certain stage in the preparation of some wines. The
drug collected in Malabar finds an outlet in tho ports of Calicut and Tellicherry.
The Native State of Travancore exports its produce through Cochin and Alleppy,
while gum collected m South Kanara is despatched from Mangalore. Much
of the kino is known as Cochin gram, probably because Cochin is the principal
port of call. Gamble says “ there is a considerable demand for kino gum
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for export, much of it going to France.” In 1897-8 the price for genuine
Cochin ” grain was 10«. per lb. ; in 1899 the price fell during the year

from 10«. to 2s. per lb., and in 1900 it is said to have been sold at Is. per lb.
In a report by Dunstan, of September 1905, the market price 111 London
is stated to be 4d. per lb. Recently the drug has been examined with a
view to discover its value as a tanning material, and a report (Kino as Tanning Tanning
Mat., Imp. Inst. Kept , Sept. 13, 1905) was issued on the results obtained.
Dunstan considers that kino would be quite suitable for use as a tanning material,
on a commercial scale, provided it could be obtained at a sufficiently low coat to
enable it to compete with other tanning materials He regards a price of about
2d. per lb. as the limit. Experiment seems to prove that the kino prepared by
the method of merely drying the juice in the sun is the best for use as a tan

The bark is occasionally employed for Dyking. Sir Thomas Wardic loiind it to rwe
contain a brownish-red colouring matter, which produced reddish-fawn coloiii s

with tasar silk. In the territory of Cloa it is also employed for its astringent
properties. The leaves make an excellent Foddeu, and are reported liy Mo’hson I'oiicicr

to be specially valuable as a Manure After teak and blackwood. flic kino M.umrp

Wood is said to be the most important in South India, and to he in great demand "ood.

for door and window frames, posts and beams, furnituio, agr cultural implementi,
cart and boat building, and has also been used for sleepers. It ha.s a high reputa-
tion m the manufacture of double-headed drums, being legorded as specially

sonorous. [Cf. Phamuicog Ind
,

i , 464 7 , Schaer-Strassbnrg, Drachenhlul and
Kino, Reprint from Proc. Oerm Phnrm Soc., 1901 . West African Kino, m J'er

Tropenp^nzer., Ji.ne 1902, vi ,
305-8 ; Imp Inst Tech Repts

, 1903, 175-6
]

P, santalinus, Unn , /. Red Sanders Tree, Rod Sandal-wood, rukhto-chnndan. Red
undum, tilaparni, ranjana, ratnnjli, lambada, chandann, shen-shandanam, erra- Sanders
gandhapu-chekka, gandhnm. rempugandha-cheke, sandaku, etc A small tree of Wood.
South India, chiefly in Cuddapah, North Arcot and tho southern portion of the
Karntil district. On a small area, near Kodur. in Cuddapah, it has boon very
successfully cultivated (see p. 976)

In former years the great use of the wood of this species was as a Dye, and pye.

large shipments wore made annually from Madras to Europe, where it wasemjiloyed
as a colouring agent in pharmacy, for dyeing leather and for staining wood. The
demand, however, has now greatly declined, due probably to tho increase in the

use of artificial dyes. In India it is chiefly employed in marking idols and for

staining the forehead m certain caste markings. Tho value of the wood as a dye Onsto Markings.

18 due to a rod colouring principle, Santaim, soluble in alcohol and ether, but not
in water. When dissolved in alcohol, it dyes cloth a beautiful salmon-pink.

The Wood is highly prized for house posts, and in the South Deccan is univer- Timber,

sally employed for plough-polos and other agricultural implomonts. It is also

in great demand for carved work, wood idols, boxes and picture frames [Cf. Idols

Garcia do Orta, 1563, Coll, xbx. , Phnnnacog. Ind, i., 462-4; Hadi, Monog
Dyes and Dyeing in U, Prov , 1896, 81 ; Holder, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing in

Madras, 1890, 4 ; Dutt, Mat Med. Hind., 1900, 154 ; For. Admin Repts Madras ;

Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 252.]

PUNICA GRANATUM, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., li., 581
;
Gamble, d.E.P.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 377 ;
Duthic, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 354

;
vi., pt. i.,

Prain, Ijeng. Plants, 1903, i., 505; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i., 515; SOS' 72.

Lythrace.®. The Pomegranate, andr-kd-per, dhalim, madala, ddru,

jaman, dddam-nu-fhdda, mddalai, dammma, mdtalan, thale, etc. A shrub

or small tree wild in the Suliman Range between 3,500 and 6,000 feet.

Salt Range and West Himalaya.
In many ports of India and Burma it is cultivated for its fruit, which, how- Trait

ever, according to Firminger, is not to be compared with that brought down
annually by Afghan traders from Kabul. It is not particular as to soil, is said

to succeed even in the driest, but does not thrive in \ery damp climates. To
yield good fruit, it must be manured every year, preferably in December. Plants

may be multiplied either by seed, by cuttings, or by layers. The best method is proiiagatloa.

to raise seedlings and graft on them, when of sufficient height, from trees ot a
superior kind. It bears fruit principally during the cold season. Before the

fruit is a quarter grown, it is frequently penetrated by a caterpillar which de- rests,

vours the interior and causes the remainder to rot. To prevent this, when still
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THE APPLE

small, it should have the calyx cut clean off and then be tied up loosely in a

piece of Imen cloth. When ripe it is about as large as a full-sijied apple, with a

hard rind of a brownish-red colour. The quality vanes in different localities. In
the Lower Provinces and Bengal it is inferior to that of the North-West and
hilly regions. By the Natives, a cooling sherbet is made of the pulp, and from
remote times it has been valued for its medicinal properties.

In various parts of India the flowers are used as a reil Dye, while the as-

tringent rind of the fruit and the bark are valuable Tanning materials. The
Wood is not used for any purpose, but according to Gamble might be substituted

for boxwood. [Gf. Merian, Insect. Surinam, 1705, tt 9 and 49 ;
Pharmacog.

Ind., 1891, iL, 44 ; Cameron, For. Frees of Mysore and Goorg, 1894, 150-1 ;

Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing :—Duncan, Assam, 1890, 42 ; Hadi, U. Prov.,

1890, 80 ; Fawcett, Bomb. Pres., 1890, 34 ; Russell, Gent. Prov., 1896, 14-5 ;

Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 43-4 ; Woodrow, Oard. in Ind., 1903, 319-20 ; Firmingor,
Man. Oard. Ind., 1904, 234-5 ]

PYRUS, Littn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., .372-80
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

1902, 321-4
;
Rosace.®. A genus of raoderate-.sizeil trees, occurring in

the Himalaya, Khasia hills and Burma. Several bear edible fruits, of

which the best known are the apple and the pear. In this place may be

mentioned the closely allied plant Vtfdonia vul(fai'i.<t, Pers.—the quince

or bilu—a small tree cultivated m the Western Himalaya.
P. communis, Linn. The Common Pear, nashpdti, nale, kishta, hahira, tang,

amrud, charkeint, li, etc. A small tree bheved to be wild in Kashmir, cultivated

throughout the Himalaya, on the Nilgins, at Bangalore and elsewhere in South
India.

The pear-tree thrives well in most parts of India, and is easily propagated by
layering or grafting. The latter operation should bo performed in February or
March. Cuttings will also strike root if put down in February during the rains.

The fruit ripens about August or September ; as a rule, the tree does not come
into bearing before it is ton years old. A full account of the method of cul-

tivation on the lulls is given by a writer m Indian Gardening (Feb.-March
1899) Tho fruit >>f the ordinary hill-pear is generally hard and flavourless, and,
though oaton by Natives, is little used by Europeans except for cooking pur-
poses. In Kaiigra and the lower inner ranges of tho Hmialaya, pears from
imported European stocks are grown to great perfection, and the produce is

exported to the hill stations and the plains In Europe the Wood is prized
for engraving and turning, but especially for drawing implements, such as
set-sqiiaroH, etc [Cy. Bentham, Rev. of Tanjioni-Tozzetti, in Jonrn. Hort. Soc.,

185.5, IX, 158; Sinythies, in Agri. Ledg, 1894, No. 15, 5, 34-47, Coldstream,
Rept. on Fruit Gult. in Simla Dist. and Kullu, 1894, 7, 14 ; Woodrow, Oard.
in Ind., 1903, 308, Firininger, Man. Oard. Ind., 1904, 249~.50 ]

P. Malus, Linn Tho Apple, seb, kushu, sher, tsunt, sun, ehing, ll, pdlwe manra,
sevu, etc A iiiodcrate-si/od (roe indigenous m Eastern Europe and possibly
also in the Western Himalaya, between 5,000 and 9,000 feet ; largely cultivated
in the Himalaya, tho I’anjfib, Sind, North-West Trovinccs, Central India and
the Doccun. Stem discovered apple-wood (alma) used in the house-construction
of p.ncient Khotan (see tho remark regarding tho Apricot, p 905). .

Ill India, applo-troos aro propagutoil by layering and grafting on the common
country, or long acclimatised stock Firminger, quoting General Jenkins, states
that ciUt.ings may bo planted m January and February near water and also
during the rams. When they shoot strongly they should be planted out and
cut down to two or throe biid.s, and of these the strongest shoot only should be
allowed to grow. This should bo trained straight up to a height of about three
foot. Grafting takes jilace in March A gravelly soil is most suitable. The best
fruit IS proiiuced in (ho Kangrn Valloy, whence it is e.xportod in quantities to
Simla and tho plains of India. Tho trallic from Kashmir to Rawalpindi and the
Pa'njab generally has become a large and important one. Government orchards
have been establislied m Kurnaon, where apples of choice English sorts are
successfully grown The Municipality of Simla has also made an effort to utilise
as an orchard the tract of hills reserved as the catchment area m water supply.

{‘^gei. Journ. Ind
, 1907, ii., pt. i., 70—3) reviews the available information

regarding the apple cultivation of tho hills of India. In Afghanistan, he tells us,
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THE INDIAN OAKS
QUERCUS

SEMECARPIPOLIA

the apple is raised from seed and is not grafted. Baber (Memoirea (Leyden &
Erskine, transl.), 281) mentions the apples of Kabul. In the Shan States
(Burma) the afiple is grafted on to itocijuln intticn. [Of. Bentham, l.c. 169 ;

Symthies, in Ledg., l.c. 3-5, 46, 38-41 ; Frutt Cult, on the Hills, in Ind.
Card., Dec. 1, 1898, to Feb. 16, 1899 ; Woodrow, I c 306—7 ; Firnnnger, l.c. 247—9 ]

QUERCUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 600 -19
; Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timbs., 1902, 671 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 986-7
;

llraiidis, Ind.

Trees, 624-33
;

Gupulii'Er.^. A large genus of important forest trees

attaining their greatest Indian development in the Eastern Himalaya,
the Khasia hills and Manipur. Thirty-one species occur in India and
Burma.

Q. dllatata, Until. The Green Oak of tlio Himalaya, »fior.'. tiUingsa, kilouj,

ramshing, kdli ring, chora, parungd, ban, karsh zaih, etc. A large, nearly do-
eiduous tree of the inner Himalaya, extendoig westward to Afghanistan and the
Safedkoh, eastward to Nepal, usually at 7,000 to 9,000 feet

According to Brandis, the wood is durable, and used for building, agricu'' m al

implements, axe-handles and jam^ian pole-s. Ganiblo states that in the Tons
Valley Sleeper Works it is the best wood for making the runners of the sledges
used in the extraction of the deodar timber. In the Simla district it is exten-
sively used in the manufacture of charcoal. The leaves and shoots are also

regularly lopped for fodder, and tho bark has been tried for tanning. [Cf.
Hooper, in Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 65.]

Q. incana, Soxb I'he Grey Oak, hanj, atla, supdrt, rin, vari, mdrii, karsku,
shindar, serei, daghunbdn, etc. A large evergreen tree of the Himalaya from the
Indus to Nepal at 2,000 to 8,000 teet ; also the Shan lulls, Burma.

According to Gamble, this is perhaps tho best known of Indian oaks, and is

one of the most common trees near the hill stations of Simla, Mussourie, Nairn
T&l, etc. The wood is little used for timber as it warps and splits badly, and is

rarely straight, but it is occasionally employed in building and for agricultural

implements. Its chief use is as fuel, both as firewood and charcoal. The bark
yields a reddish-fawn colouring matter and is employed for tanning purposes.
In 1894 Prof. Trimble examined the barks of vaiious Indian oaks and found
this one contained by far the largest quantity of tannin, viis., in the dry bark,
23'36 per cent. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., l.c. 65.]

Q. lamellosa. Smith The ahalahi, pharat-ainghali, budgrat, buk. A very large

evergreen tree of the Eastern Himalaya from Nepal to tho Daplila hills at

6,000 to 9,000 feet ; Mampur at 7,000 to 8,000 feet. Is said to be tlie finest and
most irnportant tree of the Darjeeling forests, reaching occasionally 100 to 120
feet in height. Tho timber is durable, if not much exposed to wet, and is used
for posts and beams in the construction of houses and bridges, for doorposts,
window-frames and rafters. It is also an excellent fuel. In Darjeeling the bark
as used for tanning. [Cf. Agri. Ledg., l.c. 66.]

Q. lusltanlca, Lam. , Q. infectorta, Oliver. The Gall or Dyer’s Oak, no-
juphul, mazu, mdyd, machakai, pyintagar-rethi, etc. A middle-sized tree or shrub,
native of Greece, Asia Minor and Syria, extending to Persia, whence the galls

are imported into India. These are excrescences caused by an insect puncturing
the twigs and depositing its ova. They are extensively used both os a dye
and medicine. In dyeing they aro boiled in water till about three-fourths of the

water is evaporated, and tho cloth is then dipped in tho decoction. Medicinally
they are used either in the form of a powder or as an ointment. [Cf. Pharmacog.
Ind., 1893, iii., 360-4

;
Hadi, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing, U. Prov., 1896, 83.]

Q. semecarplfolia, Smith Common Brown Oak of tho Himalaya, gheai, karshu,

khareu, barchar, jangal ka parungi, kreu, sauj, etc. A largo evergreen tree of tho
linner Himalaya extending westward to the Safedkoh and Afghanistan, eastward
to Bhutan and the hills of Manipur, usually at 8,000 to 12,000 feet.

According to Gamble, the timber of this species is not in great demand, but
is* of good quality, strong and durable. It is an excellent firewood and yields

•charcoal of the best description. The leaves and young shoots are plucked for
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THE RADISH

fodder and employed for litter. In spring the monkeys often do much injury to

the tree by tearing down the topmost branches to get at the young shoots. The
leaves have also been found suitable for feeding the Chinese silk’frorm (Antheroea

pemyi, see p. 1005). [C/. Rev For. Admtn. Brit. Ind., 1897-8, 63.] A supply

of living cocoons was procured in 1898 and distributed partly to Darjeeling and
partly to Chakrata Those sent to Darjeeling failed, but some 6,000 larvso were
hatched from the supply sent to Chakrata. They were fed at first on the bdn
oak, but did not flourish and were removed to Deoban, at an elevation of

8,000 feet, and finally fed on the karahu oak, on which they were much more
successful. The bark yields tan, but in much smaller quantities than that of

Q. ineana. [Cf. Ind. For., 1894, xx., 452-3 ; 1895, xxi., 149-61, 264-6.]

R
RAPHANUS SATIVUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 166 ;

Prain,

Beng. Plants, i., 1903, 223 ;
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops,

pt. iii., 14
;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, i., 48 ;

Ckucifeb.®. Tha
Radi.sh, muli, muro, mula sinki, tara mira, mungra, maguni-gadde, mullangi,

hill, lobaJc, etc. An annual herb, cultivated throughout the plains of India

and in the Himalaya up to 10,000 feet. The Rat-tailed Radish {It.

raiKltthis, Linn.), is commonly cultivated in Western India and the

Panjilb.

According to Boy (Crops of Beng., 1906, 142-3), high and well-drained sandy
loam IS invariably chosen for radish cultivation. All through the rainy season
and after, the land is frequently ploughed and thoroughly pulverised in pre-

paration for this root crop Tho seed is sown from the middle of August to the
middle of November, 1 seer per acre, and the field is immediately harrowed.
Cow-dung manure at tho rate of 50 maunds per acre is applied directly after

sowing. The crop is weeded and irrigated at intervals, and a month after sowing
is ready for harvest. In many parts of tho country it grows larger than an average
good-sized carrot, and is eaten more os a vegetable than as a flavouring ingredient
in salad. There are, in fact, several distinct cultivated races, tho radish most
common m Bengal being a long tapering root of a purplish rather than a scarlet

tint. Roxburgh’s description is admirable. “ The root,” he says, “ grows to the
size of a man’s leg, or more, and is only half immersed in the soil." Duthie and
Fuller allude to its value as a famine food, a crop being rapidly obtained on
the climatic conditions proving favourable. The root is eaten both raw and
boiled, and is occasionally pickled.

The radish is cultivated not only for the root, but also for the young seed-
pods and tho leaves, all of which are eaten. The unripe pods (especially of the
rat-tailed radish) are boiled and eaten with ghi or cooked in curries,,and are
also sometimes pickled. Both roots and seeds yield on distillation with water
a small amount of a colourless sulphuraceous Oil heavier than water. This
is used medicinally. A special form is in fact cultivated m Sylhet on account of
tho sweet oil obtained from its seeds (see Daucus, p. 491). [Cf. Bentham, Rev. of
Targioni-Tozzetti, Journ. Hort. Soc., 1856, ix., 146 ; Phztrmacog. Ind., i., 129 ;

Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt i., 77; Banerjei, Agri. Cutlaek, 1893, 114-6;
Dunstan, in Agrt. Ledg., 1899, No. 12, 137, 144, 150; Oildemeister and Hoffmann,
Volatile Otis, 1900, 417-8; Woodrow, Qard. in Ind., 1903, 161-2; Firminger,
Man. Card. Ind., 1904, 189-90; Joret, Les PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, ii., 255.]

RHEUM EMODI, Walt. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 56 ; PolygonacEiE.
The Rhubarb, Hindi-revand ckini, dolu, padam-chal, chukri, archu, chuttdl,

khahium, pambash, dtsu, ndttu-manjat-chinak-kishangu, etc.
Found wild in tho sub-alpine Himalaya of Nepal and Sikkim at altitudes

of 11,000 to 12,000 feet, and is usually considered to be the source of the so-
called Himalayan Rhubarb. Commercial rhubarb, known as Chinese and East
Indian, is said to be obtained from u. o/yisinaitt and Jt. palmaiitm, which grow
in South-East Tibet and North-West China. [Cf. Prjevalski, Mongolia, 1876,
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ii., 81-6, and note to same by Sir H. Yule, 291-8.1 Both Garcia de Orta and Lin-
schoten state tljat rhubarb is brought from China (Tartary) through Persia and
thence to India. The officinal part of the plant is the decorticated and dried root
or root-stock. Himalayan rhubarb is usually stated to be of little commercial
importance, and the rhubarb sold in the bazArs of the plains is ordinarily affirmed
to be of an inferior grade to the Chinese drug, and still more to that imported
from London. Considerable quantities are, however, annually conveyed to the
plains from the Kangra district of the Panjab. An mquiry in 1894 revealed the
fact that the exports from that valley came to about 1,000 maunds n. year.
Further, it was stated to be largely used in the fabrication of certain external
applications {Pres. Add. Med. Conqresa, Vale., 7). It is remarked in the Pha,r-
macopoeiti of India that were the Himalayan rhubarb cultivated witli duo care,
there is reason to believe a drug equal to tho Chinese or d’lirkey rhubarb might
be obtained. [Cf PauluB JEgineta (Adam.s, transl. and Comment.), iii., Sit) ;

app , 478-80 ; Mesua, (ed. Marinus), 1562, 50 , Garcia de Orta, 156S, fJoU
,

xlviii.
; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind

, 1.598 (ed ll.ikl ,Soc.), ii., 101-2 , Boym,
FI. Sin., 1666, S; Du Halde, Hist. China (Engl, f.rar.sl ), 1736, i , t 17 , Turnei,
Emb. to Tibet, 1800, 394; Milburn, Or. Comm, 1813, u, .516-! , Pharmucoq
Ind., 111 ., 162-7 : Henry, Econ. Hot. Chinn, 1893, 32-3 , Ind .Mus. Ann. Rep!

,

1894-5, 31 ; Hesse, in Agrt Ledg , 1896, Yo. 29, 289. etc , Rc)jt. Cent. Tiuln/.

Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 144.]

RHIZOPHORA MUCRONATA, FI. Br. Ind., ii.,

4115
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 332-.3

;
Praiii, Beny. Plants, i., 475

;

Rhizophoeea:. The Maugiuve, Lhanio, hhora, >di, Jeunw, upu-poina, hyu,

bakan, etc. A small evergreen tree of tlie iiiuddy shores and tidal creeks

of India, Burma and the Andaman Island.s.

The Bark is exported from Mergui to Rangoon, and a considerable trade is

also done m it from tho Perak coast. It yields a Dye and Tan. Samples of

bark of K. mucroitata were seat to tho Imperial Institute in 1899 (Imp
Inst. Tech. Repta., 1903, 186-90), and wore found to vary greatly m yield of

tannin, one sample giving over 27 per cent., while another gave only 4 per cent.

An extract, prepared presumably from tho former sample, contained 70 per cent

tanrun. In the Report of Forest Administration in Burma (1904-5, 19), mention
18 made of the esttjblishment of n taimm factory m accordance with a system
recommended by Dunstan. vSo far tho extract thus prepared sold at lest, than
it cost. For dyeing cotton, an extract was declaicd superior to that of other
mangroves, but mucli inferior to the best qiiulilii'b of cutcli. Tho fr)iit is said

to be sweet and edible, and a light wino is made from the puce. From tho aonal
roots, salt is occasionally extracted The W’ooil is reported to ho good but rarely

made use of. [<7/. Ind. For , 1897, xxiii . 413 ; Hooper, m Agrt Ledg
, 1902,

No. 1, 35-0
; Grass, Berichte itber Land-und Forslwirtschnft in Deutsch Ost Ajrika,

1904, ii .4 178-9, 182-5 , Bull. Imp Inst , 1900, iii.. No. 4, 345-52.

J

RHUS, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 9-12
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs.,

1902, 207-10
; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 196-9

;
Anacardiace^s. A

genus oi trees or shrubs, indigenous chiefly to the warmer temperate

regions of both liemispheres. All are highly astringent and used as tans.

Some twelve species are natives of India and Burma.
R. Corlarls, Unn The Sumach Tree of Europe, tatrak, mutchll, sumok,

etc. A small tree, wild in the Canaries, Madeira, the Mediterranean region,

eastward to Afghanistan
;

often extensively cultivated. Inzenga [Ann. di

Agri. Sic., etc., Palermo, 1852) wrote an interesting paper on the cultiva-

tion of this plant (translated into English by Sir H. Yule, in Edinb. Bot. Soc.

Trans., 1867-8, ix,, 341-66).
The leaves contain a colouring matter, and together with the twigs are largely

used in Europe for Tanning. They are also imported into India, usually from
Sicily, for use m the large European tanneries. Morocco leather is tanned wuth
this material, and it is usually held to be one of the best tans for leathers intended
for use in bookbmding. In the Kew Bulletin (1896, 293-6) an account of the

manufacture of and trade m Sicilian sumach is given. The leaves ripen about
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August, when the plant is cut down, spread on the field to dry, and the leaves

stripped off and conveyed to the mills. Here the leaves are seuarated irom a 1

foreign admixtures and are then ground to powder. This powder is again suD-

jected to a purifying process, after which it is ready for exportation and use

as a tanning material. The real sumach is locally known as “ strong, m con-

tradistinction to a similar plant known as “ sommacco femminello, the

which arc smaller and of lees strength than those of the former, m the adultera-

•

tion of which they are largely used. [Cf. Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1902, xxi.,

1207 ; Pripstinan, Micro. Exam, of Sumach Adulterants, m Journ. Soc. Chem.

Indust., 1905, xxiv., 231-3; Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber,

transl.), 1907, 300.]

R. Cotinus, Lmn. The Elm-leavod Sumach, tunga, chaniAt, amt, paan,

bauru, largo,, manu, darengrt, erandi, etc. A shrub or small tree of the Suhman
Range and Western Himalaya to Euiiiaon, ascending to 0,000 feet. Throughout

the area of its indigenous habitat, leaves, bark and wood are all used in Dyeing
and Tanning, but whether they could be utilised on a commercial scale for this

purposo 18 doubtful. Gamble states that the Wood is employed m South Europe

for inlaid work and make.s pretty carvings, pictiiro-framos, etc. In the Himalaya,

baskets are made of the twigs. [Cf. Henry, Econ. Hot China, 1893, 42 ;
Britton

and Brown, Illuat. FI. Northern United Stales and Canada, 1897, ii., 389, Hooper,

in Agri. Ledg , 1902, No. 1,21, Hanausek, l.c. 246-50
]

R. succedanea, Unn The Wild Varnish Tree, arkol. lakhar, shash, tatri,

raniualai, serhnyok, dwgkain, arkhar, choklu, hala, etc. 'I'he galls arc known as

kakar-singi [Kakar -- the barking deer and singhi or aingi = horns), but the true

galls of that name appear to be those of I'lstnein k-iitnjnk. A small dociduous
tree of the Himalaya, from .Tlieliim to Assam, at 2,000 to 8,000 foet.

KaoiTipfor e.-illa this tho WjM Vamish Tree, and says that m Japan the stem
of this, as well as of ft. recttio/efu, 18 incised and the exudation collected for the
manufacture of the varnish used m Japanese lacquer-work. In .Japan the
Irnits are crushed, boiled, mixed with the fruit of another tree (said to be ffeiln
.tseUaraeii), and pressed while hot. A wax is thus produceii which is made
into candles and sometiincs sent to Europe under the name of “ Japan Wax.”
The horn-like galls caused by insects on the branches and yoimg shoots are sold
as a substitute for those of I'lxtacia and are used medicinally. [Of. Lawrence,
Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 76; The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7,
25, 08 ;

Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 140.]

R. vernIcKera, DC This is the species which yields tl^o famous Japanese
Varnish. It grows all over the main island of Japan, and also in Kinshin and
blukoku, hut it is from Tokio northwards tliat it cluotly flourishes. Efforts have
been made to cultivate it in India, but without much success. The trees are
propagated either by seed sown in January or February, or by cuttings from the
roots of vigorous young plants. Tho juice, from which the varnish is obtained,
is eolloctofl by making incisions on tho stem, the punctures being repeated
every fourth day at successively higher ports. The juice which oozes out is

scraped off with a flat iron tool. When the free has been tapped t(? its top-
mo.st branches, it is foiled and cut into lengths, which are tied into faggots
and stooped in water for ten to twenty days, after which the bark is pierced
and lacquer collected in the some way as from the living stem. The juice
thus collected is a tenacious fluid of a grey-brown colour. It is allowed to
stand and settle, a skin forms over the surface, tho bettor qualities rise t^o the top
and tho impurities sink. By stirring in the open air, tho lacquer dries, absorbs
oxygen and gains a brilliant black colour. The articles lacquered are invariably
of wood The varmsh is spread m coats of increasing fineness, the surface being
repeatedly ground down with hard charcoal and polished with the ashes of deer’s
horn, and rolacquered again and again. The pattern, says Dr. Dresser {Edirib.
Bemew), is sketched on fibrous elastic paper, which is warmed and fitted to the
surface to bo decorated, when the pressure of the hand is enough to transfer the
pattern. If the pattern is to be in gold, the outlme is then followed by a fine hair
pencil dipped in lacquer, which acts as a size. When this has so far dried as to be
sticky, gold-dust is shaken on it from a spoon. From Rem’s detailed account,
it would appear direct painting of the patterns is also practised for the higher
class works. [Cf. Rein, Indust. of Japan, 1889, 338-78; Quin, Lacg. Indust,
of Japan, in Trop. Agrist., Dec. 1882, ii., 514^7 ; Henry, Boon. Bot. China,
41 ; Ernest Hart, Canton Lect., May 27, 1895, in Journ. Soc. Arts, Sept. 13, 1896,
876-0 ; Journ. Soc. Arts., Sept. 11, 1896, 808-9 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., ii.,
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1899, 374 ; Kew. Bull., 1904, 7-9 ; 1906, 138 ; Hosie, Kept, on Prov. Ssu’ch’uan,
1904, 29 ; Illuat. Acc. of Tree and Lacquer tnlndo-Chtne, Bull. Econ. L' Indo-Ghine,
1905, viii., 600 ; Tschiroh, Die Harze und die Harsbehdlter, 1900, li., 861-86.]

RICINU8 COMMUNIS, lAun. ; FI. Br Ind., v., 457 ;
Eci-hor-

BiACEiE. The Castor-oil Plant, Palma ChrisLi, Ricni de Palma Christi,

urand, erand, rand, bkerenda, hindi, eri, aieta, orer, rak-lop, nnrar (jaha ot'

jara, grundi, nerinda, rendi, harnauli, hazanpr, herdn, ind, rnnd, amnnakkani,
koitei, amadan, amdi, haralu, kesu, kyetsu, etc. Those voniacular names
are mostly derived from the Sanskrit eranda and rumika, with the

alternative vatari (= anti-rheumatic). The Arabic kh>rvi
,
the Persian

hedmijir, the ancient Greek kiki and the krmon (Herodotus, 'i
,

( i. 94)

have had little, if any, influence on (he or.ftin nl the exist me Ii.diai

vernacular names. The name Palma ('hrtah i-. .i.sed by Holland in In-

translation of Pliny (Nat. Hist
,
1601, 133).

A native of the tropics, where it ists as a pcri'iiuial bush or small

tree. Is in warm temperate tracts an innual and ascends the Imlian

hills to altitudes of 6,000 feet. Its ciiltivation seems also restrict!' i by
excessive moisture, the plant becoming again an annual (within the

tropics), thus allowing ot cultivation m the duel mouths. Rainfall

after sowing, however, seems o,s8ential to liberal germination. It prefers

well-drained loams, hence loose sandy or heavy clay soils are alike un-

suitable. It is an exhausting crop, I'spccially on the soil resources of

nitrogen. Is exclusively piopagated by seed, and in India, when grown
as a pure field crop, is generally reganled as precarious, owing to

its liability to being completely devoured by caterpillars. Mackenzie

(Eri Silk-worm, Cachar Exper., 1889, in D.E.P., yi., pt. in., 165)

mentions a case where 30 acres were completely defoliated by
caterpillars.

History,—Cultivated throughout India and naturalised hero and there near
habitations, distributed tliroughout the tropics gonornlly, but probably in-

digenous to Africa. It is not, however, uncommon to discover it in the scrubby
jungles of the outer Himalaya. Duthio speaks ot it as naturuhaed in Morwura ,

it has been reported as wild and never cultivated in Upper Burma and univer-

sally self-sown m Assam—that is to say, m the gardens and waste land.s, where
its leaves are used to feed an undoubted indigenous silkwoini. Taylor (Topog.

and iStal. Dacca, 1840, 59) speaks of castor as found in tho uncultivatod parts

of the, district. In the Susruta A'yurveda, references to the plant are made
in such terms as to preclude tho possibility of the passage in question denoting
an imported drug. Two varieties, a rod and a white, are described, thus showing
personal acquaintance with tho plant. Its oldest Sanskrit name, eranda, has
passed into the most diverse languages and dialects of India (Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hind., 1900, 231).

Dioscorides tells us that it was called kroton from tlie resemblance of the

seed to the dog-tick, and it is significant that both the plant and tho tick bear
the name Bicinua m Latin (Pliny, Riat. Nat, xi., 34; xv., 7). Oalen, Paulus
.iEgineta, Mesua, etc., mention the purgative property of the oil. Avicenna,
Rhases and other Arab writers add that it is a good application for cutaneous
diseases and in rheumatism. But it would almost seem os if the Arabs had made
acquaintance with the plant from India, since they call it aimaim-el-hindi (Sosamum
of India), and, as pointed out by the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica
(lii., 302), the properties assigned to the plant by tho Arabs are those attributed

to it by the Sanskrit authors. Pliny, moreover, speaks of the plant as not so

very long ago introduced into Egypt.
Few of the earlyEuropean traveUera in India, however, make any reference to the

plant. Garciade Orta and Linschoten are silent. Aitoa (Hort. Kew, 1789, ui., 377)
mentions that it was cultivated in England in the time of Turner, 1562. Rheede
speaks of castor as cultivated in Malabar, especiallym sandy situations. Loureiro
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THE CASTOR-OIL PLANT

refers to it as both cultivated and uncultivated in Cochin-China, while Rumphius
says it grows m Java, being raised in large fields which thus afford much oil.

It would appear that the medicinal oil of the West Indies was imported into

India for fully half a century prior to any mention of the Indian-grown oil-seed

or oil being recorded as exported. In 1761 Lewis spoke of the Palma Christi

seeds being rarely found in the English drug-shops and the oil 'scarcely known.

In 1764 Peter Canvano, a physician m the West Indies, published a Disacrtatwn-

on the Oleum Falmce ChrisH, etc., giving Oleum Rtcini, in winch he stiongly

lecoinmended its use as a gentle purgative. It was shortly after 1788 admitted
into the London Pharmacopona Woodville (Med. Bot , 1790 (ed. 1832), in.,

624-8) speaks of the oil ns having lately come into frequent use. It was at

tlio time obtained from .Tamnica. In 1804 India imported 20,207 lb. of the
oil, and as late as 1808 took 3,50.3 lb. Gradually, however, it seems to hav'ebeon
discovered that India itself produced the medicinal oil, and the exports in 1813
were valued at £610, anil m 1819 at £7,102. Fifty years later, the exports of

the oil had expanded from 2,000 to 100,000 gallons. No mention is made of the

traffic in the seed, Viut it is thus evident that the European demand for this oil-seod

and nil from India is quite modern. [C/. Joret, Lea PL dans L'Antiq ,
etc.,

1904, 11., 270.]

CULTIVATION.
varieties and cultivated races .

—

Bofiimeal writers allude to the

multiplicity of forms that exist as proof of the antiquity ot cultivation. Muller

(in Do Candolle, Prod , xv., pt. ii., 1016-21) fornes sixteen varieties or ratlier

cultivated states that merge from the one to the other, but which are often
tigneultiirnl forms of considerable value Roughly, these have been grouped by
most writers under two great types

—

(a) a tall bush or small tree of pereimuvl

growth, usually planted as a hedge or m lines tlirough the fields where it affords

desiinhle shade to other anti more valuahio crops. This gives a largo seed with
an abundance of inferior oil. (6) 'J'he otlier, an annual plant sometimes grown
. 1 .-. a pure crop, though more frequently in mixed cultivation. It gives a small
seed, the better rjuahties of which liy an expensive and more careful process of

expression afford the superior qualities ot the oil of commereo, some ot the finer

gratlcs ot winch constitute the inediciiia! oil of European pharmacy. The
former from its being extensively used in India for illunmiatmg purposes, is

often talletl '* Lamp Oil,” but it also finds a place as a valued lubricant
Fiequent iiicution is made, by writers on this subject, ot a third important

grade, namely a castor which by special selection has come to yield a seed that
contains no poisonous jirmciple, the oil of which is edible. Smith (Contr. Mat.
Med China, 1871, 55), for example, savs that a “species or variety of BieiuitH

iM said to have smooth fruit and to be innocuous.” In Ahmndabad I collected

(m a garden) a perfectly sinoofh-fruited form, the loaves of which w’ero suffusod
with a white furma that gavm them a roinarkable glaucous appearance I was
told the oil of that plant could bo used in cookery.

OeagaL—Mukcrji (Handbook Ind. Agn., 1901, 276-86) says that cultivation
is cliieny m tlie Patna and Bhagalpiir Division. There are three forms grown

—

a small, a medium, and a largo-sized plant The first and last are sown m May
to July and grown vvitli some hhadoi, crop. The seed is ripe in January and
February The winter vniicty is sown m September and gathered in March-
April. Tins yields a larger proportion of oil than the bhadot crop. On dearah
binds the cost of cultivation is little and the yield large. Red soils sit'.iated at
the foot of the hills are specially chosen, but it is an exhausting' crop, and should
not lie grown more frequently than once every five or six years. It is never
iriigated, all the cultivation deemed necessary being a ploughmg between the
rows of plants to keep the weeds down. Picking usually takes place from the
seventh to ninth month after sowing When grown with other crops the yield of
cleaned seed per acre is about 250 lb., and when grown by itself, 500 to 900 lb.

It 18 generally held that the large-seeded varieties yield the best ordinary lubrica-
ting and lighting oils, and that the Bmall-seedod afford the finer grades, especially
those used for medicinal purposes. [Gf. Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 88-9 ,

Roy, Crops of Beng., 1906, S-I-O.]

Assam.—Basil , writing on the possibility of castor being grow’n in con-
junction with indigo and tea, says that m the Assam valley it is never grown
for its seed, but always for the leaf, wliich is used for feeding the eri silkworm
(p 1005). There are two varieties of the plant (a) tho era and (6) the Bengali era
The former is mdigenous and the latter introduced—a taller and stouter plant.
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Generally the crop is allowed to be self-sown, and is found in small patches in the
gardens of those who rear the silkworm. The seed is allowed to shed and run
waste, but occasionally careful people collect and sell it. The plant is found
everywhere in Assam, though much less abundant in the Surma valley. It is

also grown by certain of the hill tribes, such as the Garos, Mikirs, Kukis, chiefly
also for rearmg* the silkworm. Hindus do not engage in tho production of eri
silk, and its traffic is mainly in the hands of tho Kachans and Meohes in the north
of the Kamrup, Goalpara and Darrang districts, and accordingly the plant is

most prevalent m the tracts of country occupied by them. But it is nowhere a
regular field crop. No oil is extracted from it m Assam. In Tezpur and
the Khasia and Jaintia hills, experiments were conducted, but tho crops were
destroyed by insects to which tho plant is peculiarly prone, hence the opinion
that when grown in large quantities it is a prec.inous crop (Phymcnl and
Political Qcog., Assam, 37).

United Provinces.—In the recent inquiry into castor .is a possible

supplementary crop with indigo, Mr. Moreland observed that lu- was un-

able to say if it would pay, since a raid crop is usually iak"u after indigo,

and this could not be the case were the land occupied with I'astor So
far as known, it is never sown mixed with mdigo. Moreover, mdigo does

not require nitrogenous manures, so that the cake wouhl have no special

value to the indigo planter. Subsequently (m 1903) Mr .Madi (As‘-i-'ant

Director of Agriculture) wrote a note which affords lull particulars regard-

ing the methods of cultivation, harvesting, extraction of oil, cost ot culti-

vation, and diseases. It would appear to be grown all over the provinces,

on almost every kind of soil, though chiefly on rich loams. It is generally

sown as a subordinate crop in the rainy season with bdjra, nrJiar, )udr or

cotton, and, at the beginning of the cold season,with gram, wheat and barley.

It is not uncommon as a hedge to sugar-cane fields, being in that ca.se sown
in March or April. It is seldom raised alone to any extent, except

perhaps in Allahabad, where the khadar lands, on the banks of the Jumna,
are often devoted to it. Castor is also largely UvSed as a first crop on newly
laid out gardens, perhaps to secure shade for young trees, for which

purpose it is also occasionally grown by market gardeners.

In the kharif time a furrow is thrown up parallel to the sides of

the field, and seed cast into this at a distance of every 3 feet. By the

return course the seed is covered over. This system is earned throughout

the field, the furrows being 6 to 10 feet apart, and when the sowing of

castor is thus completed a higher ploughing is given over the entire field

and the chief crop sown. Occasionally the castor is cultivated on the

ridges that separate the water-beds, in irrigated land, and in that case, as

also when sown as a hedge to fields, the seed is usually dibbled by hand.

The crop ordinarily takes eight to twelve months to mature. The small-

seeded varieties ripen earlier than the large. The cro2) sown in March or

April along with sugar-cane takes the full twelve months, while that sown
after the rainy season is harvested in ten. The plants begin to produce

ripe fruits in seven or eight months, and picking thus commences about

January and continues till April. Mention is often made, in connection

with Oudh, of the existence of a form with dark-brown seeds that is

specially rich in oil.

The fruits are collected and stacked in the corner of a house, and

covered over with straw or cloth. After six days the capsules soften and

the shells decay. They are then exposed to the sun for two days and when
well dried the shells split open, or if they do not open naturally they are

beaten with a mallet until the shell separates from the seed. The fruits of

the larger forms are buried in a pit excavated in the dung-heap, and the
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RICXNUS
COMMUNIS the CASTOR-OIL PLANT
United Provinces

mouth closed in with straw. After a week the fruits are removed

the pit, and the shells separated from the seeds. In some parts of the

country the hunches of fruits are for some time then exposed to the sun.

Yield. A vigorous plant yields as much as 8 to 10 seers of seeds in a season,

but those grown as hedges do not usually yield more than' | to 2 seers »

Year—the flowering being hindered by a deficiency of light and air. Usually

the plants are cut down after yielding their crop, but when grown m
Second cirop. gardens or near the homesteads they may afford a second or even a third

crop in succeeding years, but in that case they arc cut down each year to

within two feet of the ground, the result being that they throw out numer-
ous branches and give a large crop, though with an inferior quality of seed.

In the third year the crop is poor both in quantity and quality. The
I'nce. average yield for an acre is 8 to 12 maunds the first year and 12 to 18

inaunda the second when grown pure, or 4 to 6 maunds as a mixed crop.

The produce, sells at about Rs. 4 a maund.
Stems. The strongest and largest stems are used as timber (rafters) for thatch-

ing, and are also made into pokers for sugar-cane-boiling furnaces. The
charooui dried stems and husks are used as fuel or converted into charcoal and
Fodder
(Leaves)

Cost per Acre

Focmlea

C. Prov.

Arofls.

8c>flPOiiq.

Soilrf.

rropapatiori.

YiclJ.

Panjab.
Areap

Ilaccs.

worked up in fireworks. The green leaves are eaten by cattle with ap-

parent relish, and are believed to increase the flow of milk in cows and
buffaloes. The cost per acre of pure cultivation is Rs. 24-2-(). If the acre

produces 10 maunds, sold at the low average of Rs. 3 a maund, and allow-

ing Rs. 5 as the price of the stems, fuel, etc., obtained, the balance over cost

of production would show a net profit of Rs. 10-14-0.

Mr. Hadi mentions several caterpillars which eat the leaves and young
.shoots , ail aphid which does much damage to the flowering shoots and
young leaves

;
white ants which do much harm—m fact the cad^tor-oil

plant IS more subject to their depredations than is any other regular crop ;

lastly, castor is much injured by fro.st. [Cf. Dnthie and Fuller, Field and
(larden ('raps, 1883, pt. ii., 38-9,t. 43; Maxwell-Lefroy, Mem. Dept. AgrL
Ind., 1907, No. 2 ]

Central Provinces and Berar.—There ore two varieties ordinarily grown—(a)

largo-Bocdoil, raised us n rainy season crop
, (6) srtinll-seeded. grown as a cold-

season crop Some few years ago (1899-1900) an estimate was made of the area
under both crops, and it was then found the total caino to something like 07,845
acres. It is included in official statistics under the heading of “ Other Oil Seeds,”
which m the kharif season of 1905 occupied 262,477 acres, and in the rafiqSO, 18S
acres. The districts of chief production are Betul, Baipur and Bilaspur. The>
large seeded plant usually occupies waste or fallow patches in cultivated land.
Any kind of soil suits it so long as it is well drained. The small-seeded variety
18 sown as a regular field crop m the month of September, about Hi to 201b. of
seed being recpiired to the acre. Sandy loams are preferred, and black cotton soil

docs not suit it. The seed is sown with a drill plough. Ono weeding'' is con-
sidered desirable when the plants are about 6 to 12 inches high. The crop la
harvested m March as the pods are found ripe enough. The outturn is about
500 to 000 lb. per acre of cleaned seed. The seeds usually sell at 20 lb. per rupee.
The oil is manufactured locally to but a small extent, to meet the demands as &
lubricant for cart-wheels and preseivative for leather. [C/. Sly, Note, 1901.]

Panjab.—The plant is nowhere systematically raised as a crop in the Panjflb,
but exists (mostly self-sown) on embankments near canals, especially in Jhelum
and Gurgaon. It is mentioned as abundant on the Jharsa and Raisina Bunds.
The people pay no attention to it nor make any use of its seeds. Itfr. I. H. Burkill
contrasts the castor-oil plant of Baroda with that of the Northern PanjAb and
Kangra, and adds that the latter is different from the ordinary form of the plant.
The oil-mill at Lahore manufactures approximately 30,000 cwt. of this oil a year,
the seeds being procured mainly from the United Provinces. An oil-mill hae
recently boon opened in Delhi, and a demand for the seed thus exists that may
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Cyltivation
l^d to extended cultivation. The oil ie largely used for hibricating cold nia- uscb ot the Oil.
chinery and as an illummant in railway carnages, hence most of the Railway
Companies in India manufacture their own oil. It is supposed to give a clear
light, to be highly economical since it burns slowly, gives little smoke, and does
not generate heat sufficient to make it dangerous. Aitchison (Afghan. Delim. Aighan
Comm., 1885 ; also Notes on Products, etc,, 1890, 175) says the plant is cultivated Proilnotlon.

along the banks of irrigation channels and margins of melon, cotton and tobacco
fields, the seeds being collected to afford nn illuminating oil. The seeds are
crushed among cotton-wool, and the wool, saturated with oil, is subsequently, as
required, made up in the form of tapers (maluk).

Bombay and Sind.—In 1899-1900, 44,091 acres were sown and 25,265 Bombay,
matured a crop—in Bombay proper, none having been recorded for Sind.
In the following year, 65,646 acres were under the crop, bui no mention
was made of the proportion that was non-produotive. In 1901-2 f he
cropped area was 109,475 acres, and in 1902 -.3 it stood at 119,049 acre.s.

The following year it had declined to 94,257 aires , in 1904 5 there w^as

a still further shrinkage, namely to 72,599 acres, but no mention of a

Sind production, and in 1905-6 to 64 878 acre.s with 454 acres in Sind,

practically all in Thar and Parkar. Molhson (Tedhoak Irui Arpt., iii., 105-8) iinces.

says both perennial and annual vaneues of the plant are met with in

India. The annual forms aie rab'i ciops in Bombay Prcsnlency, aim the

plants are very much smaller t'nan the perennial, which are kharif crops.

The latter grow with great rapidity, and a year’s growth produces a tree

15 to 20 feet high. The foliage, branche.s and stems, according to variety, vnneg.itea

may be bright pale green, or green tinged with red, bright shining red,

or bronze purple. Forms with the last-mentioned description of foliage

are often grown as decorative plants in gardens. Molhson also states that

the seeds vary in size and niaikings. “ One Bombay variety has large

seed, black in colour, with tiny specks of white. The pereumal varieties

are chiefly grown along irrigation water channels, on the borders of sugar-

cane and in highly cultivated market garden land, and a plant soon gains

the dimensions of a tree.” The seed is sown, as a rule, about July. The Seasons

shade which the perennial castor affords to ginger, turmeric, sugar-c-aue

and other such crops is often valued. Pereiiiual castors are easily culti-

vated and readily escape from cultivation, and consequently are often

found wild in many localities.

“ The plant docs best in deep free working soil. The very best crops Soiis.

in the Presidency are produced on the hhdlha (alluvial) soils which fringe

the course of the Tapti in Surat.” “ In the sandy goradu soils of Northern

Gujardt, a sprinkling of castors is usually found in the subordinate mixture

(kathol) of cereal crops sown in kharif season.” “ The rahi crop (a com- Muod Crops

paratively dwarf plant) requires soil of different character. A retentive

clay soli or thq soil of moisture-holding nee beds is suitable. On black

soil the rahi crop is generally sown mixed with tuwr, til or with gram, and
this mixed crop is generally the sole crop of the year. In this case the land

is well fallowed during the rains, and the mixed seed is sown in September.

In rice-beds, castors and vdl or castors and gram are second crops sown in

October or as soon as possible after the rice is removed.”
Castor has been grown alone on the Nadial Farm, and the best outturn

obtained, Molhson observes, was 1,390 lb. of beans per acre
;
and this was

in a specially favourable year. The kharif (perennial) crop is very hardy,

especially in fairly deep soils. It, however, does beat on rich garden land

freely manured and watered. Mixed castor and ground-nut is a charac-

teristic kharif crop. An experimental crop of this nature at the Surat
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Farm yielded 767 lb. casto? bean per acre, worth Rs. 4.3-14a., and a good

ground-nut cr^ with tastor might yield in addition 2,500 lb. .nuts per acre.

Madras.—The Madras Board of Revenue unofficially furnishes the

area under castor for the five years ending 1900. It may be useful to

review the figures in question. The area under the crop might be regarded

a.s shrinking. In 1895-6 it occupied 751,173 acres, and in 1896-7 it was

produced from 782,135 acres, but from that date it would almost seem to

have declined, until in 1899-1900 it was returned at 600,214 acres. The
districts of greatest production arc Anantapur, 128,476 acres in 1895-6

and 74,422 acres in 1899-1900; Bellary, 111,599 and 90,227 ;
Cuddapah,

110,091 and 87,023; Karnul, 94,517 and 65,924; Kistna, 91,325 and

80,804 ;
Nellore, 50,880 and 42,729 ; and Coimbatore, 39,470 and 34,567 ;

the figures shown indicating the acreage in the years in question. The
returns for the year 1905-6 show the area to have been 380,100 acres, or

32 per cent, less than the average of the ten years previous, which came
to 563,100 acres

;
and the chief production was in the Deccan.

Francis {Gaz. BelLary, 1904, 111) describes a method of grinding the

seeds which prevails in that district. A machine is used like that com-
monly employed for making mortar, and consists of heavy stone wheels

dragged round by bullocks in a circular stone-lmed channel m which the

seeds are placed. The paste so resulting, he adds, is boiled with water and
oil rises to the top and is skimmed off. The stench caused is, however,
most offensive, and the cake obtained is used as the fuel for roasting the

ne.xt batch of seeds. [Cf, Shortt, Man. of Ind. Agri., 241-5 ; Castor-

Bean Crop, issued by Board of Rev., 1899-1905.]
Burma.—The Director of Land Records observes: “There is no trad© in

castor-oil by land or by eoa, except that imported as medicme or in a semi-crude
state for lubricating purposes. The plant grows wild o\’or a large area in Upper
Burma.” “ The plant is not cultivated in any part of the province.”

EXPRESSION OF OIL.

It has still to be confessed that the report written by Col. Hawkes, in

1853, is the only authoritative statement that has appeared. Hooper
Labor. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1903-4, 26-7) gives certain practical

results. Two samples of Nairobi (British E. African) seed were examined

—

the larger form yielded 47'35 per cent., the smaller 43'36 per cent, of fixed

oil by ether extraction. Duhard and Eberhardt obtained an average of

46T9 per cent, with East Indian castor seed, and by the ordinary crushing
and heating with water about 37’40 per cent, of oil is extracted. Leather
[Mem. Deft. Agri. Ind., 1907, i. (Ckem. ser.), 32-5) gives the results ot

numerous examinations.
Bengal.—N. G Mukerji remarks that there would appear to (le four

metliods of extracting the oil practised by the people of Bengal, (1) The seeds
are crushed m a screw-press with horizontal rollers and the resultmg pulp pressed
111 gunnies. The cold-drawn oil thus obtained amounts to 36 per cent. (2) The
seeds are roasted, pounded in a mortar and placed in four times their volume
of water kept boiling. The mixture is constantly stirred, and the oil skimmed
off 08 it rises to the surface. (3) The seed is first boiled, dried for two or three
days, then pounded m a mortar and boiled in four times its volume of water kept
boiling, and the oil skimmed as in (2). Lastly (4), the seed is soaked overnight
m water, ground in the morning in a gunny, and then squeezed within cloth
till the oil has been obtained. It is generally stated that cold-drawing with proper
machinery is the best and most profitable method. The kernels are pressed m
gunny bags and the oil is thereafter bleached by exposure to the sun, which causes a
sediment to precipitate. The oil is then filtered through vegetable charcoal and
flannel bags. In some cases a fire is placed underneath the machine in which the
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RIOINUS
CALCUTTA AND MADRAS MILLS communis

Oil
bags are being pressed. This is said to increase the yield by 10 per cent., but it is be-
lieved some of the noxious properties of tho seed are then liable to pass into the oil.

The castor»oil mills of Calcutta use up on an average close on 700,000 cwt. Calcutta
of seed, drawn mainly by the railways from the province of Bengal and from TWilip
the United Provinces. The quantities obtained from the other provinces are Supply
inconsiderable.

^
The large-seeded form, which they mainly use, comes from

the provinces named, while the srnall-seoded is derived from ^dudras, being mainly
imported by coastwise steamers. There were in Bengal 7.T oil-mills that gave, Numinir of,

in 1904, employment to 2,836 persons. Those doubtloss are mainly Calcutta
mills, concerned chiefly, if not entirely, in the production of castor, and furnish
the quantities of that oil exported from Calcutta to foreign countries As com-
pared with these figures, Madras had 24 oil-mills that employed 1,476 persons Madras
during 1904, but these are not by any means so largely castor-oil nulls as is tho Mills,
case in Calcutta. The total of tho oil-millsin all India c.irne, in 1904, to 1 12, so that
the Calcutta and Madras senes represent by far the major interests iii the traffic.

During that year Bombay possessed only two oil-mills with 220 employees.

United Provinces.—Two different methods of extr.Ti.tmg the oil prevail in MctiLoJ» o£

these provinces. Incne the seed is pounded and boiled, and m the other pressed iiitu-iotioii

m a mill. The former is the method which might be de.scnhed as pursued by
small growers and for domestic purposes

The seeds are cleaned by various processes, ro<i.stcd, jiounded, and then
boiled in water. The oil rises to the burlace and by diffeicnt contrivances is

skimmed off or decanted, and the boiling (ontmued, the nuxtino liemg repeatedly
stirred until exhausted of its oil, the lost dregs ri-'iiig to the surface as tho fluid

cools. The water mixed with the oil is next removed by rebelling uiitd it

evaporates ; the impurities at tho same tune sink to the bottom, while the pure
011 floats on the top and is decanted. The bhwjis (or profe.Siional grain-parchers) Caste

are the persons who hy caste are alone jicrinitted to roast castor-od seeds and tlestnctioiia

prepare the oil by the above method when required for commercial purposes.

All others would be outeasted were they to engage m the traffic, except for purely
domestic necessities.

The extraction by pressing-mills may now be briefly described. About
16 seers are cleaned and husked by beating with a stone, the result being about
12 seers of kernel. That quantity is then placed in the ordinary wooden oil-

mill. About one seer of boilmg water is then added and the outlet of the mill BoUm? Water

plugged up until about half a seer of oil has been formed—or, say, after the

kernels ha\’e been ground for 10 to 12 minutes. Meanwhile, also, the contents of

tho mortar are constantly heated by means of a burning torch, since heat facilitates Heat Applied.

the flow of oil. The oil that collects from the mill is removed, heated, and again

poured back through the mill to help the further separation, and this is repeated

until the cake produced has been exhausted. The whole of the oil is then boiled

to drive off the water and cause the precipitation of tho impurities. Tho oil YaM.
produced under this method is regarded as superior to that obtained by the

boiling process. The average yield is about 33 per cent.

Baropesa Machinery and Methods.—Here and there all over the country,

more especially at the jails, castor-oil is manufactured by modern European
machinery. Certain centres are even famous for this oil, such as Calcutta and
Madras (in the latter Presidency more especially at Godavari, Kistna, Nellore

and Coimbatore). But in Europe and America unproved and expensive nia- RtandarJ of

chinery has raised the standard of tho oil as well as lowered the cost of production. Oil Raised,

the resiflt being that the competition has told seriously on tho antiquated methods
followed in India as a whole (Capital, Jan. 24, 1894). It has, for example, '

been found unnecessary to husk the seed, smee the husk neither absorbs oil nor Keonoimes

imparts colour ; and by using the whole seed, 41 '93 per cent, of oil may be ob- Effected

tained by some of the newer and more satisfactory systems. These include a
hydraulic press but dispense with crushmg-rollers, kettle, moulding machine and
cloths—economics that have effected a great saving on the older methods.

Industrial Uses.—The oil is largely burned, some few years ago Industrial

more extensively than at the present time. It is believed to give a Uses,

cooler and brighter light than other vegetable and mineral oils, and to

burn more steadily. Twenty-five to thirty years ago, at most, every

European resident in India, and all the wealthier Natives as well, employed lllumina-

either castor-oil or cocoa-nut oil exclusively for house illumination (see tlon.
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RIGINUS
COMMUNIS the CASTOR-OIL PLANT
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Oils, p. 812). The value of castor-oil as a preservative has long been

known, and on that property depends its employment on leather goods of

all kinds, also as a lubricant for machinery. It is frequently employed by

the Indian dyers as an auxiliary in certain tinctorial results, and similarly

by calico-printers. The ordinary Native oil is sold in the United Provinces

at Rs. 10 to 16 per raaund, the price of course varying with the quality, but

the medicinal oil and the purer grades may fetch as much as Rs. 24 to

27 a maund. Medicinallv the oil holds an important position, and the

white seed is specially preferred for that purpose.
Turkey-red Oil.—Tiiia is a specially prepared oil used m mordanting aliiurin-

dyed fabrics and for dressing tanned leather. The extent to which the Indian
manufacturers are using that dye may be judged of by the demand. A
difficulty was long felt in tnrkey-red dyeing to obtain an oil that would
diffuse readily in water. By the old process the fabrics and yarns to be
dyed . had to be soaked in oils for a week or more. By the use of a .gulpho-

ricinate of soda the objects of the oil mordant maybe attained expeditiously, and
turkey-red dyeing has thereby been greatly simplified. Almost any oil may te
employed, but Indian castor lias been found the most suitable, and may bo said

to enjoy a monopoly in meeting this new and increaaing requirement. It may
be suggested that a profitable opening exists for the manufacture and exportation
_of turkey-red oil in place of having to import the supplies required by the Indian
dyers. [Cf. Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Engin. arid Manuf., etc., 1900, 235-0.]

Castor Oil-cake.—The oil-cakc is regarded as a good fuel, but it is

never given as food to cattle. Is fairly largely used by cobblers for

stuffing the soles of the shoes they make or repair. The cake is generally

stated to contain the whole of the poisonous property of the seed, hence its

not being used as an article of cattle food. It is, however, rich in nitro-

gen and therefore much in demand as a manure, especially for potato and
sugar-cane. In some parts of India the cake, and even cheap castor-seed,

are used in the manufacture of gas, which is treated exactly like coal-gas.

and IS in some respects superior to it. Where coal is scarce and expensive,

this utilisation of castor is deserving of more consideration than has as yet

been bestowed on it.

Trade
Exports.

Decline In Oil.

Expansioii in
Seed.

TRADE IN CASTOR SEED AND OIL.
Foreign.—It is significant that Milburn, m 1813 to 1826, should say

nothing of the Expouts of castor-seedfrom India, though he makes mention
of a small traffic in the oil. Hawkes states that the average export of

castor-oil during 1850-5 came approximately to 100,000 gallons. By
1878-9 the exports of the oil were 2,119,755 gallons, valued at Rs. 31,^3,969,
and of the seed 74,214 cwt., valued at Rs. 5,00,056. Ten years later these
items wore (1888-9); oil, 2,092,913 gallons, valued at Rs. 20,31,467, and
seed, 585,769 cwt., valued at Rs. 31,28,741. The exports for the five

years 1902-7 were as follows :—1902-3, oil, 2,073,573 gallons, valued at

Rs. 24,68,222; 1903-4, 1,916,200 gallons, valued at Rs. 20,83,239 ;
1904-5,

1,632,106 gallons, valued at Rs. 16,43,982 ;
1905-6, 1,432,108 gallons, valued

at Rs. 17,12,088 ; and 1906-7, 1,445,636 gallons, valued at Rs. 22,22,015.
Similarly seed :—1902-3, 1,751,688 cwt., valued at Rs. 92,05,666 ;

1903-4,
1,666,838 cwt., valued at Rs. 69,19,662; 1904-5, 1,460,908 cwt., valued
at Rs. 69,15,892; 1905-6, 1,298,624 cwt., valued at Rs. 78,66,786 ;

and
1906-7, 1,505,059 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,14,16,925.

It would thus appear that since 1888-9 the quantity of castor-oil

exported has declined by fully half a million gallons, hut the price has
considerably improved. The traffic in castor-seed, on the other hand, has
very materially increased within the period indicated, namely from
half a million to one and a half million cwt. These circumstances thus
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INDIAN DEFECTIVE METHODS
ROPES

AND CORDAOB

seem to show that the Indian castor-oil mills are not advancing with OilTrafiao.

the world’s demand, an indication apparently of defective methods, or of

want of capital and enterprise in keeping up with the improvements in

production effected in Europe. This subject seems well worthy of serious

consideration.’ India enjoys a distinct position ot advantage in the
production of the seed, and an export of so bulky and weighty a product rr'im

could only be profitable through greater returns in the oil-production.
The exports in oil go almost entirely from Bengal, Madras coining next
with about a tithe of the Calcutta traffic. The countries to which exported Countries to

may be best illustrated by the figures of 1905-6 in gallons .—To Australia, Exported,

293,677 ; to Natal, 255,528 ;
to the Straits Settlements, 201.169 ; to the

United Kingdom, 191,034; to New Zealand, 111,748; to Mauritius,

105,867 ; to Cape Colony, 92,070 ,
to China (Hongkong), 68,392 ; to all

other countries, the balance on the total of 1,432, lu8 gallons.

The expansion in the traffic of castor-seed has been remarkable. The Seed
record year was 1902-3, and since then the quantity has somewhat Traffic,

diminished, but in 1906-7 the jince realised considerably improved.

France formerly was the chief consuming country, but within the

period named the demands of the United Kingdom have greatly in-

creased, as also those of Belgium, Italy and Germany, while France

has fallen off materially until it occupied in 1904-5 the third place,

and in 1905-6 the second place among the receiving countries. Bom-
bay is the chief exporting province : out of the total of approximately Exporting

IJ raillfon cwt. the western capital supplied fully one million, the balance

having gone from Madras and Sind. The producing regions for this rrodndng Area*

export traffic would appear to be the Nizam’s Territory and Bombay
Presidency, which between them supplied 99 per cent, of the total amount
exported from Bombay town. The balance is derived from the Central

Provinces and Berar. Hyderabad is the chief centre. The Karachi

exports are doubtless Panjdb and Rajputaiia castor-seed, since, as already

shown, practically no castor is grown in Sind. Bengal exports no castor-seed.

{Of. Dioscondes, Codex. Vitidob., i., t. 170v. (an aifmirable picture and perhaps
the oldest representation of the plant extant) , Paulus ./Egineta (Adams, trnnsl.),

1847, iii., 170; Tragus, De Slirp. Hist., 1552, i., 288 and pi.; Mesua (ed.

Marinas), 1602, 88 and pi. ; Clueius, Hist. Exot. PI., 1005, 299 ;
Rheede, Hort,

Mai., 1678, ii , 67-9, t. 32 ;
Hunting, Phyt. Curios, 1696-1702, 45, t. 234 ;

Elizabeth Blackwell, Cunous Herb., 1739, i., 143 ; Labat, Nouv. Voy. aux Isles

de I’Amer., 1724, j., pt. n., 211 ; Rurnphius, Herb. Amb., 1750, iv., 97, t. 41 ;

Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, ii., 208 ; Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 11 ; Bentham,
Pev. of Targioni-Tozzetti, in Joum. Hort. Hoc., 1865, ix., 154-5 ; De Candolle,
Orig. Cult. Plants, 422 ; Rawlineon, Hist. Ancient Egypt, 1881, i., 64 ;

Nicholls,

Textbook Trap. Agri., 1892, 229-33; Merrill, Castor Beamn India, 1893; also

Rev. in’Journ. Soc. Arts, 1894 ; Board of Trade Journ., March 1894 ; Pharmacog.
Ind., 1893, iii.

,

’301-1 1 ; Agri. Lcdg., 1894, No. 17; Kanny Lall Dey, Indig.
Drugs Ind., 270-6 ; Sadebeck, Die Kulturgew. der Deut. Kolon., etc., 1899,
236-7 ; Semler, Trap. Agrik., 1900, ii., 493-506; .Jumelle, Les Cult. Colon.
(Indust.), 1901, 114-8; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agrt., 1901, iii., 105-8; Dubard
and Eberhardt, in L’Agri. Prat, des Pays Ohauds, 1901-2, i., 313-26 e< seq. ;

Collett, PI. Sim., 1902, 443 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, i., 516-7 ;

ii., 761-4 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 952 ; White and Humphrey, Pharmacop.,
1904, 324 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 693.]

ROPES AMD CORDAO-E.—Many fibres are used for this purpose Ropes and
by the agricultural communities and hill tribes of India. Rural people Cordage,

ate never, in fact, at a loss to find a bark or twig that may be extemporised
into a fairly strong green string, quite suitable for tying bundles or even
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ROPES AND CORDAGE

repairing cattle-yokes. And many such plants are often utilised in the

systematic preparation of the ropes offered for sale at the»vi age s ops

or market-stalls. More rarely they are specially cultivated, in

or strips through the fields, as hedges on the borders of h® ®
^

water-courses and creeks. It might m perfect fairness e sai a

many of the discoveries regarding the fibrous resources of In la were

the outcome of the demand for serviceable ropes to be substituted in

the British and Indian navies for Russian hemp. Roxburgh, t e grea

pioneer in economic botany, wrote a special report of his experiments

and discoveries (see Cannabis, pp. 263-4; also Linum, p. 72^). Ihis was

followed by many other publications (Rovle, Fibrous Plants, 1855, 19-...6
,

Baden-Powcll, Ph. Prod., 1868, 476-7 Gee, Motioif. Fibrous Manuf..

1 1-3). These and such-like works give numerous details of the indigenous

fibres and the local method.s pursued in their utilisation. The reader

should, therefore, consult the articles under the following rope and cordage

plants .
—

Abroma (p. 1).

Abntilon (p. 2).

Agave (pp, 35, 43).

Aquilaria Agallocha (p 74).

159).

Hibiscus (p. 630).

Laportea (p. 162).

Linum (pp. 722-5).
Malacbra (p. 755).

Maoutia (p. 163).

Marsdenia (p. 774)
Musa (pp. 789-90).
Phoenix (p. 884).

Saccharnm (pp. 929-.'30).

Sarooohlamys (p. 163).

Sesbania (p. 988).

Sida (p. 991).

Urtica (p. 163).

ViUebmnea (pp. 164-8).

Boehmeria (pp. 146, 152,

Calotropis (p. 207).

Cannabis (p. 255).

Cocos (Coir) (p. 356).

Corohorus (p. 411).

Crotalaria (p. 435).

Daphne (pp. 486- 7).

Debregeasia (pp. 160-1)
Oirardinia (p. 161).

Oossypium (Cotton) (p. 622).

Grewia (p. 624).

The Indian rope manufacturers who prepare cordage and rope by
European machinery employ a comparatively small number of these

fibres. They obtain local supplies of coir, jute, san-hemp. cotton, and
Deccan-hemp, but as a rule import agave and sisal, hemp (Russian), and
Manila. India has recently begun to grow Aifuve on a large scale, and
the local production, if it has not already checked the imports of that

fibre, may shortly be expected to do so. The production of Manila hemp
cannot be said to have been quite so successful. Recently attention has
been drawn to the possibility of using linseed stems (flax), in the pro-
duction of cheap fibre to be u.sed up in the growing demand for cordage
as “ binders.” One of the jute-inills of Calcutta made the attempt
some few years ago to contest the large Indian market for cheap and
neat European-made string, by producing various qualities of cordage,
done up in balls after the familiar fashion and in various colours,

.lute rope is also, to some extent, made at the roperies, and cotton
ropes have for long been used by the tent-makers as being more ser-

viceable for that purpose than any other class of ropes. The other rope
fibres of the above enumeration are almost exclusively employed by the
people of India locally, and of these perhaps few are more important
or more extensively employed, especially in North India, than munj,
and in South India than coir. For fishing-lines and extra strong and
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FAVOURED BY THE EMPERORS
ROSA

CBNTIFOLiIA
Cabbage Hose

fine cordage, the fibres in most general use are Boehnieria, Calott'o^nn
and Crotaltwla,

Trade ia Ropes and Cordage.—The factories and rope-works that Trade,
give employment to less than 25 persons are not recorded in official statis-

tics. In 1901* there were 11 rope-works that gave employment in all to

2,538 persons ; the year following, the figures were 12 rope-works and
2,814 employees ; in 1903, 14 rope-works with 2,535 employees

,
and in

1904, 19 works with 2,954 employees. Of these rope-works 12 were in

Bengal and 6 in Madras, one being recorded in Burma.
Imports.—The rope and cordage brought to India m 1876-7 were \aluL-(l imports,

at Rs. 2,60,781
;

in 1886-7 at Rs. 3,22,940 ;
in 1896-7 at Rb. 4, .34,724 ;

and during the five years 1902-7 were, in 1902-3, Rs. 6,29,703
,
lu 1903-4,

Rs. 5,90.380 ; in 1904-5, Rs. 6,32,651 , in 190:1 6. Rs. 6,75.708
;
and in

1906-7, Rs. 6,87,048. These do not, howcvei, include jide rope and twuie,
the imports of which seem to be iiici casing. In 19(X) 1 they were valued
at Rs. 17,722

;
in 1903-4 at Rs. 30,620 , in 1904-5 at R.s. 26,434 ;

in 1905-6
at Rs. 41,271 ; and 1906-7, Rs. 37,'.‘27. The bulk of these imports
come from the United Kingdom, the next most important countiy ol
supply being Oliina (Hongkong', and following that, the United States of

-\merica. The receiving piovincesare Bombay and Burma, which usually
take (in equal proportions) five-sixths of the supply, the next most
important province being Bengal.

Exports.—India also e.xport.s rope and cordage, the supplies m 1876-7 Uiporti

having been valued at Rs. 2,65,603 ;
in 1886-7 at Rs. 2,93,191 ;

1896-7
at Rs. 5,30,959

;
and during the five years 1902-7 the exports were

—

1902-3, Rs. 6,96,087 ;
1903-4, Rs. 6,18,109 ;

1904-5, Rs. 5,67,013 ,

1905-6, Rs. 6,48,909 ;
anil 1906-7, Rs. 7,03,779. Of these e.'cports 1)\'

far the largest quantity goes to the Straits Settlements, followed by the

United Kingdom, Cap<‘ Colour, Arabia, Persia, Siam and Tut Icey-m-Asia.

Of the exporting provinces, Bengal comes first, having supplied in 1906-7

one-half of the total exports, the next province of importance being Madras.

ROSA, Tjinn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 363-8; Gamble, Man,. Ind. Timhs., D.E.P.,

1902, 318-9
;
Rosace.'E. A genus of ercet or climbing shrubs, comprising vi., pt. i.,

about thirty distinct species with numerous cultivated sub-specics and 669-®^-

vanetjes. All are known by the vernacular generic name cjulah, and indeed R®®®-

such other vernacular names as do exist arc used indiscriminately for the

various species. In spite of this fact, India has many both wild and
cultivated roses. Rashid-ud-Uut, in the 14th century, spoke of Gujarat,

where ,the inhabitants were rich and happy and possessed no less than

seventy diSerent kinds of roses. Baber {Memoirs, 1519, 341) tells us that

he never lost an opportunity of planting roses (1526). The Emperor
Jahangir {Memoirs (Price, transl.), 1605, 14) speaks of Hindustan as

possessing every sort of rose, particularly the musk and damask. It is,

therefore, a curious circumstance that Frjer {New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers.,

1675, 104) should have spoken of Surat as a place where roses would grow
if they would but cultivate them. The most important Indian roses

economically are the following, in alphabetical sequence :

—

R. centiloUa, Unn. The Hundred-leaved or Cabbage Rose, gulab, goldp, Cabbage
troja, paninir, mawar, etc. A native of the Caucasus and Assyria, but cultivated Rose,
in India from ancient tunes. This is said to be the chief rose cultivated in Persia

for the manufacture of attar and rose-water, but in India the next species is the
one most used for that purpose.
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R. damascena, mu. The Damask, Bussora, or Persian Rose, gulah, audburg,

irojdppu, etc. Perhaps the commonest Indian garden rose. In^ India, attar of

roses IS said to have been first discovered by Nur-i-Jehan Begum, in 1612, on the

occasion of her marriage with the Emperor Jahangir. In English commerce
attar of roses began to be recognised only in the beginning of last century. The
attar imported by Great Britain is, however, almost entirely produced m Europe,

chiefly Bulgaria and Germany. The Indian product is consumed in the country,

and is apparently not exported. The chief seat of the industry is at Ghazipur

on the Ganges, whore distilleries hav'e existed for fully two centuries. The
following information is abstracted from the account by Jackson {Journ. As. Soc.

litng., 1839, viii., pt. i , 411-4). The gardens where the roses are cultivated are

let out annually by their owners at about Rs. 5 per bigha for the land, and Rs. 2o

per bigha for the bushes, about 1,000 of which go to a bigha. The expense of

cultivation amounts to about Rs. 8-8 per bigha, and 1,000 bushes should yield

one lakh of roses, which are sold to the distdlers at from Rs. 40 to Rs. 70 per

lakh. The roses flower ni March and continue throughout April. In the early

inornmg they are plucked and carried to the distillers. The distilling apparatus
consists of a copper or iron boiler with a largo body and narrow neck, united by
a bamboo tube with a long-necked vessel or receiver, called a bhuhka. The
boiler is let into an earthen furnace, while the receiver is kept m a handi of water,
which 18 changed as it gets hot. The boiler is charged with the roses, over which
a suflioient quantity of water i.s poured and distillation is then proceeded with.

The rosewater should always be twice distilled, the water from the first dis-

tillation being used to pour over the roses for the second. The distilled rose-

water 18 then taken from the receiver, placed in a glass carboy and exposed to the
Biui for several daj's to become ripe. The mouth of the carboy is then covered wnth
cotton, over which is put a coating of moist clay, to prevent the scent from escaping.

To procure attar, the distilleil rosewater is placed in a large metal basin which
is protected by wotted muslin to exclude insects and duet. This vessel is then
let into the ground, which has been previously moistened with water, and allowed
to remam for the night. The cooling causes a little film of attar to form on the
surface of the rosewater, and tine is removed in the mormng and placed m a
small phial. The first few days’ distillation does not procure such fine attar as
IS obtained afterwards (see p. 821).

Much of the rosewater of India is adulterated with water before being sold,

and indeed the alta: can never be obtained pure, since it always contoms sandal-
\v ood oil. Sandal-wood chips are very generally added to the flowers before they are
distilled. This was mentioned by Engelbert Kaempfer iii connection with Persia
so long ago as 1082. Gildemeister and HolTniaim (Volatile Oils, 426, 423-36)
state that as far back as 1787 Polier observed in Kashmir that the Indian grass
{? C'yin bopagon /»•#«, p. 401) was added to the roses for distillation. This
grass does not, however, appear to be used in India for that purpose. The prmcipal
utilisation of atlar is in perfumery and the manufacture of snuff and soap (rose-

soaji) (Alex. Watt, Art Soap-making, 1901, 149). In India it is largely employed
by Natives at weddings and festivals. The best bazar attar is said to be fold for
Rs. 10 per tola down to Rs. 2 for the inferior sorts. In the trade statistics, one
or both of the above substances must be returned under cither Essential Oils
or Perfumery, details of the trade in which will be found under these headings.
[C/. Mesua (ed. Manniis), 1562, 54-5 and plates (one of the earliest authors to
describe and illustrate the distillation )

;

Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 141 ; ii.,

237; Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzelti, Journ. Hort. Soc., 1856,ix., 179; Elliot,
Ind. Indust., 1880, 368 ; Sterling, Cult, of Rosea, Rot. Card. Calc., in Journ.
Agri.-Hort. Soc. Irid., 1870, ii., 1-24 ; Ohazipur Oaz., 1883, xiii., 82-3 ; Pharma-
cog. Ind., 1 ., 574-8; iii., app., 152; Pharm. Soc. Mus. Rept., 1896-1902, 64;
Schimniel & Co., Semi-Ann. Repts. ; Woodrow, Qard. in Ind., 1903, 281-99 ;

Firmmger, Man. Card. Ind , 1904, 578-604 ; Uinney, in Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc.,
1906, xxxii., 137-40.]

RUBIA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., lii., 202-4
; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903,

i., 680 ; RUBIA.CEJE. A genus of erect, diffuse or climbing herbs, of which
the most important economically are the Indian and European Madders.

R. cordUolIa, Lmn. The Indian Madder, manjit, manjiatd, majethi, manjitti,
dandu, kukarphali, madar, ahevelli, tdmra-vallt, man-chetti, etc. A herbaceous
creeper, throughout the hilly districts of India, from the North-West Himalaya
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TINOTORUM

eaetward and southward to Ceylon. It is a very variable plant, but there are
two easily recognised primary forms:—(1) porai/oHa, proper, with leaves five,
rarely three-oostato, veins impressed and surface rough or hispid, (2) kimiiniia

,

leaves three, rarely fivo-costate, veins not impressed and surface smooth. The
latter is the richer in madder dye-principle.

^
Maniit roof obtained from this plant was formerly much employed by the

Isatives of India in dyeing coarse cotton fabrics n.to various shades oi scarlet,
coffee-brown or mauve. It has been largely displaced by the tar dyes, but is still

employed for special purposes or m lemote localities. The methoi of dyeing
practised is much the same all over India, the colour being produced by stooping
the cloth in an infusion of the atom or root-clups, subscipient to bemg mordanted
with a solutiori of alum. In former times mailder was consiilerably' employed
in Native medicine, but to-day its uses arc restricted to a colouring agent for
certain oils. The trade in madder litia for years been gradually dochiupig, due
to the substitution of artificially prepared .di/arin ivi<l o' her aniline dves Thi
imports of madder and manjit into India amoinited m 1885-1' to a yalro of
Rs. 2,02,038 : in 1889-90 to Rs. 29,488 ; m T'Oo -I to Rp 10,.>(i2 ; m 1904 c to
Rs. 3,784 ; in 1905-6 to Rs. 11,305 . and in 1900-7 t > Rs. 5 10.5 The principal
supplying country is Persia, and Boiiibiiv the importing ptovmce.

ihe exports have almost disappemod, though small nuautities still are
re-exported, viz., in 1904-6, 249 cwt , valued nt Rs 3,277 , in 1905-0. 211
cwt., valued at Rs. 2,638; and in 1900-7, 99 iwt., valued at Rs. 1,500. [C/.
The, Boioer Jifanuscript (Hoernle, transl ), 1893 -7, 104, 107, Milburn, Or. Comm.,
1813, 11 ., 218; FJiarmacog. Ind., a, 231-2, Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 200;
j4an. Kept. Ind. Mue. (Indust Sec.). 1894-5, 20, 34 , Lawrence, Valley of Kash-
mir, 1895, 08, 92; Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing-.—Dimcan, Assam, 1896, 44,

45 , Hadi, U. Frov , 1890, 78 , Banerjei, Ticngal, 1896, 25 ; Russell, Cent. Prov.,

1896, 7, 17-8 ; Kept, and Frog Coll. Ind. Mus., Calc, and Imp. Inst., 1895-0,
71-3; Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 211 ; Hosie, Kept, on Ssu'ch’uan, China,
1904, No. 5, 42-3, 48.]

R. sikkimensls, /Turj Tho moyum. A handsome creeper of the Eastern Hima-
laya in Sikkim and Bhutan, at 2,000 to 5,000 feet, Mishmi Mountains of Upper
Assam, Manipur and the Naga hills.

This species is tho source of the brilliant red dye used by the tribes in tho
Naga hills and Manipur to dyo both cotton and hair, the latter mostly human,
employed to ornament their spears, etc. It is probable that the bulk of the

madder plant of Assam is derived from this species, and that a considerable

portion at least of the dyo exporteil from Sikkim may also have the same
origin. [Cf. Watt, Cat. Calc. Inter. Exhib , 1883, ii., 55, Perkin and Hummel,
Colour. Principle of R. sikkimenais, m Trans. Chem. Soc , 1893 ; Duncan, l.c.

40-7.]

R. tlnctorum, i/nn. European Madder, bacho, manyunth, rodang, etc. A
climbing herb with perennial roots, cultivated m Kashmir, Sind and throughout
Afghamstan ; distributed westwards from Persia to Spain, cultivated or wild.

De Candolle considers its original habitat to bo west temperate Asia and South-
East Europe.

The dried and ground roots formerly constituted one of the most valued of

dye-etufls, both in Europe and Asia, but the natural dye has been almost entirely

replaced by artificial coal-tar derivatives. In the Memoirs of the Emperor Baber
(Leyden and Erskine, transl., 148) we read that madder was largely cultivated in

Ghazni and wascarried thence all over Hindustan. To-day the plant is cultivated

to a small extent, tho best-known qualities of the dye (in European commerce)
being Avignon, then Dutch, Alsatian, Levant (or Turkish madder) and Italian.

It IS propagated either from seed or by root-cuttings. The roots are allowed to

remain for three or even five years before being removed for use. In India,
cultivation is carried on chiefly in Kashmir and in some parts of Sind. The Indian
methods of dyeing employed with this species do not differ from those used with
the indigenous «. eoratfoUa. Both in India and Europe the plant is employed
as fodder for cattle, and in Sind camels are said to be specially fond of it. [Cf.

Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Toetetli, in Joum. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 160-1 ; De
Candolle, Orig. Cult. Plants, 1882, 41-2 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1899, ii.,

480-0 ; Rawson,Qardnor and Laycock, Diet, of Dyes, Mordants, etc., 1901, 223-7 ;

Wiesner, Die Rohst. des PfUmzenr., 1903, li., 638-48 ; Goodwin (Queen’s Univers.,

Toronto), Madder and Indigo, reprint in Ind. Planting and Card

,

Feb. 28,

1903, 203-4 ; Joret, Lea PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, ii., 348.]
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s
SACCHARUM, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 118-21. A genus of

perennial grasses containing twelve species, chiefly Asiatic. Five are

indigenous to India, in addition to sugar-cane, which is extensively culti-

vated.

SUGAR AND SUGAR-CANE.

—

Though chiefly obtained from sugar-cane,

sugar may be procured from many other plants, of which the folloitung,

arranged alphabetically, are those best known :

—

Acer saccharum, the Sugar-maple of the Northern States of America and of

Canada.
Arenga saccharlfera, the Sago-palm of the Malaya, also met [with in Burma

and Onssa. In Java, palm sugar is prepared from the sap m much the same
manner as from the date-palm in India. Marco Polo {Traveh, etc., 1290 (ed. Yule),

11 ., 236-6) alludes to the wine of Sumatra made from this tree (see pp. 91-2).

Beta vulgaris, Lmn
, FI. Br. Ind , v., 5. Beetroot and Mangold-wurzel,

palang, palak or hilpalang ; C'henopodiace,e. Is fairly largely cultivated in

Indian market gardens as a vegetable, and the seeds are used as a cooling

medicine. Much attention has also been paid to the possibilities of mangold as an
article of cattle food. It is mentioned by Buchaimn-Haimlton [Stat. Acc. Dinaj.,

194) and described by Roxburgh, but there can be no doubt it is of quite modern
introduction and has neither a classic nor any good vernacular names. Most
of the Asiatic names given to it are special adaptations from the names of

older and bettor known vegetables.

But for many years the subject of beet-sugar has in India become one of great
moment. So long ago as 1863 Royle, in his address to the Royal Asiatic Society,

commended the subject to tho attention of Indian investigators and adminis-
trators as worthy of serious consideration. Numeroub e.xperiments have been
conducted in India with the object of establishing beet cultivation as a field crop,

but so far with indifferent results In tho Report of tho Department of Land
Records and Argiculture, PanjAb, 1899, it is stated that tho Cawnpore Sugar
Works Company had been able to produce beet up to the average on the Con-
tinent of Europe. Experiments weie accordingly started in Hazara, but without
much success. Mention is made of expcuments at the Botanio Gardens of tho
Nilgiri lulls In subsequent expel iments at Saharanpur the crop was considered
tmr. and at Cawnpore m 1899-1900 the opimon waa formed that to obtain tho
best result beet should be sown about tho middle of October. Leather gave tho
o])inion that both in outturn ot root and yield of sugar, beet can be successfully
giown 111 Noitli India as a mb! <Top, provnlod suitable land and facilities lor
liberal irrigation bo de\otC(.l to it. The Report of the Botanic Gardens of Sa-
liuniiipur for 1900 gives a detailed account ot further cxperiinonte. Proudloek,
wilting ot till) Nilgiii lulls, says that with ordinary care sugar-beet ran be
succcsslully grown But tlio J icld ot sugar from all the Indian experiments
nircly exceeded 13 10 per cent , while iii some instances only 6 6 or even 3'3 per
cent, w ore lecordod. As a rule tlio roots grew too large, and m consequence the
percentage of sugar dcirea.scd. A serious objection to beet cultivation is the
necessity for deep ploughing, winch the Indian cultivator is both unaljle and
uiiwdling to peiforiu

P. V. tJubbiah (Principal of tho Agricultural School, Cawnpore) issued {Dept.
Agr^. V , Frov. Dull

, 1901, No. 13) a complete review of all past experiences, and,
commenting on that, Moreland observes, “ It wull be seen that attempts to make
(/ilr by the ordinary methods were complete failures, and it seems probable that
this must be the case, as unrelined beet-sugar made in Europe retains certain
organic matter which gives it an unpleasant flavour.” It is, therefore, assumed
tliat '•

if beet is grown it will be on tho central factory system, the cultivator
receiving an advai.ee and engaging to grow beet, the roots to be taken to the
lactory.” [Cf. Mukerj'i, Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 388-9.]

Borassus flabelllfer, the Palmyra Palm or brah tree of Bombay and Madras
Presidencies. This is one of the sources of the substance known in Indian
commerce as jaggery. Rheede (Hort. Mai., 1686, i., 11-13, tt. 9-10) alludes
to the present species of palm as being tappecl for its sweet juico (ros),

but says nothing of its sugar. It affords much of the sugar of South India,
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especially Tinnevelly. Buchanan-Hamilton wrote in 1807 that the jaggery of

this palm was, more esteemed in Mysore than that of the date-palm. It is

also largely utilised as a source of sugar in Burma (see p. 170).

Caryota urens, the Indian Sago-palm or Bastard Sago, is the chief source

of the palm-sugar of South Ceylon and to some extent of Bombay (see p. 287).

Cocos nuolfe/a, the Cocoanut Palm, is the species most extensively used
in Madras as a source of palm-sugar. Garcia de Orta (1503) speaks of the aura
or toddy which, fermented, yields arrack and vinegar, or from which, when
thickened in the sun or by heat, they make jagra, the best kind of which comes
from the Maldives. Rheede (I c. i., 1-8, tt. 1-4 )

speaks of “ fagra ” (sugar) made
from the juice with the aid of lime, the mixture being boiled until it thickens,

when a red-coloured sugar is obtained (see pp. 362, 932).

Manna—some thirteen or fourteen plants in India are known to yield, under
the parasitic influence of insects or otherwise, a sweet fluid called manna. This
is regularly collected and, like honey, enters more largely than sugar into the
pharmaceutical preparations of the Hindus (see Bamboo, p. Ill, and Honey,
pp. 128-9). \Cf. Garcia de Orta, 1603, Coll., xxxiii.]

Phoenix sylvestrls, the Common Date-palm, is perhaps the most important
source of palm-sugar in India. In fact, the plant is fairly e.xtensively cultivated

in Eastern Bengal as a source of sugar. In Mysore it is also important, more so

than either the palmyra or the cocoanut sugars (see p. 880).

Saccharum ofllcinarum, the Sugar-cane—the subject of the present article

Sorghum vulgare, the Sugar-Sorghum or vmphee (see p. 1041).

Vltls vlnlfara, the Vine. " According to Aitchison (Edtnb. Hot. Soc. Trans
,

199), also Le Mesuner (London to Bokhara, 133), the juice of the grape is used m
Afghanistan to make syrup, and in Merv refined sugar.

Zea Mays, Indian-corn or maize, often yields sugar in its stem, like that
of Stn-(fhit$n and Sacclmritm (see p. 11.38).

Many substances other than those enumerated are known to afford sweet
fluids, but are for the most part utilised in the manufacture of alcoholic beverages
or sweet sherbets only, while others, such as indigo-sugar. are at present put to
no economic purpose whatever. 'J'he mahua flowers (see p. 118) and the pine-
apple (see p. 69) are the best-known substances available m India from which
a sweet juice may be prepared (if the grapo be excluded from consideration), or
which are actually utilised in the production of alcoholic beverages. Honey is

largely traded in all over India. Haliva (a sweetmeat, much like “ Tiirkish-

delight”) is said to bo prepared from camel’s milk and honey, and is brought
into India from Afghanistan and ports on tho Persian Gulf.

SACCHARUM ARUNDINACEUM, ketz.
, FI. Br. Ind , vii , 1 1 9. This embraces the

following ;

—

H, eilirire, Anderas
,

tf. ejcnltatnaaaa [Mlinja] and S. jtrorernw (Sara)
of Roxb. It is the aara of the classic authors of India, and bears the following
vernacular names

—

aara, aarkanda, sarkara, ramsar, aar, ser, munja, tkar, paid,

war, palwa kanda, darga, gundra, ponika, etc. Is met with throughout the plains
and lower hills and distributed to China. In the Panjnb it often covers largo
tracts of country and is frequently planted in linos or dividing hedges, especially
in low-lying localities subject to periodic inundation.

History.—Sir William Jones (Sel. Ind. PI, in As. Rea., 1795, iv., 247-8) says:
“ This beautiful and superb grass is highly celebrated in the Purdnaa, the Indian
God of JVar having been born in a grove of it, which burst into flame ; the gods
gave notice of hw birth to the nymph of tho Pleiads, who descended and suckled
the child, thence named Carticeya, The cdsd” (knad or kdna) “ vulgarly caaia ”

(». apontnnetim) “has a shorter culm, leaves much narrower, longer and thicker
liairs, but a smaller panicle, less compounded, without tho purplish tints of the
aara : it is often described with praise by the Hindu poets for the whiteness of
its blossoms, which give a large plain, at some distance, the appearance of a broad
river Both plants are extremely useful to the Indians, who harden the inter-

nodal parts of the culms, cut them into implements for writing on. their polished
paper. From the munj, or culm, of the aara was made the maunji, or holy thread,
ordained by Menu to form the sacerdotal girdle, m preference oven to the cusa-
grass.’’ For its use in the treatment of vinegar, see p. 1110.

Munj FiBBE is obtained from tho leaf-sheaths ; the blades are the aar or aara
used in thatching houses and as a paper material ; the contained flowering stem
is the bind or vind ; the panicle or flowering stem is the airki, til or thtli, used in
thatching boats, carts, etc. ; eentha or kana is the lower, stronger portions of the
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SAGCHARUAT
OFFic»iARX7ni the SUGAR-CANE PLANT
History •

flowering stem, \ised in the manufacture of chairs, stools, tables, baskets an

screens ; and tilak, tilon or (/hua are names that denote the flo\ver^ borne o

these names, such as munj and sara, have been supposed to denote the products

of different species, instead of different parts of one and the same plant, hence as

Paper. originated much of the confusion that prevails. Sara is used in paper-making

and munj os a textile fibre. The much prized mun) is strong, elastic and h^ a

wonderful power of enduring moisture without decaying. It is extensively

Delhi Mats. employed in the manufacture of cordage, ropes, the famed Delhi mats, and in

the preparation of baskets, etc. Munj mats are reported to be proof against

white ants, but are hard on shoe-leather, harsh to the foot and fatiguing when
walked on for any length of tune. Tliese are largely produced in Allahabad,

Agra, Delh’, and are traded in all over India, and within recent years havti

begun to find tlieir way to Europe (see Mata, etc., p. 777) In the early spring

tlio old grass is often firod, when shortly after a crop of young leaves is

produced from the stools, which is much valued os fodder.

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. ii.,

n-2.
Kane.

Seasons.

Thatch.

Fodder.

S. SPONTANEUM, Lmn , FI. Br. IruL, vii , 118-9. This has received varioua

names, such as i». tPui/ittltieittu, Witld ,
s. hetitfiileimp. Ham («»gn, Vanl, and

leii iikImJ, s. eu iniilpuimtiut,Ro)cb, It 18 the faisd of Sanskrit, and in the vernaculars
the I'dns, Loaa, kagara, kua, kds, kiinai, rara, laaha, -padar, rnUu-gaddi, billu-gaddi,

thctkrn kyn, etc., etc. (seep. 1122). Is contrasted witli s. jii-njirf/nnccinji m tlie above.
Tlirougliout the warmer parts of India and Ceylon, ascendmg to <5,000 feet,

in altitude. Is most at liome m damp low'-lying land, where it throws up flower-

ing sterns often 12 feet m height. Is gregarious, the snowy white pubescenro
wliicli surrounds the base of the epikelots rendering it a conspicuous feature ot

the vegetation when at all prevalent. It flowers soon after the close of the rams.
Owing to Its vigorous growth it is difficult to eradicate, hence often becomes a
troublesonie weed, especially m the tea plantation.s of Assam and Bengal. [Of.
Batchelor, Agri. Journ. Ind., 1900, i., pt. ii., l.'52-8.] Tho gross is large and
c larse and is used mainly os a thatching material. The leaves, sheaths, etc , aro
twisted into rope and worked up into mats, but are inferior to munj for these
purposes. As a fodder plant it is usually regarded as superior to the former
species, and is specially valued for feeding buffaloes. Tho culms are also much
more highly prized for the manufacture of Native pens. [(.'/. The Bower Manu-
script (Hoernle, transl., 1893-7), 9C, lOfi, 122, etc.]

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. li.,

3-11.

Bugar-cane.

Vernacular
ISamcs

CrystAlhsecl.

Candy,

S. offlclnarum, Linn., Sp. PI., 1753, 54; FL Br. Ind., vii., 118;
Ruinpliiu.s, Herb. Amb., 1750, v., 186-91, t. 74; McFaclyen, in Hook., Bot.

Misc., 1830, i., 95-115, t. 26; Roxb., FI. Ind., i., 237 ; Kohler, Med.-
Pflanzen Atlas, ii., 169 ;

Hackel, Monog. Androp., in De Candolle, Monog.
Phaner, vi.. Ill

;
Kruger, Dac Zuckerrohr und iS'eme Ktdtur, 1899; Gra-

MINE7E. The Sugar-cane, ukh, uk, us, ikh, ik, dk, aku, ikhari, nkhu, serdi,

sheradi, gannd, ghenra, nai-shakar, kuniad, kushiar, puri, cheruku, gharki,

khabbu, karumbu, karmpa, tebu, keyan, kydn, etc., etc. The majority
of these names denote the cane-plant, others doubtless the sugar. The
selection given is, however, fairly representative of the names in current
use in India. In the Malay Archipelago the cane is known as tabu and in

China as kan-che, a word believed to be derived from tho Sanskrit hhanda,
a name for sugar. As a cultivated plant cane is widely distributed in India
and numerous very distinctive fonns exist, some of them known from the
earliest historic times, others introduced quite recently.

History
—

^The Sanskrit name for the plant is ikahu, ot which the modem
corruptions are tkh, ukh, and unkh. Mention is also directly mode of the sugar-
cane m the Athervaveda (Bloomfield, transl., xhi., 100, 277). The name earkard
is similarly given by the very earliest Sanskrit writers for white sugar, and it

originally denoted “ grit ” or “ gravel,” hence its special sigmfication os crystal-
lised sugar. The name hhanda (an ancient name for sugar), the root of which
means to crush, may be considered to denote sugar from the sugar-cane
rather than from palm-juices, where no crushing in any form is pursued.
By modem usage, however, it became restricted, hke its English derivative
‘‘ candy,” to a special form of crystallised sugar—the sugar-candy (aarkar-khandi),
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In the Bome way the word gvida or gula indicatea a “ mass ” or “ ball,” hence its

epecial application to thickened sap—the modem pur or raw sugar or molasses,
as also the balls of sugar that were used as coins in village commerce.

The ancient name for Bengal is Oaura, a word supposed by some to have
denoted the country of gur, and hence it has been affirmed that in Bengal origi*

nated the art cff sugar manufacture. This seems highly improbable, since guda
occurs in the classic works of India, prior to the Aryan conquests of Bengal.
Lastly the name jaggery, which to-day is used with the special signification of Jjjj'jcnj

palm-sugar or palm-molosses, is but a modem corruption of aarkard, first into the
Malayal chakkara, then into the Portuguese jagara, jagra. Barbosa (Coasts E.
Africa and Malabar, 1618, 59) speaks of ” the sugar of palms which they call

xagara." Joao de Barros (Decadaa de Asm, 1553, iii., lib. in., cap. 7) mentions
the jagara made from the cocoanuts exported from the Maldives. Cjesar
Frederike (1667) calls it giagra. Rheede, m the passage alluded to in oounectio.a
with the cocoanut, calls it “ iagra,” and Biichanan-Hamilton (Journ. Mysore, etc.,

1807, i., 167-8; ii., 101; in., 146-0, etc., etc.) uses the word jagory. A know-
ledge of tor* wme seems ever so much older tlian of sugar prepared from the same Tori,

juice. Megasthenes (320 b.c.) alludes to the value of the tala trees to the people
of India (Indika of Arrian (McCrmdle, transl.), 199 , see also Malt Liquors, p. 757).

But Eratosthenes (223 b.c.) is perhaps alluding to sugar-cane when he tells us
that “ the roots ” were sweet to the taste both when eaten raw and boiled.

Lucan (a.d. 65) refers to the sweet juice expressed from reedo (tenera arnndo)
Eaulua jEgineta (Adams, transl.), iii., 246), in the 7th oenturv, speaks ot the
sugar brought from “ Araby the Blessed ” as bemg loss sweet than honey.
Unmistakable reference is made to sugar-cane as cultivated on the shores of Oaltir.ulon

the Persian Gulf during the 9th century. ” The crusaders foimd sweet-honeyed Mentuinad

reeds m great quantity in the meadows about Tripoli, which reeds wore
called aucra." Galt, who published a history of sugar, says it is certain

that in the year 1148 it was largely cultivated m Sicily and that the
Venetians traded m it, but he adds, “I have met with no evidence that the
Saracens carried it from India to Sicily.” Sanutus, who wrote of 1306, observes earned to

that m the countries subject to the Sultan, sugar-cane was produced in large Kurupo.

quantities, and that it was likewise carried to Cyprus, Rhodes, Sicily and other
places belongu^ to the Christians.

The Greco-Roman world had a very distorted idea of the origin of sugar.
It was a kind of honey obtained from cones or mambas. In Hebrew writings
there is no indication of a knowledge of sugar, so that it was not cultivated in

Arabia and Egypt prior to the Jewish captivity at Babylon. The Chinese do China,
not appear to have known of sugar from very onciont times. Bretschneider
says that he has not been able to discover any allusion to it m the most ancient
books. It is first mentioned, ho adds, in works that date from about the second
century b.c. According to the Pent Sao, a man was sent, about 627 a.d., from
Chma to Bihar to learn the art of refining sugar. Marco Polo (Travels, 1290
(ed. Yule), ii., 313) visited India, and gives full particulars of the coast towns
of the south and west. Of Quillon, he says “ their wine they make from palm-
sugar.” But Polo does not definitely mention sugar, or rather sugar-cane,
until he reaches Chma. Of Pekin, he remarks, “ enormous quantities of sugar
are made,” and this " brings many merchants who traffic about tlie Isles of the
Indies.” In a footnote. Sir Henry Yule explains that there is still a great
deal o ^ug ar grown and made about Fuchau ; indeed all the fine Chinese sugar-
candy is produoed at Fokien, If, therefore, this reference to Chinese sugar
denotes sugar-cane, it is the only one in Marco Polo’s record of Ins great ex-
plorations that can be so interpreted.

In one chapter Polo alludes to Bengal, but it has been shown that he never Indian sugar

himself visited Eastern India and that his notions of Bengal were so imperfect
that the particulars he affords regarding sugar cannot be accepted as necessarily
denotingan ancient knowledge. Barausio (m his edition of Polo) says the Chinese
were taught the art of refining sugar by some men from Cairo who happened to
be at the Court of the “Great Can” (Purchaa' Pilgrimea, iii., 101). Sir Hugh Madimory

Willoughby (about 1664) speaks of “ such number of Ingenios for sugar ” seen
near Pekin (Purchaa, l.e. 270). Most of the 15tb and 10th century travellers

in China mention sugar as bemg so good and cheap. It is commonly stated that
Vasco da Gama (who doubled the Cape of Good Hope in 1497) relates that a con-
siderable trade in sugar was at that time carried on from Calicut—the then capital
of West Indian commerce. ' John Leo makes a similar statement regarding Nubian
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sugar during 1500 a.d., and other travellers shortly after the time indicated dis-

cuss the sugar of India. Thus, for example, Varth^ma {Travels, 1^10 (ed.

Soc.), 163) explored the west coast and furnished many details of the trade and

industries of Cahcut. He gives a full account of its fruit trees, and says of the

cocoanut that it is the best tree m all the world. He describes its wme a,nd

sugar and tells of the monkeys stealing the former. But he maRes no mention

of sugar-cane. Of a town in North Kanara, identified with Sedasevaghur

(which he calls Bathacala), he observes that it possesses “ a great quantity of

sugar,” but from the previous account of the Calicut sugar it may be presumed
this also was palm-sugar. It is somewhat strange that Garcia de Orta should

make no mention of sugar-cane, and it is certamly most singular that Baber
(Memoirs, 1519 (Leyden and Erskine, transl.), 326-7) should furmsh many inter-

esting details of the date, the cocoanut and the palmjra palms, but make no
mention of the sugar prepared from them nor of the sugar-cane fields of India.

He speaks of the juice of the palms being called tari, and of its being drunlc

both fresh and after it iiad forniented. But he admittedly describes only
the plants and ammals seen in Hindustan which were different from those
of hiB own country—Ferghana and Bokhara. He accordingly apologises for

having mentioned the date-palm, which was not confined to Hindustan. It

has already been pointed out that Rheede, the earliest and even to-day
one of the most accurate of Indian botanists, while describmg and figuring
JioinsMtiM, should make no mention of its sugar, though he describes the sugar
of the cocoanut

;
and even still more curious is it that he is silent as to sugar-

cane. The Ain-i-Akbari (1590, Blochmann, transl., 69) fortunately gives us full

E
articulars. ” Sugar-cane, which the Persians call naishakar, is of various
inds, etc., etc.” Lmschoten has much to say regarding sugar (sura), but his

reference to sugar-cane would appear to have confused it with bamboo (mambu,
as he calls it), tho .old error that descended from the classic times of Greece and
Rome, so that it is possible even Linschoton had not personally examined the
plant. Thevenot (Travels tn Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. hi , 26) mentions
the cultivation of the sugar-cane in Surot.

There would seem little doubt that sugar-cane cultivation originated in

Southern Asia, if not in India, but it has never been satisfactorily proved to have
been met with wild in India or anywhere else, and is accordingly known purely
and simply as a cultivated plant. Loureiro would, however, seem to think it

was indigenous to Cochin-China (FI. Coch -Chin., i., 62), but perhaps with no
greater justification than the statement of its havmg been found wild in the
Car-Nicobar island. Tho mention of sugar, by European travellers to the west
coast of India, almost invariably denotes palm-sugar, and as that part of India
was first reached and explored, it seems likely that an undue importance has
been given to palm-sugar (see remarks under Trade). It is, however, to say
the least of it, very surprising that the early botanists who deal with the
plants of India make no mention of sugar-cane. Thus, for example, Rheede
(1698 A.D.) gives a brief account of one of the naked-seeded sorghums,
but says nothing of its yielding sugar. Rumphius (1760) tells us, however,
that the white-seeded sorghums often have the stems so sweet that they
are regularly chewn for their sweet jmces, but adds that sugar is never
made from them as from sugar-cane. In a further passage he gives full par-
ticulars regarding sugar-cane cultivation in tho Dutch colonies, but ventures
no opinion as to the home of the plant. Miquel, Hasekarl and Blanco noake no
mention of wild sugar-cane in Sumatra, Java or the Phihppme Islands. Crawfurd
tells us that he failed to find it in the Indian Archipelago. It seems fairly cer-
tain, however, that the Muhammadans were conspicuously identified with the
extended cultivation of both cotton and sugar-cane. After the Muhammadeins,
the Portuguese were perhaps the people most closely associated with the early
distribution of sugar-cane cultivation. In 1419 it was taken to Madeira from
Sicily (Purchas’ Pilgrimes, i., 6), and there would seem every reason for be-
lieving that this was its first appearance on the islands of the Atlantic. Sloane
(Nat. Htst. Jam., 1707, i., 108-9), while describing sugar-cane and the manu-
facture of sugar, dwells especially on the necessity of adding an alkaline salt

or “ temper ” to the boiling liquid, to facilitate the formation of the crystalline

article. But although the story of the Muhammadan influence is generally
accepted, it is somewhat curious that Browne (Hist. Jam., 1789, 129-33) should
have regarded the plant as a native of the Canary Islands. He appears to have
thought it existed there before its introduction by the Spaniards and the Fortu-
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guese to the mainland and islands of the west coast of Africa. From Madeira it

apparently was taken to Brazil, but at a very early date, for Magellan speaks
of finding it there in 1619 {Purchas, l.c. 34). From Brazil it was earned to St.
Domingo and Barbados. Of the last-mentioned island, Ligon (Hist. Barbados, Barbados.
1667, 84 e< seq.) will be found to give a detailed account. He describes all the
noteworthy fruits of the island, but of sugar-cano observes, “ There is one brought
thencefrom as a stranger, from beyond the line, which has a property beyond
them ail, and that is sugar-cane.” He landed in the island 1647, and found
sugar-cane cultivation but little understood, though the plant had been intro-
duced from Brazil and an “ Ingenio ” for nianulacturmg the sugar had been sot
up. When he left the island in 1650 the manufacture had been greatly improved,
and they had discovered the period necessary for the full maturity'' of the canes,
namely fifteen months. Tliey had also loomed to manufacLuro ‘ lump sugar,’
“but not so excellent as they make in Brazil.” Towards the close of the 18l.li

century the French colonists of St. Domingo carried the cane to Louisiana.
These brief references to the West Indies may sutfico to convoy the opinion that
it is there an exotic, and it may not he far from the truth to add that it was
the necessity for labour m sugar-planting that gave origin to the slave traific. blavo Tia.ie

John Leo, who began his explorations of Africa end Lgypt about 1492. Africa,
describes the sugar of Morocco and of Kirypt, which appears even then to have
been made from sugar-cane. Siniilarlv- Kichard .lobson tlescribes the sugar-
canes of Sierra Leone and Gambia in 1620. Forster (PL Esc., 1786. 77) “peaks
of sugar-cane as grown m Polynesia for the children : in Tahitan it is kno'wn as Polynesia.
“ To." It is recorded that tho Otaheite cane was introduced into Tnmdod
and Martimque in 1782. The date when sugar (from sugar-cane) first

reached England has not been definitely ascertained. tVe read of its being England,
earned from St. Lucas in Spain to Bristol in 1520. In 1503 two ships ar-

rived at Camperre laden with Canary Island sugar, and a v^ntury and a half

later the supply from the West Indies and Brazil might bo said to have been
fully established and becoino almost a necessity on every breakfast table in

Europe. At tho present day sugar-cane is grown throughout the tropics and
sub-tropics, and even into tho warm temperate tracts, especially in the West Bresent

Indies, Mauritius, Bntish Guiana, etc., and at Malaga on the Mediterranean coast t'ult’vation.

of Spam. It requires a hot, moist atmosphere alternating with periods of dry
weather. It rarely flowers and fruits, so that cultivation is almost exclusively

by cuttings. These are called “ plants,” and usually consist of two or three upper
joints of the cane, the severance being by a clean cut immediately below a joint.

Hughes (Nat. Hist. Barbados, 1750, 244-52, t, 23, f. i.) alludes to the fiowermg Flowcrmg,

of the canes in Barbados, and gives full particulars of the cultivation and methods
of manufacture pursued. But with regard to the fruiting and the production of

fertile seed, there is no definite record of this fact having been utilised for a Fertile SeeJ

century later. Rumphius says, “ It never produces flowers or fruits unless it

has remained several years in a stony place.” Roxburgh remarks, “ Where wild
I do not know : I have never seen tho seed.” But m the West Indies, about 1858,

it wa4 recorded that seedling canes had been observed to spring up around the
stems (or stools} of canes that had “ arrowed ” or flowered, from which cir-

cumstance it was believed and oft reiterated, that the sugar-cane actually did
produce fertile seeds sparingly, though more copiously under certain climatic

and soil conditions. [Cf. Joret, Lcs. PI. dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, li., 266-9.]

V^fieties and Races of Sugar-cane.

—

The diversity met with would D.E.P.,

appear to have been brought about primarily by selection of sports and
variations as manifested m adaptation to environment

;
through the

vsi^rieties
study of 3deld of sugar to the acre

;
the observation of freedom from and Races,

disease, etc., as also by the direct cross-breeding of the stocks thus pro-

cured and matured. Leather defines a good cane as one which will yield

70 per cent, of juice in the mill, afford 15 per cent, or more of cane-sugar,

and possess not more than 17 per cent, of glucose. In the Dictionary the

effort was made to divide the canes met with in India into two great

sections :—(o) IrUroduced Canes, and (6) Indian Cartes. Without going

into needless details regarding the various foreign canes known to be culti-

vated in India, the following particulars may be furnished :

—

1. HaurltiiM Oane,—This appears to have been introduced into India from Mauritius.
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•Mauritius about 1838 (if not much earlier) and was so named in ooiw^wnM,

but is in reality the yellow-violet cane of Java. It is said to excel tjie re y
cane both in size and quality, and to yield one ratoon crop or sometimes wo

(when grown on rich eoilel, but as the roots get considerably above groun

it requires subsequent surface dressing. . . j j • .

2. Otaheite or Yellow and Straw-coloured Cane.—This was mtroaucea into

India about 1840, and became widely distributed, especially in Eastern Bengal

and Assam. It is questionably distinct from the Mauritius c^es of fihny

plantations. The leaves are broad, pale green and droop considerably, especially

on nearing maturity. It shows a marked tendency to arrow, especially if grown

under the influence of sea-breezes. It has not proved a success in India, however,

as it demands the flneet soils, the most thorough agricultural methods, ^d per-

fect protection ; is withal very liable to disease and to the attacks of white ants.

According to many observers it rapidly deteriorates m India.
_

3. Bourbon Cane.—This is by some persons supposed to have been originally

discovered on the coast of Malabar, and from there to have been cammed to

Reimion, improved, and tlien return^ again to India vta the West Indies By
other writers both this and the straw-coloured Otaheite canes came originally

from Madagascar, while still other writers affirm that the Bourbon cane is one

and the same as that often called the Singapore. *

4. Batavian Canes.—There are several distinct forms, such as the violet cane,

of which Sir John Lefroy wrote in 1794. “The Batavian canes are a deep
purple on the outside.” Wray says the yellow-violet and purple-violet or Java
canes, as also the transparent or ribbon canes, all belong to this type. The
j'ellow-violet differs from the Bourbon and Otaheite in being smaller, less juicy,

considerably hardier, slower of growth and with the foliage darker and rnoro
erect. When ripe it is usually of a straw-colour with the rmd thick and the pith
hard, but its juice is rich and tolerably abundant. The purple-violet, on the
other hand, is fully as thick as the Bourbon, and has the joints from three to six

inches long. The leaves are darker green than the yellow-violet, and it yields

a juice richer in sweetness than almost any other cane ; but it is hard, difficult

to grind, and affords but a low percentage of juice. The transparent ribbon-
cane is of a bright yellow, with a number of blood-red streaks ; its leaves are like

those of the yellow-violet, but more erect. In Jamaica it is generally planted on
light sandy soils, where no other cane will thrive.

It yields a fair quantity of juice of excellent quality. This oane was in-

troduced into India (vtd Bourbon) in 1838, from which circumstance it came to

be called *' striped Bourbon.” Mr. Kobus. who visited India in 1891 to en-
deavout to procure fresh stock for the Java plantations, recognised the paunda
canes of India (the canes grown specially to be eaten, and not used in the
manufacture of sugar) as identical with the canes grown by the Dutch for

sugar manufacture. The ukh and ganna (the kinds specially grown in India
for sugar manufeuiture) were previously unknown to Kobus, and ho accordingly
took back with him a large supply of these. It thus seems highly probable that
most of the edible canes of India have been developed from imported *atocks,
such as those briefly enumerated above.

6. China Canes.—This is the Harrharum minenmim, which Roxburgh re
garded as distinct from the indigenous canes of India. The distinction that he
made has not, however, been upheld by modern writers, namely in the leaves
being flatter and the margins more hispid. The flowering panicles, Roxburgh
says, are ovate in general outlme, with simple or conipoimd vertioillat^ branches.
The Indian forma he separates as having panicles spreading, the branches alter-
nate, decompound, and the corolla ono-valved (instead of having the two valves
on the same side, seen in the Chinese canes). These canes were introduced into
the Botamc Gardens of Calcutta in 1796. Most writers, who experimented with
the China canes shortly after their introduction, reported that they were hardy
and prolific, not liable to attack by white ants nor jackals, and moreover able
to withstand the hot weather better than the indigenous sorts These opinions
are vouched for repeatedly in the Journal of the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India,
but it is feared that if the original stock of China canes survive to this day at all,

the plants have very possibly been largely merged into the indigenous forms and
their origin mostly forgotten.

6. Singapore Canes.—As already affirmed, the more important of these seem
to be identical with some of the Batavian and Bourbon canes. Wray gives
eight different kinds met with in Penang, Singapore and Malacca. The prin-
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Baces
cipal is the Selangore cane, known as tihbu, biltong berahu (=the powdery dark
,cane) or tifibu cappor (—the chalk ceoie) of Singapore and Malacca. These
names are du^ to the presence of a large quantity of white resinous substance
on the stalk. By many writers this is spoken of aa the finest cane in the world. Finest Cane

But in the Straits it is often called the China cane, because grown by the Chinese World

settlers in the JStraits before the Europeans commenced cane-plantmg. The
leaves are very broad and deeply serrated on the edges, very dark green in
colour and firmly attached to the cane. The cane-itch is usually very prevalent
on this plant. The tibu-Uui (or clay cane) seems to be identical with the Ota-
heite of most writers. The tibbu tilur (or egg cane) seems peculiar to 'i'aune, one
•of the New Hebrides. The leaves are smooth and the sterns bulge between the
joints to such an extent as to have suggested its name. The leaves are shed a-t

they ripen, and the stem becomes so brittle that it breaks readily. It is prolific

and easily cultivated. The juice is copious and rich in quality. The tibia I'lAiti

or obat is the black or medicine cane of the Malay«. It is a small cane ol a rich nuctc Cane,

purple colour.

The red-purple cane of Singapore is generally accepted as t'^e .,ioeV: ('•oi.t TieJ-purple.

which has been developed the red canes of Bombay. Tlii'-' is interestmg in tlio

light of the other suggestions and opinions which point to Jiourbon and ti e
straw-coloured Otaheite canes being idem cal, and to their having originated
from Malabar. Thus the early European sugar-planters appear to have ob-
tained their stocks from Malabar, Batavia, Madagascar and the Straits. Ki-nce
it may be added, in conclusion, that nothing has been discoveroil in philology,
botany or history that seriously upsets the hypothesis that all the forms of
sugar-cane emanated from a common species, which wa.s very probably originally
a native of India and perhaps also of the tracts adjacent to India.

7. Indian Canes.—It has been pointed out by Benson and others Indian
that foreign canes introduced into India rapidly manifest a decline in the indigenous

percentage of sugar-yielding juice. The crop of cane continues high, but
the merit in sugar-production declines. This fact has led naturally to sugar yield,

greater faith being placed in the improvement of Indian stock than in

the acclimatisation of foreign canes. Commenting on the Madras canes.

Leather observes that “ undoubtedly some of the cane which is at present

grown in the Madras Presidency is second to none in the world.” A
movement has, therefore, been started to study the Indian canes critically

by growing them side by side at test farms. Saiyid Muhammad Hadi,

having devoted considerable attention to the study of the canes of the

United Provinces, published a valuable work designated “ The Siujar

Industry of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh" (1902), and assorted ciasiiacation.

the canes there described and illustrated into three groups as follows ;

—

Qroup 1. Ukh Canes.—These are the most numerous and most Ukh Canes,
extensively cultivated of all races. They are grown entirely for the pro-

duction of sugar. The majority have a fairly hard, firmly adhering skin,

which cannot be detached with a knife beyond the joints. Stems (canes)

small, thin, erect, reed-like, thickest a little above the middle, mostly

lemon-green in colour, with age becoming pale yellow or, in a small sub- Description,

group, blotched with red. Leaves narrow, small, dark green and soft.

Aerial roots proceed as a rule from but a few of the lower joints. The
. internodes are short, only slightly constricted at the joints, and often

possess a distinct central cavity that is even surrounded with strong

fibrous cords. Buds small, depressed.

These, Hadi refers to the following sections :

—

(a) canes other than Races.

yellow. Of this nature he forms three series as follows ;—(1) dhaul canes,

of which he figures and describes seventeen different kinds. (2) matna

canes, of which he shows ten kinds. And (3) kusicar canes, which he

refers to twelve different kinds. Then under (6) the red ukh canes, he

places the cJiin or chan canes, of which he describes six different forms.
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Hadi regards the faunda canes as foreign, but accepts the chm w
indigenous. It seems possible, however, that some of .these ^^7
reality be the survivals of the Chinese canes largely experimented with in

these provinces nearly a century ago.

Group II. The Ganna Canes.—Except in a few districts these are

grown almost exclusively as edible canes, especially in districts where the

paunda canes cannot be successfully raised. They are usually taller and

thicker than most of the races of ukh canes, and have longer and broader

leaves. The skin is generally hard, but easily removable. The pith is

alwa3^8 distinctly softer than in the former group. The central cavity

and filaments are also absent and the canes are ]uicy, though not very rich

in sugar. The aerial roots arc more largely produced, and the buds are

large and more conspicuous than in the ukh canes. But the sugars manu-
factured from them are inferior in colour. Last)}", they arc verj’^ liable to

fungal diseases, such as “red smut” (Trivhospha^riii Sticchari), and
are readily attacked by wild animals and white ants.

The best-known examples of this group are known as agaul, merthi,

dikchan, pnnsdht kdld gannd, katdrd, baraukha, tanka and ghorara. Most
of these names denote introduction from one district to another, such as

Gagaul {agaul), a vdlage in Meerut; nwA merthi, Meerut—but Hadi accepts

the majority at least as being indigenous to India.

Group III. Paunda Canes,—These are the acclimatised canes pioper,

that is to sav, those admitted by the people to be of foreign origin, such

as the Mauritius, Otaheite, Bourbon, Batavian, China, Singapore, etc.,

discussed above. They are grown almost entirely for chewing, except in

one or two localities where they are used for sugar manufacture. Gener-
ally speaking, their cultivation is confined to the vicinity of large towns
where a ready market may be obtained. High cultivation, involving

heavy expenditure, is an essential feature for the growth of these canes

—

hence they are more profitable as edible canes than as sources of sugar.

They are tall plants, very thick, with hard skin (easily removable), and
soft, fleshy, central solid stems. The leaves are proportionately long and
broad, and aerial roots more abundant than in any other canes, but their

bud,s are proportionately small. Many of them have been so long under
cultivation in India that they have had local names assigned to them.
The best-known examples of this are ; (1) Madrasi or thun

; (2) Bombai
(red cane of Bombay)

; (3) Saharanpuri
; (4) lal or kala ganna

; (5)

Bandrsi
; (6) Burmi

; and (7) Poona paunda.

Standard in Description.—Mollison and Leather furnish a diagram
showing in outline four forms of cane, and suggest the desirabibty of future

writers accepting these as comparative standards. Th^ furnish parti-

culars of 46 canes, but of 11 they have omitted to say to which
type they belong, and of 9 more they are apparently not quite certain

themselves. The proposed classification would thus seem by no means
a very satisfactory one. In type (A) the joints are constricted but the
cane not materially swollen, whereas in (C) the joints (nodes) are con-
stricted and the internodes distinctly swollen. These would seem to
correspond very largely to both the ganna and paunda canes of Hadi’s
classification. The following are the (A) canes of Mollison and Leather :

—

kah-jadi
; deo-gadi ; Green Mauritius

; rasdali (rasvali, the juicy)

;

Yellow-green of Bijapur
;

Purple Mauritius (imported in 1893), the
rdmrasddli of Kanara

;
Streaked cane of Dhdrwdr and Belgaum ; Madrasi
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Races
jMunda {oi Sitapur, Barabanki, Bareilly, etc.) ; kajli (ot Bardwan) ; and
the pm (of Bardwan). (C) canes are : the khaiuria or meva (of Surat)

;

Malabari (of Surat)
;
the mahim Yellow-greeu or Poona pundia ;

samsara
(of Dumraon)

; and the Saharanpuri (of Cawnpore and Bareilly).
The (B) ^d (D) canes of this classification seem to correspond to tlie

truly indigenous canes of India which Hadi groups under the most general
Indian name ukh. Of the former the following may be mentioned •

—

vansi or Bamboo or hetta kabbu (of South Maratha countrv) ;
huUu

kabbu (hullu = grass, and kabbu = .sugar-cane) (of the South Mar.ithd)

;

sanna (= small) -btle (= white) -kabbu (of Khandpiir and Sou' h Maratha)

;

mungo (of Dumraon)
; dhaul or dhaur (of Cawnpore, Bareilly and Shah-

jahanpur)
; matna (of ditto)

; and rakra (of Shahjahanpur).
The (D) canes are as follows punsabi (o! Behea)

;
khari (of Dumraon

and Bardwan)
; the dikchan (of Cawnpore and Shah]ahanpur)

;
and the

munga (of the same place).

Lastly, the (E) canes of Mollison and Loathei seem to correspond closely
with the coloured ukh canes of Hadi The examples awen by the former
authors are bhuri, phojbhuri and wirwh (of Surat)

; the Purple eirne (of

Bijapur, Bassein and Thaiui) ; ami the kare kahbu (kare ~ black) (of

Belgaum, Khundpur and Dhatwar).
I have enumerated the chief canes mentioned by Mollison and Leather,

and not those given by Hadi, because the former arc applicable to a wider
area, and at the same time, so far as the United Provinces are concerned,

correspond with many of those given by Hadi. The Impenal GazeMeer

(lii., 39) says the canes of India maybe broadly grouped into (a) thick,

juicy, soft kinds which ordinarily require very liberal cultivation and Juicy Cancs

irrigation, and {h) thin, hard, less juicy canes which, w'ith well-distn- nr caues.

buted rainfall, succeed with less liberal cultivation and with sparing

irrigation or even without any.
\Cf. Leather and Mollison, m Aqri. Ledg , 1898, No. 8 ; Mukerji, Handbook

Ind. Agri., 1901, 392 ; Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agri , 1901, in , 109, 153-81 (a

reprint from Agri, Ledg,); Basu, Agri, Lohardaga, 1890, i, 37-8; Heuz6, Les
PI. Indu/it., 1895, iv., 110-37; Kobus, Improv. Sugar-cane by Chemical Select,

in Kew Bull., 1899, 45 ; Kew Bull. (add. ser., i.), 12-4, 125-8 ; Eckart, Variettea

of Cane grown by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Aaaoc., Bull., 1903, No. 1 ; Watts,
Var. of Sugar-cane Crown in Antigua in 1893 ; also Exper. in Leeward lalande

(Antigua and St. Kitts), 1903, pt, i. ; also 1905, Exper. British Ouiana, 1904 ;

Stubbs, Sugar Cane, Louisiana U S. Dept, Agri. Exper, Slat. Bee., i., 63 ; 1896,

vi., ^9, 411 ; 1901, xii., 438. 1033-4 ; Hoeie, Kept. Prov. of Ssu'ch'uan, China,
1904, 22-4 ; Rev. des Cult. Colon., 1901, ix., 258-61, 322, 324 ; International

Sugar Journal, iv., 265-70 ; Indian Exper. Farm Re.pta. :—Poona, 1897, 14-7 ;

1898,14-6; 1000,13-4; Sibpur, 1893-4,3-4; Bardwan, 1900-1, 11; Uawn-
pore, 1889-90, 6-8; 1894-5, 13-4; 1895-6, 23-7; 1897-8, 25-6; 1899-1900,

21-3? 1001-2, 14; 1902-3,13; 1904-5,10-11; Barhor, Scheme for Provincial

Enquiry into the Sugar-cane Indust , 1906 ; Selection and Disinfection of Sugar-
cane Cuttings, in Agri. Journ. Ind , 1906, i ,

pt. ni., 252-3 ; also Barber, Origin

of New Sugar-canes by Bud-Variation, 1906, i., pt. iv., 285—9 ; Butler, Select, of

Sugar-cane Cuttings, 1907, li., pt. ii., 193-201.]

Seedling Canes.—In the concluding paragraph under history, refer- Seedling

ence has been made to the flowering of the cane (p. 933). But it Canes,

had long been supposed that the sugar-cane, as with some other culti-

vated plants propagated by cuttings, had lost the power of producing

seed. Unlike the beet it was only, therefore, open to improvement by
the chance occurrence of bud variations or by the chemical selection of

canes individually richer in sugar.
Natural

As a matter of fact, the sugar-cane is, though sparingly fertile, not SM(Sing9.
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absolutely seedless. As long ago as 1858 Parris had raised seedlings

from it in Barbados, and in 1888 Bovell and Harrison, in the^same island,

and Soltwedel in Java, succeeded in accomplishing it. This opened the

way to improvement by seminal variation, which was at once taken

advantage of. Thousands of seedlings were raised from se^d taken from

known seed-parents, but of which the pollination was uncertain. Selection

was made of those with a vigorous habit and a high saccharine content.

poTil^ation 1904 Lewton-Brain succeeded in hybridising known varieties by
Areompiiahcd. artificial cross-pollination. It thus became possible to breed on definite

lines so as to combine the desirable characters of particular races. One

object would be to obtain those which would resist the disease which

had led to the abandonment of the cultivation of the Bourbon cane.

Seedlings produced in Barbados (about 1899-1900), and known as “ B 147
”

and “ B 208,” have both been found to peld fully half a ton per acre

Higii Yield. more sugar than “Caledonian Queen,” and fully three-quarters of a

ton more than “ Bourbon.” They have, in fact, been stated to pro-

duce, under favourable conditions, fully 3^ tons per acre, the best canes
formerly grown having yielded only 2-53 tons, so that these seedling stocks

showed an increased yield of 37 per cent.

{Cf. Kcw Bull., 1888, 294; 1889, 242; 1891, 10-24; 1894, 84-6; 1896,
167-70 ; Jonrn. Ltnn. Soc., 1891, xxviu., 197-201

;
Agri. Oaz. N.-S. Wales,

1891, 11 . , 428-9 (which republished paper from Revue Agricole regarding experi-
ments in Mauritius) ; Hart, Kept. Seedling Canes, Trinidad, 1898-1900, No, 120 ;

D’Albuquerque and Bovell, l.o. Imp, Dept. Agri. W. Indies (pamphlet ser.), 1900,
No. 3 ; 1901, No. 12 ; 1902, Nos. 19, 20 ; 1903, Nos. 26, 27 ; 1906, Nos. 39, 40 :

West Ind. Bull, (containing reports of Agri. Conference), 1900, i., 147-61, 182-4,
380-6; 11 ., 23-32; in., 29-46; Colonial Repts. H'. ItuHes, (misc.), 1906, No. 36,
v.-xviii., i.-iii. ; Bull. Imp. 'Inst., July 1903, 81-8 ; Louisiana, Planter and
Sugar Manufacturer, March 1906, 164-9, 172-3; 1906, 156-9; Agri. News, iv., v.
(many passages); CuU. of Sugar in Philippines, in Trop. Agrist., Oct. 1906,
586-6 ; Freeman, Current Invest in Econ. Bot

,

in New Phytologist, 1906, iv.,

103-14 et seq ; Morris and Stockdale, Improv, by Selection and Hybridisation, Rept.
Third Conf, on Genetics (issued by Roy, Hort. Soc.), 1906, 310-36; Lectures
to Sugar Planters (issued by Imp. Dept. Agri. W. Ind.), 1906.]

CULTIVATION.
Aren and Yield of Sugar-cane and Sugar.—There is perhaps no

other aspect of the sugar industry of India regarding which more obscurity
prevails than the Provincial and Imperial averages of yield of cane to the
acre and of sugar to the cane. Moreover, returns are only availabie for

SIX of the provinces, though these embrace about 95 per cent, of the
sugar-cane area. The provinces covered by the official Memoranda,
issued by the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence, are (1) Bengal,

(2) Eastern Bengal and Assam, (3) the United Provinces of Agrji and
Oudh, (4) the Panjab, (5) the North-West Frontier Province and (6)
Madras. The areas omitted are (7) Bombay and Sind, (8) the Central
Provinces and Berar, (9) Burma, and (10) the Native States. For the
past eight years the first six provinces have shown an average of 2,307,618
acres under the crop, with a yield of 1,988,211 tons of crude sugar {gur).

This gives an average of I’l acres to the ton of crude sugar, or say one ton
to the acre, provided it be accepted as safe to frame any such estimate.
But it must be observed that the crude sugar of India is ordinarily a much
inferior article to that indicated by the estimates of sugar-production in
most other countries. Thus, for e.xainple, much of the imports by India
from Java are considerably below the Continental standard. To correct
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Cultivation
Indian returns of raw sugar into the crystallised article, the proportion is

2^ or 3 raw.to 1 refined sugar. The Indian 5’ield of cane to the acre
does not appear to be ever published, so that the relative merit of the
Indian stock to that of other countries cannot be ascertained.

The cane sreas of the omitted provinces (7 to 10 inclusive above) Agncultuf.tl

can be ascertained, but not their yield of sugar. In 1903-4 and 1904-5
these came to about 140,000 acres, so that if that area be added and the
proportionate figure be worked out for the outturn, the result would not
materially disturb the calculations based on the six province.® only. The
area returned in 1905-6 as under cane in the six provinces was 2,110,800
acres, and in 1906-7 was estimated at 2.348,800 acres. The ascertained
jdeld was 1,725,300 tons in 1905-6, and 2,223,400 tons in 1906-7. The
Agricultural Statistics still further show that in 1899- 1900 the lotal area for Contractiur

all India under sugar-cane was 2,541,470 acres : and the subsequent figures

manifest a shrinkage, right down to the returns of 1905-6, both constant
and serious, though the improveimn t in the succeeding year is more
hopeful. This may be exemplified as follows

Acres. Acre.®.
1890

-

1 2,758,000 1898 -0 2 ,755,000 Xctual

1891

-

2 .8, 100,000 1899-1900 2 , 093,000
1892

-

3 2,798,000 1900-1 2 , 522,000 ]

1893

-

4 2 ,897,000 1901-2 2 ,474,000
1894

-

5 2,784,000 1902-3 2 ,368,000
1895

-

6 2 ,930,000 1903-4 2 ,280,000
1896

-

7 2 , 661,000 1904-5 2 ,244,800
1897

-

8 2, 848,000 1905-6 2 , 110,800

Average of Average of

8 year# i—- 2.818,250 8 years 2,429,700

Thus, according to these returns, the area for the eight years preceding influence
the enactment to countervail bounty-fed sugar in 1899, showed an annual of Bounty-

average of 2,818,260 acres, and for the eight years subsequently, of Sugar.

2,429,700 acres. But it is possible these returns are not very accurate

for the provinces of minor production and for the Native States. They are

possibly low estimates, but doubtless are relatively correct, and there-

fore would seem to justify the opinion that the sugar-cane acreage of

India has for some years past steadily manifested a contraction.

Turning now to the provincial returns, the United Provinces head the fidnuve

list with 49 per cent, of the total area, namely 1,228,900 acres in 1905-6 indi^ Areas,

and 1,386,700 in 1906-7. Then follows Bengal with 19 per cent., or

approximately half a million acres. Next Eastern Bengal and Assamr

with 11‘2 per cent., or 201,500 acres in 1905-6 and 199,900 in 1906-7.

The Panjdb, IS’7 per cent.
;
the North-West Frontier Province with 1 per

cent. ; and Madras, 2’5 per cent, of the total Indian area under sugar-cane.
“ In the North of India and in Bengal 20 tons of cane per acre is con- Indian TieUa

sidered a good crop, and an outturn of IJ to 2 tons of gttr per acre is

obtained. In peninsular India, where sugar-cane is extensively grown
under well irrigation and is very highly manured, the product is much
higher, 6,000 to 7,000 lb. of gur per acre being an ordinary outturn.

With very careful cultivation and high manuring, even double the yield

has been obtained from soft varieties of cane” (Imp, Gaz., iii., 41).

Mollison and others have often said that the experiments conducted at the

Government Farms have proved that sugar-cane can be more economically

produced in India than in any other country in the world. \Cf. O’Gonor,
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Anglo-Indian Review, April 1903 ;
Leather, Effect of Change of Climate

on Juice of Sugar-cane, m Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. .iv., 412-3.]

Return In Foreign Countries.—'^\Cd. regard to the yield in other

countries, H. C. Prinsen Geerdings, Director of the Sugar Experimental

Station of West Java, gave the following yields of cane tc the acre :—in

Java, 36 tons ;
in Sandwich Islands, 33‘4

;
in Egypt, 22 ;

in Queensland,

16 ;
and in Japan, 15‘2. Yield of sugar in tons to the acre :—in Japan,

I’l
;

in Queensland, 1‘6
; in Egypt. 2'2

; in Java, 3'6
;
and in Sandwich

Islands, 8. These results showed the further fact, namely, tons of cane

to the ton of sugar ;—iii Java, 7'1
;
in Sandwich, Egypt, and Queensland,

each 10 ;
and in Japan, 14-3.

Thus there -would seem a wide range both in yield of cane to the

acre and in the amount of sugar afforded by the canes produced. By
high cultivation the yield of cane has been immensely increased in the

Sandwich Islands, but it would seem as if the lower returns in Queens-

land were compensated for by the superior methods and appliances used

in manufacture, since the cost of sugar-production is in Java £8 12s. 6d.,

and in Queensland only £8 15s., and this in the face of the startling state-

ment of the yield being 36 tons in Java and only 16 tons in Queensland.

Queensland is thus able to produce sugar at approximately'the same price

per ton as Java. But this question of cost of production manifests a wide

range. Thus it is £8 4s. id. in the Sandwich Islands
;
Egypt, £9 10s. lid. ;

Barbados, £9 ISs.
;

Trinidad, £10 19s. lid. ; Demerara, £12 18s. lOd. ;

French Antilles, £14 6s. 9d.
;
and the United States, £18 18s. 6d. These

were sums worked out a few years ago for the countries with a gold standard

in currency, but it may be useful to add similar figures for the chief silver-

standard countries:—Mauritius, £6 2s. 6d. ;
Philippines, £6 16s. lid.;

Japan, from £13 5s. 8d. to £16 16s. lOd.
;

Argentine, £17 14s. lid.
;
and

Brazil, £22 65. lid.

The Manchester Chamber of Commerce {Monthly Record for Oct. 31,

1899) discussed the yield of beet-sugar as compared with cane-sugar to

the acre, with the following results :

—

Beet-sugar. Cane-sugar.
Germany .

.

1-71 tons. Hawaii 3'6 tons.
Belgium 1-65 Java 3-2

Holland 1-29 Barbados 1-89

France 1-24 British Guiana

.

1 82
Austria 1-09 Queensland 1-8

Russia 0-80 St. Lucia 1-76

Trinidad 1-64

Martineau gives an average of 2 tons per acre as fair for all sugar-cane
production, a result which, considering the improvements already teffected

in the stocks and methods of manufacture and in the possibilities of the
future, by no means justifies gloomy forebodings for the sugar-cane
planter.

[C/. Board of Trade Journ., 1901, xxxiii., 69 ;
Queensland Agri. Joum., 1901,

viii., 126; 1901, ix., 0; West Jnd. Bull., 1902, iii.. No. 1, 46-66; Agri. Dept.
Natal Rept., 1902, 17 ; U.S. Dept. Agri. Exper. Stat. Rec., 1901, xii., 742

;

The American Garden (discusses the Hawaiian yield of 10 tons of sugar to the
acre).]

Manures. manures and manuring of sugar-cane.—Leather {Agri. Joum. Ind.,
i., pt. i., 13-24) deals with the subject under the following among other headings;
history, the demands of the plant from the soil, and the manures best suited
to meet this strain. He suggests a division of the manures into

—

first, farm-
yard, poudrette, and fish manures ; second, oil-cakes ; and third, bones and
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saltpetre. Having given tlie Indian experience with each of these, ho next

proceeds to discuss the effect of inanvires on tlie juice. [Of. Sugar-cane Cult., in

Dept. Agri. Mad., 1905.]

DISEASES AND PESTS.—The blights of cane may be grouped into three Diseases,

sections ;— ^

(1) Puttgal Blights.—Butler (Afem. Dept. Agri. Ind., i., Ko. 3, 1-53, tt. i.-xi.)

reviews the Indian literature on this subject, and furnishes much new and useful

information. He describes the following diseases :—(a) Red Rot (Red Smut).
Colletotflvlimn faleatum

,
Went (b) Smut, t aUlngu Httcphnrt, Rabenhorst (c)

Pine-apple disease, TMelavietpaia etiiaretleita. Went, (d) Black Rot, Hphterniitema

aitlpoaitm. But!. (e) Brown Leaf-spot, t’ei-oanpoi-n toHgIpea, Butt (/) Ring-
Spot, t,epta9pli€rrla Haechart, Br d H [g] Sooty Mould, e'apnotHnm »i>.

In a further paper, The Selection of Sugar-cane Cuttings, Butler [Agri.

Journ. Ind., ii., pt. u., 193-201) shows the imperative necessity to avoid using

diseased stock. Barber published [Agri. Journ. Ind., i
,

pt. i., 44-8 ; u..

pt. i , 40) an account of tho Samalkota Sugar-cane Farm, in which he deals

with VaiMoMrimm and shows that successive canes have hold favour in South
India during tho past forty years, each in turn only to become diseased, thus
causing widespread loss. But both these authors show that such calamities

might be, to some extent at least, prevented were the stock rigorously selected.

[Cf. D.E.P., vi., pt. li., 122 ; Sugar-cane Diseases, Agri. Ledg , 1898, No. 13,

403-523
;
also Gage, 1901, No. 5, 71-95 Thiselton-Dyer, Sugar-cane Diseases of

W. Ind., in .4nn. of Bot., 1900, xiv , C09-1C , Butler, Bed Rot of Sugar-cane, in

Agri. Journ. Ind., 1900, i., pt. lii,, 259.]

(2) Insect Pests.—Many writers have dealt with the pests, but more casually Pests,
than systematically. Saiyid Muhammad Hadi [Sugar Industry of U. Prov.,

45-51) reviews the papers previously published, besides contributmg largely to
the subject himself. Cotes [Ind. Mus. Notes, i , 22-7) worked out the life histones
of some of the sugar-cane posts, hut it was left to Maxwell-Lefroy to furnish full

details regarding the Moth-borers of the cane. The reader will find his first Motli-borcrs

contribution in The Agricultural Ledger (1900, No. 23), but this was later on
followed up by Thd Moth-borer in Sugar-cane, Maize and Sorghum m Western
India [Agri, Journ. Ind,, 1900, i., pt. ii , 97-113)

(3) Other Enemies and Pests.—Perhaps tho most serious that has to be men- Enemies,
tioned in this place is the root parasite strtgn luten. This little flowering plant
injures tho cane so seriously that a large percentage may often be seen to be
killed by it. Tho only known cure is to uproot the parasite os much as possible,
and to avoid growing cane on the same field for some years subsequent to a severe
attack. Wild animals, such as the jackal, the boar and the rat, often do much
injury to the crop, and frost or floods are alike disastrous. White ants are also
very destructive (Maxwell-Lefroy, Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. ii., 174-C ;

also in Mem, Dept. Agri. Ind., 1907, i., No. 2, 126). For fuller detail regarding
the insect and fungal pests of sugar-cane, the reader should consult the impor-
tant work by Kriiger [Das Zuckerrohr und Seine Kultur, 1899, 301-466), which,
however, has more particular reference to Java.

Bengal.—The area under sugar-cane, according to the Final Memoran-
dum of the Government of India for 1904-5, amounted to 633,000 acres, tion.^'^^
and the estimated yield came to 634,700 tons of raw sugar or gur. The ircas

Season nnd Crop Report for 1904-5 gives the areas in the various divisions

as follows :—Patna, 166,000 acres
; Bhagalpur, 95,800 acres

;
Rajshahi,

92,200 acres ; Dacca, 83,700 acres
;

Bardwan, 79,300 acres
;

Chota
Nagpur, 53,100 acres

;
Presidency, 39,400 acres

;
Chittagong, 17,500

acres ; and Orissa, 10,800 acres. In the year following, the apparent, but
not actual, decrease in area was due to 14 districts, previously returned
under Bengal, having been transferred to the new province of Eastern
Bengal and Assam. This leaves the normal area of Bengal for 1905-6
under cane as 421,600 acres, and for 1906-7, 423,500 acres, with a yield

of 419,300 tons.
The most recent accounts of cultivation are by Mukerji and Roy. Several

Grown,

varieties of cane are cultivated throughout the province. According to Roy, ex-
periments have been made, for some years past, on the Bardwan Farm with four of
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these, viz :— ( 1 ) Shamshara, (2) Kajli, (3) Poori and (4) Poona. The results attained

point to the Shamshara as the beat ^ur-producing cane. The crcjp grows both

on clayey and loamy soils, but a mixture of the two is preferable. Mukerp states

that the best canes are found at the junction of old and new alluvia on the sides

of streams and rivulets, where the soils are red clay loams, rich in mineral matter.

As the crop is an exhausting one, it is never grown on the same 'land year after

year. The crops it most commonly follows are pulse, mustard, potato or aus

paddy. The best time for harvestmg sugar-cane is from December to February,

and the most advantageous time for planting, the month of February,
rrcparatioa jn Lower Bengal the land is prepared by frequent ploughings from the middle

of October to the middle of January. In most places it is also hoed, since

deep cultivation is considered essential. When the soil has been thoroughly
broken up, it is harrowed several times. The field is then divided into beds, by

I’rofi.igiition digging broad trenches, slanting from top to bottom at mtervals of 40 feet, then
subdivided by cross trenches 7 feet apart. Parallel furrows, at intervals of 1 to

2 feet, are now dravTi along the beds, and oil-cake put into these. The plot is

then well irrigated and cane cuttings placed lengthwise in the furrows and covered
up. These are taken either from entire canes or the tops of canes, The
latter system is said to be that pursued m the Bardwan Division, whilst the
former is adopted in Bihar and Eastern Bengal. The cuttings are previously

prepared by havmg been kept for a week or so in a cool pit—layers of cane with
wet straw and ashes between. Subsequently the land is retained in a moist

Irrigation. condition by artificial irrigation, generally given every fifth day, and when the

young shoots have come above ground, the surface is well watered and hoed
betuoen the furrows. Afterwards it is occasionally irrigated and hoed, the plants
being earthed up imtil the original furrows are converted into ridges. During
the rainy season the soil is kept well drained, loose and free from weeds. From

Trimming the middle of July to the middle of October the plants are tied up in clumps.

Top Drpvsing. Their dead leaves are removed, and oil-cuke applied as a top dressing, at the rate

Harvest of 4 to 5 maunds per bigha. The crop is harvested from the middle of December
to the middle of February.

In some places, especially on light soils, water-channels are not made at the
time of planting, but the land is simply thrown up in ridges over the cuttings.

Again, m others, after water-channels have been made, as described above,
holes are dug 2^ feet m diameter and 14 feet apart, in lines 1^ feet from one
another. One cutting is put in each hole with oil-cake and water, and then

Maiiritlas covered up. This is known as the Mauritius system, because supposed to bo the
Sjstcm. method adopted there, and m India is mostly used on undulating ground, but

the furrow system is said to be Vicst where irrigation is required and possible.

Mukerji estirpates the total cost of cultivation at Rs, 160 an acre. Tlio
Experimental Farm Reports have investigated many important issues, such
as the yield of sugar with the various races of cane, the advantages or otherwise
of ratoomng, and the economy of propagation by tops in place of lower
portions, that is, cuttings of the mature cane. \Cf. Sen, Rept. AgrL Stat, Dacca,
1889, 33-7 ; Bnsu, Agri. Lahardaga, 1890, pt. i , 79-80 ; pt. ii.. 37-41 ; <Baner-
jei, Agn. Cuttack, 1893, 92-0, Voelcker, Improv Ind. Agri., 1893, 244-5 ; Mukerji,
Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 394—6, 398-403, 405-8 ; Rept. on Cult, of Sugar by
Bihar Indigo Planters, 1901 , Admin. Rept. Beng , 1901-2, 24-5, etc. ; Boy, Crops
of Bengal, lOOfi, 100-12 ; Wilkie, Sugar Cane Cultivation Bihar, in Agri, Journ.
Ind., 1006, 1 , pt. iv., 322-8 , Repts. of Dept. Land Rec, and Agri. Beng. ;,Exper.
Farm Repts. Beng. ; Dumraon, 1906-7, 4-10.] .

E. Bengal Eastern Bengal and Assam.—The area under sugar-cane for 1904-5
and Assam, Assam proper was 44,869 acres. The largest areas ordinarily occur in

Sylhet, which had 20,000 acres
; Sibsdgar, 6,925 acres

;
Cachar, 5,250

acres
;
Lakhimpur, 3,783 acres

;
Kdmrtip, 3,688 acres

; Darrang, 2,176
acres, etc. But since the separation of Bengal, 14 districts formerly
treated as within that province are now returned under the new province
of Eastern Bengal and Assam, and later statistics accordingly manifest
an apparent provincial expansion. Thus in 1905-6 the estimated area

Tid.i. and outturn m the new province were 201,500 acres and 188,500 tons,
and in 1906-7,199,900 acres and 193,600 tons.

The following information regarding cultivation in the Brahmaputra valley is
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abstracted from the account by Dr. E. Stack. A light loamy soil, with a light soU.
admixtiwe of sand, is most suitable. It must be high land, beyond the reach of
inundation. Favourite spots are the edges of a marsh or the banks of a river. Situation.

The degree of manuring depends entirely upon the ratyat's means and inclination.
Plots in the vicinity of centres of crowded population are freely manured with cow- Jianarc
dung and crushed mustard seed, both before and after planting with cane ; on the
other hand, m the more rural tracts it often receives no manure except the ashes
of the grass and weeds raked out of the soil and burnt. The best cane is that
raised on virgin soil or on old fallows, but land from which a crop of mustard,
pulse, or summer nee {dhu) has been first taken is sometimes preferred. A second
crop of cane, unless ratooned, is never taken, but the land is left fallow for several I'uiiowcd by

years. Waste or fallow land is broken up in October, then left till January or

February, when ploughing starts and is continued till tho middle of .\.pril. The field

is then divided into strips, 8 to 12 feet wide, by drams which communicate with
a ditch surrounding the' field. The eane-sets are invariahly the topmost joints. Propigatiou.

From the harvest season to time of planting they are kept m a cool and moist
spot, placed m a half-upright position, m ground which has been turned up by the

hoe, the beds of cuttmgs being covered with rice-straw or plantain leaves and
watered if the weather bo dry. The day chosen for planting out, generally about
the middle of May, must be preceded by sufficient rain In an official publication Reasons,

on Seasons of Sowing and Reaping of Crops, issued by the Reporter on Economic
Products, cane is spoken of as planted from April to June. The layers are placed

2 feet apart, in trenches 3 feet distant, and these run at right angles to the drams
that divide the field. After planting, a little soil, often mixed with cow-dung, is Jianure.

lightly scattered over them. The field is then weeded and tho soil around tho

young shoots lightly stirred with the spade or hoe, a process which is repeated at

short intervals during bright sunny weather throughout May and part of June,
and at the same time manure may be applied. A few more weodings are given iveeOing

and the earth from the ridges is heaped about tho roots of the canes in the trenches
till ridge and trench are reversed. This goes on till the middle of August, after

wliich work stops for about a month. A final weeding and earthing up is then
given, in September or October, when the canes are tied together m clumps by the
leaves stripped off the lower parts of the stems. Cane harvest, as a rule, does Harvest.

not begin till the winter rice has been reaped, that is, till after the 15th of January.
The operations of cutting, crushmg, boiling, otc., are carried on simultaneouslv
from this date till the end of March, or even beginning of April, The canes arc
cut close to the root, tho tops lopped off and reserved for layers, and the stalks,

stripped of their leaves, are bound m bundles and carried to the mill. From an
extensive senes of crop experiments, performed from 1883 to 1902, it would
appear that the yield of cane to the acre is about 10 tons and that it requires xieU.
about 11'6 tons of cane to afford one ton of gur.

A small proportion of the annual crop is ratooned. If this is done the stripped- iiatoDmog.

off leaves of the previous crop are left lying on the field till April, when they are
burnt, and a month later, when the young shoots begin to appear, the crop is

hoed a«d manure added. Such a crop is called murhu, and is harvested earlier

than the other crop, vix. in the beginning of January. [C/. Allan, Assam Dial.

Qaz,, 1905 (Cachar, Sylhet, Goalpara, etc.) ; Crop Exper. Repts., Assam.'\

United Provinces.—On the average of the five years ending 1904-5, u. Prov.
it is manifested that the area under sugar-cane in these provinces amounted Areas,

to 49 per cent, pf the total under sugar-cane in British India. In 1905-6,

the area, according to the Agricultural Statistics, was 1,220,716 acres, viz.

954,350 in A^a, and 266,366 in Oudh. The yield was returned as 884,000
tons, though in 1904-5 it was 1,183,400 tons or, say, one ton to the acre. In
Agra the acreage in 1905-6 in the most important districts was as follows ;

—Meerut, 108,954
;

Gorakhpur, 93,599 ;
Bijnor, 77,763 ;

Azamgarh,
69,088; Muzaffarnagar, 56,498 ; Basti, 55,123; Bareli, 61,135. lu
Oudh :—Fyzabad, 48,157 ;

Kheri, 41,091 ;
Sitapur, 33,201

;
Barabaiiki,

31,691 ; Gouda, 27,395 ; Sultanpur, 22,5BO, The Final Memorandum
of the Commercial Intelligence Department for 1906-7 states the area
and yield for that year as 1,386,700 acres and 1,264,600 tons.

The races of cane gro'wn in the United Provinces have already been mces.
cossified, with reference to their agiicultural characters and properties, into
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three broad divisions, known as ukh, gannd and paundd. The methods of cultiva-

tion for the first two are the same, but differ somewhat in the case of ^auruU, canes.

According to Saiyid Muhammad Hadi, from whom the particulars here given

have been mainly derived, the crop is grown under three different systems of

treatment. " In one, the land is kept fallow for a whole yea^ following the

removal of a spring crop. In the second, a winter fallow is allowed after a rain

{kharif) or an autumn (agnhni) crop. In the third, the ground is prepared and
cane sown immediately after a spring crop has been cleared from the land.” The
second system is that most commonly pursued, especially in canal-imgated areas.

Under the first, ploughing commences as soon as the rams have set m and is

continued till sowing time. Under the second, it begins soon after the ram or

the autumn crop has been reinov'ed, the land being watered if necessary to

admit of ploughing. The number of ploughmgs vanes from fifteen to twenty
m the west and from twenty to forty m the east, but when cane is grown
immediately after the land has been cleared of a spring crop, it is not ploughed
more than five tunes. After every ploughing, the land is levelled. Manure is

usually applied before planting, and incorporated with the soil by ploughing in.

Cattle-dung or farm-yard manure is generally used, and at the rate of 200 to 300
maunds an acre. In the oast, canes which are intended to bo cut up into “ sots

”

are left standing in the field. A day or two before planting the canes are cut,

stripped of their dry loaves, and left m w'atcr overnight. They .are then chopped
into pieces, each piece being about l.'i inches long and containing throe to five

buds. In the west, m the Rohilkhand and Meerut Divisions, the top cuttings are
75lnnted, which consist of a portion of the top green leaves and a few of the upper
joints. Those cuttings are buried in a corner of the field and covered lightly
with earth, a layer of dry leaves being placed above and underneath. Every
fourtli or fifth day, water is sprinkled over them to keep tliem moist. On the
day of ploughing, they are dug out and removed to flie field. If the moisture in
the field is not sufficient, the land is usually irrigated before planting. Planting
the sots 18 clone in tlie followmg way. A first ploughing is made parallel to the
side of the field, but only j'ust ecratclies the soil, and is followed by a second
which deepens the furrow. A man then places tlie sets along the furrow at a
distance of about one foot from each other. A tliirJ plough brings up the rear
and covers tlio sots with earth.

SoasoDs. Tlie time for putting the sets in the earth vaiies from the midde of February
to the middle of April. The crop is watered three to seven times between planting
and harvesting, and in a dry year more is necessary. Four or five days after
planting, the first hoeing la done, and after ca cry watering two hooings are given.
When the plants are very young, each hoeing is followed by levelling the ground,
and after the commencement of the rams, or when the plants are about 2 feet

high, the hood field is again levelled. The number of hoeings vanes from 7 to 14.
HatooD Crop. In the west and parts of the Dofib, the cultivators grow a ratoon crop, known as

pen. To propagate the piri crop, the roots are left undisturbed from the time
of first cutting, and the stripped leaves of the first year’s crop are burnt in the
field before the commencement of the rains. After the rains have set in And the

Harrcab,

Paunda
Cultivation.

ilanurc.

Watoiuig.

young shoots begin to sprout, the field is ploughed up, the furrows being 6 to 9
inches apart. By the middle of November the crop is believed to have attained
maturity and to be fit for crushmg. Ordinarily, however, the cultivator does not
commence cane-crushmg till December.

The cultivation of the variety knotvn as paundd, grown almost entirely for
cheWmg purposes, differs somewhat from the above. Before planting, the field is

dug up one foot deep and the sots are planted earlier than the time stated above,
since the sooner this variety of cane coinos into market, the higher price it fetches.
The method of planting is somewhat different. The sets in this case are dropped
into furrows between ridges into which the field has been previously laid out, and
are covered over with earth, the furrows being 24 to 36 inches apart and the
distance between the cuttings about 2 inches. Poudrette instead of farm-yard
manure is in this case generally applied, at the rate of 600 to 800 maunds per
acre, or about three times as much as lu the former case. The first hoeing is done
oa soon as the land gets sufficiently dry after the second watering. The field is then
watered again, and subsequently the ridges are split and the field levelled and
divided into irrigation-beds. Hoeings and waterings continue till the advent of
the rams, and in July or August the plants are earthed up. The number of
waterings varies from twelve to seventeen during the period of growth, and the
number of hoeings from five to seven.
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Cultivation
Hadi gives estimates of the cost of cultivation in the various divisions according Cost,

to the secondt the commonest method, and he states the lowest, that for Meerut
Division, at Rs. 66 ; the highest, that for Bohilkhand, at Bs. 8

1
per acre. Speakmg

of the paundd canes, he gives the total cost as Rs 167-8 per acre. [Cf. Duthie
and Fuller, Field and Garden Grope, 1882, i.. 55-68, t. xiv ; Diet. Settl, Repte.,

U. Prov. ; Moreland, Note on Sugar Gult., app.. 4, xii-xxii. ; Rept. on Sugar
Cult, by Bihar Indigo Planters, 1901 ; Hadi, Sugar Iruiust. in U. Proi , 1902 ;

Nevill, Qaz. U, Prov., 1903-5; Moreland, Sugar Indu<it. in U. Prov., in Agri.
Journ Ind., 1907, ii., pt. i., 15-21 ; Exper. Farm Rept., Cawnpore.]

Panjab and North-West Frontier Province. —In the Agricultural Panjab.
Statistics for the year 1905-6, the area nmler sui;ar-canc is given in the Areas.

Panjab as 172,700 acres, and the yield 88,98.‘l tons, while the previous ;iicid.

year was 325,500 acres and 238,300 tons of gi'o, or about t!ireo-loinths of a

ton to the acre. It has to be borne in mind, hoi.-evc-
,
that in ’nan'- tvact=,

especially with considerable Muhamtnanau populations, 'anc is glo^m
largely, if not mainly, for eating purposes, at.d not u .ed m the pruduetu'u rjibiecmes

of gur. The more important district areas Utav he given for 1901 5,

namely, Gurdaspur, which had 51 ,Vhi ai re.s , Sialhot, 34,919 aire.s

;

Lvallpur, 30,672 acres; Jallandhar, 27,797 iicres ; Rohrah 21,434 acres;

Hoshiarpur, 24,021 acres : Gujranwala, 20.492 a<wes
;

Xarnal, 19,553

acres ; Delhi, 17,575 acres ;
\miitsar, 16,545 acios ; Ambala, 15,870

acres, etc. The area m the North-West Frontier in the same vear was if.vp-.

26,003 acres, the great bulk of which is grown in Peshawar, 18,414 acres in Frontier

the year in question
;
Bannu, 6,387 acres ; and Hazara, 1,094 acies. The Province,

area and production in 1906-7 were 257,600 acres and 212,800 tons in the

Panjdb : 28,600 acres and 32,800 tons in the North-West.
Tlic following information applies particularly to Sialkot, one of the most

important sugar districts of the PanjAb ,and is abstracted from the oceoiint given
by Dunlop-Smith {Gaz. Sialkot, 1894-5, 114-6). The land which i.s to boar the
crop must be frequently ploughed. In Smlkot the preparixtory ploughmgs vary piouclunga.

from ten to twenty, and the ground is always manured. Cane is never grown
from seed. Each year, when a field is reaped, about 5 per cent, of the stalks are

carefully selected and cut into lengths of about 9 inclie.s and buried m a pit. Propajatiou.

They are ready for planting in about three months. When taken out of tlie pit

they are placed lengthwise in the ground and pressed down with the foot Thu
^ound bearing sugar-cane has to be kept moist by steady irrigation when there Irngatloa.

IS no ram. But unirrigated cane is generally superior to that groivn on well

lands. Planting usually takes place in .March. Before the crop ripens, it must
be weeded about five times. Cutting begins in December and goes on inter- Haryeat.

mittently for about three months. The quality of cane depends very much on
the soil which bears it. The best cane is growm on the rich darp soils in Raya.
The highly manured fields round the village sites bear a poor class of cano, though
the outturn is very large.

When the cane is cut, the green tops (dg or pdnd) are broken off and the
sheathe (ckhoi) of the stalks are stripped with a sickle. The stalks are at once
carried«to the place where the press has been sot up. The presses are of two kinds, Etpressed
wooden and iroh. The former is a clumsy machine, sunk in a pit. The cane- Juice

stalks are made up in bundles of fifteen to twenty-five and passed through and
through the press several times. The juice is received into an earthen jar sunk
in the ground. The iron press is much simpler than the wooden, and stands
above ground. As soon as possible after extraction, the juice is poured into a
large flat iron dish {kardh) placed on an earthen oven, and boiled and stirred for

two to two and a half hours till it begins to coagulate. When the mass is ready
it is poured into a hole (gand) in the ground, carefully prepared by pla.stormg
•with clay. The liquid is then stirred for some twenty minutes till it hardens
and cools enough to be rolled into balls. [Of. Diet. Gaz. Pb. (especially Giijran-
walaj Rawalpindi, Shahpur, Montgomery and Multan) ; Rept. on Land Rev.
Admin. Pb., 1901, ix., app. B, 111.]

Central Provinces and Berar.

—

Recent returns of the area and yield c. Prov.
are not available for these provinces. The totals for 1904-5 were 21,398
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acres in the Central Provinces (19,601 irrigated, 1,788 unirrigated), and

2,076 acres in Berar. The districts with largest areas ar« usually as

follows :—Central Provinces : Chhattisgarh (Sambalpur and Bilaspur)*

8,730 acres
;

Nerbudda (Betul) 5,324 acres ;
Nagpur (Bhandara and

Balaghat) 4,910 acres ;
Jabbalpur 2,425 acres ;

and Berdr : Buldana,

922 acres
;
Wun, 350 acres ;

Basim, 342 acres, etc. Particulars are not

available regarding the yield of gur from these provinces collectively, but

the Revenue Settlement Report on the district of Betul (published in 1901)

affords many useful particulars that may be here mentioned. The
Yield. average jnelcl of cane would appear to be 18 tons and the yield of gur

about 2 tons (9 tons of cane yielding 1 of gur). The gur produced is,

moreover, of excellent quality and fetches locally about 30 per cent, more

than the average article imported from other parts of India. These

results are no doubt higher than those obtained in the Central Provinces

generally, and even in llctul the yield of gur ranges from 1,500 to 5.000 lb.

stancUriu. FiiUer proposed tJi.at the standards accepted for the yield of gur

UnimgatetL

Planting
SeaB0D3.

Manure.

Mulrhod
Surface.

Harvest.

Irrigate
SoS.

Cost.

Situation.

Manure.

Irrigation
Channels.

Propagation.

Watering.

should range from 1,600 lb. to 4,000 lb.

Cano IS groun under two quite different 83'sten)s, according as irrigation is or
IS not used. Tho only soil on which it is possible to grow cane without artificial

watering is that known as black cotton soil, and there is a certain amount of unirri-

gated cano in all districts in which this soil occurs. Unirngatcd cane is planted in

November, December and .January, on land wliicli lias, as a rule, enjoyed a year’s

fallow and lias been ploughed again and again for the previous nine months.
The field is manured with cow-dung at the rate of 50 to 200 maunds to the acre,

it being often applied as a top dressing when tlic young shoots have appeared
above-groimd. Pulverised oil-cake is also used in Bilaspm, being placed round tho
roots of the plants at the commencement of tho rams. An important feature

m this method of cultivating cane is the covering of the ground with leaves as
soon as the young shoots have come up. This chocks evaporation and renders
the lack of irrigation less Imnnful than it would otherwise be. The field is hoed
and weeded between the rows of cane three or four tunes during the rains, and
tho crop IS ready for cutting m November. This system is known as palwar
or nagarwa.

But by far the largest and most productive portion of the cane area is irrigated.

With water and manure, cane can be grown on flliiiost any description of soil,

but the kinds most preferred are clayey loams. ’I’lio reddish loam of Chhindwara
18 one of the best suited to eugar-cane in these provinces. Montgomerie {Land
Hev. Scttl., lOOl-.l, app. i.) takes a less favourable view, and says that tin imports
of cheaper sugars are curtailing production. Be gives the cost of production as
Rs 1(54-10-10 and tho average annual profit as Rs. 38. The following account
of cultivation in Betul (abstracted from the Itepl. on the Land Rev. Settl.^ 1901,
.}2-40) will illustrate the method by irrigation. The held m which the crop is

grown 13 divided into several plots, three or four in number, and tho sugar-cane
IS grown in each in turn. It is generallj- irrigated from a well, but occasionally
frpm a hole beside a river-bed. Before tho rams, manure is laid down in the plot
selected, and during the rains and the first months of the cold weather it is

thoroughly ploughed. At the end of December or beginning of January the field

is divided into numerous plots with mam irrigation channels between and smaller
ones across them. The furrows are made by a plough with a triangular board
fastened above and at the back of the share. The “ seed,’’ which consists of pieces
of cane each with three or four eyes, is then sown. The sower lays them in the
water-channels, which have been previously well watered, and partly buries them
by pressure with his foot. As soon as the plot is sown a watering is given, and if

well-rotted manure is obtainable, it is now spread on the land. The crop is then
fenced to keep out cattle and jackals. For the first fifteen days it receives no more
water, but afterwards must bo regularly watered. During the cold weather no
port of the crop should be without water longer than eight days, and in the warm
weather longer than four days. Throughout the monsoons there is nothing to
do but keep down weeds, ward off animals and bind the canes together so that they
may not be broken by wind. At tho end of September watering must begin
again, and great importance is attached to the watermg given at this time. In
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Cbltivatlon
the middle of December the harvest begins. The first canes to be cut are those
intended for as “ seed.” The cutting and manufacturing of gur commences
in March. In the same Report it ..s stated that the best gur is made from sugar-
cane raised on soil that has never before borne the crop or been manured. As
the land becomes more and more saturated with the dung which is annually put
on it, the quality of the gur gradually deteriorates, till it reaches the normal.
When the crop is to be turned into gur, the cane is dug up with a sharp pick. The
leaves are peeled off and the stripped cane is then taken to the mill. Formerly
the only mill known was a cumbrous wooden structure, but an iron mill is now
in universal use. As the juice is extracted, it is poured into the evaporating pan.
When evaporation is complete, in about six hours the juice is poured into a wooden
trough sunk in the ground. After it has cooled and hardened it is hung up in
cloths to dram, and in a couple of days is roa<iy lor the i.iarket. [C/. Fuller, Note
on Outturn of Land under Crops in C. Prov., 1894, 24-40 , Land Rev. Scltl. Repls.]

Rafputaaa and Central India.—The onlv States of Kajputaua and
Central India for which statistic.^ are obtaiiMhlc foi a recent year (I90f-

6), and in which sugar is grown to any extent, are Gwal.or, 5,221 aerr^
;

Jaipur, 645 acres
;

Bharatpur, 459 ane.s
; Ton):, .340 .ktos

;
Kotah, 320

acres
;
and Alwar, 220 acres.

The systems of cultivation pursued iliffer m no matenal respect from those
already detailed in connection with the Central Provinces and the Panjn!) In
the Dictionary full particulars will be found of mdi\idual reports, but nothing of

any great interest has since been published. The yield of gur would seem to be
about 30 to 40 maiinds to the acre (28^ cwt.), and m some localities with good
black soil and abundance of water (such as m Clutorgarh) as much as 50 maunds
(36 cwt.) have been recorded. Ratoon crop is not uncommonly scon in theso

Native States.

Bombay and Sind.—Sugai'-caiie is cultivated iu almost all parts of

the Presidency, and according to Mollison on a greater diversity of

soil than is the ca.se with any otlier irrigated crop. The area is

ordinarily about 60,0(10 acres. In 1905-6 the actual area amounted
to 56,333 acres in Bombay ; 2,549 acres in Sind. In 1906-7 the area

was 49,090 acres, and iu 1907-8, 48,470 acres with a yield of 121,874

tons. In Bombay the chief centres of cultivation in 1905-6 were

Poona, 12,204 acres
;

Satara, 10,011 acres ; Belgaum, 9,950 acres

;

Nasik, 5,528 acres ;
Surat, 3,372 acres

;
Kaiiara, 3,004 acres, etc. In

Sind, Karachi, 907 acres, and Hyderabad, 9(X) acres. In the Report of

the Department of Land Records and Agriculture {1901-5, 6), the following

observations occur —“ The sugar-cane crop iu this Presidency is of small

importance as regards area, but of considerable importance in regard to

value. The United Provinces of Agra and Oudh have a million and a

quarter acres under sugar-cane, and tlie Panjab and Bengal together

have an equal acreage. We have only some 60,(XX) acres, but while

their cane is largely grown without irrigation, and, even when irrigated,

products an qutturn of not more than 2,500 lb. of gul per acre, the

Bombay cane is always irrigated and produces an average outturn of

7,000 lb. of gul
;
with sufficient manure and skilful cultivation, near Poona,

the outturn is known to reach even 15,000 lb. The cane crop pays a

considerable part of the irrigation revenue on canals and is one of the

most remunerative investments open to capital in Western India, the

average net profit being reported to be about Rs. 150 per acre. Experi-

ments have been in progress regarding the best methods of cultivation

of this crop for ten years, and important conclusions have been pub-
lished by Mr. Mollison and a pamphlet issued this year by Mr. Knight.

These conclusions are (1) that excessive irrigation is ordinarily applied

by cultivators from canals
; (2) that water to the amount of 2^ to 3
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inches of rainfall should be applied every eight to ten days (these

conclusions now regulate the Irrigation Department)
; (6) that the

amount of nitrogen supplied per acre in manure should be about 350 lb.
;

(4) that this can economically be supplied by oil-cakes (this discovery

has greatly influenced sugar-cane cultivation around Pooha)
; (6) that

the Poona system of cultivation in beds is better suited to the local cane

than the system adopted from Mauritius.”

Baces Grown. The cultivation of aiigar-cano haa thus been very fully discussed by the

Agricultural authorities of the Presidency, and the following is mainly a summary
of* their observations, drawn for the most part from Mollison [Textbook Ind.

Agri
,
in., 108-81) •—The varieties cultivated may be broadly grouped into two,

with numerous gradations between the extremes . ( 1) thick, juicy, soft kinds which

require copious irrigation , (2) thin, hard, less juicy kmds which reqmre lighter

irrigation Sugar-cane adapts itself to almost any kind of soil if dramage is

previously secured, as a waterlogged condition is fatal. The season of planting

varies in different localities In Ahniadabad, Kaira and Baroda it is. planted
Seasons. in M.iy or early in June In the Surat distiict, also m the Southern Marathd

country, most of the cano le planted m Xovember and December, but the season
may extend to Feliruary. In the Poona district, Febiuary and March are

onsidered tlie best months to plant
According to Mollison, the cultivafion m the neighbourhood of Poona is

tvpicnl of what it should be elsewhere, and he accordingly describes it in full.

Soil. I'lio best soil is a clay loam and the host preparatory crop a greon-mamu#
Manure of sati Ivi-otaiat-ta jnHeen). The noH should be sown thickly in Jime or July

fnbout 70 lb. seed per acre), and jiloughcd m when 3^^ to 4 feet high. If no
manure crop has been insed, the land is allowed to he waste during the monsoon.
In Xovember the field i.s deeply ploughed, and one or two subsequent plougbings
are given in December. After plouglung, the surface is levelled with a log harrow,
all clods broken, and manure applied. Poudrette or farm-yard manure, about
(iO loads or 30 tons per aero, is most commonly employed. Usually, however,
a smaller application is given before planting, and the crop is again top-dressed
m Juno or July with such inanuree as castor-cake, karanj-caUe ( rongntnia piahra ),

fish manure, etc Experiment has shown that the most important conatituent
of sugar-cane manures is nitrogen in immediately available conditions. Mr.
Knight states that m the case of the Pundia canes, as much as 350 lb. of nitrogen
per aero is required to give the best outturn. The manure should be evenly
and carefully spread, and the land then ploughed into ridges 24 to 28 inches
apart. The plough is next run across the ridges to form parallel water-channels
10 feet apart. Finally, the field is laid out in beds 10 feet square. Each com-
partment w lion complete contains four short ridges and five furrows. TJie crop
IS projiagated Irom sets, though somotiines in other parts of the province, as in
(.lujarat, by planting whole canes. Bach set ha,s usually three eyes (buds) or
more, and may be 15 inches to 18 mches long. One aero of good cane provides

jtatorai t'.uic!.. sets tor 11 to 12 acres. Ratoon cone

—

i.e. cano giown from the root-stocks of
the previous crop—usually provides the best sets, and many authorities consider
the “ tops ” better for sets than any portion of the mature cane, but according
to Mollison, it has yet to be proved whether the resulting crop is better or worse
than from sets planted m the ordinary way. [Cf. U.S. Dept. Agn. Exp. Stat.
fi’cc , 1897, vii., 077 ; 1899, x., 640; 1901, xii., 438, etc.] T]ie orguihent for

( luif Tojis Using the tops is that they contam no cane sugar and that the practice of reserving
whole eancs for sets is wasteful. In the Poona district 10,000 to 18,000 sets are
said to be required per aero. Before planting, water is conducted into each bed
ill turn. When it has partially soaked into the soil the sets are laid along the
bottom of tho furrows and trampled down 3 or 4 inches mto the soft mud. The

I’lunling fc-eason. distance between sets is about 4 inches. Planting should take place in February
and be finished before the middle of March. A month after planting, the land
sliould be carefully weeded with a khiirpa or hand-spud. Usually four weedmgs
are necessary. In June or July new beds are formed. The soil is dug, levelled,
weeded, and a second dressing of manure given. The canes originally planted
in the furrow^H are earthed up with a iiand-hoe, thus forming a furrow between
the rows of cane. These furrows serve as new watercourses. After July or

Protection August, in the Poona district, cane requires no further attention except pro-
irrigaUon. tection and irrigation. The land is first flooded as the sets are planted, and
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Cultiration
thereafter two or three times at short intervals. Subsequently eight to ten
clays may elapse between the waterings, the shorter interval in the hot weather,
the longer in the cold. The rainfall in the Poona district averages about 30
inches, and Mollison states that on an average sugar-cane gets during twelve
months, in addition to the rainfall, imgation water equal to 75 to 80 inches of
rain, the crop Toeing irrigated on an average 28 times a year. During the first

three months the crop makes slow growth, and it is common to grow with it

subordinate crops which npen quickly, such ns maize, guvar (t'uamopHlH t ;bordmate
PHoralioliirm), onions, cucumbers, melons and lobncco. i ro «

It is difBcult to judge by eye when the cane is ripe. Frequently a cane-grower Tests lor

tests the ripeness of his crop by a trial crushing and boiling. If a given quantity Kipeness

of juice gives a satisfactory weight of gul, harvest is proceeiled with. Usunliy
the crop gets a yellow colour as it ripens, but this colour rnnv bo can- id by
irregular or deficient irrigation or by a want of mn mu o I

• the side ' av os are all

dead, and the eye-buds almost to the 1< p of tar fully ticvelopc I and firm,

the cane is probably quite ripe. If it is intended to trmw a ratoon ir )]j, the cane Ltatoon Crops
should be cut with a sharp sickle at a heigh. i f I to 2 lOci i ? above-ground.
Mollison states, on the evidence of e\j)t riinenrs mnd- nt jVJ injri. that it is i-isl y
in the Poona district to take more than o. . ratoon crop Ociiorally, howev er, m
that district, two successive ratoon < ro are taken But Poona is the only
district where ratooning is practised to any considerable e.^tent. If no ratoou
crop is desired, the cane should be uprooted and removed from the roo 'ock
by a sharp jerk It should be reaped or uprooted in the early morning, while
the leaves are ^vet with daw Tl.c dry leai es are stripped from the canes liy

means of a sickle The upoor green le.ivee, which are useful as fodder, are
usually not removed m the iiidd Subsequently, the cane is tied in bundles and
carried on the head i.r m carts to be cruslied e.t the iniil, which is often placed
conveniently near the field. Forty ton-s j>er acre of cano is stated to be a fair y, 51 ,i of Cano.

average crop m Bombay. According to Molhson, the estimated cost per acre

of cultivating sugar-cane by hired labour m Poona amounts to Rs. 4S(3-12a. Cost.

Mr. Knight gives as a gcncrnl estimate Rs. 420-12a. per acre. In growing a
ratoon crop, the cost is considerably less than for a new cano. No sets are re-

quired, less nianuro and less irngation are neces.snry, and the saving amoimts on
an average from about Rs. 120 to Rs. 150 an acre. [C/. Mollison, Sugar-cane in

Bomb. Pres., iiiAgri. Ledg . 1898, No. 8 ;
Knight, Sugar-cane, Dept. Land Bee.

and Agri. Bombay Bull , 1905, No 25 ; Repls on Crop Exper. Bombay
;
Erp.

Farm Repts. Poona, 189(1, 31-57, etc.]

Madras and Mysore.—The area under sugar-cane in Madras, according Madras
to the Agricultural Statistics for 1905-G, was 74,359 acres, wliile an esti- Areas

mated area and yield for that year wore 60,700 acres and 114,500 tons. It

seems desirable to exhibit both the actuals and the estimates, .since the

yield (expressed from these quotations) would be 1'8 tons an acre. The
largest district areas in the year named were Bellary, 9,761 acres

;
Coini- Districts,

batore, 9,689 acres
;

Godavari, 8,413 acres
;

Trichmopoly, 7,430 acres
;

South Arcot, 6,168 acres
;
Vizagapatam, 5,763 acres

;
North Areot, 5,585

acres
;

Salem, 5,045 acres
;

Cuddapah, 4,932 acres
;

Anantapur, 2,624

acres, etc. And it may he added these express relatively the ordinary

areas bf sugaj-cane in the Presidency. Lastly, in 1906-7, 52,500 acres

with a yield of 100,400 tons. The area in Mysore in 1904-5 was 38,802

acres.

The rich alluvial soils near the mouths of rivers are best adapted to sugar-cane, soiii

but the ground must be such that it can be irrigated for ten months of the year.
During the first month of cultivation the field should be irrigated every week
and afterwards every fortnight, but much depends on tho nature of the soil. It

is not usual to cultivate the cane two years running on the same land. In parts
of Kamul, Tinnevelly and South Kanara, however, the stumps of the cane are
left in the groimd to sprout and yield a crop the following year, and in the NadyAl R.itxion Danes,

taluk of the Karnul district, the cane is left in the ground for three years, and m
the Cumbun taluk for as long as ten, the yield dimimshing each year. These
instances of slovenly agriculture are, however, exceptional. The cultivator
usually permits land which has borne some other crop to lie fallow for a year,
and then prepares it for the cane by several ploughings, or by breaking it up
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With crowbars and by heavily manuring with whatever manure ho can obtain.
always propagated by cuttings. The top of the cane is commonly

used, but some cultivators leave a few canes growing in the fields from the previous
year, and cut them up into lengths of one or two joints. These tops or cuttings
are placed horizontally in the wet soil about 18 inches from eewh other, in
rows about 4 feet apart. Six days afterwards the field is again watered, and

v*™
twentieth day, four or six shoots sprout from each cutting. In Oanjam

ana Vizaga|»tam some raiyats plant the cuttings in nurseries and afterwards
raiwplant the shoots into tho fields. After the shoots appear, the ground is
weeded and hoed, and when they are about a mouth old, chaff, weeds, or some
sue manure is thrown around them. The soil is kept moist by occasional irri-
ga ion, and when about three months old the shoots ought to be 3 feet lugh.

er this stage it often becomes necessary to give the canes support. This is
one y hxmg bamboos or saplings into the ground in the middle of each group

oi canes, the leaves being tied round so as to bind them together. Ten months

p ‘“f ‘'"I" culling. The cost of cultivation m the
ency generally has been estimated at Ils. 150 per acre and the outturn at

cano, yielding 45 cwt. of jaggerv worth Rs. 260. Nicholson
8 atos the outturn of ,.ine to bo 25 to 30 tons, worth Rs 150 to Rs. 200, and of
jaggery 2 tons to 2J tons, worth Rs. 210 to Rs. 240.

®ugar-cane in tho r!QdA\ari district, which was m former years

whirJi .a

® cctakmg, has in recent times suffored considerably from a disease

a)
^ '’ncln special fiovernincnt station has been opened

seiierallv '^^Th '*1.
P“*l'’‘ular study of the disease and of cane cultnation

for the phintation and
lugiieet and .hiest places must bo chosen

possible af?cftho
deep drams dug to throw (ho water off as quickly as

Selection of Seed, point is’tlie aelel'Ln oTswd^o^elTe^iawrthe^^^
soaked. Another important

and also to se<.. ro ei,.; d
the propagation from diseased stocks,

other nnrfo ef T
j introduction of new varieties exempt from disease from

lumi^thc form o a Z' ' that seems iTelyt^
reZatorv to tPc.r e

‘ijc cuituation of the sets m a nmsery,
iX. bm^has nm er Cet: ZZ a new principle to

decided that the farm si all Y'
groat o.xtent. It has been recently

ha^ bLn acouTred 7o tl
pernmnent, and thirty-s.x acres of land

will lie foimd\ an a.rUvi'e}ZZT '’^garding the work done

44-GO, etc • Sti’irrock^iX Z ^
’Z Soc. Mad., 1890,

Cox, Man ’n Arc7t\sZ\ ' ’ ^^7-8 ; 1895, ii., 139-40 ;

(nets Nicholson 4/ ’ ‘S^"6'a''-cone m Goddvari and Ganjofn Dia-

i*89T,^.";r7."’Si ‘.fV’y -
K f- f5 •,

W7”uTp/Tf7IT3"]' Indust, in MyLra^m^ZgrZjourn.^M.
fl«rma._The area under sugar-cane for 1005-6 was 2 281 acres in

tTs’r In Wer
705 acres - Ainh r

fl
I ^'•<’163

; Toungoo, 1,368 acres
; Sandoway,

aez^s Mvat mm ’ S? ' Kyaukpyu, 603 acres
; Tharawaddi, 557

acres • Kvaukse^Sfil
^ In Upper Burma, Yam^thin, 1,587

coXt fo^Tormal yearr-

Mr.^^.^E^Sdges" “we’fpam^fh
jn fully described (in 1885) by

divided into two tracts {uTliaf of Ih
^ roughly

. ( ) that of shifting cane cultivation, where the cane is
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consumed in the raw state ; (2) that of permanent cultivation, where the cane is

manufactured into gur.

The first ftact includes roughly all the lands on the seaboard within the region
of tidal creeks. The land, as a rule, is poor and will not yield a cane crop two
years in succession, so that it is met with only in i-'olated patches. The form ot

cane grown is called kyauktwin or kyaukchaung, a large cano of light colour with R.ioc.1 Cirowa.

short thick jomts, so brittle that when passed through the null it generally breaks
at the joints. The timber on the land selected is cut down at the bcLinning ot
the dry weather, and burnt in March. Vegetables are then plaritod muong the
ashes and afterwards sold at a small profit. Tn Sopteiuber the land is cleared -eijons.

of weeds and cane pieces are placed in holes at n di.^tance of 2 I'r 3 feet,
the holes bemg m rows 3 or 4 foot apart The cane-sets are fa.stened down
by a bamboo lashing to prevent them being washed away. I.i .January and
February loose soil is thrown up round the yoiina; plants, .mo in Mav and Juno
supports to which they are tied are placed noni e-.cJi .’nni .>tin>l In some i.iirts

trenches are made to admit water during the dr / season and dram the land .luring

the rains, and in other parts the plants .iic wit'nd hv ha nhoo wator-lift ,

About August and September the canes aie cut, and soil ni pieces. If hire 1 I'm.

labour is employed, the cost of cultivaiioi is Rs. GO per a. n.

The most important portion of the tm. . of permacont cultivation is situated soil,

in the valleys of the Bilin and Th£h\ ii riics T'ho wnl here is almost entirely
grey loam, mixed here and there with light cia^. The land is covered d u iig

the rainy season by river floods for a few days at a time, and a thick layer of
Blluviiiiii deposi.cd on it. The sod on which cane i'^ grown for manufacturing
purposes in the other districts of the province ’s generally a deep ricli loam
Where new land is cleared, or land already cultivaterl has hecii lelt fallow, tlio

cultivator turns up the soil with a hoe at the beginning of the rams (May or
June), and then leaves it to rest till Septeiiiher, when he digs holes 10 inches
deep and one foot wide at intervals of feet from each other. Throe pieces of pnpvgitioti
cone {agyaimg), about 6 inches long, are then placed in a standing position in
each ot these holes, and partly covered up with loosened earth. Some culti-

vators plough the land three times at the beginning of the rains instead of turning
it up with a hoe, but the more general practice is simply to run deep furrows
through the land in September, and then place the cane-pieces longitudinally
along the bottom. The space between the furrows varies from 2 to 3 feet.

Before planting, the land is cleared of grass and weeds. 'Ten days after the
cane-pieces have been planted, the earth is loosened between the holes and the
sets further covered with mould. In the beginning of January the eartli is once
more loosened and the plants again covered up. About May the land is once
more cleared of weeds and the canes left till August or September, when they
are stripped of old and withered leaves. They are ripe about the month of

November in Burma proper, and are then cut close to the ground. TJie branches
at the top are given to cattle as food and the tops preserved for planting. The
remainder of the cane is divided into two pieces, tied up m bundles, and carried

to the^rnill.

Generally three or four yoimg shoots, or ratoons, spring from the old stool. Ratoyned Caae.

If these are sufficiently thick, no new plants are put down after the cane has been
cut, but as a rule cane-tops are planted m the intervals between tlie ratoons, after

the land has been cleared of grass and weeds. These tops are about 5 inches
long and are planted from November to January. After the second year’s crop
the larld is either left fallow for a year, or agam is replanted with cane-tops and
left fallow the following year, Mr. Bridges gives the cost of cultivation in a
plantation worked entirely by hired labour as Re. 90 per acre. The greater Cost,

number of cultivators, however, work the land themselves with their families,

nnd the average cost of cultivation is calculated at Re. 16 to Rs. 20 per acre.

With regard to the outturn of jaggery per acre, Capt. H. Deavoeux states that
in the Kyaikto district {Settl. Sept., 1898, 68) the average from Class I. soil is

2,984 05 lb. ; from Class II. soil, 1,648' 76 lb., and in the Toungoo district {Settl.

Sept., 1900, 67) the first-class average is 6,733 Jb. per acre. \C]. Bridges, Sugar-
cane in Brit. Burma, 1886 ; Settl. Operat. Septs. Burma

;

Max and Bertha Ferrars,
Burma, 1900, 86; Nisbet, Burma under Bril. Sule and Before, 1901, i., 366, 445.]

MANUFACTURE. Manufac-
INDIAN INDUSTRY,—Popularly it is often said that there are two ture,

main kinds of sugar—“ Muscovado ” (or raw) and “ Crystals.” The Indian.
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former is refined or worked np into loaf sugar. In India a more compre*

Grades of Sugar, hensive classification is necessary. The following are some,of the chief

grades, and the more generally used vernacular names for these ;—(1) The

Cane Juice is ras ; (2) The Refuse (Megass) is pata
; (3) The Jaggery

ail or Raw Sugar is gur or gul (this is practically the Muscovado of the West

India planters), but when more carefully prepared and dried to a greater'

extent, it is sometimes clarified with lime and forms a sort of low-grade

sugar. This is, in fact, the sugar of the well-to-do cultivators and middle

classes of the population of India as a whole. (4) When intended to be

refined, the juice is not boiled down to the extent of gur, but is sold in a

Rai. more liquid condition known as rdb. (5) Molasses and Treacle are two
grades of the uncrystallisable sugar drained from gur, and to a less extent

from rdb. They are known as bhira, choa, lapta, math, etc., for molasses.

Country Sugar Riid putri Idt for Ircaclc. (6) Country Sugar is a higher grade article

than the sugar of (.3) above. The juice has been boiled to a greater extent

than for gur, and on cooling it is stirred with a stick till it thickens. It

is not, however, refined, though fairly well drained of its molasses, and

Refined Sugar, is k’lown as lol-shakar, Lhanr, bhvra, choyanda, etc. (7) Sugar Refined.
This is often called White Sugar. The rdb is generally boiled, clarified and
the scum {shira) rcmovctl, then drained of its molasses. It is at this stage

called putri, or, carried farther, it is washed completely free of molasses

and then crystallised, when it is kkand. For this purpose putri is placed

in a long conically shaped basket lined with fine cloth and suspended,
niffuscd Water, water in a finely diffused state being the while made to jiass through.

The water is derived from a layer of moist aquatic weeds placed on the

top for that purpose. The weeds part gradually with the water, ivhich
rry.steiiiRe.i i,s soizcd by the sugar. The layer of crystallised sugar formed immediately
Sugar, or AAauu.

w'eccls IS again and again removed until the whole has been
crystallised. In place of lime varioas other substances may be used in

the clarification, such as the ashe.s of certain plants or impure carbonate
of soda. Milk may be employed, as also the mucilaginous substances
of certain plants, such as Jl iOi.vcKs, Hi/fTia. etc., or, more rarely,

oils are added to the boiling rdb. These mucilages coagulate, and in

doing so bind np the impurities which are then skimmed off.

Qualities oi The various qualities of khand arc recognised according to their position

in the straining-hasket. The top layer, the middle portion and the bottom,
all constitute separate grades recognised in the trade. So also the khands
of different localities have reputations of higher or lower merit. But the
greatest po.ssible diversity of opinion prevails as to the exact value of the
names given to these different qualities. The clarifying and crystallising

of sugar by the Native methods, thus briefly outlined, js suppdsed to
involve such special knowledge that it is rarely attempted except by

Village experts, and hence every village community possesses, or formerly
Reflnerioe. possessed, its small refining factories. From the skimmings {shira).

Vinegar as also tile pata, vinegar is prepared in some parts of the country (see

p. 1109).

Sugar-candy or Twice-refined Sugar.—In Indian trade three
A/wn. widely different substances are returned as sugar-candy

—

misri, kuza misri,
and chini. In the preparation of all three, khand is dissolved in water,

esariflod. boiled, and milk used in its clarification. Slightly different systems of
production prevail, but these need not be detailed. The result is the same,
namely the white crystalline sugars known as misri and chini. These
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are bleached and dried by exposure to the sun until they form fairly white sieaohed

and clean sugars. Kuza khand is alone the equivalent of the English
sugar-candy. When this is to be prepared, the boiled and clarified khand
IS thrown into an earthen vessel in which have been suspended threads.
The sugar on •cooling crystallises on these and on the sides of the vessel

in the form, of large crystals. Certain localities are tamed for their kuza
khand, such as many parts of Rajputana, Bikanir for- example.

Crude though the methods may be which are piirmicl in n a production o-

the various Indian sugar products, they very possibly i th( lUgyostion of thu
original conceptions upon which the skilled nrt of -rui, ir i .ninluctiii c and 'efine-
ment rests. In India, the canes id a certain neighbourhood are eai i icd to a
central locality where a crushing-rnill, usuiillj' of two vc h. al n m -oilers driven
by bullocks, is owned in common h\ a group of culiixaf'.n, 1 no e i lo is crushed
and the juice boiled down there and thou n /ah, the me

,
ans it ing used as pait

of the fuel. The rdb is thou oarned to tlio i il' igo or hoiuontiMd where its further
treatment is pursued, or it is sold to the (h I -rs and in ''.nt form retailed, or b

conveyed to the refinery, where it i-> worloMl i.p into sugm. etc.

The Agricultural Journal of India tii . wt i , which 1 lia\e just received)
ccntains three papers on sugar Moreland deal? very lully vith tlie pres'

n

position of the indigenous methods of BLU,ar tnanufut ture and the dillieulties luLii

which the manu'aetiirer Ii.i • to eoiiteiid {1 c 1.5-21) Leiimann gives many
practical suggestions for the iniprox emeiit ot ihei letiiodsaiul contrivances tiiat Improvement,
prevail in Mysore. '‘The Indian sugar-eane,'’ ho says, “at least that grown in
Mysore, is of excellent quadit;, . and labour is relatively very cheap, less than
one-seventh of what it. is m Louisiuna, t\ here large <)uani dies of sugar are produced
notwithstanding that the t|ualitv of cane is vciy much iufeiior to ours. In the
present method of mamif.ioturc hea\y losses occur. The average of a number
of experiments indicates that more than one-fourth of the total quantity of the
juice 18 left in the refuse, that with a larger mill one-third of this loss can bo saved
(still larger mills would probably save two-thirds), tliat as mnc)i as 20 per cent,
of the total sugar in the juice is sometimes lost by fermentation, and tlrat. as a
rule, over 13 per cent of the total juice is lost by underlimmg On the whede,
the losses amount to at least one pound out of every live, that is, for every four
pounds of sugar now obtained at least five could begot by stopping these heavy
leaks, and probably tho quantity of cane now gn-mg three pounds of wliite sugar
would as a rule give four pounds of such sugar when these los.sos are prevented.”

“This would probably bo quite sufficient to tianslorm a crippled industry

into a flourishing one. But there are further savings which can be introduced Savings

by manufacturing directly from tho cane a sugar of much Ingher grade than is

now bemg done when making jaggery. Part of this sugar, without being refined,

could directly replace a portion, and pos'-ibly a very large portion, of tlio sugar

now imported, and the rest could be sent to tho refinery for conversion into the

very lyghest grade of sugar, bemg thus transformed with a better outturn and
at much lees expense than an equal weight of jaggery.”

EUROPEAN INDUSTRY.—The stages, methods and appliances Manufac-
used in the European factories may be exhibited briefiy as follows .

—

/. Extraction of Cane-juice .—The different methods pursued have uropean.

been grouped jander (a) Disintegration in crushing-mills
;

(h) Maceration ;

and (c) Diffusion.

By the last process, instead of being crushed in a mill (as already Diffusion,

described), the canes are cut longtitudinally in a slanting direction into

slices one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness, by special cutting-machines.

Very much less power is said to be required for this operation than for

crushing by roller mills. The slices are then conveyed to an apparatus

known as the diffusion battery. This consists of a series of cylinders,

connected with each other, in which the sliced cane is subjected to water

at a high temperature. This coagulates the albumen and extracts the

sugar from the cells. It has been stated that 84 to 86 per cent, of the 90

to 91 per cent, sugar present is thus obtained, or about 20 per cent, more
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than by the roller system. The juice, moreover, is of greater purity owing

to the coagulation of the albumen. The defecation of the, juice is thus

rendered far more simple and easy, and is eventually drawn from the

battery free from glucose and of a pale straw colour.

Defecation. //. Defecation and Clarification.—These operations consist of various

stages, such as straining, heating, tempering, bleaching and filtering.

The most important of these is defecation or tempering with lime (see

Lime, p. 712) or other chemical substance, which, combining with the

acids liberated, as also with any carbonates that ma}’’ be present, precipi-

tates these in the form of insoluble compounds (see Alkaline Earths,

Concentra-
tion.

'

Orystallination
tn vai uo

Curing.
•Bleacb’ng.

Claying.

Centrifugal
Driers.

Improve-
ment.

Effoto Crafts.

p. 58).

III, Concentration and Oranulatlon.—The purified cane-juice has

now to be freed of much of its water so as to allow of crystallisation. This

may be accomplished by heat, either in open pans (the Native method)
or in basins heated by steam or boiled in v’acuiim pans. In the last-

mentioned process the grain formed from syrup boded in vacuo is larger

and more solid than from syrups simply concentrated to crystallising

point in open batteries. Formerly the cri'stallisation was effected by
cold, the Chovallier process.

IV. Curing.

—

The last stage embraces the complete drying and the

whitening or bleaching of the sugar. This may be accomplished by simple

drainage, as iii the Native process above briefly indicated. In European
trade, sugar simply drained of its molasses from casks placed over tanks
was known as “ Muscovailo,” “ grocery sugar,” “ brown sugar,” etc.

The trade in this form is nearly obsolete. The claying of sugar corresponds

with the washing with water derived from a layer of aquatic weeds. In
the European method, a layer of clay u.sed formerly to be placed over the

sugar, upon which water was poured. The water percolated through the
clay, removed the non-crystallisable sugar, the colouring matter and
other impurities. The sugar was thus washed and, through the removal
of the insoluble sugar, was in time also dried. But these and other primi-

tive methods have been superseded in all the larger factories by centrifugal

driers or hydro-extractors. There are many forms of this, but all consist

essentially of a cylindrical basket revolving on a vertical shaft, its sides

being of wire gauze or perforated metal. The basket is surrounded by a
casing at a distance of about 4 inches, the annular space thus left being
for the reception of the mola-sses expelled by centrifugal force through
the sides of the basket, when the latter revolves at a high speed.

Improvement of Indian Industry.

—

It would be quite possible to
perfect the small hand factories of India to enable them to turn out at

a cheaper rate than at present a much superior sugar. In juany respects
sugar manufacture and refinement are eminently suited for the hand
labour and small capital of the village communities of India, but machinerv
and chemistry the world over are depriving all such communities of
their handicrafts, and the salvation of the Indian sugar-manufacturing
industry, it is feared, must be rather looked for in aids toward the
establishment and encouragement of power factories, where the most
advanced methods and contrivances will be used, rather than in subsidies

to effete and wasteful crafts. Mr. H. F. Walker of Brisbane, Queensland,
in a most instructive communication {Bihar Sugar Cmnm. Reft., 1901,
app. No. 5), discusses fully the system by which the industry has been
substantially aided in that Colony. Moreland (app. No. 4) gives many
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practical suggestions both as bo methods of cultivation and systems

of manufaciaire that might be adopted in Bihar. Minchin has strongly

urged the Bihar planters to adopt the diffusion in place of the crushing

system of treatment of canes. [Of. Burkill, Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 8 ;

Burkill and Weinberg, Agri. Ledg., 1903, No. 12 ;
Chapman, Sugar,

Encycl. Brit, suppl.]

Perhaps one of the most hopeful directions of immediate improvement
was dealt with by O’Conor, Hamilton and Handcock in their Bihar Sugar
Commission Report (1901), where they discussed the advantages of the

central-factory sj'-stem. They studied critically the whole question of the

cultivation of cane and the combined manufacture of sugar and indigo.

While setting forth many agricultural and other reforms they advocated
most strongly the adoption of the system of central nulls and refineries as

the most economical method of manufacture. But it may be urged that

the possibility of the combination of two such widely remote technical

industries as the production of sugar and of indigo, is the weak point of the

scheme. Whichever proved the more profitable would secure the greater

attention, until one or other might be ruinously neglected. Moreover, the

power required for the one may very likely prove unnecessarily large and
expensive for the other. But that reforms are not impossible with India

generally can be seen from an inspection of the splendid results attained

by Mr. F. J. V. Minchin at Aska in Ganjam. In 1852 he settled in

that district, and in his own lifetime built up a great enterprise which
has been described as having become the dominant feature of the trade

and prosperity of a wide area. His example is one that might well be
followed in every sugar-cane growing district in India both by Natives

and Europeans, but in each centre a Minchin is required.

[Cf. Second Ann. Rept. Agri. Chemist, Mysoie, 1901 ; Mukerji, Handbook
Ind. Agri., 1901, 384-91 ; Mukorji, Improv. Sugar Indust., 1901 , Ann. Rept.
Dept. Agn. Cent. Prov., 1904-5, 7-9

; Hadi, Improv. Native Methods Sugar
Manuf,, Dept. Agri. U. Prov. Bull., 1905, No. 19.]

By-products.—The by-products of the sugar factory are most
important. The megass, or bruised canes, left after the e.'ctraction of the

juice or ras, is in India usually employed as part of the fuel required for

boiling down the juice. Minchin holds that by the diffusion process the

whole of the sugar is removed from the cane, while by the Native process

a larg^ amount still remains. To prove this point, he purchased locally

40 tons of megass. Passing this through his apparatus, he was able to

obtain from each ton 50 gallons of molasses, which yielded 30 gallons

spirits of proof strength. Assuming an equal loss all over India, he made Totui Lo?3.

a calculation which he graphically represented by saying that the saving

effectecl would.go far to meet the mtere.st of the public debt in India.

So again, it has often been said that the megass might be employed in

paper-making
;
but in the greater part of India, at any rate, the difficulty of

procuring firewood and the cost of collecting and transporting megass to

the paper-mill would very possibly argue in favour of its present utilisation.

In the United Provinces it was estimated that the fuel required for boihng
and making the gur from an acre of cane would be 108 maunds dry cane-

refuse, 50 maunds dry cane-leaves, worth say Rs. 5, and about 5 maunds
firewood worth Rs. 2. If firewood alone were used, 108 maunds, costing

with cartage to the field say Rs. 31, would be necessary. There is thus a
saving of Rs. 24 by using all the megass supplemented with firewood as

compared with firewood only.

By
products.

Paper-making
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[C/. Walton, in Affrt. Gaz. N.-S. Wales, 1898, ix., 169 et seg. ;
U.S. Dept Agn.

(many passages) ;
Queensland Agri. Journ.; 1899, v., jJLrn

1901, viii. ; Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, \S)02, iil

,

Soc. Arts, xlix., 616 et seg. ; International Sugar Journ., 1902, o6.^

Molasses, in Imp. Dept, of Agri. Barbados and Porto Rico, 1903, No. -^-j

Rum and Spirits,—The combination of a rum or spirit*aistillery witn

the sugar factory has been often maintained as highly profitable, and by

others used as an argument against the extension of sugar factories.

Country brands of rum are said to be often coloured and flavoured in order

to he sold as brandies and whiskies. The spirit produced pays a duty

averaging from Rs. 4 to 6. The most important factory of this kind is

the Rosa at Shahj.ahanpur in the United Provinces (see Spirits, p. 1046).

Chunam.—In passing it may be here mentioned that sugar is uni-

versally used in some form along with lime in producing the mucli-fained

chunam plaster (see ji. 20.3).

TRADE IN SUGAR.
Centuries may be accepted as ha\’ing intervened between the discovery

of sugar and the time when it beuan to be a necessity of European life.

We read of early tran.sactions with India, which may be indicated by the

following —In Birdwood and Foster (E.l.C, First Letter Booh, 338)

mention is made in the commission of certain ships sailing for the East
Indies in 1609, that thev were to procure ‘ sugars of the best some tventy

chestes for a tnall.” In a similar commission (1611, 407) we read again,
“ sugars of the best some fewe chestes for a triall.” In one of the Factor’s

Records from Surat, addressed to Sir Thomas Roc in 1616 (Foster’s E.l.C.

Letters, iv., 327), occurs the observation
—

“ We deny not but that Bengalla
brings wheat, rice, and sugar to Indva ” (Hindustan proper), “ makes fine

cloths, etc,, which showeth the fertility of the country and the quality of

the inhabitants*’ etc., etc. In a letter of date December 28, 1617 {l.c.

VI,, 280), Edward Monox threw doubt on the desirability of complying with
the Conqiany’s indents for Surat .sugar. He urges that the sugar is a light,

spoiig}' article, “ which I am poisiiaded with the damp of the hold coming
into our moist climate, will moulder and break to pieces and thereb}’ prove
unsaleable

; besides it hath .siuh an oily taste that it will not please our
English palates.” Indian sugar, however, gradually assumed importance
111 Europe, and on cane cultivation being e.stablished as a European
mdiistry in the British Uolonies, it obtained a fresh impetus. But the
birth of the Colonial was the death of the Indian trade with Europe. The
Honourable Company of East India Merchants becoming aware of the loss

India had sustained in its failure to create, or even to participate in the
greatly increased traffic, made strenuous efiorts to awaken interest^ in the
subject. Although many obstacles were thrown in the. way, the Company
succeeded in reviving and greatly enlarging India’s foreign interests in
sugar. Heavy losses were for years patiently borne in the hope of ultimate
success. East Indian sugar became regularly quoted, and it improved m
quality as time went on. Moreover, the internal trade of India itself gave
distinct indications of expansion. The demands of the people for superior
qualities had grown so strong that the imported refined article gradually
came to bear, in the various languages and dialects of the country, names
that denoted the foreign countries of supply, such as chini (Cluna) and
misri (Egypt). There is, in fact, abundant evidence that for centuries the
art of refining was not generally known to the people of India. According
to Chinese records the knowledge would appear to have been derived from
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Egypt, and according to Indian, most probably long subsequently, from
China. A ceatury or two ago^the people of India, therefore, consumed a far

larger proportion relatively of crude sugar {gur) than they do even to-day.
But the East India Company were wise in directing their attention to the
internal trade*: the demands of Bombay were obviously the most natural Bombay an
outlet for the surplus stock of Bengal, and the best check that could be Important
given to the Dutch trade in supplying Bombay with sugar. But to Market,

facilitate this, the transit dues on sugar were removed and an import duty Tniiic

placed on the foreign supplies. Even when thus protected tlie Indian Protection,

sugar did not, however, assume control of its ow n markets. Large supplies

continued to be drawn from Egypt and China, as well as from Batavia and
the Straits, and it was accordingly recognised that an effort must be, made
to improve the cheaper Indian refined sugai, more especially since still

newer and more formidable produemg lentre.s had ansen in Mauritius and Minntma

the West Indies which began to contest the Indian markets. And still

more recently a disturbing element appeared in the sn])plies of cheap bc‘et nretPii?.,r.

sugar, poured into India from Europe Thus had India not only lost her

European market hut had become a field for European commercial enter-

prise in the provision of cheap refined sugar. But there has been secured at

least one advantage of this new supply, namely the vigorous education

of the people of India in the advantages of refined over crude sugar,

and thus the opening out of a large market of which the Indian refineries

have recently not been averse to avail them.selves, and may do so still

further in the future. It can thus be said that the people of India arc

able to pay a far larger sum not for sugar alone but for many other luxuries,

than they ever did at any period of their past history. Further that

the home market, by far the most important to the producers in India,

is still largely secured to them. This is abundantly shown by the Finance

Minister of India {Gaz. of India Extiaoxlinarij, March 21, 1906) by a table

which exhibits the prices of refined beet-sugar at Calcutta and Bombay,
and of Indian raw sugar at Cawnpore, for a number of years ending 1905.

The averages of these for the past eight years would be—Calcutta,

Rs. 10-14-7
; Bombay, Rs, 11-7-B ,

and Cawnpore (gur), Rs. 5-11-0.

Countervailing Duty,—It has been urged, moreover, that about the Counter-

time beet-sugar first appeared in Bombay, a series of bad years, which

culminated in the famine of 1901-2, curtailed Indian production and
opened the door for foreign sugar. So firmly, at all events, have the

foreign imports been established, that the trade is by many believed to

be secure and to have given evidence of an expansion rather than a

curtailment. A duty was accordingly imposed in March, 1899, on
bounty-fed sugar from foreign countries. It was framed with the inten-

tion exclusively of countervailing bounties paid, directly or indirectly, by
foreign Governments. This produced an appreciable revenue, which i-iieLt.

amounted in 1901-2 to 37 lakhs of rupees (and m the six years of its

existence to 94J lakhs) ; still, it did not stop the influx of cheap European
sugar. The closing of the American markets diverted a still larger supply

to India, and the Enactment of 1902 was mtendeil to countervail this

artificial surplus. The action of the Indian and American Governments
thus forced the ratification of the Convention of Brussels. The im- conTenhouot

mediate effect of the Indian duties was to diminish the sugar imports

from Europe, and to divert the trade previously carried on with

India by Germany and Austria, to countries which did not come within
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the scope of the new legislation, and thus hberated fresh supplies of cane-

sugar that poured into India. The imports o^beet sugar in 1W2-3 became

about half those of 1901-2, while the imports of cane-sugar, which come

mostly from Mauritius, Java and China, increased by more than 40 per cent.

Finally, “ in December, 190.3, orders were issued remitting the counter-

vailing duties chargeable on sugar produced, after August of that year,

in countries which have limited their direct or indirect bounties on sugar,

and their protective duties, to the minimum permitted by the Brussels

Convention of 1902 ” (Zmp. Gaz., iv., 265). Sugar is thus now once
Sugar Free. morc admitted into India free of all legislative restrictions, except the

ordinary import duty of 5 per cent, on all foreign goods, and the counter-

vailing duties against sugars produced in or exported from certain countries

(Denmark, Chile, the Argentine Republic, Russia, etc.) which have not

adhered to the Brussels Convention.
Areas of

Consumption.

Mills.

External
Traffic.

^Exports.
Bntish Import
Duty.

Their Removal.

It may he said that the consumption of raw sugar is mainly in Northern

India, and of foreign refined sugars almost entirely in Bombay, Calcutta

and other large towns, more especially port towns. But it will be seen

below, in the review of internal trade, that the railbornc traffic manifests

an expansion of the supplv of refined sugar earned to the north, and thus

to the regions of chief Indian production.

MUts and Refineries.—According to the Financial and Commercial

Statistics, there were 28 sugar factories m India m 1904 and 4,612 em-
ployees. Of these 19 were in Bengal with 1,772 employees

;
6 m Madras

with 1,979 employees
;
2 m the United Provinces with 747 employees

;
and

one in the Panjab with 114 employees. The (Tovcrninent of India do
not record any factoiies wheie less than 25 persons are employed, so

that there are crude refineries, scattered all over India, not taken into

consideration, that nevertheless turn out a certain proportion of the refined

sugar used by the people of India. In Eastern Bengal (Jessore more espe-

cially) there are many small refinenes chiefly concerned in the production
of date-palm .sugar. Similarly the itidigeno,us refineries of Bihar and
Shahabad arc bv no moans unimportant, though apparently the trade has

greatly declined through the competition of beet-sugar.

Externa! Traffic.—This resolves itself into two sections, Exports
and Imports. It may be the most instructive course to deal vuth these

more or less historically. .

1. Exports to Foreign Countries.—An import duty Oil Indian sugar, which
was practically prohibitive, was imposed by Great Britain. It came to 8s. a
cwt. more than was taken on Colonial sugar. This disability existed until

1886, the effect of which may bo seen by the following figures :—In 1800
the British imports from India (expressed as raw sugar) came to 120,471
cwt. out of a total of 3,390,974 cwt.

; in 1821 the corresponding figures

were, Indian portion 277,228 cwt., out of a total of 4,063,541 cwt. Some
twenty years later (1841, or five years after the removal of the disability

on Indian sugar) the Indian exports to Great Britain became 1,037,501 cwt.
In 1851 the corresponding exports from India to Great Britain were
1,506,051 cwt. (out of a grand total of 1,607,508 cwt. exported to all

countries), but the next decade marked a great shrinkage, as the exports
to Great Britain then stood at only 696,012 cwt. out of a total to all coun-
tries of 845,961 cwt. And these figures (though expressed on the basis
of raw sugar, viz. to 1) mark the existence of a new disturbing element.
The East India Company found in its early transactions that it only paid
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to export tiie purer article, and indeed sugar (even of the finer qualities)

was treated ae a ballast cargo, to be used in place of saltpetre as occasion
required. In none of the returns, therefore, were these exports raw
sugar, though expressed as such. They were entirely Indian refined
sugar, drawn from the indigenous refineries. It would not pay (so it

was believed) to export raw or inferior sugars from India, the freights
being then too high. With the growth of refineries in England and
Scotland, however, combined with greater facilities of shipping and conse-
quent cheapening of freights, it no longer paid to ship the refined sugars,
and the consignments became more and more raw sugar to be used up by
the British refineries.

The effect of this change may be biiclly indicated. In 1877-8 the

exports of refined sugar stood at 477,128 cwt. A siidilen drop occurred

in the next year, when these exports were only .'>1,0 18 cwt., and ten years

later (1888-9) were only 34,523 cwt. But, coircspondingiy, the exports

of raw sugar were in *1877-8, 366,997 cwt. The average for 1882-92

came to 1,145,685 cwt.
;

for 1892-1902, 733,654 cwt.
;

the actual

for 1904-5, 192,890 cwt.
;

for 1905-6, 23i),498 cwt.
;
and for 1906-7,

164,299 cwt.

Thus there can he no doubt that a severe blow has been dealt to the

Indian sugar industry, which, but for its own immense resources and
recuperative power, imght have been calamitous. Had England continued

to purchase Indian raw sugar there is little doubt an immense expansion of

the area of production, and an enhancement of the yield, would have been
the natural consequences. All this is now changed, and sugar represents

53‘3 per cent, of the total value of the articles of food and drink imported,

and is the second largest single article of importation, the first being cotton

piece goods. Thus the two chief items of India's early export trade have

become her greatest modern imports.

2. Imports irom Poreign Countries.—It is perhaps not iiecessary to trace

the history of the imports of sugar farther back than to the year 1871-2.

India then received 562,559 cwt. of crystallised sugar. In 1881-2 the

imports were 982,262 cwt. and in 1891-2, 2,734,491 cwt. Still a decade

later (1901-2) they had become 5,565,272 cwt., and roughly in equal

proportions of beet and cane sugar. Taking the traffic in both refined

and uryrefined sugars, the following year (1902-3) a shrinkage of the beet-

sugar took place, the total imports being 4,987,195 cwt. (of which 3,529,678

cwt. were cane) ; in 1903-4 beet still further declined, the total having

been 6,038,115 cwt. (5,485,378 cwt. cane)
;

in 1904-5 the beet began to

recover, and the total imports were 6,549,797 cwt. (4,833,309 cwt. cane)
;

in 1905-6 they were 7,696,191 cwt. (4,263,798 cane and 3,432,393 cwt.

beet) ; and lastly, in 1906-7, they were 9,730,713 cwt. (5,926,879 cwt.

cane and 3,803,834 cwt. beet) (Rev. Trade /iwi., 1906-7, 8-9).

Mr. Frederick Noel-Paton, Director-General of Commercial Intelligence,

observes that beet-sugar continues to rule the Indian sugar-market

;

he further exemplifies the extraordinary vicissitudes of the trade by a

statement of the imports of beet and cane sugar, month by month, during

the year 1905-6. It is there shown that beet-sugar reaches India mainly

in the months of November to March, the last-mentioned month being

the most important, while cane comes more uniformly throughout the

year, the. chief months being August to October. Analysing the returns,

it is found that 3,432,393 cwt. were beet, the average value of which was

Indian Refined
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Fnglish
Refineries.

Raw Sugar.
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Xew Influences,
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Jiespective 9*2 rupees, while the share in cane imports came to 4,263,798 cwt. with an

average value ot lOT rupees; but in 1906-7 the averages ca«ne to Ks. ts z

InGuoucc's
ou i'lice'i

Decline
HI i‘rR.ea

C’obfc I'ncc

Java.

Mauritius.

Cliina.

Austria-
Hungary.

for cane and Rs. 8'

7

for beet.

“ The previous financial year closed in March, 1905, with the Bombay
piice at Rs. 13-1.5-0 per cwt. and the European price of 88 per cent, sugar

at 136’. 3d. f.o.b. Hamburg. The highest point m recent years had been

reached two months before that time, when Rs. 14-5-0 was recorded in

Bombay. These high levels were due to several causes. The abolition

ol the bounties in European producing countries and consequent reduction

ot the internal sugar-taxes had led to a restriction of cultivation, and had
induced such c.xpaiision of domestic consumption as had not been foreseen.”

But the high prices attained brought their own cure, for they induced

at once an increase of some 16 per cent, in the acreage sown with beet in

Europe, and also a resort on the part of consumers to reserve stocks of

which the speculators had not had knowledge. After the opening of the

financial 3'ear 1905-6 prices fell steadily, and they gave way completely

about the month of July. Since July, the decline has been practically

continuous. Since the close of the calendar year the price in Bombay had
stood practically steady at Rs. 9-14-0 per cwt ” (Rev. Trade Ind., 1905-6,

5). In the following vear (Lc. 1906-7, 8) Noel-Paton recorded the further

stage.s in the decline already forecasted ;
“ The price of 88 per cent, beet-

sugar, f.o.b. Hamburg, uas about 8s. 5ci. in April, 1906, which is below
I ost. Refined beet iii Calcutta at the same time was quoted at rates

equal to 11s. Id. per cwt., while the price in Bombay was 12s. Id., and in

Karachi 11s. lOd. Mauritius sugar in Bombay was at the parity of

1 ] s. od. The highest for 88 per cent, sugar in London was 9s. 7|d., reached
in September, while in Karachi refined sugar touched 12s. 4d. in October,

and Calcutta was 126'. Id. in November. Throughout the statistical year,

Boinhav remained stoadilv at 12,s. Id.”

Countries ol Supply.

—

Of the cane-sugar supply perhaps the most
significant feature is the rise and growth ot the Javan contribution, very
largely conveyed to Calcutta. In 1901-2 the total imports from Java were
446,686 cwt. ;

in 1903-4, 1,336,548 cwt. ; in 1905-6, 1,685,391 cwt.
; and

m 1906-7, 3,304,366 cwt. A fair proportion of these were cheap
unrefined sugars, No. 16 and under, intended to directly contest Indian
production of ()iir. The trade from Mauritius has for many yeans past
manifested a consistent and almost uniform e.xpansion. In 1901-2 it came
to 1,759,203 cwt., in 1905-6 stood at 2,013,012 cwt., and in 1906-7 at

2,310,023 cwt. The onh- other country that need be mentioned is China.
The contributions from that country manifest extreme fluctuations, but
on the whole seem declining. The highest record during the past five years
was in 1902-3, while the figures for last year (1906-7) were the lowest.
VIZ. 51,279 cwt. Of beet-sugar, Austria-Hungary is by far the most
important source. As already mentioned, the years 1902-3, 1903-4, and
1904-5 manifested a marvellous curtailment, but the amount taken in
1901-2 was 2,257,928 cwt.

;
in 1905-6, 2,340,717 cwt.

;
and in 1906-7,

1,617,160 cwt. Commenting on these new aspects of the trade, No^-
Paton observes, “ Of the rqfined sugar, Java, which m 1906-6 ceded the
]iremier place to a beet-country, Austria-Hungary, Tesmnes it (1906-7)
with a quantity largely exceeding that ever before imported from a single

country. She supplied, in fact, nearly 31 per cent, of the entire arrivals.

The other cane country, Mauritius, follows with 24*61 per cent, of the
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total. Austria-Hungary, diminishing her contribution by nearly 723,600
cwt., drops to the fourth place with 17 '53 per cent, of the total

;
and

Germany, with the largest arrivals she has yet recorded, takes third place Germany,
with 21 ’7 per cent.”

Thus it ma’y be said that the Mauritius supplies of cane-sugar have Calcutta
hitherto been to Bombay what the Javan have been to Calcutta. But and
all the same, beet-sugar may be viewed as having begun seriously to contest Bombay,

both these markets.

INTERNAL TRADE. Production and Consumption.—It has been Consump-
estimated that India produces a little over one ton per acre of gur (ciude tion.

sugar), or 2J million tons for its total acreage, which, reduced to tlie

standard of refined sugar, would be, say, one million tons If the

imports of about 400,000 tons be added, wc obtain a total siipplv of 11 'iotu Suppij

million tons of refined sugar. Divided by the head of po^udation, this

might be accepted as showing the consumption. But any such calculation

would be most misleading, because {!) wo have no sort of certainty as

to the yield—a ton of gur per acre seems absunlU low
, (2) to the bulk of

the people a pound of gur very po.ssibly serves the equivalent purpo'-e ot

a pound of refined sugar to other communities; and (3) with a large

percentage of the people of India gur or sugar aie imkiiovvu luxune.?. It

has been stated that the fer capita consumption of India is 35 lb., a figure i-ircapun.

based on the assumption that the supply comes to three million tons,

which from the above showing is probably double tlic actual amount.
This is compared wuth European countries, such as Germany, where it is other ConntriM

28 lb., and Franco 24 lb. There is perhaps little to ho gamed by such

calculations and comparisons. But it may be itscful to examine the

returns of giir carried by rail and iivcr as indicative of local production

and consumption.
Traffic by Rail and River.—The internal trade is returned in civt. and Rail

divided into two sections

—

{a) refined sugar and (h) unrefined sugar. Traffic.

The grand total of the movements of the former kind came m 1906-7 to Refined

6,984,425 cwt. Fully three-fourths of that amount is usually disti ihufod

from the seaport towns, and thus includes (with local manufactures) the

foreign imports. The shares taken were —Bombay, 2,039,492 cwt.
; pa: Ucipation

Karachi, 1,863,451 cwt.
;

Calcutta, 1,248,595 cwt. ; and Madras, 111,368

cwt. And these figures are relatively correct for at least the past five

yeans. The Calcutta supply ordinarily goes to Eastern Bengal and Assam, Destmitioo.

572,591 cwt.
;
to Bengal, 363,641 cwt.

;
and to the United Provinces, 235,573

cwt. The Bombay supply goes to the Bombay Presidency, 843,067 cwt.
;
to

the Central Provinces, 367,255 cw t.
;
to the United Provinces, 358,530 cwt.

;

and to Rajputana and Central India, 211,363 cwt. The Karachi supply

goes principally to the Panjab, 1,427,823 cwt., and to Sind, 345,693 cwt.

But Calcutta has, however, manifested a remarkable expansion which is

most significant. In 1900-1 exports from Calcutta by rail and river were c.iiputu an

477,636 cwt.
;

in 1901-2, 505,789 cwt. ; in 1902-3, 567,200 cwt. ; in

1903-4, 839,210 cwt.
;

in 1904-5, 1,002,185 cwt.
;

in 1905-6, 1,059,416

cwt.
;
and in 1906-7, 1,248,595 cwt. This perhaps is the direct expression of

the expanding foreign imports. Thus in 1900-1 Bengal (Calcutta mainly)

imported 1,342,034 cwt. of refined or crystallised sugar, and that figure was
gradually augmented until in 1904-6 it stood at 2,107,461 cwt., in 1905-6 at

2,197,303 cwt., and in 1906-7 at 3,305,860 cwt. The increasing importance

of Calcutta in the foreign sugar trade is a feature of great consequence.
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Of t)ic consuming provinces it is curious to observe that in 1906-7 the^

Panjab heads the list with 1,664,133 cwt.
;
then comes Bontbay; 869k,528

cwt.
; the United Provinces, 712,559 cwt.

;
Eastern Bengal and Assam,

(i()3,223 cwt.
;

Central Provinces, 487,717 cwt.
;

and lastly, Bengal,
465,493 cwt., These figures would seem somewhat at variance with the
opinions often advanced (and mentioned abov'c) that the imported sugars
are mainly consumed in the regions of low Indian production. By way
of illustration it may be mentioned that the imports into the United Pro'-

vinccs by rail were in 1900-1, 316,722 cwt.
;

in 1901-2, 492,921 cwt.
;

in 1902-3, 385,125 cwt.
;

in 1903-4, 614,355 cwt.
;

in 1904-5, 533,580
cwt.

; in 1905-6, 7.52,091 cwt.
; and in 1906-7, 712,559 cwt. These

provinces are the headquarters of Indian cultivation, and even there
foreign sugars seem to be finding a profitable market.

The traffic m Unrefined sugar carried by rail and river came in 1906-7
to 9,420,832 cwt : The chief exporting centres (as might have been inferred
from the Agricultural SUthslics) are the United Provinces with, in 1906-7,

4,054,814 cwt. : consigned to the Panjab, 1,479,307 cwt.
;
Rajputana and

Central India, 1,395,.301 cwt.
; Boinbav, 363,912 ewt.; Bengal, 287,866 cwt.

;

the. Central Provinees, 204,988 cwt.
; the balance in smaller quantities.

Next may he mentioned Calcutta with 1 ,958,828 cwt. : to Bengal, 1,005,932
cwt., and to the United Provinces, 468,063 cwt. Then Bengal, with an
export of 1,190,857 cwt. : sent to the United Provinces, 380,831 cwt.

;
Cal-

cutta, 250,230 owt. ; the Central Provinces, 198,377 cwt.
;
Eastern Bengal

and Assam, 159,380 cwt. ; Rajputana and Central India, 121,374 owt. The
other exporting centre is Madras, 887,837 owt. : to Madras ports, 361,693
owt.

; Bombay, 215,871 cwt.
;
and the Ni;:am’s Territory, 137,659 cwt.

Wc thus learn that Rajputana and Central India were the most important
consuming provinces of the jfiir earned by rail and river, viz., in 1906-7,
1,857,989 cwt.

;
then followed the Panjab, 1,608,556 cwt.

;
then Bengal,

1,331,406 cwt.
; next the United Provinces, 920,815 cwt.

;
Bombay,

822,158 owt.
;

Central Provinces and Berar, 801,722 cwt. ; and Eastern
Bengal and Assam, 724,821 cwt.

Perhaps the most significant fact brought out by these returns is the
dependence of Rajputana and Central India, as also of the Panjab, for their
supplies of gur on the provinces of India, and for crystallised sugar on
foreign countnc.s. Another very .striking peculiarity is the small share
taken by the Madras Presidency' in the returns of internal trade, a circum-
stance perhaps due to the greater success of the Aska and other Madras
Presidency mills in meeting local demands.

Coastwise: also Trans-froatier.—These do not in any material respect
modify the chief features of the internal trade, and need not therefore be
here .specially reviewed.

D.E.P., SALEP.—The name given to the dried tubers of various species of

386-e
” orchids, such as Eulophin {D.E.P., iii., 290-1) and Orchis {D.E.P., v.,

492-3). It is commonly known in India as salab- (or salep) misri (= Salep
of Egypt).

Enriy Records. According to the authors of Hohson-Johaon, salep is correctly identified by
Ibn Baithar with the satyrium of Dioscondes and Galen. Perhaps the earliest
reference to salep, in connection with India, is to be found in the Voyages of Ibn
Batuta, of date 1340 (French ed., 1855, ui , 382), where amongst the provisions
guen to the travellers by tlie Sultan of Delhi, salip is mentioned. Agam, Alex-
ander Hamilton {New A.cc, E, Ind., 1727, i., 124-6) spealung of Tatta on the
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river Indus, says :
“ They have a fruit, that grows in their fields and gardens,

called saloh, nbont the size of a peach, but without a stone. Tliey dry it hard
before they use it, and being beaten to a powder they dress it as tea and coffee

are, and take it with powdered sugar-candy. They are of opinion that it is a
great restorative to decayed animal spirits.” The article obtained in the Indian inrtian

bazAra has be5n ascertained to be chiefly the product of sev'eral species of -Vrtidc..

Eulophta. viz. eatnpfith-lH, K. tiiofo and K. rlt-etio (tnankand or Lahore
aalep of the shops), though probably also from the species of a few other genera,
and is produced on the hills of Afghanistan, naluchistan, Persia and Bokhara

;

but the Nilgiri hills and Ceylon are said to furnish part of the Indian supply.
The salep of European commerce is procured chiefly from the Levant, and to some Eiiropem.

extent from Germany, etc , derived mainly from the tubers of mnsnitn.
The tubers are dug up after the plant has flowered, ami the plump, firm ones are
washed and set aside, and subsequently strung on threads, scaldeii. and dried m
the sun or by artificial heat. The commercial article m met with in three lorms-
palmate, large ovoid, and small ovoid.

Various substitutes are sold in India. The kind known ns Ko_\ ,il Salop sub.tit’itiii.

(bddahah sdlnb) has been identified as being doiived from a species of riitiou

(
4. siticlenttH, Baker, Bot. Maij,, t 0707 ; Aitohisoii, Annnls of Botnin/, 18S9-90. iii .

149-55) , while the tuberous roots of {West Himalaya
and Punjab) and of -i. fawiuomiM (Decian) are the white musali (D.E P , h,

1143—0) ,
t'lireiiliyo nrrIiloltleM, the black musdli (L) E.P., ii., o.iO-1), and I’er-

tain species of Maiu-mit-iu are also so used (Watt, Comm. Lt tiers, Uppci T>id ,

1899, 13). Besides those substitutes an imitation salep, made of potatoes and
gum (known as banaivati salab), is largely manufactured for the Indisn market.

A considerable Trans-frontior trade oxist.s m salep from .Vtghaiustan, Persia, ruje.
Baluchistan and Bokhara into India. A little trade is also done in collecting

and drying m India itself, mostly Kashmir and Lahonl, tho tubens of occ/ii*

intt/oita, but the bulk ot the ordinary aiticle mot with m the country is im-
ported by sea into Bombay from Persia and the Levant. [Cf. Milbiirn, Or.

Comm., 1813, i., 108-9
;
Ph'irmneotj. Ind , in., 384-7.]

SALT, SODIUM CHLORIDE: Ball, Man. Econ. Geol Ind., D.F.P.,

iii., 475-92
;
Blanford, Mem. Geol. Sure. Ind., 1865, iv., 215

;
Wynne and P^' ‘b,

Warth, 1875, tx., 89, 299 ;
Wyinie, Geol, Salt liamje, 1878, xiv., 1-294

;

Oldham, Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1871, iv., 80 ;
Memo, on Systems and Methods,

Admin, of Salt Deft, and Rev. in India, 1894 ;
Watt, Rev. Min. Prod.,

1894-6
;

Direclor-Gen. of Stat. Rev,, 1899-1903 ; Holland, Rev. Min.
Prod., in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., 78-86

; 1906, xxxvi., 79—81 ;

Imp. Gaz., iii., 236
;
Gaz. of India Extra., March 21, 1906. Common Salt,

Table Salt, namak, nimak. Ion, nun, mitha uppu, lavanam, Idvana, sa, etc.

Hictory.—Salt in India is perhaps contemporaneous with the birth of Umtory

Indian agriculture. Its most ancient Sanskrit name, Ldvana, has few, if

any, other meanings than salt or saltness. Susruta, the father of Indian

medicine, speaks of four kinds of salt, and these correspond with the four

chief grades known to-day, viz. Saindhava, the rock-salt of Sind and Kohat

;

Sdmudra, produced from the sea
;
Romaka or Sdkam bari, Sambar Lake

salt
;
and Pdnsufa or Ushasuta, salt produced from saline earth. In

modern commerce, according to Mr. A. S. Judge, there are in Calcutta

some thirteen forms or grades of salt, as for example :

—

(1) English panga salt, imported from Liverpool, Middlesborough, Hartlepool .Uodom
and Bristol—the bulk coming from the mines of Cheshire. Tliis is consumed in Uradcs.

the greater part of Bengal and Assam. (2) Hamburgh—a rock salt obtained
from the mines. (3) Aden karkach salt, manufactured from sea-water by solar
evaporation. (4) Aden crushed salt. (5) Rawayah karkach salt—this oonios
from the African coast of the Red Sea. (0) Rawayah crushed salt. (7) Salif

karkach salt—this also comes from a port (Salif) on the African coast. (8) Salif

crushed salt. (9) Salt from the Persian Gulf—this used to be brought by the
Arab aaihng-ships, but as these are rapidly disappearing the trade is on the
decline. (10) Bombay karkach salt. (II) Spanish karkach salt—this is irii-
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ported from Tarravieja m Spain and is obtained by solar evaporation. (12) Port

Said karkach Bait. (13) Madras JtarfcacA salt—this is imported by faloutta from
Ooconoda, Vizagapatam and Tuticorin. It is obtained by solar evaporation,

has a brown appearance, is gritty, and accordingly not much in demand.
Influence Although India possesses a mountain range of rock-salt, immense beds of
of Traiwiiort salt-bearing soils and a vast extent of salt lakes, as well as many' hundred miles

of sea-coast where sea-salt might bo manufactured, the conviction prevails that
it will not pay to carry uidt over more than some 300 to 400 miles, by internal

routes, from any centre of supply. Moreover, the export traflic of India originates

shipping that praetieally conveys salt as a ballast cargo, the profit being in the
return cargoes. It is on these and snch-hko considerations that Bengal lias always
been largely dependent on external sources Owing to the immense amount
of fresh water poured into the Bay of Bengal, it does not pay to inanuiacturo
sea-salt near Calcutta.

Supply. Sources of Supply.—Holland gives the following clas.sification ;

—

“ (1) Sea-water, from which 61‘8 per cent, of the total production was
obtained during the period (1898 to 1903) ;

“ (2) Subsoil water and lakes in areas of internal drainage, in both
of which the origin and mode of concentration of the salt are the results

of es.sentially .similar natural processes. From the.se soiirce.s about 2T
per cent, of the total was obtained

;
and

“ (3) Rock-salt beds, from which 11'2 per cent, of the total was ob-

tained by mining and quarrying.”

Mining. Salt Mining in India.—There are three chief centres—the Salt Range
of the Punjab, the Kohat lulls. North-West Frontier Province, and Mandi
State in Kangra distiict, Panjab. These have produced, for the five years

ending 1903, the annual average of 109,000 tons, of which 81 per cent, is-

obtained from the Salt Range, 14'5 per cent, from Kohat, and 4'3 per cent,

liom Mandi.

The following particulars niav be liere given from Holland {he., 1905,
83-5) • -

Salt Range. " The chief deposits of rock-salt arc m the so-callcd Salt Kango of the Punjab,
wliore the .sennia of salt and included marl partings have, wliere worked m the
jituyo luiiieH at Kliewra, an nggregato tlncknoss of 650 fett, of which five seams of

pure salt make up 275 feet, the rest, known as kolar, being too earthy and impure
to be marketable. Those beds occur m a formation lying directly underneath
beds of J.,<)wer Cambrian ago, but it is Biispected that they may be of Lower
Tertiary ago, like tho other salt depo.sits of thus part of India, and that they have
arrived in thoir present appniently unomalous position by an overthrust of the-

oldor los-siliferous hods.
“ Mining for rock-salt is earned on m the Mayo mines, Jhelurn distnt-t, the

Wai'cha mines in tho Shalipur district, and across the Indus at Kalabagh. The
rock-salt in this area vanes from white to brick-rod in colour, and thug differs

in colour from that of the Kohat area
“ The most important of tho mines in tho Salt Range are the Maj'O mines

near Khewra (32° 30' ;
73° 3'). In thus area salt-quarrying was practised for an

unknown period before the time of Akbar, and was eozitinued’in a primitive
fashion until it came xmder the control of the Britisli (lovernment with the
occupation of the Panjab in 1849. In 1872 the system of mining was reorganised,
and the work now m operation was planned out by Dr. H. Warth, late Deputy-
Superintendent, (leological Survey of India.

' Tho rock-salt being raised m the IMayo mines has, on account of its purity,
a wide distribution. A recent analysis of one of the seams gave the following
results :

—

Sodium chloride .. 98-86
Sodium sulphate 0-67
Sodium carbonate . . trace
Magnesium chloride .

.

. . nil

Moisture.. ... , , 0-08
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“ In the Warclia mine, Shahpur district, the seam of rock-salt being worked
is 20 feet thick, with a one-foot parting of marl, dipping 30’ to the N.N.W.

“ About two miles E.N.E. of Kalabagh on the Indus, rock-salt is worked
in open quarries on the east slope of Sandagar hill

“ The rock-salt raised in the Cis-Indua mines and Kalabagii quarries is prin-
cipally consuiped in the Panjab and North-West Frontier Province. During
the past six years the average annual sales in these provinces amounted to
70,964 tons, or 82 3 per cent, of the total. In the same period the rock-salt sent
to the United Provinces averaged 10,049 tons a year, or 113 per cent., whilst as
much as 5 7 per cent, of the total sales, or an annual average of 4,933 tons,
reached as far as Bihar, and small consignments of about 10 tons a year were
despatched to Lower Bengal. The average animal amount of 580 ton.s which
entered Sind formed 0'7 per cent, of the sales tor the years 1897-8 to 1902 3.

“The Kohat salt is grey in colour with transparent patdies It is norked
in open quarries, and the masses exposed may bo regarded as practically inex-
haustible at the present rate of output. In the anticlinal at Bahadur Khol,
where the salt is seen to be at the base of tho Tertiai y system, the bods cun I >0 traced
for a distance of about eight miles, with an exposed thickncs.-: of o\cr 1,090 feci.

“ In Alandi State, rock-salt is worked m open quarries neai the faulted

junction of the Tertiary and the older iinfossiliterons rocks .it (Jiima and Drsiig
Tlie Mandi salt is of a dirty plurn-colour, containing earthy impurities which
bring down the available sodic chloride to <>0 or 70 pci cent.”

Salt-evaporation In India .

—

This may be referred to two sections—
(a) direct evaporation of sea-water

;
(t) .subsoil and lake brine. The

former is chiefly conducted at Bombay and Madras, these two presidcncie.i

usually contributing between them about two-tlard.s of India’s total salt

supplies. Holland (l.c. 89-91) observes'

—

“ Of the salt produced in Bombay, about 78 per cent, was obtained from
sea-water, the rest being manufactured from subsoil brine at Kharaghora and
Udu on the border of the lesser Rann of Knch, and possibly deiived from in-

filtrated soa-watcr. The Madras salt is practu ally all made from sca-watcr, a
very small quantity of spontaneous salt being collected at Pandraka m tJio

Masulipatam Sub-division.
“ The chief manufacture of salt m Burma takes place also along tlic sea-coa.st,

but subsoil brine is evaporated at various places m Ifpper Burma, not.ibly in

Lower Chindwin, Sagaing, Shwebo, Myingyan, and Yamethm districts, and m
smallor quantities in Miiibu and Meiktila, us well as at Mawlikoo in Hsipavv State.

During the past six years the average aimual production of this salt in Burma
lias been 3,432 tons,”

“ In Sind 88 per cent, of the salt raised during the years 1898-1903 was ob-
tained from sea-water, and 12 per cent, from the Saran and Dilyar deposits on
the edge of tho great desert.”

“ The second form of occurrence ” (subsoil and internal lake brine) “
i.s

charaq^enstic of areas in which evaporation of rain-water is excessive compared
to run-off, and the salt recovered in these areas is that merely arrested on its

journey to the sea, whore, in tho same way, it is concentrated by evaporation of

the water Tho most prominent of such areas is the desert-belt of Rajputana,
including tho salt-lakes of Sambhnr, Didwana, Falodi Lonkara-sur and Kachor-
Rewassa, with a brino-impregnated subsoil along tho whole valley of tho Luni,
as weir as the country to the west in Sind oroimd the Rann of Kach and tho delta

of the Indus. To the north of tho Rajputana country subsod brine is raised and
evaporated for salt in a cluster of villages in the Sultanpur mahal, south-west
of Delhi. Other places occur m parts of tho United Provinces and in Berar,

where large quantities of salt wore formerly obtained from subsoil brine m the
alluvium of the Puma river. In Gwalior State salt is regularly manufactured
from subsoil brine, the average annual production during tho years 1898 to 1903
liaving been 434 tons. In Bihar a small quantity of salt is separated in the manu-
facture of saltpetre.” The returns for the past four years in Bengal show an
average of 100 tons per annum produced.

Sambhar Lake.—F. Ashton {Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 1.3), Deputy
Commissioner of Northern India Salt Revenue, wrote a brief account of

the salt industry of India, also a highly instructive and copiously illus-

trated statement of the Sambhar Lake salt and the other salt works of
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Rajputana (Journ. Ind. Art Indust., 1901, ix., No. 73). He tells us that

the salt industry of Rajputana produces about 200,000 ton§ a year and
meets the requirements of 59 millions of people. The Sambhar Lake,

it IS believed, has been worked for salt for the past 1,400 years. It is

about 20 miles in length, the breadth varying from 2 to 7,, miles, and it

covers an area of 90 square miles. The surrounding country is sandy

and sterile, with the great Indian desert to the westward. The density

of the lake brine varies with the annual accumulation of water. In years

of normal rainfall it is about 3° Beaume (the density of sea-water), but

when very full is considerably less, and during years of drought it may
be as high as 10° Beaume.

The lake was taken over by the Indian Government in 1871, and since

that date has yielded 4 million tons of salt. It lies within the boundaries

of the Native States of Jaipur and Jodhpur. Holland remarks that
“ the Sambhar Lake is a silt-fillcd depression in the Aravalh schists and
gneisses, in which a body of mud and sand with kankar and gypsum (some

75 feet thiek in what appears to be about the centre of the depression)

ineludes fiom 2 to 12 per cent, of sodic chloride, with smaller quantities

of soJic sulphate, sodic carbonate and potassic sulphate. Every year

the water brought in by the rivers, which are in flood during the monsoon,
forms a lake some 60 square mile-s in area and 2 to 3 feet deep. The
water, which is fresh when it first comes in, ti'kcs up salt from the accumu-
lated stocks in the silt and forms a strong brine, which is partly Jed into

prepared enclosures {kyars) for the separation of the salt by solar evapora-

tion, partly isolated by temporary reservoirs constructed and cut off bodies

of the lake-water in anticipation of the recession towards the centre during

evaporation, and partlv forms a thin crust of white glistening salt on tho

bed of the lake, where it is allowed to remain until the arrival of the next
monsoon anil the usual annual flooding of the lake.”

“ During the past few years the quality of Sambhar salt is said to have
depreciated, and it has been suspected that the large quantities which
have been removed have at last made an impression on the great stores of

salt which must have accumulated in the lake silt, appreciably raising the

proportion of the associated compounds sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate
and potassium sulphate.”

In the Records of the Geological Survey (1905, xxxii., 81 ;
xxxiii.,

100-2) will be found a highly instructive refutation of the opinion
that the supply from Sambhar was decreasing. “ The rise in the pro-
portion of other salts is small and possibly at present unimportant

;
the

ri(^e in the level of the silt is perhaps more serious
;
but, whatever may

be the cause, it would be humiliating to watch the failure of this lake,

when one knows for certain that it contains, in its uppermost 10 feet of

silt, enough salt to supply the requirements of this section of the Salt
Department for another 300 years.”

Ashton explained that the manufacture of salt at the lake is dependent
upon the monsoon rainfall. “ This,” he says, “ greatly varies from year
to year, and the outturn of salt fluctuates in accordance with the quantity
of the brine in the lake. The greatest quantity produced in any one year
has been about 260,000 tons, and during a year of excessively heavy
rainfall only about 3,300 tons were obtained.”

After Sambhar, the Pachbadra salt source is next in importance. This
is situate in Jodhpur (Marwar, as it is well named—the land of death).
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The town of Pachbadra has a population of 5,000, and stands on the right

bank of the Luni (the salt) river and at a distance of 40 miles from the

city of Jodhpur. The salt is found in the upper end of a sand-valley, the

salt-bearing tract being about six miles long and under two miles wide.

All over that .area brine-springs exist, and from these the salt is manu-
factured. In 1878 the Government of India purchased by annual subsidy Purchased by

complete control of these brine-wells, the production of which is about
•

30,000 tons. Pits of an average length of 230 feet and a breadth of 60 feet Collection,

are dug to the level of the brine-spriiigs and become filled with brine to a

depth of 3 feet. Thorny branches of enrojKvutn are thrown
into the pits and the salt precipitates on these, thus causing more flow of

brine. The density of the brine varies from 20® to 25® Beauine.

The salt source of Didwana is also situate in Jodhpur at a distance Didwana.
of 40 miles N.W. of Sambhar Lake. The supply of brine is abundant
and believed to be inexhaustible, and in the dry climate of the desert

manufacture could be carried on for nine months of the year. The rainfall Uainiaii uo

has no effect on the salt-producing capabilities of this source. Since the

Government acquired sole rights (1878) about 300,000 tons of salt have Government

been made. The cost of production comes to lOd. a ton and it is sold at

Is. 8d. a ton, but the want of sufficient means of transit restricts the

traffic. The Didwana salt is practically all consumed in Rajputana and
the adjoining districts of the Panjab. During the years 1897 to 1903 ProSucUou.

the annual average production came to 10,502 tons.

These salt-wells thus occur in what may be viewed as a former bed of Kaeh.

the Luni river
;
and lower down m the present basin, just before the river

debouches into the Rann of Kach, a large delta is formed through which
during floods numerous channels carry the waters to the sea. In the

dry months of the year, when the bed of the mam stream is perfectly drv,

brine percolates into the tributary channels and salt is formed naturally

in thousands of tons annually, only to be swept away when the river comes
down in torrents with the monsoons.

THE SALT DEPARTMENT.—In 1894 the Government of India had Salt De-
a Memorandum prepared, as a conspectus of the systems and methods of Partment.

the administration of the Indian salt revenue in all its branches and in

all provinces. There may be said to be four centres of administration

—

(1) Bengal, (2) North India, (3) Bombay and (4) Madras. These are

briefly* as follows :

—

1. Bengal.
—

“ Bengal and the greater part of Burma obtain their salt Bengal,
by importation. Under the Muhammadan rule a tax was levied on salt

by means of imposts on the privilege of manufacture, and by duties on
the transport of salt from the places of manufacture to the interior of the
country. Later on a system was gradually matured which provided for

the control, the manufacture, and sale at the agency to the Company’s
servants. This was introduced by Olive and perfected by Warren Hastings warren

in 1766 to 1780, and it survived in a modified form till 1862. A Govern- nastm^s.

ment salt monopoly similar to that which existed in Bengal was introduced
in the Madras Presidency at the begmning of the 19th century. In

Bombay salt did not become a considerable source of revenue till 1837.
“ The trade in Cheshire salt rose to importance about the year 1835, imported salt,

and thenceforward imported salt gradually ousted the Native product in

Bengal proper, until by 1873-4 local manufacture had ceased and the
accumulated stocks had become exhausted. The dampness of the climate
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and the large amount of fresh water discharged into the Bay of Bengal

by the Ganges and the Brahmaputra tell against efficient salt-manufacture

on the Bengal coast, but the manufacture of salt was not finally abandoned

in Orissa until 1898. Nearly half the salt imported into Bengal comes
Liverpool. from Liverpool, and the rest principally from Germany, .Aden, Maskat,

Jeddah, Bombay and Madras. Since the construction of the railway along

the east coast, Madras salt transported by land has begun to compete

successfully with the imported commodity.” [Imf. Gaz., iv., 248
;
Geake,

liepts. Admin. Salt Dept. Beng., 1906 ; Keith, Repts. Admin. Salt in

Burma, etc.]

North 2. North India.—This embraces the United Provinces, the Central
India. Provinces, Rajputaiia, Central India, the Panjfib, and the North-West

Frontier Province. Its sources of supply are Sambhar, Didwana, Pach-

badra and Sultanpur evaporation works, and in addition the salt-mines

of the Salt Range of Kohat and Mandi.

Action of Sikhs Under the Sikh Government salt was one among forty-eight articles

liable to customs, excise, town or transit duties. But the Sikh Government
did not establish any system of management nor a fixed scale of duties.

Since taken over by the Government of India the manufacturing and
preventive operations have been directly controlled by the Northern India

Salt Departemcnt. “ Along with .salt duties, the British administration
Transit Dutios, inherited an immense number of transit duties, levied at intervals along

the trade routes under a system requiring elaborate customs arrangements

and involving an intolerable hindrance to trade and communication. In
Cotton anj 1843 the transit duties, with the exception of those on cotton and sugar,
Sugar Duties

abolished, and the loss of revenue was partly made up by enhancing
the Provincial salt duties. The cotton duties were abolished in 1855,

while the salt duties were gradually rai.sed until in the period from 1869
to 1877 the salt tax in Lower Bengal was Rs. 3-4 a maund, in the Upper
Provinces Rs. 3, in the country beyond the Indus a few annas, and in

Madras and Bombay, Rs. 1-13 a maund. The salt sources of Rajputana
belonged to the Native States in which they weie situated, and duty was
levied on their produce when it crossed the frontier. These arrangements

Cu3toms-iino could be maintained only by stringent preventive measures. To prevent
untaxed Rajiiutana salt, and the lightly taxed salt from the south and
west, from coining into Northern India, it was necessary to maintain a

customs-line extending for nearly 2,600 miles, from Torbela, near* Attock
on the Indus, to the Sambalpur district of Bengal. The line was guarded
by an army of nearly 13,000 officers and men, and consisted, along a large

part of its course, of a huge cactus hedge supplemented by stone walls and
ditches. It must be remembered, however, that this line took the place
of a more annoying system of innumerable customs 'ports scattered
throughout the interior of the country.”

‘‘ In 1870 the Government of India acquired a lease of the Sambhar
Lake, with a view to increase and cheapen the supply in the United Pro-
vinces

; and in 1874 over 760 miles of the eastern portion of the line were
Abandoned. abandoned, the trade in this direction having concentrated itself on the

railway route. The necessity of changing the whole system was at the
same time indicated by Lord Northbrook, and a few years later Lord
Lytton’s Government was able to acquire the remaining salt sources of

Rajputana and to equalise the duties throughout the greater part of India.
Treaties were made by the Native States concerned, and in 1878 the Bengal
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duty was lowered to Rs. 2-14 a maund, and the duty in Northern India

to Rs. 2-8. At the same time the duty in Madras and Bombay was raised

from Rs. f-13 to Rs. 2-8 a maund. The whole customs-line was

abandoned in 1879, with the exception of a portion along the Indus,

maintained ^o prevent the still lightly-taxed Kohat salt from being

smuggled across the river ” (Imp. Gaz., iv., 250-1). [C/. Repts. Admin.

N. Ind. Salt Dept. ;
Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir, 297-301

;
Lawrence,

Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 393-5.]

3. Bombay.—Salt is produced in Bombay for local consumption and
for export both by land-routes and sea to Central India, Rajputana, the

Central Provinces, the United Provinces, the Nizam’s Territory, Malabar,

Madras, Bengal and the Straits. Under existing arrangements exports,

both by land and sea, pay full excise duty to Bombay. By an Act of 1837

the manufacture of salt was placed under restrictions, and both locally

manufactured and imported salt were subject to a duty ot 8 annas a maund.
This was gradually raised until in 1888 it had become Rs. 2-8, and in 1903

was reduced to Rs. 2, and in 1905 to Rs. U per maund. The excise system

is followed, viz. licenses are issued to private manufacturers at approved

places which are guarded, and whence no removals are allowed except on

payment of the duty. In Gujarat all the works in British territory are

the property of Government. The two chief centres are Kharaghora on
the borders of the Ranu and Dharasna on the coast of Surat. The Khara-
ghora salt is in large crystals made from brine-wells. \Cf. Admin. Repts.

Bomb, and Sind.]

4. Madras.—Madras salt is practically all made from sea-w'ater. Little

is known of the salt system of Madras prior to the establishment of the

Government monopoly m 1805. Under this system private manufacture
was permitted, but all the salt made had to be sold to Government. The
salt was resold by Government at a price calculated to include purchase-

money, storage, transport and other charges reduced to an average for

the whole Presidency. Later on the excise system was introduced, but
this has never been enforced universally, and hence there are two systems,

one m which the produce has to be sold to Government, the other m
which salt privately made can be dispensed as the owner pleases,

but only after paying the duty. [Cf. Admin. Repts. Dept. Salt Rev.,

1895-6 to 1904-6; Dist. Gaz. Bellary, 177-9; Anantapur, 127-8; South
Arcdt, 234-6 ; etc.]

PRODUCTION AND TRADE.—Consumption and Taxation.—“ Dur-
ing the six years, 1898 to 1903, the average annual production of salt

in India amounted to 979,572 statute tons.” And following on the

shrinkage of 1903, there was a great increase on production in 1904, viz.

to 1,171,050 tons, in 1905 to 1,291,137 tons, and in 1906 to 1,225,280

statute tons (~ 1,244,939 metric tons). This expansion was mainly in

Bombay and Madras sea-salts. The output of the former in 1903 was
267,619 tons, in 1904 it expanded to 430,409 tons, but in 1905 became
425,090 tons, and in 1906, 390,535 tons ; while in the latter (Madras) the

production in 1903 was 244,923 tons, in 1904 it became 356,834 tons, in

1905, 388,646 tons, and in 1906, 412,717 tons. During the five years

ending 1906-7 the Imports of salt have been :—1903-4, 446,559 tons ;

1904-5, 486,980 tons
; 1905-6, 464,531 tons ; and 1906-7, 467,949 tons,

valued at Rs. 66,77,390 (£445,169). The total supply may thus be ob-
tained by adding together the production and imports

;
thus in 1903-4
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Duty
it was 1,426,131 tons, and in 1904-6, 1,657,185 tons ;

hence home pro-

•duction in the former represented 68 per cent, and in the latter 70 per cent,

of the consumption.
It is thus evident that the reductions of the duty on salt, made suc-

cessively in March 1903 and March 1905, stimulated consumption ;
all

the provinces except Bengal (which draws its supplies from Liverpool ami

Germany) have shown an increased consumption. From 1888 to 1903

the duty throughout the greater part of India was Rs. 2-8 a maund of

82y lb., but in the latter year this was reduced to Rs. 2. Again, in March

1905, the general rate for India, except Burma, was reduced to Rs. 14 per

maund. A further reduction w'as made by the budget of March 1907,

and “ the tax is now levied at the uniform rate of one rupee per maund
over practically the whole of India and Burma” {Mor. and Mat.

Prog. Ind., 1905-6, 75).

Customs and Control.—It has been fully exemplified that in

the production of salt in India there are two chief operations : (1)

mining and (2) evaporation. Under the supervision of the various de-

partments, preventive establishments are maintained, to guard against

illicit traffic lu salt removed from natural deposits ;
from manufactories,

whether owned by Government or private persons
;
and from saltpetre

refineries, etc. The traffic coastwise is also subject to supervision, and
special measures have been undertaken to check smuggling from French
and Portuguese, as also from Native State, territories. Briefly, however,

the modern policy has been to work salt .so economically and scientifically

I’roSuctioa
assume the form of ordinary profit on production and be

collected before delivery to the traders, so as to place its subsequent move-
ment free of all restraint. This, when contrasted with the vexatious and
expensive system inherited by the British administration, will be seen to

be a vast improvement. Salt is readily available throughout the Empire,
its pi ice has been equalised, facilities of traffic increased, and a system oi

crc'iit sjsuin credit established. “ At the present day, for example, a trader of the

United Provinces wishing to obtain Sambhar salt has merely to deposit

his money at the nearest treasury, sub-treasury, or appointed railway-

station or post-office, in order to receive his consignment without delay
or trouble, at any railway station he chooses to name. In Madras the

trade in salt is facilitated by a credit system, under which a merchant on
Sft’iiniips depositing securities (with a slight margin for fluctuation of price) releives

a six months’ credit for payment of duty on which he can draw from time
to time. A similar system, but with a shorter credit period, obtains in

Bombay ” (Imp. Gaz., l.c. 252).

The following statement exhibits the imports from foreign countries

and the production of salt within India in relation to consumption and
revenue ;

—

Imports
and Pro- —
duction.

Imports m
j

Maunds
[

Production in

Maunds.
Total Supply in

Maunds.

1890-1 10,790,319 28,649,890 39,440,209
1895-0 1 1,443.572 30,865^566 42,309,138
1900-1 9,810,687 27,363.449 37,174,036
1901-2 14,340,947 30,000,077 44,347,024
1902-3 11,836,449 28.316,479 40,161,928
1903-4

1 12,460,259 22,400,971 34,861,230
1904-5 1 13,.301,CO0 ' 30,058,737 43,360,337
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To contrast with these figures and to show the quantity consumed
and the gro^ revenue realised, the following table may now be given ;

—

Quantity in Maunds
!

Consumed.
Duty in Rs. Realised.

1875-0 24.237,730 5,88,09,810
1880-1 27,363,609 6,70,64,790
1885-0 31,690,062 6,02,48,710
1800-1

j

i

33,280.738
1

7,98,10,730
189.5-6

I

34,680.981 8,31,14,370
1900-1 3.5,81.5,282 8.7.5,57,786
1904-5

1 .39. 37 7,.500
1

7,oo,,;’S,4oi
1905-6

j

40,729.000 6,05,55,000

These tables show the share of the salt of India that is drav. n from
foreign countries—approximately a little over one-third the annual
supply-—the quantity passed into consumption, and tin; dutv realised

therefrom. In 1875-6 the consumption wa.s 24^ million inaumls, in

1904-5 it had expanded to 39^ million maunds, and in 1905-6 to 40|
million mauiids. The consumption steadily progres.sed and was liitle,

if at all, aft'ected by the fluctuations in the rate of duty charged.

But during the years 1904-6, while the duty declined materially the

consumption made a record expansion. And it may be added that

more recent forecasts would seem to show that the increase may soon
compensate for the reduction in rate of revenue. The demand for salt

would doubtless decrease in the affected areas, and yet a .study of the

figures of salt consumption by theimselves for the whole of India during

the past thirty-five to forty years give no sort of indication of the years

of famine included within that period. The progression has kept pace

with the increase in population, and has been little if at all affected either

by famine or taxation. If surrendered to private enterprise the puce all

over India would rise and become unequal, thus leading to numerous
difficulties and hardships. Thus it may be said salt is administered on a

commercial basis and the profit secured returns in lessened taxation.

The returns of the salt trade manifest a continuous expansion with

periods of sudden development rather than of shrinkage. Thus, for

example, m 1878-9 the consumption was 25^ million maunds and m the

next year it became close on 28 million. So again, m 1883-4, the con-

sumption was a little over 30J million maunds, and in 1884-5 it became
33 million maunds. In onl}' two years are material shrinkages manifested,

viz. 1885-6 and 1888-9, yet m these the effect was only temporary and did

not in any w§,y disturb the steady advancement. It is well known that

seasoUs of deficient supply occur from climatic conditions retarding

production, and the years 1885-6 ami 1888-9 are likely to have been of

that nature. At the present time salt sells on an average at one halfpenny
a pound throughout the greater part of India, and still produces a net

revenue of 5 to 6 million pounds sterling. The incidence of the tax prior

to 1903 was 4-9 annas per head of population, and by recent enactments
it became only 4 annas (4 pence a head), the sole contribution of a large

percentage of the people to the administration.

Uses.—It is needless to enumerate the numerous purposes served by
salt. It is used as an article of food, as a manure, in fish-curing (see

p. 546), vinegar purification (see p. 1111), etc., etc.
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SALTPETRE, NITRE OR POTASSIUM NITRATE : Ball,

Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., iii., 499-501
;
Watt, Agri. Ledg., 1902, 5, 111-4

;

Holland, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1898-1903, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905,

xxxii., 86-90
;
also Rev. Mm. Prod. Ind., 1906, xxxvi., 81 ;

Hooper, Re'pts.

Labor. Ind. Mus., 1902-3, 23-4
;
1903-4, 37 ;

also Agri. Ledg., 1905, No. 3.

The term Saltpetre is used to designate nitrates found in a natural state

in many parts of the world, chiefly South America, Spain, Persia, Hungary
and India. In the last-mentioned country the salt bears the following

vernacular names :

—

surmkhar, shora (sord), 'potti-lu'p-pu, veti-ufpa,^ son-

daiva, ydnzin, etc. Shord is its Persian name Sanskritised into sordka.

Occurrence —According to Holland, the necessary conditions for the

formation of saltpetre in a soil are
—

“ (1) supplies of nitrogenous organic

matter
; (2) climatic conditions favourable to the growth and action of

Winogradsky’s so-called nitroso- and nitro-bactena, converting urea and
ammonia successively into nitrous and nitric acids

; (3) the presence of

potash
;
and (4) meteorological conditions suitable for the efflorescence

of the potassium nitrate at the surface.”

The necessary combination of characters is to be found in a marked
degree in various districts in the Indo-Gangetic tract, especially in the

Bihar section, chiefly Gaya, Tirhut, Saran and Champaran. ” In this

part of India we have a population of over 5(X) per square mile, mainly
agricultural in occupation, and thus accompanied by a high proportion of

domestic animals, supplying an abundance of organic nitrogen. With a

mean temperature of 78° F., confined to an annual range of 68°, and
for a large part of the year, when the aii has a humidity of over 80
per cent., with a diurnal range not exceeding 8° above or below 84° F.,

the conditions are unusually favourable for the growth of the so-called

‘nitrifying’ bacteria.”
” With a population largely using wood and cow-dung lor fuel, the soil

around villages naturally would be well stocked with potash
;

and
finally, with a period of continuous surface desiccation following a small
rainfall, the subsoil water, brought to the surface by capillary action in

the soil, leaves an efflorescence of salts, in which, not surprisingly, potas-

sium nitrate is conspicuous. Under these conditions Bihar has lor many
years yielded some 20,000 tons of .saltpetre a year ” (Holland, I.c. 86-7). To
a less extent, commercial .saltpetre i.s also obtained in the United Provinces
(e.g. Cawnporc, Gliazipur, Allahiibad, Benares), the Punjab, Kashmir,
Central India (Bhind andJwargarh), Bombay, Madras (Coimbatore, Salem,
Kistna, Vellore, Trichinopoly, Mailura), and lastly Burma (Tenasserim).

/Manufacture.—Hooper has furnished a concise account of this subject.

In preparing crude saltpetre from nitrous earth there are two distinct
processes—(1) the leaching or exhaustion of the saline matter by allowing
water to percolate through the nitrous earth

; (2) the evaporation of the
liquor so obtained either by the .sun’s rays or by artificial heat. These
processes are carried on in Bengal by a special caste of men, the luniaks
or nunias, but in parts of the United Provinces and the Panjab, ordinary
villagers of no special caste engage m the industry. Near Hissar, the
crude-nitre makers are generally low-caste kumbhars, or other Hindus or
Mussulmans. The nitrous earth is collected from November to the
commencement of the monsoon. The surface of the soil is scraped off

to a depth of half to one inch and the earth made into heaps or taken
to the factory.
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KITRATHS
In a factory examined at Murwanpur, four miles from Cawnpore, the following

was the process of manufacture :
—

“ The earth is stacked by the side of two oblong
pits or filters [kuria or kothi), 7 feet long, 3 feet broad, and 1 foot deep. They Fiitors.
are placed end to end with an earthen ghara or jar (nand), IJ feet in diameter,
buried in the ground between them. The floor of the filter is made of puddled
clay, and is so aS’ranged that the slope on either side is towards the central longi-
tuthnal line of the filter. This central line has a slope towards the outlet con-
necting with the jar. On the floor is laid a framework of small brushwood the
sides of which rest on the clay, and tho cross-pieces of which are laid on top of
the siiie-pieces. The filter is carefully packed with tho nitrous earth, and water
then poured on the surface, whioh eoinrneiices to trickle out in one hour or sti

as nitrous brine. After tho first charge of water, more n poured on the surface \itruas liunf-
until tho brine trickling out appears to bo too weak to work The oxhaustod
soil from the Alters is then taken out and tliroun on a heap, which gets large b\
the time tho season enils The liquid from the nand is baled out and transferreil
to an iron evaporating pan or boiler (karahi), which is supported on a buck fire-

place. Tho boiler is .7 feet m diameter and ii- m ide up of ii .n sbeots ricoteii Bm .r

togothor, and costs about Rs. 2U , the liqtior ts boiled fm abim!. seven hours or
until it IS eufliciently concent r.i ted. To deteiinino this a li.np oi tho solution i.

taken and placed on tho tVuimh-nad If < i > stals appear at nnee, tho boiling is

considered to ho complete.
“ The hot boiled liquid is transferred to open vessels of rough

j
ottery to cool fi;,--uls

and crystallise. The crystals will usnally have sufhoiently firmed to bo collc ’l jd

next morning. They are taken out and drained m baskets which act as Alters,

and then throwui into a pit in tho giouud, whcio tho crude saltpetre, or kaiheha
shora as it is called, is stored ” (Hooper, I c. 2<>-7).

Saltpetre thus obtained (by aitifu lal heat) is termed laria shorn. Tlic method jina .S’tnea

of making crude saltpetre by the heat of the sun is jiraetiKod m the drici parts

of the Panjab and m other jauvintes where the ehinato permits, but tho saltpetre

(abi shora) is not considered of such good qualify. A largo cpiantity of ahi shot a Ahi Sliora

IS made aimually at Hansi in tho tlissar district-

“ The quality of crude saltpetre is considerably influenced by Iho qn.ihty of

the nitrous earth from which it is made and the processes adopted for its iiiann-

facturo.” Analyses of various samples of crude saltpotro are given by Hooper
(l.c, 31-2). The amount of potassium nitrate ranges from nearly 80 per cent. ^lelJ.

in a sample from Hanicrpur, to as low as 2(> 8 per cent, m a sample from Okara,

and an average of 53 might he given.

Impurities.—The chief impurity i.s common salt. Ordinary samples of Impurities,

crude nitre are stated to contain from 10 to 64 per cent, nifrate of potash, t'emmou Suii

and to be worth, at manufactories witliiu easy distance of railways in the-

north of India, one anna per unit per maund for the percentage of potassium

nitrate present. According to Hooper, a sample containing 40 per cent,

nitrate of potash would thus be worth Rs. 2-8 per maund, and samples I'mc.

containing 64 per cent, of nitre, Rs. 4 per maund. Samples with less than

40 per cent, nitre would be valued at less, and those containing over

64 per cent, nitre at more than one anna per unit.

Refining.—Before the nitre is ready for market, it lias to be freed from Beflneries.

impurities. This is done in refineries, of which there were .399 at work in

Northern India (Panjab, North-We.st Frontier Provinces, United Provinces, LoLjtion.

Bihar) in 1904-5
;
281 of these were in Bihar (i?ec. Geol. Surv. Ind.,

1906, xxxiii., 19). Hooper gives a full account of the arrangements in a

refinery at Jaimow, Cawnpore, in the United Provinces, to which the

reader is referred for details. With regard to the methods followed, he

says, “ The process varies in different refineries and in different parts of

the country. But as chloride of sodium is the principal impurity and as

its solubility is practically constant, all the processes followed are based

on the varying solubility of nitrate of potassium in hot and cold solutions.”

The method pursued, according to Hooper, is essentially as follows :—In
starting the refining process, nitre earth, obtained from tho factory soil, is filtered

and the crude nitre solution obtained boiled down, clarified by sedimentation
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and set out to crystallise. “ In from six to ten days the crystalsi are extracted

and the residual tor or mother-liquor' is then available for future yee.”- In this

inother-hquor, crude saltpetre is dmsolv’od and the solution concentrated by
boiling in large evaporating-pans. During the boiling a dirty white granular

bubatanoe (nifta) falls to the bottom of the pan and is removed as it forms. This

sitta IS sometimes washed and the washing returned to the pan. * In Bihar it is

mixed with the refinery earth. “ It is composed for the greater part of oommon'
salt mixed with other salts, earth and nitrogenous matter.” Meanwhile the
evaporation of the liquid m the pan is continued at the temperature of boiling

water. The scum which forms on the surlaco (zag, zoffa, mail or phain) may be
removed at this stage or after transfer to the settling-tank. “After boiling for

tliree hours, or until the liquid clianges from a dark to a light yellow colour, the
concentration is considered complete ” The clarified liquor is transferred into

one or more crystallising vats. “ At the bottom of the settling-tanks is found
a substance called matiaree, which is a by-product containing nitrates, and is

accordingly earned off and mixed with the nitrous earth m the factory yartl.

The crystallising- vats under the sheds are filled with nitre liquor to about six

inches from the top. In the United Provini'e-s, on the surface of each is floated

a trelhs-work made of interlaced bamboo sticks (called tattis m Cawnpore). This
device facilitates the formation of good ciAstals. After seven days the bamboo
frames are removed and the adhering nitre crystals are shaken or picked off.

and the crystals at the bottom and sides of the trough collected in a heap and
drained ”

“ The 'lamp saltpetre is contaminated with the niother-hquor adhering to it

and minute crystals of salt, and the.se mii.st ho romovod by washing before the

salt 18 ready for market.” “ Bags containing the refined substance aro placed
over an empty tub or vat, which is slightly tilted to allow the hquor to dram.
Cold water is sprinkled troni time to tim© upon the saltpetre through the open
mouth of each bag. This water trickles slowly through the saltpetre crystals,

carrying with it inferior salts m solution. Some saltpetre is also dissolved,

but the lo.ss IS not great. After the washing, the refined saltpetre is spread out
and dried, and after rcm.aining a few hours, is conveyed to the store godown”
(Hooper, l.c. 30). The price of rofinod mtre in 1904 is stated to have been Rs. 5-8
to Hs 6 per inaund in Bihar and Hissar, Rs. 8 m Cawnporo, and that of extra
good quality, Rs. 9

Uses, —It 13 even still an important ingrcilicnt in gunpowder, owing
to the large volume of oxygen it contains, the case with which it parts

with its oxvgcn, and the fact that it does not readily absorb moisture

from the air. On the other hand, sodium nitrate is preferred for the

manufacture of nitric acid because it is cheaper and yields about 7 per
cent, more acid. In India, saltpetre is used in association with certain

animal dyes, such as lac and cochineal. In Medicine it is sometimes
prescribed because of its diaphoretic properties. Its merits as aa anti-

septic m jireserving fish and meat arc well known. As a Manure it is

much appreciated, especially for wheat and tobacco (see p. 771 ; also

c /. Aqri. Ledg., 1893, No. 10; 1897, No. 8, 171), and m India it is

sometimes used as a flux in glass-making.

Production and Trade.—According to Holland, the returns are so
imperfect, being considerably below the amounts of export, that
these must be taken as the only satisfactory index of the extent
of jiroduction. Eor the period which he reviews (1897-1903), the
average annual exports, including those across the frontier, amounted
to 382,353 cwt., valued at £262,592. He further states that a com-
parison with the figures returned for the past twenty years shows
that there has been only a slight reduction in the amount exported,
in spite of the discovery of large deposits of sodium nitrate (now being
extensively utilised in America), of variations in tariff, and of whole-
sale changes in the substances used for manures and in the manufacture
of explosives. For the six years 1878-1883 the average quantity of
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saltpetre exported amounted to 405,568 cwt. a year, whilst for a similar

period ten years later, 1888-1893, the average annual exports were
389,989 cwt. The highest values, ranging from £600,000 to nearly

£900,000, occurred at the time of the American Civil War from 1860 to

1864, but saltpetre was then an essential constituent of explosives and
India had almost a monopoly of supplies.

The actual figures of the exports of saltpetre during the five years
ending 1906-7 were as follows :—1902-3, 410,622 cwt., valued at

Rs. 43,27,283
;

1903-4, 392,114 cwt., valued at Rs. 40,75,364 ;
1904-5.

348,741 cwt., valued at Rs. 36,23,823 ; 1905-6, 336,429 cwc., valued
at Rs. 38,52,919

;
and 1906-7, 353,378 cwt., valued at Rs. 41,42,527

(=£276,168). In the last year the largest quantities were distributed as

follows :—United States, 105,034 cwt. ; TTnited Kingdom, 98.804 t wt. •

China (Hongkong), 78,499 cwt.
;
Mauritius, 26,374 cwt.

; etc Practi-

cally the whole of the exports go from Bengal (348,263 cwt. in 1906-7).

Holland (Ret;. Min. Prod., m llec. (Jeol. Surv. Ind,., 1907, xxxvi., 81) shows
the average value per cwt. for the past five, years as 14 ’5 shillings, and
he points out that the importance of the industry may be inferred troni

the fact that in Bihar (during 1906) there were 50,469 workers employed.
Only very small quantities are imported into India bv sea, averaging

about 19 cwt. during 1901-5, but in 1905-6 the quantity suddenly rose

to 4,848 cwt. (owing to the importation into Bengal of 4,820 cwt. from
China), and in 1906-7 fell to 28 cwt. Considerable quantities, however,
are annually carried across the frontier, almost entirely from Nepal. The
actual figures of Trans-frontier imports for the period 1900-5 were as

follows ;—1900-1, 4,590 cwt.
;

1901-2, 11,352 cwt. ; 1902-3, 2,758 cwt.
;

1903-4, 4,429 cwt.
;

1904-5, 2,872 cwt,

[Cf. Tavernier, Travels Ind. (ed. Ball), 1676, i., 122; Tlievenot, Travels in

Levant, Indosian, etc , 1687, pt. iu., 51-2, 105; Maepherson, Hist. Europ. Comm.
With India, 1812, 102, 408 ; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, n

,
238-42 ; Eev. Min

Prod. Ind., 1894, 26 ; 1895, .52 ; Oov. Pnbhcat. Dept , Fin. and Com., on Admin.
Salt. Rev., Sept. 3, 1894, 45-9; 1896, 54; 1S97, 54-5, Waring, Bar Med.
Ind., 1897, 107-9 : Agri. Ledg., 1900, No. 13, 135; Blount and Bloxain, Chem
for Engin. and Manuf., 1900, ii., 400-1, 432; Rept. Admin. Reng., 1901-2,

35; Craddock, Saltpetre in Burma, Ind. For., 1901, xxmi , 582; Cantor Lect

m Journ. Soc. Arts, 1903, la., 145 ; Ashton, Ind. Saltpetre, in Anglo-Orient.

Comm., April 1906, i., 208-60; Rec. Qeol. Surv. Ind., 1905, xxxii., 15; 1906,
xxxni.. 19 ; Repts. Admin. N. Ind. Salt Dept.'j

SANSEVIERIA ROXBURGHIANA, Schnlt., f. : S. zey-

lanica, Roxb., FI. Ind., ii., 161
;

FI. Br. Ind., vi., 271 ;
HiCMODoRACE.®.

The Bowstring Hemp, mariil, murva, murga, murgali, gorachahra, chaga,

etc., the Sanskrit for it being apparently marura (Jones, As. Res., iv.,

271).
A stemleas bush with a rosette of succulent radical leaves, each ending in n long

spine. It 18 by some persons held to be indigenous to India, by others, like tlie

remaining members of the genus, to be African. But if not a native of India, the
vernacular name murva must have been adapted to it from some other plant
winch in ancient times aSorded the maurm string of the warrior caste (Institutes

of Manu, ii., 42, 44). One or two species are fairly extensively grown in

Indian gardens as ornamental slirubs, and here and there occasionally raised

on account of the fibre. From the succulent leaves, the fibre is extracted and
18 much valued, because of its elasticity and consequent suitability for bow-
strings. The reader will find much useful information on this subject m The
Agricultural Ledger (1896, No. 30), where it will be found murva fibre has been
recommended as a catch crop with tea. [Cf. Roxburgh, Obs. on Substitutes for
Hemp and Flax, 1801, No. 12 ;

Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897,
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ALBUM the sandal-wood tree
Sandal-wood

286-90; Kew Bull. (add. aer , i.), 1898, 114-22; Kept. Bot. Gard. Saharanpur,

1900-1. 1 1-2 , Blackman, Fibres of Hawaiian Islands, 43-4 ; l^rop. A^rist.,

July 1905, XXV., 232; Diinetan, Imp. Inst. Tech. Repts., 1903, 73 ; Joret, Les.

PI. dans L’Anttq., etc., 1904, ii., 355-6.]

D.B.P.,
vi., pt. 11 .,
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SANTALUM ALBUM, fLiitn.

;

Roxb., J’/. DicZ,, i.,'442
;

Talbot,

Jjist Trees, etc., 1902, 293 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. limbs., 585-8
;

Prain,

Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 913-4; Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 147-53;

SANTALACE.E. The Saiidal-wood, known in Indian vernaculars as chandan,

chandal, sandal, suJehad, gandha, gandada, siihet, sukhud, sundel, srigandam,

santagu, etc., etc. A small evergreen tree met with in the dry regions

of South India (Mysore, Ooorg, South Maratha, Hyderabad, Karnatak, the

Western Ghats, Nilgiri hills, Coimbatore), and in North India chiefly as

a cultivated plant. It affects open forest lands with grass and patches

of other trees, usually frequenting red or stony soils. It is a root parasite

on a long series of host plants, and hence apparently the difficulties ex-

perienced in systematic plantations where provision has not been made
for this requirement. On rich sod the plant grows well, but the wood is

deficient in odour, consequcntlv infcnor commercially.
History.—Sandal-wood lias been Known in India horn tho moat ancient ot

classic tunes, the Sanskrit nutlior.s di^( inguislimg vanous woods according to colour.
Chandana might be spoken of os the collective name for the senos, snkhanda tho
true (or white sandal), and pitncharvlorui (he infenoi (or yellow sandal), both being
derived from .vno/iixm uibum. They distinguish tuo kinds of red sandal or
raLtachandana, namely /*/<>»•«<•« ••jjiik Hautaiinum (see p. 909) and fipuniiiinia
.supjinii (see p 191) So, m a like manner, fheso various woods were known
to tho early Arab tr.iders who visited India and C'hr.ui. .Vvicenna (m. 2, 640)
gives tho mcdieirinl properties ot tlie true s.anrlal. Serapion (Dc Simpl., 346)
describes white, yellow and red sandal, and speaks of the finest qualities coming
from Rmi (China), an opinion douhtlc-ss due to the woll-pstabliehod eircuniBtance
that the traders fioni China were m the habit of treating India as a half-way house
and exchanged some of their Chineso wares for Indian products and luanii-

lactuies, and on ain\al at Arabia all the goods ultimately disposed of came to
be spoken of as Chuie.se, because of the traders having come from China, just as
m the further distribution of these hclf-.same wares they received tho names of
the coa.st towns of Arabia fiorii which they weio finally distributed to Egypt and
Europe. [C/ Paulas Algincta (.Vdams, transl. and Comment.), 1847, iii

, 448-9.]
Marco Polo, m tho 13th centuiy, iiiake.s freijiient reference to Red Sanders

Wood and to Sandal-wood, and Garcia de Orta {Coll , xlix.) says tho white and
yellow kinds grow in Timor, whore it is called chundana and by the Arabs sandal,
and the other kinds in tho Malaya Islands, a special red form known us vej^melho
being obtained m Tcnassorim. [C/. with recent information regarding kalamet
{nniiHoiiiH tJai/ei], Journ. Lmn. Boc., 1905, xxxvn., 250-62.] Saiicial is de-
scribed by Acosta, Lmsclioten, Pyrard, MatthiohiB, Bontius, Hove, etc., and
for Indian writers consult tho following ;—Abul Fazl, Aini-i-Akbari (Blochmann,
transl ), i., 81 ; Jahangir, Memoirs (Price, transl.), 14, 63 ; Foster, E I.C. Letters,
1617, v., 267 , VI , 163, 170 , Alexander Hamilton, New Ace. E. Jnd., 17'27, i.,

306, Jones, Sel. Ind. PL, As Res., iv., 253, Milhurn, Or. Comm.,\., 291 ; Rama
Rao, Ind. For

, 1908, xxxiv , 17-21.

Cultivation.—John Scott, Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Calcutta, showed that sandal-wood was a root parasite on many plants
{Journ. Agn.-Ilort. Soc. Ind., 1871, in, 287). Barber {Ind. For., 1902,
xxviii., 340) urged that a careful study of this circumstance might lead
to much-needed reforms in the methods of cultivation, as also to the true
explanation of the peculiar disease known as “ Spike.” Brandis followed
this up by a review of the literature on the parasitism of sandal {Ind.
For., 1903, xxix., 3-6). Rama Rao {Ind. For., xxix., 386-9) has furnished
full details of the parasitism, also excellent illustrations, and given a list

of some 100 host plants upon which the sandal had been found. Lastly,
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Barber contributed a further paper {Ind. For., 1904, xxx., 645-8

;

1905, xxxi.„ 189-201), which supplies details of his microscopic studies

of the haustoria and their preferences for certain hosts. Lushinj^ton

{Ind. For., 1902, xxviii., 139-40), Rama Rao {l.c., 1904, xxx., 248-67,

357-62, 397-402) and other officers of the Forest Department have also

devoted much careful study to the cultivation of sandal, more especially

in relation to the production of the maximum percentage of rich-scented

wood. Lushington observes :
“ On the whole I am inclined to think

that the best way of aiding the reproduction of sandal-wood artificially

IS to increase the scrub, and this is best effected by merely keeping

out fire and grazing. As soon as the scrub reaches two or three feet,

sandal reproduces naturally from seed dropped b\’ birds, and this rnav

perhaps be further assisted by dibbling.” Rama Rao urges that

weeding is dangerous, and that only surface pruning when the scrub be-

comes too dense should be indulged in. Lushington mentions 8 inches

growth m girth per ten years as a safe average, and the exploitable age of

the trees as forty years, the minimum size being t hen 32 inches at 4^ feet

from the ground.
DfSBASB OF THB SANDAL.—In 1892 attenfion was drawn to the <ir>

pearance of a disease among the sandal-trees whicli was attributed to boier
beetle (Lehmann, Ind. For., 1901, xxvii.. 97). Stubbing (Ind. For., 1903.

xzix., app.) furnished a useful account of the insect cuoinies of the plant. In
the Forest Administration Report of Coorg for 1903 it was stated that 20,800
diseased trees had been uprooted. Similar reports exist regarding other dis-

tricts, while many writers affirm that the extermination of affected trees has
not checked the spread of the disease. Mr. McCarthy, Deputy Conservator
of Forests, would appear to have been the officer who first recorded the disease,

and who apparently gave it the name “ Spike.” The diseased branches seem
to shoot up, forming narrow, thick, stiff leaves, reduced m size as the disease

advances. The disease spreads to branch after branch, no flowers are formed,
and finally the tree dies. Both Butler and BarVicr havo examined with care
diseased trees, but have failed to discover a fungus or other micro-organism
present in or upon the diseased tissues. The roots of diseased trees have been
traced from the stem to their ultimate fibrils, and, long before their parasitic

haustoria were reached, those roots were very frequently found dead. Butler
suggested that the disease somewhat resembled ’* Peach yellows,” and, acting

upon this idea, experiments were performed to test whether it could be corn-

municated by budding. Tina was found impossible. It would thus seem that
as yet no satisfactory explanation of the disease has been ascertained, but most
oflScers appear to consider that it proceeds from imperfect nourishment due to

the iiMufficiency or unsuitability of the associated plants upon which sandal-
wood is parasitic.

Sandal-wood Oil and Perfume.—It is a somewhat surprising cir-

cumstance to learn that in the region of greatest success in sandal-wood
production the manufacture of the oil has hitherto proved a failure

financially, and is only practised on a small scale and by a very inferior

process (Holmes, Pharmaceut. Journ., 1885-6, 3rd ser., xvi., 819-22
;

Sawer, Odorography, i., 316). As matters stand, the sandal-wood oil of

India is mainly, if not entirely, produced at Kanauj in Oudh.
From ofiBoial correspondence it is learned that according to Mr. S. Ah Hussam,

sandal-wood oil was formerly distilled by several firms in Lucknow and Jaunpur,
where the preparation of sweet-scentod essences is a recognised industry. For
some years past the industry in these towns has declined, and it has become
the practice to purchase the oil from Kanauj. The method of preparation de-
scribed by the Lucknow and Jaunpur men was as follows :—Two kinds of sandal-
wood, red and white, are known in these provinces. The former is used medicinally
and in dyeing, while the latter alone is employed for the extraction of the oil.

Trees are found here and there growing in the provinces, but good wood can
alone be obtciincd from the Bahrnich forests. Until the last ten years wood from
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these forests was used largely, but latterly (owing to the low yield obtained from
the local wood) supplies have been imported from Bombay which are behov'ed

to have been derived from Mysore and Malabar. The best wood fonthe perfume
trade is held to be that from the damper tracts of the latter—it bemg assumed
that the proportion of oil present depends on both the dampness of soil and
climate of the country of production

,
The wood is first reduced to a powder, about 40 to 60 lb of which are

soaked in clean water for 4B hours, then placed in a copper still. The water,

carrying the oil evaporates and is condensed in the usual way, when, on cooling,

the oil floats on the surface and can be collected. It is then refined in various
ways—filtered, or kept for a year until the sediment of impurities lias settled
at the bottom, etc. It is believed that the water has an important function to
perform, since certain waters are superior to others Kanauj is supposed to
soften the wood and facilitate the liberation of the oil, while that of Jaunpur
improves the quality of the oil. The Kanauj manufacturers, however, attribute
their success to their skill and not to any special property possessed by the water.

It IS said that the yield in Kanauj is about 2^ to 3 seers of oil to oiio
maund of wood. The oil that comes off first from the still is the best
quality. The following rules are recogmsed by the manufacturers:—(1) the
heat must be uniform , (2) the receivers must be removed directly they are full .

(3) cleanliness is essential. If the tinning of the interior of the still is worn out,
the oil gets greenish in colour from copjxir

; (4) all joints must be steam-proof.
There are various qualities of the oil—that made at Kanauj is called mallea-
gtri ; inferior kinds are katthia wala and jahazi But the inferior oils are believ'ed
not to be made at Kanauj, and to be used by the traders for adulteration. The
annual outturn at Kanauj is about 100 niaunds of the oil , but the production
18 said to be declining, the reason given being the increasing pnre of good wood,
which now fetches Rs, .30 to Rs 35 a maund The scarcity of fuel is given as
another reason of the decline, and the adulterations practised by the dealers as
a third reason. Ordinary quality of Kanauj oil sells at about Rs 17 a seer
(— 2 lb.). [Cf. Foster, E.I C Letters, 1617, v , 339 ; (tfidenioister and Hoffmann.
Volatile Oils, 1900, 338-4.3, Pharmacoy. Ind., in., 232-4, Hare, Caspari and
Rushy, National Stand Dtspens , U.S.A , 1906, 1104-5, Hooper, Rept. Labor.
Ind. Mus., 1003-4, 27.]

Trade.

—

The sandal-wood of Mysore and Coorg has not only been
known from the most ancient times, but has ranked as the finest quality
for centuries. It i.s somewhat surprising, however, to read in Stein (Ancient
Khotan, 447, 452) of a comb found at the Kara-dong ruins (8th century)
said to be made of .sandal-wood. If that determination be correct it

would point to an Indian trans-frontier traffic of a more varied and ex-
tensive kind than hitherto contemplated, as existing at that early period.
The Indian supply of the true sandal-w'ood is drawn from Southern and
Western India, and there is nothing to show that this was not always the
case. The earliest European writers on the modern traffic refer to the
sandal of Macassar, and a supply from there is still recognised in the markets
of the world. A third grade is designated West Indian, though it is in
reality procured from Venezuela. According to Gamble, the average
annual sales of Mysore amount to 1,841 tons

,
Coorg, 102 tons ; Mkdras

Presidency, 75 tons ; and the Bombay sales a still smaller quantity—or, say,
a total annual output of 2,000 tons, valued at £40,000. Speaking of Mysore,’
Pigot (Mysore Sandal-wood, 1899) says the wood is found in a continuous
belt, about 240 miles long by 16 broad, running from the north-west to
the south-west of the province. A second and much smaller and less
important zone lies farther to the east. The total area of both belts is
about 5,450 square miles. This, therefore, is the chief sandal area of the
world, since Mysore produces about seven-eighths of the total annual
supply. Pigot classifies the grades and materials into some eighteen
sections, ranging in size from billets not less than 20 lb. in weight (vilayat
hudh), the finest grade, down to the sawdust obtained in sawing up the
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THE SOAP-NUT TREE
SAPIUM

SEBtFESRUM
Chinese Tfillow-tree

wood (the lowest). Every part has a value. The heart-wood alone, how-
ever, constitutes the odoriferous wood. In a sample reported on in the

Induin Forester (1884, x., 318) this came to four-thirteenths, or, in rough
figures, one-third of the total weight felled.

SAPINDUS MUKOROSSI, Ouet tn. ; S. detergens, Roxb., FI
Iml., ii., 280 ;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 19t>
;

<8. Mukorossi, Pram,
Beng. Plants, i., 344 ;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 180 ; Brandis, Ind.

Trees, 191. Met with in the lower hills up to 4,000 feet in altitude, and
cultivated here and there from Bengal to the Chenab valley Wild in the

Minbu district. S. lauPlfollus, Vahl.
; S. emargmatus, Vahl.

;

Gamble,
l.c.

; S. trifoliatus, FI. Br. Ind., i., 682 (in part, but not of Linn.)
;
Prain,

l.c. 344
;
S. laurifolius, Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb i., 266 ; Brandis, l.c. 191 ;

Sapindace.®. a handsome tree often met with in cultivation, also wild

from Bengal, through the Central Provinces, Rajpucaiia, etc., to Bombay,
South India and Ceylon.

The former is the Soap-nut tree of Northern Jndia and the latter of Central,
Western and Southern India. They are oolloetively described by the X.HtivoB

of India under the vernacular name rithd, and in Sanskrit by tlie names phenila
and unota. Other vernacular nanies are, houover, used, such ns rithia, ri(o, aritha,

dodan, kanmar, ttd, ud-rak, prounanga, puvandi, kunkudu, thali, thalay, charm,
etc. The fvviits of the North Indian form come into market about January or

February, and of the South Indian a little later, say about March to April. From
time immemorial these “ nuts,” cr, rather, dried fleshy berries, have been em-
ployed as detergents, and by the dyers of India are supposed to possess special

merits os a preparation (if not mordant) for certain dyes. In Kashmir the soap-
nut is preferred for washing shawls to European soaps. In other parts of the
•country they are specially valued for washing silk, and by the Indian jewellers

are resorted to for the restoration and brightening of the silveriness of plate and
ornaments tarnished by exposure.

As one of the many curious uses of these nuts, it may be said that they are
sometimes employed in washing and bleaching cardamoms, and are supposed
not only to improve the colour but also the flavour of the spice (see p .'>15). The
soap-nut is used medicinally, both by the Huidtis and Muhammadans, and its

properties are detailed in the Makhzan-el-Adunya and the Talecf-Shereef. More
up-to-date details will be found in the Pharnmcographia Indica (i., 307-70),
and in the Materia Medico of Madras, by Moodeen Sheriff (112-4), etc., etc.

Mr. A Storey of Oodeypore pointed out that tlio honey of tho flowers of tliese

trees was poisonous to bees {Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1890, v,, 423). The
soap-nut 18 much used in China for the same purpose as in India (Hosie, Prov. of

Ssu’chiman. 1904, No. 6, 31).

Quillai Bark (the bark of Holllnja aaimunrla; Kew Bull., 1904, 1—4) is

sent to Europe from Chili as n soap substitute, and a demand has arisen for the
same, which suggests the possibility of a foreign trade m the Indian soap-nuts—
the above species—as also the pods of .Aonelw <>on<-(nii<i (see p. 14).

D.E.P.,
iii., 84-5

;

vi., pt. 11 .,

408.
Soap-nut.

Wniacular
Kiimod

Fruit
Seasuii-.

Detortfcii t.

W’n-'liLiig']

CRnlAmOiUS

Po^o’ious to
Eocs

QuUlai Edrk.

SAPIUM SEBIFERUM, Jtoxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., 470

;

Gamble, Man. Ind. Ttmbs., 1902, 624-5; Hooper, Agri. Ledg., 1904,

No. 2 ;
Euphorbiacea:. The Chinese Tallow-tree, pippal-yang, mom-

china, tdr-charvi, etc. A small glabrous tree, indigenous and cultivated

in China and Japan
;
introduced into and cultivated in.,Northern India,

having become almost wild in the Dun (Kanjilal, For. i'l., 1901, 301-2)
;

fairly abundant in Garhwal, Kumiaon and Kangra.
The plant is easily 'raised from seed, but is usually propagated by layers or

•cuttmgs. The fruit is a 3-celled capsule, each cell with a single seed, surrounded
wdth a thick greasy substance—the so-called vegetable Tal.l,ow. In China this
is used in place of animal tallow for the manufacture of candles and soap, also in

dressing cloth. In addition to the sohd fat, the seed-kernel yields about 60 per

D.E.P.,
Vi., pt. ii.,

472-3.
Chinese
Tallow-
tree.

Vo^^etible
Tallow.
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TRUUOA
Lao Tree
Oil.

Cakes.

Dye.

Timber

THE COSTUS OR KtJT PERFUME

Cunt, of a brownish-yellow Oil., which is employed medicinally,

oil and in the preparation of umbrella varnish. Efforts have been

the tallow m India, but the labour and expense involved m extm«
/iqoi_o\

to be far in excess of the value of the product. In the Anmial nepor 1 ,

of the Industrial Section, Indian Museum, mention is
® ®

kernels obtained from Kangra Valley which contamed 63 0 of

“ experiments have been made by Babu Birbal at Dehra Dun and the

extracted and made into cakes, but the process was tedious and the res
„

very satisfactory, so that the culture of the tree for wax is not rocommen .

Further details regarding the manufacture, chemistry and trade in vegetnb e

tallow will be foimd in The Agricultwal Ledger. The leaves afford a black

about which little is known. The Wood is white and moderately hard. It is

made mto bedsteads, tables, toys, and has been suggested as suitable for printmg-

blocks. [Cy. Braunt, Pract. Treat on Anim. and Veg. Fata, 1888, 321 ;
Andes,

Veg. Fata and Otla, 1897. 201-2 ; Kew Bull , 1897, 10, 54 ; 1899, 216-9 ;
Thorpe,

Diet Appl. Chetn., 1900, iii , 31 ; Wright and Mitchell, Oils, Fats, etc., 1903, 502,

.'531
; Hooper, Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus., 1903-4, 26; Hosie, Prov. of Ssu’ch’uan,

1904, No. 5, 30, 46, etc.]

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. ii.,

480-3 .

Costus.

Eail; Eccords.

Easbnur.

State Demanils

Perfume

ilcdinuc

Protection from
ilotlj

SAUSSUREA LAPPA, V. B. Vlarhe; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 376;
Composite:. The Coatus, kut, paehak, post-khai, rusta, ouplate, kostum,

changala, sepuddy, etc. A tall, stout herb, indigenous to the moist, open
slopes surrounding the valley of Kashmir, at an elevation of 8,000 to 9,000

feet, and found also in parts of the basins of the Chenab and Jheluin, at

10,000 to 13,000 feet.

Costus root has been held m high repute as a medicme from remote times,
but its origin was for long obscureand was erroneously referred to Coittus stteciosus.

As with many other articles of merchandise, it came to be spoken of as obtained
from regions that were only einpona, not localities of production. Thus Garcia
de Orta (1563, Coll., xvii.) states that it grows in the region between Bengal,
Delhi and Cambay, and comes also from Clutore, whence it is brought to Cambay
and Ahmaddbdd and exported to Europe and parts of Africa. The roots are
actually dug up in largo quantities in Kashmir, cut into small pieces and sent to
Calcutta and Bombay, whence the drug is exported chiefly to China and the Red
Sea. In Kashmir its collection is a State monopoly. Lawrence (Valley of
Kashmir, 1895, 77) says :

“ Every year a large amount of the roots of the snuM-
Mui ru IS demanded by the State, and the villagers are obliged to bring a
certain weight, for which they receive Rs 4 per kharwar from the State. The
root, which is known as chob-i-kot, is exported to India, and at present the mono-
poly m chob-i-lcot is farmed out to a contractor for Rs. 46,000 per annum.”

In addition to its medicinal properties it is a valuable perfume and largely
used in China as an incense. Is also said to be a good hairwash, havmg
the reputation of turning grey hair black. In Kashmir it is much employed
by shawl-mcrchaiits to protect their fabrics from moths and other insects . The
absence of this particular perfume woe for some time made the test for
imitation shawls. [Cf, Clusius, Hist. Exot. PI

,

1006, 204-6 ; Pharmacog. Ind.,
11 ., 296-303; in., 165, app. ; Henry, Econ. Bot. China, 1893, 19; Rept. Ind.
Hemp Drugs Comm., 1894, in

, 94 ; Ann. Rept. Ind. Mus. (Indust. Sec.), 1894-5,
33 , Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 180-1.]

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. ii.,

487-8 .

Lac Tree

—

Kusumb.

Oil.

SCHLEICHERA TRIJUGA, WUM. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 681;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 194-6

;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906,

189-90
;
Sapindace^. The Lac Tree, Kosumba, or Ceylon Oak, kosum,

gausam, gosham, pusku, roatanga, paka, pdvd, pulachi, sagdi, chendala,
kassurruir, kusumb, gyo, etc. A large deciduous tree, in the “ dry chiefly
deciduous forests in the greater part of India, Burma and Ceylon, but
apparently absent from Bengal and Assam ” (Gamble). Recent in-

vestigations have shown, however, that the tree does occur in Bengal
(especially Chota Nagpur), though not in Assam.

The most valuable product of this tree is the On, yielded by the seeds, which
is used for culmary and lighting purposes, also as a hair-oil and in Native medicine.
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SESAMUM
THE MAKKING-NUT TREE jndicum

Qingolly
It is said to be an efficient agent for cleaning and promoting the growth of the
hair, and is reputed to be the original Macassar oil. Recently there has been iiionwar
a considerable demand from abroad for the seeds (Hooper, Agri. Ledg., 1906,
No. 1). A large quantity of seed was found to be available m India, but owing
to its being edible, jungle tribes would, in times of scarcity, gather the fruits for
their own conAimption rather than for trade purposes. It is also said that none
of the oil is sold or exported in any of the districts specially investigated. The
tree is noteworthy from its being one of the most highly valueil plants of
the Lao insect. As a lac-yielding tree it is especially prevalent in Raipur and r..ic

Bilaspur in the Central Provinces. The Wood is hard, strong and durable and 'I'n iiier.

used for making pestles, cart-wheels, axles, ploughs , also for rollers of sugar-
mills, and of cotton and oil presses. [Cf. Pharmacog. InH., in

, app , 138-9
Joum. Soc. Ohem Induat., 1900, xix , 264, 072 ; Thorpe, £Hcf. Appf 19o0.
lii., 31 ; Wright and Mitchell, Oils, Fata, etc., 1903, 542 . Hooper, Rept. Labor
Ind. Mua., 1904-5, 26 ;

Trap. Aijriat., Oct 1906, \xvii . 309 10.

1

SEMECARPUS ANACARDIUM, Litiii. ; FI. Hr. Ind. i... liO
;
D.E.P.,

Talbot, List. Trees, etc., 116; Kanjilal, For. FI, 1901, 102; (iainble, vi., pt. ii.,

Man. Ind. Timbs., 220-1; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb, 1903, i., 278-9;
Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 353, Watt, Kew Bull., 1906, 139; AniCAR-
DiACE.®. The Marking-nut Tree, bheld, bhildwn. kongki, soso, kokka,

skaing jiri, bihu, gheru, etc. A deciduous tree ot the 8ub-Himaloyan tract

from the Sutlej eastwards, ascending to a height of 3,500 feet and found
throughout the hotter parts of India as far east as Assam.

It yields by tapping the stem an acrnl, viscid juice from which a varnish is Varmsh

made (see Uelanorrhaaa, p. 779), but the most important product of the tree is

the fruit, the pciicorp of which contains a bitter and powerful astringent prin-
ciple, universally used in India ns a substitute for marking-ink. It gives a black Markmg-ink.

colour to cotton fabrics, but before application must bo mixed with hmowater Lirrewater.

as a mordant. In parts of Bengal the fruits are also used a.s a dye, either alone Dye

or with alum, while throughout India they hold an important place m Native
medicine. The fleshy cups on which the fruit rests, and the kernels of the
nuts, are oaten as food. [C/. Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 323 ; Piso, Pood

De Med. Bros., 1648, 57-9 i also Mant. Aram., in Ind. XJtn re Nat. et Med., 1658,
193-4 : Marcgraf, Hist. PI., in Piso, De Med. Bras., 94—6 ; Boyrn, Ft. Sin., 1656,

c. ; Labat, Nouv. Voy. oux Isles de L’Amer., 1724, ii . 385-7 ; Paultis .-Egineta

(Adams, transl. and Comment.), 1847, iii., 450 ; Pharmacog. Ind
, i., 389-92 ;

Moodeen ShorifI, Mat. Med. Mad., 1891, 124-8; The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle,

transl., 1893-7, 83, 108, etc. ; Duncan, Dyes and Dyeing in Assam, 1896. 47-8 ;

Sen, Thesis on S. Anacardium, 1902; Dutt, Mat Med. Hind, 1900, 141-2;
Achart, Quinze Cents Plantes dans VInde, 1905, 386-7.]

SESAMUM INDICUM, IM\ ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 387; Heuze, D-E.P.,

Les PI. Indust., 1893, ii., 142-50
;
Semler, Tro-p. Agnk., 1900, ii., 472-84

; gQ2?42”
’

Wiesner, Die Rohst. des Pflanzenr., 1903, ii., 768-78 ; Pedaline.®. Gingelly gesame.
(or Guigeli) or Sesame Oil, til, hr, tal, krishna- or kala-tel, rasi, sumsum
or sim-sim, kfiasa, tilmin, mithd-tel, bhunguru, kun^ad, kala l:af!ca (black),

purbia (red), nallenny (oil), nuvvulu, achchellu, hnan, etc. Au annual
plant cultivated throughout the tropical regions of the globe for the oil

obtained from its seed. In India, however, it might be more correctly

described as a crop of the warm temperate or .sub tropical tracts, being

grown as an autumn or even winter crop in the warmer parts, and as a

summer one in the colder.

History.—Botanical evidence alone might lead to the supposition that the History.
Hemamutn of sub-tropical agriculture was origmally a native of Africa, in which
continent there are some eight or nine truly wild forms, and where the present
species is known to have been cultivated from remote times. De Candolle is of

opinion that the plant was introduced into India from the Sunda Isles at a period Sanda.

prior to the Aryeui invasion. “ Rumphius,” he says, “ gives throe names for
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SESSAMUM
INDICUM the gingelly or sesame plant
History

Java.

Sanskrit Xames.

I ndian Names

the sesame in three islands, very different one from the other ^
Sanskrit word, which supports the theory of a more ancient exiftence i

Archipelago than on the continent of India.” He also adduMS the lac

plant found wild on the mountains of Java was determined to be ft

this were so, however, we might expect to discover some trace of the bun a

m the languages of India. Instead wo find a singular imiformity Yliroug ou e

most diversified tongues in the names for the plant, its seed, and oil,

clearly of immixed Sanskrit origin. Moreover, the name enters into the ear y
primitive conceptions of domestic life and religious ceremonial, and even assinnes

a generic from a specific significance, becoming “ oil ” (taila) m more recent times

on the discovery of other oil-yieldmg plants. Sesamum is frequently mentioned

by the Greek and Latin authors. Indeed some of the Indian names given to it

come from Arabic or Persian ; few or none belong to the aboriginal languages cu

India. In this connection may be mentioned the names qtngeb, gergehm, and

jinjili or jinfali, which Dr. Rice derives from the Arabic chul-chulan, and i lue

and Burnell from the Arabic al juljuldn. There is, moreover, no reason to doubt

that the tilu of the Sanskrit authors is the til of India to-day (Dutt, Mat. Med

Kuropean
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Ht-ad., 216-7).
Though sesamum has not hitherto been recorded as found wild m any of the

M’ariner tracts of Central Asia, it is cultivated everywhere m the Himalaya, in

Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia and Egypt. There would, therefore, seem little

evidence opposed to the statement that, if not originally native of tlie warm
temjjciate tracts of India, it was probably brought to India before it found its

way to Egypt and Europe. But it is certainly very remnrkalile that few, if any.

of the onrly European travellers in India, such iis Garcia do Orta, Linschoten,

etc
,
etc , make mention of thi.s plant or of ifs oil. In the Ain-t-Akbari (l.'iOO)

fretjuent refeience is, however, made to both the black and the wliito-socded

forms, so that there is abundant evidence of its having been an important crop
in India for at least the past 300 years [Cf Paulus /•Egineta (Adams, transl.),

1847, 111 ., 331 ; Varthcma, Travels (ed, Hakl Sec.), 8*1-7
,

Caineranus, Hort.
Med. et Phil., 1588, 150, t. xliv. ; Prosper Alpinus, De PI. yEgypti, 1502, 38-9,
Munting, Phyt. Curiosa, 1696-1702. 46, t. 239 : Milbnrn, Or Comm., 1813, i., 292 ;

Heyne, Tracts on India, 1814, 206 , Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl ), 1833,
69-60 , Buchanan-Haniilton, Stat. Acc Dtnaj., 1833, 174, 184 ; Hobson-Johaon
(od. Crooke), 1903, 373-4 ; Joret, Les PI dans VAntiq., etc , 1904, ii., 269-70,
338 ; Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and Barber, transl ), 1907, 380-4.]

CULTIVATION.—Sesame is grown as a pure crop all over India,

and in certain localities, such as the United Provinces, also as a mixed
crop. According to the Agricultural Stalislics, the area in British India
under the crop in 1904-5 was 4,023,847 acres. An estimated area for

the same year, excluding Burma but including the Native States of
Bombay and Sind, was stated at 4,178,7(X) acres for the pure crop with
a yield of 300,400 tons

; 6(X),000 acres for the mixed crop with a yield of

35,000 tons, the latter being in the United Provinces. In that year
also the area m the Native States (as officially returned, but excluding
Hyderabad, Kathiawar and Baroda) is stated to have been 487,277
acres. In Noel-Paton’s Final Memorandum on the sesamum crop for
1905-6.mention is made of the area m Hyderabad having been
acres in 1904-5 and 431,200 acres in 1905-6. For the ten years ending

1905-

6 the annual average area in British India, including Burma, was
3,904,(XX3 acres, of which Burma had 930,000 acres

;
the Central Pro-

vinces, 832,000 acres
;

Madras, 737,000 acres ;
and Bombay with its

Native States of Kathiawar and Baroda, 633,000 acres. For the years

1906-

7 the estimated area and yield (excluding Burma) were ;—1905-6,
3,914,200 acres (pure) yielding 344,800 tons, and 700,000 acres (mixed)
yielding 45,000 tons; 1906-7, 3,844,100 acres (pure) yielding 441,100 tons,
and 776,100 acres (mixed) yielding 90,000 tons.

There are two crops, a roM and a kkartf, and various cultivated forms
of the plant, some specially suitable for growing in the kharif season.
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Cultivation
others as early rdhi crops. Two, at least, of these are easily recognised

—

one with white seeds {safed til), the other with black (kala til). The latter

is much the more common form and is reputed to yield a superior oil.

The rabi crop is most extensively grown on blai k or medium black
cotton soil in alternation with cotton or judr. If sown in September it is

ready in January. The khanf crop is usually sown with other ciops, such
as judr, bd'jra and cotton, but is sown by itself in soin.* localities. It ripens
m October or November. A good average croj) from black soil is said to iieid

yield about 450 lb. of seed per acre {Imp. Goz ,
PK).5 m

,
.‘18-9).

Bengal, Including Eastern Bengal.

—

The i stin ced area and vield Bengal,
in 1904-5 were 493,700 acres and 59,000 ton,,. The ictiial area however,
was 414,200 acres. The largest areas (indKated b\ the returns for 1904-5)
ordinarily are :—Maimensingli, 74,.3oO

, Pabua 3f<.00<' acres, tingid, oiaricts.

34,500 acres; Midnapur, 29, lOO acres Hazaiibaiib 27,700 acres, Backer-
ganj, 25,000 acres; Jessore, 22,.bon acres \oakhali, 13,600 acres;
Tippera, 13,200 acres

;
Bogra, I 'i 0<X) m res, etc. The supplementary

Final Memorandum for 1906-7 cstiinate.s the aie.i for 1906—7 at 292,100
acres with a yield of 39,600 tons in Bengal, ami at 221,800 acres with a
yield of 25,400 tons in Eastern Bengal.

According to Roy. the best soil is an alluvial loam, high and well SoU.

drained. The blai k vaiiety is taken after aus paddy, the white after dus
or aman paddy. In Dacca only white til is grown. The land is ploughed
and Viarrowed in February and April and the seed then sown “ 6 seers Seasons,

per acre.” The crop is harvested in May-.Tune, and the average yield is riacvest,

about “ 15 maunds per acre.” In Orissa, the land is prepared and the
seed sown for white hi m June-July. and the crop harvested in November-
December

;
for black hi, the seed is sown in September-October and the

crop harvested from January to March. [Of. Basu, Agn. Lokardaga,

1890, pt. 2, 35 ; Banerjei, Agn. Cuttack, 1893, 89-90
;
Mukerji, Handbook

Ind. Agri., 1901, 274-5
;
Roy, Crops of Bengal, 1906, 82-3.]

Assam.—The area in Assam proper in 1904-5 was 8,376 acres and the Assam,
chief localities Sylhet, Nowgong and Kamriip. There are reported to be

three different crops, viz. the crop sown m February-March in Sylhet, crops,

the August-October crop of the Brahmaputra valley, and the May-June Seasons,

crop of Manipur and Nowgong. According to F. C. Henniker {Assam

Crop^xper., 1900-1, app.) the average outturn m 1900-1 was found to oauum.

^be 283 lb. per acre. [Cf. Allen, Assam Dist. Gaz., 1905, ii., 120-1.]

United Provinces.—As already indicated, sesamum is largely grown u. Prov.

as a mixed crop in these provinces. The total area of the pure crop in Areas.

1904-^5 was 304,097 acres, and the outturn (estimated) 13,900 tons
;
of the

mixed crop ('festimated) 600,000 acres, and the outturn (estimated) 35,000

tons. The principal districts (according to the returns for 1904-5), where

the crop ii^ grown alone, are :

—

Agra : Hamirpur, 115,119 acres
;

Jhansi,

105,404 acres
;
Banda, 35,164 acres ;

Mirzapur, 17,663 acres, etc. The

supplementary Final Memorandum on the crop tor 1906-7 estimates the

area under the pure crop at 309,200 acres with a yield of 36,200 tons,

and under the mixed crop at 775,000 acres with a aueld of 90,000 tons. It

is a kharif crop, sown at the commencement of the monsoon and harvested Seasons,

in October and November. The method of cultivation is very rough.

” The seed is sown broadcast after two or three hurried ploughmgs, and

ploughed in. When ^own with millet or cotton, it gains the benefit of

the care which these crops receive. It is in this case either sown broadcast, Broadoaat.
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the seed being mixed with that of the principal crop before sowing, or it is

disposed in parallel lines running across the field or along fits piargins.

Seed. When mixed with other crops the amount of seed sown to the acre varies,

of course, with the inclination of each individual cultivator. When grown
alone, from 8 to 12 seers of seed are used.”

Outturn. “ Under the circumstances of its cultivation it is obivously impossible

to frame any reliable estimate of its outturn per acre, which varies very

greatly with the amount of seed sown. From 26 seers to
1 J maunds are

commonly gathered when it is sown with judr or cotton. When grown
alone from 4 to 6 maunds is the average return to the acre.” [Cf. Duthie
and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, ii., 35-7 and t. xlii.]

C. Prov. Central Provinces and Berar.—The estimated areas in 1904-5 in
Areiu^.

Berar.
Areas,

SoUs

Rainfall.'

Oatturn.

Panjab.
Areas.

Outturn.

Seasons.

the Central Provinces and Berar were 779,600 acres and 111,500 acres,

while the estimated yields^’were 58,900 tons and 10,100 tons respectively.

The actual areas were 858,664 acres in the Central Provinces and lll,7i8
acres in Berar. In the Central Provinces the chief districts w’ere ;—Sam-
balpur, 103,401 acres

;
Nimar, 98,785 acres

;
Rajpur, 98,680 acres ;

Hoshangabad, 78,487 acres
; Jabbalpur, 68,992 acres

;
ChAnda, 59,800

acres, etc.
;

in Berar • —Wiin, 67,307 acres. The supplementary Final
Memorandum for 1906-7 estimates the area at 783,900 acres and the yield
at 69,600 tons.

Fuller {Note on Outturn of Txmd under Crops in C. Prov., 1894, 22-4)
says “ it can be grown on almost the poorest land in cultivation, but is

also a profitable crop on good soils, and is commonly sown on newly
broken lands during the fimt two years of the reclamation. It requires
a light monsoon rainfall and in this respect resembles cotton, the til and
cotton harvests generally agreeing in character. Though classed as a
monsoon crop, iil is largely grown during the cold weather m the southern
and eastern districts, good land in this case being devoted to it and a larger
outturn gathered than is usually yielded by monsoon til.'’ With regard
to outturn, he states that “ the present standards are 150 lb. per acre
for the three northern districts, 250 lb. for Wardha and Nagpur, and
200 lb. for all others. They rather overstate the produce, save in the
case of the Nerbudda and Nagpur districts, where they are decidedly
too low.” [Cf. Rept. Land Rev. Settl. Nagpur, 1899, 63 ; Hoshangabad
1905, 28.] .

Panjab and North-West Frontier.—Th^ estimated area and yield
in the Panjab for 1904-5 are given as 158,000 acres and 16,000 tons. The
actual area subsequently returned for that year in the Panjdb was 113,200
acres, and in the North-West Frontier Province 4,901 acres were returned
as under the crop. The largest areas in the PanjAb (in 1904-6) ordinarily
occur in Gurdaspur, 30,479 acres

;
Multan, 13,295 acres ; Kangra, 10,266

acres
;
Amritsar, 5,709 acres ; Gurgaon, 5,242 acres

; Hoshiarpur, 5,231
acres, etc. The supplementary Final Memorandum for 1906-7 estimates
the area in the Panjab at 94,400 acres with a jdeld of 8,600 tons.

In the Gazetteer for Multan (1901-2, 217) it is stated that “ the outturn
is from 3 to 3^ maunds per acre, and the produce fetches the zamindar
some 10 seers to the rupee, or Rs. 4 per maund. The crop gives fair
returns and costs less to cultivate than most, as it can do with a light soil
and moderate moisture, can be sown late, and requires very little looking
after. The sowings take place in July, and the cr6p is cut in November.”
Lawrence [Valley of Kashmir, 340) says it is a very common crop, sown
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Ojiltivation

in April, and ripens shortly after rice. It is a delicate crop, injured by
cold winds.

.

Bombay and Sind.—Estimated areas, including the Native States, Bombay,
were given in lOO-t-b as 793,900 acres in the Presidency and 83,700 acres

in Sind, with*yields of 52,700 tons and 5,300 tons respectively. The area

actually surveyed in the British districts alone was .302,600 acres in

Bombay and 79,772 in Sind. In Bombay (1904-5) the largest areas

were Khandesh, 80,812 acres ; Nasik, 54,989 .icres; Panch Mahals, 46,768

acres; Ahmadabad, 33,524 acres; Kaira, 18,681 acres; >hmadnagar,

16,731 acres; Dharwar, 16,446 acres, etc. In Sind—Upper Sind Frontier Sind.

46,894 acres, etc. Although no returns are available for the year named,

the crop is known to be very important in Kathiawar, Baroda ai d other

Native States. The supplementar\ Final Memorandum for 1906-7

estimates the area and yield in Bombay (includini Native States)

at 1,020,400 acres and 182,400 tons, and in Sind (with its Native
States) at 62,100 acres and 4,700 tons. The method of cultivation is

fully described by Mollison • “ The kkarif croi) requires,” he sais ‘ a crops,

totally different soil to that found most suitable for the lahi crop. Td,

as a rain-crop, likes a sandy soil or light .soil, \vliere.as the crop which is

sown in August-September, or later, grows best' on black soil or on such -ciaon'?.

soils as are retentive of moisture.”

The Kaira cultivation, he further .says, is typical for the kharij crop. It

is sown subordinate to hd)ra on sandy loam so'ils. Other subordinate crops Rotation,

are the usual pulses and fibre-plants. “ The ttl seed rate is J lb. or less

per acre.” If sown as early as possible in the kharif season, harvest should

commence in Septcniber-October. A good outturn as a subordinate crop

he estimates at ‘‘80 to 120 lb. per acre.” As a rahi crop it is grown

extensively alone on black or medium black soil. The rotation crops are

cotton and jndr. The field is repeatedly ploughed and harrowed during June,

July and August. If sown in September, the crop is ready in January.

With regard to outturn, he estimates that a good crop in Khandesh

yields from 320 to 360 lb. per acre, and the seed is worth 15 to 18 lb. per

rupee. From a seed-rate of 1 lb. per acre, a crop experiment at Surat in

1895-6 gave an outturn of 372 lb. per acre, worth Rs. 25-13-3. The cost

of cultivation is rated at Rs. 10-6-0 per acre. [C/. Molhson, Textbook Ind.

Agri.^iii., 90-4 ;
Crop Exper. Kept. Bombay Fres.]

Madras and Mysore.—The estimated area and outturn were 674,200 Madras,

acres and 55,100 tons, but the actual area in Madras during 1904-5 was

755,475 acres. In Mysore the area was 90,623 acres. The chief districts r>iatnct«.

of Madras in 1904-5'were Godavari, 83,939 acres ;
Vizagapatam, 83,337

acres* South^rcot, 68,218 acres ;
Tiniievelly, 66,938 acres ;

North Arcot,

66,873 acres ;
Salem, 55,429 acres ;

Coimbatore, 47,334 acres, etc The

supplementary Final MemoTandum for 1906—7 estimates the area and yield

in Madras at 686,500 acres and 48,000 tons. In Godavari, it is stated that

mixed or sandy soil suits the plant best. The land is prepared about the soii.

month of April and the seed sown in May or June. The crop is ripe about Seasoas.

three months after sowing. In North Arcot it is said to be an early crop,

being sown, if the rains are sufficient, in April or May, and reaped four nar^es

months later. It is sometimes irrigated, and is then sown as early as

January or February. {Cf. Cox, Man. N. Arcot, 1895, i., 271-2 ;
Rice,

Mysore Gaz., 1897, i., 122 ;
Francis, South Arcot, 1906, i., 114, 122.]

Burma.—The area in 1904-5 was 976,361 acres in Upper Burma; Burma.
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60,317 acres in Lower Burma. The largest areas were as follows : M3ang-

yan, 241,355 acres
; Magwe, 185,386 acres

;
Lower Chincl^in, 128,398

acres ; Sagaing, 127,634 acres
;

Meiktila, 94,954 acres ;
Minbu, 77,17ft

acres, etc. The following facts regarding Myingyan (Carev, Settl. Reft.

Operat., 1901, 34), where the largest area is ordinarily growhi, may prove

instructive. “ Early sesamum is sown in May and June and is reaped

in July and August. Late sesamum is sown m October and November
and is reaped iii January and February. The early sesamum seeds are

the thadunhyu (white), hoktaung (red), shan hnan (large seed), and the

late se.samum varieties are the hnangi-net (black) and hnangyi-phu (white)^

The same quantity of seed is sown for both crops. The late crop is the

safer, but the early crop gives the larger yield. Invariably 2J pyts oi

seed are sown to the acre, and, whereas the early crops yield from two to

twelve baskets (both extreme figures), the best late crops seldom exceed

.six baskets. A basket of .seed gives 5 viss of oil, the value of which varies-

from Es. 3 to Rs. 5 pi'r mss, hut Rs. 3-4-0 is the average normal sale

value.” [Cf. Settl. Operat. Repls. for Parlett, Sagaing, etc.
,
Max and

Bertha Ferrars, Burma, 1900, 51, 149.]
/HA.\UF4CTUIfP. AND USES OF THE OIL.—As indicated, there are at least

two easily recognised forms, one witli white, the other with black seeds. The
latter is tlic most abundant and yields the best oil It is extracted by expres-
sion in nulls, by the same process as that for raustard-oil Is clear and limpid,
varying in colour from pale yellow to dark amber. Has no smell and not liable

to become rancid. Adulteration with ground-nut oil is frequent. In India it

is largely used lor culinary purposes, in anointing the body, m soap manufacture,
and as a lamp-oil. It is also frequently employed os an adulterant of ghi (see
|ip. 479, 481). In England it is cliieflj used m making soap. In many of its

properties it resembles ohve-oil, and is accordingly similarly utilised. The oil from
t he black variety is generally stated to be more suitable for medicinal purposes
than the white. It is also extensively employed in the manufacture of Indian
porfunies, and for this purpose tlie perfume is frequently extracted by the seeds
direct—layers of the seeds being placed between layers of flowers, etc. (see

p. 820) The white-seeded form is largely eaten as an article of food, more
especially in certain sweetmeats. The oil-cake, left after expression of the oil,

18 m demand all over India as a cattle food, and m times of drought and scarcity
IS e\ en eaten as food by the poorer classes As n manure the cake is of less value
tlian castor and other oii-cakes. In Madras tanghedi bark (see p. 290) is said to
be added to the seeds before being pressed for oil [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., iii.,

26-3.9; Agri. Lcdg , 1893, 1896-7, 1901, 1903-4; Basu, Agri. Lohardaga, 1890,
pt. 1, 131, Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 197; Blount and Bloxaiii, Ckem. for
Engin and Manuf., 1900, ii , 233 ; Merck, Digest

, 1900, No. 7 ; Ludwig Hesse,
Physiolog and Therap. Import, of Jodtpin in Pharm.-Centralhalle, 1900, No. 1

;

Thorpe, Diet Appl. Chem., 1900, iii., 377-8 . Leach, Food Inspect, and Anal.,
1905, 420, Leather, Mern. Dept Agri hid , 1907, i (Chem ser.). No 2 ]

TRADE.—Internal.—The returns of til seed carried by rail were in

1902-3, 4,590,935 cwt.
;

in 190.3-4, 4,675,014 cwt.
;

in 1904-5, 3,627,307
cwt.

;
in 1905-6, 2,956,419 cwt.

;
and in 1906-7, 4,326,824 cwt. The

chief importing centre is Bombay port, which in 1906-7 drained its supplies
chiefly from the Central Provnnees, Rajputana, Nizam’s Territory and
Bombay Presidency, viz. 2,738,978 cwt. Calcutta follows next with a
total of 453,979 cwt., received from the Central Provinces and Bengal

;

then come the Madras ports with 384,156 cwt., derived from the Nizam’s
Territory and Madras. The traffic of Burma is not given in the returns
of railborne trade, but it is doubtless mainly toward Rangoon and the
other chief towns of the province.

The total exports by coast of sesamum seed in 1905-6 amounted to
479,169 cwt., valued at Rs. 37,69,577, and during the period 1900-5
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^eraged about 400,000 cwt. The chief exporting centres, coastwise, are
Madras and* Bombay, and the chief importing province is Burma. It is

thus very significant that Burma, though it is the largest single producing
area, drains an annual supply from India.

Foreign Exports.—In the foreign trade statistics the figures are External,
returned under two headings—(1) Oil and (2) Seeds. The quantities of
Sesamum On. exported during the years 1W2-7 were as follows :—In K^ports

1902-3, 212,728 gallons, valued at Rs. 3,33,489 ; in 1903 -1, 285,711
gallons, valued at Rs. 4,24,403 ; in 1904-5, 547,456 gallons, valued at
Rs. 7,22,158

;
in 1905-6, 308,310 gallons, valued at Rs. 4,44,293 ;

ami ia
1906-7, 165,877 gallons, valued at Rs. 2.79,644. Almost the whole
quantity goes from Bombay, and the chief market' in recert ye.us have
been Mauritius, Arabia, Aden, Ceylon.

During the period 1900-7 the exports of .Seed Mere:—In ] 900-1, Oil-seed.
1,844,194 cwt., valued at Rs. 1,5.5,58 .575 ; in 1901-2, 2,447,149 cwt., mporu.
valued at Rs. 2,14,39,368

,
in 1902-3, 3,732 085 cwt, valued at Rs’.

2,90,93,614; lu 1903-4, 3,.512,650 ,,wt., xalued at Rs. 2,42,89,44 i
,

in
1904-5, 2,516,757 cwt., valued at R.s. 1,73,71,691; m 1905-6, 1,685,208
cwt., valued at Rs. 1,46,93,032

,
and iii 1906-7, 2,740,815 cwt., valued

at Rs. 2,53,79,919. It will thus be seen that a considerable fluctuation
has taken place. Commenting on this subject, Noel-Paton (Rev. Trade
Ind., 1905-6, 43) observe^ • " The shortage in rape-seed led to an
acute internal demand for sesamum and occasioned great embarrassment Inilian Demand.

to shippers
; and, since in this case also the favourable nature of the

crop prospects had led to depletion of available stocks, the exports, which

declined by 28 per cent, in 1904-5, underwent a further contraction of

33 per cent., making a total of 52 per cent, in the two years. The average

value rose by 26 '3 per cent.’’ The condition mentioned was, however,

entirely changed by the recovery of the foreign transactions in the year

following. Bombay exports almost the entire quantity consigned from Bombay

India (in 1906-7 its share came to 2,366,144 cwt.), and the chief markets

were :—France, 1,060,589 cwt. ;
Belgium, 862,117 cwt.

;
Germany, 311,553

cwt, ; Austria-Hungary, 191,795 cwt. ;
Italy, 158,316 cwt.

;
Egypt, 110,515

met.
;
and by way of contrast it mav be added that the United Kingdom

took only 3 cwt,, valued at Rs. 24. But, as already observed, while Burma Burma.

is the»largest single producing province, it exports practically no sesamum
seed. The production must be locally consumed, and hence to Burma this

is relatively a much more important product than it is to the people

of India. In Burma this oil doiibtleas plays very largely the part of gh%

in In^ia.

The impetrts of sesamum oil and seed are small and unimportant, importe.

amounting, in 1906-7, to 384 gallons of oil and to 14,549 cwt. of seed,

chiefly derived from the Straits Settlements and Ceylon, and consigned to

Burma.
According to a recent volume of Prices and Wages in India, the rrico.

wholesale price of sesamum seed in Calcutta in January of 1906 was

Rs. 5-10-6 per maund of 82’286 lb.

SESBANIA ACULEATA, Pers. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 114; Prain, D.E.P.,

Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 402-4
;
Leguminos.®. The jayanti, brihat-ckakramed, “•>

dhanicha, dhunchi, gadoreji, rdn-shewrd, bkuiawdi, erra 'jiluga, nyaeh,

etc. A suffruticose annual met with often in a cultivated state on low-
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THE ITALIAN MILLET

lying land on the plains of India, from the Western Himalaya to Geylon

and Siam. *

The stems of this plant have long been employed locally in varioas parts of

India to yield a strong and useful fibre, which is used as a substitute for

hemp. It 18 considered to be very durable under water, and is ••nuch esteemed
by fishermen for making drag-ropes for nets. It is sown after the first showers
of April or May, and the crop is ready to cut in September or October. The
expense of cultivation is about Rs. 9 per acre The method of preparing the
fibre 18 similar to that for san (Vrotaiaria junrea ). The stems are also commonly
employed as stakes for pdn (ftper Bette) gardens. Recent experiments at Sibpur
and elsewhere have shown that it makes a good green manure. [C/. Banerjei,

Agn. Cuttack, 1893, 88 ; Dodge. Useful Fibre Plants of the World, 1897, 294 ;

Exper. Farm Rept., Sibpur, 1897-8, 10 ; Repta. Dept. Land Rec. and Agn., Bengal ;

Admin. Rept. Bengal, 1901-2, 20 ; Dept. Agri. Mad. Bull., 1905, in., No. 62.]

SETARIA ITALICA, lieaur. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 78 ;
Rheede,

Hort. Mai., xii., t. 79 ;
Duthie, Fodd. Grass. N. Ind., 15 ;

Duthie and
Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 5, t. xxv.

;
Panicum italicum, Linn.,

Roxb., FI. Ind., i., 302 ;
Giiamine.®. The Italian Millet, kangu, kdngni,

rala, kiranj, kora, koni, kaon, kdkun, china, chena, shall, .shol, tdngun, kher,

gal, tennai, naoni, sat, etc.

Cultivation.—This millet is extensively grown in India both on the plains and
the hills up to 0,000 feet, and is distributed to most warm temperate and tropical

countries. It is interesting, for example, that the discoveries made at Ancient
Kliotan, by recent explorers, show that it' was cultivated m Eastern Turkestan
during at least the 3rd century of our era. Stem, for example, calls it tarigh, and
mentions specimens ofthograin found at Niya and also at Kara-dong which had
been identified at Kew. It is perhaps somewhat significant, however, that no refer-

ence should be made to it in The Bower Manuscripts, discovered at Kucha, seemg
that two other millets are mentioned, viz. Pnntcnnt CruM-Galll (ear frumenla-
eenni, see p 843) and Kienstne. earaeaun

.

The Italian Millet has often been
claimed as an Indian wild plant, but the majority of writers now regard it ae an
exotic though cultivated from ancient times It has, in fact, been grow'n from
time immemorial in Asia, and has been recognised in the deposits of the Swiss
Lake dwellings. Do Candolle thmks that the species existed thousands of years
ago in China, Japan, and the Indian Archipelago. The kangni of modern writers
undoubtedly denotes this grass, and it is cultivated here and there all over India,
and even in Burma and the Shan and Kachin hills. It delights, says Roxburgh,
in an elevated light dry soil, and two crops may be sown on the same field, two
separate sowings bemg made, and homeetod m September and January. It

IS grown as a kharif crop mostly, and there are two well-marked varieties, one
straw yellow, the other reddish yellow. Sen (speaking of Dacca) says it as very
sensitive to stagnant water. If rain-water stands on the field for twenty-four
hours the crop may be lost. Roy telle us that in Orissa it is generally grown by
the hill tribes and confined to the jungle-lands. Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agn.,
111., 69) says that this millet is cultivated all over India, but in no part is the
cultivation very important. “ In Bombay Presidency the crop is annually
becoinmg more popular and the area has considerably increased,” ” Th'e total
area for the Presidency exceeds 200,000 acres annually.'’ It is a “ quick-growdng
plant and a suitable crop to grow after a period of famine or scarcity.” Mollison
then adds that a Dharwar crop tested in 1894 yielded the following results :

—

Seed-rate 6J lb. ; grain 843 lb. and straw 2,631 lb. an acre.

Diseases.—In Madras the crop is frequently attacked by a fungus, known as
seterampora grnminteoin , some account of which is given by Barber in a paper
on the diseases of ftorahum m Madras {Dept. Agri. Mad. Bull., 1904, ii.. No. 49),
and by Butler {Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind , 1907, ii., 14 ; also Maxwell-Lefroy, 1908,
11., 1-13).

Uses.—The gram is much esteemed as an article of human Food in some parts
of the country, and is oaten in the form of cakes or of porridge. In Madras it is

specially valued as a fiour to be used in making pastry, and when boiled with milk
it constitutes a light and pleasant meal for invalids. It is also much valued as a
food for cage-birds and for poultry, and added to beer it is said to make the
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beverage more intoxicating (see p. 760). Church gives the nutrient ratio as 1 • 7-4
and the nutrient value as 91. As Foddee, the straw is not reckoned very nourish-
ing and 18 often only used as beddmg or for thatching houses. [Of. Sen, Rept. Agri.
Slot. Dacca, 1889, 37 ; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 76-7 ; Roy, Crops of Bengal,
1900, 60; Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 337; Mysore Oaz., 1897, i., 116-7.]

•

SHELLS.

—

Three groups of shells are of industrial value in India ;—(a) Cowries or shells used as money
; (b) Conch and other shells used for

artistic and industrial purposes
;

(c) Shells, freshwater and marine, utilised

as sources of lime
;
and {d) Ornamental Corals.

COWRY—kauri, kavadi, kaparda—the small white shell of t’yprma
mouBta. From time immemorial this has been employed in the currency of

Southern Asia, more especially m China Tiie use is alluded to by Mas’udi
(943 A.D.), by Marco Polo, and by many other WTiters, rnoie especially of the
Maldives, South India and Bengal. In India tliej arc rapidly disappearing,
though m the rural parte of the country they are still employed a.s money. Their
value appears to bo 6, 144 to the rupee. But m addition they oi'e largely emplov ed
08 articles of adornment for horses, cattle, etc. The imports in 1901-2 camo to

17,568 ewt., valued at Bs. 56,892; and fi\o years later (1905-6) 21,405 cwt.,
valued at Rs. 81,710 , and 1906-7, 18,638 ewt., valued at Ks. 68,845. The bulk of

these foreign supplies came from East Africa and were imported into Bombay
mainly, then Calcutta, Karachi, and last of all Madras. A considerable local

supply is also obtained from the Laccadive and MaUlivo Islands. [Cf. Watt,
Jnd. Art at Delhi, 1903, 206.]

CONCH OR CHANK, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, ETC.—Thomas, Pearl and
Chunk Fisheries, 1884; Thurston, Mad. Bull

,

1894, No. 1. The sacred chank,
conch or sankha {Tuchiueitn rapn), 18 procured by divers in the Gulf of Manar,
opposite Jaffnapatam in Ceylon, and off the coast of Travancore, Tuticorm, etc.

Formerly the traffic in these shells was a State monopoly, to-day the Ceylon
fisheries are regulated by an Ordinance. And so far as India is concerned, a
notification is simply given when the sales will occur at Tuticorm. As much as a
lakh and a half of rupees’ worth is often disposed of at one time. But so long
ago as the 16th century Garcia de Orta spoke of the trade with Bengal m these
shells having declined, and Bocarro in the 17th century made special mention of

the manufacture of bracelets from them. A right-handed chank (that is to say,

one with the spiral opening to the right) is much prized by the Hindus to bo used
at their temples, and being exceedingly rare often fetches a high price. Bracelets,

armlets, charms, etc., are made of the ordinary conch shell, and these have been
used in India from time immemorial, such bracelets being known as sankhas and
the workers as aankhana. It is somewhat curious that the chief centres of this

trade are all remote from tho localities of production—namely Dacca, Patna,
Dmajpur, Rangpur, Bardwan, Balasore, Bankura, Sylhet, etc. Many of the
smaller and more ornate shells are specially collected and used for personal
adornment, or are worked up in fancy goods

Moiher-of-Pearl is procured at both tho pearl and the chank fisheries. Tho
shells ore largely exported from Tuticorin, and used up in inlaying both wood
and stone at Kota, Bhera and Agra (see p. 558).

SHELLS, CORAL, ETC., used as sources of Lime (see p. 712).

CORAL—muridn, munga, sangt-marjdn, gulli, pdvdlam, pagadan, etc , is

mamly of interest to India m the form of coral-reefs—modern or ancient—and
hence as sources of liine. Very little can be learned regardmg indigenous orna-
mental corals. Mason, writing of the coast of Burma, mentions an elegant species

of Acttiiio and of .Wennrtrin found in Amherst and Mergui. He also refers to a
scarlet coral composed of cylindric tubes united together {Ttiblporm maatca)

,

a star-coral and tree-coral as plentiful on the coast of Tavoy. Black coral

(Antipatharia) is also met with, of which beads are made and traded in from the
Mergui Archipelago. Speaking of Tenassenm, Mason alludes to a tree-coral two
feet long being of a deep scarlet often sold under the name of “ Red Coral.”

There are no properly constituted coral fisheries in India or Burma, and it

cannot accordingly be said that we possess the information to decide whether or

not any of the Indian species ore of industrial value. The Indian trade in

ornamental coral accordingly centres around the imported kinds, which, being
foreign products, need not be dealt with in this work further than to mention the
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SHOREA
ROBUSTA THE SAL TREE

extent of the traiHc. In 1868-9 India imported coral to the value of £93,126.

For the paet five years the traffic lias marked a decline in quantity but a rise in

relative price. In 1902-3 India received 283,580 lb ,
valued at Rs. 5,47,258

(£30,481); and in 1906-7, 98,172 lb, valued at Rs. 3,27,773 (£21,852). The
traffic is almost entirely from Italy and to Bengal.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. 11.,

678-8.
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SHOREA ROBUSTA. (Utettn. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 306; Ind. Stat.

Atlas, 1895, 29-30 and Map ; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 77-81
;
Prain,

Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 254; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 75-6;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 69
;
DiPTEROCARPEyi?. The Sal tree, sal, sdkhu,

sarjum, sakwa, teturl, kdnddr, gugal, kabbu, enkhyen, etc. A large gre-

garious tree, of wliich Gamble says “ The sal tree occupies two principal

regions in India. The first is a belt at the foot of the Himalaya and running

into its valleys and up its lower hills to 3,(X)0 or 4,000 feet, and exception-

ally, as for instance at Lansdowne, to a still higher altitude.” “ The
second is the Central Indian belt, and the sdl country begins on the Ganges
near Rajmahal and passes through the Sonthal Parganas, Rewah, Chota
Nagpur, the Central Provinces, Ori.ssa and the Northern Circars, ending

in the Palkonda range of Vizagapatam and the forest of Jeypur.”
When tapped, the tree exudes large quantities of an aromatic Resin, whitish

at first but becoming brown when dry. The method of tapping usually em-
ployed IS m the month of July to cut out three to fu o narrow strips of the bark,
according to the size of the tree, and about 3 or 4 feet from tlio ground. In
about twelve days the groows have filled up with resin. This is gathered and
left to fill again. They give three yields, amomitiiig in the best trees to as much
as 10 lb Tho first la the best in quality. A second yinld in October and a third
m January aro also obtained from the same cuts, but small in quantity and
inferior in quality. Tho resin usually occurs m small rough pieces, nearly opaque
and very brittle, but Gamble states that in some parts of the Upper Tista forests,

large blocks, 30 to 40 cubic inches in size, may be found m the groimd at the foot
of the trees. It is used chiefly to caulk boats and ships, also as an inconse and
in medicine. Hooper (Rept. Labor. Ind. Mus , 1903-1, 2.5) says that it has a
much lower acid value than pine resin, viz. 20 to 22, in place of 137 in imported
pine resin and 124 in tho Indian article.

The bark is said to yield a red and black Dve and to seri e as a Tan. Recently
an investigation into the value of sul bark as a tanning material was undertaken
at the Imperial Institute, at tho request of the Forest Department, and a report
(Imp. Inst., Oct. 7, 1904) was submitted by Dunstan to the Under-Secretary
of State for India. Analyses proved that the bark derived from young trees was
richer in tannin than that from old trees ; moreover, that the young bark contained
as much taniun as is present m oak, hemlock, and other barks commonly em-
ployed as tanning materials. Analyses of Indian-made extracts, however, Allowed
these products to be of poor quality. Filtrates were better than solid extracts,
both as regards solubility and tannin content, but “ the best contained only 21
per cent, of tannin, whereas the ordinary tanning extracts in use in Europe contain
at least 30 per cent.” Experiments in tanning, both in tho laboratory and on
large-scale trials, were carried on by Dunstan at the Imperial Institute. Ip sum-
ming up his report, he observes that the results recorded show that it is quite
possible to prepare from the bark of shwrrn robusta an extract which, when
employed as a tanning material, may furnish leather both of good texture and
colour. It remains, he adds, to be seen whether tho process devised by him can
be successfully employed on a manufacturing scale in India. [Cf. Hooper, Agri.,
Ledg , 1902, No. 1, 15-6.]

The seeds ripen at the commencement of the rams and are collected and eaten
as Food, especially in tunes of scarcity. In The Agricidtural Ledger (1904, No. 6)
will be foimd a paper by Reinherz on the seeds of Sliarea as a famine food. He
gives a map showing the chief localities where the seeds are eaten, viz. in Chota
Nagpur, the Sonthal Parganas, Gaya, Bhagalpur, Jalpaiguri and Orissa in
Bengal ; Gorakhpur in the United ftovincos ; Central India ; and Chatrapur
in Madras.

The tree, however, is best known for its Wood, wliich is the most extensively
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©mployed of all timbers in Northern India It does not, however, season well, but
good specimens are said to be almost without a rival for strength, elasticity and
durability'. ‘‘It is in constant request for piles, beams, planking and railing of
bridges ; for beams, door and window poets of houses ; for gun-carriages ; the
body of carts, and above all, for railway sleepers, the yearly consumption of
which reaches some lakhs of cubic feet. It is used, or used to be used, m the lulls
•of Northern Betigal, where it is found perhaps of the largest size now available,
for making canoes. Owing to its not being floatable, difficulty is experienced
in those sal forests which are in the hills, m getting the timber out of the forest
in log. The difficulty is, however, partially overcome by floating logs either with
the assistance of boats or with floats of bamboos or light woods, such as semal
{JUombax (Gamble, l.c. 80). [C/. Garcia de Orta 1.503, CoU.,
xxvii, ; also in Ball, Proc. Ray. Ir, Acad., 3rd ser., 1889-91, i., 412 ; Church,
Food-Qrains of Ind., 1886, 175-6; Pharmacog. Ind., i , 195-6 ;

For. Working Plans
jor Bengal, U. Prov., Cent. Prov., Assam, etc. (numerous papers) : For. Admi a.

Repts. Bengal, U. Prov., etc. ; Ind. For , 1889, xv., 51-5; Most Suitable Treatment
for Sal, 1898, xxiv., 446-54 ; Eardley-VVilmot, Notes on Sal For., 1S99, xxv.,
app., 1-16

;
Improv. Felhnga in Sal For., 1899, xxv., app., 1- 17 , Proport

Fellings in Sal For., 1904, xxx., 393-7. 441-50; Channer, Treatm. of Sdl For.
under Selection Syst., 190.5, xxxi

,
328-34 ; Coventry. Sat Fur. Dehra Dun, 1905,

XXXI., 147-53; The Bower Manuscript (lloornle, transl ). 1893-7, 106, 189, Nevill,

Diet. Oat. U. Prov., 1903, v., 19-20, etc. , 1905, xhi
, 9-16 , Allen, Gat. Ooalpara,

Assam, 1905, in., 78-83.1

SIDA CARPINIFOLIA, JLinit. ; FI. Rr. Ind., i., .32.3
;
Wight,

Icon. Ind. Or., t. 95. The Honibeam-leaved Sida, bundra, karela, ftla-

hereld, bon methi, isbadt, bald, jangh-niethi, tupkaria, tukati, vatta-tmppi,

pata, etc. A perennial under-shrub distributed throughout the hotter

parts of India.

S. Phomblfolla, Linn. ; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 93
;
Duthie, FJ.

Upper Gang. Plain, i., 81; Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 259. The swet-

berela, lal-berela, pttbala, bdla, jangh-rnetki, athi-balla ohettu, atibdld, etc.,

and though more variable and perhaps less abundant, is also distributed

throughout the tropical regions of India
;
Malvaceas.

The above, as also most other species, are very largely used by the Natives
of India, being regarded as diaphoretic, diuretic, and demulcent, especially the
root barks. The chief interest in them, however, centres in their beautiful bast

fibres. Roxburgh, in 1832, wrote (FI. Ind., lii., 177) of the latter species that
the bark yields “ abundance of very delicate flaxy fibre, and I think might be
advantageously employed for many purposes.” Royle (Fibrous PL, 262), in

1855, republished that statement and added the opinion of Captam Thomson,
who thijught that from its ‘‘ length, its similarity to silk, and its great strength,

that it would fetch a high price in England. The line (only half an inch in cir-

cumference) sustained, after exposure to wot and sun for ten days, 400 lb.”

In the Journal of the Agri -Horticultural Society of India (1881, vi., n.s., 224-8)
particulars are given of a consignment of the ” burriala ” fibre submitted by the
Raja of Balihar in the district of Rajshahi. Upon that sample, Mr. Cogswell
submitt'hd a report, in which he complained of insufficient steeping and the
presence of injurious “ croppy ends.” A later sample had been over-steeped

and become ” fozie.” W. Stalkartt asked if it could be produced as cheap or

nearly as cheap as jute ? At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, in

1 886, a fair sample was shown by me to the fibre experts, who admired it greatly.

The silvery colour was regarded as of importance in rendering it suitable for pur-

poses to which jute could not be applied. Accordingly it was placed as superior

to jute and the ultimate fibres were found to be much finer, thus rendering the
fibre suitable for some of the purposes to which linen is put. In the Journal
of the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India, 1890, viii., n.s., 124, Blechynden
says :

“ A small plot of land was devoted to HiAa rhomhi/oHn, and the yield

per acre found to work out to 5 maunds 19 seers cleaned fibre. It was stated

that the plant did not grow well but was branchy, hence it was difficult to extract
the fibre and the machine used could not deal with it properly.” It was then
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INDIAN SILKS

added (upon what authority is not shown) that “ the retting process is not

suitable for it.” The ultinisto fibres were found to be I "5-2 mm. in lengti^

and to be similar to jute in their reactions. It was, howevOT, softer and
more uniform. Chemically it showed a high percentage of cellulose (83'0 as

compared with jute 75'0). \Cf. Cross, Bei'an, King and Watt, Indian Fibres,

1887, 41-2 ; Watt, Sel Rec. Govl. Ind., 1888, 277-82 ] The rnoa/i recent opinion

is that given by Mr. Robert S Kinlow (Pusa, July 25, 1907) in a report on experi-

ments. ” Sida 18 undoubtedly a fibre of very high class ; it is far superior to

jute
,
mdeed it probably ranks nearer to flax and rhea It is a common plant

all over India, but it grows especially well m the moist climate of Assam. I have
sown plots at Rajshahi this year, which are doing well ” (Rept. Agri. Dept. E.
Beng. and Assam, 1900-7, app. ii.) Samples were sent to the Imperial Institute,

and valuations ranging from £12 to £18 a ton were obtained (Imp. Inst. Tech.

Repts., 1903, 59). The opinion given by Just Brothers of Bielefeld seems the
rational one, namely that imtil a consignment of 400 lb. to 500 lb. of the fibre has
been spun and woven, no definite conclusion can be arrived at.

SILK.—In perhaps no other country of the workl does the necessity

exist so pressingly as in India to treat the subject of silk and the silk

industries under two distinct sections, viz. Bo.mbycid.e, the Domesticated

or Mulberry-feeding Silkworms
,

and S.iturniiDj®, tlie Wild or Non-
Mulberry-fccding worms.

/. THE MULBERRY OR DOMESTICATED SILKWORMS.
The terms mulberry and uon-mulberry-feeding are more accurate than

domesticated and wild, since certain of the so-called wild insects have
existed for centuries, both in India and China, under what must be charac-

terised as a degree of domestication
;
but, on the other hand, all the silk-

worms that live on the mulberry are not necessarily domesticated. “ Wild
silk ” denotes, as a rule, the product of non-mulberry-feeding insects.

I. Bombyx (Sericaria) mori, Linn.
;

Hampson, Fa. Br. Ind.
(Moths), i., 32-3

;
Andrew Libavius, Singularui, 1599, i., 426-51

; Ovmg-
ton, Voy. to Suratt, 1696, 599-606

;
Royle, Prod. Peg. Ind.. 1840, 3, 67,

115-39
;

Yates, Text. Antiq., 1843, 160-249; Hutton, Silk of India,

Journ. Ayri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., ii.s., 1869, i., 331-64
; 1871, iii., 125-42

;

Geoghegan, Acc. of Silk in India. 1880, 1-34
;
Wardle, Handbook Wild

Silks in India, 1881, 3 ; Louis, Sericult. in Bevyal, 1882, 1-33
;
Liotard,

Memo, on Silk in India, 1883, 18-24, 79 ;
Atkinson, Gaz. N.-W. Him.,

1884, ii., 188-2(X) ; Conference on Silk (held in India to meet Sir Thomas
Wardle), Jan. 1886 ;

Liotard, Causes of Decline of Silk Indust.

^

1886 ;

Finucane, Note on some Questions connected with Silk Prod, and Trade in
Beng., 1887 ;

Mukerji, Genesis of the Silkworm, 1889 ; Ind. For., 1880, v.,

202-21 ; Fisher, Exper. in Silkworm Bearing at Berhampur, in Ind. For.,

1889, XV., 125-34, 165-73
; 1898, xxiv., 327-33

;
Cotes, Ind„Mus. Notes, i.,

129-56, t. viii., b ; Rein, Indust, of Japan, 1889, 18.5-211
;

Rept. of Silk
Comm., Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1891, ix., 83-99 (also many subsequent
papers and reports) ; Rept. Dept. Land Rev. and Agri. Beng., 1892-3, app. A

;

Hogdson, Silk Comm. Rept. on Seri. Exper. at Alipur, 1891-2; Seri. Exper.
Rept. Dept. Land Rev. and Agri. Beng., 1895-6, app.

; Monog. Silk Fabrics
in V. Prov. of Agra and Oudh, 1900, 1-4

; Mukerji, Handbook of SericuU.,

21-40, 162-70
;
also Monog. Silk Fabrics of Beng., 1903, 1-21

; Cordemoy,
Le Prod. Colon. d'Orig. Anim., 1903, 74—108

; Silk Indust, of Burma,
The Empress, Aug. 1904 ; L’Arbousset, Silk and the Silk-worm (Miss E.
Wardle, transb), 1905 ; Hsnausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and
Barber, transl.), 1907, 144-7.
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Habitat and Domestication —The mulberry silkworm seems to be
indigenous to the warm temperate regions of Northern China, and perhaps
also of the adjacent countries. It was, for example, found by me in

Manipur (during the Burma-Manipur Boundary Commission of 1882-3),
under conditions that perhaps justify the suspicion that it may be indi- IndigcQouB.

genous, as well as long domesticated, in that little frontier State, if not of Manipur

some parts of Bengal as well. But if it be not a native of certain warm
temperate tracts of India proper, it occurs immediately beyond the Hima-
laya, more especially toward the eastern extremity, and at a very early

period was successfully acclimatised on the extreme west in a tract of nariy

country just beyond the Kashmir frontier known as Khotau. Aii^umatised.

History.—In Buddhist Burma, where the objection to taking life prevails bo Burma,
strongly, a formidable barrier opposed any greet extension of the industry, even
although the Burmans for centuries past have beer' ver / partial to silk gannoiits
Moreover, the silkworm exists on the hills of Burma and a dn'^inctivo re.ce has
for long been there reared—a fact that points to a consi iorablo antiquity for the
crafts of domestication of the worm, the reeling of the cocoons, and the weaving
of silk. Moreover, a special tribe of ponjilo aro identiticd with silk—the Yabein.

Turning now to tdiina, it is customary to rend of the silkworm having been China,
reared from a vast antiquity (2,000 to 3,000 B.c , c/. Du Halde, f/tsi China 1730,
ii., 366-0), and of the secret of its value havmg been carofully guarded until well

mto the Cliristian ora, when a princess, wlio married the Chief of Khotan, suc-

ceeded, at the risk of her life, m carrying off to tho eounlry of her adojition, seed
of both tho mulberry plant and the silkworm. This is reported to liave taken kuot.m
place m 419 A.D., and in this way originated tho silk industry and trade of Central
Asia. A century and a half later, from Khotan a knowledge in silk was diffused

to Persia on the otic side and Greece and Rome on the other. Tho silk production Ccrsii.

of Central Asia became, m fa,ct, tho envy of Kurope, and led to the formation of Europe
the silk-roads which were designed to facilitate the traffic in silk toward Rome.
Procopius (De Bello Uothico, iv., 17, in Yates, Text. Antiq., 1843, 231) tells the
story of tho monks of Serind (according to Yates—Khotan) having successfully Piik-roa.K

earned the eggs of the silkworm to Constantinople (630 a.i>.) at the mvitation of

the Emperor .lustiman. This was desired so that tho Romans might be able to

produce the raw silk themselves instead of having to purchase it from their

enemies, tho Persians. A slightly different version of tins story is told by Sir

Thomas Herbert (Travels, etc., 1G77, 183-4), viz., “ From the Seres or Regio Serica Regio Serica.

(part of Scythia towards Industan) tlus worm first caiiio into Persia, not long

before Alexander’s time: but until the Ernperour Justinian’s time it was not Emperor
known m Europe

;
the first being presented by the Persians unto the Ernperour Justinian.

at Byzantium as a rarity,” A curiously interesting confirmation of the tradition

of the mtroduction of silk into Khotan has recently been brought to light by Stem stem’s

(Ancient Khotan, 1907, 259-CO) m the form of a painted wooden tablet found m Discovery.

the eabd-buried ruins of Dandan-Uihq, which Stem interprets as depictmg tho
story of the Prmcess who earned off from China the silkworm eggs. There
seems every reason for concmring that the tablet dates from tho closing decades
of the eighth century. One attendant is pomting to the headdress m which the

eggs were secreted, and also to the basket of cocoons obtained therefrom, while a

second is shown working at a silk-loom The strongly Persian, m place of

the Chinese, eifjpressions of the faces is perhaps due to the stronger Iranian than
Chinese influence at Khotan during that period, perhaps to some extent a direct

consequence of the trade that had been by then established m silk. In Japan Japan.
the domestication of the silkworm is perhaps very nearly as ancient as m China.

In India the mulberry worm lias been systematically reared for many India,
centuries, though it seems probable there have been two independent sources

of the knowledge and stock possessed by India, vi'z. (a) Northern India, very Northern Source,

possibly from Central Asia (Khotan) and Persia ;
and (6) Assam and Bengal,

possibly from across the Chinese frontier, in all likelihood via the little State of

Manipur. But it is curious and partly suggestive of the date of mtroduction
into Northern India, at all events, that in the Periplus it should be stated that

the silk came down the Indus (from beyond Bactria) and was conveyed to the

great emporium Barygaza (the modern Broach), while no mention is made of

locally produced silk. This is apparently, moreover, the first mention of the great
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West India. silk manufacturing industry of West India—an industry that subsequently drew

upon Bengal for its supplies of raw silk. It would also soem highly probable that

all the early references to silk by tho Sanskrit authors denote one ot- other of the

non-domesticated worms, not the true silkworm of modern commerce.

Ences of Plant Briefly, then, it may be said that tho domesticated silkworm has been carried
and Insect to all the countries of tho globe where it has been found posaiWe to grow the

nuilborry plant. But just as there are several distinct species, and under
these many very different races of mulberry, so there are numerous forms
of the silkworm. Some of these are confined within narrow hmits, both as to

locality and food-plant, others are less restricted and have adapted them-
selves to a wider range of climatic conditions and food-plants. The Roman
attempt at roarmg the silkworm does not, however, seem to have made much
progress, for the domesticated insect of modern commerce is commonly believed

Introduction to have boon conveyed to Europe somewhere about the 13th century, and has
to Europe since been widely diffused. There were, however, repeated efforts at accliniatisa-

Knly. tion. For example, the worm was conveyed to Italy by King Roger II. of

Sicily, who brought it from Greece along witli Greek silkworm rearers, whom he
compelled to settle in Palermo. So again, it waa m 1440 carried from Naples to

Frnnce. Franco. It 18 now mot with m Italy (Lombardy), France (Central and South),

Spain, Sweden, Russia, Turkey, Algeria, Egypt, Syria, Armenia, Central Asia,

Persia, Afghamstan, Kaslimir, India, America and Australia, in addition to

Burma, Siam, China, Japan, Corea, etc. It everywhere thrives best and gives

Tcmpcriite *ke finest silk whore tho clnnato is temperate and its food-plant one or other of

Climate tho races of atbn. Under skilled (reatnient, both of the food-plant and of

tho insect itself, immense iniprot ements have been effected in Europe, also in

Japan, so that it is commonly said both China and India have fallen below the

modern level of quality.

Names. manifesting a common origin, the recurrence of the Tartar name ser

and the Corean sir m many languages may bo mentioned. Thus the Chinese
teau (cocoon), Isi (silkworm), and tho Burmese fsa ; also the ser in Greek ;

scricum, Latin ; setden, German ; soie, French , sheolk, Russian ; scale, Anglo-
Saxon ,

silke, Icelandic ;
and silk, English. On the other hand, there seems

little or no connection with those words and the names for the silkworm and
silk m both ancient and modern India The synonym urna (generally trans-
lated silk) occurs in tho Iltff Veda, hut there is nothing to establish belief that
it denoted mulberry silk. Another Sanskrit synonym, patta, gave origin

doubtless to tho modern Assamese and Bengali pat and the Tamil, pattu, for

mulberry silk. In fact, pat occurs here and there throughout India and even in
Kashmir, and uniformly denotes silk. So also the Sanskrit pundarika (silk-

worm) lives in tho caste name of the silkworm rearers, the pundari-kakshas or
pundas The very common Indian name resham (silk) is derived from the Persian
abresham, and is thus closely connected with tho Hebrew meshi and demeshek,
as also the Arabic dimakso and kus.

Life- Life-history,—While the forms made specific by Hutton have by
history. modern authors had to be reduced to races under the species /ioinhffj-

niin'i, the forms in question denote important industrial assemblages,
which it is essential should be here briefly indicated.

It may be as well to sketch very briefly the life-history of the silkworm
itself. Needless to say it exists first as an egg, then as a worm (or cater-
pillar), which later on spins a cocoon within which the chrysalis stage is

spent, and lastly from the cocoon m due course emerges the winged moth,
which, after coupling, lays eggs and dies, thus originating once during its

lifetime the cycle above briefly indicated. The four stages (egg, caterpillar,

Qoiicrations. chrysalis and moth) thus constitute one generation, and insects that take a
year to pass through these stages are called univoltine. Occasionally special

breeds are met with that are bivoltine, that is to say, a first batch of the
eggs gernunatc almost immediately after being laid, thus allowing time
for two generations in the year. The bivoUme insect of China was perhaps
first introduced into Europe by the Genoese, but trivoltine insects occur in

Tuscany, and even quadrivoUine forms are met with in many countries.
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In India a still more complex condition prevails, where the heat of Bengal
and Assam ^causes the insects to become multivolline. The boropolo
(barapalu) insect [Itonibyuc te.i;tov) is univoltine, but the desi {B. for-
tiinntns), the tmdrasi (li. ct-it'si), the chotapat (B, sinensis), and
the nyapaw {B, nrrneanensis) all pass through a succession of genera-
tions in the course of the year, which sometimes amounts to as many as

eight in number.
The crop of silk produced by a generation of worms is called a hand. Banda.

In Bengal the ordinary crops or bands are known as the November band,

the March band, and the July band, but there is occasionally a fourth band
attempted after the close of the July one, bv such rearers as liavc sufficient

leaf.

Aristotle gives an interesting account of the silkworm, but he was not accu Early
rately acquainted witli the four .stages in its lite. He does not say that it was Records,
reared in captivity but simply that Painphilo, daughter of klatos, was reported
to have boon the first to weave silk at Cos. Aristotle descnbi'S the spine oi' liorn AnstoUe.
at the anal extremity of the worm, a fact that proves fairly condnsivoly, however,
that it was the same species as the inulberry-fe^ing insect of to-d,ay. But St. Basil st Unul

(370 A.D.), a native of Asia Mmor, gives full particulars of tlie stages and muta-
tions of tho silkworm, and he was the first to mention the popular piiggOHtioii of the
parallelism of the escape of tho moth from tlie chrysalis with the resurrection
after death. Pausanias (in the 2nd century), also a native of Asia Minor, fur- rammi.ia.

rushed particulars of the rearing-houses used in summer and those employed in
winter by tho silk-growers. Thus, when we first make acquaintance \t ith the life-

history of the silkworm, it had probably been by then as fully domesticated as
it IS to-day

The first scientific writer who can be traced is Andrew Libavius, who bred s, lontiflo vviitcr.

silkworms at Rothenburg and published his observations m 1599. Ho lays
stress on the horn-like tan as the most distinctive character of the domesticated
mulberry worm. But to the student of Indian sericulture a much more interest-

ing publication appeared nearly a century later. In 1689 the Rev. J. Ovington
wrote his Voyage to Suratt, in tho Appendix to which there is given Observations First Indian

concerning the Nature of the Silkworms tfioo pp. 1017, 1020). This was apparently -t-ncvnnt.

framed os an account of the silk of India generally and not of Surat alone, but it

deals exclusively with the mulberry worm. It leaves the suspicion, therefore,

that it may have hod special reference to an attempted Surat industry of rearing

silkworms, fully two centuries ago. He gives the utmost details as to the season-s

of each hand, then concludes
—

“ This is the Nature of the Sdk-wonns in the Indies

where the Heat of the Sun renders them much more fruitful than with us ,
for

in India tho Worms breed and spin their Silk six times in tho Year, and in England
only once.” '* There likewise they are sooner brought to perfection, and begin to

work sooner, viz., 28 days after they are hatcht, but in England not until the 40th.

Where also they are by a third part more tedious in breaking out of their Houses
from the first day of their Spinning than they are m the East, whicli is tliere done
in ten days, but hero only in fifteen.” Herbert (Travels, etc., 1077, 183-4) gives

a highly instructive account of the domestication of the silkworm in Persia. It Peisian Record.

was a univoltine insect fed on white mulberry, and he says, “ In most Villages

and Cottages saw sheds filled with laborious People minding thoir enriching

Silkworms.”
Races of Insects .—The following may be given as the chief races :

—
(a)

—

B. morl proper, the European Silkworm. European
It IS customary by writers on tne Indian silk production and trade to class all TVorm.

the races of the European worm as one, perhaps because under the Indian con-

ditions the diiforences that exist become immaterial. Mukorji gives many m
teresting details regarding the directions under which tho roaring of certain

grades of the European worm become possible m the plains. Tho eggs require

to hibernate under considerably lower temperatures than those for the barapalu i^ow

(below)—viz. 30“ to 40° F. But there are certam disadvantages, such as the fact Temperatote.

that these worms usually die of flacherie if reared Irom April to August. They
do not as a rule make good cocoons if fed on the ordinary shrub-mulberry of

Bengal. They require to be fed on leaves gathered from trees. Where large 'i.’rce Ciiltiv.itioD

mulberry trees are available it may be profitable to rear European cocoons. In
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fact the opposite condition also prevails, namely the chhotapalu (presently to

be described) do not make good cocoons if fed on leaves from tree mulberries.

The reader desirous of full particulars of the methods to be pursded in rearing

European silkworms in Bengal should consult Mukerji’s work {l.c. 162-70).

In Kashmir, largely through the groat personal interest taken in the subject

by Sir Walter Lawrence and Sir Thomas Wardlo, much progress has been made in

acclimatising the European silkworm (see p. 1016). [O/. Note on SericuU. in
Kashmir, B^uchistan and Quetta, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. hi., 286-7.]
More recently similar efforts have been mode in Assam (p. 1015), in Baluchistan

(pp. 1016-7), and in Mysore (p. 1018).

(fi)
—Bombyx arracanensls, Hutton, Trans. Entom. Soe., 1864, u., 313 ;

also

Joum. Agn.-Hort. Soc. Ind, 1871, in., 125; Rondot, L'Art de la Soie, 1887,
11 ., 483 ; Geoghegon, Silk in Ind., 1880, 133-8 ;

Liobard, Memo. Silk in Ind.,

1883, 69 ; Manuel, Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1886, vii , 291-307
; Cotes,

Ind. Mus. Notes, i., pt. in., 162 ; Allan, Agrt. Ledg., 1896, No. 26 ; Cooke, Silk
Indust, in Yamethtn, Agn. Ledg., 1897, No. 11 ; Handiman, Monog. Silk in Burma,
1901,20-30, Quajat, ilci Ro22oh, 1904, 116 The nyopatf of the Burmans. This
18 a multivoltine silkworm. Apparently the earliest notice of it occurs in a letter

from Major Boglo and referrod to by Fytcho, Assistant Commissioner, Arakan
{.lourn. Agri.-Hort Soc. Ind., 1860, vii ,

281—.6). 3'he best description of it,

however, is that written by Mr. R. A. Manuel. It lives on the mulberry and the
following are its stages—in the egg, 8 days ; in the worm, 16-23 days ; in the
cocoon, 8-10 days; and in the state of moth, 2-3 days. Its cultivation in

Burma, he further says, is careless, slovenly and dirty. No separato rearing-
house is provided and the trays are never changed, the excreta never removed, nor
the refuse food cleared out. It is no wonder, therefore, that the mortality is very
high. The manipulation of the silk and the manufacture of the resulting fibre

are alike indilferent, so that tlio mduetnos connected with this special worm can
hardly be regarded as more than of very local interest. The districts chiefly

concerned are Tharawaddi, I’rome, Thayetmyo and Toungoo. Breeding is

confined to the higher tracts of the Pegu and Arakan Yomas. Still, the existence
of a special breed of «. tnori may either point to a great antiquity or denote the
comparatively recent domestication of a peculiarly Burmese insect which with
more careful inquiry may be found to exist even to-day in a wild or feral state,

much as m the neighbouring State of Manipur.

(7 )

—

B. creesi, Hutton, Trans. Entom Soc., 1864, li., 312; Cotes, Ind. Mus.
Notes, i., pt. 111 ., 161 ; Quajat, l.c. 113. This is the nistri or mstari or
madrast, a multivoltine insect reared chiefly in the March and rams hands of
Bengal and Assam, where it is second in importance to the desi variety. It
produces a succession of crops throughout the year, most of which are only reared
for seed. But unlike the dest, however, it thrives best 111 tlio hot weather.
Cotes (Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1891, ix., 165) says the only real distinction
between dest and madrasi is that while the former thrives best in the cold weather,
the latter prefers the hot season. The cocoons are generally yellow, at least
externally, and are somewhat larger than those of the desi, but the fibrethas less

elasticity and brilliancy. The moth is milky white m colour and the caterpillar
has two black spots on each segment. Blechyndon (Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind.,
IX., 166) suggests that the name mstri is due to these spots, the comparison bemg
to the goddess Kali, an alternative name for whom is Ntstari. Hutton says that
it goes through all its changes from egg to cocoon in twenty-five days but m cold
weather it takes thirty-five days.

,

’

Perhaps the earliest account is that given in the MintUcs of the Bengal Board
of Trade in 1819 (cf. Reports, etc., of Cotton, Silk, and Indigo (pub. E.I.C.), 1836,
app., 48-61). It IS there stated that there are several distmct forms of the nistri
worm, such as the “ madrassi, soonamookg, and the cramee." As to the origm
of these insects, it is stated that the “ Board are not able to speak with the degree
of precision it were to be wished.” They are peculiar to CommercoUy district,
except the madrasi, which is also found in Bauleah, Soonamooky and Malda.
The Resident at CommercoUy was of opinion that the finest stock of nistri was
that of Soonamooky. The madrasi are inferior but next to these. They all
produce a ailk of a greenish hue much inferior to that of the desi, but are much
sought after as they yield a large amount of silk. It is a hardy insect, requiring
little care and not at all choice in its food.

The Resident at Malda wrote in the same papers that the madrasi silkworm
is distinguished from the desi by a black mark under the throat. He then adds,
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“ Its great comparative defect is that it cSinnot bo kept in store (in these aurunga
at least) longer than a few days without total destruction, whereas the deai may
be kept in well-aired cocooneries even twelve months without material injury.”
Speed (Agrri.-Hor«. Soc. Ind. Trans., 1839, hi., 21) speaks of this as the madrasi
or China pu/u, from which it may be assumed as possible that «. niiti-uHiM or aina
(China) insect may be but a degenerate state of the madrasi, the two names aina
and madrasi having in Bengal come to be accepted as synonymous That may SevJ'r.iI L^ormg

or may not be the case, but it cannot ho too strongly urged that the early writers
recognised several distinct forms of niatri, of which the madrasi was one and by no
means the best.

(5)—B. fortunatUS, Hutton, Trans. Entom Soc., 1864, 312 ; Wardle. Wild, D.E.P.,
Silks of India, 1881, 3 j Rondot, L’Art de la Soie. 1886, i , 312 ; Cotes, Ind. vi., pt. ill.,

Mus. Notes, 1889, i., pt. iii., 150-1, t. viii , c; Qiiajat, Ttei lio.zoli, 1904, 114. 2, 12—6,
The desi, choto polo, palit or pat insect—the November or cold-weather band 235.

As the name implies, this is viewed by the people of Bengal as an indigenous Desi
insect, though it is probable that it is m reality onlv so much anterior in its Worm,
acclimatisation as to bo viewed ns relatively indigenous. Perha)i3 the first delinite Iniilgenoua.

account of this insect occurs in the volume of official iiapers (E I.C., l.c. 40-7)
It is there stated to be produced throughout the year but to vary m estimation
and value, according to the season of production and the nutritious nature of
the mulberry-leaf upon which fed. “ flence, the worm of the cold-weather or
November hand, and that of the dry-weather or March aiid April hands, is superior
from the more favourable state of the weather.” Speed (Agri -Hort. Soc. Ind.
Trans., iii., 20) speaks of this silkworm as of a small size but as yielding cocoons
five times a year at periods of from 40 to 110 days. Hutton points out that the
longer period occurs in the November hand, hence its superiority. The official

papers (E.I.C., l.c 41) speak of the “ Commercolly ” chaasars formerly raising no
cocoons except t\io deai until the year 1790, when two sorts of niatri wore intro-

duced by Mr. B. Becher. It is, however, observed that the desi is the best of all

the silkworms. The broods are October, November, March, April and June or seisoru

July. The first is the best m point of quality, but the second the most productive.

The Resident at “ Cossimbuzar ” (E.I.C , l.c. 42) describes the November hand of

deai silk as the largest m the year, but ho adds that in his opinion the annual worm A.iinu,il Worm
is as far superior to the desi as the latter is to the mixed brood of deai and China Best.

insect. He then remarks that in Cossimbuzar the April hand is mostly the China
insect. Similar reports are given from “ Humpaul, Jungypore, Malda, Radna-
gore, Soonamooky and Bauleah," thus showing the wide distribution of this insect

at the beginning of the last century. Of Humpaul, it was stated in 1819 that the
deai had only just been introduced. In Soonamooky, on the other liand, the

yield of silk from this insect m 1813 was 1,040 inaunds of silk, and the Resident in

Malda speaks of the produce from this particular insect having been in 1811,

2,708 inaunds. Ho then adds that the cocoons produced m Bauleah and tho
vicimty in the November band alone, if a favourable one, are about. 00,000 rnaimds.

Cleghorn recommended that in breeding the deai worm, it was iinporativo to D.E.P.,
select’dusky moths. This observation regarding the dark-coloured insects and vi., pt. iii.,

worms will be found to have a peculiar bearing on Hutton’s opinion regarding 14.
the original form of n. . more especially when it is added that Mukerji,
while exporimentmg with certain cocoons furnished by Cleghorn, arrived at
the opinion that they “ were a cross between the country breeds and n mart
of Europe.” The domesticated and wild insects seen by mo in Manipur would Manipor.

appear to belftng to the deai race, a fact of no small importance in support of W'lld Insect,

the belief that it is there indigenous (see below, p. 101.5). [C/. Allen, Monog.
Silk Cloths of Assam, 1899.]

(e)

—

B. sinensis, Hutton, Trans. Entom Soc, 1864, ii., 313; Cotes, Ind. Mus. D.E.P.,
Notes, 166. This is the aina (China) or chota pat msect of the Indian sen- vi., pt. iii.,

culturists. It is a small multivoltme silkworm, which produces cocoons inferior 2, 18—0,
to both the desi and the madrasi. In Bengal its cultivation has been almost 236.
abandoned, though it would appear to be grown successfully on the hills and Sfna or
seems to be the chief multivoltine insect of the plains of Assam. Hutton, speaking Chota Pat.
of Mussourie, says it was in his hands very prolific and yielded crop after crop up
to the middle of December. The cocoons varym colour from being white, yellow

or greenish coloured. Unlike the other Indian races, which hatch slowly during Hatching,

tho morning (from 6 to 12 o’clock), the aina worms come forth all in a batch,

hatching day and night till all are out of the eggs. In the volume of official

papers {Board of Trade, Bengal, 1819) there are several passages that deal with
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the reports are unfavourable, and speak of the
a

generated in Bengal. Of Cossimbuzar, for example, it was observed that there Jiaa

been a great intermixing of dtsi cocoons with the China stock. The latter pre-

dominates in the April hand, the distinctive mark being the length and thmness

of tlie cocoon. This is considered by the rearers as the most inferior kina

and “ 18 nearly exploded as a distinct species.”
tj/

#

j
(0—B. textor, Hutton, Trans. Entom. Soc., 1864, ii., 313; bardie, IVtM

Silks in India, 1881, 2 ; Louis, A Few Words on SericuU. in Bengal, I ooO, 20 ;

Kondot, L'Art de la Soie, 1886, i., 320; Quajat, Dei BozzoU, 1904, lii. ;

Ind. Mus. Notes 1839—01, i., 154 ; Miikerji, Handbook of StrxcuU.t 1899, 155—

The boro polo or harapalu—Large —the annual silkworm of Bengal. Speed

(Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. Trans., 1839, in , 19-20) fixed the date of the introduction

of tins insect into India, viz. 120 years before the date of his paper, etc. He further

says that it came from Italy. There is no confirmation of these views in any of

the records I have been able to consult.
Cotes speaks of this as an annual mulberry silkwonii, larger than either the

des% or the madrasi. In the official papers issued 1819, it is stated that in the

district of Cossimbuzar this insect predomirated in the March band ; moreover it

was added that m the Cossimbuzar factory that hand was second in quantity but
first in tpiahty of all the bands in the year Of Baiileah it was remarked m 1817
that not a cocoon of this description was produced. On the other hand, the

Kesident at llumpaul spoke of it as the most valuable and as yielding the best

silk in the Mareli band. Of Jungypore, it was stated that notwithstandmg every
exertion, the production of this cocoon had become exceedingly precarious and
uncertain. Radnagore reported that in a good season this insect was very
abundant and profitable and produced in the proportion of at least two to one of

the other species. The Resident of Soonamooky observed that the eggs ore

brought out for hatching about the end of January and in 40 to 45 days the
cocoons are complete. This insect, he added, is, houever, most difficult to rear

and is much more delicate than the othei's. But the silk is of fine fibre and strong,
and ought to be very mellow to the feel and of clear yellow colour with some
white. The yield is about 103,600 khauns, which ought to yield about one hundred
and fifty factory maiuide of silk.

It 18 at present occasionally reared in Assam and Bengal, but owing to the fact

that it producoH but one crop of cocoons m the year and that its eggs do not
hatch sirrmltaneously, its cultivation has now been almost abandoned. To-day
Mukerji deplores the decline in production that has taken place. ” The Bara-
palu is reared,” he says, “ by very few people. There are two reasons for neglect-
ing such a superior class of cocoons—( 1 ) The eggs of the Chhotapalu, the Nistrt-
palu, or the Chcenapalu take only eight to ton days to hatch, but tho eggs of the

^ Barapalu hatch after ten months
; (2) Barapaltts go on hatchmg for seven oi eight

clays or still longer, while the eggs of the other varieties of Bengal silkworms
hatch coinpkitoly in two or three days, when once the hatching does commence.”
Mukerji makes the practical suggestion that if arrangements could be made for
hatchmg harapalu eggs in certain central establishments and distributing hfatched
uornis to villages instead of eggs, the roaring of barapalu could bo made to assume
some iiniiortauce Miikorji c. 169) gives many useful particulars regardmg
tho methods of storing and hatching tho eggs, and shows that by subjecting thorn
to a fairly low temperature for a fortnight, followed by a similar period of warm
temperature, tho oggs may bo caused to hatch at any time desired, thus producing
pseudo-broods as leaf may bo obtainable. Naturally, they hafeh in January
and the cocoons are obtained in February, and from them four pseudo-broods may
bo taken, viz. a second brood in March, a third in September, and a fourth in
October. Rondot writes that this variety spins a white cocoon smaller than that
of Ji. inni-i and differmg from it both in form and structure, being generally
pointed at both ends, a little soft, tho silk not closely wound and centaining
comparal ivoly little gum.
MULBBRRY-PLANT CULTtVA T/OIV.—(see Morus, pp. 784-5). In the

temperate tracts of Indiavariousformsof Moras alba, Linn, (the mulberry
of the European silk-producing countries), are grown specially as food for

the silkworm. This is the case in many parts of the plains of Northern
India, Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Kashmir, and along the Himalaya at

altitudes up to 11,000 feet. The other species even more largely grown
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for the Indian silkworm is M. indteu, Linn., of which there are many Mulberry
distinctive •varieties or races. This is the mo.st common mulberry of Plant.

Bengal and Assam, as also of the Nilgiri hills. The plants are usually

raised under what is called the bush system, the standard or tree system khsu an<i Tree

being hardlylf ever seen in these localities. It is, in fact, only in Bengal

that shrub mulberries are produced systematically and at a cost of Rs. 20

to 26 per higha (onc-third acre). There is but one advantage of this

system, namely that the leaf produced is preferred by the chkotapalu in-

sect. Muker]i strongly recommends that mulbeirv trees should also be

grown within or around the plantation, and for that purpose he suggests

M. nlba, var. ntropnrpiirea. It is a fast-growing plant
;

the le.avcs

are large and thick and at the same time s-mooth tender and -.ucoulent.

Af. serrata, Rozb. (the karun or Irma), H. hn h/ntr, , Wall, (the Other
kimhu and taw'pwesa), though wild, the former on the we.stci’i and Mulberries,

the latter on the eastern Himala\a and the inoiintam.s of Assam and
Burma, are not to any material exient employed as food for the true

silkworm.

Buchanan-Hamilton (Stat. Acc. Dmaj. 210-.3) gives particulars of Historic

the method of cultivation of the mulberry and the feeding of the worm
that prevailed in Bengal during the closing <Ic<'ade of the 18th century.

In the volume of official papers on the cultivation of mulberry, issued

by the Bengal Board of Trade from 1813 down to 1836 (Ic. 63-113,

1.30-163) will be found a special report by Roxburgh entitled Observations Roxburgh.

on the Indian Mulberry Tree, M. tndtea, Linn. (l.c. 69-71), and also a

similar paper by Wallich (l.c. 1.30-3, in which he describes M. hnUen, waiiioh

M, ufropurpurea, M. leptontarhyo and M, serrdta. These re-

ports give a full record of the early experiments at improving the Indian

silk by the production of better food for the worms, and are exceedingly

instructive and valuable. Mukerji (Handbook of Sericult., 1899, 1-4
; .Mukorji.

also Monog., l.c. 5-9) deals with present methods and opinions. “ All

varieties of mulberry are not equally suited,” he says, “ for rearing every

kind of silkworm. The mulberry tree which we usually see in gardens,

which yields large-sized black-coloured and luscious fruits is M,

The leaves of that tree are rather coarse and not quite suitable for rearing

silkworms.” He thou says that if the ckhotafolu worm be reared on

M. nif/ru it readily takes the disease flacherie, and the other forms of the

insect, if reared on the black mulberry, yield a less proportion of silk and

that of an inferior quality. Mukerji then adds that .4/, niu/fico nfi.'i may

be regarded as the best for rearing silkworms. He doubtless means the

Chinese and Philippine plant describcil by Perrotet, and which Rafinesque Philippine

discusses inHetail. [Cf. American Manual of Mulberry Trees, 1839,

also FI. N. America, 1836, pt. iii., 48.] The attention of the Madras

Government was drawn to this species of mulberry by Col. Sykes in 1839,

and a supply was procured by Wight and grown in the Horticultural

Society’s gardens, Madras, about 1840, and a little later was taken to

Bangalore and the Nilgiri hills. The leaves are large and tender. Ihey

are thick but not coarse. The tree grows fast and attains a greater

height than other varieties. The internodes are short and the yield vieid o .ea

.

of leaf accordingly high. It is doubtless one of the many varieties or

races of M. alba. As a curiosity it may be added that the American

Osage orange (Madura aurantiaca, Nutt.) has been introduced into for

India and found useful for rearing mulberry silkworms of all kinds.
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But in the early stages of the life of the worm it may be fed on the

tender young leaves of the pipal {Virus relif/iosu). This fact is of

considerable practical value when in spring the mulberry of Bengal is in a

backward state.

Diseases of Diseases of the Mulberry.—^Mukerji {l.c. 121-7) discusses the diseases
Mulberry, which the mulberry trees are liable. The most serious appears to be

tulcra. This is caused by a minute scale-insect {Liurtfflopius hromelifp).

When attacked by this disease the leaves become curled up and the tender

shoots swollen. When eaten they are shortly after voided by the

silkworms, and if consumed to any material extent cause facherie or

Tuira. grasstrie. Tukra accordingly does much harm to the silk industry from
January to June, and the only cure is the application of kerosene emulsion.

jfaidta. Another somewhat similar disease is known as naicha. This is also caused

by a member of the Coocid^. It would seem the case that bush mul-

berries are much more liable to these diseases than tree mulberries.

Mukerji observes that all the silk districts are not equally affected by
Consequences. tukra. In Murshidabad it prevails to such an extent that if it had not

existed, there could have been obtained at least a third more leaf and
therefore a third more cocoons. In Malda, Birbhum and Bogra very little

damage is done by tukra—due pos.sibly to greater intelligence in cultiva-

tion. Tree mulberries once started require little attention and are much
less affected by dry, hot weather or disease.

Butler (Agri. Journ. Ind., ii., pt. i.. 97-8) gives useful particulars

Fungal Disease, regarding a fungal disease seen on the mulberries of Kashmir. The State

plantations near Srinagar had been seriously attacked. The disease is

found on old trees without causing appreciable damage, but does great harm
to the young plants in the nurseries. It attacks the seedlings in their

second and subsequent years, docs not kill them outright, but they have
to be cut back below the diseased parts, thus losing several years’ growth,
even if they are not attacked again. The disease is caused by a parasitic

fungus (Corifiuuiin uiori) which invades the wood or the branches,
and comes to the surface to form spores. Butler adds, after his detailed

Introduced description of the fungus, that it has previously only been found in Japan,
flora Japan

where it was first described in 1904. It is thus probable that it was intro-

duced into India during one of the attempts made to apply Japanese
methods in Indian sericulture. *

Rent of Rent of Mulberry Lands.—Some share in the decline of the Bengal
Land. industry has been attributed to the high and differential rents charged

for mulberry land. Insufficiency of nourishment, due to dearness of

mulberry-leaf, was, it has been said, one of the chief causes of th® low
yield and low quality of the silk. But Mr. Finucane (in an dfficial paper)

Aiternatire argues that the land usually placed under mulberry is valued for growing
sugar-cane, tobacco, potatoes, and that accordingly if mulberry cannot
hold its own in popular favour against these and such like crops, it would
be unwise and pernicious to “ prop it up by factitious encouragements.”
He then continues, “ There can be no doubt that the rates of rent for high
land on which mulberry is grown are higher than for low rice land, which
is of a different quality

;
but the real question is—are the rates charged

Special Rents when mulbeiTy is grown, higher than the rates which would be charged
for the same fund if sown with sugar-cane or potatoes or other upland
crops ? ” He then answers that question by showing that in some districts

an illegal practice does prevail of charging special rates for mulberry
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cultivation. But the position of affairs is summed up by the opinion that
such special rents are not general, and that they have “ not really had
much effect in bringing about the depression in the silk industry in Bengal.”

Diseases and Enemies of the Mulberry Silkworm .

—

From 1865 to
1870 Pasteur devoted himself to the study of the diseases of the silkworm,
and the remedial measures which he recommended have since been not
only widely adopted in Europe but throughout the silk-rearing regions of
the world. Even in India, thanks to the energy of the late Mr. N. (i.

Mukerji and his coadjutors, the selection of seed by the aid of the micro-
scope has become an every-day practice of the ordinary cultivator, who
may be said fully to recognise the value of specially selected seed in the
curtailment of disease. A voluminous official correspondence exists in

the Annual Reports of the Dept. Land Rec and iqri and in the Pioceed/ings

of the Govt, of Bengal on the subject of the diseases of tbe silkvrorm,

especially the papers for 1894 and 1895.

The chief diseases are :

—

() Pebrine.—Tins is known in Henff.il as kata. or. m an aggravated form,
tali, and characlensod by the presence of microscopic corpuscles of 'll! oval
shape found within the tissues of tlio worm, but also in the moth and egg. Though
not always fatal, this disease damages the ciuality of tho silk very greatly Be-
sides being contagious, it is also hereditary Tho cure is to breed only from eggs
laid by healthy females (est-ibbshed by a microscopic examination) and general
sanitary precautions to prevent mfoction. This is the worst of all the diseases,

and, according to Mukerji, it was unknowm in India twenty-five years ago (I c.

42, 63-4). The final conclusions and recoininendntions deserve to be most
carefully considered and enforced [Cf Fisher, Ind. For , xv., 165-7 , Arbousset,
On Silk and Silkworm {'Rngl. trims!. ), 1905, 203-.5.]

() Flacherle or OatJne .—This IS known in Bengal as kala shira or shalfa. and
18 characterised by the prosenco of “ chain ferment within tho digestive tract

of the worm and pupa.” The disease is contagious, and to a certain extent
hereditary, in that the larvae of moths that show symptoms of flacherie have a
predisposition to the disease. The remedy is as above, namolj-, for breeding

purposes to reject all eggs obtained from moths foimd by microscopic examina-
tion to manifest signs of the chain ferment. [C/. Mukerji, f c !)o-109; Fisher,

l.o. 167-9 i Arbousset, I c. 206-11.]

(c) Muscardliie .—This is known in Bengal as chuna (or chund-kete)—a name that

indicates the resemblance to lime—and is caused by a fungus, which appears

ns a white efflorescence on tho body of tho worm some hours after it has died

of the disease. It is contagious but not hereditary, and though tho affection

may be so slight as not to interfere with the spinning of tho cocoon, the chrysalLS

almostSnvariably dies, and thus never emerges as a moth. The disease is spread

by the spores produced on the efflore.sconco, so that the speedy removal of all

dead worms is an efficient preventive to a dangerous outbreak. Next to pebrine

this does the most harm in Bengal. [Cf. Mukerji, l.c. 74-87 ; Fisher, l.c. 167 ;

Arbousset, l.c. 195-202.]

{d)tGrasserle.—This is the disease known in Bengal as rasa. It is of little

importance, arid is never hereditary. Followmg muscardine, it does, however,
considerable damage to the worms m Bengal. In Europe it is not looked upon
as serious, but in Bengal it becomes often epidemic. It invariably follows a

heavy downpour of rain, if that succeeds to a long period of drought and high

temperature, especially if the worms be then m their last stage of growth. Worms
fed on mature leaf first, and tender leaf afterwards, are liable to take grasaerie.

The means of checking the disease is the propagation of large mulberry-trees.

Whenever there is a sudden show-er of rain, loaves from trees, not shrubs, should

be given. [Gf. Mukerji, l.c. 87-96 ; Fisher, l.c. 169-70 : Arbousset, l.o. 192-4.]

(e) The most serious pest is the Toohimd fly, Trycoiyu" botnbyrto (Ind.

Miu>. Notes, 1 ., 83-8). This parasite lays its eggs upon the body of the worm.
Those eggs on hatching produce a grub that lives within the body of tho worm
and finally kills it. [Cf. Mukerji, l.c. 112-21.]

lotluences ot Climate .—It may be briefly said that in no essential feature are

the mulberry worms of India different (as far as liability to disease is concerned)
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from those of Europe, America or the Colonies. Perhaps the chief difference

lies in the climate enfeebling the insect by causing it to produce too niany

broods m the year. But the prevalence of certain of the above-mentioned
diseaees uncontrolled is doubtless the chief cause of the decline of the Bengal
industry. Mukerji (l.c. 41-53). in an introductory chapter, discusses the general

aspects of the diseases of the Bengal worm, and makes many highly practical

recommendations. About 60 por cent, of the silkworms, he says, die imme-
diately after spinmng a cocoon and after having eaten the full quantity of leaf.

On this account the silk-rearers have for the past twonty-five years or so (in

other words, subsequent to the appearance of pebrine) been steadily giving up
their ancestral craft and taking to ordinary agricultural pursuits. There would
seem no great reason why this wave of unpopularity could not be stemmed
by vigorous effoits to assist and educate tho rearers in the methods essential

to tho control of tho plague
Mukerji gives many interesting details (I c. 128-50) regarding the construction

of rearing-house.s. where the selection and improvement of stock might be con-

ducted, and the elimination of disease by tho microscopic selection of eggs The
grainage, he urges, should he estabhaliod close to a large tank or river ; should
be surrounded by mulberry trees

;
should bo one mile away from cocoon-

rearing villages, filatures or cocoon godowna , and should be in a village where a
sufficient community exists conversant with the picking of ripe worms, handling
moths anil planting mulborrios. It is not possible to conduct sericulture under
hired labour, if tho workers aro not drawn from the hereditary silkworm rearers.

This point IS of vital importance, ns it takes many years’ careful training to acquire
the export knowledge essential to success

Wild Silks.

D.B.P.,
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II. THE WILD SILKWORMS-THB SATURNUDAz.
Out of tho, long lists of wild insects that have been published by writers

on this .subject, only three Indian and two Cliinese and Japanese species

are of commercial importance. These are :—Indian-Tasor silkworm,

Anthenva papItHi : the Muga, -1. ussnma
\ and the Eri, Attacus

rirhii • Chinese- Tasar, Anthertpn perttf/i : and Japanese-Aftt^ro,

A»fli(>r(ca j/fiiixniKti. The last two insects are only mentioned here

because they come into trade in opposition to the corresponding Indian
insects, and on that account have been classed by the trade as forms of

tasar and mwja silks.

II. Antheraea paphla, Linn. ; (J. mylitta, Drury)
;
Hampson,

Fa. Br. Ind. (Moths), i., 18; Rumphius, Herb. Amh., 1750, iii., 115,

t. 75 ;
Petiver, Opera. Hist. Nat., 1767, i., t. v., f. 9 ;

Roxburgh, Trans.
Linn. Soc., 1804, vii., 33-42, t. 2 ;

(reoghegan, Bilk in India, 1880, 139-

50; Durnaine, ./owrH. Aqn.-llort. Soc. Ind., vii., 1886, 286-78, 327-30;
Wardle, Wild Silks of Ind., 13-28 ; Watt, Cat. Calc. Intern. Exhih., 1883-4,
lii., 74-87

;
Cotes, Ind. Mus. Notes, 1890, i., 157-62

;
Resolution of Govt.

C. Prov., Agri. Ledg., 1893, No. 9 ; Hailey, Monog. Silk Indust. Pb., 1899,
1-4

;
Edgar Thurston, Monog. Silk Fabrics of Madras, 1899, 19 ;

Mjikerji,

Handbook of Sencult. in Ind., 178 ; Yusuf Ali, Monog. Silk in U. Prov.,

1900, 4-7
;
Dewar, Monog. Silk Fabrics C. Prov., 190i ; Mukerji, Monog.

Silk Fabrics Beng., 1903 ; also Report on an Inquiry into State of Tasar
Silk Indust, in Beng. and C. Prov., 1905 ; Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod.
(Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 148-9.

Tasar silkworm of India, a name which in English commerce is often
written “ tussur ” or “ tusser,” and in French “ tussore.” It is usually
said to mean a shuttle, and to be derived from tasara or trasara in Sanskrit,
but neither of these words are employed by the older authors to designate
a! particular form of silk. Mr. A. Yusuf Ali points out that the letter
“ t ” in the word for shuttle is the soft dental, while in the word tasar

silk it is the sharp palatal “ t ”—two letters that are not often inter-
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changeable. The English rendering tusaur (if pronounced toosoor) would
be quite uttintelligible to the Natives of India. Kqually absurd are the
renderings tussah, tusseh and tusha. [Cf. Milburn, Or. Comm., ii., 158,
244.]

RumphiuS gives an interesting account of this insect, and appears uariy eo ouis.

to be the first European to call it tasar (or, as ho wrote it, teaser), and the
word must even then (1691) have been well known, seeing that he was
able to contrast the insect of the Moluccas with that of Bengal. Jame.s
Petiver (who died in 1718) gives a picture of the cocoon, and speaks of

obtaining specimens from Madras through Edward Bulkley and Sam
Browne. [C/. Phil Trans., 1701, No. 271, 843 ; Yule, Duim of Willyim
Hedges, ii., app. ceexx.] But an even earlier usage of the word denotes
a fabric of striped silk and cotton, the silk being either tasar o’- muga. j.tripcii Fatrics

Thus, for example, in the Ain-t-Al-bari (1590) wc read of tamr selling at

Rs. J to Rs. 2 a piece.

Other vernacular names arc used to denote this insect, or, rather, special other Nimes.

forms of it. We read of the tasar found in Bengal on the 6er-trco

(Xi,zf/jthtt,s) being called bnghy
\

that found on the asan-tree {Tenni-
tialia) being the jarvo

;
in Maubhum, the tasar insect is known as daza,

daba, and in Santali it is lumam, lurnang
; in Idhagalpur and Dinajpur

(according to Buchanan-Hamilton) it is yarw
,

in the United Provinces

it is koa (cocoon), and the insect that lives on the her is called kuswan,
and that on the dsan the tasar ;

and in Assam it is often distinguished

as the katkura, while in the Deccan the name kohssnra is sometimes given

to it. Roxburgh calls the in.sect hxujhy, and the silk spun from its cocoons

tusseh.

Habitat and Races.—According to Sir George Hampson it is a native Ra es.

of China, India and Ceylon, It may be spoken of as a denizen of the

upland forests inhabited by the Santhal, the Kol, the Khond and the

Gond, extending west and south-west of the Gaiigetic alluvial basin. Distribution.

In other words, commencing at the Rajmahal hills, it stretches through

Karackpore, Chota Nagpur, Orissa, the Central Provinces, the Northern

Circars to Hyderabad. It has thus the Ganges for its northern boundary,

the Godavari for its southern, the roast ranges of Orissa to Raingar in

Hyderabad for its south-eastern, and the Nerbudda river and the Kaiinor

mountains for its north-western boundary. But it crosses these limita-

tions at various points, as, for example, it passes the Ganges and enters

Nepal, Sikkim, Assam, Manipur and Chittagong. It has also been ic-

corded in Mysore. Beyond the special tract indicated, it is everywhere

else more a curiosity than a commercial product.

There ar^several varieties or races of this insect {Fa. Br. Ind., Lc. 19) :—“ The form snijlitta is the most yellow ;
paphia is pale brownish-

yellow ;
nebulosa greenish-brown, clouded with fuscous as far as the

postmedial line ; while cinf/alean, from Ceylon, is a dark brownish-yellow

form.”

Semi-domesHcatlon .—The term domestication can hardly be applied

to the method of rearing this insect pursued in India, and still in many
localities it is not strictly speaking wild. The chief districts of production

are Bhagalpur, Chota Nagpur and Orissa in Bengal, and Chattisgarh,

Nagpur, Nerbudda and Jabbalpur in the Central Provinces. But the

experiments performed some years ago at Poona proved that, so far at

least as Western India was concerned, the expectations often advanced

Cliipf Forms.
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tion.
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Sxpcrimeatd.
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of greater success from special cultivation over restricted areas, as com-

pared with collection by the ordinary method from wild sources, were

misleading. Tho semi-domestication that ordinarily prevails is to en-

deavour to grow (or rather to encourage the natural growth), within, a

certain tract of country, tho tree or trees on which it is intended to rear

the insect. The seed cocoons are collected from the Jungles and tied on

to tho trees. Thereafter men and boys, armed with pellet-bows, guard

the insects, as far as may be possible, against their enemies—chiefly flocks

of birds that would greedily devour the caterpillars. In some few localities

specially selected cocoons are reserved from last year’s supply for tho

purpose of seed, and it is even occasionally the practice to allow the moths
to make their escape from the cocoons under confinement, and to retain

the females as prisoners in a position where they may be visited by the

wild males, and thereafter to tie the little cages or baskets containing

the eggs on to the trees. But it has been proved beyond dispute that

the worms will not feed properly in captivity. The pairing of the moths
and tho production of the eggs may be accomplished under cover but the

feeding must be done in the open air. Moreover, the worms are very

timid, and must not be disturbed while feeding. In some localities

they are earned from one tree to another when the supply of leaf runs

short, but even this degree of interference is resented, and tho worms
seem never to form proper cocoons when any such interruption has oc-

curred during tho vigorous feeding stage.
For more than a century contmuous effort.*) have been made in India to

improve and extend tho traffic. In 1706 Michael Atkinson (a correspondent
fi£ Roxburgh’s) wrote :

“ This species cannot be domesticated. I am informed
that the Natives cannot oven retain any of it for seed. The hill people eay
that they go into the jungles, and under tho byer and aaseen trees they find tho
excrement of the* insects ; on which they examine the trees, and on discovering
tho small worms, they cut off branches sufficient for their purpose, with the
young brood on them ; these they carry off to a convenient situation near their

houses and distribute the branches on the asseen tree m proportion to the size

thereof, but they put none on tlie byer." Tho Boo.rd of Trade of Bengal published
in 1819 a senes of reports on tho “ tuBsah ” silk, one of which is entitled Modes
of rearing the (tulis {goalee — cocoon). “The seed is purchased from the jungle
people, who collect it in August. Plots in the forest are appropriated for rearing
where the ashan, sal and sejah trees predominate, particularly the first, which
constitutes the best food. These spots are enrefully cleared of other trees and
shrubs annually. Just before the perforation, the seed cocoons are tied, on to
the trees. Tlio rearers livo in liuts erected on the plot, keeping guard night
and day with pellet-bows to drive away kites, crows and other birds.”

These two passages may perhaps suffice to show that a contiiry ago the system
pursued was m every detail that followed to-day. But, as already mentioned,
some thirty years ago Major Coussrnaker conducted, on behalf of the Government
of Bombay {Admin. Repl. Bomb.,1876-7, 172; Ooussmaker, ifept , March 14,' 1883),
extensive exporiinonts in order to ascertain how far the Native system might
be simplified and improved. He made many important discoveries and solved
most of the obscure problems of the life-history of the insect, but at the same
time his results demonetrotod conclusively that in Poona at least, the insect
could not, under any degree of domestication, be reared profitably. Accordingly
his final report expressed the opinion that systematic tasar silk-growing would
not pay. Another practical investigator, Mr. W. Coldstream, though ho formed
a slightly more favourable opinion than Major Coussrnaker, admitted that the
future of tho industry would depend on whether it could be made to pay. Cold-
stream, moreover, worked with a view to discover if tasar silk production could
be engrafted on the village industries of the Panjdb, rather than the establish-
ment of a largo commercial industry. Mr. H. C. Cookson wrote a monograph
on The Silk Industry of the Panjdb (1887), which republishes, as an appendix,
Coldstream’s report of liis experiments. Later on a second monograph on Ths
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Silk IndMtry of the Panjab was written by W M. Hailey (1899), which once more
reviewed Mr. Coldstream’s experiments.

The insect lives essentially in the forests remote from the railways and centres
of commerce, and in tracts of country unsuited to European life Even to the
Natives, the occupation of taear silk rearmg can hardly be viewed as a favourite
one, for in addition to having to leave their homos and to take up temporary
residence in the jungles, they have to submit to austerities enjoined by religion
that make the occupation a punishment rather than an enjoyment. Moreover,
the advances of agricultural occupation are daily pressing the area of possible tasa 'r

Silk production farther and farther away, henco it can easily be imderstood why
the cocoons, even when collected from purely wild sources, can hardly bo con-
veyed to the nearest railway station at a price at ail likely to comm.md a ready
sale. Mukerji suggests that the most practicable way of mtroduemg tho taear-
rearing industry m a new locality is to eottio a number of Sonthul families, ac-
quainted with this industry, m the new lorahty. Trie Sonthals ha\e a here
ditary affection for the taaar caterpillar and certain notions regarding ita treat-

ment, acquired from childhood. This affection anil these notions oimble thorn

to watch patiently the worms all day and at all seasons. They hnvc also the con-

viction that they are personally liable to supernat ura] i isitnhoiis boding evl if

they neglect any of their traditional rules regarding the rearing of tasar silkworm.
All this 18 quite different with tho Chiaosc taaar ( i nUicrtitt tfi-nyl). It is a Chinese

native of the warm temperate tracts of China, feo<ls on oak -leaves (soa p. 91:2). and Tasar.
has been semi-domesticated for centuries. Moioovor, it is a hivoltmo msoct that

is to say, it giver two crops m the year. A itoiiiosticatod insect that can be reared

with ease on a plantation within an uccossihlo locality can hardly help proving vavuiiUgcs

more profitable than a wild one, the collection of the cocoons of which over an
extensive inhospitable tract of country entails considerablo labour and expense.

Tho capabilities of -l. pefni/* m Chma ui-o as different from those of .i. jxijthlii in

India as any two subjects of inquiry could possibly be. Tho one is a denizen

of a salubrious and invigorating richly cultivated temperate coimtry, the other

of enervating tropical jungles infested with disease and animals inumcal to oisaiivantugea.

human life. The inhabitants of tho one country arc industrious and oiiergetu:,

of the other apathetic and enslaved by religious restrictions and obligations that

make the collection of tasar cocoons distasteful and unpopular. It is one thing

to say the insect is " found in tho forests of all parts of the Indian continent and
to be had for the trouble of collection.” It is quite another matter to make
that wild insect tractable to tho necessities of cominorco, or oven to overcome

the religious prejudices of the agents who have to bo primarily employed in

tho development of tho trade.

yirops

Forest Insect.

UccujiatioQ a
Punishment

f^onthals tho
TTereilitary
llearora.

FOOD-PLANTS OF THE TASAK M ORAt.—The following are tho chief trees Pood-
on which the Indian tasar silkworm feeds ;— plants.

AnogelssuB latlfolla, dhaura (pp.

70-1).

Bassfa latlfolla, mahua (pp. 116-7).

ifauhlnia variegata, kanchan (p. 121).

Bombax malabaricum, semuf (pp. 168-

9).

Careya arborea, kumbi (p. 269).

Carissa Carandas, karaundd (pp. 270-

• I).

Celastrus’ panlculata, mal kangm (p.

292).

Chloroxylon Swietenla, hillu (p. 294).

Dodoneea vlacosa, sanatta.

Eugenia Jambolana, jdman (p. 626).

Crops of Tasar.—The iasar silkworm has generally two crops, but Crops,

instead of being bivoltine in its wild state, it is most probably quadri-

voltine. According to the Rev. Dr. Campbell, there are often three crops.

The cocoons^are procured in May and June, from persons who collect them seasons,

in the jungles. The larger ones are generally female and as much as

8 to 10 cowries apiece are paid for these, while the smaller male ones fetch

much less. From these moths emerge, and the 1st crop of c.aterpillars

Ficus Benjamlna, nandruk.
F. religiosa, asuiof (pp. 638-9).
F. retusa, kamrup.
Lagerstrcemia mdlca, telinga-china

h. parviflora, bdkli (p. 701).
Riclnus communis, omnd (p 916).
Shorea robusta, sal (p. OKi).

Tectona grandls, sagun (p. 1070).
Terminalla Arjuna, arjan.

T. belerlca, bhatrd.

T. Catappa, jangh-badam.
T. tomentosa, asan, saj (p. 1073).

Zizyphus Jujuba, ber (p. 1144).
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spin cocoons in September ; 2ncl crop (a small portion of Ist) emerges in

October and spins cocoons about January ;
the 3rd crop, mQths emerge

from cocoons of the 1st and 2nd crops about June, which brings us back

to the first crop again. A proportion of the September cocoons only

emerges in the following August. '

TECHNICAL REPORTS.— ^. J. S. Cotton, editor of The, Statistical Reporter

(1876, 1 , ifl-3), wrote a paper on the Development of the Tasar Silk Industry, in

whii'h tie re\'iewed the information available up to that date regarding the

reeling, bleaching and dyeing of this silk. A gentleman at Lyons had in 1872

invented and patented, Cotton tells us, a process which he claimed to have solved

these difficulties. Sir Thomas Wardlo also discovered a process of dyeing tasar

silk in brilliant colours, and of giving it the lustre of Chinese silk. Mention was
at the same tmio made of a patent taken out by Messrs Oaddum and Bosshardt

of eardmg the silk of difFoient cocoons. About tho same tune, Mr. Jules Deveria

of Rompur Boalia announced that he had discovered a process of reeling tasar

on the ordinary filature

The Goi’crnment of India in a Resolution, dated November 23, 1875, fur-

nished particulaifi of the more important investigations that had been conducted
both m India and F.iiiopo. Tho chief difficulty depends on an inherent defect

in tho lilaments spun by the worm. It is exi>Iainod that the silk is produced by
t he insect from a double spiiuieret, and tbat tho resulting ffiaraents are not parallel

blit bpirala tbat touch each other at tho exterior points of their curves only, and
are held in that j.osition by the natural gum in which exuded. It is to this

peculiarity that some of the special properties of tasar silk, such as its elasticity,

are due. It is necessary that the degree of crotssure should bo exerted to bring

the filaments mto a round threntl. This could only be obtained in fully equipped
filatures, and notlung but steam couhl ensure tho uniformly high temperature
indispensable. At tlie period liere indicated it was accordingly regarded that
the complete reeling of tasar silk m the form that would command a large Euro-
pean market could not bo accomplishetl as a village industry. A further Reso-
lution of the Government of India brings the knowledge of this subject up to the
date of February 1879 ; tho Resolution and its enclosures will be found re-

printed in the Indian Forester (1879, v., 77-101). Cotes brought tho information
up to the date of 1890, and furnished most admirable illustrations of the worm,
the male and female moths, and tho cocoons. Mukerji (Handbook of Sericult.,

India) afforded iiiu< li useful additional information regardmg tasar, but he
may be said to have been specially concerned to make tlie merits of the Japanese
and Chinese worms known. Dew'ur, on tho other h ind, observes that the more
fact that tasar rouiuig, spinning and weaving aro village industries, often com-
bined with agricultural pursmtb, gives them an mterest to the administrator.
Uio aboriginal or low-caste people who rear the tasar worm and gather the
cocoons live in the most remote and jungly vdlages. The weavers form com-
imimties iii the towns which are not too far from the jungle tracts. Dewar
remarks, in his chapter devoted to the history of tasar, that the earliest record
of its appearance in the Central Proviccs “ would seein to bo that of Chanda
district, whore in 1775, under the Mahrattos, tho monopoly of rearing silk-

worms anil making <a«ar-8ilk was farmed out by the nilmg power, just as is

still done in some Feudatory States.” Sambalpur and Chanda are the chief
districts m the production of tasar, with Raipur and Bilaspur taking good B^ond
places. During tho latter half of the 10th century the Governnjent of India
made repeated efforts to extend and improve the production in the Central
Provmcos, but with little practical results. Dewar reviews the various efforts
that were put forth, and his Monograph will be found of special value and
interest in that respect. Paranjpe (Irul. For., 1902, xxviu., 192-6) gives a
sketch of the life-history of the tosar-worm in Bhandara,

Mukerji (Monog , I c ) observes that there are several classes of cocoons which
go by tlie generic name tasar. Those recognised in commerce, according to the
quality of their silks, are;—(1) The Yamamai cocoon of Japan (Anthermn
yauiaiiial) , (2) the China tasar (A. yet uyi), (.3) the muga of Assam (,i. assautn);
and (4) the Bengal tasar (^. ptiyhin). All the other wild silks, he tells us, are
in Bengal grouped under the name bharuas. Of the commercial forms mentioned,
the Bengal tasar has the greatest length of fibre, though it is inferior to that of
tho other three. The Yamamai is so highly prized in Japan that, bylaw, capital
pumshinent may bo meted out to any person exporting the seed-cocoons or eggs.
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The silk a&orded by its cocoons is almost as good as mulberry. The China oiuna Tatar,
tasar cocoon is smaller than the Bengal, and the average length of its fibre is
660 metres compared with 700 metres in Bengal. The amount of waste

^'^^h greater with the Bengal than the China, though the amount of silk is
higher 8 per cent, in Bengal tasar, as compared with 5 por cent, m China tasar.
The Bengal tasar cocoon has a few other advantages over the China tasar Tmlian Tatar.

cocoon. The tenacity of the ‘ have * (t.e. the double fibre as it comes out of
the mouth of the silkworm) is 28J grammes, as compared to 18 grammes, which
18 the tenacity of the have of the China tasar. The elasticity of tho have is 21^
per cent, as compared to 10 per cent., which is tho elasticity of the have of the
China tasar. The Bengal tasar also loses less of itt- weight in bleaching , China
tasar losing as much as 21 per cent, while Bengal tasar loses only 11 per cent.
The Bengal tasar is, however, more difficult to bleach anil dyo than ihe China
tasar ”

Jndlan Hesults .—Mukerji {Rept. Inquiry into the State oj the Tasar Sill- In,lust.. Technical
Beng., 1005) telle us that he visited all tho more iiiiportant centres ot tasar pro- Reports,
duction and manufacture and discussed pcraonall^ wth iho», mtcrestei' tho i-siies

of importance. The report opens with the tollowmg 'I’lio tasar .silk mrlubf ly is

declining almost overywhero, although tho demand f..i btsar hi has been on the

increase m Bengal, owing to tho general rtvival of soisJ iiltur i m this provin"c,
which has brought into prominent notuc /men cloths as 'loll us silk cloths.” Ho
then enumerates the chief centres of tasar munufucturo, .tnd con c hit’ es that there
are fi.fiOO families of weavers, or nearly 2.i,b0O indixiJnals, inoie or loss depondc'iL Number ot

on tosnr-weavmg ni Bengal. Of tho Central Provinces, ho renuirks that it iS 'Vcai-ers.

purely a village industry, except in Sanibalpnr and Bil.uspiir, but that there arc

probably not more than 2,500 tasar weavers all toK'. The weavers, he cxplams,
are entirely dependent on a supply of cocoons for I lie coiitiimanco of their in-

dustry, but that the rearers are agriculturists who give but a jiortion of their

time to the production of cocoon«, and tho number so engaged fluctuates very

greatly. Roughly, he estimates that the number of persons conceined in tasar-

cocoon rearing may bo about eight tunes the number of those engaged m tasar-

weaving. There would be m Bengal, therefore, by that estimate, 200,000

persons, and in tho Central Provinces 20,000 persons who obtam at least some
portion of their annual earnings from tasar silk.

Mukerii then concludes with numerous practical deductions, amongst which Practlcni

the followmg may be mentioned ;— Conclusiona

(1) That the wild cocoons are the richest in silk.

(2) That Singhbhum is tho district best suited for ta«ar-si]k tearing. Further

that the wild barra muga worm of that district is the best of all, followed by tho

muda muga, also of Singhbhum, then by tho muga of Mourbhanj.

(3) Tliat even in the wild state, Chanda and Bhaiidara cocoons are inferior

to those of Raipur, Bilaspur, Sainbalpur, and of tlie Bengal tasar districts, while

the home-grown cocoons of Chanda and Bhandara are the worst of all.

(4) That tho deterioration is more marked m the case of Lancia than in

muda cocoons.
(6) 'That the main cause of tho deelino of the industry is the disease known

as grasscrie, which affects weak worms more than strong ones, and worms feeding

on low bushes more than those feeding on high branches of trees.

(6) That grasserie being caused by irregularity of season, such as heavy

showers following long-continued drought, it caimot altogether be avoided even

by th%use of good seed.

(7) That degeneracy of tasar worms runs mainly along two lines, inferior

cocoons (small size and flimsy in structure) being purposely reserved for seed,

owing to the superior cocoons fetching a higher price ; and semi-domestication

and the use of home-grown cocoons for seed instead of wild ones.

(8) That the cocoon-rearers are sometimes helpless, as wild cocoons are often

not readily found.
Lastly, as measures calculated to revive the industry, Mukerji proposes the Kovlval of

establishment of two model tasar-rearing nurseries m Bengal , the propagation of

asan trees (Termtnalla) m the tasar village areas , and the reservation of certain

forest tracts for the wild stock only from which the model establishments would
periodically obtain fresh seed supplies. With a statement of continuous research

and of vigorous efforts, such as that implied by the numerous reports thus briefly

indicated, it can be hardly fair to affirm that the backwardness of the Indian

industry is a direct eicpression of the apathy of all concerned.
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MANUFACTURE OF TASAi?.—Mukerji (Monog., l.c., 1903, 104)

points out that it is strange the cocoons should he gathered in the

jungles of Singhbhum, Manhhum, Sonthal Parganas, and even of Assam,

and brought down to the filatures of Murshidabad for reeling. To secure

improvement the tasar-silk reeling and weaving industries ^should, as far

as possible, be estranged from the corresponding mulberry industries, and

be developed on their own lines. There should, for example, be no diffi-

culty in establishing tasar factories m tasar-growing districts, where labour

and fuel (both coal and wood) are abundant and cheap. He then adds,

“A tasar reeling and weaving company organised on European principles

and working in the iasar-growing districts is likely to have a very

prosperous career before it.”

In exemplification of these views he then deals with the industry

district by district. Of Murshidabad, he says the tasar cocoons are

reeled in European filatures, chiefly at Bajarpara and Narayanpur
factories. Of Hughli, Jahanabad Sub division, he speaks of some 360

families being engaged in tasar and mixed tasar and cotton weaving.

Of Bardwan, tasar spinning and weaving are carried on by some 228

families. A certain amount of weaving is also practised for which yarn

is imported. Of Midnapur, he observes that cocoons are found in the

jungles, especially at Mourbhanj and Dhalbhum—the hardest kind are

preferred. The cocoons are reeled locally and also spun and woven. Of
Birbhum, he says the tasar industry is followed by some 300 families,

the cocoons being reeled and the cloth woven locally. Bankura has

long been famous for its silk industry, but the tasar manufactures are

not very extensive. The most important fabric produced is known as

kethe. This is made from pierced cocoons, is coarse but cheap. Of
Bhagalpur, the cheap bafta cloth is far better known than the kethe of

Bankura. About 2,0W weavers (both Hindu and Muhammadan) gain a

livelihood by producing warious tasar textiles. The cocoons are imported
from the Sonthal Parganas, etc., and sold at Nathnagar at rates of 8C

to 260 to the rupee, according to quality—pierced cocoons fetching only

from 100 to 400 to the rupee. The yield is about one tola of tasar silk

from 15 to 20 cocoons—and eight to ten tolas of tasar silk will bring in

about a rupee. In the hajtas the woof is usually cotton and the warp
tasar silk. Of the Sonthal Parganas, Miikerji says that the cocoons
are reared throughout the district for export to Murshidabad—the local

reeling, spinning and weaving are practised to some extent, especially

in the Godda Sub-division. Of Hazaribauh, Kanchi and Palamau,
he remarks that there is no tasar weaving, but that a considerable

industry exists in rearing and exporting the cocoons. The pages devoted
to these districts will accordingly be found to contain many useful par-

ticulars regarding the methods and seasons of the operations concerned.
Of Singhbhum, he remarks that there are only a few tanU (tasar) weavers,
and the cocoons are reeled by hand by the weavers themselves. The
dhtUts or saris so made are largely exported to Dacca and Lower Bengal,
and fetch from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. But if weaving be unimportant, the
rearing of tasar cocoons is an industry of considerable magnitude in

Singhbhum. The tasar weaving of Manbhum is, on the other hand,
of considerable value. There were at the last census 12,911 tantis or
tasar weavers, and Raghunathpur is the most important centre. The
tasar weaving of Gaya is also fairly important, though the cocoons are
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no longer locally produced owing to the curtailment of the forests. Of Oriusa

Balasore, , Puri and Cuttack, Mukerji observes that the industry of

tasar weaving is not an important one, though the rearing of the worms
and production of cocoons are largely pursued.

III. Anthereea assama, Weslw.-, Fa. Br. Ind. (Moths), i., D.E.P.,

20; Hugon, Silk and Silkworms of Assam, Proc. As. Soc. Beng., 1837,

26-37, t. vi.
;
Warnford Lock, Journ. Soc. Arts, 1880, 510 ;

Geoghegan, Muaa
Silk in Ind., 1880, 151-5

;
Wardle, Wild Silks of India, 1881, 65-61 ;

also in Journ. Soc. Arts, May 1885, xxxiii., 676 ; Stack, Silk in Assam,

1884, 6-9 ; Rondot, L'Art de la Soie, 1887 ;
Cotes, Ind. Mus. Notes, i.,

168-73
;

Allen, Monog. Silk Cloths of Assam, 1899, 3, 10-6
;

also Gaz.

Assam., viii., 168, etc.

This is the muga (munga) silkworm of Assam, a name said to have xamp.

been originally given because of the amber colour of the fibre, and hence
frequently used to denote any wild silk—thu.s eri-muga, tasar-muga and
katkari-muga. It is met with chiefly in Assam, but its area extends cast

to the Naga hills, including Sylhet and Cachar, and south to Tippera outnbuUon.

and the mountains of Burma. It has also been recorded as far to the

west as the valleys of Kumaon and Kangra. and a special insect mentioned
from Pondicherry, and named .1. ftenAteti, has been accepted as a form
of muga.

Historic Records—It seems probable that the first mention of this silkworm Hi^teiy

and of Its silk occurs m 1602 in connection with Mir Jnmla. But it must long
anterior to that date have been knovm in India, since Tavernier (Travels Ind.,

1676 (ed. Ball), ii., 281) makes special mention of the Assam silkworms that
remain on trees all the year ; and ho does not suggest that fact as being a
novelty, but rather implies that it was well known He may, of course, be
alluding to the tasar silk, but in that case the locality Assam would hardly be
correct. The collection of otHcial papers issued by the Bengal Board of Trade
m 1819 makes mention of the '‘mooga" being “the most common and plentiful,

the thread coarse but winds easily. The gutis are sokl direct from the forests.’’

This IS mentioned separately from “ tussah," " terrah,” " bonhunda," “ dahba,"
"huggoy" and “tarrog" silks, so that it very possibly was mtended to denote
the muga proper. In the Dictionary will be foimd numerous references to papers
by Buchanan-Hamilton, Jonkms, Hugon, Heifer, Brownlow and Stack—all of
whom have afforded mterestmg partioulars regarding this silkworm and Assam
silk generally.

Domestication.

—

The muga exists in a state of even more complete Domestiea-
domestication than is the case with the tasar—the eggs are hatched and tion.

the cocoons spun within doors, and while feeding on the trees the worms
are carefully supervised and protected from their enemies. When they

have finished eating they are removed from the trees and carried off to

the rearers’ jjouses in order to spin their cocoons. The worm is multi-

voltine, has five generations during the year, but of these only two or at

most three are used by the rearers. The people of Upper Assam annu- Upper Assam

ally import their seed-cocoons from Kamrup for their cold-season and xamnip seed

spring crops owing to the fact that the worm soon degenerates in the

Sibsagar district, and hence no seed-cocoons are retained from the last

brood of the season. This is said to be due to the fact that in Lower Assam
the insect is fed mainly on Litsaut jtoitfanthu ,t\ie sualu or howalo. [Cf.

D.E.P., vi., pt. iii., 176 ;
Allen, Monog., l.c. 14-5.

J

Foofl‘plants.—The muga worm feeds on a fairly exten.sive senes Pood-
of leaves, the most important being species of laurel, such as the sum, plants.

Mac/iilits odorntissitnn. But other trees may be mentioned :—€iiina-
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fnomnm ohtusifolium, Michelta Chamfiiiciii Syniplocos yrtttidi-

florfi, and several species of Lit«ma. In Lovrar Assam it is also largely

bred on the sualu, Tetranthera monopetaJxt. The most important of

these food-plants is the sum {Ind. For., 1879, v., 36-9, 202-21).

Life-history.

—

The cocoons intended for breeding are pl&ced in trays

and hung up safely in the house. In a fortnight’s time during the warm
months, and three weeks in the cold season, the insects come forth.

^

The

females, recognised at once by their bulkier bodies, are immediately

secured bj’' a thread passed round the thorax behind the wings and tied

to a short length of straw hooked on to a line stretched across the room.

The males are left free, but usually sufficient number consort with the

female prisoners. Each female produces 250 eggs in three days. All eggs

laid after then are i ejected, and the moth dies about the fifth day. The
pieces of straw, with their attached eggs, are then taken down and placed

in baskets, covered with cloth, and the room in which stored is heated in

winter, but kept daik as much as possible. In summer it is not necessary

to retain the eggs within doors at all, and the straws may, therefore, be
carried at oime to the tree.s, due precaution being taken against undue
e\po.sure to sun, ram or dews. Generally, however, the worms are hatched
indoors. They pass through four moiiltings, and, when full grown, measure
about five inches long. While feeding, if the leaves get exhausted, the

worms are picked oil and earned to fresh trees. The worms of their own
accord, in fact, descend from the tree and arc caught by a trap"” of straw
or plantain leaves tied around the stem, and thus are easily picked up and
carried by the attendant to fresh trees. It is said that if placed on a tree

the leaves of which have already been devoured, they refuse to ascend.

When they have eaten all they desire, the worms are carried o3 and made
to spin their cocoons in the rearers’ houses. Trees from three to twelve
years old are considered the best ; older are avoided, as they harbour
ants, and the lichen and moss on their branches impede the rapid move-
ments of the worms. But the greatest enemies of the muga are crows,
kites and many other birds by day, and owls and bats by night

;
constant

watching is thus necessary, and abundant and continuous employment
thus afforded to the young, old and infirm members of the family.

The periods and stages of the insect’s life are as follows •—hatching,
from 7 to 10 days

;
feeding, from 26 to 40 days

;
spinning, from 4 to 7' days

;

resting within the cocoon, from 14 to 21 days
;
and life as a moth, from 3

to 5 days. The variations in time indicated are largely a consequence of

the season of the year or brood of worm under record. The cocoon is

fawn-coloured, large, tliin, devoid of the suspensor, so characteristic of the
tasar

;
and the short period spent within the cocoon, when taken in con-

junction with the more tractable habit of the insect generally, makes
this a very much more desirable form of silkworm than the tasar. The
cocoon is about 1 J inch long and 1 inch in diameter. In colour it is of

a golden yellow, but there is usually a percentage of dark cocoons in

every brood, for which no satisfactory reason has been assigned.

Reeling and Spinning.—Reeling is simple. The insects within the
cocoons are killed by exposure to the sun or by fire. Thereafter they
are boiled in an alkaline solution. From 7 to 20 filaments are rolled

together between the palm of the right hand, drawn across the thigh,

while the left hand works the reeling apparatus. The whole of the
silk may be unwound except the innermost layer next to the chrysalis.
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The (Quantity ef ailk ifkSor<}ed varies according to the brood. The cold-

weather in#ect gives the *least, and is accordingly usually reserved for

breeding, only the inferior cocoons being spun.
No part o| the muga cocoon is, however, rejected as useless. The floss Carded

plucked off from the outer surface of the cocoon, before reeling is com- o-nd Spun,

menced, the shell that remains around the chrysalis, and the cocoons from
which the moths have escaped in breeding, are all reserved to be carded
and spun, and the by-product thus obtained is called era and is often

mixed with them silk—the product of the next species (see p}i 1013, 1021 ).

Manufacture.—The mu(ja silk thread varies according to quality bom Manufac-
Ks. 8 to Rs. 12 per seer, era or spun threail being sold at hall the^e rates, ture.

The cloth woven from muga yarn has a bright vellow colou'. and a pretry ooi^ur.

gloss. It stands washing much better than any otlier silk, keeping its

gloss and colour to the very last ft is usually so tl in pii'ci's of ’1 wuds
long and 4 feet broad, the price var\mg from Rs. | -8 to Rs. 2 per s(|uarc itup

yard. There is no large market wliere eithei thread or cloth < an lie

purchased, hut the headquarters of tlie industry is the district of S 1> lagai siin,iK,ir

in Assam, more especially the Hub-divisions of Oolagbat and Jorhat. The
exports are mainly in thread, which go to Calcutta for local consumption Kxporta.

or for export to Persia—it is too dear for the English and Continental

markets—the price quoted being Rs. 6 to Rs. 12 per seer. There is no
means of^cnowing the total production, but it has been estimated that the

exports come to about 280 maunds a year.

The Champa and Mezankuri mugas are only the silks of- the worm Mezankuri
obtained from insects fed on the trees of these names

—

Mivhdiu Silk.

dhampara for the former and Litsa-a ritrafu for the latter. Moriani Morium

is the chief locality for the mezankun silk. The champa silk seems almost

quite forgotten to-day, but it was the fine white silk worn by the Ahom
kings and nobles of Assam in former times. Buchanan-Hamilton (in

Montgomery Martin, Gaz. of Assam, 1838, iii., 679-80) speaks of the

medanggori silk constituting the dress of the higher ranks, “ most of which

arc dyed red with lac but some are white.” Until quite recently it could

be said that the muga silk was the material of dress with the middle

classes of Assam.

IV. Attacus riolni, Boisd., Ann. Soc. Entom. Fr., 1854, 755; DB.P.,
Phaleena cynthia, Roxburgh, Trans. Linn. Soc., 1804, vii., 42-8, t. 3 ; also Soc.

Arts London, 1806, xxiii., 414 ;
Buchanan-Hamilton, Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 214 ;

'

Hugon, Proc. As. Soc. Beng., 1837, 23-6, t. v; Geoghegan, Silk in India,

155-9,; Stack, Silk in Assam, 1884 ; Wardle, Wild Silk of India, 48-55

;

also Journ. S5c. Arts, 1885, xxxiii., 676 ; Cotes, Ind. Mus. Notes, i., 163-7
;

Mukerji, Handbook of Sericult., 1899, 184-94 ; Allen, Monog. Silk Cloth of

Assam, 1899, 4-10 : Mukerji, Monog. on the Silk Fabrics of Bengal, 1903,

138-46. The Eri Silk, Assam Silk, Palma Christ! Silk, etc. The eri. Name.

endi, arindi, etc.

It may be said that commercially this silk is obtained from Assam, Distribution,

though Roxburgh and Buchanan-Hamilton speak of it as if in their

time it had been confined to Dmajpur and Rangpur. To-day it is found
throughout Eastern Bengal in the districts Furnea, Bogra, Jalpaiguri, in

addition to Dinajpur and Rangpur. It is also not uncommon in Dar-

jeeling, Nepal, Kuraaon, Gaya, Shahabad, Chittagong, Puri, and its

cultivation has recently been attempted in Upper India.
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The textile sold in India under the name “ Assam Silk is almost

invariably the produce of the insect here indicated, though of course muga

silk is very much more restricted to and characteristic of the valley of

Assam. This is the silk with which the poorer people of Assam used

formerly to be almost exclusively clad, while the mvga silk (which in

India is often classed as a special grade of tasar silk) was that (as already

mentioned) employed by the middle and upper classes.

Historic Records.—Perhaps the earliest European record of this silk is of the

date 1676, when the agent of Port St. Georgo wrote that large quantities were

produced in Goraghat. Milbiun {Or. Comm , 1813, li., 244) gives particulars

of what may be accepted as the first European transactions. The cocoons, he

observes, are remarkably soft and white or yellowish, and the filament so ex-

ceedmgly delicate as to render it impracticable to wind off the silk , it is therefore

spun like cotton. Roxburgh gives particulars furnished by his correspondents :

Atkinson of Jangypur, Glass of Baughporo, and Creighton of Malda. These
names, and the localities with which they are associated, are interesting as

forming links that connect the early records. The last-meniionod observer

speaks of the worm as reared entirely in the houses of tho people. Atkmson
refers to his endeavours to reel the cocoons and to his discovery of this being
irnpoBsilile Hiigon and most other authors say the cocoons are softened by
being heated in a solution of the ashes of certain plants. They are then
opened out by tho hand, the chrysalids extracted, the flattened-out cocoons
washed, kneaded in tho hand, sun-dried, and then crudely drawn out into

threads and spun. Brownlow, who half a century later conducted experiments
on a largo scale, tolls us that the cocoons may be softened before being carded by
being placed in a solution of cow-dung and water. Most writers mention tho
circumstance that hot water injures the fibre and that both the carding of tho
cocoons and the washing of the fabrics should bo done, ns much os possible, in

cold water. Coming to modern tunes, Sir Thomas Wardle says, “ Abandon all

idea of reeling eri silk ; the cocoon is too soft, and the fibres mingled together too
irregularly, to afford any hope of successful reeling commercially. Produce
it on a large stale, comb and spm it and the success is complete.”

Food-plants.—The food-plant of this silkworm, as the name of the

insect implies, is the castor-oil or falma christi {Jiirinits voiittnnnls).

There are two forms of that plant grown for this purpose, a green- and a
red-coloured. But there are other food-plants, such as lleteropunajo
fruip-ons—the keseru—of Assam; Ai/atiflius exceJsa, Vorinria
neptilensis, Gnielinn arbofea, .Tntropha (Jnreas, Zanthoxylum
alatum, and Zizijpinis ffajnhn. Of these the two first mentioned are
by far the most important (see p. 915).

Life-history.—The eri worm is multivoltine and reared, as already
observed, entirely within doors. The castor-oil plant in Assam and
Eastern Bengal is allowed to grow spontaneously in the rearer’s back
garden or on any unoccupied land in the neighbourhood, and no attention

is paid to it. The tending of the worms goes on all the year round, and is

accomplished by the females of the household. As many as eight to

twelve broods have been recorded, but those actually reared are about half

that number. In fact the autumn, winter and spring broods, or those that
spin their cocoons in November, February and May, are most highly
valued. The broods of June to September are only reared for the purpose
of perpetuating the stock. The stages in the life of the insect are as

follows :—hatching, 7 to 15 days
; feeding as a worm, 15 to 32 days

;

spinning the cocoon, 3 to 6 days
; resting within the cocoon, 16 to 30 days

;

and lastly, life as a moth, 3 days. The range indicated is due to the
influence of the seasons.

Crop.—Mukerji estimates that from an acre of castor-oil plants it

would be possible to obtain from 60 to 90 seers of pierced cocoons a year.
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Ine price of these would be about Rs. 60. But in this way it will not
pay. It i^ when grown on odd bits of land and the worms reared and the
cocoons spun by the women, during their spare moments, that the industry Position of

becomes profitable. Until the price rises materially, it will probably not
pay as a separate industry. But as a supplementary crop it is very
remunerative, and the insect is more easily reared and is less expensive than
the mulberry worm. Since the cocoons cannot be reeled, there is no object
in killing the insects within them. In every instance, theiefore, they
should be allowed to escape. Green eri cocoons, that is to say, cocoons uvecoooons.
with live chr^alids, sell for 500 to 800 to the seer (2 lb.) If they are weight.

killed and dried in the sun, 1,500 to 2,500 go to the seer. When the
insects have escaped (pierced cocoons), S,000 to 7,000 go to the seer. In
other words, while a maund of pierced cocoons mav fetch Rs. 100, the
same weight with the chrysalids inside may onlv realise Rs. 20.

Carding and Spinning.—The ert cocoon, if is .se.id, has been success- Carding
fully reeled in Italy, but from tiiic' immemorial it has in India been
opened out crudely, then spun. No sort of information can be furnished
as to the extent of the manufactures nor the probable margin available
for export. Mention has been made of a traffic in cocoons from Goalpura
to Calcutta of 400 to 500 cwt. yearly. Toe spun thread, though coarse,
is woven into textiles that are exceedingly durable (sec pp. 1011, 1021).
In fact eri silk is stronger than wool, cotton or mulberry silk. But the
European trade demands white eri cocoons, and this somewhat restricts

the supply.

Manufactures.—The thread and cloth arc largely traded in all over Manufac-
Assam and Cachar, though the effect of the imports of Manchester cotton tr.res.

goods has been to largely displace en as an article of clothing. Hugon
speaks of large quantities of the cloth being exported to Lhasa by merchants Exports,

known as “ Kampa Bhotias,” but he adds this trade has entirely died out.
Stack says that throughout the whole range of the southern hills, from
the Mikir country to the Garo, eri thread is in great request for the weaving
of those striped cloths in which the mountaineers delight. The Mikirs,
Kukis, and Garos cultivate the worm for themselves, but the handsome
and durable cloths worn by the Khasias and Santengs are woven of thread
procured from the Mikirs. T. N. Mukharji {Agri. Lcdg., 1894, No. 19)
refers* to the fact that within recent years a new market has been found New Market.

for the cloth, in supplying suits of clothes for the Europeans and Natives
of India. The supply, he adds, is not equal to the demand. Efforts have
been made with that object in view, in many parts of Bengal and Assam
and gven in the United Provinces, but so far with indifferent success. A
more recent,* and in some respects fuller account of the eri silk industry,
will be found in N. G. Mukerji’s Monograph. He there gives details of the
industry as it exists to-day in Bogra, Rangpur, Jalpaiguri and Maimen-
singh. Speaking of the increasing demand, he observes that this is now increasing

being met by imitation eri, made out of waste mulberry silk. He then
adds, “ At present little skill is brought to bear on the production of eri

silks either in Assam or in Eastern and Northern Bengal. The spinning
might be more uniform and the weaving more varied and artistic.

INDIAN SILK PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURE.
In official statistics of filatures and mills, all village industries are dis- Silk

regarded and returns furnished alone of factories, etc., that employ twenty- Pi^uotion.
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five or more hands. This gives an unnecessarily low and imperfect con-

ception of the interests involved, since here and there throughout India

and Burma there is a fairly extensive village or domestic indust^ in

rearing, reeling and manufacturing, entirely disregarded by oflicial

returns. Moreover, recent statistics would seem to mark a sorious decline,

whereas the explanation of the shrinkage shown is largely the discon-

tinuance to chronicle certain factories.

Filatures, Mills, e^c.—According to the latest volume of the f^twan-

cial and Commercial Statistics, there were 75 silk filatures in India in 1904,

employing 9,626 workers, all in Bengal. There were also in the same year

11 silk mills, employing 2,964 workers, distributed thus :—in Bengal,

8 mills with 1,465 employees
;

in Bombay, 2 mills with 1,299 employees ;

and in the Panj^b, I mill with 200 employees. According to the Imperial

Gazetteer (1905, lii., 209) three large silk mills (two m Bombay and one

in Calcutta) are worked by steam-power and arc almost exclusively con-

cerned in catering for the Burmese market, a trade that was formerly

concentrated in Glasgow but is now mainly in the hands of Indian and

Japanese manufacturers. “ The Bengal factories of to-day largely work
up tasar silk in place of preparing the korah silks formerly turned out

bv them ;
they are owned and managed by Natives and do not employ

European machinery. Besides the registered mills and factories, numerous
weavers own one or two looms worked by themselves and their families.

Silk-weaving seems intimately associated with Gujdrat. From one end

of India to the other Gujarati silk-weavers may be found, speaking a

dialect of Gujarati or using Gujarati names for most of their appliances

and for the textiles they produce.”

The extent and location of the silk interests may now be indicated :

—

BENGAL (seo p. 1019).—This, as already fitatod, is the great centre of tlio

silk-reeling industry. Formerly a largo trade also existed m the rnanufactiiro

of corah (korah) silks—plain undyed silk piece goods, the demand for which has
fallen off very greatly in consequence of the greater popularity of Japanese and
Chinese silks ; but at the pre.«iont moment the traflie in the Bengal corahs seems
reviving. [Of. Indian Art at Delhi, 1903, 302-7.] Mukerji says, in his Mono-
graph, that with the exception of Chittagong Division, all the other portions
of Bengal have a silk-weaving industry. The follow ing particulars may be given
of the chief centres ;

—

Presidency Division.—The industry is confined to Murshidabad. Mulberry-
growing, cocoon roaring and reeling, as also silk-weavmg, are all practised, and the
town of Mir/apiu- produces the most superior fabrics in the w'hole of Bengali ; but
Baliichar and other centres are also famous, especially for artistic and brocaded
fabrics. The trade in reeling is mainly concentrated in Berhampur and Jeaganj,
ami there the wealthy merchants reside. During the last decade the industry
seriously declined, both m cocoon-rearing and corah-weaving. The census of
1901 shows 41,61.5 persons dependent on this industry in Murshidabad against
66,142 ten years previously.

Bardwan Division.—Silk-weaving is earned on in all the districts. Babu
Sukumar Haidar gives an interesting historic sketch of the silk industry of
Jahanabad, in the Hughli district, during the seventeenth century. In the
Bardwan district silk-weaving is mainly carried on in Katwa and Kalna Sub-
divisions, but not in Raniganj. The cocoons reared in Midnapur, and even from
all parts of Howrah, are utilised in the looms of Chandrakona. In Howra the
silk-rearing industry is of minor value, but the silk-weaving of Bankura is of great
importance, even more so than the rearing of cocoons and the spinning industries.
It is a curious circumstance that the Fast India Company should have striven
for years to establish Hughli as the centre of their silk industry and have failed
to induce the weavers to settle in that district.

Bhagalpur Division,—In Maldah, cocoon-rearing and silk-spinning are carried
on more or lees extensively throughout the district, while silk-weaving is con-
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centrated at Sahibganj, at Shahpur near Bholaliat (silk factory belonging to a
*

EYench Company), at Sajapur, near the ruins of Clour, and at Maldah. The silk MiMah
industry of Maldah has in fact slowly but steadily improved during tlie lost
decade, and the census figures show 43,498 persons as employed in 1901. as com-
pared with 42,890 in 1891, but this improvement, as in the case of Murshidabad,
Rajshahi and Birbhum, has been mainly in the department of weaving.

EASTERN BENGAL AND ASSAM.—Rajshahi Division.—Mulberry cultivation, Jlajshahi
cocoon-rearing, silk-spinning and silk-weaving are still regarded as industries of
very considerable importance. But to feed the European silk faetct los, cocoons
are imported from Maldah as the local supply is insufficient. The chief centre of
spinning and weaving is at Mirganj—and the best matka silks are turned out at
Dakra. The principal trade centro for yarns and labrics is a j.ortion of iho
Sadra station of Rampur Boalia. Bogra .-ocoon-rearing (a greatly deprociut'. J
industry) depends entirely on the neighbouring district of Rajshahi for the
disposal of its produce.

Assam Valley.—Basu (Agn. Journ. Ind . ii
,
pi i , rovi'ws tho results Assam.,

obtained with the experiments to acclimatise tho European silkv.orui in Shillong.
This was proposed by Sir J. Bampfvlde Fullei m 1*)04 and has ever sinro been
prosecuted with much energy. It has been prov.-il that the winter colds have
proved sufficient to check early and iir.-gular h.vtilimg “Three years' experi-
ence has shown that the climatic conditions of dhillong <lui ing April and the tirst

half of May, which cover the rearing soasoii, aie not iipfavourablo to th' healthy
development of tho silkworms ” But prolonged wot weather is injurious, and
it cannot, therefore, bo said that the climate of .S.iillong during April and May
IS wholly free from danger. Great incon\ emerice has been experienced in drying Artiflciai

the cocoons during the monsoon, which follows closely the rearing season. To uryms
safeguard this a drying-case has been used, and apparently with success.

Basil points out that a fairly large field exists for the extension of seri-

culture in Assam A successful experiment has been performed in Koliima in tho

Naga hills. Manipur possesses a nascent silk-rearing and manufacturing industry Manipur
(see pp. 993. 997). There is thus every reason fo boheve that the European silk-

worm might be raised in the greater part of the hilly country extending from insect.

Manipur on the east to tho Garo liiUs on tho west. All over the valley of Assam
there are professional silk-rearers, who have only to bo taken in liand and educated
in the art of eafoguardmg their worms, in order to socuro tho foimdation for a
large and important industry.

UNITED PROVINCES OF AORA AND OUDIt.—Vcrliaps the earliest attempt to U. Prov.
organise a modern sdk industry in tho Dun was made by Capt. Hutton of

Mussourio in 1856 (Googhegan, Silk tn India, 101-19, 131-2). From time to tune
various subsequent endeavours wore made, and finally Mr H. G. Ross, Super-
intendent of the Dun, handed the industry over to Messrs Lister & Co , Bradford,

and it is well known that largo siuiis of money have since 1879 been expended by
that Company in their efforts to orgamse a largo ami profitable industry. Liotard

(Memo, on Silk in India, 1883, 24-34) reviews all tho oxporimonts performed and
tho gesults obtained, and his paper will repay perusal. The story was earned down
to 1890 by N. G. Mukerji (liept. of a SericuU. Tour in the U. Prov., the Panjah
and Kashmir, 7-14) in his vigorous review of the results attained by Messrs

Lister & Co. The next publication of importance is by Yusuf AJi (Monog. on Lister ic Co
Silk Fabrics, 1900, 9-25). This sets forth the ups and downs in tho industry

sustained mainly by Lister <fe Co., and tho complete change which has taken
plate from the grande magnanerie to that of tenant rearmg. A Savings Bank savings Bank,

has also been started by them to protect the rearers from the money-lenders, and
every effort put forth not only to improve the position of the tenants but to

simplify the superior methods of silkworrn-rearing that they were desired to

pursue. To the energy and determination of purpose of the late Lord Masham
(formerly Mr. Lister) has to be attributed tho present position of the silk industry

of Northern India.

PANJAB.—Baden-Powell (Pb. Prod., 1808, i., 161-77) gives a full account of Panjab.
the silk industry of this province during the period of which ho wrote. In fact,

though many writers have followed in his footsteps, very httle additional in-

formation of any great value has been made public. In 1836 Dr. Gordon con- •

ceived the idea of extended silk production. He accordingly planted mulberry Mulberry trees,

trees at Ambala, which still existed in 1868 (Geoghegan, l.c. 78-100). It would
occupy many pages to enumerate all the experiments that were subsequently

conducted. Mr. Cope made a vigorous effort, in 1854-6, to acclimatise tho
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Kashmir insect in Amritsar, where an abundant supply of leaves from st^dard

mulberries were to bo hod Passing over many other investigators ^an ven

turers in sericulture, we come to the time when Lister & Co. commenced opera

tions in Gurdaspur and Capt. Bartlett in Kangra. But all this has heen alrea y

told BO fully m the Dictionary that it seems only necessary to refer the rear er o

that work. [The following publications in sequence of date

inquirer :—liiotard, l.c. 34-40 ; Cookson, Monog. on the Silk Indnsl. ”6., loo i ,

Mukorji, Re-pt. on Sericult., l.c., 1890; Hailey, Monog. Silk Indust. Pb., lo99 ,

Hoshiarpur Dist., Pan')ah Gaz., 1904, 135-8.] .,

KASHMIR.—Lawrence ( Valley of Kashmir, 1 895, 367-9) says that Mirza Haidar

in his history (a d. 1536) alludes to the abundance of mulberry trees in Kashmir

and to the leaves being used for the food of the silkworm Adams [Wanderings

of a Nat. tn Irul. (ed. 1867), 198-9, 269) describes the silkworm industry as seen

by him. Drew (Jumrnoo ami Kashmir, 1875, 409) speaks of the silkworms of

Gilgit bemg reared m small quantity and of the worm being smaller than that

of Kashmir. Several writers mention a small wild insect seen on the mulberry

trees of Kashmir, the cocoons of which were collected and sold. Liotard (Memo,
on Silk in India, 1883. 46-55) traces the industry to his time and gives tables of

statistics from 1869 to 1881. The effort made in 1869 by the Maharaja Rambir
Smgh to extend and improve the inihistry is mentioned by most of the writers

on this subject The cocoons raised in 1876 were valued at 1,70,064 (Indian

rupees). But disease appeared, and the industry rapidly declined imtil taken in

hand ijy Lawrence. In his address to the Society of Arts on April 26, 1896, he
tells the story of the efforts that had boon put forth to resuscitate the industry.

This is followed up by a senes of reports and official correspondence (Agri.

Ledg., 1808, No. 10). In his roport, dated September 16, 1900, addressed to Sir

Adolbert Talbot, Resident m Kashmir, Mr. C. B Walton, Director of Sericulture,

narrates the work ticeomplished dunng the year. The crop attained came to

11,019 maunds of cocoons, which when reeled was worth Rs. 7,71,000, which
represented 100 per cent, on the cost of production. N. G. Mukerji (Rept.

Gericult., l.c. 1-17) gives many interesting details and practical observations.

He mentions that ho had procured for the State from Signor Susani of Italy,

100 ounces of purely cellular seed of the tliree best classes of cocoons. Lastly,

Sir Thomas Wardle (Kashmir, Its New Silk Industry, 1904) tells in some
360 pages the rise and present position of the silk industry of Kashmir.
He gives particulars of the supply of eggs personally procured, and of the
machinery purchased on behalf of the State and which he had taken out to

Kashmir and seen established in workmg order. He also affords details of the
subsequent results attained. In a note written by the officiating superintendent
of sericulture, Mr. H. D. Douglas, in 1900, it wouiil appear that in 1903 the crop
of cocoons was 10,000 maunds; in 1904, 13,000 maunds; and in 1905, 23,000
maunds. The net profit to tho State in 1905 came to IJ lakhs of rupees, and in

1906 to over 3 lakhs. In the year April 1905 to 1906. 600 bales of silk of 160 lb.

weight were reeled. The price realised at tho boginmng of the year was about
12«. a lb

,
whilst later I5«. were obtnmed. Last year 10 looms were started to

produce cloth in competition with Japan, and, these proving successful, 200 more
looms had been ordered and arrangements made for those to be in working order
by June 10, 1906. Thus the revived industry bids fair to be of the utmost
value not to Kashmir alone but to the British Empire.

SIKKIM, NEPAL AND KUMAON, BALUCHISTAN, BTC.—Very little infor-
mation exists regarding the attempts that have been made to establish a regular
silk industry on the Himalaya except at Dohra Dun, to which reference has already
been made. Further to the west in Afghanistan and Baluchistan there has
always existed a small industry. Thus Moorcroft (Travels, 1841, ii-, 416) mentions
that the town of Yang Arekh in Bokhara is supported chiefly by its filatures of
raw silk. There are two kinds of silk, white and yellow, exportsid to Kabul and
Peshawar. This is the survival of tho early traffic from Central Asia to India
(repeatedly alluded to m connection with Khotan) conveyed down the Indus
river to Bombay and Surat.

Speaking of Baluchistan, it may be observed that tho present industry is

due very largely to Mr. Rogers, who, at his own expense, conducted in 1901
experiments at Kirani near Quetta. The silk produced was so favourably
spoken of that efforts have been since put forth by Government to extend the
adventure, the locality selected being Mustung in Khel&t, where many villages
were known to possess large numbers of mulberry trees. His Highness the Khan
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(under the advice of Major Showers, Political Agent) has entered enthusi-
astically into the scheme of a new industry for his people. In April 1905
Showers wrdte a long official report that not only gives the history of the KhelAt
experiment but the results hitherto attained, and the opinions of the brokers, as
also of Sir Thomas Wardle, on the silk produced. These all combine to con&m
the high expeitations entertained regarding the future of the Baluchistan and
Khel4t silk industry.

BOMBAV,—The silk manufactures of Ahmadabad were famous alike during the
time of its own kings and of its Muhammadan Viceroys. The chief excellence
lay in the bright colours of the plain stuffs and the strength of tho brocades. (For
Ovington’s account, see pp. 995, 1020). Under the Marathos (1755-1817), how-
ever, Dunlop wrote in 1817 that it was taxed when raw, as it passed through every
process of manufacture, and again when ready for sale and was thus so weighterl
that in competition with foreign silks, the local manufacture almost ceased to
pay and all but died out. Geoghegan (/ c SH-Hr.) says that tho first attempt at
silk-rearing in Bombay was made in no.'s hy Dr H. icoti^ Hove, tlie cottin
expert, lived with Scott, but in hie Tours for Srien>i fir, and Kcoivjri.iuil Research,
written in 1787-8, no mention is made of silk. In 1079 tho Governor of Fort
St. George recorded m his Diary, of .5th I'oeember of that year, his having come
across Gujarati silk merchants buying silk for Ahmadabad It is thus highlv
likely that the raw silk exported from Wi stern India was to some extent a^ least
Bengal silk, seeing that there is no evidence of silk-rearing having been success-
fully established in Western India until well into the 10th century. As just stated,
frequent mention has been made of a silk supply draven to Western India from
Central Asm, the route being down the Indus. The earliest record of cultivation
in Bombay Presidency is m 1H23, when tho worm was conveyed from Mysore
to Dharwar. Shortly after (m 1827) Mr Gibcrne planted his garden at Dhulia in
Khandesh and Signor Mutti opened out his silk farm at Poona in 1829. During
the first year of British occujiation of Ahmadabad (1818) the import of raw silk

amounted to 11 tons (300 Indian maunds), during the second year it came to 37
tons, and in 1847 stood at 109 tons Since then the trade has witnessed extreme
fluctuations. Numerous explanations have been offered, such os the rise of the
cotton traffic—both local production and foreign imports ; changes of faeliion,

more especially the decline of tho demand for brocades by the Kathiawar chiefs ;

and lastly the growth of tho trade in Chmose and Central Asiatic woven silks.

There arc three chief classes of silk goods produced in Ahmadabad, viz. plain

silks, brocades, and silk prints. The plain goods are also largely produced in

Surat, and the markets for these are Kathiawar, Rajputana, Central India,

Bombay, the Docoan, tlie Central Provinces and the Nizam’s Dorniruons. Tho
brocades, as also clotlis of silver and gold, are much less used for robes nowadays
than formerly, but aro in demand for upholstery and elephant and other trappings.

Surat has for long years past been largely concerned in the supply of silks

to Burma, and a Native of Surat, seeing the advantage of proximity to the Bengal

Bilk supply and tho facility of export to Rangoon, some years ago organised a silk

factoiy in Calcutta to be run exclusively for the Burmese market. But for many
years past tho demand by Burma for Indian silks has shown a decided tendency

to decline, and an inquiry was instituted os to tho cause. It was pointed out

that in the first instance the silk-weavers of Surat were primarily responsible, in

that yielding to tho rocominondations of Native merchants in Rangoon, they had
gradually lowered their price by reducing the quality until it was recognised in

Burma that ^he locally manufactured silks, though more expensive, were in-

finitely more lasting and the colours and patterns more in accord with the pre-

vailing fashion. It was also pointed out that the advances of European com-

merce and the necessities of the people had led to a substitution of cotton for silk

goods.
MADRAS.—Brandt {Rfaumi of the Rec. of the Mad. Govt, relative to the Cult,

of Silk in the Pres., Oct. 1871) says that no mention occurs of silk in con-

nection with Madras prior to the year 1791—a statement that is hardly

correct (see p. 1019). Tippu Sultan appears closely associated with the rise

of the modern industry. A Native of Trichinopoly was by him sent to

Bengal to learn the silk trade. But there must have existed an industry

prior to that date, since we read of a present made to an Englishman, in 1793,

having consisted of ” kincobs ” made at Trichinopoly. Dr. James Anderson,

Physician General at Madras, established in 1771 a plantation of 6,000 white

piulberry bushes from Hyderabad stock at Nungumbaukum—a suburb of
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Madras—and in December 1790, after many failures, succeeded in acclimatising

the Bengal worm. It would seem that this insect, subsequently conveyed back
to Bengal, may have given origin to the name Madrasi, the alternative name
for the in%stri—the Botubyje of Hutton. Dr, Anderson urged that the
Peninsula, owing to its more equable temperature, had great advantages over
Bengal. In consequence, a vigorous effort was made by the Madijw Government
to distribute Dr. Anderson’s acclimatised insect to all parts of South India
deemed likely to prove suitable new areas, and every encouragement was given
to extend mulberry cultivation. Collectors, surgeons, paymasters, etc., became
superintendents of Government plantations all over the Presidency. About
this time Dr Anderson reported a successful experiment to improve the Bengal
silkworm, 10^ grams of silk being obtained as against 0 grains, the average
outturn in Bengal. Cocoons W'ore wound on the Piedmontese reel and ultimately
a brilliant white silk was obtained. But it soon began to be believed that Dr.
Anderson had taken a too sanguine view of the possibilities of tho Madras Pre-
sidency in the rearing of silk. All parts of South India were not alike suitable,
and a uniform olimato, that might admit of breeding throughout the year, was
soon realised as by no moans a desirable state of affairs. This story of tho Madras
experiments is very largely that also of many other enterprises in India—ignor-
ance of tho conditions upon whi< h alone success depends being the foundation
of a superstructure of failure and disappomtment greatly calculated to retard
Icgitimato endeavours. Tho Madras Govermnent spent £20,000 in four years
and <1 further sum of Rs 78,736, for tho filature constructed at Vollavedu They
shortly after advertised their plantations and property for sale, but obtamed
no offers.

Notwithfetandmg the failures and disappoiutinents in tho acclimatisation
of the silkwoiin and tho establishment of a silk-reeling industry, the manufacture
of Bilk and satin made considerable progress m tho Madras Presidency. And
beyond tho Presidency the silk brocades and tho plain silks of Mysore are famous
even to the present <loy. A century ago Buchanan-Hamilton (Journ. to Mysore,
etc , i., 208. 222 , ii., 263) gave an account of the industry that to this day has
Iiardly been excelled for its fulness and thoroughness. Persons desirous of studying
the subject of silk in South India could nut do better than begin their inquiry
by perusmg Hamilton’s account.

MYSORE .—In Mysore and Travancore greater success was attained than in
any part of tho Madras Presidency proper, in 1849 Surgeon Smith published a
roportof tho silk experiments of Mysore from thedate of its introduction hyTippii
Sultan to tho date of his report. Coming down to recent times, the story of failure
has to bo replaced with a record of success. Tho late Mr. J. M. Tata started an
experimental silk-roaring farm m Bangalore with a view to resuscitate the m-
dustry. In 1897 he persoiially visited Bangalore and chose the land fur his
plantation and reanng-housos. Ho then sent off to .Japan to obtain tho services
of a supermtendont and a soloctod number of trained oporativos, both mon and
women. It was soon ascortainod that tho tableland of Mysore approxmiotos m
climatic conditions very closely to that of the warm xone of Japanese silk culture.
I he services of iMr. T. Odzu were in 1899 procured as manager and the farm was
started a little beyond the Basavanagudi extension at tho village of Yediyur. A
similar experiment was started by Mr. Partridge at Yellahankn near Bangalore.
Henceforward we road of steady progress m the Tata Farm, the Mysore authorities
havmg made it a grant of Re. 3,000 a year iii retui-n for obtaining permission for
its utilisation as a sort of school where the Japanese methods of growing the
mulberry and roaring the insects might be taught to the people of Mysore. And
it may be added that it soon exercised even a wider influence in connection with
the proposed new silk farm of Pusa m Bihar. The Mysore farm was also visited
by Major Showers, in order to study the methods pursued. That officer has
since organised a silk industry in Khelat (official letter dated April 29, 1906),
and says, “ I may note hero that about the best Indian silk that has reached
London yet, is that produced at tho Tata experimental silk farm at Bangalore.A sample of this silk was shown me by Mr. Frank Durant (Durant, Bevan & Co.),
and he advised our taking that as a model at Mastung. This silk realised asmuch as I7s, a pound.” Such high testimony is thus fully expressive of the i^eat
success attained by the Tata Farm,

&

T/fE SILK TRADE OF INDIA.

TT
INDIAN SILK T#?AOe.—Varth^ma {Travels, 1610 (ed.

Hakl, Soc.)j 38) epeake of the silk of Bengal being conveyed to Mecca. In a
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ftirtber passage he discusses the cotton and silk goods of Canibay. In a third,
makes mention of the silk being made in large quantities at a place identified as
having beeh Masulipatam. These three statements thus exemplify the three Three Centres,
great centres of the early silk trade of India. Sir George Birdwood and Mr.
W. Foster published, in 1893, The First Letter Book of the East India Company,
or a register aof the official correspondence from 1600-1!) Wo there ro^, in
the Commission granted to the commander of the Company’s second voyage
(1606), of provision being made for the purchase of raw silk, but there is nothing
to ^ow that the entry in question denotes that the silk was to be procured from
India. In subsequent commissions of other ships, such as of tho date ItiO!),

special mention was made of tho t'tuiieso and Poianin silks T ho former are
spoken of as Lamking (Nanking) and Canton I'orsi.in silk \tos sent in Hill
to Surat in exchange for sugar and other Indian l oiuiiio tie.s. It ' ould sooin
that the Company’s first efforts at silk miuiufi et iro "ere mail, iii Sunt, though 'iin',

everything points to the raw silk having had to ho canioii to tho j.jnufacturirs
of that town (see pp. 995, 1017) Mr. W. Fos'ei in a sene I o' volumes entitk .1

Letters Received by the East Indio. Com ii-'ny, 1602 w 161'.). a(;urds many nsoful
additional historic facts regarding the silt trade of India Wo there learn that,

disregardmg letters that deal with Clui , Japan. lMda>. Siam or Straits silks,

one of the earliest mentions of Indian l ummonial hilk-, occurs m a letter from Cambay.

Cambay, dated 1614. It is there stated that silk iiscl formerly to be brought
to that city from tho interior. One of the earhest references to Bengal silk otcurs Bengal,

in a letter from Sir Thomas Roe written at Ajmir, December 1616, m which he
discourses against tho proposal then made to found special factories in order to
purchase Bengal silks. Ho says that thoso are to be “ had cheaper at Agra.”
‘‘ I am of opinion your residences are sufficient and best chosen as they are.” He
then adds that there exists “ Silk of Beugala plenty at reasonable rates ” (E.I.C ,

l.c, iv., 260). Subsequently, in 1619, a letter was issued from the factors at Surat
to thoso at Masulipatam, in which an ooknowlodgment is made of “ Musters of MasulipaUm.
Bengala 81Ike.” Foster (The English Factories, 1618-21, 153) furnishee a letter

from Masulipatam, in which the following occurs, “ I am in good hope after some
small time to furnish you with good quantetyes of that sort of Bengala silke

which Lawrence Waleo first, and Robert Young after, showed you musters

of in England.” In a further letter, of date 1620, we read of Robert Hughes
having been deputed from Surat and Agra to orgamso a factory at I’atna. He i’atii,i.

purchased a maund of ‘‘ serbandy ” cocoons, for he adds it is “ the cheapest

and surest dealinge to buyo the serbandye and wynde it of iiiysclfe.” Further on,

doubt is thrown on tho advantage of n filature at Patna, seeing that the eilk

cocoons had to be convoyed from “ tho cittye of Mucksoudabod (Murshidabad)

where it is made, which would bee worth bothe labor and charge, for wee are

assured that there it may be provided in infinite quantetyes at least twenty
per cent, cheaper than in anye other place of India, and of the choysest stufo,

wounde off into what condition you shall require it, as it conios from the worine ;

where are also innumerable of silk wyndores. exporte workmen, and labour

cheaper by a third than else where” (l.c. 229-30). Bernier (Travels, 1656-8,

439-40) says, “There is m Bengalo such a quantity of cotton ond silks, that Bengal, tboSturo

the kingdom may be called the common storehouse for thoso two kinds of inor- of Cotton and

chandise, not of Hindoustan or tho Empire of the Great Mogol only, but of all
‘

the neighbouring kingdoms and even of Europe.” Tavernier (Travels in Jnd.

1676 (ed. Ball), li., 2-3) tells us that m his time Kasmibazar (“ Cosenbazar ’
), a

vilifige in the kingdom of Bengal, furnished about 22,000 bales of silk annually,

each bale weighing 1001b. “ The Dutch,” he continues, “ generally took, either Dutch

for Japan or for Holland, 6,000 to 7,000 bales of it and they would have liked English Trade.

to get more, but the merchants of Tartary and of the whole Mogul Empire opposed

their doing so, for these merchants took as much as the Dutch, and the balance

remained with the people of tho country for the manufacture of their own stuffs.

All these silks are brought to the Itmgdom of Gujarat, and the greater part come
to Ahmedabad and Surat, where they are woven into fabrics.” “ The crude

silk of Kasimbazar is yellow.” Bernier says, “ The Dutch have sometimes

seven or eight hundred Natives employed in their silk factory at Kassein-Bazar,

where, in luce manner, the English and other merchants employ a proportionate •

numbOT.”
There would thus seem no doubt that long anterior to the arrival of the Kariy Benjai

Dutch said English traders in Eastern Bengal, a fairly lar^ silk industry existeii,

both in rearing the worms, reeling and throwing the silk, and m weaving oil
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manner of silken goods. The practical silence of Muhammadan wnt^ on the

subject is, however, significant, and tends to the conclusion that unm the advent

of the East India Company, little progress was made toward ext^dmg and

improving the Native industry. Of the European traders, the Dutch were

probably the first to find their way to the Bengal silk districts. It SMms, in

fact, to have taken the British the greater part of a century befote their know-
ledge of the Bengal production took definite shape and they had assumed direct

control. Most of the early books of travel, in discussing silk, speak either of the

silks of Gujarat or of Masulipatam. Mandolslo {Travels, 1638, in Olewius, Hist.

Muscovy, etc., 83) discusses the “ Cotton and Lmen Cloaths ” and “ Silk Stuffs
”

either convoyed to Surat or worked up there. In fact the British merchants seem
to have striven hard to make Surat the chief centre of their Indian silk traffic,

though they do not appear to have ever made the p.ttempt to rear tho silkworm
there nor to build filatures at Surat. They carried the raw silk from Bengal
to their looms. It is, therefore, siuprising how Ovington could have written
his most admirable account of the silkworm to which reference has been made
above (p. 995).

Sir Henry Yule, in his Biographical Sketch of Sir Streynsham Master (Diary
of Willtam Hedges, ii , app , ccxxxvi ),

gives passages from a letter by Master de-
scriptive of Kasimbazar, in which ho speaks of all the country being planted with
mulberry trees. Sir Henry fixes the Company’s establishment of an agency in
Kasimbazar at 1658 (I c. iu., cxciv.), though they had occasional agencies there
ns early as 1663. The reader will find much interesting information regarding
the establishment cf the East India Company’s silk mdustry in the late Mr.
C. R. Wilson’s Early Annals of the English tn Bengal (i , 39, 65, 375-8, 394 ; ii.,

196, 228, 369).

EXPERIMENTS AT IMPROVEMENT OF INDIAN SILK.—Between the dates
mentioned for the establishment of tho agencies and tho records of the Company’s
erection of filatures in Bengal, there is a gap of a century of which we know
little more than has been indicated. In the volume of Reports and Documents
published by the East India Company m 1836 (to which repeated reference has
already boon made) much mteresting information will, however, be found. It
IS there stated that the trade of the Company in raw silk was inconsiderable in
extent before the middle of the last century. The chief places then producing
silk were “ Cossimbazar, Commercolly and Rungpore.” 'The class of silk pro-
curable was described as country wound. But it was freely admitted that the
fault of that silk was its inequality, some portions being single, others double or
even quadruple. Accordingly, in 1767, Mr. Richard Wilder, a gentleman trained
in every department of tho silk mdustry, was sent to Bengal to examine into
the cause of the defective quality of Bengal raw silk. Wilder continued in
India until his death m 1761, and was enabled to lay the foundation of great
improvements in tho winding of silk. Mr. Joseph Pouchon was appomted to
succeed Wilder, and he claims to have so improved the reeling that Bengal
silk became equal to that of Italy or any other country. In 1768 tho Court
of Directors advised tho Government of India that it was to the increcfie in
raw silk that they looked chiefly for the moans of bringmg home their revenue.
Subsequently the Court advised the Government that although there was
no branch of their trade which they more ardently wished to extend than that
of raw silk, still they could not think of effectmg so desirable an object by
any measures that might bo oppressive to the Natives, and, therefore, no ^pm-
pulsory methods were to be adopted to increase the number of the ‘silk-winders.
With regard to planting mulberry, it was suggested that deductions from rent
should be mode on lands planted with it so as to amount to a bounty by rendering
it more profitable than any other article of culture.

But complaints continuing to be made by the purchasers of Bengal silk,
it was resolved to adopt the methods of winding practised in the filatures of
Italy and other parts of the Continent. For this purpose the services of experts
(both English and foreign) were secured and located at the Company’s agencies.
For example, Mr. James Wies, a native of Piedmont, was stationed at Conuner-
colly with four Italians under him, engaged as drawers and winders. Mr. J.
Robinson was stationed at Rongpur with three Italian experts under him.
While Mr. W. Aubert, with three expert reelers from Languedoc, was appointed
to another aurung, but Aubert died at Madras in 1771, and thus never reached
Bengal. The first report on the silks produ'cod was to tho effect that Mr. Wiss
had succeeded to admiration in drawing a tolerable silk from the most ungrateful
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of cocoons, the sickliest of worms, and under the most unfavourable senson
possible. This led to recommendations to improve tho stock, both of the worms
and the mulberry, and a long correspondence ensued, in which ultimately Drs. stmcUrd
Roxburgh, Wallich and Lush took part, and which culminated in the attempt Cultivation

to adopt the Italian standard method of growing the plant in place of the Bengal
bush system. »

The great difficulty in conveying live eggs from Italy to India seems to have Ttallan Eggs
suggested two alternatives :— Ist, to get Italian eggs from St. Helena as a half-way
house; and 2nd, to obtain China stock. In 1771 eggs were accordingly pro- oiiin.i Eggs
cured from China, and at the same time the Chmese mulberry was brought to
India. In 1774 it was reported that the Italian method of reelmg had been
so far successfully introduced that it promised in a loasonablo lime to fulfll

all expectations. Wise retired from India m 1770, but was appointed bj
the Company to a post in England by whicli he was enabled to afford much
valued advice to the manuiacturera in India. Ii. would occu-^iy too space
to follow the course of events farther The | nrp-iso i.i v:> w ha-, been served,
namely to exemplify the enlightened action of tlie East India Company and e 1. Compuny’a
tho far-reaching efforts which they expended m their ondedvours to improve ’Morte.
and extend tho Indian silk production. It need oiily. thi-rofore, bo added that
the Board of Trade in Calcutta ©staliU-iliod m IHH2 mi expeninental filature ETponmental
in Howrah for tho purpose of institulPig con'pariaons and experiments, with Filature,

a view to improve the nianiifacture of raw silk. 'I'iii i was intended t > giiido
the operations of the Company’s Residents in tho chief Kilk-prodiicmg districts.

I

Under tho fostering care, therefore, of the East India Company, tho Indian
silk trade prospered greatly. During the early years of ita existence it had
only Turkey, China and Japan to contend against. Oradually, however, tho
efforts to acclimatise tho silkworm in Italy and France, and to engraft sericulture

among the regular industries of these countries, were crowned with success, and
India liad thereby to face tornudablo rivals. The East India Company gradually Formidable
also found new and more immediate outlets for their enterprise, and silk, m conse- Rivals.

quence, passed into the hands of private persons. Discouraged by tho lessomng
demand for Indian raw silk, the industry fell behind and degenerated until it

was held that Indian silk could not compete with that of Europe.
Many writers had reported that the cocoons of the silkworm that feeds on Carding of

the leaves of the castor-oil plant could not be leeled, but that the Natives of Silk.
Assam carded these and spun them like cotton (see pp. 1011, 1013; also

Roxburgh, Trans. Ltnn. Soc., 1804, vu., 45). Up to 1858 no advantage was
taken of that fact in Europe, but in the year mentioned, the discovery was at

last made in England that the silk waste and wild silks of India might be utilised

in the manner mentioned. A new demand arose for these materials, and, in

consequence, a complete change took place m tho nature and location of the

Indian silk trade. Tho waste silk of the village reelmg business found a ready

sale. A market was created for wild silks, and an export trade made its appear-

ance in official returns under the heading of waste silk. Moreover, the reeled

silk of India, about the period indicated, was recogmsed as possessing special

features of its own for which a distinct demand existed. To Sir Thomas Wardle

16 due tho credit of having urged, and successfully accomplished, the renewal of Renewed FflorU.

the efforts to improve the methods of reeling. He pressed for the introduction

of better reeling machinery, even although M. Gallois had pointed out that he

had some time previously introduced tho Tavalette consono machine, and found

that *the silk <nade by the ordinary process was quite as good It has, however,

been freely admitted that great improvements might be carried out by more

care in reeling on the lines advocated by Wardle.

FORBION TRADE.—Miihuvn {Rise and Prog, of the Silk Trade, in Exports.

Or. Comm., ii., 244-60) gives the early returns of India. The first consign- ^c^ament.
meats of wound silk from India to England were made in 1772, and during

the five succeeding years the returns of that nature averaged 180,000 lb.

In 1786 they came to 324,307 lb. ; in 1795, to 380,362 lb. About this

time the Company’s purchases were made by contract, and it is recorded ,

that a loss of £884,744 had been sustained. The total imports of Great Loss Sustained.

Britain in raw and thrown silk were in 1773 returned as 777,373 lb., of

which, under the heading of raw silk, were 146,777 lb. from Bengal ; Bengal

203,401 lb. from China; 187,099 lb. from Italy and Turkey; and 6,190 lb.
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frotn other parte ; while under thrown silk, the total receipts Were

234,906 lb. Twenty years later the corresponding figures were, total

imports 1,261,963 lb„ of which (raw silk)—Bengal supplied 736,081 lb. ;

China, 165,436 lb. ; Italy and Turkey, 110,276 lb.
;

and other parts

8,216 lb.
;
with fully one quarter of the total consisting of 'thrown silk,

vjz. 241,954 lb. But shortly after a complete revolution took place. The
silkworm was acclimatised in both France and Italy, and immediately there-

after the demand for silk in Europe not only increased very rapidly but the

demand for the Indian fibre declined. The returns of the exports of raw
silk from Bengal to England about this time began also to manifest a new
feature, viz.

,
it was referred to two sections. Company’s and Private exports.

In 1805 the total exports came to 835,904 lb., of which 460,303 lb. were
made by the Company. In 1825 the total exports were 919,436 lb., of

which the Company’s share came to 699,230 lb. In 1835 the total exports

of raw silk came to 727,535 lb., of which the Company exported 721,609 lb.

From 1867, when the utilisation of waste silk began to be understood
and practised in Europe, the exports of India changed their character.

The returns rapidly manifested a decline in value, due largely to the

growth of the traffic in chasam (waste silk) and cocoons, in place of the

reeled silk of former times. In 1867-8 the exports of raw silk from India

were 2,226,201 lb., valued at Rs. 1,55,32,290. In 1877-8 the total ex-

ports from India were 1,612,819 lb., valued at Rs. 70,35,493 ;
in 1880-1

they were 551,000 lb. reeled silk, plus 788,000 lb. waste silk and chasam,
valued at 65 lakhs. Thus in twenty years from 1867-8, the exports de-
clined from a valuation of 1| millions to ^ a million sterling. In 1900-1
the figures were 560,000 lb. reeled and 1,031,000 lb. waste, with a total

value of 51 lakhs.

RAW SILK.
It is not always possible to refer the traffic in Raw Silk to the two

important sections Wild and Domesticated, but v;hcre this can be done,
the proportion which the former bears to the total will be exemplified.

Exports.—The following table exhibits the Foreign Exports for the
past seven years, arranged under the three chief classes, viz. Reeled Silk,

Chasam or Waste, and Cocoons.

Years.
1

Reeled.
1

Chasam. Cocoons. Total.

1900-1 1 lb. 669,776 1,030,523 13,976 1.604,276
j

Rs. 43,02,707 8,09,619 0,731 61,22,057

. 1901-2 lb. 727,661 1.106,754 42,366 1,936,761
Rs. 67,63,220 8,49,948 31,041 66,34,209

1902-3 lb. 681,852 1,240,689 67,281 1,989,822

1

Rs. 65,24,418 9,66,154 67,181 65.47.763

1903-4 lb. 624,064 1,136,566 101,686 1,862,316
Rs. 62,61.609 9,89,979 1,00,820 63,42,468

1904-C
,

lb. 606.318 761,365 85,090 1,343,663
Rs. 42,49,181 8,40.967 79,837 49,69,976

1906-0 ' lb. 578,460 1,131,960
;

08,906 1,779,316
Re. 47,32,832 8,43,069 63,788 66,39,679

1906-7 lb. 777,664
;

1,096,193
j

70,691 1,943,438
Rs. 69,38,726

|

1 8,67,700
1 68,692 68,66,018
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Of these amounts, the Wild Silks were as follows :—In 1900-1, the Heeled wiia

exports of Teeled wild silks were 62,693 lb. ; in 1901-2, 16,884 lb. ; in

1902-3, 3,919 lb.
;

in 1903-4, 10,494 lb. ; in 1904-5, 19,287 lb., in 1905-6,

26,904 lb.
;
and in 1906-7, 23,990 lb. The traffic in reeled wild silk has

thus fluctuated very greatly. Of chasam or waste, the figures given are wad onasum

much higher, and seem to have been on the whole increasing, though in

1904-5 a shrinkage occurred. The figures were m 1900-1, 447,488 lb.
;

in 1901-2, 492,113 Ib.
;

in 1902-.3, 626,977 lb.
;
m 1903-4, 727,546 lb.

;

1904-

6, 350,514 lb.
;

in 1905-6, 634,593 lb.
;
and in 1906 7, 463,440 lb.

So also the traffic in cocoons seems to have marked an exp.ansion, though
a shrinkage occurred in 1905-6. Let it be observed, however, the exjiorts

of this nature are almost entirely wdd cocoons. The returns of wild wiid Cocoons,

cocoons exported were in 1900-1, 1.3,976 lb.
,

in 1901 -2, 32,910 lb.
;

in

1902-3, 53,125 lb.
;

in 1903-4, 87,9.52 Ib.
;

iii 1904 5, 80,540 lb. ,
in

1905-

6, 46,725 lb.
;
and in 1906 -7, .36,965 lb. , which figures, it will be

seen, leave very small balances annually that have to be .accounted for

as being domesticated cocoons.

Turning to the provincial transactions, it may be pointed out that Uengu.

practically the whole of the leeled silk e.xported from India goes from

llengal. Of the chasam, it may be said that two-thiids go from Bengal

and one-third from Madras, the other provinces contributing negligible iindra*.

(juantities. So also of the traffic in cocoons, two-thirds go from Bengal

and one-thinl from Madras. Thus it will be seen the e.xports from the

province of Bengal arc by far the most important, since, as a rule, they

amount to tlircc-fouiths of the total. Following Bengal come the

Madras ports, which usually contribute from a fifth to a fourth of

the total foreign exports. As manifested by the returns of railboriie

traffic, these Madras exports must be Mysore silk carried to the Madras ifjsorc.

port towns by rail, and then exported to foreign countries. But if any-

thing, the Madras traffic seems to be declining, while the exports from

Bombay are expanding. In 1900-1 the Bombay exports stood at Bombay.

10,091 lb., while in 1906-7 they had expanded to 233,774 lb. From the

returns of railborne traffic, the raw silk that drains into Bombay town
(from which the foreign exports are laigely made) appears to be mainly

Panjab silk, or silk conveyed into the Panjab from across its land frontier Panjib.

—doubtless to some extent Kashmir silk. Of these foreign exports about
thrcc-fourth.s go to France and appro.xiinatcly one-fourth to the United

Kingdom.
Imports.—Perhaps the most significant feature of this aspect of Imports.

India’s foreign silk trade is the circumstance that more raw (reeled) silk neeied siik.

is imported by Bombay and Burma than is exported by Bengal. The
figures for the years 1900-7 have been ;—1900-1, 2,535,377 lb., valued

at Rs. 1,01,69,402 ; in 1901-2, 2,128,483 lb., valued at Rs. 80,96,200 ;

in 1902-3, 1,639,189 lb., valued at Rs. 55,16,149 ;
in 1903-4, 1,544,315 lb.,

valued at Rs. 59,29,527 ;
in 1904-5, 1,8.58,709 lb., valued at Rs. 73,41,121

;

in 1905-6, 1,645,696 lb., valued at Rs. 71,19,049 ; and in 1906-7,

1,422,467 lb., valued at Rs. 56,80,273, Of these quantities practically

the whole comes from China and the Straits, the former furnishing about From Cluna aud

four-fifths of the supply. It has often been pointed out that this large
*'**®®*™‘“-

import trade is mainly a consequence of the cheap freights by the return

opium steamers to Bombay. But there would seem no doubt that Bengal
for a century or more had failed to meet the demands of Westeni IiuHa.
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The Bombay demand was, however, the incentive for the Gujarati silk

merchants and weavers permeating the whole of India and fcrmmg e

colonies that exist to-day all over the chief silk-producing localities oi

the Empire. It is needless, therefore, to add that out of the imports,

Bombay takes by far the major portion, only about one-^vcnth going

to Burma, while the other provinces take practically no share in these

imports. d v •

Thus while Bengal is the great producing province, Bombay is tne

chief distributing centre. By rail and nver the Chinese silks brought to

Western India are carried not only through the Presidency of Bombay,

but very largely to the Panjdb and even to the United Provinces. Hence

it may be said that while Bengal is the chief producing province, the

Pan jab is the chief consuming province of India.

Re-exports.—It only remains to briefly indicate the re-export trade,

practically the whole of which goes from Bombay, and is, in consequence,

Chinese silk. The quantities of foreign silk re-exported during the period

of 1900-7 were as follows :— 1900-1, 97,519 lb., valued at Rs. 1,89,475;

1901-2, 59,941 lb., valued at Rs. 1,46,265 ;
1902-5, 85,249 lb., valued at

Es. 1,62,279 ; 1903-4, 68,131 lb., valued at Rs. 1,40,828 ;
1904-5, 54,522

lb., valued at Rs. 1,48,729; 1905-6, 69,350 lb., valued at Rs. 1,35,045;

and in 1906-7, 105,288 lb., valued at Rs. 3,78,860. These re-exports go

mainly to the United Kingdom and Arabia.

MANUFACTURED SILK.

Repeated reference has been made to N. G. Mukerji [Monog.

Silk Fabrics of Beng., 45-82) ;
his chapter on fabrn s will be found

to give every possible detail regarding the rise and prcs('nt position of

the Indian industry, the class of goods manufactured, and the extent
of the trade. He mentions, for example, the Mursludabad silk manu-
facturers turning out many different classc-s of good.s, such as gown-
pieces, corahs, silk-muslins, handkerchiefs, malhas, imitation Assam silk,

etc. The last mentioned was specially introduced by Mukerji himself

as a relief measure, but the success attained has “ given rise to a hope that

under a fostering care the silk-weaving industry of Bengal may be
developed in other directions also.” Speaking of the corahs, Mukerji
observes that “ these are the cheapest silk fabrics which form the staples

of export to Europe, where they are used mainly for lining purposes.

Corahs are generally woven 7 yards by 1 yard, and sold at a rupee (= Is. 4d.)

per square yard. They arc made out of unbleached and untwisted
thread, and bleached in the piece after they are woven. Corahs are also

woven 10 yards by 42 inches, like ordinary gown-pieces, ^ud worn as
saris by widows. Like gown-pieces, corahs are valued by the number
of warp threads (called skdnd), 2,400 warp threads per yard making
the best gown-pieces and corahs,' while 1,200 or 1,000 warp threads pet
yard make the poorest gown-pieces and corahs. The price of corahs
varies from 6 annas to Rs. 1-8 per square yard.” In the Review of Trade
of British India (1904-6, 38), the statement occurs :

“ The exports have
steadily diminished during the last five years, the decrease compared with
1903-4 being 12 per cent., and what was once a trade of some importance
is rapidly approaching insignificance.” This has reference mainly to the
decline in the exports of corah silks, in which there seems some prospect
of a revival. But at present the exports from India are “ chiefly
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of tissues woven in Bengal from indigenous silks, for the Bombay mills

employ imported silk and weave principally for th'* Ik me iiiarkots.”

Exports.—These again may be best arranged in tabular form under
the chief classes—piece goods, silk goo<ls mixed with other mateiials,
thread, and Mother sorts.

Year Piece Goods Thrt'.ul.
'

*
1 hei s 1

Total
' Values

1900-1 yds. 1,175,924 152,367 1 17.5 . 60
Rs. 10,96.770 1,66,197 1 .s 630 !

.8 50 12,54,447

1901-2 yds. 854,092 196,072 II. 257 81
Rs. 8,90,549 1,61, .507 '{s. 2,022 616 10„54,!)94

1902-3 yds. 819,324 108,9;. 1 1h 39 1,036
Rs 8,30,432

i 1,15,095 , Us. 314 .1,010 9,48.8,.

1903-4 vdf 677,225 151,83,5
.

I'l. 3 44
Rs. 6,51,720

1

1 10, 1 69 K, 31. 7.50 8,32,069

1904-5 yds. 535. 1 82 1 62,389 Ih 2<:4 80
Rs. 5,66.868 1,80,169 Rs ‘,0

.
1,214 7,48,281

1905-6 yds. 546,030 1 36,338 U. 221 I

Rs. 6, 10,569 1,0.3,390 Hs. 1,160 I

— 7,16,109

1900-7 >ds. 575,245 86,740 lb. 172 ' 11 '

Rs. 6,02,336 82,626
1

Rs 1,150 i 60 6.80,072

The exports have thus in recent years been steadily decreasing,

the value of the piece goods exported having shrunk during the

years 1900-1 to 1906-7 to less than one-half. The total value of all

manufactured goods has similaily shrunk from 12;^ to a little under

7 lakhs. If, however, the comparison be carried farther back, the

decline is manifested as even .still more serious. For the five years

ending 1896-6 the exports of manufactured silks of all kinds were
valued at 19^ lakhs of rupees. The finer silk fabrics made in India

are nearly entirely used up in the country. In 1904-5 the value of the

Bengal exports of all kinds amounted to Rs. 5,76,390, or almost four-fifths

of tlip total. The share of Bombay, which means chiefly imported silk

for the home market, was Rs. 1,34,749, while the balance went from

Madras and Burma. Turning to the chief markets, we find that in 1906-7

the United Kingdom imported Indian goods to the value of Rs. 3,44,850 ;

France, Rs. 80,135; Arabia, Rs. 62,581 ;
North Africa, Rs. 23,229 ;

StrEtlts Settlements, Rs. 55,348 ;
Turkey-in-Asia, Rs. 33,715; and

Australia, Rs. 12,013.

Imports .—These show a remaikable expansion. In 1876-7 they were

valued at 68^ lakhs, five years later at 135 lakhs, and a decade still

later (1890-1) 140 lakhs of rupees. Since 1900 the figures have been

as follows 1900-1, Rs. 1,66,58,108 ; 1901-2, Rs. 1,48,47,009 ;
1902-3,

Rs. 1,63,23,232 ;
1903-4, Rs. 1,83,34,720 ; 1904-5, Rs. 2,11,81,502 (the

highest figure yet attained); 1905-6, Rs. 1,90,16,100 ;
and in 1906-7,

Rs. 1,82,50,465. The largest quantities in 1906-7 came from Japan,

Rs. 74,01,060 ;
China, Rs. 33,97,558 ; France, Rs. 20,19,303 ;

Italy,

Rs. 19,84,466 ; the Straits Settlements, Rs. 1,02,307 ;
the United King-

dom, Rs. 13,95,680 ;
and Austria-Hungary, Rs. 3,06,661 ;

while the chief
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dOLANUM
MELONOBNA INDIAN SILKS
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importing centre is Bombay, which takes almost three-fourths,

balance going chiefly to Burma. Koviewing the trade returns tor IW ,

Robertson {Rev. Trade of Ind., 1904-5, 17) says :

“ Piece goods of pure

silk are chiefly of Chinese and Japanese make, the latter predominatmg,

and jointly (including re-exports from the Straits SettleTraents)

amounted to 16‘3 million yards, valued at 102 lakhs, out of a total of

18'9 million yards, valued at 124| lakhs. The value of the silk goods

mixed with other materials, 43‘8 lakhs, is 30 per cent, greater than in

1903-4. There is also an advance of 25’8 per cent, in ‘ other sorts, of

which the value rose by 51'7 per cent, to 42’9 lakhs. This includes

warp and yarn of Italian silk imported into Bombay for hand-weaving.

The expansion of the imports in mixed silk and other textiles and in

thread, warp and yarn, is therefore a highly significant feature of the

modern silk traffic that gives a useful hint as to the demands of the

hand-loom workers.

Re-exports.—Have been increasing in recent years, and in 1904-5

were not far behind the exports m value. The figures for the period

discussed were as follows :—1900-1, Rs. 5,33,749 ;
1901-2, Rs. 6,72,841 ;

1902-3, Rs. 7,.3,3,519 ; 1903-4, Rs. 6,98,160; 1904-6, Rs. 6,01,942 ;

1905-

6, Rs. 6,47,797 ;
and 1906-7, Rs. 6,77,683. Bombay exports practi-

cally the whole amount, and the chief markets for these re-exported goods

appear to be Natal, iirabia, British East Africa, Cape Colony and Persia.

Trans- frontier Trade,— Turning from the foreign to the Trans-frontier

land trade, the returns may similarly be iniicated under exports and
imports of raw and of manufactured silks. Of Raw. —The exports

during recent years have been as follows .— 1904-5, 189 cwt., valued at

Rs. 85,233; 1905-6, 190 cwt., valued at Rs. 93,586, 1906-7, 94 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 51,175. The chief markets are the South Shan States,

Bhutan and North-East Afghanistan. The imports during the same period

have been 1904-6, 2,960 cwt., valued at Rs. 19,98,484 ; 1905-6, 4,121

cwt., valued at Rs. 29,37, .592 ;
1906-7, 4,165 cwt., valued at Rs. 30,88,936.

Kashmir and Western China supply practically the whole amount. Op
Manufactures.—The following are the returns of re-exported silk

goods ;— 1904-5, 667 cwt., valued at Rs. 8,97,079 ; 1906-6, 710 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 8,11,581 ; 1906-7, 969 cwt

,

valued at Rs. 9,36,406. The
chief markets are the South Shan States, North Siam, North Shan Spates,

South Siam and Tibet. The imports for the same period were ;—1904-6,

196 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,72,833 ; 1906-6, 445 cwt., valued at Rs. 7,33,319 ;

1906-

7, 260 cwt., valued at Rs. 5,01,206. The largest quantities come
from North and South Siam and the South Shan States.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. iii.,

2B0-74.

Egg-plant,
Brinjal.

SOLANUM, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 229-37
;
Prain, Beng. Plants,

1903, ii., 743 -7
; SolanacEjE. A genus of shrubs, herbs or small trees,

comprising numerous species of economic importance, such as the
irinjal and the potato.

S. Melongrena, Linn. The Egg-plant, Brinjal, baigan, bhanta,
brinjal, bartaku, mahoti hinpoU, wangan, vengan, vange, rigana, kuthirehai,

chiri vanga, badane kayi, badnikai, trong, khayan, etc. Introduced into
India and now extensively cultivated. De Candolle considers it is a
native of Asia (not America), and other botanists have viewed it as
Arabian. There are many very distinct forms or races distinguished by
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SOLANUM
EARLY SUMMER VEGETABLE mblonobna

• Brinjal
the shape and colour of the fruit, egg-shaped to an elongated pear or even
cylindrical,* while in colour it ranges from white through yellow to red
and even dark purple. None are eaten in the fresh state but are cooked
as vegetables.

CuttivatiSn.—The seeds are sown at the beginning of the rains Cultiva-
and the plants put out at the distance of a foot and a half apart, tion.

They come into season in August or September and bear till the end seasons,

of the cold weather, certain varieties yielding till June and in Madras
right through summer to October. In the suburbs of Calcutta. Bombay and
Madras, in other words, in the vicinity of large towns, the hnmal is culti-

vated as a field crop. Full accounts <>f cultivation have leceuMy been
given by Mukerji and Roy for Bengal, and by Mollisou for Boinb.ay. The Bombay,
latter states that the varieties with purplo fuuti grow into much-bi'anched
shrubs about 3 feet high. The small-fruitcd forms arc not so tall. The
field varieties, he further adds, have prickles. The crop is grown chiefly

in Gujarat, especially in the (jorathi or besar garden lands of Kaira and
Baroda. The crop is obtained from transplanted seedlings. The seed-

bed is carefully prepared in May, and the young plants arc ready for

transplantation in .six weeks or two months. The field into which they arc

transferred is prepared as for chillies, t.e. ploughed two or three times and
then harrowed till a fine tilth is obtained. Before the first ploughing, a pioughini;

dressing is given of not le.ss than 20 tons old farm-yard manure per acre, juaure.

The seedlings are planted two together in rows, 2J to feet apart m both
directions. When well established they should be earthed up, before

which a top-dressing of 500 lb. of nitre or 1,000 lb. of castor-cake placed

round the plants will be found very beneficial. Beds for irrigation and imi.ition

watering are arranged as in the case of chillies {(’u/tsicitnt). Mollison

gives a table showing the yield, cost of cultivation, and value of outturn

per acre under fairly high-class cultivation. The tabic shows that nitre

as a top-dressing has a remarkable effect on the crop. With a manure of cost and

dried fish and nitre, at the rate of 1,451 lb. fish and 433 lb. nitre per acre, outturn

the outturn Vas found to be 16,322 lb., cost of cultivation Rs. 138-6, and

value of outturn Rs. 325-5 per acre.

In Bengal, according to Mukerji, the seed is sown at the end of March Bengal,

or early in May. The field to which the seedlings are transferred is pre- Seasons

pareddn December or January and should be ready for planting in May.
The plants begin to bear in August, A variety, known as kuh begun, is

sown in September and October
;
the seedlings are transplanted in October

or November and the plants bear from February to June. He esti-

mates the cost of cultivation at Rs. 60-8 per acre, and with an outturn cost

of 15?) maunds per acre, worth Rs. 90, the net profit would amount to about outturn.

Rs. 30 per acre. Roy puts this matter more pointedly. There are two
principal varieties, he says—(1) the winter and (2) the spring. The
finest bnnjals are known as elokeshi and mukta keshi. When grown as a

spring crop brinjal follows dus paddy or jute. But where the rainfall is

heavy it is grown in the rabi season.

Uses.—Brinjals are much eaten by the Natives whenever procurable, Vegetable,

and by the Europeans during the early summer months, when other
,

vegetables are not available. The Natives use them (a) in curries
; (6)

roasted in hot ashes and mashed with salt, onions, chillies, and lime-juice

or mustard-oil
;

(c) cut into slices and fried in oil
;
and (d) pickled while

young and tender with mustard-oil, chillies, salt, etc. By Europeans they
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SOI^ANUM
TUBBROSUM
Beng^al

the potato

usually prepared by being half boiled, the interior

Potato.

Ancioiit
Oviltivation

Introduction
into Europe

Into Indm«

Cultiva-
tion.

Bengal.

Ploughing.

Manuring.

et lUUO, *v 007 Ionian Anri
1856. IX.. 140-1; De Candolle. Ortg. CuU. Plants,

Lohardaga. 1890, pt. i., 76-6 ; Banerjoi, Agn. Cuttack, 1
, Molhson’

Eron. Bot. China, 1893, 60 ; Mukcrji, Handbook Iml. Agn., 1901, ,
mon sou,

Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, Hi., 209-11; Woodrow, Card. ^
’ .(X’

Hobson-Jobson (cd Crooke), 1903. 116-6, Horio, Kept. Prov. of bsu chuan, iau4,

Ho. 6, 16, Firminger, Man. Qard. Ind (ed. Cameron). 1904, ^

dans L’Antiq , etc, 1904, ii , 253, Roy, Crops of Bengal, 1906. |38-41.J

S. tuberosum, Lvnn. The Potato, alu, hilati dlu, halnta, wallarai,

ktlam/u, utalay yitdda, etc.

With reference to the indigenous habitat of tile potato, l)e Candolle

[l.c. 45-53) states that the only locality in which a species is found really

wild, that could bo accepted as representing the cultivated plant, is Chili,

but that it is very doubtful whether its natural home extends to Peru and
New Granada. According to Baker (Jount. Ltnn. Soc., xx., 489), however,

undoubted forms of .S', tubefu.stnti have been found wild in Lima and in

New Granada also, but the plant is everywhere one which occurs at a

comparatively high altitude and in a dry climate, and is met with nowhere
in the near neighbourhood of the coast. It is proved beyond doubt that

at the time of the discovery of America the cultivation of the potato was
practised with every appearance of ancient usage in the temperate regions

o.xtonding from Chili to New Granada (Asa Gray, Scient. Papers, 1889,

i., 317). In Europe it was introduced at some period between 1580 and
1585, first into Spain, thence to Portugal, Italy, France, Belgium and
Germany. It had reached Ireland in 1585 or 1586 (Roze, Hist, de la

Pomme de Terre, Pans, 1898). The first mention of it in connection with
India appears m Terry’s account of the banquet at Ajmir given by Asaph
Chan to Sir Thomas Roe m 1615 (Voyage E. Ind., 197). Fryer (1675,

New Ace. E. Ind. and Pers. (ed. 1698), 104. 179) describes the gardens of

Surat and the Karmitak as containing among other vegetables brinfah
and potatoes. It would thus appear that within a remarkably short

interval, after the discovery ol the potato in America, it had been
conveyed to India and was apparently at once taken up by the better-

class Muhammadans as a desirable addition to the ordinary lyticles

of diet.

CULTIVATION.—To-day, it may be said to be cultivated more or less

in all parts of India. The methods pursued wiU, therefore, he now briefly

indicated under provincial headings .

—

Bengal.—The chief potato-growing districts are HugWi, Bardwan,
Rangpur, Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling. Full accounts have recently been
given by Mukcrji and Roy, as also in the publications of the Bengal Agii-
cultural Department. Various kinds of the tuber are grown, of which the
Patna, Naini Tal, and Cherrapunji are best known and most highly valued.
A loose soil such as sandy loam is preferred. The crop requires moisture,
but water must not be allowed to settle about the tubers. In rotation it

may follow dus paddy or jute, but is often grown year after year without
an intervening crop, especially in the vicinity of large markets, the fertility

being preserved by high manuring. Previous to planting the land is pre-
pared by numerous ploughings and is thoroughly pulverised. Manure,
preferably cow-dung at the rate of 240 maunds per acre, or castor-cake
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SOL.ANUM
PRODUCTION ON THE HILLS tuberosum

Cviltivation

at the rate of 20 raaunds per acre, should be spread on the f^rouiid after

the first fe,w plougliings and thoroughly mixed with the soil. The field

is then divided into sections by water-channels and laid out in ridges and
furrows. Sets consisting of entire tubers or portions with two or three Soui

“ eyes ” are planted along the ridges, 9 to 12 inches apart in a single or

double row. Experiments at the Sibpur Karm showed that the average
outturn per acre from double rows was about 9,500 lb., and from single xieU.

rows about 7,300 lb. Planting the sets should not ordmanlv take place
in the plains before October. Between ])lanting and harvesting, the crop
should be watered if necessary, but not in excess, the eanh stirred and
weeded and heaped up several times round the base of the growing planc.s.

Harvest takes place from ISth.fanuary to l."'th March Mukerji estimates
the cost of cultivation at Rs. 170 per ar.e and Die out(-urn <it 150 niau’ids

valued at Rs. 225, giving a net profit of about Rs. 50
[Of, Ghosha, Potfito and Its Cnlt., Joum. Aqri -Hart ina. 1 ,vi., 1871, ii

,
pC. ii ,

296-309, Basil, Agri. Lokardaga. 1890, pt. i, 74 .7 ; Banerjei, Agri Cuttack,

1893, 108-10, Admin. Rept. Rengal, lliOl 2, 16-7: Multerji, Handbook 1ml.

Agri., 1901, 330 43 ;
Roy, Crops of liinj., lOOO, 113 9 : Ann. Repts Dev' Land

Rec. and Agri ; Agn Dept, Bcng Bull, 1900, No 8; Exper. Farm, Repts.

Bardwan, 190(>-7, 33-40 ]

Assam .

—

Potatoes are extensively grown on the higher slopes chiefly Assam,
in the Khasia hills, and in lower land which has been well drained. In the

Gazetteer of Assam (1906, x,, 73-4), which deals with the Khasia. Jaintia,

ffaro and Lushai hills, it is stated that the crop was first introduced in introJu. uod.

1830 by Mr. David Scott and in 1881-2 the export of potatoes from the

province reached 127,000 inaunds. Five years later, however, the tuber

was attacked by disease and in 1887-8 the export fell to 42,000 maunds,

and in 1899-1900 had decreased to 5,000 maunds. A change then came,

due to the introduction in 1897 of the Naim Tal potato, and in 1903-4

the exports reached 51,000 maunds. Two crops are raised .
“ The first iwoOropa

IS sown m January and February, and is gathered in June and July
;
the

second is sown in July and August and is harvested in November and

December.” [(f/. /nd. Gard., Sept. 29, 1898, 429-30
; Eejds. Dept. Land

Rec. and Atjri.
;

A<jri. Dept. Assam Bull., 1904, No. 10, 5-7.]

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh .

—

The potato is said to flourish U. Prov.

well in tlie hills at Naim 'fal, Alinora, Paori Ivohygat, and hcyontl Mussourie

and ijlso in the plains. Duthie and Fuller (Field and Garden Crops., pt. iii.,

15-6) state that cultivation is conducted on the European method, and

differs in no material respect from that de.scribcd above for Bengal. Two
hundred maunds is stated to be no extraordinary outturn, but the cultiva- vuiii.

tion IS very expensive. “ The eyes are planted in November and the

potatoes a,ve ready for digging up in February. They arc sold in the

bazar at the rate of 12 annas to one rupee and four annas per maund.”
On the authority of the late Mr. Gollan, it is also stated that “ the best

time to sow the acclimatised varieties is from the middle of September se.isons.

to the middle of October, and that the lull kinds and those imported from

Europe must be sown later. Water is freely given during growth, but the watering

(quantity is reduced when the leaves begin to turn yellow. If the soil is

naturally rich, manure is not essential, but in the plains manure is always Mauure.

given.” •

In recent years three varieties have been experimented with at the Races Grown.

Cawnpore Farm, viz. the Madrasi white, country red, and hill variety.

In the report for 1903-4 it is stated that the average outturn for six years
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of Madrasi and hill varieties amounted to 13,627 lb. and 8,646 lb. respec-

tively, while the average for five years for country red ^ ° ’

lb. [Cf. Nevill, Dist. Gaz., 1904, iv., 46 ;
1904, xxxiv., 56. 63, 160, etc.

;

Cawnporo Exper. Farm Repts. (several years).]
i j •

Bombay.—The potato is grown to a small extent on garden lands in

all parts of the Presidency. The chief cultivation, however, is m the

Poona district, which, according to Mollison, claims 75 per cent, of the total

area. The following is the method of cultivation which he says i.s there

pursued ;—The soil is mixed black, and the field usually fallowed during

the rains. The land is ploughed two or three times between June and

September and farm-yard manure, 16 to 20 tons per acre, applied before

the third ploughing. The crop is planted in October. Tubers of medium

size are selected for sots, and 900 lb. to 1,100 lb. of potatoes furnish sets

sufficient to plant an acre. The tubers are each cut into three or four

pieces and are planted 7 to 8 inches apart, in furrows 9 to 10 inches distant.

The crop must be weeded and irrigation given every eight days. In

March the haulms begin to wither and turn brown, and water is now
withheld for a fortnight or three weeks. When gathering the crop, the

potatoes are exposed by ploughing, first along the rows, then across.

According to Mollison, an average crop in Poona tested by himself gave an
outturn of 10,230 lb. per acre, worth Rs. 201. The cost of cultivation,

estimated for the Surat district, is stated to be Rs. 130-8 per acre, and an
average outturn of about 12,000 lb. to be worth Rs. 200 (at wholesale

rate of GO lb. per rupee). \Cf. Crop Exper. Repts. ;
Repts. Dept. Land

Rec. and Agri. ; Exper. Farm Repts. Poona
;

Mollison, Textbook Ind.

Agri., 1901, iii., 200-6.]

Uses .—It is much to be regretted that no sort of statistical information

can be furnishud regarding the extent of cultivation of potatoes nor the
magnitude of the traffic in these tubers throughout India. As already

mentioned, within access of the great markets of the plains it is customary
to find large plots of suitable land thrown under the crop, during the season
of the year that may he suitable. And on the hills the cultivation is even
more extensive, such as on the Khasia and Garo hills, and the Himalaya
at Darjeeling, Nepal, Garhwal, Kumaon, Simla, Kangra, Kullu and
Kashmir. So also on the tableland and lower hills of the central tracts of

India, sueli as the Nilgiri hills, Bangalore, etc., extensive potato cultiva-

tion exists, the produce being largely exported to the plains.

As an article of food, potatoes are now valued by all classes, especially

the Hindus on days when forbidden the use of grain. At first potatoes
were eaten by the Muhammadans and Europeans only, but for some years
past they have got into universal usage, and it is now no unoommon'cir-
cumstaiice to find cooked potatoes offered for sale at refreshment stalls,

m various cold preparations, to be eaten along with so-called sweetmeats
that form the midday meal of the city communities. The dried small
tubers are also a common adulterant for the more expensive salep. Po-
tatoes are also fairly extensively employed both in the manufacture of
starch and in the distillation of alcohol. Ligon {Hist. Barbados, 1667, 31)
speaks of the beverage called mohbie being made from potatoes. The
knowledge of their possible employment in distillation is thus by no
means a recent discovery.

The following are the returns of the wholesale prices per maund (82 lb.)

of potatoes in Calcutta during January of the years 1900-6 1900, Rs, 2

;
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Great Millet
1901, Rs. 2-8; 1902, Rs. 1-10

; 1903, Rs. 1-4
; 1904, Rs. 1-4 ; 1905,

*

Rs. 2-3-9; 1906, Rs. 3-4-3.

\Cf. Evelyn, Memoira, 1819, ii., 292 ; Wright, Memoirs, 1828, 316-21 ;

Benthani, Rev. of Targtoni-TozzetU, m Journ. Hort. Soc

,

1865, ix., 139-40

;

De Candolle
317 ; Seers,

of Potatoes, Journ. Board of Agri., Sept. 1899, vi., 169-72; June 1900, vn..

24-7; 1901, vii., 438-64; Thorpe, Diet. Apjt’ Ghem., 1900, lii., 571, 687.
Prepar. and Use of Dried Potatoes, Board of Trade Journ. suppL, July 9, 1903,
77-80 ; Woodrow, Oard. in Ind., 1903, 397 ,

Finriinger, Man. Oard. Ind (ed.

Cameron), 1904, 155-0; Coventry, Potato Cult, in A.jri. Journ. ind,, 1906, !.,

pt. iii., 263-5 ; Ind. Potatoes for London, in Auri. .fourn Tnd., 1906, i., pt, i . 79- 80

,

Butler, Spraying of Potatoes, hxAgri. Journ Ind , 1007, ii., pt. i., 9.7 ]
For mi to-

scopioal resulte consult Hanausek (Micro. Ti-ch. t'rod (Wmton and Harbor,
transl.), 1907, 37).

SORGHUM, : Gramink,® A genus uf grasses whtc^i cm- D.E.P.
braops several useful species, as, for example, fbe important millet }udr vi., pt. iii.,—a cereal, which, after rice, is perhaps the most valuable single article 277-317.

of food in India. The present brief review of information mav ihere-

fore commence with a botanical statement of Sorefftuui /leilepense, the

plant from which the cultivated .S', rnlt/are (judr) is believed to have
originated. [Cf. Watt, Acfrt. Ledg., 1905, No. 6.]

S. halepense, Ce>-^ , Andropoyonhalept nsts. Boot. . Priun, Beng. Plants, 1903, li., Johnson
1204; A Sorghum, subsp. hnlepensis, Hackel, m DO., Monog. Phancr

,

1889, Q-rass.
vi., 601 ; A. (suhqen Sorghum) halepensta, FI. Br. Ind., vii., 182 ; Duthie, Fodd.
Grass. N. Ind

, 1888, 40-4 ; Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 1896, 74. 7'he Johnson Gross,

Cuba Grass, etc., barit, brahum, kdld-mucha, galla-jart, padda-jallagadt, gadi-

janu, Icartdl, bikhonda, etc. A tall perennial grass, common throughout India
and Burma on cultivated and uncultivated lands. 'There are two forms met with
in India, which were treated, by Roxburgh ns soparato species but exhibited thus
in the Flora of British India :

—

a. Var. genulna (Andropogon mihaerus, Roxb.) Ijisboa mentions narvas
and bhonda as vernacular names for tliis plant.

/3. Var. effusa (A. laxus, Roxb. (non Innn.)). According to Roxburgh, this

18 the plant denoted by the names kdld-mucha. qadi-fanu. He says it grows m
hedges, on hanks of watercourses and on land lately cultivated.

It 18 considered a good fodder grass both for grazing and for hay, but is held Poisonous

to have frequently poisonous after-effects, especially if eaten when too young
or when stunted by drought. In many parte of India it is believed to bo injurious

till after the rams. The name bikhonda, given to hnir/ieimv in certain moun-
tainous countries, may bo intended to denote its evil reputation. The gram is Griin.

ofteit collected and eaten, though the plant seems nowhere to bo specially cul-

tivated. Hamilton, for example, speaks of a kind of broad being made from it

in Rajmahal, and Tod (Rajasthan, ii., 170) mentions the seed being collected,

mixed with bdjra and eaten by the poorer classes m Bikamr. [Cf. Sly, Exotic

Drought Resisting Plants, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907, li., pt. n., 168.]

*S. vulgape, Vers . ;
Holcus Sorghum, Jjvmt., Sp. PI., 1753, 1047 ; Great

Andropogon Sorghum, Brot . ;
Holcus Sorghum, Roxb., FI. Ind., i., 269

;
A. Millet.

Sorghum, Pram, Beng. Plants, 1204, ii. ; A. Sorghum, subsp. sativus, Hackel,

in DC., Monog. Phaner., vi., 505 ;
FI. Br. Ind., vii., 183. The Indian

or Great Millet, Guinea Corn, Turkish Millet, etc., judr, (fouiar), jondhala,

Icurhi, chari (stalks), phag, kangra, shdlu, sundva, cholam, talla, jonna,

yengara, pyoung, etc. A tall, handsome grass, cultivated throughout

India since very remote times.

Though botanists are agreed that the judr isderived from S. halcpense Distribution,

it has been dispersed by cultivation to latitudes considerably to the north

and south of its indigenous habitat. In most countries it is cultivated

between latitudes 45° N. and 35° S.—the area of cotton. In India and
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Africa it is of greatest value in the upland tracts between lati

and 30°. In warmer, moister regions, as in Bengal, in large portions of

Madras, in Lower Burma, and in Ceylon it hardly ranks as an important

cereal, since in these regions the grain ripens but indifferently.

History.—According to CrooUo (Rural and Agri. Oloss , 1888, P39 ;
also lus

edition of Hobson-Jobson, 1903, 468). the word pair 1ms been derived froni the

Sanskrit yava-parkdra or akdra, which means “of the nature of barley. n

(Mat. Med. Hind., 32 i) mentions ydvanala and rakta-khurna as its special San-

skrit names. From ydvandla it would become javandia, ‘jananAra, ^d nnally

'juAr. The Arabic dura (or, as it is variously written, dhvrra, dhaura, douro, etc.)

readily becomes zura and has been Sanskritised as zurna, and is thus but a

variant of juar. It would seem probable that the earliest mention of the name
dura (or dorah) occuis (9th century a.d )

m Avicenna’s reference to the people

of Zanzibar living very largely on the gram of that name The Ja\ anese name
for it is djagomutri

.

Hie cholum is probably also tho l.ijolam of the Malabar

(Rheode, Hort. Mai

,

xii , 113, t. GO). It certainly is the haltari of tho Malays

(Rumphius, Herb. And>., v , 194, t. 75).

The origin of tho name sm-i/hmu or Sorgho might bo expected to throw much
light on the history of tho crop. Rees (Cyclopctdia, 1819), followed bv Paxton,

J ohnsoii, and most botanical lexicographers, say.s it is an Oriental w ord and
comes from tho Indian soiqht. This doubtless is arnislake, since no such name
for it exisls m any Indian language. Kornicko and Weiner (Handbuch Getreide-

baves, 1886, i., 294 315) sooin to think that it camo direct from tho Arabic
dorah. The initial lottor, on its passing westward, became softened into “th”
and ultimately into “ s.’’ Sadchcck (Kulturgew. der Dent Kolon , 1899, 48 -.52)

and many other authors apeak of it as the sirch of the Southern Tyrol
.lohu Ardum in lus notes on Pliny (in, 105, n 23), published 1723, observes

that Scahnger (Excu it., 1557, 292, 869) is responsible for the statement that his

countrymen, the Italians, called it aurgum. Schweinfurth (Heart of Africa,
1873, 1., 246) says that Petrus de (’rescentuis, about tho year 1290 a.T)., is

tho lirst author who definitely alludes to sorgo However, m the editions of the
Agricxdtura, dated 1471, 1519, and 15.53, mcltra (rnxhca) and in Italian versions
sagina occur, but not sorgo. Porta (Vilhe, etc, 1592, 865), accejitirig Pliny’s
statement that this millet camo from India to Italy m tho tmio of Nero, observes
that it was called by tho Italians aagitia, rneltra, oi surgu Ho Ihcn gives a denvu-
tiuxi of tho last iiamo from “ surgo, to nso,’’ in allusion to its towering above all

other crops. It would seem that the vvorii Sorghum, hb it now exists, originated
m Europe, and is strictly spealung tho name for tho warm temperate grain-
yielding races of the plant, tho forms that corres])ond witli the rabi jlidr of India
prohontly to bo desenbod.

Few, if any, of the European tra\ oilers in India, whose writings, as a rule,
are so fruitful of histone ovidenco, make any reference to this grain. Yet we
can have little doubt that it was extensively cidtivated m India during at least
tho period of tho explorations indicated. In tho .lin-i-Akbari -the Adimnis-
tration Report of tho Emperor Akbar for tho year 1590-- its price is quoted in
a list of autumn grams, and in a further passage (Eladwin, transl., ii., 62) it is

remarked that—"Jewary and Bajera are tlie grains chiefly cultivated in the
Siibah of Ouzerat.” So again, speaking of Khaiidosh (Jarrett, transl., ii., 223),
we read—" Jowari is chiody cultivated, of W'hich, in some places, there are throe
crops in a year, and its stalk is so delicate and pleasant to tho taste that rt is
regarded m the light of a fruit.” It is, however, comparatively little grown on
the Malabar coast oven to the present day, and was hardly likely, therefore, to
have been seen by tho traders and travellers who for the most part visited tho
const towns. Koernicke, who maintains with He Candolle, that as a cultivated
lilant it originated m Africa, not India, observes that it probably reached Asia
by sea and not by land routes, as was often the case. But if that wore so, we
might expect to find it most extensively cultivated near tho coast, whereas when
we first learn definitely about it m Iiuba, it is the staple food of the people
who occupy the interior and drier tablelands, not tho warm, moist regions near
tho sea. It is, in fact, met with approximately in regions whore its presumed,
wild stock Soff/li II III /KifejicKMc is most plentiful.

We may, therefore, conclude that m all probability the Sanskrit people first
learned of this gram in India, but gave themselves very little concern regarding
it. Everything, however, points to it« having been cultivated in the peninsula
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from remote antiquity, and in all probability many of the races of the plant
presently met with in that country have been locally originated. \Cf. Ver-
tomannus, Travela, etc., 1503-10, m Hakl. Voy., iv , 665 , Fuchs, De Stirp.
Hist., 1546, ccxcvi., 261 ; Tragus, De Slirp. Hist , 1552, ii., 659 ;

Lobol, Stirp.
Advers. Nov., 1570, 14 ;

Prosper Alpinue, Rer Mqypt , 1735, 176 ;
Parkinson,

Theatr. Bot., 1B40, 1137, f. 3 , Morison, Hist. PI, 1699, in . 196 , Breyna, Prod.
Rar. PI., 1739, ii., 83; Grnnovius, FI. Orient , 1755, 134; Ib;st. Gram. A'lstriac.,

1805, IV., 1., f. 2; also FI, Austriac
, 1827, i, 71 ; Schmidt, FI. Cap V-,d. Ins.,

1852, 158 ; Martins, FI Bras
, 1883, ii

,
pt m , 270-2 llehn, Kulturpfl und

Haust., 1894, 492-3 ; Ijanibrecht, Berichte Lnrul-und Fontw in DeiAsch Ost.-

africa, 1903, i., 398-402, Sornler, Trap. AgriL., 1903, iii
, 125-44, Joret, Lrs

PL dans L'Antiq., etc., 1901, ii , 247.]

FOOD SUPPLY.
Varieties and Races.—Speaking in a vui geiu'ral .-lensc, thin.' are two Varieties

great crops of judr. Of the.se one is ilie Ihaiif, ulnch ineu.- in antuinr and Rn cos.

The majority of the kiiarif forms woutl tall unde' the 'loiamcal varieties ir/Krl/ Forms

hicolor, rerntins, and ruls/ai'i'^ pn'i.cr. Thcv hove usually compact
heads, the grains are more or less rounded, and the Iloral envelopes almost

completely glabrous. The second crop is the rahi, or that which fprns kata Forms,

in spring. It seems likely th.it most of th(' races placed in this position
would be found to fall under the varieties Imins, lio.rhtirf/Ini and
.socrlinrnfn.-i, and to approximate nearer to .S. Itate/n nsr than do those
of the Uianf series Tl'.ey have lav feathery panicles with the grams
elongated and the Iloral envelopes often more or less hairy. As a rule

the be.st kinds arc creamv white (the o.xtrcmitv only being darker coloured)

and of a pearly lustre. It is customary for the gram to be slightly flattened

near the apex, a peculiarity often much increased until in some forms it

becomes almost hooked or oven indented. The curved grains are generally Cm- jdQraias.

the most highly prized, for the purpose of being parched. The glumes

or envelopes are usually darker than the grains themselves, and may bo

awned or awnloss. In some forms the envelopes (cdiafE) are coloured Fiorui

and the grain-husk (or seed-coat) wdiite
;
in others the seed-coat also is AdWent,

uniformly or parti-coloured. Lastly, the floral envelopes may firmly

embrace and almost adhere to the seed, while in other conditions the

attachment may be so slight that (as in certain barleys) the gram may
deserve the description of being naked. N.iked

Mollison (Textbook Ind. Agn., iii., 10-11) says: “The mo.st notice-

able dififerencos between varieties are that kharif, i.e. ram crops or early n.irin

varieties are much more numerous than rahi or late varieties. Early or Late

late varieties do best if sown at their approximate .seasons. A rahi variety

may or may not thrive if sown as a rain crop. None of the rain crop

varieties are likely to succeed if sown in the rahi season.” In the ex-

periments conducted at the farms in the Bombay Presidency it was

established that forms of judr procured from goradu (light) soils—for ex-

ample, those of Kaira and Baroda—could not be cultivated on the black

cotton soils of the Deccan. Thus there would seem no doubt centuries

of selection and special cultivation have directly adapted this plant into

the numerous recognisable races that exist in India.

Area and Yield.—From the Agricultural Statistics, 1900-1 to 1905-6, Area and
this crop 18 shown as occupying in British India approximately 22 million Yield,

acres. To these figures have to be added 2J million acres for the Native *

States, making the total of some 24 million acres for all India and Burma.

The chief provinces in order of importance are Bombay, Madras, Berar,

the United Provinces, Central Provinces and Panjab. An almost identical
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distribution exists in the Native States • judr becomes important on land

not inundated. Out of the total mentioned, Gwalior takes usually close on

half, that is, a little over one million acres. This Myseme

with about half a million acres, by Kotah State with 350^<XX), and by

Tonic and Jaipur, having about the same acreage between

It has been estimated that a yield of 6 maunds (or, say, 500 lb.) an

acre might be a safe though probably a low average for the crop. To bo

rather under than over the mark, therefore, this would come to an annual

production of, say, 6 million tons of grain. Mukerji [Handbook Ind.

Agri., 1901, 254) says of judr, “It yields a nourishing grain about the

same quantity per acre as wheat or rice (900 lbs.) and ten times as much

in fuel and fodder as ordinary cereal crops.” Mollison [l.c. 8-9), speaking

of the Deccan kharif judr, remarks :
“ An average crop in the Deccan

will vary, according to the quality of soil, from 500 to 900 lb. per acre

of jowdr and 100 to 200 lb. subordinate pulses with 350 to 450 bundles of

kadbi ” (fodder). Referring to the Gujarat raU pmr, Mollison continues

:

“ An acre produces 800 lb. to 1,000 lb. grain and 300 to 400 bundles of

kadhi
;
each bundle n-eighs 4 to 6 lb. The fodder is usually of e.xcellent

quality, because the crop .stands fairly thick upon the ground and the

stalks are neither very tall nor very coarse. A rabt crop in other black

soil districts yields generally in a fair sca.son 550 to 700 lb. per acre.”

In the Report of the Experimental Farm at Surat for 1903, the yield is

given as 1,213 lb. grain, by-products 3,974 lb., the value of the, outturn

Rs. 34-3-1, and the cost of cultivation R.i. 30-14-0 an acre. These

returns, as also Mollhson’s figures, may be accepted as m accord with the

numerous crop experiments that have been performed in Bombay.
Diaeaaea.

Smut.

Stn^^a.

Watching.

Climatic
^Disturbances.

Poiaonona if

IDiscabcd.

Enrly Maturity

DISEASES AND PESTS.—The Sorghum crop is exposed to fotu chief adverse
circumstances:- (1) fungal blights, (2) parasitic flowering plants; (3) insects

and other animal posts, and (4) climatic disturbances Moesee (Textbook
Plant Diseases, 210) gives particulars regarding smut. Much advantage might
be anticipated from the systematic wasiimg of the seed in hot water (at a
temperature of 135' to 150’ F.), or in sulphate of copper (1 per cent, solution),

before being sown By tliis procoss the croji would be protected against
smut and bunt. Of the parasitic flowering plants found on this crop the
most curious is tho email sj.-j.;.. (knotvn in the vernacular ae tavli or taluk),

which sometimes effects frightful havoc. One or two parasitic insects do
much damage (such as the sugar-borer and on aphis), but birds and squirrels

are by far tlio most destructive To safeguard the crop, the owner watq)ios it

from sunrise to sunset for eonie twenty days before the harvest. For this pur-
pose he and hie assistants eit on elevated platforms, placed at intervals all over
the field, and make discordant noises by boating on old tins, or cast by slings

small stones or hardened pellets of mud at tlie flocks of birds which every now
and again settle on the field. The climatic disturbances may be briefly stated
as want of ram at the proper season, excessive humidity and clqpdy we£»l,her,

or unnaturally high tomporatiires. In a further paragraph, while dealing with
tho production of this plant as a source of fodder, reference will be made to tho
evil reputation of the stems for becoming poisonous. This peculiarity is not
constant, though it often occurs m an epidemic form such as to justify belief
that the germ concerned in the production of the poisonous property is dependent
upon accidental climatic or disease conditions. The plant stunted because of
deficiency of rain is always a dangerous fodder for cattle. A study of the races of
the plant, more critical than hitherto attempted, might therefore bo looked to ae
likely to result m the discovery of forms bettor suited to certain tracts of country
than those at present grown. On this aspect Mollison’e pertinent observation
may be given here :

—“ Some varieties mature much more quickly than others.
It is important to know which varieties reach maturity earliest ; because after
a period of scarcity or famine, varieties which produce gram and fodder in the
least time would be most in demand.”
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It may bo added that since the above was published in The Agricultural ’

Ledger, Maxwell-Lefroy has given many useful particulars regnrdmg the Moth-
borers found in the Sugar-cane, Maize and Sorghum [Agri. Journ. Ind., i.,

pt. ii., 97-113; also Mem Dept Agri. Ind., 1907, i. No. 2) No one has as
yet, however, written a complete account of tlu) diseases and pests of this
crop for the isholo of India, but Barber (Dept Land Rec. and Agri. Mad. Hull

,

1904, ii., No. 49) gives a review of the available information so far as the
Southern Presidency is concerned. Ho there deals with the subject! of Smut,
Shredding of the Leaves, Wet Weather Mould, Redde unj: of the Leaves, Rust,
Mites, Red-spot Disease, Insect and Other Animal I'o'-ts, Borers, Plant Li< i.

Plant Bugs, Weevils in the stored grain, stt ff/«, ot An terosting iccoiiat
of the fungal disease caused by s< it rnHitmn ». «» im >l« dosinhed by
Barber, lo. 278) is given by Bntlor (Mem Deil Agi' Tnil

,
l!)07 ii , No 1,

13-4). [0/. Watt, Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 20, 285 , ai.d P.ochiy. 371, li/8 ]

Rotation ,

—

The advantage of sowing ini'cd wi h the bush' pu' i tiir ('«>« iirf« Rotation.
IikKohm) turns very largely on the protortii.n .afuirdoii fi no ,cvc. i' droughts onu
destructive winds. The action ot Irgmucious crops on tbo soil is, however,
valuable, and a mixed crop may on that . cunt serv. j'.irl of the purpose id a
rotation. The rotations most frequently sCt n are cotton xnd wi*h tur mixed

;

cotton, judr. Hi ; cotton, pair, ean h( i ip (> iio hut often ploughed in ns a green
manure)

; or cotton, judr, fallow. Judr iw wnppoBid to participate m the mo I'c-e

and cultivation bestowed on the cotton. Parm •. xporiments have proved the
three rotations distinctly proforal;’ i Tho 6|>ccial value of the use of td (»<»««-

Ml HMi
)
lies in the fact that being a late crop it allows of the land being thoroughly

ploughed every third year. Besides the plants mentioned many others are used,
but as those may now and again, bo referred to in the ibsorvations below, nothing
further need bo added to the schomo of rotation just indicated.

CULTIVATION. Bombay and Sind. —Thevo are usually to 8 Bombay,
million acres under this crop in Bombay, and about half to three-quarters
o£ a million in Sind. But this may be more fully exemplified thus :—In
1905-6 the total area in Bombay was 6,570,339 acres, and the chief districts accm.

within the area were—Bijdpur, 1,209,066 acres; Sholapur, 1,313,122

acres; Ahmadnagar, 662,918 acres; Poona, 681,413 acres
;
Satara. 600,097

acres; Bclgaum, 583,184 acres; Dharwar, 567,091 acres; Khandesh, umnota

432,638 acres
;
Ndsik, 74,541 acres ; Ahmadahad, 249,881 acres, etc. In

the Season and Cro-p Report, published by the Department of Agriculture,

the area in 1906-7 is stated to have been 5,643,000 acres in Bombay,
and 630,OOO acres in Sind. Mention has already been made of the large Races

number of recognisable forms of the plant in this Presidency. Discussing

the merits of those grown at the Surat Experimental Farm, the Superin-

tendent, in his Report for 1902-3, speaks of 23 having been found superior

grain’varieties, and then adds that 269 forms have been under experiment.

Stress may be laid on the relatively greater importance of the rahi ]udr c™p-

crop in Bombay than in the other provinces of India. It follows accord-

ingly that a larger percentage of the Bombay forms of the plant might be

looked for as belonging to the group with open feathery panicles and

saccharine stems. Many valuable reports and special publications have

appeared, such as those in connection with the Experimental Farms and

the Crop Experiments. Mollison tells us that judr is the staple grain

crop where black and mixed black soils predominate, provided the rainfall

is moderate and well distributed. Where rainfall is excessive, it gives

place to rice, and on sandy loams and shallow soils to bajra. Mollison

then refers his account of this cereal to the sections shown in the following

abstract :

—

(a) The Kharif Juar of the Deccan.—llie land should bo ready for sowing Deccan,
by the end of June : later sowings are not so satisfactory. The amount of seed Season,

to be used depends to a large extent on the kind cultivate. Large-headed forms
require more space. But the ordinary rate of seed is 6 to 8 lb. an acre along with
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IJ to 2^ subordinate pulses. The seeds are mixed and drill sown, 8

14 inches apart. In euccossful cultivation the crop is hand-wee e
. ,

hoed once or twice. The crop will conio into How’er in August an ep

and ripen in October and November. ... , tv. **

(6) The Kharif Juar of Gujarat —Usually altomates on black soil with ^o^ton :

after removal of the latter, the land is repeatedly harrowed and scmritied m
April and May, but no ploughing is, as a rule, given since pidr likes a nrm seed-

bed. In June or July the seed is drilled in rows 20 inches apart. When the crop

stands 0 inches high, it is again hoe<l and the plough passed between the rows

of seedlings. The principal crop is ready five months after sowing.

(c) The Rabi' Ju4r of Gujarat.

—

In Broach this form of;udr is called mioZu. It is

drill-sown in Soptoii her or October, after one plougliing and several harrowings of

the soil. The seed is sown at the rate of 7 to 8 lb. an acre The rows are 20 inches

apart, and the seedlings appear in the furrows, d'he crop is twice intercultured

with tlio bullock hoe. ‘‘ As the ears begin to fill, tlio stalks are tied up to each

other BO that they may not ho lodged.” This is only necessary m a good year,

with a heavy crop Hnr\est takes place in February to March, or flv'e to six

months after sowing

/Madras.—In 1905 -6 there were 4,740,811 acres under the crop. The
area.s in the chief distriet.s in that year were a.5 follows -Bcllary, 725,444

ac.-c.s . Coimbatore, 704,.59.‘5 acro.s
;

Karnul, 678,290 acres
;
Cuddapah,

'*14,959 a< res
;

Anantapur 304,499 acre.s
;

Cuntiir, 381,929 acres;

Nelloro, 356,.589 acres
;

Madura, 297,693 acres, etc Ac,c,ordiii{r to the

Smson and Crop Report, the area m 1906-7 was 4,479,193 acres. Largo
portions of Madra.s, being nco-producitig ooiintrie.s, have only small areas

under judr (or eholam, as it i.s called in Soiitb India).

Mysore has usuallv a little over half a million acres, cbiclly in Mysore
and Chitaldrug districts. Of Mysore, the published averages of yield

have shown from 453 to 800 lb.

Early and
LaU (;rups.

< ]nn.L(i«;

riitirat tenstua.

Soils

Hotation.

Mixed
Cultivation.

An e.vhaustivc account of Sotyhutn in Madras has been written by
C. Ben.soii, Di piitv Director of Agriculture, and C. K. Subba Itao, Sub-
Assistant Director of Agriculture (Dept. Arjn. Mad. Bull., 1906, No. 55,

58 et seq.). These authors state that the outturn vanes within wide
limits. “ The punasa or early crops of Sorghum give a larger outturn of

coinparativelv poor fodder, but less grain, than the hxnqdri or late crop.

The outturn of unirrigated •Sorghum vane.s from 200 to 600 fb. per acre.

Under irrigation, the yield on the average i.s double that amount. The
outturn of dry straw from an unirrigated crop on fairly good land is two
full cartloads per acre ” [I c. 117-8).

“ The chief charactoristic of the climate of tho principal aroiiB m the Madras
Fresidcncy wlioro sorghum is an important field crop, is tlio lightness of the
rainfall. Tho only exception is that part of Nellore and Guntur adjoining,
where the annual rainfall is 30 40 inches. Ulsewhore tho usual fall is less than
25 inches and in some places os little ns 20 only ” There are two main seasons
for sowing, an early at the bogmmng and a late towards the end of the sqpth-
west moiisonn. The early-sown crops are raised chiefly on the lighter soils.
“ On tho mixed and more loamy soils, the middle season varieties are usually
found, and the late-sown crops on the heavy soils.” The crop is regarded as an
oxhauHting one, and its growth, year after year, on the same land, is considered
liad practice, but is not nnconimon. It is stated that “ speaking generally, on
loamy or sandy soils sorghum, following castor or horsegrain, is looked upon as
the fiest rotation, while the ryots will not grow sorghum if they can avoid it after
a crop of Italian millet or varagu ” Again, “ The commonest practice is to sow
sorghum mixed with other crops, which vary accordmg to the nature of the
soil, tho season ami tho local customs ”

“ In the Ueccan districts green gram and other pulses, gingelly and gogu
(ifibiNcuH eniiiKcbiiiiiN) are mixed in email and irregular quantities with the
sorghum seed for an early crop and sown through the drill, while red gram,
anumulu #.#rbfnb),cow gram vuijn nff), and castors are sown in
lines amongst tho crop.”
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‘ la the southern districts, somewhat similar mixtures are made and the
whole is sown broadcast, while it is a common practice to sow the red gram m
lines at intervals of about six feet apart in the furrow mado with a plough ”

(l.o. 94).

The methods of preparatory tUlage, of sowing, and troatiuont during ; cowth
are fully described, but cannot be gone mto here

Berar and Hyderabad.

—

The area umier the ciop in 1905 6 was Ber vr.

2,660,144 acres in Berar. The average for the five years previou.--ly was
approximately three million acres. Hyderabad furnishes no reiiirns.

The following information is abstracted from an interesting aecoiint by
S. Harcourt King (Agri. Bull., 1900, No 3). V\'iule ritten pr,,lcsscdly

for Amraoti, F. W. Francis comments i bat . In at< am is . ppln able to all

the Hyderabad Assigned Districts (Berai
)

./)/dr -s uudoiibte ii) tiicmost in,' Host

important grain crop of the province -moie tb.m on' fh ,il of the to'al

cultivated area being devoted to 0. i'hcn- arc no le.ss tlia’i 13 varictie.s, v^rictw..

12 of which come under the deiionnna ni v;atu. u’ loi ms which are hsukcd

in hot ashes and eaten green, when t!ie grain is tendi r. Of the othei

form.s, four groups are formed according to their valii" as sources of 1 f id,

VIZ ;—(1) the yellow judrs -tin- broad made trom ihese is considered Crca.i

best; (2) whitish judrs- -the bread is bard and wanting in taste; (3)
reddish )udrs—bread is of the same colour -“s the gram

; (4) dirty-
coloured ]udrs—seldom utilised for bread, but in making Idki. (parched
grain). Unless the soil is very hard or full of weeds, judr lands are ploughed smia

once in four or five years only, and then in April or May. Usually the soil

is simply harrowed, generally three times. The crop is rotated with iiotaiinn

cotton, sesainuin, gram, wheat, Idkk (Baf/tf/rns .tafiviis) and tobacco,

and is generally grown as a mixed crop, along with certain pulses. Wceil- wc img

ing is done three or four times at intervals ot a fortnight. Judr is never

specially watered in Berar apparently, nor is it customary to grow the

crop on land systematically irrigated. This is the rule for the grain crop,

but when required to make up deficiencies of fodder, thickly sown and

irrigated crops are taken. Judr requires good rain in August and it comes Season

into ear friira three to four months after being sown, and ripens m five

months (November to December). In a good season the yield would be tism

833 lb. to the acre, and, after making all allowances, an estimate of 6(X) lb.

would be a fair average production.

I9 Hyderabad it is stated that there are two crops of judr : the one sown from Hydera-
the 6th June to the 17tli July and reaped from the 22nd October to the .'50th bad.
November. The second crop, known as white judr, is sown between the 25th

September and the 3rd November and reaped between the 17th February and the

15th March.

United Provinces.—In 1906-6 the area in Agra was 2,095,995, and U. Prov.

363*161 aci*bs in Oudh. In Agra the largest areas are .—Jhdnsi, 235,287

acres
;

Hamirpur, 169,346 acres ;
Cawnpore, 160,903 acres

;
Mattra, oi^itncta.

122,021 acres ;
Aligarh, 106,150 acres

;
Balandshahr, 102,440 acres

;

Meerut, 102,334 acres ;
Agra, 95,002 acres

;
Farukhabad, 92,894 acres

;

Budaun, 85,283 acres
;
Etah, 78,822 acres ;

Mainpuri, 77,777 acres, etc.

No district in Oudh, except Rai-Bareli, has usually over 55,000 acres

under the crop. The Season and Crop Report states the area in 1906-7

to have been 2,371,164 acres in Agra, 335,839 in Oudh.

)
, Duthie and Fuller (Field and Garden Crops, i., 26) mention three well-marked Vanefles.

varieties :—

(

1 )
the double-seeded form with two grains within a single husk ;

(2) a dwarf kind, grown at Allahabad ; (3) the variety known as chdhcha in

Cawnpore, in which the gram is completely covered by the husk. In the report

of the Cawnpore Experimental Farm for 1901-2, mention is made of 90 varieties
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Districts.

Chief Food

Forms Grown.

Cold-9ca9on

being under cultivation. The yield is given at 10 maunds grain for irrigated land

and 8 maunds for unirrigated. In the roi?orts of crop experim^te, returns

ranging from 440 to 820 lb. have been ascertained.

Central Provinces.—^The area in 1905-6 was 1,860,714 acres. The

largest areas in that year were :—Nagpur, 423,121 acres ;
Waudha, 282,536

acres ;
Chdnda, 223,130 acres

;
Nimar, 202,926 acres

;
Chhindwdra,

188,982 acres
;
Bhandira, 87,637 acres, etc.

Judr constitutes the chief food of the working class, wheat and rice

being alike but little used by them. The white variety is the most highly

prized. In certain districts, such as the Upper Godavari and the neighbour-

hood of Siroiiclia in Chanda district, a rabi as well as a kkarif crop is

obtained. Repeated mention is made (in reports on this plant) of a

cold-season form known as rinijm. Some writers even speak of this as a hot-

weather plant that has recently been successfully grown as a cold-season

crop. It IS commonly produced in the rice-country of Ramtek and Umrer.

Mixed
C'ultivation

Yield.

Improyement.

Demonstration.

Panjab.
Areas.

nistricts.

Yield.

Haces.

Sir J. B. Fuller piibhslKMl in 1894 A Note on the Outturn of Land under the

Chief Crops in the Central Provinces, in vvhicli he gives most useful particulars

regarding judr Ho points out that the loss through its being grown as a
mixed crop with a pulse (mostly ttir, p. 1 90) is very little indeed, so that the pulse is

a clear gam. I’ho yield per acre averages from i.'iO to 950 lb ; 600 lb. has been
accepted as tlie average standard. He furtlier remarks that Nagpur, which
has the largest district aro.i, is also the chief importing provmte and that it draws
on Berar. This is duo very possibly to the place of judr being taken by linseed

and cotton. In the Settlement Report for Seoni (1000, 17), it is observed that a
few years ago judr was of very little importance m that chstriet, but since the
last three years it has been greatly extondoil, and outrun the area under wheat.
In lecent Annual Reports by the Director of Land Records and Agriculture,

interesting particulars will bo found of valuable expiTiinente made with a view
to improve the quality of the judr and the cotton grown, ns also the methods
of cultivation pursued in the districts of Bilaspur and Raipur. Trained plough-
men had been scut from tho Government farm, furnisliod with superior seed and
improved ploughs, to prepare and sow certain fields. Tho lesult would appear
to have been so satisfactory that many indents were subsequently made by the
cultivators for a supply of improved seed. Demonstration farms have since
been organised where local men, specially tramod at the Government farm, would
contmue to exemplify the advantages of the improvements recommended.

Panjab and North-West Frontier.—The area la 1905-6 was returned

as 694, 181 acres in the Panjdb, and 32,693 acres in the North-West Frontier.

The largest areas in tho Panjab occurred in Dora Ghazi Khan, 83,754

acres ;
Ferozpur, 77,701 acres

;
Multan, 60,429 acres

;
Gujrat, 52,413 a^res

;

Jhang, 48,910 acres
;

Shahpur, 38,223 acres
; Hissar, 35,014 acres

;

Karndl, 34,501 acres ;
Delhi, 28,030 acres

; Gurgaon, 24,335 acres

;

Rohtak, 11,719 acres, etc. In the Season and Crop Report for 1906-7 the
area of thoPanjdb is stated to have been 1,557,813 acres, of which 1,172,362
were uuirrigated. In certain crop experiments performed in .the Partjdb
HI 1892, the yield ranged from 276 to 800 lb. per acre. The areas manifest
extreme fluctuations, the unirrigated judr being chiefly grown in Dera
Ghazi Khan, Gujrat, Rawalpindi.

There are said to be many races of the grain, and in most districts it

would appear as if special fodder {chari) forms had only recently been
systematically cultivated. The Gazetteers afford useful particulars, but it

would seem that since the date of Baden-Powell’s Panjab Products (1868,

236) no publication has discussed the judr cultivation of the province as a
whole.

Bengal. Bengal and A s.sam.—Although grown by the hill tribes to a limited
Area*. extent, judr cannot be regarded as an important crop in these provinces,
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’ Burma
nor in fact in any rice-producing country. The area under it is in Bengal
usually about 150,000 acres. In 1906-7, according to the Season and
Crop Report, the area was 143,700 acres, chiefly in the 1 hagalpur .ind

Patna Divisions. Eastern Bengal usually has ution. 5,(XX) ac.res, and
Assam a purely nominal acreage devoted to the crop. In the Annual
Report of the Bardwan Experimental Pam (1901-2) p.-uticulais -ire given
of experiments with black-seeded and also red-seeded forms a , fodder crops. I'odi.or

Further experiments with other forms are alluded to ’ v thr Director of

Agriculture in his Annual Report (1902-3)

Burma.—The crop is important in f ipcr Buriu', nhcro in 1905-6 Burma,
it occupied 856,437 acres, but in Lower i>i i ma, the rii i cmmtrv, it is very
unimportant. The chief districts of Uppm' Burma am I'akohkii, 203,346 nistn. ts.

acres
;
Myingyan, 190,635 acres

;
Lov ei ( tiiniKi m, l.f.3,!)77 at re--

;
Magwe,

93,851 acres
;
Meiktila, 92,130 acres

;
Sagaing, 90,594 a( ’'es, etc Result esuita.

of crop experiments have shown the yichl to aiy from 328 lo 875 lb.

an acre.

Recent Settlement Reports liave uiniiBhed ..'uno CRoful particulars regarding Introduction,

this crop. Speaking of Myingian wo rend that “ tlio seed was saul to liave

been introduced” after the famine of IStifi 7 nianf'.-d reported liavmg seen
it m Pagan in 1802. 9'liero arc two forms recogrui d— (1) sanpyniing, grown Forms,
for human food : it bus irouiul white seed witli yellow husk , and (2) kun -piiaung,

grown for fodder, but not o.xolus'' ely so • il has both ocl and brown grains. Both
crops are sown in J nl}' and August unil gatheied in. Doconiber and January. The Seasons

stalks, which often lun up to 18 feet m height, are given to cattle after being
chopped up and mixed with water.

Speaking of the Moiktila district, we read m the Settlement Report that judr is Upland Crop,

one of the chief upland crops. It is in greater request ns an article of food in the
western than in the eastern portions of the ilistrict, owing primarily to the fact
that the scope of the cultivation of paddy is somewhat limited m tho former.
There are tlireo kmds :—(1) kun-pyaung, has a roddish-brown sood, is not I'ormH

deprived of its husk on being threshed, and gives tho highcsst return; san-
pyaung, giies the lowest return m proportion to the seed sown, since in the
process of threshing and winnowing it is entirely cleared from tho husk, so that
nothing but the little pearly yellowish seeds rem.ain. It has a better appearance
than the kun-^yaung, and yields after being milled 11 ns compared with 8 from
the kun-pyaung , (3) pyaung-net-si—this is not very extensively cultivated. It

has a jet black husk and forms (like kauk-hnytn rico) a glutinous mass when ciiutlnous

cookod, and is used for cakes and other sweet confections. Tho judr is sown in fo™-

August anil Sopteiiiber and reaped in January and February, being a six months’

crop. It grows well in paddy fields provided water is not allowed to stand in them,

and wiien scarcity of water prevails it often takes tho place of paddy. The
ground is prepared by harrowing the surface at least ton times and tho seed is

then broadcasted.
FODDER SUPPLY.

Ripe and Green Stems.—The -judr crop is not alone ol value as a Fodder,

food'for mao. Its stems constitute the chief cattle fodder {chan) of a

large portion of India. The first signs of famine directly induced by the signs of Famine,

loss of the judr crop are the starvation and death of the cattle. It thus

follows that in India it is the ripe stems and leaves (the straw, it might be

called) which become the Indian judr fodder. Here and there special

races of the plant are grown as a supply of green fodder. Mollison,

speaking of the Bombay Presidency, mentions some six indigenous

forms of fodder judr :—(1) sundhia—perhaps the best fodder variety ;
Special Forma.

(2) dudhM—^this is met with on tho light-coloured soils of Kaira and •

Baroda
; (3) nilva—this is the best Deccan (Poona) fodder for the Green Fodder,

monsoons
; (4) utdvli is another Deccan form with loose upright heads of

grain
; (6) hundi and (6) kdlbondi are recommended for cultivation as
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irrigated crops and should be sown any time between November and

February. Mollison then observes (Lc. 16) :
“ No othe^ crops can

compare with the Sorghums in yielding a heavy weight of green fodder

of good quality. Succulent fodder of this class is specially valuable in

the hot weather for all farm animals, and Jiundi and kdlhondi are the

most suitable varieties yet found for the purpose.”

Ensilage.—Mukerji {Handbook Ind. Ayn., 255) says that sorghum

fodder may be sown “ in May, and sowing should continue through June

and July, that there may be a succession of fodder crops of first, second,

and third cuttings from July to March or April, a portion of which can be

dried and preserved for use from April to June. The dried stalks should

be stacked and thatched.” Mollison describes the manner of preserving

sorghum fodder followed in the Southern Marathii country. ‘‘ The bundles

are built into neat oblong heaps in the field. Each In-ap is built with a slope

from the ground to the ridge, and when complete is protected along the

sides, ends and top with big l.imps of black soil, which ai (> built or packed

closely together. These heaps when complete look like large boundary

marks. Cattle can freely graze over the stubble, but can get no access

to the stored fodder.” Voelcker has expressed himself as opposed to

the introduction into India of the Europe.an methods of sdoing sorghum
fodder, and the reports published by the E.xperi mental Farms of India

are as a rule unfavourable.
Poisonous Property.—It has been already observed that the name

hikhonda given to the wild A. Ixtiepeitse mey be intended to denote the

well-known poisonous property which that grass sometimes manifests.

It may perhaps be accepted as a further proof of the descent of at least

the fodder-yielding cultivated forms of Sorf/Jntm ridffarr from that

wild plant, when it is added that under certain circumstances the cultivated

sorghums also become poisonous. In this connection attention may be
invited to tbc fact that the Hemp Drugs Commission in their Report

(189.3, i., 166), and more recently the Excise Commissioner of the Central
Provinces, have made known a new use of the root of the jner plant that
seems to have escaped the observation of previous writers (sc'e p. 758).

It would appear that it is employed to increase the potency of Indian
hemp [bhang and ganja) as well as of country liquor, but is viewed as too
powerful to bo used by itself. A poison residing in the root is ceftainly
remarkable .ind worthy of the most careful and searching future inquiry,

and it may be added that it is said to occur also in the roots of rice, but
so far as judr is concerned, is reported as found only in the oold-weather
or ringni (Central Provinces) and shidlu (Bombay) varieties.

The occurrence of this poisonous property is, moreover, ofteu simultaneous
over a large tract of country, appearmg and disappearing within certain fixed
limits of time and locality It would thus seem that tho effect of climatic dis-
turbances in modifying the quantity and quality of the crop has not received the
degree of consideration which it demands. Pease [Agri Ledg

, 1800, No. 24,
225) has recorded the death of a large number of cattle at the Sirsa fair, due
to then: having eaten jwdr stems. Tho young plant hfis frequently been
found to be poisonous to cattle m Egypt, the West Indies, United States and
elsewhere. Dunstan and Henry have examined young sorghum plants from
Egypt and India and have shown that those when ground up in contact with
water yield prussic acid, and that tho prussic acid originates from the interaction
of a crystalline glucoside dhumn and the unorganised ferment emulsin, both of
which occur in the plants and are brought mto contact in the manner just
indicated. In Egypt the amount of dhurnn, and consequently the quantity
of prussic acid obtainable, is at a maximum when the plants are about 12 inches
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high, after which it gradually disappears as the plant matures (Phil. Trans., 1902,
cxcix. a, 399). Apart from the variation in the amount of prussic acid oLtain- Vanatlon with

able, which ' accompanies the ripening of the plants, variation appears ale,' to

be caused by climatic and other influences since soighum plants at the same wuh DiiiDatio

stage of gowth yield different quantities of prussic acid m different countries Innucucns

Dunstan and Henry’s observations have boon confirmed by Leather in India
(Agri. Journ. Irul., 1906, i., pt. iii., 220-.5), Brunswick iii Queeiislan' i. Avery
in the United States and other inveatigator.s, so that there can bi- no do ibt that
the toxicity occasionally exhibited by green sorghum is duo to thi.s property of

producmg prussic acid. Stephenson has rcr .rded that a sample < t Indian
sorghum cxammed by him contained considerable quaiitilu'S of potassium mtiato, roUssium

and suggested that this might be tlio cause of tbi poisoiioui rluracter of the Nitrate

plant; but apart from the fact that potassiiim iiiti iti is n o ponorioiis. tlu im ts

recorded above leave no doubt that Stcphi'mjoii’s i-.s oupf on errt icons. His
observation is, however, of special interest -,m< muiu' of t.lio pirn's >vhich

contam cyanogenetic glucosidos ot tho dliuinu t\ k i.ive h. ,_n found to coutai .

also notable quantities of potassiiim nil i I'e, .i id Tiei ' has sh > i'll that in sm li Sraur-c of

plants there is reason to believe tliat tl' pot.issaim inIrai/O is utiL^od as .i
'"'trogon

source of nitrogen foi tho synthesis of the t'.iracloi cst c giucosides they contain
[t/'/. T A. Williams, Sorghum as a f'oraijt in L' S. Pa.mer’s Bull., 1899.

No. 60; Lyon and Hitchcock, Forage Crop^, ‘J.S. liureau oj Plant Ti-\"st

Bull., 1904, No. ’59 ]

SUGAR SOR>]hum OR IMPHP’ - -In Bikaiur an 1 Ajrnu a form of sugar- Sugar,
yielding designated tne Ahpura. h.is been knovn and cultivated from
time immemorial and used in tho pioptuation of the --igar-caiidy for which those
towns are famed 'J liis stntemeut was discusscil s» me years ago m The Indian
Agriculturist, but seems to ha\ o been lonti.ubcfed and tlien forgotten In 1890
an official inquiry m tho Punjab resulted in tho report that while in Feroxpur.
Sialkot, and elsewhere sweet sorghums wore known, the saccharine property SMcit Vropprtj
was lost after a few years’ cultivation in other districts to which tlioso plants
had been e.xperiinonlally convoyed Of the exotic forms, the amber and tho
collier eoein to have attracted most attention. But according to the Poona ciuef Forms.

Farm Report (189.5, 9) there was Id tie to choose between them either m per-
centage of sugar or value as fi'dder crops. The weight of molasses per acre
was found to be—collier, 1,174 Hi, and amber, 1,072 lb. [C/. Wigley, Note on
Sorgho, Rev. Dept. Govt Ind., 1877 ; Prod, of Sugar from Sorghum, U.S. Dept.
Agri. Bull, 1890, No 26; Wiley, Exper with Sorghum, Bull, 1890, No. 29,
1891. No. 34, 1892, No 37; US. Yearbook Agti . 1897, 80 , 1899, 242-3,
Exper. Stat. Record, 1899, x , 345; 1900, xi., 141, 319, 883 , 1901, xii , 230, ,547,

942 ; 1902, xifi , 42-3, 242 ; 1903, xiv., 757 ;
U.S. Fatmer's Bull., 1899, Nos. 90,

92 ; Agri. Oaz , 1891, 134 ; 1894, 579 , Journ. Agri. S. Australia, 1902, v., 876 ,

Rev. dee Cult. Colon., 1902, xi., 51 , Journ. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1902, xxi . 628.]
Spirit .—Many writers allude to tho fact that tho Africans manufacture a Spirit

sort of beer from the grain of sorghum In 1884 Mmchin Brothers of Aska,
Ganjam, reported that tho juice of sorghum was most valuable to distillers.

The spirit prepared is said to have tasted much like rum, but after being opened
was liable to throw down a gelatinous-looking substance. Nothing further has
been heard on the subject in India, and of tho Umted States of America it has
generally been said that changes in tho fiscal laws would be necessary before it

could be utilised.
• • TRADE IN JUAR.

It is exceedingly difficult to furni.sh aiiv very definite statement re- Trade,
garding the traffic in the products derived from Sori/limu rtih/are in

India, for the simple reason that as a rule the official statistics treat of the

two millets

—

fudr and hdjra—conjointly. It would, however, seem fairly

safe to assume that two-thirds of the quantities recorded are in reality

judr, the balance being hdjra. The estimate of total production given Total

above for jxidr alone comes to 100 million cwt. of grain. The exports of

judr and hdjra together during the years 1901-2 to 1905-7 have averaged
about 1^ million cwt.

; assuming that two-thirds are judr, we learn that

the total exports do not exceed 1 per cent, of the production. Judr is, Local

therefore, grown primarily to meet the food necessities of the people Consumption.
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and not (as in the case of rice in Burma) as a rent-paying article of

latemal Traffic.

Supplemeiitary
8upphe8

Co)istvtise

Traffic.

Prices.

Influence of
FomiDu

Seers to the
Rupee.

Equalisation of
Prices.

The quantities of ju<£r and bdjra conjointly shown as carried by™ ^
river average about 4 to 5 million cwt. in normal years. In the year lo

1900 the traffic became 11 million cwt. ;
in 1900-1 it stood at 9 niil ion

cwt. ; in 1901-2 at 8 million cwt. ;
in 1902-3 it fell to its normal condition

of 4^ million cwt.
;
in 1903-4 it was close on 4J million cwt.

;
in 1904-5 it

again rose to 8^ million cwt.
;
in 1905-6, to 9^ million cwt. ;

and in 1906-7

was million cwt. During the years of scarcity and famine (1900-3),

Bombay Presidency imported in 1899-1900, 4 million cwt. ;
in 1900-1,

5 million cwt.
;

in 1901-2, 3 million cwt.
;

in 1902-3, 1^ million cwt.
;

while the town of Bombay itself took m addition 2, f,
and 1 million

cwt. These supplementary supplies were drawn from Madras, the United

Provinces, Sind, etc In 1903-4 the imports into Bombay Presidency fell

to less than a quarter of a million cwt., while those into Bombay town

stood at 2 million cwt.
,

in 1904—5 they were about 2 million and 2J
million cwt. respectively; in 190.5-6, 2^ and about 1 1 million e.wt

;
lastly,

in 1906-7 they were million and J million <;wt. The traffic with the

other provinces and chief towns us hardly worthy of special comment.
Turning now’ to the reconls of the coastwise traffic, wo obtain a similar

indication of the interdependence of the provinces of India for this all-

important foodstuff, especially during abnormal years or local climatic

disturbances. The returius of imports show that Ihunbay draws on Sind,

Madras and Burma, and exports to Kathiawar and Kach.
Prices.—The official returns (Prices and Wages m India) afford some

useful particulars. The mean average price of 'judr for all India during

the years 1871-5 is taken as 100, the styidard of comparison of relative

prices in the districts and provinces of fidia, also of accidental disturb-

ances. During the quinquennial period 1896-1900 (which includes a term
of scarcity and famine) the mean average for the whole of India was 153’6,

and in 1903, when the effect of the famine had been effaced, it stood at

109'23; but if three provmcas be removed from consideration, namely
Berar, the PanjAb and Sind, the mean average for the whole of the rest

of India becomes 100'6. In the three provinces named (except some
districts of the Panjab), judr never seems to have been procurable at the

price expressed by the standard of 100. As exhibiting the actual average
prices of this millet, it maybe here stated that, expressed in seers

(
= 2 lb.)

and decimals of seers obtainable for one rupee (or Is. 4d.), the returns of

Burma in 1906 show 20’07
;

Bengal, 12-51
;

Agra, 14’36
;
Oudh, 14’05

;

Rajputana, 14'53
;
Central India, 15-26

;
Panjab and North-West Frontier,

16-24
;
Sind and Baluchistan, 16-4

;
Bombay, 13-52

;
Central Provmce.s,

15-45
;

Berar, 18-3
;

Nizam’s Ten-itory, 13-8
;

Madras, 14-24
;

Mysore,
14-6.

It may thus be said that approximately in districts of chief production,
the number of seers obtained per rupee is higher than in localities where the
millet is not very largely grown. A similar series of quotations for a
number of years would show that railway extension has equalised the
price in relation to production. The most significant feature of the internal

trade returns is perhaps the circumstance that Bengal practically takes no
part in the traffic. Millets are, in fact, very little consumed in Bengal.
Another feature may be said to be that the great producing areas export
to tracts of country inhabited by simple agricultural communities or to
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regions where modern civilisation with its comomitant luxury has not

penetrated to any material extent.

SOYMIDA FEBRIFUGA, Atfr. Juks. ; FI. Br. Ind.. i., 567 ,

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 155-6 : Brandis, Ind. Tnefs, 16' )6, 144;

Mkliack.®:. Indian Red-wood, Bastard (Vdar, rohnn, rakal rohan. vidian,

shem, wond, sumi, etc. A large fleciduous uce of thi' dry I'oicsts '>1 < 'fiitial

and South India.
The deep rod bark rontains a <!um, said to il ord a ^oo I , it also

yields a strong rod Fibrk, which is made into rop s ’u Oln ISJ i;4inir I ’o liark

IS astringent and has been used as a Tam 1 or 'on, it I bocn on iIom iI \ikdi-

CINALI.Y ns a substitute for quiiiim' 'llic- most imp ut.iiit piuilii''! oi' <hc' irce s,

however, the Wood, which is utilised for .ibnost i .'ci puipoc,e Ir. is miich pii/cd

for houso-building, ornamental furnitnio inu (ar\un: d is ommonly fc loid

into pestles and pounders for oil ami 'i.im nulls (t-V .’hannncoij Iml . It'IO.

i , 330-8 ; Russell, Monog. Dyeing [ndi i
, C T’rnu li'.ilii, 17 ,

Kept. '.Jml Tndig
Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 12, 140- 7 ; Kgri i edg , l‘i02 No I, 19.1

SPIRITS, and Indian Distilling'. Manv of tlie intoxicating

liipior.s sold m India pcrhap.s nardly d(“-’ervp the name of Spirits. They
ernbraoc both fermented and distilled liquois. and can be conveniently

grouped as Foreign and (Jountry. To a small extent Wtne.s and Brandy
are produced m Kashmir, but the Inillc of the vintage beverages aie

imported. Bf.ers and Ales arc brewed m India under the most improved
European methods (see Malt Liquors, pp. 757-62), but they are also laigely

imported
;
Spirits are distilled both alter the most primitive Native and

the most advanced European methods, so that country spirits (arnl-), as

well as rum, brandy and whisky can be had all over India —both of foreign

and Indian brands.

Dutt (Mat. Med. Ihml., 272) observes that the fermented and distilled

liquors that cause intoxication are by Indian classic uiithors called madya
or madird (Sansk.). He then enumerates some 20 forms of spirits winch

appear to have been recognised as different, such as those distilled from

the grape, the date, sugar-cane, nee, barley, wheat and from the flowers o^

the mahua. Ray (Hindu Method of Manuf. Spirit, Journ. As. Sor. Beng.,

1906, ii.. No. 4, 129-42) gives a highly instructive and interesting sketch

of t]je Indian knowledge in spirits.

Arak is perhaps the most generally accepted vernacular name for

spirits. Moodeen Sheriff (Pharmacop. Ind., .suppl., 56, 275) gives, among
others, the following synonyms :

—

shardb. Hind.
;

mad, surap. Bong. ;

ddru, Guz., Duk.
;
shdrdyam, Tam.

;
sdrdyi, Tel. and Kan.

;
aye, Burm.

Regarding the name arak, or, as it is often rendered by Europeans, arrack

or rack, the observations in Hobson-Johson (ed. Crooke, 36) may be ex-

hibited briefly :

—
“ This word is the Arabic ’arak, properly “ perspiration,”

and then, first the exudation or sap drawn from the date-palm (’arak al-

tamar)
;

secondly, any strong drink, “ distilled spirit,” “ essence,” etc.

But it has spread to very remote corners of Asia.” Thus anki, arki,

Mongolia and Manchuria
;
rdki, Turkish, etc. The word pachwai (see p. 757)

denotes a beverage (beer) made from malted grain, but when distilled

this becomes phatika or madira. In Sanskrit, three kinds are distinguished

according to the grain used

—

surd (rice), kohala (barley), and nmdhuliku

(wheat). So also fermented sweet liquors, such as palm-juico (lari) or

honey and water or canc-juice, would correspond closely with ale, and when
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distilled become the spirit more especially designated arak. In Sanskrit

the spirits or grades of arak from sweet liquors would be sidhu (from sugar-

cane = rum), gaudi or gouri (from treacle), kharjura (from date-juice), and

maddhika (from grapes brandy). It would thus appear that the English

word alcohol came from the Sanskrit through the Arabic al-kohl, namely

from kohala, which is deiived from ku (the earth) and hala (poison).

History.—The knowledge possessed by the Natives of India m spirits of various

kinds IB very widespread, and dates back to the classic periods Rajendraldla

Mitra has shown {Journ. As. Soc. lieng., 1873, xhi., pt. i., 1, 58) that spirits and
other intoxicating drinks have been exten.sively used in India at all times and
by all classes. Rice spirit was both drunk and used in sacrifices during the
earliest Vedic times ; the loading characters of the Mahdbhdrata were addicted
to strong drinks ; in the Ramayana the use of spirits is mentioned with appro-

bation : m the time of Kalidasa, drinking was common not only among men
but even with women of high rank : the Puranaa abound m descriptions of

spirits and of dunking: and lastly the Tantras afford abundant proof of the

attachment on the part of a large section of the Hindus to ovor-indulgo m
spirituous drinks. Mann condemns the use of surd ,

kohala and jagala are

described in Susrula, a medical treatise of the 5th century. In Buddhist
works, on the other hanil, the use of spirits is stringently prohibited, and m
Muhammadan writings, more especially the Koran, it is similarly proscribed, so

that with the orthodox followers of the Prophet the use of strong drinks is dis-

countenanced. But during the time of the Mughals in India, intemperance was
the rule rather than the exception. Tho Emperor Baber (Memoirs, 258, 354)
takes pains to desenbo, with minute detail, his drinking parties, and his subse-
quent renouncement of tho use of wine. The Ain-i-Akhart gives full particulars

of an intoxicating liquor made from sugar-cane, and the still employed in its

production is that often soon in use to-day in the rural parts of India. The
author of the Am also records tho fact that excessive spirit-dnnkmg prevailed
among the grandees at tho Court of Akbar. [Cf D.E.P., vi

,
pt. in., 331 ,

also Sir Goorgo Birdwood’s account of the strong drinlcs of India (E.I.C, First

Letter Book, uitro and u , xxii.).]

Coming down to tho coniinoncoinont of European influence in India, Barbosa
speaks of the “ hurrasa” of Surat in 1510. Lmeohoten, in the 16th century,
deplored the fact that the Portuguese soldiers were learning from the Natives
of India the pernicious practice of drinkmg spirits m place of the wme imported
from their own country. So also Pyrard

( Voy. E. Ind. (ed Hakl. Soc.), i.,

358; n., 73, 383) and Tavernier (Travels (e<l Bull), 1676, i., 243) mention a spirit

distilled from palm wine which was largely drunk by the people of India at certam
feasts. The latter also gives details of the method of its preparation. Thevenot
(Travels in Levant, Indoslan, etc., 1687, pt. in., 16), spealung of Surat, says that
spirits were made of jogre and babul bark, also of tary. Thus the Natives of
India certainly did not learn from Europeans the art of distilling spirits nyr the
liabit of alcoholic indulgence. But there would seem little doubt that tho
special use of Punch originated with the Europeans reaident m India. That
word 18 accepted as derived from the Persian panj and tho Hindustani punch,
ajid means five. It thus denotes tho ingredients of a special concoction in favour
with the Europeans, viz. arak, sugar, limo-jmce, spice and water. It would thus
appear that tho Europeans were not prepared to consume the Native arak un-
diluted and invented the above concoction much os the Greeks prepared their
pentaploa (wine, honey, cheese, flour and oil). There is no evidence that the
Natives ever used the special beverage mdicatod nor employed tho word punch
in the sense implied. Thus Mandelslo (1638) calls tho Indian special mixture
palepunzen. Hedges (1658) speaks of having often remembered the Company
m a bowl of the clearest punch, while Fryer (1675) actually gives paunch the
etymology of denoting the live ingredients of the special beverage.

Restriction and Legislation .—So far os can be learned, the system of super-
vision over tho traffic in intoxicants, exorcised by the Muhammadein rulers of
India, was that of farmmg out the right of manufacture and sale to tho highest
bidder. The British Administration inherited that system, but soon began to
introduce wholesale reforms. For some years past the policy pursued has been
to tax the traffic to the utmost limit possible, short of originating illicit produc-
tion. The ami has been to secure the maxmium revenue from the minimum
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consumption. Thus out of the uncontrolled farming sprang the direct control of
the British ^system. The first step taken was the limitation of the number of
shops in the area farmed. Hence came the outstill system, under which the Outetiii

right to manufacture and sell at a specified shop was granted. But by neither of System,

these measures was any limitation fixed on the duty pec gallon—hence it became
the interest oPtho producer to extend his transactions by lowering the price and
thus to encourage consumption. This led to the Central Distillery system, in Ocntnl

which the manufacture and storage are both under Government supervision, and Diatiiiurj^

a still-head duty had to bo paid before issue from the collars. But unfortunately
it has not been found possible to enforce this system all over India.

Revenue. The revenue derived from intoxicating beverages appears Revenue,
under “ Customs ” for imported liquors and under “ Excise ” for locally urci'ie.

produced. The excise revenue on liquors would seem to have been steadily

increasing for some years past, due, it is presumed, to two chief causes :

—

(a) the increasing prosperity of the lower classes and (6) the more com-
plete supervision of the Excise Admini.stration. This result may be
exemplified thus—in 1860-1, the Excise revenue on liquors came to 91

lakhs of rupees (= £606,700) ;
in 1870-1, to 156 lakhs ; in 1880-1, to 212

lakhs
;

in 1890-1 to 349 lakhs ;
in 1900-1 to 427 lakhs

;
and in 1902-3

to 486 lakhs of rupees (= £3,240,000). Taking the last year, the following

analysis exemplifies the relative importance of the chief kinds Revenue
from country spirits, 325 lakhs of rupees ;

palm-juice. 111 lakhs
;

grain

beer, 17 lakhs; country rum, etc., 12 lakhs; malt beer, 4 lakhs
;
and

foreign liquors, 18 lakhs. Since then the revenue has continued to in- increase,

crease till in 1905-6 it reached over 625 lakhs or £4,166,767, made up as

follows :—foreign liquors, £378,724 ;
country spirits, £2,914,067 ;

toddy,

£873,976 {Moral and Mat. Prog. Ind., 1905-6, 81). It is believed the

total revenue for 1906-7 came to £6,510,000, but the increase shown by
no means necessarily manifests expansion in consumption ; to a much
larger extent it denotes more complete control.

Incidence of Taxation.—“ The average incidence of taxation per Taxation,

proof gallon of distillery spirit amounted in 1902-3 to Rs. 4-6-8, of which

Rs. 3--^6 was derived from still-head duty, and Rs. 1-2-2 from vend fees.

Among theTarger provinces, the average rate was highest in the Panjab
(Rs, 6-1-0) and in Burma (Rs. 6 plus vend fees), and lowest in the Central

Provinces (Rs. 3-8-4). The average consumption per thousand of the

population in distillery areas varied from 14 gallons in the Panjdb and
10 (roughly) in Burma, to 127 gallons in the Bombay Presidency proper ”

{Imp.Gaz. 1904, iv., 16). In the year 1900-1 the estimated consumption

in gallons, per thousand of population, in distillery tracts, was as

follows in Bengal, 18
;
in the United Provinces, 30 ; in thePanjdb, 11

;

in Madras, 22; in Bombay, 112; in Sind, 46; in Burma, 10; in Coorg,

162 ;
in Hyderabad Assigned Districts, 65 ;

and in Ajmir-Merwara, 59.

Materials Used.—Except in the Madras Presidency, country spirits Materials,

(including the Panjab country rum) is the main source of the revenue from
intoxicating liquors. “It is usually prepared by distillation from the

mahua flower, molasses and other forms of unrefined sugar, fermented
palm-juice and rice—the last mainly employed in Bengal, Assam and

^
Burma. Country spirit is prepared by Native methods in Bengal, Assam,

the United Provinces, the Central Provinces, Sind, the Frontier Province

and Baluchistan. The ingredients are generally fermented in pots and
then distilled in rudely constructed stills. The system is very crude and

the product apt to contain a considerable percentage of fusel oils. In

Madras, Bombay, the Panj^,b and Burma, manufacture of country spirit
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or of Indo-European spirit (local brands of rum, whisky,

rule, carried on in highly organised private distilleries with„iiiuropean

appliances ” {Imp. Gaz., l.c. 14).

The following may be given as a fairly complete enumeration of the materia s

used (or which may be used) m the distillation of venous alcoholo, c o y
Burned ns intoxicants. The pages (when cited) denote positions in us w
where details will be discovered :

—

Agave.—The Mexican mescal spirit (p. 35).
• . * v .i t n i

Anacardium occidentale.—The Cashew-nut. A spirit is said to bo is i ei

from this fruit in C,'oa (pp. 65-6).

Ananas sativa.—The Pino-apple (p. 69).

Anthocephalus Cadamba - -Spirit distilled from the flowers

Arenga saccharifera.—The Sago-palm, employed in preparation of lintavi.m

arak (p. 92).

Bassia latifolia—The Mahiia flowers, perhaps after gram aiiu sugar tiio

most important alcohol-yielding material in India. The spirit distilled from

those IB called inadhm {p 119). It is discussed by Baber (
Memoirs, 1519, 325).

Boraasus flabellifer.—The Palmyra or Toddy Palm (p. 170).

Caryota urens—The Indian Sngo-palm (pp 280-7).

Cocos nuclfera—The Cocoanut (p 361)
ColTea arabica.—Ripe pulp of coffee-berry (p. 366).

Coix—Rcor (p. 396).

Cymbopogon.

—

Rusa and other perfumes (pp. 450-63).

Eleusme coracana—The mama or ragi (pp. 619-21).

Eugenia Janibolana. —The ripe fruits are distilled in Ooa(p 526) , also largely

Used for vmegar (p. 1109).

Hordeum vulgare—Beer. Soo Malt Liquors (pp 643, 757). In Spiti a liquor

IS distilled from tho grain called chang (p. 758).

Malt Liquors (pp. 757-62).
Melia Azadirachta—The nim. A fermented hquor is obtamod from tlie

sap that is sometimes distilled (p. 780).

Morus alba.—The Mulberry frmt affords a beverage sometimes distilled in

Kashmir (p. 786'

Oryza sativa.- -Rico. This is tho chief grain used in tho production of
pachwat, and a spirit is often also distilled from spocially pioparod nco cakes (pp.
826, 840). Tho spirit from rice and barley cakes, J. C. Ray tolls us, is called
paislUi. Tho reader desirous of particulars regarding tho method of distillation
pursued in Bengal, should consult Ray’s instrucuve paper (t.r 130-42). The
revenue from rice and millet beer amounted, m 1902-3, to about 6 lakVis in Bengal
and 1 1 lakhs in Burma—elsewhere it is inconsiderable.

Phoenix—Tho sap of the Dato-palm is largely employed in Bengal in the
riianufacturo of crude sugar, and the fermented toddy is distilled or alcohol is

made from tho sugar (see p. 886). The sap of the dato, palmyra and cocoanut
lialrns (enllod tdri in tho north, and toddy, a corruption of tari, in the south) is

uBi’d u.s a drink fresh or after fermentation. Tho total excise revenue derived
from these sources m 1902-3 amounted to over ono croro of rupees, of which
about 72 per cent, was collected in Madras, 12 in Bombay, 10 in Bengal and 6
m Burma Thevonot {Travels tn Levant, Indostan, etc, 1687, pt. ui., 17, 97)
makes interesting mention of “ tary ” wme.

Saccharuni offleinarum.—Sugar-cane. Rum is obtained chiefly •by the dis-
tillation of tho iinorystallised portion of the expressed juice (p. 956). Country
brands of rum and the so-called brandies and whiskies are distilled from cane-
juicc, etc, and are coloured and flavoured as desired. Recently, however, some
of tho European breweries have started to distil whisky (proper) from barley, and
this promises to be a profitable new industry. The cane-sugar liquors are pro-
duced at private distilleries situated in different part of tho country. In tho
United Provinces and the PanjAb such liquors pay duty at the rate of Rs. 4
per proof gallon, m the Central Provinces at Rs. 5, and elsewhere at the Customs
tariff rate of Rs. 6. The most important factory is the Rosa Distillery at Shah-
jahAnpur, in tho United Provinces, which, in addition to supplymg these provinces,
exports considerable quantities to tho PanjAb, the Central Provmces, Bengal and
other parte of India (see p. 956).

Sorghum.—A spirit is distilled from the grain (p. 1041).

Vltls vinifera,—The Grape. Brandy is distilled in Kashmir (p. 1114),

104(1
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IMPORTED WINES AND SPIRITS
SPIRITS

Trade

Materials Used to Aid the Formation of Alcohol or to Flavour or
Strengthen the Beverages,

Acacia leucophloea.—Distillera’ Bark (p. 15).

Cannabis sativa.—Indian Hemp (pp. 268-63).
" CerevlBite Fermentum.”—Yeast. D.E.P., n . 26VCO , see Malt Liquors

(p. 758). Tho^pecial preparation used in Bengal known by the name of bakhar
(Ray, Lc. 130, 133) contains a diastase enzyme that possesses the power of
converting starch into dextrine and maltose, but Ray aflds the caking of the nco
IS as essential as the addition of bakhar hut no cal mg takes phue without
bdkhar.

Datura,—(p. 488).

Humulus Lupulus.—See Malt Liquors Hops (p 7 j.)).

Ligpistrum Roxburghll.—The hark put into the t' ddv of fvm/otn i i \1.idr,is.

Phyllantlius Embllca.—The fruit put mto jvlat'vi -(i.iits (u S'7)

Sorghum vulgare. —Root added to m<Ti aso the por ono is
|
loporty of the

liquor (see p. 1040).
Strychnos Nux-vomlca. —The seeds uldi'l o bcviTuge". m make them into vi-

cating (p. 1062)
Termlnalla belerica and Chebula.—The irv.ls ui.e<l to miroase the potency of

spirits (p. 1073).

Vaterla Indlca, Linn, (see fjp. 1105-h).

TftADE.—Pioductlon.—No .'•'Tt oi talmlar atatemeiit can be furntshed

that could make any pretensions to coTnplctene.ss in the exemplification

of the production anil coi sumptiou ot intoxicating liquors m India.

Wc know that theie weie 14 registered dustilleries in all India during

1901 and that these employed 520 persons, each having at least 25

employees. But there were many smaller distilleries, each employing

on an average fewer than the number of persons that justify registration.

In 1902 and 1903 the registered distilleries were only 9, and m 1904

only 8, so that there would appear to have been some curtailment.

The ciuantities of spirits issued from the regularly constituted and
registered distilleries is of course ascertainable, but not the amount of other

intoxicating liquors issued by the smaller concerns, nor the production

that is cither authorised or not but which, nevertheless, takes place domesti-

cally. In 1903-4 the spirits issued from the distilleries came to 8,439,167

gallons; in* 1904-5 to 8,744,302 gallons; and in 1905-6 to 9,288,013

gallons (Rev. Trade Ind., 1905 6, 8).

Foreign Imports.—To contrast with these figures of regular production

of spirits, the following particulars regarding the imports from foreign

countiries of supply may be given . —The returns of foreign trade show that

the imports of spirits into India have been steadily increasing. The
following are the quantities of imported Spirits of all sorts during the six

years 1901 to 1907 :—1901-2, 1,275,525 gallons, valued at Rs. 88,69,374 ;

1902-3, 1,380,953 gallons, valued at Rs. 95,18,881 ; 1903-4, 1,409,831

gallons, valued at Rs. 99,15,068 ;
1904-5, 1,444,207 gallons, valued at

Rs. 1,00,59,285 ;
1905-6, 1,620,492 gallons, valued at Rs. 1,08,78,491

;

and in 1906-7, 1,489,361 gallons, valued at Rs. 98,69,497. Taking the figure

for 1906-7, wo find the total was made up thus :

—

Brandy, 333,957 gallons,

valued at Rs. 27,49,931; Gin, 68,575 gallons, valued at Rs. 2,63,877; Liqueur,

12,262 gallons, valued at Rs. 1,53,953 ; Rum, 66,679 gallons, valued at

Rs. 1,09,245 ; Whisky, 592,514 gallons, valued at Rs. 37,78,813
;
Spirit used

in Drugs, etc., 86,891 gallons, valued at R3.15,73,906 ; Spirit Perfumed,

16,351 gallons, valued at Rs. 6,23,266 ;
Methylated Spirit, 181,369 gallons,

valued atRs. 2,72,998; Other Sorts, 130,863gallons, valued atRs. 3,43,508.

The shares of the chief countries in the total for 1906-7 were :—United

Kingdom, 766,686 gallons
;

France, 266,472 gallons
; Germany, 193,576
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gallons
;

Straits Settlements, 56,218 gallons ;
Ceylon, 56,^5 gallons, etc.

The quantities received by the different provinces were . enga , ,

gallons
;
Bombay, 426,343 gallons ;

Burma, 250,879 gallons
;

Madras,

199,815 gallons
;

Sind, 1.33,832 gallons. A feature of the imports of some

interest may be here mentioneri, namely arak from Ceylon aiM t ® ^

in direct competition with Indian production. It may also be added that

the Indian Amendment Act of 1906, which came into operation on the

26th February, 1906, raised the rates of import duty on ordinary spirits

from Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 per imperial gallon, and on liqueurs and perfumed spirits

to a rate corresponding with that on ordinary spirits. Ihe Amendment

Act was thus intended to place imported spirits on a par with Native

spirits in the matter of taxation.

Exports.—The exports of spirits are small and unimportant, and

during the five years under icview have dwindled almost to nothing. The

total exported in 1901-2 was 78,084 gallons, v.alncd at Rs. 1,20,547 ;
in

1902-.3, 11,986 gallons, valued at Rs. 12,146; and in 1906-7 only 1.34

gallons, valued at R.s. 939. In addition, small quantities arc also re-

exported, amounting to 3,768 gallons, valued at Rs. 32,573 m 1906-7.

Internal Trade.—Unfortunately no comparison can be made with the

returns cither of production or of impoits, since the returns by rad and river

are made m cwt. (not gallons), and moreover the spirits arc classed along

with wines (see p. 1119). But the total transactions in 1906-7 amounted

to 189,046 cwt., and the distribution of that quantity can be exemplified.

Calcutta exported 36,302 cwt. (Eastern Bengal and Assam 10,669 cwt.,

and Bengal 10,252 cwt, ; to United Provinces, 9,636 cwt.). Bombay Port
exportecl 41,528 cwt. (to Bombay Province 18,299 cwt and to Central

Provinces 5.611 ewt.). Madras Ports e.xported .32,701 cwt. (to Madras
Province 23,464 cwt. and to Mysore 7,584 cwt.). Madras Presidency
exported 34,617 cwt. (to Madras Poits 16,323 cwt. and to Central

Provinces 12,207 cwt.). Karachi exported 20,467 cwt. (to the PanjAb,

12,582 cwt.). United Provinces, 10,567 cwt. (to the PanjAb, 4,740 cwt.).

A further conception of the internal traffic may be learlied from a

study of the transactions along the coast of India. The total exports

of spirits coastwise in 1905-6 amounted to 1,876,882 gallons, valued at

Rs. 68,57,808. Almost the whole of this quantity came from Bombay,
viz. 1,744,683 gallons in 1905-6, and was consigned chiefly to Bidtish

ports within the province.

I).E.P.,
VI., pt. ii.,

489.

Jiombay Squills.

SQUILLS .—Two bulbs are sold as Squills in Indian drug-shops,
and more or less used indiscriminately, viz. Sctlla and Urginea. Jhe
former is frequently regarded as the picferable quality, and is ‘accordingly
the one most largely traded in. The bulbs of Scilln are imbricated,
those of Urpmen are tunicated like the onion.

Scilla Indlca, Baker
, FI. Br. Ind., vi , 348 ; Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 1074;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1907, ii., 767-8; Liliace.s. '£h& suphadie-khus, bhul-
kdndd, ehiru-nari-vengayam, etc. A small bulbous herb, frequent in sandy
places near the sea, jn the Deccan peninsula from the Konkan and Nagpur south-
wards. This fact 18 mentioned by Fryer (New Ace. E.Ind. and Pers., 1675, 178),
who speaks of the squills or sea onions that grow near the sea on the Kam4tak
coast. The bulbs are used in India as a substitute for the true Squill, i.e.
t'rginfti Sr II la, which IS imported into India from the Mediterranean, and
i i-ffi lira tiifiira. Kuiith—the Indian Squill. It grows wild on the sandy shores near
Bombay, but can also be cultivated on light sandy soil. Parker (Kept. Proc. Cent.
Jndig. Drugs Comm., 1901, i., 39, 162-3) says, The young small bulbs should
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MEDICINAL BULBS
steatitIe

OR TALC
•

be planted in ridges about 1 or IJ inches below the surface just before the mon-
soon, much in the same way as onions are cultivated. The bulbs selected for
medical ue8 should be of medium size, neither too young nor too old. In the Mciiicn '

wild state, other bulbs are found growing with the Hriifa imiifti, and have to bo
differentiated. Also bulbs collected on the hills are apt to be offered for side as SubstiiuUa.

urtiia tniiirat The bulbs growing with the ftctiUi ttuHra are oblong, not so
spherical as the latter, and are yellowish in section. The hill bulbs are generally
of larger size. The process of preparing the bulb, eallr j kiJI'Hgu, consists in

cutting it up into fragments and drying , this Hhoiild bo [•111^ I out. mile cold
season. The cuttmg should bo done in the early uioiuin, ho fhat the scgnients
may be at once exposed to the sun for eoiue hours, otln'rwise they ola-hcn.”
[Of. Rept. Proc. Cent. Indig. Drugs Comm , l.c 1.52-*’, '’2.! 12, 28‘) hi ote ]

Urginea indica, Xunth, (SaUa md-ea. Roxh), FI. Hr. fn<i, vi., .347, D B.P., ®
Train, Beng. Plants, 190.3, li

,
lO?.*! , CooKe, ! r 7fi8; Lii 1 vck.t-. Indian Sipiill, vi

,
pt. iv.,

kaudd, jangli-piyaz, ishil, phuphor, kurhind ' uari-rengd/,"

>

11 , nakka culli-gadda 213-5.
adavi-irulli, kdttulh, to-kesun, etc. A bulboi - herb found m tlie drier hills of the
Lower Himalaya and on the Salt Range, ascending 'o about (i.OOO .cot in altitude
It IS a larger plant than the preceding. .h c^nsiilor d an olfieient substitute fc

the genuine squill (f'riiiiieti But tliere are eevoial other species A
t ruiuet! met wity. in India, ami those aro doubBess n^od m some cases as inferior

grades. The moi.t general substitu or ndiiltorants fo the above are Criutnn Adulterants.

nslatlvtiut and tiifl/oltUHi ; ; Paurt'afiuw friflorunt. [Cf.

Pharmacog. Ind , iii
, 1893, 47(5 9, Rept. Proc Cent. I/uHg. Drugs Comm., i., 1901,

125, 233, etc.]

STEATITE OP TALC. -Ball, Man. Econ. Geol. Ind., iii., 439-45 ;
D.E.P.,

Mallet, Note on Ind Steatite, m Ree. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1889, xxii., pt. 2, 59-

67 ;
Royle, Further Note on Tndmn Steatite, 1890, xxiii., pt. 3, 124-30

; g^g^tite
Hayden, Steatite Mines, Minhu Dist., Burma, 1896, xxix., pt. 4, 71-6

;

Holland, 1905, xxxii., 115-6. A soft magnesian or talcose mineral com-
monly called Soapstone from its smooth, soapy feeling. A coarse variety Soapstone

is known as Potstono, on account of its being generally used in making Poutone.

pots, dishes, etc. In the Indian vernaculars it has the following names :

—

abrak, silkkan, appractum, sang-i-palaun, bulpum, etc.

According to Holland, “ there is a trade ” in this substance “ of un-

detorminec^ value in nearly every province, but it is impossible to form
even a rough estimate of its value.” Again, he states that “ the returns,

which arc confessedly incomplete, gi\e an average annual production in

India of about 35,000 tons, valued at £1,900.”

OCCURRENCE-—Steatite is said to be one of the most widely distributed Occur-
minerals in India, occurring very commonly m motamorphio rocks. The pro- rence.
Vinces in which good qualities cliiefly occur are Madras, the Central Provmces,
Bajputana and Burma. The following gives a brief summary of the supplies :

—

Madras.—The best forms are met with m Betumcherla and near Madda- Miulraa.

waram village in the Karnul district. After that, the soapstones of Anantapur,
North Arcot, Bellary, Cuddapah, Salem, Malabar, Vellore, South Kanara districts

an?l Puddidcotai State may bo mentioned. In 1890 a request was made that

a consignment of some 20 tons from Mnddawarain village should be furnished

for trial as tops for gas-burners. The mineral woe collected by local officers, Gas-burncra.

under the superintendence of the Geological Department, and shipped to England.
It was found, liowover, that nearly the whole of the consignment was useless for

the purpose contemplated. In 1899 the quantity produced m Madras is stated to

have amounted to 103 tons, valued at Bs 4,900. [Cf. Foote, Rec. Geol. Surv ,

1896, XXV., pt. 1., 33-6 ; Mem. Geol. Surv., 1896, xxv., pt. 3, 203 ;
Francis, Dist.

Oaz. Mad., Bellary, 1904, 20, 266, 294; Anantapur, 1006, 11, 196.]

Central Provinces.—The marble rocks in the Jabbalpur district and Kanheri 0 Prov.

in the Bhandara district are said to yield excellent stone. Accordmg to a report

by the Deputy Commissioner of Bhandara, the quarry at Kanheri was leased in

1898 by Government for Ks. 118, the output being approximately 2,000 maunds *

of stone. “ This stone is used for making cups and other vessels, and there are Cups,

about 10 factories called * jantar ’ all in the above village at work for making
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STEATITE OR TALC

thorn.” “ The business is carried on for eight months of tho year, of which half

the period is given to extractmg and dressing the stone for work and the other half

18 spent m inakmg cups m the ' janUtr.’ ” The outturn in 1900 was 32 tons.

Ra^putana and Central India*—The stone occurs in the Jaipur fetato of Raj-
putana, at the villages of Mora, Raiwala and Oisgarh. Tho mmeral at Mora is

pale green and finely crystalline, and is largely used at Agra for manufacturing
elaborately carved ornamental articles. Tho mineral also occurs m the Bandel-
khand States of the Central India Agency, as, for example, at Orcha and Bijawar.

The outturn in Central India in 1900 is said to have been 68 tons.

Burma.—There are mines in tho Prome, Pakdkku, Kntha, Bhamo, Kyaukpyu
and Minbii districts. Tho Minbu quarries and those m Kyaukpyu district are all

in a group on tho borders of Arakan and Upper Burma. In 1896 those of Minbu
were reported on by Hayden, according to whom there are two chief localities

where steatite is worked—(1) some 30 miles west of tho village of Hpaamg, and

(2) near the village of Senlan in Ngap6 township. The total number of mines in

the first locality amounts to about 26, but only 4 were being worked at the time
of Hayden’s visit in 1896. In tho second locality, according to tho same writer,

there are 9 pits in all, but only a few yielded sufficient steatite to be worth working.
In 1900 the outturn of steatite in Burma is reported to have been 51 tons, valued
at Rs. 10,131. [Cy. ItepL Dial. Prod, in Burma, Rev. Dept., Sept. 1888, No.
154-27 M

,
Rec. Geol. Snrv. Ind., 1897, xxx., pt. h, 6 ; Scott, Gaz. Upper Burma

and Shan States, 1901, ii., pt. 1, 305.]

Uses.—There is a large demand for steatite in India, chiefly for tho

manufacture of bowls, plates, cups, fancy boxes, etc. Many ornamental

artieles, such as paper-weights, pen-holders, etc., are also made of it. It

la largely iwed m the manufacture of idols, and a special form found at

Mysore has, owing to its suitability for this purpose, received the name of

prahma Waller, or image stone. Many temples and palace.s also contain

ornamentations of sculptured steatite. Ground to powder it is commonly
employed as a white ink, or is added to plaster {e.g. the chunam or lime-

plaster of Hyderabad) to make it shine (see p. 714). In Burma, penoils

are made of it and used for writing on black-paper slates. In Madras Pre-

sidency, Cuddapah soapstone is largely used for polishing chunam walls.

Out of India it has come into prominence through the property it possesses

as a pigment of protecting steel against corrosion. Mixed with a quick-

drying varnish, it produced a paint of great covering capacity and firm-

ness. Owing to its refractory nature, it is largely employed in tho manu-
fac tiire of gas-burners and crucibles. It is reputed to be almost unaffected

by atmo.sphcric agencie.s, and in China is commonly used to preserve
.structures built of sandstone or other substance liable to disintegrate.

fry Milburn, Or Comm , 183.3, ii., 276, Keeno, Stone Indual, of Agra, ii87,3,

17 , Miikhnr)!, Art Manuf. of Ind., 1888, .W, 262-3 ; Watt, Rev. Min. Prod. Ind.,
1893, 97 ; Lawienco, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 65 ; Rept. Dept Land Rec. and
Agri. Mad , 1897-8, 3-4; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem , 1900, in., 600-1 , Journ.
Soc. Chem. Indust

, 1898, xvii., 64 ; 1900, xix , 1026; 1001, xx., 133 ; Imp. Inst.
Tech. Repte , 1903, 46-7 ; Watt, Ind Art at Delhi, 1903, 70-2, etc.] „

STERCULIA, Idini. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 354-62
; Gamble, Man. Ind.

Timhs., 93-7
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 79-d5
; Stbrcultace.®;. A

genus containing about 21 species, extensively met with m Eastern Bengal
and Assam.

S, fostlda, Luin, A largo tree known as tlie jangli-hadam, pun, pindri, gurapu~
badam, letlcop, etc. It occurs on tho west coast of India, in Martaban and Upper
Tenassemn in Burma ; often cultivated. Is remarkable for the disagreeable odour
of its flowers, winch appear in March. It exudes a gum resembling tragacanth,
and an Oil is extracted from the seeds by boiling m water. Flowers and leaves
ore used medicinally, and in times of scarcity the seeds are roasted and eaten.
[C/. And66, Veg, Fats and Oils, 1897, 169, 218; Woodrow, Qard. in Ind,, 1903,
188 ; Cunningham, Plagues and Pleasures of Life in Beng., 1907, 336.]
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Strychnine Tree
S. urens, ffor6 'T\\&gulu, hanrm,odhi,tab8u,velkiyputaUhavalce, pandruh, oto.

A iMge deciduous tree of the dry forests of Northern India ; throughout Central
India and the Deccan

; common on the west coast in the Konkan and Kanara ;

as also the dry forests in Burma.
It yelds a Gum, called katila or katira (see p. 05), winch is of the tragacanth iimn.

or bassora or insoluble ” senes, and has been used in the Bombay hospitals
as a substitute for tragacanth. Guibourt (Pharm. Journ., 1855, 16, 57) has ob-
served that the gum gives off acetic acid when exposed to moist air, and that
consequently it develops an odour of vinegar when kept in closed bottles. The
origin of this acetic acid in a similar gum from Australia has been investigated
by Robinson (Journ. Chem Soc., 1000, Ixxxix , 1490). From the bast a good
Fibre is procured and made by the Natives into ropes and coarse cloth. “ The i-'ihrc.

bark is obtamed when the trees are over ton years old The trees are cut down,
and after lopping off the branches, the trunk is cut into pieces, mx feet long,

from which the bark is separated by making a perpendicular mtision ”
( Ird Text.

Journ., Aug. 22, 1894, 205) Gum, leaves and branches aio all ernpl .ved in Native
Medicine, and the seeds are roasted and eaten by the poorer Classen Gamrnio .iledn-ino.

(/fee. Bot. Surv. Ind , ii., 177) states that the roots aro a’so edible. “They are

first cut into small pieces, then boilod ami mixed with oil her spicos or sugar ”

The twigs and smaller branches are used a-i cattle Foouer, especially m times of

scarcity (Indraji, in Ind. For., 1900, xxvi., 167). The Wood is made into guitars 'iirnbcr

and toys. [Gf. Pharmacog. Ind , 1893, in., app . 129-30, Cameron, For. TrtvS of

Mysore, 1894, 32 , Agn. Ledg., 1901, No. 9, 340 ]

S. vUlosa, /fojri The udal, gul-hodla, poshwa, kanldgem, bartnya, butt, omak,
yoke nar, stai, aavaya, shawni, etc. A moderate-sized tree of the Siib-Hirnalayan
tract from the Indus eastwards : common in forests tliroughout India and
Burma. It is valuable on account of its Fibre, which is coarse and strong but Pitro

made into ropes and bags. In Southern India and Burma it is said to be much
esteemed for making elephant-ropes, and in Northern India for cattlo-haltors.

[Cf. Agri. Ledg., 1894, No. 12, 202; Cameron, I c. 32-3; Dodge, Useful Fibre
Plants of the World, 1897, 305 ; Kew Bull., 1897, 8 ; Nisbet, Burma urvier Brit.

Rule and Before, 1901, i., 371, 384; Hooper./fepf Labor. Ind. Mus , 1905-6, 35-0.]

STROBILANTHES FLACCIDIFOLIUS, Sees ; FI. Br. Ind., D.E.P.,

iv., 468 ;
Bot. Mag., 1887, 6947

;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Ttmbs., 519

;
Acan-

THACB7E. The Klim or Assam Indigo Plant, rdmpdt, bar-rum, fthuma,

sapro, ckimohu, tonham, mai-gyee, etc. A shrub of North and East

Bengal, Assam, Manipur, and distributed to North Burma and Southern

China.

This plant yields the rum Dye of Assam and is probably the source of miicli huliyo.

of the so-called mdigo of Burma (see Indigofera, p. 663). It is fairly generally

cultivated, for the purpose of obtaining the dyo, by the hill tribes throughout the
regioil of its distribution. The plant is propagated froely by root cuttings made J’miiugatiui).

in May or Juno or earlier if the rams set in. It yields primings twice or throo

times a year, and is poreiuuul. The two chief crops are in April or May and again So.isons.

in September or October. Mr. Srijut Lakhi Nath Kakoti, a sub-Deputy Collector

in Assam, has recently contributed an interesting paper on the cultivation of

barium. He speaks of one cottah of land yielding 8 to 10 eoors of the dye. Tlie

Native metlTode of utilising the dye are fully described in tlie Dictionary. [Cf.

Duncan, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing in Assam, 1896, 48-50 ; Rec. Bot. Surv. Ind.,

i., 221, 257 ; Hosie, Rept. on Prov. Ssu’ch’uan, China, 1904, No. 5, 43-4.]

STRYCHNOS NUX-VOMICA, TJnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 90; D E.P.,

Kirtikar, in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1893, viii., 331-4 and t. ; Gamble,
Man. Ind. Timbs., 497-8

;
Talbot, List Trees, He., 1902, 241-2

;
Prain, strvchriina

Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 704 ;
Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1904, ii., 185; Logania- Tr^,

CEi®. The Snake-wood, Nux-vomica or Strychnine Tree, Tcuchld, ka'jra, •

nirmal, kerra, mushti, yetti, kanchwrai, kasaraka, kanjiram, kabaung, etc.

A moderate-sized deciduous tree of the “ Gorakhpur forests in Northern

India ;
Bengal, Orissa, the Circars

;
the Deccan and Karnatak

; moist
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THE BENZOIN TREE

forests in the Bombay Presidency ;
deciduous forests all over Burma ,

dry regions of Ceylon ” (Gamble).
The tree is important as being the source of the alkaloids,

Brucine, which are obtained from the Seeds. The fruits are oolleotM and the

seeds washed out and dried in the sun, or the seeds are simply gathered from the

ground, but in the latter cose have little market value. They are roundish, flat

or concavo-convex and silvery in colour. “Cochin nux-vomica is cmlected m
tlie dry deciduous forests at the foot of the Travancore hills and is sold to small

Natuo dealers at a low rate, who send it to the merchants. Cooonada nu*'

vomica is obtained from the Oanjam district and the Godaveri. Madras

seeds come from Nellore and several other parts of the Presidency’ (Phar-

macoff. Jncl
,

ii., COO) “ The London market quotation is usually about 7 to 10

shillings per cwt. The exports are chiefly from Madras, Bombay and Cochin,

and are of considerable amount ” (Gamble). In addition to the alkaloids just

mentioned, they yield a Dye, which produces light hroum shades on cotton

cloth, and an Oir. employed medicinally by Native practitioners. By tho hill

tribes of tho Nilgiris tliev are iisod os a fish poison and are employed by Nativ'e

distillers, who add small quantities to arak to render it more potent (p. 1047) The
bark and wood also contain brueme and are employed medicinally m India. Tho
Wood is said to be used in Burma for making carts, agricultural implements and
for fancy cabinet work. [Cf. Pattlus jiHgineta (Adams, transl. and Comment.),
Ik4/, III

,
.I.'iS- 60, 461-2; Fryer, New Acc. E Ind. and Pets , 1675, 178 ;

Faber,

St, ychnomama, 1677 , Milburn, Or. Vomrn , 1813, i., 284 ,
Taleef Shereef (Playfair,

transl.), 1833, 29-31 ; Mason, Burma and its People (od. Theobald), 1883, u.,

342 . Phartnacoq Ind., li., 458-.500; ni., 178, app. ; PcpI. Ind. Mus Calc, and
Imp. Inst., 1897-8, 28 ; 1898-9. 32; 1901, 42; 1904, 20; Brtt. Pharmacop ,

1898, 1 17-9, 222, 314, Dhargalker, Notes on 'Pher. of Indig. Veg. Drugs, 1899,

13, 119- Dutt, Mat. Med. Iltnd , 1900, 198-9, Nisbot, Burma under Bnt. Rule
and Before, 1901, li , 283; Barry, Legal Med, 1904, i., 447-50, m, 494-8 ;

Ghosh, Treat. Mat Med., 1904, 405-.501 ; Achart, Quime Cents Plantes dares

L inde, 1905, 407-8; Yearbook of Pharmacy (many jiasenges) : Journ. Soc.
Chem. Indust

;
Pharinaceut. .Journ , etc.]

STYRAX BENZOIN, Ifrtnintl ; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 589 ;
Gamble,

Man. Man. Ind. Timbs., 1902, 466 ;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 442

;

Styracea;. The Benzoin Tree. The Ream — lubdn (Ind. bazars), hussi,

shambirdm, kaminian, etc. A small tree of the Malay Archipelago,

important as yielding the true Benzoin or Gum Benjamin of commerce.
This substance appears tt> have been first mentioned by Ibn Batuta (Voy.,

etc., Ft. ed. 1858, iv., 228, 240), who visited Sumatra (a.d. 1325-49). j&e
calls it Lubdn-Jam ineonso of .lava), tho name Java being used among the
Arabs and Persinne of that time for tho Eastern Archipelago. According ih the
Pharmacographia indtea (in., app., 169) there are four kinds of the resin met with
in tho London market, viz :— Siam, Sumatra, Penang and Palembang. It is well
known that the present species is the source of tho Sumatra resin, but there is

considerable doubt regardmg tho plants which yield tho other throe sorts. The
Sfcim resin is the costliest and most esteemed, and is imported by India^ in
cubic blocks which take their shape from the coses in which pbeked while
still soft. The resin is largely used both in India and Europe in Medicine,
as on Incense and as a source of bemoic acjd. The import trade is consider-
able, amounting in 1906-6 to 16,090 cwt., valued at Bs. 4,14,649. Almost the
whole comos from the Straits Settlements, viz., in 1905-6, 16,074 cwt., end
goes eliielly to Bombay, 9,717 cwt in the year named. Exports of the
resin in 1905-6 amounted to 52 cwt., and re-exports to 1,394 cwt. [Cf.
Varthema, Travels, 1510 (ed. Haiti. Soo.), 1863, 234; Garcia de Orta, 1563,
GolL. IX.; also in Ball, Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad., 1889-91, i.,ser. 3, 394; Ain-i-Akbari
(Blochmann, transl. ), 82 ; FoBter, E.I.C. Letters, 1602-17 (numerous passages);
Milburn, Or. Comm , 1813, li., 305-6 ; Pharmacog. Ind., li., 369-73 ; iii., 169-73,
app.; Kew Bull., 189.5, 164-6; 1896, 195-8; Greshoff, Nutt. Ind Plant., in
Extra Bull; Kolon. Mus. Amsterdam, 1894, 116-9; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem.,
1898, i., 278-9 ; Hobson-Jobson {od. Crooke), 1903, 86-7; Tschiroh, Die Harze
und die Hanbchdlter, 1906, i., 196-212.]
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TAnH AnrkT4t
CHIRETTA AND LODH lacca

Lao
SWERTIA CHIRATA, Ham.; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 124; Grn- ixe.P.,

TIANACE^.„ The Chiretta, charayalah, chiretd, nila-veppa, shirat-kush chi, vi.,pt. Ill,,

nlla vem, nelabevu, sekhdgi, etc. A small erect herb of the tempi^rate

Himalaya from Kashmir to Bhotan at 4,000 to. 10,000 feet
;
also the

Khasia mountains between 4,000 and 5,000 feet.
The dried plant (stems, leaves, flowers, roots, etc.) has long been bold in Mcduirje

esteem by the Natives of India. It is possessed of tonic, febrifuge and l.i value
properties and is officinal in the British Pharmaco'pcBia. It is collected when the
capsules are fully formed. The plants, pulled up bv the root, :iro tied into
flat bundles with a slip of bamboo. Most of the cooiiTiorcinl article is said to
be collected in the Morimg district of Nepal, and sec ns ’,o th I its way ’ xrgcly to
Dacca. The bundles are packed in bales, o,i< n < jiit .rung ah iit 1 iwt., end
exported to Calcutta, thence disti-ihutod all o\or Tiidi.i and to th. rear ol tin
world. In India the true drug is said to bo soniet.i,.*s .•onfo.'Oii wi.h th© Crest ubstitutrs,

(4 nUrogfaphiM p€i flfulata , Nees), and in i ,iuc hx alllic i an it he, species, V ««-
guHttfoUn, very mferior to the gemimc uiinlo in its oittcr tons properties, is

used as a substitute. [Cf. Fharmc.t o<^ -''I, n.. '>11 >. Waring. Baz. Mai.
Ind., 1897, 46—C ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind , ItiOO, 20P-1 , White ai,d Ifumphroy,
Bharmacop., 1904, 127 ; Kurkill, in Jn.n i. ..D .S'oc 1906, ii.. No 8,

363-81.]

SYMPLOCOS RACEMOSA, liojrh. : FI. Br., Ind., in., 576; D.E.P.,

Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs
,
465-6

; Prain, Bcn
f.

PlaMs, 1903, i., 655
; 097

^
400

^ ’

SrYRACEjE. The Lode or Lodh Tree, lodh, khoidai, singen, kaviang, bhom
reti, lapdngdong, chamlani, palyok, hum, ludduga, mdrtjjana, etc. A small
tree of the “ Sub-Himalaya 11 tract from Kumaon to Assam, up to 2,500
feet or even higher ; open and dry forests of Burma up to 3,000 feet,

including the Shan hills
;
Andaman Islands ; Chota Nagpur, common ”

(Gamble).
The bark and leaves are used in Dyeino. By itself the hark yields a yellow

Dye obtained by simple steeping in hot water. It is, however, rarely employed in Dye.

that way, but more generally as a mordant with other dyes, such as dl
{
Tioci«rt«

tlnrtorla
, p. 783), hao Or bakam (4'tvHnlpintH Snppan, p. 195), and paras {unten

/‘i-niirlHMK
,
p. 189). The bark is also largely utilised m Hindu MbDiciNB The Medicine.

Wood is durable if properly seasoned, though apt to warp and split. [C/. The Wood.

Bower Manuscript (Hoemlo, tninsl.), 1893' 7. 23, 117 : Monographs, Dyes and
D.yeiiiy Duncan, Assam, 1896, 50; Iladi, U. Vrov., 1896, 82, Russell, C. Prov ,

1890, 18 , Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind , 1900, 189 ; Walton, Tanning and Working
in Leather, U. Prov., 1903, 2.6.]

T
TACHARDIA (CERTERIA) LACCA, A>/-p.—an insect be- D.E.P.,

longing to the Coccid^. Green, Coccidce of Ceylon, 3 ;
also Ind. Must.

Notts, 1903^ V., 99 ;
O’Conor, Lac Prod., Manuf. and Trade, 1876 ;

Watt,

Agri. Ledg,, 1901, No. 9, 181-347; Pharm. Journ., Nov. 1905; Tschirch,

Die Harze und die HarsiiehdUer, 1906, ii., 812-30. Lac (Dye and Resin),

Idkh, Idk, gdld, arakku, ambalu, khejijk, etc. Ldkshd or rdkshd and alakta

(— washed lac), the Sanskrit names, are apparently the source of most of

the vernacular names for both the insect and its products. Thus stick-

lac is kham-ldkh
; seed-lac, ddnd-lakh

;
shell-lac (or shellac), chapra-ldkh,

and lac-dye, kirmai.
History.—There can be no doubt as to the lac insect and its name being endemic History,

in India. The insect is even to-day practically confined to India. But the word
ldkshd in the Atharvaveda eeeme to denote nvtra ffontiosa (p. 189), a tree upon
which it IS not uncommon to find the lac insect, and which by the more recent

Sanskrit writers has come to bo described as the Idkshd-taru or lac-tree. The
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Close Oonnectioa Vedic dosorjption-—the golden, the odorous, the hairy one, sistof of the waters,
with India. —might easily bo viewed as appellations of Idkshd {Knten /roHtlumt) and

indicative of its appearance, structure and habitat—frequenting as* it does the

inargiDB of water-channels and creeks. But a vast antiquity being thus estab-

lished for tlie Indian knowledge of lakh, it is surprising that it finds no definite

place in the ancient classic literature of Greece, Rome, Kgypt, Persia and Africa.

iVll the passages which, according to some dictionaries, ore taken to denote a
knowledge in lac, refer to a red-dye-yioklmg wood, or to kermes or to a resin at

present unknown, hut do not denote Indian hie. That substance was made
i^nown to Europe through tlio Arab traders, hence its being often called
“ Arabian ” or “ Etliiopian Hosm.” If it was known to the ancient Greeks,
their knowledge of it could not have much preceded the date of their discovery
of India itself.

Dye and Lac yields two distinct prodiicls

—

a Dyjc and a Resin. At first these wore
Resin. confused, but iiltiinately clearly and separately recognised. In the Pertplus

(written somewhere about 80 a.d.) “ lakkos chrotnatinos ” or lac-dye is mentioned
as conveyed from India to Aduh on the African coast of the Red Sen. .lElian

{Nat. Hist. Anini., 250 a.o., iv., 4(>) desenhos lac as nuule m India from insects

and employed as a red dye. Pogolotti {Della Dccima, 1348, in., 305) speaks of
“ lacca ” as Indian, produced on branches of trees. Nicolo Conti and also Niki-

Europpan lin (in tlio 15th contury) nicnlion, as if an important commoroial product, the
Tnivdlprs “ luca ” of Cambay Viir(h6ma (Trat’e/A, 1510 (ed. Hafel Soc.), 222, 238) discusses

the “ laet'u ” of Pegu, also the “ lacca ” wood of the Malay. The former is the
true lac, the latter a rod-coloured wootl exported from Sumatra (Crawford, Diet.

Ind l-ilands, 1850, 204). Garcia do Orta was perhaps the first European, however,
V ho critically examined and dosenhod lac in India, and he gives the properties and
uses of botli tho dyo and the resin m such detail that the passage might bo quoted
ns from tho pen of a 20th instead of lOth century writer. As physician to tho
Portuguese Governor of India, ho visited that country in 1534. His volume of

dolloquies was published at ( loam 1 503 and v as the seoond book printed m India,
.trab Wiiti ra Ho there {Coll

,

xxix , also iu Ball, i>oc Roj Ir. Acad., 3rd sor., i., 414) criticises

the accounts given by Isaac (a physician of Bliagdad, wlio was eriicifiod in 799 a.u.),

by Sorapion (wlio lived about 850), and by Avicenna (whoso works are assigned to

980-1030). Those curly Arab writers, Garcia tells us, called it “ laea,” “ luc,” etc ,

but confused it with tho cnncamuin (the resin known to the Greeks to which
reference is made below) and ultimately with tho dye kermes of the Greeks.
They were in error, he observes, m regarding it as an Arabian or Armenian product
—a eircumstarice which Garcia very rightly accounts for by the Indian supply on
reaching the Rod Sea and Persian Gulf ports being subsequently designated by

lied dye Wood, the name of tho port from winch procuroil. Jlany W'nters confuSod a rod-dye
wood, such as logwood or sappan-wood, witli lac, and one of these rod-dye woods,
08 just mentioned, actually boars the Malay name of laka. Caspar {Purchaa’
Pilgrimes, iii., 177) alludes apparently to the same wood under the name cayolagne
(’ kayu —- wood and lakh) If this be so it is possible it was so named because
employed as a substitute for the true lac-dye “ Lac ” and “ lacquar ” wotid and
(lye are words frequently mentioned, when tliore is nothing to show that they
denoted Indian lac—resin or dye—as underslood to-day. Every passage that
contains the word “ lac ” cannot therefore be accepted os of necessity denoting
tho lakh of modern Indian comniorce

Linschoten and most European travellers in India, suhsequont to Varthema
and Oarciu, content thoineelvos with compiling from tho latter, without adding
anytlimg of value as the result of personal observation. Some few years previous
to the appearance of Garcia’s Colloquies, however, an interesting passage on lac
had boon published by Amatus Lusitanus (1553) in his Commentary on Dioscondes

Cancamum (book i
,
cb. 23, 44), the passage regarding cancamwTO. Amatus there repudiates

all idea of lac being the classic gum of tho Greeks, whatever that may have been.
Ho then odds tiiat lac was being brought from India by the Spaniards to be used
as a dye and also m the fabrication of the Arabian medicinal preparation knowm

Diolacca. as dialacca. We next hear of lac through Mathiolus (1506), who in his com-
mentary on tho cancamum of Dioscorides, tells us that lac was being largely used
by the Italians os a silk dye called lacca or lachetta, the best quality of which was
in tho trado designated lacca sumetri. By Clusius (1667-1605, compilmg largely
from Acosta [Tract, de las Drogas, 1678, 113) and other subsequent writers, we
are told that it had become customary for lac to be consigned from Pegu to
Sumatra in exchange for pepper, hence its being designated Sumatran Lac.
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To this circumstance is due also the fact of its being often mentioned in lists of
spices in place of among dyes or reams. Acosta supplemented, however, Garcia
de Orta’s account by the interesting particular that the rosin lac was mixed with, Lac with
or, ns he calls it, adulterated with, common resin and wax. Thus then the nesm.

adulteration in recent years, often much complained of by the trade, is not a
product of the greed of modern commerce. Mamlelslo {'Traurlit, m Olearius, Htst.

Muacovy, etc., 1639, 27), speaking of the lacquer work of Gujarat, says, “ They
give them such a lustre ns none yet could ever imitate in Europe.” Tavernier
(Travels Ind., 1676 (ed. Hall), ii., 281-2) observes that

—
“ Tho country also

jiroduces an abundance of shell-lac. There arc two kinds of it. That which is

formed on trees is of a red colour and is what they dye their c.ilicoes and other
stuffs with, and when they have extracted this rod colour they use tho lac to

lacquer cabinets and other objects of that kind, and to make Sj anish wax. A
large quantity of it is exported to China and .Japan.” Thevenot (Travels tti

Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. in., 112) repeats the statement that lac was
exported from Pegu. Lastly, Salniasius (Plinianae Krei citationea, 1680, 810)
asserted that the very name “ lac ” had been derived from the Greek and originally

denoted a red wood. He arrived at that conehision chieOv llirough hi.s own
supposition that the Indian name for the substance was tree, not lakh. Tree is

doubtless a variant of tho Pegu name cheik, and, as already abiinilantly indicated,
was earned to Europe through tho Spanish trade between Riinn.i and Sumatra.

While a knowledge in lac was thus being gradually disseminated over Europe, Ipjmn

there are not wanting indications that within India itself tho subject was not lowlcdKe.

bemg neglected. Thus m the Am-i-Akbari (Hlochinann, transl., 226), a work
often spoken of as tho administration report of tho Emperor Akbar for the year
1690, we read of tho proportions of lac resin and certain pigments to be employed
in varnishing chicks or screens on tho doors of public buildmgs. It would from
that circumstance seem highly prohahle that a coloured spirit varnish may have Oolonreil Spirit

been Icnown and used in India long before Europe possessed any knowledge of 'u’sish

that valuable substance. Fryer (New Ace. E. Itld. and Pers,, 1672-81, 83) also

alludes to elegantly coloured chicks, but it may bo added the modern chicks are
crudely stainetl with mineral dyes, never with lac varnish.

The period of the struggle for European supremacy in the East was practi-

cally that of tho birth of all definite knowledge in lac. But tho scenes and tho
persons change rapidly and the interest shifts from the dye to tho resin, back
again to tho dye, and finally once more to tho resin. From the Portuguese on
the west coast of India the trade passed to the Spanish and Burma via Sumatra,
while a little later on (and in the hands of the British) it returned once more to

Bombay. In the Records of the East India Company (First Letter Book, 1600-19,
338, etc.) w6 are given certain glimpses of the Company’s mstructions to their

servants. “ Gumlacro ” was to be obtained from Cambay. “Gum lack” of " auni L.io
"

first and second sort was to be procured at Surat, “ but none of the worst of any
hande.” Private trade in gum-lac was prohibited. So again, of date 1616,
“ much gum-lac, both of the sort used for dyeing and also that of which w'ax is

inadt« ” was to bo purchased m Surat. The followmg year the “ lack ” of Baioda
is said to be in “ grams like mastic pure as amber.” Of Agra it is observed there I'ir.ims like

are two kinds: “ The one is in small sticks usually earned hence to Mocha : the
other IB in great cakes. They both cost one price, viz , 8 rupees per maund ” stick I»ic.

The amber-coloured grains of Baroda wore doubtless “ washed seed lac,” and
the great cakes of Agra would imply manufacture. Is the canna (kana =
grfGn) facI:e<cnentioned in 1623 as purchased at Baroda simply washed lac ? But
in these early records of tho East India Company there is apparently no mention
of shell-lac nor of some of the chief centres of tho present manufacture, such as shell-l-ic not

Mirzapore and Calcutta—but of course tho towm of Calcutta was not in existence Mentioned,

at the time mdicated. The fact remains the same that the early records manifest
localities of production that are quite unimportant compared with other more
recent centres.

The demand for cochineal served tho useful purpose of pointedly directing Cochmeal.

attention to tho lac-dye. This, though inferior, was found quite good enough for
most of the purposes to which cochmeal w««put, and had the additional advantage
of being considerably cheaper. A largo traido m lac-dye accordmgly sprang into

‘

existence that gave the impetus for numerous lac factories owned directly or
indirectly by the East India Company. At this time was invented (and by
Europeans doubtless) the method of manufacturing lac-dye into special cakes Cikes o£

ready for use. Such importance did this new mdustry assume that it dwarfed h,w-iijrf.
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the gum-lao of the earlier commerce until it might almost bo said that the resin

(lac) became a by-product of the lac-dye factory. To this circumstance is due
the fact that the methods of cultivation, of collection and of manufacture, that

exist to the present day, wore invented and perfected with a view to produce the

dye, one might almost say, at the expense of the resm. The dye gave the protits

Dii^Tery ol of the mdustry. But Sir W. H. Perkin’s discovery of aniline struck at once the

death-blow of both the Mexican cochineal and the Indian lac-dye industries

By this time, however, new methods and directions of using the resm lac had
been discovered in Europe, and the interest of the factory shifted until the dye
became first the by-product and ultimately the useless or waste material of the
factory. Here then we are presented with a demonstration of the startling tact

that a by-product that can bo produced at an almost nominal cost cannot of

necessity contest the market against the products of tho chemical laboratory.
Attontioa Attention was thus concentrated on the resin, and it soon became the chief feature

tbe'EftsIn'^
™ interest. James Kerr (Phil. Trans., 1781, Ixxi., 374) was one of tho first to

mention and doscribo the manufacture of shell-lac. From about that date, there-
fore, tho modern factory industry may bo assumed to have originated. In the
story of lac wo have onco more a demonstration of the indebtodness of India to
Englanil fur her modern commerce.

X. Life-
/ History.

Swarming,

Hec*omo

Viviporoufl
Larv».

Produc-
tion.

ORIGIN OF LAC.
Life-history of the Insect.—The minute Hemipterous insect Tnc-

Iiartlin larca lives upon the plant juices sucked up by a proboscis. In
the adult state tho females have no power of locomotion, bnt the males

on attaining maturity emerge from their pupal cases, become possessed of

a pair of long transparent wings, and lly away to visit the females and
shoitly after die. At two (m some cases throe) seasons the swarming of

the larvm takes place, viz. July and December or also January. The
larva5 are seen to emerge from the dead bodies of the females and to crawl
away in quest of fresh feeding grounds. They are then minute creatures

of an orange-red colour, have no recognisable separation of body into

head, thorax and abdomen, have fully formed feelers and powerful legs,

but are devoid of any characteristics by which they can be separated into

male and female. They measure about one-fort.ieth of an inch in size.

For some days the swarming continues until the twigs become distinctly

reddish in colour and literally alive. The vast majority, howeyer, perish ;

the more fortunate are wafted on the breezes or are carried by the bees,

birds, squirrels, etc., or by their own exertions, to new situations. The
larvae thus becomes fixed, and their legs, being useless, drop off. Lastly, a

resinous excretion begins to form around their bodies, which by the ag-

gregation of many in time assumes the condition of a more or less Com-
plete encrustation of the twigs. If at this stage the encrustation be cut

open lengthwise, it will be seen to be of a cellular structure and to comprise
two kinds of cells—large circular caverns and smaller oval cells. The
former will, moreover, be noted to be much more numerous than the
latter. The circular cells are the females and the oval ones the males.

About two and a half months after the swarming, the males escape from
their cells, become (as already stated) winged, and fly or flutter away to visit

the females. Shortly after this the bodies of the females become greatly

enlarged, assume a bright red colour, and in due course develop viviparous
larvie. The mother then dies, her body becomes the resting chamber of

her offspring (about 1,000 in number), which at their appointed time make
their escape by swarming, and thus twice (or it may be thrice) a year this

strange cycle of life is repeated.

PRODUCTION OF LAC.—The system of propagation that at present
prevails consists in lopping off a few twigs of well-formed lac, a little before
the expected date of swarming. These are carried to fresh trees or fresh
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tree and tied in convenient and huitable poMii.,!.),.

The' larva? on farming crawl to new wood and become fi.ved. If the

object in the collection of lac be to procure the red dve, the »tick-lac ivoi.i-i

(that is, the lac-encrusted twi^) should be gathered before the lan'ce

have swarmed. But if the resin-lac be sought, there would .seem every

reason to delay collection until the swarming has taken place. The

industry assumed its present form while lac-dye (if not equally valuable

with the resin) was a profitable by-product. It is now v'alueless ; its

presence admittedly depreciates the shell-lac very greatly ; it necessitates

expensive and possibly to the resin injurious methods of removal
;
and the EHect ot Dye

decomposition of the larvae gives the offensive smell to the factory, which
well-nigh becomes a public nuisance. It would therefore seem that the

time has more than come when this state of affairs might be mitigated by
some change in the season of collection, that would allow of the colour

being very largely removed before the stick-lac comes to the factory.

The collecting seasons at present adopted are May to June for the one

brood and October to November for the other
;
a delay of a month or six

weeks in each case would see the swarming accomplished. [C/. with

opinion of Hooper, Jiepi. Labor. Ind. Miia., 1906-7, 7.]

Improvement In Quality.—There would seem to be little or no doubt
that in India there is not one species of TacIturdUif but several. The
well-known different qualities of lac are due, it has been said, to the plants

on which the insects feed. This is, however, likely to receive an even

more rational explanation, viz. that the grades of lac are duo to being the

resins of different species of insect. It is also well known that the forms of

lac found on leguminous plants (or on soft-wooded plants), such as Unfed
frotulotta and CnJanitH indiens, can with difficulty be induced to live

upon hard-wooded trees, such as Schleichern trijufja and Shored
TohuKtd, upon which lac is nevertheless found. But there is still a further

consideration of importance. It has been observed that there arc special

cultivated races, such as those found on Acdcia drnhirn. In Sind and
adjacent tracts that plant is used as a food-stock, but hardly anywhere
else is lac to be seen on that tree. We have here either a special race or a

remarkable climatic adaptation. Further, all over India albino-broods

have been recorded as occasionally seen. It would thus appear that

were"the selection of stock placed on a rational and scientific basis vast

improvements in quality might be effected, if it were not possible actually

to evolve a white insect or at all events one to a large extent devoid
of the objectionable colour, the removal of which so seriously enhances the

cost of the present-day resin.

Food ot the Lac Insect,—The insect lives upon a large number of

widely different plants. In The Agricidlural Le^er {l.c. 210-3) I have
given a list of some 66 trees. Those best known are JButen frotulosd,
Ficiia religiosd, Schleichera trijuga. Shored robnata and
Zizgphtta <Tdjubd. These are all indigenous Indian trees, so that the
lac obtained from them may be called wild lac (the insect being at most
semi-domesticated)

;
but two plants are specially grown for it, and where

this is the case, the lac may be regarded as a plantation product and
accordingly spoken of as existing under a greater degree of cultivation than
the wild insect. The plants specially grown are Acacia arabica in Sind,
Rajputana and Gujarat : and Cajanua indicua in Assam. But lac does
hot, in many localities at least, pay as a special plantation product. The
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crop is most capricious both in yield and price. One year it may he highly

profitable, the very next sold on so narrow a margin that no inducement

exists for extension. In support of this statement, witness the fact that

in 1902-3 the exports of shell-lac were 195,000 cwt., valued at 16| million

rupees (£1,048,991), while next year, 1903-4, they were only 178,000 cwt.

hut were valued at over 21 million rupees (£1,456,067). That is to say,

while there were 17,290 cwt. less exported, the sum realised was nearly

half a million pounds sterling more in 1903-4 than in 1902-3. And the

fluctuation might just as likely have been toward a loss as a gain of half

a million in the sum realised. No other item of Indian trade manifests

anything like such extreme fluctuations in price as lac, and it can, there-

fore, be no matter for surprise that the supply should correspondingly

fluctuate.

LOCALITIES OF SUPPLY AND COST OF PRODUCTION.—L&c is

met with practically throughout the warm tropical areas of the whole of

India, but most abundantly in the Central Provinecs, Bengal, Assam and
Burma. In Smd and Gujarat, as already stated, the hahul tree {Acaeiit
firfibic(t) may be said to be that on which it is met with most abundantly.
In Bengal, where both the babul tree and the lac insect are plentiful, it is

extremelv rare to find lac on that tree. But, as already suggested, the

question naturally arises, is the 6a6?d-feeding insect of Smd the same species

as the palas-feeding one of Bengal and the Central Provinces ? The
climates and soils of Smd and Bengal are about as different as it is possible

to imagine, although both are tropical. The one is extremelv dry, the

other e.xtromely moist, and that alone may account for the behaviour of

the insect.

Cost of Production.—Mukerji {Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 496) gives
the following calculation of expenditure based on an actual experiment
conducted by an Assam planter :

—

Rent at Ks. 3 per acre for 80 acres
Hocmg or cutting jungle between trees .,

Upkeep of necessary buildings
Cutting branches and putting in seed

.

Rs.
240

..• 320
100
340

Rs. 1,000

Manufacturing charges at 5 per cent. . . . . . . . . 3,500
Packing and dispatching at 2J per cent. . . . .*

. . 1,760
Calcutta charges for forwarding and river freight, at 2 J per cent. 1,750
London charges for sea freight. Dock and Broker’s charges . . 3,000

Total Rs^ 11,000

Proceeds of Sales, £1,750 at 14d.
Deduct discount to buyers

.. 26,250
666

Deduct Expenditure..
Total , Re. 26,594

.. 11,000

Balance of profit Rs. 14,504

Aoiiiiaiy to
“ Lac Worked in connection with tea, etc., the amounts for European

and Native supervision and upkeep of coolie lines, etc., may be added
proportionately according to circumstances. The planter referred to, how-
ever, lost nearly his whole crop next year from the attacks of a night moth.’*
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Bengal.—According to the Administration Report (1901-2, 31), “ it Bengal,
is found ot’er the large tract of hilly country covering the Chota Nagpur
Division and overlapping the west of the Bardwan and the north of the
Orissa Divisions. The principal lac factories are inthe districts of Ranchi
and Manbhum in the Chota Nagpur Division, and in the Bankura and chota Nagpur.

Birbhum districts in the Bardwan Division. Stick and shell-lac are largely

exported from Ranchi, Manbhum and Bankura.” It is also stated that
“ the manufacture of shell-lac is an important industry in the Bankura Bankura.

district, and is chiefly carried on in the town of Sonamuki. The main
supply of this article for all the factories in Bankura is obtained from the

districts of the Chota Nagpur Division. The industry is carried on to a

large extent at Elambazar, in Birbhum. Shell-lac and lac-dye are also Biibiium.

manufactured at Mankur and Degnuggur in Bardwan , but the industry

is on the decline here also. There is a lac factory at Cossipore in the Cossipore.

suburbs of Calcutta.”

Assam.—In 1900, Basu {Agrt. Dept. Indust. Bull. (ser. 1), 1900, No. 6) Assam
wrote an account of the lac industry of Assam, from which the following

may be abstracted. “ Kamrup and the northern part of the Khasia and
the Garo hills bordering on the Brahmaputra valley are at present the

chief seats of its cultivation. In Kamrup lac-rearing is chiefly confined to Ki-nrup.

the south bank of the Brahmaputra, the annual outturn of stick-lac in

two mauzas (Rani and Chhayani) being estimated at about 2,000 maunds.
A small quantity is reared by a few Kachan families in mauza Jhargaon
on the north bank. The, bulk of lac exported from the district is, however,

obtained from Garos inhabiting the northern slopes of the Khasia hills, c,aro Khasi.

who are said annually to bring in about 2,000 maunds of lac to the weekly

markets at Palasbari and Chhaygaon and about 300 maunds to the markets
at Boko! A small quantity of lac, averaging about 400 maunds a year,

is brought in by Bhutias to the annual cold-weather fairs at Darranga Bimtia

and Subankhata in the north of the district.”

“ In the Garo hills lac-rearing is chiefly confined to the north and
north-eastern parts of the district, comprised in the northern range of

the Garo hills Forest Division. The people of the south and south-western

parts are said to have a superstition against lac cultivation. The annual superanuon.

exports of crude lac from the northern range is estimated at 1,300 to 1,400
mauitds. In 1894 the Assistant Conservator of Forests, Garo hills Divi-

sion, estimated the annual production and export at 2,000 maunds, and Annual

reported a serious decline in the cultivation of lac, which he attributed

partly to the low prices and partly to the depopulation of the district

through kala-dzdr and migration. Considering that the bulk of lac ex-

ported from the Brahmaputra valley is the produce of the Kamrup and
the Khasia and Jaintia hills and the Garo hills districts and that the exports

have during the past five years averaged over 16,000 maunds a year, the
foregoing estimates of outturn of lac in those districts would seem to be
much below the truth.”

Central Provinces.—The lac insect is found throughout the Central C. Prov.
Provinces, but the main centres of collection are the Jabbalpur, Saugor,

Damoh, Nagpur, Raipur, Bilaspur, Sambalpur, Chanda and Mandla dis- *

tricts. A Note on the Lac Industry of the Central Provinces {Bull., 1902,

No. 8) gives useful particulars regarding production. The lac-collectors

and sellers in these provinces were given in the census as 2,592 persons.

Of the amount collected by far the greater part is exported, only a small
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quantity being retained for local use. During the five years ending 1900-1

the exports fluctuated very greatly
;

in 1899-1900 they came' to 90,961

maunds, valued at Ra. 11,96,394—the highest return in point of quantity-—

and in 1898-9, 39,713 inaunds, valued at Rs. 5,42,391, the lowest record

for the period mentioned. These exports, moreover, were almost entirely

from Jabbalpur and Chhattisgarh, and were consigned to the United

Provinces almost entirely, thus feeding the Mirzapore factories.

Burma,—The large forests of Burma are said to be capable of producing

an almost unlimited quantity of lac. The chief sources of commercial

Burmese lac are the Shan States and Upper Burma, stick-lac from these

places being imported into Calcutta, where it is manufactured into sheU-

lac for export. For some years the supplies received by the Calcutta

factories from Burma have begun to be appreciated as important.

According to Sir J. G. Scott (Gaz. Upper Burma and Shan States, 1900,

li., pt. 1, 393), though lac is found all over these States, it seems to be
only in Karen-ni that its production is stimulated artificially. “ Elsewhere

if a tree happens to be attacked, or settled on by the insect, the deposit

is collected when it is found.”

Manufac-
ture.

I'aclorlefl.

Stick-lac.

Seasons.

Method of Salob.

Seed-lac.

Washing.

MANUFACTURE OF LAC.
Lac Factories.—In the Imperial Gazetteer (1905, iii., 173—4) it is

stated that though steam jiower has been successfully applied to the

industry, the hand-labour factories still hold their own and for some grades

produce qualities hardly, if at all, attainable by machinery. Lac factories

are almost confined to Bengal and the United Provinces. In 1904, accord-

ing to the Financial and Commercial Statistics, there were 128 lac factories

giving employment to 7,831 persons. Of these 92 were in Bengal and
employed 4,116 persons; 36 in the United Provinces, employing 3,715

persons. The number in Bengal is said to be not fully recorded.

With the exception of the factory at Cossipore they are, however, in

most cases small. Those in the United Provinces are all situated at

Mirzapore. The value of the manufactures turned out has ’been stated

at about two-thirds the total foreign exports, while the very large Indian

consumption has to be met, and thus mainly by small factories possibly

not included in the above returns.

Stiek-iac.—Stick-lac is the name given to the twigs encrusted with lac

that are collected from the trees in May to June and the second crop,

October to November. These are dried in the shade, by which the wood
shrinks, thus often leaving the lac as hollow tubes, but much of the wood
still adheres. It is packed in sacks and conveyed to the marts, and sold
through various brokers or middlemen to the manufacturem. Theft is

a quaint practice usually followed in most sales of lac. The buyers and
sellers join hands and sit facing each other, a cloth being thrown over the
hands. The buyer presses certain fingers of the seller’s hand, thus making
an offer. This is usually rejected by a motion of the head, and further
finger-pressing ensues. Finally the bargain is struck without a word having
been uttered.

Seed-lac is stick-lac crushed and reduced to roundish pieces that more
or less correspond to the female cells. The dust produced, when sifting

the seed-lac, is known as khud. The pure seed-lac is then washed in large

stone troughs and left covered over with water for 24 hours. The wood
floats to the top and is removed, dried, and used as fuel. A man or woman
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now enters the trough and, while holding on to a transverse bar placed at

a convenient position, treads with the bare feet on the granular lao and
presses it against the sides of the trough. As a result the lac is broken
into still finer particles and the water becomes of a deep claret colour.

The coloured,water is run off, a fresh washing g^ven, and repeated till the
washings pass off colourless. The washings, if it be so desired, are evapo-
rated down to a thick consistence and compressed into cakes. This is lac-

dye. The resin is now called waahed-seed-lac, bub it is sifted into two
qualities—granular and dust

;
the latter is called gaud. When steam

machinery is used, the washing is done with revolving cylinders and
beaters.

In some parts of India the seed-lac is now either washed or even boiled

in a solution of crude carbonate of soda or of soda and borar, or of crude

carbonate of potash, or of borax alone or of alum. After several such

washings it is said to become almost white. But in most of the larger

factories, especially those concerned in the production of shcll-lac, the

washing or boiling in alkaline preparations is dispensed with
;
the seed-lac

is simply repeatedly washed in pure water but not bleached. Indeed,

according to some authorities, it is even maintained that bleaching weakens

the lac. After being washed, or bleached and washed, to the desired

extent, the seed-lac is spread out on special floors and exposed to light

and air, by which it is thoroughly dried and still further bleached.

According to the purpose for which intended, the dried washed lac is

now mixed with either or both of the following substances—yellow arsenic

(orpiment) and resin. The mixture is then fused either before an open
fire or by steam-heating. Steam is practically confined to the European
factories. The arsenic is said to make the lac opaque and to impart a rich

straw colour to the shell-lac, but its action would appear to be mainly if not

entirely inechanical. It is responsible for the opacity and rich straw colour

of all the finer qualities of hand made shell-lac. But the inquiry for a sub-

stitute for arsenic has often been made, though not as yet supplied. A
yellow colouring material that will fuse into the lac when subjected to the

temperature that corresponds to 36 lb. steam power is required. Arsenic

is not, however, employed in the preparation of garnet or button lacs,

nor other grades where fulness of colour is no disadvantage.

The object of the resin is to lower the melting-point, a condition essential

for nlany industries and one known from fairly ancient times (witness

Acosta’s allusion to it in 1578). Its value, therefore, is fully recogmsed
and a certain amount is not qnly admissible by the rules of the trade

(2 to 6 per cent.) but few of the shell-lacs that are regularly exported can
be aaid to Ijjc entirely free from resin. During seasons of high prices the

proportion is often, however, raised until it passes from the condition of

permissible admixture to what might be called criminal adulteration.

Lac Fusing.

—

The specially washed and bleached lac, mixed with its

required proportions of arsenic and resin, is now (by the hand manufacture)

placed within long narrow bags (20 feet by 2 inches). For one quality of

lac American drill is necessary, for another a cloth specially made at the

Cawnpore cotton mills is preferred, and for a third two bags are required,

one within the other. After being charged the bag is arranged in front of

a long open fire and so fixed up that it may be twisted the while it is being

moved slowly along. The foreman operator sits on a little raised mud
platform, on the immediate left of the fire and slightly behind it. With

L'tc-d/o

BleoiCliiag.

Addition of
Arsemo or Resin

Requirements.

Object of Resin

A rnoont
Adxnls8ible4

I,ao
Fusing.

Bag..
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his left hand he holds the end of the bag and resists the twisting action

produced by his assistant. The fused lac, in the portion

the dry heat, is thus squeezed through the bag. Every now and then the

foreman gives his end of the bag a reverse twist, and this causes the portion

from which the lac has been removed to coil up like a rope. ,
Steadily ^e

bag is drawn forward as portion after portion is exhausted. With^ his

right hand the foreman wields at intervals three weapons—one a long iron

hooked poker with which he stirs the fire : a wooden spoon with which he

every now and again sprinkles with water the tiled floor in front of the

fire : and an iron scraper with which he removes the molten lac as it oozes

on to the surface of the bag and allows it to drop on the damp floor. If

not sufficiently cooked, the fused lac is picked up from the floor and placed

once more on the top of the bag and fused again, and even two or three

times. There seems to be great skill in knowing when the lac has been

cooked to the proper extent. It is freely admitted that the hand-made lac

possesses certain propeities never attained by the steam -machinery factories.

Shell-lac.—The next stage is the production of shell-lac. For this

purpose a mass of molten lac is handed to an assistant and placed by him
on an earthen or zinc tube filled with hot water (or on a green banana
stem) fixed m the ground at an angle of about 45° to the floor. By means
of a ribbon of palm-leaf stretched between the hands, the assistant spreads

the lump of molten lac into a thin skin perhaps one-eighth of an inch in

thickness. But in this operation, which looks so simple, great skill is

required in exercising just the right pressure to caase the lac to spread out
in a compact sheet of uniform thickness. The sheet or skin is now clipped

off the tube, trimmed into a rectangular form, and handed to still another
assistant, who, carrying it m front of the fire, seizes it between his toes,

teeth and hands, and widening his legs as he expands his arms and
straightens his body and neck, stretches the sheet into three or four times
its original size and reduces it to the thinness of tissue paper. It is then
laid on a mat and allowed to cool gradually.

When quite cold the sheets are given to persons who assprt them ac-

cording to colour and break out all impurities and darker coloured portions.

The rejections either constitute lower grades or are mixed with dark-
coloured seed-lac and used up in the manufacture of shell-lac where colour
IS no objection. In the production of garnet-lac, the sheets are taken at
the hot-tube stage, no further stretching being necessary. Garnet-lac is very
largely, however, the special product of the steam-power factories. As
its name implies, it is of a deep rich red colour, and is in demand for indus-
tries where colour is not a disadvantage. In the preparation of button-lac,
the molten material is not stretched at all but is simply allowed to drqp on
to a smooth substance, such as a green leaf-sheath taken from the banana
stem. Garnet and button lacs contain as a rule no arsenic, though they
may possess a high percentage of resin.

The refuse that remains in the melting-bags is removed and the bags
cleaned by being boiled in alkali. The refuse is then made into large

circular cakes 6 inches in diameter and 1 inch or more thick. These are
very possibly the

“
great cakes ” alluded to by the East India Company as

procured in 1816 from Agra, as also the lump-lac of the early commercial
returns. They are sold, like the khud and gaud, to the manufacturers of
sealing-wax, bangles, toys, etc., and by the cahinet-makers such crude lacs

are largely employed to cover up cracks in wood.
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THE USES OF LAC.
Lac enters into the agricultural, commercial, artistic, manufacturing, do-

mestic an(J sacred feelings and enterprises of the people of India to an extent
hardly appreciated by the ordinary observer. The existence of the poorer com-
munities, in the agricultural and forest tracts, is made more tolerable through the
income derived from the collection of the crude article. Every village has its

carpenter, caS-twright, turner and shoemaker, and all these craftsmen use lac in
some form or other every day of their lives. The blemishes and defects are
plugged up and concealed by crude lac, and the surfaces are uniformly varnished
cr coloured with lac where colour is desired. Coloured lac, in fact, takes the
place of the oil paint of Europe. The silver and copporsmiths employ it as a

resist bed upon which to hammer out or punch certain of their wares. Bi
means of lac, coloured ornamentations are maile on copper and brass vnres, cs Ccinent
also on ivory. Lapidaries construct grindstones of the biimc m.iterial fused with
sand and with it cement blade to haft m knives and swords {p. Votters.
bookbinders, and makers of smoking-pipes all nc d 1." as a Vaimsh o’* a stihening
material. Jewellers load hollow gold and silver I'manients with 11, or fix the
stones m these by its means. The makers ot the humfler personal ornaments
prepare most of their wares almost entir^-ly of lac. Jndeeil it highlv possible
that one of the very earliest utilisations oi l.ic was tins verv pieparation of peasant
jewellery. Lastly, in the hands of the lac-turner ami toy-m.iker l.ic is supreme, r.ac ana
But let it be here observed it is desiraVjie to c,iU this Iv'-work and to )i.-.?rve Lacquer,

lacquer for the art practised m Burma and .fapnn, where a \ o^.-table oleo-rosm
18 the chief material, not the annual resin-lae.

The turner (kharath) with his lathe is mot with in every villape of India, and Turnery
has an assuied position m the commumtj. He pi spares toys, nests of boxes,
bed-posts, pdnddna, hukka mouthpieces, and decorates agricultural and other im-
plements, etc., etc. The pigments employed are orpiment, sulphur, white lead,

red mercury, Prussian blue, lamp-black and mdigo. Recently, however, aniline

dyes have been much used, with the result that the delicate artistic colours have
almost disappeared and the articles made at the present day fade and tarmsh
to such an extent as to render them no more desirable ornaments. Metallic

results are produced by mixmg the lac with powdered mica, with powdered
tinfoil, with imitation gold leaf, or with an amalgam of mercury, lead and tin.

These metallic materials, i£ used in large particles, give a quaint mottled
appearance and simulate the grain of stone, thus often producing a rich effect.

In the preparation of coloured lac, shell-lac is molted over the tire until it be- Colouriug.

comes plastic. It is then placed on a stone and a small quantity of pigment
(previously dissolved in water or absorbed by oil) is deposited within a hollow
formed on the surface of the lac. This is closed in and the lac hammered, then
pulled out with tlie hands, doubled up, hammered, ami pulled out again and
again, until the colour becomes itniforinly intermixed. The hammermg com-
municates heat BO that the mixture gradually assumes the consistence of india-

rubber. The coloured lac is then formed into sticks the length and thickness
ot lead pencils, or thicker as may be desired. These sticks of eoahng-wa.x, as

thoy*may be called, are known as battia and are the form m winch both the lac and BaitLs.

pigment are applied to woodwork. After the article has been prepared and
smoothed, a batU is pressed against it as it revolves on the lathe. The heat
generated melts the lac and thus colours the wood irregularly. The colour is then
diffused by a small piece of hard wood pressed firmly on the revolving article.

Lastly, a cotton rag, dipped in sweet oil (preferably Sesamum), is next applied Tiistrilnited by

to* the revwlving article, and this imparts a lastmg polish to the lac surface, luction.

Obviously, therefore, the first conception m lac ornamentation must be a direct

adaptation to a revolving object, hence the articles are either uniformly coloured
in one shade or are ornamented by rings and bands of different colours. In the
higher flights of lac-tumery and in the metal and ivory ornainentation with lac,

however, a diversity and richness in effect are produceil that have to be seen to

be fully appreciated. The chief types of this work are designated :

—

1. Plain ornamentation. 6. Painted Ornamentation. lletliods,

2. Ahri or Cloud Work. 6. Tinfoil Ornamentation.
3. Atishi or Fire Work. 7. Lac Ornamentation to Metal Ware.
4. NakeM or Pattern Work. 8. Lac Ornamentation to Ivory. •

9 Value of Lac in Inlaying.
For timbers suitable for turnery and lac-work see Buxus (Boxwood Subatitutea), Timbers,

p. 190.
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The reader who desires particulars regarding these various art

should consult the special Agricultural Ledger mentioned above,
, j

Art at Delhi, 1903. I have gone into the above details of ^
experience from the belief that they throw some sidelight on - e

po-„ia Ho
The systems of work mentioned are mostly very ancient. Ba.rbos , .

Orta, Terry and other 'European travellers give such details regaining lac

turnery, for example, that there can be little doubt the art was m u
.

three or four hundred years ago as it is to-day. But it is singular that no

is made by any traveller of having seen lac factories in Indi^ or even

manufacture of shell-lac, till the early decades of the nineteenth cenwry.

not clear when and how that name came, in fact, into use. Pomet . ''“a

(Engl transl.), 1712, 202-4) describes the molton lac being (m nn™a) spreart out

nu marble surfaces, but does not call the article thus produced eh^l-Iac. a

name was, however, used by James Kerr in 1881 and by Vincent in his Appen ix

to the translation of the Periplua (ed. 1800, 25), so that it had by then conm in o

general use. The production of lac in former times thus appears to have i»en a

village craft practised all over India, which was most likely not concentrated into

factories i-ill the European demand arose.

European and American Uses.—The uses of lae in Europe and America are

similarly very \aned. Perhaps its most important applications are in the manu-

facture of .spirit varnishes (P'rench polish) and in the supply of the chief material

of eealing-uax. Large quantities are employed as a stiffening material m hat-

raakina. as a remeiit. as an ingredient in lithographic mk ;
and m modern demnndM

it nic.y he niciitioneil that lac is largely employed in the niaiuifacture of gramo-

phone records, as an insulating material in electric appliances, etc. Through

the last-rnentionod utilisation a fresh impetus has been given to the traffii', whicli

perhaps largely accounts for the recent expansion of the exports from India.

Trade.

Eiss and Tall

at Lac- dye.

Progress of the
Eesin.

Exports.

TRADE IN LAC.
The first recorcle<l exports of lac to Europe, as already stated, took

place about 1607, but for nearly two centuries the traffic was entirely a

Native commodity, as it bad been still earlier (while in the hands of the

Arab traders). Milburn {l.c. 217) tells us that the exports from India

in shell-lac were in 1805, 2,877 cwt., valued at £12,978, and that in

1808 they stood at 239 cwt., valued at £1,243. The trade was^hus not

well e.stablished, and the expansion had been slow, for even in 1839 the

total exports in “ lac-resin ” were only 7,226 cwt., and in 1840, 6,043 cwt.,

and, correspondingly, in 1839 the “ lac-dye ” stood at 4,756 cwt., and in

1840, 5,440 cwt. But in 1868-9 the shell-lac sent to Europe had reached

a valuation of just under 12 lakhs (£80,000), and that of the lac-dye of

8 lakhs of rupees (£53,300). Since then the trade in lac-dye has gradually

disappeared, while the exports of shell-lac have expanded to over two crores

of rupees (£1,400,000 at present rate of exchange). This state of affairs

is, perhaps, be.st exemplified by the following table :

—

Exports of Lac-dye and of Shell-lac from India.

Modem Demand
for Bhell-lao.

Lac-dye.
j

Shell-lac.

Cwt. Re. Cwt. Rs.

1858-9 17,748 7,96,655 43,740
<
11,66,739

1878-9 8,261 1,95,285 64,498 22,24,843
1888-9 333 8,038 81,390 31,94,126
1898-9 , , , , . , , , 146,395 70,07,781
1899-0 1 24 196,239 92,65,600
1900-1 1 14 193,318 91,02,207
1901-2 . - . . 123,226 77,03,615
1902-3 195,787 1,67,34,872
1903-4 178,497 2,18,30,906
1904r-6 193,306 2,58,93,713
1905-6 217,693 2,64,63,774
1906-7 .... 206,473 2,89,75.661

(=£1,931,703)
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I have not dealt with the button-lao nor with the unmanulactureA
forma of lac, since the exports, of these are comparatively vmimpoTt-

ant. The figures as they stand exhibit strikingly the way in whoV

the traffic in the resin-lac has compensated for _the loss ol the trade

^Ipr^uctton mnd LocmI Trmttic.—In the return of raillwnm traffic, lac

is not treated under its separate headinjrs, via. of stick, seed, shelj-lac. etc,,

but collectively. In 19<)6-7 the total quantity shown as exchanged caw--

to 446,574 cwt. Ot that amount. Bengal is exhibitcl liaviiig .Mcp<jrtf,*<l

\l^,b\4 cvit., chiefty asloWoVi'i to Ca,\cultA, wvl cwt.

to the United Provinces. On the other hand, the United Provimes ex-

ported 134,356 cwt., almost entirely to Calcutta. Next come the Central

Provinces with, an export o{ 45,430 cwt., chietty to the United Provinces.

Lastly, Assam exported 35,159 cwt. entirely to Calcutta. It has already
been shown that the lac factories of India are almost confined to Mirzapore
in the United Provinces and to Calcutta in Bengal. This accounts for the
traffic being toward these centres. But all over India small quantities
are worked, so that the. statistics of lac factories by no means convey a
full conception ot the Indian production and consumption. For example,
the Indian dyers, when they use lac-dve, prefer to obtain it direct from
the stick-lac, so that they are continually producing a certain amount of

seed-lac, which they dispose of to the local dealers and lac manufacturers.

It IS, however, probably correct that the railborne traffic gives us the only

satisfactory indication obtainable of the chief items of production. A total

supply of 446,674 cwt. of stick-lac should be more than sufficient to furnish

the raw material for the export of 205,473 cwt. of shell-lac. The pro-

duction of the registered lac-factories is commonly believed to represent

two-thirds of the actual production, so that one-third (or thereabouts) of

the annual supply escapes all trade registration.

Receiving Countries.

—

Another feature of impoitance may be here

stated, namely the direct dealings of India wdth Europe and America
instead of.through the United Kingdom. The following classification of

the returns for the past twenty-one years will exemplify this feature :

—

Trade

Produc-
tion.

^Lir2lpo^e iin'l

Calcutta.

Shfvro of
Regist<‘re.1

Companies.

Receiving
Countries.

Analysis ot the Exports of Shell-lac from India.

1885-0 1800-1. ' 1895-0. 1900-1. 1905-6. 1900-7.

To
United Kingdom
United States
Continent of Europe ,

.

Cwt. 1

72,403
24,707
13,483

Cwt.
50,391
41.084
12,166

Cwt.
70,793 i

40,273
37,323

Cwt.
65,689
08,060
65,945

Cwt.
51,699
110,550
61,898

Cwt.
43,837
109,047
..48,920

TdTAi. (inaludes above
and all others) 112,110

1

112,496 162,680 193,318 217,603 205,473

It will thus be seen that, while the exports from India have steadily

expanded, the share drawn by the United Kingdom has not maintained Demands,

its supremacy. America has become by far the most important single

consuming country for lac, and what is still more remarkable, all the
finer ^ade lacs go to the States and are purchased direct from the
factories and not through Indian or British merchants. The traffic

is, in fact, controlled by the United States dealing with the manu-
facturers direct. The possibilities of expansion are also extremely Future

problematic. Expansions.
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The following statenient classifies the foreign exports

the past three years :

—

from India during

Lleotric

A-ppliaacci.

1

]

1904-.5. 1905-6.
1

1906-7.

Cwt. Rs. Cwt. Rs.
1

Cwt t Rs.

Shell-loc 193,305 2,68,93.713 217,693 2,64.53,774 205,473
I

2.89,75,1

Button-lac .

.

34,276 38,70,479 41,851 44.41,287 37,117 44,45,1

Total 227, .581 2,97,64,192 2.59,444 3,08,95,061 242.590 3,34,21,'

Stick- and
Seed-lac . .

!

11,152 9,41,104 1 1,004 7,79,613 15,188 12,86,:

Grand Total
of Foreign
Exports . . 238,733

j

3,07,05,296 270,448 3,16,74,674 257,778

i

1

1 3,47,07,'

It will thus be seen that during the years 1903-6 the exports of shell-lac

have increased by 12'56 per cent, in quantity and by 21‘63 per cent, in

value, while button-lac has correspondingly expanded by 22‘1 per cent,

in quantity and 14‘76 per cent, in value. On the other hand, the traffic in

the raw material has, if anything, declined. Everything points to a con-

tinued expansion of the traffic in connection with the necessities of electric

appliances.

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. iii.,

404-9.

Tamarind.

Qualities.

Seasons.

Action of the
Leavesi

Phuting.

SOT^^£lg.

Gum.

Dye.

Oil.

TAMARINDUS INDICA, Liun. ; FI. Br. Ind.,n., 273 ;
Gamble,

3Ian. Ind. Ttmbs., 1902, 278-9
; Praia, Betig. Plants, 1903, i., 444 ;

Brandis,

Ind. Trees, 1906, 252-3
; Hooper, Agn. Ledg., 19C7, No. 2 ;

Leouminos,*;,

The Tamarind Tree, anih, tintiri, tiniul, koya, puli, chinta, jo/o, chinch, neddi,

shenta, sitta, karangi, hunase, magyt, etc. A large evergreen tree, culti-

vated ip India and Burma as far north as the Jhclum, in the Central

Provinces, Central Imlia, and many parts of Southern India ; ft is also

found self-sown in waste and forest lands. Is said to be indigenous in

Africa. According to Dutt, it was known to the Arabs as Tamare-Hindi,
from which is derived Tamarind.

Finnmger {Man. Oard. Ind. (ed Cameron), 254- -5) speaks of three sorts— (1)

tlie soiir-friiited, (2) tlie sweetish fruited, and (3) the rod-frinteiJ The last-

named has the pulp of a rose-red colour and is considered the best, being the
kind always employed, when obtainable, for preserving Jt flowers in April and
May, and yields its fruit in the cold season The Natives liave an aversion to
sleeping under its shade because of tlie supposed acid exhalation from the leaves
On this subject, Gamble writes me :

“ I can testify tlint the leaves of the tamarind
corrode the cloth of tents pitched under their shade. This happens in wet
weather. The leaves fall on the tents, and m a day nr two the cloth is decom-
jiosed in lioles.” Regarding cultivation, Woodrow says “ This tree delights in
.1 deep alluvial soil, and in such a position forms one of the most handsome
landscape trees in this country , but it will also grow on decayed trap soils wlfere
few trees will thrive without free watering. For planting get a hole at least
3 feet deep and 3 feet wide prepared, fill to ti inches above the surface with
good soil mixed with some old manure. Let the surface be raised at the sides,
so as to prevent water running off, and sow a few seeds at the beginning of the
rams, then protect them with some thorny branches, which should be afterwards
removed, the surface stirred, and the thorny branches replaced once in three
months.”

Properties and Uses.—It yields a dirtyGum of no value, and according toPrebble.
old trees are sometimes seen to have a liquid exudation consisting of calcium oxalate
{Pharmacog. Ind., i., 533 ; Kanny Lall Dey, Indtg. Drugs, Ind., 1896, 310). An
infusion of the loaves is believed to yield a red Dve and to impart a yellow shade
to cloth previously dyed with indigo (Atkinson). Leaves, flowers and fruits are
also employed as auxiliaries in dyeing, especially with safflower. An Oil of an
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period the tree has b^n valued in Sanskrit Medicixe as an antiscorbutic m place Meucine

oi Umejuite, and accordingly the fruit is ofRcinal in modern Pharmacopotias.

The huit is a large swollen pod, 4 to ft inches long, filled with an acid pulp.

It matures in Yebtuary and is largely used as Foot), Ijeing a favourite ingredient tool

in curries an^ chutnies, and for pickling fish (see Tlah, p. 54T). It is also em-
ployed in making a cooling drink or sherbet. According to Lakshman Dhargal
Ker (Therap. of Indig. Vtg. Drugt, Bombay, 1899, 1C, SC, 88), the sherbet is a
useful laxative for children. Marco Polo (ed. Yule, ii., 328) mentions tamarindi
and seawater being used as an emetic preparation.

According to a recent writer {Philippine Bureau of Agri., Press Bull.,
No. 6 : Trap. Agrist., Nov. 1905. xxv., C87-8), “ In British India the average
annual yield from an adult tree is 350 pounds of pods, and this shrinks to about TicII.

200 pounds of the prepared fruit pulp.** The same writer states that a new
market has recently sprung up for the tamarind in Genoa, where the pulp is em-
ployed in the manufacture of syrups and sweetmeats. The East Indian tamarmds,
he saj's, are packed in salt, but the best market now seems to be for the unsalted
article, of the preservation of which m Jamaica he gives the following account:

—

“ After gathering, the ripe pods are first stripped of their outer shells and the Preparation,

pulpy contents are laid down in the bottom of wooden casks or barrels, and there
sprinkled over with a layer of cheap, low-grade sugar. Then follow alternate
layers of fruit and sugar, until the receptacle is filled to within 8 to 10 centi-

metres. The whole is now covered with boiling-hot sugar, headed up, and is

then ready for export. So packed, tamarinds may be preserved for years

without deterioration.” He also adds, “ The current price of salted tamarind
in the Bombay market is at this time only about S30 per long ton of Madras
fruit and $40 for Calcutta fruit, while the prevailing average price for the
sweetened Jamaica fruit m the Genoa market for nearly a year past has been
about 40 liras per 100 kilos (220 pounds) or, m our values, about 830 gold per
long ton.”

The seeds, boiled or fried after removal of the outer skin, are also eaten by geeds.

Natives, especially in times of scarcity, while the seedlings, leaves and even
flowers, are utilised as food in various preparations. Cameron mentions a cement Cement,

or paste as mode from the seeds which is used in dressing coimtry-made blankets.
The Wood is regarded tvs very durable, and is highly prized, though difficult to Wood,
work. *It is used chiefly for wheels, mallets, planes, furniture, nce-pounders, oil

and sugar nulls, and is excellent for turnery. It is also valued for fuel when
great heat is necessary. [Cf. Baber, Memoirs, 1519 (Leyden and Erskine, transl.),

1826, 341 ; Mesua, Ojiera (ed. Marinus), 1562. 52 ; Garcia de Orta, 1503, Coll

,

Ini. ; also^ Ball, Proc. Hoy. Ir. Acad., see. 3, 1889-91, 070 ;
Acosta,. Tract. De

las Drogas, 1578. 06 ; Prosper Alpinus, De PI .Egypti, 1592, 15 ;
Ligon, Hist.

Barbados, 1057, 09 ; Bontius, Hist. Nat. et Med. Ind Or
,
in Piso, Ind. Vtri. re Nat.

el Med., 1058, 94 ; Mandelslo, Travels Ind., 1662, m Olearnis, Hist. Muscovy, etc.,

149 ; Fryer, New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1675 (ed. 1098), 178 ; Labat, Nouv. Voy.
aux Isles de L’Amerique, 1724, ii., 192; Milburn, Or. Comm , 1 813, li., 276 ;

Hej-ne,
Tr(fcAs on Ind., 1814, 18 ; Paulus AOgineta (Adams, transl and Comment.), in.,

439-40; Cameron, For. Trees of Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 109-10; White and
Humphrey, Pharmacop., 1904, 49V-2 ; Basu, Agri Lohardaga, 1890, pt. i., 131-2 ;

Banerjei, Agn. Cuttack, 1893, 198 ; Duncan, itfono^. Dyes arid Dyeing in Assam,
1896, 51 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900. 157-8 ; Ponder and Hooper, Mat. Med.
liid., 1901, 64 ; Woodrow, Oard, in Ind., 1903, 280 ; Ghosh, Treat. Mat. Med.,
1904, 619.1

TARAKTOOENOS KURZII, in Journ. As. Soc. Beng., D.E.P.,

1890, lix., pt. 2, 121-4
;
Gamble, ilfan. Ind. Timbs., 42 ; Prain. Beng. Plants, l®2-6.

1903, i., 231-2 • Blooper, Agri. Ledg,, 1905, No. 5 ; also Heft. Labor. Ind. mugra.
Mus,, 1905-6, 211-80 ; Bixine^e. The Chaulmugra Oil, chaulmugra, kalaw-
hin (the tree), katawihee (the seeds), toung fung, etc. A large tree, 40 to 50
feet high, of the forests of Sylhet, Cluttagong and Burma. The seeds
yield the true chaulmugra oil, long supposed to be the product of Gfino-
cardin odorata.

The identification of the true source of the chaulmugra seed origmated with a
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French pharmacist, G. Desprez. In 1899 he discovered that the seeds received

in Europe did not belong to Gyttoeat^ia odarnte and the fact was communicated
to Lieut.-Col. D. Frain, who had foimd about the same time that the seeds sold

in the Calcutta bazAre wore not those of a fiytiotfardla, and subsequently that
the tree which yields the chauhnugra seed was TaraMonenon HitfxU, a plant
described by Sir George King in 1890. The two seeds can bo easily distmguished.
Uynoeafdia is about one-half shorter than that of TnfalctogeHoM, The shell of

iifyHorardia 18 thicker and harder, marked on one side by a few radiating ridges

or furrows, and the kernel is pale yellow. The shell of TaraMageiton is plain and
the kernel dark-coloured.

Chaulmugra Oil has long been known and used in India as a remedy for

cutaneous diseases, and has become a drug of some importance in European
practice (p. 204). A full account of the history and composition of the oil is given
by Hooper. The seeds are brought to Calcutta, chiefly from Chittagong, and are of

two kinds—(1) mature seeds with brown kernels, rich m oil
; (2) immature seeds

with black kernels, poorer in oil. The seeds arrive in the market at the end of

the rainy season m November and Hocember. At present the price of the seed is

stated to be Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 per maimd at Chittagong and Sylhet, and the Calcutta
price Re. 6-9 per maund. To extract the oil the kernels are separated from the
shells and dri^ in the sun. They are then pounded with a pestle and mortar, and
the broken kernels put into enn\ as bags anil the oil expressed with the aid of tiro

in a castor-oil mill. The oil is ol two kinds— (1) clear, bright, straw-coloured ;

(2) muddy and precipitating a sediment of earthy colour. One maund of oil

IS obtained from 4 to 6 mannds of seed. The price of tlie oil is Rs. 00 per
maund. [Cf. Mason, Burma and Its People (ed. Theobald), 1883, ii , 646 ;

(Gynocardta) Pharmacog. Inf/., i . 142-6 ; Buries and Desprez, Contrih. to Study
of Oynocardee Chaulmoogra Oit, l.‘<08 , Holmes, Pharm. Soe. Mus. Kept., 1903. 57 ;

Power and Gorriall, ConsM. of Chaulmoogra Seeds, Welhome Chem. Res. Lab.,

1904, No. 45; Constit of Chaulinrx>gric Acid, No. 40; White and Humphrey,
Pharmacop., 1904, 555-6.]

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. iv.,

1-14.
Teak.

Areas.
Indian

Burman.

TECTONA GBANDIS, Limt. ; FI Br. Ind., iv., 570; Stat. Atlas

Ind,, 1895, 29-31 and map; Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 1902, 526-34;
Prain, Beng. Plants, li., 828 ; ('ooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1906, i)., 424

;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1900, 50.5-6, Verbenacea. The Teak Tree, scigun,

sdkhu, chingjagu, sag, stgwan, IJtala, leka, loheru, sdgivdn, tegu, tekku, pedda

teku, tyagada mara, jddl, hjun, etc. A large deciduous tree, indigenous in

both peninsulas of India. The wood is that chiefly exported from India,

more particularly Burma, and is the most important building timber of

the country.
Gamble discusses the teak areas under two divisions, the western or Indian

and the eastern or Burmese. " The Indian region has for its northern limit the
rivers Nerbudda and Mahanadi, but here and there it may occasionally be fRund
north of tins line, as m Jhansi and Banila, while south of it, it scarcely occurs m
Orissa or the Circars. It is found m deciduous forest, but is not gregarious

; and
the localities where the most important forests are found are ( 1 )

Chanda district.

Central Provinces
; (2) North Kanara ; (3) Wynaad, especially the tracts known

as Benn4 and Muduinalai ; (4) the Anomalai hills; (6) Travancore. There i^re

also considerable extents of teak forest m other parts of the Central Pfbvinces ; in
Berar and Bombay ; on both sides of the Godavari in Bhadrachalam, Rumpa
and Yemagiidem ; m the Nallamalai hills of Kumool and Cuddapah ; in South
Arcot and in Mysore. But teak may be found sporadically in places in forests
throughout the Indian region, and even in such very dry apparently barren rocky
hills as those of Western Karntil and Bellary, patches of stunted more or lees

gregarious teak are not uncommon. In the Burmese region, teak is chiefly found
in what are called by Kurz the ‘ upper mixed forests,’ which occupy the parallel

ranges of (1) the Arrakan Yoma, eastern slope
; (2) the Pegu Yoma ; and (3) the

Martaban hills and the hills which continue these ranges northwards. The
northern limit, according to J. W. Oliver, is about Myitkyina and Kamaing, in
lat. 25° 30', though there it is mostly of stunted growth. Teak has been largely
planted about stations all over India, even so far north as Saharanpur, Debra
Dhn and Lahore, m avenues and gardens ; and forest plantations have been made
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in many provinces, tlie chief of which ia that at Nilambiir in Malabar, commenced
hy Mr. Co^olly, who was Collector in 1844. .In Bengal it has been grown about
Kaptai in Chittagong and Bamunpokrl in the Darjeeling Terai ; and in the
Assam Valley there is a plantation as far up as Makum near Dibrugarh.”

Cultivation and Managamant.—The above paragtaph gives a general
idea of the distribution of teak throughout India and 'Burma. For further

details regarding the distribution and gen^Jral management of teak planta-

tions the reader might consult the Dictioi/tafy {t.a: ft-lQ), where particulars

will be found of climate, soil, cultivation, seed, nurseries, growth, felling

and diseases. The voluminous Forest AdministtMioti Reports and Working
Plans issued by the Imperial and Provincial- Departments of India and
Burma, as also the pages of the Indian Forestdr', ardfull-of much important

and practical information. [C/. Brandis, Teaft ForesW 6/ Pegw, 1856.] But
the following are a few of the more important facts relative to the growth

of the tree. It is said to thrive best with a mean average temperature of

between 72“ and 81°. Regarding the large plantation at Nilambut in Niiimoar.

Malabar, Percy Lushington (Rept. and Worldng Soheme of Nilambur Teak
Plantat., 1898, 41) states that “ the distinguishing characteristic of the

Nilambur climate is its damp heat so favourable to rapid growth. The
temperature in the shade ranges from 75° to 95°. The average rainfall for

the past ten years ia 94'5 inches.” He then explains that the soil of the Soiu

plantation is very varied, alluvium overlying gneiss rock or laterite derived

from the hills. Gamble states that teak thrives best on sandstones and
metaniorphic rocks, but may also be found on trap, laterite and even
limestone. At the Nilambur plantation it has been recorded that the teak

growing on alluvial soils was of first class ; that on laterite second class.

Damp alluvial soils are, however, unfavourable, and there must be good Good Drainage,

drainage if straight timber is to be obtained. The tree also requires full

light fot its head and free circulation of air. It seeds freely even when
young, and the seed germinates well if it gets sufficient warmth and
moisture. According to Gamble, “ germination is best if the seeds are Germination,

simply mixed with sand and dead leaves after being thoroughly soaked.”

J. W. Oliv'er says that in Burmese taungyas the practice is to spread the

seed in a corner of the area chosen for the plantation, and then pick out and
transplant to their proper places those which germinate. Gamble then con- Traosplaatlug.

tinues, “ as teak has an enormous tap-root, which resents being cut, the

seediings cannot be kept long in nursery, but must be planted out when
quite small, and succeed best when planted out straight into the forest

after germination,” as has been mentioned above
;
“ but when this is not

feasible, basket or pot plants will give good results.” McIntosh (/nd.

For., 1905, xxxi., 129) observes that at Nilambur the seed is collected in

F^ruary 8nd sown early in April, after having been soaked for forty-eight Sowing Sea-^oa.

hours in water. With copious waterings the seeds germinate in fifteen

to twenty days. Regarding the management of natural teak forests,

Oliver says that reproduction of teak is hardly satisfactory unless the

forest is burnt, because, being usually mixed -with bamboo, shade is too Barmng Foresu.

dense until the bamboo flowers, and then, unless the forest is burnt over,

the bamboo seedlings choke such teak plants as may germinate. Gamble,
summarising the Working Plcms, says :

“ It has been ascertained by ex-

perience that great improvement takes place if certain well-defined opera-

tions are carried out, and these are usually prescribed. They are—(1) Ruiostoba

not to girdle isolated trees unless with the object of relieving existing

seedlings
; (2) to leave sound trees, likely to improve, in localities whence
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large timber can be extracted
; (3) to fell and not girdle trees attacked by

epiphytic Ficua; (4) to continue taungya plantations with ei»ergy, and

to weed such plantations regularly
; (5) to sow or plant up areas of flowered

bamboo
; (6) to pay much attention to creeper-cutting.” According to

P. Lushington {l.c. 67-8), the method adopted in the Nilamhdr plantation

is “ a system of high forest with a clean felling of the final crop and artificial

regeneration. The felling to be accompanied by thinnings with a view to

the improvement of the final crop. The felling to commence not earlier

than the year in which the average girth at breast-height will be 6 feet

6 inches. The measurements taken show that the centre girth will not be

less than 4 feet 6 inches. On first-class soil the final crop should consist

of not less than forty trees, and on second-class of not less than fifty per

acre.” Lushington further states “ the age of exploitability has been

found out to be 95 years on first-class, and 140 years on second-class soils.”

" The total 3aeld per acre on first-class soils is 3,000 cubic feet per acre,

and on second-class 2,000 cubic feet per acre. The annual yield, if spread

f>ver 50 years, will be 147,910 cubic feet of first-class and 73,780 cubic feet

of second-class timber. According to the present market this will fetch

not less than Rs. 3 per cubic foot standing for first class, and Rs. 2 per

cubic foot for second class. The total rcAmnue to be derived will, therefore,

be Rs. 4,43,730 and 1,47,560 Rs. 5,91,290, or with the net profit derived

from miscellaneous sources such as third-class bamboos, etc., may safely

he fixed at 6 lakhs per annum.”
Minor Products —A eoniewhnt Hqui<t, black tnr ii.ay be [)rcparc'(l b,( de-truo-

tive distillation of the wood ; tins i.s uso<l for inedirmnl purposes in bontli India
and Burma. The leaves yield a dye, of winch little is known, and are tniploj ed as
food for the taaar silkworm (p 1005). An oil is also extracted from tlie wood,
used in Burma as a medicine and as n -substitute for Jmseed-oil in jiumting

Wood.—Teak owes its value chiefly to its great durabiht}-, asiwibed to

the fact that it contains a large quantity of fluid resinous matter, which
fills up the pores and resists the action of water. As manifesting its dura-
bility, mention may be made of the fact that the great umbrella over the
Htee in the Karli cave is still in existence, though it is most probably at
least two thousand years old. Gamble observes that the weight may be
taken at appioximately 45 lb, per cubic foot and the value of P (the co-

eflicient of transverse strength) at 600. When quite fresh teak hardly floats,

but when seasoned it floats easily. The oil in the wood prevents its getting
waterlogged, and seems also to safeguard it against weevil and other
timber-boring insects. It is specially valued because it does not rust
the iron with which worked up. It is exported chiefly for shipbuilding,
especially for the decks of vessels, for the construction of railway carriages,

and for the best class of house-carpentry, being admirably suit^ for stair-

cases, balustrades, door and window frames and furniture. In India it is

used for all purposes of house- and ship-building, for bridges, railway-
sleepers, furniture, shingles, etc. It is used for carving, the Burmese
carved teak-w-ood being especially noted ; in Burma itself carved “kyaungs,”
or monasteries, are prominent in almost every village of any import-
ance (Gamble, l.c. 532). The ease with which teak-wood lends itself to
carving has, in fact, originated special art conceptions

; these may be
learned by perusal of the observations on this subject recorded in Indian
Art at Delhi in 1903 (100, 124, 129, 135-40).

Trade,—Grave apprehensions have on more than one occasion been
expressed that the diminished supply and high prices of late years favour
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the substitution of other woods to the permanent injury of the teak-wood
trade (Hauzwell, in Ind. For., 1905, xxxi., 618-35). No statistics are
available of the Indian internal trade by rail and river, but the trans-
actions by coast show that a large demand exists in India fr i- teak-wood.
This demand *in former years was almost entirely supplied by Burma, but Buima Supply,

in recent years, as will be seen, one of the chief features of the present-dav
Indian trade in teak has been the gradual displacement of the Burmese
timber, especially in the Bombay market, by wood, imported fiom Siam
and Java. Turning to the coasting trade, we find that for the five years
1900-1 to 1905-6, the registered imports averaged aim i.illy 116,639 cubic
tons, valued at Rs. 93,38,559, and the rcgistc ,;d exports 131,142 cubic tons,
valued atRs. 86,70,414. In the last year, i '‘>.6-6, the e vports were 131,458
cubic tons, valued at Rs. 88,25,140. Of th.s Buiim i expoited S5,749 cubic
tons (to Bengal, 47,578 ; to Madras, 24,253 to Bombay. 11,870) ,

Bombay
44,084 cubic tons (to British ports within the province, 26,410

;
to Kathia-

war, 9,599) ; Madras, 1,469 cubic tons (to Kathiawar, 654 ; to Bombay,
265 ; to British ports within the pre .once, 195) ;

Bengal, 153 cubic tons (to

British ports within the province, 1 1.3
;
to Madras, .39). Pevhaps it may be

said that an important feature of the Indian traffic in teak-wood is the
imports brought acro.'.3 the land frontier. In 1899-1900 these '.vere

73,912 tons, valued at Rs. 44.16,143, which came from Katen-ni (43,434
tons) and Zimme (19.067 tons). Rive years later the imports were valued
at Rs. 54,34,063—imported by the Balween. [Gf. Dipl, and Cons. Rents.,
1902, 6-11 •, 1903, 4-5.]

With regard to the foreign trade, as already pointed out, the chief
feature has been the rapid rise, within recent years, of a large import trade
in teak from Siam, Java and the Straits. The figures of Imports foi the
years 1901-2 to 1906-7 have been—1901-2, 17,842 cubic tons, valued
at Rs. 18,03,968 ; 1902-3, 32,081 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 24,96,317 ;

1903-4, 34,588 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 30,55,695 ; 1904-5, 46,915 cubic

tons, valued at Rs. 42,46,190 ; 1905-6, 71,676 cubic tons, valued at

Rs. 62,17,391 ; and 1906-7, 61,696 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 60,71,557.

Almost tbe whole quantity comes from Siam, whose exports to India during

the years in question increased from 17,572 cubic tons in 1901-2 to 61,657

cubic tons in 1905-6, and in value from 12 to 53 lakhs of rupees. Three-

fourths of these imports go to Bombay and the remainder chiefly to

Bengal. Turning, by way of comparison, to the latest figures of the

coasting trade, we learn that in 1905-6 Burma consigned to Bombay
11,870 cubic tons, while the supply of foreign teak, almost entirely Siamese,

in that year amounted to 53,263 cubic tons. Noel-Paton points out

Trade Ind., 1905-6, 44) that “practically the whole of the teak

trade in the north of Siam is controlled by British Companies.” [Cf. Siam
Trade, Ind. For., 1905, xxxi., 464-71.]

The Exports from India during a similar period have been—1901-2,

60,671 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 71,63,865 ; 1902-3, 57,600 cubic tons,

valued at Rs. 68,67,879 ;
1903-4, 73,913 cubic tons, valued at Rs,

91,45,605 ; 1904-5, 46,912 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 60,05,383 ;
1906-6,

52,768 cubic tons, valued at Rs. 70,41,660 ; and in 1906-7, 44,202 cubic

tons, valued at Rs. 61,48,291. Four-fifths of the total go from Burma,
amounting to 41,469 cubic tons in 1906-7, the surplus from Madras,

Bombay and Bengal. The great bulk of the exports is consigned to

the United Kingdom, which in the last year took 30,318 cubic tons,
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while the other chief markets are ordinarily Germany, Ceylon and-

Australia. •

Price. Commenting on the price of teak, Noel-Paton states :
“ A great ex-

pansion in shipbuilding and in some other branches of construction in the

United Kingdom, Germany, and the United States, has synchronised with

a contraction in the available supplies of teak, and has induced a rise of

price—^in some cases prohibitive. The average price in 1904-6 at Calcutta

was Rs. Ill to Rs. 116 per ton of 60 cubic feet. In 1905-6 it was Rs. 120
lucreaae to Rs. 125. Expoits of teak have increased in quantity by 12'5 per cent.

to 53,000 cubic tons, and in value by 17’25 per cent, to Rs. 70'4 lakhs.

But the difference between these two percentage rates of increase does not

gauge the enhancement in average value of a uniform quality of timber,

for it is understood that a good deal of inferior wood has gone forward in

the twelve months under report. Exports from Burma to India proper

decreased by a further 5‘9 per cent, and reached a value of only

Rs. 71,30,683, while imports into India from Siam and Java increased

by some 34'7 per cent, to a total of Rs. 57 lakhs.”

[Cy. Vertomannus, Travels, 1503, in Hakl. Voy., iv., 695 ;
Fryer, New Ace.

E. Ink. and Pert., 1676, 178 ; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 328 ; Mason, Burma
niui lit People (ed. Theobald), 1883, li., 689-91 , Pharmacog. Ind., ill., 61-6

;

Cameron, For. Trees of Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 215-9 ;
Brandis, in Journ. Soc.

Arts, 1896-7, xlv., 129-34 ; Agn. Ledg., 1897, No. 14 ; Nicholson, Man. of Coim-
batore, 1898, n., 213-8 ; Soott, Qaz. of Upper Burma and Shan States, 1900, ii ,

pt. 1 ., 307-14 : 1901, pt. ii., 22-3, 64-5, etc. , Max and Bertha Ferrare, Burma,
1900, 111-4, 116-20 ; Ribbentrop, Forestry in Ind., 1900, 69-76, 189-96 ; Nisbet,

Burma under Bnt. Rule and Before, 1901, i , 309 ,
Webber, For. of Upper Ind.,

1902, 283-6 ; Wiesner, Die Rohst. dee Pflanzenr., 1903, ii
,
1003-6 ; For. Admin,

Repts
,
Burma, Bombay, etc. , For. Working Plans, Burma, Bombay, etc. ; Ind.

For. (numerous articles).]

TERMINALIA, Unit. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 443-9 ; Gamble, Man, Ind.

Timbs., 337-45
;
Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 481 ;

Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb.,

1903, i., 477-81 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, i., 336-7
;
Brandis,

Itid. Trees, 1906, 307-12
;

Combrktack.®. A genus containing many
species distributed over the tropics of the world. There are some 16

representatives in India, many being large trees, valued for their timber
and as producers of the tanning fruits—Myrobalans. An interesting

historic sketch of the knowledge of myrobalans will be found in Hgbson-
Jobson (ed. Crooke, 1903, 607-10).

T. Arjuna, ««</</. The arjan, kahu, gara-hatana, kanha, mangi, sdn-madat,
vcllai-martida, tandra, tella-maddi, toukkyan, etc.

,
A large deciduous tree on

" banks of rivers and streams throughout Central and South India, extending
ns far north ns Oiidh. Beyond that, towards the north-Vrest and in the
Punjab, it 18 found only as a cultivated tree ; Burma ; low coUntry of Ceyl6n ”

(Gamble).
It yields a clear transparent Gum met with in the bazirs of Northern India as

a drug. The astringent bark is sometimes used as a Dye and Tan, and also in
Natii'e Medicine. The Wood is apt to split in seasoning and is not easy to work,
but IS used for carts, agricultural implements, boats and for building. At the
Mysore gold mmes it is used for supports and is called " White Matti.” The ash
from burning the wood contains a very high percentage of lime {Trap. Agrist.,

1900, XXV., 870-1). [C/. Pharmacog. Ind., li., 11-2, Cameron, For. Trees of
Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 136—6 ; Duncan, Monog. Dyes and Dyeing in Assam,
1896, 62 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 163-4 ; Hooper, in. Agri. Ledg., 1902,
No. 1, 38; Chandra, Monog. Tanning and Working in Leather, Beng., 1^4, 7 ;

Trench, Monog. Tanning and Working in Leather, C. Prov., 1904, 7.]
T. belerloa, Soxb. Belerio Myrobalan, bhaird, sagond, lupung, hUlluvh, ye-

hala, yella, tare, tani, tandi, kattu, tlupav, santi, thitsein, etc. A large deciduous
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, Chebullo
tree, throughout the forests of India, Burma and Ceylon, below 3,000 feet ; absent
from the dry countries of Sind and Rajputana.

This yfblds copiously a Gum which is insoluble in water. The fruit is exported aum.
from India under the name beleric myrobalans, and is employed in India as an
inferior dyeing and tanning material. It has various Mkdicinai. qualities as- xan.
cribed to it, and the oil expressed from the seeds is used by the Natives. The
kernels are eaten. If taken in excess, however, they are said to produce in- Pood.
toxication. The fruit itself is eaten when fresh by goats, sheep, cattle and
monkeys. The Wood is of little value, but is employed for planking, packing- wood,
cases, canoes, carts and plough shafts, and in the United Provinces for house-
buildmg. [Cf. Milbum, Or. Comm., 1813, ii , 218; Pharmacog. hid., n., 5-11 ;

iii., app., 164 ; Cameron, l.c. 133-4 . Jnd. For., 1900, xxvi., 280 ; Dutt, l.c. 162-.3 ;

Hooper, in Agri. Ledg., I c. 38.]

T. Catsppa, Unn. The Indian Almond, jangli-baddm, hindi-bdddm, nat-vadom, Indian
vedam, tori, katappa, etc. A large deciduous tree of the beach forests of the Almond.
Andaman Islands ; cultivated m most parts of India and Burma, especially near
the coast.

It yields aGum and, as with most other spocies of the Tp»^» i»«« fin, the bark and Gam.
leaves are astringent and contain tannin. The kernels yield a valuable Oru, very oil.

similar to ahnond-oil in flavour, odour and specific gravity. A writer m the
Indian Agriculturial (April 1906) estimates the yield at 10 lb. of dry kernels per tree,

and the oil by cold expression at 50 per cent, of the weight of kernels. This practi-

cally corresponds witn the particulars given in the Dictionary as the experience of

Mr. A. T. Smith of Jessore. Both kernels and oil are used medicina.i,i,y, as are Medicine

also the bark and young leaves. The kernels are largely eaten as dessert, and the

oil-cake is considered a good Food for pigs. The tree is one of those on which the pood.

tasar silkworm is fed. [Cf. Cameron, l.c. 132-3 ; Hooper, l.c. 38-9 ; Woodrow,
Card, in Ind., 1903, 313 ; Firmmger, Man. Card. Ind., 1904, 241, 674 ; Cunning-
ham, Plaguea and Pleasures of Life %n Bengal, 1907, 284, 302.] ,

T, tomentOSft, W. & a. sajot sag, sein,&san or asa%n,pids6,l,hatana,atnah, SajorAsan.
Oman, jhan, taksor, aahdfu, maru, karkaya, aadri, ain, maddi (or matti), murada,
toukkyan, etc. A large deciduous tree, according to Gamble “ perhaps the most
widely distributed of all the important Indian trees

”

It yields a copious transparent Gum, which exudes in large globular tears, said aom.

to be u8§d as an incense and cosmetic, and to be eaten by the Santals. The bark
18 used occasionally as a Dye stuff and is mbdicinai,. Its chief use, however, Dyo.

IS as a Tan, a property investigated recently at the Imperial Institute, the report Tan.

of which was submitted by Dunstan to the Under-Secretory of State for India
on Oct. 7, 1904, and though apparently not published it may be here remarked
that the result of the analyses conducted showed that the bark of this plant
contained a fair quantity of tannin, and the ratio of this to the total extractive Extract.

matter present indicated that it should be possible to prepare from it an extract
rich in tannin. In summing up, Dunstan states that the results indicate that it

would be quite possible to prepare from the bark extracts which would furnish
leatl^rs of good texture and colour. The fruit is also used in tanning, but is very
inferior to either the chebulic or beleric myrobalans. The Wood is largely Wood
employed for house-building, carts, rice-pounders, ship- and boat-building, and is

is on excellent fuel. At the Mysore gold-rainos this is called “Black Matti.” Lac ],ao and riisar.

occasionally collected from its branches, and in some districts, such as Singhbhiim
in Chota Nagpur, the tasar silkworm is fed on the leaves. [Cf. Cameron, l.c.

136-8 i H9oper, l.c. 41-2; Leete, in Ind. For., 1900, xxvi., 239; Eardley-
Wilmot, in Ind, For., l.c. 377-8 ; For. Admin. Repts,']

T. Chebula, Retz. The Chebulic or Black Myrobalan, hand or hdr, Chebulic.

hililcha, silim, karedha, halra, rola, mahoha, htdalcai, karaka, Jiirada, alale,

ya/nga, etc. A very variable deciduous tree, found throughout India and
Burma. The Flora of British India enumerates six varieties. “ In high-

level rocky and d^ places on the outer Himalaya, the hills of the Deccan
and South India, it is only quite a small tree, hut in valleys and forests qf
big trees it also grows big and gives a hard, dark-coloured timber ”

(Gamble).

History.—^The tree yields a Gum, said to be largely collected in Berar and oum.

mixed with various other gums {A.cacia arabicUf Anogelssus latifolia,
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BnsHia lonfjifolia, etc.). The mixed gums are taken to the local markets

by the Gonds, who collect them, and are sold for medicinal purposes or o

dyers to mix with their colours. The chebulic myrobalan was nig y

e.xtolled by the ancient Hindus as a powerful alterative and tome. Inman

writers describe seven varieties, which, however, are mostly the same

in different stages of maturity. The classic citrine myrobalan, of which

Rhases, Serapion, Avicenna, Mesua, etc., all speak favourably, was at

one time much in demand in Europe. Even so late as 1813, Milburn

(I.c. 218) gives directions for selecting the drug, which, he adds, the Natives

frequently candy. Fleming (Js. Res., 1810, xi., 182) ascertained the zengi

har (black myrobalan) to be the unripe fruit of this species (Sprengel, Htst.

rei. Herb., 1808, i., 262 ;
Paulus Mginela (Adams, Comment.), iii., 440-3).

The Woon takes a good polish, is fairly durable and used for furniture,

carts, agricultural implements and house-building.

Dye and Tan .

—

The dried fruit of this species constitutes the
“ Chebulic ” and “ Black ” myrobalan of commerce, one of the most

valuable of Indian tanning materials. In India it is also used as a dye
occasionally by itself, the rind of the fruit being powdered and steeped in

water. With alum it is said to give a good permanent yellow. But the

most extensive use to which harra is put as a dye is in the production of

various shades of black, in combination with some salt of iron. The chief

commercial value, however, of chebulic myrobalan is as a tanning material

;

it forms the greater part of the ground myrobalans of commerce, though

beleric myrobaltns are occasionally mixed with it. The liquor prepared

from harra is not only a powerful tan, but imparts a bright colour to the

leather, and hence is highly esteemed for mixing with other tanning agents.

Chemical Nature. “ The tannins in myrobalans appear to consist almost entirely of pyrogallol

tannins, gallotannic acid being present ; consequently the material blooms
well. It gives a greenish-yellow colour to the leather and a porous tannage,

so that it is not used alone but may be advantageously employed with
materials such as hemlock, which yield a dark colour ; it is much used with
oak bark and valonia ” (Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for Engin. a^d Manuf.,
ii., 377), Considerable difference exists in the proportion of tannin contained
in the fruits. Specimens supplied from Madras, Bombay, Bengal and the
United Provinces furnished percentages of tannin ranging from 13 to 38.

It has also been shown that the fruit exhibits two well-recognised fqrms.
The best qualities are known in trade to be oval and pointed, and of

a pale greenish-yellow colour in section, solid in structure. The less

valuable qualities are round and spongy. It has been ascertained that
Bound and Oval the'oval form is simply a less mature condition. Some interesting facta

regarding the commercial value of various samples of myrobalans are given
by a writer in Capital (Jan. 7, 1904). [Cf. Ind. For., xxx., 188-91.] “ In
English,” it is stated, “there are five chief varieties of myrobalans, called

after the districts in India from which they are obtained. These are
Trade Names. (1)

‘ Bhimlies,’ from Bimlipatam in Madras; (2)
‘ Rajpores ’

; (3)
‘ Jubbelpores,’ from Jabbalpur in the Central Provinces

; (4)
‘ Vingorlas ’

from the Bombay forests ; and (6)
‘ Madras Coast.’ The price and

quality of these nuts vary exceedingly, whilst the opinion as to their

actual value in the tanning trade is widely conflicting. Some tanners
maintain that Jubbelpore myrobalans, or J’s, as they are technically called,

are worth more than Bhimlies or B’s ; while others are equally strong in
their preference for B’s in comparison with J’s. Some tanners prefer the
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Trade
light-green coloured nuts, which are higher priced than the others, while Colour,

some like the dark or browner kind. One remarkable instance is recorded
of a tanner who rejected a delivery as being darker in colour than the
sample, and on arbitration secured an allowance of £1 per ton. It was
afterwards Jound that the myrobalans were 3 per cent, stronger in tannin
than the original sample, which in the opinion of the arbitrators was worth
£1 a ton more than the delivered bulk. Some tanners buy myrobalans for

their strength and cheapness, when compared with the price of oak bark
and valonia, others use them on account of their brightening colour, while
others use them because of the light-coloured bloom they deposit on
leather.”

In the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry (1903, xxii.. 1181-4, Tanuing Vaiuee.

1338) will be found an interesting paper by Ur J. < Jordon P.iiker and Mr.
F. A. Blockley on the relative tanning values of different spoi ies and growths
of myrobalans. The authors discuss (1) the content of tannic add in

various samples, (2) extent of bloom, (3) acidity, and (4) price of unit of

tan in the samples examined. The tannic content was found to vary from
27‘3 per cent, in a sample of Jabbalpur, to 38‘4 in a sample of Blnmley.

With regard to bloom, it was found that Jabbalpur and Vingorla myrobalans

were much superior to other sorts, both in the amount yielded and the

readiness with which their solutions deposited the same, while with regard to

acidity, the Bhimley vanety developed most and the Jabbalpur least. The
value of the unit of tan per ton was found to be 4s. 3|d. m the most ex-

pensive variety (picked Bhimley), and 2s. 2\d. in the cheapest (Bhimley 2).

Trade.—Internal.—The Beport of Forest Administration issued an- Trade,

nually bydhe Inspector-General gives the exports from the forests under

his control. The average for the live years ending 1902-3 came to

1,022,540 cwt., and for 1903-4 they were 1,299,600 cwt., valued at Rs.

42, 10,2*^8, or an increase of 4 J lakhs on the value of the preceding year. The
internal transactions in myrobalans as registered by rail and riverborne

traffic amounted in 1905-6 to 1,080,094 cwt., and in 1906-7 to 869,427 cwt.

The chief exporting centres are the Central Provinces and Berar, Bombay, Kxportmg

Rajputana and Central India, Bengal and Madras ;
the chief importing

towns are Bombay, Calcutta, the Madras ports, and the importing pro-

vinces the United Provinces, and Bengal. Similarly the exports by coast

in 1^05-6 amounted to 218,146 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,62,454. Practically

the whole of this export trade goes from Bombay^ to British ports within

the province.

External.—The foreign trade is large and important. During the Foreign,

period 1900-7 the following quantities have been exported :—1900-1,

945,648 cwt., valued at Rs. 31,68,173 ; 1901-2, 1,085,174 cwt., valued at

Rs. 35,63,662 ;
1902-3, 1,157,650 cwt., valued at Rs. 37,72,255 ;

190.3-4,

1,229,609 cwt., valued at Rs. 42,10,288 ; 1904-5, 1,187,585 cwt., valued
at Rs. 42,69,063 ; 1905-6, 1,206,398 cwt., valued at Rs. 44,60,676 ;

and
in 1906-7, 1,162,219 cwt., valued at Rs. 43,97,691. Analy'sing the figures

of the last year, we find that of the total, Bombay exported 748,279 cwt., From Bombnr.

Bengal 292,816 cwt., Madras 121,123 cwt., while the chief markets, with
the quantities received by each from India, were, in order of importance,
the United Kingdom, 681,481 cwt.

; Belgium, 200,729 cwt. ;
Germany, to the united

191,669 cwt. ; Austria-Hungary, 67,476 cwt.
;
and France, 46,304 cwt.

iPegolotti, La Prat, di Merc., 1343, 377 ; Januensis, Liher Seraptoms, 1473,
105 ; Relaz. di Lionardo Cd ’Maaser, 1605, 27 ; Mesua (ed. Marmus), 1562,
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Chocolate ,

49 ;
Garcia de Orta, 1563, Coll., xxxvii. ; also in Ball, Proc. Roy. Jr-

3rd ser , 1889-91, i., 654 ; Acosta, Tract. De las Drogas, 1578, 274 ;
Clusiiw, Hist.

Exot. PL, 1605, 104-6
; Veslinjr, Eotes on Prosper Alptnus, De PI. ^aVV^-’

61-2; Tavernier, Travels, 1076 (ed. Ball), i., 72; Herbert, Traveh, 16/7, 446;

Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indoslan, etc., 1687, pt. iii., 57 ;
Broyne, Brod. Ear.

PL, 1739, 18, t. IV. ; Forster, PI Bsc., 1786, 52 ; Hunter, As. Res., i75«, iv,, 41 ;

Roxburgh, Trans. Soc. Arts, 1801. xix. ; 1805, xxiii., 408-12 ;
Bucnanan-

Hainilton, Stat. Acc. Dinaj., 1833, 150-1 ; Liotard, Memo, on Dyes and Ians,

1881, 17-23; Watt, SeUct. Rec. Govt of Ind., 1888-9, i., 53-8; Ind. For, 1890,

XVI., 359-64 et seq ; Pharmacog. Ind., ii ,
1-5

;
in., app., 153-4 ;

The Bower

Manuscript fHoernle, transl.), 1893 -7 (many references) ;
Cameron, For. Trees

of Mysore, and Coorg^ 134-5: Rev. Imp. For. Admin, tn Ind. (shows exports of

injrobalans from the forests) . Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing Duncan, ,4a«am,

1896, 53 , Baneriei, lieng , 1896, 31 ; Hadi, U. Prov , 1896, 80 ,
Russell, C Prov ,

1896, 5, 11-2, 14, etc. , Fawcett, Bombay, 1896, 13; Holder, Madras, 1896, 4;
Hobson-Jobson (ed Crooke), 1903, 607-10 , Monographs, Tanning and Working
in Leather —Walton, U. Prov., 1903, 24; Chandra, Bengal, 0; Martin, Bombay,
1903, 7 : Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 160—2 , Ponder and Hooper, Mat. Med. Ind ,

OOl, 75 ;
Hooper, m Agn. Ledg., l.c. 39 ; Ghosh, Mat. Med. and Therap., 1904,

490-9 1

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. iv.,

43-6,
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.

THEOBROMA CACAO, Lhin. ; Hayne, Gewdehse, 1825, ix., 35;
Bentley anti Trimen. Med. PI., 1880, i., 38 ;

Kohler, Med. Pflanzen, ii.,

157, tt. a and b ; Morns, Cacao, How to Grow and How to Cure It, 1882,

1887
;
Hart, A Treatise on Cult, and Curing, etc., 1892 ;

Lecomte ct

Chalot, Le. Cncamjer et sa CvU., 1897 ;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timhs., 93 ;

Branchs, Ind. Trees, 79 ;
Stercuwacea;. The Cacao (sometimes also

written Cocoa) anti Chocolate. A small tree indigenons to Central and
South America, now largely cultivated m many moist tropical countries.

on or Butter.—A hgVit-yellowish opaque, solid oil, known as “Caoao Butter,”
is exprchsed from tlio warmetl seeds. This has the plcrisant odour of chocolate,
lueltn m the mouth with a bland, agreeable taste, has a S))OCifio gravity of 0 961,
.and fuses at 20° In 30° C Recently a large trade has been orgamsq'l m the
less e.xponsive solid oil or butter prepared from Cocoanut Oil (see p 359-60),
which has unfortunately also come to be sometimes described os “ Cocoa
Butter."’

Cstao Mbs and Chocolate.

—

The chief product of this plant is the Cacao Beans
or Nius—tho specially prepared seeds—from which Chocolate is m«hiufactured

.

The tree is raised from seed, is grown at distances of 15 to 20 feet apart, cornea
into full beaniig m the fifth to seventh year, and fruits for a number of years
Hubsecjuently The flowers, which oro very sinall, are formed on the naked
bteiim and older branches ; the fruits become 6 to 9 inches long, and each contains
46 or more largo seeds—tho beans or mbs of commerce. A tree will yieldrfrorii

1 to 10 lb rlry mbs in the year, according to climate, soil, and treatment to which
the jilant has been subjected. The seeds are removed from the pods, convoj^ed
to the fermentmg-house, and subjected to a process of “ sweating ” for three
(laj's They are then examined, their positions changed, and repacked for a
further fermentation of three days. Next comes tho process of rubbing or
washing to free them from dirt and the ruptured seed-coats, lastly the drying
or "curing” To accomplish tho final treatment, they are subjected to tho
sun, tho while being protected from rain or dew, and the term of exposure
extended each succeeding day until they are quite dry ; but a too rapid drying
IS regarded as injurious. The nibs are now ready and are in consequence packeil
and dispatched. In tho production of chocolate tho mbs are usually roasted,
ground to a tine powder and flavoured with sugar, vamlla, etc., etc. In estimating
for trade purposes the various confectionery, the proportion of chocolate they
contain is stated, as also the amount of alcohol present, if any. A singular feature
of this branch of the trade is the very large quantity procured from Belgium
(404,844 lb

.
valued at £36,818 m 1906). i

TRADE.—T\\e tree has been repeatedly introduced into India (Kew RtpL,
1873, 7 ; 1881, 28). It is grown to some extent in Malabar, the Nilgin hills, etc ,

but not with the success attained m Ceylon ; there seems, however, no good
reason why this should be so. The imports of " Raw Cocoa ” mentioned in the
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returns of Great Britain, have ranged from 60 to 00 million pounds during the five
years^ endjng 1906, and these quantities have been returned at approximately
I J million pounds sterling in value. The traffic in Chocolate is much smaller in
quantity, but of course relatively much more valuable, namely from to 10 ^
million pounds in weight and close on one million poilnds sterhng in value. In
addition to these supplies of chocolate, there is the traffic in confectionery to
which reference has already been made. The trade in cocoa butter is still smaller,
but, as already mentioned, some proportion of the published returns of that
substance must denote cocoanut “ Cocoa Butter ” and not “ Cacao Butter ’

Of the imports of Raw Nibs, the British West Indies (especially Tr»nidod and
Granada) head the list of supplying countries (17 million pounds or the ai’orage
of the five years named) ; then come Portugal with 14 imlliou (re-exporting, no
doubt)

; Ceylon with 4i ; France with 4^ ; Ki.uador witli 4 ; Brazil with 3 and
lastly, the British West African (Lagos) supply has expanded fiom 303.035 lb
in 1902 to 2,112,352 lb. m 1900. [Of. De CamloUe. O. ( ,di 313,
Agn.-Hort. Soc. Ind. [Trans.), 1839, in., 39 ; v.

, 127 184<>. in , SI . (Pror ) 181.1,
11 ., 208, 397, 443, 691 ; (Journ.) 1845, iv , 140; (Pro'- ) 1814, \ in . 48 , (Jou: n

)

1857, ix., 292 ; 1869, i., 83 ; {Gorresp. and tlflfrt.) 1882. vi
, j ) , {J’roc ) 3 I , (Journ )

1880, vn , 20; (Gorresp atnl Select ) 29-40 etc ; Ceylon Cacuo, Kcw Hull
, 1890.

170; also Honduras Cacao, 1893, 327; ami Ecuador Cacao, 1899, 42. etc ; Cacao
Indust, in Oranada, West Ind. Bull., 1900, i,, 416 -22 , also Att. Drying of C-^cao,

1901, 11., 171-4.]

TIN.—Ball, Man. Econ. Oeol. Ind., lii., .113; Hushes, Tin .Mining

in Mergui, in Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1889, xxii., pr. 3, 188-208

;

Holland, Rev. Mm. Prod. Ind., 1898-1903, m Rex. Geol. Surv. Ind., 1905,

xxxu., pt. 1, 90-3
; 1907, xxxvi., pt. ii

, 81. Tin is said rarely to occur

native or as the sulphide (stannite). The commercial ore is known as the

dcntoxiclo, cassitcrite, or “ tinstone.” When pure this contains about

78 per cen*. of the metal.

Occurrence.—Within India proper tinstone may be said to be but
rarely found, but in Burma, more especially the southern portion of

Tenasserim, it forms extensive and valuable deposits. According to

Holland {l.c. 1905, 90-1), however, “ tin has a wider distribution than

is generally recognised, and its minerals are often overlooked through

the difficulty in distinguishing them from other heavy minerals. Isolated

crystals of cassiterito have been found recently in pegmatites associated

with gadolinite m the Palanpur State, whilst in the Hazaribagh district

of Chota Nagpur instances have been recorded of the accidental inocluc-

tion,of tin from river-sands by the Native iron-smeltcrs, in addition to

the recorded occurrences of ores in situ. The principal deposit, which
has either been wrongly described or has received le.ss attention than it

deserves, occurs in the Palganj estate near the Barakar river.

“ The only persistent attempts made to work tin have been in Burma,
where cassiterite is obtained by -washing river gravels in the Bawlake
State, Karen-ni, Southern Shan States, and in the Tavoy and Mergui dis-

tricts of South Burma. The work done on these deposits hitherto has

been, however, on a smaller scale than might be expected from the favour-

able reports which have been made as to their extent and richness.”

He further states that the average outturn of tm-ore in South Burma,
during the period reviewed (1898-1903), was 1,645 cwt., valued at £6,876,

and in 1906, 1,919 cwt., valued at £13,574. “ The metal is exported mainly,

in the form of block tin, almost all of it going to the Straits Settlements.

This, during the years 1897-8 to 1902-3, averaged 661 cwt. a year.”

During the same period, Holland points out that the average consumption

of foreign block tin in India itself was 24,959 cwt. ;
“ the tin exported from
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INDIAN USES OF TIN

Burma is a small quantity compared to the requirements of the country.

The average daily attendance at the tin mines in the Mergui and Tavoy

districts was 145 persons in 1905 and 141 in 1906.
USES.—A salt of tin ife a highly important material in certain methods of

dyeing, as practised in Europe, but in this respect it is apparently 'unknown to-

the Natives of India. It has, however, been used from a very remote period in

Native medicine. [Cf. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind, 1900, 69-71.] By certain classes,

especially the Muliamrnadans, the metal is also extensively employed m tinning'

copper vessels. Copper vessels, to be free from poisonous deposits, must be tinned
or kalaied once a month, thus affording constant employment to a large number
of workmen, known as qaVaigare or kalaigars, who are Muhammadans. In
Northern India, vessels which are tinned for the first time are boiled in a solution

of alum, verdigris, sulphate of copper and sal ammoniac. On subsequent occa-
sions they are simply coated with tin without any previous preparation save
that of removing the old kalai by scrubbing the vessel with ground kanltar

(brick dust) Tin, redticeii to powder, is mixed with sal-ammoniac and applied
by means of a piece of cotton, the vessel being heated on a charcoal fire. It is

tlien polished with sand and ashes.

Artistic manufactures, in which tinning forms a definite feature, assume
importance m several centios. Of these the most noted are Morodabad. Jaipur,
Peshawar ami Kashmir. The art seems to have come from Persia, and is essen-
tiallj Midianiinadun in origin {Ind. Art. at Delhi, 1903, 16). Tin metal is also

beaten into leaf or tinfoil, and, after being coloured with lac, is sold m that condition
and largely employed m the manufacture of cheap jewellery, tinsel decorations,
and as an ndjum t in ornamental turnery. Po'W'dpred tinfoil may also be mixed
with lac to produce a metallic effect. Still another use to which the metal is

put may be mentioned, namely the preparation of certain alloys, such as that of
Bidri ware (Ind Ait . I c. 46, 211, 217-8).

Trade.—Although the uses of tin are both varied and widespread,

relative to other items of trade the metal may be spoken of as comjiaratively

unimportant. And as already imlicated, the supply consists chiefly of

that obtained from foreign countries. Imports for the period 1900-7
have been as follows:— 1900-1, 22,741 cwt., valued at Es. 22,68,560

;

1901-2, 26,002 cwt., valued at Rs. 23,54,456
;
1902-3, 28,000 cwt., valued

at Hs. 25,58,162 ;
190.3-4, 40,486 cwt., valued at Rs. 39,29,787 ;

1904-5,

39,323 cwt ., valued at Rs. 39,36,023 ;
1905-6, 21,152 cwt., valued at

Rs. 24,17,290 ;
and 1906-7, 20,3.36 cwt., valued at Rs. 29,44,061. Ana-

lysing the figures for the last year, we find that 19,967 cwt. consisted of

Unwkought (block) tin and 369 cwt. of Wrought tin. Of the total

imports. Bengal takes roughly one-half, 10,864 cwt. in 1906-7, the balance
being divided between Bombay, Burma and Madras. Of the unwroaght
tin, practically the whole quantity comes from the Straits, viz., in 1906-7,
17,486 cwt., and the balance chiefly from the United Kingdom. It should
be noted, however, that a considerable shrinkage occurred m 1905-6, the
imports from the Straits having declined by almost a half, and the total

imports from 39,323 cwt. (in 1W4-5) to 21,152 cwt.
* *

It has already been mentioned that the exports go entirely from
Burma, and consist mainly of block tin. During the period reviewed by
Holland (1897-8 to 1902-3), these averaged 661 cwt. Since then the figures

have been •—1903-4, 480 cwt., valued at Rs. 38,829 ; 1904-5, 457 cwt.,
valued at Rs. 38,268 : 1905-6, 426 cwt., valued at Rs. 36,761 ;

and 1906-7,
929 cwt., valued at Rs. 72,312. They have thus been increasing. Prac-
tically the whole of the exports are consigned to the Straits. Small quan-
tities of foreign tin are also re-exported from India, chiefly from Bombay
to Persia and Turkey-in-Asia. The averages during the six years 1900-6
came to 1,500 cwt. ; the actual in 1905-6 was 844 cwt., valued at Rs. 90,926.

Commenting on the production, consumption and prices of tin for the
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year 1905-6 OirougLout the world, Noel-Patou (Rev. Trade Ind., 12-3)
affords n^ny interesting particulars that will repay perusal.

[Cf. I^choten, Voy. E. Ind., 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.).i., 104, 129 ; Birdwood and
Booh, 1600-19, 81, 83-4, etc.; Tavernier, Travels,W6 (ed. Ball), li., 162; Milburn, Or. Comm, 1813. li„ 314-5; B;oev, Monon.

Trade, and Manuf, N. Ind,^ 1880, 102 ; Kipling, Journ. Inds Art , 1887, ii (many
paseagee) ; Hughes, Tin Smelting in Malay Benin. , Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind , 1889.
xxii., pt. 4, 236-6 ; also Pros. Operat. in Mergui, 1893, xxvi

.
pt 1, 43-63 . Watt,

Rev. Min. Prod. Ind., 1893-7 ; also Stat Atlas Ind., 1895, 36-7 ; Grundy,
Rept, on Inspect, of Mines, 1896, 67 , 1897, 62 ; Parry, Rept. on. Tin Mining in
Prot. Malay States, 1898, 26-33 , Thorpe, Diet Appl. Cheni., 1900, ui , 837—48 ;

Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 69-71 ; Stonier, Rept. Chief Inspect, cf Mines, Ind.,
1902, 19, 25, etc.

;
Rec. Oeol. Surv Ind., 1906, xxxiii , pt. 1, 19 , xxxiv ,

pt. 2

61; Anglo-Orient. Comm., May 1906, n.s., i , 281-4 ; Journ. Soc. Chem Indust.
(many articles).]

TORTOISE AND TURTLE, and Toptoiae-Bhell Manu- D.E.P.,

faotupe.

—

The two animals of chief importance that fall into this vi-. pt. i.,

place are :

—

Chelone Imbplcata : Boulengor, Fa. Br. Ind. (Reptilia), 49 ;
Hawk-bill

Montgomery Martin, Hist. E. Ind., i.. 226 , ii., 148 : m., 580-1
;
Birdwood, Turtle.

Indust. Arts, 218; Mukharji, Art. Manuf. Ind., 247, 282 ;
Hunter, Imp.

Gaz., viu., 394, 396 ;
ix., 251 ; x., 297. The Hawk-hill Turtle or Indian

Caret, kachakra, aldngu-lhadu, ammak, sisik-kurakura, sisik-panu, etc.

Is a marine carnivorous species, plentiful on the coasts of Ceylon and the

Maldives.
The Natives eat the flesh but it is unpalatable to Europeans, though the eggs rjosh and Hggs,

are regarded as equal to those of ot her turtles One of the errors of commerce is to

speak of “tortoise-shell”: the name should rather be “ turtle-shell ”
, and though Shell,

other species afford shells sometimes used as substitutes, this animal affords the

true tortoise-shell. Its value depends on a warm translucent yellow colour,

dashed amd spotted with rich brown tints, and on the high polish which it may
take. In China, shells vvith white ground and black spots that touch each other

are most admired. The finest shell is obtained from the Western Archipelago,

but IS exported from the southern coast of the Indian continent, Ceylon, the West
India Islands, and Brazil. The scales are detached from the turtle either by Separatioa of

actual force after the animal is killed or by immersion in boiling water. If taken Scales,

from the animal that has died a natural death or after decomposition has set

up, the shell becomes clouded and milky. From very earliest times tortoise-shell

has been a prized ornamental material. It was brought from the East to ancient
Rome by way of Egypt, and was used as a veneer for furniture. Vincent
{Perifflus, etc., 1800, app., 48) says that in the time of the Periplus this article Early

was largely traded m, being procured from Africa, Socotra, Malabar, Laccadive Knowledge,

and Maldive Islands, etc. In modern times it has been employed in Europe for

the characteristic inlaying work known as Shut Marquetry. It is used as a veneer
for small boxes and frames and moulded into snuff-boxes and cigar-cases, also

forgied into^knife and razor handles or cut into combs. Vizagapatarn may be Vizagapatam
said to be the chief Indian locality where tortoise-shell is utilised in ornamental Ware,

work. [Cf. Fryer, New Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1675, 211 ; Ovington, Voy. to

Suratt, 1689, 617; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i., 63; Bruce, Travels, v., app.,

216 ; Brandt and Ratze^urgh, Medicin-Zoologie, 1829, i., 181-98, tt. xxi., xxii. ;

Journ. Borrib., Nat. Hist. Soc., 1897, x., 163 ; Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903, 163-C,
193-4.]

C. mydas: Boulenger, l.c. 48. D.E.P.,
The Green orJEdible Turtle or the leik-pyen-won or hik-kyae of Burma. This vi., pt. i.,

is a herbivorous animal found in the tropical and sub-tropical seas, though rare 433. .

in the Bay of Bengal. Its flesh forms an important article of food, though at Edible
certain seasons it is said to become poisonous. TTie turtle of the Indian seas Turtle.
IS believed to rival in size and flavour that of the Atlantic. The eggs are very
rich and have a taste somewhat like marrow ; they may be kept for weeks even
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when exposed to the air (Crawfurd, Journ. to Ava, 1834, ii., 178 ,
o gw ,

Rambles of a Nat., 1868, 426.) ,

The following are species of lees value :— . . ii

Bmyda granosa : Boulenger, l.e. 17. The hungoma is a river turtle louna

the Indus and Ganges, its flesh is eaten.
. a

Testudo elegans : Boulenger, l.c. 21 Bice, Gaz. Mysore, 1877, i.,.lu7. a lana

tortoise, found all over India except Lower Bengal. Its flesh w e^en l*y ®

Natives, and in Burma is especially esteemed as a delicacy. [C/. terry, oy.

E. Ind., 1065, 9.]

D.E.P.,
vi., pt. iv.,

73-B.
"Water
Chestnut.

Seasons.

Production.

Buces.

Jtxtouded
Prodactiou.

TRAPA BISPINOSA, JRoxh. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 590; Duthie and

Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, iii., 32-4, t. xcvui ;
Cooke, FI. Pres.

Bomb., i., 518 ;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 358 ;

Prain, Beng.

Plants, 1903, i., 508; ONAQBACEy®. The Smghara Nut, Water Chestnut,

mnghdra, paniphal, gaunrt, shtngodd, huhyakam, karim-polam, etc. A
floating herb, found in lakes, tanks and pools throughout India and

Ceylon
;

often specially cultivated for its edible fruit. [Cf. Cypenis

esculentus, p. 466.]
This aquatic plant has boon grown in India from the most ancient times

Ball suggests that it may bo the edible fruit which Garcia He Orta describes under
the name flas careras (1503, Coll., xi. , also in Proc Roy. Ir. Acad

,
3rd ser., 1889-

f)l, 1 ., 397), but that 1 am ilisposed to regard as a mistake. It is, however, men-
tioned in the Ain-t-Akbar% (1590) as one of the crops on which revenue was levied

(Jarrett, ti'ansl.. 1891, ii , 65). In certain parts of the country the kernels are

ground down and employed for making tho coloured powder (gulal) used during
the Hdli festival. The flour, moreover, is considered by tho Natives a cooling
and useful article of food in bilious affections and diarrhoeo, and it is in addition
employed in the preparation of poultices. Both tlie kernels and the flour

iiiude from them are largely used as food, and in all localities where the plant
occurs in any quantity. In fact it nmy be said to bo extensivelj’' cultivated,
e.g. m Kashmir, the United and Central Provinces, etc. For this purpose the
fruits or nuts are si uttered over the water at the end of January and pressed into
the mud. In a month they begin to throw out shoots, and in June the flants are
thinned out and transplanted. The nut forms under water in October, and is

gathered in November and December. A highly instructive account of mngh&ra
cultivation will be found in Sir Walter Lawrence’s Valley of Kashmsr (1896, 72,

346, 364-5). Ho speaks of it os less cultivated now than formerlj;. Moorcrott
(Travels, 1823, ii., 136, 227) estimated tho production ot 384,000 maunds of nuts
a year, but in Lawrence’s opinion tho production to-day might be more safely
returned at 100,000 maunds. He observes, “ Of tho chief varieties the best is

called basmali, m honour of the nee of that name The baemati is a small nut
with a thin skin, and gives one-third of kernel for two-thirds of shell The
dogru is a larger nut with a thicker shell, and tho kangar has a very thicR shell
with long projecting horns and gives the least kernel of all."

A more extended cultivation of the stnghdra nut in all localities where water
abounds has been advocated at various tunes, and experimental cultivation in
the reservoirs and lakes of the Madras Presidency has been specially recommended.
The kernel abounds in starch, and is eaten either raw or cooked, especially by
Hindus. It may be lioiled whole, ofter soaking a night in water, roilghly bro*ken
up and made into a sort of porridge, oi ground to meal and made mto chapattia.

\Cf. Paulus Aigineta (Adams, Comment.), in., 378 , Jones, As. Res., li., 360-1 ;

Forster, Travels, 1798, li., 29 ;
Sleeman, Rambles of ap Official, 1844, i., 101 ;

Fortune, Tea Dial, of China, 1853, ii., 11 ; Joum Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., 1878,
n.B., V., lii.-v. , Simmonds, in Ind Agriat

,

Feb. 16, 1889, 91 ; The Bower Manuscript
(Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 106, 121 ; Agri. Ledg., 1896, No. 39, 414 ; Craddock,
Rept. Land. Rev. Settl., Nagpur, 1899, 68; Woodrow, Gard. in Ind., 1903, 322,
Firminger, Man. Oard. Ind., 1904, 23^]

D.E.P,, TRICHOSANTHES, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., ii., 606-10
;

Prain,
vi., pt. iv., Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 617-8 ; Dutbie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903, 362-6

;

81-6. Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., i., 625-7
; Cucurbitace.®. A genus of cucur-
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TRIOONEL.L4
THE SNAKE GOURD fcknum-qr^um

Fenugreek

bitaceous plants, several species of which are cultivated throughout •

India for use as vegetables.

T. angtflna, Unn.; Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, ii,, 46, t. xlvi. Snake
The Snake Gourd, purwul, chichinga, jhajhinda, galar tori, pandol, rebhri, padral. Gourd.
linga poita, etc. An annual creeper, considered by De Candolle to have been
originally wild in India and the Indian Archipelt^o. It is cultivated throughout

India as a rainy-aeaaon crop. The long cucumber-like fruit is eaten as a vegetable, Vcgewbie

either boiled or m curries. Gathered when very young and cut into strips, it is

extensively cooked in the same way as French beans. [C/ Woodrow, Card, tn

Ind., 1903, 330 ; Firminger, Man. Card. Ind., 1904, 172.]

T. eueumerlna, Unn.; Kirtikar, in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Htat. Soc , 1892, vii.,

487-8, t. E. The jangli-chi-chdndd, banpatol, gwal kakri, ran parul, rdna-chapoda-

vali, kdttup-pipudal, adavi-potta, etc. A climbing annual, founil throughout

India and Ceylon. It has various medicinal qualities ascribed to it and the Msdn-iae.

tender shoots, dried capsules, seeds, leaves and roots .ire all ised n Native

medicine. The ripe fruit is said to bo sieved and eaten by the Nati. os. [Cy.

Pharmacog. Ind., 1891, iL, 72-4.]

T. dloioa, koxb.

;

Duthie and Fuller, l.e. m., 23. The pr.rvar, polol, fcombu-

pudalai, kommu-potta, patolam, etc. An extensive climber coinraon throughout
the plains of Northern India, from the Panjab to Assam and Eastern Bengal.

It is extensively cultivated during the rams. In Bengal, cuttings are planted Seasoiis.

o.t the end of the rainy season and fruiting goes on troin March to September,
after which the crop may be kept for a second year by ploughing and weeding in

October and irrigating in February and March. Mukerji estnnales the cost of Cost and

cultivation m Bengal at Rs. 2d per acre and the outturn at 100 inaunds, worth Outturn,

about Rs. 60. The leaves, fresh juice, and the fruit and root are all used medicin-
ally, while the unripe fruit la eaten by the Natives and the tender tops are cooked Vegetable

as a pot-herb. The young or unripe fruit is valued by Europeans, and next to

potatoes and hrinjals is perliaps the vegetable in greatest favour. [C'f, Banerjei,
Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 117, 197 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 109-71 ; Mukerji,
Handbook Jnd. Agri., 1901, 347-8; Firmmger, l.c. 172; Roy, Crops of Beng.,
1906, 143-61.

T. palmata, koxb
,
Kirtikar, l.c. 71-0, t. B. The Idhndrdyan, mdkdl, parwar,

kaundal, kavandala, koratiai, avvaguda-pandu, etc. A very large climber, common
in moiskthicketa from the Himalaya to Ceylon. The fruit and root are medicinal, Medicme.
and the former, though inedible in the wild state owing to its severely drastic

aerties, may under cultivation become a wholesome vegetable, when w'ell

d, [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind., l.c. 70-2 ; Woodrow, l.c. 330-1.]

TRIGONELiLA, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ivd., ii., 87-9 ; Prain, Beng. Plants, D.B.P.,
1903, i., 413-4 ;

Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, i., 208-10
;
Leguminosa). vi., pt. iv.,

A genus of annual herbs that comprises some 50 species, two of which only
®5-8.

are of economic interest in India.

T. eornleulata, Unn. ; Roxb., FI. Ind., lii., 389; Hamilton, Stat. Acc. Dinaj., vegetable.
194. The lunkaika, piring. Cultivated as a pot-herb. Hamilton observes that
it 18 as good as spinach and is cultivated in the same manner.

T. Fcsnuin-Grssouni, Linn
, Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, iii.. Fenugreek.

46, t. xcix. The Fenugreek or Fenugrwe, mithi, haenugreeb, shamli, hhap,
v^ndayam, mentulu, mSnthyd, uluva, pe-ndn-ta-rzi

,

etc. A robust onnual herb,
wild in Kashmir, the Panjab and the Upper Gangetic Plain , cultivated m many
parts, particularly in the higher regions.

No estimate can be given of the area imder the crop, except in Bombay (in- iron,

eluding Sind) and Berar, where, according to the Season and Crop Reports, it

occupied 2,713 acres and 819 acres I'espectivelv during 1904-5. Subsequent
areas do not aj^ear to have been recorded. It is grown near wells and on
saildb lands. On well lands, it is generally sown after cotton or judr. The
seed (30 lb. per acre) is sown in February and the crop is ready to cut m
April. On saildb lands it is sown at the end of October or beginning of Season.
November, and the crop ripens about the same time aa on well lands. The
seeds yield a yellow Dye, and the plant has been known and valued as a Medi-

*

cinE from remote antiquity. It is grown chiefly as a food and fodder crop, Fodder
and as a perfume. [Cf. Pauius AUgineta (Adams, Comment.), 184,, iii., 373-4;
Serapion. De Simpl., 1473, jj 171 : TaUef Shereef, 1650 (Plajdair, transl.), 1833,
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163 ; Buchanan-Hamilton, ffiat. Aee. Dinaj., 1833, 188 ;
Pharmicog.

401-4; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 104; Qaz. Montgomery, Diet, t'aniao,

1898-9), 147 ; Lakehman Dhargal Ker, Notes on Therap. of Indig. \(eg. Jjrugs,

1899, 56-7 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 144.]

D.E.P.,
Vi., pt. iv.,

88-202.

Indian 2^amC8.

History.

.Andeat
Becords,

Summer
Wheat.

Mesopotamia.

TBITICUM VULGARE, riHam, But. PI Dauph, 1787, u.,

153; T, cBStivum, Linn., Sf. PL, 1753, 85; T. hybernum, Ltmi., Sp. PL,

86 ; T. sativum, Lamh., Encycl., 1786, ii., 554
;

T. momcoccum and T.

spelta, Buchanan-Hamilton, Journ. Mysore, etc., 1807, i., 296-7, 373-4,

406 ;
ii., 107, 160-1

; Vilmorin-Andneux & Cie., Les Meilleurs Bles,

1880, 28-158 and tt. ; Hackel, in Engler and Prantl, Pflanzenfam., 1887,

ii., pt. li., 80-6; Dnthie, Fodd. Grass. N. Ind., 1888, 68; Prain, Ante

on Paces of Bengal Wheat, Dept. Ijind Pec. and Agri. Bull., 1896, No. 3 ;

T. vulgare, FI. Br. Ind., 1897, vii., 367
;
Moreland, Australian Methods of

Test, and Improv. Wheat, in Agri. Ledg., 1901, No. 2 ;
T. hybernitm and T.

(Bstivum, Gammie, Provis. Class, of Ind. Wheats, Cult, at Poona and Manjiri

Farms, 1903, 1-14, tt. i.-\’iii.

Wheat {froment, Fr.
;

weizen. Germ.) has numerous Indian syno-

nyms. The grain would appear to be most widely known in Sanskrit

by the nariie godhuma, and according to Dutt {Mat. Med. Hind., 269),

“three varieties of wheat are mentioned in the Bhdvaprakdsa, namely
mohdgodhuma or large-grained, madhuh or small-grained, and nihsuhi or

beardless.” The first, we arc told, came from the AVest, and the second

was indigenous to India. The most general vernacular names are often

closely connected (like the Persian ganduni) wnth the Sanski-it godhuma,
thus :—gehun or giun, gahu, ghum, gohum, gahung, ghavum, gawn, gom,

gam, gih, hanak, kank, rozail, dro, do, zud, gandum, godumai, godu-mulu,

godhi, koianpam, giyonsaba, etc., etc.

History.—The cultivation of wlieat. says Do Candolle, is prehistoric. It is

older tlian the most ancient languages, each of whicli have independent and
definite names for the gram, such ae the Chinese mai and the Hebrew chiltah,

etc., in addition to the Sanskrit nnincs already mentioned. The Chinese grow
wheat 2700 b.c. Heer found a Binnll-gr.amed wlieat in the tieposits identified
with the earliest lake-dwellers of West Switzerland—date about the time of the
Trojan war or earlier. Unger detected the same gram in a brick of tlie pyramid
of Dashur in Egypt, to which he assigned the date of 3369 b.c. Another form of
wheat has been found in the lees ancient deposits of the lake-dwellers of Switzer-
land and Italy (Stone Age), and still a third or intormodiato form at Aggtelek m
Hungary. According to Hnckel, the wlieat found in the most ancient of these
deposits IS T. atrnrr 14 in. This IS a summer wheat grown occasionally in Souftiem
Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Servia and Italy, and used largely in the manu-
facture of starch. Tlie more recent forms, that author identifies ns belonging to
T. moiioroerifiii. Hitherto it hos been affirmed that the wJieats found in as-
sociation with the lake dwellings wore quite distinct from any known modern
wheats, but Hackel’s determmations would seem to remove that impression, whi^e
confirming the belief that the wheat named preceded the appearance of those
which constitute the bread wheats of to-day.

On the authority of Berosus—a Chaldean priest—wild wheat is accepted as
having been seen in Mesopotamia. But similarly, tlie evidence of Strabo (who
lived 60 B.c.) is often given ae supporting the belief that wild wheat had been
discovered in the Indus valley. In another place (p. 823) I have produced
evidence, however, in favour of the idea that the wild plant that looked like wheat—of which Strabo spoke—may have been Ofifiea voamtata. and not wheat at
all. Other early references to wild wheats might still be given, but their value
may be questioned when it is added that no modem botanist has recorded the
discovery of wild wheat, nor, in fact, given any very satisfactory evidence of
feral wheats (that is to say, of wheats that had survived in a self-sown condition
from former cultivation). The authentic cases of wild wheat recorded by modern
travellers, so far ae can be ascertained, are unconnected with the true wheat
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VARIETIES AND RACES
Modem wheat would appear to be a product of cultivation of which little trust-
worthy evidence exists as to its origin, except perhaps that it is more closely
connected \^ith Asia than with Europe.

A remarkable silence may be said to characterise the writings of European
authors regarding wheat cultivation in India, until wall into the 18th, if not
the beginning X)f the 19th century. Perhaps the earliest references are found
in the records of provisioning the ships which in l(t07 sailed from England to
the East. These were commanded by William Keeling and William Hawkins,
the latter, on reaching Surat, having had instructions to proceed on a mission
to the court of the Great Mughal. In tho list of artit Ics siippliod to the Pinnace,
we read of so many “ bushells of Steale Wheato ” (see p. 250) Sir George Pird-
wood, in a footnote to the above passage (1? 1 C. First Lei ter- Book, 09), says that
it was French wheat that the ships took on board, the word “ Steale ” beinj:
probably derived from the “ steelynes and hardnes ” who Ji v ns S' ppo-'od to botho
peculiar property of the foreign-grown commodit \ , and t.i make it tlieref ire laoro
suitable for the manufacture of hiscuits for long voyages The passage may
be accepted as suggestive of the early introdu.-tion from F’lrope of some of the
forms of hard wheat presently grown m Western 'ndia, as for example the spelts.

But if that be so, a very different story is given by Terry (Foy E. Ind., 1656 (ed.

1777), 87), who speaks of the wheat of Surat as ‘ moi'e full, and more white
than curs, of which tho inhabitants make such pure, well-rchshod bread, that
1 may say of it, as ono sometirncB spake of tho bread mode in iho bishopnck of
Loige, it 18 pants pane melior, bread better than bread ” So also Fryer (New
Acc. E. Ind. and Pers., 1672-81. 119) mt'ntions tbe Deccan as possossmg “ wheat
ns good ns the world affords.” It is. however, eignifinint that Milburn (Or.

Comm., 181.3) makes not the slightest refereuce to Indian or Eastern wlieat.
though under most commodities he gi\ es important chapters, such os The Present
State of the Tea Trade, The Rise and Progress of tho Trade m Sugar, etc.

Species, Varieties, and Races of Wheat.—The distinction between
Spring wheat (T. and Autumn wheat {T. hifbermitu) can
have no importance, since these names do not denote structural differences,

and, moreover, are interchangeable climatic conditions according to the

country where grown, and even in the same locality, according to the

dates ofsowings. If gradually changed, the autumn sowings being year
by year made a little later, and the spring a little earlier, autumn wheat
may become spring wheat, and vice versd. A wheat sown in the autumn
in the plaii^s of India, if carried to the temperate Himalaya or to Europe,
would have to be treated as a spring wheat.

In point of actual botanical priority, however, the name T. ti’Htiviiin

should be given to both spring and autumn wheats ; in other words, to

all the wheats that by Lamarck were called T. sativum, and by Villars

T, lAflyare,
According to 6ome writers, the assemblage of the so-called true wheats has

been evolved from r. inaiiornmim (Vilmorin, l.e. 21, t. 16(1), a plant in-

digenous to Servia, Asia Minor, the Crimea and the Caucasian area of Meso-
potamia. As its botanical name iinplies, it is characterised by tho presence
of hut a single seed within the little ear, and its other structural characters place
it as a form of spelt rather than of wheat proper ; indeed it is often called " small
spelt.” It has a pale green colour and a flat, short ear. It is, however, still

cultivated m Spam, and more rarely in France and Germany. The grain is not
often used for bread, but rather for mush, and the plant is valued as a cattle

fodder. The yield is said to be from 26 to 3.5 bushels an acre Vilmorin would
appear not to have been successful in his attempts at crossing this with other
wheats. Moreover, Hackel and most modem authors regard it as quite un-
connected with the true wheats, and entirely infertile with them. Hackel ac-

cordingly refers the important gram-yielding forms of Triticum (apart from
jKgilopm), to the following chief forms : **. tnoHocoecnm, T. aatlvnm and
v. Poroniewm. Having isolated x. manaroceum by itself, he then proceeds
to speak of r. saHntm, and observes that under cultivation many races have
been produced, of which those with the rachis articulated ore most probably
nearest related to the original stock, whatever that may have been. The brittle-
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Races

neas of the rachis exists, however, in different degrees, and is correlated with

the more or less firm closing of the glumes. Hence he isolates the forms of

T. snHviint into :— '

Sativum (A) Hschie articulated at maturity and gram firmly enclosed by the glumes :

Spelta. (a) spikes loose, almost four-sided — T. itnUviitn, uar. t>pr.ltn, and if>) spikes

very dense, laterally compress = t. uar iHroeeitm ( =; T. <(wigle«m.

Seringe, also Vilmorin, l.c. 21, tt. 162, 154). Two-gramed spelt is grown in

certam parts of Southern Europe and is sown m spring. Its grain is used chiefly

in the manufacture of starch.

Both the forms (or groups of forms) thus indicated approximate closely to

T. iHouorneeum, how'ever, and according to De Candolle and other writers,

that species may be but the ancient form of the spelt wheats {Hpeitn and
iKeacriim just mentioned).

Awncil imd Spelt wheat (t. speitn, Linn., Vihnorin, l.c, 20, 140, 148, 150) is, in fact, one
Aniilead. oldest grams, and there ore awned and awnless, hairy and glabrous, also

w bite, grey and reddish-coloured forms of it It was m ancient tunes the chief

grain m Egypt and Greece and was cultivated everywhere throughout the Roman
Empire. Ite cultivation has been largely discontinued, and, except in Northern
Spain, 18 ununportant in Europe. In India its cultivation is met with from
Sind to Mysore, especially m Bombay. Apparently the first definite intimation
of the existence of tliis wheat in India w'as made by Buchanan-Hamilton, and
suhaequently by myself in the Journal Royal Ayucultural Society of England
(1888, xxiv., 35-8). A long and interesting account of it was published by the
late Mr. E. C. Ozannein the Statistical Atlas of Bombay (an account reprinted by
Lisboa, List. Bomb. Grass., etc., ISthi, 12D-30) It is known in India as kaphle

KapUe. (or khaph), a name which is said to denote the difficulty experienced in separating
the gram from the husk. It is also called by other names, such as jod, hotte

godhv, and parnban. Ite value lies very largelv m the fact that it is grown during
KlMTit, tlie Icharif season, all the other wheats being rabi crops Hamilton speaks, how-

ever, of two seasons ot cultivation in Mysore it can be profitably raised on
poor soils, where the other wheats could not be grown. Its demands, says
Haokel, are less, its liability to disease lower, and the gram being fir^ily retained
within the glumes, makes it proof against the attacks ot birds. According to

Hamilton, i««ii «»•«<<•«»i (;ave godhi) and T. me the two wheats of
Mysore, and Mollison, in the opening paragraph of his article on wheat ^Textbook
Ind. Agrt,, 1901, m., 24), mentions T. »ao>i«r<>rcii»i ss a wheat “ said to be culti-

vated.” (See Mysore below, p. 1099).
Polonicujn. In this place it may be useful also to dispose ot r. Pwiouicnm (Vilmorin,

l.c. 20, and t 144)—Polish wheat. It is a very striking species with large com-
pressed, mostly bluish-groon (glaucous) spikes, readily distingiufdied by its

empty glumes, winch may be one inch long and enclose all the flowers of the
spikelets Hackel suspects that it is, perhaps, not a true species, but may have
originated by culture. But Poland is, however, by no means its native country.
Perhaps Spam, where it is still cultivateil on a large scidp, has a stronger claim.
It is also mot with in Italy and Abyssinia, but apjoarontly is not grown in ^ndia.
It much resembles in its long anil slenilev truit some of the forms of rye, and is

m fact, often sold under the name of Giant Rye
This leads now to the consideration of Hackel's group

—

Sativum (B) Rachis not articulated at maturity, gram visible between the open fruit
tenax. glumes and thus readily falling out. This lie distinguishes os r. MaHrum, nar.

tvnnje, which he further says is referable to four imperfectly characterised rao^s.
These may be indicated thus :

—

1. Empty glumes distinctly keeled on the upper half, rounded below :

* Spikes long, more or less loose in v, nativuiH

,

race vulgare (Vilmorin,
l.c. tt. 28-122),

’*'* Spikes short, dense, distinctly four-sided in t. snftviim, race compactum,
2. Empty glumes, sharply keeled at the base :

'** Fruit short, thick, not compressed in T. sattivm race turgidum (Vil-
morin, l.c. 18, tt. 28, 130, 132, 134).

••• Fruit oblong, narrow, somewhat laterally compressed and acute in
T. saMntm, race durum (Vilmorin, l.c. 19, tt. 136, 138, 140, 142).

Races :
The race to which Hackel thus restricts tlie name vulgare embracoa nunaer-

Vulgare. forme, such as awnleas and bearded, naked and hairy, white, bluish and
reddish spikes. It is perhaps one of the oldest of the modem wheats and the
most valuable in Europe, America, India and Australia. Several hundred forms
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Practical Aspects
of this wheat have been described. They are commonly grouped into red and
white. The white, as a rule, requires a good soil and a dry climate. The red
can endure much wet weather, but the red and white forms are interchangeable
with altered environment. A better classification is perhaps into beardless and
bearded forms.

The race oempactnili—the dwarf or hedgehog wheats (the latter name being Compac-
given to the awned forms)—is cultivated in the Austrian Alps, Wurtemberg, turn.
Alsace, Switzerland, Chili, Turkestan and Abyssinia. They are specially adapted
to stormy regions, and are at the same time profitable on soils where other wheats
could not be grown. They have short stiff straw.

The form to which the name turgidum or Rivet Wheat has been assigned Turgidum.
IS generally designated English W^heat on the continent of Europe. It has
dense, four-sided spikes, the leaves are broader than in rutgn ret and usually
velvety, and it affords long, rigid, nearly useless straw. The grain is generally
red-coloured, short and thick, with a blunt apex. It is rich in starch but poor
in gluten, and for bread-making the flour has to be mixed with more gliitenous
wheats. This class of wheat is largely grown in the Mediterranean coimtries,
more rarely m England and Germany. English wheat gives a good harvest,
but the flour is poor in gluten and usually greyish in colour. The so-called
Miracle Wheats (Egyptian wheats) constitute a sub-race under compositum and
have branched spikes.

Lastly, the race or group of forma designated durum comprehends all the Durum,
hard sprmg or flint wheats—the Macaroni Wheats. They are recognisable by sjiritij;

their long, bristling awns, almost solid culms, verj'liard, pointed, usually vitreous, W'ljc.its.

rarely mealy grama, and often black awns. Cultivated in the Mediterranean
countries and Asia Minor, and are most important in Spain and Northern Afnea.
The grain is specially rich in gluten, hence their being largely used in the manu-
facture of macaroni.

At the third Hybrid Conference held in London during 1906, Philippe d© Viimorm.

Vilmorin of Pans put the position regarding the origin of the forms of wheat
thus—" When my father began, in 1878, cross-fertilisation between tho different

types of whgats, the object he had in view, and which he fully proved, was that
all our wheats—with the exception of Trinruui luoitororciiui—come from one
and the same common origin. In conse^fuenoo of his experiments, he was able

to base Ijis argument on two well-proved facts, namely :—(1) that tho six species

(T. anlivutu, Lam,, T. tin-ffliluut, L, T. eturum. Deaf, T. J^n/oiiltuui , L, T. Spriln, SybriJ*.

L, and T. aniyiruiii, Sennge) of cultivated wheats can bo crossed amongst them-
selves and give products indefinitely fertile. (2) That on crossing any two of

these six, the other four may appear among the results.”

Only the briefest possible abstract has been attempted in the fore-

going observations regarding the classification of tho varieties and races

of wheat usually adopted by writers on this subject. The student who
may wish fuller details should consult Kornicke and Werner (Handbuck

des Getreide baues, 1885, ii., 209-529), where it will be seen several hundred
forms are discussed.

[Cf, E. M, Shelton in the Report on the Rust tn Wheat Conference (held in

Brisbane, Queensland, 1894); U.S. Dept. Agri. (Botany):—Carloton, Russian
Cereals, Bull., 1900, No. 23, 12-30 ; also Macaroni Wheats, Bull., 1901, No. 3 ;

Si^ofleld, Alnerian Durum Wheats, Bull., 1902, No. 7 ; Carleton and Chamberlain,
Durum Wheats, Bull., 1904, No. 70 ; Lyon, Improv. Quality of Wheat, Bull.,

1906, No, 78; Kept. Third Internationeil Conference, 1906, on Genetics (published

Royal Horticultural Society).]

Practical Aspects.—From the study of an extensive series of Indian Watson’s

specimens sent to London, some years ago, the late Dr. Forbes Watson Classiflca-

propounded the following classification :—(1) white, soft
; (2) white, hard

;

(3) red, soft
; and (4) red, hard. The vernacular term pissi usually denotes

soft wheats, and these are the wheats chiefly exported from India. To a

certain extent these four groups are cultivated side by side in the same
district, but on the whole a geographical isolation may be perceived.

Northern India, for example, produces mainly soft wheats, while Southern

India and Bengal grow mainly hard forms. The cultivation of the finer
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• qualities of soft wheats would appear to be for the most part comprised

within the upper basins of the three great rivers—the Ganges, the Indus,

and the Nerbudda. South of the Nerbudda, the true soft wheats may
be spoken of as very nearly unknown. The prevalent wheats of the

United Provinces and of some parts of Bihar and Tirhut are soft white,

softEod. and of the PanjAb soft red. Some years ago the late Col. Wace estimated

that out of the 7 million acres of wheat then in the Panjab, 5 million

were under soft red wheats. But the soft red extends farther to the south

Hard V, iicat9. than the soft white. Hard wheats predominate in the Deccan, Berar

and some parts of Bengal, and the less valuable form, hard red, extends

farthest to the south, and is the only wheat capable of cultivation in the

moist climate of the lower Gangetic delta, in Orissa and in Burma. In

many parts of the Bombay Presidency, south to Mysore and Madras
Presidency, an extremely hard red wheat becomes prevalent, namely
that already mentioned under the name spelt.

Bengal. Prain (Note on Races of Beng. Wheat, in Dept. Land Rec. and Agri., l.c.)

discusses the value of the characters based on the-consistence of the grain

—the hard and soft ; also the distinction according to colour—white

and red
;
and lastly, the condition of bearded and beardless grains. He

finally comes to the conclusion that little reliance can be placed on such

distinctions taken by themselves. He, however, points out that white or

Broader Loai e<. grey wheats, whether softer hard, have, as a rule, distinctly broader leaf-

blades than have the red wheats, and adds that in Bengal the wheats
grown are practically all bearded. Summing up his observation of these

aspects, Prain comes to the conclusion that Watson’s classification, which
sott White. combines consistence and colour of grain, is of practical valuf. The soft

white wheats of Bengal are called dudhia ; the soft red wheats, 'jdmdli ;

the hard grey wheats, gangdjuli, and the hard red, kheri. Mukerii [Hand-
hook Ind. Agri.) mentions fifth and sixth forms, namely p^a and
nanbia.

XT. Prov. In the United Provinces the daudi wheat is spoken of as the finest.

MuiiJia. Mundia denotes a white, soft wheat of good quality, which js beardless.

This wheat is met with here and there : thus Russell alludes to it in his

Gazetteer of Damoh as grown in embanked fields, since it requires more
moisture and is less liable to rust than the bearded wheats. The account
given by F. G, Sly ot the wheats of Hoshangabad (Kept. Land Rev. Settl.,

1891-1905, 26-7) is probably more or less applicable to the whole df the

C. Prov. Central Provinces. “ The principal kinds of wheat grown are ptssi, soft

and starchy, white
;

]alalia, hard and glutenous, white
; daodia, soft and

oiutoaoua
starchy, white

; saharia, soft and starchy, white ; kathia, hard and gluten-

ous, red
;
and bansi, hard and red. All kinds are bearded, i^i beardless

wheat being grown, which cultivators say is because birds attack it more
freely. At present no less than 80 per cent, of the wheat sown is ptsst,

whereas at last Settlement pissi is described as an inferior kind, little

sown, •jalalia and kathia being growm in about equal proportions. This
remarkable change has been brought about by the export trade, pissi

being in the greatest demand. Jalalia is still preferred for home con-
wi.itesoft sumption, because it makes better suji." The cultivation of white soft
V heats

wheats in most provinces of India has greatly expanded with the foreign

_ . ,
demand.

Classiflca- Clammie (Provis. Class, of Ind. Wheats, l.c.) subordinates the

tion. characters based on the consistence and colour of grains to the presence
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Streng'th
or absence of a beard. He forms six sections ;—two of which are beard-

less and ccyrespond, he says, to T, hi/henmii)
,
Linn, {l.c., tt. i., ii., iii., iv.). t hj/hemum.

These would appear to be for the most part white wheats both soft and
hard, though one of them, the jonaria group, is described as hard red,

and the illustration shows it to be shortly bearded (certainly not

beardless). Gammie’s third section he designates as the kali kushal,

bakshi or kahno wheats, which he identifies with T. jtilosntn (l.c. t. v.). t piiomm.

In these, the spikelets are velvety, bearded, and the grains described as

hard white, yellow or red. The bakshi wheats are almost confined to

Bombay, more especially the Deccan, and are not met with in the Konkan.
Then the fourth and fifth sections are also bearded wheats, which Gammie
regards as being forms of T. n’stivttnt, Linn. The former he calls popatia T.aatuum.

wheat (l.c., t. vi.), a form met with mostly in Bombay and the Central

Provinces, and possessed of hard yellow or hard red grain. The lattei he

designates the daudkhani wheats (l.c. t. vii.) ;
these are shortly bearded

and the grains soft white, hard white or hard red. They are met with

in the Panjab and, Gammie says, may be viewed as the transitional

forms between the long bearded and beardless wheats. Lastly, his sixth t Speita.

section (l.c., t. adii.) embraces the various forms of khapli already discussed

(p. 1084). These, he says, are awned and have a covered, hard red grain.

An American correspondent of Gammie’s, it would seem, had identified

the Bombay khapli to be the same as Emmer wheat of Siberia
—

“ a

variety used to transmit rustproof qualities.” But in 1903, Gammie tells

us, the khapli “ became decidedly rusted, so that it has now lost its long-

maintained reputation of immunity.”
Hybridised and Pedigree Wheat.—The improvement of the stock Hybrids,

of wheat has for many years been recognised as an essential feature of

rational cultivation. Recent research would seem to show, however, that
not only better but more immediate and more enduring results are hkely
to be attained by hybridisation of stock than by the tedious process of

selection that hitherto has resulted in what are known as pedigree wheats.
It is, in fact* not enough to know the species and varieties of 'Ts-itiemn-, it

has become imperative to be able to recognise the races and to successfully

cross these in directions ascertained to secure the fixation of properties

of value in direct adaptation to environment. For example, the property
of ceftain flours, known technically as “ strength,” that is to say the streajth

capacity to afford a large loaf, has been established as a racial character-
istic that may be secured by the adoption of certain stocks, or by their

utilisation in hybridisation. At one time it was assumed that strength
was due to manuring, to methods of cultivation, to soil and chmate, or
to "season of reaping, but each and every one of these opinions have
been tested and found unconnected with the production of “ strength.”
All English wheats are admittedly deficient, but Red Fife Wheat (among Red i ne.

others that might be mentioned) has been found not only to possess
that property, but to preserve it when grown in England, and to trans-
mit the same when employed in crossing with standard English wheats,
such as Golden Drop. [Cf. Hall, in Journ. Board Agri., 1904, xi., 321-
33 ; Itept. Confer, on Oenetica, Roy. Hort. Soc., 1906, 384.] In a brief note
by Howard (Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iv., 401-3) it is very properly •

urged that the first step toward improvement is to secure uniformity.
He has accordingly pointed out that in India it is not uncommon to
find wheat not only grown mixed with barley, gram and other such
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THE WHEAT PLANT

crops, but to discover several distinct races of wheat mixed in one ana
the same held. .

Properties and Uses.—The methods of employing wheat for human
food in India vary somewhat in the different provinces. From the grain,

three chief kinds of flour are made, viz. suji, maida and did. The
first is a granular meal obtained by moistening the grain overnight,

then grinding it. The fine flour passes through a sieve, leaving the suji

and bran above. The latter is got rid of by winnowing, and the round,

granular meal or suji remains. This preparation may he described as a

form of semolina, and is most easily produced from the hard wheats rich

in gluten. It is employed in confectionery, and in place of oatmeal in

malang a kind of porridge. The hard white wheats are also valued in the

preparation of macaroni. Maida and ata may be prepared from the flour

separated in the preparation of suji by regrinding it and passing it through

a finer sieve than used formerly, the finer flour that passes through being

maida and the coarser ata. They .are, however, most largely prepared

without going through the process of separation of suji, the dry grain

being at once ground and sifted into the two qualities. Maida is the luxury

of the rich while ata is the flour of the poor and is generally cooked in the

form of coarse cakes

—

chapattis—toasted by the side of an open fire. These
are eaten along with dal and ghi or other relish, and constitute the chief

food in the wheat-consuming tracts of India. In many localities, however,
the ata is not obtained from pure wheat but from a mixture of wheat-

barley or wheat-gram, the two grains being ground in the mixed form—

a

habit that has led to cultivation of the mixed crops already alluded to and
also to the sale of the mixed grains, a condition by some persons incorrectly

regarded as deliberate adulteration. In the larger towns of India, bread

and biscuits, prepared from flour leavened and baked in the i^uropean

fashion, have come greatly into use and seem destined to even more general

consumption. But the fermenting of wheat flour in the manufacture of

bread seems to have been unknown prior to the advent of the Europeans.
The uses of wheat in the arts and medicine need hardly Jbe detailed.

Wheat starch is, as a rule, too expensive for extended use in India. Like
that of rice, the gluten mixed with fine lime is employed as a special cement.

For microscopical results consult Hanuasek {Micro. Tech. Prod,

(Winton and Barber, transl.), 1907, 37, 334-49).
^

Adulteration of Indian Wheat.—The opening of the Suez Canal
brought India into direct touch with Europe and demonstrated the pos-

sibility of Indian wheat and other foodstuffs being conveyed to Europe
in thirty days. Prior to 1870, no mention occurs of India’s participation

in the world’s supply of wheat. And when it did appear in the com
markets of Europe, it was viewed by many as introducing an undesirable
disturbing element which it became necessary to ward off rather than to

encourage. The delusion that rice was the staple food of India, and, there-

fore, her chief agricultural (food) crop, seems never to have been more
rudely dispelled than by the emphatically demonstrated fact that India
not only grew wheat, but was prepared to contest certain markets and to
land special wheats at a price lower than they could be produced elsewhere.

This was first met by the outcry that, for greed, the better classes of the
community were exporting the surplus stocks that formerly were stored
against times of scarcity and famine. When this failed, the tendency to
uncleanly wheat instead of being removed by emulation, was stereotyped
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ised as unavoidable and therefore permissible, below which no enhance-
ment of price was paid but above which deductions were authorised. The
practical effect of this system was the payment pf freight on mud and
the charges .for cleaning in Europe, both of which told against India’s

success as a wheat-supplying country for Europe. Viscount Cross, at a

meeting held at the India Office in 1889, pointed out that an enormous
amount of dirt was in this way imported ammally and freight paid on it

as if it were wheat. Assuming an average of 3 per cent, adulteration, that

would come, on the 1906-6 exports of wheat conveyed to the United
Kingdom, to half a million cwt. of mud, on which freight and other charges

had to be paid. Voelcker {Improv. Ind. Agrt., 277-8) and others have
shown that this state of affairs is in no way due to bad cultivation nor to

careless threshing on the part of the Indian cultivators, but is entirely a

consequence of deliberate adulteration to suit the reqmrements of the

English corn trade. A similar state of affairs characterised the American
wheat trade, since the wheats tliat first came into Europe contained

as much as 10 per cent, of prairie oats, rye and other impurities.

It was sold on a standard of “ fair average quality ” (f.a.q.). But
the American producers soon saw the necessity for reform and turned

out a clean wheat, and were thus able to establish the standards of

sale on their own side of the Atlantic. So far, India has failed to

attain that position, though more than one effort has been made to

remedy the evil of adulteration both by the Government of India and
the Indian merchants.

In an afficial dispatch, dated November 29, 1906, the Government
of India sum up the present position and then add that “ The replies

received have been considered, and the Government of India now feel

justifieif in announcing for general information that, if buyers of

Indian, wheat desire to obtain regular supplies containing not more
than 2 per cent, of impurities (that term covering all foreign matter

other than, food-grains) the mass of Indian shipments can be made
on that basis.”

By the opponents to reform, it has been upheld that Indian wheat is of

necessity less pure than the wheats of Europe, America and Austraha,

due to the imperfect methods and appliances of the Natives ; that ac-

cordingly it has to be washed, and may as well contain 2 per cent, impurity
as one. But if the shippers are prepared to do the cleaning in India,

a saving in freight would be effected that might go a long way toward
covering the cost of cleaning and, moreover. Native methods might
easily be .improved. The demand for pure wheat to be made by the

buyers in Europe would accordingly seem the natural and only solution

of the present anomalous state of affairs, if the further position be
not upheld as the ultimate result of the controversy, namely the
expansion of the milling interests of India and the export of flour in

place of grain (see p, 1101).

Seeds found in Wheat.—The seeds obtained during Indian wheat
screenings are gram, polygonum, rape and jnazi—the last being a species

of Asphodelus, which in the Panjabis often very prevalent in thewheat-
flelds—especially in the Jhelum districts—and to such an extent as to give

iDtich trouble to the cultivators. [C/. Howard, Agri. Journ. Ind., 1907,
i., pt. iv., 403-5

; ii., pt. ii., 210.]
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CULTIVATION.
Range of Seasons and Crop Adaptations,—The antiquitv of wheat

cultivation in India can be at once realised by the evident direct adaptations

of the forms of the crop grown to the varied conditions of soil and climate

under which produced. As indicative of this wide range of rfwjial adapta-

tions to elimatic and other conditions, the following passage from a paper

written by me on The Cro-ps and Climatic Ccmdilions of India (Agri. Le^..

1895, No. 3, 38) may be here given ;
—

“ As a result of these considerations

we have the startling state of affairs that a journey from one extreme of

India to the other may reveal the cultivators engaged in every stage of the

operations connected with certain crops, such as preparing the soil, sowing,

watering the advanced crop, reaping, threshing and carrying the produce

to market. For example, were the journey made in June from the Panjdb

to South India, the cultivators would in the north be found engaged in the

early preparation of the land, for the crop to be sown in September to

December
;

iii mid journey they would be seen tending the mature Tcaple

wheat of the Konkan
; and in Mysore and some parts of Madras Presi-

dency, they would be found sowing wheat—a crop that will bo harvested

in September and thus practically at the very time that the great wheat
crop of Northern India is being only sown.” In general terms it may be
said wheat cultivation increases on passing to the north, in other words, on
leaving the humid atmo.sphere and inundated soils of the south. Indian

wheat as a whole might, moreover, be spoken of as comprising a varied

assortment of winter wheats, that is to say, the bulk of the Indian crop is

sown in autumn and reaped in spring (raht crop), but except on the hills

it has rarely to pass through a winter of frost, so that from the climatic

standard the Indian wheats might rather be spoken of as spring wheats.

Frosts are, however, not unknown, and often do much harm as the gram
is ripening. But unlike the spring wheats of Europe, the Indian crop may
in general terms be said to ripen with an increasing, not a decreasing tem-
perature. That is to say, from January onwards the approach is rapidly

made to the hot season, and by April and May the hottest temperatures
of the year are usually recorded. This circumstance, so dissimilar from that
of most other wheat-producing countries in the world, may have much to

say to the “ ricey ” character attributed by the trade to the Indian wheats
as a whole.

Yield.—The seed is ordinarily sown in October and ripens in three' and
a half to four months—a good average crop would be about 800 lb. to the
acre. But there may be said to be two subordinate groups, namely dry-
crop wheats and irrigated wheats. The increased facilities of canal irriga-

tion account largely for the recent expansion of the area and production ,of

irrigation wheats in the Panjdb. The possibilities of the future in this

ilirection cannot by any means be regarded as definitely established.

Irrigation wheat on land liberally manured may yield from 1,200 to 1,600
lb. an acre.

Associated Crops.—To a large extent wheat is in India interchangeable
with other rabi crops, such as linseed or gram, and it is accordingly rotated
with these and may be sown alone or mixed with barley or gram or with
intervening rows of mustard or safflower. The value of a rotation with
leguminous crops is fully understood by the Indian cultivator and uni-
versally taken advantage of all over the wheat area. Recently Howard
(l.c. ii., pt. ii., 210) has pointed out that in the Eastern PanjAb it is
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9ultivation
cuatomary to sow senji {Melllotua p<ii-i'lflora) among cotton, so as
to raise a rahi forage crop. It is commonly seen also among wheat
{Fodder, in D.E.P., hi., 416).

Diseases.—So much has been written on thi» subject, even in con- Diseases,
nection with India alone, that many pages would have to be devoted
to the subject before anything like a satisfactory abstract could be pro-
duced. Rust is by far the most important or serious. It is known to Rust,

the Natives as qeru, gerwar, or jeru. According to the belief of the culti-

vators, it attacks the crops only when sown on irrigated land or when
an undue amount of rain falls or heavy clouds prevail, during the e.*rly

growing stages. For some years the late Dr. Arthur Barclay devoted much
attention to the study of wheat rust and arrived at many surprising con-
clusions, one of which may be here stated, viz. that while the barberry DiSermt

bush of the Himalaya bears abundantly tecidial oliister-cups, which he
supposed to be those of Pitvehtiti tfrttttiinis. the rust of the wheatfields

18 J’. rnbif/o-vern [Journ. Bot., 1892, xxx , 16). In the Agricultural

Ledger (1895, No. 20, 287-98) will be found an illustrated dcsc-uption of

the two chief forms of the rust, viz. I*, f/fnminis and J', rubigo-vrra,
and their various stages ol existence. Massee {Textbook PL Diseases,

1903, 247-9) deals very briefly with black rust and crown rust. A few

years ago the Colonies of Australia held a series of conferences on rust in Austriiian

wheat. As a consequence, voluminous reports of the deliberations of the

Commissioners w^ere published from 1890 to 1896. These were ably

reviewed by Pram (Agri. Ledg., 1897, No. 16). About the same time

Cunningham and Prain published a Note on Indian Wheat Rust {Kec.

Bot. Surv. ind., 1 ., 99-124),in which they point out that perhaps five species

of Purcinift attack the wheat of the plains of India. They also describe

an secidial fungus on hannea, which they suggested may possibly be the

source of the Shibpur wheat rust, Butler (Dept. Agri. Ind. Bull., 1903,

pt. i., Jl^o. 1) earned the subject a step further by throwing doubt on
the secidial fungus of the Himalayan barberries being at all connected

with wheait rust. He then remarks, “I have found that the common
jpicitlinm on the barberry at Mussourie is not allied to the wheat fungus,

but is a distinct and remarkable species, accompanied by a Uretlo-ioxm

on the barberry itself, and giving rise to witch’s brooms on the attacked

busl^es. The barberry may be entirely left out of account in India.” He
then points out that the P. rnbigo-veraoi Indian writers comprehends
several species, more especially y-'. glamarum noA. P. tritlclnn. Under
the former he places the Ferozpur wheat rust and the Mogul Serai

barley rust of Cunningham and Prain. 1*. fflumnnim appears earlier

than P, ffvmnlnis, and as far as Indian experience goes, is much more
destructive to the grain.

The next paper of importance that appeared in India is that by Butler

and Hayman, to which is appended a note by Moreland (Mem. Dept.

Agri. Ind., 1906, i.. No. 2, 1-57, tt. i.-v.). This reviews the main facts

already mentioned, then pointedly exhibits the issues that remain unsolved

regarding the propagation of rust from season to season (l.c. 10), and in

the concluding summary speaks of three distinct rusts met with in India, Three Porna

viz. P. graniinis (black rust), P. gliimamm (yellow rust), and P.
trlticina (orange rust). All three commonly attack wheat, and the

first two barley also. In conclusion, it may be said that these authors

«eein inclined to accept Eriksson’s theory of hereditary infection in HweiJity,
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preference to that which involves the discovery of an intermediate

“ host.” [Of. Butler, Volunteer Wheat and Rust, in Agri. Joum. 1907,

ii., pt. i., 99-100 ;
Maxwell-Lefroy, Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind., 1907. i., No. 2.}

AREA OF PRODUCTION.—The chief wheats exported from India

are the MuzafEarnagar soft white {dudhi) and the Bombay "and Central

Provinces hard white (hakshi) above indicated, but the wheats most

popular within India itself are those produced in the Panjdb. With the

vast majority of the people of India wheat is not, however, a necessity of

life
;
it is indeed rarely if ever eaten by them. Wheat becomes an import-

ant article of food in the Panjab only. In India as a whole, therefore,

its cultivation is governed more by external than internal considerations.

When the marJeets of Europe give indications of profit, its cultivation

is immediately increased. But the mere fact of a definite proportion

of this foodstufE being produced as an article of export (far from being a

source of danger) is of the very greatest value to India, since, when the

necessity arises, exports can be stopped by increased local demand and a
new source of food thereby rendered available. It is not to be wondered at,

therefore, that exceptionally good harvests in Europe and America are

immediately followed by lessened cultivation in India. The effect of

famine on wheat exports may also be clearly demonstrated :—The exports

for the ten years ending 1899-1900 averaged 12J million cwt. ;
in 1900-1, a

year which followed a serious famine, the exports were only half a million

cwt., and two years later (1903-4) they expanded to 26 million cwt. If

wheat displaces any crop it would be cotton, certainly not the food-grains

of the people. Few cultivators are likely to be found so ignorant as to
grow the millets on the rich lands on which alone wheat and edtton can be
successfully produced. The best lands have always been devoted to rent-

paying crops, that is to say, to export crops—such as oil-seeds, wheat and
cotton—and only during times of famine would these lands be thrown
under the millets and other necessitous food crops. t

From these and such like considerations it may readily be understood
that the area in India (British and Native States) normally under wheat
manifests extreme fluctuations. Thus in 1891-2 it was 27,032,772 acres
with a production of 6,093,741 tons of wheat

; in 1893-4 it stood at
28,716,735 acres with 7,268,982 tons ; in 1896-6 it had fallen to 24,071,320
acres with a production of 5,380,342 tons. Then it rose in 1898-9, apd in

the very next year, 1899-1900, fell to 18,687,782 acres with 5,357,142 tons.
For the three succeeding years it fluctuated around 23 million acres,

and ill 1903-4 suddenly expanded to 28,413,743 acres with 9,641,145 tons ;

and in 1905-6 stood at 26,226,200 acres with a production of 8,560,340
tons. The Final Memorandum for 1906-7 estimates the area at*29,444,20O
acres, but the yield at only 8,508,040 tons.

The provincial distribution of these acreages may now be discussed.
The Panjab (including the North-West Frontier Province) heads the list

with its lowest area (in recent years), namely 6,223,600 acres in 1891-2,
and its highest record, 10,184,200 acres in 1906-7, with a production of
3,588,100 tons. During the past six years it has shown an average of over

8^ million acres under the crop, and has manifested on the whole a steady
expansion. Then follow the United Provinces, which normally fluctuate
between 6 and 7^ million acres. The Central Provinces stand next in
order, with a normal area of from 2 to 3 million acres and Berar adding
about half a million more. Then comes Bombay with from l^to 2 million
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acres, while Sind and its Native States add to the Bombay Presidency
about half a million more acres. Lastly Bengal (including Eastern Bengal) nenijai

normally possesses about 1^ million acres. Except in the Panjdb,
therefore, the area in the other provinces cannot, be regarded as giving
any indication of expansion.

The Native States have collectively about 5 million acres under Fiuve states,

wheat. The Final Memorandum issued by the (Commercial Tntolligencc

Department estimates their area for 1906-7 at ,5, 176,0(X) acres, with a
production of 1,048,640 tons. The largest propoition is in Hyderaba<l and
Rajputana, which each have on an average 1 iiiilln o acres, r hilc sJontral

India has approximately 2 million acres. iKcluned iindei these are.'is me i-

tion may be made of (Iwalior, which rlmmti the pas', f.ve years has had
from 298,872 to 726,674 acres under the crop : Bhopa; in 1905, 419.766
acres; Indore, 287,681; Bandplkhaiul 21.5,468; Bhag.alkbaiwi, 289,128 acres;

and, lastly, Kotah has annually froni 100,0(1<) to :iO0,O(X) acres of wheat.
Panjab and North-West Frontier.— <9»ie-th]rd of the total err,oped PanjAb.

area of the PanjAb is usually under wheat, an area which represents about Aiea

29 ‘3 per cent of the total wheat area of British India. According to the

Agricultural Statistics, the actual wheat area in the Panjab m 1904-5 was
7,681,700 acres and in the North-West Frontier 821,586 acres, the yield

having been 3,122,900 tons. In 1905-6 the total area for the two provinces
was 9,696,700 acres and the yield 3,790,000 tons, while the Final Memo-
randum for 1906-7 estimated the area and yield, as already mentioned, at

10,184,200 acres and 3,588,100 tons. As representative of distribution,

it may be added that during 1904-5 the following districts m the Panjab n.<triot3.

had each «ver .300,000 acres of wheat;—Lyallpur, 591,818; Ferozpur,

566,433 ; Lahore, 438,360 ;
Attook, 407,768 ; Sialkot, 396,837 ;

Gujranwala,

363,367 ;
Amritsar, 350,397 ;

Shahpur, 342,483 ;
Gurdaspur, 330,586

;

Jhelam* .325,793
;

(dujrat, 310,725 ;
and Multan, 305,051. In the North-

West frontier the areas are smaller, the chief being—Peshawar, 299,347

acres ; Bannu, 209,136 ; and Hazara, 122,068.

The crop is sown on what are known as rausli and rohi land.s ; the SoiK

former are light, easily pulverised loams, very prevalent in Upper India ;

the latter, rich well-drained soils approaching what is known as ddkar.

Ddkar proper is as a rule too heavy and not sufficiently drained for wheat.

The crop occupies the soil for about six months—the first sowings are Season*,

made by the middle of October, and the harvest operations are completed

by the latter end of May. The systems pursued vary to some extent

locally, but mainly in consequence of the nature of the soil and source of

water supply. The following particulars derived from Hoshiarpur District

Gazetteer (J.905, 93-5) is representative of the Panjab generally. The luce ciueflr

common wheat grown is a reddish bearded variety called kdthi, the kind

most commonly used for mixtures with gram and other crops. The
number of ploughings given to wheat varies according to the crop that

precedes it. If it follows maize, the time for ploughing is short, and not piougiungs.

more than three or four can be given. If the two-year course is followed,

continuous ploughings can be given for ten months ; but even so, the

majority of farmers do not plough more than eight or ten times. The
best time for sowing is from the middle to the end of October, but wheat *

can he sown up to the end of December. In the riverain villages the land

is often not dry enough to sow till November, and if the seed is sown too Late sowinga.

early it is eaten by a small grasshopper called toJea. The subsequent
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Weeding. Operations are simple. The field should be occasionally Weeded in

November and December. After December, nothing need be^done be-

sides the protection of the crop from stray animals till it is ripe in April.

Har-vest. About the middle of Ajiril is the proper time to begin reaping the wheat

harvest.” •

Seed to Acre “ The quantity of seed used is half a maund per acre, but a good deal

depends on weather conditions at the time of sowing, and also on the

class of soil. The average outturn varies much from tract to tract. Ex-

tensive crop e.vperiments were carried out for five years during the First

Yield. Revised Settlement, and the results seem to show that in the best plains

Tahsils, the average produce is 8 to 9 mauiids an acre ;
in Dasiiya

about 7 maunds
;
and in the hills only 4 niaunds.” Of course the

difference is enormous between the outturn of the best land, highly

manured, 12 to 14 mauiids, and that of the poorest sandy soils or badly

manured land, 6 to 9 maunds. “ In the light soils of Kandi the yield

falls in bad years to 3 or 4 maunds per acre.”

Averaect According to the Agricultural Statistics, the average yield per acre

in the Panjab for a period of five years ending 1901-2 was 935 lb. irrigated

and 042 lb. uuirngated land, and in the North-West Frontier, 883 lb. on
irrigated and 563 lb. on iinirngatcd. In the Pan]db the largest yields were

obtained in Gurdaspiir, Amritsar, Jalandhar, h'erozpur, Delhi, Ludhiana,

Lahore, Anibala and Mianwali
;
and in the North-West Frontier in Dera

Ibxnail Khan, in all of which average yields of over 1,000 lb. (12 ^
maunds) per acre have been recorded on irrigated lands.

[Cf Wace, Fanjab Wheat (Panjdb Govt. pubJicat.), 1884: Diet, Oaz, ; Repts.
Oper. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. , Settl. Repts. , Repts. Agrx.-He^rt. Gardens,
Lahore, Howard, Weeds in Fanjab Wheat Fields, Agii. Journ. Ind., 1900, i.,

403-5.]

U. Prov. United Provinces.—The crop is very important in these pi^vinces,

ordinarily occupying about one-fifth of the net ciopped area, an amount
which on an average of the five years ending 1904-5, represented 27 "9

per cent, of the total wheat area in British India. According to the

Area Agricultxiral Statistics, the area in Agra in 1904-5 was 5,533,542 acres

and in Oudh 2,197,224 acres, giving a total of 7,730,766 acres. The
outturn for the same year was estimated at 1,897,000 tons. In the Final
Memorandum on the crop for 1906-7, the area is stated to have been

Yield in 1905-6, 6,478,900 acres and the yield 2,428,700 tons ; and in 1906-7,

7,039,100 acres and 2,164,500 tons. In Agra the largest areas are usually

lAstrieU. ill the Meerut and Rohilkhand Divisions. In the former, Meerut district

had 383,916 acres in 1904-5, Saharanpur 355,272 acres, Muzaffarnapur
276,864 acres, Bulandshahr 258,377 acres, and Aligarh 229,100 acres

;

in the latter (Rohilkhand Division), Moradabad had 383,555 acres, Budaun
344,345 acres, Shahjah^npur 276,703 acres, and Bareli 222,895 acres.

In Oudh—Lucknow Division—Hardoi had 320,938 acres, Sitapur 269,836
acres, and Kheri 221,264 acres. In Fyzabad Division, Gonda had 277,487
acres, and Bahraich 247,823 acres.

No general statement regarding cultivation has been published since

the Field and Garden Crops appeared, but the annual reports of the Cawn-
pore Experimental Farm and the bulletins issued by the Agricultural

Department contain much valuable information, especially regarding
A'afiicrop. the experimental manuring of wheat. The crop is entirely a rabi one.

Seasons. being sown at the end of October or beginning of November, and cut
m March and April. According to Duthie and Fuller, it is grown on
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almost every soil, except the lightest sands, but a rather heavy loam is Soiis.

considered best. The better class of wheat-fields are manured every Manmo.
second or third year, and the land is sometimes prepared by herding
sheep on it. As a rule, wheat is sown only on land that has lain fallow
during the preceding kharif (known as chnumds or -pural), but in highly
naanured lands near village sites it occasionally follows maize. No par-
ticular rotation is known to be pursuetl, but in tracts where cotton is Kotatmn.

widely grown, wheat is generally said to follow. In the Meerut district

an elaborate rotation is practised in which wUeai i.s < own onl; twuce in
five years. On an average the land is ploughed about eight times betore riougiungs.

sowring. The seed rate is said to vary from IW ti 1 to lb i er acie. After
sowing, the field is divided into irrigation hens. 11 tl e soil is sufficiently

moist in October to allow of the se,e(h rerminatini; properly
,
che necessity

for irrigation will depend on the occin . < nee and e stent of the winter rains.

Should the soil be too dry’ for geiniiiiatiini, a w.itennf (called paleo) is watering,

given before sowing. As a rule, ihrte oi four witenngs are said ^o be
ample even in the driest localities. As regards outturn, it has been esti- outtum.

mated that 15 maunds per acr' for wheat grown alone, as also for wheat-
barley, and 13 maunds for wheat-gram, are the lowest averages which
could be taken. According to the Agricultioal Statistics, the average averages,

yield for the whole province lor the five years ending 1901-2 was l,2b0 lb.

(15 maunds) pei acre for vnigated wheat, and 800 Ih. (9-75 maunds) per
acre for unirrigated. The largest average yields during that period were
obtained in Bulandshahr and llahraich, viz., for irrigated wheat, 1,300 lb.

per acre, and in Bahraich and Naim Tal, viz., for unirrigated, 1,050 lb.

and 1,000 4b. respectively.

[C/. Wright, Rept. on Wheat Cult, and Trade in U Piov , 1878 ; Duthie and
Fuller, Field and Carden Crops, 1882, i , 1-8, tt. 1-2 ; Leather, Exper. on Wheat
and Mcflzc, Dept. Land Rec, and Agn. U. Prov. Bull., 1900, No. 9 ; also Exper.

on Growth of Wheat (a) with Oreen Manure (b) in Rot. with Legum. Cropi, No. 10 ;

Moroland, Australian Methods of Test, and Improv. Wheat, m Ayri. Lcdy., 1901,

No. 2, 11-31; Nevill, Disl. Oaz. U. Prov., 1903-C; Numerous Repts. of Exper.
conducted Cawnpore Exper. Farm', also Repts. (lovt. hot. Card., Saharanpur,
and Hort. Card., Lucknow.']

Central Provinces and Berar.

—

In these provinces wheat occupies C. Prov.

about one-eighth of the total cropped area, a figure that represents 11

A

per cent, of the total wheat area of British India. The actual area in Area.

190^-5, according to the Agricultural Statistics, was 3,070,421 acres in the

Central Provinces, 427,236 acres in Berar, and estimated yields 751,900 Tieid.

tons and 80,000 tons. The Final Memorandum on the crop for 1906-7

states the combined area and yield to have been in 1905-6, 3,443,800

aijres and^ 834,400 tons ; and in 1906-7, 3,689,800 acres and 904,700

tons. According to the figures for 1904-5, the districts with largest DiBtrid*.

areas expressed in acres in the Central Provinces were Hoshangabad,

424,588; Jabbalpur, 362,354; Saugor, 332,788; Seoni, 261,674; Nag-

pur, 214,258; Chhindwara, 197,767 ; Damoh, 191,511, etc. In Berar

—Bulddna, 145,582 ;
Bdsim, 98,862 ;

Amraoti, 67,429, etc.

The system of cultivation is practically the same as that pursued Manure and

in the heavy black soils of Bombay (see below). Unlike the United Pro- unueCT^BT-
vinces and Panjdb, manure and irrigation are here unimportant. For
ordinary wheat cultivation, preparatory operations commence in April Seasons,

or May and the field is ready for sowing by October. The seed rate

varies from 80 to 120 lb. per acre. The crop is left entirely to itself till
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harvest in the beginning of March. A different system is pursued in a

tract of country which includes a considerable portion of the J[abbalpur

and a small portion of the Narsinghpur and Seoni districts. The fields

are surrounded with hanks, and rainwater is allowed to accumulate in

them. The water is let off at the beginning of October, and the seed is

then drilled in without any preliminary preparations. The average

outturn for the province for the five years ending 1896-7, according to

the Agricultural Statistics, is estimated to have been 925 lb. per acre for

irrigated wheat, 570 lb. for uiiirrigated. Returns for irrigated wheat are

given only for Bctul, Chhindwdra, Nagpur and Nimar.
The method of cultivation pursued in Berar differs but little from

that m the Central Provinces. It is sown in October and reaped in

February, and is cultiv'ated in rotation with other crops. The Agricultural

Statistics give an average yield, for a period of five years ending 1901-2,

of 687 lb. per acre.

[C/. Land Rev. Settl Repta. ; Nagpur Exper. Farm Repta . ; Fuller, Note
on Outturn of Land under Principal Cropa in C. Prov., 1894, 4-10 : Russell,

Diet. Oaz., 1006, A. 87-90, 101-2, 105-7 , ClousLon. Man. Exper. with Wheat
at Nagpur Exper. Farm, m Agri, Journ. Ind , July 1906, i., pt, iii., 206.]

Rajputana and Central India.—The returns published annually in

the volume of Agricultural Statistics would appear to give actual areas for

which definite surveys have been made. The figures, on the other hand,

published by the Commercial Intelligence Department would appear to

be forecasts and estimate.-s. According to the former, the area in 1904-5

in Central India .and Rajputana (viz. Gwalio”, Jaipur, Bikanir, Marwar,
Tonic, Alwar, Kisheiigarh, Bharatpur, Jhalawar and Kotah) came to

1,277,872 acres, with Ajmir-Merwara adding 17,167 acres. According to

the latter (the Commercial Intelligence Department), particulars of other

States are afforded, an<l thus manifest larger areas, viz.—2,171,0^9 acres

in Central India and 1,023,773 acres m Rajputana, with yields of

472,658 tons and 188,981 tons respectively. Accordingly, if we» accept
the areas given in the estimates for Central India and Rajputana as

approximately correct and add to them the area for Ajmir-Men-vvara from
the Agricultural Statistics, we would obtain a total of 3,211,959 acre.s

under wheat in 1904-5. The Final Memorandum on the crop for 1906-7
•states the area to have been in 1905-6, 1,852,100 acres with a yield of

420,600 tons in Central India; 604,000 acres and 145,000 tons in .Raj-

putana
;
and in 1906-7, 2,895,000 acres and 639,800 tons in Central

India
; and 810,000 acres and 215,000 tons in Rajputana. In Central

India the most important districts are Gwalior, Bhopal, Indore, Bandel-
khand, Bhagalkhand and Bhopawar

;
and in Rajputana—Kotah, Jaipur,

Tonk and Bharatpur. • ^

There is little information regarding cultivation available beyond
the facts given above. The climate and soil closely approximate to the
Panjdb on the one hand and to the Central Provinces on the other, and the
wheats are accordingly similar. In Ajmir-Merwara the best land is skid
to be selected for wheat, generally near a tank or well. To obtain a full

crop, the land is fallowed during the rainy season (June to September),
and is ploughed two or three times. Sowing begins about the end of
October and last? till the end of November, the crop being reaped in
April. The quantity of seed sown is said to be about 2 bushels per acre,
and the outturn, if the crop be manured and irrigated, is about 34 bushels.

Bombay and Sind.—The area in the British districts of Bombay and
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Sind represents about one-eleventh of the total net cropped area of the 4'e».

Presidency, or about 7*2 per cent. (Bombay), and 1*9 per cent. (Sind) of

the total* wheat area in India. The areas in 1904^5, according to the

Agricultural Statistics, were 1,749,182 acres in Bombay, 491,41.3 acres

in Sind, fhc Final Memorandum for the sairte year, issued by the

Department of Land Records and Agriculture, estimates the area m the

British districts of Bombay at 1,611,197 acres, and in Sind at 479,629

acres, while in the Native States the area is stated to have been 535,444

acres, giving a total (including Native States) of 2,626,270 acres. The
total yield is estimated at 469,134 tons. The Final Memorandum for yipU.

1906-7 states the area and yield to have been in 1906-6, 1,975,353 acres

and 471,357 tons; and in 1906-7, 2,219,763 acres and .504,827 tons. The
largest areas, expressed in acres, in the British districts of Bombay in Distnota.

1904-5, were Khandesli, 393,815; Nasik, 271,091 ; Ahmadnagar, 243,630;

Dhdrwar, 243,262; Bijapur, 144,328; and Ahraadabad, 100,708. In

Sind, Thar and Parlcar, 122,166 ;
Sukkur, 118,421 ;

and Ldrkhana, 114,930.

In the Native States, Kathiawdr, with an acreage of 241,932, is the

largest area.

Lisboa (Bomb. Grass., 1896, 1.30-1) makes some interesting remarks wheats not

regarding the wheat area in Bombay. He states that the wheats grown nemand.

are not largely in demand in England, and further that there is little

prospect of the area being materially increased He argues, accordingly,

that the growth of wheat is not so greatly influenced by the prices

ruling in Europe as some suppose. Being a late-sown crop (October)

its area rather depends on the amount of suitable land available after Dependent on

cotton amj the early cereals have been provided for. Moreover, as there

are not extensive areas of land now uncultivated that are fit for wheat, ho
holds that the extension of railway's in the Presidency and the brisk export

demand will not have such an effect in encouraging the growth as some
wntera allege. Nevertheless, since 1896 the wheat area of the British

districts of Bombay has, if anything, steadily' improved.

The njethods of cultivation pursued in the Presidency have been
fully discussed by Mollison (Textbook Ind. Agri., 1901, iii., 25-8). “ It is

extensively grown as a dry crop on deep, black, moisture holding soil. Dry Crop.

The finest dry crop lands of the Presidency are along the Tapti m
Khdndesh, in the plains of Kopergaon and along the Godavery in Ali-

mednagar.” As an irrigated crop it does best on lighter soil. “ Medium
black soil, so common in the Deccan, is very suitable.” The dry crop BUctSoin.

is either grown alone or with subordinate rows of safflower. In Panch
Mahals, wheat and gram are grown together. Irrigated wheat is usually

ijnmixed. The dry crop “ is grown continuously in some parts of Ahmed-
nagar, A\imedabad and Nasik. In the cotton districts of Khfindesh,

Dhdrwar, Broach, etc., it is rotated with cotton and judr. In the deep Rotation,

black soil which borders the Tapti in Kh4ndesh, it is rotated tvith linseed

*nd gram. In the Panch Mahdls on land brought under tillage during

recent years it follows a kharif crop of maize, the land being double cropped

Annually.”

In the case of dry-crop wheat, preparatory tillage begins usually before Seasons,

the rains, and the soil is worked into a friable condition so that it may
readily absorb the monsoon rain which falls in June, July and August.

It is not often manured, but if manure be given, it should be applied Manure,

in August or September and mixed with the soil by a light ploughing.
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It should be sown in October, and the seed for dry-crop wheat is always-

drilled. The rate varies from 40 to 55 lb. per acre. Irrigated wheat, on

the other hand, “is sometimes broadcasted, sometimes drillefl. and oc-

casionally .sown by hand in the furrows behind the plough.” The seed

rate is higher than foP dry wheat; “ 70 to 80 lb. per acre afe ordinarily

sown, and in the rase of spelt wheat in husk, 100 lb.” After sowing, the

crop lequires little attention beyond regular irrigation.

“ The outturn of gram varies much with the season. A well-managed

irrigated crop produces about 2,000 lb.” (24 ‘4 maunds) “ grain and over

a ton of straw, whilst a good dry crop will not often exceed 1,000 lb. of

gram and about the same weight of straw. 600 to 650 lb. gram per aero

probably represent a full average crop m an ordinary year from deep,

black soil, cultivated in the ordinarv' manner.”
The cost of cultivating dry wheat m Khandesh, Molhson estimates at

Rs. 12-7a. per acre.

Sind may be said to be intermediate between Bombay and the Panjdb
as regards wheat cultivation. In parts of the country, the methods of

cultivation, the nature of the .soil and the character of the wheats are

similar to tho.se m the Panjab, but m other parts an approximation to
the wheats of Northern Bombay is .seen. The Smd wheats are generally

said to be superior to tlio.sP of Bombay, and possess a larger proportion

of soft white forms. Most of the Smd wheats are, as in the Panjab,
repeatedly watered or flooded during their growth. A dry crop is, how-
ever, raised on lands that are inundated during the rains. For a period

of five years, ending 1901-2, the average outturn in Sind, according to

the Agricultural Statistics, was 1,066 lb. per acre.
,

[Cf. Monteith, Wheat Cult, in Bombay Pres., Govt. Publicat. Rev. Dept., 1883,
No. 506 ; Lisbou, l.c. 128-34 , Rept. Ihreclor Bot. Surv. Irvl., 1902, 8 ; Crop
Exptr., Bomb. Pies. ; Bepts. Dept Land Rtc and Agri ; Exper. Parm^ Repts.,

Poona, Manjri, etc.]

Bengal.—^The area in 1904-5 (including Eastern Bengal), according to

the Agricultural Statistics, was 1,455,500 acres, which gave a yield of 444,100'

tons. This represents only about 2 per cent, of the net crqpped area
of the province. The Final Memorandum on the crop for 1906-7 states

the area and yield in Bengal (excluding Eastern Bengal) to have been
m 1905-6, 1,248,300 acres and 396,600 tons

;
and in 1906-7, 1,402,600

acres and 388,700 tons. The districts of the Patna Division ordinarily

contain about one-half of the total area, amounting, in 1904-5 to 746*300

.acres, and those of Bhagalpur about one-third, or 422,100 acres in 1904-6.

The areas m the other divisions wore :—The Presidency, 120,900 acres
;

Rajshah], 113,600 acres; Chota Nagpur, 36,000 acres; Bardwan, 14,000'

acres, etc. According to the .-igricultural Statistics, the avei;g.ge yield

has been fixed provisionally at 12 maunds or 984 lb. per acre for the
Bihar districts, lOJ maunds or 861 lb. per acre for the Bengal districts,

and 461 lb. per acre for the districts of Chota Nagpur.
Mukerji states that a “ clay-loam, easy of irrigation, situated in a

dry locality, is the best soil to choose for wheat ”
; and again, “ The

best crops of wheat are grown on land mainly brought under canal irri-

gation.” The land should be prepared for sowing as soon as possible
after the rains are over. Sowing should be made when cold weather has
been established, say, in November. In rocky and laterite soils, sowing
should be done earlier, about the 20tb or ^5th October, pr even earlier still

if the rains cease m October. About 100 lb. of seed are used per acre, but
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Mukerji thinks that is too much and that 50 lb. should suffice. After
sowing, tjie field should be laid out in irrigation beds, and one or two
floodings given. One hand-weeding should be done within ten days
after the first watering, and two hocings may be subsequently given. The
crop is harvested when the grain is quite ripe. Mukerji estimates the iiarrest,

cost of cultivation at Rs. 26 per acre and the value of a crop con- cost

sisting of 12 rnaunds grain and 16 maunds straw at Rs. 37-8, giving a
profit per acre of about Rs. 11.

[C/. Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, 1886, 213-4
, Cult, and Trade of Wheat

in Indta, Beng., 1886 ; Baau, Agri. Lohardaga, 1800, pt. 2, 30-2 Mukerji,
Handbook Ind. Agri, 1901, 237-46; Admin Repl. Beng., 1901-2, l4-6 ; Roy,
Crops of Beng,, 1906, 31-42 , O’Malley, Beng Diet. Oaz , 1906, i , 49. 64 ; ii..

80-1 ; iii., 109 ; Repts. Dept Land Rec. and Agri Beng. , Dumruan and Sibpur
Exper. Farm Repts.

\

Eastern Bengal and Assam.— Wheat is a verv iinimporfiint crop ;n Eastern
Assam. The area returned for 1904-5 was 10,012 acres practically the Bengal
whole being in Goalpara. The Final Memorandum on the < rop for J 906-7 Assam,

states the area and yield in the new province of Eastern Bengal and Assam rieia.

to have been in 1905-6, 159,800 acres and 50,000 tons
;
and in 1906 7,

168,700 acres and 44,000 tons. Cultivation in Assam as yet is almost

entirely of an experimental nature. An account {Rept. Dept. Land Rec.

and Agn., 1904, 20-1) of some of the e-xperimcnt-i made in 1903-4 in

Manipur and certain localities in Cachar and the Assam Valley is given.
“ In Manipur,” it is stated, “ one of the four experiments made gave Mampar

a very successful result, the yield being no less than 2,140 lb. of grain

to the acre,” but in the other localities they generally proved a failure.

Summariswig the experiments, it is said that “wheat will undoubtedly Promises •oil.

thnve and give a good yield in Manipur
; it promises well in the Naga

hills, but the people need to be educated to appreciate and tend the un-

accustomed crop. The same remark appbes to Nowgong and Kamrup,
and tl^re is a fair prospect of success with wheat in these two districts.”

The area in Eastern Bengal does not usually much exceed 160,000

acres. Ts^ing Eastern Bengal and Assam together, they may bo said

normally to possess a wheat area equivalent to 1 per cent, of the total

wheat area of British India.

Madras and Mysore,—Wheat is unimportant in the Madras Presi- Madras
dency, and occupied only 15,276 acres in 1905-6. In Mysore the

corresponding area was 1,178 acres, and according to the Final Memo-
randum there were in 1906-7, 4,600 acres. The largest tracts are in Karnul, Districts.

Bellary, Kistna, Guntur, Cuddapah, the Nilgms, Anantapur and Madura.

In Mysore, Chitaldrug and Shimoga are the most important districts. A
Ivief statement of Mysore is given in the local Gazetteer (1897, i., 129-30)

by B. L. Rice, compiled largely from Buchanan-Hamilton. Two kinds ivo Kinds,

are said to be cultivated, fave godhi (affirmed to be 2\ monocorcam)
and hotte godhi (T. Spelta). Rice tells us that in Kolar pue godhi

(whatever species it may be botanically) is sown broadcast in May-
June, after frequent ploughing, and the crop ripens in three months. In Seasons,

the black clay of Madgiri, jave godhi is also the most common crop. In

Sira, when there is a scarcity of water, both fave and hotte are sown on rice-

lands. A small quantity of 'jave godhi is raised near Periyapatna on fields ,

of a very rich soil, from which alternate crops of kadale {Cirer a rletinum) Rotation,

and of wheat are taken. Near Narsipur hotte godhi is gi’own, and there are

two seasons for its cultivation, known as ham and kar. When the rains
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set in early, the har season is preferred, because the wheat is more

productive and it may be followed by cotton. When the rains are

late, the hain wheat is taken after hadale. The cultivation is the

same as for the kar crqp, only the season is different. In the ham crop

the produce is said to be only about one-half of the kar erop [Mysore

Gaz., I.C.).

Burma. Burma .—The area in 1905-6 was 35,178 acres, all in Upper Burma.
Districts. The most important district is Sagaing, which had 24,361 acres in the year

in question, while smaller areas are found in Kyaukse, Minbu, Mandalay
and Lower Chiiidwin. The subject of wheat cultivation in the Southern

Shan States. Shan States and in Burma is fully discussed by a writer in Capital (Sept. 20,

1906, 587-8
; Oct. 18, 749-50), who affords much useful and practical in-

formation which deserves careful consideration. He there states that
“ experimental cultivation with the object of ascertaining whether wheat
could be grown as a staple crop was begun as early as 1888-9, and the

results tend to show that this crop can bo successfully grown in the Upper
Ohindwin district, the Pyinmana Sub-division of the Yamethin district,

in Magwe, Maymyo and in the Ohm hills. Wheat also succeeded on the

river silts in the Toungoo district in Lower Burma, but the outturn was in

every case poor.”

I^^emshan The efforts made by A. H. Hildebrand to establish wheat cultiva-

tion in the Southern Shan States have been repeatedly told in official

publications (Repis. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Burma).
Outturn. The Agricultural Statistics give the average outturn of wheat in Burma,

for a period of five years ending 1901-2, as 635 lb. for the province as a
whole. Separate returns are shown for Mandalay, Sagaing, Minbu and
Kyaukse, and these range from 320 lb. in Mandalay to 800 lb. in Minbu.
It has sometimes been affirmed that Burma was to India a great granary.
It certainly produces an immense amount of rice, which is mainly ex-

ported but of course is available should India require it. That ij could
similarly afford a large supply of wheat may very possibly be found to turn
more largely on the deficiency of labour supply than on defective climate
and soil.

Milling. MANUFACTURES.—For the minor uses of wheat straw see p. 116.

Very little can be recorded regarding the indigenous industries of milling
Baking wheat and producing flour. Loaf-bread (p. 1109) is now produced in

the larger villages and towns, and in some few localities (such as around
Delhi) the baking of biscuits, specially designed to meet the growing de-

mand for imported goods of that nature, seems to be fairly successful and
to give promise of a great future. In other parts of India, as for example

Macaroni. the towns of Gujarat, the manufacture of macaroni is well u/iderstockd

and fairly largely practised. The use of flour in the production of certain

sweetmeats has originated a demand for the commodity. In the Panjdb,
as already mentioned, wheat becomes the staple food and is consumed in

the form of large cakes cooked over the open fire. All over India, there-

fore, the chakkiwala or grinder may be met with plying his craft, either by
employing women to work the ordinary hand-mill [chakki) or, where a fall

in the water-level can be obtained (as for example on the hills), by using
the water-driven flour mill. But in addition to such indigenous methods,
within the past twenty years or so flour mills after the most improved
European fashion have been established and very superior flour may now
be procured everywhere, and of such quality as to have checked the imports
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of the foreign article. In a further paragraph, particulars will be found
of the it^ports and exports of flour, but it may be added that the
^owth of the Indian flour traffic is one of the most encouraging
indications of the birth of industrial enterprise. So far, the exporls
of Indian fleur have gone to Indian Ocean ports, but the day is per-
haps not far distant when the problem of the exports of clean versus
adulterated wheat may be solved, as already stated, Ijy the expoii of
flour (see p. 1089).

Plour Mills.—According to the Financial and Commercial Stalistics

(1906, 399) there were 42 mills, employing 3,016 persons in lOOt, but the
statement is said to be defective. These were disfribu^ed thus • —Tbe
Panjab 21, with 1,281 employees ; Bengal 9, with T.io employees

;
Bumbav

4, with 562 employees
; United Provinces 4, with 273 emplov'Ci s

;
Madras

2, with 58 employees; Sind and the Cenl.-al Provim es, 1 each, with 52
and 35 employees respectively.

INDIAN TRADE IN WHEA f AND FLOUR
For many years it was an accepted belief that Indian wheat appearo'l

on the markets of Europe chiefly in order to supplement deficiencies. In
1899, the author of The Wheat Problem (Sir William Crookes) practically

excluded India from consideration in his study of the world’s supply, on
the ground of the insigoificance of the surplus available for export. In
a most emphatic manner that view has been disproved by recent returns.

In 1904, for example, India actually headed the list of countries that con-

tribute towards England’s demands—a circumstance that at once placed

it in an altogether new position, notwithstanding that the very next year

it fell far abort of its record. But what it did one year may be repeated

and even exceeded. The explanation of this new state of affairs may
be learjjed from a study of the causes that have brought about India’s

extended wheat production. Nearly 75 per cent, of the wheat grown
is raised in the Panjdb and the United Provinces. And in these pro-

vinces vast tracts of fertile land have been brought under cultivation,

through the improved and increased canal and well irrigation accom-

plished by the Indian Government. Indeed fully half the wheat area

of the provinces named is ordinarily under irrigation wheat. Howard
{Note Prod, of Wheat, in Agri. Journ. Ind., 1906, i., pt. iv., 399^01)
reg^ds the irrigation wheat as securing the internal consumption and as

thus releasing a large proportion of the dry crop for export. The ex-

pansion of the irrigation wheat area is, therefore, a matter of superlative

importance to the British Empire, in addition to being of vital interest to

India itself.

• Prlce» of Wheat In India.—These are expressed by the number of

seers (= 2 lb.) procurable for Rs. 1 (
= 1«. 4d.). A higher figure, therefore,

denotes cheap wheat (more being obtainable), and a low figure dear wheat.

It is perhaps only necessary to select three centres, Calcutta, Bombay
and Delhi, to exemplify the fluctuations in price. During the twenty years

ending 1905, the cheapest wheat in Calcutta was in 1887, when 14-17 seers

(28-34 lb.) were obtained for the rupee. So again the dearest wheat was

in 1897, when only 8-05 seers were given. The quantities procurable for

the past four years were 1902, 10-68 seers ; 1903, 12-1 seers
; 1904, 11-42

seers ;
and 1905, 10-67 seers. In Bombay, the record year for cheapness

during the twenty years was in 1896, when wheat sold at 11-84 seers to the

rupee, and the dearest year 1900, 6-06 seers, while for the following years
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it sold at—1902, 7-37 seers; 1903, 8-12 seers; 1904, 8-31 seers; and

1905, 8 33 seers. Wheat in Bombay during the term of years ijientioned

has manifested much more violent fluctuations than in Calcutta. Thus

in 1895 it sold at 13dS seers, and m 1897 at 6-66 seers. In Delhi, wheat

is naturally very much cheaper than in either Calcutta or Bombay ;
and

its record years were, for cheapness 1885, 22 ’5 seers, and for dearness

1897, 9-91 seers to the rupee, while during the last four years ending

1905 the prices were—1902, 15‘14 seers
; 1903, 15‘26 seers ; 1904, 15‘0

seers
;
and 1905, 12 '96 seers. The price in Delhi is representative of

all towns within the wheat-producing areas, such as Lahore, Lucknow,
Cawnpore, Raipur, Patna, etc. A careful scrutiny of the returns of

the wheat production and trade for India gives no sort of justification for

the opinion that the exports to foreign countries are raising the price of

wheat to the people of India, while on the contrary the annually increasing

surplus has even now assumed the position of a valuable safeguard against

famine.

PRODUCTION AND EXPORT TRADE OF WHEAT.~Th& wheat
exports of one year are very nearly entirely drawn from the area of pro-

duction of the year previous. Similarly it is often the case that the area

of production in the British provinces is spoken of as that from which
the foreign e.xports are drawn, thus neglecting the Native States, which
undoubtedly contribute considerably to the amounts shown as exported.

A mean average yield per acre for all India would be a perfectly misleading

figure, since the range between irrigated manured land and dry land without
manure (without taking into consideration the difference in yield between
pure and mixed crops) would bo perhaps throe of the former to one of tho

latter. But accepting the official returns as they stand, we obtain an
average for the ten years ending 1905-6 of 24,299,149 acres, with a yield

of 7,170,651 tons (or 143,411,020 cwt.) of grain, while the actuaf figures

for 1906-6 were 26,226,200 acres and a 5aeld of 8,660,340 tons (or

171,200,000 cwt.). The decennial average is perhaps the safer figure to

employ in all comparisons, since it is considerably below the actuals for

the past few years and errs on the side of under- rather than over-stating

production. It would, however, serve no useful purpose to strike averages
for the exports from India, since these are open to none of the errors

mentioned. The following abstract table exhibits the exports from India
for the years 1902-7, and contrasts these with the chief items of wheat
imports into Great Britain :

—

Exports from India to Foreign Countries.— 1902-3. 1903-4. 1904-6. 1906-6. . 1906-7.*

Total from India
Cwt.

10.292,160
Cwt.

26,911,312
Cwt.

43,000,602
Cwt.

18,750,467
Cwt.

16,028.914

Share consigned
to Great
Britain 6,683,228 21,231,863

1

28,928,767 14,183,363 14,610,524

Shares in total

Bxports taken by
Sind (Karachi)
Bombay
Bengal

8,848,234
390,748

1,062,978

17.385,110
3,690,762
4,832,819

28,380,715
5,965,438
8,646,680

12,956,926
3,455,263
2,297,499

16,434,060
469,637
129,996
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Imports Into Great Britain.

•

Total Foreign
Imports taken by
•Great Britain . .

1902-3. 1903-4 1904-5. ! 1905-6. 1906-7.

Cwt.

92,967,200

Cwt.

81,002,227

Cwt.
]

Cwt.

88,131,030 1
97.782,500

i 1

Cwt.

97,622,752

Chief contributing countries of supply to Great Britain other than India;

—

Russia 6,540,467 17,176,300 23,539,600 24,703,200 15,017,600
Germany 239,910 310,176 251,000 300,000 71,800
Roumania 2,362,463 3,140,727 1,491,800 2,082,200 3,780,900
United States 43,312,661 24,197,896 7,051,600 6,634,700 22,490,900
Argentine 4,316,165 14,120,454 21,440,400 23,236,400 19,176,500
Australia 4,174,753 26 10,272,600 10,064,700 7,785,100
New Zealand 156,626 204

1

3.58, 100 339,900 79,400
Canada 9,527,476 10,802,127 ; 6,195,300 6,522,030 11,309,700

The table exhibits many instructive features, some of which may
be here dealt with. For example, of the exports from India by far the

most important purchasing country is the United Kingdom. The next
important countries are—Belgium, France and Egypt. In 1905-6 these

three together took 3,039,881 cwt., or little more than one-fifth of the

jsupply consigned to the United Kingdom alone. And what is perhaps even
more significant, the demands of all countries (other than Great Britain)

have practically remained stationary for some years past, while the supply
to the United Kingdom has gone forward in a most significant manner.
So also the figures of shares taken by the ports of shipment from India
exhibit a remarkable parallelism with recent extensions in irrigation and
facilities in transport. The port of Karachi taps the Panjab, Rajputana
and to^ome extent also Central India and the United Provinces. The
expansion of the Karachi traffic has been phenomenal, and the extension

of railway communication toward Calcutta must to some extent account
for the progress made by that port.

Reverting to the decennial standard, it may now be shown what pro-

portion the exports bear to production. The average production of the

ten years ending 1905-6 has been shown as 143,41 1,020 cwt. The exports
from India in 1905-6 came to 18,750,467 civt. (valued at Rs. 8,53,43,996),

or IJ per cent, on the average standard ;
but if the figure of actual pro-

duction for the year named be accepted, viz. 171,206,800 cwt., the exports
would represent only 10'9 per cent, of the supply. The year 1903-4, as

also 1904^, was notable in the wheat trade. India exported in the former
25,911,312 cwt. (valued at Rs. 11,08,89,546), which expressed to the
dijcennial standard would be 18 per cent., and to the actual crop of 1903-4
13-4 per cent. In 1904-5 the exports were 43,000,502 cwt. (valued at

Rs. 17,90,60,692 or £11,937,379), or 30 per cent, on the decennial standard
and 28 '2 per cent, to the recorded actual production.

An examination of the table given reveals the further fact that in 1904-5
India headed the list of countries concerned in the supply of wheat to

Great Britain. In that year it furnished the United Kingdom with wheat
valued at close on 8 million pounds sterling. India’s contribution was
then close on 29 million cwt., while Russia supplied 23|, the Argentine

21^, Australia 10, ‘the United States 7, and Canada 6 million cwt.

PRODUCTION AND TRADE IN FLOUR.—The proportion of flour

•exported from India gives, of course, no evidence of the magnitude of the
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total production. There would seem little doubt, moreover, that by far

the major portion of the flour annually produced in India is turned out by
the indigenous hand- and water-power mills and thus escapes registration

of any sort. No more, particulars can, therefore, be afforded of the con-

sumption of flour than are implied by the annual production of wheat
and the balance of that cereal that remains in the country over and
above the foreign exports.

Exports of Flour.—There is, however, a considerable trade ijii export-

ing wheat flour, and this has manifested recently a noteworthy expansion,

although the traffic of last year showed a decline from the returns of the

years immediately previous. In 1900-1 the exports were 497,346 cwt.,.

valued at Rs. 35,83,176 ; 1901-2, 529,328 cwt., valued at Rs. 37,12,876 ^

1902-3, 718,077 cwt., valued at Rs. 46,54,631 ; 1903-4, 810,422 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 52,98,843
;

1904-5, 1,031,495 cwt., valued at Rs. 69,21,610
;

1905-6, 899,056 cwt., valued at Rs. 63,83,264 ; and 1906-7, 818,462 cwt.,.

valued at Rs. 58,57,116. The great bulk of these exports goes from Bombay,
VIZ. 661,368 cwt. in 1906-7, the balance being divided between Bengal and
Sind, while the chief markets are Arabia, Aden, Ceylon, Mauritius, British

East Africa, the Straits Settlements and Egypt. A considerable export

trade in wheat flour to the United Kingdom appeared for the first time in

1904-5, amounting to 52,523 cwt., but contracted to 1,800 cwt, in 1906-7.

Imports of Wheat and Flour.—A certain amount of foreign Wheat
is imported into India, and according to Noel-Paton {Rev. Trade Ind.,

1906, 31), “in times of shortage it is taken in considerable quantities

even by ports from which grain is commonly shipped.” The quantities

have been :—1902-3, 783 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,757 ; 1903-4, 18,852 cwt.,

valued at Rs. 97,764 ; 1904-5, 129 cwt., valued at Rs. 432
;

1905-6,

454,614 cwt., valued at Rs. 22,53,648 ;
and 1906-7, 209,696 cwt.,^ valued

at Rs. 11,38,976. Of the total for 190.5-6, Australia supplied 395,696

cwt. and Turkey-in-Asia 68,798 cwt. Noel-Paton points out that “ this

total was exceeded only in 1896-7 and in 1900-1, when 601,356 cwt.

and 559,351 cwt. respectively were imported ; but in each of the famine
years, 1877-8 and 1878-9, the imports exceeded 400,000 cwt.” Small
quantities of wheat flour, subject to duty, are also imported, and have
averaged for the years 1902-7, 18,500 cwt.

Internal Traffic.—Rail and Riverborne Traffic.—The total transactioijB by
these routes on the average for the years 1902-7 were 31,874,712 cwt.
wheat and 1,699,091 cwt. flour. In 1906-7 the figures were 28,556,137
cwt. wheat and 2,350,388 cwt. flour. Of wheat, the Panjdb exported
that year 20,537,369 cwt., viz. to Karachi, 14,959,915 cwt.

; to Rajpu-
tana and Central India, 1,594,477 cwt.; to Calcutta, 1,217,10Q cwt..

;
to

the United Provinces, 1,119,578 cwt. ; and to Bombay, 1,025,751 cwt.
It will thus be seen that the bulk of the railborne traffic is from the Panjdb
to Karachi. But Karachi obtains wheat also from Sind province and from
the United Provinces, the grand total of its supplies having been in the year
under notice 17,018,238 cwt., an amount which it will be seen would have
sufficed to meet the foreign exports of 15,434,060 cwt. Of course it is not
always safe to assume that the actual amounts shown in the internal
traffic appear again in the foreign transactions, but the average of several
years would overcome the overlappings that take place'. It is sufficient^

therefore, to show that the wheat exported from Karachi to foreign
countries is drawn mainly from the Panjdb.

,
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Vegetable Butter
After the Panjab come the United Provinces

;
in 1906-7 these con- v. Prov.

signed by rail 2,982,862 cwt., of which Calcutta took 1,812,924 cwt. Next
come thS provinces of Sind and Baluchistan, which exported during the

year in question 2,085,224 cwt., almost entirely to Karachi. Lastly, the

Central Proyinces and Berar supplied 1,683,046 cwt., of which Bombay
tefok 494,405 cwt., Calcutta 299,686 cwt., while the United Provinces drew

418,108 cwt., and Rajputana 267,333 cwt. The total receipts by rail at

Calcutta came to 3,407,430 cwt., at Bombay 1,749,615 cwt., quantities that

allow for a large local consumption ainl still leave a balance sufficient to

meet their foreign exports. The local consumption of Calcutta and Bombay,
unlike that of Karachi, is more important than the foreign exports.

The railborne traffic in flour is from Calcutta 759,586 cwt., to Bengal

province and Assam ;
from the Panjab 802,423 cwt., +o the United

Proi^inces, Bengal and Calcutta ;
from the United Pro\nn<.os .314,101 cwt.,

to Bengal and Calcutta; and lastly, from Bombay (port) 292,1.54 cwt., to

Bombay Presidency, Mysore and the Nizam’s Territory.

Coastwise Trat/lc.—The traffic by this route is not as a rule very extensive. Co^twoe

For the period 1901-6 it averaged 1,321,912 cwt. wheat, valued at

Rs. 64,75,711, and 462,681 cwt. flour, valued at lls. 32,28,418. The
exports are mainly from Sind to Bombay, Kach and Kathiawar

;
from

Bombay to Kathiawar and Madras
;
from Bengal to Madras

;
and from

Burma to Bombay and Madras. The corresponding traffic in flour is

largely to Burma, and from Bombay to Madras and Burma. \(Jf. Twenty

Years' Wheal Imports, in Journ. Board Agri., 1904, .xi., 534-42.]

V
ViWTERIA INDICA, Unn. ; FI. Br. Ind., I, 313 ; Gamble, Man. d.b.P.,

Ind. Timbs., 1902, 85-6
;
Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 35 ;

Cooke, FI. vi., pt. iv..

Pres. Bomb., 1903, i,, 86-7
;

Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 72-3
; Diptero- 222-6.

CARPE.®. The White Dammar of South India, Piney Varnish, Indian

Copal or Malabar Tallow, sa/ed ddmar, kahruba, sandras, rdl, vellai-kunri-

kam, painifishin, kungiliyam, piney maram, gugli, dupa maram, dhupada,
payani, etc. A large evergreen of the forests at the foot of the Western
Ghats from Kanara to Travancore, ascending to 4,000 feet, often planted

as an avenue tree.

Tins tree yields a true Resin of considerable value known as Wlute Dammar it&nn.

or Piney. It is said to occur in three forms—compact piney, cellular piney
and dark-coloured piney resin. The names sufficiently indicate tlieir respec-
tive characters, which are said to be duo to the mode of collection and the
a^e of the tree. The resin is obtained in the usual way by incising the trunk.
It is only Slightly soluble in alcohol, but dissolves at once in turpentine and
drymg oils, and, like copal, is chiefly used for making Varnishes. It has been varnhii.
recommended for use in pharmacy in place of the officinal pmo resm. Gamble
states on the authority of Mr. J. H. Brougliain that in certain localities

the resin is mixed with cocoanut oil and rolled into candles. The Nativ’os also Camllos.

employ it to make imitation amber beads. The seeds contain a large quantity
of a solid Oil known as “ pmey tallow,” or vegetable butter of Kanara. In South ou.

Kanara this is used for lamps, for flavouring food, as a substituto or adulterant Butter,

for yht, as well as for medicinal purposes. According to Bidio, it is valued locally

ns an application in rheumatism. It has been employed in the manufacture of
candles, which were at one time introduced into England. Hooper [Atjri. Ledg.,
1902, No. 1, 16) stages that a sample of the fruit was found to contain 25 per cent.
Tannin. The bark is also very astringent. Bourdillon (Notes on Trees in Travan- Control
core, 30-1) eaya_^that it is used in Ceylon to keep toddy from fermenting. Hooper Fermentation
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VICIA
PABA
Broad Bean

Wood.

THE KHAS-KHAS GRASS

adds that it le employed to control fermentation in arak ‘
.

Wood is not in much request, but is sometunes utilised for making .

of Native vessels and coffins \Cf Brannt, Pract. Treat, on Anwi. a

and Oils, 1888, 323-4 ; Pharmaeog. Ind , 1890, i., 190-7 ;
Carrier^, For. Trees

of Mysore and Ooorg, 189,4, 24-5 ;
Capital, May 28, 1903 ;

Sabin, Tech, of Paint

and Varnish, 1905, 105-6, 140-1, 300.] •

D.E.P.,
j., 246-7.
Khae-khas.

I'jbrc.

Bed- ami White
coloured Hoot''.

Oil.

Vehicle of
Other Perfumes.

Medicine.

J'odder.

D.E.P.,
VI., pt. IV.,

234-6.
Broad
Bean.

VETIVERIA ZIZANIOIDES, Stapf. Kew Bull, 1906, 346-9,

362
;

Anathernm murtealum, Beauv. ;
Andropogon muricalus, Betz ; A,

squarrosus, Linn., f. ;
FI. Br. Ind., vii., 186 ;

Vetiveria odorata, Virey ;

Rheede, Hort. Mai, 1703, xii., 137, t. 72 ;
Watt, Ind. Art at Delhi, 1903,

161, 198 ; Geamine^. The khas-khas or Vetiver ;
the khas, bend, panni,

bale-kd-ghdns, ahanader ikar, sirom, tin, vdlo, vett'i-ver, Idvanchd, etc., etc.

Is found throughout the plains and lower hills of India, Burma and

Ceylon, up to 4,000 feet, occurring on moist, heavy soils, more especially

the margins of lakes or streams.
The root or khaa-ichis is extensively made into tlie aromatic scented mate

ivliieh are hang in doorways and kept wet to cool tlie ntniosplicre during tlio hot
season. It IB also used for inakmg fans, oinainental baskets, etc., which are
very largely produced at Savantvadi, Poona, Chanda and elsewhere. The raw
m.xterial is exported to Europe chiefly from Madras ports. Gildeineieter and
Hoffmann (Volatile Oils, 289) say. “The root is of a reddish colour and often
containmated with red sand. A half-distilled root is frequently found in com-
merce, and can be recxigiiised by its light colour.” It seems more than probable
that much of the so-called half-distilled root is m reality the roots that have been
used in tatties for a season and ai-e bought bock by the traders to bo exported.
The constant application of water and exposure to the fierce sun might easily

exhaust a largo proportion of the oil and bleach the roots in the manner described.
According to certain inscriptions, taxes were levied on khas-khas m 1103 to 1174
A D. (As. Hoc. Beng., 1873, 161). T}io roots when distilled with lyater yield a
fragrant Oil (known in European trade as Vetiuer, which is used as a perfume and
for flavouring sherbet. It commands a high jirice in Europe, being employed
in many favourite scents. It is the most viscid of essential oils, and hence ite

sparing volatility is taken advantage of in fixing other perfumes. The oil is

hardly, if ever, exported from India, European supplies being either locally made
from the Indian roots or derived from Reunion. According to Piesse, tne yield
IS about 10 oz. per cwt. ; other observers liave found it to vary from 0’2 to 3’5

per cent. Rheede, who was perhaps the first European author to allude to this
plant, calls it lamacciam, and says that with the Brahmans it was bocalo. It
was in his time both wild and cultivated in Malabar on account of its roots, which
were used medicinally.

In Medicine the root has been regarded by European physicians as a dia-
phoretic and as a preservative against cholera (Pereira, Mat. Med., li., pt. i.,^32).
In The Bower Manuscript (which appears to date from the 6th century) frequent-
mention 18 made of usira or lirarut, which Hoernle renders as the present
odoriferous grass ; it was an ingredient of a plaster beneficial to the complexion.
A paste IS rubbed on the skin to relievo excessive heat ; an aromatic cooling bath
18 made by adding to a tub of water a powder of the root with that of Pmeonlti
oiloi-nta (red sandal-wood ), and the wood of fi'itintm The giiass (leavss,
etc.) 18 suitable for paper-making, and it is said that 00,000 to 70,000 maunds-
are annually available in tlie Hissar district of the Panjab alone. When young,
the grass affords good Fodder, and is also in universal demand for thatching
purposes. [Cf. Taleef Shereef (Playfair, transl.), 1833, 14 ; Taylor, Topog. and
Slat. Dacca, 1840, 57 ; Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind., 1880, 160;
Journ. Ind. Art., 1884, i., No. 3, 7 ; Duthie, Fodd. Qrass. N. Ind., 1888, 37 ;

Gee, Monog. Fibrous Manuf , 1891, 2; Pharmaeog. Ind., hi., 571 ; Kanny L^l
Hey, Indig. Drugs Ind., 1896, 28-9 , Dodge, Useful Fibre Plants of the World,.
1897, 60; Mad. For. Admin. Rept., 1902, 34.]

VICIA FABA, Lin,t. ; FL Br. Ind., ii., 179 ; Duthie and Fuller^
Field and Garden Crops, iii., 4 ; Duthie, FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903,
259 ;

Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 367 ; Firminger, Man. Gard. Ind.,.
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THE COW PEA

1904, 178
; Leguminos.e. The Garden Bean, bdkla, anhuri, ndkshan,

kdlun, c^asiang raiun, sein, etc. De Candolle considers its introduction
into India to be quite recent, though this would seeiti to be true only of
the plains. In the higher Himalaya it is not unlikely that its cultivation
hjis passed down from the most ancient times.

At the present day it le cultivated in the plains here and there in European
gardens, and chiefly in the United Provinces. There are two distinct forms, the
lon^-podded and the broad-podded, the laftci originating the name “ Broad ”

or Windsor bean.” The former is said to Hucoeed l>eflt in India, though Firrnin-
ger recommends the “ broad bean ” for garden oidtivatn>n. 'I bo seed ehouid
be Sown about the middle of October, ami previous lo sowing should be Ptoepedm a basin of hot water for twelve hours or more fCV Benthaui, Hev.of T'ctrgtoni-
TozzetH, ui Joum. HorL Soc., 1855, ix., 138, De Candidle, Ortg Call. Plants,
1884, 316; Church, Food-Orainn of hid . 188*'^ \‘V1 ; Asa (.ira^ , Poptr^,
1889, 1 ., 349 ; Pharmacog. Ind., 1800, i ,

485 0 : Hi >sii', /if/.' f<n }'rO’ of Sau ch‘ nan,
1904, Xo. 5, 12.]

VIGNA CATJANG, »»<///>. ; FI. fi,. Ind
,
n . 205; Hiithie and

Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, i.., 12, tt. xxix.—\x.v.
;

Prair,, Beng.
Plants, 1903, i., 389 ;

Duthie FI. Upper Gang. Plain, 1903,227 , Lkgu-
minoSj®. The Cow Pea, Chowlee (India), Tow (. ok (China)

;
lohid or lobhjd,

chowU, rmnish, barbali, qhnngra, uroht, souta, 'iawdn,chnunro. hnrrea, chavh,

caramunny-pyre, hoberlu, ladagunny, etc. A sub-erect herb cultivated in the

hotter parts of India. Vm sinensis. Pram; Dolidios sinensis, Jioxb., FI.

Ind., ill., !302 ;
the Asparagus Bean; a climbing herb cultivated in most

parts of India.

It has been pointed out, under Doliehos Lablab (p. 508), tli.it the name
lobid (loboB of t!ie Greeks) is commonly applied to that plant and loosely by
Indian market gardeners to any pulse, but more eBpccially denotes the present

plant. The word loblyd may be, howevei. derived from the Sanskrit tohhya

(= alluring), it occurs among the list of autumn (kharif) crops known to

Akbar, lind since l igno Catjoiig comes into season in the autumn it is probably
the plant referred to. The crop, as a rule, is grown m fields for its sood, and used
as a pfilse. It may be cultivated alone, but is generally a subordinate crop.

Various races exist, one of which, with long pods, le raised by market gardeners

as a vegetojile and sold os a substitute for French beans.
CULTIVATION.—In Cuttack Bengal, where it is cultivated alone, Banerjei {Agri.

Cuttack, 1893, 81-2) states that “ it is grown on high loamy lands, and m rotation

generally follows hiah and mandia." Thesoilie preparerl and the seed sown broad-

cast m Septernber-October. In December- January, when thoroughly inatiiro,

the plants are plucked up by the root. “ The variety raiseil for vegetables begins

lo yield fruit in November-December.” Basu remarks that m Loliardaga it is

“always grown as a second crop along with mdruu {kifumIuk raramim) and
occasionally with gord or upland poddy.” In July the seed “is thinly scattered

over the fields at the rate of seers per acre. The pods when they ripen are

hand-picked at the same time, or just before harvesting mdrud. Tho average
outturn 18 one maund per acre, the heaviest yield never exceeding 2 inaunds ;

the value of the produce is about Rs. 1-8 in a year of ordmary prices
”

In the United Provmces there were 1,062,783 acres under urd, mung, moth
and lobid during 1904-5. Later figures are not available. “ It is loss frequently
grown as a sole crop than either mung {M'haHeatnH mdlntui) or tird (i*. .»««»«>),

and the area which it occupies by itself is quite insignificant except in the
Rohilkhand Division. On the other hand it constitutes a distinct feature of the

undergrowth in a large proportion of kharif millet and cotton fields, with which
it is associated at the commencement of the rains. It ripens in October or
November, and yields a produce of about the same quantity os that of urd ”

{Field and Garden Crops, l.c.). In tlie Season and Crop Report for 1905-6 it is

stated that the arqg, under this pulse was 32,703 acres, of winch 1,760 were raised

in the rabi. With regard to Bombay, Mollison says “ it is grown with other pulses
subordinate to bdjri m light alluvial soils in the Kaira district. It does better

in moderately light soil than m soils of heavier or denser consistence. It is
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History VINEGAR

Prench Beans.

Pulse,

Vegetable.

Bye.

grown alone in the kharif season in garden lands to produce a green vegetable

—the Ho-ciilled French bean of India—and in the rabi season is grown like mug
and udid, to a limited extent as a second crop in rice fields.”

'

The grain is eaten either as flour or split as ddl, and, ns already mentioned,
the green pods, especially of the long-poddetl form, are plucked while young and
eaten as a I'egetable As a curiosity it may bo mentioned that the stalks and
leaves are said to be employed in the preparation of a giesn dye. [O/. Church,
Pood-Orains of Irv}., 1886, 166 , Pltartnacog. Itui., 1890, i., 489 ; Basu, Agri.

Lohardagu, 1890, pt i , 68—9 , Gollan, InA. Veg. Garden, 1892, 127 ; Duncan,
Dyes and Dyeing in Assam, 1896, Burma, Hetll Repts.— Meiktila, 1900, 9 ;

M.ytng-

yan, 1901, 36 , Mollison, Textbook Ind. Agii., 1901, iii., 88-9 ; Leather, Agri.

Dedg., 1903, No. 7, 153, 191, Dept. Land. Rec. and Agri. Bombay Bull., 1904,

No. 24, 4 , Firminger, Man Gard Ind , 1904, 176 ; Roy, Crops of Beng., 1906,

76-7 ; Bejds. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Romhay.']

D.E.P.,
1., 72-8.
Vinegar.

Earb Eecord^.

Oil.

Salt

Staaoard
Authors.

VINEGAR (ACETUM).—Vinegar is an acid liquid, used largely

as a food auxiliary, as a preservative for certain articles of diet, as a

medicine, and lastly for certain industrial purposes. It is produced by (a)

what is Iciiowii as acetous fermentation ol a mixture of malted and unmalted
gram (forming malt vinegar), and (b) the oxidation of white or red wine

(yielding white or red wine vinegar), (bemically it is a dilute solution of

acetic acid with certain organic substances derived from, and peculiar to,

the material from which made. It is, in other words, a weak solution of

acetic acid, produced by the fermentative action of a vegetable organism
(Jll/coderiita aceti), the process of transference being called acetous

ferrneiitHtion.

History.—Mr. F. W. Thomas informs me that hikla is the most general

Sanskrit name for the true or fermented liquor. TIulS occurs in the Brah-
manas, Sitiruta and elsewhere. Sauklika is an adjective form of the word
met with in Chvraka (1st century a.t>.). It denotes very possibly the vinegar
prepared from a sweet liquid, such as sugar-cane juice, palm-jufce, etc.

But malted vinegar seems also to have been understood, and is possibly

denoted bv the word katijika (sour or fermented), rice gruel (see the account
under Bimna, p. Ill 1). The Bhavaprdkdsd defines vinegar as i} substance
fermented from bulbs, roots, and fruits with oil and salt, and this use of oil

and salt will be found frequently alluded to. The Rdjanirghanta alludes

to the employment of gram in the production of cukra. Lastly, cukra or
cuktaka. is applied to sour substances (such as the Iruits of the tamarind
and the sorrel) which are used as substitutes for vinegar. These occfir in

Siiknita, Uanvamsa, etc.

^'illcgar 1 .S known all over India by its Hindustani name sirka. In
the provinces the following vernacular names are given to it :

—

kadi
in Tamil

;

puUa mlla in Telegu
; chtika m Malayan

;
and ^pon-ye jn

Bnimese. While thus doubtless a substance of universal knowledge
to-day and one which bears a fairly ancient record, it is significant

that most works on India, both ancient and modern, have remarkably
little to say about it. Writers on Materia Medica, as well as most of the
standard authors on travel, etc., in India, are .silent regarding vinegar.
Even the 1 nstitutes of Mann makes apparently no reference to it. With
the Muhammadans, however, vinegar always has been a more important
dietetic luxury than with the Hindus, and to this circumstance perhaps
is due the scant attention paid to it by early writers/. It is, however,
alluded to by Thevenot [Travels in Levant, Indostan, etc., 1687, pt. iii.,

16) and one or two other European travellers.
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PROVINCIAL PRODUCTION
VINEQAfl
Bengal and

United Provinces

MANUFACTURE.—Most of the Indian vinegars are prepared from Source,

sweet liqjiids derived from palm-juice, sugar-cane juice, crude sugar, honey,

mahua flowers, grapes, raisins, and other fruits. They are thus not malted,

though of course fermented and mostly by the slow process. Each kind

of vinegar is named after the substance from which it is produced
;
thus

tdri-kd-sirka would be the vinegar of toddy, etc.

Bengal.—N. C. Chaudhury. Travelling Inspector, Department of Agriculture, Bengal,
writes that in Calcutta there are some twelve shops where sherka {sirka) is manufac-
tured. Each shop turns out about 300 inaunds annually on the average. No aherka

is imported into Calcutta from Bengal districts, though it is known to bo prepared
on a small scale in Bihar. It is made chiefly from cane-juice (see p. 952), but also

from gur (raw sugar), and occasionally from the fruits of the jdman {Kui/fulaJ^nni-

boloun.eoo p. 526). The manufacture from cane-juice may be briefly indicated: Oane-juice.

—Cane-juice is kept in a big earthen pot (jala) (sunk in the ground up to the

middle) m an open place and exposed to the sun The month is covered with
an earthen basin (gamia). The ]ala may contain 10 to 16 maunds of juice.

Ordmanly it takes three or four months, sometimes six, to complete the opera- Period,

tion. After a month or two, when fermentation has taken place briskly, the

juice 18 transferred to a fresh jala till the fornientation is finished. The liquor

(aherka) is then convoyed into smaller jalaa and is thus ready for sole. Out Yield,

of 40 seers of juioo, 30 seers of aherka arc obt.uned. In tlie case of gur or date sugar,

sugar
—

" to one maiind of qur or sugar, 4 to 5 maunds of water are added, and the

solution thus preparoil is treated just as with canc-juico. It takes a little longer

time—say about fifteen days more—to finush the preparation of the vinegar from
the materials named P'orty seers of the sugar or gur solution yield about 34 or

35 seers of aherka. No special details .ire furnished regarding the production of

vinegar from jdrnan fruits Cane-juice aherka is sold at Rs 5 per maund, the rrioe.

gur aherka at Rs. 4, the sugar aherka at Rs. 4-8 per maund, and the piman aherka

at Rs. 12 per maund ”

Eastern Bengal and Assam.—Information has been received from the Deputy PI. Bengal
Cornmissiifher, Sylhet, and the Collector, Dacca. The former writes that and Assam,
vinegar is prepared on a very small scale and for homo consumption only. It is

made from the juice of (1) ihubi (/ Unreiutn imuiruiittn, sec p. 555), (2) iUteri.ils Used,

blacktferries (Ktinciiltt .imiiboiniia), (3) pine-applos ( tunitaa rmtlrn, seep. 69),

(4) dmlaki (fnulla iithuK Ktahtira, SCO p. 887), and from that of sugar-cane
and dhte-paliii. The Collector, Dacca, states that m the town tho vinegar sold is

chiefly imported from abroad. “ In Dacca there are only two firms who carry
on the nujnufacture, and in both tho business done is very small. Tho process

18 exceedingly simple. In ono case the substances used are (1) tho juice of tho date
(see p. 880) or palmyra palm (see p. 170), (2) bread (see p. 1100) and (3) gram Date I’alm.

(vircr ai-u-tluuia, SCO p. 300). The earthen jar i.s filled with date or palm juice,

and then a few slices of bread and a few handfuls of gram are thrown into it. The (iram.

mouth of the jar is closed with a cover, and the liquid allowed to ferment in
thfft state for a month or six weeks or until tho feriiientation is complete. It is

then passed through a clean cloth and put into bottles. The vinegar thus manu-
factured 18 sold at 2 or 3 niinas per bottle.” In tho other manufacture the
ingredients are (1) cane mola8.seR, (2) putrid pine-applo and (3) gram, while the
process of manufacture is exactly tho same. The addition of bread and gram Bre.-ul

^ind the jutilisation of tho waste materials and wild pine-apples are interesting
features of this special Eastern Bengal industry.

United Provinces .—Hoey (Morwg. Trade and Afanuf. N. Jnd.. 1880, 180-1) U. Prov.
tells us that the chief material used m the manufacture of vinegar is ahira (seo

p. 952). “When sugar-cane is crushed it gives out the juice called raa. This is

boiled and gur and rdb are made. The froth is skimmed off and put aside. The
crushed stalks of the cane are laid m a vat (hauz) with a small outlet below Waste
and the froth ie thrown on them with a little water. The substance which Sagat-cane,

comes trickling off is boiled and becomes ahira. This is the stuff which is pur-
chased by the vinegar-makers and tobacco manufacturers” (see p. 807). In a
long and highly interesting communication, the Assistant-Director of Agricul-
ture in these proumces states that there are a great many substances employed
in the preparation of vinegar, but that the liquor is chiefly obtained from cane-
juice and cane-juice products. The other better luiow'n sources are palm toddy,
grapes (see p. 1119), raisins, jdiman, barley (see p. 643), etc. The methods of
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manufacture are p.ssentially aitnilar to those already detailed in connection with

the Lower Proi mces. “ Fresh cane-juice is obtained from the mills, strained

through a piece of coarse cloth and filled into earthen i-essels which hhve been

well washed and dried for the purpose. The mouths of tho vessels are then closed

with stoppers to prevent foreign matter getting into them, and they are removed
to a place of safety, where both sun and air can have free access. • This natu-

rally takes place at the beginnmg of the summer, towards the end of the crushing
•season, and the jars are allowed thus to stand till the commencement of the

rams. Throughout the rams damp is avoided as much as possible, as it affects

vinegar injuri'iusly. The jars are placed in a dry and warm corner and exposed
to the sun at intervals. If keptm a damp place, a thick scum develops upon the
surface of the liquid—a mould which appears all in one piece. This bears differ-

ent names in the localities of vinegar manufacture, the most common term for

it 18 aahri. In Bijnore it is called htlai and in Meerut bhadder. Tho development
of this mould is generally considered ruinous to tho vinegar and the material is

thrown away, hut tho more economical advocate curing it. They remove the scum
carefully, filter the liquid, change the v'essels and add various preparations consisting

of (p. 203) seeds and chillies, or of asafetida (p. 535), garlic, chillies,

and common salt. They also add raw bel
(
Kai* ytarmeion, see p. 28), munj

{Sacritofiiiii tii-xiniliuii-ruut, see p. 920), and a small quantity of sugar. If no at-

tention be paid to the mould, the vinegar after some time altogether disappears.”
Vinegar from toddy is said to be largely used for medicinal purposes, and sells

at Rs. 10 to Rs. 12 a maund Grape and raisin vinegar (see p. 1119) are more costly,

selling at Rs. 15 to Rs 20 a maund. Grape vinegar is thus described.—-a solution
18 made of sugar lu water, about 18 seeis of sugar to a maund of water, and grapes
are then crushed into this solution and the mixture set aside. In time it turns
into vinegar. Being expensive, grapes are, however, not very largely used for this

purpose on the plains. Jdwon vinegar (see p. 520) is made chiefly in Lucknow and
costs Rs 10 a maund, white vinegar from barley costs Rs 15 a maund. A highly
refined form of vinegar termed arak-ndnd is obtai.ied by redistilling ordmarj'
vinegar along with a small quantity of mint (5 seers dry mint to tho maund of

vinegar). I’he substance is said to he extensively manufactured m Lufknow and
to be used for pickling It sells at Its 5 to Rs. 10 per maund

The chief centres of the vinegar trade are stated to be tho large towns and
eittes, notably Lucknow, Gorakhpur, Benares, Meerut, Bijnor, Agra anti Shah-
jahanpitr. Lucknow prepares all sorts of vinegars, both edible and medicinal,
and these are convoyed all over the Provinces and oven to Calcutta.

Panlab.—In coiuiection with the correspondence above indicated, comVmmi-
cations were received from Lahore, Delhi, Multan, Jalandhar and Rawalpindi.
Of Lahore, it is stated that vinegar is prepared in the usual way fronr. sugar or
sugar-cane juices (rarely from iiiuhvyics). but in combination with grapes, with
alum {philkari). or with salt as adjuncts. The price per maund of one-year-
old vinegar is Rs. 2<>, of vinegar six months old, Rs. 10. In Delhi there are
four principal manufactories, and sugar-cano is almost solely employed. A
maimd of cane-juice gives 30 seers vinegar. The vinegar m greatest demaml is

arak-ruiiva (or -ridrui) nlreaily described, namely that made from crude vinegar
by adding mint and subsequently distillmg the mixture. Vinegar is also
occasionally made from grapo-juice, raisins, jamana and oranges (soo p. 327). The
total output of vinegar m Delhi is estimated at 1,200 maunds a year. In Multan
throe kinds are made

—

otigiiii from grapes, ktahmashi from raisins, jamam from
jamana, but it is jirepared only in small quantities for local consumption. c

The Deputy Commissioner of Jalandhar gives the method of preparation
pursued there. To one maund of sifted raa (sugar-cane juice) are added five bottles
of superior country v megar and placed in a jar polished inside with lakh. The
mouth is closed and the jar set on one side for three or four months. It is then
filtered through a cloth at mterv als “ to rid it of worms or insects which collect
in it.” A quartcr-seer of ground tcf pat {t'lminmomum Tnmnla, see p. 313) leaves
and half a chittack of ground kaulanji (Xlyella anlim, see p. 811) and chillies
(see p. 268) are added, tho mixture being left for a month or so more. It rnav
now be ready for use. The v megar prepared from cane-juioo is reddish m colour,
but this may be corrected by the addition of alum (see p. 61).

In Raw’alpindi district, according to Robertson {Settl. Eept., 1880-7, 1893,
app., xxiv.), the manufacture of vinegar is a fairly important industry, the exports
being carried by river from Attock to Sukkar. In the town of Rawalpindi only one
vinegar-maker exists, vi ho prepares it either from rtusms (see p. 1 1 14) or from gur.
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Burma

themaide with goat’s-grease is charged witli onepart raie^ and four parts water, and the mouth closed as tight as may be and
piaoecl m a room where there is little air, since there is a possibilitv of its beingeponed otherwise. After twenty days a tola of Peshawari salt and a tola of mercurym the ratio of a seer of raisins used, is mixed witli it anti the mouth of the vessel

sealed. Twenty days after this operation the vinegar is ready for use
^i.c. in forty days) and is then filtered and kept either in bottles or jars.” Price
Rs. 2-8, or 3*. per rnaund.

Ctairal Provinces.—Very little vinegar is made in these provinces. In a
communication from Seom it is observed, “ The vendors of vinegar, and the
confectioners who use it, in making up chutnies and other preserves, procure their

stock from outside : from Nagpur, Jabbalpur and even from Delhi. The Deput 5
'

Commissioner of Botul speaks of a small manufacture from sugar-cane juice, as

also from the berries of the jdman tree (KtiyenUi Jamboitmu). The berries

are placed in an earthen jar along with some common salt and left for a few
days. The juice is then squeezed out and placed in the sun fii'' a short tune.

Mr. Sadasheo Narain of Gadarwara describes three forms of vinegar as piepared
from sugar-cane juice, from jaman fruits and from raw sugar ”

Madras.—In the series of Official Papers mentioned above, a report issued by
the Board of Trade, Madras, gives the particulars regarding that Presidency.

The producers are the toddy-shopkeepers, and they convert their unspent toddy
into vinegar m either of the following ways. The toddy is placed in a closed

earthen pot and kept there till fermentation is complete and the liquid has
become sour. The pot is either kept above groimd for a month or two, or is

buried undergroimd for three or four months or more, and then taken out. The
longer the pot is kept closed and underground, the better the quality of the

vinegar. In either case pure vinegar is obtained when the pot is opened and the

sediment has been removed. Vinegar is also made by heating fermented toddy
either by fire or by exposure to the sun. It is procured m a shorter time by
this method, but the quantity is less than by the slow or natural fermentation.

The vinegar thus obtained is, however, used both for medicinal purposes and in

cooking. 'I^iere is no shop or bazar in Madras where country-made vinegar is

specially sold, and the trade is not so extensive as that in either English or

German vinegar (see p. 170).

Burnyi .—The information procured from the various districts sliow two main
classes of vinegar as made, namely, from gram or from sweet fluids. The sub-

stances chiefly used in the manufacture are rice, peas, toddy, jaggery, sugar,

dates aTid plantains. The observations regarding the preparation of vinegar
from rice and peas are interesting, and amplify the Indian knowledge already
exomplified.s The rice (see pp. 820, 840) is boiled and then cooled for about three

hours ;
it is then mixed with congi or water obtained from prev'iously boiled nee.

The mixture is then put into a pot of clean water and kept for three days in the
shade. Some salt is now added ( 1 tola to 1 maa of liquor). The liquid may be
seen to have turned slightly green and to have become sour. This is called

aan-pfin-ya, and may be described as the domestic vinegar of the proxince. It is

a crudely formed malt vinegar.

With the peasjseep. 903) the process is similar. They are boiled till they turn
soft and the water becomes reddish. This is strained off and put into another pot
or jar, the mouth of which is tied up with a cloth. The fluid is boiled again,

salt (3 tolaa to 1 visa) added, and the boiling continued till the fluid is reduced
by one-third, the result bemg crude vmegar. Speaking of the manufacture
of vinegar from sweet fluids such as palm wine (toddy), mention is repeatedly
made by the Burmese correspondents of the advantage of adding a few slices

of bread so as to facilitate fermentation. In Mergui, vinegar of local manufac-
ture is largely employed in preserving fish. It is prepared from stale toddy,
chiefly the produce of the Nipa palm. Vmegar is said to be improved by placing

a hot brick in it.

Trade.—There is no export trade in vinegar from India, and imports

of vinegar, together with pickles, sauces and condiments, were recorded

in the Official Returns for the first time in 1905-6, when the total quantity

received amounted to 14,878 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,13,653 ; and in 1906-7,

16,300 cwt., valued at Rs. 4,77,033. The bulk of this import traffic is

shown to come from the United Kingdom.

nil
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1?ITIS
VINIPERA the grape vine
Hindu Knowledge

\Cf. Ind. Pharmacol., 18ft7, ii-, 55 ; Waring, Bazar Med, Ind., 1897, 158 ;

Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem , 1898, i., 7-11 ; Blount and Bloxam, Chem.jor Engin.
and Manuf., 1900, n., 219—22 ; Blyth, Food Inspect, and Anal., 190^, 473-9 ;

Hosie, Rept on Prov. Bsu'ch’uan, China, 1904, 20 ; Leach, Food Inspect, and
Anal, 1905, 609-27; Jefurn. Soc. Chem. Indust, (many articles); Pharmaceut,
Journ. ; Yearhook of Pharmacy, etc.] '

,

D.E,P.,
vi., pt. iv.,

261-06 .

Grape-
vine.

Wild
Grapes.

History.

Spirit.

Vine^leaf
Debigns.

Medicine.

Kaisins

VITIS, TAtnt. ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 645-62
;

Planchon, DC., Monog.
Phaner., v., pt. ii., 321-414

; King, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 1897, Ixv., pt. 2,

108-14
;
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 189-91

;
Duthie, FI. Upper Gang.

Plain, 1903, i., 170-5
;

Talbot, List Trees, etc., 1902, 99-104
;

Cooke,

FI. Pres. Bomb., 1902, i., 247-58 ; Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 175-9
;

AMPELiDiE. A large genus of climbing shrubs to which the Grape-vine

belongs. The fruits of several of the wild species are edible (for example,

V. iKirx'ifolia, V. rui/osft, and T. harbata), and it seems highly

probable that some of them may have contributed by hybridisation in

the production of the somewhat characteristic cultivated grapes of the

mountains and tablelands of India.

V. vlnlfera, Linn. ; Semler, Trop. Agrilc., 1892, iv., 8-186. The Vine
or Grape, angur, dakh, hurt, tanaur, newala, mdmre, gandelt, Idning, kwar,

kodi-mun-dirrip-pazham, draksha-pondu, huaangur, sabi-si ; raisins =
kismis, manakkd, zirishk, mttha, kurk mum, kisumisuchetlu, zabib, etc-

The Grape Vine is said to be indigenous in the temperate regions of

Western Asia, Southern Europe, Algeria and Morocco (De Candolle).

According to the Flora of British India (i., 652) it is “ perhaps wild in the

North-West Himalaya
; cultivated extensively in North-West India, rarely

in the Peninsula and Ceylon.” Gamble (l.c. 190) says, “ Has been intro-

duced and successfully cultivated m Kashmir and other parts of India.”

Lawrence {Valley of Kashmir, 351) remarks that in the old days Kashmir
was famous for its grapes, but now, if a few vineyards at the mputh of

the Sind Valley be excluded, it is difficult to obtain a good dessert grape

in the country.” “Everywhere one sees giant vines climbing.up poplars

and other trees, but they are often wild, and their fruit is poor and
tasteless.”

History.—Grapes have been known in India from a very remote period. In
Sanskrit works the best-known names for the fruit are drdkshd and mndvikd,
while a spirit distilled from grapes {maddhika) is distinguished from thatifrom
sugar-cane, rice, barley, etc As showing the antiquity of the knowledge in
grapes, Dutt mentions that they are alluded to by Charaka and Su^ruta. Prior
to the Muhammadan conquests of India we possess, however, no very precise
information as to the cultivation of the grape in India proper.

Stem {Ancient Khotan, 1907, 448) tells us that while working in the ruins of
Kara-Dong (8th century), he came across a cupful of “ large black currants
dried perfectly hard.” In other passages {I c 263, 255) he invites consideration
of the fact that in one of the paintings of DandAn-Uiliq, instead of the conven-
tional fig-leaf, the vine-leaf had been substituted, and in still another passage
{l.c. 245) he draws attention to the frescoes of i)and4n-Uiliq, which manifest
a vine-leaf and grape pattem. It is thus quite clear that the grape was well
known at those early times, just beyond the north-western frontier of India.
In The Bower Manuscript (Hoemle, transl., 1893-7), moreover, numerous refer-
ences are found to the use of raiems m various medicinal preparations.

But the medicinal uses of the vino recoi'ded in Hindu literature are mostly
concerned with the dried fruits or raisins and the spirit {mdddhtka), so that it

18 probable that prior to the Muhammadan conquests, b6th the fresh fruit
and the various forms of raisins were, as at the present day, imported from
across the northern frontier. Many writers (Hehn, KuUurpft. und Haust, 1894.
66-94) have dwelt on the influence of the faith of Islam on vine-growing m the
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East, seeing that the drinking of wine is contrary to Muhammadan law. Siraj-

ul-Hasan (Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc., xxix., n.s., 671-4 ; xxxn , 222-6) fumishos,
however, many useful particulars regarding the vineyards of Daulatabad. These,

he thinks, date from the time of Taghiq (1335A.D.),buton Tagluq’e death the capital

was transferred to Delhi, and that event had a disastrous effect on the gardens.

The followirtg passages, perhaps, sufficiently indicate the Syed’s views :

—

“During the time of the Bahmani Kings (1430 a.d. ), Daulatabeid became a
military station imder Parwiz-bin-Karanful. Once again the people began
to pay attention to gardening, growing, however, only those kinds of vines that

had survived the neglect of previous years.” Then, in another passage, he re-

marks, “ A great stimulus to grape cultivation was given by the Portuguese
Christian Missions located at Aurangabad, which wore liberally endowed by
the early Bijapur or Ahmadnagar Kings in 1560. Their monasteries grew both
purple and white grapes. Ibn Batuta, the Moorish traveller who visited Daula-
tabad m 1430, and the French traveller Tlievenot, who niaile an extended tour
in 1667, were much struck with the gardens that met tlieir eyes throughout
the Sarkar of Daulatabad.” “ This state of things continued till 1685 a.d ,

when Aurangabad became the capital of Aurangzeb. The city grew rapidly,

and with it the demand for all sorts of luxuries.” " In Daulatabad itself, the
passion for cultivating vines knew no bounds. Places of recreation provided
by noblemen in their own gardens were entirely covered with vines. Even
Fakirs looked upon the vino as a gift from Paradise, and had their mosques and
monasteries adorned with it.”

The Emperor Baber (Memoirs, 1519 (Leyden and Erskine, transl.), 203) gives

a full relation of the first occasion on which he tasted wine. His grandson Akbar,
however, fostered and encouraged grape cultivation, and, by his direct aid, grapes
of high merit were successfully acclimatised m the PanjAb and throughout the
greater part of Northern and Western India. But on accession of Akbar’s grand-
son the order went forth for the destruction of the vineries of Kashmir, and
grape culture in India shared in the neglect that followed. The seventeenth and
eighteentli centuries, thciefore, witnessed a decline of interest m vine culture,

sufficient t# account for the low position the industry now occupies, and naturally
the references either to the vine or to wine in the works of the early travellers

are few, and mostly of a negative character. Nicolo Conti, who travelled in
India ^arly m the 15th century, speaking of a town called Panconia (supposed
to be Pegu), says, “This is the only place in which vines are found, and here m
very ^all quantity : for throughout all India there are no vines, neither is there
any wine.” This, doubtless, was not a very accurate statement, smee shortly
after other writers speak of grapes ae seen by them m various parts of India and
Burma. Thus of Gujarat, Mandelslo (1038-40) says, “They want notliing but
wine ; but to supply their want of that, they have Tern, taken out of the Cocos-
tree ”

; but Tavernier (1076) says that in Assam “ There are quantities of vines
and good grapes, but no wine, the grapes being merely dried to distil spirits

from. ’ Tlievenot (Travels ^n Levant, Indostan, etc., 1087, pt. iii
, 10) tells us

that the Dutch made wine from the grapes of Surat ; and that in Golconda
they made white wine (l.c. 104) ; also that wme-drinking was punished in Kanda-
har (l.c. 60). Ovington (1089) observes that Bannians, though they “ are under
restraint from the blood of the grape, yet will they freely taste the grapes them-
selves luxuriously with their juicc, while it is innocent and harmless. We have
grapes brought to Suratt, from tlie middle of February till towards tho end of
March ; some from Amadavnd, some from a village called Naapoure, four days’
journey distant from Suratt.” These would doubtless be ilescribed as the Deccan
grapes of the Bombay shops to-day.

There is thus no doubt that large tracts of Upper and Western India are
eminently suited for grape cultivation. Many quotations might be furnished
to prove the extensive and diversified nature of tho knowledge that exists in
India and its chief frontier countries regarding the vine. Kanawar, for example,
IS one of the Indian localities where what may be described as indigenous viti-

culture is a recognised industry, and Kashmir os an area of both acclimatised
and wild grapes, so far as the present-day cultivation le concerned, and lastly
the trade in the produce of the vineyards of Afghanistan, Baluchistan and
Kashmir is of ntff mean importance, and moreover capable of indefinite exten-
sion. To that category there seems every prospect in the near future of Mysore
having to ^ added, namely as an important centre of grape cultivation. [C/.
Pavlas .^gineta (Adams, transl. and Ckimment), i., 172-8 ; iii., 271-3 ; Januensis,
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Ltber Serapionis, 1473, § 35; Nicolo Conti, Travels in the East, in India in the loth

Cent. (ed. Major), 16; Ain-t-Akbari (Blochmann, transl.), i., 05; also ,

transl.) ii., 350; Ligon, Hist. Barbados, 1667, 80; Mandelslo, Travels, m
Olearius, Hist. Muscovy, etc., 34 ; Tavernier, Travels in Ind., 1676 (od. *?<

282 ; Ovington, Voy. to Suratt, 1689, 8, 234, 303 ,
Vigne, Travels m Kashmir.

1842, li., 63 , Hofimeiater, TraveU, 1848, 372, 377-9 ;
Bentham, Jlev, of Targtont-

Tozzetti, in Joum. Hort. Soc., 1855, ix., 156-7 : De Candolle, Ortg. Cult. 1 lanfs,

1882, 191-4
, Joret, Les PL dans L'Antiq., etc., 1904, ii ,

280-1.]

VITICULTURE AND WINE AND RAISIN MANUFACTURE.
According to Woodrow {Card, in Ind., 1903, 227), “ The favourite

varieties of grape that are grown in Europe have been introduced many
times into India, but with few exceptions fail to become established.”

He then mentions the following forms as ha\'ing been acclimatised and

as being cultivated successfully in India generally :—White Mascadine

(safed angoor)
;

White Portugal (Cashmeree or White Tokay, valayati

angur)
;

Black Monukka {bae-danae angur)
;

Black Hamburg {huhshee

angur)
;
and Faquira. Details regarding the methods of propagation, etc.,

as applicable to India, are given in detail in the same publication, but

space does not permit ot full treatment in this work. Perhaps one of

the most important points to which attention should be paid, is the in-

fluence of atmospheric moisture. The fruit will not ripen when once
the rains have broken, so that early maturity stock in direct adaptation

to climatic conditions is essential. Firminger {Man. Gard. Ind., 1901,

271) states that “ the driest and hottest period of the year is when grapes

ripen finest. This will be March in the Deccan, May in the vicinity of

Calcutta, and June in the Upper Provinces.”

Paajab.—Henderson remarks that “in many parts of th^; Panjab,

the vine thrives quite as well as m Europe,” and Baden-Powell (Pb.

Prod., 271) enumerates twelve different forms recognised there. Practi-

cally no information, however, is available regarding viticulture in tecent
years in the Panjab. The reports of the experiments carried on at the

Agri-Horticultural Gardens of Lahore contain little information, and are

mostly a record of failure. While that is so, there are several very dis-

tinctive grapes regularly sold in the larger towns (such as the small seedless

grape of the Delhi market) that seem well worthy of special study. Sly
{Agri. Joum. Ind., i., pt. in., 268-9) discusses the fruit culture of the
North-West Frontier Province. He says that 4,000 acres are under
orchards, of which 2,700 are in Peshawar. He then discusses the grape^of
Peshawar, Kohat, Kuram and Bannu. (For raisin Vinegar, see pp. 1110-1.)

Wines of Kashmir.—But the interest in Upper India centres very largely

in the vineyards of the State of Kashmir. In the time of the Emperor
Akbar, as already indicated, wine production was a very general industry,
and held then a much more important place than at the present day.
During the time of the Emperor Jahangir, the grapes of Kashmir were
improved, but shortly after the decline set in which has been already
alluded to. Coming down to modern times, the subject next assumed
interest in 1876, when the late Maharajah Ranbir Singh took up the enter-

prise of vine-growing, and in 1885 had 352,525 plants in his various vine-

yards. At the Calcutta International Exhibition of 1884, red and white
wines and also brandies made in Kashmir from the pure juice of the grape
were exhibited, and obtained a gold medal and were highly commended
for purity and excellence. This circumstance has often been overlooked,
and the old tradition of India not producing wine been every now and
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again commented on. It can and does produce wine, and no one can
say that its wine industry of the future may not become one of its

commercial triumphs. In spite, however, of the great expenditur.*

lavished on them, the vineyards of Kashmir have not as yet proven.

tha success Anticipated, and in 1890 it became evident that the vines

were suffering from VhylloxevH. With reference to this, I.awTeuce

{Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 351-2) states that “American vines were ac Ajueri.n st-yt.

once imported, and are now gradually replacing the unhealthv Bordeaux
plants.”

Commenting on the decline of the production of the eating grape Eitim} Gr>pe!

Lawrence observes that the people cut down their good vines in order to

avoid the exactions of officials. “ The grapes, white and red, from the State

vineyard at Raipur in the Sind Valley are delicious, and efforts are being

made to reproduce the Raipur vines in other parts of the valley. With

the decline of the eating grapes, there has been an attempt to introduce

the wine grape, and at present there are 389 acres of vineyards on the

shore of the Dal Lake. The vines were introduced from the Bordeaux

district.” “ Perhaps the vines of Burgundy would have been more suit-

able to Kashmir. Costly distillery plant was imported and set up at

Gupkar on the Dal Lake, and wines of the Medoc and Barsac varieties, iMoc md
sometimes good, sometimes bad, have been manufactured year by year.”
“ Besides the Medoc and Barsac, which are sold at Gupkar, a large amount
of apple brandy is distilled and finds a ready sale.” “ The vineyards are A.ppie Brandj.

under the direct management of the State, and, in spite of supervision,

the vines do not receive the sedulous cultivation which alone can give

success.” “ The business in present circumstances doe.^ not pav.” [Cf.

Smythies, in Agri. Ledg., 1894, No. 15, 24-5, 27-8
;

Coldstream. Vine

Cult, in Kanawar, in Ind. Gard., .lug. 14, 1898 ; Rejits. Agri.-Hort.

Gardens, lMhore.\

Untied Provinces.—Practically nothing of a definite nature has been U. Prov.

written regarding grape cultivation in these provinces. The 'une is said

to fruit Well in most districts throughout the plains, but the grapes are Unsuited for

quite unsuited for wine manufacture. On the hills, however, it is other-
®

Avise, since at Kumaon, Kanawar, etc., a fairly large industry exists in Kiniwir.

vine cultivation. In Kanawar the vine has been cultivated since the

early classic period, and several writers have spoken in high terms of the

vines of Dehra Dun {Ind. For., 1889, xv., 31.3-5). In the Reports of the

Botanic Gardens at Saharanpur will be found some information regarding

the experimental cultivation of foreign, mostly Afghan, varieties.
“ In Upper Kunawar,” says Cloghorn {Joum. Agri.-Hort. Soc Ind., xiu., 382),

“ the vine is extensively cultivated and ripens its crop at an elevation of from
<5.000 to 9,000 feet. The first plants are seen at Nachar, but the climate there 6,000 to 9,000

is not suitable ; beyond the Miru ridgo which intercepts tlie heavy- clouds, the
smaller amount of ram favours the ripening of tho grapes. The vineyards occupy
sheltered situations, generally on the steep slope facing the river. Tlie vines
are supported on poles tfireo or four feet from the ground, connected by horizontal
ones. The fruit hangs below the shade of the leaves, never exposed to the sun
A considerable portion of the crop is dried on the house-top and stored as raisins
for winter use, but without care, and many grapes are spoiled in the process.
For several years tho crop has been deficient, tho grapes dropping off before
they were ripe from unseasonable falls of rain and snow. This year, 18(54, the

,

rainfall was moderate, but tho OMium or vine disease appeared in the \ alley, Oidium.
and destroyed many vineyards. The fresh fruit is exported to Simla for sole
in kiltaa or large hill baskets, and the small seedless grapes dried are also sold
there as ‘ fine Zante currants ’ at 2 rupees per pound. At Akpa and Poari the
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price of fresh grapes is about one rupee for a fcfZto-full.” “ Sungnam is the highest

point m the valley where the vine thrives.”

In KanAwar, says Mr. Atkinson (a later writer), the fruit is called Micnanff

and the plant Idnang, and there the vine is extensively cultivated as a h®*® **'*1??'

and ripens its fruits at an elevation of from 0,000 to 9,000 feet. He then

that a spirit called rak or ark is prepared from the juice, and also* a wine cayed

aheo.
,

According to Hoffmeister (Travels, 1848, ZIT-S) there appears to have Misted

a large trade in carrying fresh grapes from Boshahr to Simla. This trafiie can

hardly bo said to exist to-day, though the exports of raisins may be considerable

and, moreover, capable of infinite development. The available information

regarding the Knnawar industry is, however, both meagre and contradictory.

But with a community of cultivators possessed of an ancient tradition and
centuries of experience as vine-growers, much might be expected were viti-

culture organised on more scientific principles, and with sufficient capital and
commercial enterprise.

Bombay.—The earliest definite information reparding the cultivation

of the vine in the Deccan would appear to be that already briefly alluded

to in the paragraph above on history, viz. the passages from Ibn Batiita,

Thevenot, Mandelslo and Ovington, etc. Syed Sira]-ul-Hasan [l.c. 224)

says, “ Looking at the present condition of the fruit trade at Poona and
.N.tsik, one realises what treasure lies buried in Aurangabad and its vicinity.

These two places send fruit to the value of nianv lakhs of rupees to the

Bombay market. The writer ha.s personally seen thou.sands of acres of

lands under vine cultivation around Nasik. One merchant alone—

a

Bohra—exports as much as £33,000 worth of fruit. Why should not
Aurangabad compete with the other cities on equal terms 1 The soil is

o-vcellent, as proved by the experience ot centuries.”

The moist climate of the Koiikan is not suitable for vkie-growing,

but in parts of the Deccan, e.g. Ahniadnagar, Aurangabad, Poona, and
especially Nasik, grapes of fair quality arc grown for the Bombay market.
The vines are usually trained on live posts fut from Kriftlirimt
a tree known in the vernacular as the pungara. The account culti-

vation given by Woodrow, which has been already referred to, has special

application to Bombay, and should be consulted in this connection. More
recently P. S. Kaiietkar, Superintendent, Empress Gardens, Poona, gives
a full account of viticulture in Poona and the Deccan (Irul. Plant, and
Gard., April 21 and 28, 1906). He names five distinct varieties which
are cultivateil there, viz. abi or hhokri, fuldi or fakvri, habshi or kali, golkali

and sahebi. The field selected “ has a kind of garden soil that is neither
black clay nor light red (murrum), but is a mixture of these, and contains
a fair proportion of hme.” In the hot weather it is ploughed four or five

times and during the rains is left fallow, or GroUtlariu jitneeu {tag) is

grown and ploughed in as a green manure in September. The ypung vines
are reared in nursery beds and then transplanted. The season for trans-

planting the vine stocks is the month of January. The stock is prepared
from the cuttings of the October prunings. “ The cuttings, about a foot
long, with four eyes or buds upon them, are chosen from ripe wood and are
planted in beds, the soil of which is manured with ashes or well rotted
farm-yard manure.” They are put down in twos, and by January throw
shoots about 6 to 9 inches long and become fit for planting out. Previous
to planting out the young vines, the field is ploughed along and across,
the points of intersection of "the furrows being 7 feet apatt. At the points
where the furrows cross, pits are dug, in each of which a basketful of
manure is placed. A pair of young rines is then planted in each pit.
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The furrows between the pits serve as water-channels, and water is applied
immediately after planting. A second and third watering are given at
intervals *of four and six days, and later the plantation is watered every
eight days till June. When the vines are established, harvi stakes
{StrohilaniJieH rallosuH) are driven into the ^oui'il and two of the
healthier shoots tied to them, while the others are cut oil. In this wa^'
the vines grow till April, during which time half a basketful of fsim-yaru
manure, or preferably pondretle, should be given twice to each vine and
all side-growth removed. When the vine has grown over 5 feet (towards

April), tlie ends are nipped off. As .i consequence, side shoots are

thrown out near the top. About three or four oi th<--e shoots arc kept

and all the lower ones are removed.” Stronger staicps uf ^he pnri'jaia

{Ki’iJtftt'iiHi huliro) are now supplied in plac, of tin- lam. ‘ The
three or four shoots kept at the top of the vine continue ''rowiiur tdl
October next, when the pruning for th- mttha bar (.sweet crop) becomes
due.” After pruning, the ground between the lows ot vines is ploughed
No water is given till the shoots blossom, and form small Iruiis
“ About four weeks after pruning the blossoms appear and the fruit sets

in a short time afterwards.” The bunches are ready to be gathered in

March, about six weeks after the grapes begin to get soft. ” A well-

established plantation about ten years old yields about 10 or 12 lb. of

grapes per vine.” After the fruit is gathered (in March), no water is

given for about a month, and in April the hot-weather pruning is done.
“ At this pruning the spurs or kalams which had three or four buds left

on them at the cold-weather pruning for giving the fruit-bearing shoots,

are shortened and cut back to two buds, from which alone one or more
shoots will spring up to bear the sour fruit of the rainy season.” After

the hot-weather pruning, the land is again ploughed, harrowed, and
manur6 applied. Water is then given and continued weekly till the

rains.
^
In October pruning commences again, as already explained. [Cf.

Repts. Dept, Land Rec. and Agri., Bombay.']

DiMeaseg.—Very little is known regarding the diseases of the vine in

Western India. Recently, however, Butler {Agri. Journ. Ind., li., pt. i.,

94-5) furnished a brief report on the subject and identified two out of the

four diseases mentioned by Mr. Kanetkar. The four diseases are—(1) kharda

rog (red or brown rust), (2) buri (mildew), (3) khajalya rog (black rust),

and (4) karpa rog (drying-up disease). The second and the fourth are

well-known diseases of the vine. Burt is Oitliuui Tackeri, one of the

most destructive of mildews
;
while karpa rog is dnthracnose (Sphacelomo

aiupelinmu). Both can be controlled if not checked by flowers of

sulphur.
, [Cf. Maxwell-Lefroy, An Insect attacking Grape-Vine, in Agri.

Journ. Ind., 1907, ii., pt. iii., 292.]

Baluchistan and Sind.—One of the many surprises that meet the

visitor to Quetta is the profusion and superior quality of the grapes that

are offered for sale. On inquiry these are found to be frequently raised

in vineyards where there is practically no rainfall and where few or no
streams are seen to carry surface water. Underground, however, the

people have excavated drains that communicate from one well to an-

other, until a fairly good flow is established from the upper (often rocky
regions) to the more fertile lower plains, where vineyards and fruit gardens

abound. The system of subterranean drains (or tunnels) has been adopted
as a matter of economy, since the great dryness of the surface soil and
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high temperature of the atmosphere would absorb all the water long

before it reached the orchards.

Little information exists as to the methods of cultivation o^ of manu-

facture of raisins, but Mr. R. Hughes Buller has furnished some interesting

particulars regarding the chief varieties of grapes grown in. the Quetta-

Pishin district. He enumerates some eighteen, but the most widely

distributed are known as haita and spin kishmishi, followed bv kalamakk,

husami, tor, sra kishmishi, and tanddn. The rest, he says, are only rnet

with occasionally. Haita is a large oval-shaped grape, with hard skin,

of a green colour tinged vrith yellow'. It is very lasting and is the grape

commonly packed in wool and sold in Indian bazArs. It is obtainable

from August to the end of November. In Kandahar haita grapes are

made into raisins (dbjosh) by dipping them in boiling water mixed with

lime and carbon.ate of soda, and then drying in the sun. Spin kishmishi

is a small green grape, oblong in shape, found in all parts of the district,

especially in Quetta and along the Khwaja Amran. It begins to ripen

in August and lasts till the end of October. Kalamakk is green, oblong,

of medium size, larger than spin kishmishi and smaller than haita. It

iipeiis from September to 15th November, llusaini i.s a soft fruit, <li8-

tinguished by its loose growth and bv the narrowing of each grape in

the centre. It grow.s in Guh.stdn, Mazarn, Kainalzai, Arainbi and Sanab,
begins to iipen in August, and lasts till the end of October. Tor is de-

scribed as an oval grape, dark in colour and fan ly.sweet. It ripens early,

about the middle of July. Sra kisktnis/n is a small grape, light purple
111 colour, -with soft akin. The Kandahans make raisins from it. It

begins to ripen about the 25th of .\ugust and lasts to the 15th pf October.

Tanddn, the last mentioned, is a large round, green grape of inferior

quality. It ( ontains a large Cjuaiitity of juice which is extracted iii

Kandahar, boiled and kept for use as a relish. It ripeii.s in Sepfember.
Traffic.—Tlie traffic in grape.s (preserved in wooden boxes), arranged layer

upon layer, with sheets of cotton-wool between, constitutes oiie*of the
characteristic features of the so-called Kabul (Afghan) trade of India.
The Avandering fruit traders carry grapes, raisins, pistacio nuts* almonds,
and pomegranates all over India

;
and, barring the traffic in Kashmir fruit

into the Panjab and of Deccan grapes into Bombay, the Kabuli traders
practically supply the grapes and raisins consumed in the whole of the
lest of India. The traffic is, therefore, by no means an unimportant t>ne,

and the share taken by the Quetta-Pishm district perhaps the most valu-
able single contribution.

Pedley wrote an intere-stiiig paper {Agri. Ledg., 1893, No. 7) on the
possibility of a raisin industry being organised in Sind. He contrastgji
the Fresno district of California with the Schwan Sub-division of Karachi,
and came to the conclusion that with its cheap labour Sind might easily
do a large trade in this dried fruit.

Bengal and Assam.—The annual rainfall of the province is too high
for vine cultivation to be of much importance. In the upper divisions
of the province, however, e.g. m Bihar, where the climate approximates
to that of the United Provinces, greater success has been attained than
in Bengal proper, and fairly good grapes are often produced, as at Dinapore
and Tirhut. [C/. Ttepts. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri.] •

Madras and Mysore.—On the plains of Madras the vine can be
grown only under careful ganlen cultivation, and viticulture can never
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Trade
therefore become an established industiy. On the mountains and table- •

lands, on the other hand, it is grown with complete success. An ac count
of an irfteresting experiment at present being conducted in Mysore by
an Australian (Mr. M. Paul), is given in the Indian AqricuUurist (Jan. 1,

1907). Mr^ Paul appears to consider the My.sore climate an absolutely
ideal one for the vine, and he hope.s in a few years to place on the
Indian market some twenty varieties of th fii st grape gnovn in

Australia, and equal to any produced on the Continent of Eu ope Th i

cuttings imported from Australia were 'cept partly on th, Nilgiri bilk Sursenf .

and partly in a small nursery at Bangalore, but have i ov to a large ext. nt

been planted out, and are said to be doing very wdl In a vear it is

asserted by Mr. Paul, that be will have a gooo sboA of grapes
;

in two
years his little Bangalore vinevaoi will pro lai-e some tons. o'rjpes.

grapes, he considers, will sell at a n w aiina.s a pom I, and he declares

that they will be equal to grapi"! sfJd in Bondon at five or six t! I'hngs
a pound. [(?/. Cameron. For. Trre.\ of Mywre and Coorg, 1894, r4-.5

;

Rice, Mysore ^'az., 1897, i., 8.1 ; Ilcyls. (lovt. Brt. Card., Barujahri]
Uses.—It is chiefly as a irint that grapes arc cultivated on the UbV- 'UseB.

land of Inilia. But they are at the same tiiao largely eaten in a dried otapea

state as raisins or currants, and at one time constituted a fairly important iidwro.

article of food with the people of Kanawar. The industry of drying grapes

18 not practised, however, to ani^ very great extent anywhere in India.

According to Dutt {Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 1.^8) raisins have for many
centuries been employed medicinally by the Hindus, and he adds that

they eater into the composition of numerous demulcent and expectorant w^e.

inedicines^u use at the present time. The other products manufactured Bra&dj.

from the grape are wine, brandy and vinegar (see pp. 1109, 1110).
vjEegBr.

[Cf. Blytii, Foods, Compos, and Anal

,

1903. 442-69 ; Loach, Food Inspect,

and Aeal., 190.5, 554-60 ; Journ. Soc. Chem. Indusi ; Yearbook of Pharmacy ,

Journ. Soc. Arts, etc.; Kept, on Viticul. Work during 1887-93; Agri. Exper. Stat.,

Califo^ia, 1806; also Bull., 1900, No 130; 1905, No. 167; 1906, No. 177; Dept.

Agrt. Victoria. Bull

,

1902, No. 2 , 1905, No 22 ; U.S. Dept, .'tgri.. Farmer’s Bull.,

1903, No. 175 ; Hosie, Rept. on Prov. of Ssu’ch’uan, 1904, 20-2,]

TRAlfE .—In the internal trade returns, wines are classed along with Trade,

spirits (see p. 1047). The foreign trade consists chiefly of imports and
re-exports. The exports of Indian produce are quite unimportant, and
when compared with the immense population, the imports also are re- impoitsof wine.

mafkably small. The following table shows the foreign imports of wines

of all sorts for the five years 1902-7 :

—

1902-3.
1

1903-4.
j

1904-5.
j

, 1006-6. 1906-7.

j

<5harapagfle

Claret
Port
Sherry
Other Sorts

Rs.
10,07,620
2,61,760
7,61,932
1,89,657

7,50,956 1

He.

8,07,144
2,54,248
7,30,764
1,76,279
7,69,522

' Rs.
7,84,016

:
1,99,156
7.62.877
1.67,478
7,15,456

Re.
9,66,182
2,03,961
8,00,934
1,82,307
8,21,963

[

Rs.
7,57,812
1,06,300
7,79,622
1,68,006
7,68,188

[

Gals.

28,210
44,013
95,610
22,196
139,307

Total .

. j

30,01,931 27,27,947 20,18,982 29.75,347 26,39,828
= £175,988

329,342

From these figures it will be noted that the imports do not show much
tendency to increase. The chief suppling countries and the shares taken

by the various provinces may be exemplified by the following analysis of

the trade of 1906-7. Of the total quantity (329,342 gallons) imported in
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that year, 150,899 gallons came from the United Kingdom ;
99,587 from

France; 15,982 from Italy; 11,672 from Belgium; 11,782 from Ger-

many. The quantities from other countries were comparative!)* insignifi-

cant. The shares received by the various provinces (in gallons) Mere as

follows :—Bombay, 105,200 ;
Bengal, 99,308 ;

Madras, 52,360 ;
Sind,

38,230
;
Burma, 33,968. The shares (in gallons) taken by ftie chief itn-

porting countries in the different sorts of wine may be similarly exemplified

by the figures for 1906-7;

—

Champagnk—United Kingdom, 13,292;

Belgium, 7,819 ; France, 6,638. Claret—France, 27,353, United Kingdom,

8,084. IPoRT—United Kingdom, 77,080 ;
Germany, 7,544. Sherry

United Kingdom, 18,023, Other Sorts—Fiance, 63,416; United King-

dom, 34,420; Italy, 11,418; Spain, 7,022, etc.

w
WITHANIA, JV/H//. ; FI. Br. Ind., iv., 239-40

;
Gamble, Man.

Ind. Ttmhs., 1902, 508 ;
Solanace.^e. A genus of shrubs, two of which

are natives of India.

W. coagulans, ounal The Clieesonmkor or Indian Reimet, akri, panir,

ashvaganda, spin bn^fa, shdpiatuf, khamazora, kaknaj, amukkura, pennerii-gadda,
etc. A small herb common in the PanjAh, Sind, Afghanistan and Baluchistan.

The fruit, both fresh and dried, is used modicmally, but is chiefly important
as possessing the property of coagulating milk, and is used for that purpose instead
of rennet in Sind, North-West India, Afghanistan and Balucliistun. This pro-
perty was first noticed and made known by Stocks in 184!) (Journ. As. Soc.

Bomb., 56). Mr. S. Lea published an account (Proc. Roy. Soc , 1883, xxxvi.,

5.5-8) of oxporiments made on the seeds for the purpose of ascertaippig whether
they contained a definite ferment witli the properties of ordinary rennet. The
seeds were subjected for 24 hours to the action of various solvents whicli were
then added to milk, A 5-per-cent, solution of common salt in water was found
most effective m extracting the ferment, which rapidly curdles milk. In sum-
ming up. Lea states that the results of the experiments proved “that the seeds
of trtthaiUn can bo used as an adequate and successful substitute for*anitnal
rennet.” [Cf. Pharmacog. Ind, ii , 509-72; Agri. Ledg , 1893, No. 17, 114;
1895, No. 5, 64-0 , Kew Bull, 1903, 27-8.]

W. Somnlfera, Dunal, Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, li., 750. The panir, asgandh,
ashvagandhd, kulilal, tilli, ghodd, amukkura, penneru-gaddu

,

etc. An erect shrub
found throughout the drier parts of India ; Iroquent in the west and in Hindustan,
rare in Bengal.

Leaves, seeds and root ore used in Native Medicine, being reputed to Jiave
diuretic and narcotic properties. The root, however, according to Dymock
(Mat. Med. W. Ind , 1885, 043) “ has univoreally been confounded with a root
met with under the same names in the bazArs, but which boars no resemblance
to the root of ii'. sum nijem The asgand of the shops is the tuber of a convol-
vulus, which, though much smaller and different in habit, does not appear to differ

botanicolly from fjiomo-w aimtata (p. 080). In Bombay the seeds of tjhis species
are employed to coagulate milk m the same way as those of the former, already
detailed, and both plants accordingly often bear the same vernacular names.

[Cf. The Bower Manuscript (Hoernle, transl.), 1893-7, 18, 87, 108, etc. ; Mat-
thiolus, New Kreuterbuch, 1.50.3, 405; Bruce, Travels %n Africa, 1790, v., 54—6
(the Wanzey) , Paulus /Egineta (Adams, Comment ), 1847, ni., 359-00 ; Phar-
macog. Ind., ii., 506-9 ; Banerjei, Agrt. Cuttack, 1893, 190 ;

Agn. Ledg., 1890,
No. 28, 282-3, Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 210-1.]

WOODFORDIA FLORIBUNDA, Balitth.: FI. Br.
Gamble, Man. Ind. Timbs., 369-70

; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1903, i.,

510-1
;
Duthie, FI. JJ'p'per Gang. Plain, 1903, 351 ; Prmn, Beng. Plants,

1903, i., 502 ;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 341

; LythracEjE. The ddwi,
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WOOL

and pashm

dhaula, dhai, dawai, dhuvi, dhdtaki, icka, aantha, dahiri, chungkyek-dum,
jatiko, jave, pitta, gul, daur, thdwi, phulsatti, dhavadina, -jargi, yet kyi, etc.

A large deciduous shrub found throughout India, ascending the Himalaya
to 6,000 feet, rare in the south and not extending farther than to the

hklls of Kartiul ; Shan hills and other forests in Upper Burma (Gamble).
It yields a Guii, known as dhaura or )lhau~\a-gond of Harauti and Mewar

which is said to resemble gum-tragacanth. The most important part of the
plant IS, however, the flowers. They appear from February to April when they
are gathered and dried. Throughout India these arc employeil as a'l^Yis either
to produce a colour by themselves or as an adjunct or mordant chiofly with al
{noflntUi Prof. Hummel found them to contam 20 (i j)c<r cent, tar, me:
acid and they have long been used ns a Tak to a small extent, though foi this
purpose the flowers have been neglected in favour of the leaves Mi'niciNAULV
they are employed as an astringent. In the Central Provinces they are said to be
eaten as Food, and m Bengal are utilised m the preparation of a cooling drmk.
The wood is used only for Fuel. The plant is a common ornamental shrub in

gardens, being easily propagated by cuttings or seed.

[C/. The Bower Manuscript (Hoernlc, transl.), 1803-7. 117 ; Hunter, As Res
,

1795, IV, 42 j Hardwicke, As. Res, 1799, vi , 362; Pharmacog. Ind., u , 40 :

Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing —Russell, C. Prov., 1896,0-7 , Banorjei, Beng.,

1896, 33 ; Fawcett, Bombay, 1890, 15 , Hadi. V. Prov., 1896, 81-2
;

Diitt, Mat
Med. Hind, 1900, 105-0; Hooper, Agri Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 44; Woodrow,
Oard. in Ink, 1903, 320-1 ; Firniinger, Man. (lard. Ink, 1904, 565,]

WOOL, GOATS’-HAIR AND PASHM —Moorcroft, Travels,

1820 (ed. 1841), i.. Ill, 410 ; li., 164, 248 ; Royle, Prod. Res. Ind., 1840,

139-54; Badeii-Powell, Pb. Prod., 1868, i., 177-88; ii., 1872, 25-56;
Hoey, Monog. Trade and Manuf. N. Ind., 1880, 169-70, 178-9

; Pogson,
Letter in Broc. Govt. Ind. Rev. and Agri. Dept., 1881

;
Johnstone, Woollen

Manuf. Panjab, 1884-5
; Mukharji, Art Manuf. Ind., 1883, 341-4

;

Collins, Indust. Bengal, 1890, 11-2; Bamaswami Iyer, Manuf. of
KambVis in Chitaldrug, Mysore, 1891 ; Ricketts, Cat. Mysore Prod., in
Chicago Exhib., 1893, 14-8

; Monographs, Dyes and Dyeing :

—

Hadt,
V. Prov., 1896, 35-41

;
Fawcett, Bombay, 1896, 33-5

; Monographs,
Woollen Fabrics ; Garrett, Berar, 1898, 1-3

; Piin, U. Prov., 1898, 1-17
;

Thurston, Madras, 1898, 3-12
;

Banerjei, Bengal, 1899, 1-37
; Marten,

C. Prov., 1899, 1-9
;
Brendon, Bombay, 1899, 1-13

; Watt, Chief Ind.
Animal Prod., 1902, 111-2; Hannan, Text. Fibres Comm., 1902, 185-217;
Final Settl. Rept. Almore, 1903, 7-9

; Cordemoy, Le Prod. Colon. d’Orig.
Animate, Pans, 1903, 126-38

;
Hanausck, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton and

Barber, transl.), 1907, 124-39.

The chapter devoted to Live Stock has dealt so very fully with the wild
and domesticated goats and sheep of India (pp. 743—9) that there practi-
cally remains only the task of reviewing in this place the trade in raw
wool and of furnishing a brief summary of the Indian woollen manufactures.
But though many of the sheep of India produce fleeces of hair rather than
of wool, still fairly good wool is obtained here and there, as, for example,
from the black-headed sheep of Coimbatore, the woolly sheep of Mysore,
and the sheep found in large tracts of the Deccan, Rajputana, the Panjab,
the United Provinces and Bihar (Patna sheep).

History.-—Wool was known to the very earliest of the classic writers of India
and by the injunctions of the Institutes of Manu it is assigned as the material of
the sacrificial thread of the Vaisya. In the Rig Veda, moreover, there are hymns
to Pashan, the go3 of the shepherds, which make mention of the bleaching and
spinning of wool. Wool is regarded as ceremonially pure, and can accordingly
be worn, while eating or even performing religious functions. With the Vaish-
navas the sradh observance should, in fact, be performed only when clad in woollen
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garments With most castes the bridegroom attends the wedding service with a

woollen charm tied aroimd the waist. Brahma created fire, woollen cloth, the

Brahman, and the hisa grass (see p. 930). From these and such-like references,

we are justified in assuming a vast antiquity for the Indian knowledge of wool,

as also the arts of spinmng and weaving it.

But even with the Muhammadans, the knowledge in wool is no less extensi'^

than with the Hindus. Frequent mention of it occurs in the Arabic and Persian

classics. All, Fatima, Hasan and Husain are spoken of as the children of the

blanket. But m Asia the very earliest woollen garments were produced by
plaiting, much after the fashion of grass-mate, and there would seem reason for

believing that the property of felling wool was discovered before the art of

spinnmg it. When viewed under the microscope, the individual fibres of wool
are seen to be coated with minute scales, and the fibres are, moreover, curly and
elastic. To these physical properties are to a large extent due the felting of
wool, as the fibres, on being shrunk, get intertwisted and bound together. But
the wool of sheep reared m tropical countries is less scaly, lees curly and more
rigid than that of temperate coimtriee, and becomes, m fact, hardly separable
from the hair of goats. Hence it follows (to some extent at least) that the know-
ledge in wool and the position of the woollen industries of India become loss and
less evident as the approach is made toward the warm moist regions of the tropics

or descent is made from the hills toward the plains. It is thus highly probable
that the knowledge in wool came to India through the Aryan invaders (who
doubtless were largely shepherds), and o\en to-day wool takes a very subordinate
position m the art crafts of India proper, owmg doubtless to its unsuitability as a
inatensil of clothing under the chrimtic conditions that prevail for the greater
part of the year.

During the early years of the British rule in India much attention was paid
to wool, more especially shawl-wool (pashm) of the PanjAb, Kashmir and Tibet.

The papers written by Wobb.Kaper, Moorcroft and Hearsay, and later by Smythe,
Hutton, Hodgson, Conolly, Cooper, etc., may be specially mentioned as the out-
come. But long prior to these, iritiny travellers make mention of wool. Thus, for
example, Fryer {New Ace. E Ind and Fers. (ed. 1098), 224) telle us thatihe English
Company’s trade was in hia day biiihII from Persia hut that they carried a few
drugs, Cannania wool, etc. This is, therefore, one of the earliest references by a
European to the Kiiniam wool, which for many years past has constitutedtso very
important an item in the imports of raw wool drawn by India to its looms.

Characteristics of the Fibre and Trade Classification.—The nature and Vjvhie of
the fibre ilependa first upon tho brood of onunal from which obtained , next, the
climate, soil and herbage of the country in which reared ; and lastly, tho method
and care with which the fleece has been removed from the ammdl and sent
to market. But it is well known that with every precaution observed, departures
and irregularities occur. From tlie standpoint of buying and sellmg wool, its

merit turns on softness, soundness, fulness and freoness. The individual hairs
may vary m length, thickness, and number of scales to the mch very greatly,
even withm the most carefully selected breed, and moreover they are differen*- on
tho various parts of the body or during the various seasons of the year, and may
even bo irregular side by side on tho same omnial. Mr. N. Burgess, for example,
gives tho measurement of one hair in a sample of Saxon wool as tAui of Q'n inch,
while another lying by its side measured of an inch. But to compare with
those, he records hair of Soutlidown with a moasureinent of of an inch and
another (..tj, the coarest fibre being of an inch. *

As with cotton, so with wool, the merit of the fibre is generally expressed by
lengths to which it can bo spun. 32’6 would be the lowest and SO’s the highest
average yarn. That is to say, in the former 32 hanks of 560 yards each can be
spun from the pound of wool, and so 80’b would mean that the wool was so fine
that one pound could be spun into 80 hanks of the length mentioned, or
44,800 yards. But if the wool be harsh and devoid of elasticity, while m length
of staple it may be suited tor a certain count, a much lower yam may actually
be possible. Much, therefore, depends upon the condition or texture of the
fleece.

As mentioned above, tho under-fleece of the Tibetan goats yields the finest
of all Indian wools

—

pashm. This is used for the most expensive and artistic
purposes in the Indian woollen industries, more especially the shawls and chadars
presently to be described. It is imported across the land frontier and almost
exclusively through Kashmir. Waddell (Lhasa and Its Mysteries, 1906, 47&-7>
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affords some interesting particulars of the paahm of Soutliern and Eastern Tibet.
Ho remarks that the Kashmiris have a monopoly of the trade m Upper Tibet,
whence they export it all by way of Hampvir on the Sutlej, Kashmir and Ladakh,
and carivass for it chiefly in the tracts adjoiiung there. “ In Southern Tibet,
however, most of this important product, the felted silky underwool, which
should arnodht to hundreds of tons annually, is wasted, as the Tibetans do not
know its great value, and do not collect it front either the yak, when shedding
its wmter coat in spring, or the goats and sheep.’’

Imported Kirmani wool and the still more inferior U'akat shahi pashm (from Adulteration.

Persia and Afghanistan), after being treated in a special manner, is extensively
employed os a substitute for or in admixture viith Tibetan pashm in the pro-
duction of much of the pashnnna of modern commerce. A more recent and
even more pernicious practice is the use of foreign, mostly English, woollen yams
in the fabrication of Indian te.xtiles, for which both the colours and the quality

of the yam are unsuitod.

Indian Wool.—The beat wool is that of the Paiijab and Frontier Indian
Province, of which perhaps Hissar would take the foremost place, but Wool.

Fcrozpur, Lahore, Jhang, Shahpur, Peshawar, Dera Isinad Khan, Amritsar,

Multan, Rawalpindi anil Jhelum each produce wool in fair quantity and
quality. In the United Provinces the ino.st useful wool comes from the

Himalayan tracts—Garhwal, Alniora, and Naini Tal—while the important Himalayan,

districts in the plains arc those of Agra and Mirzapur. A large dram is,

however, made on the Panjab, Rajputana and Sind, and also on foreign

countries, to meet the manufactures of these provinces. The best-known
local wools of Western India are the black Deccan and Khandesh and the Deccan,

white wools of Sind, Gujarat, and Kathiawar. Sind and Raluchistan wools sind.

are exported from Karachi, along with the fine wool obtained from Bikanir. niiamr.

The rearing of sheep in the Central Provinces is fairly important, especially j Pr«v.

in Jabhalj^ir, Nagpur, Chanda, Wardha and Raipur. In Rajputana and
Central India, Bikanir, Jodhpur, Jaipur and Ajmir produce wool, and
that ofc Bikanir is much prized all over India, especially for carpet-weaving.

In Southern India the wools of Bellary, Karnul, Coimbatore aud Mysore South India,

are w#ll known
;
but the sheep of most other districts of Madras, like those

of Bengal, yield hair rather than wool.

Priced.—In an official report from the Director of Land Records and Price.

Agriculture in the United Provinces, the following occurs regarding prices.

The price depends upon the purity of the wool, but 2^ seers per rupee
may be assumed as a fair average. Bikanir wool (white) fetches from
under Rs. 20 to over Rs. 35 per maund, according to fineness and freedom
from burrs. Goats’ hair costs 10 to 12 seers per rupee and camels’ hair

5 seers per rupee.

INDIAN WOOLLEN MANUFACTURE.
Mr. J. E. O’Conor (Rev. Trade Ind., 1893, 51) made the somewhat Manufae-

significadt comment :
“ The trade is as yet quite unimportant and is tures.

likely to remain so for a long time to come, unless the Indian mills arc able
to find markets in Asia for coarse blankets and horse-clothing, the only
descriptions of goods for which there would be a fair demand in the regions

we could hope to supply and the only kinds we could manufacture with
profit to compete outside India with European goods.” In 1895, however,
the imports from Great Britain had fallen off by 9^ per cent., while those
from Germany had increased sixfold, from France threefold, and from
Austria twofold^ It had thus almost immediately been demonstrated that

*

the attractively got up cheap shoddy and mixed woollen goods of the shoddy.

Continent of Europe (more especially of Germany) were not only ousting the
superior manufactures of England, hut had undermined the ground which
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the Indian mills were believed capable of holding. In Calcutta, for ex-

ample, there has existed for many years past a large demand for coolie

blankets and shawls, and this has recently been entirely usurped by cheap

foreign supply. It is hardly to be wondered at, therefore, that the pioneer

woollen mills of India, such as the Cawnpore Woollen MillS Co., Ltd.,

should have been driven to t*urn their attention almost exclusively to the

production of high-class goods of pure wool in direct competition with the

British supply, since their woollen blankets could no longer compete with

the cheap low-grade foreign articles. Similarly it has been realised that

there was a more profitable market open to the Indian mills in the produc-

tion of ordinary average quality and even high-class woollen goods than

in contracts with the Army Clothing Department of India. Thus it may
be said that recent years have witnessed a complete revolution, and a

wholesome one, since the date when the oiigmal Dhanwal Woollen Mills

Company was c.stabhshed, almost exclusively, it might be said, to meet

official contracts.

The Dhanwal and Cawnpore Mills may be regarded as favourably placed

to tap the supplies of India’s finest wools, such as those of Kangra, Simla,

Garhwal, Kuniaon awl Nepal, the South-East Panjab (Shahpur, Dera

Ismail Khan, etc.) awl South-Western Afghanistan. In some cases these

wools have to h»! carried by road for 2(X) to .300 miles before they reach

the nearest railway station. This is the chief drawback to the Indian

nulls—the long road (ransit and consequent heavy charges.

Mills and Woollen Manufactures of India.—In 1876 the Cawnpore
Woollen Mills were established, and ten years later (1886) there were four

woollen mills in India with a combined capital of Rs. 18,00,000. These

gave employment to 1,372 persons, had 242 looms and 5,420 spindles

under use. They produced goods to the extent of 798,062 lb., valued at

Rs. 5,27,420. Still a decade later (1896) there were 6 mills at work in

India with a capital of Rs. 32,50,000, and these gave employment it 3,017

persons, had 530 looms, 18,658 spindles, and produced 2,346,570 lb. of

goods, valued at Rs. 24,96,751. During 1904 there were 6 mills with a

capital of Rs. 46,25,000, employing 3,468 persons, 737 looms and 25,931

.spindles, with a production of 3,508,700 lb. valued at Rs. 36,74,678. That
IS a record ot thirty years’ progression of which India has no cause to be

ashamed, yet it .should be viewed as giving but a foretaste of still greater

advancements.

It may perhaps suffice to complete this reference to the Indian power-
loom woollen mills to repeat that, as a rule, they concern themselves with
the growing demand for goods on a European pattern and style, such as

serges, broadcloths, flannels, tweeds, blankets, travelling rugs, ei/C. They
have also given attention to the production of worsted, knitting yarns,

Berlin wool, as also knitted goods of all kinds, such as socks, cardigans,

jackets, jerseys, caps, gloves, etc., etc. They use pure wool : for the
lower grade goods, Indian wool, and for the higher, the finer imported
wools, either alone or mixed with Indian. They do not attempt the
mutation of Indian special textiles, nor have they as yet engaged in any
branch of the European carpet industry.

Indigenous Woollen Industry.—But the official returns of mills take
cognisance only of factories that each employ not leas than 25 persons
and keep these at work mainly, if not exclusively, on the production of
woollen goods. Scattered all over India, however, more especially m
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the upper provinces, there are small hand-loom workshops in woollen *

manufactures, and these each employ only one or two hands. In the

aggregafe they are important, though out of the large number that

exist, recognition is made officially of only some 10 or 12, because,

though not, woollen mills m the strict sense, they are weaving establish-

nfents that employ annually from 4,500 to close on 6,000 hands. These

larger wool-weaving indigenous establishments are all located within the

Panjdb and are concerned for the most part in the production of shawls,

chadars (see next page), pashmma, jamawar (or patterned alwans), pcuhmina.

pattu, etc., etc. But here and there throughout India there is a fairly

large industry in Oriental carpet-weaving (see Carpets and Rugs, 272-5)

and in felted rugs {namdax), and this does not appear to be included in

the official returns above indicated. But if 1 he .study of the Indian woollen

industries be extended so as to include the production of mixed fabrics,

that IS to say those in which wool constitutes but one. and perhaps the

least important ingredient, an extensive assemblage of textiles would
be thereby embraced, such as the kimrus, mashrus, ghattas and the like, iiimru.

These are mostly made of .silk and cotton mixed, but occasionally of wool
and silk combined. The name niashru {i.e. permitted textile) gives the Mashru.

key apparently to the explanation of the richly varied assemblage of

fabrics so designated. Pure silk was forbhkbni to be worn by Muham-
madans except on special occasions, and thus the weavers conceived of

numerous methods by which an admixture, perhaps of but a small amount,
of silk might be thrown on the surface of a woollen or cotton textile to

give it the rich effect of being constructed almost entirely of the more
expensive ,and luxurious material. The word hmru literally means a

textile intended to be worn m the cold season. It is woven of cotton so

treated as to give it the effect of wool, and is usually brocaded with silk.

Occasiftnally such textiles are made entirely of silk, and are, strictly speak-

ing, amrus, but when, in place of cotton, wool is used, they are commonly
designated jamawars. These are pieces of a fixed length, such as would jamawars

be requirgd for tlic preparation of a choga or coat, or suitable for a
lady’s dress. They are simply brocaded woollen goods with the pattern
either in very line pashm or in silk, or they may be in cotton, with
pashm or silk ornamentations. In the jamawars of Kashmir, the end
pieces are woven straight on, but in Amritsar and Ludhiana they are
seiiv^i on. A large percentage of the Kashmiris settled in British India
have abandoned the shawl trade and concentrated their attention ex-

clusively on the production of plain pashmina or of jamawars. They
found a lucrative field in the larger towns, e.specially where these possess
a* fair percentage of Muhammadans, such as Lucknow, Hyderabad, etc.,

and in time the weavers adapted themselves to the requirements of their

markets and produced himrus and other brocaded textiles in which wool
was largely replaced by cotton or silk. Within recent years a soft form
of wool has been imported into India (and in incrca.sing quantities) origi-

nally from Kirmanm Persia, more recently from Australia and Afghanistan. Kinn.nii wool.

So also by special treatment soft staple can be produced from almoist any
wool. These special wools are worked up alone or in admixture with pashm
in the production of pashmina, a textile imitated in Europe by a fabric •

known as “ KashBiir,” which, needless to say, is not made in Kashmir nor in “ Kashmir ••

India, any more than a tithe of pashmina sold in India and exported to
“

Europe and America is made of pashm. [C/. Imp. Gaz., 1907, hi., 212-8.]
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Shawls and Chadars.—Some years ago the Indian supply set the fashion

of weanng these special articles and gave the name shawl (shal) to Europe.

These textiles are woven of the finest wool (usually the under-fledbe of the

Tibetan goat), known as pashm, an extremely fine hair (which in Europe is

called shawl-wool, the textile being pashm^na). The Rampyr chadar is

usually white or of some plain colour. It is woven of a woollen (pashifi)

wuip and a specially prepared silk, sometimes even cotton w'cft, though

occasionally the weft also is of pashm. In manufacture, chadars are twilled

or damasked, but they may be embroidered in the sAaf-stitch fashion,

and may even be possessed of narrow ornate borders or be embroidered

in pale-coloured or white silk. A large proportion of the soft shawls

sold in India to-day as Rampur chadars, and which are often carried away
hy visitors in good faith as being genuine, are made in Europe and sent

to India on purpose to meet the demand that exists for these goods.

Much has been written on the Kashmir shawls. Perhaps the earliest

account of any note is that given in the Ain-i-AM)ari, 1590 (Blochmann,

transl., 91-2). “ His Majesty encourages, in every possible way, the

manufacture of shawls in Kashmir. In Lahore also there are more than

a thousand w'orkshops.” Bernier, who travelled in India in 1656-8,

gives some interesting particulars regarding the Kashmir shawls and the

woollen manufactures of the Panjab generally {Travels, in Constable, Or.

Misc., 1891, 402-5). Great pains, he savs, have been taken to manufacture

shawls similar to those of Kashmir, in Patna, Agra and Lahore, but,

notwithstanding everv possible care, they never have the delicate texture

and softness of the Kashmir article. Vigiie {Travels in Kashmir, 1842,

ii., 125) affords many useful facts, but Moorcroft {Travels, ii^ 164-217)

produced what might be described as a full technical report of the materials

used, methods of fabrication, and trade in Kashmir shawls during the

period of his special studies. Lawrence {Valley of Ka.shntr, 1895, 375)

carries the story down to the present position of the craft—a tradition,

a memory of the past, a degraded industry starved through the lioss of

the European demand. Dr. A. Mitra, in a pamphlet on the Arts and
Industries of Kashmir State, says the time was when 60,000 persons were
employed in shawl-weaving and brought into the State fifty lakhs of

rupees a year. Now, instead of prosperity, the people are sunk lu the

most abject poverty. [Cf. Ind Art at Delhi in 1903, 338-65.]

Kashmir shawls are classified according to size, shape or purpose'Tor

which made, e.g. plaids, shawds, handkerchiefs, table-covers, curtains,

scarves, etc., but it may be said there are two chief modes employed in

their artistic ornamentation—(a) tili or kanihar (patterns elaborated

on the loom), and (6) andikar (patterns worked by the needle). The otje

18 woven, the other embroidered, but curiously enough and contrary
to what might have been anticipated, the needle (or hand-work) is less

expensive and at the same time less artistic than that produced by the

loom. A sort of intermediate condition, how^ever, also exists in which
the imperfections and shortcomings of cheap loom-work are removed, oi

made up for by subsequent needle embroidery. But the Ipom commonly
used is hardly more than a few inches in diameter. Strips (braids) or

patches are thus woven, then pieced together with the necessary pieces

of pashmina cloth to form the shawl. The unions are next cleverly ob-
literated by needlework that can hardly be distinguished from the loom-
work. The ground material is usually the finest and purest pashm, and
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the held [matan) may be of one piece (when the shawl is called a Mali- •

matan) or consist of four squares of differently coloured pashmina (when

it is described as a char-baghan). If in the centre is placed a medallion

of flowers, the shawl is spoken of as a ckand (moon), and if it has only

comer flowers, it is a kunj. Lastly, when one end has a deeper band of

Anbroidery than the other, and both ends are much broader than the

side strips, the shawl is spoken of as a shahpasand or palledar.

The chief centres of the Kashmir shawl manufacture to-day are Kash-
ipir, Amritsar, Sialkot, Ludhiana, Gurdaspur and Lahore. The returns

given below of the exports of Indian woollen goods afford the only in-

dication available of the extent of the traffic. But for centuries past

expensive Kashmir shawls have been much sought after by the princes

and nobles of India. The possession of one or more of priceless value

was an admitted mark of nobility, and accordingly such shawls were

treasured and handed down from generation to generation. Some of

the finest known examples of Kashmir shawls are, accordingly, those

belonging to the older families. It was perhaps an unfortunate cir-

cumstance when the French nobility sought out these expensive garments.

French traders visited Kashmir to purchase their annual supplies and
year by year dictated the changes in style which they deemed necessary

to meet the ever changing fashions of Paris. An incalculable injury to

the art conceptions of the Kashmir people was a necessary consequence

of this new trade, and when the Franco-Prussian war put a complete
check on the demand, the Kashmir weavers who had become dependent
on their French customers were ruined. Meantime Paisley had imitated

complete^ and successfully the Kashmir shawls, and at a price far below
what the hand-weavers could accept. Although these imitation shawls

had the severity of all power-loom fabrics, they reproduced every detail

of th« originals and were marvellously woven and extremely beautiful

and delicate in texture, so much so that by many they were preferred

to th? more clumsy though more artistic shawls of Kashmir. The cheapen-
ing process soon, however, effected its own ruin. Paisley shawls became
so common as to cease to be popular. The demand terminated and the

Paisley new industry had to be abandoned, its expensive and ingenious

machinery sold as old iron, and its weavers converted into sewing-thread
spinners, just as the bulk of the Kashmir shawl-weavers had to become
eifSier carpet-weavers or agriculturists. But Paisley has recovered from
the loss of its shawl-weaving industry : Kashmir has not. And this is

ever the story of art and industrial instinct. The latter lives by conquest,
the former dies by contest. [Cf. Andrew Blair, The Paisley Shawl, 1906.]

. ,
INDIAN TRADE IN RAW WOOL.

Prof. Clapham of Leeds, in an address to the Yorkshire Association
for Promoting Commercial Education, gave some striking facta regarding
the wool trade of Great Britain. In 1840 the imports from Australia were
40,000 bales

; in 1850, 140.000 bales ; in 1860, 200,000 bales
;
and in

1870, 500,000 bales of wool. If by “ bales ” was meant “ sacks ” of

364 lb., the imports mentioned for the last year would have been
182,000,000 lb., or just one-half the amount recorded thirty years later.

Up to the opening of the Suez Canal, London was the world’s chief

emporium for m»ol, but the establishment of steam shipping and of cable
communication, when taken in conjunction with the quick route through
the Canal, had the natural effect of bringing the sellers in Australia into
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direct touch with the buyers in Europe, and hence Iiondon lost its su-

premacy in the traffic. In modern returns of the British trade, wool is

dealt with under the following headings :—(1) Alpaca, Vicuna and Llama ;

(2) Goats’ Wool or Hair, Mohair (Angora goats’ hair)
;
and (3) Sheep or

Lambs’ Wool. Of the'last mentioned, the following statement for the

past five years may be given ; the countries that supply 10 miflion pounds
and over being alone mentioned and the last three figures omitted as a
matter of convenience :

—

Statement ot Wool Supplies Into Great Britain (omitting last

three figures).

Chief Countries of Supply. 1902. 1903. 1904. 1905. 1906.

Franco .

.

Chill

Argentine

lb.

27,766
14.862
24,482

lb.

1.5,781

16,133
24,149

lb.

20,026
16,212
1.3,367

lb.

21,388
15.056
26,675

lb.

23,854
17,200
29,984

Cape of Good Hope . . 68,479 66,878 57.876 58,331 53,997
Natal 8,819 11,435 7,250 9,370 13,273
Bombay 23,933 28,816 38,658 36,693 42,268
West Australia 14,338 12,410 12,407 15,916 13,232
South Australia 27,456 26,095 24,443 26,447 35,776
Victoria 82,742 68,005 65,960 67,415 04.924
N.-S. Wales 118,398 105,786 94,793 114,884 109,920
Queensland 21,696 15,035 19,968 25,908 23,290
New Zealand .

.

148,233 155,127 133,752 139,268 146,759

Total of all British Possessions

.

526,397 492,452 403,475 503,944 515,204

Grand Total of British Supply
from all countries .

.

637,129 599,500 561,677

r

615,708 639,342

It Will thus he seen that the supply of wool drained from British. India,
wheu compared with that from Au.stralia and New Zealand, is unimportant.
From the Indian point of view, however, it is very considerable, Since it

repre-sents an amount that might with great advantage have been worked
up locally and been thus employed to contest the import traffic’in foreign
manufactured woollen goods.

RAW WOOL.—Little or no information can be furnished as to the
total production of wool in India. According to the Agricultural Statistics,

there were estimated to have been in India during 1905-6, 18,029}.181
sheep and 25,172,701 goats. It has further been ascertained that a yield
of one seer (2 lb.) of wool per annum would fairly represent the yield of
each plains sheep, and something like three seers that of the hills. But
it may be added that the returns just mentioned ignore the sheep and
goats of the alpine tracts, more especially those across the frontier, froih
which a large portion of the finest wool of India is derived. And more-
over, in the tropical portions of the plains, the sheep yield very little true
wool : in fact their fleeces are so poor that they are often not even clipped,
the animals being reared purely and simply as sources of mutton. On
the other hand, many of the goats jdeld hair of such a quality that it may
be used for some of the purposes for which wool is employed, if indeed
goats’ hair be not sometimes mixed with wool. And, of course, the under-
fleece of the Tibetan goat constitutes the 'pashm or wool, gf which repeated
mention has to be made in this article. It thus seems safe to assume
that one seer per sheep, on the herds actually registered, might he ao-
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cepted as fairly representing the annual supply of wool in India, or say
^

36,058,362 lb. But that estimate may be checked by reference to various
records sjf actual transactiotiB •.

—

Trans'frMtler Tra//Jc.—The imports ot wool into India tor the latest Trana-
years oi official returns were—1902-3, 92,990 cwt., walued at Rs. 23,91 ,242 ;

frontier.

1003-4, 9T,125 cwt., valued at Rs. 27,10,041 ; 1904-5, 105,954 cwt.,
valued at Rs. 30,89,138 ; 190.5-6, 141,771 o‘wt., valued at Rs. 42,45,286 ;

* and in 1906-7, 171,783 cwt., valued at Rs. 57,86,817. The chief countries

that contribute wool to India are South-Western Afghanistan, which in ifghamstaa.

the last-mentioned year gave 105,686 cwt., and Tibet, 34.869 cwt., while

the supply from Khelat came to 13,071 cwt. To allow of comparison with Kbeiat.

other returns, the total imports may be expressed in pounds, viz. 19,239,696,

The growing importance of the Trans-frontier wool traffic is one of the

most encouraging aspects of the modern trade.

The exports of wool across the frontier are unimportant, and consist

chiefly of foreign wool sent to Southern and Western Afghanistan and to

Kashmir—the total exports in 1906-7 came to 92,960 lb.

Internal Tratllc-Rall and River.—The totals carried during the past Internal,

six years have been as follows :—1901-2, 197,341 cwt. ; 1902-3, 249,797

cwt. ;
1903-4, 284,680 cwt. ; 1904-5, 359,700 cwt.

;
1906-6, 354,725 cwt.

;

and 1906-7, 383,102 cwt. If the last figure be expressed in pounds to

allow of ready comparison, we learn that 42,907,424 lb. were ihstributed

by the railways during the year in question. Of that amount 19,239,696 lb. Forciga

would doubtless correspond with the supply received across the land Contnbntion.

frontier from foreign countries, thus leaving a balance of 23,667,728 lb. Local

as derived from the sheep of India proper—a figure that, on estimated

production, would leave a balance to meet purely local or homestead
requirements of 12,390,634 lb.

In* an official report of the Department of Land Records and Agri-

culture in the United Provinces, it is estimated that the local production

in tlfese provinces for the year under review (1896-7) may have been
something like 2,624,000 lb. The balance available for local consumption
(chiefly rft the Cawnpore Mills), after adjusting imports and exports on
local production, would have been 2,3.33,556 lb. This view would be in

accord with the returns for rail and river traffic, and is perhaps a fairly

representative statement of one of the chief provinces in the wool trade

of‘India.

Foreign Exports.—The following were the total exports from India Foreign
to all foreign countries during the past six years ;—1901-2, 19,592,620 lb.. Exports,

valued at Rs. 79,38,259 ;
1902-3, 27,892,898 lb., valued at Rs. 1,16,53,204 ;

1903-4, 33,234,775 lb., valued at Rs. 1,37,73,957 ; 1904-5, 38,571,968 lb..

Valued a1 Rs. 1,89,16,747; 190.5-6, 42,614,498 lb., valued at Rs. 2,11,47,283;
and in 1906-7, 46,909,898 lb., valued at Rs. 2,42,65,349. Last year’s

exports thus show an»expansion of 8 per cent, in quantity and 14-73 per
cent, in total value on the figures of the year preceding, and of 134 per
cent, quantity and 205 per cent, in value on the exports of 1901-2. At
the same time they maintain a continuous record of progression for the
sixth year in succession. Of the total exports in 1906—7, Great Britain

took 43,184,135 lb., the United States coming next with 1,578,903 lb.

Another signifi^nt feature is the rise of the Karachi traffic. In 1901-2 *

the share taken by that port came to 6^ million pounds, but in 1906-7 it
and

stood at 18^ million pounds, Karachi is to-day about co-equal in im- Bombay.
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pottance with Bombay in the export of wool, the two ports between

them having taken close on 33 million pounds out of the 45 millions

exported m 1906-7. An inspection of the railborne traffic rereals the

interesting fact that while the Bombay portion of the exports is drawn

from the Bombay Presidency (Rajputana and Central India mainly), that

of Karachi is drained from the Panjab and Sind. •

Foreign Imports.—The demand for foreign raw wool may be accepted

as contributing toward the higher class woollen goods, both hand- and

power-loom, though in the former case the foreign wool appears to ^e

largely employed as an adulterant or even a substitute for the more ex-

pensive -pashm. In 1896-7 the imports were returned at 4,725,899 lb.,

valued at Rs. 14,02,284 ;
in 1898-9 they were 3,283,905 lb.

;
in 1900-1,

2,871,319 lb. ; in 1902-3, 2,756,071 lb. ; in 1904-5, 2,117,734 lb
;

in

1906-6, 2,908,036 lb., valued at Rs. 9,18,395 ;
and in 1906-7, 2,451,237 lb.,

valued at Rs. 8,64,505. Practically the whole of these imports are drawn
from Persia, with smaller quantities from Mekran and Sonmidni, and are

imported into Bombay and Karachi, a fair portion being thence carried

by rail to the Panjab and the United Provinces. The traffic by sea would
seem to have improved steadily up to 1896-7, since which date it might
be described as having declined. In 1876-7 the imports of raw wool
were valued at Rs. 6,32,116; fifteen years later (1890-1) they stood at

Rs. 11,56,154, and attained their maximum five years later still (1896-7),

but have ever since almost steadily declined. Against this shrinking

demand, however, for foreign wools (brought by sea) has to be placed

the expansion of the Trans -frontier traffic already dealt with, especially

that across the north-western frontier, which may be regarded as bringing

Kirmani wools to India by land routes, to some extent doubtfess an ex-

pression of increased railway facilities within India itself. [Cf. Kermanshah
Wool, in Dipl, and Cons. Rept., 1903-4, ii., No. 3189, 25-7.] r

MANUFACTURED WOOL.—Imports.—The encouraging conception

of the Indian woollen industries receives a somewhat severe set-b^k by
an inspection of the foreign traffic. It is not possible to give the returns in

pounds, since most of the articles are sold by number or by the yhrd. The
value may, however, be accepted as a sufficiently satisfactory standard.
Ill 1896-7 the Imports of woollen manufactures were valued at

Rs. 1,69,24,447 ; in 1898-9 at Rs. 1,52,37,310 ;
1900-1 at Rs. 2,11,25,766 ;

1902-3 at Rs. 1,40,69,122 ;
1904-5 at Rs. 3,07,64,281 ;

1906-6 • at

Rs. 2,42,51,878 ;
and in 1906-7, Rs. 2,05,21,666. Thus in the past eleven

years the imports of manufactured wool have expanded from a valuation
of £1,128,296 in 1898-9 to £1,368,111 in 1906-7, but if the study be
carried still further back, the expansion becomes more marked. In
1876-7 the imports of woollen goods came to only £641,101, whfereas the
highest record during the past thirty years was in 1904-5, when the supply
drawn from abroad by sea was valued at £2,050,962. The Indian milb
are thus seen to be securing but a small portion of India’s demand for

European manufactured w'oollen goods. But by way of contrast, it

may be here mentioned that the exports of Indian woollen goods (mostly
Oriental carpets and shawls) rarely exceed £120,000.

Turning now to the nature of the imports and countries of supply,
the chief item is “ piece goods.” Out of the total of Rs^ 2,05,21,666, the
share taken by piece goods alone came to Rs. 1,39,62,624. Of that amount
the United Kingdom supplied Rs. 1,03,31,105 and Germany Rs. 26,76,231.
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Fully half these imports are consigned to Bombay, one-third to Calcutta, ,

and the balance to Burma, Sind and Madras. Foliovring the “ piece
goods ”*come “ shavils.” During the five years ending 1906-7 these have s^iawis.

mamiested an average valuation of Rs. 33,07,815 (or, say, £220,S^l). They
from G-ermany, from which the hvetage annual amount

Consigned to India fox the five years ending 1906-7 showed a valuation

^

of £159,324, whde from Great Britain the quinquennial average came
only to £42,658. What is, however, far more significant, the supply
from the United Kingdom contracted from a valuation of Rs. 14,57,3.5

1

in 1901-2 to Rs. 81,272 in 1906-7, while from Geimauy it expanded from
Rs. 14,74,562 in 1901-2 to Rs. 46.86,246 in 1904-5, and contracted

to Rs. 24,35,951 in 1905-6 and to Rs. 1.3,04,494 in 19<16-7. The shawl

traffic is almost entirely with Calcutta, ami is very largely the expression

of the demand made by the coolies employed in the tea industry for cooua Truffle,

shawls and blankets, so that Germany has not only driven the Indian

mills, but the British as well, out of this particular market.

The imports of woollen carpets and rugs into Imlia have for some carpets,

years past manifested a continuous expansion. In 1896-7 these were

valued at Rs. 4,67,836, and during the past si.x years the traffic has

been as follow.s -1901-2, Rs. 8,49,168 ; 1902-3, Rs. 5,76,304 ;
1903-4,

Rs. 8,96,738; 1904-5, Rs. 13,98,640; 1905-6, Ra. 14,47,131 ;
and in 1906-7,

Rs. 10,56,679. During the last-mentioned year carpets and rugs to the

value of Rs. 7,30,496 came from the United Kingdom, Rs. 2,04,540 from

France, and Rs, 72,219 from Germany. It is only necessary to add (in

view of the activity of the Indian woollen mills) that the imports of

hosiery ^ame in 1906-7 to Rs. 8,05,614, of which Rs. 6,97,490 worth uosiery.

came from the United Kingdom, two-thirds being taken by Bengal and
Bombay and the remaining third by Burma, Sind and Madras.

E3cports.—The total value of the e.xports of woollen goods came, Exports,
on the average of the returns for the five years ending 1906-7, to a

valuation of Rs. 23,78,835, but the figures as they stand would seem to

indicate a shrinkage, the year 1905-6 showing the lowest valuation of

the series. But taking 1906-7, the total exports came to Rs. 22,92,838,

of which Rs. 16,04,573 represented the portion taken by the United

Kingdom, and thi.s is followed by the United States with Rs. 4,03,973 ;

China with Rs. 33,390 ;
and Germany with Rs. 31,699. Thus while

Germany supplies India With a yearly increasing quantity of inferior

woollen goods, she takes in return practically none of India’s manufactures
of wool. But it may be added that the exports from India to the United
Kingdom, the United States and Germany just mentioned, are almost

.entirely. Oriental carpets and rugs. The exports in shawls are made
mainly to the Straits Settlements, and the exports in piece-goods (possibly

for the most part Native-made fashrmna) go to the United Kingdom,
Ceylon, Hongkong, the United States, China and Japan.

WRIGHTIA, Bf. ; FI. Br. Ind., iii., 652-4
;
Gamble Man. Ind. D.E.P.,

Timbs., 1902, 486-7
; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., ii., pt. i., 136-8

;
Brandis,

Ind. Trees, 1906, 461-2
; ArocYNACEiE. A genus of shrubs or small

~ ’

trees of which about six species are found in India, the following being ,

those of economic importance :

—

W< tlnctoria, R Br, , indarjau, hyamaraka, khirni, dudhi, kdlakado, pdla,
veypale, tedlapdl, amktidu, kodmurki, etc. A small dooiduoua tree of “ the
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Peninsula of India, common m the Deccan and Karnatak and the Bombay Pre-

sidency, extending north to Rajputana and Banda, m deciduous forest; also m
Burma” (Gamble). ,

It yields a crude Rubber, which was found to give the followup analysis :

—

water, gum, etc , 25 8 per cent. ; resin, 45 8 ;
caoutchouc, 28' 4 [G/. Ind. For.,

1903, XXIX , 406-7.] The seeds are said to be used a.s an adjunct to other materials

in dyeing, while from remote tunes the Natives of Southern India haVe employrijl

the loaves as a source of blue dye or indigo. The root-bark and seeds, though
of no value medicinally, have been the cause of considerable confusion in the

literature of Indian Materia Medica, being frequently mistaken for and used to

adulterate those of itnloffhenn nntlili/ieutei-tcn (see p. 640). The Wood is

of good quality for earvmg and turning, and is fairly extensively used for both
these purposes. It is said to resemble ivory in colour and texture, and according

to Rice (Mysore Oat., 1897, i., 81) is employed for making the celebrated Chena-
[latna toys and for wooden idols. [C/. Pharmacog. Ind , ii

,
397-8 , Cameron,

For. Trees Mysore and Coorg, 1894. 186—7 ; Pharm Jouni., 1901, Ixvii., 690]
W. tomentosa, ftoem a Schult , Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, ii., 074. The dtidhi,

dharauh, sandt-huyn, atkura, karingi, selcrnnyok, pal kurwan, harido, tella pal,

leitouk them, etc. A small deciduous tree ” throughout India, chiefly in decidu-

ous forests, extending in the Siib-Himalayan tract westwards to the Beas, east-

wards to Sikkini , mixed forests of Burma ” (Gamble).
Every part of the tree discharges, on being woimdcd, a yellow milky juice,

said to yield a good yellow Dye when dilnteil with water. The seeds are reputed
to afford a medicinal On,, and both stem and root bark are said to be useful in

cases of snake-bite and scorpion sting. The leaves are eaten as a Pot-herb by
the Santals. The Wood is even-grained, easy to work, and used for making
combs, and in carving and turnery, etc. [Of. Cameron, l.c. 187 , Duncan, Dyes
and Dyeing Assam, 1896, 55.]

z
ZEA MAYS, Tjhin. ; FI. Br. Ind., vii., 102 ;

Bonafous, Hist. Nat.
Mats, 18.36, tt. 1-19

; Duthic and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, i., 21-4,

t. V. , Lisboa, Bomb. Grass., 1896, 43-4
; Semler, Trap. Agnk., 19(?2, in.,

48-124
; Pram, Beng. Plants, 1903, li., 1208-9

,
(xraminejE. Maize,

Iiidian-corn, hhulia, mnhhai, junri. kuLn, niakai, mungari, junala, ckhale,

rnakkd-sholam, tnokka jonna, cholam, pyaungbu, etc.

A tall annual grass, according to De (landolle originally native of Now
Granada, but now cultivated almost throughout the world. The culti-

vated races arc very numerous and sliow great power of adaptation to
local environment, so much so that efforts to introduce American forms
into India have generally resulted in degeneration, towards the existing
(now often called indigenous) forms. There seems no doubt that maize
came to India from America, and was pos.sibly brought thence direct by
the Portuguese. But it appears to have beeen cultivated in India for at
least a hundred years before forms were evolved, for each tract ot country^
ot sufficient merit to justify extensive production. When, however, India
had obtained its oivn special forms, maize moved rapidly over the whole
continent, assuming tropical conditions in some parts, temperate and even
arctic in others.

History.—The admirable account of the origin of this plant furnished by De
Candolle (Ong. Cult. Plants, 387-97) leaves little that can be here added of any
material value. Mai/.o was unquestionably introduced into India just about the
time of the advent of the East India Company, and the first mention in their
Proceedings, of what may possibly bo this gram, occurs in a letter of date October
1621, atldressed to the Surat agent by Capt. John Weddell, in jvhich he suggests
that a ” warehouse be hired at Swaliy for the temporary housing of the * chander.
ouze ’ ” (khandarus = an Arabic name for maize) (Foster, Engl. Factories Ind.,
1906, 296). It 18, however, highly likely the khandarus in question was judr and
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not maize—that Arabic name being now applied to both grains. Buber {Me-
moirs (portion written 1520-9)) makes no mention of having seen maize on his

arrival in India, though he carefully doscrilies all tho animals and plants new to

him. Moreover, the early European travellers in India, including the botanists

Rhoede and Bumphius, are silent regarding this cereal. "Abul Fazl (Ain-i-Akbari—
t.'je Adminstt'. Rept of the Emperor Akbar for 1690 a d. ), in his long list of grains

and pulses grown m India during the 16th centftry, does not include maize, but
he remarks under keura (Pandanua, see p 777) that its leaves are like those of

maize (Blochmann, transl., 83). The word “maize” is of course furnished by the

translator, and must be an incorrect rendering. It is uiterosting to note, however,
tliat Mendoza {Hist. China, 1685) mentions amongst the plants observeii by him
” tho plant called maizo, which constitutes the principal food of tho Indians in

Mexico” (Brotschnoidor, Htst Europ Bot Disc, tn China, 1898, 10) In the 18th
century Burmann published hi.s The.aaurua Zeylantcus and his Flora Indica, but
in neither does he allude to aten Hove, who at the close of tho 18lh century
(1787) visited Bombay in order to study its cotton, wrote a repmt ftili of infor-

mation on all the crops seen by him, but does not mention Indian-corn. But it

would perhaps bo unsafe to assume that, although the pine-apple wa.s fully known
in the 16th century, so extremely valual.le a plant as tho maize had not reached
India until after tho date when Rumphius wrote his great work {Herb. Amb ,

1750), which to some extent figures and describes the plants of India. IE wo can
accept the passage above mdicated from Foster as satisfactorily establishing tho
existence of the grain in India, it mu,st have been an article of commerce nearly a
century previous to the date at which Rumphius wrote

The moat general vemariilar name in India for this corn is makkai (Mecca
corn), which may bo regarded as manifesting the assoc.iation of the gram with tho
Muhammadan rulers of India and at the same time accepted as strongly sug-

gestive of the Portuguese influence at the court of the Mughal. The displacement
accomplished by the new cereal, or rather its appropriation of names formerly
given to certain forms of fmt-f/liuut, may be viewed as denoting the mnnte pro-

pensity of Asiatics to contrast all now ideas with previous conceptions Tho
origin of its other most general name, bhuta, is more obscure, but is probably
derived from hhukla or bhutta to eat. Both names are clearly modern, however,
and do not occur in any classic works of even the most recent date. So very
little iwogress had, however, been made with maize cultivation that Roxburgh
wrote, about the begimimg of the 19th century, that Tndian-corn was “ cultivated

in vajnoua parts of India m gardens, and only as a delicacy ; but not any-
where on the continent of India, so far as I can learn, as an extensive crop.”
Buchanan-Hamilton {Kingdom of Nepal, 1819, 284, 312), while dealing with
tho ancient State of Yumila (its capital Chhina-chin) says that they had
maize. In a further page, he remarks of Kangra—” The poor live much on
maize.” Very shortly after the appearance of Roxburgh’s Flora Indica, how-
ever, Graham {Cat. PI. Bombay, 1839, 240) wrote of Western India that maize
was “commonly cultivated ” Dalzell and Gibson (FI Bomb , 1861 (suppl.),

10®), some thirty years later (1801), said that it was “o.'ctensiv'ely grown in

the early part of the rams, especially near large tow'ns ” These authors also

add—“ The gram is seldom used in India os a flour.” But as illustrative of tho
extremely local character of tho information often furnished by Indian writers,

it may be added that Stewart (in 1802) wrote of Bijnour that “ much of the maize
was ground into flour and made into bread, although very much less is here used
In this wfty than in the Panjab.” It is thus very probable that in Upper India
(a region, comparatively speaking, unknown to Roxburgh) maize was much more
extensively grown at the beginning of the century than might be inferred from
Roxburgh’s words. At the present day it would bo more nearly correct, at any
rate, to speak of maize as of equal value to the people of India collectively with
wheat, instead of its being grown purely a.s a garden “ delicacy.” It is a field

crop upon which at least the bulk of the aboriginal tribes of the hilly tracts of

India are very largely dependent for subsistence. Thus its diffusion over India,
during the present century, might almost be said to bo one of the most powerful
argmnents against the statement often made that the Natives of India are so very
conservative that they can scarcely be induced to change their time-honoured
customs, even wflen these can bo shown to bo inimical to their best interests. So
completely has India now appropriated the makkai that few of the village fathers
would be found willing to admit that it had not always been with them, as it is

now, a staple article of diet.

Xot aeea by
Caber

Mentioned in
( Jiinj,

Indian
Naincii

Jirowa as
a Lujciiry,

hJitensiYclj
Q-rou u

All IiiiporLunt
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CULTIVATION.—Though grown practically all over India, the area of

maize cultivation as a ripe grain may be said to be the central tajileland,

the northern extremity of the plains, and the Himalayan slopes and river

valleys up to an altitude of 9,000 feet above the sea. On the lower or

Gangetic plain it is grown chiefly as a green vegetable. In thef vicinity tjf

large towns the sale of the unripe cob is so remunerative that by peculiar

systems of cultivation and selection, special forms have been matured that

could scarcely be eaten in the condition of ripe grain. On the other hand,

within the region where maize is grown for its ripe grain, it is hardly

possible to procure green cobs as a vegetable. But adaptation to local

conditions is perhaps more strikingly seen in the fact that in many parts

of India there are forms of maize that require six months to mature,

others not more than three months. In some parts of the country,

indeed, both kinds may be seen growing separately or as mixed crops.

Further it may be added that where the transition of the seasons into

kharif and rabi crops allows of tropical cultivation during the former

and temperate during the latter, two widely different forms of maize may
be found. In the greater part of the plains of India, maize is a kharif

crop, but rabi maize is by no means unusual, i.e. maize sown in autumn
and reaped in siiriug along with wheat and barley.

Area.—According to the AqncuUural Statistics, the area under the crop

in Biitish India for the six years 1900-1 to 1905-6 averaged 6,083,484

acres, and in the last year, 1905-6, was 5,790,543 acres. In the Native
States the area duiing a similar period averaged 269,017 acres, and in

1905-6 was 221,687, giving a total for all India in that year of 6,012,230

acres. Bengal had the largest average area during the period irf question,

viz. about 2 million acres
;
followed by Agra with about 1| milhon

;
the

Panjdb, from 1 to 1^ million
;
Oudh, ^ to | million

;
the Nortlj-West

Frontier, ^ million
; while the Central Provinces and Bombay had 130 to 160

thousand acres under the crop. But it should be here recorded th»t the

above areas do not include production as a green vegetable, an important
admission, since nearly every peasant grows a few plants near his home-
stead, which of necessity escape registration in agricultural statistics.

Diaeases.—Barclay desenbed a species of Rust found by him on Indian-
corn {Agri. Ledg., 1895, No. 20, 284-6) ; a species of Smut

(
Ustilago) has

also been recorded (f.c, 278), More recently Maxwell-Lefroy (Agri. Jomrn.
Ind., 1906, i., pt. ii., 97-113

; also Mem. Dept. Agri. Ind., 1907, i., No. 2)
discusses the Moth-borer of the sugar-cane, maize and sorghum.

Bengal.—The area in 1905-6 was 1,825,400 acres and the yield, accord-
ing to the Season and Crop Report, 448,670 tons. The largest areas
were Patna Division with 820,500 dcres, Bhagalpur with 657,800 acres',

and Chota Nagpur with 307,800 acres. The yield per acre varies con-
siderably, but the provincial average for the years 1901-2 [Agricultural

Statistics) shows so little difference between the returns for unirrigated as
compared with irrigated, that the latter may be disregarded. The yield
for unirrigated land comes to 1,522 lb. to the acre. The districts that
show the highest yield are Santal Parganas (2,739 lb.) and Manbhum
(2,447 lb.). Mukerji (Handbook Ind. Agri., 1901, 249-63) states that
“6 to 8 maunds of grain per acre is considered a fair yield, but 30 to 40
maunds are sometimes obtained.”

Maize cultivation may be said to manifest three phases ;—(1) the home-
stead cultivation in Lower Bengal, to produce green cobs

; (2) the cultiva-
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tion as a staple food-grain on the hilly tracts, such as Chota Nagpur
;
and

(3) the ojiltivation in Bihar, which differs in no essential from that in the

greater part of the United Provinces. The method of cultivation described

by Basu {Agri. Lohardaga, 1890, pt. i., 65-6) may be considered t5^ical

for the hill^' parts of the Lower Provinces. Two varieties are there dis- Varieties,

tinguished, a dull yellow and a red. It requires a rich soil and is usually soOs.

grown for two to three successive seasons on the same plot, followed by some
cold-weather crop like mustard. In June-July the lalid is ploughed and Seasons,

the seed sown broadcast, 4 to 5 seers per acre, and buried by a light plough-

ing. The field is then weeded and hoed two or three times from June
to August, and the cobs ripen from the middle of August to the middle

of September. If they are to be roasted and eaten, they are picked a

fortnight before ripening (Basu). Accorchng to Mukerji, “ the value of

a 5 to 8 maunds’ crop is only about Rs. 10. An acre (if ravages of Profit,

jackals are prevented) may produce 20,000 green cobs. If these are sold

at an average price of 8 cobs per pice, the produce of one acre may come
up to Rs. 35 to Rs. 40.” [C/. Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, 1885, 223-4 ;

Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 77 ; Roy, Crops of Beng., 1906, 61-4
;

Sihpur Exper. Farm Repts.']

Assam.—The area in 1905-6 was 1,300 acres, chiefly in Nowgong and Assam.
Sylhet, but it is nowhere grown to any appreciable extent. In Cachar,

Darrang and Sibsagar it is said to be grown in small patches, chiefly by
foreigners. In the Khasia, Jaintia, Garo and Lushai hills, B. C. Allen

states that “ it is either grown in garden ground or is sown in the potato

fields at the time when the’tubers are earthed up. It is usually sown in

April and May and ripens in August and September. The maize fields seat^n.

are well hoed and treated with manure ” (Assam Dist. Gaz., 1906, x., 72-3).

United Provinces.—The area in Agra in 1905-6 was 1,374,267 acres, u. Prov.
and in Oudh 796,976 acres. The average outturn for the provinces for the

years-1897-1902 is stated to have been 950 lb. per acre. The acreage in

the chief districts during 1905-6 was as follows :

—

Agra—Meerut, 121,307
;

Districts Balandshahr, 120,481; Gorakhpur, 115,687; Aligarh, 97,905;

Jaunpur, 88,216
;

Saharanpur, 83,054 ;
Bareli, 78,936 ; Etah, 65,745,

etc. In Oudh—Bahraich, 255,914 ; Gonda, 206,471 ; Kheri, 96,487, etc.

Maize is one of the crops which has for many years been systematically

studied at the Cawnpore Experiment Station, and much valuable informa-

tion relative to the varieties grown, the manures used and the seasons of

sowing and reaping, will be obtained by referring to the voluminous annual

reports. The account given by Duthie and Fuller (l.c. 22) may, however,
be considered typical of the ordinary Native methods. It is a kharif crop Khart/.

Sown, as a rule, when the rains break, and harvested at the end of August.
If the cobs are to be sold as vegetables they are pulled while green ; other-

wise they are left till the leafy envelopes surrounding them are dry and
shrivelled. Generally it is cultivated alone, but sometimes “ cucumbers
are grown between the lines. It is not uncommon, too, to mix a certain

proportion of the lesser millets (kakuni and mandvta) and a little pulse

(urd).” The average outturn for the provinces, Duthie and Fuller estimate Oatturn.

at 10 maunds for unirrigated and 14 maunds for irrigated maize.
With regard to the Cawnpore experiments, an interesting summary

of these is given^y Mr. Subbiah, Principal, Cawnpore Agricultural School
(Dept. Land Rec. and Agri. Bull., 1901, No. 16), to which the reader is

referred. He there states that “ since 1895 outturns ranging from 30 to
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35 maunds of grain have been repeatedly obtained on a number of plots,

and occasionally as much as 40 maunds and more.” Regarding \sarietie8,

he remarks that “ about eighteen American and the two common North

Indian varieties have been tried at the station with a view to test their

merits as regards hardihood, productiveness and suitability to the climate

of North India. The results of these trials showed that American varieties

could be grown without any difficulty the same year the seed was imported
;

that one or two j^Snericans might excel the Indians in productiveness
;

but that, taking everything into consideration, the two country varieties

are the best for our present local conditions
;
that much better practical

results could be immediately achieved by improving these two varieties

by a careful selection of seed, etc. ; and that with the light-yellow country

variety as improved at Cawnpore the best results that the North Indian

climate and .soil would admit of might be attained within a few years.”

Subbiah further states that to secure yields approaching those obtained at

Cawnpore, the agents at the cultivator’s disposal are (a) regular spacing

of each individual plant
;

(b) selection of seed or using Cawnpore maize

seed
;

(c) two diggings between the crop in addition to the usual weeding
and earthing

;
(d) one or two waterings during breaks in the rains that

occur in most years
; (e) liberal manunng

, (/) either deep ploughing or

digging with phaora before sowing.”

By the ordinary method of cultivation he estimates the cost per acre

to be Rs. 13-13 and the normal produce 13 maunds, worth Rs. 22-12,

giving a profit of Rs. 8-15
; by the Cawnpore method, the cost is Rs. 31-12,

outturn 35 maunds worth Rs. 61-4, giving a profit of Rs. 29-8.

[C/. Wright, Mem. on Agri. Cawnpore, 1877 , Duthi© and Full©/, Fuld and
Garden Crops, Ic 21-4, t. v , Ix?athor, Exper. on Wheat and Maize at Cawn-
pore, Dept. Land Rec. and Agri U. Prov. Bull

,

1900, No. 9 ; Novill, Diat. Oaz.
U. Prov, 1903-6 (many pasaages) ; Repts. Bot Card Saharanpur , Cdwnpore
Exper. Farm Repts.]

Central Provinces and Berar.—The area in 1905-6 was 134,32^ acres

ill the Central Provinces, and 2,445 acres in Berar. The chief districts in

the former are Chhindwara, Maiidla, BetuI, Bilaspur and JabbalpUr
;
m the

latter, Wun and Buldana. Practically no information is available regard-

ing the cultivation of the crop. The Nagpur Experimental Farm Reports

deal only with the efforts to acclimatise American races and races from
other parts of India. <

Panjab and North-West Frontier.—The area in 1906-6 was 896,241
acres m the Panjdb and 341,862 acres in the North-West Frontier. In the
Panjab the area would appear to be declining. For the five years ending
1901-2 the average outturn for the Panjdb is stated to have been 1,133 lb.

per acre irrigated and 841 lb. unirrigated
;
m the North-West, *1,665 lb.

irrigated and 583 lb. unirrigated. From returns submitted from various
districts it was calculated in the Dictionary that an average yield for the
province would be about 886 lb., or lOJ maunds per acre. In the Panjdb
the districts with largest ai^reage were Kangra, 140,585

;
Hoshiarpur,

118,853; Jalandhar, 83,204; Gurdaspur, 69,808; Sialkot, 54,482;
Ludhiana, 54,228

;
Ferozpur, 52,627 ;

Ambala, 52,405
;
Lahore, 42,070 ;

Amritsar, 42,013, etc.; in the North-West—Hazara, 162,699, and
Peshawar, 1.30,002.

In a volume entitled Selections from the Records of the Financial Commis-
sioner's Office (1887, No. 36, 780-836), the subject of maize cultivation in
the Panjdb was fully discussed. The periods of sowing and reaping vary
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greatly. Speaking generally it is a khartf crop in the plains, sowing being

dependent on the rains taking place, usually from June to August. The
crop begins to bear green cobs (from the earliest sowing) in August, and
ripe grain (from later sowings) in September, October or even November.
On the hills the sowings are generally much earlier, and the higher reaches

are earlier’than the lower. In Hazara, Kuliu and Simla, for example,

early sowings are in April and May. While these are the general prin-

ciples, remarkable variations occur in some districts, such as Rawal-

pindi, where there are two widely different crops that correspond very
nearly to the kharif and rabt seasons. [Cf. Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir,

1895, 336-7
;

Settl. Rej>ts. and Dist. Gaz., Punjab and N.-W. Frontier ;

Repts. Govt. Agri.-Hort. Gardens, Lahore.']

Bombay and Sind.—The area in 1905-6 was 158,115 acres in Bombay
;

1,400 acres in Sind. In Bombay, Panch Mahals claims two-thirds of the

total area, 110,950 acres, and in Sind about two-third.s of its total are con-

fined to Karachi. Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agri., iii., 52-3) describes the

cultivation in Panch Mahals and the Deccan. In the former, he says,

it is grown either as a rain or late irrigated crop.” With sufficient rainfall

it does best on the rich brown soils of the district, recently brought under

cultivation, but rice land also suits the crop. It is usually grown alone,

and requires a soil deeply and carefully tilled. The land is liberally

manured, usually in May. “ The crop tests of the Presidency show that

10 to 16 lb. per acre of seed is the ordinary rate.” It is harvested when
dead ripe. “ In the Panch Mahals an average crop may be estimated at

1,200 to 1,500 lb. per acre.” In the Deccan it is often grown for fodder.
“ A heav^ crop will yield over 20,000 lb. of green fodder per acre.” The
cost of cultivation Mollison estimates at Rs. 13-6 per acre. [Cf. Exper.

Farm Repts., Bombay.]
Mmdras and Mysore.—The area in 1905-6 was 76,377 acres in Madras

;

231 acres in Mysore, but this represents a great contraction, the average

being about 2,000 acres. The area in Madras also shows a decrease on
previous years. The largest acreages were in Guntur, 37,237 ; Tanjore,

14,059 ; 'and Kistna, 12,897. Maize does not appear to be a crop of much
importance in South India, and it is better described as a plant of gardens

rather than of fields. [Cf. Cox, Man. N. Arcot, 1895, i., 269.]

Burma.—There were 94,942 acres under the crop in Upper Burma in

1905-6
; 18,003 in Lower Burma. In Upper Burma the chief districts

are ordinarily Magwe, Pakokku, Myingyan, Minbu, Yamethin and Meik-

tila ;
and in Lower Burma, Thayetmyo. There is little information

available regarding cultivation. It appears to be most frequently grown
as a mixed crop. Parlett {Settl. Rept., Sagaing Dist., 1893-1900) states

‘ that it Is “ common all over kainy lands, as a rule sown sparsely in among
pegya.” Harvest, he states, is usually completed by April 1, and the cost

of cultivation is estimated at Rs. 2-50 per acre. [CV- Settl. Oper. Repts. ;

Repts. Dept. Land Rec. and Agri.]

ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL.—The chief uses of this cereal are as

an article of human and cattle Food—the stems and leaves being also

valued as Fodder. It is mainly in Upper India that the ripe grain is

reduced to a flour and made into bread. In some parts ofthe country it is

ground into m^l and eaten as porridge, known as lapsi or gathd in Bengal.
But, as already stated, the green cobs are extensively eaten after being
roasted or boiled. The ripe grain is also often parched and eaten as a mid-
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,day meal. The preparation known in Bengal as scUu is the parched grain

Floor. reduced to flour, much as in other parts of India satu is the flour of parched

grain and barley mixed. The straw of the ripe crop is not of grea't value

as fodder (except for elephants), but reaped in a green state it is very

valuable. Both in Europe and America, Indian-com is largely employed

in the production of special articles of food that differ in some cases but

Indian-com little from the ancient satu of India; these bear the names Hominy,
Flour. Maizena, Polenta, Indian-corn flour, etc.

America. In the United States it is perhaps but natural that a fuller knowledga
and more complete utilisation of maize should have been attained than in

India. Next perhaps to cotton, maize is the most valuable crop grown in

the States, and the utilisation of its various by-products has given rise

to numerous flourishing industries. A full account of these is given by
Wiley (TJ.S. Dept. Agri. (Chemistry), Bull., 1898, No. 50). The grain is

starch or Starch largely employed in the manufacture of Starch and Starch Sugar or

glucose, which in the United States is extensively employed in the manu-
facture of whisky and alcohol (Hanausek, Micro. Tech. Prod. (Winton
and Barber, tranal.), 1907, 40-1). A sugar is also prepared from the juice

of the stems (D.E.P., vi., pt. iv., 332). Recently the waste material from
Rubber. the manufacture of glucose has been utilised in the production of a Rubber

said to have both the resiliency and wearing power of genuine Para rubber.

Oil. From the germ of the seed is obtained by expression a valuable Oil, used

for lighting, lubrication, soap-maldng, and as a salad oil. Among minor
uses it may be mentioned that the pith of the stalk “ has been used with

EaiOcships the greatest success in the construction of battleships in the American
Navy, the compressed blocks being placed between the two _walls of

armour.” The pith is also ” easily nitrated into all the various forms of

material commonly made from cotton,” and is said to have “ many ad-
vantages over cotton for nitrating purposes, especially in the manufacture
of explosives of all kinds, by reason of its more perfect keeping qualities

”

(Wiley, Lc. 27). Finally the stems, leaves and spathes are used ih'the

Paper. manufacture of Paper which is spoken of as suitable for bank-notes, while-

the residues from the manufacture of starch, glucose, whisky and alcohol

Fodder. are utilised in the production of a special article of Cattle-food.
‘‘ Formerly it was the custom to employ these waste matters in the moist
state, but in most parts of the country this method has been superseded
by the method of dr5dng the residues and selling them in the anhydrous
condition. In this state they are much more easily transported, the
objectionable odours which were (he predominant characteristic of the moist
foods are removed, and the wholesomeness of the food is in every way
promoted ” (Wiley, l.c., 26, 30). Similarly a special preparation of the
whole plant, except the root and ear, is discussed by Wiley under the name

Maize stoter - of “ Maize Stover.” “ As has before been intimated, this fodder is often
fed in the coarse state without any preparation whatever. In this con-
dition a very large percentage of it is wasted, the cattle eating little except
the blades and perhaps some of the smaller and tenderer parts of the stalk.

In the older parts of the country, it is now becoming quite general to have
the maize stover finely shredded before being fed. This not only increases

Manure. the quantity which becomes available for feed, but also leaves the manure
in a much better condition for spreading on the field.”

Trade, TRADE.—Unfortunately no information of this nature can be fur-

nished. Jackson (Comm. Bot. 19(A Century, 47-8) mentions that the
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imports of Great Britain came to 444,453 cwt. in 1856, and bj 1889 had Bfttiah Traffic,

expanded^ to 36,203,069 cwt. The traffic continued to expand, and in

1899 stood at 66,741,350 cwt., valued at £12,978,025, but in 1903 it

declined slightly, to 50,099,328 cwt., valued at £12,465,583 ; in 1904 to

42.897,880 owt., valued at £10,247,134; in 1905 to 42,101,210 cwt.,

valued at £11,034,748 ;
and in 1906 stood at 48,685,200 cwt., valued at

^11,972,694. About one-half comes from the Argentine, a little less from
the United States, and the balance from Roumania, Canada, Russia and
British East Indies, in the order named. The Indian traffic in maize
appears under the designation of “ other sorts of grain and pulse,” but as

the foreign exports in these collectively are comparatively unimportant
and, moreover, fluctuate extremely, they maybe disregarded. In 1904-5

the total exports under this heading camo to 1,691,672 cwt.. in 1905-6

to 112,042 cwt., and in 1906-7 to 21,226 cwt. The imports of maize taken
by Great Britain from India are returned as 206,900 cwt. in 1904 ; 917,700 From icdia.

cwt. in 1905, and 23,800 cwt. in 1906.

The following are the average wholesale prices (minimum and maxi- Prices,

mum) of maize per 10 maunds in the various piovince.s of India for 1905 :

—

Bengal, from Rs. 18-65 in Bhagalpur to Rs. 2105 in Patr.a ;
United

Provinces, from Rs. 18-12 in Shahjahanpur to Rs. 26-29 in Aligarh
;

Panjab, from Rs. 16-78 in Ferozpur to Rs. 21*58 in Multan.
\Cf. Bauhin, Theat. Bot

,

H’t.58, 488-91) . Bemham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzetti, in

Joum. Hort, Soo., ix., 137 ; De Candolle, Ortg. Ctdt. Plantu, 1884, 387-97 ;

Asa Gray, Scient. Papers, i., 1889, 313; Pharmacog Iwl

,

1893, ni., 579-80 ;

Cent. Exper. Farm, Dept. Agri. Ottawa, Bull, 1891, No. 12; Agri. Ledg., 1892,
No. 1. 2 ; 1895, No. 10, 155, 172 ; 1898, No. 8, 279 ; 1900, No. 22, 218 ; 1903,
No. 7, 161,il56, 192; Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Irui., 1896, x, 626-32; Journ.
Board Agri., 1898, v., 329-95 ; Thorpe, Diet. Appl. Chem., 1898, i., 490 ; Wiesner,
Die Rohst. dea Pflanzenr., 1900, i., 699-601 ; Blount and Bloxam, Chem. for

Engin. qnd Manuf., 1900, iL, 186, 216, 233; Journ. Soc. Chem. Induat. (mony
articles), Duggar, U.S. Agri. Exper. Station Rept., Alabama, 1905, No. 134 j

Scherffips, Kentucky, 1905, No. 122 ; Halsted, New Jersey, 1906, No. 192 ;
Lock,

Stud, in Plant Breeding in Tropica, in Ann. Roy. Bot. Card. Peradeniya, 1006:
ill

,
pt. ii., 96-176.]

ZINGIBER OFFICINALE, FI. Br. Ind., vi., 246; D.E.P.,

Roxb., m As. Res., 1810, xi., 346 ;
Semler, Trap. Agrih., 1900, li., 360-71

;
Pt. iv.,

Prain, Beng. Plants, 1903, li., 1045 ; Scitamine.®. Ginger
;
plant = adrak

add* die, allam, khyen-seing, etc. ; and root = south, sindhi, adhruka, sunt,

zangzabU, shukku, infi, vana-sunlhi, hasisuntki, chukka, inchi, ginsi-khiav,

gin sin, etc. It is not known in a truly wild state, but is doubtless a Habitat,

native of tropical South-East Asia. Introduced into the West Indies

(Jamaica)^ Africa—the warmer parts of both worlds—and now cultivated

in most tropical countries.

History.—Gmger is known to have been cultivated in India and China for History,
many centuries. Its most general Chinese name is kiang. Bretschneider tells otuna

US that “ Confucius was never without ginger when he ate.” It is mentioned in

the Li Ki, among the articles ot food there enumerated. Turning to India, the India,

word “ ginger ” is generally believed to come from the Sanskrit " aringavera,"
through the Arabic “ zamabil,” and from the same source was doubtless derived
the corresponding Greek name “ zingiber." Knowledge in the tuber seems,
accordingly, to have reached Europe vi& Africa and Arabia, and to have been
very ancient in India. Dioscondes describcis the country of ginger, and gives ,

the distinctive features of the best kinds. Galen, Paulus .lEgineta and other
Greek and Roman authors give full details of the medicinal virtues of the drug,
and are followed by the Arab medicinal -writers, such as Mesua, Serapion, Avi-
cenna, etc. Coming down to more recent times, Marco Polo (13th century)
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[Travels (ed. Yule), ii., 312) was familiar with both the fresh and preserved

root , he specially mentions Coilurn (the modern Quilon) in Malabar as aSording
the beat quality. Tliis appears to have been known to the merchants of

the Middle Ages as “Colombmo,” or “Coiliimm,” a term that became a little

later “ Colurnbme ” ginger. Three names that denote countries of supply
are constantly mentioned—namely Belledi, Colombino and Mecf.hino. The
helledi or halladi came from vai^ous districts of India, mecchino from Mecca, ahd
colombmo from Quilon. The word halladi seems to be an exact equivalent of

desi, and to mean “country,” and ultimately denoted a common or inferior#

article. Rashiduddm speaks of the exports of “ baladi ” from Gujarat, and Nicolo
Conti, who travelled in India m the early part of the 15th century, remarks tl*at

in the neighbourhood of Pacamuria and Holly, two cities of the west coast, there
“grows ginger, called m the language of the country, beledi, geheli and neh."
Barbosa mentions ginger as exported from Calicut in the beginnmg of the 16th
century. So also Garcia de Orta, who wrote in 1563, and again Linschoten, in

1598, give long, interestmg accounts of it. In the following century Terry (1655)
Bays that it grows “ almost in every place ” m the southern part of the Great
Mughal’s territory, Mandelslo (1662) that it is found abundantly in Gujarat;
and lastly, Tavernier (1676) refers to its prevalence in the kingdom of the Great
Mughal. From these and siich-hke accounts by travellers in India, it may be
inferred that ginger was already well known and a trade established in it even m
the early Middle Ages. [Of. Paulus /Egineta (Adams, transl.), in., 123 ; Nicolo
Conti, Ind in I5th Century (ed. Major), 6 ; Vortoinannus, Travels, 1503, m Hakl.
Voy

,
IV., 677 ;

Barbosa, Coasts E. Africa and Malabar (ed. Hakl. Soc.), 220-1 ;

Garcia de Orta, 1563, Coll., xxvi. ; also in Ball, Proe. Boy. Ir. Acad., 3rd ser., 1889-
91, i., 411 ;

Acosta, Tract, de las Drogas, 1578, 259 ; Linschoten, Voy. E. Ind ,

1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), u., 78-80; Pyrard, Voy. E. Ind., etc. (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii.,

356, etc. ; Clusius, Hist. Exot. PI., 1605, 212 ; Terry, Voy, to Ind., 1655, 92 ;

Boyni, FI. Sin., 1056, v. ; Ligon, Hist. Barbados, 1657, 79 ; Piso, Mant. Arom.,
in Ind. Utri. re Nat. et Med., 1658, 189-91 ; Mandelslo, Travels, 1662, in Olearius,
Hist. Muscovy, etc., 85 ; Tavernier, Trav. in Ind. (ed. Ball), 1676, li., 13 ; Milburn,
Or. Comm., 1813, ii., 209.]

,

CULTIVATION.—The plant is cultivated all over the warmer and
moister parts of India, up to an elevation of 4,tX)0 to 5,(300 feet in the

Himalaya. The cultivation is one on which much care and labfour are

bestowed. The soil must be rich, but neither too heavy nor too light, and
the amount of moisture must be carefully regulated. Manure is*" freely

used and weeding carefully and frequently carried out (Nicholls, Textbook

Trof. Agri., 1892, 194-6).

Bengal.

—

Ginger is said to be largely grown in many parts of the
province, but no statistics of area are available. Buchanan-Hamilton
(Stat. Acc. Dina]., 186) gives many interesting particulars as to methods
of cultivation, vield, etc. In Rangpur it might be said that ginger ‘and

tobacco, taken together, constitute the second most important crop, jute

being first and rice third. According to Roy. a fine sandy loam is most
suitable, and the crop follows a kachu (Colocasia antiquorum, p. 398) or
a pulse crop. The land is prepared by repeated ploughinga

,
from tlje

15th February to the 15th April, then levelled and water-channels dug
along and across the fields. “ Well-rotted cow-dung at the rate of 100
maunds per acre is applied at the time of the first ploughing. In
August-Septeraber the plants are top-dressed with 6 maunds of
mustard-cake and 6 maunds of castor-cake per acre.” “ The rhizomes
preserved from the previous year’s crop, cut into pieces about 3 inches
long, are planted out at the rate of 12 maunds per acre. They are

planted in parallel furrows drawn 15 inches apart and about 8 inches
apart in the furrow, at right angles to the 8ubsidiary«water-channel3.”

The field is frequently hoed and weeded and irrigated twice a month
during the cold season if there be no rain. The rhizomes are dug 'up
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from October to March. “ The average yield is 40 to 60 maunds per EarT«8t.

acre.” [Cf. Sen, Eept. Agri. Stat. Dacca, 1889, 4f; Banerjei, Agri.

Cuttack,’ 1893, 103 ; Roy, Crops of Bengal, 1906, 157-8.]

United Provinces.—Ginger is extensively grown in all hotter valleys tj. Prov.
in Kumdoft. A piece of ground not liable to be flooded is selected and
protected from excessive rainfall by trenching round the upper side. The
soil is well hoed and manured and the ginger planted in furrows in April. Seasons.

The whole field is then covered with leafy branches kept in place by
bamboo or wooden poles. The rhizomes are gathered in February.

Panfab.—As in the United Provinces, ginger cultivation is carried on Panjdb.
chiefly in the lower hot valleys of the Himdlaya. The rhizomes selected

for planting are preserved in heaps covered with cow-dung. The land is

ploughed at the end of June or beginning of July, divided into beds, and
saturated with water. Leaves are applied as in Ktimaon, but a layer of Manure,

manure is placed over the leaves in addition. Aftei the rains cease,

artificial irrigation is necessary from October to January. In January Seasons,

the rhizomes are dug out and removed to another olace for a month, after

which they are exposed to the sun for a day, and are then fit for use. A
higha is stated to require 8 maunds of ginger to plant it, and yields 32 ^ieia.

maunds in a good crop.

Bombay,—According to the Season and Crop Report, there were 596 Bombay,
acres under ginger in 1905-6, chiefly in Thana, Surat, Satara and
Kaira, Mollison {Textbook Ind. Agn., iii., 182-6) has recently described

fully the methods of cultivation. “ It grow's to great perfection on the

deep, alluvial, sandy loams {gorddu) of Kaira and Baroda. The garden SoUs.

land of Surat, in which the crop is important, is somewhat heavier, but of

the same general character and consistence. In the Thana district, where Districts,

the rainfall is heavy, the crop is only grown in the strip of deep, sandy soil

which* fringes the coast in the Mdhim and Bassein Tdlukas.”

“Jn Thana, ginger is rotated with betel vines, plantains, and sugar- Associated

cane. In Northern Gujarat it is rotated with a number of other garden
crops, su<;h as sugar-cane, swans, turmeric, onions, garlic, chillies, hrin'jols,

cabbages, methi, etc. Most of these crops are found in different patches

in the same garden in a single year.”
“ Ginger in Thdna is grown alone. In Northern Gujarat, a thick

sprinkling of guvdr is sown with the crop. Yams are planted at the corners

of the beds and along the bdndhs which separate the beds, or, instead

of yams, turmeric may be so grown.” Mollison then describes in detail

the methods pursued in Kaira, for which the reader is referred to the

original. Planting the sets takes place in May or early in June before the Seasons.

/nonsooQ breaks, and Mollison estimates that about 77,000 sets are required

per acre, varying in weight from about 1,200 lb. to 2,000 lb. The crop is

ready for harvest by November or December. “ Under favourable con-

ditions, an acre may yield 12,000 lb. of dry cleaned rhizomes. The sun- Tieid.

dried partially cleaned rhizomes are sold by the cultivators to dealers at

40 to 50 lb. per rupee in ordinary seasons. Selected pieces of rhizomes
after storage for several months are worth as sets for replanting about
25 lb. per rupee. A crop test which was taken in the Surat district in good
garden-land in 1896-6 gave for a mixed crop of ginger and turmeric the ,

following outtusm :—ginger, 8,337 b. per acre ; turmeric, 3,564 lb. per

acre.” Mollison estimates the cost of cultivation in Surat at Rs. 183 per Ooat.

acre. In the Pharmacographia Indica mention is made of many qualities
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of ginger. “ One variety found in gardens in the Konkan has a darker

colour than the oMinary ginger and somewhat of a zedoary flavour
;

it is

known as kala-ala or black ginger.” [C/. Repts. Dept. Land '’Rec. and

Agri., Bombay
;
Crop Exper., Bombay.']

Madras.—The best'Malabar ginger, spoken of so highly by Linschoten,

is said to be the produce of the district of Shernaad to the south of Calicfit.

The soil is a rich red earth, and cultivation generally commences about^

the middle of May, after the ground has been thoroughly ploughed and

harrowed. At the commencement of the monsoon, beds are formed, a,!id

on these, lioles are dug and filled with manure. Cuttings of the rhizomes

are placed in the holes and the beds covered up with a layer of leaves. A
fair supply of rain is necessary, but, as inundation entirely ruins the crop,

great care is taken in draining. The rhizomes are dug up about November.

There are no statistics available relative to area or outturn.

PREPARATION AND USES.

—

The rhizomes are dug out with a email hand-
pick and then consigned to a dealer, who sells them as fresh ginger or converts

them into aunth (dried ginger). The pieces of rhizomes are known by spice dealers

as “races ” or “hands.” Nicholls (Textbook Trap. Agn., 1892, 196) describes two
methods of drying the rhizomes after they have been dug out, viz. they may be
plunged into boiling water for some minutes and then dried in the sun, or they
may be scraped with a knife till the black outer skin is removed and then sun-
dried. The former is known as “nnscraped,” “coated,” or “black” ginger, the
latter ns “ scraped,” “ uncoatod,” and “ white.” Uncoated Cochin ginger is

reputed to be the best kind produced in India. Mollison thus describes the pre-

paration in Surat :
“ The first operation in aunlh-making is to soak the partially

cleaned rhizomes in water. This with rubbing cleans the rhizomes, and also

softens them. The soaking facilitates the reino-’al of the outer skin. It is

scraped off with a shell or broken piece of earthenware. The scraped ginger is

now washed and exposed for three or foiu days to tlie sun on an ordinary thresh-
ing-floor. The ginger is thus bleached and dried It is now rubbed by hand
The object is not clear. The operation is done carefully, so that the shoots are
not broken. The gmger is then bleached in the sun for three or four d^ys, and
again hand rubbed It is now steeped in water tor two b.ours, and exposed on a
clean floor to the sun until it gets dry. When dry it is rubbed on a coarse cloth
or coarse sucking. This removes any outer skin not previously remoVed by
scraping. The aunth is now ready for market. Tlie cost of sunfA-makmg is about
Rs. 3 per khandx of 20 maunds of green gmger."’ •

Gmger has long been known both to Hindu and Muhammadan medicine,
and its uses in European Mbdicine are well known. It is sold in almost everj’
bazar throughout India, and is largely employed as a condiment, especially in
the preparation of curries. Gildemeister and Hoffmann

(
Volatile Oils, 1900,

313-6) give particulars of the gmger Oil trade. The rhizome is also pic^ded
and an excellent preserve made by cooking the fresh young rhizomes in syrup.
The manufacture of ginger-beer and ginger-ale forms a large portion of the
mineral water trade m England and the States. Besides being used as a spice,
confection or medicine, ginger is thus used in gingerade, ginger-ale, ginger-beer,
ginger-brandy, ginger-wme, gingerbread, ginger lozenges and ginger essence.
Soluble essences are required in the manufacture of most of the liquors, etc., in
which ginger becomes an important mgredient. The traffic in Jamaica un-
bleached ginger is very considerable. [Of. Pharmaeog. Jnd., in., 420-5; Waring,
Bazar Med. Ind., 1897, 69-70 ; Parry, Chem. of Essential Oils and Artif. Per-
fumes, 1899, 136-7 , Dhargal Ker, Notes on Therap. of Indig. Veg. Drugs., 1899,
64 ; Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 1900, 253-5 ; Blyth, Foods Compos, and Anal ,

1903, 25 ;
Joum. Agri -Hort. Soc. Ind., 1902, xii., n.s., 85-7 ; Ghosh, Treat.

Mat. Med., 1904, 650 ; Leach, Food Inspect, and Anal., 1905, 345-50.]

TRADE.—The Indian internal trade in ginger is fairly large and
important. During the five years 1901-2 to 1906-7 the total transac-

tions by rail and river averaged 90,639 cwt., amounting in 1906-7 to

86,211 cwt. The largest quantities in that year were exported from
Eastern Bengal and Assam with 20,009 cwt. (almost all to Calcutta),
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zizyphOs
THE INDIAN JUJUBE jujuba

Ber
rollowed by Bombay Port, 13,110 cwt. (to Bombay Province, Central*
Pro'vdnces and Berar, Panjdb, United Provinces, Rajputana and Nizam’s
^rritory)

; Panjab, 10,728 cwt. (to Karachi, United Provinces, etc.) ;

Madras, 6,648 cwt. (to Madras porta)
;
United, Provinces, 10,002 cwt.

^to the Panjdb and Bengal).
Similarly, by coast the exports in 1905^-6 amounted to 2,634,020 lb., Exports,

valued at Rs. 3,21,160. The great bulk of these coastwise exports went
iTom Madras, viz. 1,984,040 lb., and were consigned chiefly to Bombay,
VIZ. 1,902,294 lb. Bombay is the only other exporting centre of aiu"
importance, from which the export? in the same vear amounted to
587,461 lb.

Turning to the foreign trade, the following have been the quantities Foreign
Exported for the six years 1901-2 to 1906-7 1901 2, 5,758,616 lb., Trade,

valued at Ra. 13,02,323 ; 1902-3, 7,397,702 lb. ami Rs. 16,59.499 ;
1903-4,

12,061,617 lb. and Rs. 24,91,055 ; 1904-5, 11.164,019 lb. and Rs. 19,26,784 ;

1905-

6, 9,869,174 lb. and Rs. 12,52,740 ; and in 1906-7, 5,415,531 lb.

and Rs. 9,67,209. Analysing the figures for the last year, wc find that

from Bombay there were exported 2,314,778 lb., from Madras 2.032,038

lb., and from Bengal 1,068,620 lb. The chief markets wtre the United

Kingdom, which received 1,565,020 lb. ; Aden, 1,517,696 lb. ;
United

States, 960,801 lb.; Arabia, 378,544 lb.; Ceylon, 242,373 lb.; and
Germany, 219,920 lb. For a similar period the Imports were :— importa

1901-2, 863,837 lb., valued at Rs. 1,68,313; 1902-3, 664,041 lb. and
Rs. 1,29,036; 1903-4, 2,104,746 lb. and Rs. 3,41,204 ;

1904-5, 874,625

lb. and Ra. 1,07,071 ;
1906-6, 1,089,515 Ib. and Rs. 1,35,876 ;

and m

1906-

7, 1,026,344 lb. and Rs, 1,70,421. These quantities come almost

entirely from Japan and China, which contributed in the last year (1906-7)

875,360 lb. and 117,820 lb. respectively, and go chiefly to Bombay and
BengSl, which imported 824,561 lb. and 187,560 lb.

«

ZIZYPHUS, «/«.<•», ; FI. Br. Ind., i., 632-7 ; Gamble, Man. Ind. D.E.P.,

Timbs., 1902, 180-5; Cooke, FI. Pres. Bomb., 1W3, i., 240-1; Prain, vi., pt. iv.,

Beng. Plants, 1903, i., 333-4
;
Brandis, Ind. Trees, 1906, 169-72

;
Rham- 360-74.

NACEiE. A genus of trees or shrubs, of which some 18 species are

natives of India.

^
Z. Jujuba, Lamk The Indian Jujube or Chinese Date, ber, bur, bur, kid, Indian

janumjan, dedhaori janum, ringa, jihang, khalis, elandap, yellande, karkandhavu, Jujuba.
regu, yalachi or jelachi, zi, etc. The cultivated form is known as pewandi, pendi
or pemdi-ber, the wild form being jharheri (Duthie, FI. Upper Qang. Plain, 1903,

163). The grafted her is called poyndi. Burkill (MS. Notes on Tour in Rohtak)
remarks on four kinds extensively grown, viz. umari, nasuk, pendi and kutia.

jlvisboa oijjserves of bordi that it is one of the commonest fruit trees of the villages

of Western India. A moderote-sized deciduous tree, “ distinctly wild in the Habitat,

forests of the Siwaliks and Sub-Himalayan tracts of the PanjAb and United
Provinces, and also in the Deccan and in Upper Burma and Ceylon in dry
forests. Elsewhere mostly cultivated or run i^d” (Gamble).

The bark is said to be used for Tanning in Northern India, Bombay, Madras Tan.

and Burma. In Chota Nagpur it is similarly employed, but along with the
fruit. Occasionally it is thrown into indigo-vats to aid in precipitating the
fecula. Hooper (Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 20) states that a sample of bark from
Madras gave 4T per cent, of tannin, and a sample of thick root examined at
Dehra Dun gave 2 '6 per cent., while some thin roots afforded 9

‘3 per cent. Most *

parts of the tree«are employed in Native Medicine. The fruit of the wild ber. Medicine,

which ripens in the cold weather—the cultivated on© almost in any season
(Collett, FI. Sim., 1902, 90)—resembles the crab-apple in flavour and appear-
ance, and is much eaten, as well as that of most species, by the poorer classes ;

Fruit Batea.
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vuLOARis the common jujube

Fodder.

Timber.

Cbarcoal.

Common
Jnjube,

Tnut.

Dried.

Imported.

ChemieaUr
Exammed

Oattle-tood.

in fact, in times of scarcity these fruits are specially prized. By cultivation it

is greatly improved both m size and flavour, and there is great variety among
the cultivated forme. Accordmg to Marshall Woodrow, “ the best are elliptical,

two inches m length by one in thickness and are propagated by inarching or

budding on seedlmgs of the common sort.” The unripe fruit is pickled ;
the

ripe pulp is dried, mixed with salt and tamarmds, to form a condiment or
j|8

made into chiitnies. The kernels are also eaten, and the leaves constitute a
useful Fodder for cattle and goats. Tho Wood is hard and reddish in colour,

weighing on an average 48 lb. per cubic foot. It is largely employed in ordinary *

constructive work and has been recommended for furniture. It is also said to

make excellent Charcoal. The lac insect is commonly reared on the tree (sSe

Tachardia lacca, p. 1057), and it is one of the food-plants of the iasar silkworm
(see p. 100.5), while m Assam tho e.ri silkworm is sometimes fed on it as well (see

Silk, p. 1012) [C/. Baber, Memoirs, 1519 (Leyden and Erskine, transl.), 326 ;

Garcia de Orta, 1563, CoH

,

xxviii. ; also in Ball, Proc. Roy. Ir. Acad., 3rd ser.,

1889-01, 1 , 413-4; Prosper Alpmus, De PI. ^gypti, 1592, 8; Linschoten, Voy.

E. Ind., 1598 (ed. Hakl. Soc.), ii., 32; Thevenot, Travels in Levant, Indostan,

etc , 1687, pt. 11 ,, 117, and pi. ; Milburn, Or. Comm., 1813, i , 138; De Candolle,

Orig. Crdt. Plants, 1884, 197-8 ; Pharmacog. Jnd., 1890, i., 351 ; Moodeen Sheriff,

Mat. Med. Mad, 1891, 108-9; Banerjei, Agri. Cuttack, 1893, 191; Cameron,
For. Trees of Mysore and Coorg, 1894, 72-3 ; Rept. Oper. Dept. Land Ree. and
Agrt., 1897-8, 19; Agru Ledy., 1901, No. 9, 213, 221 ; Kanjilal, For. FI., 1901,

72 ; Woodrow, (Hard, in Ind., 1903, 236-7 ; Firminger, Man. Oard. Ind., 1904,

273 ; Rec. Rot. Surv. Ind., 1904, in., 35.]

Z. vulgaris, tom*. The Common Jujube, mni- (or phiini-) her, kandika, singli,

bdn, hdrj, ganyert, ahamor, amtai, relnd, andb, unndb, rdn-bor, etc. A largo

shrub or small tree “wild in the Punjab from the Indus to the Ravi; much
cultivated m the Panjab, Kashmir, Baluchistan, etc.” (Gamble).

The tree is chiefly important on account of its Frdjt, which is very similar

to that of x, jujuha, being an oval pulpy drupe about the size of a plum. It

vanes much and can be greatly improved by cultivation and grafting. The
dried fruit is the jujube of Arabian and Persian works on Matena Medica, and
hoe long been known as an article of commerce. The Indian market is supplied
from China and the Persian Gulf, the Chinese fruit being preferred as it is larger

and sweeter. In Europe it is used m tho preparation of syrups, confoctipns and
lozenges (pate de jUjube) taken to allay cough. In order to ascertain the com-
position and value of these fruits a consignment was sent to London iij 1904,
and a report was submitted by Dunetan (Imp. Inst

,

March 3, 1905). The
fruits were chemically examined, but the results sliowed that they contained no
constituents to which definite medicinal qualities could be oecnbod. ‘The report
further adds that “ it was considered possible that confectioners might be able
to make use of such materials for tho preparation of candied fruit or in some
similar way, but tho absence of any peculiar flavour and tho somewhat mawkish
taste of the pulp were consideretl insuperoble difficulties by the firms to whom
samples of tho fruits were submitted for consideration from this point of viow.”
Specimens ’’of the fruit were also submitted to dealers in cattle-food in the hope
that it might be used for mixing with ground pulse and similar products as a
sweetening agent. The fruit was considered suitable for this purpose, but ex-
perts were of opmion that owing to its bulkiness it could not compete in this
direction with similar products such ns the carob bean. The report concludes
by stating that there appears to be “no immediate prospect of any commercial
outlets being formed for these dry fruits, but the inquiry will be continued, and
it 18 possible that some new development in trade may suggest a method for their
utilisation in tho future.” [Cf. Bentham, Rev. of Targioni-Tozzetn, in Journ.
Hort. Hoc, 1855, ix., 105; De Candolle, l.c. 194; Pharmacog. Ind., l.c. 350;
Lawrence, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 79, 82 ; Agri. Ledg., 1902, No. 1, 20 ; Hosie,
Rept. Prov, Sau’cK’uan, China, 1904, No. 6, 17, 50, 64.]
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INDEX
This work being alphabetical, a complete index t,) the subjects dealt vnth

becomes superfluous. In the pages that follow, therefore, will be foimd all the
vernacularand other namesmentinned in the text, as also cross roferenees to subjects
that might otherwise have escaped observation Minor products that fiml positions
m collective articles and do not therefore ajipear in their alphabetical positions
are included in the index. Scientific names of unimportant products, such as
species of birds, fish, insects, etc., are notj included, except their 'English
and vernacular names. Names of plai-es, persons, books consulted and
analytical details have been purposely omitted. It is believed the marginal
notes and cross references within the text fully meet these requirements The
citations to the Diction-ary of Econormc Products of India have been imizcimly
given on the margin as “ D.E.P ” Vernacular names as also scientific synonyms
(when given), are in italics, English names inordinary type, and modern scientific

names in small capitals

A
Abahai, 269 ; Abahtl-ka-ghoaiah, 138 ;

Abaca, 790 ; Abai, 248 , Abang,
627 j Abaehai, 190 ; Abasai, 600 ;

Abattichim, 317.
Abelmoachiya, 786.
Abhuchaharu king, 634 ; Abi, 1116 ;

Abir, 444 ; Ahi ahora, 973 , Abjoah,
1118,; ^6nua, 498-9.

Abor Lanigera, 621.
Abrak (Mica), 781, (Steatite), 1040 ;

Abreaham, 994 ; Abr-t-amber, 64,
Abroma, 1, 924.
Abrus, 1,*743.
Absinthe, 93.
Abutilon, 2, 924.
Acacia, (arabica), 55, 114, 192, 638,

1057, 1073 ;
(concinna), 979 ; (Far-

nesiana), 821 ; (leucophloea), 1047.
Acer saccharum, 928.
Aceti, 696.
Acetum (Vinegar), 1108-12.
Ach, 783 ; Acha, 498 ; Achar, 7, 266 ;

Achchellu, 981.
•Achem, 352.
Achi, 264 ; Achmani, 402.
Achbas, 627.
Achroite, 663.
Achvranthks, 49, 281.
Acid Benzoic, 1052 ; . . . Boheic, 239 ;

. . . Prussic, 766. 880, 1040, 1041;
. , . Sulphuric, 60.

Aconitine, 22, 24, 48.
Aconitum (Aconites), 18—24, 258, 491 ;

(Napellus), 23-4.
AcoRtrs, acoron,*aeorm, 24, 521.
Acrocarptjs, 383.
Add, 1139; Adad, 881 ; Adah, 708 ;

Adamboe, 701.

Adansonia, 868.
Adavt-bira, 755 ,

AdavigSrdnUz, 625 ;

Adavt-irulh, 1049 ,
Adavt-potta,

1081 ; Addalai, 700 ; Addannu, 663.

I

Adhatoda, 25, 49, 122, 771.
Adhatodt, 25 ; Adhruka, 1139 ; Adike,

83 : Adi-kddei, 837.
Aotna, 436.
Aditya, 205.
Adjutant, 140.

I

Adrak, 1139; Aduku them, 124;
I

Adulsa, 25.
^OLB, 26-8, 293, 429, 821, 1110.
.(Eschykomenb, 28-30, 44
Afim, 846 ; Afla, 16 ; A-fou-yong,

840 ; Afaanthin, aefantin, 93-4 ;

Afyun, 846 ; Ag, 945 ; Agar, agaru,
72 ; Agar-agar, 696 ; Agar-attar,
agar-batia, 73 , Agarra, 161 ; Agae,
780 , Agaae, 895.

Agate, 561, 716.
Agaul, 936.
Aoave, 30-45, 188, 293, 775, 868, 924,.

1046.
Age, 1 23.

Aqeratxjm, 377.
Ages, ajee, 496 ; Aghya, 123 ; Agi,

264 ; Agta, 161 ; Agtl, aglay,

294 ; Agniaikha, 224, 276.
Aorotis YPSinoN, 387 ;

(segetia), 679.
Agya-ghda, 469 ; Ahak, 710 ; Ahandil,

903 ; Aheta-mangha, 249, Ahipana,
ahiphena, 846 ; Ahlada, 637 ; Ahaa,
903 ; Ahu (Rice), 665, 708, 943 ; Ahu
(Lime), 710 ; Aila, 14, 16.

AitAirrHUS, 96, 1012.
Am, 1073 ; Atra, 124 ; Air-dlu, 439 ;

Ajaji, 442 ; Ajamo, 286 ; Ajave, 285 ;

Ajhar, 701 ; Ajmot, ajmitd (Carum
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INDEX
Roxburghjanum ), 285'; Ajmud
(Apium graveolens), 72 ; Ajowan,
af'wain, ajwan, 285, 820 ; Ajwain-ka'
pkul, 285 ; A)wan-kaputa, 72 ; Ak,
akanda (Calotropis), 205, 430, 627 ;

Ak, aku (Saccharum), 930 ; Akakia, 7;
Akalbir, akalher, akalbar, 487, 492

;

Akdra, 1032 ; Akhrdt, dkKor, 700

;

Akki, 824 , Akri, 1120; Akyau, 72.
Al, 447, 783, 1053, 1121 ; Ala, 537.
Alabaster, 122, 716
Alakta, 1053 ; Alale, 1073 ; Alarka,

205 ; Alash, 287 ; AUtsht, 720 , Aid
thanda, 886.

Albizzia, 45-6, 163, 226, 237. 379,
383, 546.

Alcatif, 271.
Alcohol, see Spirits, 285, 457, 1030,

1043-8.
Alder (Alnns), 115.
Ale. 757-62, 1043.
Ale, 1139; Alecha, 906.
Aleurites, 46-7, 280, 503.
Alfalfa. 778
Alx, 538 ; Aliad, 60.5 ; Alipura, 1041 ;

Allah, 720 ; Al fuljuldn, 982.
Alkaline or Pearl Ashes, 48-50.
Alkaline Earths, 48, .57.

Alkaloids, 47. 58.
Al kave, 386 ; Al-kohl, see Alcohol ;

Allam, 1139 ; Alii, 71.
Ai-lium, 58, 293, 963.
Allu, 161 ; Alnida, 556
Almond, 905 ; . . . Earth, 465 ; . . . In-

dian, 1073 : , . Java, 247 : . . . Oil,
905.

Al-nll, see Anil.
Alnxts, 1 1

6

Aloe, American, 31; ... Rarbados, 59

;

. . . Rastard, 34 ; ... Blinding, 74 ;

. . Common, 38, .59 , ... Curacao,

.59 ; ... Lignum, 12; ... Socotrine,
69 , ... Zanzibar, 59 ; ... and Sissal '

Fibre, 35-46, 437, 776 ; ... Wood, 72.
Alpogddd-pazham, 906 ; Al-rnzz, 825 ,

Alatinda, 508 ; Alai, Alahi, 720.
AisTONiA, 49, 627.
Altingia, 61, 821.
Alu (Colocasia), 398 ; (Plum), 906 ,

j

(Potato), 1028 ; Alu-hdlu, alu-
bukhdra, alucha, 906 : Alui, 69.

Alum, Aluminium, 01-2, 492 ; Alu-
mina (Silicate), 51.

Alungu-thadti, 1079; Alvinda, 317,
Altvana, 1125 ; Am, 764 ; Amddd,
443 ; Amadan, 915 ; Amalgtich,
907 ; Amal-kuchi, 192 ; Amaltda,
287 ; Amam, 285.

Aman (Bice), 828-9, 831, 983 ;

Amanakkam, 915.
Amabantus (Amaranth), 62-4, 257 ;

(spmosus), 49.
Amari, 1073.
Amba, 764 ; Arnbddi, see Anxbdri ;

Ambalu {Lakh), 1053 ; Ambar-bdria,

130 ; Ambdri, ambddi, 430.^ 630,

869, 871 ,
Ambchur, 765 ; Amhe, 443 ,

Ambeng, 64 »

Amber, 64, 555.
Ambia, 499 ;

Amhli, 583 ;
Ambor, 785 ;

Ambaath, 765 ,

Amethyst, 561. .
*

Arn-haidi. 443 ; Amt, 914 ; Amtdn,
903, Amkudu, 1131; Amlat, 1144,

Amlaki, 886, 1109; Amla vetaaamu,

202 ;
Amleeah-paut, 409 , Amli

(Tamanndus), 1066 ; . . (Bauhinia),

. . .-taki. 120: Amluk, 499 ; Ammah,
1079 ; Amt, ammi (Ammi "Visnaga),

286.
Ammoniacum, 534.
Ammonium, 48, 346, 771.
Amomum subulatum, 06, 511, 512.
AMOBPHorHAi.i.us, 65, 496.
Ampullaria olobosa, 712.
Amrad, 5 ; Amratphal, 326 ; Amrer,

160 , Amritphal, 326 ; Amrud, 910 :

Anirti, 112.5, Amrdt, 907 : Amsul,
553 : Amitk, 907 ; Amukkura, 1120 ,

Amuea, 788.
Amyria Com.miphora, 400.
Ana, 161 ; Andb, 1144.
Anacardium, 0.5-6, 1046.
Anamibta Cocculus, 546.
Ananas, 66-9, 1046, 1109.
Andnaa, andnaah, 66 ; Anantamul, 628 ;

Andraa, 66; Anardana, 63, Andr-
kd-per, 909 ; Andaa, andahappazkam,
66.

Anatherum muriratum, see Vetiveria
zizanioides, 1106. •

Anati, 787 ; Anber, 64
Andboobaphi.s, 69-70, 1063. •

Andropoqon, 54, 70, 98, 450, 1031,
1106

Anduku, 174 ; Angaria, 484 ; Angur
(Orape), 1112; Anguri (Vinegar),
1110.

Angurta (Melon), 317.
Angur-ahlfa, 95 , Anguaheh, 534

;

Anguza, anguza-kema, anguzan,
533-4 : Anhuri, 1107.

Anil (Indigofera), 661, 663, 664.
An-ing-kiyo, 664.
Aniseed (Anise) Anieun, 820, 887.
Anfalli ( Anjeli-wood), 94 ; Anjap.

(Antimony), anjanak-kallu, anja-
nam, 12; ... (Blue Heron), 139 ;

Ancona, 707 ; Anjir (Fig), 637 ; . . .

(Guava), 907 ; Anjvuidn, 634; Anna-
b£di, 171; Annapa, 608; Anne, 843;
Annil, see Anil.

Anogkissus, 70-1, 188, 1006, 1073.
Anrar. 916 ; Anaan, 834.
Ant {Kelepi, 609, 610.
Antelope (Black Buck), 632, 644.
AntheBjEa (Silkwoqn), 912, 1002-11.
Anthocephalus Cadamba, 1046.
Anthracnose (on the Vine), 1117.
AAthrax, 742.
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INDEX
Antiabis, 71-2, 868.
Antlers, 644.
Anumi^u, 1036; A.nze.r\it, anzrud, 95;

Aonla, 886; Aosha, 742 ; Apakva,
Apakva kdrpura, 244.

Aphis (Plant Louse), 387, 680
^la (Bees), 123-6.
Apple, 910 ; . . . Adam’s, 326 ; . . . Cus-

tard or Sugar, 71; ... Malay, 526

;

. . . Mandragora, 26 ; ... May, 904 ;

^
. . . Rose, 626.

*Appraca'm, 781 , Appractum, 1049.
Apricot, 906.
Aquii.abia, 72-4, 531, 821, 861, 924.
Araba, 64.
Arabian Resin, 1054.
Akachis, 74-83, 226, 812, 821.
Jlradal, 652, 554 ; Arag, 403 ; Arnh,

902 ; Arak, arack, arrak (Spirits), 92,
170, 488, 760, 1043-8, 1116; Arak,
Batavian, 1046 ; 'Arak al-tamar,
1043.

Arakan Gamboge, 653.
A.rak badian (Fennel Water), 5.52 ;

Arak badtdn (Anise Water), 887 ;

Arakku (Lakh), 1063 ; Arakndnd
(arak-natna) (Mint-Vinegar), 1110.

Ahaua, 30.
Arancio (Orange), 320 ; Arand, 915 ;

Aranjth, 71 ; Arar, 16 ; Ararat,
773 ; Ararut-ke-gadde, ararut-ki-
ehangu, 444 ; Ara»a, 538 ; Arata,
24 ; Area, 205 ; Archu, 912 ; Ar-
danda, 264.

Areca Catechu, 83-91, 168, 891, 897.
Arecfline, 90; Areka, 121.

Arenqa, 91-2, 187, 700, 928, 1046
Are^,*9l5 ; Arfu, 16; Arfutn, 847;

Argellion, 351 ; Argus (Pheasant),
136 ; Arhdr, arar, oror, 196-200,
603, 6t)6, 675, 900, 917.

Ari, 121 ; Arzkt, 1043 , Arindi, 1011 ;

Arinj, 16 ; Arishi, 824 , Arish%na,
445 , Arisi, 825.

AR1S.EMA TOBTUOSUM, 445.
AfRlSTIDA SETACEA, 187.

Arttha, 979 ; Artti, 787 ; Arjama,
269 ; Arjan, 1072 ;

Arjha-san, 430 ;

ArA: (Spirit), 1116; Arka, arkaparna,
205 : Arkar, 746 ; Arkhar, Arkot,
914 ; Arki, 1043 ; Arrna, 70 ; Arna,

' 732. •

Amotto (Annatto), 49, 142-3, 477.
Arrack, see Arak.
Arrowroot, E. Indian, 444 ; ... W.

Indian, 773.
Arsenic, 92-3, 268, 1001.
Arsinagurgi mara, 664 ; Arsogna, 65 ;

Artem, 103.
Aktemisia, 60, 93-4.
Abthhocnemum, 112-3.
Abtocarpus, 94, 383.
Aru, 906 ; AriH^am-pxlla, 463.
Ariun, see Colocasia antiquorum.
Arunda, 1006.

Arundinakia, 98-9, 115, 775.
Arundo, 98.

’

Arusa, 25 ; Aruzz, al-ruzz, uruzz, 825 ;

Arvi, 398 ; Arytli, chota aryih,
480-7 ; Asa, 249, 633.

Asafetida, 633, 535, 1110.
Aaali tus, 744; Ason, 908; X«on,

aamin, 1003, 1005, 1007, 1073-
Asarath, 249 ; Aadrhz season (Indigo),
675 ; ... (Tobacco), 799 ; Asbarg.
491 ; Asrjandh, 1120 ,

Ashntoiint,
.586, 600; Ashvagandti, 1120, Ash
natha, 638 ; Asl-rat, 180 ; Aso'--
ya-w-ga, 742 ; Asotri, 121.

Asparagus, 963.
Asperag, 492.
Asphouei.us, 1089.
Aara, 831 ; Aasien, 1004.
Isaes, 751.
Asais, axis, 249 , Aaiigach, 782 ,

Asuruiro, 121 ; Asvattha, 638 As-
wat, .538, 1005; Atd (Anona;. 71 :

. . (Wheat Flour), 1088 ; Ata, ate
(.Vnglo-Sati.n), 96 , Ataicha, see
Ativisfia. 20.

Atauantia monophyli.a, 190.
Atasi, 720-1 ; Ati{hati—the Elephant),

696; Atibdld, athi-balla chettu, 991,
Atis, 19-20

Atisine, 19.

Ativasa, 21 : Ativika, ativisha, 19-20 .

Atkura, 1132, Atnak, 1073, Ato
sang, 496.

Atriplex, 114.
Atsjar, 266 ; Atsu, 912.
Attacus BTCiNi, 1002, 1011-2.
Attah bar, 651.
Attaxea punifbra, 286.
Attar, Rose, 821, 926.
Atti, 638; Att-illupei, 117; Atunete,

28 ; Aue (Elephant), 696 ; Auma,
720; Aupta, 121; Aus (Rice).
788, 828-9, 831, 983, 1027-8;
Ausa, 430 ; Auaaraherevan, 554 ;

Ama, 71 ; Avala, 289 ; Avalkati,
886 ; Avars, 608 ; Avari, 289 ;

Avel, 361 ; Avois, 398 ; Awaguda-
pandu, 1081 ; Awa, aivah, 161 ,

Awal, 16 ;
Aworja, 103 ; Axi

(— Achi, agi), 264-5 ; Axis, see
Assis ; Aye, 1043 ; Ayma, 269 ,

Ayni, 94.
Azadirachta indica (— Meha Aza-

dirachta), 780.
Azkhir, 482 ; Azpa, 552.

B
Babain, 99 ; Babul jak, 774.
Babblers, 132 ; Babbler, Scimitar, 133.
Babhori, 462 ; Babtr, 294 , Babni, 694 ;

Baboi, 412, 694 ; Babui, 294 ; Babul,
babula, babola, 2, 9, 290 ; Boo, bakam
(Csesalpmia), 1053.

Baccaurea, 783.
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3acha, 24 ;
Barhkron, 694 ; Bachnag,

21 ; Bacho, 927.
Bacon, 753.
Bculal, 715; Bdd&l-sunn, 4.30; Bdddm

(Almond), 905 , . . . (Cashew Nut), 66

;

. . . (Indian), 1005, 10V3 ; Sada.mi
(Kingfisher), 139 ; Bddam-vittulu,
905 ; Badane kayi, 1026 ;

Badtghep
Badxsopu, 662 ; Bad janwar, 762
Badnikai, 1026 ; Badra-kema, 63.6

Badehah sdlab, 963 ; Badyan, 552
Bae-danae angur, 1114; Bael, 26-8
821 ; Bafta (Cloth), 1008.

Bdgd, 9 ; Bagar (Cotton), 680 ; Bag-
berenda, 699 ; Baggar, 694 ; Baghah
(Pigeon), 136 ; Baghatra (Ortolan),

134 ; Baght, 45 , Bagla (Heron), 139 ,

Bdhiavd, 287 : Bahena, 310.
Bahia Piassava, 286.

Bahira, 910 ;
Bahtahna, 9tf3 ; Bai,

637 ; Baigan, 1026 ; Bail (Ox),

732 ; Bairaite, bairnti (Cotton),
594-5, Baiah, 115; Baitdka -kharu,

baitalu, 441.
Bajatl, bajal, 104 ; Bajar-battuler,

428 ; Bajtra. 1032 ; Ba^r, 487 ;

Bdira, bd-jrt, 15, 197, 281, 479, 505,

509, 698, 601, 630, 843, 869-72,
879, 917, 983, 985, 1031, 1035, 1041,

1107 ; Bajurbet, 429 ; Bapvara, 676,
Bakdvn, 780 ; Bakam (bokom), 194,

890, 1053.
Bakam Wood (Caesalpinia), 194.

Bakan (Rhizophora), 913; Bakar, ba-

bul, 2 ; Bakas, 25 ; Bakhar (ferment),

759, 1047 , Bdkla, 1107 ; Bdkli (Ano-
goissus), 70, Bdkli (Lagerstroemia),

701, 1005; Baksht, 1087, 1092 , Bald,
991 ; Bala-charea. 792 ,

Balachong,
544 ; Balat, 499 ; Bala menasu,
890 ; Balank, 326.

Balanites Roxburghii, 646
Baldsdn, 400 , BaJbi-), 2 ; Bale

(Ebony), 498 ; Bale (Banana), 787 ;

Bali-kd-ghdns, 1100; Bahmba, soe
Bilunbi ; Balkua, bulku (Bamboo),
100, 105.

Balsam (Balm of Mecca), 400 ; . . . Aden,
113.

BALSAMOnENURON, 400.
Bdlu-ehar, 792 ,

Balunishep, 879

,

Bdl-vach, bdl-vekhand, 24.
Bamboos (Bambusa), 49, 98-112,

114-5, 188, 715, 868; . . .Golden, 101 ;

. . . Jilli, 99 ; . . . Kyello, kyelowa, 101 ;

. . . Spmy, 99 , . . Monastery, 104.
Ban (Jujube), 1144; ... (Oak), 911;

. . ben, bun (Coffee), 364 , Sana,
bans, 99 ; Ban-alu, 494 ; Banana
(Plantain), 787 ; Banar, 287-8 ;

Banaea-mUha, 110; Banawatt aalab,

963 ; Ban-bal-nag, 23 ;
Banbwe,

269 ; Banchak, 284 ; Ban-chotvr
(Yak), 733 ; Bandar-karam, 400

;

Bandhari-bet, 202 ; Ban dhenras.

629 ;
Banela, 1007 ;

Bang, see

Bhang ;
Ban-gab, 499 ;

Bangui..

678; Bangra, 161, 250; Ban hardt.

782 ;
Bani (Cotton), 680-1, 694

Banid, 629 ; Banj, 91 1 ; Ban-
kakri, 904 ;

Bankas, 694 ; Ban-
kati, 115; Bankok, 28^; Bankufi

(Bee), 1 28 ,
Ban-kuah, 694 ; Ban-

mudga kheri, 879 ; Banm. 9 ; Ban
^

pdlu, 428 , Ban-pdt, 408 ;
Banpatol,

1081 ;
Banrnj, 121 ; Ban-ritha, 14^;

Bana (Bamboo), 102; Bansa-ro^

chana, 110, Banai, 1086; Bdnsini
(Bamboo), 101 ;

Bdna kaban, 102 ;

Bana-kapur, 1 10 ; Banakeora, 3 1 ;

Bdna khurd, 102 ; Bana-ldchan,

110; Bdnamattt, banaphal {Bice),

831 ;
Bantha, 498 ; Banti, 843 ;

Bantmg, 644, 733.

Ban-titur, 135 ;
Banwa, bhanwa (Acon-

ite), 22 ; Banwa (Snake-bird), 141.

Banyan Tree, 536—7.

Banyarta, 296 ;
Bao, 830 ; Baonli,

14 ; Bap (Pheasant), 142 ;
Bappayi.

269 ; Bar, 537 ;
Bara-hagla, 140 ;

Bara batta, 837 ;
Bara-bet, 202 ;

Bara kanvar, 31 ;
Bara-kulinjan.

60 ;
Bara-mattar, 903 : Barana,.

429 : Baras, 245 ; Baraatngha, 844 ;

Bara-aingoli, 311; Bardt, 604 ; Ba-
raukha, 936 ; Barbati, 1107.

Barberry, 130, 1091.

Barburama, 3.
•

Barbus [Mahasir), 542, 546, 547.

Barchar. 911 ;
Barelh (Banyan), 537 ;

Bares katv, 532 ; Bargat, 637«; Bar-
gel, 136; San, 881, BaridUt, 101 ;.

Bartdra, hereld, 991 ;
Bari-gumchi..

25 ; Bari-ilachi, 65.

Bahilius bola (Trout), 542.

Barilla, 50, 56, 112-4.
*

Baringa, 1061 ; Barirdhan, 823 ; Bari-
shopka, 6.52.

Barites, Barytes. Baryta, 67.

Barium and its Salts, 57.

Barf, 1144. •

Barley,'251, 640-4, 726, 759, 834, 891,..

917, 1043, 1134.
Barli-arisi, 640; Barmdl, 429; Saira
muga (race of tasar), 1007.

Bakbingtonia, 646.

Bar-rum, 1051 ; Baradti, 140 ; Bart'
906 ; Bartakd, 1026 ;

Bdrtundi,

783 : Baru, 1031 ; Barua, 486 ;.

Bdrual, harwal, 749 ; Barun, 429.
Baryta, see Barium.
Barzed, 536 , Basa-dahi, 475.
Basic Slag, 694, 772.

Bdstni, 101.
Basket-work, 202.
Bdsmati (Rice), 833—4 ; Baamati-

(Water Chestnut), 1080 ; Basri,.

538 ;
Bass, Patent (Bamboo), 106 ;

Baasa (Fish), 641-2, 647 ; Bassari,.

638.
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Bassia, 116-20, 521. 546. 627, 705,

812, 1005, 1046, 1074.
BassoraOums, 78, 96
Baataj, 174 ; Baaunti, 26 ; Bdewesa,

538 ; Bat, 54 ; Batata, 1028 ; Ba-
tdvi-nebu,»324i ; Batbar, 538 ; Batha-
bvfir, 465 ; Bathiec, 317 ; Bdthu,
63, 267 ; Bathu-aag, 293 ; Battec
indi, battikh, 317.

Batiste d’ananas, 69.
Bat-meka (Bustard), 140 ; Battari,

1032 ; BatH (Lac Sticks), 1063.
Batjhinia, 120-2, 1005.
Baunra, 686 ; Bav.ru, 914.
Bauxite, 61-2, 428.
Bdvto, 618 ; Bawa, 104 ; Bdwa gkon,

662 ; Bazahr, 131 ; Baz-anjir, 915 ,

Bazarbatu, 429.
Bdellium, Bdellium (Indian), 174, 400. ,

Beads, 122 ; Bead Tree (Molia), 780 ,

. . . (Utrasum), 51 1.

Bean, Asparagus, 1 107, . . .Broad, 1 107 .

. . . Carob, 1 144 ; . . . Cluster, 449, 741

;

. . . Duffin, 880 ; . . . French (Indian),
248, ... Garden, 872, 1107:
Kidney, 879 ; . , . Lima, 880 ; . . . Pata-
gonian, 248 ; . . . Soy, 564 ; . . Sword,
248 : . . . Windsor, 1 107.

Bears, 632.
Bed, 115; Beda, 778, Bedana, 130:

Beddnjtr, 915.
Bee-eater% 132, 142.
Beef, 754.
Beefsteak Bird, 134.
Beer, 396, 643, 757-62, 826, 840, 1043,

1046-7.
Beetle,® Bhmoceros, 354 ; ... Blister,

610.
Beetroot, 928 ; Beet-sugar, 967-61.
Begami, 833 ; Began, 788 ; Beg-pura,

326; Begti (Fish), 540-1, 647;
Behari (Limes), 326 ; Behor, 99 ;

Beidelaar, 205 ; Beji mdh, 604 ,

Bekh-kurphua, 792 , Bekaha, 161 ,

.Sef, Bael, 26-8, 429, 1110 ; Belambu,
97 ; Belait-Khandeah, 577 ;

' Belgtrz,
27: Belledi, 1140.

Belladonna, 95.
Belli-pata, 629.

•Belloli, «8 ; Bern heimi, 906 ; Bend
(Vitiveria), 1106 ; Bena (Musk Deer),
785 ; Bendde, 526 ; Benda, 28 ;

Bendekat, 631 ; Beneng, 99 ; Benga,
908 : Beng bhang, 249 ; Bengo-
nari, 496.

BKNrNCASA, 438, 440.
Ben Oil, 784, 812.
Bent (Willow), 116 ; . . . (Cane), 201—2.
Benzene, 876.
Benzoin, Benzoic Acid, 1052.
Bear, 767. •

Ber, byer (Zizyphus), 1003-6, 1143.
Berberine, 405.
Bebbkris, 405,. 546.

Bergamot, 327.
Berhua, 406.
Bermuda Grass, 463.
Beru, 100.
Beryl, 556. ,

Bea, 116 ; Bet, see Bent.
Beta, .see Beet-root.
Betel-nut, 83-91, 897.
Betle (pan-), 891-6.
Bella, 89 , Betta kabbu, 937 ; Bettii-

ahak, 293, Betvd, bctvia, 100; Betya,
161.

Beverages, Intoxicatmg, see Spirits.
Bevina, bivu, 780-1 ; Bhabar (Ischa^-

muni), 694-6 , 865. 868 ; Bhtibar
(Girardima), 161 , Bhadder, 1110;
Bhadi (Soils), .51 ; Bhadoi (Cotton),
007 : ... (Rico), 828, 832 ; Bhadra-
kaahthdk 291 , Bhaga-mohu, 123 ,

Bhagd-aunn, 430 , Bhatb, 69 4 , Bnatna
(Bufialo), 7.12; ... (Willow), 115,
Shatrd, 1072 ; Bhaji, 1081 ; Bhdld,
611, Bhaluka, 100; Bhamburi, 15,
Bhamgeta, 2-50 , Bhammar, 123 ,

Bhang (bhangd), 10, 249-52, 258-9,
284, 409, 488, 1040 ; Bhangakata, 2.59 ;

Bhang-jala, 487 : Bhang-maaadla, 6.5,

438 ; Bhanta, 1026 , Bharadvdji,
670 , Bharal, bharul, 644, 746 ;

Bharat, 402 ; Bharut, 746 ; Bhat,
bhatnaa, 564 ; Bhdt-aola, 29 ; Bhat-
ta, 824 , Bhavan-bakra, 904 ; Bhdva-
prakaaa, 1082 , Bhavra, 123 ; Bhe-
bham, 99 ; Bheld, 981 ; Bhen, 250 ;

Bhera, bhira, 294 ; Bheratvo, 285 ;

Bherenda, 916; Bheah, 115; Bhil-
dwd, 981 ; Bhimraj, 133 ; Bhxm-
aaini, 245 ; Bhimeini, 244, 313 ;

Bhindi, 634 ; Bhinkwa, 128 ; Bhira,
952 : Bhirand, bhirandel, 553 ; Bhiru,
102

Bhoglla, 581 ; Bhoja, 258 ; Bhokri,
1116; Bhol, 755 , Bhomrati, Bhom
ret% (Lodh Bark), 556, 1063 ;

Bhonda, 1031 ; Bhora, 913 ; Bhoa,
70 : Bkotiya baddm, 906 ; Bhoza
dmali, 886 ; Bhringga, 879 ; Bhubt,
1109; Bhubt, 694, Bhudra, 775;
Bhuiavali, 987 ; Bhui-ehana, 74 ;

Bhuikdndd, 1048 ; Bhui-kohala, 686 ;

Bhuili, 278 ; Bhui-mung, 74 ; Bhuin-
dn-valdh, 887 ; Bhui-aingh, 74 ;

Bhui-tarwar, 288 ; Bhujpattra, 131,
861 ; Bhunga, 441 ; Bhunguru, 981 ;

Bhura, 952 , Bhurburot, 54 ; Bhuri,
937 , Bhurjapatra, 131 ; Bhuaa
(Pea), 507 ; Bhusd (Cattle Food).
643, 726 ; Bhuatrina, 461, 461, 462 ;

Bhvtrd, 115, 884; Bhutrina, 451,
Bhutta, bhuta (Maize), 1132-3 ; Bhutt-
jeUt, 792 : Bhynv, 285 ; Bhyri, 134

Bzah, 1 107 ; Bzdr, 888 ; Btbla, 908 ;

Btbu, 981 ; Btehua (Girardmia),
161 , Btchua (Urtica), 163 ; Btd,
464 , Bidaruppu, 110 ; Bidhuli, 100 ;
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Bidi (Banliinia leaves), 122 ; Bidri
ware, 707 : Bier, 767 ; Btja, 908 ;

Bijaeal, 908 ; Bijaura, bajawri, 326

;

Bijoro, 324 ; Btjri, 720 , Bijuli, 100 ;

Bikh, 20-2.
Bikhaconitine, 20-1.
Btkhma, bikma, bishma, 20 ;* Bi-

khonda, 1031, 1040; Btl, see bel

;

Bila, 420; Bilai, 1110; Bildi kand,
086 ; Btldsi, 429 ; Bilati dlu, 1028 ;

Bildti-baddm, 006 ; Btlaur, 661 ;

Bildi, 686 ; Btlgu, 294 ; Bili, 912 ;

Btli baragu, 843 ; Bili manavare,
608 ; Btlitnbi, balimba, 97 ; Billa,

bella, billu, btlgu (Satin-wood), 294,
1006 ; Btllan, 26 ;

BtUigdru, 172 ;

BiUu-gaddi, 930 ; Bilu, 910 ; Bi,lva,

26; Btmbal, 465; Btn, 115; Btna,
bam, 98 ;

Bindaal, 755 ; Btndi,
915 ; BirU, 428.

Biotite, 781.
Bira-dena, 83 , Bira (vira) viti, 83 ; Btr

biar, 732.
Birch, Indian Paper, 131.

Birds, Agricultural, 132 ; Cage, 133 ; ...

Edible, 134; Edible Nests, 138;
. . . Industrial, 138.

Bird Skins, see Feathers.
Btreja, 636 ; Biridi, 486 ;

Brrxp.j, 825 ;

Birhmhad, 285 ; Bvr mung, 879 ;

Birralli, 543 ; Bir sang, 490 ; Bisa,
116.

BiacHOFiA, 383.
Bish, see Bikh ;

Bishma, see Bikma.
Bishop’s Weed, 285.
Bialambhi, 440.
Bison, Indian, 644, 733.
Bietendu, 499 ; Biswul, 16 ; Bithua,

Biti, 484 ; Bit-palang, 928.
Bittern, 142.
Bitusi, 429 ; Biul, 624.
Bixa Obei,i.ana, 49, 142-3, 477.
Btyam, 824.
Blackberries, 1109 ; Black Buck, 644 ;

Black Lead, 624 ; Black Oil, 192 ;

Black Salt, 60 ; Blacki >od, 484.
Bleak, 647.
Blight, Blister, 229 ; ... vJrey, 229 ;

. . , Mosquito, 228 ; . . Scale, 364 ;

. . . Thread, 229, 385 ; Blights
(Collee), 384 ; ... (Sugar;, 941.

Blinding Tree, 631.
Bloodstones, 661, 716.
Blue Stone, 403.
Blumea, 246, 377.
Bo, 638.
Boar, Wild, 762.
Bobbi, 204 ; Boberld, 1107; Bo-bo,

395 ; Boholawa, 628 , Boda jam,
526 ; Bodal, 141 ; Bodki, 278.

Bcehmeria NIVEA, 143-69, 260, 294,
436, 863, 924 ; Biehmeria Substi-
tutes, 160-8.

Boggu. 333 ; Bogha kupaa, 696 ;

Boholawa, 528 ; Boichand, 885 ;

Bojah, bojalt, 521 ; Bokom, 194 ;
Boktaung, 980 ; Bola, 629 ; Bolangi
bane, 103.

Boll-worms, 610.
Bombakeing, 906 ; Bombalinaa, 324—6.
Bombax malabaricum, 96, 232, 623.

670-1. 812, 991, 1005.
Bombay Ducks, 641—2, 546-7.
Bombyx, 992-1012, 1018-26.
Bon, 36.5 ; Bonbunda (Silk), 1009 p

Bonddra, 701.
'

Bone-liquor, 48.
Bon-kotkora, 164 ; Bon-methi, 991 f

Bon riha, 162, 164 ; Bor (Banyan),
537 ; Bor (Chinese Date), 1143 ;

Bor (India-rubber Fig), 661 ; Bores
Bamboo Net), 312 ; Bora (Elephant
Grass), 777 ; Boran dman, 828.

Borassus, 49, 115, 169-71 188, 293,
361, 428, 760, 801, 928, 1046.

Borax, 56, 448.
Borboti, 508 ; Bor-bur, 638.
Bordeaux Mixture, 229, 403.
Bordt, 1143.
Borecole, 182.
Borer (Insect), 386, 941, 1035.
Sort, 437 ; Borkapah, 578 , Borla, 121 ;

Boro (Rico), 828-30 ; Borobana, 100.
Boron, 832 ; Boropolo, barapalu, 995,

998
Bos (Oxen), 644. 732-3.
Boaa, 257 ; Boaaonto (Rinderpest), 742.
Bostrichtjs Beetle, 100-1.
Boswbllia, 894.
Botang, 604. ,

Bottle-gourd, 440.
Boun, bun, ban (Coffee), 364 ; "Boura,

168.
Boxwood and Substitutes, 190, 1063.
Boz, borz, 743 ; Boza, 257, 760 ; B6z-

ghanj, 902 ; Broi-tree, 169, 760, 928.
Brachytrypes (Cricket), 804.
Braham, 1031 ; Brdhmamaruluki, 646 ;

Brahmi, 646.
Brahmin Nut (Cocoanut), 352.
Braiding, 114-7, 141.
Brain-fever Bird, 133.
Brandy, 956, 104’^ •

. . Cherry, 907.
Brank, 632.
Brarua, barua. 429 IpOV.

, , - m

Brass, see Copper.
Brassioa, 148, 174-86, 812.
Braunite (Manganese), 762.
Brazilian-wood, 194.
Bread-fruit, 94.
Brea, 632 ; Brewari, 800.
Brewing, Indiem, 757-60 ; English,

760-2.
Bricks (Clays, Pottery), 327-9.
Bnhat-chakramed, 987 ; Brindao, 563 ;

Brindoijua, 563 ; Brindola, 653.
Brindonia Tallow Tret, 663.
Brinjal, 79, 446, 494, 497, 891, 1026-8,

1141.
Briquettes, 347. *
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Bristles, 188, 752.
Broccoli, 182.
Bromo, 96»
Broruj-dong, 733.
Broom, Spanish, 431.
Broom8tick-gr|W8, 187.
Br.«U8SONetia, 862-4, 868.
Brucine (Strychnos), 1062.

rul, 201 ; Bvuiangur, 1112.
uck. Black, 644.

Buqkwheat, 632.
Budd-durmi, 269 ; Budgrat, 91 1 ;

Budide-vuppu, 48.
Buffaloes, 644, 732.
Buffalo Horn, 645.

" Bughy, buggoy, 1003, 1009; Bugriy
885 ; Buga (Insects), 229, 386, 610,
1035.

Bugulawan, 528 ; Buhdrd, 884 ; Bii-
hulawan, 528; Bui, 114; Buin-
owla, 887 ; Buk, 911 , Btila, 250.

Bulat, 882.
Bulbuls (Birds), 132-3, 142.
Bull (Oxen), 644, 732, 737-40
Bull, Blue, 644.
Bullock’s Heart (Fruit), 71,

Bulpum, 1049.
Bulrush, 869 ; . . . Cat’s Tail, 777.
Bulrush Millet, see Bajra
Bumalo, 542.
Bummelo Fish, 541-2, 540-7.
Bun, hen, baru see Coffee.
Burd>ur-buttt, 880 ; Bunch, 543 , Ban-

cha, buncho, bunco, 364 , Bundi,
707 ; Bunga lavang, 627 ; Bungdrum,
66.5 ; Bungoma (Turtle), 1080.

Bunium Butbocaetanum, 283.
Bunu, b0,na, see Coffee.
Bupleurum, 283.
Bupkestis (Peetle), 686.
Bur (Cymbopogon), 462 ; Bur, her, bor,

1143; Burada, 680; Burakeru,
631 ; Burdwa, 463 ; Buri (Crape),
1112 : Buri (Mildew), 1117 ; Burj,
131 ; Burla, 168.

BurrSite (Amber), 84.

Burriala Fibre, 991 ; Burrl-ehep, 887 :

Buruga, 621 ; Buru mat, 102 ; Buru
raher, 449.

401.
. „

-fc- I X * * bf o37 f .oM-toTto,

^98.
Bxjtea and Gum, 28, 49, 55, 189-90,

1053-4, 1067.
Butt, see Bhang', . . . (Sterculia), 1061.
Butter, 476-8, 812 -41 ; . . . Cacao, 1076;

. . . lUtpi, 120 ; . . . Kokum, 563 ; . .

.

-milk, 470, 881 ; ... Tree, Indian,
116 ; ... Vegetable, 359.

Buz, hot, (Ibex), 743.
Buza, butah, buzeh (Beer), 619-20, 757 ;

Buzgai, 901 ; Bw^chin, 121 ; Byans
(Blue Pine), 888 ; Byer, see Ber,

Bysabdl, 400.
Byu (Mangrove), 913,

Cabbage, proper, . . . China, . . Cow, . . .

Leaf-beet, . . . Savoy, . . . Siam, 182,
1141.

Cacao (cocoa). Cacao Butter, 360,
1076.

Cacho (Patechu), 10; Cad)an, see
Cajanus.

C^SAEPiNiA, 49, 190-6, 290, 890, 976,
1053.

Caf6, Caf6ier, 364.
Caffeme, Theme, 237, 390.
Cdgea, 749 ; Oahua, 364.
Cairngorm, 661.
Catro, 3.54

Caj.4JJi:s, 115, 196-200. 38.3. 609, 620,
598, 601. 603, 07.7. 770, 869, 871,
900, 1036, 1057.

C.ilabaah, 700.
Calambao, 72.

CalamhaH, 73.
Caeamits. 91, 114-5, 201-4, 775, 864,
Calntnus aroniaticu-a, 24.

C.aloium, 68. 709
Cahsaya Bark, 304.
C\T.OTRoris, 49, 53, 144, 168, 205-8,

273, 4.36. 543, 627, 721, 771, 924.
Calue, 144.
Cameeua, 209-44, 812.
Camphtre, 706.
Camphor, Barus, . . . Japan, . . . Nagai,

10. 245, 812.
Camphora, 244-7, 310.
Camphor-wood, 310.
Camphre, 244
Canaib, 249 ; Canamo, 249 ; Canangal

360, 821 ; Canapa piccolo, 254 ;

Canape, 249.
Canaries, 133.
Oancamum, 1064.
Candle-nut, 47.

Candles, 812-4, 819.
Candy, Sugar-,
Canes, 98, 114-5, 201, 202-4, 775.
Canfora, 244.
Cangkek, 628 ; Canhamo, 249.
Cannabis. 249 J. 430, 812, 924, 1047,.
Canna lacke, 1 )o5.

Canthium, 384.
Caoua, 365.
Caoutchouc, 647-60 ; . .

.

Indian, 651.
Caoutchoucin, 648.
Caper, Edible, 264.
Capo-molago, 265.
Capra, 131, 644, 743.
Capsicum. 204-9, 489, 1027.
Capsular Corchorus, 408, 431.
Carambola, 97 ; Qaramunny-pyre, HOT.
Carata, 31.
Caraway, Black, 283 ; ... European^

284, 442, 820.
Carhasa, carbasus, 670-1.
Carborundum, 428.
Carbimclo, 710.
Cardamon, 611; ... Ceylon, 612; . .

,
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Greater, 65 ; ... Malabar or Lesser,

66, 611 ; ... Mysore, 612 ; . . . Nepal
or Bengal, 65, 512.

•Cardamomum, 264-5.
Cardolo Oil, 66.

Cardon, 31.

Garet, Indian, 1079.
Cabeya, 1006.
Can, 520.
Cabissa, 1005.
Carive, axi (Capsicum), 265.
Camelian, 501, 716.
Carota, Carotin, see Carrot.
Carp (Fish), 542, 545.
Carpasos, carbaaua (Cotton), 670.
Carpets, 271-6, 1131.
Carrot, carotto, 489-91.
Carthamine, 276.
CABTnAMUs, 68, 276-83, 293, 430, 447,

483, 665, 812.

Carty (Rice), 831.
Cabum Carvi, carve, carveno, carvol,

carvone, 284, 442.
Caryophyllon, Caryophyllua, 526-7.
Caryota, 115, 170, 187-8, 286-7,

361, 929, 1046-7.
CAaa, kdad, 929.
Cashew-Nut, 65-6, 1046.
Caaaareep (Manihot), Cassava, 444,

766.
Cassia, 6, 30, 49, 287-90, 390.
Cassia, Fmtid, 288 ; . . . Lignoa, 310-1

;

. . . Tanner’s, 6, 289, 638.
Gassie Flower, Pomade and Perfume,

14, 821.
Cassitente (Tin), 1077.
Castilloa (Rubber), 649-61, 667.
Castor-cake, 922, 948 , Castor-oil-

Melon, 269 ; Castor-Oil Plant, 265,
360, 446, 479, 675, 771. 812, 815,
818, 835, 915-23, 1012, 1036.

Catalase, 806.
Catechm, 12.

Catechu (Acacia Catechu), 8-14
Caterpillars, 229, 610. 804.
Catha, 305.
Cat’s-eye, 562.
Catteld (Indigo), 665.
Cauliflower, 182.
Caval aorrah, 543 , Cdve, cave (Coffee),

212, 364.
Cayenne, 264.
Cay-gai, 144 ; Cayolagne (lac), 1054.
Ceara (Rubber), 649-50, 657.
Ceci, 296.
Cedar, Bastard (Melia), 780 ; . . . Bastard

(Soymida), 1043; . . . Himalayan, 291

;

. . . Moulrnein, 290 ; . . . Red, 625 ;

. . . White, 294.
CedbeIiA, 232, 383.
Cedrtjs Libani, var. Deodaha, 49,

290-1, 486, 888.
Celastbcs, 190, 1005.
Celery, 72.

Colestite, 58.

Celosia, 63.

Cement, Portland, etc., 713—4.

Century Plant, 31.

Cephaeanthus, 30.

Cephaietjbos, see Diseasea, 229.

CbphaIiOsxachytjm, 101, 106.

Ceramic Wares, 331. ,

Ckbevisi.® (Yeast), 1047.
Certebia. see Tachardia.
Cebybe (Kingfisher), 139.

Ceylon Nut, see Cocoanut.
Chd, chaa, chai, see Camellia.
Chdb, chaba, 890 ; Chachi, aanchi-het,

202, Chadara, 276, 618, 623, 1122,
1126 6 ; Chaga, 975; Chdhcha, 1037 ;

Chaikath, 890 ; Chaiti, 676 ; Chaitra,

197 ; Chakemdia, 484 ; Chakkara,
362, 931 ; Chakor, 135 ; Chakotra, 324 ;

Chakramarda, 288 ; Chdkau, 287 ;

Chakundd, 288 , Chakwa, 71 ;

Chalanga-dd, 907 ; Chalavammydlu,
890

Chalcedony, 661, 716.
Chalk, 709.
Challane, 499 ; Cham, 94.

Chamwrops, 286.
Chdmal, 121 ; Chamalu, 843 ; Cham-

beh, 821 ,
Chamboi, 486 ; Chamiari,

907 , Chamlani, 1053.
Chamois, 644.
Champa (Plantam), 787 ; . .

.
(Michelia),

821 ; . .
.
(Silk), 1011 ;

Chamra-khari,
57 ; Ghana (Gram) (see also Chena
below), 295; Ghana (Soap-nut), 979;
Ghana-kdmla, 296 ; Ghanam, 430

;

Ghanchtng, 708 ; Ghand (Shawls),
1127 : Ghandal, chandan or^chandana
(Sandal-wood), 976 ; . .

.

(Red^Sanders
Wood), 909 ; . . . (Indian Paroquet),
133, 141 ; Ghandan-betu 293.

Chanderouze, 1132.
Chandra, 9 , Chandu, 857 ; Chang,

768, 1046 ; Changala, 980.
Chdngrd, 746-6, 749 ; Chamari dhauk,

140 ; Chanidt, 914 , Chank (Goat),
743 ; . . . (Shell), 558, 989 ; Channangi,
708 ; Ghana (Carum Roxburghi-
anum), 285; Ghana (Celery), 72.

Chanvre, 249.
Chapangam, 194 ; Chapatti, chapati,

111. 643, 705, 804, 1088; Chaplaah,
94 ; Chapot airta, 484 , Chappod,
822 ; Chapra-ldkh, 1053 ; Chdpta
ganja, 261 ; Chdpu, chydpu (Goat),
746, 749 ; Ghara (Eruca), 180 ; ...
(Bassia), 116; Charaa, 249, 259-60;
Gharayatah, 1063 ; Char-baghan,
1127; Charbi, 702; Chari, 1031,
1038-9; Charka, 618; Char-ka-gond,
188 ; Charkeint, 910 ; Charhi, 930 ;

Charpai, 776; CAaros (Florican), 134,
140 ; Choaam,

_ 1022-3 ; Chaatang
raiun, 1107 ; GnaHum, 60.

Chats (Birds), 132.
Chatwan, 60, 627 iGhaabe, 364 ; Chaulai,
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63 , Chaulaia&g, 62 ; Ohaulmiigra Oil,

204, lOOV ; Chaunro, 1107 ; Chauri
(Mangrove), 203 ; C'Aauri* t 141 ;

Chdval, 824 ; Chaval
142.

<7Aaoanne«a,(Urcola), 659.
Ohavara, 443 j Chavt, 800 ; Vhavli,

1107.
Chay-root, 821.
ChoeBe, 483-4; ... Gua\a, 007;
•Cheesemaker, 1120.

Ghehur, 121 ; Chcik (Lac), 105.')

;

Cheik (Job’s Tears), 303 ; Che%n, 780.
Chelone:, 1079.
Chain natia, 63 ; Chelwa, 629 : Chem-

buHchan, 625 ; Ohemchun, 201 ;

Ghana (Common Millet), 843—6 ;

. . (Italian Millet), 988-9 ; Chenat-
bol, 400; Chenangi, 701; Chcndala,
980 ; Chen-did, 133 ; Chenna, chunna
(Gram), 295 ; Chennuka, chanaka,
295 ; Gheno, 844.

Chenopodium, 293, 1110.
Chenung, 782iCheppura, 120; Ohcrkuah,

906.
Cherry, Bird, 906 ; . . . Sour or Dwarf,

906 ; . . .Wild Himalayan, 907 , Cherry
Gvim, 906.

Cheruku, 930 , Ghern pinnatj, 204 ,

Cltaahamaddr, 562.
Chestnut, Chinese Water, 465 , ...
Water, W80.

Chevari, 99; Cheuli, 116; Cheytoa,
197; ChhaU, 1132; Chhana, 469,
483; Ghhart, 116, 884; Ghhena
(Creilin), 470, 475 ; Chhimi, 882

;

Chholf 946 ; Chhota kimbu, 785

;

•, Chibbur, dQ'S ; Chihuda,
437 ; Chichinga, 1081 ; Ghichoor,
466 ; Ciichra, 189 ; Cftfcfc, 856.

Chick Pea, 296 ; Chickling-Vetch,
703.

Chiclo, 79 ; Ghid, 466 ; Ghika, 845 ;

Ohikita, 327 ; Chikna, 720 ; Ghtkni,

?
9, 327 ; Chikraaai, 294 ; Ch%kn,
90 ; Cha, 113 ; CMla, 888 ; Ghvlam,

807 ; Chilaai, 800 ; Chilgorea, 888 ;

Chzlla, 631.
ChUlies, .264, 1027, 1110, 1141.
Chilluka, 141 ; Chxmar, 287 ; Chimi,
, 608 ; .C/itmndnii, 906 ; Chimohu.

1.051 ; Ghimydka, 904 ; Chin (Black
Buckwheat), 632 ; ... (Common

,
Millet), 843 ; Chxn, chan (Sugar-
cane), 935 ; China, 988.

China-grass, 144, 294.
China pulu, 997 ; Chinannde, 302 ;

Ghinatti, 844 ; Chinch, 1066 ; Chine
dlu, 687.

Chinese-nut, 74 ; . . . Wood-oil, 46, 603.
Ching, 910 ; Chingjagn, 1068 ; Chim,

962, 956 ; Chitii-badam, 74 ; Chim-
ehampa, 787 ; _ Chini-gora, 326 ;

Ohini-TW-or, 140; 784 ; Ohitiolf
[

> *87 ; Ohinta, i

Chionaspis, 229.
Chtpara hhor, 451 ; Chir (Pheasant),

135 ; ... (Pine), 889 ;
Chirauli,

188 . Chir chira, 281 ; Ghiritd,
1053 ; Chiri, 888 ; Ghiriman, 70 ;

Chirimoya, 7 1 ;
Chiri vanga, 1026 ;

Chlr-ka-gond, 889 ; Chirmilli, 29 ;

Ghimi, 886 ; Chtronji, 188 ; Chirugu,
45 ; Chirval, 821 ; Chirwi, chita
bdnaa, S22 , Chittya gur, 3S0 , Ohitra,
130.

Chittagong Wood, 294
Ghittah, 1082 ; Ghiftn, 174 , Chvura,

116; Oktura-ke-pina, 110.
CHnoaiTA, 228.
Chi.oiioxyi.on, 188, 190, 1006.
Ghoa, 952 Ghaava, 365 , Ghob-t-kot,

980 . Choca, 896 ;
Chochara, 286.

Chocolate, 1076 , . . Chufaa, 465.
Choga, 112.5, Ckoklu, 914; Chola

(Bengal Gram), 296 ; ... Chowh,
871 ; Cholain (Maize), 1132 : ...
(Indian Millet), 58, 464, 603, 1031-43

Chonemobpha (Rubber), 651.
Chora, 911; ChorpaUa, 162; Chota

(Cloth), 411 ; CIvota aryyli, 486;
. . ckarat, 140 ; . . .-kikar, 14 ;

Chotan uman (Rice), 824, 828 ;

Chota-pan-ki-jar, 60 ; Chotapat (Silk-
worm), 996, 997 ; Chota einholi,
311 ; Choti, goni, 400 ; Choti-al, 783 ;

Choti-kuli'jan, 60; Choti-lani, 114;
Chotopaln, 997-9; Chotra, 130;
Ghoulate, 63; Ohoiir-gau, 733 ; Chowar,
443; Chowll, 1107; Chowri, 733;
Choyanda, 952.

Chrysanthemum coronabium, 148,
294.

Chrysopogqn Gkyi.lus, 188.
Chryeoprase, 661.
Chua, 63 ; Ch’nan, 211 ; Chuari, 905.
Chufaa chocolate, 46.5.

Chuhdra, 882 ; Chuka (Vinegar), 1 108 ;

Ghukka (Ginger), 1139 ; Chuko, 63 ;

Chukor (Partridge), 133 ; Chukrt,
912; Chula, 631 ; Chul-chulan, 982,

Chu-ma (Rhea), 144; ... (Indian
Hemp), 249 ; Chumati-pati, 467 ,

Chun, chund, chundh, 709-10 ;

Chun (Spurgewort), 631 ; Chuna
(Musoardmo), 1001 ; Ghunak, 709 ;

Chund-kite, 1001 ; Chundm, 293,
543, 710, 713-4, 1050 ; Chundm-
bu, 709 ; Chungaa, 102 ; Chung-
kyek-dum, 1121, Chuni, 200; Ohu-
nul-gdnd, 180 ; Chunna, chenna,
chahua, chano, chahia, 295 ; Chun-
pdt, 430 ; Chunri, 560 j Chupri-dlu,
493, 496 ; Chur&l, 704j; Chur
ganja, 261; Churi, 116; Churie,
663 ; Churnd, 709-10.

Chums, Milk, 476.
Churtal, 96 ; Churu charraa, 260 ;

Ohuah-maidar, 662 ; Chutidl, 912 ,

Chutni, 906; Chu taale, 172 ;
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Chuwa'ia, 886; Chye, 101 ; Ciccara,
94.

CiCBR, 295-302, 507, 598, 704, 700,
770, 1099, 1109.

C!icerch(is, Ciceren, Ciche, 295.
Cigarottea, 808-11.
Cigars, 796, 807-11.
Cinchona, 302—10, 524, 686 ; . . . Sub-

stitute, 94.
CiNNAMOMXJM, Cinnamon, 244—5, 310-

6, 527, 821, 1010, 1110.
Cionama, 710.
Citral, Citron, 326-7.
Citronella, 360, 456-7, 821 ; Citro-

nellal, 4.57.

ClTBiJLi,us, 316-7, 438, 440.
CiTBUs MEDICA, 317-27, 821.
Clap-ivype, 490.
Ulavicep.s (Krgot), 456.
CUtvo (Clove), 526.
Clay, Uengal, Moulmem, 66 ; ...

Porcelain, 330 ; . . . Hotas, Singapore,
56.

Climbing lish, 542 ; Climbing Mango,
660.

Cl.INOOYNE niCHOTOMA, 170, 775.
Clou, clove, 526-30.
CnuPEA (Hilsa Pisli), 642, 544-5, 547.
Cluster Bean, 449, 741.
Cnicus, 277.
Coal, 332-44 , . . (las .incl Tar, 344 ;

. . . Coke, 345-0 .... Patent, 347.
Cocame, Coca Plant, 623-4.
CorciD.E (Scale Insects), 348, 364,

380.
CocciJLus \n.i.o.sus, 473.
Cochineal, Cochineal Insect, 347-9.
Cochin Gross, 457.
COCHI.O8PERM0M GossvriUM, 95, 168,

812.
Cockatoos, 133.
Cockchafer, 387.
Cockscomb, 63.
Cock-up (Begii-fish), 640, 547.
Cocoa, 1076-7.
Cocoanut Palm (Cocus nucipera), 85,

87, 188, 293, 349-63, 479, 741, 760,
771, 776, 812, 816 7, 820. 924,
929, 1046, 1113 ; . . Butter, 369-60;
. . . Desiccated, 362 , . . . Fibre (Coir),
354-7, 362-3, 776, 778, 924 ; ... Oil
and Copra, 357-9, 363, 812, 816.

Coco mottah (Bummelo Fish), 642.
Coconada Cotton, 580.
Coco-olein, 361.
Cocos NuciKBBA, see Cocoanut.
Cocotine, 360.
Codda-pani, 428.
Cod-liver Oil, 361.
Ccelosterna, 4.

Coflee (CoPEEA arabica), 363—92 ;

623, 1046 ; . . .Chufaa, 466 ; . . . Negro,
288, 390.

Coho (Coffee), 366 ; Coi, 643.
Coir Fibre, see Cocoanut.

Coin, 392-8. 621, 768, 1046.
Coke, see Coal.
Colchicine, Colchicum, 398. ^

COLLETOTBICHUM, 941.
CoELOCALrA (Edilole Nests), 138.
CoiiOCASiA, 398-400, 440t,7, 490, 788,

1140. •

Colocynth, Colocynthin. 316, 439.
Colontbtno, 1140.
Colophony, 889-90.
Colza, Indian, 176. •

Commercolly, see Marabout.
Commiphora (Balsamodendron), 174,

400.
Conch, 989.
Conda-panna, 285.
Conessi Bark, 640.
Coniothybium:, 41.

Cooch-murden-paut, 409.
Coomptas Cotton, 584.
Copal, Indian, 1106.
Copper and Brass, Sulphate, Copperas,

60, 401-6, 691.
Copra (Kopra), see Cocoanut.
CopTis Teeta, 130.
CoRAciAS INDICA (Roller), 132, 140.
Corahs (Silks), 1014, 1024.
Coral, 122, 710, 712, 989.
Coral Trees, 523 ; . . . Wood, 26.
CoRCHOBUS (Jute), 148, 405-27, 868,

924.
Cordage and Ropes, 43, 923-.-5.

Coriander, 427, 698, 820.
CORIARIA NEPALENSIS, 1012.
Cork Substitute, 29, 35.
Corn, Guinea, 1031 ; ... Indian, 929,

1132-9,.. Mecca. 1133. »

Cornflower, Indian, 1138. ®

Coromandel Nut, 362.
Corsula Mullet, 640.
CORYDALIS, 130, 405.
COBYNEUM MORI, 1000.
CORYPHA, 116, 170, 188, 428-9, 776,

861.
CosciNitiM, 405. *
Costus, 980.

'

Cotton, 477, 479, 669-624, 726, 741,
771, 812, 816, 834, 868, 917, 924.
983-6, 1036, 1037, 1081, 1091,
1097.

Cotton, Devil’s, 1 ; ... Kapoh, 621-3 >
. . . Sea Island, 588 :

- . . Tree, 676 ;

. . . Tree, White, 521.
Cova, 907 : Covalam, 26 ; Cowa, 662.
Cowry, 989.
Crab’s Eye, 1.

Cramee, 996.
Cranes, 132, 134.
Crat«:gus, 190.
Crataiva, 26.
Cream, 470-4.
Great, 69, 1063. .

Creepers (Birds), 132.
Creeping Panic Gross, 463.
Criitum, 1049.
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Crotai,aria, 250-2, 264, 266, 408-9,

430-7, 603, 770, 776, 864, 868,
924, 948, 988, 1117.

Cbotalakta PANicuiiATA, 546 ; ...
STRIATA, 225 ; .

.

. Bijrkia, 483.
Croton, Purging, 437 ; . . . Oil (Physic
•Nut), 699
Crown Bark, 305.

• Crows, 132.
CBYPTOSTEOJA ORAND1PI.ORA, 651.
(Xibobs, Cububs, 890.
Cucah, sawahn, 542.
Cuckoo, 132; ... Common Hawk,

133.
Cucumber, 439—40, 949.
CucuMis, 437-440.
Cukra, cukraka (Vinegar), 1108 ;

Ciimdrl, 59.
dunihoo, cutnbu (Pennieetum), 603,

869.
Cumin, Cummin (Cuminum), 442-,3,

820 , . . . Black (Nigella sativa), 283,
442, 811.

Cuprum, see Copper.
('UBCtJtlOO ORCHIOIllES, 963.
Curcuma, 491, 506. 773, 788.
Currants, Bengal. 270.
Curea, 542.
Custard-upple, 71.
Cutch, Catechu, 8-14, 638.
Cutworm, 387.
CVAMOPSi.'k PSOBALIOIOES, 449-50, 504,

741, 949.
Cybium, 645-7.
Cydoi^a, 26, 910.
Cyeree, 665.
Cymbo?ogon, 70, 460-63, 792, 926,

10-ft.

CYBrouoN, 54.
Cypebus,’’! 14, 464-8, 776.
CypieBS-babul, 3.

Cytiao des Indes, Cytisus paeudocajan,
Cyttaua Cajan, 190.

Dab (Eragrostia cynosuroides), 64 ;

. . . (young cocoanut), 361 ; Daba,
1003 ; Dabba, 1009 ; Dabmo, danmo,
743 ; Dabsulo, 462.

Dace, 647.
dJoccr karah, 646 ; Dadam-nu-ihdda,

909 ; JDadap, 226 ; Dadaaal, dadael,
92. 760 : Dadhi, dahi, 470, 474-6 ;

Dddhridn, 903 ; Dadhuri, 538 ; Ddd-
mardan, 287.

D.*:monobops, 201.
Ddggdl, dogal, 163 ; Daghunbdn, 911 ;

Dagru, 21 ; Dahi-chhena, 476 ; Da-
hiri, 1121, Dahmni, 624 ; Dakar-
tal6dd,20^-, Ddkh, 1112; Dakhang,
1116; Dakka, 249; Ddl (Cedar),
290 ; Dal (Pigeon Pea), 196, 383,
872 ; Ddl (Split Pea), 607, 666, 704,
709, 880-1, 902-3, 1088, 1108.

DAX.BBROIA, 65, 226, 333, 484-6.

Ddlchini, darehiw, 311 ; Dalla, 65 ;

Dalmara, 294 ;
Damddv, 499 ; Dam-

ha, 643 ; Ddmbu, 777.
Dammar (Boea’), 127.
Dammar, Bltick, 248.
Dammar (Pine Resin), 30.

Dammar, White, 500, 1105.
Dampel, .555 ; Damu Aydb, Damu

Daud, 393 ; Dan, 706 ; Ddnd-lukh,
1053 , Dand, 437 ; Ddndalon bin,

784 ; Dantldlu, 496 ; Ddndar, 872 ;

Darulona, 484 ; Dandu, 926 , Dang,
884 , Ddngar, 824 ; Danqai a, 123 ;

Dangrihe.t, 201 , Dam, ITi'i , Danim-
nia, 909 , Dantalda, 171 ; Daodia,
1086.

Daphne, 48G-7, 802, 808, 924
Darakhtc kinnab, 249 ; Darakhte-tdri,

109 . Daral, 103 ; Daramba, 654 ;

Vararhi, 449 ; Darbahra, 700, Dare
kudrum , ; Darengri, ; Darga,
929; Durhalad, 130; Daria, 271,
27.5, 77.5 : Darmd, 775, 777.

Darter, Indian, 141
Ddru (Beer), 119, 521, 1043; Duru

(Pomegranate), 909 . Ddru-garm,
896 , Ddru hartdra, 782 ;

Dasamula,
28 , Das caceraa, 1080.

Date Plimi, Chmese (Diospyeos), 498.
Date, Chmese (Zizyphus), 1143.
Date. Edible, 700, 777, 882, 929, 1109,

1111,
Date, Wild, 885, 1043, 1046.
Datiya, 141.
Datura, 119, 487-9, 1047.
Datwan, 887.
Daui'US, 284, 487-91.
Daudt, 1086 ; Daudkhani, 1087 ;

Ddula, 886 , Daung-aaba, 824 ,

Daungthan, 742; Daur, 1121 ;

Daurt, 290 ; Daurva, 463.
David's Tears, 393.
Dawai, ddivi, 1120-1 , Daza, 1003.
Deadly Nightshade, 96.
Debbboeasia, 160, 164, 924.
Dedhaon 'janum, 1143.
Deer, 644 ; . . Muak, 785 ; ... Skins,

632.
Dega, 132; Dezkna, 780; Demeahek,

994.
Denubocalamus, 101, 104, 116.
Dendu, 399 ; Denga, 102.
Dentoxide, 1077.
Deo, 197 ; Deoband kawdra, 449 ; Deo

bans, 100; Deoddr, dedwar, see Cedrus

,

Deo-gadt, 936 ; Deo kapda (Cotton),
676, 686 ; Deo mngal, 99 ; Deora, 418.

Debris euliptioa, 646.
De-achoma, 261 ; Deaee, deal, deahi

(country), 695; ... (Aloe), 34;
(Betel Vine), 892 ; . . . (Cluster Bean),
449 ; . . .

(Cotton), 681, 683-4, 693 ;

. .
.
(Jute Fibre), 418 ; . . . (Silkworm),

906. 997 ; (Tobacco). 798 ; . .

Deai pdt (Jute), 403.
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I>B8MOJ>IUM, 863.
Des'ual, 407, 418.
D^iiaddram (Bastard Soiidal), 526

;

DevadAru, boo Cedar.
Covil Kish, 543, 640.
Dhat (Tacca pinnatifida), 116;

(VVoodfordia floribunda), .1121
Dhaincha, 892 ; Dhdk, 188-9
Dhdkar. 833 ; Dhak c.hamhoi, 486 ;

Dhakkai, 787 ; Dhakki, 14 ; Dhalim,
909 ; Dhdman, 624 ;

Dhan (Rico),

824 ; Dhamd, dhanya (Coriandrum),
427 ; Dhamcha, dhuncha, 987 ;

Dhanla, 22 ; Dhanna, 446 ; Dh^
rambe, 552 ; Dharauli, 1 132 ; Uhd-
taki, 1121 ; Dhattura, dhatura (Da-
tura), 268, 488 ; Uhau, 71 ; Dhau-
ka-gond, 1121 ; Dhaukra, 71 ; Dhaul,
dhaur (Sugar-cane), 93.5, 937 , Dhau-
la-khejra (Acacia), 18 ; Dhaura
(Anogeissus), 70, 188, 1005 ; ...
(Indian Millet), 1032 ; ... (Lager-
strojmia), 701, 1006, ... dhaula
(VVoodfordia floribunda), 1120—1 ;

Dhavada, 70 ; Dhavadina, 1121; Dhea-
yhal, 04 , Dheh, 769 ; Dhenras, 631.

Dhobis’ Earth, 113, 359.
Dhobi-ghaa, 463 ; Dhoh ki gagh, 399 ;

Dhorbeula, 908 ; Dhoti, dhuti, dhotar,
618, 023 ; Dhowda, 640 , Dhudtd
pathar, 562 , Dhulua, 886; Dhumuriya,
22 ; Dhuna, dhrui, 247 ; Dhuncht,
987 ; Dhundul, 755 ; Dkup (Indian
Olibanum), 174 ; . (Pine tree),

889 ; . . . Himalayan (.Junnea), 821 ,

Dhupada, 1 105 ; Dhupadi-enne, .553 ;

Dhtipddni, 402 ; Dhur danger, 732 ;

Dhiirra, dhaura, dura (Sorghum),
1032.

Dhurrin, 767, 1040.
Dhustura, 488 ; Dhuti and San, 1008 ;

Dhum, 1121 ; Dhzo, 733 ; Dialacea,
1054 ; Diambc, 250.

Diamond, 556 ; . . . Koh-i-nur, 1 ; . . .

Vallum and paste, 561.
Didr, 291 ; Dib, 777.
Dichopsis (= Palaquium) (Gutta-per-

cha), 627-8.
Dieng latyrpat (Cassia Lignea), 311 ;

Dik Oil ( Anacardium), 66 ; Dikckan,
936-7 ; Dila (Cyporua), 465 , . .

(Reed), 777 ; Diltya, 22.
Dill, 879.
D1T.I.KNIA SPECIOSA, 406.
Ddpasand (Luifa xgyptica), 755 ,

. (VV’^ater-melon), 317 ; Dimakso,
994 ; Dimeri, 638 , Dingkain, 914 ;

Dingea, 888 ; Dingkurlong, 781.
Dio»py»08, 498-9, 646.
DipCAKDI tTNICOLOB, 1049.
Diplachnb fusca, 54.
DipTEBOCARPtrs, 128, 499-603, 640, 812.
Diseases and Peats, 4, 36, 48, 78, 87,
. 198, 228-9, 353-4, 383-7, 416, 434,

610-1, 679-80, 686, 727, 742-3,

803-4. 830, 843,'872, 900, 918, 936,

941 977. 988, 1000-2, 1034-6.

1091-2, 1115, 1117, 1134. •

Distiller’s Bark, 15, 759, 1047.

Dita-bark, ditain, 60, Diva, 116;
Divi-divi, 71, 191-2 ; JMvy-halaaa,
divy-jack, 94 ; Djagomutri, 103?

;

Do, 1082 ; Doar, 124 ; Docha, 260.
DoCYNIA INDICA, 911. «

Dodan, 979 ; Dodda-batta, 838 ; Dod-
dadana, 737 ; Dodda-jirage, 887. •

Dooon.ea viscosa, 190, 1006.
Dogla, 736 ; Dogru, 1080 ; Dokd, 884 ;

Dokuyenoabura, 46 ; Dola, 502.
Dolichos, 296, 301, 503-10

; 770, 871,
880, 882, 1036, 1107.

Dolomite, 710.
Dolu (Himalayan

. . . (Teinostachyum
. . kurta, 628.

Dots Oil, 120 ;

Rhubarb), 912 ;

Dullooa), 104 ;

Domba Oil, 204.
Dong, 733 ; Dongi, 99.
Donkeys, 761.
Don-zat, 140 , Doom, 73.
Doorwa Grass, 463.
Dord, 881 ; Doron. 532 ; Doaray, 439 ;

Douro, 1032 ; Doutha, 403.
Doves, 133, 135-6.
Dowla, 640 , Doyer aadki, 124 ; Doza-

kaia, 439.
Dragon’s-blood, 202.
Drdkahd, drakaha-pondu, 1112 , Dral,

169 ; Drek (Persian Lilac), 780 ;

. . . (Pistacia Khinjuk), 901.
Drills, 623.
Dnnkhari, 487 ; Dro, 1082.
Drongo, Racket-tailed, 132-3.*
Drawl, 290. *-

Dryobalanofs, 244-5.
Dachoma, 249 ; Dua, duan, 180 ;

Dub, 54, 463.
Ducks, 134, 136.
Duck’s-foot, 904.
Dud-chhena, 47.5 ; Dudeli, 531 ; Du~

dhar, 732 ; Dudhi (Euphorbia pju-
lifera), 531 ; ... dudhia (Wheat),
1086, 1092 ; . . . (Wrightia), 1131-2 ;

Dudhia (Aconite), 20, 23 ; ... (Great
Millet), 741, 1039; ... (Hemp Nar-
cotic), 258 ; Dudi mara, 621 ; Dugu,
Goat. 744-6 ; Dukdk kundar, 174 #

Dukkar, 762 ; Dula, 629 ; ,
Dullooa,

104 , Dumai, 831 ; Dumba, 747,
749 ; Dumbur, dumer, 638 ; Dumkt-
mirchi, 890 ; Dummele, 525 ; Dun,
Dundtgapu, 700 ; Dungra, 437 ;

Dunkotah kaghuti, 486 ; Dupa ma-
ram, 1106; Dupatti, 311 ; Dura,
1032 ; Duren, 610 ; Duranji, 71 ;

Durhie, 642 ; Duri, 135.
Durian, 610.
Durum (wheat), 108S.
Duahtapuchattu, 901.
Dusta, 140 ; Duyin, 510 ; Devaddram,

525 ;] Dtuaeala (Elephant), 697.
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Dye, Akalb-^*, 48T ; . . Al, 783 ; . .

.

Alizarine. Aniline, 345 ; . . . Aebarg,
491 ; . Butea, 189 ; . . . Carthamine,
276—80; . . . Chay-root, 821; .. . Cochi-
neal, 349 ; ... Cutch, 8-14 ; . .

,

Gamboge,^ 664 ; ... Henna, 708 ;

• . . . Indigo, 660-86 ; . . Kamela,
765-0 ; . Lac, Lode, 1053

;

Madder, 927 ; . . Mjrrobalans, 1074—
5 ; . . . Rum, 1051 ; . . . Sappan, 194—

,6 ; . . Turmeric, 446-8.
Dyowa hdna, 100 ; Dyva nerma capasa,

580 ; Dzu (Beer), 396, 758 ; Dzu
(Egyptian Arum), 398.

Eagle-wood, 72.

Earth-grass, 461.
Earthnut, 74, 83, 771, 812, 816.
Ebony (Ehana), 498 ; . . Coromandel.

499.
Eodysanthera (Rubber), 651.
Ecorce de Quinquina, ,302.

Eddoes, 398.
Edgewomhia, 486-8.
Ee-jtn, Ee-ytn, 396.
Egg-plant, 1026,
Eggs. 136-7.
Egrets, 139-40.
Etkmwe, 701 , Eilya, 59 ; Eietlr, 781 ;

Eld, 91 , Ekka (Pony), 7.>1 ; Eld,
eldcht, elecht, 511-7.

Ei..®orAitj’t;s, 28.
Eldkai, 611 : Eld-kandiea, 514; Elan-

dap, 1143 ; Eld-tari, eldttari, 511 ;

ElcMb, 66 ; Elem^ichum, 326.
Eloochi^is, 460.
Eleplmnt, 696 ; . . . Foot, 65 ; . . Grass,

777 ... . Tooth (Ivory), 697.
ELETTAB14., 66 , 611-7.
Eieusine, 78, 267, 610, 768, 988, 1046.

1107.
El hule macho (Mule Rubber), 650

;

Eho, 69 ; Elkaue, 366 ; Ella-kura,
114; Elokeahv, 1027 ; Elupay, 1072.

EiBbrevade, 1 96.
Emery-stone, 428.
Emnier (Wheats), 1087.
Emperor’s Seeds, 267.
EKyda (River Turtle), 1080.
Endi, 1011 ; Eng tree, 600, 640, 812 ;

^n-khyen, 990 ; Ennei, 499 ; Enaal,
611.

Ephedra, 769.
Er (Plum), 906; Era, 1011.
Ekagrostis, 54.
Erand, ' erarida (Castor), 916; Erandi

(Sumach), 914.
Erebinthos, 296.
Ergot, 456.
Eri (Castor-oil Plant), 916 ; . .

.
(Silk-

worm), 1011-3^ 1144; Ericu, 206;
Eri-muga, 1009 ; Eringolam, 313.

Erinoaia, 610.
Ebioohitom', 229.

Eriodendkoh, 168, 369, 521-3, 571.
Ehiophorum, 694.
Ermine, 632.
Erra jiluga, 987 ; Erragandhapu-chek-

ka, 909.
EbUCA SATIVA, 180, 184.
Erukkqm, erukku, 205 ; Ernvadz, 484 ;

Enadoa (Anise), 887.
Ervalenta, 709.
Ervaru, 438.
Ervum (— Lons), 298, 708-9, 903.
Erysiphe (Tobacco Mildew), 804.
Ebythrina, 49, 84, 226, 309, 379, 383,

894, 1 1 16-7.
Eaeah (Frankincense), 174.
Esparto, 103, 432, 89''., 8('.7 8.

Essence d’Onent, 647.
Ethiopian Rosin, 1054.
E 1JCAI.Y pros, 3H3.
Evoenia, .')25-30. 887, 1005, 1046.

1 109, 1111.
Euiophta, 962
Etjonymds, 190.
Euphoriua, 49, 630-1, 546. 627. 771,

895.
EupoDuris, 134, 140.
EuTROPtiCJiTiiYS VACHA (Bassa Fish).

642.
ExC/Ecaria, 74, 531.
Exobasidium vexaxs (Blister Blight),

229.

F
Fagan, Fagu, 537 , Fakdi, jakiri,

1116.
Falcons, 133.
Falgur, 141.
Fan Manufacture, 114.
Faraida, 141 , Farftrdn, 554 ; Fasttki

kerasz, 656.
Fats, 811, 813-4.
Fauffl, 891.
Feathers, 138-42.
Fel. 26.
Feus, 632.
Fennel, 212, 551, 820 ; . . . Small, 811
Fenugreek, Fenugrcec, Foemgrsecuni,

665, 666, 820, 1081.
Ferments, 768.
Febonia, 20, 28.
Fertilisers and Manures, 767-73.
Fever-nut, 100-1.
Ficxjs, 383, 636-9, 1000, 1005, 1067 ,

. . Elastica (Rubber), 661—5.
Fig, India-rubber, 651 ; ... Smryna,

637.
Ftl, 696 ; Filfil dardz, 891 ; Ftlfilgtrd,

896 ; Filing, 104 ; F%l-y-AgvMa, 31.
Finch, 132 ; . . Indian or Rose, 133 ;

Finch-lark, 136.

Fish and Fisheries, 639—51 ; . . . Devil,
643, 540 ; . . Glue, 64.3 ; . . Kalban,
642 ; ... Maws, 643 ; . . . Milk, 547 ;

. . . Oil, 645, 812 ; . Roe, 546; ...

Scales, . . . Skins (Shagreen), . . .
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Tamarind, 547 , . Tiiotli (Ivory),
699 ; . Walking, .542

Fi-itula, Purtjing, 287.

Flacherie, 995, 999, 1000, 1001.
Flachs, soe Flax.
Flag-annatto, 143.

'

Flag, Sweet, 24.

Flax, 719-25, 868 ; . . . Travancore, 431.
Flea-bane, 9.3.

Floricans, 134, 138, 140.

Flour, 1100, 1101-4.
Flowerpickera, 132.

FntjEOGiA, 646.
Fly-catchers, 132.
Fly, Green (on Tea), 228 ; . Tachmid,

1001.
FCKNICTTIiUM, 212, 5.51-2.

Fcenigii.®cum, see Fenugreek.
Foha Alalabathii {TfjjMt), 311, 313.
Fonay, 101.
Foot and Mouth Disease, 742.
Forgo~nari, 493.
Fox, 632.
Fn-^NooLiNtrs (Black Partridge), 133 4.

Frankincense, 173,
Froment (Wlieat), 1082.
Fuel, Patent, 347.
Fufal, 83.
Fuller’s-earth, 61, 329.
Fumo-crespo (Tobacco), 794.
FuNTtiMiA KLASTicA (Hubbcr), 665.
Fur, 632.
FuBCRiEA, 33, 38 -9, 43.

Fusakium (Tobacco Disease), 803.

Q
Odb (Diospyros), 498 , Oaba (Castor-oil

Plant), 916 , Oabina, 95 ; Gabruna
(Check Fabrics). 018 ; Oabtir, 2 ;

Qach (Betel Vine), 892 , Oach (Plas-
ter of Pans), 716 , Qach-chakaya,
190 , Odchi, 885 ; Gach-marich, 267 ;

Gad, 746 ; Oadi-janu, 1031, Gadoreji,
987 ; Oaduwa, 441.

Gadwall (Bird), 134.
Qagalt, 73, Gager, 489, Gdgli, 604;
Qahat (Horse-gram), 504 ; Oahu,
1082 ; Oahung, 1082 ; Qai, gau
(Oxen), 732 ;

Oaibogla, 139 ; Qainls,
734; Od^jar, 489; Odjarghota, 191 ;

(Jajjara-kellangu, 489 ; Oaji%, Gajkai,
190-1 ; Oal, 988 ; Gdld, 1053.

Galangal, 60, 821.
Qatar tori, 1081.
Galbanum, 635.
Qalboga, 888 ; Qal-chekan, 117 ; Gal-
dam, 906.

Galena, 57.
Qdli, 664; Oalichaa (Carpets), 271,
275 ; GaUah, 202 ; Oalla-jari, 1031.

Gallinaqo (Snipe), 134.
Gali/US (Fowls), 134, 136, 140.
Oalona, 72 ; Gam, 1082 ; Oambe, 144.
Gambler, 10.
Gamboge, 562, 554.

Game-birds, 134.

Gdmur, 842 ; Oanara-bhang, 265

;

Qanda-biroza (Ferula Galljaniflua),

635; Oandahiroza (Pine Resin), 889;
Oandada, 976 ; Oandalun, 486

;

Oarulel, 96 ; Qandeli, 1112 ; Gander,
462 ; ^

Oandha, 976 ; dtandha-beni,
459 ; 'Qandham, 909 ; Gandhi, 462 ;

Oandi, 451 ; Oandord, 884 ; Gandum,
1082 , Oaner, 96 ; Oangai, 755 ;

Ganga-julu, 250; Gangdjuh, lOSH;
Oangakurza, 446 ; Oanga toria, 177 ;

Oangrt, 581 ;
Oangwa, 631 ; Oanhar,

63 ; Qanhel, 96 ; Oania (Jute), 409 ;

Ganja, 189, 249, 260-3, 1040.
Oanja agreatia, 408.
Ganja-gnha, 249.
Ganja aativa (= Corchorus capsularis),

406, 408
Ganjdyt, 249 ; Oannd (Sugar-cane),

I

930, 934, 936, 944.

I

Oantelu, 869 ; Oanthtan, 686 ; Ganycri,
1144, Oao-ahir, 635; Gara-hatana,
1072 ;

Gara-tiril, 499 ; Oarbanzoa,
garavnnres, garvanoea, etc , 295, 298.

Gakctkia, 143, 812, 1109.
Gardahi, 906 ,

Qard bhang, 260.
Gardenia latifolia, 190.
Gard Fish, 546.
Oargan, see GarJan.
Gart-knlay, 564; Oariofilua (Caryo-

phyllon), 627 ; Garjan (Oargan or
Wood-oil), 499, 501-3 ; Ghrjara, 489,

Garlic, 58, 1110, 1141.
Garnet. 428, 669, 716.
Gam, (Rice), 824 ; Garri garu, '\'Bam-

boo), 99 ; ... (Lignum Al^e), 72 ;

Garur, 1 40. s
Garvance, see Garbanzos.
Garvi (Elousine), 518. ,

Gas, Chlorine, 56 ; ... Coal, 344 ;

Liquor, 48 ; . . . Mond or Water, 347.
Gaah^aaha, 846; Gathd, 1137: Ga-

thirt, 525 ; Gatine, 1001 ; Gatra-
bhanga, 252 ; Gaud, 1061 ; Oaudi,
1044 ; Gaukungchi, 192 ; Oaum^i,
627 ; Gaungchi, 1 ; Gaunri, 1080 ;

Gaur (Indian Bison), 733 ; Oauaam,
980 ; Oavari, 248 ; Oavuldu, 269 ;

Gaitm, 1082 ; Gaya (Guava), 907 ;

, .(Betel-nut), 83; Qaya-habul, 14.

Gayal (or Mithan Ox), 644, 735.
Gazara, 489.
Gazelle, Indiem, 644.
Gebeli, 1140.
Geese, 134, 136.
Geh, 428 ; Gihun, 1082 ; Gela-mdh,

196.
Gelatin, Gelose, 695.
Oelotophyllie (Laughing Leaf of Pliny),

269.
Oenaau, 496 ; Geneo-^uUv, 843 ; Oen-

gri, 484.
Gbsttiana Kurboa, 406.
Gear, 531 ; Gera erumi, 732.
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Geranoil, 462. 457. Gold Thread, 405.
Geranium, 405 ; . . . East Indian, 451 ; Ooh, 742 ; Goli ganja, 261 ; Qolkali,— W^LLICHIANTJM, 130. 1116; Ool-methi, 466; Oolpatta,
Oergehm, 982 ; Geria (Blinding Tree), golphal, 776 ; Oom, 1082 ; Oomen,

631 ; ... (Suseda nudiflora), 114 ; 64 ; Oomode, .528.

Oeru, gerwar, 1091 ; Oeva, 631 ; f/omuto Eibrt, 91.
> Qhafiz, 4^2 ; Ohdle, 902 ; Ohan- Oondhona, 886 , Oondula, 845 ; Oom,
gra, 1107; Ghantd, 402; Oha- 400,* 409 , Oooakapully, 548; Oope,
ram, 842 ; Ohartdm, 764 ; Oharki, I 101 ; Gora, 326, 1107 ; Qorachahra,
73 ; Ohati, 433 ; Qhatiaa, 1125 ; 976 , Ooraka, 652 ; Ooral, 644 , Gora

fOhatyari, 461 ; Ohavum, 1082. land, 11.3; Qordn, 293; Oordon,
Ghee, see Qhi ; Qhenra, 930 ;

Gherkin, 631 , Oorwa, 99 ; Gosai, 610 ;

439 ; Oheru, 981 ; Qhesx, 911 ; Qhx Ooahitm, 980 ; Gnah-wdra, 902.
(Ghee), 118, 120, 168, 281, 399, 469. Goaaatnptnea, Oossi/mpinea, Gosaypion,
473, 478-82, 655, 739, 742, 812-5, 521, 571
986, 1088, 1105 Gossyph m, 669-624, 812. 924.

Qhtd-taroi, 766 ; Ohi-kunvdr, 59 ; Oht Ootu, 89 , Gouraka, .543 . Oourt, 1044 ;

nalta pat, 406; Ghirta-kunvdr, 69; Gouri-bet, 201; Gour-fota, 141;
Ohoda, 1120; Ohogal, 460; Ghol- Oourubaii, 120; Goyar, 1 11 , Oo-
dxihi, 47.5 ; Ohora, 100 ; Ghora mut/a, zatig, 96.

882; Gflora mm, 780 ; G/iorara, 930 ; GiVtACU.aria. {Agar, agar), 695.
Ghore-aann, 409 , Ohorkpulh, 662 ; I Graekle, Indian, 133.
Ohorpalla, 748 ; GhoadU, 756 . Gram, Miipk, 786.
Ohoaha-lald, 755 ; Ohota, 2.58 ; Oho- Grain-.. d’Anihrette, 629.

,
tdghauho, 554 ;

Ghrita, 470, 478 , Gram, Common or Bengal (Cicer arie-
Ghua, 930 ; Ghmdn, 446 ; Ohum, tinum), 295-302, 607, 698, 603, 643.
1082; Ohunt, 751; Ghurt, 113; 704, 706, 726, 728, 835, 917, 1037,
Ohurkce, 73; Ohurumha, 316; 1089, 1097, 1109;.. Kabuh, 298-9;
Ohwareahtat, 906 , Giagra, 931 , Cow, more correctly Cow Pea
Giam, 291 i Oidar-ddk, 000 ; Oidhro. (Vigna Catjang), 1036, 1107; ...
437. Green (Phaseoliis radiatus), 882 ;

Giqantochloa, 103-4. . . . Horse (Dohchos biflorus), 300-1,
Oih, gehdrf, giun (Wlieat), 1082 ; Gil 603-7.

(Clay), 327 , Chla, 190 ; Gilaa, 906 ; Gbana fina and G. sylvestkis, 347.
Gilaundah, 117 ; Oilike mara, 537 ; Grape Fruit, 32.5.

Oinfeli, Gingolly, see Sesame Grape-vine (Black Hamburg, Black
Ginger,, 48, 60, 446, 497, 1139—43; Monukka, Faquira, White Masca-

. . .aBlack, 1142; . Mango, 443. dine. White Portugal), 1043, 1046,
Ginger-grass Oil, 461-67. 1109 -10, 1112-20.
Oingx, gijigi-lacki-lacki, 249 ; Otni Gra-ss, Bermuda, 463 ; . . . Blue, 463 ;

gawat, gim hullu, 843 ; Oinjil-achz- . . Cuba, 1031 ; . . . Esparto, 103, 432,
lachi, 249', Oinai-khiav, gin ain, i\39. 865, 867-8; ... Ginger, 461; ...

Gibabdinia, 161, 161—2, 2.50, 924. Guinea, 843; ... Johnson, 1031 ;

Oirbuti, 96; Otun, giyonaaba, 1082. .. Bemon, 457-60; ... IPerfume
Glass, Pot€ish, 49. yielding, 450-61.
Gltiuber’s Salt, 56. Oraaaerie, 1000-1 ; 1007.
Glue, 696. Gravancos, see Garbanzos.
Gmeeika ABBOBEA, 49, 1012. Gray-fowl, 134.
Onathiet, 138 ; Oniet, 889 ; Gnua, 531 ; Grebes, 142.

Qoa-mircka, 265. Gbevillea, 383.
Goats, 644, 743. Gbewia, 624, 924.
tloat-ant^Iope, 644. Grim (Barley), 642.
Goat, Paahm, 744 ; ... Persian Wild, Grisamber, 64.

131, 743. Groom, 201.
Goatsuckers, 132. Groimd-nut, 74—83, 226, 477, 741, 986,
Oobaria, 23; Oobia, 101; Oobli, 3; Grouse, 134.

Qobriya, 22 ; Ooda, 99 ; Ooddu Grub, Black, 387.
tunga, 466; Oodhi, godhuma, 1082; Orundi {Caator), see Araud-, Oaer {Gold),
Qodi-babul, 3 ; Qodumai, gddu- 666 ; G?ua, 83.
mulu, 1082 ; QodUnika, 776 ; Go- Ouaiacum officinale, 484.
ghari, 683—4 ; Oogu, 630, 1036 ; Guano, 138, 769.
Oohum, 1082 ; Ooindu, 499 ; Ooira, Ou&r (Cluster Bean), 449 ; . . . (Horse-
16 ; Ookal-dhup, 248 ; Oola-bet, gram), 604,
202 ; Oolab jam, 163 ; Oolafula, 742 ; Guava Cheese, 907.
Oola-methi, 467 ; Qoldp, 926. ^ Cfuch, 746 ; Quda, gula, 931 ; Oudai’
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tvach, 313 , Ouga, 499 ; Ougal
(Shorca), 990 ; Qugala, gugal. gug-
gal, gugar (Commipohora), 400

;

Ougal dhup, 248 ; Ouggar, guggula
(Boswell la), 174 ; O^uglt, 1 106 ;

Ougul, see Ougal dhup
Gtiinea Corn, 1031 , . . Fowl, J^O >

Grass, 843.
GmZOTIA ABYSaiNTt’A, 600, 626, 812.
Chu-jar, 96 , Ou-kikar, 14 ,

Oukul,
gukkal, see Ougala-, GuZ (Sugar), see
Our ; ... (Woodfordia Honbunda),
1121; Oula (Finns), 889. Oulab,
gnldh (Rosa), 926 6 ; Oulah-jaman
(Eugenia), 526 : Oulal, 195, 1080

;

Oular (Ficus), .638 ; Ovl-bodla, 1051 ;

Ovlga (Nipa), 778 ; Ouli (Capparis),
264 ;

Oul jahl, 492 ; Gulli (Coral),

989 ; Gnlli bonli, 14 , Oulmxrch
(Piper), 896 ; Oulu (Storciilia), 1051.

Gums, Reams and Inspissated Saps
(Extracts) : Almond, Plum, Cherry,
etc., 905-6. Amritsar, 15;
Arabic (European), Barbary, Blue
Nile, Kordofan, Mogador, Morocco,
Senega), Soudan, Suakini, etc., 15-8 ;

... Arabic (Indian and East Indian),
Ghati, 2-6, 16-8, 290; ... Areca,
89-90 : . . . Asafetida and Galbanuni,
633-6

; . . Baol, 26-7 ; . Bassora,
Hog, Kattla, 95, 168, 1050-1, . .

Bdellium (Indian), 400; , . Benja-
min (Benzoin), 1052 , . . Burmese
Varnish, 779-80 , . . Camphor, 244—
7 ; . . Catechu, 9 : . . Dammar
(Black), 247-8 ; . . . Dammar (White)
(Piney Varnisli), 1105-6;
Dragon’s-blood (East Indian). 202 ,

. . Dhaura, 70—1 , ... Eaglewood
Resin (Lignum Aloes), 72 ,

Frankincense (Indian Olibanum),
174 ; . Oarjan, 501-3 ; . Gutta-
percha, 025-8 , Hnnza, 14—6 ;

. Indian-Heinp (Dhartq, Oharas,
Oanja), 258—63 ; . India-rubber,
647—60 ; . . Kino, Bengal (Biitea),

189; . Kino (Pterocarpus), 908;
. Lac, 1053—66 ; . Marking-niit,
981 ; ... Mdcha-raa (Silk Cotton),
168 ; . Nim and Bastard Cedar,
780—1 , Opium, 845—61 , Pial,
188 ; ... Rusot, 130 , Siris,

46-0 ; . . Taramahaca

,

204 ; ...
Tragacanth, 95.

Gumlacro or Gumlaek (Tachardia),
1065.

Qummadi, 441 ,
Gummi Gutti, 17 ;

Qumuti, 91 ; Oun (China or Rhea
Grass), 144, 152, 161, 260; Oun
(Yam), 494, 496 ; Ounara, 842

;

Ounch, 643 ; Ounda-gilla, 120 ;

Qundhabena, 461 ; Oundra (Sac-
chorum arundmaceum), 929 ; ...
(Cyperus rotundus), 466 ; Oiin-
droi, 310 : Qundiisani-ghelu, 903

;

Gungoll, 326 ; Ouniyun, 283 ; Ounj,
260 , Ounihd, 1 ; Ounnia, gunny
(Sacking), 161, 409-10 ; sQunober,
888 ; Oun-serai, 310 ; Our, gul
(Coarse Sugar), 170, 293, 399,
807, 886, 931, 941, 94i5, 1109-10;
Ouramya-alu, 493, 490 , Ourap%~
hadam, 1050 ; Our-bhdnga, gul-
bhanga, 250 ; Ourellu, 625 ; Qdrgi- •
yah, 461 ; Qurgu, 901 ; Ourgur, 392 ;

Ourial, 139 , Ouri-ginjd, 1 ; Ourjat
ganja, 261 ; Ourmdla, 287 ; Ourwa,
16 : Qute, Outherewan, 742 ; Qdti,
1005.

Gutta-percha, 205, 630, 625-8,
Qutta-pulei, 627 ; Outti bira, 755 ;

Oui’ar (Cyamopsis), 449, 871, 949,
1 141 ; Ouzhad, 95 ; Qwal kakri,
1081 ; Owan, 902 ; Gwon, 144, 260 ;

Oyawa, 104.
Gymnema tinqeks, 664.
Oyngey, 666.
Qynocardia onoRATA, 546, 1067.
Oyo, 980.
Gypsum, 53, 534, 716, 77

L

H
Haben.miia, 963
HabH, 445, Habsht, 11 16; Habush,

890 , Hadin', 572 ; Hddru, 499 ;

Hadua, 446. ,
Haenugreeb, 1081.
Hahik, 561 , Ham, 837 ; Hainojom, 97.
Hair, 188. 273, 1121-31.
Hatta, 1118 ; Hala, 914 ; HalaSi, 445 ;

Haldn, 294 ; Haldi, 445 ;• Haldt,
L56 ; Hahm, 903 , Halja,* 445 ,

Hallali, 633.
Hat.ocharis, 114 •

H.VI.OXYI.ON, 113-4.
Halpa, 102 ; Halra, 1073 ; Halud, 446;

Hdh'ik, 748 , Halvi, 518 ; Hahnva,
70 , Halwa, 929.

Ham and Bacon, 752—3. ^
//mil (Monal Pheasant), 141 , Hammez,

295
Hamp, hampa, hampr, hanaf, hanf,

hanfr, liomp, 249
Hand, 430.
Hancobnia, 666. , ,

Handza, 757 ; Hankus, 643 ; Hanza,
14 ; Hdraka, 606 ; Haralu, 916 ;

Haramay, 144 ; Harbara, 296 ; Har-
harbara, 14, 17.

Hardwickia, 502.
Hargild, 140 ; Hari (Apricot), 906 ;

Hart (Hemp), 250 ; Haridli, 463 ;

Haribaval, 15; Harido, 1132; Hari-
drd, 445 ; Harik, 868 ; Hariman-
dkakam, 295—6 ; Hartman t’kaka,
296 ; Hari-rud, IM : Haritaki, 261 ,

Haritala, 92 ; Harnavdi, 915 ; Haro,
631 ; Harona, 197 ; Harrd, hdr,
1073; Haruan, 642; Hasaru, 881 ;
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[
Haahab, 16, Ila8isunth%, 1139;
Haspath, 638 ; Haswa, 792.

Hat Manufactiire, pith, etc , 29, 114.
Hatana, 1073 ; Hattan, 621-2 , Hato-

magi, 396 , Havija, 427.
Hawjis anc^ Hawking, 133-4
Hazel, Indian or Constantinople, 428.
Hearbe Bengalon, 208.
Heavy Spar, 57.
Hehaleu, 94 ; Hehu, 276
Heiiychium, 776.
Helianthus, 813.
Helicteres, 868
Hemicyclia, 190.
Hemileia, 384, 367, 369, 387
Hemp, Ainban, ambadi, or Deccan

(Hibiscus cannabinns), 50.5, 630, 924;
. . . Bowstring (Sansevieria Box-
burghiana), 975 ; . . . (Cannabis sa-
tiva), (Heinpo : Barren, Charle, Kim-
ble, Russian, Summer, Steele. Win-
ter). 19, 249-50, 284, 812. 815. 924.
1040, t047;

. . . Manila (Musa,
textilis), 44-6, 256. 430, 790, 924 ,. .

Mauritius (Furcrsca gigantca), 43;
. , . Perennial Indian (Abroma aii-

gusta), 1 ; . Pxui or Nepal (Maoutia
Puya), 103 , . Bajmahal (Mars-
dema tenacissima), 774 , . . Sisal,

Henequen, Sacqui or Sacci, Yashqin
or Yaxqiu (Agave), 31, 39, 436, 924 ;

. . ., iScyi, aunn (Crotalaria juncea),
Bombay, Brown, False, Jabbalpiir,
Salsette, Sind, 254, 266, 430-7 ,

. . . Tachftnamoo, 254.
Henrlfdiaom horee, ,564.

Hennn^ Henne, 700, 821
HenHup, 249 ;

Henzil, 316.
HEPTAPr.BURU'Vr HYPOLEUCUM, 30.
H6rdn, 94 5 ; Herba aancta rmnor, 793 ,

Hermodactyl, 398.
Herons, 139-40.
Herpa, 161.
Herring, Indian, 546-7.
I^eaar, 638 ; Head, 70 ; Heahmi,

heahim, 130.
HeteropanAX praoran.s

,
1012

Heteropoqon contobtu.s, 70.

Hevea (Rubber), 649, 655-7
Hewar, 16.

Hiapu, J44.
Hibiscus (Abelmoschus), 786 ; ...

(cannabinus), 251, 430, 605, 630-1,
808-9, 871, 924, 1036 ; . . . (tiliaeeus),

770.
Hige, 498 ; Hijli, 06 ; Hikai, 138 ;

Htkal, 288 ; Hila, 662 ; Hilikha,
1073 ; Hilaa (Fish), 640, 642, 644-
6, 647 ; Hiltut, 533 ; Htlwa, 248

;

' Hirnbawthi, 269 ; Himru (textile),

1126; Himai-mire, 890; Hinab,
249 ; Hx.ndi-^dddm, 1073 ;

Hindi-
revand chini, 912 ; Hindi-aanna
(Senna), 288 ; Hindwana, 317

;

Hing, 534 ; Hingdri, 1036 ; Hinge,

110; Hingli, 798; Hingra, 533-4;
Htngu, htmgu, 633—4 ; Hxppal-
nerali, 785 ; Hippe, 117 ; Hird, 656 ;

Hirada, 1073 ; Hirddokhi, 008 ;

Hirdka, 656 ; Hira-kaah, 498 ; Htrek,
499 ; Hxfva-cha, 469.

Hitcmenia oaulina, 444.
Httun, 908 , Hlawza, 760 ; Hlo aa,

906; Hlot-kung, 906; Hmanthin, 310;
Hmyaaeik, 71 ; Hnan, 981 ; Hnangi-
net, knangyi-phii, 986 ; Hobdra (Hoii-
bara Bustard), 140.

Hog-gums, see Cums.
HogId, 777.
Hogs, 762 , Hog-tragacanth, see Gums.
Hoi 778
Hol.4rrhena, 49, a to, 1132.
Holcxta Sot yh'im, see Sorghum vulgaro.
Hollt-t-upra, 498 , Hollong, 600
Hoi.otuurian, Edible, 122.
Hominy, 113S
Jfonioa , om-oa (dicer ), 29,5.

Honey, 128, 1109, Honey-sucker, 132.
Hoopoes, 132, 142.
Hopdri, 83.
Hupea odok.'Vta, 128.
Hop.s, Substitutes, 769, 1047.
Hobdeum (Barley), 49, 640-4, 1046.
Horee, 604
Horn, Hornmeal, 044-6.
Hornbills, 142
Horse Radish, 784
Horses, 749.
Horux-aurat, 101.
Hosiery, 623.
Hotte godhi, 1084, 1009 ; Hounc., 908 ,

Howalo, 1009; Hpetye, 151, 161;
Haae-dan, 02 ; H'aang, 707 ,

Haa-
nwen, 44.6 ; Htenru, 889 ; Hubahee
angur, 1114; HuchcheUu, .606, 025;
Hilda, 104 ; Hudhud, 142 ; Hukkn,
hukah, hookah, 99, 362, 646, 777,
811, 886, 1063; Hukm chil, 884,
Huicna, 140 ; Hulga, 604 ; Huli,
525 ; Hulle, 604 ; Hullo, kabbu, 937 ;

Hulluvh, 1072 ; Hnluparta, 520 ;

Hum, 140 ; Humez, 295 ; Hummatu,
488.

Humulus Lupunus, 769, 1047.
Hunaae, 1060 ; Hundt, 1039 ; Hundi-

bet, 201 ; Hung-hua, 277 ; Huni,
908 ; Hunia, 748 , Hum koku,
139 ; Hunna, hunu, 710 ; Hura,
1053 ; Hurali, 604 ;

Hurgalu, 294 .

Hurraaa, 1044; Hurrea, 1107,
Hurrial, 134 ;

Hurrxba, 133 ; Hu-
aaini, 1118; Huaal, 1052; Hulu
paria, 520 ;

Hyamaraka, 1131; Hyan,
746.

Hydrindigotm, 682.

lagra, 931.
Ibex, Himalayan, 644, 743.
Icha, 1121; Ichal, 885; Iddali kalu.
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762 : Iddallu, 333 ;
Ikam, 707 ;

Ikar, 929 ; Ikh, ik, vkhari, ikehu,

930 ;
Ila (Mackerel), 646 ; lla.

ella-kura, 114; Ilanff-tlang, 821;
Jlavam, 521 , Ildyeckt, 511 ,

Jldyecht-ddni, 65 , Ille, 498 ; Illipi.

117, 120; Jllupet, illupai, 116-7,
llta, 103 . Ilva, 59 , Imphe^ (Sot-
ghiiin), 929, 1041 ; Jn, 500 , Inan.
144, Jnbo, 500, Inchi, 1139, Ind, 915

Indaoonite, indaconitine, 23.
Indarjau, 1131.
Indian-grass Oil, 451.
Indian Nut, 3.51.

India-rubber, 383, 647-60.
India-rubber Fig, eoe Ficus elastica.

Indioan, 682
Indico, see Indigo.
Indicolhte, 563.
Indiglufin, 682.
Indigo (Indigofora), 49, 115, 447-8,

660^85, 770-1, 955; .. . Assam (Stro-
bilanthes), 1051 ; . . .White, 712

Indigotm, 682 , Indirubin, 682.
Indrdcdna, 251 ; Jndraaana, Indra-

aaana, 249, 252.
Indra’e-food, 251-2.
Jndrdyan (Citrullus Colocynthis), 316 ;

Indrayan (Cuoiitnis tngonus), 440
Ingani, 702 ; In-ge-li, 540 ; Inguva,

534; Inhame, 496; Inji, 1139.
Jn-kohe, 500.

Insects (Insecta), 685-6 (Econoniic),
686 (Parasitic), see Diseases and Pests.

Iodine, 50
lonone, 458.
loros, 132.
Ipomoea, 686-8, 822, 1120.
Jppa, 116-7 ; Jrai, 204 ; Irakalli, 103 ;

Jrdo, 700 ; Ire, 655 ; Ireval-chtmp-
pal, 554; Irhu, 116; Irox, 732;
Jrojdppu, 926 ; Irpt, 116; Irul, 1 03.

IsATis tinctobia, 663.
Jabadt, 991.
IscH.®MnM, 98, 115, 188, 694-5, 776,

865, 808.
laer, 905.
Isinglass, 542-3, 696
lakil, 1049 ; Ismad, 72.

laonandra, 628.
Isoprene, 649.
Jta (Wild Date), 886 ; ltd, (Soap Nut),

979 ; Itchumpannay, 885 ; Iti

jitengi, 484 ; Ivak-chdr, 48.
Ivory, 696-9, 776.
Iwara memadt, 555.
IXOBA PABVIFiORA, 190.
Ixtle Fibre, 44.
Izkhir, 461.

Jacana, 134.
Jack-fruit (Artocarpus integrifulia), 66,

87, 94, 899.
Jtuonet, 623.

Jade, .ladeite, 560-1, 716.
Jddi, 1068 ; Jadu palang, 113 ; Jadvar^

20 ; Jadwar, 491 ; Jafre^ 142 ;

Jdjran, 429 , Jagala, 1044 ; Jaga~
lagantt, 499 ; Jaggery, jagara, jagra,.

170, 293, 361-2, '714, 928, 931,
952, 1111 ; Jaghi, 141 ; 7agm, *888*
Jagya dumar, 638 ; Jahazx, 978 ^

Jax, 96 : Jainamaz, 275 ; Jaxphal
(Indiim Walnut), 47 ; . . . (Nutmeg),
791 : Jalalia, 1086. ,

Jalap (Ipomcea Purga), 086.
Jalap, Indian (Opercuhna Turpethum),

822.
Jdli (Cane), 202 ; . . (Cassie Flower), 14 ;

. . .
(Filagree Screen), 715 ; ... (Gum

Arabic Tree), 3 ,
Jalla bet, 202

Jalpai, 611 , Jalymar, 294; Jam,
626 ; Jdma betud, 100 ; Jamdl-gota,
437 , Jdmdh, 1086 : Jainan Plum,
525-0; 100.5, 1109-11; ...(Pome-
granate), 909 ,

Jamana (Hird Cherry),
906 , Jamani, 1110; Jamawar (Tex-
tile), 1125, Jamba (Cannabis eativa),

249, . . . (Guava), 907 ; . . . (Eruca
sativa), 180, 184 ; Jambava, 526 ;

Jambho, 180 ; Jambiri, 320.
Jambosa, 625-30.
Jambu, jambul, 626, Jamdani (Textile),

018 i Jamnapari, 745 ; Jamowa, 075 ;

Jandgi, 565; Jandel, 96; Janewa,.
54 ; Jangal ka parungi, 911 ; Jangal-
murgh (Jungle Fowl), 134-5, 140 ;

Jangi (Indian Hazel), 428.
Jangh (=;;Wikl) agar, 73 ; , . .~akrot, 47 ,

. . .-baiidm (Indian Almond), 4073 ,

. . .-hadam (Sterculia foetida), 1050 p

-bhang, 225 , . . -bhindt, ^29 ,

. . .-cht-chdndd, 1081 , . . .-haldxy

443 ; . . .-methi. 991 ; . . p^pli, 638 ;

. . -piydz, 1049 : . .-auran, 66 ;

. . -takUi, 288 ; Janhe, 868 , Janjida,
252 , Janthori, 755 ; Janumjan, 1143 p

Jao, 100.
Japan Wax, 914.
Jara, 916 , Jardmkuah, 462 ; JardmttXy

887 ; Jarang-gigi, 543 ; Jarat, 142 p

Jargadi, 392 ; Jargi, 1121 ; Jarhan,
832; Jan (Cotton), 577, 681, 594;
. . . (Ficus religiosa), 538 ; Jari,
Jerry (Indigo), 665 ; Jaria ahora,
973 , Jartkha, 882 ; Jaru, 1003 ;

*

Jarul, 701 ; Jarvo, 1003 ; Jdaovanda^
629 , Jaaha, 930.

Jasminxtm, 820-1.
Jasper, 562, 716.
Jaeta, 402 ; Jaaund, 71 ; Jdadt, 629 p

Jata, 406 ; Jatamdnax (Spikenard),
792 ; Jatamanex, Indian (Cyperus-
rotundus), 463, 466 ; JaU (Bamboo),
100; ... jatri (Mace), 791; Jatika,
1121.

Jatbobha, 699-700, lT)12.

Jatuka, 533; Jau, 116; Jauandra^
1032 ; Jav, 640 ; Javandla, 1032 p
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Javasa, 720; Jave, 1121 ; Jave
godhi, 1084, 1099 ; Jav%, 96 ,

Jawd^e, 290 ; Jaivdshir, 635 ; Jawi,
96 ; Jawolum, 134.

Jay. Blue, 132, 139-40, 142.
Jayd, 251 ; Jayanti, 987 ; Jaya-pdla,
• jaypdl, 437 , Jazugrt, 71 ; Jegachu,
764 ; Jei, 96 ; Jtku, 480 , Jelachi,
1143 ; J&mudu, 631 ; Jenappa,
janapa, 430 ; Jenu, 128.

.lequirity, 1.

Jeramanis, 887 ; Jeraaayna, 906 , Jeri,

192 , Jerry, see Jari ; Jeru, 1091.
Jesuit’s Bark (Cinchona), 302-10.
Jethi (Cotton), 681; ... (Rice), 832;

Jewar, 135, 141 ; Jewary, 1032
Jew’s Mallow, 405.
Jhadzcha-mitha, 48 , Jhampi, 2 ; Jhati,

1073 ; Jha'jhxndu, 1081 , Jhara,
824; Jharberi, 1143; Jhai ka-
namak, 48 ; Jhilma, 831 ; Jhznqd, I

754 ; Jhinuia, 833 ; Jhirina, 22 ;

Jhonkz, 392 , Jhdto, 406 , Jhulas,
116 , Jhungara, 843 ; Jhut, jhuto,

, ]h<}to (Jute), 400, 410, Jia, 249;
Jtbang, 1143; Jidi-mAmidi vtUu,
Jzdt vdte, 65 ; Jigurana, 141 ;

JiUedu, 205 , JiUi (Bamboo), 99

;

Jtnjali, jinjh, see Sesame ; Jinjini,
602; Jinaonge, 190; JioUah-matt,
292; Jird, jiraka, jirana, 442;
Jirah, 710; Jtrhul, 294; Jttangi,
484; Jiti, 774; Jivadah, 525,
Joba, 029.

Job’s Tears, 392-8.
Jod, 1084 , Jofu, 249 , ,Tojo, 1066 ;

Jo-kyl, 78.5 ; Jom, 121 ; Jonarta
(Milieat), 1087 ; Jondhala, 1031 ;

Jdndharzya, 809 ;
Jon-khar, 48 ;

Jonna,^ 1031 ; Jonua, 538 ; Jotia,
100 ; Jovi, 538 ; Jowa, 100 ; Jowari-
hatti, 584.

Judr, jotvdr (Indian Millet), see
Sorghum vulgare ; Jubla, 403 ; J udi,
681 ; Jugi Tugi, 132.

jfrai:,ANS, 700, 812.
Juki, 821.
Jujube, 1143-4
Junala, 1132 ; Junab, 430.
JxjNorrs, 432, 461, 466, 776.
.Jungle Fowl, see Jangal-murgh
Jungra, 312; Junrz, 1132; Junaong,

626; Jurt, 114.
JuBiNKA (Himalayan Dhup), 821.
Jurkanddlu, 161 ; Jusabar, 330.
Jute, juta (Corchorus), 405, 865, 868,

924, 1027—8 ; . . . Amorcan (Abutilon
jlvicenna), 2.

JvAili, 61 ; Jutta (Villebrunea), 164 ;

Juvani, jurani, 285 ; Juwa, 629.
Jyree Tea, 46, 237.

• K
KacU-amunak, 699 ; Kabdb-chlnl, 890 ;

Kabaing, 203 ; Kabdl, 884 ; Kabarra,
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264 ; Kabaung, 1051 ; Kabbar 463 ;

Kabbu, 990 ; Kabonan, 887 ; Kdbri,
276 ; Kabahing, 700 ; Kabud, 5.59 ;

Kabiitar, 134 ; Kdch, 489 ; Kachakra,
1079 , Kachan, 499 ; Kachang, 23 ;

Kachara, '466 ; Kachcha ahora, 973 ;

Kachchi, 398 ; Kachhur, 449 , Kach-
keld, kach-kula, 787—8 ; Kachndl,
kachndr, 121 ; Kachala, 489 ; Kachra,
438 ; Kachri, 640 ; Kachu (Catechu),
9 ; Kachu (Egjqitian Arum), 398,
788, 1140 ; Kachura, 444 ;

Kadakat,
1073 , Kadalaz, 295 ; Kadale, 1099—
1100 ; ... (Bengal Gram), 295 ;

Kadah, 701 ; Kadatni, 621 ;
Kadbi,

1034; Kaddu (Lagenarin), 70,0
Kadet, 429 , Kadi, 1108 , Kadh, 29.5 ;

Kadaaraiial, 248 ; Kadu (Carda-
mom), 612: Kadu (Squash Gourd),
441 , . . .-khajur, 781 , . . .-sirola,

755 , Kailuva-pal, 53 1 ; Kaffd,
86.5 , Kaffree-rnurich, 20i'

; Kdfur,
244 , Kafurl, 893 ; Kagara, 030 ;

Kagdia, kagdia-dhendor

.

28 ; Ka-
ghuti, 487 . hdghzi-mmbu, 326 ,

Kngiri ranket, 651 ; Kagli, 9 ;

Kagzi, 26 , Kahd, 415 ;
Kahnami

,

683-4 : Kahno, 1087 ; Kahrub, 64 ;

Kahruha, 1105, Kahu, 1072; Kahxvah,
364-5 , Kaiar, 888 ; Kaida, 777 ;

Kaxl (Blue Pine), 888 ; . . (Hima-
layan Ibex), 743 ; Kaim, 538 •

Kaimu, 121 ; Kaindal, 135 ;
Kaing,

777.
Kamit, 771.
Katyeni, 401 , Kaji, 186 ; Kd^la, 141 ;

Ka^li, 937, 942 ; Kajra, 1051 ;

Kdkachia, 191 ; Kakadi, kakdz,
kakkarik (Cucumis utilissimus), 439 ;

Kakari-kai, 438 , Kakar-aingz, 914 ;

Kaka-lati, 498 ; Kaklvan, 479 ;

Kakhi, 679 , Kakkatdn-mrai, 686 ;

Kaknai (Cucumis sativus), 439 ;

Kdknaj, 1120; Kdkra, kdkraaingi,
901 ; Kakri, kakur, kankur, see
Kakadx ; Kdkun, kakum, 988, 1135 ;

Kala-ala, (black-ginger), 1142 ; Kala-
bachnag, 21 ;

Kalabandu, kalabol,

69; Kalachi, 191 ;
Kdld-dana, 686;

. . . dhaturd, 488 ; . . . ganna, 936 ;

Kalaha, 638 ; Kdld haldi, 443 ;

Kalai, 433 ; . . . , kali, (Quicklime),
710; . , . -ka-pattar (Limestone),
7 10 ; Kala-jerah, -zerah, 28.3 ; kdld-
jira, 811; Kalak, 99; Kalaka,
270; Kdlakado, 1131; Kdlakdt,
906 ; Kola katwa, 981 ; Kalakut,
21 ; Kalamakk, 1118; Kdldmart, 896;
Kalambak, 325 ; Kalamet, 976 ;

Kalame, 838 ; Kalamohra, 21 ;

Kdld-mucha, 1031 ; Kala-nagkeaar,
311; Kalangart, 317; Kalango,
265 ; Kalangu, 496 ; Kdla-nvmak,
kdla-nun, 56 ; Kalapa, 350 ; KaUt-
pai, 296 ; Kaiar, 61 ; Kalarukh,
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484 ; Kdla sdka, 405 ; ... salajtt,

873 ; ... ehtm, 248 ; . . . ghtra, ahalfa,

1001 ; ... -airiB, 46 ; Kalath, 504 ;

Kdld-til (Niger Seed), 625 ; Kala Hi,

kala-tel, (Sesame), 981, 983 ; Kala-
titur, 134 ; Kala trumba,'5S2 ; Kala-
wah, 742 ; Kalaw-biv, kalawthee,
1067 ; Kala-zoun-si, 97 ; Jltalbir,

487 ; Kd1hond%, 1039.
Kale, 182.
Kalengi-canajava, 249 ;

Kalein, 191 ,

Kalfah, 314-5 ; Kalhenyok, 821 ;

Kah, 1116; Kah, see Kalai-,
Kalia, 103 ; Kalichas, 275 : Kali-
dudhi, 441 ; KdU-ghda, 463 ; Kdlij,
135 ; Kali-jadi, 936 ;

Kah-ka-
chuna, 710; Kdh ki gagh, 399;
Kdh kuahal, 1087 ; Kah hara, 774 ;

Kdli-miinnu, 327 ; Kalinhak, 326 ;

Kalinda, 310 ; Kalinga, 640 ; Kahrt-
gad, 317 ; Kahn, 271, 275 ; Kahnae,
393; Kali ring, 911 ; Kalivi, 270;
Kdlknahundd, 288 ; Kalkaatarr, 629 ;

Kalla bans, 100 , Kallar, 767 ; Kalli,

6.30 , Kdlmeg, 69 ; Kalint-adk, 686 ;

Kal mungil, 102 ; Kalo-bikhutna, 21 ;

Kalon, 903 ;
Kaldm) I, 811; Kalpam

(Hemp), 249 ; . . . (Substitute for

oil), 27 ; Kalpayzn, 499 ; Kdlun,
1107; Ko?!ina, 833 ; Kahiwara, 4:Q%.

Kamddh, 833 ; Karndkd, 780 ; Kama-
rakha, kamarangd, kamrangd, 97 ,

Kamarka'a, 189 ; Karnbild, 75.6 , Kam-
bUt-puch, isr, , Kambu, 78, 603, 869 ,

Kamela, kamala, .65, 75.6 ; Kamfer,
244; Kaynhyem, 160, Kaminian, 1052;
Kamld-neb-u, 322 ;

Kamma-regu, 94 ;

Kamoht, 887 , Kamrup, 1005

;

Kamxigu, 83 : Kamdn, 442 ; Kdmu-
rdli, 326 ; Kan, 270 , Kana, 929 ;

Kanabxra. 249 , Kdnagx, 791 ; Kanak,
1082 ; Kanakaphdla, kanaka, 437 ,

Kanal-myle, 140 ;
Kanalu, 196 ;

Kanaq, kanaa, 249.
Konara Nut, 362.
Kanbdr, 354, Kan-bhendt, 765, Kanch,

663 ; Kanchan, 1005 ; Kanchana, 50.6;

Kan-che, 930 ; Kanchwrai, 1051; Kan-
da (Onion), 58 ; ... (Tacca pinna-
tifida), 116 ; . . -godda, 65 ; Kandal
kema, 5.34 ; Kdnddtmruga-rmrattam,
908 ; Kdnddr, 990 ; Kandeb,
204 ; Kandtara, 276 ; Kandtka,
1144; Kandir, 249; Kandla, 121 ;

Kandnr, 902 ; Kangar, 1080 ; Kan-
ghi, 2 ; Kangji, 537—8 ; Kdngnt,
988 ; Kangra, 1031 ; Kangu (Italian
Millet). 843, 988 ; Kanha, 1072

;

Kanhlyem, 1051 ; Kanhya, 538 ;

Kanja, 190; Kdrijika, 1108; Kan-
jiram, 1061 ; Kank, 1082 ; Kankala,
890 ; Kankar (Cassie Flower), 14 ;

. . . (Lime), 608, 711 ; Kankura, 144 ;

Kankutake, 654; Kanli-kund, 116;
Kanmar, 979 ; Kannuchi, 888.

Kanoff, 630.
Kanrai, 1051 ; Kdna, 930 ; Kdnsa,

401 ; Kunai (Saccharun^ spon-
taneum), 930 ; . . (White Brass),

402 ; Kant, 249 ; Kanta-dlu, 496 ;

Kanta bana, 99 ; Kantqka, kantal,
kanthdl, 94 ; kantala, 3 1 ; Kantah
kakxtrt, 439 ; Kantali-kela, 787 ;

Kanta-airis, 46 ; Kantemath, 63 ;

Kanthan, 486 ; Kantidri, 276 ;

Kantoairayo, 16 ; Kanvi, 683-4«;
Kanytn (Spurgewort), 47 ;

(Oiptorocarpus), 499, 601 ; Kan-
ytngok, 500.

Kanyin Oil Tree, 601.
Kanyoung, 501 , Kanyun, 834 ; Kan-

zaw, 1 1 6.

Kaolin, 330.
Kaon, 988 : Kaorva, 3 ; Kaparda, 989 ,

Kapardaka-dhaama, 710; Kapaaiya,
629; Kaphztki, 164 ;

Kaphle, khaph,
1084, 1087 ; Kapz, 364 ; Kapiertet,
144 ; Kaplt, 755.

Kapok, 521, 571.
Kapat, 160 ; Kapti, 804 ; Kdpur, 244 ;

Kapurkachri, 776 ; Kar, karu,
(Rice), 836-8

; Kar, karar (Saf-
flower), 276 ; Kara, 640 ; Karafa,
72 , Karaxl, 102 ; Karazn, 902 ;

Karaka, 1073 ; Kdram (Carbonate
of Potash), 48 ; Karam (Myrrh),
400 , Karampu, 527 ; Kgran, 786 ,

Karanfal, 527 ; Karanqalli, 9 .

Karangi, 1066 , Karang kunthrikam,
248 . Karan; -cake, 948 ;

Karanknsa,
462; Karapu kongiham, 248? Ka-
rari, 141 , Karnundd, 270,» 1006 ;

Karaung, 190; Karawya, 2S4;*Kar-
bo, 732 ; Karbnz, 437 ; Karchi,
640 , Kardz, kardai, 276, 218 ; Kare,
498 ; Karedha, 1073 ; Kare kahbu,
937 , Karekai. 270 ; Karil, 264 ;

Kareta, 991 ; Kuri, 333 ; Karigo,
317, Karx’jzmgz, 811; Karikala,
139 , Kan manjal, 447 ; Karz-marg,,
499 , Kanm-polam, 1080 ; Karingi,
1132, Karinthagara, 908; Kdnt,
440 ; Karivana, 646

Kark, 102 ; Karka, 777 ; Karkach,
963 , Karkandhavu, 1143 ; Karkaya,
1073 : Karkom, 445 ; Koftnabtea,
632 ; Karmah, 882 ; Karmaz, 120 ;

Karmaranga, 97 ; Kama nebu, 325 ;

Karnipa, 930 ; Karoton, 490 ; Ka-
roya, 284; Karpa rog, 1117; Kar-
pdad-i, Kdrpdai, 622, 670 ; Kdrpdra,
244 ; Karra, 485 ; Karruwa, 313.

Karah zaxh, karahu, 911 , Kdrai, 716 ,

Kartdl, 1031 ; Kdrttu-kizhangu, 489 ;

Karu, karuvelam, 3 ; Kama, kar-
ruva, 310, 313 ; Karui-taroi, 765

;

Karumbu, 930 ; Kofun, kimu, 999 ;

Karxznai-kizhangu, 66 ; Karun-
garxdan, 98 ; Karunkdli, karunthali,
498 ; Karun-ahiragam, 811 ; Karu-
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umate, 488 ; Karri, 1117; Kamla,
264; Karwat, 71; Karvxi-td,, 183;
Karwa-tu, 316.

Kaa (Indian Hemp), 249 ; Kda (Sac-
charum spontaneuin), 930; Kdsd,
930, 1122s Kasai, kasi, ka-st, 392—3 ;

* Kasaile, 83 ; Kasa-jonar, 869

;

Kdaamarda, 288 ;
Kasar, kasur,

278 ; Kasaraka, 1051 ; Kaaei, 393 ;

Kaseru, 466 ; Kashfa, 174 ; Kaah-
• hash, 846 ; Kaskut, 402 ; Kasmal,
130 ; Kdsmira')anmd, 429 ; Kaadndt,
kdsundd, 288 ; Kaspat, 532 ; Kassai-
hij, 396 ,

Kasser, 882 ; Kassumar,
980 ; Kastura, 786 , Kasturi-bhendi

,

G29 ; Kdsumba, 276 , Kasuria,
466.

Kat, 365 ; Kata, 1001 ; Katambi, 553 ;

Katdn (Cotton), 571 ; Katan (Wlnto
Silk-Cotton), 621 , Katanga, 99 ,

Katappa, 1073 ; Katakanai, 843 ;

Kaldrd, 936 , Kataria, 831 : Ka-
taridaboou mah, 880 ; Katnusi, 99 ,

Kateli, 677 , Katevala, 31 ; Kath, 10,
1 1 ; Katha, 8 ; Kdthdl, 94 ; Kathta,
kathi. 1086, 1093 , . . -dhendor, kalh-
sola, 29 ;

Kaihiyabhang, 254 , Kathol,
919 ; Kathdn. 833 ; Kath-shvm, 248 ,

Kat.hu, 632 , KaH (OutcK), 9 , ...
(Indigofera Gerardiana), 116; ...
kardi, 278 ; Katila, katira, 1051 ;

Katil bgfati, 578 ; Kat illupai, 627 .

KaHra, 95, 168, 1051 ; Katjang
(Dolichos Lablab), .508 , . . . (Ground-
nutj, 74; Kat-karang, 190; Kat-
kari-muga, 1009 ; Katki, 40.5

;

Kat/Aira, 1003 ; Katmanli, 121 ,

KSksawar, 621 ; KaCtal-ka-chuna,
710 , Kattan, 720 , Katthia wala, 978 ;

Katti mandu, 627 ; Kattra, 120 ;

Kattu, 1072 ; . . kadei, 132, 140 .

Kdttulli, 1049 ; Kdttup-pepudal,
1081 ; Kdttu-yelek-kdy, kdtu, 65 ;

Katu-bhanga, 252 ,
Katukarohini,

•640 ; Kdtvel, 440 ; Kdtydl, 124.
Kaudd, 1049 ; Kauka, 102 , Kauk-

hnyin, 1039 ; Kaukkyi, 838 ; Kauk-
nytn, 101 ; Kaukyin, 838 ; Kaula,
44 1 ; Kaulanjx, 1110; KauUa babul,

3 ; Kaundal, 1081 ; Kaung, 760 ,

Kaur,m 264 ; Kauri (CluHtcr Bean),
449 ; ... (Shell), 989 ; Kaura-ro,
114; Kara, 364; Kavadi, 989,
Kaval, 269 ; Kavandala, 1081 ;

Kaviang, 1053 ; Kamka, 526 ; Kavt-
kattt, 498 ; Kawa, 304 , Kawa ule,

102 ; Kawrvya, 22 ; Kdyam, 534 ,

Kayet, kyet, 651 ; Kayik, 743 ; Kay-
inwa, 103 ; Kayu, 72; Kayur, 618 ;

Kazu, 161 ; Kea, 777 ; Kecara, 429 ;

Kechu, 608 ; Kechubang, 488

;

Kedari chua, i63 ; Keeraat, kheraal,

kiraal, 10, 11 ; Keiao, 902 ; Keiiri;

888 ; Kefur, 885 ; Kekchi, 610

;

Kekune Oil, 47 ; Kila„ 787 ; Kelep

Ant. 569, 610. Kelkel, 288; Kelon, *

. ,-ka-tel, 291,
Kelp, ,50.

Kelu, 291 ; Kelvaragu, 518 ; Ketna,
634 ; Kembu, 558 , Kemp, 249 ;

Kempu (Cutch Tree), 9 ; . . . (Eieusino
coracana), 520 , ... (Rod Sorrel),
629; Kenda, 188, Kendu. 499;
Kenevtr,kenmp, kentyr. 249; Kengwa,
101 ; Keonla, 320 ; Keori (Cedar),
291 , Keratin, 645 ; Keri, 161 ;

Kerruerxck, 98 , Kermes, 1054 ; Ker
mor, 140 , Kernum, 625.

Kerosene, 4.54, 457. 812, 872-9, 1000.
Kerow-aitnbi., 880, Kura., 10 51.
Kektophori s CRKRir, 628.
Kerani, 392 ;

Kerze, 708 ; Kaaar, 429 ;

Ket-ari., 838 , Kradri dal, 902 : Keseru,
1012 , Keau, 916 , Keaur, 466 , Ketgi.
188 , Kethe, 1008 , Ketki, 31 , Ketiia,
keva, hcun, 99, Ketukt, 777 ; Keuri,
720 ; Keitra, keora, keori, 188, 777,
821, 1133 , K6var, 518 ; Kevtr, 520 ,

Kcyan, khabhu, 930 ; Keytm, kyetng-
M, 201 ; Khabium, 912 ; Khad,
khadar, 767 . Khaghal, 088 , Khago,
123 ; Khai-pok, 707 ; Khair (Cutch),
8 ; ... (Cymbopogon Jwarancusa),
462; Khajalya rog, 1117; Khajur,
115, 882 , Khajuria, 9.37 ; Khajdr ka
bokla, khajur munj, 884 . Kha-juwa,
564; Khaka, 1068; Khdkhaa, 84(i ,

Khdkra, 189, Khah-matan, 1127;
Khaha, 1 143 , Kham, kham-dlu, 492,
496 ; Khamdl, 885 ; Khamazora,
1120; Kham-ldkh, 1053; Khamo,
913 ; .Khamrak, 97 ; Khand, 952 ;

Khanda, 930 ; Khandaharihing, 536 ,

Khandarue, 1132 , Khandu (Garden
Rea), 903 ; Khandu (Kingfisher),
139 , Khang, 102 ; Khangam khdr,
113 ; Khanjak, 902 ; Khanpuri, 584 ;

Khanr, 952 ; Khapli, 1084, 1087 ;

Khdr, 113-4, Khdra, 906; Kharak,
885 , Kharbuja, kharmuj, 437 ;

Kharbuza, 269 ; Kharchu, 77A ,

Kharda rog, 1117 ; Khdrek, 604-
Khareu, Oil ; Khdreza, 276 , Khan.,
kkartnun (Glauber’s Salt), 66 ; , .

(Medicinal Clay), 330 ; ... (Sugar-
cane), 937; Khdri (Sodium Sulphate),
61; ...-lam, 114; Khari-matti, 710,
Kharjura (Wild Date), 885 ; Khar-
•jura, 1044 ; Khark, 206 ; Kharra,
330 ; Khdrtuma, 316 ; Khdr uaara,
54 ; Kharyci-miUi, 710.

Khaaa, 981 , Khaa-khaa, 116, 462,
680, 775, 778, 1106 ; Khaaanib, 535 ;

Khaatila, 846 ; Khatta, 326 ; Khattu,
715; Khau, 767; Kham, 461;
Khayan, 1026 ; Khejiik, 1053 ,

Khenda, 498 ; Khenti, 115 ; Kher,
988 ; Khert, 1080 ; Kheruya, 882 ;

Kheadri, .507, 703, 829 , Kheaea, 618 ;

Kheala, 624 ; Kheu, 779 ; Khewnau,
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538 ; Khthma, 276 ; Khlra, 439

;

Khirm, 1131 ; Khirva, 915 , Khnap,
99 ;

Khoidai, 1003 ; Khoiru, 9 ;

Khonch-bogla, 139 j Khor, khort-
khor, khor-ka-khor, 14-7 ; Khotbvr,
427 ; Khowa, khoya, 473-4 ; Khubam,
905 ;

Khud, 1060 ; Khuma, .1051 ;

Khunbut, 14 ; Khund, 751 ; Khungi,
deva, 678 ;

Khunt, 269 , Khunlt,
674—6, 680; Khunuk, 488 ; Khurasm,
625 , Khurat, 742 ; Khurma, 882,
885 ; Khurpakka, 742 ; Khiirti, 449 ;

Khushab, 115, 884 ; Khuaro-ddru, 60 ;

Khyen-aeing, 1139; Hhyir, ktr, 410,
472, 475 , Kta, 211 ; Ktahong, 779 ,

Ktatnom, 520 , Kiang, 1139 ; Ktari,
264 ; Ktbt huiaru, 102 , Ktch-chitick-
ktzhangu, 444 ;

Ktchri, 709.
JKickxia elaatica, aeo Funtuiniaelaatica,

655.
Ktei, 249 ;

Kienkt, kyinki, 1 63 ;

Kikar, 2 , Ktkt, 915 ; Ktkra, 311 ;

Kil, 578 ;
Ktlam, 73 ; Kilangu,

1028; Ktlar, 291; Ktlataka, 470,
Ktlchia, 140 ; Ktlktla, 139 ; KzUar,
116; Ktlh, 141; Kilhngu, 1049;
Kilmora, 130 ;

Ktlonj, 911 ; Ktla,

710 ; Kiltae, 115 ; Ktlu, 776 ; Kim,
620, 758 ; Ktmbu, kimu, 999 ,

Kimri, 537 ; Ktmtt, 325 ; Kvmukht,
547 , Kina-kvna, 302 , Kin-dur,
ktm/, 249.

King-fiah, ,541,

Kmgflahors, 139.
Ktnnab, hinab, 249.
Kinp Tree, The true (Pttrocarpus

Marsupium), 180, 908; ... Bengal
(Butoa frondoaa), 189.

Kinton, 311 ; Ktparoy, 144 ; KtrdmbH,
.527 ; Kiranda, 347 ; Kiranj, 988 ,

Kiranti, 100 ; Ktraruga, 868 ; Ktrds,
kirdth, .58, Kiray, 114; Kirbut,
.317, Kirchern, 205; Ktrfat-ed-
ddrstni, ktr/ah, 314 ; Kiri, 293 ,

Kirkin, 547 ;
Kirkiria, 311 ; Kirm,

kinnaz, kirmddna, 347 ; Kirmai,
1053 ; Kirmdld, kirmdri-owa, 93 ;

Kironli, 204 ; Kirrari, 293 ; Kirs,
249 ; Kirth, 398 , Kirydt, kiryato,
69 ; Kiahdr kundur, 174 ; Kiahmashi,
1110 ; Kishta, 910 , Kismis, kisumi-
auchettu, 1112, Kiari, 142, Kittul
Fibre, 170, 187, 286, 429; Kiydai,
316 ; Ktzaz, 663 ; Kizhkdy-nelli, 887 ;

Kloei, 144.
Knapios, 249.
Kntaa, 496 ; Knol~khol, 182 ; Koa,

1003 ; Kobbari, 350 ; Kobi, 182 ;

Koch, 746.
Kochia lnuica, 114.
Kochinda nart-vengdyam, 1049 ; Koda,

104 ; Kodam, kodo, kodod dhan,
868 ; Kode, 618 ; Kodi, 686 ; Kodi-
mun-dtrrip-pazham, 1112; Kodi-
pullu, 457 ; Kodmurki, 1131 ; Kodon,

619, 845, 868 ; Kodra (Eleuain©
coracana), 161, 197, 618, 83.5 ; . . .

(Paspalum scrobiculatnm), 868, 871 ;

Kodu (Cyperua corymboaus), 466 ;

(Lagenaria vulgaris), 700

;

Kodzo, 186. •

Koel, Indian, 133.
Koelo, 333 ; Kogar (Holarrhena), 640 ;

Kohala (Barley Alcohol), 1043-4

;

. . (Pumpkin), 441 ; Kohi, 13.3 ; Kohi
bhang, 256 , Kohtla, 133.

Kohl-rabi, 182.
Kohumba, 780 ; Koia-pipali, 113 ;

Koir, 9 , Koiral, 120 , Kokabdlarz
(Mica), 781 , Kokah, 136 ; Kokam,
kokum Butter, 479, 553, 812 ,

Kokha, 981 ; Kokko, 45 ;
Kokku,

139 ; Kokwa, 101 ; Kol (Bee), 124 ,

K6l (Walnut Tree), 700 ; Kola
kende, .546 ; Kolan, 889 ; Kole-
roga, 87—8 ; Kolhena, 833 ; Koli,
140, Kolidr, 120-1; Kohjdna, 60;
Koliaha, 547 ; Kohaaura, 1003 ;

Kol-^en, 1 24 ; Kolaa, 333 ; Kolaa-
ka-pathar. 762 , Kom, 95 ; Kombu-
pudalai, kommu-potta, 1081 ;

Kom-
buthem, \24 iKomri, \40 , Komunkua,
890 ; K6n, 95 ; Konam, 545- 7 ;

Kondeh pitta, 142; Konegi, 123;
Kong, 429; Kongki (Himalayan
Cherry), 907 ; ... (Marking nut
Tree), 081; Koni, 988..

Konopj, konople, 249.
Konraik-kai, 287 ; Koomlah Pine, 67.
Kopra, see Copra.
Kora (Setana), 988 , Korah, (Corah)

Silks, 1014, 1024-6; Koral, 466,
467 ; Kora-kdnda, 69 ; KordUc-bet,
201 ; Korala, 120 , Korani, 902 ;

Korattat, 1081 , Koreki-jhar, 46.5 ;

Korkkar, 249 , Koaa ( Wator-voasel),
402 , ... (Saccharuni apontaneum),
930 ; Koacn, 393, 396 ; Koaha. 406 ,

Koehtd, 406 ; Koai, ISO ; Kossa, 89 ,

Koatum, 980 ; Koaum, koaumba
(Schloichera), 980 ; Koautteni, 128.

Kotamalli, 427 ; Kotanpam, 1082 ;

Kot-aralu, 647 ; Kotaaa, 733 ; Kotc
(Bees’ Dammar), 128 ; Kothamira,
427 ; Kotian, 627 ; Koto (Pinua),
889 ; Koloha, 09 ; Kottai, 66 ;

Kottei, 916 ; Kotu, 532 ; Koug
kuombi (Bixa), 142 ; Kouahtkaha,
400 ; Kovarta, kowarta (Cassia
Tora), 288; Kovidara, 121 ; Kown,
kaoria (Acacia arabica), 3 ; Koya,
1066 ; Koyclah, koyala (Coal), 333.

Kraidone, 204 ; Kraipang, 201 ; Kra-
piuka, 83 ; Kreu, 911 ; Kring, 202.

ICrios, 295.
Krta, 406 ; Krishna-jirka, 283 ; ...

mirtika, 327 ; . . . -<61, kata-til, 981 ;

Knaa, 493 ; Krita, kritz, 494.
Kroton, 915.
Kroivai, 311; Krurnbal, 638 ; Kahard,
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66 ; Kshdri Idvana, 57 ; Ksutnd,
720-1.

JKdaka •neshasteh, 773 ; Ktiar, 640 ;

Kudri, 832 ; Kuarpuria, 446 ; Ku-
hara, 83 ; Kubra, aoe Kunddlu ;

Ktibyakam, 1080 ; Kuca, kusa, kctsa.
• 251 : Kuch, 644, 746.
Kucherebs, 295.

i JCuchkdr, 740 ; Kuchin, 1051 , Kttda
(Conessi Bark), 640 ; . . (Garden

• Pea), 903 ; . . (Jaman Plum),
526 ; Kuddia khnr, 171 ; Kudnly
kempa (Cicer), 295 ; Kudar (Dio-
spyros montana), 499 ; Kuhnr (Sajid
Grouao), 1.34 ; Kuhila, 29 ; Ku/ari,
292 , Kiik, kukan (Dates), 885 ,

Kukad-vel, 753 ; Kukarphali, 926 ,

Kukndr, 845, 847 ; Kukrt, (Melon),
439; .., 1132, Kukur-alu, 493,
Kukydn, 882.

Kul, 1143; Kula-darnmar (CAnia
248 , Kulat, 504 ; KuMwnn, 902 ,

Kulese, 493 ; Kiih beyun, 1027 ,

Kuhnjdn, 00 ; Kulja, 746 ; KtdJmda.
* 128 ; Kulla-kith, 5.38 ; Kullu (Dios-

corea), 490 ; Kidluk, kidna. 10 1 ,

Kulnar, 716, Kulon, 902; Kidthi.
ktirthv-kalai, kttrH (Dolichos), 504,
871 , Kudu, .532.

Kum (Tragacanth), 95 ; Ktwiad. 930 ;

Kutnal, I ; Kumdn, .59 ; Kumba
kdr, 83li , Kumbala, 441 ; Kumhi,
kumbtr (Oaroya), 269, 1005 , Kum-
bulukay (Erythroxylon), 525 , Kurne-
riah^ 697 ; Kumhrd, 130 ; Kum-
kutna, 753 ; Kdmla (C'rataiva), 429.

Kiiinm#! (Caraway), 284.
Kumf/ta, 684 ; Kumra, 441 ; Kiimla,

16 ; Kumtia, 18 ; Kuncuma-pesalu,
879 ; Kund, kurkund (IloelimoriH
nivea), 144 , Kunddlu, kubra (Gir
ardmia), 161 ; Kunddnuga, 700 ;

Kundapula, 120 ; Kundi, 730 ; Kun-
dol, 121 ; Kundrikam, 248 ; Kundur,
J74 ; Kundur-rumi, 902 .... Kundur
unsa, 174; zakar, 174; Kungt-
iiyam, 1105; Kungu, 845; Kungu.
manu, 429 ; Kun'i (a design m shawl-
weaving), 1127 ; Kunjad, kandur
(Pistachio Nut), 902 ; . . . (Seaamuin),

• 981 ; .Kunkudu, 979 ; Kunkuma so©
Kurkum , Kunnadi, 503 ; Kun-
pyaung, 1039 ; Kunro, 913 ; Kunat,
83; Kuntah, 128; Kuntcla, 787,
Kuntt (Capsalpinia digyna), 192 ; ...

(Dammar Bee), 128 ;
Kunurakkam-

piahin, 174 ; Kunyoe, 891 ; Kunzad,
902 ; Kupaic, 133.

Kuferos, 466.
Kuppal, 66 ; Kuppi, 887 ; Kuragu-

mangjal, 142 ; Kurai, 466 ; Kura-
kan, 518 ; JCurdl, 121 ; Kura
paaupu, 447 ; Kurang, 774'; Kurhi,
1031.

Kurchi Bark, 640.

Kurqul, 160 ; Kurku (Banyan Tree),
537 : ... (Mallotus philippinensia),
7.55 , Kurkum, kunkuma (Crocus),
429 ; Kurkund, see Kund ; Kurk
uzurn, 1112; Kurmang, 121 : Kur-
pura-ailaait, 716 ; Kurra, 640 ; Kur-
aundndle-pulUe, 880 ; Kurthi-kalai,
kurti, see Kulthl : Kurtum, 276 ;

Kuru, 405 : Kuruniha, 748 ; Kuru-
mia, 270 ; Kurund, 428 ; Kurundu,
313 . Kuruvaku mara, .52,5.

Kua, kasa, kuca (.Saccharuni sponta-
nenin), 929-30, . . . (Silk, Arab.),
994 . Kuaharta, 498 Kushiar, 930 .

Kiiakni dru. 90.5 , Knahniz, 427 ,

Kuahu, 910 ; Kitst, 498 ; Kuatun,
14 , Ktisid)!. 276 ; Ktiauru, kusumbo,
kuaumha, kaaumbyachi (Carthamus).
270. 278 . Kuaumb (Schloicliera),
980 ; Kumar, 9.3.5 . Kns'-'an

,

1003
Kut (SaiiKsiirca), 821, 980 , Kutaja

(Holnrrhcnii), 640 ; Kute, 0 ,
Kutela,

kuthi (Carthamus), 278 ; Kuthi-
rekni. 1026, Kutia, 1143, Kutddl
(Ddplmo olcejdes), 480 ; . . (Witha-
nia aommfera), 1120: Kutih, 547,
Knttno. 99 ; Kutki (Panicnm miliaro),

845, 860, Kutn, 571; Kutra, 518,
Kutu, k'u-tu, 211; Kutuka, see
Kutaja, Kulun (Oos.sypuini), 571

KAva (Curcuma), 444 ; Kuva niavu,
773 , Kuvdra, 59 ; Kuivdra, 449 .

Kuyaungwa, 103 , Kuza khand
(Sugar-candy), 9.53 ; . . miari
(Egyptian Sugar), 952 , Kuzharah,
427 ; Kuzhurai, 276 ; Kwar (Vitis
vinifera), 1112; Kyakativa, 99,
Kydn, 930 ; Kyankchin, 01 , Kya-
thaung-U'a, 100', Kyauk-pauk, 742
Kyauktwin, kyaukchaung, 951 .

Kyaung-wa, 104 , Kyay-gyot, kyny-
ta-rna, 141.

Kydia, 052
Kyeinga, 202 ; Kyeit, 393 ; Kyello,

kyclou'a Bamboo (Dendroc.alamiis
Brondisii), 101 ; Kyetmauk, 793 ;

Kyetpanng, 059 ; Kyetau, 915
Kyaoor, kaaeru, keaur, keahur (Scir-

pus Kysoor), 466 ; Kyun (Tectona),
1068 ; Kywai, 732.

Laba (Bauhinia), 120-1 ; Lahang, 527.'

Labbo (Kalban Fish), 642, 544-6.
Lab-gurardya (Dark Purple Yam),

493 ; Lablab (Dolichos Lablab), 508,
- 10.

Laburnam, Indian (Cassia Fistula',
287.

Ldc, Idkh, (Tachardia lacca), 93-4,
200, 447, 637, 777, 105.3-66, 1144;
. . . Button, 1061-2 ; . . . Dye, 447 ,

. . . Garnet, 1061-2 ; . . . Seed, Stick,
1060.

Lac Tree, 980.
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Lacca, lacca Sumetri, lachetta, laka,
soe Lac.

Lacha (a quality of Saffron), 430.
Lachkosteiina (Cockchafer), 387.
Lacquer-work (Burmese), 7.79—80; Lac-
work (Indian), 1063-4.

Lada, 891, 896 ; Lddu, 323.
Lady’s Fingers, 631.
Laobnaria, 440, 700—1.
Laokustroemia, 701, 1005.
Latjh, 688 j Laghu, lauha, 72 ; Laghune,

486 ; La?iar, 196 ; Ldhi, 1037 ;

Lahra, 869 ; Lai-hak, 183 ; Lajward,
501.

Lakh, see Ldo ; . . . (Lathyrus sativue),

601, 703-0, 1037 ; LakJiar (Rhus),
914 ;

Lakhiya (Borax), 172 ; Ldkhdrt
(Lathyrus), 704 ; Lakkos chromatinos
(of the Pertplus), 10.54 ; Ldkshd,
Idkuhd-tani, soe Lakh ; Lakucha, 94 ;

Lai (Ruby), 558 , Lai ganrta (Sugar-
cane), 936 ; Lalai, 45 ; Lalakte, 144 ;

Lul ambdrt (Rozelle), 629 ; La-lawa
(Musk-deer), 785 ; Lal-berela, 991 ;

Lal-hethi, 293 ; Ldl-bherenda, 700 ,

Lal-bhopalt, 441 ; Lalchumi, 204 ;

Lal-devddr, 294 ; Ldlindrdyan, 1081 ;

Lalio (Cotton), .584 ; Ldlkd, 518 ;

Ldl-khair, 9 ; Lal-marcha, 26.5 ;

Lalaag, 62 ;
Lalahakar (Country

Sugar), 952 ; Lama, 121 ; Lamat,
124 ;

Lamajjaka, 462 ; Lameh, 98 ,

Lamjak, 462.
Lamp Oil, 308, 625, 860, 876, 916, 986.
Lamahing, 888 ; Land, 113-4 ; Lana

batu, 456; Lanan, 114; Leinang,
1116; Landibi, 200.

Landolphia (Rubber), 667, 649.
Lang, 598, 704 ; Langa, .527 ; Lani,

113-4; Ldmng, 1112 ; Lanka, 441 ;

. . . aij, .531.

Lanquos (Javan Galangal), 60,

Lap'het, see Letpet.
Lapis Lazuli, 561, 663, 716.
Lapdngdong, 10.53

Laporte\, 162, 924
[,apat, 1137 ; Lapta, 952; Ldr, 439;
Laranga, 320.

Lard, 701-3, 752, 812-4.
Largd, 914 ;

Ldr-kdna, 903 ;

Larks, 132-3, 135.

Lasan. 58 ; Laaafita, 662 ; Laaer, 533.
Lasorpitium (Asafetida), 633.
Lasioc'oooa SYMPHyi.i:.i.®roi.iA, 190.
Lasiosiphon briocepiialus, 646.
Laanlydn, 662 ; Lasai, 476 ; Lat, 201 ;

Lata kasturtkd, 629 ; Latang, 101.

Latonte, 61.
Lathyrism, 706 ; Lathyrus sativus,

300,507, 698, 601, 703-6, 902, 1037;
Lati-am, 660 ; Lationj, 60 ; Latkan,
142 ; Latnt, 177 ; Latrt, 703 ;

Lauki, 700.
Launea, 1091.
Laung, 627.

Laurel (Machilus odoratissima), 1009.
Ldvana, 963 ; Lavanam, 963 ; Ldvan-

chd, 1 106 ; Lavandon, 60 ;
Lpvanga,

lavinga, lawang, lawanga (Clove),
527 ; Lavanga (Cinnamon), 313 ;

. . . patte, 311. .

Lawsonia, 821. '

Layo-gundli, 842.
Lead, 402.
Leaf, Indian, 313.
Leather, 632 ; ... Sanibar, 639. .

Lebleb, see Lablab, 508.
Lecanium (Coccida'), 229, 380.
Leek, 68.
Leha, 195 ; Leik-kyae, 1079 ; . . .-pyen-

won, 1079 ; Letn, 720 ; Leltn, 125.
Lemon, 325 ; . . . Oil of, .327.

Lemon Grass, 457-9 .... Edible, 459—
60 : ... Oil, 467, 821.

Lentil, 708, 726.
Lendha, 869.
Leopard, 632.
Lep (Plaster), 95 , Lcpi (Rice), 820-

30.
Lepidohte, Lepidonolane (Mica), 781.
Leppett, see Letpet.
Leptoptilus dudius (Adjutant), 140
Lean (Ficus elastioa), 651 ; Leteku,

783 : Letkop, 1050 ; Letpan, 168

;

Letpet, Leppett, Lup'het (Tea), 235-6 ;

Lettok kyi, 640 ; Lettoak them, 1132.
Leucas Cephai.otes, 483.

,

Len'a, 856 ; Li (Pear), 910 ; Liaaada,
755 ; Libu (Sour Lime), 326.

Licuai.a Peetata, 500.
Ltgnum-vtta', 484.
Liqu.stioum {Mathoean fcrmcr.t), 759.
LicnjsTRUM Koxbubohii, 1047.
Likh, 1 40 , Ltkh-ar-u, 900.
Lilac. Persian, 780. c

Lim (Blue Pino), 888 , ... (Moulmein
Cedar), 290.

Lima or Ouffin Bean, 880.
Ltmanza, 888 ; Limba, 780 , Linibarra,

781 , Ltmbu, 325; Limch, 114.
Lime, Carbonate of. Limestone, 7(^9-

10, 712, 771.
Lime, Sour, Limetta, Sweet, 326.
Limonene, 284.
Limonum (Lemon), 326.
Limpdka, 326. ,

Linen, 721-6, 868.
Ltnga potta, 1081.
Linnet, Indian, 133.
Ltno, 720.
Linoleum, 282, 814.
Ltnon, 571, 720-1.
Linseed and Oil, 719-21, 725-31, 741,

770, 812, 817, 924, 1097.
Linu, Linum, Linum usitatissimum

see Linseed.
Ltpiah, liptc (Villelyunea), 164.
LiqUIDAMBAR orientAMS, 01.
Liquorice, Indian Substitute, 1.

Litchi, lichi (Fruit), 793.
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Litharge, 707.
Lithospermon (Coix), 392.
Litmus, >8.
LiTSiEA, 544, 1009-11.
T/>.t xoa, 822; Lobak, 912 , Lobeia, Lobta,

lobiyd, lubia, lohos, lobhya (Dolichos
» Lablab), i?08 ; . . (Vigna Oatjang),
879, 1 107.

,

Locn.st, 080.
Lode (Lodh) Tree, 195, 75G, 783, 1053.
Ltphart, 499 , Loheru, 1068 , Lola-aara,

50
LoriTiM, 2.57.

L<5n, 9(53 , Lonepho, 188 , L,6ng, .527 ,

Long ka morich, 267 , Lont (Moiial
Pheasant)

Lophophorus refulgens, 135, 141
Loquat (Fruit), .521.

Ldre (Fiona rehgioaa), 539.
Lorikeet, 109, 133.
Lota (Hindu vessel), 402. ., (Molo-

calaiULia coinpaetiflor'is), 103.
Lotan (Tiirnblir Pigeon), 1.36.

Povago (Indian), 285
,Love-liea-bleediiig, 03
Lov%, 94 , Lown, 538 , Lnhrin (Benzoin).

1052, ... (Indian Olibanutu), 174,
Luc, .see Lakh.

Lucerne, 778.
Luckeh, Ixiqqun (Fan-tail Pigeon), 13.5 ,

Luckmuna, 95 , Ltid. 290 ; Liidduga,
BOO Lodh.

LuITA iKGl'PTlACA, 49.
Lwt-Tnarz, 890 . Lakh ('I’ypha), ITt ,

Lukoi, (Villebrunea). 164,
Lah^ 542, Lahngyaio, 311 , La-

lumang, 1003 ; Lima, 71 ;

Lainik (Suirda frutieoea), 1 14 ,

Lannk (White-goose-foot), 293 ;

Langi ('^Pheasant). 142 ; . . (Tur-
ban), 618 ; Lum, 90(5 , Lunkaika,
1081 , Ijupurig, 1072 , Lutki (Indian
Hemp and Alcohol), 258. Lutm, 178.

Lycium (Uerberis), 130.
Lyuium kubopjeum, 907.
L-^wai. 123.

M
Ma, chu tna (China-grass), 144 ,

t/ia, chu-ma and si-ma (Cannabis),
251

, JHa (SatHoaer), 276 ; Mad
(Mango), 764 , Maar (Cocoanut),
350 , Maa tchi, (Chinese Water-
chestnut), 466.

Macassar Hair-oil, 281, 981.
Mace, 791 , . . . Reed, 777.
Mach, 882, Machaka%, 911.
Machilus odoratissima, 1009.
Machld-ka-dant (Ivory), 699 , Ma-

chola, 113 ; Machranga, 139.
Mackerel, 646-7, 549.
Maoi.ura aubantiaca, 999.
Mad, 1043 ; Madd (Mangrove), 293 ;

Mada (White Mangrove), 98 ; Ma-
dak (Indian-hernp Drug), 8 ; ...

(Opium Smokmg-inixture), 8.57 ,

Afadala, inddalai, 909 ; Madang,
101 ; Mofian-mast, 65; Madapol-
lams, 623 ; Maddr (Calotropis gigan-
tea), 205-8, 436, 627, 899 , Madar
(Indian MAdiler), 920 , Madatia, 2.5 .

Madaiv, br>ii , Madaqion, 10.3.

Madder, European, 927 .... Indian
(Riibia), 926 , . . Indian (Olden-
landia), 821.

Maddhtka, 1044, 1112, Mculdl (Uo
riiida), 783 , ... matti (Termimiliii
tomentosa), 1073 , . chekhe, 784 ,

. ruha sola, .518, Madh, madha.
128 Mndhinant, 12.5 Madhuk/i
(H.issia), 117. Madh iharhattka , .

Madhah, 1082, Madhulika, 104.3,
Madharunn ( IVidiiiin ), 907, Mad-
hurxkd. .552 , Madhcala, 495-6 ,

M>alhoi, 119, 1040, Modi, 103.
Almhrd (Rico Spirit), 766, 1043 .

IlLnfX i, 879*; Ma'lna, 141 ; Madoi

,

205 . Madow, 5.52 , Madrasi (Silk
worm), 995-(), 1018 ; AIndula, 294 .

Mad'/ 1 , madird, 1043; Mag, munq
(I'has.-olusradiatiis), 871, 882 , Maga-
iierrirula, (599 , Magar baas, 99

.

Maght, 178, Maghoa, 197, Magma
(Paper Pulp), 805 , Magraba, 628 .

Maguey, 31 , Magum-gadde, 912 ,

Magyi ('rarnannd), 106(5 ; Alah.
834 , Alahal, 123 ; Maha-limho
(Melia Azedarach), 780 ; Moila-ntbu
(Citrus decumana), .324 . Maha-
nuga, 537 . Maha Pangtti (Cyrn-
bopogon Nardiis), 4.5(5 , Mahastr
(the fish Barlnis tor), 542, 647 .

Maheru, 70.5: Mahiin, 937, Afahl,
100 , Mahlaing, 864 , Alahlu, 100.

Mahogany, Indian (C'oilrela Toona).
290

Mahokn ((’liehiilic Myrobalan), 1073 •

Mahotz hinpoli, 1026 ; Alahoua, 117 ;

Mahr, 141 ; Ala/uin. inaftica (Bassiu),
116 20. 188, 479, 521, 70.5, 760, 777,
812. 815. 929, 100.5, 1043, 1046,
1109, Mahuk, 12.3, Alax (Chine-se
for Wheat), 1082 ; Maida, 1088 ,

Mai-gyee, 10.51 , Matl (scum from
Saltpetre), 974, Maila pant, 681 .

Mainain, 12.5, Alains, 732; Mat
nioai, 774 . Alaishdkshi, 400.

Maize (Indian fkim), 66, 446, 497,
834, 8(58, 929. 949. 1097, 1132-9.
Maizenii, 1138

Alajethi, 926 , ATdjun, mapem, maajun.
mod'} urn (Cannabis), 249, 2.58, .520

Male, makal (Bamboo), 100 , Makai,
Alakkai, see Maize: Makal
(Colocynth), 316 ; Mdkdl (Tn-
chosanthoB palinata), 1081 , Ma^
karam, 836 ; Makartenrh, 499 ;

Makham-shim, 248 ; Makhan, 475 .

Mdkhi, 887 ; Makka and Makkd-
aholam, see Maize ; Makkt (Indian
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Gamboge), 664 ; JMaklw, 10 ; Makol
(GypHurn, 710; Makor, see Mak

;

Makora, 461; Makra, 518, Makur-
kcndv, 498 ; Makyauhkai, 47 ; Mai
(Indigo), 681.

Malabar Grass, 467 ,
JVtalabar Nut

(Cocoanut), 352.
MAX.ABATHKUM (Cinnaiuomum), 310-1.
Malacca-Schambu, 526 , Malach, 249.
Malachra, 755, 924.
Malai, 780 ; Malavng, 180 , Malax-

tcni, 123 ;
Mdlakii heng, 907 ;

Malaka jamrul, 626 , Mala-konga,
140

Maldivo Nut (Cocoanut), 362.
Male (1‘anicum), 842 ', Malghdn, 121 ,

Mall (Pogostomun), 904 , Maltng,
99 ; Mdl-kangm, mal-kungi, 292,
1005 , Mallah, 498 , Mallang-bagla,
140 ;

Mallay vembu, 781 , Malleagxri
(Sandal-wood Oil), 978 ,

Malligirt
(Nepal Sassafras), 310*

Mai.i.otus, 143, 755- 7
Mallow, 2 , . . . Musk, 629.
Malu b'lbre, 121 ; Maluk (Oiospyros

Lotus), 499 ; . . (Taper), 919.
j\faltim cydonium (/Eglo), 26 . ...

Midicurn (Citron), 318
Malv.a verticillata, 148
Malvt, malwi, 739.
Malwa Opium, 856.
Mdmadi, 764 , Mambas, 931 ; Mambu,

932 ; Maniird, mdmirdn, mamirda,
130, 405, Mdmre, 1112, Mamai
792 , Manak, 558 , Manakkd, 1112
Maii-chfUi, 920 , Manchtxlr, 124
Manda dhup, 248 ; Mandakatch, 25 ,

Mandal (Elousme), 618 , Mandal,
mandar, ntadar (Coral Tree), 84,
523 ; Mandah, 73 , Mandata (Apri-
cot), 905-6; Mandhaa, 110 , Mandxa,
1107 ; Mandi kakuii, 439

Mandiocca, 760.
Mandira, 843.
Muiidrako, American, 904.
Mandri (Mats), 776 ; . (Sedge),

467 , Mandud, mandal, tnandta
(Eleusine), 518 ; Marulukaparni,
646, Mandwa, 518, 113.5; Mang
(Buffalo), 732.

Maiiganato (Manganese), 762-3.
Mangas, 764 ; Manggia, 653 ; Manghati,

706 , Mangi, 1072 ; Mang-kudu,
784.

Mango (Mangifora), 00, 87, 764-0 ,

. . . phiil (Mangifera), 766 ; ...
Climbing (Willoughbeia), 600 ; . . .

Ei.sh (Polynemua indious), 640-1,
547 ; . . . Gmgor (Curounia), 443.

Mangold-wurzol, 928
Mangosteen and Oil, .553-4.

Mangrove (Ceriops Candolleana), 293,
* 638 ; ... (Rhizophora mucronata),

638, 913 ; ... White (Avicennia offi-

cinalis), 98, 638.

Manguatan, see Mangosteen , Manhola,
655 ;

Manhra, 844.
Manihot, 383, 444, 496, 657-8, 766-7.
Mamkjor, 134 ; Manxklal, 823?
Manila Hemp, 436, 790, 924.
Manxla-kotai, Manila-nut (Arachis), 74.

Manioc, see Manihot. *
c

Manir, mania, 141 , Manjal, 446, 447 ;

Manjal-mulldngi, 489 ; Manjiatd,
manilt, 926 ; Manka, 561 ; Mankand,
963.

Manna, 100, 102, 110-1, 888, 929.
Mannal, 445 ;

Manra, 910 ; Manaa
at}, 530 ; Manaxl, 92.

Mansonia Gagei, 976.
Manti-tayilam, 873 ; Mdnthal, 646 ;

Manthulh, 652 , Manu, 914 ; Manila,
576.

Manures, 643, 767-73.
Manu-vuppu, 48 ; Manycnney, 873 ;

Manyunth, 927.
Maoutia Puya, 163, 924.
Maple, Sugar, 928.
Mapuri-bet, 201 ; Mdr (Panicum),

844.
Marabout or Commercolly Feathers,

141.

Marofhtnt, 706 : Marahngam, 429.
MaRANTA ARUNDINACEA, 444, 773-4.
Maratia milghu, 489 ; Mardti-moggu,

108 , Maravuli, 766 ;
Mara-vuppu,

48.

Marble, 710-1, 715, 718. *

Marblewood, 498
Maigosa (Nirn Tree), 780 ; Marha,

841; Man (Banyan), 53T ; ...
(Betol-nut). 83 ; . . (Indiaij Sago
Palm), 28.5.

Marisous Dui.BObUS, 465.
Marithondl, 706 ; Marka, 764 ; Mdrk-

hor (Snakc.-oator or Water-goat),
644, 743

Marking-iiut Tree, 981.
Marniaiado, liaol, 27.

Mannar, 710.
Marmelle Oil, see Bael. *

Marmolos tie Bengala, see Bael.
Marrow, Cow’s (Oaurnedi), 527 : .

Vegetable, 441.
Mdrsa, 63.
MAB8UKNIA, 663, 924.
Marten (Skins), 632

*

Martz, 896; Manx (Grey Oak), 911 ;

. . . (Tenninaha toinentosa), 1073 ;

Marud (Eleusine coracana), 517-21,
1107;. . (Spirit), 757-8, 1046, 1107;
Marudar ainghie, 707 , Marul,
marura, 975 ; Mdryjana, 1063 ;

Mas, 665 , Maahdl (Pino-wood
Torch), 888 , Mdah-kuldi, 881 ,

Mash.ru (Textile), 1125 ; Mdai, 792 ;

. . kodei, 837 ; Maatna, moaina,
muahina (Linum), f20-l ; Maaaur,
maaur (Lens), 298, 708—9, 903.

Maatic Tree, 902.
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Maatiki, 902 ; Maatu, 470, 475, 483.
Mast-wood (Calophyllurn), 204.
MaauUi a Boats. 766; Mnsur, see
Masaur ; Maswat, 10 ; Mat (Male
Bamboo), 102 ; Mdtalan, 909 ;

Mate-kieata 130 ; Matela, 100 ; Math
• (Molasses), 952 , Math, Moth (Phaso-
olus), 871, 879, 1107; Mdthd, 475;

, Mathan, 102 ; Mathaa, 1021 ; Mathi,
577 ; Mathro, 581 , Mathoaan, 769 ;

• Matt, 327 ; MaHaree, 974 ;
Mdti-

mdh, 605 , Matka (Rajshai Silk),

1015 ; Matkanaha, 250 , Matkom,
110 ; Matna, 935, 937.

Mats and Mattm", 775-8.
Mats, Caleutta and Madras (Mndin),

467—8, . . . Cane, 202-3 ; . . . Darmd,
775, 777 ; ... Elepliant-grass, 777

,

. . . Munj, 775, 929-30, . . StUtlpnH.
775.

Mattanga, 441 ;
Matta-pal-tiqn, 680 ,

Mattar (Peas), 700, 902 ,
Mattari,

869 ; Matti, 89 , . Blaek, 107.3 ,

. . . White, 1072 ; . -kalatc, 879 ,

• Mdtulungn, 32.5

Mau^dlu, 49.5-0 ; Mnnlan, 121 ;

Matilanri, 821 , Mnunji, 929 , hfaura,
521 ; ... bikh, 22 , Maittt, .5.52 ,

Mavahtnq, 325 . Marine, 704 ,

Mawa, indvd, (Dosiccatod Milk) 473—
4; Mnwar, 92.5, Maivanh, 7.3,

Mawaah^ 704; Matvra, 119
Maws, Fish, 541-3, 549
J^[ai/a (Ailliatoda Vasica), 2.5 ; Mdyd

(Gall Oak), 911.
May i^plo (Podophyllum), 904
Ataytl-UUtain, 403 , Ma\j\n, 8.38 , Ma-

303 ,
Mazji, 77(>-7 , Mazu,

911 , Mealumrna, 162
Mecchino*(Ginger), 1140
Meeonnim (Extract of Poppy), 845
Medftnggon (Mo/.ankura Silk), 1011.
Medlar, Japan, .521

Medoloa, 484 ; MecHya, 400
]\fegass (sugar refuse, puta), 952— .3, 9.5.5.

Mehndl, 706; Meho, 317; Mehtab,
560; Mehweh, 117, Metna, 133,
Mekhak, 520 , Mckhun, 248 , Mfk-
rap, 785.

Mkt.anomihcea, 293, 779-80
JMELEAGglKA MARGARITIFERA (Pearl

Oyster), 657.
Mblia {Nim Tree), 780-1, 914, 1046.
Melica {mthca), 1032.
Melilotu.s, 605, 1091.
Mbeipona (Dammar Bees), 1 27.

Melocalamtis (Bamboos), 103-4, 11.5.

MeLOCANNA BAMBTTSOIDE.S, 103-4, 776.
Melcchta, 410
Melon, Castor-oil (Carica), 209 ; ...
Kakn (Cucumis utiliasimus), 439 ,

. . . Musk and Pumpkin (Cucurbita),
441 ; . . . Sweet (Cucumis), 437, 605,
949; . . . Water (Citrullus), 316; ...
White Gourd (Benincasa), 130.

Mena, 126 ,
Menaau, 896 ; Mendu-

kolai, 200 ; Mengkop, 663 ; Men-
thyd, mentulu, 1081 ;

Menya, 868;
Meral, 886, Merabi, 511 ; Merthi,
936, Meruya, .518, Meaakhi (Ville-

brunea), l64 ; Meacal (Spirit), 35,

104(/ , iSdeafui kdr, 838 ;
Meaht, 994 :

Mesta, mesta pdt, 029-30, 430 ;

Meta-hmbu, 32.5, Mithi. 1081, 1141.
Methyl eiigenol, 457.
Meil, 31.
Mktroxvx.on S.\olt, 92
Mt tunga, 103 ; Meuttare, 64 , Mf'a,

9.37.

Meznnkuri Sdk, 1011 . Mtz', 117.
M.•zeicon, 4Hii

Mezhnka, 12.5 , llhatahabola, 400 ;

Mhdr-inttrdi, 285 . Mheern, 99 ;

Mhova, I 1 b ; Mi, 117 ; Mian kalai,
276. Mi.be, n-i.

Mu'HKt.TA ClfAMfACA, 821, 1010 1

Mif'Uo'ri'ENA nvMo.sy, 904.
Midn-ye, 33.3; Mighri, 845; Mihi,

197, Aliknu, 99, Mildgti, 896.
Miliolite, 710
Milium, 393.
Mdk, 470-4 , . Fish, .547 , . . -hedge,

.53 1

.

Millol, Bulrush or Spiked, 869-72 ;

. . Common, 843 , . . Indian, 1031 ;

...Italian, 988; . . LitlJo, 845,

. . Poor Mari’s, 843; . . Turkish,
1031.

Mir.EKTTiA Pisc’iDA, 546, 759.
Alitnbu, 553
Mimo.sa pnnicA., 30
Mimth.i's Mo.scnATiis, 786
MI^rusnl^q Kaukt, 627, 821
Mm, 125 ; Mina, 869 ; Aftyvak tanah,

873 ; Ahnang, 846 ; Alinbau), 285 ,

Afing ts'ai, 211 , Altngut, 530.
Mini vets, 132.
Alinu-mulu, 881 , Atiraj, 466 ;

Alircha,
4.51 , Alirclmi, 686; Alirrhiagand,
451 , Alirga, (>97 , Miri, 896 ; Mir-
tenc/a, 100 . Altrydla tige, 890 ; Mis,
401 , Miah, 746 ; Miahinua, 90.5 :

Mtstp, 732 , Miareyjd, 879 ; Mian
(Dammar Bee), 128; . .

(Crystal-
line Sugar), 952, 956 ; Mtau-e, 333 ;

Aliaiir-pappu, misurpui pui

,

708,
Mita-uld, 687, Alita-zerah, 283,
Mitha (Aconite Root), 23 ; . . .

(Common Salt), 96.3 ; . . . (Paspalum
scrohiciilatum), 869 ; ... (Raisin),
1112 ; . . . 5ai. 11 17 ; . . .-btah, 21 ,

, . .-dudya, 22 ; . . .-kaddii, 44 1 ;

. . . nimbu, 322, 326 ; . . .-tel, 981 ,

. . . tiha, 23 , ... zaher, 23 ; Mithan
(Gayal), 733 ;

Miti, 56 ;
Mitaumata,

487 ; MiUi-ka-til, 873 ; Mi-iiphiyu,
887.

Mobbte, 1030 ; Mocha, 788 ; Mochai,
508 ; M6cha-raa, 168 ; Mochi, 396 ,

. . . Wood, 623 ;
Moh, 732 .
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Moha, inoho, llli, Mohdgodhuma,
1082 ,

Mohona, 742 , Mohoti, 120 ;

Mohr, 708 , Mohra, 22 . Mohre,
400 , Mohrt (Aconite), 23 : . .

(Hill Bee), 124
,

Mohul, 116 ,

Mohury, 124 , Mdkka jonna.
1132

Molasses, 9.52.

Mole baita, 837 Moleuppa, no

:

Molochxa, 406 Molochina, 410 ;

Mom, 125 . Mom-cht na. 979 ;

Momiri. 405 , Mondl (Pheasant),
1.3.5, 141 ; Mongla 430

Monkoy-nut, 74
Monk’s-hood, 1 8.

Moogn, see Mugn
Moon of the Fivithfiil, 905.
Mor (Balsam), 400 . ... (Peafowl),

134, 141 ; Morn. 502 , Moraha. 490 ,

Mointtn, 114, Moi chain, 141 , Mor-
hna, 777 , Morhun, 074, 080

Mori Nil 447, 782-4, 1053, 1121
MoUINOA rTERYGOSPEllM.'l, 95, 812,

895.
Moringr, 1 02 , Markov, 490 ; Mor-

mii'jh, 489-90.
Mortar, 713- 5
Mor-tuttd, 403 , Moru, 911
MouiJ.s, 784-6, 994, 998, 1040.
Moshnhhar, 59; Mosina, 721.
Mosquito Blight of Tea, 228
Moss, China, 095.
Mote-vf.ldodc, 05 ; Moth, see Math.
Moth, LyinantriKl, 209.
Mothd, 405-0 ;

Molha-kolanjan, 60 ;

Moll. 5.57 ; Motta, 452 ; Mott-al,
SCO Morinda

Mot'i kha'iatt, 101 . Motiya (Jasniin-
uin), 821 ; ... (Rusa (Iraes), 452 ,

Moumtneram, 144 , Motvda. 188 ,

Moivha, 110; Mon-ra, 521 , Moya,
(>94 , Moydi, .538 ; Moye byah, 128 ,

Moyiim, 927 , Mozhukin, 125 ;

Mr^dv^kd, 1112, Mnchi, 499.
Mijc'Xina prurikns, 400
Muda muga, 1007 , Mudar-kati, 467 ,

Mudra, 258.
Mud-skate, 543, 547
Mudupnchi, 78 ; Muga (Silk), 1009-

11 ; . . Mezankun, 1011 ; Mugali,
188 ,

Mugahk, 777.
Mtioii. (Fish), 540-7
Muqrela, 811 ; Muhcvehri, 439;
Muhloh, 540 , Muhori-ka-arak, .552 ,

Muhurt, 887 ; Mukalt-parah, 547 ;

Mukinl, 100; Mukkt, 555, Milkna,
697 ; Mukta keshi, 1027 ; Muktd-
pdfa, 775 , Mukul, 400 ;

Mula,
490 , Mulagu, 891 ; Mulaka, 490 ;

Mulampandu, 437 ; Mula »%nk%,
912.

Mulberry, Indian, 783-5 ; . . Paper,
186, 802-4, 868; ... White, 784,
998, 1040

Mules, 751.

Muli (Bamboo), 103; ... (Radi.sh),

912 , Mullathgi, 912.
Mullet (Fish), 546-7 , . . . Cor^ula, 546.
Mulls, 623 ; Multdni malti, 330 ;

Multuga, 189 ; Mulughudu, 784 ;

Munagdeha jhdda, 784 , Mundta,
1086 , Mundtri, 05*, Mtindlf.-
buraga-cheitu, 1 68.

Mundulea subbrosa, 546.
^Mung (Phaaoolus radiatus). 881-2,

871, 879, 1107, Munga (CoraJ),
989 ; Munga (Sugar-cano), 937 ;

... -luppu, 110: . arak. 784;
Mungari, 1132, Mungil, 99; Mungo,
937 , Mung-phah, 74 , Mnngra,
912 ; Mum. 523 ; Munigha, 784 ;

Munila. 491; Munj, 115, 775,
777, 865, 868, 929, 1110: Munja,
920 , Munjl. 824, 831, 834 , Munlxn,
533 , Mupaung, 942.

Mura, 257 , Murada, 1073 , Mural/i,

831 ; Murdari. 033 , Murdasang,
707 , Murdt, 278 ;

Murtyt (Bow-
string Hemp), 975; . . . (Indian Kino
Tree), 908 ; Murgah, 975 ; Murqa^
fruira, .5.53 ; Murha, 943 , Murt-
chung, 896 ;

Murtlla, 278 ; Munna-
huh, 5.53 , Murjdn, 989 , Murki-
tumma, 14 , Murkdla, 774 : Muro,
912 ; Murrah, 734 ; Murral, 542

Murraya exotica, 190.
Murta, 775 ; Murungai, 784 , Mu-

rukku, 899; Murup, l8o , Mutva,
975.

Musa, 49, 436, 786-91, 868, 924.
Mtisa (Plantain), 788 , . . • (Soy

Bean), .564 , Muaali, 963. ,
Museat-garhc, .58. .b
Miiscnrdme, 1001
Muscovado (Sugar), 9.51—2, y54.
Muscovite, 781
Miishirui, 720 ; Mushk, 78,5 , Mushk-

ddnd, 629 ; MushH, 1051 , Mush-
timbt, 498 ; Musing, 784.

Musk, Musk Deer, 78.5-6, 814, 821 ;

. . . Mallow, 6^ ; ... Melon, 44l ;

. . . Plant, Pod^B, Rat, Substitutes,
786.

Musauck-ndba, 78.5 ;
Mustd, 465 ;

Muslah, 5.53.

Mustard, 170, 726, 771, 812^ 816-8^
. . . Black, 176 ; . . . Cabbage-leaved,
182 ; ... Essential Oil, 183 ; ...
Indian, 180-2; .. Saropta, 181;
. . . White, 176; .. . Oil, 183-5, 812,
81.5-6; . . . Oil-cake, 183-4, 726, 771.

Mustbua, 632.
Mustuka, 465 ; Musumbra, 59 ; Mu-

aura-temga, 128 ,
Mular, tnatta,

706, 902 ; Mutcheh, .508 ; Mutchli,
913 ; Mutha, 465-6 ; Muthel, avel
(Cocoanut Oil) ; . .. Oil, .357, 361.

Muthera, 604 , Muthu, 557 , Mutki,
449 ; Mutti, 557.

Mutton and Beef, 754.
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Mtiz, 787.
Myauk, 496.
MvCODSyiMA ACETI, 1108
Myeleh, 74 ; Myet-thon-myauny, 466 ,

Mytnwa, 102 , Myl, 141
Myna.» Common, also Nepal or Talking,
• 133.
Myouk-lok, 94.

,
Myrobalan, 408, 638, 766, 1072;

.4rjfiri, 1072; . . . Bollene, 638, 1072-
• 3, ... Che))uh(! or Blac-k, 638,
1073-6; . . . Kmblie, 638, 886-7.

Myrili. 400.

N
Na (Bharal Sheep), 746 , Nnbuhil-

yunnnb, 249 , Nnrhin u'a, 103 ,

Narhzus, 295; Narhuda, na(hiint,
29.5 ,

N&chui, 518 , Nfidain (Cotton;,
.580, 603 , Nadtka, 406, 408 , A'a-
</«</« )xa, 737 ; Ndya dnfi

,

822 ,

Nnyarangrc, 320 , Naynri. 204 ,

^ayar-motha, nayartnoth, 46.5-6 ,

Nnya-tumma, 14 ,
Ndyavtlh, 801 ,

^ N<ly<toun, nd</doni {W<n’mwood),
93 ; Nnqli. .518 ;

Nayorr, nayur.
7.30 , Nity-phnnd, H22

,
Nay-pvt,

120 , Ndyre, 99 , Ndyvrvel, 891.
Naha, 831 , Nuicha, (Hookah Tube),

09, .. (Mulberry Di.sea.-=e), 1000,
Nuir, 547 . Nai-vhakar, 930, 9,32 ,

NanutUt, V2Q ; Najuphul, *311 , Nak,
910 , Nakanda, 833 . Nakhm, 273 ,

Nakhtar, 291 , Nakhter, 90.5 ; Na-
khtid, 206 , Nakka vulli-yadda, 1049 ;

Ndk^fuin, 1107, Ndl (i’soudostach-
>um)* 104 ; Naln, r>a! (Chragmitos),
77’Z*, NaUtdn (Nardowtaeliy-s), 792 ,

Ndl hems, 00, 100 ; Nali, 197 ,

Ndhch^ ttafi, 686 , Ndhla, 406, 408 .

Nalla-jilakra, 811 ; . . -purwjwlv,
887 ; . . .-sandra, 0 ;

. -nmmetta,
488 , Nallenny, 98 I , Nalun, 329 ;

Nal valangu, 484 , Namak (Salt), .51,

963-7 1 , Natnam, 330 ; Naindaa,
1 1 2.5 ; Name, 49^ NomUing, 99

,

Nana, 701 , Nanas, na-tuit, 66 ,

Nanbza, 1080 ; Nandruk, 100.5 ;

Ndnyli, .518 , Nani, 475 ; Nan-
Inngyazng, 1 4 , Nannari. 028.
ANNOHKOI’S RiaX'HIEANA, 776-7.
anoi, 823 ; Naniayok, 61 ; Nao, 746 ,

Naoni, 088
Naphth/i, 873.
NAims. Nafo-brasstca, 170
Nar, 777.
Naratnganft, 418 , Ndrand/, 320 ,

Ndrangi, ndranjo, 320 ; Nara-sdra,
48 ; Nara at), 530 ; Narchd, 400 ;

Nard, 456.
Nakdostachys, 463, 792-3.
Nardus indicus, .;U52.

Ndrel, 350 ; Narghrh, 362 ; Ndrgtl,
360 ; Nari (Blue Heron), 139 ;

Ndri (Ipomoea aquatica), 086 ;
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Narich, 408 , Ndrikel {ndri-kela)

350 ; Ndnkela-khanda, 361 , Naringi,
320 ; Ndrtyal, 350 ,

Narockpa, 248 ;

Narri, 00
Narthex asafaetida ( FerulaNarthex), 630.
Narvas, 1031"; Nas, 640 ,

Nasart, 128 ,

Nnska, 249, 259 , Nnshpdtv (Pear),
910 Naahtar, .880 , Naari-jen, 128 ,

Nasuk, 1143 , Nala, 190 ; Natar,
201 . NaH, 837 , . -arhanibu, 520 ;

Ndt-kei-dafnrnul-nkhratn, 908 • Ndt-
ka-deoddr. b‘Z~i . Natsaba, 823—4 ,

Natt'i-manjat-chtunk-kishangu (14hu-
barb), 012 Nat-i'ndam, 1073,
Naudhi', 06.5 , N mka-thau-heu, 843 ;

Nau-nav. 427 , Nansaddr. 48 , Naval,
62<> , N ivavita, 470.

Navot. Sweet, 176.

Naif el). .>31

.Veetai'iiie, 906
Nkctri.v. 220, 000.
Neddi, 1060 , Neela-hgmet-kha, 5.50 ,

Nectn, nim, see Margosa
;

Nchare,
>542 , Ndla-bei’inagida, 69 , Nelahevn,
10.5.1 , Nila-uBirika, 887 . Nela~
veinu, 09 , Nell, 1 140 ; Nelkar, 485.

Nelkon (Clove), 520.
Nella-nucka-konga, 140 , Nella-shama,

845 , Nelle, 886 ;
Nelld, 824.

Nkeumbium spkcjosum, 402.
Noosiii, neoza (Edible Pine), 888.
Nepal (Croton), 137.
Nepbeline-Ryenite, 428.
Nephrite (Jade), 660.
Nepti, 264 : Nerale, .526 , Nerebi, 247 ;

Nerinda, 9 1

5

Nkrium odorum, 49, 6()3

NoroJi, 327.
Nervdlam, 437 ; Neruati, 746.
Nests, Edible Swallows’, 138.
Nettle, Fever or Devil, 162 , . . . Nil-

giri, 15J. 161.
Neali, 531 . Newala, 1112 , Newr,

888 , Newly (Indigo), 60.5 , Neyi,
478 , Ngachavk. .544 . Ngap, 121 ;

Ngapee, ngapi (Dried Fish), 544,
.517, .550; Nga-phyin-thaleb, 547
Nga-pri, ,542 ; Ngathalauk, .544 ;

Nga-zhvng, ,540, Nlala niiniti, 140,
Nxame, 490 , Nine, 740 ; Nwlo
halam bartngin, 628 ; Niato balam
temhaga, 627 , Nibu (nebu), 326

Nicker-treo, 100.
Nicohar Nut, 352
Nioklea SATivv, 283, 442, 811, 820,

1110.
Niger, 479, 605, 625, 741, 812, 815, 820.
Ntggz, 486 , Nthsuki, 1082 ; Nijtii,

762 . NU (Indigo), 664 , . .

(Phea.sant), 14) ;
Nila, 66.3 ; Nilam,

550; Nllamam, 663; Nila-thuthia,
403 , Nila vem, 1053 ,

Ntla-veppa
(Andrographis paniculata), 69 ,

. .-veppa (Swertia Chirata), 10.5.3 ;

Nzlavtraz, 288 ; Nilgai, 644 , Nilgao,
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603 ; Nilgur, 141 , Ntli-cha {hh-
cha), 459 ; Nil-kalmi, 686 ; Nilkant,
132, 140.

Nill or Nil (Indigo), 665 ; Nilopala,
ndufar (Tilue Water-lily), 663 , Ntloa,
741, 1039 ;

Nim (Margosa), 780, 1046 ;

Ntmak (Salt), 963.
Niniar Oil (Kusa Oil), 451.
N^‘n^ar^, 578 ; Nirnhar, 1.5 , Nttnbu,

325—6; Ntmbuka, 326 ; Nt?mli, 141 ,

Nimma-gadch, 459; Nina, 783 , N>n-
gdlo, 99.

NiI'A FHUTIOANS, 170, 776.
Nirbisi (Aconite), 19-20 , ... (Del-

phiraiim denudatuin), 491 ; Ntr-
gdl, 99 : Nirninl, 1051 ; Ntrujani,
429; Nituri, 887, Ntrvdla, 429;
Ntrvart, 824 ;

Nirvis/ui, 20 , Ntsoth,
822 ; Nisottar, 822 ; Ntstri, nistan
(Silk), 996, 998, 1018.

N^tro, 972-5.
Nitta-tumina, 498 , Niu, 350 ; Ntiuzl,

531 ; Nivarnng, 530 ; Niwal, 4.30 ,

Nohdx, 401.
NdVAT. (Opnntia), 348-9, 822.
Nolee or Newly (Indigo), 065, Nowl,

141.
NncoJine, 359.
Nugge, 895 ; Nukhud dal, 295 , Nulluti,

498 ; Nun, 963 ;
Nutm, 783-4 ,

Niini, 785 , Num-gatch, 192 ; Nuno,
249; Nupsor, 311; Nur, 3.50;
Nurdki, 578 ;

Nuren-Kclengu, 494 ,

Nurkah, 710, Nurma, niirmuh
(Cotton), .576, 595 , Nuethki, 535 ,

Nuskul, 188.
Nut, Aphom. 352 ; . . . Betel, 83 , .

Brahmin, Cunnrii, 352 ; ... Candle,
47 ... . CitMhew, 65, 1040 ; . , . C’eylon,
Coroinandol, 352 ; ... Indian, 3.51 ,

. . . Malabar, Maldive, 352 ;

Manila, 74 , ... Marking-, 981 ; .

Monkey-, 74 ; ... Nicobar, 352 ; . . .

I’ea-, 74; ... Physic, 699; . .

Pistachio, 902, . . . Singhd?a, 1080;
. . . Soap, 14, 979; . . . Bush, 465.

Nuthatches, 132.
Nutta, 408
Nutmeg, 79.
Niivvuhi, 981.
Nux-voiniea, 7.58, 1051.
Nwa-myel-yin, 460
Nviedo, 651 , Nyaeh, 987 ; Nyah-gyi,

783 ; Nyan, nyand, 746 ; Nyapaw,
99.5-6

; Nyaungbaudt, 638 ; Nyaung-
gyin, 038 ,

Nyaung kyet paung, 661.
Nyctanthbs, 430.

O
Oak, Ceylon, 980 ; . , . Silver, 383 ; . . .

True (Quercus), 741, 911.
Oats, Oatmeal, 96.

Ohat, 936.
OCHLANDRA TRAVANOORIOA, 103-4.
Ochro, okra, 03 1

.

OCIMlJM BASILICUM, 905.
OniNA WOOIBU, 111.
Od^as, 572 ; Odla, 1051 ; Odro, 742 ;

Oepata, 98 ; Ogal, 532 ; Ohez (Cirma-
inoinmn), 313.

OiDiuM Ttjckbri, 1115, 1117.
Oils, 811-21.
Oil of Almonds, 905 ; ... American

Chester, 879 ; . . . Aniseed, 887 ; . . .

Ben, 784, 812 ; ... Camphor, 247 ;

. . . Cardole (Cashew), 66; . . . Castor,
920-3 , . . . Chaulmugra, 204, 1067—
8 ; ... Chinese Wood-, 40, 503 ; . . .

Citronella, 4.55—7 ; . . Clove, 529 , . .

Cochin, see Cocoanut ; . . . Cocoaiiufc
(Copra), 357—61 ; . . . Cod-liver, 361,
542, 544 , . . . Cotton-seed, 013 4; . . .

Croton, 699 ; ... Dik, soo Cardole ;

. . . 7Jo/c>, soo Mahua ; . . . Oombaand
Pinnay, 204, . . . Fish, see Cod-livor

;

. . . Oargan, 499, 501—2 ; . . . Omger-
grots, 451, 461 ; ... Oroimd-niit,
81-.3, 986; . . . Homp-sood, 257, . .

Kekune, 47 ; ... Kerosene and Petro-
leum, 872-9; . . . Barnp. 916, 980
. . . Lemon, 327 ; ... I.cmon-grass,
457 ; . . Linseed, 721, 725, 729-31;
. . Macassar Hair-, 281, 981 , .

Mahua Oil and Butter, 120, . . .

Mangosteen, 553 ; . . . Marmelle. 27 ;

... Mustanl, 183-6, 812, 815-6;
. . . Mulhi'l and Avel, see Coeoanut

;

. . . Niger, 625 ; ... Kimar, see
Riisa, . . . Olivo, 82, 11,5, 190, 813;

Pinnay, see Uomba ; . . , Plum,
906; . . . Polli (wild Safflower), 282;
. . Poppy, 8.56, 860-1 ; . . . Kapo, so©
Mustard ; . . . Koi’lc Oil, 873, . . Husa,
451 -5 ; ... Safflower, 281-3 , ...
Sandal-wood, 977-9 ; . . . Sarsoii, soo
Mustard ; ... Sosume, 9^6-7 , ...

, Tung, BOO Chinese Wood -oil , ...
V Turkey-red, 922 ; . . . Veliver, HOC;

. • . Wood-, Malabar, 499.
Oil-cake, 818, 922, ...Cloth, 813-4;

. . . Seeds, 811. "•

Omo.s krithinos, 521.
Oka, 83 ; Okra, 577 ; Ol, 65 ; Ola, 429,

861 ; Olak-tambol, 1 ; Olch^, 906.
Olea, 116, 190, 813.
Olen-kxlaxta, 69.
Oleum Nigrum, 292.
Olibanurn Tree, Indian, 174.
Oli-cha, 4.59.

Olive, Indian, 813.
Omak, 1061 ; Omdmi, 285 ; Omo, 142 ;

Omu, omum-vra,tC!T, 285 ; Ondon,
644 ; Ong, 350.

Onion, 68, 945, 1048, 1141.
Onyx, 662.
Oomras (Amraoti), 581, 585.
Opal, 662.
Opbbcxji.ina TurpetHum, 687, 822.
Opion (Opium), 845-6.
Opio tebaico (thebaicum), 846—7.
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Opiuin, 258, 846-61 ; ... Abkari,

857 : ... Antidoto, 28 ; ...
Ben^l, 851—3, 856; . . . Excise,
Malwa, 864, 856 ; ... Provision,
852.

Opos, sea Opion.
©PUNTIA, 347, 868.
Ora, 102.
Orange, 87, 320, 1110; ... American

Osage, 999.
Qrangenbaum, oranger, 320 , Orchil,

448.
OucHis, 962-3.
Orer, 915.
Orioles, 132, 142
Ormul, 538.
Orobanciir, 803.
OroboB, 295.
Oroha, 196.
Orpimont, SCO Arsenic, 92.

Ortolan, 134-6
Oryza (Rico), 110, 293, 776, 823-42,

1046, 1082
Osage Orange, 999.

,,
Oahadhi, 252
Ostrich, 35, 139
Oth (Cotton), 572 , Oud-hati

,

466
Ouk thapha-ya, 659 , Oiiplaic, 980

Overlook, 248.
OviH, 644, 746.
Omsu, 96 ; Ou'a, 286 ; Own, 686
Oxen, 644. 732-3.
Oxidase, 806.
Oxide, 92, 7<i2.

Oxytknbnthkra, 103 4.

Oyeti^s, 641.

P
P6An (Rhus), 914 ; Pabha, 294

,

Pachak^ 980 , Pachdpdt, pachbli,
pachpavadi (Pogostemon), 904 ;

Pachim, 743 ; Pachunda, 264 , Pach-
wai (Beer), 767, 760, 826, 840, 1043,
1046.

PAriiYiiissus (Beetles), 4.

l^clire. Pulque Wine (Agave), 31.

Padago)i, 60 ; Padam-chal, 912; Padar,
930; Padda--jallagadt, 1031 , Pad-
dam, 907 ; Paddi, 7.52.

Paddy Bird, 139.
Padhac, 411; Padma-kasta, padouk,

907-8; Padval, 1081 , Padzahr,
pazahr, 131 ; Pagadan, 989 ; Pago-
shwe-hmat, 824 ; Pagri, 618 , Pagan,
168 , Pagu-tulla, 103 ; Pdhari-in-
drayan, 439 , Pahari ntiribu, 325 ;

. . .-rai, 182 ; Pai, 903 ; Paia,
103 ;

Paida patti, 589 ; Patman,
526, Painipishin, 1105; Pai-
pdzoon, 449 ;

Paira (Buchanania
latifolia), 188 ; ... (Cotton), .580 ;

Paiehtt, 1046.
Paka, 980 ; PalSitr, 538 ; Pakodi, 808 ;

Pdkn, 538; Pakadlu, 104; Pakva
Kdrpura, 244 ; Pala (Cardamom),
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511 ; . (Conessi Bark), 640; . .
•

(Dita Bark), 60; ...(Pigeon Pea).

197 ; ... (Wrightia tinctoria), 663,

1131; . -garuda, 60; . . .-tUupet,

627
PAT.ACORNis*(Paroquet), 133, 141
Palnk, 928 , Palan, 121 ;

Paldndu,
58 ; Palang, 928

P\T.\QUIUM (Rubber), 627
Paida (Butea), . -ki-gond (Guru),

180 ; . .-pdprd, 190 , Palepunzen,
1044 ; Pdhtd-mnndar, 623 ,

Pal
kurwan. 1132; Pall"(iar, 1127

I’alm Canes, see Calamus ; . . . Cocoa-
nut. see CocoamO ; ... Date, see
Ph.cnix; . Palmyra, sec Palmyra;
. . . Sago, see Arenga anil Caryota :

T.dipot. SO'- Palmyra ;

Palma C.hristi, 9],-.-23, 1012
Palrnajuiirua, see Pir'ctocirmia
Palmarosa, 360. 45]
Palmaiiaini

,

19.

Palmt/t, 369
Pilinvra Palm (Borassus), 167-71,

428, 760. 928 1046. 1109
Palosa, l.'>; Pah/, 910, Paludar, 291 ;

Pdlu pitta, 132, 140; Palwa kanda,
929. Palyok, 1053, Pa-ma, 144;
Pamban, 1084, Pambash, 912;
Pam-budinga. 440 ; Pamidt path,
589; Pampe, 792: Pan (China
Grass), 144 ; Pan (Piper Hello) 83-
4, 891, 988 ,

Pan, pan aupari
(preparation <>f Betle loaf, nut, lirno

and spices), 10, 83, 104, 285, 712 ;

Pana (Buffalo), 732 ; Pand (Palmyra
t'alm ), panai-maram, 1 69 ; Pnnasa,
94 , Punch, 1044 , Panchavalkala,
5,38 , PancJii, 7 1 , Panch-patr, 402.

Pancratium trikuorum, 1049.
Pdnd, 945 ; Pdnddna, 1003.
Pandanus, 31, 66, 188, 776, 821, 1133.
Pandt handt, 762 ; Pandol, 1081 ,

Pdndruk, 10.51 , Pan dubbt, 141 ;

Panel. 904 , Pnnevdr, pnniiiar, 288 ;

Panga (Black Myrobalan), 1073 ;

. . . (Hemp narcotic), 258 ,
(Salt),

963; Pdngara, 1116-7: Pangtti
Maana Grass, 4.50 ; Pdngru, .523,

894; Pam, 94; Panta, 621 ; Pani-
chtka, 498.

Panicum, 79, 506, 603, 869, 988
Pant-kuhtla, 28 ; Pantntr, 92,5 , Pani-

phal, 1080, Panir, 1120, Panj,
1044; Panjoh, 887; Panlat, 511 ;

Pan-muhon, 552 ; Panm (Rusa
Oil), 451 , . (Vetiver), 1106;
Panooa, .5,56 , Panaabt, 937 , Pan-
adht kdld ganna, 9.36 ; Pdnauja, 963 ;

Pantaga, 204.
Panther, 832.
Panwa, 638 ; Pao, paoahi-ding-ying,

100 ; Pdpad, 881 ;
Papadi (Horse

Gram), 504; .. or papri (Salt), 65;
Paponas, 324.
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Pai'aver, 812.
Papaw, papaya, papeya, 20!>

Paper, Nepal, 45, 48(>.

Paphok, 104 ; Papia, 20*1 , Pdpra,
‘J04 ,

Papri, l‘J0 ;
Paps, 750

Papyrus, 801 '

1‘araf/aik, 180, 804.
Pahajjoxuru.s, ,‘154

Paraflin, 813-4, 870,
J^aiiamkbia (Hubber), 058
Parangi-sharn-hirtint, 174.
Para Kubbor, 055-7
Paras (Jlird Cherry), OOO : Paras

(lliitea (liirii), 189, 10.53

Parasa leiuda (a moth). 387.
Parbat-zerah, 283 , Pardeshi

,

449 ,

Par%')uta, 523 ,
Pnrinya, .523 , Pat-

rniok, 99 , Patou lite, 538
Paroquets, 133, 141
f‘a rotas, llO
PaRHOTFA .lACyUKMONTlAN 115.

ParUrl, 888
Parlriilyies, 132, 134-5, . Oroy,

Hiinalayau, 133.
Pnru, 58; Patungd. 911 , Parvat

.

parwar, 1081 ; Pascti, 182, Pasang,
743, PuHowa, 854-0, Pash my,
101.

Paabm, pant (Wool), 273, 741,743-5.
747, 1121

Pashirnna, 1123, 1125-7
Pa.si’

\

l,u.^r .st'KoiJK.'b 84.5, 871.
Pusliiwanne, 024 , I'asapu, 445, 447 ;

Put (Clout’s hair). 74,5. (.lute

Pibre), 400, 409 ,
(Silk), pat

(Silkworm). 994, 997 , I’ata

(Hoi'nl)euin-loaveil Sida), 991 ,

(iVIeKass), 9.52 , Paid (Saeebarum
ariiii(linaeeum), 929.

Patayoiuan Ilean, 248
Patakii, (il , l^dldh, 171 . Palanyn,

195 ; Patnnykha, 140 , Pdta-st},

,5.30 , Palchiui-pt/rf, 881.
Patehocili. 821, 904-5.
Patera, 317 ; Pate tie jii/iibc, 1144,

Pater, 777 , Pathu, 770 . Pathiri,

791 , Pat-hiu, 99: Pathoi, 774,
Patthorifla, 311 , Pati-rtcnibu, 320,
Patini), 905, Pat is. I‘t, Patna-
khari, 57, Palotatii, 1081 , Patokha
hngla, 140 , Pat-phanns, 94 , Pdtsan
{Stinn hemp), 430; . . ( Doecan
Hemp), 251, 030 , Pattn (Jute Fibre),
405, . (Silk), 994, .

(Hemp),
2.52 , Patuinga, patang, 194 , Pattame,
*J03 , Patn, 258 , Vattra, 884 , Pattn,
744, 1125. . (Silk), 994. Patu,
102 , Patuta, 029 , Pauchoti

,

027 .

Patik, 189 , Paunda (Sii^ar-earies),
9.30-7. 944-.5 , Pdas, pdtiaa, 707

;

Patti. 409 , Patift, .508 , Pava, 980 ,

Pdvdlam, 989 ; Parana, 887 , Pavt-
trara, 430

PaVO I'lUSTATUS, 134, 141.
PAVONIA ODORitTA, 1100:

P&t'ta, .508 ; Pawn, 83 . Payam, 1105 ,

Paye.n, 04.
PAYENA, 028
Payong, 101 . Pazham, 787.
Pea, Angola, 190; . . Chick, 295 , . .

Congo, 190; . Cow, 1107; . .

Garden, Grey or Field, ‘700, 902-3-
1111; . No-eye, Pigeon, 190

Peafowl, 134, 141-2
Pea-nut. 74
Pen Straw, 477
Poach. 900.
Pear, Common, 910, Prickly, 348,

822
Pearl, 1 22. .547. 557 , . Ash,' Indian,

48-*). 771, . Coooaniit, 302

;

Mother of. ,557-8, 989; . Oyster,
.557

Pe-ftazoii, .508 . Pebtn, pehn, 428
Pebrme, 1001
Pc-bya, 508
Peek. 480, J’echti. 10 1 . Pet ha-da.

498 ,
Pecheptetre, .543

I’EUXEIIIM Miirk\, 473
Peddaqi, 908, Pedda-jila-kuna. .552./

-icai, 438 , . -pera, 12.3 , . . sohi,

.518 , . sojtnra, 484 . . tekn, 1008 ;

.-tella-kont/a, 140 , Pedegn, pedet.

908 , Pccfiitl, .538 ; Pee tcht, 405 .

Pegtt, 733 , Pegya, 1137 . Pe-gyt
(DolichiKs Lablab), 508 ; Pegyi (Lima
Po.in). 880 ; Peh-naing-m, 248

.

Peholt, 004 . Peh-yen-khyhng, 196 .

Peik-khyrn, 8*Jl ; Peka, 100 . Pekh,
124 , Pela, 907.

Pki.i.i<.'ul.arta Koi.En*)OA, 385. -

Pcluk, 740 , Pe.-htn, 508 ; Pemdi-her,
114.3, Pemu, 201, Pe-nd n-ta-rzt,

1081 , Pen-hwa, 773 , Penek, penka,
24*J ; Pe-ngapi, .504

^

Pemctllarta spieata See Penniselum
typlioideuni

Pennt'ru-gadda, 1120.
PKNNlKETUVt TYI'HOrDtTIVr, 49, 78, 281,

50,5, 5*J8, 601, 003, 843, 869-72.
Penny-wort, Asiatic, 646. *

PkNTAPETKS PHOSttlCBA, 30.

Pentaploa, 1044 ; Penh-vedru, ‘J9 ,

Peon, 765 , . . .-wvlaylt, 707 : Pepa,
201 ; . belt, 202 ,

Pe.pere, ,5.38.

Pepper (Black and White), 523, 896
. Bird, 267 ; . . . Chaloclnit, Guinea'
Pod, Bed, 264; . . . Long, 8'Jl

Perat-tenai-egalu, 123 , PeraUi, 907 ;

Pe.ralu, .537 : Perarnbu, 201 , Pera-
rattat, 00

I’ereh, Groj', .546.

Perfumery, 811, 820-1
Peria-them, 12,3 ; Perich-ehankay, 882 ,

Pennkara, .511 ;
Perin-n-jara, 526 .

Perita, 882 , Pertya, 1 1

6

Peroxidase, 800.
Peroxide, 702.

®

Perpulut, 90.5.

Persimmon, 498.
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Perun gayarn, 634.
Peruvian Bark, see Cinchona, 302.
Pessary, 882 ; Pesu, 720 , Petha

(Pumpkin), 441 . Pethu (White
fxourd Melon), 130, Peiuin, pelnn,
704, Pewan<^^, 1143

iPewter, 40^.
Peya, 742 , Peyara, 4)07 . Pfi-'t, 770 ,

Phag, 1031 , Phagu'ari, 537 ; Phatn,
974 , Phula, 94 ; Phalapura, 325 ;

, Plvalel, 110, Phalan, 024, Phan,
11.5 ; Pha-pat, Kil , Pfuiphor, 1049 ,

Phaphra, .532 , Pha> at-stnghah, !)l 1 ,

Pharaa, 624.
Phaseolus, 225, 29.5, 767, 770, 870 1,

879-82, 1107.
Phatak, 561 , Phattka, 700, 1043 ,

PhaHkta, 22 , Phatkir) 01 , Phayon i,

125.
Pheasants, 132, 1 34-.5, 141
Phekon-bet, 201 , Phenila, 979 ,

Pheni-marna, 822 , Phenny, 99 .

Pheytakyee, 102 . Phikai, 843-4 ,

Phxnd%, 770, Phipri, 742 , Ph itkari,

01, 1110, Phitnt-her, 1144 , Phodni,
400.

PlKKNix, 115, 170, 188, 3.53, t08,

700, 111, 808, 882-.), 921. 929, 1040
Phoibhun, 937 . Phootee. .59.5

Phosphates, 772
PlIHAGMITES, 115,777
Phul, 402 , Phula, phuh'n, 1-5 ; Phu~

lango, *255 , Phul hhdruj, 250 ,

Phuh, 50 ; Pktd-koht, 182 , i^huhadi,
1121 , P/iul-sola, 29 . Phul-aunn,
43'i , Phnlwa, phuhcdrd, 1 10 , Phnn-
gahf .531 , Phuapat, 131 , Phut,

4‘i8 , Phutkia, fatkia, 23 , Phycnni,
99.

PlIYI-LAgTHL H, 887, 1047, 1109.
PHYT.r.OSTAC’HYS UAMBtTSOlDES, 105.
PhYELO-YKHA, 1 I 1.5.

Phymeter ’ll ^(’ROcri'H.alits, 64.
Physic Nut, 699
Phytorhtiiora (Plant Disease), 87
Pky'tottus uossypi (a mito), 610
P%al, 188 , Piasdl (Indian Kino), 908 ,

P^r^«di! (Terminalia tornontosa), 1073
Piassaba, ptaaaava, 170, 280.
Ptazi, 1089 ; Pichlc, 100 , Ptctetl,

pycieil, 794-.5,

PlCROBHIZA Kijbroa, 405, 640.
Ptcu, 570; Pienka, 249, Pten-tou, 508.
Pigeons, 134-5.
Pigs, Pig-skm, 702, 752.
Pikunkm, 7.55 , Pila-hereld, 991 ;

Pilkhan, 538 , Pilldnji, 887.
PiMPiNKELA, 283, 820, 887-8
Pina, ptgna, 69 ; P2ndri, 1050 , Ptnaa,

66 ; Pincho, 160 ; Pind, Pinda-
kharjura, 882, 88.5 ; Ptndalu, 494,
496.

Pindar, 74.
*

Pinddweh, 133 ;
Pind chtrdi, 882 ,

Ptndr, 791

Pme (Pinu8),‘’,888-90 ; . . . Amboynaor
White, 30 ; . . Koomlah, Sylhet.’
67 , . . Screw, 188, 776.

Piiieapplo, 31, 66, 929, 1046, 1109
Ptney maram, 110.5. Ptnigala-konga,

140 , Pinjra, 291 , Pinna, 117 .

Pinnay, Pinnay Oil, 204.
Pintail, 134.
Ptorxna, 19,5 ; Pipal (Fig), 538, 1000 ;

Pipal (Long Pepper), 891.
Pipo-clay. .3.30

Pii-EB Bett.e, 83 4, 891-0, 988.
Pipits, 1 32
Pippal-ynng, 979 ; Pipxdtnxil

,

891 ,

Pxr-i-dang, 140 , Pin, 481 . Piring,
1981 • Pirkai Inita, 480 . Piachta,
720, PishatKi'n. 830, J^iahor, 115,
P?aka. 190 Piaai., 1080 ; Ptaat-
babul, 14 ; Piatci, 902

Pistachc <lt' tone, 74
Pistachio Nut (Pfitacia), 901-2,

91 4

PlsoM. 298, 902 3
Pita, 31, 3.5.

Pitarhandana, 970 , P tia-karoaana,
40.5 Plta-kaiiila. 489 , Pxlal, 401 ;

PithnUt, 991 . PUchapuUum, 317 ;

Pitc^iinou', 742
PiTITECOLOnilFM SATVrtN, 383.
Pitta, 1121 . PUz, 777 . Ptun, 23;

Piuaa, 1080, Ptydr, 188, Ptya-ye,
128 , Piyaz, .58.

Plague, 88.
Plakaha, 538
Phiiitain. 87. 479, 787. 1111.
Plaster of Pans, 716-8
Pl.E<'TO('OMl.A uimalayana, 202
I’t.KVTR.tNTHUB BUUOSITS, 12+
Pleuro-pneumonia. 742
PnOTUS .WEI, VNUGASTBB, 141.
Plovers, 134, 1,38.

Plum, 906 , Black, Jam.+n, 526 ,

. Oil, 906
Plumbago, 624
I’nUWBAGO ZEYI-ANIL'A, 49.
Pochard, 134.
Podah, 103.
Podophylhn, 904.
POGOSTEMON, 821, 904-5.
Pogaio, 104, Poi, 163.
Poia ciche, 29.5 ; ... d’Angole, 196 ,

, . . puohu, 295.
Poisons, Cattle, 1, 633, 743 ; . . . Fish,

45, 499, 546.
Poka-vaka, 83 ;

Poko nilam, 904 ; Pol,
360 , Polee, 128.

Polenta, 1138.
Poll, poUyan, 270 ; Polli Oil, 282 ,

Po-lo-mi, 94 , Pols, 738
PonYOONUIW TINOTOKIUM, 604, 1089.
Poma, 232, 290.
Pomegranate, 87, 909.
Pomelo, 324.
Pomfret, .541, 546-7.
Pornnm Adarni Commune, 324.
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Ponapuh, 652 , Ponasaa aolu, 518 ;

Pond diaom, 504. *

PONQAMIA QLABRA, 49, 948.
Ponies, Hirnnlnyan, 761.
Pomka, 929 ; Ponnyet, 204 ; Pon-ye,

1108 ; Poona, 942 ; Poonac, punac,
punak, 368, 300. 379, 818.

Poon Spar, 204.
Poon, 942 ; Popai, 209 ; Popat, 508 ;

Popatui, 1087.
Poppy, 479, 771, 812, 815, 845-01.
Popui.iis AI.BA, 802.
Porcupine Quills, . . . Wood, 142, 350,

302.
Pork, 762.
Poroh, 638.
Porter, BOO Malt Liquors.
Poaa, 786 ; Poahwa, 1051 ; Poat, puaC,

poataka-tol, 845—0 ; Poat-khai, 980 ;

Potari,, 2
Potash, Caustic, . . Carbonate, 48, 77 I.

PotasHiuni Carbonate, 48 , . . Nitrate,

50, 972 5
Potato, 479, 497, 1020-31 .... Ota-

hoite, 493 , . . . Sweet, 087-8.
Pot6l, 1081.
Potstono, 1049
Pottery, 327 32
PotH-luppu, 972.
Poudrotto, 709.
Poultry, 130-8
Poye, 128 ; Poyndt, 1143 ;

Prab, 5.38 ,

Prabba, 201 ;
Pral, 846 ; Prattma

kalU-r, 1050
Prawns, .540.

Prin, 100
Prince’s Feather, 63.

Printers (a kind of grey cloth), 023
Priahtha-bhanga, 252 , Prita, 888 ;

Prong, prong nok, 99.
Propohsino, 127.
Prounanga, 979.
Prtjnus, 95, 905-7, 1106.
Prussic Acid, 700, 880, 1040-1,
Pseud aconitine, 20-3
P.SEUDOSTACIIYUM POEYMOKPItUM, 104,

115, 777.
Paher, 115
l^siDiuM CluYAVA, 190, 887, 907
Psilomelane, 702
PxEROCAHPl'S Marsupium, 189, 383,

908-9
P. SANTALINUS, 25, 909. 970.
Pwa-heinp, 103.
PucciNiA (on Wheat), 1091.
Pucha-payaru, 882 ; Pucka, 886 ; Puga,

83 ; Pugrxany, 102 ; Pukha-bet,
201 ; Ptild, 168 ; Pulachi, 980 ;

Pulcha, 440 ; Puli, 1060 ; Pulich-
chakkdy, 97 , Pulla mlla, 1108 ;

Pulla-tenat-egalu, 124 ; Pulque (Wme
from Agave), 31, 35.

Pulu, 630 , ... ptnam myouk, 766 j

Puluau-kdvd-lu, 79.
Puincl-noso, pumplemus, 324.

Pumpkin, . . . Melon-, 441.
Pun (Elephant Grass), 777 ; Pun

(Sterculiafoetida), 1050 : Punq, 204 ;

Punac, see Poonac ; Punag, 765 ;

Punaji, 837 ; Punam, 110; Punang,
204 ; Punar puli, 664 ; Punaaa, 1036.

Punch, 1044 *

Purviarika, pundari-kakahaa, pundaa,
994 , Pundi, 630 ; Pundia, 937 ;

Puridi-kai, 791.
PuNicA Ghanatum, 190, 909-10, <

Pupal, 83.
Pur, 621 , Purana ghrtta, 479 ; Pur-

bia, 981 , Pun, peri, 930, 937, 944 ;

Puri-dumpa, . . -gaddt, 464 ; Puroa,
755 , Pxirphtok, 104 ; Purruwa,
540; Purum, 160, Purwul, 1081 ;

Puahtnt, 441 ,
Puaitoa, 531 ; Puakii,

980 ; Putai-tanni-maram, 269 , Pul-
chaw, 160 ; Putrka? anja, 190 ; Putri
Idt, 952 ;

Puttanti, 163 ; Puttiah,
.547 ; Puvnndi, 979 ; Puya (Nopal
Memp). 103, .. (Wild Himalayan
Cherry), 907 , ... udiah (Betula
alnoiiles). 1.31.

Pwe-nyet (llees’ Dammar), 128 ;
Pwon,

565, Pya aung, pya-gyi, 123
Pyathat, ,530; Pyaungbu, 1132
Pyaung-net-ai, 1039 ; Py%nma, 701 ;

Pyintrgar-relhi, 911 ; Pyx-nyoung,
.537

Pyoung, 1031 , Pyroluaxte, 7<5,2.

Qalqand, 40.3; Qat, 365; Qata3,iTH3 ;

Qxachr, 365 , Quahi-bet, 201. ,

Quails, Ram or Grey, 132-4, 138., ,

Quart20.se Minerals, 561
Qtieura, 66.
Quicklime. 709
Quillai Bark (Quillaoja saponaria), 979.
Quills, 138, 142
Quince (Cydonia vulgaris), 910 ; . . .

Bengal (cEgle Marmelos), 20
Quinine (Cinchona), 48, .302-10
Quimno Substitute, 70.

Qutnaonge, 196 , Quiya, 265 ; Quoilu,
114.

Pdb (Egyptian Arum), 398 ;

(Sugar), 962-3, 1109; Pab (a pro-
cess of burning the soil), 835 ; Rabi,
ruebce (Calamus), 201 ; Rabbn, 472 ;

Roche, 743 ; Rack, 1043 ; Radat
bera, 908.

Radish, 891, 912.
Radix Junci, 466.
Rdgx (Copper), 401 ; Rdgi (Eleusme

coracona), 78, 446, 510, 618, 1046 ;

Ragi (Ficus religiosa), 538 ; Ragu,
141 ; R&gulu, 518 ; Rahar dal, 196 ;

R&hria, 749 ; Rdi (Ficus religiosa),

038 ; Rai (Indian Mustard), 180,
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726 ; Rat (Mangrove), 913 ; Ratda,
828 , Rat-)dman, 626.

Rails, 132, 134.
Raiaa^, 888.
Raisms, 1109-10, 1112, 1118.
Rajant, 286 ; Rajaa, 259 ; Rajavaral,
, 661 ; Ifafgir, 632 ; Rdjtka, 518 ;

Rak, 1110, Rakat rohan, 1043,
Rdkt, 1043 ; Rak-lop^ 915 ; Rakra,
937 ; Rdkslid, 1053 , Rakta-chandan

,

, 25 , Raktachandana, 976 , Rakta
kambal, 25 ; . . kuncfuin, 121 ,

. .-khurna, 1032 , Raktdbi, 490 ,

Rdl, 1105 , RaUi, 088 ; Raldhup,
248 ; Rali, 844 , RalU, 891.

Ram, 664 ; Rdmabdna, 777 ; Ranuic-
ctam, 1106 ,

Ratndh, 834 , Ranuungir,
538 , Raman svrrah, 54.3 ; Rambana
keora, 34 ; Ramdana, 63 ; Ratme,
rhoa, ramtcn, 143-59, 863 ; Rdtn
jamdni, 834 ; Ram-kanta, 3 ; Ram
kapaa, 570, .580 ,

Ram-kfla, 787 ,

Rdmpdt, 1051 , Ramphal, 71 ; Ramra,
881 , Ramras, 258 ; Ramtasam,
258 , Rdmraaddlt, 930 , Ramaar,
929, Ramahing, Oil; Ramatla.
71 , Ratntezpat, 311 ;

Rdmtil, 025,
Rdmitirdt, 631

Rdnd-chapadai^alt, 1081 ;
Han hurra,

748, Rdn-hor, 1144, Rand, 015.
Randhuni, 285.

Ranoia dometorum, 546.
Rangd, ^^2 , Ranga~alu, 687 ; Ran-

gam<ih, 142; Hangar t, 833; Run-
halad, 443 , Ramwalai, 914 , Ran/a,
5441 , Ranjana (Adonanthera), 25 , . .

(Red Sanders Tree— Pterooarpua),

9^ ,
Rankct, 537 ; Hanoi, 202 ;

itan parul, 1081 ; Rdn-ahfurrd, 087 ;

Rdntumi, 755 , Ranziiru, 889 , Raos,
786 ; Rapa, 176.

Rape, Indian, 178-80, 183, 360, 770,
812, 816-8, 1089, . . . (iujarat, 179;
. . . Oil, 183

Rara, 930 , Raa (Cane-jiiice), 952, 95.5,

•1110, (Palmyra palm-juice),
170, 928, ... (Sheep), 746, Rasa,
100 1 ; Raaamala, 6 1 ; Ra^dali,
raavah, 936 ; Raai (Carbonate of
Soda), 55 , ... (Gingelly), 981 ,

Raatin, 68 ; Rdtd-bdval, 14 ; Rata-
del, 54 , . . .-enaal, 512 ; . . -kekuna,
247 ; Rdt-alu, 493, 496 , Ratambi,
553 , Ratdnili, 909 ; Rati, 1 ; Rato
nigdla, 99 ;

Rattanjot, 699.
Rattans, 201, 775 ; Rating, 627 ; Rauna,

451 ; Ravakada, 114 ; Rawdn, 1107.
Ray-fish, 543-4, 547.
Realgar, 92.
Rebhrt, 1081.
Recche, reccheado, 266.
Red Bark, 305.
Red Navaari, 67^.
Redshanks, 134.
Redstarts, 132.

Red-wood (Adenanthera pavoninn ),

<5; ... Indian (Soymida febrifnga),’

10 43; ... Andaman (Pteroearpus
indicufl), 907.

Ree, 164.
Reed, 98, 1*14, 775, 777, 864.
Reed Mace (Typhn), 777.
Reehd, 144; Regu, 1143; Heh, 4, 61,

113, 189, 711; Rehdl, Rehdr .Soils,

Rej, 61 , Rcju Fibre, 44 ; Rek,
906 ; Rellu-gaddt, 930 . Relnii, 1144,
Retnd, 437 ; Rempugandha-chekc,
909; Rendi,i)i5.

Rennet. Indian, 1120, . . VogeLablo,
483.

Rerr't, 15 ; Tteaham, 994 , Uevarhin-
niaira, 564.

Revalenta, 709
Rezkuh, 7 43 , lihavaa, 451.
RitAZYA >iiacTA (V'ogetablo Rennet),

483.
Rliea (Bcohnieria), 14.3-.59, 295,

436, 721.
Plica Substitutes, 160—8
Rhi, 888
Rbinotcios (Rhinoceros unicornis), 644
Rhubarb • Chinese, Himalayan,
Turkey, 912.

Rhus Co-rmus, 115, 191, 914.
RiiYNC'HOBATus, 543, 546-7.
RH^NCHoniA (Rubber), 659.
Rhyncospoka (Ferment), 759
Riamba, 250; Rtantah, 1107; Rrb/o,

785.
Rico (Oryza), 258, 479, 776, 823-41,

1035, 1043, 1046 ; Rice : Autumn
{Aua or Bhadoi), Summer {Boro),
Winter (Aman), 828

Ricin do Palma Christi, Ricinu.s
COMMUNIS (Castor), 812, 915-23,
100.5, 1012.

Rtgana, 1026 , Rika, 144, 152 ; Rtkhu,
930; Rin, 911 , Rinda, 739.

Rinderpest, 742.
Rtnga, 1143, Ringdl, 99.
Ringer, 387.
Rtngni, 1038, 1040 , Rinj, 15 ;

Riaa
Fibre (Villebrimea integrifoha), 164 ;

Riaa (China-grass), 144 , Riao, 825 ;

Rita, rithd (Acacia concinna), 14 ;

. . rithia (Sapindus mukorossi),
970 ; Ritaje, 265 ; Ritza, 164 ; Riu,
538 ; Rtyong, 774 ; Rxz, 825

;

Roatanga, 980
Robins, 132.
Roccklua tinctobta, 448.
Rock-cod, Red, 646.
Rock Crystal, 661.
Rock Oil. 873.
Rocket, 180.
Rodang, 927.
Roe, Fish, 646.
Roghan, 282, 479, 712 ; Rohini, 640 ;

Rohiah, 461 ; Rohtaha, 451 ; Rohu
(Camphor-wood), 310 ; ... rui
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(Fieh), 642 ; Jtohun, 1043 , Roiong,
604 , Ro)t, 681, 698 , Roklo- stmul,
108 ; Rola, 1073.

Roller, Indian, 132, 140.

Rolh, 755 ; Romaka, 963 , Ronecha,
888 ; Rongoyne, 250 ;

*

Ropes and Cordage, 923-5
Rora or Chur (Indian-homp Narcotic),

201 ; Rora (Rice), 833 ; Rort (Agate),
562 ; .

(Mallotua philippmensis),
765.

Rose (Rosa), 925-30, . . Apple, 626;
. . . Attar, 456, 821, 925 , . . Oil,

451, 454.
Roselunia RADicii'EniiA (Root para-

site), 225, 229.
Rosewood (Dalborgia), 484-5
Roshagavat, 4.51 ; Roshel, 451
Rot, Black, 87, 941 : . Collar, Foot,

803 ; . . . Leaf, 385 , . . Pith, 803 ,

. . . Root, 229
Rotan, 201 ; Rotka, 518 ; Roucou, 142 .

Rowa, 824, 829-30.
Rowbali. 547.
Rozatt, 1082.
Rozelle (Hibiecvis Sabdariffa), 629
Rubber, see India-rubber, 647-60.
Rubbi-revdnd, 554 ,

Rubellite, 663.
Ruby, Ruby Minos, 428, 558, 624, 710 ;

. Bnlaa, ,559.

Rudra, 206 , . -challu, 511, Riidrdk,

28, 511 , Rudrdkaha, 511 , Rue, ru,

ruebee (Calamus), 201
Rugs, see Carpets and Rugs.
Ruhu, rut (Fish), .542, 544-5.
Rut (Calotropis), 205-8
Ruin, 756 , Rukaltana, 60 ; Rukhto-

chandan, 009 ; Rukta kanchan, rakta-
chandan, 26 , Ruku, 905.

Rum, soe Spirits . Rum. 663. 1051 ;

Rumadi, .538

RtlMEX VESICARIUM. 148
Riimi mnstiki, 902 , Run (flold), !>05 ,

Runa, 402 , Rund, 915 ; Runul. 202;
Rus, 25 ; Kuea, rona (Rusa Oil), rusa-
ka-lel, 451, 821. 1046 : Rush (Wild
Ooat), 743 ; R^ish (Wild Sboop), 74*>.

Rush-nut, 460
Ruaot, 1 30.

Rust on Tea, Sorgluuu, Wheat, Vino,
etc., 229, 10.35, 1091, 1117

Rusta, 980
Rutabaga, 176
Rule, 484, Ruuuka, 91.5; Huzerap,

484
Rye, Giant, 1084.
Ryoni, 663, 774

8
Sa, 963 , Saba, 824 . Sabai, 694 ;

Sabt-si, 1112.
.Sable (Fish), 540, 642, 544-5, 547
jSahzd, .556 ; Sabzak, 132, 140 , Sabzi,

249, 258.
Saccharon (m Bamboos), 102.

Sacckabum (Sugar-cane), 98, 115, 188,

77.5, 777, 865, 868, 924, 928-62,
1040, 1110.

Saccopetalum tomentosum, 95
Saeking-tree, 7 1

.

Sacqui, Sacci, 39.

Sada-hazurmani, 887 ; Saddphal, 324 ;«•

Sadhanapu-venduru, 102 ; Sadht, 278 .

Sailri, 1073 ; Safeda (White Lead),
707 ; Safed (White) angoor (Vbne),
1114, ... arand, 699 ; . . . bachnag,,
. . . btkh, 22 ; ... damar, 1105 ; . . .

dhatura, 488 ; . . . kabra, 538 ....
kaddii, 441 ; ... ktkar, 1.5 , ...
sambul, 92 ; ... simal, 521 ; . . td,

983.
Safflower, 276-83. 447, 479, 728, 741,

771, 812, 815, 1097.
Saffron (Crocus). 429 , . Bastard

(—- Safflower), 276
Saiira do Agua, .5.59.

Safran, 429 ; Sag (Jew’s Mallow), 408 ;

/Sag (Pot-herb), 411 , Sag (Teak Tree),

1068, Saqargota, 191 ; Sagda, 760:
Sagdi, 980 . Sagina, 1032.

Sago (Corypha uinbracuhfera—a kind
of Sago), 420; Sago-palm, Indian or
Ba.stard Sago (Caryota urens), 285,
760, 929, 1046 ; . Java Sago
(Arenga saccharifera), 91-2, 928,
1046; (true) (Metrovylon Sagu),

92 ^Sagond (Bcleric Mvrobalan), 1072,
/S'dgnn (Tectona), 1005, 1058, Sdgwdn,
1068 . Saha, 59, 2;5l , Safuiju, 1073 ,

Snharia, 1086, Sahebi, 1116; ^hrt,
1110, Sahut. saht (Honey )n 128,
Sai~kanCa, 18, Sail, 831; tHain
(Bamboo). 201 , . O^luo Heron),
1.39 : Samdhava, 963 . ^aiphrti,
satpropaon, 294 , Sair (Wild Goat),
743.

Saj, sag (Terminalia tomeritosa), 1005,
1073 , Sd/ira, 283 . Sajja-lu, 869 ,

Sajje, 869; Sajji (Reh), ,51, 113.
. .-khiir (Barilla), 112-3 ; . -matt*
“ sedgi mutti ” (crude Carbonate of
Soda). 51, 155, 281, 448. 864.

Sajor Benuai/A (— Corchorus capsu-
laris), 411

Sajtina (Monnga), 784, Sakarn bari,

963; Sakh, 211 , Sdkhu (vShorea
robusta), 990 ; Sdkhu (Teak), 1068 ;

Sakin, 743 ; Sakkara, 362 ; Sakuan,
115; Sakwa, see Sail; Sal (Borax),
172 ; Sdl (Shorea rubusta), 188, 480,
624, 640, 756, 990-1, 1004-6.

Salah-misri, see Salep ; Sdlat-gugul,
174 . Sdlan, 843 , Salei, 894.

Salop, 962, 1030 ; Salep-misn (Salep
of Egypt), 902.

Saleri, 72 ; Salhe, 174 , Sail (Rice), 830 ;

. . . (Satin-wood), 29*
; ... (Spurge-

wort), 531 ; Saha bdns, 102.
Salioobnia, 112-4.
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Saiix, 115
Salla, 889 ; Salma, 885 ; Sdlmali,

168^570; Salopa (B'lbre), 286
Salsola, 112-4.
Salsola Soda, 60.

Salt, Common, 56, 963-71, 973
• Black, 1}T) ; . . . Glauber’s, 56—7

Rock, 964 ; . . . Sea, 50, 966
Volcanic, 48.

Saltbush, Australian, see Saltworts.
Saltpetre, 65, 771, 972-5.
Saltworts, Indian, 50, 54-6, 113.

Salu, 600
Salvadora, 479
Sam (Artocarpus Chaplasha), 04 ; .

(Indian Blue Pine), 888 , Sama/la,
428 ; Samar, 822 , Sdmbar (Antlers),

644 5 ; Same, ahama ( l-’aniciiiii), .506,

843 , Sa-meit, .>,52 ;
Samtnat|nnth^,

\

525 , Samon-ne, 811, Sampfen \\ ood,
|

194 , Samptt, 99 ; Samaara, 937 ,

Sdmudra, 963 , Samadruntd, .570 ;

Sa-m,mjl-aa-ha, 887 , Snmyett, 879 ;

San-, anna-, aamt-, aunn-lieinp
(Crotalnria junccii), 45, 261-2, 254,

256, 408, 409, 430 7, 603, 675,
864-.5. 868, 924, 048. 988, 1035 ,

Sana (Cannabis sativa), 249-63,
Sanai, 430, Sanahnya, 313; Sanato-
ai, 554 ; Sanatta, 1005 ; Sanbu, 4,30 :

Sanchi, 892.
Sandal, Bastard (Erytliroxylon inono-

gynuruTi 52,5 , , ,-wood (Santalum
album), 190, 821, 926, 976 , . , .-wood,
Rod (Adenantliera pavonina), 25,

1W6, ...-wood. Rod (Pterocarpus
Saritalinus), 909.

Sav-^akn, 909 , Satuidii, 160 , Sandawa,
9T2

Sanders ^’ree. Red, 909
Sandhur, 707 ,

Sandolcka-nar, 886 ;

Sandt-huya, 1132.
Sandpiper, 134
Sandra, 9 ; Sandras, 1 105 ; Sanyanqur,

9.5 , Sang-l-basri, 330 , Sangi-t-
* dalam, 327 : Sany-i-jerdhat, 716 ;

Sanyz-mar-jdn, 989 ; Sang-i-palaun,
1049 ; Sang-i-yahada, 710 ; Sang-
i-yaahab, ,560 , Sang)t-kanai, .538 ;

Sankha, 989 ; Sankha bhaarna, 710;
Sankjiu, 292 ; Sankru, 392 ; San-
kuah, 543, 547 ;

Sdn-madaC, 1072 ;

Sanna-balta, 838 ; Sanmi-btle-kabbii,
937 ; Sanna-galu, aanagalu, 295 .

Sanna ha'jazi, aanna-kokki, aanna-
mukki, 288—9 ; Sanaa, 445 ; Sanoh,
161 , San-pon-ye, 1111 , Sanpyaung,
1039 ; Sansdrd, 160

SaNSEVIBRIA ZEYBAITIOA, 868.
San-tdg, 430 ; Santagu, 976.
Santalum album, see Sandal-wood.
Santanikd, 470 ; Santara (Citrus au-

rantium), 320-4 ; ... nibu (Sweet
Lime), 326-7 ; Santa kayi, 439

;

Santh, 402 , Santha (Woodfordia),

1121 , Sdnthi (Rice), 834; Santi
1072.

Santomca, santonin, 93.

Sanlra (Cyporus rotundus), 466.
Samibar-el-hindi

,

292 ; Sanu-kapaaht,
1 , Sanvil, 430 , Sanwa, 843 ; Sadnf,
887 ; Saora, 894 . Saphari khumra,
441 ; Saptn, 889.

Sapindus, 14, 979.
Sapium, 546, 659, 979- 80.
Sapodilla, 627.
Sapota, 627
Sa},pan-wood, 61, 194
Sappanga, 1 94.
Sapphire, 428, 5.59, 663. 716.
Sapri', 1051 ; , wiim (Manure), 767 ;

Sar Sara ISacchariim a.nmdinaceum),
929 ,

Sara (Boiled Milk), 475 :

Saragro, 78 1 ; Sarah, 743 , Sarana,
.>42 . Snrang, 123 , Sdrdyi, 1043.

S\H<'0< HLAM -1 3 PULCHKll'MMA, 163, 924.
Sardn, 437
Sardine, 511, .54.5, 547, 549.
Sn) i, 618, Sartahn (Sarson), 177;

Sij/ivd. (.>28, Sarjika, 48; Sarjum,
990; Satkanda, sarkard, 362, 929-
31 , Sarkarei vall>, 686 ;

Sarkar-
khandi, 930 , Sam, aerri, 296

Sarsaparilla, Indian, 35. 628
Sarson, 176.
Sarua, 134; Sasd. 439, Sast. 72,

Sasnialu, 496
Sassafras, Nopal, 310.
Sat, 988 ; Satapnahpa, 879 ; Satdc,

aatert, aatha, aathpuria, aatpada, 124 ;

Sdthi, 824, 831 ; Sail, 444 ; Sattdnn,
60.

Satin-wood, 294.
Satpatiya, 754 , Satpura, 486 ; Sat-aa,

163 ; Satsiyar, 484 , Satthapu. 777 ;

Satthwa, 500 , Satii (Barley), . . .

(Maizo and Barley Flour), 565, 640,
1138, Salur, 784.

Satyrium, 902
Sa}i, 46, 379 ; Sauj, 911 ; Sanna-

togart, 197 , Saiinf, .552 , Sdur, 168 ;

Saurab, 429 , Saurif, 887.
Saubomatum outtatum, 65.

Suva, 844-5; Sdvara, 168; Savaya,
10,51 ; Sawahri, .542 ; Sdwan-chattwa

,

843 , Saioani, 799 ; Sawdnk, 842.
.Sawfish, 543, 540-7.
Sawku, 195.
Saya, 821 , Saya manjal, aaya pasnpii,

447 ; Sa yo mat, 896.
Scale Insects, 354, 386
Scharlach-worm, 347.
Schehedenegi, 249 ; Schetna, 249, 2.51

ScHLEICHERA TBIJUOA, 1057
Schoenus, 401.
Schorigenain, 161 ; Schorl, 563.
SciLLA INDICA, 1048.
SciRPUS Kysoob, 466.
ScLEROPHYLLUM, 823.
Scorpion Fish, 546.
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Scratch-coco, 398.
Screw-pino, Foreign (Pineapple), 66.
Screw-pines (Pandanus), 188, 776.
Sealposra, 624.
Sealing-wax, 1004.
Sea-slug, 122, 541.
Sea;weedsj 50.

010 ; Scbe, 907 ; SehiBt, 778 ;

Sechaub, 250 ; Sedarth, 177 ; Sect,

679, 771 , Segapu (Guava), 907 ;

Sepaptl (Oxide of Lead), 707 : Segapu
(Sword J3ean), 248 : Sehund, 630—1 ;

Setat, 102 ; Setden, 994 ; Scin
(Garden Bean), 1107 ; . . . (Terminalin
tomentosa), 1073 ; Seinaa, 544 ;

Seinye, 760.
Seir, seer, 641, 645-7, 549.
Sejav, 249 ;

Sejaat, 102 ; Sepi, 631 ;

Sekhdgt, 1053 ; Sekio, 784 ; Sel, 26 ;

Sele, 547 ; Selemnyok, 1 132.
Selenite, 716.
Sem, 248 ;

Semar, 168.; Sem-kt-g6nd,
aemla-gdnd, 121 ; Semul, . . .-muala,
168, 232, 623, 670, 991, 1005 ; Sen,
903 ;

Sendht, 767, 700, 886 , Sen-
durgam, 276 , Sengel, 294 ;

Sengtereh,
320 ;

Sentbal, 521 , Senjt, 1091.
Senna : Country, Jamaica, Tinnevolly,

288.
Sennal, 542 ; Scnlha, 929 ; Seole, ter,

994 ; Seondht, 831 ; Sepa, 881 ,

Sepuddy, 980 ; Serafanjt, 418 ; Serdi,
930; Sereh, 469, Serei, 911 ; Ser-
hnyok, 914.

Sericabia, see Bombyx.
Sericutn, 994 ; SertUt, 538 , Sering-

jai, 100 ; Serpa, 161.
Sesame, Seeamum (Gingelly), 197, 360,

479, 698, 601, 625, 750, 812, 810. 821,
869, 871, 981-7, 1036-7

Sesbania, 29-30, 226, 287, 894-6, 924,
987-8.

Seta, 664.
SSTABIA ITALICA, 843, 988-9
Setburosa, setburwa, 480 ; Scto-btkh-

uma, 20; Sivu, 910; Sewa, 887,
Seye, 760 ; Sha (Pegu Cutch), 9 ,

. . .
(Sheep), 740 ; Shabju, 880.

Shaddock, 324.
Shade-trees, 383,
Shadgrantha, 24 ; Sfiaclu, 775, 884 ;

Shaftalu, 906.
Shagreen, 542, 547.
Shahad, 128 ; Shahdanah, 267 ; Shahd-

ki-makhi, 128 ; iSfid/n'n (Falcon), 133 ;

Shaht zdfran, 430 ; Shahpasand,
1127 , Shah-zerah, 283 ;

Shatng jtrt,

981 ; Shdinah, 784 ; Shdk, 131 ;

Shakarkand, 087 ; Shakar khora, 1 32;
Shakar pitan, 631 ; Shakshin, 131 ;

Shal, shaldan, shall (Ric.e), 824, 829.
(Shawl), 1120, Shalgharn, 176;

Shdili (Italian Millet), 988.
Shallot, 68.
Shalshi, 911; ShAlu, 1031, 1040;

Shama (Bees’-wax), 125 ; ...

(Bird—Cittocincla macrura), 133 ;

.. (Panicuni Crus-galli), 842-3;
Shamai (Panicum mihare), 846 ;

Shdmd-thumpa, 398 , Shambirdni.
1052; Shameula, 521 ; Shqmh, 1081 ;

Shamor, 1144 ; Shamshad, 190 ,

Shamshara, 942 ; Shatnula, 843 ;

Shana, 252; Shanader 'jhar, 1106;
Sha-na-kwalna, 742 ; Shanal, 430 ;

Shanambo, 430 , Shanda laghune/.
190 ; Shanglx, 888 ; Shan hnan,
086 , Shank-ha-palila, 94 ^ Shdnma,
903; Shdpiang, 1120, Shap-sha-
pen, 163 ; Shar, 475 ; Shardb, 1043 ;

Sharab-ki-ktkar, 1.5 , Shdrak, 133 ;

Shdrdyam, 1043 ; Sharifah, 71.
Shark-fins, 641—3, 649.
Sharks, 543-4, 647.
Shash, 914 ; Sha-shonng, 531 ; Sha

soung, 822 ; Shatranji (a special
carpet), 271, 275 ; Sfulul, 131.

Shawls, Kashmir, 1 1 25—7.
Shawm, 1051 ; Shazating, 530 ; She,

210 ;
Shcduri, 776.

Sheep, 644, 746-9.
Sheetings, 023.
Shehm, 639.
Shell-lac (Tachardia), 48, 93, 1062.
Shells, 122, 712, 989.
Shem, 1043 , Shemba, 16 ; Shemi, 9 ;

Shenbu, 401 , Shendrt, 76(5 ; Sken-
gort, 774 ; ShengtUan, 498 ; Shen-
shandanam, 909 , Shenia, 1066 ;

Sheo, 1110; Sheolk, 094 ; 910 ;

Shera, .531 , Sheradt, 930 , Sneria,
630, 871 , Sherka, 1109; Slevelh,
926 , Shciva, 485

Slna, 283 , Shialti, 1036 ; Shib, 61 ;

Shihsashtn, 190, Shidu, 530; Shih.
93 , Shtlandi, 464 ; Shilrn, 902 ;

Shtrn i-atti, 537 ; Shiinbi, 248 ;

Shin, 485; Shindar, 911 , Shingh,
493 ; Shingddd, 1080 ; Shioh, 121 ,

Shipur-gaddi, 1 87 ; Shir, 53 1 , Shirg^
1109 ; Shlrdld, 754 ; Shiran, 905 ;

90.5 ; Shirat-kuchchi, 09 , Shirat-
kush-cki, 1053.

Shirtings, 623,
Shiru-nari-vengayam, 1048 ; Shiahah,

563 , Shisham, 484-5 ; Shish-
niosaic, 718 ; Shish-iina, 161 ; Shtsu-
kdt, 485 ; Shitta-rattai, 60 ; Shivadai,
822.

Shoe Flower, 629.
Shot, 988 ; Shola, 28 ; ... i enrjai,

791 ; Shombu, 5.52 , Shor, 4 ; Shora,
alwrga (Salsola foetida), 114 ; Shdra,
sdrd (Saltpetre), 972.

Shokba bobusta, 49, 640, 766, 990-1,
1006, 1057.

Shori, 444; Shorshe, }11.
Shrikes, 132, 142.
ShritaUxm, 428 ; Shrol, 115 ,

Shudi,
706; Shukku, 1139; Shukri, 624;
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Shumaj, 190 ; Shunda-pana, 286 ;

Shunnambu, 709 , Shurli, 428 ;

Shawae, 5G6 , Shwan, 180 ; Shwi-
pay^n, 441 ,

tiia-pu, 144 ; Siam,
160 ; Sibaydu, 707.

Sibiaa or Whito-eyes (Birda), 132.
^iDA (Fibre), 924, 991 .

Sida (Lagerstrcemia parviflora), 701 ;

Sida atHu, 487 , Siddhi, 249, 258 ;

Sidhu, 1044 ; Sigwan, 1068 ; ISihdr,

j 121 ; Sihdru, 160 ; Sihund, 531 ;

Strong, 102 ;
Stka/cai, 14 ; Siktha,

125 ; Sila, 911 ; Sildraa, 61 ; idil

barua, HOO ; Stlim, 1073 ; Silingia,

749.
Siliqua&truin, 264
Silk and Silkworm, 992-1020 ; Mul-

berry worm, 992-1002 ; Eri, 916,
1011-3, 1144; Muna, 1003, 1009
11 ; Taaar, 626, 701, 1002-9, 1073.
1144, .. Trade, 1013-26;
-worm rearing on Arhar, 200 ; . .

. . Chinoao, 912, 1001
Ijandthe of Madagascar, 200 , .

^ Vegetable, .36.

Silk-C'otton Plants (Boinbav maln-
baricnm), 168 , . (tlalotropis). 207 ,

. . . White (Kiiodendron). .521 , . . .

(Coclilohpiirnuuu). 812
Stlkkari. 1049
SiLT.Aoo siHAMA (Wluting), 547 .

SlUea, 101 ,
Sill-kurla, 628 , Stlloh,

104 , Sliloi, 732 , Silphion, 533
Sri. tTRDS (Indian Isinglass Fish), .543

Sim, 508 ; Si-ma, 249, 2.51 , Sima
boggu, simai-karri, 333 , Strnbitl,

168 2 Stmbi, .504 ; Siinla-alu, 766 ;

Sitysim-el-hindi, 91.5 ; Stmpuliccai,
525; Stmul, 168, 232; Sina, 997;
Stnal f^inqdl), 746.

see Braasioa, 176, 178, 180, 182.
Sinban-karaii’a, 890 ;

Sindvrwani, 113 ,

Sindhi, 1139, Sinduri, 755, Stngen,
1063 ; Singhani, 99

Smghara Nut, 1080,
Singhu, 283 , Singia jur, 21 ; . . .

khar, 21 ;
Singh, 1144, Sing-

monal, 141 ; Singtok, 785 , Singrja,
121 , Singya-bis, aingyi, 21 , Stn-
haaan, 402 , Stni, 249, 250 , Sinkami,
311, Sinsapd, 48.5; Sinth, 126;

* Stpari, 891 , Sipi-ka-chuna, 710 ;

Sir (Garlic), 58 , ... (Silk), 994 ;

Sira, 783 ; Sire., stree, 459 ;

Sirghurai, 462 ; Sirin (Hemp), 249 ;

Siria, airiaha, airin (Albizzia), 4.5 ,

iStVfca (Vinegar), 1108; (Muiij),
929 ; Sir hup, 177 ; SirmiUi, 29 ;

Sir-nat, 162 ; Sirom, 1106 , Sirru
kirai, 63 ; Siaa, 402, 707 ; Siaal,

31, 39-42, 924 ; Siai, 1051 ; Siaik-
kurakura, 1079 ; . . .-panu, 1079 ,

Siaau, aiaaoo ' (Dalbergia), 486-6 ;

Sitdlpdti (Mats—Clinogyno), 776-6 ;

Sitd-palam, 71 ; Sitaphal (Custard

Apple), 71 ; ... (Musk-Melon), 441 ;,

Sitd-punda, 71 ; Sit-ruti, 776 ; Sitaal,

484 ; Sitta (Saltpetre), 974 ; . . .

(Tamarind), 1066 ; Sivaen borrur,

842 ; Siyah, 283.
Skates, 543- 4, 547.
Skin, 743
Skins* Animal, 032 ; . . . Bird, 138.
Skiu, 743
Smilax, 628.
Smut, 456, 941. 1031, 1134.
Snake-bird, 141 , ... Gourd, 1081 ;

. . .-stone, 131 , . . .-wood, 1051.
Snipe, 134, 138.
Snippet, 134
Snuff, 793
Soap, 547, 812-1, 819 ...-nut, 979;

. . .-pods, 14 , . . .-stone, 1049.
Soda, Salsola, .50

Sod”ini aiul it.s Compounds, .50-7 , . .

I Ri-boiatc (Borax) .56, 171 .3 ,

I
t'aibonato, .50 -<>, 448 , . . .Caustic,

I 56 , . . Chloride (Table Salt), 61,
' 66, 963 -71

: . . Suljihato (Glauber’s

I

Salt), 56-7
I Sohdga, 171 , Sotiuii, 1043, Sohtkirc,

j

562 , Soh-li, 540 , Sohmi, 140.
i Soie (Silk), 994
Sola, 28-30, 447,
SoLANUM, 79, 788, 891, 1026-30.
Solar, see Sola
Solara, 462 ; Sola topia, see Sola.
Soles, 641, 546-7
Som, 694 , Soma, 251, 769 , Somal, 92 ,

Somblon-zt, 882 ; Sonibti, 887.
Sommacco /emnnnello (Rhus Conaria),

914.
Sana (Gold), 605 , Sonn/ul, 163 ; Sonali,

287 ; Sonalla, 430 , Songadi, 937 ,

Soni, 290.
SONNEKATIA AClDA, 30
Sonp, 552 , S6nth, 1139 ; Sooahn, 500 ;

Soonamooky, 996 , Sophia, 452 ,

Sordka, 972
Soigho, aorgo, see Sorghum.
SOKOHUM VULUAKE (Judr), 70, 111,

188, 258, 281, 509, 598-9, 601, 603.
630, 675, 728, 741, 768, 767, 835,
843. 868-71, 881, 917, 929, 983-5,
1032, 1046-7, 1081, 1097, 1131-40.

Sorghimi, Sugar, 929, 1041.
Sorrel, Rod, 629.
Soao, 981 ; SoCta giivdi

,

449; Soufiya,
452 ; Souta, 1107 ; Sowd, 879.

Spanish-gourd, 441.
Sparrows, 132 ; ... Java, 133.
Spawtium junckum, Sparton, 43 1

.

Spaatu, 778.
Sperm-whale, 64.
Sphatikari, 61.
Spica tndica (Cymbopogon Nardiis),

466. 463.
Spider, Red, 228.
Spigo Nardo, see Spica indica.
Spike (a disease •£ Santalum), 976-7.
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Spikenard, 462—3, 792, 821.
Spikso, 99.
SeinANTHES, 546, 664.
Spilecha, 115, Spin bajja, 1120.
Spinel, 428, 558-9.
Spin kishmishi, 1118.
Spirits, 92, 119, 488, 826, 956, 1041.

1043-8, 1112.
Sponouoms, 54.

Spot, 896.
Spur-fowl, 134.
Spurgewort, 630.
Squash-gourd, 441.
SqUlNANTHUS, 461.
Squirrel, 0.32

Sra ktshmisfn, 1118 , Srigatulam, 976 ,

Srikhanda, 976, Sringavera, 1139;
Sringi-btuh, 21 ; Srtphal, 26.

Stareh, Stareli Sugar, 826, 840, 1138.
Starlings, 132
Steel, see Iron.
Stebculia, 95, 1050-1.
Stbbeospebmum suaveoi-ens, 49, 96.
Stibmte, 72.

Stjebum, 229, 385.
Stipa tenac'issima, 432
Stoat, 632.
Storax : Buimese, Liquid, True, 61,

1052.
Strebi.u.s a.sper, 868.
Stbioa i.utra, 941, 1034-,5
STROniEANTirES ITr.-VCOIIlIFOT.IUS, 123,

663, 678, 905, 1051.
S. CALI.OSUS, 123, 1117.
Strontia, Strontianite, Strontium and

its Salts, 58.

Stryclinino, Stbychnos Nux-vomica,
258, 546, 1047, 1051 2

Sturgeon, 643.
Stybax benzoin, 61, 1052.
Su, 276.
SUAEDA, 11.3-4.

Suala, 122.
Sualu, 1009 , Subdn, 270 . Subjz, 2.58 ,

Such!, 9.5 ; Siicra, 931 , Sudburg,
926 , Sudha, 710 ; Sufir, 276 ;

Su-gandha, 4.51 , Sugandi pala, 628.
Sugar and Sugar-cane, 67, 79, 92, 293,

928-62, 1043, 1046, 1109, 1111, 1141.
. . .-apple, 71 ; . . .-candy, 1041 ,

. . Maple, 928 ; . . . Sorghum, 929,
• 1041 ; . . . Starch, I 138.
Suhatungrnugrik, 120 ; Sui, 1, 743 ;

Siitld, 430 , Siij, 640 ; Sujango, 255.
Suj'judo, 630 ; Suji Cement, 714 ; Sujt
(Flour), 1086, 1088 ; Sukasa, 439 ,

Suket, 976 ; Sukhad, sukhud, 976 ;

Sukkanaru pzUu, 457 ; Sukta, 1108 ;

SukH-hhaama, 710, Sullea, lOl ,

Sulpha, 879 , Sultana-champa, 204 ;

Sum, 1009.
Sumach, American, 191 ; ... Elm-

leaved or Indian, 115, 191, 038, 914 ;

. . . European, 913.
Sumhdra, 831 ; Sumi, 1043 ; Sunilu,

130 ; Sumok, 913 , Sumaum, aim-
aim, 981 ; Sun, 910.

Sim-birds, 132.
Sunddh, 287 ;

Sundari, 541 ; Sundek,
628 , Sundel, 976 , Sundhia, 741,
871, 1039 ; Sundia, 1031 , Sundi-
bet, 201 ,

Sundrogai, lOf. ,

I

Sunflower, 81.3.

Sungung rik, 121 . Sitnjna, 784 ;

! Sunkar, 834 ; Sunletthe, 192
I

Sunn (Hemp), 430—7. ,
Sunna, 710 ,

Sunnam, 709 , Sunnu,
906; Sunt, 1139; Siinth, 1142;
Suom, 886 , Snpdri, aupdri-ka-phul
(Betel-nut), 83. 168 ; Supdri (Grey

, Oak), 911.

j

Superphosphates, 169, 772.

i
Suph^ie-khua, 1048 , Sur (Boer), 759 ;

Sur (Phragmites karka), 777 , Sur
(Wild Boai), 752, Sura (Cyperus
tcgotiforinis), 467 ; Surd (Spirit), 826,
929, 1043—4 ;

Sura (Spurgewort),
.531 , ... (Sugar), 932 ,

Surana,
65 ; Surangi, 204 ; . . (Togari
Wood), 783 , Surana, 1141 ; Swap,
1043 , Surat, 162 . Surb, 707 ;

Surband, 9.3 ;
Surbuli, 821 ; Surga,

aurgum, 1032 ; Surgupt, 625 ;
Sur-

honi, 204 , Suriakhar, 972 ; Surin-
)nn, 398, Surkhi, 713, Surkhia-
bagla, 139 , Surma (Antimonium),

I 72 ; Surrnd (Load Sulphide). 707 ;

^ Surma aafed, 716 , Surmah-i-Iafa-
! hani, 72 . Suroaa, 4.51 . Surpan,

204 . Surtia, 737 , Surul, 78 , Sutya-
paftra, 20.5; Suldr, 142, Sutwi, 1 .

I S-utaahi, ,560 . Suth, 742 , Suthan,

]

779
I Sus (Boar), 7.52.
' Suai (a Cotton Textile), 618 . Suvaka,

83 , Su-yU, 16 . Swalloe, awalloio
I (Bcche-do-Mor), 122
1 Swallows, 132.

I
Swallow-worts, 205.

I Swans, 1 34.

j

Swarna, .56,5.

I Sweot Flag, 24.
Sweet Potato, 687—8.

I Sweet-sop, 71.

I

SWEBTIA Chibata, 405
' Swet-bvrela, 991 ; Swcti aariaha, 177

j

Swifts, 132, 138
1 Swonpahoon, 882
I Sword Bean, 248.

j

Sympi.ocos obandifloba, .555, 1010
S bacbmosa, 49, 195, 756.
S .spicata, 783
Syn.\nthebias sylvatica, 65.

Tahan chaier, 628 ; ... merah, 627
putch, 628 ; Tahuehir, icio, 10 ,

110 , Tabauk, 484; Tahau, 1051 .

TaCCA PINNATIFIDA, 116, 44.5.

Tachabdia lacca, 447, 777, 1053-06.
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Tad, 169; Tadag tinny, 1107 ; Tada-
miri, 890 ; Tadhal, 258 ; Taduhya,
63; Tag, 430, 1116; Tagara, 123;
Taggar Wood, 74 ; Taguna, 496 ;

Tai, 498 ; Tmla, 982 ; Tairi, 1 94 ,

Taj, tajpat, 311 ; Tak, 473 ; Takhva,
*439; Taki, 121; Takoli, 484;
Takpa, 131 ; Takpo, 906 ; Takra,
470 ; Taksor, 1073 ; Tal (Gingelly),

869, 981 ; ... (Palmyra Palm), 169 ;

jTala, tali, 428, 931 ; Talagu, 102 ;

Talaguwa, 103 ; Talai, I'll.

Talaing Milk Creeper, talaingzok,
658.

T'ala kiriya, 74.
Talc, 1049.
Tall (Rosewood), 484 ; ... (Pala-

quiuin polyanthum), 628 , . . . (Silk-
worm disease), 1001.

Talia, 21.

Talipot Palm, talip-panai, 428.
Tali 8a/eda, 485; Taliapatri, 311 ,

Talia (Bermuda Grass), 463 ; ...

(Indian. Millet), 1031 ; Tallaa, Tallo,
398.

Tallow, 701-3, 812-4, 819; . . . Mala-
bai-, 1105 , ... Piney, 1105 : . . .

Tree, Brindonia, 5.53 ; ... Tree,
Chinese, 079.

Talsana, 171 ; Talutn, 188 ; Tama '

(Bamboo), 101 ; Tdmd (Copper), ,

401 ; Ta-ma (Hemp), 249, 261 ; 1

Ta-rna-ka, 780 ; Tatndl, 555 , Tamdld,
j

311 ; Tamalan, 484 ; Taman, 701 , j

Tamara, 882 , Tamarah, 97 ; Tamarc- i

Hnui,., 1066
;

Taniaru^l Fisli, 640-1, 547. i

Tamui^id Tree, 548, 1066
Ta-Waki.-c, 116, 188.
Tamarta, 9J ; Tdmbada, 909 ; Tambrut,

70 ; Tatnbul, 83 ; Tdmbuli, 891 ;

Tamidelit, 518.
Tampico Fibre, 44.
Tdmra, tanbdh, 401 ; Tdmra-valli,

920 ; Tanach, 485 ; Tanaung, 15 ;

Tanaur, 1112, Tanbin, 170; Tan-
ddn, 1118; Tandi, iatvdra, tani,
1072 : Tandi aura, 465 ; Tandula,
824 ; Tandua, 317 , Tan-ei-taai,
294; Tang, 910; Tangar, 172;

^
Tattgedt^, tanghedv, 289-90 ; Tan-
grol, 743 , Tdngun, 988 ; Tdnhdri,
901.

Tama, 398
Tanka, 036 ; Tan-kana, tankankhdr,

tanltMr, tinkar, 171-2; Tankir,
444 ; Tannab, 327 ; Tan-aala, 561 ;

Tantoai, 484 ; Tan-wet, 752 ; Tapa-
cloth, 180.

Tapioca, 444, 766.
Tar ; Coal, Wood, 344, 888, 890, 1070.
Tdr (Ediblo Date), 882 ; . . . (Mars-

denia Roylei), 774 ; . . . (Yam), 496 ;

. . . Fibre (Palmyra Palm), 170.
Tara (Edible Date spathe.) 884 ; . . .

(Talipot Palm), 428 ; . . .-water, 884 ;

Tarai, 103 ;
Tara mira (Radish),

912 ; Tara-mira (Rocket), 180 ;

Tara-moni, 180 ; Tar-hagla, 140 ;

Tarbu], 437 ; Tarhuza, 316 ; Tdr-
c.harvi, OT’S , Tare, 1072 ; Tdri
(Palip-wme), 170, 361, 757, 760,
886. 932, 1043, 1046.

Tarl (Indian Almond), 1073 ; Tari
or teri (Sappan-wood), 192, 194 ;

Tartgh, 988 ; Tdri-kd-airkah, 1 109 ;

Tarkakdx, 439 , Tarla, 407 ; Tar-
mus, 316.

1 Taro (Egyptian Arum), 398 ; . . .

I
(Galaiigal), 60.

Taroi, 764 ; Tarotd, 288-9 ; Tar-
rhyak, 142 ; Tarro, 398 ; Tarroy
Silk, 1009 , Taru, 888 ; Taruka,
780 ; Taruko, 60 ; Tarum, 188 ,

Taruni, 69 , Tarwar, 289 ; Tda, 132,
140 ; Tdaar, Indian, 701, 756, 1002,
1073, 1144 ; ... Chinese, 1005 .

Taar-muga, 1009 ; Taahdrt-atdr, ta-

ahidri, 100 : Taale, taale mcntog,
172; Tat, 406, 411; Tataur, 93;
Tatrak, 91.3 ; Tatri, 914 ; Tatti,
(Screen), 188, 775 , Tattur, 489 .

Tating-ong, 91 , Taungthale, 552 ,

Tarakhira, 444 , Tavakahird, iavak-
kahtra, 110; Tavakaha, 773 ; Ta-
raahi, 439 ; Tavtr, 555 ; Tavkil,
773 ; Tdwah (Red Clay) .535 ; Taw-
but, 499 ; Tawpxvesa, 909 , Tatu-
thidin, 755 ; Tayau, 531 ; Tayaw
kayaw, 74 ; Tazaung, 530 , Taziaa,
30 ; Tchongtay, 538.

Tea, 209. 523, 812, 815
Teadoug, 889.
Teak, Baatard (Butea frondosa), 189.
Teak Tree (Tectona grandis), 1068.
Teakah, 498.
Teal, 134.
Tebu, tabu, 9.30.

Tkctona, 1005, 1068-72.
Tedlapdl, 1131; Tigu, 1068; Tehr,

044 ; Tetn-nyet, 194.
Tbiko.stackyum, 104.
Tejpdt, 311, 1110 ; Teka, tekku, 1068 ,

Tekdtd sij, 530 ; Tekreng, 247 ;

Tekeerah, 103 ; Telia babul, 3 , ...
-garjan, 600 ; . . .-tuma, 15 ; Teh
barua, 100 ;

Telinga-china, 1005 ,

Tella-chettu, tella kwiya, 531 , ...
maddi, 1072 ; ... pal, 1132 ;

TellapatH, 684 ; Tella-tuma, 16

;

Temaitam, temamera, 707 ; Tem-
bhurnv, temru, 498-9 : Tembul,
891 ; Ten (Fig), 537 ; Tdn (Honey),
128 ; Tendii (Ebony), 498-9 ;

. . . (Melon), tendua, 317, 441 ; Tenera
arundo, 931 ; Tenga, 350 ; Tengah,
293 ; Tennai, 988 ; Tenai, 317 ;

Teoka, 255 ; Teora, 704 ; Teori,
822.

Tki>iikosia, 225, 663.
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Tepor, 655 ; Terai (Sheep), 749.
Terebinth Tree, 902.
Terem, 398 ; Ten, 194.
Tekminalta, 49, 89, 498, 766, 887,

1003, 1006, 1007, 1047^ 1072-0.
Terrah, 1009.
Terra Japonica, 10.

Terri, 1113 ; Tesaer, 100.3.

Tbstxjdo eleoans, 1080.
Teau, 189 ; Teixa-garjan, 499.
Tetuaxthera monopetaea, 1010.
Teturl, 990 ; Thahyehyu, 526 ; Tha-

dunbyu, 980 ; Thagwa, 439 ; Thaikar,
448 ,

Thaikxva, 100 ;
Thaxkwaba,

104 ; Thainban, 628 ; Thakhxva-
hmwey, 438 ;

Thalay (Screw I’jne),

777 ; ... (Soap-nnt Tree), 979 ,

Thale (Paper Mulberry), 186 ; Thole
(Pomegranate), 909 ; Thtih, 979.

ThALICTRUM FOEIOSUM, 405.
Thalortnova, 742 ; Tham, 99 ; Thamaga,

780 ; Thame, 98 ; Thameng, 044 ;

Tha-men-gxit, .564 ; Thdna, 100 ;

Thanattaw, 553 ; Thanbaya, 320 ;

Thnndax, 258 . Thankoh, 428 ; Than
knih, 132 ; Thansa, 889 ; Thanu-
wen, 444 ;

Thanzatt, 040 ; Thar,
743 ; Tharra (Bricks), 329 , Thasa-
daram, 525; Thdivt, 1121, Thayet,
704.

Thea, see Camellia.
Theet-men, 30 ;

They, 464 ; Theh, 210 ;

Theiu'a, 100 ;
Thelh, 248 ; Them-

banwa (— Ship’s Cotton), 589;
Thenghto, 528 ; Thcnpinna, 350 ;

Thetkia kyn, 930 ; Tin-din, 142 ;

Thxlla, 74 ,
Thtllaymaram, 531 ,

Thin (Margosn), 780 ; . . . (Chno-
gyne dichotomn), 775 , Thinban,
029 ; Thinbaw-kyeteu, 099.

Thistle, 31.
Thilcha, 700, Thitchabo, 311 ; Thit-

chanknu'e (Willoughbeia), 600 ; Thit-
kado, 290 ;

Thitkya, 498 ; Thit-
kya-bo, 311 ; Thitaein, 1072 ; Thitai,

779 ,
Thoddgatti, 484 ; Thodapga-

pullu, 187 ; Thodi-pera, 124 , Thoja,
538 ; Tholkurt, 046 ; Thor (Pigeon
Pea), 196; . . . (Plantain, inner por-
tion of stem), 789 ; . . . (Spurgewort),
630—1 ; Thotd, egalu, 124 ; Thorla-
gunj, 25 ; Thoah, 744, 747.

Thread Blight, 229.
Thuips, 080.
Thrushes, The Black-throated Laugh-

ing, White-crested Laughing, 132-3.
Thetoriyd, 1 10 ; Thum, 68 ; Thun,

936 ; Thur, 190 ; Thua, 174 ;

Thuvar, 531.
Thyme, 245.
Thyrnene, Thymol, 286.
Thyrsostaohys siamensis, 104—5.
Ttbbu bittong berabu, 936 ; ...

cappor, 936 ; Tibbu cldm, 936 ;

. . . tilur, 935 ; Tibr, 665 ; Tibd Hut,

935 ; Tidhara, 630 ; Tidki, 68
Tie-thie, 637 ; Tiffina, 681.

Tiger, 632 ; . . . Milk Tree, 74 ;
. . .-ni

406.
Tihon, 248 ; Tiffina (Cotton), 68

Ttkadi-moti, 461 ; Tik-bit-zim, 88'
Tikhar, 773 ; Tikhari (Cymbopog
Martini), 451 ; Tikhi, iiqui, 31i

Tikhur, 443—4 ; Tikka, 78 ; Tiki
443 ; Tikta lAu, 700 ; Tikto-aha
429 ; Tikuri, 822 ; Til, thili (Mun
929 ; . . . (Ginjelly), tila, 279, 28
001, 603, 625, 741, 812, 816, 981-
1035, Tilai, '74; Tilak (mun/ flowo
930 : ... (red paste), 26 ; Tilakai
259 : Ttlangaa, 911 ; Tilaparni, 90

Tiles, 328.
Till, 102 ; Tilia, 23 ; Tiliakachan

20 ; Tilla, 606 ; ... (Blindu
Tree), 631; Tilli, 1120; Tiltni
981 ; Tilon, 930 ; Tilur, 14<
Timbori, 498 ; Timmue, 890 ; Tim
khia, 270; Tin (Vetiver), 110(

Tin, 402, 1077-9.
Tmcal, 172.
2'indiaa, 031 ; Tindu, 441 ; Tindul
498; Ttnga, 115, Tinkdl, 171.

Tinstone, 1077.
2’intiri, Untul, 1006 ; Tinwa, 101

Tinyu, 888-9; Tippili, 891; Ti
981 : Tirbo, 777 ; Ttrcorat-kala
881 ; Tina, 102 ; Tirukalli, 631
Tiai, 720-1; T'ltd, 406; Tit
jhingd, 755 ; Titak, 317 ; IHla
133 , Titi nigala, 99 ; Titni-bi
1144.

Tits, 132
Tiura, 704 ; Tivar, 98 ; Tizha\ 296

Tkeng-hia (Chinese for Clove), 526
To, 933.

Tobacco, 56, 58, 793-811, 949, 1037.
Tobirsco, 264.
Toddy, 92, 353, 760, 776, 780, 84'

929, 1040, 1111.
Togart, 190.
Togari Wood, 783.
Togri, 123, Tohri, 822; Toka, 1093

Tokay, White, 1114; Tokdar, 140
. . . eohan, 134 , To-keaun, 1049
Tolli, 104 ; Tomagi, 396 ; T’ongach
888; Tongua, 774; Tonham, 1051
Tonti, 402 ; Tookm kudu, 441 ; Tool
290, 232 ; Toor, see Tur.

Topaz, 5.59, 716.
Tophet, 659.
Toppz, 886; Tor, 1118; Toradanc

488 ; Tori, 17«, 726.
Tortoise-shell, 1079.
Toaa, 640 ; Toaha, 408 ; Tota, 131

141 ; Toun-bee-aote, 142 ; Toung pun^
lOG"! : Toukkyan, 1072-3 ; Touk-ta
116; Tourhi, tari, teri (Csesalpini
digyna), 192,

Tourmaline, 662.
Tow Cok (Vigna), 1107.
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Toxa Bark, 305.
Tragacanth, Indian, 95.

T3iAao:^N (Pheasant), 141.

Trambu, 401 ; Trao raids, 532 ; Tra-
pusha, 439 , Traaara (Sanskrit for
Shuttle), .1002 ; Trash, 854, 850 .

•> Trayamun, 492.
Treacle, 952.

,
Tree, 1055.
Tree-pie, Indian (a Bird), 133.

TlnEMA OKI RNTALIS, 383.
TkEVESI V PAT,MATA, 30.
TBICHOSPlItEBlA SACC’JtART, 930.
Tmgona (Bees), 127.
TBIOONBI.I.A, 005, 820, 1081-2.
Tnmbal, 638.
Tripang, 122.
Tbitictjm vulgabe (Wheat), 110, 293,

1082-1105.
Trivrit, 822.
Trogons, 132 ; Troja, 925 ; 'Prong,

1026 ;
Trumba, .5,32

Trumpet Gourd, 700.
Trund deda, 316.
Vi’Byao.T, 643, .347.

Taa, 994 , Tsatnhehti, 701 ; Tsarat-
pang, 704 ;

Tsiitga, 103 . Tsau,
994 , Ts cha, 210 , Tschih-ayer,

. . hesar, . . curnng, . . -tnera, 205 ;

Tsema, 130; 'Tser, 888; Tat, 994;
Teia-pangnw, 194; Ts’iii'hua kii,

294,' 'Tsyi, 210, Tsinda-bnngt, 249;
Tsiaka, 94 ; Tsiakeki, 538 ; Tajancke,
528.

Tsia-pangam, 194; Taierti-cansiava,
24*d\Tsiolam, 1032 ; Tstti, 531 ; Tsu-
ma, !M9, 251 ; Taunt, 910 , T’u, 210.

Tubmwba mtjsioa, 989.
Tndhi, 124 ; Tudir-]en, 124 ; Tugdar,

140, Tuggur, taggar Woo<l, 74;
Tuh, .316 , Tuia-tola, 141 ; Tukak,
161 ; Tukati, 091 ; Tukt, 498 , Tukra.
1000 , Till, 784 ; Tula, 570 ; Tu-
latngno, 660 ; Tula kdr, 838 ; Tiilda,
-100 ;

Tulka-pyre, 879 , Tulai, 010
'Tuma, 3 ; Tumbu, 700 . Tumbekt,

795 ; Tumbika, 498 ; Tumi, 499 ;

Turml, 498 ; Tumri, 700 ; Tun, 290 ;

Tundikeri, 570 , 'Tundu, 290 ; Tung,
755; Tdnga, 914.

J’ung Oil. 46
Tunu, 650 ; Tupkarta, 991 ; Tur, 196,

601, 871, 1035 ; Turani, 325 ; Turanji,
46 ; Turbidt, 822.

Tubbinet.la bapa, 989.
Turiah, 103 ; Turichu, 403.
Turkey, 136 , ... Red, 49 ; ... Red

Oil, 922.
Turmeric, 443, 497-8, 1139-41.
Turnip, True, and Swedish, 176.
Turpentine, 464, 888-90 ; ... Chian,

902.
Turpeth Root, 822.
Turquoise and Turtle, 659, 710, 1079.
Tubtub (Turtle-dove), 133.

Turuk-togari

,

197 ; Tuah-ra, 743 ;

Tusl, 744 , Tuaaah, tuaarh, tuaaur,

iuesore, see Taear ; Tilt, 784^^5 ; Tuti,

438 ; Tuver, tuvar (Pigeon or No-eyo
Pea), 190-200, 509. 598-9, 835, 809,
871 ; Tvdeh, 313 ; Tyagada mara,
100^; Tyib, 533.

Tyloses, 88.
Typha, 98, 116, 29,3, 777.
Tyre, 469, 474 ; Tzcdze, 843 ; Tzu-dza,

504.

U
Uil (Lignuiu .Vloes), 72 , L’dadyaweli,

880 , Vdah-dhaturd, 188 ,
(Tdal,

1051 ; Udula, 121 ; Ihian, 546 ,

Udul, 881, 871, 1108, 11dish. 115;
U'ilu, 117 ; XJd-rak, 979 ; IJdum-
bara, 5.18 ; Vgal, ugla (Buckwheat),
532 ; (Lignum Aloes), ugur,
72 ; Ughz, 700 ; TJguru, 531 ;

Uk. ukh, 930, 934-5, 937, 944 ;

U-ladac namland, 90 , Ukokn, .586 ,

(Jko*ang, 102 ; Ulatkambal, 1 , Ulava,
504 , Ulavt, 543, 540 ;

Tile, 0.50 ;

IJh, 704 , Uhai, 62.5 , Ullo, 161 ,

C/liT-gra.ss, 892 ; Uluva, 1081.
Vmd, 721 ; Umakata, 2.59 ; Uniari
(Arthrocnemum mdicuni), 113;
.. (Indian .Tujube), 1143, Utnari-
kirai, 114, Umd ziggar, 720 ; Urnbar,
5.38 ; Umbn-vetus, 202 . Utubhu, 283.

Umrawatti, 5 ; Utm, 101 ; Un/'ala,
.540; Undarhihi, 700; Undaru, 16,
Undi, 204 ; IJndum, 909.

Unio (Shell), 712
Uniei, 45 . Unmatta, 488 , Untuih,

1144; Upayi mara, 552; Up<i-
ktinchika, 511 ,

Uparadra, 028;
Upaa Tree, 71.

Uppam, 584, 603 ; Uppu, 963 , ...

nutc, 784,
Upupa epops (Hoopoe), 142.
Upu-poma, 913 ; Ural, 746
Urad, urd, urud, 879, 881, 1107, 113.5.

Urckoea bi.astioa. (Rubber), 0,59.

Ukex-v lou.ata, 905.
Uboinea iNDiCA (Indian Squill), 1048.
Uri (Rice), 824, ... (Gram), 508;

Uriar, 740 ; Uriata, 979 , Urna, 994 ,

Urni, 428 ; Urohi (Cow Poa), 1107 ;

, . . (Uolichoa Lablab), 508 ; Ur
aheme, 104.

Ubsus, 632
Cbtica, 144, 163, 924.
Uru, 612 ; Urucu, 142 ; Uruk, 905 ;

Uruh-el-kdfur, 444 ; Uruzz, 825 ;

Us, 930 : TJsad hana, 70 ; Uaan, 180 ;

Usdr Soils, 51, 711 ; Uaereki, 886;
Vsfur, 276 ;

Ushaklani, 114 ; Ushat,
205 ; Ushaauta, 963 ; Ushgai, 901 ;

Uevr, 886; Usira, 1106; Usirbhed,
tiakia, 429 ; U-apar, 99 ; Uaaey,
102 ; Ussu, 427.

UsTii/AOo, 456, 941, 1134.
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l^strung, 95.
JJtalay gudda, 1028 ; Utuvh, 1039 ;

Utham, 99.
Utraaum Bead Tree, 611
ZJttariya, 418 ; Uttraccharn, 511.

V
Vdcchd, 110, Vadam-kottat, 905 ;

Vadara, 570 ; Vadur, 102 ; Vagdrm^
534 ; Vaghayani, 534 ; Vaghe, 45 ;

Vaidia-gavat, 70 ; Vaingan, 835

;

Vaja hand, 494 ; Vajrdbhra, 781 ;

Vajri, 530 ; Vakeri, 192 , . . .

-mat, 192 ; Vakhma, 20 , Vdkunthha,
2C9 , Veil (Dohehos Bablab), 508 ;

. . . (Red-wood), 25 ; Val-ayati an-
gur, 1114; Valestilii, 625 ; Vallai-
capo-molago, 265 , . . .-pundu, 58 ;

Valldrai, 646.
Vallajiis Hbynei, 49.
Vallikildngu, 687 ; Val-mellaghii, 890 ;

Vdlo, 1 106 ; Valpapri, 508 : Vanan-
chtk, 498; Vana-sitntht, 1139; Van
dt pind, 885 ; Vange, 1026

Vangveria, 384,
Vansa-ktdnka, 101 ; Vanat. 937 ;

Varddt Cotton, 678-9, 871 , Vardgu,
(Panieiim mihacoiirn), 79, 003, 843—
5, 1036 ; Varaha, 762 ; Varangu,
499 ; Van (Common Millet), soe
Vardgu ; . . (Grey Oak), 91 1; Vatiari,
562.

Varnish Tree, Burmese, 779 ; . . .

Wild, 914.
Varnish, Chine.se, 46, ... Hatters’, 48 ,

, . . Japanese, 914 .... Pmey, 1105.
Vaa, 99, Vasa, 25, Vaaan, 110;

Vaaka, 787 ; Vashambu, 24 , Vds-
hanap~puUa, 459 ; . -nu-mitha, 110.

Vasicine, 25.
Vathegd-kiyo, 1 10 , Vathrgaad, 1 10 ;

Vata, 537 ; Vatari, 916.
Vateria indica, 500, 1047.
Vataaka, 640 , Vatta-t^nppi, 991 ,

Vavut, 172 ; Vavvjila, 2 , Vazhaip,
787 ; Vedam, 1073 ;

Vedda vala, 14 ,

Vedz, 3 , Vedru, 99 ; Vfditruppu,
no ;

Vegetable Butler, 359 , . . . Marrow,
441.

Vegotahne, 369
Vejsu, 359 ; Vellai-ktinrikam, 1105 ;

. . .-maruda, 1072; Vellajung, 896;
Velln-koku, 140.

Vellarm (Hydrocotylo), 647.
Vellan-verai, 437 ; Vella-vengdyam,
58 ; Vellay naga, 70 ; . . putah
kavalee, 1051 ; Velligarnm, 171 ;

Velhn, 439, Velloda, 611 ; V«^.-

vellam, 15 ; Vembii, 780 ; Vfndaik-
kay, 631 ; Vendayam, 1081 ; Vengai,
908 ; Vengan, 1026 ; Venkandan,
98; Venkaram, 171 ; Vennap paaha,
908, Vepa, 780, Vepale, 1131;
Vepali, 640.

Verbena, Indian, 469.
Verdigris, 403.
Ve.rek, 16 ; Vermelho, 976. ^
Vernohia anthbemintica, 28
Veri, 774 ; Veru sangalu, 74 ;

i 201 ; Veti-uppa, 972. ,

I Vetiver, Vetiver Oil, Vkti
onoRATA, 70; V. 2izanioii>e3
188, 778, 821, 1106-7.

Vettilai, 891; Vetti-vdr, 1106;
pale, 1131.

Viburnum ehubescens, 190.
VIdecha-pdna, 801.
ViGNA Catjano, 770, 871, 879,

1107-8.
I Vtjdka, 326 ; Vijapdra, 326-6 ; Fi,

j

249, 251, 268 ; Vildyati-afaantin,

j

Vtlayati-agati, 287 ; . . .-Khane

I

.577 ; Vildyoti, hildti, (English) n

I

(Arachis), 74; Vtlaytt-gawuth, Vile

I

hdllu, 778 ; VxUdele, 891 ; Vilvi

97 ; Villayati (English) Toba
. 798
\
VlLr.EBRUNEA INTEGRIFOUrA, 144, J

I

162, 164-8, 924.

j

Vilyadele, 891 ; Vina-pullalu, 187

I

Vine, 929, 1047, 1112-20; ... Hir
I

layan Wild, 1112

I

Vinegar, 92, 929, 1108-12.
Virana, 1100; Vtrinzi, 825, Vise

' 174 ;

VlTEX Negundo, 49
I
VlTIS VINIFERA, 800 Vine.

I Vitriol, Blue, 403.
Vittula, 611 ; Vlae, 720; Vola, 10;

Vowra, 123 ; Vrihi, 825 ; Vrtah
25 , Vullay, 707 , VuUii-gade lu, .5

VoEPES (Fox), 032. ‘f)

W
Wn (Wild Sheep), 740 ; Wabo, 101
236 ; . -myetaangye, 101 ; Wezbreei)

103 : Wachall, 104 ; Wael, 537
Wadah, 102 ; Wadx, 843 ; Wadroo
104 ; Waftangel, 487 ; Wa-gale, 686
608 ; Wagi, 100 ; Wagria, 683-4.

Wagtails, 132.
Wa-gyx, .580, 608 ; Wah, 101 ; Wabal

ehahi. 1123 ; Wakay, 101 , Wakhma.
20, Waklu, 101 ; Watada-iogari, 197 ,

valayali angur (Vitis), 1114 ^ Walck-
mora, Wald-mora, 490 ;

Wall, 608 ,

Wallarai, 1028 ; Wallur, 134.
Walnut, 700, 812, 816 : . . , East Indian,

46 ; ... Indian or Belgaum, 47.
Wausura Piscidia, 546.
Wa-wt»fcin!7, 100 ; Wamnah, 100 ;

IFawMna, 100 ; Wanet, 101, 103 ,

Wangan, 1026 ; Wani {Judr), 1037 ;

Wa-nt (Cotton), 680 ; Wanjad, 902 ;

Wa-nwe, 103 ; Wan-xvdngan, 904 ;

Wanoke, 101 ; Wei^oyti, 101 ; TFar
(Ficus infectoria), 638 ; . . (Sac-
charum arundinacoum), 929 ; Warax,
845 ; Warangal, 274.
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INDEX

Wa biers, 1 32.

Wt-runa, 429 ,
Waahut, 103.

Waipr-lily. 663 ; . . . Melon, 316.

''VaH, 101, 103 , Watm, 580 ; Watrai,
103.

Wattle Australian Black, Australian
White or Silv er, and Common, 2.

Wax, Bees’-, 125-8, 812-4 ; . . . Japan,
914 ; . . . Pajaffin, 876 ; . . .-cloth,

Afridi, 93, 282-3, 712, 782, 813 , . . .

-insect. White, 71.

Wa-ya, 102.
Wedl-mora, 490
Weizen (Wheat), 1082.
Wetla, 467.
Whalebone, 646.
Wheat, 643, 726, 728, 834-6, 917,

1037, 1043, 1082-1105, 1134:...
English, . . . Macaroni, . Miracle,
1086 ; . . Polish, 1084 , . , Riv'et,

1085 ; . . . Spelt, 1084 , Stealo,

1083.
Whisk-fibre, 188.

Whisky, 966, 1013.
Wlutc-bait, 647-
White-oyes, 132, 134.
Whito-goose-foot, 293
White-govird, 441.
Whiting, 647.
Wicker-work, 114, 202.
WilayaH habiil, 14.

WihiiOtTQHBEiA (Rubber), 668, (iOO.

Willows, 116.

Wines, 1043, 1116.
Winrt, 428.
WlTHANIA COAOULANS, 474, 483.
Wtr, 825.
M\)^, 603.
Wond, 1043 , Wontenulgi, 104 , IPJro,

637.
Wood-ash, 48.
Wood-oil, Chinese, 46, 603 ; . . . Mala-

bar, 499.
Woodpeckers, 132.
Wool, Paahm, 1121-31.
IVootz, 692.
Wormsecd : Barbary, Levant, 93.
Wormwood, Indian, 93.
Worra, 101.
Wbiohtia tinctohia, 190, 640, 063,

1 L31-2.
Wnc/cii, 430 ; Wulawalli, 504 , Wimdu,
842 , Witr, 537 ; Wuthulii. 882.

X
Xagara, 362, 931.
Xivhqmlitl pxtzahac (Indigofera truxil-

lensis), 661.
Xyxon (Gossypium), 611, 576.

Y
Yahu-yahu, 136.
Yak (Gruntii^ Ox), 644, 733.
Yake nar, 1061 ; Ya khaing, 787 ;

Ydkut rexndni, 668; Yalachi, 1143;
Ydlakkx, 511 , Yalva, 69; Yama,

201 ; . . .-druma, 168 , Yamala kyeir.
201 ; Yamni, 661.

Yanis (Dioscorea), 446, 479, 492, 1141
Ydnzin, 972 ; Ya-pien, 846 , Ydqut
560

; ^
Ydrt, 888 ; Yashm, 560 ,

Yaahqui, yaxqui, 39 ; Yava, 640
Yavak-ahdra, 48 ; Ydvandla, 1032
Yava-parkdra, 1032 ; Y-dzi, 395.

Yeast, 1047
Yebraj, 95 ; Yehala, 1072 ; Ye-khaong.
638 ; Yekin, 531 , Yekka, 20.5 .

Yel. 116, Ycle-gulla, 531; Yella.
1072; . ktray, 114; Yellande.
1143; Yelhkalh, 530, Pe-nd, 873
Yendike, yxndaik, 484 , Yengara.
1031 . Yenkt, 163 , 1 en nemerarn
502 , Yrppa, 116—7 ; Yercum. 205
Yrrkiiti, 467 ; Yerra, 580 ; Yerugudu

,

484; Yc-tha-pan, 533 , Yetkyi, 1121
Yettc, 48.5 ; Yetti,, 1051.

Yeux de bouiique, 190.
Yharbht'ih, 489 ; Ying-au, 846 ; Ytnma.
294 ; Ytn-pya, 124 ; Ytppah, 891
Ytyo, 782 , Yok batvadi, 651 .

Yourigzalat, 653 ; Youn-padt-at, 631
Ytembo, 696 ; Yuca, 496 ; Yung.
124, Ytirk, 640; Yuruahea, 778

Z
Zahib, 1112 , Zajron, 429 ; Zag, 074 .

Zagar, 485 . Zaghu, 720 ; Zaghun.
437 . Zahab, 565 ; Zdk, 61 ; ZaW.
492 , Zanib-chule, 900 ; Zamburi

,

322 , Zamin-kand (Elephant s Foot).
65 , . (Yam), 493 : Zangdr, 403 .

Zan-ghoz, 888; ZangzabU, 1139.
Zanthoxvlum alatum, 1012.
Zanzahxl, 1139, Zard, 907, Zdrddk,

489 : Zardalu, 905 , Zanr, 492 ,

Zarnab, 311 , Zaung bale, 701
Zea Mavs, 929, 1132-9
Zobrawood (Diospyros Kurzii), 498.
Zebri, 526 ,

Zebu (Humped Ox), 732
Zedoary, 443 ; Zendebu), 534 ; Zcnclii.

836; Zengi liar, 1074; Zeriimbdda, 443
Zeuzeha coffe,^:, 386.
Zhireh, 442 , Zhorhatheylo, 822 ; Zi,

1143. Zihl, 767, Zighir, 720.
Zinc, 402.
ZiNGiBKK, 446, 1139-43.
Zinya, 124 , Zxr, 665 ;

Ztra (Black
Caraway), 284 ; Zird (Cumin), 442 ,

Zirah, 284 ; Zirdu atah, 283 ; Zxreh.
442 ; Zxri. 834 ; Ziriahk (Barberry),
130, .. (Raisin), 1112

Ziser, zisorn (Cicor ariotmuni), 295.
Ziya. (Cumin), 442.
ZiZYPHUS JujuBA, 1003, 1005, 1012,

1057, 1143.
Zobo, 733 ; Zoga, 974 ; Zud, 1082 ,

Zwn (Bird Cherry), 906 ; Zura*
zurna (Sorghum), 1032 ; Zurambdd,
444 ; ZYa.®NA (Hammer-headed
Shark), 543, 547.
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